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HUMIDYZOR

The POCKET HUMIDOR
. i 1 . 1

CONDITION—is what counts

in tobacco. Cheap tobacco in

good condition is often a far

better smoke than expensive

tobacco that’s not properly

kept. Most tobacco—already

too dry when you buy it

—

becomes unfit to smoke when
you carry it in its original can

or in the ordinary pouch.

PATENTED pouch ;

Moisten this Space to KnepTcbacco.-

Moist.Cool and Sweet

725 BROADWAY

No matter how dry the tobacco may

be when you put it in this Pocket

Humidor it soon sweetens up. Simply

moisten the patent, humidizing lin-

ing under the flap, every few days,

and tobacco perfection is assured.

This lining is enclosed in a new pouch

material that combines all the ad-

vantages of rubber and leather

pouches—yet none of the disadvan-

tages. Wear-proofed and soil-proofed,

this velvety soft pocket humidor will

last for years with ordinary usage

and always keep your tobacco in

prime condition.

In dry, “steam heat” days the hum-

idizing lining imparts just the right

amount of moisture to your tobacco.

In damp, humid weather the rub-

berized suede covering keeps out all

excessive moisture. Once you have

tried Pearson’s “Humidyzor” Pouch

you’ll never carry your tobacco in

a tin or ordinary pouch.

A specially designed lip makes it

impossible to spill your tobacco. It

is easy to open—easy to close and

is made in the most convenient

form to fill your pipe.

Just dampen the oval space under

^ the flap every few days and your

tobacco keeps moist and fresh.

Tens of thousands particular pipe smokers and those "who roll S
their own” are already getting a new satisfaction out of this ,
pocket humidor—yet it was only patented last summer.

Use This Coupon Today PEARSON
PRODUCTS
Incorporated

725 Broadway, New York City
If your dealer hasn’t yet stocked it (and that’s quite

possible for we’ve only just placed it on the market) y
you can get one post paid by return mail by send- /
ing one dollar and this coupon. Money back Enclosed find one Dollar ($1.00)

' y for which please send me one Pear-

S son’s Humidyzor Pouch.
if you don’t like it.

Send for this Pocket Humidor Today

PEARSON PRODUCTS, Inc.
NEW YORK CITY

Name

Address

Get this

Pouch and

Say Good-Bye

To Dry

Tobacco
PEARSON’S “HUMIDYZOR” POUCH

Double-Duty



A CASSIAR HUNT IN NINETEEN - SIX
UP THE STIKINE INTO A LAND UNSPOILED WHERE CARIBOU RANGE THROUGH
LONELY VALLEYS AND SHEEP MOVE SLOWLY ALONG SNOW SWEPT MOUNTAIN LEDGES

By HARRY L. FERGUSON

ABOUT twelve years ago, by a piece

of good fortune, I happened to get

in touch with a man I had never

met, but who I had heard about, whose
shooting companion had disappointed

him. I had been very anxious to go to

the same place but could find no one to

go with, so when I heard of “W” it did

not take long to get in touch with him
and make the necessary arrangements for

a trip up the Stikine River to the Cas-

siar country.

The trip across the continent need not

be told of for every one knows of the

doubtful joys of a car trip of several

days through quite uninteresting coun-

try. This applies only to the eastern

states and the prairies, for the ride

through the mountains never gets tire-

some. We dropped olf the train at Banff
for a day or two as we were ahead of

boat leaving time, and had a good time
looking around, swimming in the pool,

and visiting the Park, well stocked with
buffalo and other big game animals. After
a day or two we moved on to Vancouver
and soon sailed north for Wrangel and
a great trip.

The Princess Beatrice was quite com-
fortable and we found on board several

other parties who were also going up to

hunt on the head waters of the Stikine,

so we soon got to know them and the

time passed very pleasantly. We had a
chance to go ashore at Ketchikan and
walked about, seeing what was to be
seen. As the town is built entirely of

wood and a good part of it on piles over
the water, it can soon be seen. A dam
had been built across a small stream
back of town and we there saw a most
remarkable sight. For centuries prob-
ably, the salmon had gone up this stream
to spawn and now were blocked by the
dam, and at its base a solid mass of sal-

mon were wedged. They were packed
so closely that when we put our hands in

the water, they would slip down between
fish and we were able to catch a number
of them. I suppose by now, the fish have
given up using this stream and it is,

like so many others, spoiled, in order to

help some one make money. The scenery
was continually changing as the route

lay through the islands practically all

the way and as a good many black fish,

a small species „f whale and an occa-

sional dug-out filled to overflowing with
Indian children and dogs were seen, the

time passed swiftly and late one night
we reached Wrangel and went ashore at

once, glad to be able to stretch our legs

again on land.

As the Mount Royal, the Hudson’s Bay

Osborne Caribou with malformed horns

Co., steamer could not leave for a couple

of days, we put in the time buying a few
extra things and in visiting and photo-

graphing the Indian totem poles that are
scattered through the town and neigh-

borhood. The one quite often seen, of

the bear sitting on top of a pole with his

foot prints carved all the way up, be-

longing to old Chief Shakes, was really

the best though one over at old Chiefs
grave was very well done, a huge flying

bird of some kind. The ubiquitous slot

machine where nickle followed nickle into

its gaping maw, seldom returning to us
multiplied, were played with the custom-
ary luck, but it was a time killer at any
rate so we did not regret our losses very
much.
Word at last came to go on board the

Mount Royal, and every one hastened to

her with their outfits and we soon were
off. The mouth of the Stikine, where
Wrangel is located, is broad and shallow
with sand bars showing up here and
there, and old tree stumps lodged on
them and has rather a poor appearance.
Captain Johnson steered without a
chart but felt his way along depending on
the color of the water entirely and only
once or twice landed us on a sand bar,

but backed off each time without much
trouble. The water all looked the same to

us, but the captain noted the different

shades of color in the muddy river and
steered accordingly. We stopped several
times a day to take on a load of fire

wood at the stations they have located

along the run to Telegraph Creek.
The great Orloff glacier, nearly six

miles across at its base, is on the north
side of the river, and was a beautiful
sight as the lower hills had gradually
given way to great mountains covered
with snow, and the sunlight shining on
the ice was a sight to long be remem-
bered. An old Indian legend says that
the glacier ran over the river and up the
opposite valley, but if this was true it

was long, long ago. There appeared to be
a small glacier in this valley, so pos-
sibly there is something in the story.

A party of Russians were sent up to ex-
plore the glacier, when Russia owned
Alaska, but were lost in the ice and I be-
lieve no trace of them has ever been
found.

The current was swift, and several
times the crew were obliged to run a
cable ahead and then with the winch
going and the ship’s engine puffing its

heart out, we were able to get over a
stretch of rough water. To get through
the Big Canyon where the water rushed
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swiftly through the high hillsides, we
had trouble and parted several cables

which was quite exciting as the Mount
Royal would then go flying backward
and land with a thump on some accom-

modating sand bar. Almost as soon as

we got through the canyon, the country

changed and in place of great rugged
mountains, where high up on the sides

we would see goats moving about, we ran

into a lower country where there was
little snow and it was more rolling and
open.

A T Glenora we were met by Frank
Callbreath through whom we had
engaged our guides in advance, and

on reaching Telegraph Creek he escorted

us to the dance hall which was to be our

home until we got away into the moun-
tains. The town was very small, boast-

ing only two stores, that of the Hudson’s
Bay Company, and the one belonging to

John Hyland and one saloon. These with

a few houses made up the town, so it was
soon seen. Our guides were Dick and
Mac and the cook was Mat; all were
Tahltan Indians and fairly good hunters

though like most Indians pretty excitable

and apt to get peevish if anything was
done not quite to their liking. Dick

was my guide, and as I look back I feel

that I would rather have had him on

such a trip, than any other guide I have

ever met, for he was always keen on
hunting and took an interest in what was
to be seen, and seemed to enjoy the won-
derful views as much as I did, and was
always game.
Owing to the distance from civilization

and the difficulty of keeping stock

through the winter months, pack and
saddle horses were rather scarce and we
set out with only five pack horses and
one saddle horse, which seemed queer
after the numbers usually taken on trips

farther south, as in the Lillooet district

or in the western states. We soon turned
the saddle horse into a pack horse and
walked, so we could then go ahead of

the outfit, and on reaching some espe-

cially attractive spot sit down and smoke,
and so get a chance to see the country
much better than if we were thumping
some old lazy saddle horses in the ribs,

in an almost futile attempt to keep them
up with the outfit.

Our first meat was brought into camp
by “W” who won the toss, when we saw
a goat on a neighboring mountain, and
the fresh meat was most welcome after

the canned things we had been living on
for several days. We had swam our

horses across the Stikine at Telegraph
Creek and headed south along the line

of the Government Telegraph line till

we reached the cabin at Raspberry Creek,

and then struck away to the eastward

into the hunting country. After the first

day from town we saw no one all the

time we were out, and only once or twice

ran on old camps. The country we went
into was full of goats and sheep and we
got some fair heads of each. I have
hunted goats on two trips in British

Columbia and can never see why they are

so looked down on by most hunters, as

they live on such ground that it makes
the hunting quite difficult and in fact

the ones I have shot, caused me more
trouble than the sheep did, as the latter

were found on sloping shale slides while

the former were on precipitous places

hard to get at.

I shot a big billy one day from across

a ravine after a long stalk and could

never understand why he was not
knocked over, for the 30-40 I was using
went through his shoulder and the bullet

stayed just beneath the skin on the far
side, and the only move he made was to

slowly turn his head about and look to-

wards me. We were obliged to crawl
down quite a way and then up again to

where he still stood, and all the time he
remained in the same position and save
for a little blood on his mouth, no one
would have known that he was hit. He
had bled internally and was unable to

move so I shot him again, and we soon
skinned him out and packed what meat
we could and the head back to camp
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after taking measurements and some
pictures.

The following day we moved camp and
the next day I stayed in camp to clean

the scalp and skin while “W” went out;

on a hunt for sheep, goats or anything
that might be found. Dick and I were
sitting near camp hard at work on the

skins while Mat, our none too clean cook,

was whistling his one and only tune, a
plaintive sort of thing, while washing his

clothes and towels in a basin made of

a canvas pack cover set in a hole in the

ground, when I happened to look up at

the mountain, which rose quite abruptly
across the small park-like valley where
we were camped and noticed a small ob-

ject move on a bare spot about a quarter
of the way to the summit which I made
out to be a bear. It did not take long to

spy out the lay of the land and as the
wind was in our favor we were soon on
our way to the spot where the bear had
been seen. After getting up to where
we thought we should find some signs of

it, we saw nothing, but happening to look

back towards camp we saw Mat motion-
ing with a towel and on going in the di-

rection he had waved, we came through
a patch of scrubby trees to an open place
and there on his haunches, sat a black
bear in the act of reaching out and pull-

ing berry bushes to him. As I look back
at it now, it seems like cold murder, but
then all I thought of was bear! bear!
I have hunted nearly all my life and had
never shot a bear, though I once did

wound one that got away, and I did not
stop to think of anything except to make
a good shot. Well, I shot the poor brute
through the throat and then gloated over
it but as a matter of fact it was a fine

bear, though only two-thirds grown. I

still have her hide which is in good
shape, but it was only murder for she
never knew I was there and never had a

chance.

WE hunted for sheep steadily and
finally got into a country where
they were plentiful but did not

have the good fortune to run onto any
very large ones so we only got medium
heads. The day I got my best sheep
was a day I will never forget for it was
a heart-breaker and both Dick and I

were about tired out when we at last

reached camp late at night. It happened
in this manner. We were camped in a

beautiful but quite narrow valley, be-

side a stream, with mountains of no
mean size rising abruptly in front

and back of us. “W” chose one side, that
back of the camp, and I took the other.

We crossed the stream on a fallen log

about two hundred yards from camp
and struck up the mountain and were
out of breath in a few minutes, but we
went on and at last reached the summit
and saw nothing but a few ptarmigan in

their half white plumage. The top was
quite broad and we crossed this and sat

down in the lea of a big rock for a

smoke and a look around. Soon a snow-
squall hit us and as it was too snowy
and windy to attempt any climbing ex-

cept at too much risk, we were forced
to wait until we were chilled through.
Finally we could stand it no longer and

started out, thinking it would be worse
to freeze than to get a tumble, but luckily

the snow stopped soon afterwards and
we made out a band of sheep on the next

mountain, almost at the summit. As we
could see nothing else in sight, we started

after them and about three hours later

were up almost where we had seen them
earlier in the day. At last we struck

their tracks which led along the moun-
tain and then up over the crest and down
the other side. We only followed down
a short distance and then on coming
around a sharp turn found ourselves al-

most in the midst of a band of about ten

Stone sheep which split and ran in every

direction except towards us. I missed the

big ram of the band cleanly the first

two shots and then managed to hit him
and he dropped. We hurriedly skinned

him out and taking his head and scalp

and leaving the meat for the next day

started for camp. To get there we had

to go down one mountain, and then up

another and down the other side of it to

camp, and Dick who had a good bump of

locality struck the same log we had
crossed on in the morning, though now
it was late at night. How he knew where
he was going I do not know. I do know
though that I fell enough times coming
down in the darkness to get completely

mixed up and would not have been at all

surprised if we had walked in at Tele-

graph Creek. A good supper was soon

ready and disposed of and we then felt

all right. There is no use in my at-

tempting to describe the scenery we
saw this day and many others. Any
one who has been in the mountains knows
what it is like and can picture it all,

from flowers and birds and rock slides,

to the sunlight on some rugged snow-
capped mountain. Then the snow-squalls,

cold and forbidding, and the sight of a

ram leading his band of ewes to some
favorite feeding ground, together with

* »

the shrill whistling of the marmots, all

go towards making up a picture that is

always remembered.
Many grizzly bear signs were seen, but

we never saw one though at times we
must have been quite close to them.

Driven back to camp one day by a bad

storm we came on the track of a large

one within a hundred yards of camp,

but as it had taken to the rocks near

there we were unable to follow its

track. Nearly every other party we
heard of afterwards had either shot or

seen grizzlies. I never realized how
large they were until I saw on a sand bar

on the Stikine, the foot prints of a big:

grizzly that had walked along looking for

the dead salmon that were lying every-

where along the river banks and bars.-

Hardly a day went by that we did not
see quantities of game about us but a*

we each had some heads we did not shoot

any more of medium size but spent our

days hunting for big ones, but we were

doomed and never saw any larger ones
than we had in camp. Whenever we
wanted a change of diet we shot ptarmi-
gan for they were plentiful and could

be found nearly any time we went out.

Up to the time we left the mountains on
September 30th, we never saw them in

the full white plumage though the white
predominated. These birds usually are
quite tame and can be shot with a .22

rifle and only seem wild when a storm is

coming up, when they then flush some
distance away. The Indians who have
superstitions about nearly everything,
told us that to imitate ptarmigan was
very bad luck, and if one was boiled it

was sure to snow. We did not boil any
that I can remember, but still had the
snow. We tried eating marmots and
porcupines also but could not work up
much enthusiasm over either though the
Indians preferred them to any kind of
meat. I saw Dick one day, with great
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trouble, drive and drag a porcupine at

least a mile to camp where he killed it,

and then, running a sapling through it,

held it over the fire to burn off the quills,

when he cooked it. It always tasted to

me like eating a piece of pine bark, but
possibly my taste was off for I have heard
others say they were fine. The “pork- .

ies” also had an Indian superstition at-

tached to them. If their intestines had
three points on the end, then the luck

would be fine, but if fewer number were
found then the best thing to do was to

stay in camp for there was no telling

what would happen to the hunter. We
saw a few big timber wolves which have
kept the deer out of the country but did

not get any shots though one day “W”
ran until he was sick in a desperate at-

tempt to head two off, as they were cross-

ing the valley.

N OT wishing to return home without

trying for the large Osborne cari-

bou and moose, we retraced our

steps to Telegraph Creek where we out-

fitted again and after staying there a

couple of days headed up the old trail for

Dease Lake which lay about seventy miles

distant. The trail was kept up by the

Government so was in very good condi-

tion and good time could be made. Sev-

eral old deserted log cabins along the

trail and immense piles of empty bottles

are all that remain of the saloons, to

show for the gold rush at the north end

of Dease Lake years ago. Later on it

came into its own again when the great

Klondyke rush was on and many people

went over this old trail seeking their for-

tunes far to the north. The only objec-

tion to the trail was that the camp sites

were spoiled by so many people using

them, as there is still quite a lot of min-
ing being done at the Dease Lake dig-

gings.

On reaching the lake we cached some
of our extra stuff and struck off to the

eastward, into the caribou and moose
country. As we left the Lake the country

soon got higher and more broken and then

we were once more in the mountains.

After supper the night we left the lake

camp, Mac told us an old Indian legend

which ran as follows:—In a fair sized

lake to the east of Dease Lake lives a big

animal which eats anything that goes

near the lake. Once it ate nineteen sheep

and two Cassiar Indians who were cross-

ing in a canoe. The only thing that

ever escaped was a great bull caribou,

who on account of its horns could not be

swallowed but was found near the edge

of the lake with all its legs broken.

Ducks, geese, or anything going near the

water are caught and no Indian would

go near the lake now, Mac told us. We
tried to find out more about it but could

not, and needless to say we did not hap-

pen on the lake and see the big animal

that lived there. Warburton Pike after-

wards told me he had heard of a lake in

that locality that had a whirlpool in it,

and possibly that was the foundation

for the story. It was fascinating at any
rate to sit and hear a story like the above

from an Indian who in his quaint way
told it and showed his belief in it and

we never tired of hearing tales from

Dick and Mac and wish we could go once
again over the same country, and hear
more of their tales and see again that
everchanging wonderful district of the

Cassiar.

A LMOST the first small mountain we
came to had an interesting thing
to see at its base. Two small

streams that came from opposite di-

rections, came together, and at the meet-
ing place, disappeared in a hole be-

neath the mountain. We went on further
and got at last into a country that the

Indians had never seen and claimed that

no one had ever hunted in before, and I

am sure that very few had been there,

for we covered a good deal of ground
and never saw a sign of a camp or of

man anywhere, and the game certainly

did not show the fear of people as they
do in most places. I say this, for one day
Dick and I were having lunch and as it

was cold we had made a fire and were
boiling some tea and were surprised to

see a good sized bull moose come straight

towards us, up wind, where he must have
winded us and seen our smoke, for it was
open country with only small bushes. We
also saw sheep that were not as alert

as those we had seen in the country we
had first hunted in south of the Stikine.

There is one valley I hope to visit some
day; I never got into it on this trip for

we saw it late one day and were unable
to go back again. We had been out on a

long walk to get the lay of the land and
to look around, and came to the edge of a

mountain top. Beneath us far below,

down past the steep ledges and rock
slides, lay a valley that one dreams of,

grassy, park-like open places, then
patches of trees and running through it

all, a beautiful stream and in addition

to it all we could see the vapor from a

hot spring rising on the still air. It

was getting late and we were a long way
from camp, so with one last look we re-

luctantly turned and headed back, but the

valley yet remains I am sure, unharmed
by the acts of man, and I hope the favor-

ite feeding ground for some old bear or

other fine wild animal.

The Osborne caribou are different from
their eastern relatives in their choice of

range, aside from any physical differen-

ces as they keep to the mountains and we
saw none in the valleys where the eastern
variety would likely be found feeding.

They are wonderful animals to look at and
afford much better sport than those in

New Foundland. As we found them high
up on the mountains on grassy slopes

they could not be approached very easily

and it took about the same amount of

work as in hunting sheep, to get within
range. I was surprised one day on coming
around the brow of a mountain to meet
a big bull walking towards me and ap-

parently paying no attention to me
though I was in full sight. I shot him
as he had a queer horn formation, one
side being malformed which made it

shorter and broader than the other and
on going to where he lay, found the rea-
son he had not noticed me. The poor
old fellow not being well protected with
a good pair of horns had evidently been
severely beaten by another bull, as one
eye was gouged out and the side of his
head greatly swelled and he was in bad
shape generally.

We crawled into close proximity to a
band of cows and calves one time, and
they were most interesting to watch. The
only grown bull, the head of the herd was
very large, but unfortunately for me
his right horn was broken off half way
down so he was worthless as a specimen
and I hope lived to grow a good pair of
horns the next year and lead his herd
over their range in peace. A day or two
before starting homeward I was lucky
to get a good head but only after a hard
day and wretched shooting.

(continued on page 38)
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THE SHOOTING OF THE RARA AVIS
YEARS AGO. WHILE AFTER WILD-FOWL ON BARNEGAT BAY, A DUCK WAS SHOT
WHICH EVEN THE OLDEST AND MOST EXPERIENCED BAYMEN COULD NOT NAME

BY WIDGEON

I
T was the first week in March in the

the spring of 1870. There were plenty

of wild fowl in the bay, but we had

done but little shooting at Ortley, for

the weather conditions had been very

bad. A light easterly storm had been on

for three days, with fog and drizzle,

bringing in a good tide, but the birds

had not been flying.

As there were prospects of the wind
shifting, I had left the house very early

in the morning, and put out my decoys

at the Stack Bottom on the north shore

of West Point, as a large body of ducks

were feeding in Nigger House Cove. I

was shooting alone, Uncle William hav-

ing gone to Stooling Point. The tide

was quite high, so I pulled my sneak

box back in the marsh elders that fringed

the shore, fixed my blind, and lying down
in my box, waited for daylight.

When it became light enough to see

well, there was still much fog, and the

ducks were not moving, so I lay quietly

back in my boat,»with my head just high

enough to see over the side, a position

I always take when shooting alone. Pres-

ently I heard a faint splashing up the

shore, which gradually came nearer and
louder. A cripple paddling down the

shore, I thought, but I turned my head
in that direction and waited, when from
behind a bunch of marsh elders came an
immense mink. I found afterward, that

he had a regular beaten path along the

meadow bank and my boat lay directly

across it. Swimming up to the sneak
box, he placed his forepaws on the side,

and raised his body from the water, and
there he was, with his nose within eight-

een inches of my face. I never moved
a muscle, and it was an amusing and
interesting sight to see the puzzled ex-

pression on his countenance, his little

eyes glistened like beads, and he wrinkled
his nose in a very funny manner.

Afiter looking me over for at least a

full minute, he slowly removed his paws
from the boat, and turning, silently beat
a retreat the way he had come. I rea-

soned that his curiosity would make him
look back, so when he disappeared behind
the clump of marsh elders, I quickly

swung my gun in position. Surely enough
he peeped back to see what strange thing

F ORTY-FIVE or fifty years ago

,

sportsmen—good ones, too—
did many things that they would
not do today. None of us then had
the prescience to see what was com-

ing. We were as blind to the

future of the wild-fowl as the

plainsman and the Indian of that

day were to the fate that a little

later overtook the crowding herds

of buffalo and the antelope that ran
so smoothly over the prairie. The
incidents in this story occurred

when spring shooting (now hap-

pily done away with ) was consid-

ered not only legal but entirely

within the bounds of good sports-

manship.

—

[Author’s Note.]

he had been in contact with, when a

charge of duck shot in the head, sent him
to the mink’s happy hunting ground.

When I picked him up, I found I had

killed the largest mink I had ever seen.

I later learned that he was well known
to the trappers, who had been after him
for years.

S
LOWLY the fog thinned and lifted,

while an occasional faint puff of air

could be felt, coming from the west,

and then dimly through the mist, I saw
a small flock of ducks flying toward me
up the shore from the beach. They
swung in nicely over the decoys, and gave

me a fine double, and when I picked them

up, I found I had shot a beautiful pair

of drake red-heads in full spring plum-

age. The wind was freshening from the

west and soon the fog was gone, and then

in the northwest began to rise great banks

of ragged clouds, tier upon tier. They
rose until the whole sky was covered

while the sun, which had shone out when
the fog lifted, was again obscured, and

its faint wintry rays cast a weird light

on the troubled waters of the bay, Nearer

came the fantastic, whirling masses of

clouds, and fainter grew the light, and
then with a roar the gale burst upon me,
and old Boreas blew until his cheeks

cracked.

For an hour or more the wind blew
furiously, the white capped waves rolled

steadily on the shore, and some times the

sun would peep out, forming beautiful

rainbows in the mist, blown from the

crests of the breaking waves; then the

force of the gale gradually subsided, to

be renewed from time to time during the

day.

Directly to windward of me across the
bay lay Mosquito Cove, a famous feed-

ing ground for red-heads and broad-bills.

As the wind rose, I could hear a con-

stant bombardment from that locality,

evidently six men were shooting from
the bar at the mouth of the cove, as the
ducks passed over, for there were twelve
shots fired in every volley. They must
have made a great bag, for I shot eight
crippled red-heads during the day, that
swam in to my decoys. They came from
that direction, and no doubt were
wounded birds that had escaped them.

Just after the force of the first squall

had abated, a single Smew came to me
quite high. I gave him both barrels, and
he began at once to climb at an angle of
about seventy-five degrees, right in the
wind. Higher and higher he flew, until

at least two hundred yards in the air,

and then, flying steadily all the
time, he began to descend backwards, at
just the same angle he had risen, until

he struck the water, where he began
swimming around in small circles. I

waded out to him, and found a shot had
passed through both eyes, completely
blinding him, otherwise he was un-
touched.

The ducks appeared to be wild, and did
not decoy well, but from time to time I

added one or more to the score. As I

was eating my lunch, a flock of about a
dozen buffle-heads came along, just out-
side of the decoys. As I drew up on
them, four or five bunched and at the
crack of the gun five dropped, three in-

stantly disappeared, to come up again
flying, and I found they had dived from
the wing at the flash of the gun. This

(continued on page 40)

The ducks were wild and would not decoy well, but from time to time I added one or more to the score.
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A RACOON EXPLORES NEW COUNTRY
HOW ONE OF THESE PIONEERS VISITED A CAMP ON THE SOUTH
SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR AND WAS ENCOURAGED TO REMAIN

T YPICAL of the faunal changes often
wrought by an increasingly favor-
able environment, is the advent of

the raccoon along the south shore of
Lake Superior.

When I first went to this region in

1870 and during the more than twenty
years following, I never heard of a coon
excepting one which was shot in 1885, un-
der the belief that it was a timber wolf,
as its gray body was partly exposed on
the top of a log and this, the local hunter
was unable to identify without assistance.

Originally the Lake shore, swamps and
water courses were marked by dense coni-

ferous forests, while the deep snows, long
winters and absence of suitable food,
made such a locality an undesirable one
for certain animals and birds. On the
cutting down of the forests and the
building of lumber roads in every direc-
tion came second growth thickets, with a
variety of wild berries and nesting birds.
Later on homesteads and rural settle-

ments meant cornfields and poultry yards,
so that, from time to time, some more ad-
venturous coon found its way north from
the Lake Michigan shores or lower Wis-
consin. In certain places these thrived
and multiplied.

How one of these pioneers visited my
camp, fifteen years ago, and how he was
encouraged to remain despite his attack
upon the poultry, is described in the fol-

lowing notes from my diary. Other coons
came in later years and furnished many

By GEORGE SHIRAS III

a flashlight picture, but the first one, it

seems to me, deserves the special men-
tion usually accorded adventuresome ex-

plorers in a new country.

“story of an itinerant coon”
“White Fish Lake, August 21, 1903.

—

After arising and before I had breakfast,

Jim came from the barn with the an-

nouncement that all the young chickens

had been killed during the night—some
60 in number. The various broods were
more than half grown, and for several

weeks had been consorting together at

night by huddling in a narrow recess be-

tween two adjoining buildings. Jim hav-
ing noticed that they were not about the

yard in the morning, found them dead in

the narrow space referred to. Pulling a
few bodies out with the aid of a rake, he
found the throats had been cut by some
predaceous animal, and proceeded to in-

vestigate.

“I recalled a somewhat similar tragedy
several years before, when a large num-
ber had been killed by a half-grown
skunk. Jim, however, said it was a coon

in the present case, and the statement
excited some doubt on my part, since

this animal was unknown in the region.

His conclusion, it appeared, was not a
matter of guesswork, for he found that

the bodies of a number of chickens had
been torn open and the liver eaten—

a

coon trick, according to most observers.

“He further found that the animal had
entered the poultry yard by removing

some heavy flat stones from beneath the

wire fence—a thing that neither a fox,

skunk, nor weasel was capable of doing

—while the concluding evidence became
invincible when he pointed out, in the

moist ground around the water-trough,

an imprint that in miniature resembled

that of a bear or child; so this planti-

grade track must have been made by a

coon. This was a most interesting dis-

covery, especially as we thought the ani-

mal would return again that night.

“The damage having been done, I re-

quested Jim not to set the steel trap, but
to leave some of the dead chickens out-

side of the fence for the animal’s tempor-
ary entertainment, that I might, in a
night or two, set out a flashlight after

returning from a several days’ trip to

the houseboat, where I was about to try

for a shot at a pack of timber wolves.

“On the way up the river in the after-

noon I noticed the ripples caused by a

swimming animal under the alders, and
supposed it to be a mflskrat until the

gray body of a coon suddenly crossed a
foot or two in front of the canoe. And
although I had a chance to disable it with
a blow from a hard-wood paddle, I let

it go, for the same reason that withheld

the setting of the steel trap.

“Returning to the house-boat after

dark without having gotten a shot at a

wolf, though one howled dismally in a
dense covert not 50 yards from the

canoe, we were surprised as well as

A line of bait extended from the shore to a log in the lake and the coon following it came in full view of the camera
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First flashlight picture of a pioneer coon on Lake Superior.
He preferred cheese to fish on a baited string as

we found on developing the picture
which he had taken himself

Note the monkey-like fingers, for this animal possesses great
dexterity in climbing, fishing, the robbing of well-

protected poultry yards or the plucking and
stripping of ripening corn

gratified at seeing a coon

sitting on the gangplank

of the house-boat. We
thereupon set up a couple

of cameras, with the flash-

light machine a little

above them, and ran a

string 10 feet to an eye-

screw at the base of a

hemlock, with cheese and

fish fastened to the end of

it. While at work I heard

a slight movement in the

dry leaves beyond, and

turning the jacklight in

that direction, saw only

the two glowing eyes of

the hungry visitor. And
here it may be remarked,

parenthetically, that while

the eyes of all predaceous

animals possess a wonder-

ful luminosity when re-

flecting back the rays of a

light at night, the porcu-

pine and all northern

rodents, with one excep-

tion, do not glow at all.

“Returning to the

house-boat and putting

out the light, only a few
minutes elapsed before

the brilliant glare of the

exploding flashlight was
seen through the open

windows. Quick as we
were, the coon had dis-

appeared on discovering

what terrible things re-

sulted from simply pulling

at a little piece of cheese

tied on the end of a string.

The final picture of the season. A fish duck for bait 20 feet up in a
maple tree. In these and subsequent pictures, the dazzling

glare and boom of the flashlight seemed only to be
regarded as a visible and audible invitation

to an especially prepared feast

“August 22, 1903.—
Went down the river to

camp in order to develop

last night’s flashlight of

the coon, and found, on
developing the negative,

he preferred the cheese to

the fish. The dead chick-

ens left beyond the fence

at camp were undisturbed

—fairly conclusive evi •

dence that our visitoi :it

the house-boat was the 'pp

guilty of the former Vp-

redation. Getting a uoo 1

supply of flashlight yov. -

der and plates, we re-

turned ir the evening to

the io.cc, determined to

give- the coon plenty of

extrn bait with the hope
that it might be induced
to take a number of its

own pictures during the

night. In this we were
successful, as the flash

was fired first about 9

o’clock, then two hours
later, and finally just be-

fore daybreak.

“While the coon is cun-

ning, he is not only very
inquisitive, but extremely
daring when after a choice

meal. Possibly a million

coons are trapped every
year, and yet few are shot
except at night, with the
aid of dogs. The coon is

almost wholly nocturnal,
for I have been on islands

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 44)
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A MANUAL OF WILD FOWL SHOOTING
PART FIVE OF A SERIES OF ARTICLES DESCRIBING THE TRAITS, CHARACTERISTICS
AND METHODS OF HUNTING OUR WATERFOWL- THE SEA DUCKS CONTINUED

T HE greater scaup-duck and the

lesser scaup-duck of the ornitholo-

gists are known to the gunners by
various common or local names. They
are two distinct species, alike except in

size. One is known as the big broad-bill,

blue-bill or black-head, and the other as

the little broad-bill, blue-bill or black-

head. The latter is often called creek

blue- or broad-bill.

The big broad-bill is from eighteen to

twenty inches in length, the little broad-

bill about sixteen inches. Head, neck,

foreparts of back and chest black, with

green or purple reflections on head and
meek; lower back, rump, upper and low-

er tail coverts black; middle of back,

sides and flanks white, undulated with

narrow black lines, similiar to but

showing more black than the canvas-

back and red-head; tail, blackish brown;
belly and speculum, white; bill, dull

blue;. legs and feet, slate color. Female:

White space around base of bill; rest of

head, neck and breast, dark brown; up-

per parts dusky brown, faintly speckled

with white
;
under parts white

;
speculum

white; legs and feet same as male.

The scaups are found throughout North

America at large. Some naturalists are

of the opinion that the larger duck is

more often found about the sea-coasts

and the smaller bird in the interior, the

latter preferring fresh water to salt. I

have shot many of both species about the

coast, but I believe more of the larger

birds. Both the scaups when feeding on

water grass are excellent food, but not so

palatable when their diet is unfavorable.

The scaups, like

the canvas - back

and red-heads, are

expert divers.

They are lovers of

deep water and

often feed on the

bottom of lake or

bay by diving to

great depths,
where they are affie

to remain for con-

siderable periods

at a time.

Wounded scaups

are exceedingly

difficult to recover,

since they dive the

moment they strike

the water, and
usually come up
out of gun range.

Often when they

do come up they

only allow their

head and bill to

appear above the

surface, the body
remaining im-

mersed. In this

position they will

By FREDERICK A. WILLITS

Male and female scaup swimming

drift with the wind or tide or swim away
from the hunter. It is very difficult to

see the small black head, especially when
the water is rough.

Sometimes a wounded bird will come
completely above the surface, but at the

approach of the boat will dive and re-

appear far off to the side or in back
of the hunter, repeating this perform-
ance each time it is approached. They
usually dive just before you come within

range and seem to estimate the distance

to a nicety, remaining on the surface

until the last safe moment.
The scaups fly with tremendous speed

and are difficult marks when they pass
under full head-way. It is necessary to

hold the gun well in advance of a bird

passing in full flight, the amount of

“lead” depending, of course, upon the

distance the bird is from the hunter. It

is not sufficient to merely aim the gun
at a point ahead of a duck and then to

hold it motionless at the moment of fir-

ing. But the gun should be swung well

ahead of the duck and then kept swing-
ing as the trigger is pressed.

As I have observed before, to cor-

rectly estimate the speed and distance

of a passing duck, as well as taking into

consideration the velocity of the wind
(the effect it has on a load of shot) and
whether the bird is flying with or against
it, requires much practice.

The ducks fare badly at the hands of

the old baymen who have shot wild-

fowl for many years without missing a
season and who, therefore, are always in

practice. The new hand at the sport will

miss many shots before he bags a single

duck.

The scaups usually come well to the
decoys, especially if the counterfeits are
painted to represent their own species.

Many varieties of ducks usually circle

the decoys one or more times before
coming in, but a flock of broad-bills

often rush right in and out again with
hardly a warning and with speed which
calls for quick handling of the gun.
Therefore, the shooting at these birds is

often very rapid and exciting.

I have seen a bunch of broad-bills

come into the decoys and at the report
of the guns the entire flock splash into

the water, the unharmed birds along
with the killed and wounded. The un-
harmed and wounded birds would dive
immediately, later coming up far outside

of the decoys and scattered on all sides,

when those unhit would jump and fly

off and the wound-
ed swim away.
They are such in-

veterate divert
that no doubt they
feel as safe in the
water as in the air.
' The scaups, like

the other sea-fowl,

are well protected
with feathers and
require hard hit-

ting to kill them.
The gun should be
full choke bored,

the shot under
average conditions

number 4 or 5.

The scaups are
one of our most
plentiful ducks and
are usually abund-
ant on the brackish
bays and sounds
about the coast
during the migra-
tions. They are
also plentiful in
many sections of
the interior.

I found the les-

/ .

At the close of a day’s shooting on Bamegat Bay
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Scaup duck (male) Marila ma.rila

ser scaup by far the most plentiful

duck on a river and bay along the

east coast of Florida during my
visit there one winter. There were
enormous flocks on the Halifax River,

and on the section of the river in front

of Daytona the birds floated in huge
rafts upon the water within a few yards
of shore. Here they were very tame,

since they were protected within the

town limits throughout the entire year.

But they seemed to know well the bound-
aries of protection, for up or down the

river a short distance from town they

were as wild as usual.

The ring-neck duck is about the same
size and similar to the lesser scaup, but
may be distinguished from its greater

and lesser allies by a broad reddish

brown collar around the middle of the

neck, a white chin and a bluish band at

the end of the black bill. The female
closely resembles the female red-head
but its smaller size, darker brown color,

and indistinct collar are diagnostic with
a bird in the hand.
The ring-neck duck has a wide range

throughout the country, but it prefers
fresh to salt water and is more plentiful

in the interior than on the sea coasts.

It is nowhere very abundant. Its habits

are similar to those of the little scaup,

with which bird it often associates. The
greater scaup, lesser scaup and ring-

neck duck may be shot from the same
blind and over the same decoys.

T HE wind was still fairly strong

when we stepped out into the night

at four A. M. Daylight was long

in coming and it was still dark when we
had settled ourselves in the sneak-boxes,

well hidden on a point of marsh, a half

mile from the house-boat which we made
our headquarters. A hundred decoys

danced and bobbed on the little waves
before us.

We were warmly clothed, but the frost

crept up and found us as we lay there

waiting for the comin'g day.

Presently the east lightened and in

the wan gray flocks of ducks could be
seen weaving their way through the sky
or scurrying before the wind.

Suddenly, without warning, there was
a rush of wings quite close to our heads
as a flock of scaup swung in to the de-

coys. Sitting up, the three of us fired at

the shadowy forms. Two or three birds

dropped into the water, showing black

and white upon the waves as they drifted

with the wind. The rest were gone ere

the reports of the guns had died away.
The slain were gathered in.

As the light strengthened and spread

the gray expanse of bay, cheerless in the

dull, heavy dawn, was gradually re-

vealed. Then the fowl began to come.

A passing bunch of big broad-bills

noticed our decoys and turned, rushing

in over the “stool” like feathered cannon
balls. Three heads appeared from out

the reed covered boats and three guns
roared in the stillness of the morning.
Five or six ducks floated breast up on

the water and were easily recovered,

but two cripples led our guide a lively

chase. One escaped, the other he secured.

A few minutes later a single scaup
slipped into the decoys and sat quite

near our boats. It saw me as I rose but
it was evidently confused and instead

of jumping it swam about. I shouted but
it obstinately refused to go. Then it

dove and came up just beyond the far-

thest decoys. There it jumped but the

hfeavy load of number 4’s dropped it

upon the water.

“Get down, here comes a big bunch.”
They were broad-bills, thirty or forty

in the flock, beating to windward of our
decoys. They circled, dropped down to

leeward and came up against the wind
until they were over the decoys.

As we rose they swung off, bunching
as they did so. The fire from six bar-
rels dropped eight or ten birds upon, the
water. Then a lively chase for the
wounded ensued, all hands out in the
boats, trying to handle the oars, watch-
ing on all sides, and ready to grab up
the gun the moment a diver showed him-
self upon the surface.

And so we shot on with varying suc-

cess, until the noon hour neared, when
the ducks became scarce. Then the guns
were laid aside and the lunch boxes
brought out.

Later in the afternoon the birds be-
gan to come again, mostly scaups with
now and then a bunch of black-ducks,
golden-eye or sheldrake.

It required quick handling of the gun
and straight shooting to stop those
lightning-fast broad-bills. If a man
drops one out of a flock which is well

Ring-neck duck (male) Marila collaris

Masked duck (male) Nomonyx dominions

scattered he is doing alright, and a

double may be considered a luxury. Of
course, there are times when a flock is

well bunched over the decoys, and then

a good shot can account for quite a few
birds with his two barrels. But as an

average, day in and day out, a man who
kills fifty per cent, of the ducks shot at

may be well satisfied with his perform-

ance.

Birds came to us and quite often we
missed them. But others there were
which came to stay, and at evening when
the decoys were taken up the bag was
pronounced a good one—some thirty odd

birds.

THE RUDDY-DUCK

T HE ruddy-duck is a handsome,

plump, little duck with a very small

head and more closely resembles a
fat, squat teal than an ordinary sea-

duck.

Male, in summer: Crown of head and

nape glossy black; chin and sides of

head white; throat, neck, back, upper

tail coverts and sides of body rich red-

dish chestnut; lower back and rump
grayish brown; under parts white with

dusky bars; tail dark brown and of

stiff pointed quills; wings dark brown
and very short; bill, legs and feet bluish

gray or brownish gray; bill is as long

as head and broader at tip; feet and
webs very large. Length fifteen inches

to seventeen inches. In winter the male
resembles the female.

Female: Crown, nape and upper parts

dark brown, feathers of back rippled

with buff; sides of head and chin white;

throat and neck brownish gray; breast

grayish white mottled with chestnut;

under parts silvery white with dusky
bars.

Because of its small size and poor de-

coying qualities the ruddy-duck is often

neglected by sportsmen in favor of the

big red-heads, canvas-backs, scaups and
others. But, nevertheless, the little

ruddy possesses all the sporting qualifi-

cations necessary, with the exception of

decoying, to keep him in the ranks of

first class game birds.

The ruddy flies with great rapidity,

and this with his small size renders him
a difficult target on the wing. Also he is

usually very fat and excellent when
served on the table, especially when hav-
ing fed on wild celery.
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The ruddy-duck ranges throughout
North America at large and likes all

waters, salt and fresh. It often breeds
within the boundaries of our northern
tier of states. The species is very pro-
lific. Some authorities mention having
found nests containing as many as twen-
ty eggs, but ten, I believe, is the usual
clutch.

Ruddy-ducks fly in good size flocks,

very swiftly, like the teal. They are in-

veterate divers and often simply sink
out of sight without diving, like the hell-

diver or grebe.

They can remain beneath the surface
for a long time and can swim under
water, using both wings and feet, for
long distances. A wounded ruddy is

exceedingly difficult to recover. This
duck with its large feet and webs and
short wings is adapted as well for
swimming and diving as for flying, and
often chooses the former methods of
escape rather than the latter.

One time I was hunting ruddies on a
river, moving about in a row-boat and
coming down wind on the floating
flocks. I shot and wounded a ruddy fly-

ing past and he fell into the water some
distance off and immediately dove. I

at once rowed over to where he had dis-

appeared, keeping a sharp watch the
while for his re-appearance on the sur-
face.

Although I watched closely on all

sides, the minutes passed without the
wounded bird showing up. The river
was quite calm and I felt sure he could
not have come to the surface without
my detecting him.
My boat was floating in about the

same spot where the duck had disap-

Ruddy Duck (male) Erismatura
jamaicensis

peared. Finally, when I was about to
give it up, I happened to glance down
by the side of the boat, and there in
four or five feet of clear water was the
ruddy, near the bottom and gripping in
his bill a spray of water plant. It was
evident that the wounded ruddy-duck
had taken hold of the plant to keep him-
self submerged, preferring to meet his
fate by drowning rather than fall into
the hands of his age-old enemy, man. •

• With an oar I reached down to push
the bird loose. He came to the surface
with the broken shoot of water grass
still clenched in his bill, in the grip of
death.

I have shot many ducks but this act
of the little ruddy, the first of its kind
I had witnessed, seemed most pathetic
and I confess I felt very uncomfortable,
to say the least. I have witnessed the
same thing two or three times since
then.

Ruddy-ducks generally do not come
well to the decoys. On days during

good fowling weather I have had fine

sport with the large ducks while thp lit-

tle boobies or quill-tails, as the ruddies
are called, swiftly skirted the decoys
just out of range in a most aggravating
and tempting manner.
On waters where the ruddies refuse

to decoy, the sportsmen may go in pur-
suit of them instead of attempting to cap-
ture them from ambush.
There is one way to get within shoot-

ing distance of a flock on the open water
which often proves successful, that is,

to get to windward of the flock at a con-
siderable distance and then to row or
drift with the wind down on the birds.
Ducks, as well as other birds, in leav-

ing the water jump toward and fly into
the wind, that is if there is a wind blow-
ing ether than the lightest breeze. The
bird in taking flight uses the resistance
of the wind to climb on, as it were. A
duck cannot get into the air by jumping
and flying with the wind. But by jump-
ing against the wind he rises, and after
a short distance can of course fly in any
direction he desires.

The significance of the sportsman
coming down wind on a flock is appar-
ent. As the boat approaches the ducks,
they become alarmed and start to swim
away down wind. At this point consid-
erable skill may be used by the hunter.
If he comes down wind too fast the ducks
become frightened too soon and will
turn about and jump when still out of
range, swinging off to one side or the
other without offering a shot. If the
hunter approaches too slowly he will not
get within range as the ducks will be
able to keep ahead by fast swimming.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 45)

Waiting for the afternoon flight of ducks on the broad reaches of Bamegat Bay while snugly hidden in grass-covered punts
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THE INTELLIGENCE OF MONKEYS
AN AFRICAN HUNTER TELLS OF HIS OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING THESE INTEREST-

ING DENIZENS OF THE THICKLY FORESTED PARTS OF THE DARK CONTINENT

By CHARLES COTTAR

I

HAD been hunting elephants along the

southern border of Abyssinia; and

had killed a big bull near a spring of

scanty water on the edge of a small for-

est that skirted the desert-sands. And
while my gunbearer had gone to camp to

bring porters to carry in the ivory, I

awaited his return beneath the shade of

a mimosa that overlooked the spring.

A few minutes after taking up my posi-

tion a large band of baboons came down
to drink. There had evidently been no

other monkeys about the spring for a

considerable time, for as soon as the mob
arrived they began upturning the loose

stones in quest of scorpions, upon which

they feed, and they were numerous about

the spring.

Baboons are unusually boisterous. Day
and night they are prone to quarrel and
fight and make both day and night hide-

ous with their screeching and screaming

and barking, to say nothing of the con-

tinuous chattering as they search about

in quest of food, or play about the tops

of trees or rocky pinnacles.

But this mob was extremely peaceful.

Perhaps they had come a considerable

distance across the desert, were tired,

hungry and wanting water. But, like

all animals of the desert and jungle,

they displayed the usual caution about
venturing directly up to the water; and
fed their way cautiously up, seeming
without too eager intention of approach-

ing, at least, till all the scorpions were
dug up and devoured.

Amongst the mob were animals of all

sizes and ages; differing in color, in ac-

tions and in manners. There were moth-
ers with finy babes about their necks, and
outcasts lingering about the edges of

the band; while groups of youngsters

skipped and frolicked about, not unlike

children at a picnic. Then there were
pairs and parties who seemed only en-

grossed in the affairs of their companion
or company.

It was one of these parties—of four

members—that finally absorbed my at-

tention. It consisted of a female and
three males. And with the aid of 6-pow-

er glasses they were brought up so close

that I could see every facial expression.

The female was a really beautiful

monkey—alert, erect, with a fine, smooth,

blue coat and a graceful carriage. Her
companions were a trio of admirers all

busily engaged in turning stones in a

diligent endeavor to uncover scorpions

for the object of their affections.

For a half hour the little company
worked amongst the loose rocks, and the

serenest tranquility prevailed. But their

actions were so nearly human that it

was inevitable that there was trouble

ahead. Every sense of each individual

of the group was at the highest possible

pitch, while the three admirers strove

with each other in outwardly peaceful

An African Baboon

harmony to beguile the attentions of

their inamorata, while inwardly three

monkeys were on the point of a physical

explosion that was so evident that the

attention of the monkeys about them was
on the alert for the inevitable.

The most casual observer would have
seen at a glance that those three monkeys
were in the deepest tangle of mental
strife—were scheming every way within

the compass 6f a monkey mind to out-

do each other, and win the attentions of

the object of their labors. And it took

the closest attention to business—not a

slip dared be made in the turning of a

stone and the finding of more and better

food by any one of the trio, lest the

finder of a bunch of juicy scorpions

would be the winner and the others

turned away. And the even distribution

of the attention and blandishments of

the female made it evident that she, too,

was no unsophisticated monkey, but was
as capable of thinking and planning and
acting her part in monkey courtship.

But with monkeys, as with the higher

of the order, luck and fortune oftimes

brush aside all other elements and one

becomes a winner over his fellows

through no good points of his own. And
this is what happened with these mon-
keys.

With a series of grunts and whines

and jabbering one of the male monkeys
turned up a stone, and beneath it were
a family of young scorps—the sweetest

morsels ever—and quite sufficient for the

moment to make the lady-monk lose her

head and chatter a regular lullaby of

monkey-talk into the ear of one whose
labor had supplied her with the sweet

morsels. Then things happened.

The whole mob was congregated well

in a mass about the spring. In another

minute they would have been drinking.

Many had taken up positions upon stones

from which they could reach the scanty

water in the tracks of animals that had

come to drink. But there was a scream,

a slight commotion amid the group of

four and the entire mob was in action to

get in the clear. While the three males

rolled and tumbled about the spring,

tearing and gashing each other with

teeth and nails the lady-mojikey, from a

perch on the highest stone, screamed and

screeched either in approval or disap-

proval, so human-like, that to have been

witness to the scene would have dis-

pelled all question of the ability of a

monkey to talk.

The combined efforts of two, soon put

the favorite to flight, and closely fol-

lowed by his antagonists the three

passed, snarling and grunting, close by
me, while the one over whom they fell

out and fought called wildly after them
as the forest swallowed them up. In

two minutes the flattering smiles and
blandishments of the lady-monkey were
being lavished upon a new admirer who
had languished about in the offing till

the three stronger rivals had broken up
the game with their violence.

Night came on before we completed the

task of removing the ivory and morning
found us still at the desert spring. And
at sunrise a band of Sikes monkeys came
from the forest for a morning drink.

These Sikes monkeys, like baboons are

extremely fond of scorpions. And like

baboons and all other monkeys—it is in-

stinct with all varieties of the order

—

are almost frantically afraid of a snake.

And as these Sikes were searching for

scorpions, a small snake was uncovered.

In the meantime a small band of ba-

boons had sauntered down near the

spring and were barking in a nonchalant

tone at the Sikes. But immediately the

snake was uncovered, and a yell went up
from the discoverer, both Sikes and ba-

boons leaped and scampered away, the

ones knowing either from the actions or

the “talk/’ of the others that their dread-

ed enemy had been uncovered.

O N another occasion while hunting
elephants in the Ba-Dongo forest

in western Uganda, a band of

chimpanzees set up a chattering in the

woods some distance from camp. Chim-
panzees are among the noisiest of apes.

In the forest they are ever yelling and
“talking.” And eager to get a few pic-

tures of them I stalked down into the

dense forest hoping to attain a position

from which a picture would be possible.

But, like all other monkeys, they are

keen of sight and all but impossible to

approach. And despite my best efforts

an old woman-chimpanzee discovered me
and with the usual “lip” of the sex put
the whole tribe going with a screech.

The instant she screamed the last

mother’s-son of the mob left the trees and
beat it for the ground, while at inter-

vals some member would bounce up on
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 34 )
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THE HUNTING AND FISHING SKIFF
HOW TO BUILD AN IDEAL BOAT WHICH WILL BE LIGHT AND SEAWORTHY
AND COMBINE ALL THE FEATURES NECESSARY FOR SPORTING PURPOSES

By LIEUT. WARREN H. MILLER. U.,S. N. R.

I

N all my life as an outdoorsman, the
waters of the earth have always
played a large part as a recreation

and cruising ground. The open ocean,
the bays and sounds, lakes of all sizes,

and rivers of varying length and wild-
ness, have always been attractive to me
as the best of places to enjoy nature and
outdoor sport. Water was made to fish

in, and, as wildfowl do there congregate,
it is, further, made to gun over. A gun,
and a canoe, and an old pair of pants,
have always represented the limit of
my earthly ambitions, for they represent

fishing, on salt and fresh water, have en-
abled me to compare and observe the
utility of the various standard small
craft—rowboats, duck boats, canoes and
the like,—and I offer to the Forest and
Stream readers, herewith what seems to
me the ideal of such a craft.

T HIS ideal should combine lightness,
so that it can be managed alone
or carried by two men; and sea-

worthiness, so that it will be “able” in
the rough cross-chops that get up on our
^large lakes and salt water bays. In ad-

—Freedom ! As a boy I spent the great-
er part of my time in or on the water,
and that good old custom has survived
to this late date.

Carpentry, of sorts, has also been to
me a keen recreation. While other men
golf or tennis, I prefer to build something
with saw and plane, if the spare hour
does not permit going afield after fish

or game. Boat building has always been
a fascinating recreation, and during a
long career as an outdoorsman, I have
built four canoes, three small sailing
craft and one large power cruiser, all

but the first three canoes of which, are
alive and happy today. Every year I de-
sign a new large cruiser, either a forty-
five foot steamer, or a ketch of the same
dimensions; which recreation is economi-
cal, and satisfies the urge to build some-
thing, even if never carried out to ex-
pensive actual construction!
Many years of practical hunting and

-
.

dition, such a boat should be one that
anyone with a fair skill with ordinary
tools can build himself. As a one-man
or two-man cruiser, the Barnegat sneak-
box of all the standard designs, comes
the nearest to this ideal, but it is hard
to build, cramped as to space, and a wet
boat in rough water. The open batteau
rowboat is easy to build, but unsea-
worthy, heavy, and impossible to use as
a blind in duck shooting. The wooden
decked canoe is fine, but hard to paddle
for one man, and a nervous thing to sail.

The Adirondack guide boat and St. Law-
rence skiff are almost impossible for any-
one but a professional boat builder to
make; and the dory comes under the
same head, being a deep sea boat with
too much draft for shoal ponds and re-

quiring special planking for the gar-
board strakes.

So, in search of the ideal, we are com-
pelled to strike out further and try to

combine the various excellencies of these
types in a new one, which can be home
built, is light, and able, and as good a
fishing boat as it is a duck boat. A study
of the plans herewith will show the
writer’s ideas on such a boat. It is of
the batteau type, which is easy to build,

yet has the transom frames of the dory,
so that one can gain lightness by using
light pine or cedar side strakes. It has
a roomy cockpit, yet is decked so com-
pletely that it makes a very able boat,
riding easily in heavy seas, and, by erect-

ing a screen of marsh rushes in the rack
along the inside of the cockpit and cover-
ing the deck with grass and seaweed, it

makes a comfortable and efficient blind
for point duck shooting. The boat only
weighs 250 lbs, so it can be carried about
on a trailer made of a pair of old wagon
wheels with tongue, or carried by two
men across a field to the pond edge, or
turned over or hauled across a mud flat

by one man alone.

To make a cruiser out of her, for one
or two men, for a week’s trip down some
such bay as Barnegat, I have added a
sail plan and dagger centerboard for those
nautically inclined. In a small rice-

grass lake, or farm pond, this gear had
best be omitted, for it is not worth the
extra trouble and expense, but, for wide
stretches of water, where one’s cruise
may last a week and cover a hundred
miles of travel, the sail is a life-saver to

people who do not want to row any more
than is necessary—and most of us do
not! And, to provide sleeping arrange-
ments on board, all that is needed is a
bottom grating, which at night is raised
up and caught level with the thwarts by
cleats, folded under the edge of the
thwarts when not used. On this space,
6 feet long, one spreads out the boat
cushions, or a mattress filled with beach
browse, and sleeps very comfortably. I

know, for I used the same scheme with
my first cruiser, the Margaret, a small,
decked sailing batteau of boyhood days.
In her I have slept for a week at a time,
using the mainsail for a tent, but, con-
cerning the latter idea, a regular cockpit
tent, with mosquito screen ends that will

fit tightly over the cockpit coaming, is

much better, since a tent made of the
mainsail stretched over the boom is by
no means mosquito-proof, although it will

turn any storm of rain.

As to cooking arrangements on board,
I used a kerosene stove in those days,
but we have now the two-burner Steero
folding stove, which, with either the
regular solidified alcohol cans, or two
alcohol burners and a can of denatured
alcohol, will provide all the meals, when
set up temporarily on the forward
thwart.

With such a small cruiser, one or two
men can put in a week of fishing and
shooting on Barnegat, Great South Bay,
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or any of the larger lakes or rivers, and

have a better time and more comfort than

with either the wooden sailing canoe or

any of the open row boats'.

S
UCH a skiff should be home-built, to

meet the ideal, and so a few words on

how to build her will not be out of

place. The first thing to do is to find a

place to build her. An empty barn floor

would be fine, but even a shed, made of

part of the lumber, would not be out of

the question—any place out of the sun

and rain,—for at a pinch, the curve of the

bottom boards can be laid off full scale on

the boards themselves, and the dimen-

transfer the bottom curve to your three

bottom boards, and rip out along the

lines. The central board, only, will be

needed in construction, at first. Set

up on the floor, blocking up the ends to

give the three-inch rocker called for, and

on this board erect the stem and stern

pieces and stern transom and secure with

bent knees. These two knees will be

natural crooks, got from the woodpile or

the forest, and sawn with true faces.

Next, put on the bottom pieces of the

frames, nailed to the central bottom

board with lOd. galvanized iron nails.

These pieces are all cut an inch short at

each end, to allow for the lower chine,

go on next, to hold the frames secure

against springing in when the pressure

of the side strakes comes on them, and

after that the two thwarts are put in,

on short risers of frame stock nailed

across two adjacent frames. You have

now all the stiffening required, and the

boat is in frame outline, with the bottom

boards on. Bevel and plane the surfaces

of the lower chine to fit snug along the

bottom boards and flat against the

frames, and nail fast.

The boat is now ready for the strakes.

The lower one is wrapped on first, with

clamps and ropes bending it against the

stern tramson and bow stem. Where it

SH ££ R Pi.A/v'
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sions of the transom frames taken from

the plan.

But, assuming that you have an empty
room or bam floor, lay out first, full

scale from the plans, the bottom and deck

curves, trueing up with a thin batten so

that the lines flow naturally and in fair

sweeps. For, no man can lay out an en-

largement to full scale from plans with-

out small errors creeping in, which, if

adhered to, will make the lines of the

boat lumpy and uneven. Your eye is the

best judge of what is right. One dimen-

sion may need to be increased % inch,

and the next decreased %th; the sweep

of the batten will tell you how to give

and take.

Once laid down with chalk on the floor,

sprung around their ends. The two side

boards of the bottom can then be nailed

on, and the lower chine bevelled and

sprung into place. Do not nail it fast as

yet.

The central frame, and two others mid-

way between bow and stern, are then set

up and braced with a strip of wood nailed

across their tops, the widths across the

tops being taken from the dimensions on

the plan. The upper chine is then sprung

on, and it will give you the outline of the

sheer, and give a fair curve against

which all the rest of the frames can be

set up. When all true and fair, with no

hollows or flat spots anywhere, put in the

frame knees, when the frames will be-

come rigid. The clamps and deck beams

lies along the edge of the bottom boards

will give the line to scribe with a pencil,

showing how much will have to be ripped

off the lower part of the strake to make
it fit. This will be found to be a long

curve, rising two to three inches in the

middle of the plank. Rip this off both

lower strakes, bevel, and nail onto the

frames and bottom boards with 8d. nails.

The top strakes go on next. They

should overlap the bottom ones two in-

ches, and, where they lie along the upper

chine will give you the line to rip off

to make it fit the sheer line of the boat.

Before nailing on, give the lap a heavy

daub of white lead paste, to make a tight

fit between upper and lower strakes, and

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 47)
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JAMES ALEXANDER HENSHALL
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE APOSTLE OF THE BLACK BASS,
FATHER OF THE GRAYLING AND DEAN OF AMERICAN ANGLERS

I

N THE preceding chapter I mentioned
that the first and only black bass I had
ever seen was one caught by a compan-

ion in the Little Miami river, not far from
Cincinnati, on the Fourth of July, 1855.
It was a small-mouth bass weighing about
one and one-half pounds. I was an eager
and excited spectator of the contest which
ended in the capture of the brave fish.
Although my part in the affair was en-
tirely impersonal, I learned enough to
convince me that a fish so fully endowed
with finesse, strength and determination,
and so fertile in expedients, made it

necessary for me to adopt an entirely dif-
ferent plan of fishing from that to which
I had been accustomed.

I witnessed with unabated interest and
delight the capture of another bass by
my friend, seemingly its mate, when I
concluded to try my luck farther up the
stream, where it was wider, somewhat
shallower and quite rocky. I hooked a
minnow through the lips, as I was wont
to do when trolling with menhaden for
striped bass or bluefish. I waded out
far enough to reach the current and
threw in the bait, allowing it to float
down-stream by stripping a few yards
from the reel. When the minnow reached
an eddy beside a large rock, directly
below me, I worked it back and forth a
few times, but met with no response.

I reeled in the bait slowly for another
cast and as it came within view I ob-
served a fine fish following it, but seeing
me he backed slowly down the stream. I
paid no attention to him, but cast again,
as well as I could with a click reel, far-
ther out in the stream towards a log
lodged against a flat rock. When the
bait floated down the length of the line
it swerved with the current to the rock
first mentioned, and I began to reel it in
very leisurely. Again I saw the bass fol-
lowing it, but seeing me he desisted as be-
fore. I cast again toward the flat rock,
and when the minnow floated to the end
of its tether I began reeling as rapidly
as I could when the bass, not to be foiled
again, made a vicious lunge and seized
the bait.

Then followed a battle that I will never
forget, so vividly was it impressed on my
senses. The bass lunged forward to-
ward his rock but I checked him when
within a foot of it, whereupon he bounded
into the air twice in quick succession,
then headed for the flat rock in mid-
stream, giving a series of short, savage
jerks on. the line. In response I gave
a little line when he began to cross and
recross the current, the line cutting
through the water like mad. Suddenly
he sprang out again and threw himself
across the taut line, when I involuntarily
lowered the tip of the rod. This was a
new experience for me. I then discov-
ered that I had a fish to deal with that
was capable of no end of original and ef-

NINTH PAPER

fective fighting maneuvers that kept me
guessing as to what he would do next.
His quick rushes and sudden twistings
and turnings reminded me of the brook
trout of the Pennsylvania hills; but his
frantic leaps and violent shaking and
whirling of his strong body in mid-air,
with wide open mouth and the rotatory
play of his powerful tail were character-
istic, unique and unequalled.

Salt water fishes that inhabit deep or
open water know of no enemies but other
and larger fish. Unlike fresh water
fishes they have no lair, or shelter of
rocks, weeds or hollow banks or other
places of refuge in case of trouble.
Striped bass, bluefish or weakfish live
entirely in the open, and when hooked
know of no means of escape but a brave,

A likely spot for bass

valiant and determined resistance to
capture by boring toward the depths, or
by pulling against the rod unceasingly,
or by jerking or twisting, using, mean-
while, all their strength in the effort;
but otherwise exhibit no finesse or in-
telligence.

On the other hand, fresh water game-
fishes live in comparatively shallow wat-
er, are exposed to more vicissitudes and
changes of conditions and environment
than .salt water fishes, and have more
enemies to contend with

; consequently
they require more intelligence, and are
constantly on the lookout for danger.
They have their haunts or places of
refuge which they hold by right of con-
quest, and to which they retire when
trouble is apparent. When hooked,
however, if they cannot reach their
own lair, they endeavor to hide in any
convenient patch of weeds, or to gain
the shelter of rocks, submerged roots
or other objects within sight or reach
where they may hide, or peradventure
foul or break line or hook. Their knowl-
edge of the advantages of these various
objects in the stream adds to their re-
sourcefulness and intelligence in elud-
ing capture.

After our mid-day luncheon, and when
enjoying our post-prandial pipes, we

talked of fish and fishing, but more es-
pecially of the gameness of the black
bass. My companion, being a reader of
the old classics, compared his fierce and
intrepid battling to that of Horatius at
the bridge. Now the comparison was
not so far-fetched as it might seem, es-
pecially in a poetical sense. It was not
altogether unnatural or unreasonable,
inasmuch as a black bass may be com-
parable in fighting ability and endur-
ance, in some circumstances, even with
such a world-renowned hero as Hora-
tius Codes.
Some twenty years ago, in Tampa,

Florida, at an exhibition of aquatic
sports at the Natatorium, in the pres-
ence of five hundred spectators, I con-
quered the professor of swimming. Cap-
tain LaPenotiere, on an eight-ounce rod
and “G” line tied to a collar around his
neck. With a lead of one hundred feet,
the length of the pool, I brought him to
gaff in ten minutes. He was so ex-
hausted and fatigued that he had to
be helped from the pool.

On the preceding evening at a re-

hearsal I landed him in seven and a half
minutes, but on the night of the per-
formance I did not push him so hard,
in order to give the audience more time
to enjoy the novel spectacle. With the
same rod and line it had sometimes tak-
en me from ten to twelve minutes to
land a black bass of two pounds. 1

had never before fully realized the won-
derful power exerted by the constantly
maintained spring of a good rod.
Now, if Horatius had possessed the

prowess, valor and pugnacity of a two-
pound black bass, increased and multi-
plied in due proportion to his own size
and weight, he might have kept the
bridge alone! And by the same token,
and subject to the same condition of
proportionate size and weight, Leonidas
and his Spartan band might have stayed
the tide of the Persian host at the hot
gates of Thermopylae!

D
uring the following summer and
autumn we fished several times on
the same stream and also in the

Big Miami, a somewhat larger stream,
the dividing line between Ohio and In-
diana. We were fishing one day on the
Little Miami, near Fort Ancient, and
were having fine sport, inasmuch as
I had become more familiar with the bat-
tling propensities and proclivities of the
black bass. The stream was quite
rocky at this point, which gave a
hooked bass some advantage by enabl-
ing him to foul the line and perhaps as-
sisting in his escape.

Just above us an elderly gentleman
was also fishing who seemed to be quite
an adept in the art. He was using a
cane rod slightly longer than my home-
made cedar rod of eight feet. I had
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been regarding him for some time with

considerable interest. My curiosity was
aroused owing to the long distance to

which he cast his minnow, and the

rapidity with which he reeled it in a'gain.

While we were enjoying our pipes

after luncheon, beneath the shade of a

gigantic beech, he joined us. After

filling and lighting his pipe he sat down
with us to be neighborly. He was curi-

ous to see my little rod, and after ad-

miring it asked where I had purchased

it. I informed him that it was the work
of my own hands. He evinced no sur-

prise at this, saying that he had not

been able to find a jointed rod, suitable

for black bass fishing, at any tackle

store in the city, or for that matter in

New York or Chicago, of less than ten

or twelve feet in length or much less

than a pound in weight; consequently

he preferred a natural cane rod weigh-

ing but a few ounces.

I questioned him as to his long casting

and rapid retrieving, which he said was
due to his excellent reel. The reel, he

explained, was a multiplier of very fine

workmanship; was made by an expert

watchmaker and silversmith in Frank-

fort, Kentucky, and was known as the

“Frankfort” reel; it was used by a few
anglers in Kentucky, southern Ohio and
Indiana. He added that it cost twenty-

five dollars, but he considered it cheap

at the price.

I

FOUND time, occasionally, to leave

the musty college rooms for a breath

of fresh air in the country. Thanks-
giving Days were devoted to shooting

quail on the uplands, which greatest of

all game-birds was very abundant at

that time, whereas at the present day
Bob White, through no fault of his own,

is relegated and included in the song-

bird class in Ohio, and enjoys a per-

petual close season. Early in the spring

I spent a day or two in southern Indiana

in quest of the nimble young gray squir-

rels when they were feasting on the

newly-opened buds of the elm trees.

During the summer vacations I managed
to find time to interview the black bass

of the two Miamis, and became pretty

well acquainted with his versatile and
protean characteristics. With the light-

est trout fly-rod I was able to procure I

essayed fly-fishing, using such homemade
flies as March brown, gray drake and
coachman, also brown and ginger

hackles, all of which proved both at-

tractive and successful. I found fly-

fishing more congenial and convenient,

and withal more sportsmanlike than
bait-fishing. While the fish taken were
not quite so large as a rule, they were
more lively and gamesome, and not so

easy to bring to the landing net with a

supple fly-rod.

My quondam and enthusiastic friend

who indulged in classic lore as well as

fishing, witnessed several captures on

the fly-rod. He found it hard to express

his unbounded admiration of the strug-

gles without resorting to his favorite

metaphoric comparisons. He declared

that while the fighting of a black bass

on a bait-rod was comparable with the

bravery of Horatius or Leonidas, and

not at all exaggerated, he considered

that the only apt comparison he could

think of concerning the fighting of a

black bass on a fly-rod was that of

Spartacus at the river Silarus, where he

met his defeat and death at the hand of

Crassus while fighting to the last gasp.

I forgave him freely.

After attending three courses of lec-

tures I received my degree of Medicinae

Doctor in the merry month of May, 1859.

In conformity with established custom

and conver tional usage I hung out my
shingle, an.i for two years in the city

of Cincinnati I devoted my ability and
knowledge, for better or worse, to the

alleviation of the ills that flesh is heir

to, and faithfully responded to all calls

whether extended to “Doc” or Doctor.

Early in the summer of 1860 I was
surprised to receive a visit from John-

nie, who had resigned from a good

position in St. Louis, and was returning

to Baltimore to await the culmination

of the struggle between the politicians

The stream was rocky at this point

of the North and South, and in the

event of a war between the two sections

he had resolved to cast his fortunes

with the South. I was much perturbed

and concerned at his determination, and

used every convincing argument I could

think of in the endeavor to dissuade him
from his intention. Johnnie really had

nothing at stake but a mere matter of

sentiment.

Mr. Lincoln had been already nomin-

ated as a presidential candidate, while

the Democratic convention had been

split into two factions at Charleston,

one of which was to convene at Balti-

more that summer. Johnnie was much
concerned about his “Southern Rights,”

of which he was fearful he might be

deprived in the event of Mr. Lincoln’s

election. Although my sympathies were

with the South, I could see no reason

for following or obeying the dictation

of a few hot-headed politicians who were

committed to the policy of rule or ruin. I

said as much to Johnnie, and added that,

in the event of any infringement of

Southern Rights by Mr. Lincoln or the

Congress, I was ready to cast my lot

with him, but that I was not ready to

endorse, much less to aid, any cold-blood-

ed, cut-and-dried scheme that might end

in a dissolution of the Union. I tried

to impress him with the fact that che

only way for the South to preserve its

rights was to remain in the Union and

under the protection of Old Glory. I

resolved to go to Baltimore with Johnnie

to prevent him from jeopardizing him-

self and his prospects if I could possibly

prevent it.

When we arrived in Baltimore one of

the deferred Democratic conventions

was convened and in session. In a few

days I looked up some of my old friends,

most of whom I found thought as John-

nie did that a civil war was imminent,

and they had deoided to go with the

South in such an event. I learned from

Andrew, one of our old comrades, that

he and Johnnie had already “enlisted”

in the Maryland Guard, a local militia

organization, that was recruiting and

drilling regularly for service in defence

of Southern Rights. This was “pre-

paredness” with a vengeance, for be it

remembered this was in the summer of

1860, and though Mr. Lincoln had been

named as the Republican candidate,

neither of the Democratic candidates,

Breckinridge or Douglass, had as yet

been nominated.
Excitement was rife in the city and

ran high; all the talk was of the coming

conflict, and such epithets as “Yanks”
and “Rebels” were freely exchanged. I

was sorry that my old comrades could

be so misguided and deceived by the

catch words and mock heroics of the

hour. I was thoroughly disgusted with

the apparent jealousy, dishonesty, lack

of patriotism and unscrupulous selfish-

ness exhibited by the chief plotters and

leading politicians of both North and

South who were most active in the un-

holy crusade against truth, right and

justice. So, after serious consideration,

and deliberating the matter by and

large, I resolved in the last analysis to

remain neutral, so far as bearing arms

was concerned, though I might offer my
services, in case they were needed, to

the medical corps of the Union army,

and with a sad heart I returned to the

city of my adoption.

I

N THE spring of 1861, after hostili-

ties had actually begun at Fort Sum-
ter, and the “Pride, pomp and circum-

stance” of the inglorious war was only

too evident, I was negotiating for a po-

sition as assistant surgeon in one of the

regiments raised in the city in response

to the call for volunteers for three

months. Before they were fully organ-

ized the regiments were disbanded and

enlistments were begun for three years

or during the war.

There was an urgent call for physi-

cians at Cynthiana, Kentucky, and vi-

cinity, as most of the doctors had gone

to the front. My preceptor, who com-

manded a good surgical practice in that

neighborhood, advised me to locate

there, especially as he was about to re-

move to New York City. Accordingly,

I closed my office in the city and went

to “God’s Country,” as the Blue Grass

section of Kentucky is popularly known,

and not without reason. There, in re-

sponse to the call of afflicted humanity
I drove and rode in the pure, free air of

Heaven, along the smooth turnpikes,

wooded roads and shady lanes, my ears

attuned to the music of the birds, the

(continued on page 34)



FLY FISHING FOR THE SEA POLLOCK
TASTING A NEW BRAND OF OCEAN FISHING FOR A REAL GAME FISH
OUT WHERE THE TIDES SWIRL IN A SEA OF A THOUSAND RAINBOWS

S
OME years ago

)
long before the

Great War, I was called to the bed-
side of a very sick man—a dying

man, so I thought. Being a clergyman
I had gone there with the idea of at
least standing by a friend in his hour
of pain; but in this case, I got one of

the surprises of my life. The man was
raving about schools of fish, “a gray
army,” he called them, “leaping and div-
ing in a sea of a thousand rainbows.”
Of course I humored him, and fell in

with the thing that seemed to take his

mind from his pain, but it was not long
before I realized that this was no deli-

rium—the man was talking sanely, with
the dreams of the past in his eyes, living
over the bygone years, and letting the
rich memories of the long-ago lighten the
dark days then on him. He told me of
huge sea pollock, leaping and swirling
in the tidewaters of Fundy

)
and insisted

that he had caught these gray salmon
of the sea as salmon should be caught

—

with flyrod and fly. Knowing that he
had in me an eager listener he told me
how to do it: “Take heavy bass tackle,
or even better, a salmon rod and reel,”

he said. “Take flies that mimic the sea
shrimp, and spinning flies that imitate
a silver sardine. Go where the pollock
are schooling around Campobello Island;
watch till they leap, leap madly after the
shrimp shoals and herring schools, then
cast your fly and taste a brand new joy,
the joy of flyfishing in the ocean, the joy
of playing the gray warrior of the rain-
bow sea.”

What that man so desperately ill told

me, hung a long while in my memory.
Often I saw him as he was that day—his
face drawn with pain, yet his eyes flash-

ing as he told me
of this gray army
of sea pollock leap-

ing and fighting in

waters where fog
and sun-dog, tide-

• w i r 1 and sun-

gleam made a sea

of a thousand tiny

rainbows. But the
great war came
and drove all

thoughts of sport
from my mind. It

was only when we
got back from
“Over There,” and
the armistice ’was
signed, that the
face of the sick

By THOMAS TRAVIS

man, and the glow of his eyes came back
to me, and with them came the keen de-

sire to see this gray army, and to play

with its warriors where the green waves
of the sea roll in on Campobello. Now
I know that all he told me was true.

O F course you have heard of pollock;

but do you really know this fish?

How, when, and where he takes a

fly? If so, you are one of the privileged

few. You do not need to be told the

story of The Gray Horde. You have
found something that compares favor-

ably with salmon fishing. And that is a

great find in these days when the best

of salmon fishing is bought up by clubs

and wealthy sportsmen.
“Oh, yes,” you say, “I know the pol-

lock. I have caught them with hook and
devil and gig and I’ve eaten them, too;

—I know the pollock.”

No, a thousand times no! You may
have caught the little chaps that school

about the wharves and rocks of the

north coast. You may have hauled the

big ones in on a hand line weighted with
a quarter pound of lead in thirty fathom
water, and you really think you know,
but let me tell you, there is more to it,

oh, far more.
It is one thing to catch a six-inch

trout in a Jersey brook, it is quite an-

other to hook a three-pounder on a fly

rod in the northern wilds. It is one
thing to catch baby snappers, tiny blue

fish, from a landing where they swarm,
it is quite another to hook into a mad
school of ten pounders out where the

ocean tides swirl. So I say, it is one
thing to pick up tiny one pound pollock

on a bait weighted with lead, it is abso-

lutely another to sink your spinning

scarlet ibis in the grim jaw of a

twenty-pound sea pollock, and play

him to gaff amidst a leaping acre of

charging ocean warriors that strike

with a smashing lunge, and leap and
dive to a thrilling finish. That is what
I am trying to tell you. It is a new kind

of fly fishing, for a new kind of game
fish we found out there in the mysterious

and lovely waters of New Brunswick.
I had three trials before I hit the bulls-

eye. Once we started from St. Stephen

and sailed down the St. Croix River to

Campobello. We got out there on the

ground, saw the huge pollock literally in

acres, leaping and schooling, got so near

them we could see their gills as they dove

beneath our boat. But we lost out be-

cause we had only a motor boat, and the

thud of the propeller frightened the ad-

vance line as we drew near.

The next time we started from St.

George—a medico, an old stone carver, a

deep sea man and myself. This time we
took a tender, and again we got among
the acres of leaping fish. This time we
hooked one on a fly, cast like a hand line

and dragged from the tender. But the

heavens opened in dense showers; the

fogs closed in thick about us, the wind
rose and we had to come back or be

caught out there in a gale where the

tremendous sixty-foot tides make roar-

ing whirlpools over jagged rocks danger-

ous indeed.

But the third time we got them right.

W E came down the St. Croix River,

past places where still the bath-

ers find along shore quaint beads

made by the Indians when Champlain
went through this

land; past the vil-

lage of North
Perry, where a
stone monument
marks the spot ex-

actly half way
from the equator
and the north pole.

The day promised
to be fine, so we
rigged out in one
of the pretty coves

of Deer Island, this

time taking both
power boat and
skiff, also, by way
of luncheon, half
a dozen full sized

lobsters. Then we
Courtesy of American Museum of Natural History.

The Sea Pollock ( Pollachius virens )
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headed for that picturesque craggy isl-

and called Polk’s Folly.

The waters were green as an opal.

Flocks of tiny “Sea Geese” fluttered and

swam about us, while around the head-

lands the tides swirled with tremendous

power. We headed into a wisp of fog

through which the sun shone wanly.

Then we heard them—that inimitable

rustle and surge and splash of hundreds

of large fish leaping after their food.

Straight on to us they came, and in the

wisps of fog we cast our flies, and found

that these fish were as wary and peculiar

in their way as the far-famed salmon.

The flies soared and fell full in the

midst of the school. We could see the

huge fish swimming madly in the glitter-

ing waters; see the long, pearl-gray

median line running along their sides

like the stripe of a warrior’s trousers.

We could even see their eyes, gleaming

like moonstones, so near us they were,

and so clear was the water, and the deep

red of their gills as they chased the

shrimp or leaped after them as the little

grasshoppers of the deep hopped up

above the tide.

Again and again we cast, but the first

rise came to my comrade. With a rush

and a surge a huge fellow took the whirl-

ing fly and dove for the deeps as he felt

the sting of it.

I have seen many a fine fish taken,

but none that interested me more than

this one. Reeling in my line I watched

where my comrade’s rod bent and quiv-

ered to a loop and, as he gave him the

butt, the tip hung lurching within an

inch of the water. He had a long Grilse

rod, and I a full-grown salmon rod of the

best and latest make. I wanted to see

what would happen. For half an hour

that sea pollock fought with all the punch

and thud of a hookjawed salmon, and

at the end of that time, broke away, ap-

parently as fresh as when he started.

We had drifted away from the school,

and could see the fight from start to

finish. There was no wavering as the

fish broke away, no groggy tossing, as I

have seen both salmon and bass do under

such conditions. That pollock simply

plunged his massive, muscle-armored

sides, shook himself, and went away as if

he had not spent a half hour of intense

fighting at all.

We could see our powerboat dimly at

the edge of another wisp of fog, so we
signalled for a tow—the tides rage along

so. In a few minutes we were uptide

from the place where the pollock were

schooling, and we sat listening intently

till the fish rose once more.

T HIS time it seemed as if several

schools had joined into one. All

around us the fish leaped and rolled,

scores and hundreds of them, amazingly

alike as though they were all of the same
weight and size and mould. And once

more in spite of our determination to

keep calm, we were casting the fly madly
among the thronging host; indeed they

seemed as mad as we were, for they-

leaped and surged right up to our boat.

Then my time came. I cast the fly-

far out in the throng, and drew it to me
with a steady pull. Suddenly it stopped

and I saw a fish take the fly. I could

recognize him even as he swirled among
his comrades with my fly deep in hia,

maw, for on the top of his shoulder, just;

back of the gills, was a bunch of blood!

red, either some gash from a sea enemy,

or perhaps it was a mass of sticky

,
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 42)

BOBBING FOR EELS— Continued
THE SEVENTH INSTALLMENT OF A SERIES OF STORIES DEPICTING THE
SIMPLE JOY OF FISHING AS EXEMPLIFIED THROUGH THE EYES OF YOUTH

By LEONARD HULIT, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

4 4 ¥ AM glad you do not think eels be-

I neath your endeavor,” said Mr.

Adams, as they sat down on the

grass. “I would rather have them to eat

than any other fish that swims.”

“So’d me an' Aunt Mary,” broke in

Matt, “
’sides, when I get many I can al-

ius sell ’em better’n any other kind.”

“I attended a lecture once,” said Mr.

Adams, “and during its course I heard

some of the most astonishing things in

relation to the eel. The man was lectur-

ing on the value of fish as a food and he

particularly dwelt on the eel. Their

habits have in the past been but little un-

derstood and their value to man not fully

appreciated.

It has been determined for only a com-
paratively short period of time and then

only after the deepest research just how
eels breed. Investigation proves that

they spawn only in the ocean. While it

is true that eels planted in ponds or

lakes where it is impossible for them to

get out will thrive and grow large, still

there is never any increase in numbers.”
Matt lay giving breathless attention to

this revelation of things he had never

even dreamed of, and Mr. Adams was un-

consciously planting seed in virgin soil

which was in after years to give full

fruition in the man Matt. Many of the

words used by Mr. Adams were but vag-

uely understood by the boy, still, all were
comprehended in a general way and he
was being schooled much more rapidly

than even he was aware of at the time.

“While eels are regarded as scavengers

and in a sense the claim is true,” con-

tinued Mr. Adams, “yet, they are fully

alive to the tid-bits of the waters as their

fondness for the roe of other fish bears

witness
;
that of the shad being preferred

to all others. In their wanderings up and
down their favorite streams they at times

do wonderful things. They have been
known to completely clog city water pipes

and will even cross wet meadows at night

to get to other streams, instinct, of which
we as yet know but little, telling them the

direction in which the desired streajn

lays.

,
“That they spawn only in the ocean is

assured by the fact that in all of the

streams leading inland during the early

summer countless millions of the tiny fish

may be seen working their way to the

fresh waters
;
this is particularly true at

the foot of the dams which cross the

streams.*

“When the wind is not blowing they

may be seen working their diminutive

bodies, no thicker than a darning nefedle

and from three to four inches in length,

over rocks and the gates of the dam any-
where where there is moisture—all in the

same effort to get to the headwaters.
What salmon and other fish do with wild

leaps these midgets accomplish after the

most tedious and determined effort.”

*One Fourth of July morning the writer was
taken by a friend to witness this wonderful sight,

to the very stream being written of in these

sketches. It was the lowest dam at the head of

the Manasquan River, where a pool or basin, is

naturally formed at such places by the. action

of the waters. It was at least fifty feet wide and
about one hundred feet in length and at least tpn

feet in depth. This body of water was. a complete
mass of eel life numbering untold millions.

Matt could scarcely keep quiet. “Gee,”
he said, “I’ve seen ’em more’n once clim’in

the dam but I ’sposed they had been
hatched in the mill gate hole. They was
no longern’ my finger and the littlest

mites!” “How many out of each thou-
sand which finally reach their destination

is mere guess work,” continued Mr.
Adams, “but it is certain that immense
numbers do, as thousands of tons of the
mature fish are caught and marketed an-
nually. They are a very important arti-

cle of food and the market is never over-

supplied, and they always sell at a good
price. All eels are of much the same
shape; the principle difference being in

the shape of their heads; one species be-

ing much broader than the other. In salt

water the favorite is the silver eel; this

kind apparently seldom goes beyond tide

water. It is dark green on the back and
bright silvery-white on the belly and in

tidal streams is extremely abundant. In
commercial fishery they are taken in eel

pots in vast numbers.”
“What’s eel pots?” asked Matt with

great earnestness, “seems like goin’ to

school on fish to hear you talk an’ the
way you know.”
Mr. Adams described the way eel pots

were constructed and the manner of their

setting, also how he had seen them in use
in the different parts of the country, but
many of the things he was telling them
he had learned himself from a man he
had heard lecture on fish who was in the

employ of the government to instruct peo-

ple on the importance of fish as food.

“Seems funny,” said the lad, “you never
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seen bobs before. Everybody round here

uses ’em.” “While I have heard of them
in a way, still I never before saw one nor
understood just how they were made,”
Mr. Adams answered. “As eels will eat

almost any kind of substance of an ani-

mal nature, I wonder if something else

would answer as well as worms,” asked

Mr. Adams. “I do’ know,” said the boy,

“seems ough worms is best.” “On our
camping trip we may find out many
things by taking our time which we
would be most sure to overlook on a short

trip,” Mr. Woodhull said, as he was look-

ing forward to the trip with great antici-

pation. Matt said: “I wonder if Aunt
Mary’l let me go?”

^(TTD'T’E’D best take the stoutest poles

I’ve got,” remarked Matt, as he
came from the shed with the de-

sired articles, “don’t want ’em to bend too

much, you have to chuck ’em out quick.”

He then tied the bobs to the ends of the

poles with stout strings, leaving them to

swing free a few inches. “I’ll

get some matches to start a fire

’long the bank; it draws eels

some, ’sides helpin’ you to ketch

’em as they move quick on grass

when it’s wet.” He next pro-

duced a basket into which he

laid a piece of muslin which
apparently had done service of

the kind before. “Wouldn’t it

be better to take the bag along,”

he was asked, “the basket has
low sides and eels can get out

quickly. “Not when I get

through with ’em,” said Matt.

After telling the Aunt, they

started off and strolled across

the field to the white bridge,

then along the border of the

creek which led up to the mill.

“here goes a wood-duck,” said

the boy, as the whistle of wings
sounded over-head and, shading

his eyes with his hand, he bent

low and watched the bird’s

flight into the swamp. “She’s

got a nest there in that ol’ tree

she’s lit in; funny why them
birds alius builds nests in

trees; I’ll bet she’s got young
ones—it’s time for ’em now.

to go over an’ see how many,
must be near ready to fly by now.

Hawks hunt ’em hard when ducks

is little. Don’t seem’s ough any
could get by, but they do.” So he rambled

on in his own way, this untutored country

boy. Little of anything in nature escaped

his vigils r, ' eye and apparently nothing

once seen v ever forgotten. He could

tell the nun oer of eggs each variety of

bird would lay as vvell as their color, also

the kind of feod the mother bird would

bring to her nestlings at the different

periods of their growth. In fact he was
acquiring an elementary knowledge from
the Book of Nature which contains no

typographical errors nor ambiguous text.

“Seems we started plenty early,” he

said as they stopped under a large tree

standing by the side of the creek, “eels

don’t move ’bout much till dark an’ after.

Look! Right down at the foot of the ol’

white birch the’s a mus’rat out.” The

little animal came into view with its

mouth filled with young roots which it

proceeded to wash with a degree of en-
ergy, in the clear water, swinging its

head from side to side until, apparently
satisfied with its efforts, it lowered itself

into the water and swam noiselessly

across the creek and disappeared in its

burrow in the bank, the tiny waves giv-
ing back a faint echo from the opening.

“I of’en come out in the woods Sundays
an’ just set still for hours an’ the’s many
funny things I see,” continued Matt.
“Seems ough birds an’ other things has
their troubles as well as folks, on’y dif-

ferent kinds. I’ve seen minks chase rab-
bits all over the swamp; they’ll track
’em like a houn’ dog. Seems ough every-
thing’s the mortal enemy of a rabbit.”

As they passed along they picked up
pieces of bark and sticks, anything which
was dry was put in the basket to make
their fire with. Matt gathered up some
sand and wrapped it in his piece of mus-
lin. “A little of that on the rag an’ you

get a grip on Mr. Eel ’at you can’t no
other way. Gosh, but they’re slippery.

“We’ll go in on this side of the mill

hole this time, near the wheel, the water
ain’t so deep, ’sides they most lay where
the water dribbles out from behind the

water-wheel—don’t know why, but they
do. It’s cornin’ near dark now an’ we’ll

light the fire clear down by the water so’s

they’ll see it—they’ll alius come to’ards

a light. Put your bob in an’ let it lay on
the bottom; you’ll feel ’em yank if any’s

here, ’sides you can fair hear ’em tunk
their heads on the pole when they grab
for the worms. You won’t need no tellin’

when you get a bite.” Both secured seats

and presently Mr. Woodhull realized that
an eel was at his bob; there was a most
decided yank and a peculiar sensation of

jarring on the pole. He communicated
the fact to his boy companion. “Well,
yank,” he said, “soon as you feel ’em you
needn’t wait; they’ll eat your worms all

up if you don’t.” At the next pull Mr.

Woodhull raised his pole from the water
but there was no eel. “You was plum
slow,” said the boy, “an’ when they come
out ’en the water swing the pole clean

over the bank quick or they’ll drop off,

now, watch me.” The lad brought the

pole out so fast it could be heard cutting

through the water and was bent nearly
double; the motion was carried over the
bank when an eel was heard to drop well

back of him. “I got a good one then,”

he said, and by the light of the fire Mr.
Woodhull saw him throw a small quantity
of sand on the rag and in a moment he
came back with a large eel squirming
energetically but unable to get loose.

“You sure tucker ’em with a little sand
and a rag,” he said, then placing the eel

firmly on the ground he gave it a quick

cut with his knife just back of the head
when it instantly became inert. While
he was thus engaged Mr. Woodhull rose

to his feet. There were sounds of struggl-

ing at the surface of the water then an
enormous eel dropped at their very feet.

“Geewhilikens ! What a whop-
per,” gasped Matt, “you’ve got

the daddy of ’em all,” and he
grasped it with his sanded rag.

The eel as promptly wrapped
itself around his arm and con-

tinued to turn in the boy’s grasp
while he was endeavoring to get

his knife point in at the desired

spot. “It’s stronger’n a bull,”

he said, “Gee, but they twist

some.” Finally the coup was
given and he held up a splendid

specimen, fully three feet in

length.” “He almost took the

pole out of my hands,” said Mr.
Woodhull, “this is sport! But
what gets me is why they hold

on so long.” “They don’t—they
get the thread in their fine teeth

an’ can’t let go,” said Matt, “if

you jerk ’em quick. Seems
ough Mr. Adams knows a pile

’bout fish an’ fishin an’ a whole
lot about eels I didn’t know.
Seems queer none breed ’cept in

salt water.” “Mr. Adams has
traveled and read a great deal

and, being fond of the sport has
had a chance to learn much,”

said Mr. Woodhull as he threw out

another eel.

By this time they decided to quit, their

bobs were really used up, little remaining
but the bare threads, and they had quite

a basket of eels.

“I’ll find a little more wood and make
a bright fire an’ skin ’em; it’s a good
place here,” said Matt. His companion
looked askance at skinning a basketful

of eels. To him it seemed an almost in-

terminable job but he said nothing.
Matt secured a piece of board and

starting at the place where he had cut

the back through he ran the sharp point

of the knife down the back several inches,

then severed the head, taking care to not
cut through the skin at the throat. Then,
holding the body of the eel firmly with
his knife, he gave a sharp pull, loosening
the skin all around the end. Then, taking
the end in his right hand he, with his left,

took the entire skin off with one pull;

the entire operation taking but a brief

Matt Buckley with a giant eel

I’d like

They
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space of time. Mr. Woodhull watched
with keen interest as eel after eel was
cleaned. When all was done the lad took

all the larger skins and after pulling

them out straight laid them on the

cleaned fish, saying as he did so: “When
they’re dry they’re the toughest thing in

creation an’ somebody’s alius wantin’ ’em.

I can get two cents for ’em, sometimes
three, when they are long. They parted

at the bridge, Mr. Woodhull accepting a

small portion of the eels, as he said he

was very fond of them when fried. Matt
carefully avoided the creek bank as well

as all dark places for he knew his enemy
would* lay for him somewhere, sometime,

and he was taking no chances. He knew
that he had no show if Southard once got

him in his grip, being so much larger and
stronger, but he was more than a match
for him in a race.

T HE following morning Matt was at

the store after disposing of his eels.

Mr. Madge the storekeeper asked him
if he had seen Southard lately.

“Not since I met him in the

wheelwright shop,” returned

Matt with a grin. Mr. Madge
laughed heartily and said: “He’s

out back of the store now get-

ting some barrels and will be in

soon. You hide in the closet

there—you ought to see his

head.” Matt did as directed

and had the fun, a few minutes
later, of getting a look at the

shaven head of his foe which,

as Mr. Madge had said, “was as

bare as a pumpkin.” As South-

ard went out Matt came from
his hiding place, slapping his

leg as was his custom when
highly amused. “Looks like

somethin’ happened to him,” he
said. “Gosh, s’pose he’d a

knowed I was there grinnin’ at

him.”

Th next ten days were busy
ones for Matt. Mr. Woodhull
had gone on a visit to his wife
and child while Mr. Adams was
away on a business trip and the

lad had busied himself with his

frog enterprise. Mr. Woodhull
had given him the address of the

house where he might dispose of such

as he might get and had written

for him that he would send some
on within a short time. Left to his own
resources entirely he had constructed a
net from the balance of his fly net as

he knew he would need something of the

kind to make the capture easy. He had
lashed it to a birch with forked branches
much the same as the landing-net but
much lighter and about 10 feet long. A
pen to keep them alive in at the well

drain was constructed and all was about
ready for his first endeavor. Aunt Mary
was skeptical and very much inclined to

view the whole proceedings with distrust.

That frogs would bring real money was
to her a doubtful statement, being in-

clined, like so many others to view likes

and dislikes through her own glasses.

“You’re wastin’ of your time,” she said,

as Matt was preparing to start on his

first trip. “You may get frogs, but you

ain’t seen nor likely to, any money for

’em.” Matt said nothing but went on
with net in hand and the much used
coarse bag under his arm. One thing

he did not say a thing about was the fact

that he had secured a red rag and one
of his fish lines was in his pocket. He
had filed the barb from the hook and had
in mind that where one plan failed the

other might succeed. There were acres

of marshes along the streams and he was
soon busy plying his net. With the long
handle he could reach over the rushes
and other impediments and by working
the net to the side of the frog, would not
arouse its suspicion that it was in danger
until a quick flop over, then with a twist

of the frame the frog was hopelessly en-

meshed. The slender brown frogs he did

not take in as they were not the kind
used

;
only the large green back ones

were wanted. Many places where his

view, was obstructed and he had reason

to believe they were sitting he would
swing the red rag and hook back and

The mill gate on the Manasquan River

forth and many large ones were taken in

that way. As the barb was filed from
the hook they were not injured in the

least in being unhooked, and, as Matt
said, “they looked funny cornin’ in with
their heads in their hands.” Matt kept

the frogging trips up for three days and
having his pen pretty well filled decided

to dress and ship them. Mr. Woodhull
had told him just how they should be

prepared and he was busy the better

part of one day in the work, cutting them
just as he had been told and tying them
in bunches. He got a quantity of clean

moss from the meadow and packed it

around them carefully, then a wet cloth

over all. A neighbor, who he had found
out, was going to the town, three miles

distant, kindly sent them by express and
the matter was concluded, save sending

a letter which Mr. Madge had kindly

helped him with, telling the city house

he had shipped them. “Now that they’re

gone, how much’ll I get in money?” he

asked his aunt at the supper table, “le’s

guess.” Aunt Mary snorted. “You’ll

’bout get the trouble you’ve had,” she re-

turned, “an’ somebody’ll send us a bill

for express. I ain’t got no faith in frogs

nor much in anybody what’ll eat ’em.”

“Well, I’ll guess five dollars,” he said,

“might’s well say that as anything.”
“Five dollars for a little starch box of

frogs!” said his aunt, “Might’s well say
ten and be done with it. The sooner fool

notions is out of your head the better for
us both, Matt Buckley.”

S
EVERAL days went by, Mr. Woodhull
had returned, and they had again
gone perch fishing but nothing had

been heard from the shipment of frogs.

He assured Matt it was all right and that
they would surely bring him something.
The local mail was left each day at the

store, and the day following the conversa-
tion with Mr. Woodhull, Matt was in the
store when Mr. Madge, going behind the
counter, said: “Here’s a letter for you,

Matt, getting a little like a

business man, ain’t you?” Matt
put the letter in his pocket, not
caring to open it there as he had
told no <5ne about his frog enter-

prise, so ifs nothing came of it

nobody would be wiser if he
could help it. “Well, the letter’s

come,” he said, as he walked in

the house, “an’ I ain’t opened it

yet. Le’s guess,” he teased his

Aunt. “Well,” she said, “If I

guess it will be two dollars.”

“I’ll stick to my five,” he said

doggedly, and tore open the
envelope. He gazed at the check
without saying a word for more
than a minute, then, slapping
his leg he fairly yelled: “They
brought me twelve dollars, them
frogs!” “

’Tain’t no sech
thing,” said his aunt, “I don’t

believe it.” Then, pulling her
glasses down from the top of
her head, she read the check for
herself, with the comment:
“Matt Buckley, you ain’t a fool

all the time, air ye?” Here was
more money than the boy had
ever been possessed of at any

time in his life and to his Aunt it

was a large sum. The boy was re-

clining on one elbow on the porch
floor buried in thought. He was busy
dreaming the long dreams of youth.
Gradually they grew into a stimulating
picture of the long career that stretched
ahead of him. The gates to success had
at last been opened. Frogs were
plentiful all over the marshes. Four
days’ work had brought him twelve
dollars

;
as much money as he could prob-

ably make the entire season picking the
wild berries in the woods and then finding

sale for them. With the glowing
thought of pride that he felt in his

triumph there came the realization of

what it must mean to his Aunt now that

he had found means of lessening the

problem of living. “Matt,” said Aunt
Mary, as she came out with a happy
smile and took a chair near him, “we
didn’t do so bad with our frogs, did we?”
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y HE past year, more than others, has been marked
* by the general acceptance of the doctrine of

outdoor recreation. The Great War taught us what
benefits are derived from healthy exercise in the

open. Our vast training camps brought to thou-

sands of our young men the incentive to continue

regular outdoor work. It is no longer considered

folly to spend a vacation under the open sky—to

hunt and fish. Men who, awhile ago, regarded the

diminution in the supply of game and -fish with con-

sternation, because they would be compelled to cease

hunting and fishing are now content with other

pleasures never considered in their younger days.

That they take full measure of satisfaction from
their recreation is everywhere evident. To those

who are fond of the gun, the rod and the paddle,

there are abundant opportunities to practise, ex-

periment and compete in friendly rivalry involving

knowledge and skill. All occupy the mind and the

body, furnishing the relaxation busy persons need.

As a nation we are coming to a fuller realization

of the beauty and grandeur of the vast country

round about us. Conservation of our natural re-

sources is beginning to take its rightful place among
the prime necessities of national life. The time has

come to cease destroying and to assist nature to

build.

The new year will be a better one for the sports-

man and the woodsloafer than those that are gone.

But each must assist, for the benefits will be for all.

THE FEELING FOR PARKS
A LL over the United States there is a continuing
** expansion of the outdoor sentiment—a healthy

sign. The establishment of the Bureau of National
Parks and the appointment at its head of Stephen
T. Mather, a man of extraordinary ability and en-

ergy, expressed this feeling.

All over the country straws are showing which
way the wind blows. One of these is the effort to

establish a park in the Indiana-Lake Michigan sand
dune country—a region of sand hills lying for fifteen

miles along the shore of Lake Michigan in Porter
County, Indiana. Useless in large part for agricul-

ture, it is the home of many unusual wild animals
and plants, which ought to be preserved ;

and facing

on the lake shore with a varied surface, it offers great
possibilities for a large and beautiful park.

In the year 1917 Mr. Mather recommended the
reservation of the region for this purpose, and an
association has been formed to advocate its estab-

lishment. There has been opposition by residents of

Porter County who feared that such a park might in-

terfere with the commercial development of the
county, but this feeling has largely disappeared, and
it is thought that now the Chamber of Commerce
of Valparaiso and the National Dunes Park Associa-
tion will co-operate to have such a park set aside.

How large it will be and just what boundaries may
be established for it time alone can tell.

In Iowa efforts have been made to establish state

parks and to improve the lakes which dot that beau-
tiful state. The legislature has authorized the use of

$50,000 from the fees obtained from hunters’ licenses

for the purchase of land for public parks. It is pro-
posed that one of these shall be what is known as the
Devil’s Backbone Park in Delaware County. Other
tracts scattered about the state have been recom-
mended—some in the North and some in the South.
One of the last, near Kesauqua, of over 1100 acres,

contains interesting native trees and many game
birds. An effort has been made to induce all the
farmers within a mile of this park to agree to pre-
serve the area about it as a wild life refuge.

It is the purpose of the state to retain the lakes
wherever practicable and to purchase land on their
shores for state parks. Citizens have made gifts of
land for park purposes, and many petitions asking
for state parks have been received. A recent session
of the General Assembly appropriated $100,000 for
the creation of such parks.
What is going on in Indiana and Iowa is taking

place in many other states. Sometimes the work at-

tracts no notice, but all over the land there is a strong
undercurrent of feeling in favor of the establishment
of these open spaces for the benefit of the whole
people.

A WHOLESOME WINTER SPORT
("VVER much of the northern country the ground^ is now covered deep with snow ; bitter cold has
hardened the waters in lakes and streams and keen
winds sweep over deserted fields, whistle through
ragged hedgerows and bow the tree trunks in naked
woods. It is a hard time for all outdoor life—these
mid-winter days when the cold grows stronger. Es-
pecially is it hard for the birds. To a large extent
their food is covered by snow, and search as indus-
triously as they may, there is little enough to be
found that they can eat.

The mammals have an easier time. Running in

all directions under the snow are the tunnels of the
mice and shrews, which feed on the roots of grasses,

the bark of the farmer’s fruit trees and much green
vegetable life that is to be found. ’Coon and squir-

rel and muskrat are snugly curled up in their winter
nests not to emerge until the cold is broken ; the
hardy mink travels up and down the stream and
catches fish and digs out frogs hidden in the bot-

tom, and now and then finds a dead bird
; while the

tireless fox searches everywhere for field mice, feeds
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on dead animals lying out in the fields and some-

times visits the farmer’s poultry yard.

The birds have the hardest time. For the seed

eaters little is left now except the poor harvest to

be gleaned from the tops of weed stalks that project

above the snow, or the few berries that still cling to

vines and trees. At best the pickings are small.

The meat eaters have a food supply in the exposed

crevices and crannies of the bark of the trees, where
lie hidden the eggs and pupse of many insects.

Moreover, here and there some friendly person has

hung up in a tree a bit of suet, or an old beef bone

to which some meat clings, and when this is dis-

covered it is visited by the birds until all the food

has been consumed.
Now is the time for the to go abroad

into the covers where he shot in Autumn and to

practise another sport. Instead of carrying his gun
and a pocketful of cartridges, let him load himself

with a grain sack containing an armful of old hay
and hayseed and with a pocketful of grain. Tracks

in the snow, or his dog will show him where the

birds spend most of their time, and in some sheltered

place near here let him tramp down the snow as hard

as he can over a space of three yards in diameter

and then scatter his chaff, and on the chaff throw
some handfuls of grain. From the spot that he has

trodden down let him scatter out into the woods and
field two or three lines of chaff, feeling sure that

every bird that crosses one of these trails will follow

it up, scratching and picking among the hayseed,

and at last finding the place where the grain is

strewn. The food supply should be often renewed
and above all the chaff scattered again after every

snowfall.

From all points of view it pays to feed and pro-

tect the birds. It is humane, it gives pleasure to him
who does it and above all it is one of the greatest

acts of conservation that could hold the attention of

true sportsmen.
,

ALL MUST HELP
CIGNS multiply ttiat at last sportsmen generally
^ feel the necessity of doing something to increase

and conserve our. game supply.

For a long time people were content to talk about
the need of better game laws, for it is characteristic

of Americans to believe that to remedy an evil con-

dition it is only necessary to pass a law against the

abuse. We are learning now that laws, however
good they may be, accomplish nothing unless en-

forced, and that they will not be enforced unless they
have the support of public opinion. Sportsmen are
beginning to realize that they themselves must work
actively in behalf of the measures that heretofore
they have only talked about, and then work to see

that they are diligently executed.

While there is more or less difference of opinion
among sportsmen as to the cause of the scarcity of

ruffed grouse there seems to be substantial agree-

ment as to the fact that the finest game bird of our
Northeastern states has to all appearances become
very few in numbers. But what shall be the remedy ?

To prohibit all shooting of ruffed grouse for two,
three or five years, or to take such steps as will at

least tend toward a permanent check upon the, de-
struction not only of the ruffed grouse, but quail and
small birds as well? To prohibit the killing of
grouse for a term of years, while it would undoubt-
edly be obeyed by the true sportsman with almost
no exception, would not have the slightest effect

upon the actions of the farmer’s boys who would
shoot and snare as they undoubtedly do now, nor
would it stop the professional market hunter, who,
the law of the state to the contrary notwithstanding,

is by no means out of business. The trouble seems
to be that not proper means is taken to enforce the

laws of the state. The game-wardens are sadly in-

efficient or, as in many localities, they are conspicu-

ous by their absence. Unless the sportsmen in gen-

eral can be educated up to the idea that every man
be a game warden in one sense, and be willing to

make sacrifices for the common good and to be con-

stantly on the lookout for offenders, reporting them
to the authorities, there can be little hope of much
lasting benefit coming from just the passing of laws
to prohibit shooting or the enactment of close sea-

sons, however good and important such legislation is.

One of the many reasons whicji fed our forefath-

ers to emigrate to this country was to avoid the game
laws of the Old World, and a hatred of all legislation

in the direction of the preservation of game is one
of the sentiments handed down to us. No men
seem, as a rule, to feel this more strongly than do
many of those who sit upon the bench, and courts,

and almost invariably deal with violations of the
game laws at least as leniently as evidence and their '

oaths wiU permit. It is high time for sportsmen to

take up in earnest the preservation of our game.

WINTER
’T’ 0 many, winter is an unwelcomed guest, and they
1 look forward impatiently to that season when
the song of the robin is heard in the land. But surely
such have not entered into the treasure of the snow.
It is quite true that thousands who lived in the city

during the winter of 1917-18, were too chilled and
discouraged to recognize the purpose of winter in the
economy of nature. They did not stop to consider
the fertilizing power of a snowstorm. Here is what
a keen observer of nature writes: “Many a sheaf
of wheat is a sheaf of reaped snowstorm. Many
bushels of golden grain are but snowflakes turned
to life, in rye and barley. The great wheat-fields
must have snow or a substitute for it.” Winter
comes, and with its white blanket covers the ground,
keeping it warm for the coming of spring. It safe-

guards the grain. We owe the bloom and brightness
of the summer fields to the gloom and blight of win-
ter. To recruit its exhausted energies the earth must
have the snow.
Then for a moment we must consider that without

the perpetual snow of the mountain regions, the
earth would be reduced to a lifeless desert. The
snow sends down from the highlands its coolness to
revive the drooping vegetation sweltering under a
tropic sun ; it forms the mighty rivers which water
the plains, bringing health and joy to the millions
living on their banks. The grinding forces of the
snow as they descend the slopes, remove particles
from boulders and rocks, and these are carried by
the streams and deposited in the plains. The soil

in which our grain grows was carried to us by the
snowstorms of past ages.

We must recognize the ministry of Winter. It

makes possible the Spring. Winter and Spring are
chapters from the Book of Life. There are chilly
blasts which sweep down human history, and as long
as man lives he must protect himself against them.
Our fear of excessive cold is intense and inveterate.
Life must not become too easy for us. The chilly
blasts are essential to its strength and perpetuation.
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LOOKING FOR THE WINTER BIRDS
THERE IS A CHANCE OF SEEING SEVERAL SPECIES OF NORTHERN FINCHES
WHICH MAY COME SOUTH DURING ANY OF THE COLDER MONTHS

BY JOHN T. NICHOLS

O NE of the bird student’s pleasures

in being abroad during bleak win-

ter weather the ever-present

possibility of meeting with some of the

several species of northern finches which

may come south in irregular numbers

during any of the colder months. One’s

first glimpse of them is apt to be moving

restlessly about rather high, with wav-

ering flight and characteristic note,

which, if the species be a rare one that

the observer has not met before, may
become familiar days or even years be-

fore he has opportunity to make sure to

which species it belongs.

Though not a finch, the horned lark

is associated in our mind with these

wanderers from the north, its habits be-

ing quite similar to those of the most

terrestrial of them. Horned larks occur

in numbers every winter along the

shore and on certain extensive treeless

areas back from the shore which par-

ticularly meet their tastes. If one goes

to such a place on a bleak November af-

ternoon one will hear their characteris-

tic lisping, twittering calls “sweet, si-r-r-

up, etc,” as the straggling flock wavers

uncertainly about in the air to dart down
and along close to the ground before

alighting. Marking the spot carefully

we approach and scan the ground where

the birds must be, with our field glasses.

Even so, so well do their colors match the

sod, that they are frequently flushed

before they can be seen running about,

and more often than not they get up
closer to the observer than he thought

them to be. Away from such few lo-

calities the horned lark is one of the

rarer winter stragglers.

The snow bunting, which may be read-

ily told from other finch-like birds by a

broad, white stripe occupying a large

part of the wing, also has a predilection

for the coast, where it appears in small

numbers each fall around the first off

November, and may be found in winter

feeding among the beach grass or along

the edge of frozen bays, frequently as-

sociating with flocks of the horned lark.

If your locality be inland, very severe

winter weather may bring you a flock

of snow buntings, but years will go by
without a visit from them. The com-
monest of these species is doubtless the

pine siskin. Some years none are pres-

ent. At other times it is positively

abundant. About the size of a gold-

finch, with sharp, pointed bill, and
plumage heavily streaked throughout, it

has a yellow stripe in the wing which
will identify it at close range as it

flies; but its manner of flight is even

more diagnostic. It moves in very close

rank with a low chattering note and oc-

casionally a loud squeal. Birds flying

singly squeal more than those in flocks.

During the fall migration flock after

flock of siskins sometimes may be seen

moving along the coast. Occasionally

they pitch down into a clump of alders

among the dunes and a hundred or more
birds accumulate there in a few minutes,

to be up and away again almost im-

mediately. In good siskin years they

are also met with rather generally in-

land, often feeding in coniferous trees

or it may be on the seeds of the birch

or the burrs of the sweet gum, in which

cases they also settle on the ground un-

der the trees and gather seeds which
have fallen.

Near the latitude of winter snow-line

in the eastern states, where so many of

us live, all these winter visitors, with

the exception of the siskin, may be rated

as uncommon. Probably the red cross-

bill is the least so. Its peculiar crossed

bill is an especial adaptation for ex-

tracting seeds from cones, and it is most
apt to appear or become numerous in

areas where coniferous trees are abund-

ant. Among the pitch pines of Cape Cod
we have found it one of the most abundant

birds in winter and very tame, almost

allowing itself to be caught under one’s

hat as it hopped on the ground. This is

a red crossbill year. The writer spent

a few days in early November on south-

central Long Island and several times

saw flocks flying over or heard their

characteristic “kip kip”. One or two

birds alighted for a time among the dry

leaves in the top of a deciduous tree and

a flock was seen to pitch down into a

grove of tall pines to remain but a min-

Courtesy of American Museum of Natural History.

Rabbits

ute or two. The species has also been
reported nearer New York City this

fall. The red crossbill is about as large
as a sparrow and has black wings. Its

body plumage may be either red, or a

dull gray washed with olive-green and
yellow.

In our experience the pine grosbeak
has been more frequent than the red-

poll, though the latter strays much fur-

ther south, especially along the coast,

occasionally reaching the Carolinas. The
pin© grosbeak is nearly of the same size

and something the same build as a rob-

in, with short, stout, finch-like bill and
white wing bars. It is usually slate

gray in color, more or less washed with

yellowish in places. The adult male has
the entire plumage suffused with rose

red, but such red birds are in the minor-
ity. Pine grosbeaks have clear ringing
notes, sometimes suggestive of those of

a yellowleg. We well remember the first

redpolls we ever met with. There had
been two heavy falls of snow, the last

on the first of March, and the ground
was deeply snow covered. Four or five

of these little birds suddenly appeared
in some birches in the center of the

town. They were tame and seemed well

satisfied with their surroundings. More
slender than the goldfinch with longer

tails, less heavily streaked than the siskin,

their pale bills set off by black chins,

and red on top of the head; they were
mostly silent, but occasionally had a

twittering note suggestive of goldfinch

and siskin, though different from either.

Several years ago when we spent our

winters in New England, the stocky,

heavy billed, evening grosbeak had not

invaded that region for many years, but

recently it has occurred regularly each

season, flocks staying for weeks about

villages where food is set out for

them. Very ocasionally we have the

white-winged crossbill, distinguished by
two white' wing bars, with us, or one

finds stray lapland longspurs in flocks of

horned larks and snow buntings along

the coast, smaller, darker birds, which
stand with the head high, like an English

sparrow.

Even taken all together, these birds do

not add so much to our winter tramps by

their presence, but the knowledge that

they may at any time be met with, often

when and where least expected, perhaps

the very species looked for long in vair

adds much to the interest of being afield

during winter-weather.
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ARIZONA JACK RABBITS

T HESE Jack Rabbits are a queer lot.

They certainly get unique action

out of their legs and ears and seem
to use their front feet only every three

or four strokes with their hind ones

when they really get into action. The
ranch airedale never wastes more than
enough energy on them to start them
up, and he shows good sense.

The other day when driving in the cat-

tle, the herd evidently trapped and sur-

rounded a Jack Rabbit. I was driving

them along, from behind, and saw it

come crawling out, ears flat back and
evidently scared to death. If I had been
on foot I believe I could have quite eas-

ily picked it up by the ears. I first saw
it picking its way along, dodging their

hoofs. It was crawling so flat to the

ground that I did not recognize it at

first as a Jack Rabbit. After it had
successfully emerged and the last cows
were well by it, it slowly recovered from
its daze, lifted up its ears, and when
we were 50 feet beyond it hopped off in

a natural manner. Another day I shot

a Jack which must have weighed 15

lbs. For some reason the whites round
here won’t eat them, though the Mexi-
cans do; they look like fine eating.

W. B. N., Tucson, Arizona.

RATS AS COLLECTORS OF
PINYON NUTS

T HERE are many varieties of the

trade or pack rat (Neotoma ) and
one kind which I saw something of in

the Painted Desert of Arizona has a

rather interesting feature. In the cedar

belt which surrounded the San Francisco

mountains there are many pinyon trees.

The rats collect’ great quantities of the

nuts which they store.

When a hungry Navaho wants some
nuts he hunts for a rat’s store and will

often get several hatfuls at one haul.

Thus nature takes care of the survival

of the fittest, although it is sometimes
rather rough on the trade rat.

Dwight Franklin, New York City.

WHY IS A RABBIT?

T here are few wild animals that

have not stepped aside to let the

white man pass. As we walk in

the country there are birds whose do-

main, the air, is yet to all intents and
purposes uninvaded. A woodchuck
scrambles into his burrow, or squirrels

bark at us in the trees from the shelter

of which they do not venture far. Oc-
casionally a skunk wanders across the

road, confident of being unmolested, and
tracks in the fresh morning snow show
that some of the old mammalian life still

goes on when diurnal man is asleep. But,

in general, unless we go to the wilder-

ness, the rabbit is the only creature we
can kick out of the brush or in any way
meet on our own ground.

The friendly feeling which many of

us have for rabbits does not account for

their being of such frequent occurrence,

even within the confines of towns. Few
creatures have been more persistently

hunted by man. He is only one more
of many enemies for them and they re-

tain their hold on life in spite of him.
The rabbit is one of nature’s great in-

ventions, simple and unique. Among
man’s masterpieces it may be compared
to the match. Other gnawing animals,
the squirrel and the rat and the gopher
and the beaver, are variously modified

each for some purpose, and the world
contains many similar creatures that are

neither the one of these nor the other,

just as a well appointed tool shop con-

tains various variations linking axe,

hammer, chisel and screw-driver. But a

match is always a match and a rabbit

always a rabbit. The comparison need
not stop here

;
the principal things

about a match are the two ends, one

which you hold and the other which you
light. The principal things which make
a rabbit unlike other creatures are the

two ends, one to enable it to “get wise,”

the other to “get out,” and both con-

structed for 100 per cent, efficiency. The
hawk has keen eyes, the hound a sensi-

tive nose, and the bat probably trusts

much to hearing. The receiving end of

the rabbit is not letting any of these

sources of information go by default.

(continued on page 46)

'lne American Museum of Natural History’s group of Black-tailed Jack Rabbits in the sage-brush
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THE SKI AND ITS USE

By Gustav E. Janssan

W HAT is more fascinating than to

quietly and softly glide over the

blending white, snow-covered

fields on a pair of ski, or slide down a

gentle slope during a bright moonlight

night, when snow-crystals glimmer like

milliards of diamonds, while the shad-

ows creep black and low round the

mighty pine and fir. The one who once

enjoyed the merry slide on ski, will for-

ever be a devotee of this healthful

sport.

Unfortunately, however, the American
outdoorsmen have only recently giver,

skiing the consideration its many splen-

E are depending upon the

friends and admirers of our
old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of
them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light ” have been

adopted by the United States Army;
his canoe has been preserved in the

Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen will

contribute to this department their

Hints and Kinks and trail-tested

contrivances.— [Editors.]

I

N SELECTING ski always look over

them carefully and see that no knots

or other imperfections are in the

wood. A good ski should have straight

axial grains, as cross grains mean weak-

good ski and a pair of poles and start

out some bright morning.
You can get the proper length of your

ski by standing straight at the side of

them, stretching your hand above your

F<£. &

head. The proper length is then as far

as your fingertips can reach above you.

The balancing of the ski is also of

great importance if the ski is intended
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for use in cross country going or for

sliding and jumping. The former should

be balanced so that, when lifting the ski

by the toeloop, its front tips up and the

reverse for ski intended for jumping.
See Figs. 4 and 5.

The grooving is to keep the ski from
sliding sideways. Most any shape of the

groove will do, but the two best and
mostly used are indicated in Figs. 6

and 7.

Having made or selected the ski, the

next thing is to get the proper binding.

Fig. 8 shows a simple yet efficient bind-

ing. On the top of the ski where the

foot is to rest, is nailed a piece of rubber
to keep the snow from clamming under-
neath the shoes. See Fig. 9.

The next thing to select are the poles

and they, too, are very important and
must be light and strong. The proper
length of poles is determined by raising

the arm at a right angle to the body.

Q-
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The poles should be the same length as

the distance from the ground to the

arm, when stretched out straight. The
poles should have a good strong point

so that they will grip well in hard snow,
and the rings must have ample bearing
surface, yet not be too heavy. Fig. 11

shows a well made pole. The material

being bamboo or ash. At the top is a
loop to keep the hand from dropping
down. See Fig. 10.

Having selected the ski it remains to

prepare them, which is done by putting
on the underneath a few coats of paraf-

fine or wax, about 2
/z woodtar and ^

paraffine. The ski are heated in front

of fire and the coating applied with a

brush or a piece of cloth, then heated
again and a new coating put on, and

ro.UJ /* sK"
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so on until the wood will not absorb any
more. Of course the ski being rather
long, must be heated and coated for a

short length at a time only, except in

summertime when the ski can be heated
in the sun. In wintertime the taring

can be*done outdoors by a fire built in

the snow. Taring the ski used to be a
merry event among sportloving youths

of Northern Scandinavia.

To go on ski is not so difficult and will

soon be learned by anyone after a little

practice. Always remember to start go-

ing over level country, then try a small

slope both up and down, and as you feel

more sure of yourself try bigger hills

and make cross country trips. Never
take off your ski in going uphill. In
sliding down hill keep the poles well

behind yourself and off the ground, as

you are very apt to be injured in case

of a spill or if your poles strike the

ground or catch the ground in front of

yourself. Another good way is to lay

both poles together and then you can
check your speed by pressing them down
in the snow close to the ski and behind
yourself. But above all, try them on

small, gentle, sloping hills first and then,

if you feel confident enough, build a

small “jump,” from which much fun
will be had.

Never carry poles when you attempt
a jump, because it is very dangerous.

When the ski are not to be used for a

long time, they should be tied together
as shown in Fig. 15, which will keep
them in good form for the next season.
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GROUSE HUNTING IN WEST
VIRGINIA

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

O F ALL the game birds and animals

I have hunted, none have Been to

me so great a source of genuine pleas-

ure and infinite satisfaction as has that

noble game bird, the ruffed grouse.

When the Autumn leaves turn red

and gold and the woodland echoes with

the scream of the jay and the noisy

scurry of the red squirrel, as he hur-

ries from tree to tree gathering his

store of nuts for the long winter days;

then, deep down in my heart, there comes
a longing for the great outdoors and a

desire to don my hunting togs and hie

away across the cornfields and pasture

lot to the forest-covered hills, where I

know my old friend, the grouse, is to

be found. I love to hear the muffled roar

of his vings, as he darts out of a

thicket of grapevines or a clump of ald-

ers, and flies swiftly away with a hope
of safety from his pursuer.

Well do I remember, when a boy, the

first ruffed grouse that I shot, and to

this day can go to the very spot where
he fell. I was hunting squirrels and
was using my father’s 12 ga. scatter

gun. I had just reentered the woods
after crossing a meadow which sepa-

rated the forest into two parts, and was
proceeding along an old logging road to-

ward some nut-bearing trees where I ex-

pected to find squirrels. As I passed the

top of a fallen tree, a grouse fluttered

out and darted away on swift wing
among the trees. Quickly I raised the

gun and pressed the trigger. Imagine
my surprise and delight when, at the

roar of the gun, the grouse dropped to

the ground dead. It proved to be a large

cock and I thought it one of the most
beautiful birds I had ever seen. The
bagging of a grizzly would not now fur-

nish me half the pleasure that I felt

as I examined my prize. I lost all in-

terest in squirrels for that day and,

shouldering my gun, I hurried home to

exhibit my kill.

Only a few years ago, this bird was
to be found in plentiful numbers,
throughout the New England states and
as far south as Virginia, hut today, it

pains me to say, he is growing scarcer

and scarcer, and I fear in a few years

he will rarely be met with.

Of all the game birds found in North
America, the ruffed grouse is one of

the most difficult to bag. Many times,

in my early hunting days, have I gone
forth with high hopes of bagging at

least a couple of grouse, only to return

at nightfall #mpty handed with my sup-

ply of shells sadly depleted. I consider

myself a pretty fair shot, but even now
when hunting this bird, if I can score

LETTERS,
QUESTIONS

AND ANSWEE,

on an average of one shot in four or

five, I am not ashamed of my skill.

One day, late in October, my cousin,

John H., and I decided that we would
spend that day tramping through the

brusk with anticipations of getting a

few shots at grouse.

The morning air was crisp and cool

and the dewdrops sparkled, like so many
diamonds, among the golden leaves, as

the Autumn sun peered forth from the

deep blue sky.

John was carrying a 12 ga. gun and I

was armed with a 20. Crossing the

valley we climbed a sloping hillside,

which was covered with a scraggy
growth of timbers, briars and grape-
vines. The ruffed grouse is fond of

the seeds of wild grapes and where these

grow in abundance, he can generally be

found at this time of the year.

After climbing up near the ridge, we
started around the hill toward the west.

We were creeping along very slowly, our
eyes and ears on the alert, and with guns
held in readiness to fire at the first

glimpse of our game. We were nearing
a clump of alders, John slightly in the

lead, when out fluttered a bird which flew

with the swiftness of an arrow through
the overhanging limbs of a gnarled oak.

John quickly pumped a couple of loads

of shot in the direction of the fleeting

bird, only to bring down a shower of

leaves as the prize disappeared from
sight. At the crack of the gun another
bird flushed a little ways to our right,

but the underbrush was so thick here

that we did not even get a glimpse of

him.

We looked around carefully, and after

assuring ourselves that there were no
more birds in the vicinity, started on
again in the direction which the first bird

had flown. About two hundred yards

further on, we rounded a bend in the

hill and were nearing a thicket of

scraggy hickory and oak intermingled

with wild grapevines, when three grouse

flushed one after another. John brought
down the first, missed the second, while

I scored on the third. These birds were
both large cocks and very fat.

Depositing our kill in our hunting
coats, we now decided to cross the ridge

to the south and hunt the other side of

the hill.

Upon reaching the top of the ridge,

we climbed up on top of a high fence
to rest a few minutes before continuing
our tramp. We had been sitting quietly

for a short time when suddenly, without
warning, a fine old grouse fluttered out
of a fallen tree top directly in 'front of
us and darted swiftly away. John
jumped to the ground and, as the bird

crossed an opening between the trees,

brought him down with a single shot
from his gun. This bird had been
hiding, doubtless hoping we would
pass on without molesting him, when he
became tired of waiting and decided to

change his location. Climbing back to

the top of the fence, we lighted our
pipes and smoked and talked for a half
hour and then continued our hunt. For
a couple of hours more we tramped
through the brush, flushing a number of
birds and finally succeeded in bagging
another one apiece. At the end of that
time we found ourselves at the edge of

the woods nearest home and, as it was
getting well along in the afternoon, we
were beginning to feel the need of rest

and food
;
so we shouldered our guns and

continued across the pasture toward the
house, with five of the finest of America’s
game birds in our hunting coats, and a
feeling of satisfaction in our hearts
which nothing but a day in the great
outdoors can produce.

H. H. Hunter, West Va.

MOOSE HUNTING
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

W HEN I was sixteen years old one
of my Christmas presents was a

subscription to Forest and Stream, and
I have been a subscriber now for four
years.

If I live to be eighty I hope still to

read the magazine which makes such a
strong appeal to the lover of real sport
and the great out-doors. .

The accounts of big game hunting held
an especial interest for me and I finally

decided to take a try at the Canada
moose.

Last summer in talking things over
with a friend, Mr. J. Dominy, of Brook-
haven, L. I., I laid plans for a hunt in

New Brunswick where he and his broth-
er have gone for a number of years past.

He .gave me a great deal of useful in-

formation and wrote to his own guide,

Martin Farriher, but he unfortunately
was engaged.

I bought a Springfield rifle and had it

fitted with a sporting stock. Fifty prac-

tice shots at a small target at 100 yards
proved tfie gun to be very accurate and
when I put two bullets through the mid-
dle of a two gallon can at 150 yards I

felt that I could really hit something.
On September 22, 1919, I started for
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Chipman, New Brunswick, by way of

Boston and St. Johns, and many an ant-

lered beauty came to destruction in the

smoking room of that train as we sped

along, and I was filled with a feeling of

keen impatience to be out and at it.

On arrival at Chipman I went to the

King Lumber Company’s office and met
Martin Farriher who showed me around

the little town and introduced me to

some of its leading citizens. He then

recommended a well-known guide named
Arnold Lackey who finally decided to

take me in.

The same afternoon we drove to Arn-
old’s house where I spent the night in a

big feather bed and enjoyed to the full

the good old-fashioned Canadian hos-

pitality. The next morning (Thursday)
a tent and provisions sufficient for a

week were loaded on the wagon and we
started on our fifteen mile trip to the

grounds, Arnold led the way, cleaning

up saplings and cutting around fallen

trees with his big double-bitted axe, on

the old trail to McKeen’s brook.

It was wonderful the way the team
struggled through the swampy places

and forded the streams, and how the

wagon held together was a marvel. The
famous road to Dublin would be smootn
going compared to this.

Several partridges were flushed on the

way in, as they have become very plenti-

ful, due to several years’ protection. I

understand the close season will be lifted

in the near future, which 'will certainly

make some excellent bird shooting.

We pitched camp on the bank of Mc-
Keen’s brook, and the same afternoon

decided to look the country over.

We headed for the nearest heath,

which lay three miles to the north of us,

and on the way saw plenty of moose
tracks, but most of them proved to be

a week or more old.

The following morning before day-

light Arnold roused me from a deep
sleep on the fragrant balsam bed and I

was conscious that a drizzling rain was
in progress, making anything but a

cheerful outlook for the day. When I

objected to the interruption and pre-

pared for some more sleep, Arnold said,

“If you want to play the game you’ve

got to get up.”
I realized then that a man must be

willing to go through any kind of hard-
ship if he hopes to get one of the big

fellows.

All that day we tramped through the

woods and heaths and at noon, while
stopping for lunch, Arnold gave the call

through his birch-bark horn.

The setting was perfect. A little

clearing beside a tumbling brook, with
here and there an alder bush wilted and
torn by the rough handling of a fiery

bull. Hardly had the echoes died away
when we heard on the still noon air

a deep staccato grunt several times re-

peated. It was a bull moose. To one
who has never heard the sound I can
hardly describe the sensation it pro-
duced. We were in the domain of the
Lord of the Forest and might be called

upon at any moment to dispute his su-

premacy in his forest kingdom.

The bull failed to show himself, how-
ever, as they are apt to stay in one spot

and rest during the middle of the day,

and we returned to camp without seeing

anything.

I was pretty tired and asked Arnold
how far we had travelled, and he said

it was at least fifteen miles, this, in my
opinion, being equal to thirty on the

road. Any sportsman who has sunk to

his knees on a Canadian heath will know
what I mean.
That night in camp I remarked that

I had a feeling we would get meat on the

morrow. Arnold was not very optimis-

tic, but said he hoped I was right.

The next morning (Saturday) we
went to a beaver pond situated several

miles down the brook, which was con-

sidered a likely spot, as the moose is

very fond of the pond-lily roots, and can
sometimes be approached unseen while
feeding.

We failed to get any sight of moose,
but I was surprised to see the dam, about
100 feet long and fully ten feet wide
at the bottom, which these tireless work-
ers had built.

A worthy trophy

Walking safely across the dam we
turned our steps toward the Gaspereau
River, a tributary of the St. John’s.

The river presented a very beautiful
appearance, its banks rising uncommon-
ly high and steep as compared to the
rest of the surrounding country.

Late in the afternoon, while returning,
we stopped at the edge of a heath for a
short rest before covering the last three
miles to a good dinner and a sound sleep.

The shadows of the spruces were
slowly lengthening on the heath and the
deep silence was broken only by the
whirr of wings now and then as a part-

ridge sought his roosting place.

It was the time of times for a call,

and the plaintive long-drawn cry of the
cow fl-m+ed out on the silence. As the
horn was lowered the deep grunt of a
bull sounded somewhere in the thickets

back of us, but to all our further coax-
ing he paid no attention.

As night was approaching we reluc-

tantly struck the home trail, stopping

now and then for a low call. Occasion-

ally a branch cracked off on the right,

and it seemed to us that something was
cautiously traveling abreast of us. Per-

haps half the distance to camp had been
covered, and as we splashed and stum-

bled along the narrow tote-path over-

hung with limbs and alders, Arnold sud-

denly stopped and pointed ahead.

There, in the path, thirty feet in front

of us, was a big black object standing
perfectly still.

For a moment we, too, stood motion-

less, and then, as I pushed over the

safety on my rifle and moved forward
we heard an angry snort and the rattle

of big horns in the branches.

Then I was sure that the big moment
had come.

Kneeling down to get a better view in

the dim light under the overhanging
alders, I saw quite distinctly, about
twenty feet away, the crotch of his fore-

legs. Aiming between the legs, I raised

the rifle so as to hit him full in the

chest, and fired. With loud snorts and
the crashing of branches the big ani-

mal lunged sideways, and hardly real-

izing the danger, and only fearful of

losing him, I stepped forward and fired

again at the white patch in front of his

hip. He fell on his hind quarters, and
was just struggling up again when I

stepped still closer and put the third

shot behind his shoulder without sight-

ing at all.

Then he fell for the last time, and af-

ter waving his big head around a few
times, it dropped forward and he was
dead.

Fifty inches, twenty-one points, and
weighing fully twelve hundred, he made
what is termed in Canadian “a good big

junk of a moose.”
In the years tq come as I sit and view

the head hanging from the wall, the
lapse of time will be but a small ob-

stacle to my vivid recollection of that
night on McKeen’s brook with Arnold
and the Moose.

Norman F. Nelson, New York.

FROM A NORTHWESTERN
CORRESPONDENT

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
AM much amused at the arguments
pro and con as regards length of barrel

and 20 gauges. Unfortunately, perhaps,

I am one df the poor men who have
pinned their faith on a 20 gauge, and as

for length of barrel, ye gods, I selected

twenty-four inches. Already I hear a
groan from the benighted brethren who
stick to a long barreled twelve to kill

anything from a pewee to a goose. I

have owned this little gun for some
eight years, and have shot it on the wav-
ing prairies of Illinois, the saw-grass
and palmetto of Florida and the mighty
forests of Washington, and have never
yet regretted the discarding of my 12

gauge. As to killing power I think

squirrel shooting is as good a test as any.

Now, the mathematical chaps may figure

out just how many less shot I will hit

him with, and with how much less

velocity, but the squirrel comes down
just as dead or a little bit deader thaD
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with my twelve, which is sufficient an-

swer to me. When I first bought this

gun I had not entirely divorced my mind

from the thought that I needed plenty

of powder and shot, with the result that

I attempted to overload it. I soon found,

however, that 2% drams powder and %
oz. shot was the proper load for this

particular gun.

Now, I am not prescribing any par-

ticular length of barrel or gauge for

anyone, any more than a certain drop

in stock, for we all need something dif-

ferent, so let them shoot what pleases

them, but the arguments of the big bore

and long barreled cranks put me in

mind of a backwood’s friend in Illinois

years ago who was willing to stake his

good right arm that his old muzzle

loader would outshoot any new fangled

gun ever made. One day while in the

woods nearby I heard a series of shots

similar to the Presidential salute fired

by the warships in Seattle harbor re-

cently, except that they were longer

drawn out, the interval representing the

time it took my friend to reload. Going

over to see what the matter was I found

him with a squirrel treed in a tall

tree. Seeing his head in a fork of the

tree I quickly raised my gun and down

he came like a chunk of lead. Looking

around my friend inquired, “What kind

of a rifle is that, anyway?”
W. H. James, Washington.

A MOUNTAIN SHEEP HABITAT
GROUP

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

R ECENTLY (in 1916) the California

Academy of Sciences completed, at

a cost of about $200,000, the first unit of

its new museum building in Golden

Gate Park, San Francisco. In the unit

completed is a hall 180 feet long by 60

feet wide which is devoted wholly to

fiabitat groups of California mammals,

and there is another similar hall devoted

-to California birds. These halls are

unique in museum construction in that

there are no windows, all the lighting

being by means of skylights. The ex-

hibits are in large cases built along the

walls, 25 feet long, 13 feet deep (from

front to back) and 18 feet to the ceiling

glass. Over the groups are skylights

which let in more light than do those

over the observers, with the result that

annoying reflection is almost entirely

done away with. In most museums there

are windows on one or more sides of the

exhibition rooms, which result in such

bad reflection that the visitor often sees

himself and the animals of various other

cases as plainly as he sees the exhibits

he is looking at; all of which is very

confusing. In the Academy museum
provision is made for artificially lighting

the exhibits at night and on dark days.

Each large group has a plate glass

front 15 feet long by 10 feet high.

At the panels between the large

groups there is room for 5-foot groups

of smaller species such as chipmunks,

etc.

The Academy has completed the in-

stallation of 19 large grbups and 10

small ones. Among the large groups are

the following: California Valley Elk,

Black-tail Deer, Mule Deer, Antelope,

Desert Mountain Sheep, Mountain Lion,

Black Bear, Alaska Fur Seal, Leopard

Seal, California Sea Lion, Steller’s Sea

Lion, Coyote, Farallon Islands Sea Bird

Rookery, Los Banos Water Bird group,

Desert Bird group, White Pelican, Cali-

fornia Condor, and San Joaquin Valley

Duck and Goose group. Several others

are under way, the most important of

which is one of the Roosevelt Elk, that

magnificent big game animal whose home

is in the Olympic Mountains west of

Puget Sound and south to the north-

western counties of California. To meet

the expense of installing the Roosevelt

Elk group Captain William C. Van Ant-

werp, a well-known public spirited gen-

tleman, late of New York, now of San

Francisco, has given the Museum $5,000.

Some idea- of the beauty and scientific

and educational value of these groups,

can be gained from the accompanying

illustration made from a photograph of

the Desert Mountain Sheep group below.

This species of mountain sheep or big-

horn is found in the desert mountains

of southern California and adjacent

parts of Nevada, Arizona and Mexico.

The animals in this group were taken

in December, 1913, in the San Jacinto

Mountains, Riverside County, California.

The slender horns of the females have

given rise to the mistaken belief that

the Ibex—an animal found only in Eu-

rope and Asia—is found in America.

The story that mountain sheep some-

times jump from high precipices and

alight on their horns is entirely errone-

ous, and is on a par with the hoopsnake,

sea serpent and other similar stories.
.

In the desert mountains, water is

usually scarce, and the mountain sheep

frequently eat the barrel cactus, the

pulpy interior of which contains a large

percentage of water; and this no doubt

enables the sheep to go for long periods

without drinking.

Barton Warren Evermann,
California.

A SNAKE THATi IMITATES

THE RATTLER
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

O N a warm afternoon in early Sep-

tember we were tramping over a

field where the wheat had been harvested

when we came upon a fine large speci-

men of the bull snake, a snake which re-

sembles the rattle-snake in the mark-

ings on the body, but which, unlike the

rattle-snake, has a slender, pointed tail,

a non-poisonous head, and often attains

a length of more than six feet.

We had heard, many times, that the

bull snake will, when angry, imitate the

alarm of the rattler, which in the in-

stance of the rattler is made by a muscu-

lar movement of the tail, causing the

rattles to send forth a sound resembling

the smothered whirr of an alarm clock.

We were eager to see how a serpent with-

out any rattler could “rattle.”

A member of the party picked the

snake up on the end of a long stick he

was carrying and tossed him a few feet

out into the stubble, then set the dog on

him.

The dog jumped about in front of the

snake, barking loudly and becoming

more and more excited as the snake

began coiling and writhing in exact imi-

tation of the movements of a rattle-

snake on the war path. Then he began

a most remarkable vocal performance.

At first it was merely an indignant

hissing and blowing; but as he was ex-

cited to further protestations of dis-

pleasure and anger the sound grew in

volume and changed in character until

it became a wonderful reproduction of

the whirring, rasping alarm of the rat-

tle-snake. The bull-snake was now> so

enraged, although the dog had done

nothing but bark and jump at him, that

the sound he emitted became louder and

shriller, resembling the clicking buzz of

a locust and could be heard for several

yards. We called off the dog then, well

satisfied that a bull-snake can “rattle”

as well as a rattle-snake himself.

J. I. Carpenter, Colorado.
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ANOTHER lONG GUN

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

WAS much interested in the descrip-

tion and illustration of Bennett’s long

gun in the October number of Forest
and Stream.

It is certainly a long one, but I know
of a longer, in the collection of Mr. W.
Barrett, of Toorak, Melbourne, Aus-
tralia, who gave me permission to exam-
ine and take particulars of all his arms.

The gun in question is a percussion lock,

single barrel muzzleloader of English

make, 14 gauge, and the barrel, which I

measured myself, is 5 feet 11% inches, or

3% inches longer than the barrel of Mr.
Bennett’s gun.

The longest shotgun that I know of

is in the Melbourne Public Museum. It

is a percussion lock, muzzleloading

swivel gun which was confiscated as of

illegal dimensions by the Victorian police

and turned over to the museum authors
ties by the Fisheries and Game Depart-
ment. It is 1% inches in the bore and
the length of the barrel is 10 feet 6

inches. Its load was four ounces of

powder and 2 lbs of shot. Its record kill

is 56 brace of ducks at one shot! It is

not surprising that the use of such
guns is forbidden by law in Australia.

It is a curious thing, but it is a fact

that in the days when their use was al-

lowed, several men preferred the flint to

the percussion lock for these guns and
I know of one old punt gunner on the

Cambridgeshire fens in England, who
was still using a flintlock swivel gun
not many years ago. I was also told of

a man in Melbourne who had his percus-
sion lock swivel gun converted to a

flintlock, saying that the burst of flame
and smoke from the priming in the pan
made the birds rise from the water
and the interval between it and the ex-
plosion of the charge in the barrel was
long enough to get their wings well
opened by the time the shot reached
them.

Henry Walter Fry, New York.

DUCKS AND GULLS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
HAVE a question in mind which has
puzzled me a good deal since my re-

turn from a short duck hunting trip

with some friends a few weeks ago: Are
ducks afraid of gulls?

While out on this trip I observed large
flocks of Blue Bills get up and leave the
water when gulls would come near. When
I put the question up to one who has had
a great many more years experience
duck hunting than I have, he replied
that the gulls had nothing to do with it

but something else must have frightened
the ducks. However, the next day I was
out alone and had a similar experience.
I came across a fine bunch of Mallards
and Teal feeding on a small lake near
the cabin where we were staying and
try as I would, I could not get within
range of those ducks. Finally I secured
a pqsition high on a bank overlooking
their location, but not near enough to be
sure of ipy game. As it happened there
was a big pine tree at the foot of the
bank on which I was watching, but to

get to it would bring me within plain

sight of the ducks. While pondering
how I could possibly reach the tree, what
was my surprise to see every duck get
up and leave the water. Of course I

thought they had seen me and I was
wondering how it had happened when
I looked up and saw a gull sailing leis-

urely over the spot where the ducks had
been. You may be sure, I lost no time
in sliding down the bank and taking up
my place behind the big pine, my cal-

culations being, after what I had wit-

nessed the day before, that the bunch
would soon be back again, which I am
pleased to say, proved to be the case,

with a benefit to me of one fine Mallard
drake and a little Green-winged Teal.

On my return to the cabin I again
put the question up to another one of

the old duck hunters and he agreed with
the first one, that something else must
have frightened the ducks.

Now that is my experience and I

would like to know, as one of your con-

stant readers, if in your opinion, my con-

tention that the gulls frightened the

ducks is correct? If not would you say
that they had caught sight of me, and
if so, would they come back so soon?
As a matter of fact, they were back as

soon as the gull had passed on.

F. D. Harlow, Minn.

An answer to this letter will be pub-
lished in the February number. In the

meantime we would welcome other letters

on this subject from sportsmen who have
had a similar experience.

We are always glad to receive letters

from our readers on subjects of general
interest to sportsmen and especially glad
to hear from those who have noticed un-
usual happenings in the world of nature.
Sometimes the most obvious actions of
our wild friends have never been noted
and it is always interesting to get inter-

3a

pretations of them from different ob-

servers.— [Editors.] .

CANOE SAIL
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

WILL you kindly advise me what
would be the proper area of sail

for a canoe of the following dimensions

Length 15 feet, beam thirty-two inches,

depth forward twenty-three inches, depth

amidship twelve inches
;

approximate
weight 64 lbs.?

Voyle D. Ott, Wisconsin.

For your information, we will quote

the rule applying to this matter which
is taken from the American Canoe As-
sociation Year Book. It is standard with
the yachting ntles as a basis for calcu-

lation.

“Sec. 4. Sail Area. Basis for calcu-

lation. Length, 16 feet; beam, 30 inches;

sail area, 40 square feet. For each inch

the beam is increased the sail area may
be increased 2 square feet. For each
inch the length is increased, the sail area
must be decreased one-sixth of a square
foot. Note: This applies to all wood
canoes.”

“Sec. 5. Sail Area, Canvas-Covered
Canoes. When a canoe is covered with
canvas, the sail area may be increased

7% percent. Note: This added percent-
age is added because 'qll wood canoes are
considered faster in competition with
canvas-covered canoes.”
Your canoe will take the minimum of a

16-foot canoe or 40 square feet with the
privilege of adding 4 square feet for the
two additional inches of beam over 30
inches, and if canvas, an additional 7%
per cent of 44 square feet or a total of
47.3 square feet. Note: A larger area
may be used, but your canoe would not
travel any faster than it wo^ild with that
specified above and very likely not as
fast on all winds and most certainly
ivould not be as safe .

—

[Editors.]

The Prince of Wales in the wilds of Ontario with two of his Indian guides
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Enjoy Winter Sports

in comfort with

TAPLEX
WARMERS

When off in the distance you sight a covey
of wild-ducks, warm hands will help you to

steady your aim, or when you are waiting on

these cool, crisp days for the “musky” and the

perch to take your bait, what you want is a

TAPLEX HANDY WARMER to keep your
hands comfortably warm.

When you lie down on your cot at night,

the wonderful TAPLEX BED WARMER and
BODY WARMER will hold off the snappiest,

coldest winds, and let you sleep with all the

comfort of your steam-heated home.

THE TAPLEX STICK

DOES THE TRICK
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vidual attestors to its ab-

simplicity, and efficiency.

LIGHTS WITH A MATCH
This phrase symbolizes Taplex all-a-

round simplicity. Just place a

Taplex Fuel Stick fn

the container, touch
it with a lighted

match, and in a

few minutes a

soft, soothing,

pleasant glow of

heat will be
generated, and
which will radi-

ate warmth for

from six to

eight hours
without
requiring at-
tention.

This space
forbids the detailing of the countless number
of useful purposes that Taplex serves so ef-

ficiently in camp and home.

TAPLEX BED WARMERS

TAPLEX BED WARM-
ER, asbestos lined, wrap-
ped in sanitary flannel

napkins, $1.00.
TAPLEX BODY

WARMER, asbestos lined,

with spring holder for the

fuel sticks, in flannel bag
—$ 1 .00 .

TAPLEX HANDY
WARMERS, from 35c to

$ 1 .00 .

TAPLEX FUEL, 12

compressed sticks in a box
—35c. (A single stick lasts

six to eight hours.)

If you cannot obtain at your druggist or

sporting goods dealer, drop us a card giving

us his name and address, and we will see that

you are supplied.

TAPLEX CORPORATION
87 35th Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE INTELLIGENCE
OF MONKEYS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15 )

the side of a tree and after a hurried

glimpse screech out something in mon-
key-talk, and, according to the direction

I was stalking, the mob would shift its

movements to evade possible contact with

the route I was taking.

On the North Guaso Nyiro, in British

East Africa, while laying in wait at a

watering hole for game, I noticed a sick

baboon messing about in a drift that had
accumulated about the roots of some
palms. And with nothing else in at-

tention I kept an eye on the chap to see

what he was up to. It was soon evident

that he was too weak and emaciated to

get about with any speed and was seek-

ing among the debris in the close vicinity

of the water, for insects for food. And,
although his movements were slow and
weak, his Argus eyes soon picked me up,

and he grunted resentfully at me a

time or two then continued his search

for bugs, without any apparent fright

at my presence.

Perhaps an hour had passed when a

band of baboons of about a hundred

—

most likely the band to which the sick

member belonged—came trooping down
among the huge stones toward the water.

Being well hidden I hoped to spend
some time in the study of the monkeys,
but ala's! the sick one had heard them
before he could see them, and a feeble

but coarse bark or two put the mob to

fright before they had attained ground
sufficiently high to have possibly seen

me.
Some Colobus monkeys we had in cap-

tivity for a year, exhibited the most
ability to reason and talk. Being in a

large structure made of poultry-wire,

they had all the advantages of the open

and soon took to captivity as thoroughly

as monkeys of any other variety. And
one of them—a female about half-grown
when captured, long before the end of

six months when another lot to be added
to the group had arrived—learned to

break, by continued twisting with her

hands, the tough wire and make an open-

ing sufficiently large to creep through.

There being no amount of forest at

hand she contented herself in the

branches of some small bushes about

the pen, and would creep back into the

enclosure at nightfall. But finally the

time came when she declined to return;

then a way had to be conjured up to re-

capture her.

The lad who cared for the lot, having
hunted the greater part of his life with

the natives, at once set to work and
baited a snare on the outside of the pen,

using a bent pole, string and springing

device after the pattern of the natives,

and with a piece of green corn for a

bait. It worked twice—but that was all.

After being twice snared by the hand, the

monk would cleverly reach beneath the

rope, turn the loop carefully aside, then

seize the corn and scoot up to a position

on the top of the cage displaying as

much knowing mischief as a spoilt child.

After having these Colobus in captivity

about six months the natives brought

down another consignment, a part of

which came from the same locality. It

was with these that I became assured
that the “talk” between monkeys was
limited almost exclusively to members
of a tribe. Although six months had
elapsed these monkeys were as people

who had met after a prolonged absence.

The most remarkable thing about their

meeting was the fact that the young fe-

male that had learned to break the cage,

immediately taught the same trick to the
other members of her former tribe.

An old female that had lost her babe
in capturing—it died from a fall to the
ground, from the tall bamboo—exhibited

the most striking capacity to think. She
was naturally morose and uttered but
few sounds, but most certainly turned
matters in her mind before acting.

One day when she had succeeded in

breaking out of the cage, she espied a

small airedale pup, with eyes not yet
open, and with the mothers love yet

warm for her lost babe, and with almost
human expression of countenance, seized

the puppy and bounded up the tallest

tree.

Immediately some natives who were
laboring nearby were summoned and the

chase began to recover the pup. Clubs
and stones were thrown at the nimble
kidnapper, but to no avail. With the

pup hugged closely against her breast

she clung to the topmost bough, which
had bent well out at right angles be-

neath her weight. Then a native as-

cended the tree and started creeping out

after her. As soon as she saw herself

cornered she began screaming and mov-
ing about and threatening to throw the

puppy down. Then the danger of the

fall injuring the pup became evident,

but the native, exasperated at having
been sent up after the monkey, crowded
her, then she deliberately backed up to

the very end of the limb, took the puppy
by the fore paw, and holding it out and
down at full arms-length, let it carefully

fall; and with the utmost speed darted

past the nigger and down the tree, and,

before anyone could interfere, picked up
the pup and ran up the next nearest tree.

The same scene was repeated, but the

pup, the next time was recovered, but
with a badly broken nose from the fall.

These are but a few instances of evi-

dence that have come before my observa-

tion, in the past number of years, that

monkeys can and do think, reason—and
talk.

JAMES ALEXANDER
HENSHALL

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19 )

low of distant cattle and the faint tinkle

of the sheep bell, far from the madding
crowd and the evidences of “Grim visag’d

war.”
And there I met and fished with many

brothers of the angle who had made
the art of black bass fishing famous.

They used the “Frankfort” reel and a

short, supple cane rod. A few were

fly-fishers, but most of them were bait

fishers. Whenever opportunity occurred

and came within the scope of my work,
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Right through the woods
—with your sFlldicUl.

Sodependableand so easily controlled isthe INDIAN that

you can wind your way with it through forest denseness
—overcurving,roughandnarrowpaths—up hill anddown,
in perfect comfort and safety. Call on it for speed—it

respondsontheinstant. Demand power—and through its

sturdy frame you can sense the strong and steady pull.

Make the INDIAN your hunting and camping companion.

Let the INDIAN free you from the annoying delays and tiring

troubles of getting “there” and back.

See your INDIAN dealer today. Let him explain

the many exclusive and superior INDIAN
features. Ask for an immediate demonstration.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.
Dept. 10

The Largest Motorcycle Manufacturer .n the TVorld

A Dollar for every
accepted photo
Motorcyclefriends

:

Mail us interesting

snapshots of your
INDIAN hunting
and fishing trips—
with a little story of
the picture. A dollar

bill will be sent you
at once for every
accepted photo.



He’s
Charging-

SlopHim!

H ERE he comes— six hundred pounds.

of wounded, raving, fighting grizzly!

Wicked, pointed head stretched out evil

little pig eyes glaring hate— long yellow

tusks snapping in bloody foam high shoul-

ders rocking with effort as they drive the

ten-inch hooked chisels of claws ripping

through the moss— smash through the

witch-hopples, here he comes!

Easy does it— take your time! The little

.250-3000 Savage rises easily, smoothly,

into line. Squeezing the pistol-grip-face

frozen against the stock—seeing both sights

—following that slavering chin with the

bead — holding your breath and shutting

downsteadily withyourtrigger finger. Bang!

Fingers racing, before the echo of the

shot you’re reloaded and ready again. But

he’s down. Crumpled end over end in his

stride. That vicious little .87 grain pointed

bullet, traveling 3000 feet per second,

smashed through his jaw, shivered his neck

vertebrae to splinters, and splashed them

through his lungs. Never knew what

struck him—dead when he hit the ground!

Only seven pounds of rifle— the .250-3000

Savage. Six shots—in two'seconds, if you need

them that fast—and each of them with a gilt-edge

target accuracy that would hit the 800 yard mili-

tary bullseye, a^d punch enough to slam through

half-inch steel boiler-plate at a hundred yards.

Solid breech hammerless, with checked extra-full

pistol-grip and forearm and corrugated steel shot-

gun buttplate and trigger. See it at your dealer’s

.—he can supply it. For complete description,

January, 1920

I fished the historic streams of the Lick-

ing, Elkhorn, Kentucky, and occasionally

the Rockcastle and Cumberland rivers.

Mr. David M. Snyder, a druggist in

town, and a son of George Synder, the

inventor of the Kentucky multiplying

reel, loaned me his father’s favorite reel

until I could have one made at Frank-

fort. I was now fairly well equipped

with tackle for both fly-fishing and bait-

fishing. Wading the streams just men-

tioned, in the shade of elms, maples and

sycamore, it was my good fortune and

great pleasure to enjoy some of the fin-

est black bass fishing to be found in all

this broad land of ours.

The streams were rocky, with a never-

ending succession of riffles, pools and

still reaches as they went racing and

circling around wooded cliffs adorned

with the ornate tints of sumach, red-

bud and dogwood ;
went meandering

through pastoral scenes of meadow land

and broad fields of waving grain and

tasseled corn; and went gliding along

the grassy banks clothed with sedges,

ferns and nodding wild flowers. And
so, ever onward, purling and gurgling

over the riffles, murmuring and singing

in the white water of miniature cas-

cades, sliding over ledges and whirling

in the eddies as they went merrily on

toward the sea, carrying messages of

peace and good will yet to come to a

distraught nation.

And so whenever fortune favored me
I fished and dreamed and wondered.

And the struggles of a hooked fish

brought to my mind, somehow, the

struggles of a misguided nation and a

distracted people battling with each

other at the behest of a few ambitious

and selfish marplots and unscrupulous

politicians. And I thought of my old

comrades, Johnnie and Andrew and

Robert and myself fishing on the

Patapsco, in sight of Old Glory proudly

waving over the battlements of Fort

McHenry, and of the wondrous peace and

contentment of those happy days. And
then with the whirligig of time the scene

changes and I beheld Johnnie and An-

drew bravely following a strange flag,

while Robert was a captain in the army
of the Union.

Then I would attend to my fishing

more zealously, and at the next success-

ful cast I would concentrate my mind

and confine my efforts to the matter in

hand—a fair fight and a bloodless vic-

tory. —
write us.

SavageArms Corporation
SHARON, PA. UTICA, N. Y. DETROIT, MICH.

Executive and Export Offices, 50 Church Street, N. Y. C

The Rifle

.250-8000 Savage Rifle, take down model. 22-inch tapered
round barrel with integral sight base. Checked extra-
full pistol-grip and forearm, checked trigger. Corru-
gated steel shotgun buttplate. Commercial silver bead
front and flat-topped windgauge sporting rear sights.
Weight about 7 lbs.

MEMBERS OF AFRICAN EXPEDI-

TION KILLED

W ORD has just been received from

the Belgian Congo that William

Stowell and Joseph R. Armstrong, mem-
bers of the Smithsonian Institution

—

Universal Film Co. expedition were

killed in a railroad wreck and that sev-

eral other members were badly injured.

The expedition, which sailed from New
York last July was headed by Edmund
Heller, one of the Governors of Forest

and Stream, and was sent out for the

purpose of collecting and photographing

the wild life of the dark continent. No
particulars of the sad accident have as

yet reached this country.
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Outdoor Books

'

i

for Sportsmen
Prices Mentioned Include Delivery Charges to

Any Address in the United States or Canada.

DOG BOOKS
THE AIREDALE. By W. A. Eruette. This 1 n

j

structive and inteiesting worK covers the his-

tory, breeding .11.1 training of these useiul

dogs. It is the latest and best book on the

subject. Tile carefully written articles on the

early history of the breed, family characteristics

and the strong and weak points of the important

dogs whose names appear in later-day pedi-

grees are of utmost value to the breeder. Those
who desire to train their dogs to the highest

state of efficiency either as companions or for

hunting will find easily understood and practical

instructions on the subjects of general training,

retrieving, swimming and diving, and work on
squirrels, rabbits, partridges, etc. There are

important chapters devoted to the laws of

breeding, kennel management, preparation for

and handling in the show ring, diseases and
treatment and many hints and instructions of

great value to breeders and owners. In cart-

ridge board covers. $1.00 net.

POCKET KENNEL RECORD. A handy book
for immediate record of all events and trans-

actions, relieving the owner from risk of for-

getting important kennel matters by trusting to

memory. Black seal. $2.00 net.

AMATEUR'S DOG BOOK. By William A.

Bruette. A popular, condensed handbook of

information concerning the management, train-

ing and diseases of dogs, including trick, guard
and watch dogs. With many illustrations, 50c.

net.

THE BULL TERRIER. By William Haynes.
A guide to the dog owner who wishes to be his

own kennel manager. A full description is

given of the best types and standards of dogs.

Illustrated. $1.00.

DOG TRAINING VS. BREAKING. By S. T.

Hammond. Asplendid practical volume on
Dog Training to which is added a chapter ot

practical instruction on the training of pet

dogs; 165 pages. Price $1.00.

POX HOUND, THE By Rogert D. Williams.
Auth. of "Horse and Hound.” Discusses types,

methods Of training, kenneling, diseases and all

the other practical points relating to the use

and care of the hound, etc. Illustrated. $1.00

net

POX TERRIER, THE. By Williams Haynes. As
in his other books on the terrier, Mr. Haynes
takes up the origin and history of the breed,

its types and standards, and the more exclusive

representatives down to the present time.

Training the fox terrier—his care and kennel-

ing in sickness and health—and the various

uses to which he can be put—are among the

phases handled. $1.00 net.

MODERN BREAKING. By William A, Bruette.
Probably the most practical treatise that has
ever been published on the training of setters

arfd pointers, and their work in the field. Every
phase of the subject has been carefully covered
and the important lessons are illustrated by
photographs from life. It is a book well cal-

culated to enable the amateur to become a suc-

cessful trainer and handler. There are chap-
ters on the Art of Training, Setters vs. Point-
ers, Selection of Puppies, Naming Dogs, No-
menclature, Training Implement, Know Thy-
self. First Lessons, Yard Breaking, Pointing
Instinct, Backing, Ranging, Retrieving, Gun
Shyness, Faults and Vices, Conditioning,
Dont's. Illustrated by reproductions of Osthaus
paintings. Cartridge board cover, $1.00 net;

cloth, $1.50 net.
,

NURSING vs. DOSING. By S. T. Hammond. A
most practical book for the dog fancier, based
largely on Mr. Hammond’s observation that
dogs and particularly house dogs, suffer from
too’ much medicine. Contents—Nursing, Clean-
liness. Diet. Other Foods. Kennel and Exer-
cise. Common Ailments, Diarrhoea, Convulsions,
Epilepsy, Distemper, Eczema, Need of Proper
Care. Stomach, Vermin, Ear, Mange, Nervous
System, Colic, Worms. Cloth, illustrated, 161
pages, $1.00 net.

ORDER FROM

FOREST AND STREAM
Book Department

9 E. 40th St. N. Y. City, N. Y.

Qmfbrt

Hotel

Chamberlin

Transportation Service by both
Rail and Water as far South as

Old Point Comfort was never

better!

ERE'S comfort, health and happy excite-

ment for you from early morn to dewy
eve.

, .

No matter what you want in a vacation,

The Chamberlin has it.

Is it Golf?—right, bring your clubs. An in-

teresting Sporty Eighteen Hole Golf Course

owned and operated by The Chamberlin.

Is it Swimming?—right, the salt water

bathing in the big Mosaic, Sun-lit Sea Pool

is great.
, , , „

Is it Sunshine?—we’re drenched
with it, ozone too.

Is it Southern Cooking?—not a

"Mammy” in the South can beat The
Chamberlin cuisine.

Is it Medicinal Baths?—we dupli-

cate every treatment given at Vichy,
Aix, Carlsbad, Nauheim or Harrogate,
under the best professional skill.

But perhaps the most fascinating
side of all is the Social Life, for here
mingle Society and the Army. Naval
and Aeronautical representatives of

our own country as nowhere else on
tho continent.
In any event, write for our special

booklet, “Golf”—it contains the first

Aeroplane Map of a Golf Course ever
published in America.

Address: GEO. F. ADAMS, Mgr., Fortress Monroe, Va.

NEW YORK OFFICE: Bcrtlia Ruffner Hotel Bureau,
1270 Broadway

,
Cook's Tours, or “Ask Mr. Foster”
at any of his offices.

$^,00 EACH

^ OR AS A GIFT
Both Camp Ax and Hunting Knife are made of

the finest tempered steel for Forest and Stream.
The Hunting Knife is patterned after the cele-

brated “Nessmuk” design. The Camp Ax is of a

design most popular with experienced woodsmen. The fifteen

inch handle makes a most convenient size for wearing on
the belt.

Four Dollars secures Forest and Stream for two years with

either Hunting Knife or Camp Ax with leather belt sheath

free of additional expense.

NOTE: Canadian Orders Require 50 Cents Additional

FOREST STREAM, 9 East 40th St., New York, N. Y.
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The New
Remington .380 Pistol

IN hunting, fishing or camping— you need a sidearm. An ac-

curate, dependable and safe automatic pistol, in addition to

your nfle or shotgun, is what every spftrtsman requires and
what many sportsmen carry.

Tke NEVf Remington .380 caliber automatic pistol Las points of

construction, safety and design which make it a superior arm for

outdoor use or home protection. This pistol carries seven cartrid-

ges in the magazine and one additional cartridge in the chamber.

Three safety features, one entirely new in the pistol field, make
this weapon completely safe. If the magazine is removed with a

cartridge left in the chamber, the pistol absolutely cannot he fired.

An automatic grip safety prevents discharge unless the handle

is grasped and the trigger pulled at the same time. A thumh-
operated safety lever permits the arm to he carried cocked with
entire safety.

The NEW Remington is light, compact and well balanced. The
pistol fires one shot each time the trigger is pulled, automatically

ejects the empty shell and re-loads ready to fire.

SPECIFICATIONS: Takes any standard .380 rimless pistol car-

tridge; hammerless with side ejection; three separate safety de-
vices; length 6 5/8 inches; width 9/10 inch; weight, 21 ounces;

hard rubber stocks; dull black finish; matted barrel; made only
in one caliber, one style, one finish.

Write for 9^1odel 51 Folder mentioning this maga-
zine, and see your nearest Remington UdYlC deader.

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO,
Incorporated

Largest Manufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in the VForJd

^VoolwortK Building, New York City

A CASSIAR HUNT
IN NINETEEN-SIX

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8)

F
INALLY we headed back to Tele-
graph Creek as it was getting late
in the season and the possibility of

getting frozen in did not appeal strongly
to us. Owing to the snow and rain we
had run into for some days, the hides and
scalps were too wet to keep so we made
a good camp at Dease Lake and dried
them out. While camped there Warbur-
ton Pike came along from his gold mine
and we travelled along together to Tele-
graph Creek camping together at night.
He has written two books that every-
one should own or at least read, “The
Barren Grounds of Northern Canada,”
and “Through the Sub—arctic Forest.”
He died a year or two ago and it is a
great pity that some one close to him
could not have urged him to write more
of the great North Country where he
spent the best days of his life, but his
two books are classics of their kind and
will always be sought after.

As the last boat had left for Wrangel,
we had a carpenter make a scow, and
putting all our stuff on board, set off

after bidding good-bye to all our new
friends at Telegraph Creek. As a pros-
pector volunteered to steer the scow down
the river in return for his grub, we
agreed as we did not want to take any
chances of further delays and he ran
us through the rapids in good shape and
down the river, dodging sandbars and
tree stumps and brought us safely to
Wrangel. Here we heard we could not get
a boat to Vancouver for a week, so sev-
eral of us including Pike, hired a cabin
launch the “Far Niente” and went up to

the Le Conte glacier and shot ducks along
the marshes in the Bay and had a very
good time. The ducks were in thou-
sands and we got quite a lot considering
the only way we could shoot them was
while walking along, as we had no de-
coys. Mallards, Teal and Widgeon were
the most common and great flocks of
geese were to be seen everywhere. The
days passed quickly and we returned to
Wrangel where we soon caught a boat
back to Vancouver and were home in a
short time.

O N the trip “W” and I saw the fol-

lowing animals which were entered
in our note books each night, and

whenever estimated, as was only done in

the case of caribou, a conservative esti-

mate was always given so as not to be
over the correct numbers.

Wolverine 2

Black bear 2

Fox 5

Wolves 9
Moose 16

Sheep 88
Goats 93
Caribou 276

I have neglected to say how “W”
worked out as a hunting companion. All
I need say is that I was lucky in getting
in touch with him and hope that some
day we will go back again.
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HANDSOME FUR SETS MADE-TO-ORDER

From Furs of Your Own Catch

A T the present high prices of ready-made furs it will pay you to

have your furs made into serviceable wearing apparel. You can
SAVE 30% TO 50% by getting your furs this way. You furnish the

skins and we tan and make them up at reasonable prices. You get

greater satisfaction by having your furs made-to-order. They are

made the way you want them. The materials used are the best

money can buy. You get better furs than you can buy ready-made
because you select your skins yourself and know what you are

getting.

ALL WORK IS ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.
Over 55 years in the fur business is proof of our reli-

ability. Located in the center of the United States,

our work goes to every state in the union.

SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
giving many beautiful photographs, prices and interesting informa-

tion about making fur sets, coats, caps, gloves, rugs, robes, etc.

It is yours for the asking. Send for it today.

H. Willard, Son & Company
“The Old Reliable Fur House’’ Established 1864

30 SOUTH FIRST STREET, MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA

This beautiful fur set can be
made from 23 large mink skins.

The catalog gives many other
styles that can be made from
mink and all other furs as well.

The Wilbur shotgun peep sight will revolutionize
wing shooting; no excuse for missing; game birds or
clay birds. Patented and perfected by an old trap
and field shooter. Teaches the art of wing shooting;
will increase the score of the trap shooter; corrects
the faults of old shooters; shows how to lead your
birds; compels proper handling of gun: puts the
shooter down on his gun where he belongs; proves
the correct fitting of your gun.
Made of blued steel, clamps instantly and rigidly

on breech of barrels. Fast enough for use in snap
shooting. Has two openings with center post for
alignment with ordinary sight at end of barrels.
Any object seen by the shooter through this sight

when trigger is pulled, is DEAD — as such object
must be at the time in shot pattern when gun is

discharged. On quartering birds lead is shown ab-
solutely— NO GUESS WORK.
MADE IN 12 and 20-GAUGE ONLY. Not made

for single-barrel or pump guns.
Price, postpaid. $2.50, with full instructions in

the art of wing shooting.
Write for “Treatise Wing Shooting Made Easy.”

WILBUR GUN SIGHT
116 West 39th St. Room 140, New York City, N. Y.

Catch Fish,
Eels, Mink, Muskrats and
other far-bearing animals
in large numbers, with the

New, Folding, Galvanized Steel Wire Trap. It
catches them like a fly-trap catches flies. Made in
all sizes. Write for descriptive price list, and free
booklet on best bait known for attracting all kinds
of Ash. J. F. Gregory, Dept. 206, Lebanon,Mo.

H,eddon
Bait Casting Reels

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

*AsK the Fish!”

\

Jas. Heddon’s Sonsj
Dowflgiac, Mich.

(

Ttxzrt TtrnnrlAffnl C/1 flfl chit+c-fnr* 7f?Two wonderful $4.00 shirts for only $5.75.
Save'at least $2.00. Everybody wearing these semi-dress
Gray Flannel Shirts for business, work and sport.

Cadillac Broadcloth Flannel Shirts

Two $4.00 Shirts for Only $5.75
Made of fine quality Cadillac Broadcloth Gray Flannel.
SpecialWinter weight. Two extra large button down flap
pockets, faced sleeves and matched pearl buttons. Cut
Extra Full. Coat Front Style. Double-Stitched thru-
out. Soft turn-down collar with sateen faced neckband.
Thoroughly Shrunk. Try to match these shirts in any
store at $4.00 Yet we offer you two for only $5.75.

Send No Money
transportation prepaid. Pay only $5.75 on arrival—no
more. Money back at once if not more than pleased with
the wonderful value. Be sure to give neck-band size.

BERNARD-HEWITT &CO.^^k CHICAGO

MffJ. Ely

AI.Rjss

Al.fbss Pork Rind Minnowsi

Oriental Wiggler $ 12?
Little Egypt Wiggler 75V ;

bidder 75*, PorkRind Strips 35*jar.
j)

'
1712-1736 (glumjms M.ffevdan

In Range at Last!
—after tracking him all day.

Now for a quick, accurate shot

and a handsome pelt.

LYMAN SIGHTS
make hard shots easy. This
Combination Rear Sight centers

the eye on the

front sight
; does

not hide the game.
Locks firmly in

position
;

cannot
shakeloose .Seed for

FREE BOOK
on complete line;
gives hints on
shooting, care of
guns, etc. 4
Lyman Gun Sight

Corporation
110 West Street

NO. 1A $4.00 Middlefield, Conn.
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WEISS Alpine Binoculars
Strong, light, compact. Copper- al-

loyed, aluminum frame, cast in one
piece. Fine sole-leather case with
each

So powerful they bring the object within apparently
one-eighth of the actual distance. Invaluable for hunters,
yachtsmen, tourists, foresters, range-finders, mounted
police, cattlemen, army officers.

“The Telephone of Sight”
WEISS ALPINE BINOCULARS have the following features of

superiority: Larger Field of View; Greater Illumination, a great
advantage in hunting in timber or in looking into brush at dusk or
dawn; Greater Magnifying Power in proportion to size; Increased
Stereoscopic Effect, adding to the relief of far-distant objects;
Portability.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Type used by U. S. Signal Corp. WEISS INSTRUMENT CO.
,
1730 Arapahoe Street

Denver, Colo., U. S. A.

THE AMERICAN ANGLER
THE ONLY ALL-ANGLING MAGAZINE

Covers every phase of angling; contains well-written, beautifully illustrated stories for and by anglers-
how to get the best sport near home; stories of famous angling waters by noted anglers who have "been
there” and know how to write; daring, original and timely opinions on matters piscatorial- amateur tacklb-makmg; fly. bait and surf tournament casting. Salt water angling is generously treated and angling humor is
delightfully illustrated. Published monthly.

THE AMERICAN ANGLER
during the past year has had the most notable list of contributors of any magazine in America, Including-Emerson Hough, Dr. Henry- Van Dyke, Fred N. Beet. Ellis Parker Butler. Dr. Robert T. Morris, Robert H
Davis, Dr. Jas. A. Henshall. George M. LaBram-he, Louis Rliend. Charles Zibeon Southard Dr Heber

other literary, scientific and angling authorities.

Send in Your Subscription Now. United States, $2.00—Canada, $2.35—Foreign, $2.60.
Special Trial Subscription, Six Numbers, $1.00. Single Copies, 25c.

THE AMERICAN ANGLER ;; ;; 1412 Broadway, New York

SALE U. S. ARMY GOODS
From QUARTERMASTER’S DEPT.

Complete outfitters and dealers in government goods—from an army hat cord to a battleship.Our catalog, 341, containing over 1,000 illustrations of articles for field service, camping outing,
etc., mailed on receipt of 10 cents postage.

r 1,1 s ’

THE WAR IS OVER—BUY NOW
Army Sweaters $5.50
Hunting or Shell Bags 75
Army Gray Wool Blankets 6.00
Army Olive Drab Wool Blankets 7.50
Wool Shirts (Olive Drab) 4.50 and 5.50
Army Shoes 8,00

Sheepskin Vests $6,50
Army Horsehide Leather Gloves 1.00
Army Wool Socks 35
Army Officer’s Raincoats 10.00
Officer’s Sheepskin Coats 12.00
Rubber Boots 7,50

ARMY & NAVY STORE CO.,, Inc., 245 West 42nd St„ New York City
Largest Camp and Military Outfitters

We Will Tan Your Hides

OR BUY YOUR

RAW FURS
Old Furs Remodeled

SEND FOR PRICES

Send for

BIG FUR COAT CATALOG
and our

FUR PRICE LIST

FREE—Every Trapper Needs It

—

A $1.00 Tube of TRIUMPH BAIT
with each $5 shipment of Furs and
Hides to be tanned.

ALBERT LEA HIDE & FUR CO.
707-09 West Clark St. ALBERT LEA, MINN.

1920 OLD FISHERMAN’S

CALENDAR
GIVES SIGNS FOR 1920

O. F. CALENDAR, Box 1479 H. Sta.

Springfield, Mass.

RAW FURS
With our boys back at peace time work—

the prosperity of the country is shown by
the extensive purchases of furs by women
everywhere.
You can dispose of the furs you trap at the

best market prices by sending them to me

—

here’s a typical letter:
I got mote for my catch than I expected—and will
ship to you from now on.
My price list is simple; you get your money by return

mail---and I have established a world-wide reputation
tor square and honest dealing's.

FRFF—Send to day for price list, grad-
ing slips and shipping tags.

LOUIS BRIMBERG
26 West 26tL St, dept.

30
' N.YCity.^

HUNTING
on Private Preserve

Plenty of Birds

Dogs and Guides Supplied

BOB ARMSTRONG
BARBER, NORTH CAROLINA

January, 1920 ,

THE SHOOTING OF
THE RARA AVIS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9)

happened twice that day. I had never
seen it before, and I never have since.

Presently a large, light-colored duck
came up the shore, flying very swiftly
and passed over the decoys going like an
express train. Bringing the gun up be-
hind him, I gave it a sharp swing ahead,
and pulled the trigger, making a clean
kill. The duck was going so fast that it

“skipped” two or three times on strik-

ing the water, similar to a thrown clam
shell. When I brought the bird in, I found
I had killed a fine drake canvas-back. It

was the first one I had ever seen in the
flesh, but I recognized it by the homely
head, and the pure white canvas belt

around its body.

AS the day drew to a close, the wind
was still blowing hard, and I no-
ticed a number of ducks flying

across the meadows to the Crab Pond.
This promised well for some evening
shooting, so taking up my decoys, I rowed
around the shore, through the north en-
trance into the pond, where I placed a
few decoys out from the north bank, and
covering my box awaited developments;
but my luck seemed to have deserted me,
and for a long time nothing came my
way. When, Just as the last glimmer
of daylight was fading in the gloom of
night, a large flock of widgeons, whistling
like a lot of school boys, came quarter-
ing down wind over the decoys. They
were flying very fast, and as I rose to
shoot, I saw the head of the flock were
going to bunch. Giving them a lead of
at least a yard, I pulled the trigger, and
had the satisfaction of seeing three of
them drop like stones. At the report, the
remainder of the flock flared up in the
air, and one bird, in the center of them,
shone for an instant, white against the
blackness of the descending night. This
bird I quickly covered, and as the thin
stream of fire flashed from my second
barrel, I saw the duck collapse, appar-
ently dead in the air.

The surface of the water, was as black
as ink as I waded out, and I considered
myself lucky, when I had found the first

three birds killed. They were near the
shore, but the last one fell farther out,
and search as I might, I failed to find it.

This bothered me, for I have always
made it a point to gather everything
shot down, if it were possible to do so.

Placing the three ducks in the boat, I

quickly gathered up my decoys. Then
standing erect in the sneak box and
spreading out my coat, while I steered
with an oar in the other hand, the north-
gest gale quickly carried me across the
pond, and I struck the bank near the

j

southern outlet. This gave me an idea
of the possible drift of the lost bird, and
indicated where I might find it in the
morning, unless it should strike the out-
let and so drift down the bay.
The other shooters were all in when I

arrived at the house. A few had done
better than I, still 1 had what would be
called a splendid string in these days,
and I felt well satisfied, until I would
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think of the last bird shot at. It was
strange, but there seemed to be some-

thing different about this duck. It stood

out among the others so white, in that

brief instant before I shot, that I could

not get it out of my mind.

It was Saturday night and I deter-

mined to be around early the next morn-
ing to look for it. Standing up in the

cold wind, coming across the pond and

down the creek, had chilled me to the

bone, and I certainly did enjoy the hot

supper we now sat down to. Never did

sizzling hot coffee taste better, and I did

valiant service before laying down my
knife and fork, but at last we were sat-

isfied, and drawing back from the table,

repaired to the lounging room, where
drawn up in the usual half circle, before

the blazing log fire, we compared notes,

and talked over the day’s happenings.

ARISING just after sunrise on Sun-
day morning, I quietly left the

house, and walked rapidly across

the meadow, towards the southern outlet

of the Crab Pond. It was a beautiful

morning; the sun shone brightly, and a

pleasant wind was blowing, while from
the distant Dry Flats came the gabble of

feeding wild geese. Soon I came to the

outlet of the pond, and there on a little

whisp of duck grass, at the very verge

of the outlet, lay my rara avis, a beauti-

ful drake of a species entirely unknown
to me. He lay on his back with his

wings folded, just as the tide had left

him. The rays of the sun, falling on his

iridescent velvet head, made it glow like

a ruby. Reverently I picked him up and
admired his beauty. He was a plump
bird, shaped like a widgeon, but of an
entirely different color effect, having
much more white in its plumage. His
head was red, something like a red-head,

but of a deeper wine color. It being
the mating season, he was decked out
in his wedding garments. Tenderly I

smoothed his feathers and bore him to

the house, where no one could name him,
not even Bill Miller. Some said it was
a hybrid red-head-widgeon, but in later

years I have been led to believe it was
a remarkably fine specimen of the Euro-
pean Widgeon. I was a boy then of

eighteen, and in forty-seven more years
shooting on the beautiful Barnegat, I

have never killed another like him.

Forty-five years ago the European
widgeon was indeed a rare bird, but of
late years it has been frequently re-

corded. The bird men have noted its cap-
ture in about sixteen states and pro-
vinces, of which New Jersey is one. The
records go back to the decade between
1870 and 1880, and indeed the New Jer-
sey record, we believe, was 1883. The
European widgeon, though still a scarce
bird seems to be growing more plentiful
as the years go by.— [EDITORS.]

hardest conditions. Made of
Olive Green Khaki or Red Flan-
nel, has rubberized lining, which
makes it absolutely waterproof.
Cap has Fur or Flannel inside
band to be pulled down over

ears in cold weather. Outside rim also
can be turned down, preventing water or
snow running down back of neck. This
Is the best and most practical cap ever
made for autoist and all who are much out-
doors. See them at your dealer’s. If he
will not supply you we will send prepaid
on receipt of Express or P, O. Money
Order for $2.60. Write for booklet of
Other styles, including Auto Caps.

Do not send
personal
check.
Mention size
wanted and
your dealer's
name.

PRICE

$2.50
Dept. S

Beware of ImStioti

Look for Label

ia Every Cq)

JONES HAT COMPANY MISSOURI

ITHACA
WINS

This is Johnny
Johnson, the great-

est hunter on the

South Carolina
Coast. His record

of 16 deer without

a miss was made
with an Ithaca Cun

with buck-

shot. He shoots an

Ithaca because it is

the best gun on

earth.

Catalog free

Double gnna, includ-

ing war tax, $45
and up. Single trap

gun., including war
tax, from $700 down.

ITHACA GUN CO.

Box 25

Ithaca, N. Y.

TENOR BANJO
Ukulele, Hawaiian Guitar, Violin,

Mandolin, Guitar, Cornet or Banjo

Wonderful new system of teaching: note music by mail. To first

pnpils in each locality, we give a $20 superb Violin, Mandolin,

Ukulele, Guitar, Hawaiin Guitar, Cornet. Tenor Banjo or Banjo abso-

lutely free. Very small charge for lessons only. We guarantee suc-
1 cess or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write now. No obligation.

SLINGERLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, inc. Dept. 153 CHICAGO, ILL.

THOUSANDS OF WILD DUCKS
can be attracted to the lakes, rivers and

f

ionds near you if you plant the foods they
ove—WILD CELERY, Wild Rice, ^
Duck Potato, etc. Wild Duck
attractions my specialty.
Used by largest presences —

^

and clubs. Write for infor-
mation and prices.

TERRELL, Naturalist
Dept. H-42. Oshkosh, Wis.

I

Bpin ri iS.10

PM
Your Fur Skins \
TannedandDressed
Ladies’ and Men’s Fur Coats

Scarfs, Muffs, Fur Rugs. Etc.,

made to order from your own catch

or from furs you buy cheap fro^

trappers, cost much less lhan the

same articles purchased ready- mads.

We own and operate the largest fn-

tanning and dressing plant ,n .™ 3

West and are especially prepared to

reduce consumer cost on furs by this

direct handling—“from catch to fac-

tory and back to you.”

BEAUTIFUL FUR FRFFCATALOG r
Its 16 pages, richly illustrated, tell exactly

what you want to know about styles of

furs, cost of tanning and dressing, cost

of making various furs, rugs. etc. Send

for this catalog today. It's Free.

JONAS BROS., Ind furmIrI Jtt
1019 Broadway DENVER, COLO.

,

Branch: Livingston, Mont. t*?

IMPORTED HOSIERY
J

For Golf, Tennis and Sport Wear
IN ATTRACTIVE DESIGNS FOR

MEN AND WOMEN

111

No. 15

J AFinestScotchWoolTennis Sock sinwhite.
DO.IV^iay, green, black, heather and | CA
white* with colored clocks, a pair 1 v

1 Cj Men’s Finest ScotchWool Golf Hose,
*** in green, gray, brown and O CA

heather (without feet $0), a pair

w Complete line Golf, Tennis and Sport equipment,
j

r Mail Orders given prompt attention. f

S Stewart Sporting Sales Co.
)

G 425 FIFTH AVE., at 38th St., N. Y.
|

SPogoeksosoeHoscy
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Fishermen Everywhere
who are interested
to know about the

BIG FISH of FLORIDA WATERS
should send for a copy of

RINALDI'S GUIDE
of SOUTH FLORIDA

It contains over 500 pages with 300 illustrations,

BIG SECTION ON FLORIDA FISHING

Chapters on Florida Golf, Florida’s Beautiful Lakes
and Rivers, its Wonderful Bird Life, its Agricultural
Possibilities and Other Topics,

RINALDI PRINTERY
TAMPA - FLORIDA

SSS 50c

NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all

kinds of Fish and Came. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F, E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent,
Reid Newfoundland Company, St. John’s, New Foundland

TARGET
and TRAP SHOOTING
13th Annual Mid-Winter
Handicap Tournament

,

Jan . 19th to 24th, 1920

$W),000 In Money and Trophies.

Weekly Trapshooting Tourna-
ments in full swing. Legget
Ideal Traps. Events scheduled
for professional and amateur.

GOLF—Four 18-hole champion-
ship courses. Fa:r greens are

better than ever before.

RACING—Flat races. Harness
races. Steeplechase. Weekly
purse events the season through.

Tennis, Motoring,
Riding and Driving

CAROLINA HOTEL
NOW OPEN

Special Rates until Jan. 15

HOLLY INN and BERKSHIRE
open early in January.

For reservations address

General Offices, Pinehurst N. C.

or LEONARD TUFTS.
282 Congress St. Boston

PINE BLUFF INN
PINE BLUFF, N. C.

Opened November ioth

Excellent Quail Hunting, Wild Tur-
key and Wild Boar, Horseback Riding,
Golf, Mid-winter Canoeing.

Illustrated Booklet on request.

PAUL MacFARLAND,
Proprietor.

For Live, Healthful Winter Sport

Write for interesting Catalog of Ski,

Toboggans and Snow Shoes—free.

NORTHLAND SKI MFG. CO.

Wrestling Book FREE
Be an expert wrestler. Learn at home by mall.
Wonderful lessons prepared byworld'e champions
Farmer Burns and Frank Gotch. Free book
tells yon bow. Secret holds, blocks and trieks re-
vealed. Don’t delay. Be strong:, healthy. Handle
hi* men with ease. Write for free book. State age.
Farmer Bums? Ramge Bldg. , Omaha, Neb.

Ellis and Hampden Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

SPORTSMEN’S PARADISE
Hyde Point, North Carolina. Finest quail shoot-

ing in the South. Twenty thousand acre preserve

of W. Gould Brokaw who has offered his preserve

and his house to be used as a club house this year.

ACCURATE
C..00TERS SUPPLIES

T. T. Pierce

GUNS
AMMUNITION
GUN WORK

Arms and Ammunition Expert
258 W. 34th at.. New York City.

Open only to sportsmen of recognized social clubs.

As this year is the first year the club has been
open, there will be no charge for initiation or

dues. For information, apply to BRUCE E.

CARTWRIGHT, P. 0. Trinity, Randolph County,
North Carolina.

MOTORCYCLE BARGAINS
Send 2c stamp today for Holiday I ist of guaranteed

rebuilt motorcycles. All makes—Harley, Thor, Excel-
sior, Indian, Heading Standard, singles or twins. Better
buys than new. Rave half on your motorcycle.

THE WESTERN SUPPLIES CO.
380 HAYUTIN BLDG. DENVER, COLO.

Sets up either with -

or without car. Provides a real I

steel spring, sagless bed and I

waterproof tent.
fThe Stoll Mfg. Co. 3255 Larimer St. Denver. Colo. |

FLY-FISHING FOR THE
SEA POLLOCK

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21 )

shrimp half chewed that flashed brightly.

No need to hook him, he had hooked
himself, and that heavy salmon rod bent
and shivered at the shock, while the reel

ran out a full fifty yards in that first

rush. The battle was on.

I heard once of a salmon fisherman

who, having prepared to cast the fly for

this silver warrior, got a rise, saw the

huge fish come lunging at his lure, only

to miss and the fisherman reeled in, went
home thanking God he had not hooked
the fierce game. There were times when
I looked at my fifty-dollar salmon rod
and sympathized with that fisherman.

I’d a good deal rather break an arm than
break that rod. There were times when
I vaguely wondered whether I ought not
cut the line and try some other and less-

prized tackle. Still, I hung on, because
there seemed nothing else to do. How
long we fought there I do not know,
but at last he went away with my leader,

fly and a yard or so of line and left us
there drifting in the fog wreaths and
wondering which way our powerboat lay.

Then I got an idea.

Sea water plays tricks with enamelled
silk lines, so I reeled on a heavy cutty-

hunk linen bass line. Also gut will bear
watching after it has been thoroughly
soaked in the briny, so I put on a limp
copper leader and looped on the fly. We
made up tide again with the power boat,

and waited to sight once more the leaping
school.

Suddenly we were in the midst of them
again, and I sent the fly soaring as far
as I could cast. This time there was no
delay. Out there in the leaping host a
heavy fish took the lure, and I struck
strongly, by instinct.

There was no way of telling what hap-
pened at first, for fish were leaping every-

where, but as we drifted down tide, and
out of the school, I could see my catch

—

a magnificent fish of twenty odd pounds.
This time I forgot all care of tackle and
put in all the rod and line would stand.

Not soon shall I forget that first pol-

lock. He put up as game a fight as any
bass or salmon I ever hooked. But he
was caught deep down in the throat and
he came in at last, pulling away from
me mightily, to he lifted from the shining

water into the boat—our first pollock

taken on a fly!

We had many more, but strangely few
strikes considering the hordes of fish we
cast among. Once in a while we hooked
one foul. But right there I learned an-

other thing about the pollock. He is as

hard to lure, even in his schooling mad-
ness, as is the salmon in the narrow pools

of some inland stream. Unless you have

a different side of him than we got that

day, two or three fish a day will be a

good bag taken on the fly. But, here is

the point: three fish taken that way are

finer sport than a boatload taken by gig

or devil or net. He is the gray bass of

the ocean, is the sea pollock, and he is

worthy of your study and work and lore.

You will need all these expedients when
you grapple with this warrior.
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ANTIQUES AND CURIOS

BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE ALL SORTS
of old-time and modern firearms. Stephen Van
Rensselaer. 805 Madison Aye,, New York City.

DECOYS

DECOYS, CADLERS—PURE BRED DUCKS.
Wild Mallards, $4.00 pair, extra hen, $2.50;

English callers, young, $8.00 pail;; yearlings

$10.00 pair, extra hen, $5.00; black Mallard, $6.00

pair, extra hen, drake, $3.50. Duck book, 25c.

Mail draft, E. Breman Co., Danville, Illinois.

FISH FOR STOCKING

CHOICE BROOK AND RAINBOW TROUT
fingerlings for immediate delivery. Plymouth

Rock Trout Co., Plymouth, Mass.

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.

Hoxie, Plymouth, Massachusetts.

SMALL-MOUTH BLACK BASS, WE HAVE
the only establishment dealing in your small-

mouth black bass commercially in the United

States. Vigorous young bass in various sires,

ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch finger-

lings for stocking purposes. Waramaug Small-

Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. Correspondence in-

vited. Send for circulars. Address Henry W.
Beeman, New Preston, Connecticut.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION

12 GAUGE PARKER, 30 INCH, 7% LBS.,

full choke, new; 20 gauge, 28 inch., 6)4 lbs., im-

proved cylinder and modified, used once—$40.00

each or $75.00 for both. H. B. Prindle, 101 Park

ve., New York.

ANTIQUE GUNS, PISTOLS, SWORDS, CAR-
bines, Kentucky rifles, coins, medals, paper money,

Indian relics, curios. Catalogue free. Antique

Shop, 33 South 18th St., Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

FOR SALE—HOLLAND & HOLLAND ROY-
al hammerless ejector, 12 gauge, 30 inch barrels,

stock 2 x 14, weight, 6)4; silver pad; in perfect

condition, $400. Lefever hammerless ejector, 20

gauge, 28 inch barrels, stock 2M x 14, 6 lbs.

Practically new, $45. G. A. Blaisdell, Chicopee,

Massachusetts.

KENTUCKY FLINT-LOCK RIFLES, OLD-

time pistols, revolvers and guns. Large assort-

ment; reasonable prices. Printed list free. Stephen

Van Rensselaer, 805 Madison Avenue, New York

City.

“NITRO CLUB” SHELLS; 1,000, $34.75—

12’s all loads; fresh. American Ammunition, Oak

Park, Illinois.

LIVE STOCK

300 BREEDING SKUNKS, FOXES, MINK,
Pedigreed airedales, beagles. Book on fur farm-

ing, 25 cents, postpaid. Tarman s Fur Farms,

Quincy, Pennsylvania.

DETROIT BIRD STORE, DETROIT, MICH.,

mails free Canary Book to your address. Our

specialties, pheasants, pea fowls, wild ducks, fancy

pigeons, fancy fowls, tame monkeys, cub bears,

broken rabbit hounds, ferrets, hares, cavies An-

dreasberg roller canaries, talking parrots, pets of

all kinds. Largest bird store in America.

FOR SALE—BROWN AND WHITE FER-

ets and Belgian hares. Write for prices. Harry

^handler. New London, Ohio, R. D. No. 5.

RAISE GIANT RABBITS FOR ME. I .FDR-

nish breeders cheap, and buy all you raise at

30 to 60c per pound alive. Hundreds .make big

money. Send 10c for Breeders’ Instruction Book

let, contract price list, etc. Frank E. Cross, 6407

Ridee Street, St. Louis. Missouri,

MISCELLANEOUS

ATTRACT WILD DUCKS—PLANT WILD
celery and other attractive feeds. I specialize in

developing natural feeding grounds that attract

wild game. Write for literature. Clyde B. Ter-

rell, Dept. H-81, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

EARN $26 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ting for newspapers, magazines. Experience un-

necessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 529,

St. Louis, Missouri.

FLY TYING MATERIAL—EVERYTHING
for tying your own flies. Also anglers supplies.

Pnce list free. A. Willmarth, Roosevelt, New
York.

A nominal charge of five

cents per word will carry

classified messages to our

army of readers on farms,

in the towns and cities,

and at the end of blazed

trails.

GIVE YOUR PET SONG BIRD AN OCCA-
sional meal worm. It needs it. 500, $1.00; 1,000,
$1.50; sent prepaid. C. B. Kern, Box 703, Mount
joy, Pennsylvania.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS; SPLEN-
did pay and expenses; travel if desired; unlimited
advancement; no age limit; three months’ home
study; situation arranged. Prepare for perma-
nent position. Write for booklet CM 98. Stand-
ard Business Training Institute, Buffalo, New
York.

SHORT STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, ETC.,
are wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 149,

Hannibal, Missouri.

YOU ARE A FAILURE IF YOU ARE WORK-
ing hard, long hours for low pay or your job is

insecure. Why not find out without cost whether

you can get a government position where pay is

better, work easier, hours shorter, and many other

advantages. There are chances now for thousands

of men and women over 18. Let me give you

free information. Just write your name, address

and number RQ2043. Earl Hopkins, Washington,

District of Columbia. __
PATENTS

INVENTIONS WANTED. CASH OR ROYAL-
ty for ideas. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 195, St.

Louis, Missouri.

PHOTO ACCESSORIES

BETTER PRINTS FROM YOUR NEGATIVES.
Send roll of film or favorite negatives and quar-

ter for convincing samples. Hand-colored en-

largements (8 X 10), one dollar. L. Lewis, Box

136, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

MAIL US 15c WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and six velvet prints, or send six

negatives any size and 15c for six prints, or

send 35c for one 8 x 10 mounted enlargement.

Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke Photo hinish-

ing Co., 220 Bell Avenue, Roanoke, \ lrginia.

— auto ACCESSORIES

“INSYDE” TIRES—INNER ARMOR FOR
automobile tires; prevent punctures and blowouts;

double tire mileage; liberal profits; details free.

American Accessories Company, Cincinnati, Umo,

Dept. 81. -

-be at. ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

$5.00 DOWN; $5.00 MONTHLY; SIX ACRE
fruit, poultry, fur farm; river front; Oz?rks;

$100.00; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North

Fifth, Kansas City, Kansas.

FOR SALE—SMALL COTTAGE AND THREE
cres, Catskill Mountains; borders_ Delaware River

nd highway; best bass fishing m State; $250,

Iso cottage for summer. E. Henderson, Hale

Iddy. New York.

SALE OR EXCHANGE

IE DOUBLE 20; NEW; 26 IN. BARRELS;
$15. Colt 38 4j4in. ;

good, $13. Mandolin,

•ibs, celluloid bound, $10.00. Mando et Cam-

$3.00. Want 32-20 repeater or Colt 32-20.

trouble, 22 Colt target; good °encl

il R McCarthy. Harvey. North Dakota.

FUR DRESSING, TANNING, TAXIDERMY
Quality and prompt service; catalogue on re-

quest. J. C. Mirguet Co., Inc., 12 Ely Street,

Rochester, New York.

TANNING WITH HAIR ON OR OFF—ALL
kinds of furs and hides. Pontiac Tannery, 44

South Parke, Pontiac, Michigan.

TRAPPERS SUPPLIES

TRAPPERS’ POISON—GOES’ LIQUID POI-
son capsules kills animals on spot. Goes’ luring
bait attracts them. Fourteenth season in mar-
ket. Free circulars when this paper is men-
tioned. Edmund Goes, Station C, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

TRAPPERS—SEND FOR BIG ILLUSTRATED
catalogue of traps and supplies. We will save
you money. Raw furs bought. Barr-Wight Co.,
Inc., 14 Oxford Street, Boston, Mass.; 60 State
Street, Bangor, Maine; Athens, Michigan. Ad-
dress nearest office.

WILD RICE

GUARANTEED GERMINABLE WILD RICE
seed. Write Robert C. Campbell, Keene, Ontario.

DOGS

In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some

disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not

to be transferred until the dog has been

received and found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALES

AIREDALE TERRIERS WANTED—MALE
or female, young or grown. Whole litters or

bitches in heat or whelp. Must be healthy, thor-

oughbred and priced sensible. Can use any num-

ber A. Kennel, Bound Brook, New Jersey.

AIDEDALE TERRIERS WANTED, PUPPIES
and grown stock, either sex.^ Must be healthy,

thoroughbred, reasonable. Give full particulars.

If you wish to buy an Airedale, write for crur

sales list. Airedale Exchange, Box M, La Rue,

Ohio.

FOR SALE—11 MONTHS OLD AIREDALE,
grandson of Abbey King Nobler and Louis Fleet-

wood—some dog!—full particulars on request.

Some high-clas9 puppies also. C. T. Wilson, X.

‘‘LIONHEART AIREDALES ARE SOME
airedales,” writes a government hunter from Len-

nox, Idaho. Another “professional in Nevada

ordered a Lionheart airedale, then another, ana

has come back for his third. The professionals

carry no dead timber. Our puppies have made
good from Alberta to Old Mexico, as hunters, re-

trievers, stock dogs, watchdogs, companions for

men, women and children. A few puppies usually

for sale, rich in the blood of champions fit to

show and bred to hunt. Lionheart Kennels,

Box 1412, Anaconda, Montana.

ST. VRAIN AIREDALES—BRED FROM BIG
game hunters and show stock. Imported Nor-

manton Lad. Fee $20.00. A proven sire of style

and gameness. St. Vrain Kennels, Longmont,
Colorado.

COLLIES

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful

;
pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont, Monticello, Iowa.

GUN DOGS

EXTRA FINE TRAINED POINTER DOG,
three years old, fast and wide. This dog is a

boy who knows the game and does the work just

like any sportsman wants; $75.00. He is very
easy to handle. One English bitch thirteen

months old; partly broken, very obedient. Now
if you want a real bird dog for next season you
had better buy her at $40.00. L. E. Durand,
Collinsville, Oklahoma.

FOR SALE—GOOD ENGLISH, IRISH AND
Llewellyn setter pups and dogs; also Irish water
spaniels, Chesapeake Bay retrievers and pointers

in pups and grown dogs. Good stock, prices rea-

sonable; enclose stamps for descriptions. Thor-
oughbred Kennels, Atlantic, Iowa. J

HUNTING DOGS—RABBIT HOUNDS, FOX
hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, squirrel, bear, deer
dogs, setters, pointers, farm, pet dogs. Browns
Kennels, York, Pennsylvania.

(Dogs Continued, page 45)
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The PARKER CARRIED off MOST of the HONORS
at the big

VVESTY HOGAN SHOOT-SEPT. 9-13, 1919
Woolfoik Henderson won the WESTY HOGAN INTRODUCTORY, scoring 119x120.
Mr. Henderson tied for the WESTY HOGAN CHAMPIONSHIP with a score of 99x100. and finished

second in the shoot-off, scoring 39x40.

G. M. McCutcheon and G. W. Blake tied for first in WESTY HOGAN HANDICAP, scoring 97x100.
In tlie shoot-off Mr. McCutcheon won by breaking 50 straight; Mr. Blake, 49x50.

The duPont 18-yd. Championship was won by Mr. Henderson with a score of 98x100. breaking his first

67 straight.

Mr. Henderson also won the ATLANTIC CITY CUP, the high-average trophy, 472x4S0.

Targets credited to Mr. Henderson for entire program are as follows:
16-yard targets (registered) *. 472x480
lS-yard targets (registered) 98x100
22-yard targets (registered) 92x100

662x6S0
Practice 119x120

781x800

In winning these signal honors all three shooters used PARKER GUNS.
That much of this remarkable shooting was done under unfavorable shooting conditions, "almost a

gale" blowing some of the time, speaks volumes for the regularity of PARKER patterns.

PARKER BROS. Gun Makers Meriden, Conn., U. S. A.
New York Salesrooms. 25 Murray Street

A. W. DuBray. Pacific Coast Agent, P. 0. Box 102, San Francisco

Newton Arms and Ammunition

THE NEWTON ARMS CORPORATION
WOOLWORTH BUILDING, NEW YORK

GUNS

Hunting Clothing, Rifles, Revolvers, Ammunition and all

Fall and Winter Sporting Goods
Shown in our Catalogue No. 80 ready for mailing

Send 10c. to partly cover cost

302-304 Broadway
New YorkSchoverling Daly & Gales

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy tc handle nc leaks or repairs; check as baggage, carry by
hand; safe for family; all sizes; non-sinkable

; stronger than wood;
used by U. S. and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize at
Chicago and St. Louis World's Fairs. We fit our boats for Outboard
Motors. Catalog.
King Folding Canvas Boat Co.. 428 Harrison St.. Kalamazoo. Mich.

[HOME
STUDY

(28th Year)

Courses in more
than 40 subjects

are given bycor-
respondence.

Address

Hniurrsitii of GJbirago
(DIy. 26), Chicago, 111.

WANTED
A Barnegat sneak-box. Must be new or

in first class condition. Write me details

including price and where it may be seen.

H. E. Stowell, Syracuse, New York.

A GAIN and again we were in among
them. Once or twice we had an-
other fish on, but only for a mo-

ment, and suddenly they vanished. They
just dove down in the shimmering deeps
and left us there, wondering where they
had gone. Some summons from their
commander perhaps had sent this glitter-

ing army of pearl-gray warriors deep
into the tides that swirled around Indian
Island and Campobello’s ragged rocks.
Then I saw why my sick friend of old had
raved about the gray army of fish in a
rainbow sea.

As we lay off the rugged islands of red
stone, crowned with feathery spruce and
fir, the sea growing calm under the fog
wreaths, a huge whale rolled up so near
us that his blowing made us jump, and
the long heave of the water from his
sides rocked our tiny boat, as he dove
again. The fog closed in once more and
we lay in silence profound, watching the
clear tides swirl beneath our boat, watch-
ing while schools of herring passed and
passed in their pilgrimage. The shrimp-
hoppers of the sea had gone and with
them the schooling pollock, but as we
pushed our way quietly through the fog
with the sun shining overhead and the
rippling waters clear as crystal below
our keel, we saw just for an instant what
he of old had seen when the vision of

it lightened his hour of pain. One more
school rose below us, and as we drifted

on in silence, the sun was just right,

shining through the whisps of fog and
sparkling on that crystal pure water
where the huge fish leaped in spray and
we saw a myriad tiny rainbows of opal

mist and for another instant saw the
gray army glistening in the light amidst
a sea of a thousand tiny rainbows. Then
they vanished. The “sea geese” and gulls

flew in flocks for the spruce crowned
rocks, and we, eating our lobsters now in

peace, sped home to the purr of the motor
and the memory of a great day’s sport

in the tides of Fundy, off Campobello’s
lovely shore.

A RACOON EXPLORES
NEW COUNTRY

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11)

in the Gulf of Mexico which harbored
untold thousands, and yet, although
they were not molested, I seldom saw
one in daytime.”

It would take many pages to describe

the nightly bombardment of the two
weeks that followed. Finding that pic-

tures taken in the same spot meant many
duplications in coon portraiture, we tried

each night to select some new place, and,

by arranging the bait differently, thereby
obtained a greater variety in position

and surroundings.

The day before leaving camp my guide
and I endeavored to arrange for a con-

cluding picture that would be in striking

contrast to all the others. A thread 15

feet long was baited every half foot with
cheese, and one end was suspended from
the upper half of a maple tree. A fish-

duck, shot for the purpose, was made the

final goal at the end of the string. The
result of this experiment is shown in the
final picture of this coon
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A MANUAL OF WILD-
FOWL SHOOTING

(continued from page 14)

The sportsman must move at just the

right speed, the amount of rowing de-

pending of course upon the speed with

which the wind is drifting the boat.

As the boat draws nearer, the ducks

increase their speed until they are swim-
ming their very fastest. The distance

between pursuer and pursued is short-

ened so very gradually that the ducks

are not frightened into taking flight.

The ducks cannot take flight by
jumping with the wind, straight away
from the boat, and they do not want to

stop swimming and turn and jump
against the wind toward the boat. So they

keep on swimming their fastest while

the hunter draws gradually in range.

The ducks, realizing they cannot es-

cape by swimming, are now thoroughly
frightened. Sometimes they dive but

not often under these conditions as they

seem to want to keep the boat in sight.

Finally their nerves can stand the

strain no longer. They turn, jump into

the wind and for a few brief seconds

fly towards the boat as they are getting

under headway. A moment later they
swing off to the right and left and are
rushing away down wind at great speed.

The hunter cannot always get within
range while the birds are still on the

water. But those few seconds while
they are flying toward the boat draw the

birds within gun-shot and then the shoot-

ing must be done. The more wind the
more successful the plan.

The sport is exciting, the shooting fast

for the moments while the ducks are

within range, and the shots from an un-

steady boat are difficult as the birds are

coming swiftly head on or rushing off to

either side. I have had some good days
hunting ducks in this manner, but have
been more successful with the ruddies
than with any other species. The larger
ducks are often too wary to permit the
approach of the boat.

THE MASKED DUCK

T he masked duck, length fourteen
or fifteen inches, is related to the
ruddyduck, but is only an acci-

dental visitor within our boundaries. It

flies swiftly like the ruddy and is also

an expert diver, but does not go in as

large flocks as its more common relative.

Its flesh is good when the diet is right.

Male: Head, excepting throat, black;

throat, nape, neck, back and upper tail

coverts dark cinnamon; lower back and
rump brownish black; breast, dark cin-

namon paling to reddish bjuff; wings,
dark brown with white speculum; tail,

dark brown; bill, bluish gray; legs and
feet brown.

Female: Crown black, rest of head
buff

;
stripe from bill through eye to

occiput, and one from gape to occiput

black; neck, brownish buff; upper parts
black; wings, dark brown with white
secplum; tail, dark brown; under parts
ochraceous spotted on breast with black

;

bill, legs and feet brown. Female smaller
than male bird.

A'ext Article: Sea-ducks (continued)

In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some

disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not to

be transferred until the dog has been re-

ceived and found to be satisfactory.

PAIR OF CHOICE FEMALE SETTERS HIGH-
ly bred, sire and dam, shooting dogs; whelped
May 1st; $35 each. “Blacksmith,” East Wood-
stock, Conn. i

PURE BRED AMERICAN FOX HOUND
puppies, either sex; long eared, black and tan;
suitable for fox or coon. Stamp. C. E. Hunt,
R. No. 3, Floris, Iowa.

MISCELLANEOUS

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.
Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur,
Illinois.

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-
lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. I'\, Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

J. KANNOFSRYctS.

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani-
mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.

Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulls
for furriers and taxidermists.

363 CANAL STREET NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream”

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

1440 E. 63rd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

REVEILLE LEATHER LEGGINGS
FOR ALL OUTDOOR USES

In Styles and Leathers

For the Motorist, Sports-

man, Equestrian, Police and
Others.

Dealers should get our cat-

alog, buy and make satis-

fied customers.

If not carried by your deal-

er, write direct to

REVEILLE LEGGING CO.
LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolt
hounds, American Fox Hounds, Lion, Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, 54 stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Kentucky.

THE BLUE GRASS FARM KENNELS OF
Berry, Ky., offer for sale setters and pointers, fox
and cat hounds, wolf and deer hounds, coon and
opossum hounds, varmint and rabbit hounds, bear
and lion hounds, also airedale terriers. All dogs
shipped on trial, purchaser alone to judge the
quality. Satisfaction guaranteed or money re-

runded. Sixty-eight page, highly illustrated, in-

teresting and instructive catalogue for 10c in
stamps or coin.

THOROUGHBRED PIGEONS, SPANIELS,
fox terriers. Perry, 7115 S. Halsted St., Chicago,
Illinois.

SPANIELS

COCKER SPANIELS, HIGHEST QUALITY
English and American strains; hunting, attractive
auto and family dogs; puppies, males, $20; fe-

males, $10. Obo Cocker Kennels, “Englewood,”
Denver, Colorado.

WANTED TO PURCHASE

AIREDALE PUPPIES WANTED — GIVE
price, description and full particulars. Will also
contract for future delivery. P. H. Sprague,
Maywood, Illinois.

Own a Ford Cruiser
and travel where you please, independent of
railroads and hotels. Our Cruiser Outfit —
quickly bolted to any Ford Roadster—makes this
easy. Complete outfit includes tent, mattress,
stoves, furniture, cooking utensils, etc.—a horn©
on wheels for week ends and extended outdoor
trips. Not a Trailer. Write for illustrated
descriptive folder.

Cruiser Motor Car Co. 20
lSa
E
disSn"

Indian Moccasins
Both Lace or Slipper

Made of Genuine Moose Hide
Men’s Sizes, 6 to 11, at $5.00

Ladies’ or Boys’ Sizes,

2 to 6 at $3.75.
Sent prepaid on

receipt of price.

Money refunded if

not satisfactory.
We make the finest Buckskin Hunting

Shirts in America. Carry in stock the larg-
est assortment of Snow Shoes in the country.
Also hand-made Genuine Buckskin and Horse-
hide Gloves and Mittens. Our Wisconsin
Cruising Shoes have no superior as a hunting
shoe. Send for Free Catalog to-day.

Metz & Schloerb,

FOR THESE
BUNGALOW BOOKS

SPECIAL OFFER
Send $2.50 for all 3 above
books and get book of 75
Special Plans, alsoFRFF
Garage folder. II 1

1

EXTRA—“Little Bungalows,"
40 Plans, $750 to $3,000; 50c.

Money back if not satisfied

PLAN FUTURE HOMES
NOW WITH ECONOMY~

" PLANS OF
CALIFORNIA STYLES
— noted for comfort,
beauty and adaptability
to any climate.

“Representative Cal.

Homes"
50 Plans. $3,750 to

$12,000; $1.

“The New Colonials"
55 Plans. $3,000 to

$20 ,000 ; $ 1 .

“West Coast Bungalows"
60 Plans, $1,800 to

$4,500; $1.

E. W. STILLWELL & CO., Architects
261 California Building, Los Angeles
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New Pleasures

In Boating
With a Lockwood-

Ash Row Boat Engine
new boating pleasures
are in store for you.
On your vacation,

camping, fishing, pic-

nicking or hunt-
ing, you can ex-
plore new fields.

You can glide

through the nar-
rows, across the

rifties, over the shal-

lows.
Young and old can
enjoy this practical,

economical sport.
Ask for the Lockwood

-

Ash Booklet; learn
about the 30-day
trial plan.
CK WOOD-ASH
MOTOR CO.
2003 Jpckson St.

’
•

i. Mich.
r 55]

PRACTICAL EXTERIOR BALLISTICS
for

HUNTERS and RIFLEMEN
by

J. B. Bevis, M.Sc., Ph.D, and Jno A.
Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S.

The Most Practical Up-to-the-minute Book
published on the subject; scientific, yet
clear and simple.
Do your own figuring, and have the sat-

isfaction of knowing that you are absolute-
ly right. All necessary tables.
Every problem that comes up in the life

of every rifle man and hunter is worked
out according to formula, so that the reader
may see exactly how to do it. Everything in

ballistics is solved. Be your own authority.

Cloth, illustrated, 196 pages,
$1.26 postpaid

BEVIS & DONOVAN
Phoenix Bldg. Butte, Montana

tins to the
Tanning
Center
Have ^ your fur cap,
gloves or other gar-
ment made in Milwau-
kee, the tanning head-
quarters of the middle
west. Our experts will

give you a splendid
job and you will

Save 50%
through our improved method. Thirty years*
successful experience tanning for customers
throughout the United States and Canada.
Ask your bank about us. Write for our
book of Style Suggestions and instructions
for preparing hides for tanning.

* JOHN FIGVED ROBE & TANNINC CO.
2985 Forest Home Ave. Milwaukee, Wis.

DARROW’S STEEL BOATS
Seventeen styles, eighty sizes, up to twenty-four

feet in length, including light, medium and heavy
duty Motorboats, Outboard Motor Specials, Row-
boats, Duckboats, Canoes and our WORLD
FAMOUS SECTIONAL BOATS. Write for Cat-
alogue and prices.

F. H. BARROW STEEL BOAT CO.,
611 Erie Street ALBION, MICH.

1 STAUNCH as a BOOT
FLEXIBLE as a MOCCASIN

_ Here--Mr. Sportsman la the boot you've been lonfring: for—so
light and pliable that you can tramp all day in it without get-

g ting footsore; built to give you years of gruelling service.

$5.75

NEW PATENT
COMBINATION POCKET
KNIFE & REVOLVER
Not merely a novelty but

really a useful “gunknife."
In shape and size same as
ordinary pocket knife.

In service an ingenious re-

volver and one of the best hunting knifes made. Shoots
real 22 calibre cartridges or blanks. Excellent for

HUNTER, FISHER OR DEFENSE
purposes. Always reliable and safe. Cannot go off by
itself—just as safe, as any safety revolver. Keen steel

blade, handle, nickel plated.
When closed, 3% in. long. Cartridge chamber and

trigger when not in use lie concealed in knife handle,
just like knife blade. The price is $5.75. Send One
Dollar ($1.00) and the remainder, $4.75, you pay upon
receipt of the knife (C. O. D.).

DEFENDER POCKET KNIFE CO.

Dept. 10. 46 Broadway, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Only Way
TO OUTWIT A CROW IS WITH A

R<pi 5HeNCER
fitted to your .22 rifle. It deadens the report noise
and steadies your aim. Direct from Dealer or Factory,
$5.00.

Send 6c in stamps for book of interesting shooting

experiences with Maxim Silencer.

MAXIM SILENCER CO , 69 Homestead Ave., Hartford, Conn.

35c For
Postpaid

all lubrication and
polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
Id the New Perfection

Pocket Package

is a matchless combination.
Sportsmen have known it for

years. Dealers sell NYOIL at

15c. and 35c. 8end us the name
of a live one who doesn’t sell

NYOIL with other necessaries

for sportsmen and we will send
you a dandy, handy new can
(screw top and screw tip) con-
taining 834 ounces postpaid
for 35 cents.

WM. t. NTE. New Bedford. Mass.

NATURAL HISTORY
NOTES

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27 )

Watch him closely some summer morn-
ing at dawn as he sits chewing a piece

of clover on your lawn, his big wide-
awake eyes, his long ears cocked one this

way, one the other, and his nose also on
the alert.

Having accumulated as much informa-
tion as he cares for, the rabbit’s big hind
legs (which account for half his odd ap-
pearance) are ready to impel him in any
direction, or for that matter in several

directions, one after the other. Other
leaping animals, like the kangaroo, have
a long tail which, doubtless, helps to

steady them in straight away work, but

the rabbit is unencumbered by any such

paraphernalia. His posterior parts are

for jumping in the abstract, the nature
and direction ,f each jump to be deter-

mined by his particular needs at the

time when it is made.—J. T. N.

BRITISH CANOE ASSOCIATION
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
BELIEVE it will be of interest to

canoeists and boating men in general

in America to hear of the revival of the

British Canoe Association which is being

very vigorously proceeded with.

As doubtlessly the case in America,
there is now a real revival of interest in

canoeing and out-of-door life, and our

great endeavors is to encourage and
foster this in every way.
Not enjoying the fine facilities of

America the sport had languished here
somewhat prior to the war, but now the

outlook is a very different one. Before
very long we hope to have the pleasure

of a canoe cruise in the States.

It will always be a great pleasure to

hear from American well-wishers and
supporters particularly now at the out-

set.

American canoeists visiting Great
Britain can depend on a warm welcome
and every assistance.

To still farther our common aims we
are about to produce an attractive illus-

trated cruising and canoeing journal on

up-to-date lines in which besides the

Continental news we hope to make Amer-
ican notes a special feature. For this

purpose the editor will welcome contri-

butions, canoeing stories, cruises, club

notes, etc., as well as subscribers. For
the same purpose and also for the Cruis-

ing and Canoeing Bibliography in pro-

cess of compilation, sending of canoe
and cruising literature, magazines and
cuttings will be gratefully received.

With best wishes and hearty greetings

from the enthusiastic canoeists of the Old

World to their canoeing cousins of the

New.
E. J. Gordon Spencer, F.R.G.S.

Hon. Secretary,

Biddenham, Bedford, Engl.
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THE HUNTING AND FISHING SKIFF
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17)

then nail on and drive in 8d. nails, five

inches apart, along the lap, clinching the

nails inside. It may be said, in passing,

that no boat builder ever drives a nail

without first boring for it with a breast

drill, as nothing spoils more work than
wood split by the nail driven into it.

If she is going to be a sail boat, now
is the best time to put in the centerboard

trunk and mast step, before the deck

goes on and you cannot get at them to

work. The trunk detail is shown in the

plans. The posts are two strips of frame
stock, notched an inch where they go
into the bottom slot, and the sides two
pieces of 12" x %" white pine, cut on the

angles shown. Nail these to the center-

board posts, with a daub of white lead

and cotton cloth strips laid in the joint

to make it water-tight, and then secure

the trunk to the 1" slot cut in the bottom
board in between two of the frames, by
long brass screws driven in from under
through the bottom. The joint, between
the bottom of the trunk and post notches,

and the bottom board of the boat, should

have a length of cotton wicking, soaked

in white lead paint, laid in before screw-

ing home, to make it watertight. The
board itself is simply a piece of %" by 9"

yellow pine, cut as shown, with a head
strip nailed across the top. The edges

had best be rounded or pointed to offer

less resistance to the water. I like this

dagger board better than a swinging
trunk board, because it is easily stowed,

and besides, the long trunk of the swing-
ing board takes up so much cockpit

room, while the dagger trunk is short

and goes in flush with the forward
thwart, and so is not in the way.
The mast step is a piece of yellow pine,

screwed in between two of the frames,
butting against both of them, and
screwed to the bottom board. The stress

on it in sailing is very great, so do not
make it the skimpy little thing generally

put in. If that step splits, or is tom out,

the mast will come down, ripping up the

deck. The mast hole also should be re-

inforced with an upper deck beam, let in

alongside the one joining the frame at

that point, so that the mast can come
down between them, and two short blocks

are screwed in between them on each
side of the mast to reinforce the strains

on the deck planks.

One more thing is needed; in altering
the rowboat design to a small sail cruis-

er, and that is a skeg, screwed to the
bottom as shown. It is four inches deep
at the extreme stern and not only gives

something to hang the heel of the rudder
on, but also prevents the boat slewing
when sailing in a running sea. The rud-
der is 16 inches across the foot and has
a long tiller reaching over into the cock-

pit. I find this simpler and handier than
any yoke and rope scheme.

Getting back to the boat construction,
we left her ready for the deck planking.
This requires, first, cutting out the sheer
planks on each side. To make them fit

the curve of the gunwale, cut diagonally
into three pieces, and lay each on the
gunwale, scribing the line of the latter

with a pencil from the under side, and

a second line, nine inches away for the

coaming. The sheer planks are then

nailed on flat down on upper chine,

clamp, and deck beams, and the interior

filled in with straight planks, nailed to

the deck beams and butting against the

line of the sheer planks. To secure these

together, short butt straps are nailed in

under them, where they meet. Curve of

deck beams, IV2 "
to the foot.

The cockpit coaming is then cut and
nailed in place, bracing with short blocks

underneath as shown, and, if you are go-

ing ducking with her, carve out the rack

strips and screw them on, along the top

of the coaming.
The gunwales and bottom fender-wales

are then nailed on, and the boat is ready
for caulking. These bottom fender-wales

are especially useful in rock lakes, or if

the boat is to be often slid onto a trailer

or wagon, as they protect the bottom
from many a scrape. For sandy bottom
waters, like most salt water bays, they

may be omitted.

N OW, as to caulking, if you have not
the skill with tools to make such a

simple construction as this boat
watertight, you have still the recourse to

omit the upper chine in building her and
put on the top strake edge to edge with the

bottom, instead of overlapping. The boat
can then be covered with canvas all over,

and the same given three coats of paint,

when she will be watertight. Canvas, 12

ounce duck, painted, is astonishingly

tough, as witness the hard usage that our
canvas canoes get, and the fender-wales
will protect it from much wear. But it

makes the boat about thirty pounds heav-
ier, and is more expensive by the cost of

the canvas itself, so if you can make the

boat lap-strake, and get your bottom, side

and deck strakes tight, you will have a

lighter, cheaper and more durable boat.

All plank edges that are to be caulked

—

and this includes the deck, for a leaky
deck is just as annoying as a leaky bot-

tom-should be bevelled slightly before
putting on with a plane, so as to lie open
about a 32nd. inch on the outer faces.

Planks that butt square, with a hairline

fit, will buckle when they swell from the

water, but, with the slightly open V,
caulked with paint, lamp wicking and
putty, the planks swell shut on this and
crush the caulking tight between their

edges.

So the scheme of caulking her will be,

first, to give her a prime coat of paint all

over, working it well down into the
cracks, then to caulk all seams, and then
pay with putty, and finally put on two
finishing coats of paint. In salt water
the bottom coat should be, of course, of

copper paint, to discourage barnacles and
borers, and this goes on over the white
lead prime coat.

You now have a light, able, and sea-

worthy cruiser that will give you many a
week of inexpensive, good sport,—gun-
ning and fishing,—or, if she is left just

plain decked rowboat, you have one that
can be carried to any lake in your neigh-

“Clean As
AWhistle”
(«Not a spot— practi-

cally as good as the

day I bought it.”

You can say that, too,

if you regularly use

Pyramid
Solvent
Made by the makers of that

famous gun oil—3-in-One.

Tested by expert military and
civilian shots before being of-

fered to you. Capt. Wm. F.

Gorman, U. S. Inf., says:

“I have cleaned a rifle with
Pyramid Solvent, at times,

hours after leaving the rifle

range, and after at least one
hundred rounds had been fired,

removing every particle of the

poisonous, smokeless residue.

In every single instance the

bore was left shining bright.”

Pyramid Solvent easily and quickly
dissolves high power smokeless and
black powder residue. Loosens
metal fouling. Contains no mois-
ture to cause rust and no chemical
that attacks the gun metal. Try it

Prove it.

After Pyramid Solvent, use 3-in-

One Oil to prevent rust and to
lubricate.

Pyramid Solvent is

for sale by most
firearm dealers, 3
ounces in a conven-
ient flat can that fits

pocket or shooting
kit, 30c per can. If
your dealer can’t
supply you, send 30c
and we will send
you a can postpaid.

Three-in-One Oil Co.
165 EZP. B’way, New York

C216
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“Made As Only

SPRATT’S
Know How f y

The outstanding qualities of the out-
standing dog food-—their wholesome
tastiness, their delightful crispness,

the unvarying quality of their “Meat
Fibrine” and cereal constituents—all

are covered by “Made as only Spratt’s

know how!”

In the sixty years they have been manufactured,

CDD ATT’C DOG CAKES AND
or IVA I 1 O PUPPY BISCUITS
have achieved world-wide recognition as the one perfect health-giving and
health-sustaining food for dogs, and today, wherever the canine race is found
there “Spratt’s” is a household name and “X” a sign denoting perfection in its

class of manufacture.

Spratt’s Trade Mark “X” exists for your protection. Satisfaction follows the

simple precaution of seeing it on every purchase of dog foods you make.

Write for samples and send 2 c stamp for catalogue “Dog Culture.”

SPRATT’S PATENT (AMERICA) LIMITED, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Dent's Condition Pills
A marvelous tonic for doss that are all out of sorts, run down, thin and unthrifty,

with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing to

equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating diseases. You will notice

the difference after a few doses.

Atjtagg.u£by THE DENT MEDICINE COMPANY "nSSM.'&Xa
A practical treatise on dogs and their training (60 pages fully illustrated), mailed for

10c. to all customers.

borhood and kept at home. All that is

needed is an old pair of wagon front
wheels with a tongue for a two-horse
team. The boat is lashed on, upside down,
on axle and tongue, and can go as either

a trailer for a flivver or a buggy. With
the former we have found that twenty
miles an hour is not too much or too
rough on the trailer.

The lumber list follows, herewith, and
its cost at present prices will come to
about fifteen dollars.

1 pc. 14" x %" W.P. dressed, 14 ft.

long—Bottom.

2 pcs. 12" x %" W.P. dressed, 12 ft.

long—Bottom.
1 pc. 14" x %" Y.P. dressed, 12 ft.

long—Transom and Thwarts.

2 pcs. 14" x %" W.P. dressed, 16 ft.

long—Lower Strakes.

2 pcs. 9" x %" W.P. dressed, 16 ft.

long—Upper Strakes.

3 pcs. 12" x %" W.P. dressed, 16 ft.

long—Deck.

5 pcs. 1V2 " Hf. Rd. m’l’d’g, Y.P. 16 ft.

long—Fenderwales.

2 pcs. 5" x W Oak dressed, 12 ft.

long—Coaming.
10 pcs. 2" x 1" Oak dressed, 16 ft.

long—Frames and Chines.

1 pc. 5" x 3" Oak dressed, 3 ft.

long—Stem and Stern.

2 pcs. %" % Rd. m’l’d’g, Y.P. 12 ft.

long-—Beading.

5 lbs. 8d. gal. iron nails.

2 lbs. lOd. gal. iron nails.

4 4" x %" lag screws.

Is This Worth the Price ?
Stop your dog breaking shot and wing.

Teach him what whoa! means. No long

trailing rope or spike collar. Our field

dog control is not cruel. Can be carried

in pocket and attached instantly to dog’s

collar. Dog can’t bolt. Fast dogs can be

worked in close and young ones field

broken in a week. Works automatically

— principal South American Bolas. Sent

postpaid with full directions for $2 . Testi-

monials and booklet, Making a Meat Dog,

sent on request.

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS
A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
MAPLE ROAD KENNELS
NEW PRESTON, CONN.

GIANT BRONZE TURKEYS
Yourg stock for sale from our wonderful 55-

pound tom—BLOOMFIELD KING—Buy our

Turkeys and improve your flock.

Pullets and Hens. .. .$20.00 to $25.00

Cockerels and Toms. . 25.00 to 50.00

Order eggs now for spring delivery from

RING NECK PHEASANTS
WILD MALLARD DUCKS
GIANT BRONZE TURKEYS
RHODE ISLAND REDS

Bloomfield Farms
America's Largest Game Farm

1720 Penobscot Building
Detroit, Mich.

Write for Price List and
free descriptive Booklet of

instructions.

Do You Take Pictures ?
Write for free sample of our big magazine, show-
ing how to make better pictures and earn money.
AMERICA!: PHOTOGRAPHY. 161 Pose Building, Boston. Mass.

Middleboro, Mass.
Tel. 39-M

Knit your

own fish

nets

All kinds of fish nets, hammocks, etc., may be
easily and quickly made, with my illustrated in-

structions before you. 21 photographs show you
how. Also gives you more information about the

use of nets than has ever been published. Com-
plete instructions, wire netting needle, mesh blocks

and 4 balls of twine, for $1.50 postpaid.
W. E. Clayton & Co.,

4S 18. Main St., Altoona, Kans.

COON HOUNDS
The Southern Farm Coon Hound Kennels

SELMER, TENN.
J. E. WILLIAMS, Proprietor

the oldest as well as the largest institution of

its kind in the world, offer eoonhounds and
combination hunters to responsible parties on
free trial. New catalogue, highly illustrated, 10c.

Raise Hares for Us
Immense profits quickly and easily

made. We furnish stock, and pay
$2.00 to $3.00 each, also expressage
when 3 mo. old. Contract, booklets,

etc., 10. Nothing Free. TH ORSON
RABBIT CO., Dept. 7. Aurora, Colo.

4 4" x XA " carriage bolts.

A FOOTNOTE on the transom stern:
I prefer this to the double end
canoe stern construction because it

is hard enough, as it is, to bend the
strakes on cold without steaming. The
forces in these side planks is terrific,

and I had once a batteau nearly com-
pleted fly apart without warning, simply
because the transom knees had not been
put in before the carpenter’s clamps were
taken off. It ripped off the bottom boards
unmercifully from where they were
nailed into the side strakes, and I had to

cut the whole boat down two inches to

get unsplit wood to nail into again. With
the frame construction described above,
this danger disappears. The stern tran-
som is cut out from stock, according to

the plans, and set up at the same time
the stern timber and knee are put in.

Into it are nailed the ends of the upper
and lower chines, and the ends of the
clamps are butted against it and nailed
through from the back. This construc-
tion is so strong that when the side

strakes are bent on there is no danger
at all of their tearing loose from the
tern transom and ripping the boat apart.

The lower chine also gives plenty of wood
to nail to, and makes a strong joint be-
tween bottom and side boards. In no
other way could you use light %" pine
stock for the side strakes, and so get a

light boat. I would not build an ordinary
batteau of less than %" stock, for the
same reason.
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Straight Turkish cigarettes con-
tain too much. Turkish for most
smokers. Fatima contains just

enough—just enough to be rich
without being ever rich

;
just

enough, in other words, to taste

right and to keep on tasting right
all day long.

* . . and first at the

world’s largest hote

(JCt ’ Fatima leads— this time at the

mammoth new Pennsylvania hotel ir

New York. And, at nearly everv

other of New York’s great hotels,

Fatima outsells all other cigarettes, in-

cluding even the most famous of the

fancy-boxed straight Turkish brands.

FATIMA
Sensible Gicjarette

“Just enough Turkish’

*
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TARPON FISHING AT PORT ARANSAS
ALTHOUGH ANGLERS MAY DIFFER ON THE FIGHTING QUALITIES OF GAME [FISH

ALL MUST AGREE THAT THE LEAPING TARPON FURNISHES THE MOST EXCITEMENT

I

T may interest some of your readers

to peruse the record of a tarpon-fish-

ing trip made by my son, Leonard, and
myself in May and June of 1918, at Port
Aransas, formerly called Tarpon, Texas.

We had been discussing the proposed trip

for some months with very little hope,

though, of being able to materialize it,

because Leonard anticipated being called

at any time to the colors, and my profes-

sional work gives me very little leisure.

About the middle of May I was called to

New Orleans from New York in connec-

tion with an important engineering pro-

ject; and, after spending a week there,

I learned that I would not be needed for

another two weeks, consequently I wired
Leonard to join me at Port Aransas and
I took the first train for that place my-
self, arriving late in the afternoon on
May 22.

It was thirteen years since I had vis-

ited the locality, and I found so many
changes that I scarcely recognized any
of the old landmarks except the Tarpon
Inn and the Life-Saving Station. The
first thing that struck my eye as being
incongruous for Mustang Island was the

presence of a number of automobiles.

Later I found that the market fishermen

use them to transport their nets, tackle,

bait, etc., between their houses and the

fishing grounds, or the nearest attainable

points thereto. Under the conditions that

used to prevail, the earnings of fishermen
were so small that not one of them could

have saved enough money in a thousand
years to purchase an automobile—in fact,

in 1905, there were very few motor boats
used by them, but now one half of the

tarpon oarsmen possess such craft. Fish-

ermen just now are earning big wages
because of the high price of fish and the

great demand there is for it in lieu of

meat. Many fishes that in the old days
were hardly considered edible now bring
a fair price; and the figures paid for the

choice kinds have increased about three-

fold. Almost every day several big jew-
fish were being caught, the largest that
I saw weighing some 350 pounds. No

By J. A. L. WADDELL
•

longer is the jack-fish thrown away as

useless, for the large ones bring two
cents per pound and the small ones twice

as much. Even sharks are being dressed

for their hides, which, I understand, are

utilized for making shoes. Altogether,

the fishermen are thriving and happy;
but their ability to earn big wages, and
the fact that many of them have gone

elsewhere have combined to make it dif-

ficult to provide enough oarsmen for the

tarpon fishing while the season is on.

Tarpon caught at Port Aransas, Texas

The town is .several times larger than
it used to be, and the new residences

are finer than the old ones. This gives

the place a more thriving appearance;
but the great storm which struck the

coast some two or three years- ago did

much damage to Port Aransas; and all

the ravages thereof have not yet been
repaired and perhaps never will be.

The most important change, however,
is in the jetties, the north one having
been repaired and extended, and an en-

tirely new one having been built at the
south side, as shown on the accompany-
ing picture. These constructions have
changed the location of the tarpon fish-

ing; for in the old days the fish came into

the Pass and were caught anywhere be-

tween Point of Rocks (or even farther
within the harbor on the St. Joseph’s
Island shore) and the open water of the
Gulf. Today they are found mainly out-

side of the jetties, at their ends, or a

short distance only within the Pass. Of
course, some of them make for the in-

land waters of the Bay; but they are
generally small ones, and they do not
seem to linger in the Pass as they did

formerly.

This modification of the fishing grounds
has necessitated the use of motor boats
to tow the skiffs out to the ends of the

jetties and back. Generally one motor
boat takes care of two skiffs. The
standard charges are $6.00 per day for

an oarsman with his motor boat, skiff,

and bait, and an additional $4.00 per
day for the second skiff, boatman, and
bait. These figures are reasonable, being
much less than those charged at the

Florida resorts. Board and lodging at

the Tarpon Inn comes to $3.00 per day.

The accommodations there are as com-
fortable as any true sportsman could ask
for, and the food is both good and plenti-

ful. The Inn is now run by my old

friend, Ed. Cotter, his mother having re-

tired to private life in a fine cottage

which she built a few years ago. Ed, or

I should say, His Honor, Mayor Cotter,

was married about a week before my ar-

rival to a most charming young lady, the

daughter of one of the old yearly patrons
of the Tarpon Inn.

My first evening was spent in looking

up some cf my old friends, including Mrs
Cotter and Bob and Will Farley, with
whom I have spent many a pleasant day
in both fishing and shooting. Will no
longer does any rowing, but is the pro-

Contents Copyrighted, 1920, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
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Tarpon Inn at Port Aransas, Texas—once the home of many good fishermen

HIS paper was ivritten about
the end of June, 1918. It ought
to be of special interest at the

present time because of the fact that

the town of Port Aransas was en-

tirely wiped off the map some four
months ago by the hurricane that

did so much damage in the city of

Corpus Christi and its neighbor-

ing towns. Whether it will be built

up again as a fishing resort is

problematical, because the good
people of the place at one fell

swoop lost all their worldly posses-

sions, saving nothing but their

l'! ''cs and not quite all of those. For
the sake of the fishing fraternity

it is to be hoped that some ar-

ranaement will be made for taking

care of the svortsmen next sum-
mer. The fish will be there, but

unless there are boats, boatmen,

tackle for rent, and conveniences

for sleeping and eating, there will

not be much use in going to the

place. Of course, one could take
along a full fishing outfit, a tent,

provisions, a cooking kit, a cast-

ing net for bait, and an outboard
motor and manage fairly well, even
without a boatman.

Last summer my son Leonard
and I repeated the experience of
the year before. We remained at

the resort three iceeks, and in that

time landed between us sixty tar-

pon and a large number of other

fishes, most of the catch being
taken during the first half of the

outing, the weather during the lat-

ter half being unpropitious

.

We left our tackle there with
Mayor Cotter, expecting that some
member of my family would go
down for the combined fishing and
shooting about the end of October;
hut alas! it is now “gone where
the ‘woodbine twineth”—and our
future sport with it.— ( Author’s
Note) .

A three hundred and fifty-three pound Jew-fish

prietor of a flourishing grocery store,

while Bob continues to do taxidermy and
fishes for the market. He still is very
successful, especially in catching jewfish,
which now bring a good price—eight
cents per pound, dressed, if I remember
correctly. Without any exception what-
soever, Robert Farley is the best posted
man I have ever met or even heard of,

concerning the fish and the game birds
of the Gulf Coast, their peculiarities and
habits, and how best to take them. He
has studied them carefully in both Texas
and Mexico; and he is well acquainted
with the rare or uncommon types of both
fish and game.

MY son, who was to' bring our tackle
from Kansas City, not having ar-

rived, it was necessary for me to

rent an outfit from the proprietor. He
provided me with a Murphy rod, a some-
what old-fashioned reel, and a No. 32
line with three snells. It was not a bad
outfit, although I got my right thumb
pinched and skinned two or three times
before becoming accustomed to the ma-
nipulation of the reel. The advantage of

the Murphy rod is that it is hard to

break, but it lacks resilience and soon
takes a bad permanent set. It is just
the thing for a tyro fisherman; but a

Hope rod is more satisfactory to an ex-

pert.

The light-tackle fad has reached Port
Aransas, and they now have there a

light-tackle club which gives annual
prizes and buttons of various colors to

those who land certain-sized fish on the

new standard outfit. That kind of fish-

ing never appealed to me; and for hand-
ling full-sized tarpon I greatly prefer a

No. 36 line on the best and most modern
new Hope reel attached to a 26 oz. rod.

Even with that outfit a tarpon generally
has the better chance of winning in the

fight.

At Aransas they no longer use the for-

ward brake, which consists of a piece of

rubber belting about five inches long and
an inch wide tied rigidly to the rod some
ten or twelve inches ahead of the reel.

It is operated by pressing the line against
it with the left thumb, on which is placed

a tightly-fitting, crocheted-cotton guard.
Each of my rods is equipped with this

brake, and I find it of great advantage.
It is the advent of the light tackle that

has relegated the forward brake into the

background, because it could not be op-

erated on a light-tackle outfit without
bringing something to grief. The rear

brake, consisting of a piece of leather or

rubber belting attached to a bar of the

reel and operated by the right thumb, is

still in fashion, being useful when making
a cast; but I find that I do not often

have occasion to employ it in playing a

fish, because my right thumb is gener-

ally occupied with the reel-handle.

I notice that the piano-wire snells are

shorter than they used to be—not more
than two and a half feet long—and that

only one swivel is employed. In the old

days we used three, on the theory that

that many were necessary in order to

prevent untwisting the line. However, on

this trip I noticed no untwisting from
the use of a single swivel, hence I agree

:
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with the change. Of course, the short

snell gives a hooked shark a chance to

chafe the line with its rough back; and
possibly when the leaping sharks are

plentiful I shall revert to the long snells.

I note, too, a tendency to use smaller

tarpon hooks than formerly; and they

appear to be effective. One advantage
they possess is that they hang the jack-

fish more readily than do the larger

hooks. Some tarpon fishermen might
deem this to be a disadvantage, in that

they are not fishing for jacks and do not

want to be bothered with them. Except,

though, for the fact that it does not

leap from the water, the jackfish, pound
for pound, puts up a much stronger fight

than the tarpon. There is no fish that I

have ever hooked which, considering its

weight, beats the jack in fighting quali-

ties. Its first cousin, the amberjack of

Florida or coronado of Cuba, possibly

ties it; but the yellow-tail of the Pacific

Coast does not. The albicore is nearly its

equal, and, possibly the tuna also, but
never having hooked one of the latter, I

cannot say. The leaping shark of the

Gulf waters makes the jackfish look out

for its laurels, but, pound for pound, he
cannot beat it. The long runs of the

kingfish are truly exciting, but that fish

is quickly brought to gaff
;

and the

grouper or purgo mulato puts up a

strong fight of a similar order. For real

excitement, though, there is no fish that

I have ever seen which equals the leaping

tarpon—the king of all game fishes.

Some of your readers may remark that

thus far I have been doing a lot of talk-

ing without telling them anything at all

about our outing : consequently it may be

time to drop dissertation and take up nar-

rative.

I

N one sense I was quite fortunate in

the date of my arrival, because until

the day before it had been blowing
hard constantly for two weeks. It had
let up on that day, just enough to per-

mit the tarpon fishermen to reach the

fishing grounds, but only one tarpon was
landed, although there were three boats
out, one of them being occupied by a lady,

who, I learned later, was a very skilful

Shark caught with tarpon outfit by the
author

fisherwoman. The number of tarpon
landed in 1918 at Port Aransas up to

the time of my arrival was only 14. This
was due not only to unfavorable weather,
but also to a paucity of visiting sports-

men. Many of the younger visitors of

previous years had gone to the war
;
and

in those troublesome times the older ones
could not leave their business for any
great length of time.

There had been reserved for me a
young boatman by the name of Charlie

(I have forgotten his surname)
,
and on

the morning of May 23 we went around
the end of the South Jetty in the motor
boat, anchored it, and fished close to the

jetty from the skiff. The first thing I

noticed in starting out was that Charlie’s

skiff was rather narrow; thirteen-foot

yawl, and that it was provided with an
arm chair, while I had been acustomed to

a wide, sixteen-foot, flat-bottomed boat
with a chair having a back but no arms.
I did not like the innovation in boats and
remonstrated. Charlie confessed that he
had a fifteen-foot, flat-bottomed skiff, but
stated that it was out of order. He said

that the small yawls are now being used

in tarpon fishing because the larger boats

are too difficult to handle outside, where
nearly all the tarpon fishing is done. I

did not say anything about the chair,

much as I dislike the interference of the

arms when playing a fish; but it was
not many minutes before I learned that
the objectionable arms were really a
necessity, for, had it not been for them, I

should certainly have been pulled over-

board by a heavy tarpon which I hung
and landed. With a wide boat one can
brace himself by spreading his feet, but
in a narrow'-sterned yawl it is imprac-
ticable to secure in that way any pur-
chase worth mentioning ; hence the neces-

sity for the arm-chair.

My first strike was a five footer, but
a very heavy fish for its length; and it

gave me considerable work to land it, be-

cause of my not being used to such a

small boat in a rather heavy sea. Again,
the rented tackle was not so good as my
own, and the reel handle nipped me hard
two or three times. Finally, however, I

brought the fish to gaff, and Charlie took

out the hook and released it.

My second strike gave me a single

jump, but the instant the bait touched the

water after being thrown off by the tar-

pon another one seized it, and I soon suc-

ceeded in landing it—a heavy fish about
5 feet 8 inches long. After that I had
three more tarpon strikes, but failed to

score. Two of them occurred when I was
letting out the line, under which condi-

tions one seldom succeeds in striking in

the hook. The other one gave me eight

jumps; but when Charlie was about to

gaff it, the hook pulled out.

The jackfish that morning were both

plentiful and large. They generally

stayed near the end of the jetty, conse-

quently it was practicable, to a certain

extent, to avoid them. I hung seven of

them, but landed only three, varying in

weight from 15 to 22 lbs. They cer-

tainly did fight hard!
We had started out with only 13 mul-

let for bait, and at 11:20 A. M. the last

one was gone, which necessitated a rather

early return to the hotel. After lunch-

eon, Charlie having secured some more
bait, we returned to the end of the South

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 88)

Port Aransas, Texas, looking south before the great tidal storm of 1919 wiped it almost completely out of existence
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SOME GOSSIP ON OUR HUNTING DOGS
IN WHICH THE NAMES OF OLD-TIME CHAMPIONS ARE LINKED UP|WITH THE
PRESENT WINNERS IN THE FIELD AND THEIR CONNECTION ESTABLISHED

By LIEUT. WARREN H. MILLER, U. S. N. R.

HUNTING without a dog, nowadays,

is generally conceded to be a

rather discouraging business. Game
is scarce, and the shots offered in a day’s

hunt in the uplands few and far between,

so that skill with a shot gun, so as not

to miss difficult shots, and a good dog to

find and point birds or run rabbits are

prime requisites. Too often a ramble

afield, alone, with no matter how ready

a gun and quick an eye, will result in a

quantity of exasperating lost chances,

when a grouse whizzed up at some unex-

pected moment or a bevy of quail buzzes

out under one’s nose, leaving the gunner

speechless with ire, to come in shame-

facedly at the end of the day with slim

bag and many a tale of hard luck.

Doubtless the Lord may have made a

better hunting companion than a good

bird dog, but doubtless also He never

did! Especially in upland shooting for

“pats” it is impossible for two men to

keep together, and equally inadvisable

for them to talk, but, with the hunter

and his dog, there is no such separation.

Working like a pair of well-tried part-

ners, they roam the hills and glades to-

gether, a mutual bond of esteem and

affection rendering every minute of the

day a pleasure. And with a good dog,

Sir Hunter is well warned when to get

the battery ready and have his shoot-

ing eye peeled. Without him,—well,

with me, it seems an invariable rule that

the instant I stop hunting and do any-

thing else whatever, something gets up

and vanishes over into the next country

!

The day may be getting warm, and, af-

Sport Hyki—a present day Gleam dog

ter standing it as long as possible, I

decide to shed my wool vest. I stand

the gun against a tree, and—just as I

lay my hand on the first button

—

Pow!
up jumps a grouse from a thicket not

twenty feet away! A mad dash for the

gun, a futile aim, a furious yank on a
trigger locked fast by the safety—and
he is gone! Marking down, we follow;

every nerve taut. When well snarled

up in catbriers, somewhere in the gen-

eral neighborhood where he pitched

down, up he goes again—and we score

another cat-fit! Marking down once

more, we trail along—and this time he

waits until a convenient chestnut clump
is between us and him, and so makes a

safe getaway, more heard than seen!

Such is shooting with no dog,—to say

nothing of lacking his endearing com-
panionship.

We who own but one hunting dog de-

mand no more of him than that he be
staunch on point, a natural hunter, and
obedient. To insure a natural hunter it

is essential to get a pup that comes of

fine hunting stocks, and that is not so

easy to do for the average sportsman,
who knows but little about sporting dogs
compared to the extensive knowledge of

the kennelman. Thousands of times have
I had pedigrees sent me, asking if the

dog is all right. Of course he’s all

right! The pedigree shows a Llewellin

or a Laverack or a pointer, bred in the

purple, with field trial ehampions in

every generation, but the buyer could

not know that! Or, he might be all

wrong, from a line of dogs bred for

bench points for generations, with lit-

tle or no experience in field work.
Often the prospective buyer turns to

one of the standard dog books, which are

all very fine, except for the fact that

many of them were written ten or fif-

teen years ago, since which time the

dogs described have died and others

taken their places. Their descendants

are the winners of today, but some con-

nection is needed between the family
history of our various heirarchies of

setters, pointers, hounds, and Airedales

in the book and the present representa-

tive who figures on the stud card or the

puppy litter advertisement, if the buyer
is to make an intelligent choice.

For such, and to furnish this link, this

little gossip on our hunting dogs is

’ written.

TO begin with the Llewellin setters;

who are the Babblebrook dogs? the

I Gleams? the Whitestones? Mom-

[

oney II? Boaz? Free Lance? Master
Ben?—to mention at random a few of

the names of dogs that are advertised

as stud sires or from whom pups are

offered for sale. The question seems ab-

surd to the dog man, yet to the casual

buyer these names are just Greek. Per-

haps the simplest way to get the Llewel-

lin heirarchy in mind would be to study

the accompanying five-generation pedi-

gree of a typical Llewellin setter. Back

in the fifth generation are the original

dogs, Count Noble, Roderigo, Gath’s

Hope and Gath’s Mark, who were the

first in this country. Even the English

dogs, Count Wind ’em, Gladstone and

Gath, appear in this pedigree. Then, in

the fourth generation, we find the great

dogs of twenty years ago, Count Glad-

stone IV, Antonio, Rodfield, etc. Then,

ten years ago, Lady’s Count Gladstone’s

Count, and Count Danstone figure in the

pedigree. Meanwhile, litter brothers

and sisters of the above dogs were pro-

ducing champs; Roderigo gave us, be-

sides Antonio, Jessie Rodfield, Lanark
Fishel’s Frank—one of the great producing sires among the pointers
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A Chesapeake Bay dog in his element

Lad and Tony Boy; Ch. Count Gladstone

IV, in addition to Count Danstone noted

above, produced Lady’s Count Gladstone

(from whom came Count Whitestone)

Ch. Sioux, Prime Minister and about

forty other winners. From Prime Min-

ister we had Count Bloodstone and

Momoney, of recent fame; and Tony

Boy is responsible for Mohawk II, the

sire of the Babblebrook dogs which fig-

ure in today’s stud cards and puppy pedi-

grees. To show how the present dogs

tie into the Llewellin heirarchy, let us

run back for three generations the few

names that we have picked out. Doc

Whitestone is by Count Whitestone ex.

Marian Mills II. Momoney II is Mom-
oney ex. Lady Dorothy; Boaz, Jessie

Rodfield’s Count Gladstone ex. Dolly

Manners, a daughter of Tony Boy and

Ouida F. (Ouida F. is a daughter of

Gath’s Mark, son of Gath, which brings

us back to the original English dogs

of the fifth generation.) Free Lance is

Mohawk II ex. Lady Freakstone; Master

Ben, son of Marse Ben, a Gleam dog.

This latter brings us to an interesting

phase of the Llewellins, the necessity of

an occasional outcross of Laverack or

straight English setter blood to correct

the evils of imbreeding, for the reader

has perhaps already noted that the

Llewellins are one vast family of uncles,

aunts, and cousins of various degrees.

Well, the original Gleam was a Laver-

ack, (Lincoln-Blake) ,
but the present

Gleams are mostly Llewellin, Count

Geam being a son of Lady’s Count Glad-

stone. In the same way a second out-

cross of Laverack blood comes in

through Lady’s Count Gladstone, whose

dam was Dan’s Lady. This dog has

Dash Ill’s blood in her (a Laverack

dog) but it is well diluted, coming

through Esther, her granddam, the other

three grandparents being Gladstone, Ch.

Sue and Gath’s Mark. All the Count

Whitestone dogs have considerable Lav-

erack blood in them through Queen

Stella, and, although these outcrosses

raised considerable of a tempest in a

teapot some ten years ago, it unques-

tionably did the Llewellins a world of

good.

Any pup pedigree that ties into the

family along one or two of the above

lines in the third generation back will

be a safe bet to buy for a quail dog, for

the Llewellins have been bred for the

last twenty years for fast, keen work

on quail, and will hunt in wide casts

along the field borders, and tell you

whether or not there has been a bevy

feeding there that morning the while

you are crossing the field. They do well

on grouse also for they won all three

prizes in the grouse stakes of the Penn-

sylvania field trials in 1916, first being

won by Lamberton’s Mack (Momoney-

Susan Howard) . second by Count Glad-

stone’s Glad (Lady’s Count Gladstone-

Fairland Ruby) and third being divided

between Mae Whitestone (Babblebrook

Joe-Lady Nancy Whitestone) and

Eugym Mohawk (Eugene M-Wilson’s

Betty Whitestone).

On grouse and woodcock, however, I

would prefer a Laverack setter or a

pointer. Your quail-bred puppy is apt

to be fast and wild, running all over the

lot, while you want a slower and more

methodical dog, one that will hunt quiet

and catlike, close up, for grouse shoot-

ing in the hills. You know pretty well

where the birds will be at various times

of the day, and so the dog’s job is to

point one, so you will be ready for his

sudden, feathered explosion into the air.

As a rule, the grouse will not let you

get within twenty yards of him, and will

be watching your every move. When
he sees you all tangled up, or getting-

over a fence, or looking the other way,

he makes his jump and is forty yards

off through the . timber before you can

collect your wits and plant the tubes on

him. But, with a dog around, the case

is different. The grouse is much more

afraid of him than of you, and he puts

in his time watching the dog, so that

you have a chance to circle to a good

position for a shot if there is a tree

or a chestnut clump in the way, and then

move up close to, say, within ten yards

before he finally jumps.

To this end the dog should hunt close

in, wheie he can be easily seen and con-

trolled, and, as leaves are noisy, the

quieter he works, the better. The Lav-

erack dogs, being of recent English ex-

traction, where their forbears were

trained on slow methodical work over

turnip fields and the like, will require

less breaking to make them work well in

our grouse hills or woodcock swamps.

Among the Laveracks it is not so easy

to pick a pup from pedigree which will

be a natural hunter, for many of our

best bench show English setters have had

but little hunting experience and their

get is apt to be gunshy and lacking in

nose and bird sense. I should say that

the pups by Sir Roger de Coverly II

would be apt to turn out well, as that

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 78)
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RANDOM NOTES ON RIFLE SHOOTING
THINK OF WHAT YOU’RE DOING, HOLD HARD, AND SQUEEZE HARDER AND SUCCESS
IN BRINGING HOME THE BIG BUCK IS ONLY A QUESTION OF OPPORTUNITY

By CAPT. JOHN A. CONSIDINE

H AVING seen many articles on the

art of deer shooting, some good,

others indifferent, I feel constrained

to dip into the subject myself and unload

a few suggestions.

First and foremost I want to go on

record that I am not writing to you about

that running deer that pops up from no-

where, flashes into sight, and is gone

again in the twinkling of an eye. To get

that deer any hunter will admit that it’s

a quick shot pure and simple. The rifle

jumps to the shoulder, goes off, and—so

does the deer in a great many instances.

No, I refer to the normal case where one

has an appreciable time, a few seconds

suffices, in which to shoot and, as often

happens, that first shot turns out to be

the last; success or failure for the hunt-

ing trip depending on that one opportun-

ity to down your deer.

The point that I want to bring out

strongly is that most deer are killed

standing and for that reason I want to

emphasize the necessary rules to govern

that form of shooting for, until one has

mastered that class of rifle shooting, he

is not prepared to proceed to the more
difficult art of “running game shooting.”

It matters not what kind or make of

rifle one uses,—we all have our pet ideas

on that subject. The prime essentials

of good shooting are the same for all

grades and makes.
Both experience and the teachings of

some of the foremost rifle shots in the

U. S., have conclusively shown that good

rifle shooting hinges on the cardinal

points of correct position of both body
and rifle, proper aiming, and last but

most important that little known and less

practiced “art” of squeezing the trigger.

Once these points are grasped and
thoroughly digested, rifle shooting be-

comes easy and hits are assured, but like

everything else practice and diligent

practice is necessary in order to become
a finished shot.

T HE first point to be considered is

position. Most shots at deer are

fired from the standing position. I

state this believing it to be a fact but do

not advance the theory that the standing

position is the best. Personally I never fire

a shot from the standing position that

I can fire kneeling, and I always pre-

fer the prone position if time and con-

ditions permit. One must decide in-

stantly the position he is going to fire

from and then assume it immediately.

A good standing position is one where
the bedy is half faced to the right, feet

about twice their length apart, weight
evenly distributed on both feet, left

hand grasping the rifle approximately
under the balance and pressing it firmly

against the shoulder, left elbow well

under the rifle and away from the body,

right hand at the small of the stock and

fingers around it, right elbow at the
height of the shoulder and right arm
in a horizontal plane, right cheek firmly
pressed against the stock.

For a kneeling position the following
has been found very satisfactory: half
face to the right and sit down on the
right heel, left elbow resting on the left

knee and in front of it, right arm as in

standing position.

In both the standing and kneeling po-
sitions it is important to keep the right
arm horizontal as this position does not
require the shooter to strain his neck
to get his head into the proper position
for aiming.

A good prone position is one where the
body is at about 45 degrees to the line

of sight, lying down flat on the belly,

feet separated, elbows under the body
and not so far apart as to cause un-
steadiness, chest slightly off the ground,
right eye as close to the cocking piece
or hammer as the make of the rifle per-
mits. Do not permit any muscles to

be in a strained position as this will
cause unsteadiness. If time and your
desires permit, use the sling in the
kneeling and prone positions. The po-
sitions outlined above have been used
in the U. S. Army and by many good
game shots. These positions are given
as a guide and may have to be modified
to suit different men. Our doughboys
cleaned up in the International shoot in

France and good positions among other

things had a great deal to do with their

success.

For deer hunting on the open mesas
and hills one nearly always can assume
the prone position, the game being seen

from a distance and approaching under
cover.

In a number of occasions in the Big
Bend country of Southwest Texas I have
laid in cover or behind a rock and
watched a herd of deer grazing about

200 yards away, waiting for the big

buck to turn broadside so that I could

put one in just behind the shoulder. I

say one, because my .256 by the way is

my idea of a real sporting rifle, only has
to hit once and I have nice juicy venison

steaks and succulent spare
.
ribs all

ready to be broiled.

G REAT care should be used so that

the rifle is always vertical and not
canted, that is, revolved to the

right or left, canting always makes the

rifle shoot low and towards the side to

which the rifle
,
is revolved. To illus-

trate: raise your rear sight to its high-

est elevation and hold the rifle in the

aiming position. The vertical distance

on the rear sight now represents range
only. With the bore of the rifle as an
axis rotate the rifle to the right through
90 degrees. Here one can readily see

that all range has been taken off and
changed to windage. Hence, no mat-
ter how little the rifle is revolved to

one side or the other you always re-

duce your range and put on windage to-

wards the side to which the rifle is re-

volved and shoot low and either to the

right or left depending on which way
the rifle was canted.

Many hunters differ in the manner in

which they align their sights, some pre-

ferring to take a full front sight, some
preferring a fine sight and others the

various stages in between. The prac-

tice of our best shots, however, has es-

tablished that what is called the half

sight is better adapted to all conditions

and rifles and is the one advocated in

this article.

If a man targets his rifle for a fine

sight and thereafter always uses the

same amount of front sight, everything
else being equal, he will continue to

shoot consistently. The same can be
said for the full sight.

However, the advantage to be gained
by the half sight is that it is much more
easily and more accurately taken than
any other. By referring to Fig. 1, it can
be seen that the imaginary line A-B co-

incides with the top of the rear sight

and passes through the top of the front
sight as seen in the aiming position.

This gives the hunter a definite standard
to go by and an accurate gauge of just

how much front sight he is using an 1

after practice can be assumed auto-
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matically and be accurately checked

while aiming without loss of time.

On the other hand when one uses a

fine or full sight it is especially diffi-

cult to always obtain the exact same
amount of front sight for 3. number of

shots. '

While the sights on your favorite

shooting iron may not be as illustrated,

yet the principle is there and can be

applied to all good forms of open sights.

The same principle applies to the use

of the peep sight and it will be a great

help if one has a horizontal line put in

(See Line C, D, Fig. 7) that divides

the circle equally, so that in aiming you

can always bring the top of your front

sight level with this line.

Figures 1 and 7 represent the appear-

ance of the sights, when taken properly.

Figures 2 and 3 are incorrect for the

normal shot, though when one has thor-

oughly mastered the art of shooting and

can make creditable scores such sights

would be helpful for small increases or

decreases of the range.

However, this is the exception that

proves the rule and should not be done

except under exceptional conditions.

Figures 4, 5 and 6, are common errors

and should be eliminated. BE SURE
THAT YOUR FRONT SIGHT IS AC-
CURATELY CENTERED IN THE
REAR SIGHT NOTCH IN THE CASE
OF OPEN SIGHTS AND IN THE
CIRCLE FOR PEEP SIGHTS.
This point is important and in prac-

tice should be watched assiduously and
photographed indelibly on your brain so

that when you are shooting for meat,

any error instantly becomes apparent
and is corrected.

While aiming, do not breathe as this

will derange your aim. It has been

found that one aims best with the

lungs half inflated.

In practice it has been found best to

keep your eye on the target and bring

the rifle up to target from below. AL-
WAYS FOCUS YOUR EYE ON THE
TARGET AND NEVER ON EITHER
THE FRONT OR REAR SIGHTS.

HAVING acquired the ability to al-

most unconsciously assume the

proper position of both rifle and
body and also assuming that the hunter
thoroughly understands the principles,

and applies them, of proper aiming he

is now prepared to finish his education

by beginning the all important training

of squeezing the trigger. I say that the

trigger squeeze is all important because
so many game shots fail to consider it at

all and as a result they get no further

advanced, this being due in a great many
cases to improper trigger squeeze or com-
plete failure to squeeze the trigger.

Ability to squeeze the trigger is the de-

ciding factor between good shots and ex-

cellent shots so I feel that I cannot lay

too much stress on this most important
point.

By all means, no matter what rifle you
prefer have some slack in your trigger;

that is, a perceptible backward move-
ment before you feel it take hold and the

real business of squeezing commences.
Jerking the trigger must be eliminated.

In squeezing the trigger the first op-

eration consists in taking up the slack

and then exerting a steady, progressive,

pressure, so that you do not know exactly

when the rifle will be fired. Have your
lungs about half inflated while squeez-

ing.

With proper trigger squeezing flinch-

ing is unknown because you cannot
flinch if you do not know just when the

explosion is to take place. If you
flinch afterward no damage would be

done.

The pressure on the trigger should
come from the second joint of the trig-

ger finger and the squeeze exerted by
the whole hand, and not by the trigger
finger alone. The nearest approach to

the proper squeeze can best be illus-

trated by likening it to the squeeze one
exerts with the whole hand when squeez-
ing a sponge.
The prime points to be remembered are

that the pressure must be steady while
the sights are properly aligned; hold
what you have squeezed if your sights
come off your target and continue the

steady pressure when your sights are

again properly aligned.

REMEMBER THAT THE TRIGGER
SQUEEZE IS THE MOST IMPORT-
ANT FACTOR IN MAKING HITS, and
practise it until you do it properly even

though it does become irksome at times.

You cannot become a good shot until it

is mastered, so in practising position,

aiming, and trigger squeeze, the average
man can well afford to spend the major
portion of his time on this all important
point.

I have found about a five-pound pull

to be excellent for game purposes even
for the most difficult of running shots,

and combined with a little slack the best

all round combination.

When firing at a running deer you still

must squeeze the trigger when your
sights are w'here you want to aim, only
in this case the squeeze is necessarily

faster. Your point of aim for running
deer of course varies with the velocity

of your bullet, distance from the game,
speed of the game, whether running
parallel to you, etc. To jerk the trigger
under any circumstances is ruinous.

KEEP your eye on the game all the

time between shots and do your re-

loading as quickly as possible so

that more time may be spent in aiming
and trigger squeezing. This is important
for standing shots and essential in run-
ning shots. By keeping your eye on the

deer the rifle immediately comes into

approximate alignment and no time is

wasted in locating the target. Seconds
are golden when the big buck jumps so

you must remember to load and assume
position quickly, thereby allowing more
time for aiming and squeezing.

By watching the running deer between
shots you may, if you miss, see where
your shots struck and be able to correct

your error for the next shot.

I know there are some good so-called

“snap shots,” but I have yet to see one
of them who could hold his own with a
good “squeeze” shot.

Put up a target in the back yard and
devote fifteen minutes a day for two
weeks, conscientiously going through the
various exercises outlined and then beg,

borrow or steal a .22 and fire twenty
times deliberately, calling your shot and
checking yourself each time to see that
you are not committing errors, and the
score you make will surprise you.

Before going after that buck spend a
little time estimating distances, that is,

so train your eye that you are able to

tell within a reasonable distance just
how far the game is from the rifle. Why
lose him by misjudging the range when
just a little effort on your part before
hand would have brought you a hit in-

stead of a miss? A few shots at a mark
before the big hunt will show you where
your rifle shoots besides giving you a
chance to try yourself out after having
practised the above rules.

I. use a 3,000 foot second velocity bolt
action gun and have a two leaf rear
sight; the first set for 150 yards and the
second for 300 yards. I find this com-
bination just what I want as with these

(continued on page 86)
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A WINTER HOME FOR WILD FOWL
THE REGIONJEMBRACED BY THE DELTA OF THE SANTEE RIVER ON THE SOUTH
CAROLINA COAST OFFERS MANY ATTRACTIONS TO THOUSANDS OF MIGRANTS

By ARCHIBALD RUTLEDGE

AMONG those happenings of nature
that are calculated peculiarly to

impress the thoughtful mind none
is more interesting and picturesque than
the annual southward migration of our
wild waterfowl. I mention this rather
than the northward migration in the
spring because I wish to give as accu-
rate a picture as possible of one of the
southern resorts to which these swift-

winged, wise-headed folk repair when
the autumn sets in. What they have
done for centuries untold the American
people are now beginning to do. Call

it instinct in the wildfowl if you will,

but it is an instinct pregnant with fun-
damental sagacity.

The southward movement of game
birds begins with the flight of the upland
plover in mid-summer. But these birds
have a long journey, for they spend the

winter on the pampas of the Argentine
and on some of the plains of Patagonia.
Woodcock often begin to move slowly
southward as the summer wanes. But
the first striking migration is the flight

of the reed-birds. They answer also to

the names of bobolinks, rice-birds and
ortolans. Toward the end of August
these yellow-clad hosts begin to march
down toward the ripening ricefields of

the South. Many linger in the North
and East during September and even to

early October, but the migration proper
comes earlier. After these birds follow
the coots, various shore-birds, the sev-

eral species cf rails, and then the ducks
and geese. How fast and how far they
follow depends chiefly on the weather,
but in ordinary seasons the migration
has been completed by the first of De-
cember. By that time the winter haven
of which I speak has gathered to its

warm and ample bosom its wild children.

Those who come later are stragglers.

One home to which they gather is the

region which is embraced by the delta

of the Santee River on the South Caro-
lina coast. Its coastal width is roughly
from Cape Romain on the south to the
mouth of Winyah Bay on the north—

a

distance of about sixteen miles. Such
is, in large, the fronting of the delta on
the ocean. Its hinterland penetrates to

a depth of about fifteen miles, though
northwest of this arbitrary limit are
swamps and endless watercourses where-
to the ducks of the delta occasionally
repair. At about 15 miles back from its

mouth the river divides into a north
and south branch, which flow almost
parallel to each other to the coast. The
land between these two branches, which
varies in width from one to three miles,

is the delta proper, although the marshes
and lowlands bordering both sides of
the two rivers are considered as parts of
the same region. At the end of the delta

proper is Cedar Island, a heavily wooded
stretch of shoreland, remote and wild.

Old Squaws by Benson

On it are brackish marshes and ponds
where wildfowl gather in myriads.
These ponds are shallow and sheltered,

and I know of no place to which ducks
more constantly resort. Southward
across the south branch of the Santee

and cut off from the mainland by Alli-

gator Creek is Murphy’s Island, a typical

coastal island of the South Atlantic sea-

board. It is several square miles in

area, is wooded like the other island

mentioned, and contains brackish ponds
and sloughs frequented by wildfowl.

The woods of this island contain herds
of wild cattle and wild goats, as well

as white-tail deer.

Offshore from the mouths of the river

is Bird Bank, a long low sandbar, cov-

ered by high tides. To this singular

place, when the sun is bright and the

sea calm, the ducks flock by thousands.
Observers who have hidden in barrels in

the sand to watch the coming of the
quacking hosts have told me that the bar
is literally covered, while the warm salt

waters about it are dotted with “rafts”

of mallards, teal, widgeon and black

duck. If the day is stormy the ducks
stay in the sheltered ponds of the is-

lands or in the thousands of miniature
sanctuaries in the delta.

THIS whole stretch of delta country
was once planted to rice, and had
an intricate and admirable system

of canals and ditches for controlling the

water on the ricefields. Rice-planting
has practically been abandoned in that
section of the country, and the fields have
gone to waste and are now grown to

wampee, duck-cats, wild rice and other
aquatic plants. The ditches, through the
constant dredging of the tides, have in

many cases not only remained, but have
been widened and deepened until some
of them are more like small creeks than
ditches. Sheltered by overhanging
marsh and jutting mud-banks, they are
ideal day resorts for ducks. When the
tide is high the wide fields are flooded

and the savannahlike depressions be-

tween the clumps of marsh are filled

with ducks of many kinds. If the
weather is windy and cold they remain
all day in the ditches and fields; other-
wise they go to the islands or out to

sea. Invariably they return to the fields

to spend the night. The time of their

return depends on the stage of the tide.

They come in at twilight if the tide is

high then; if not, they come in when
they know that their night haunts will

have the proper depth of water.
While the ducks thus move about over

the delta, traveling 15 or 20 miles in

as many minutes to get a meal or a
lazy place in which to drowse, the wide
marsh fields are full of life of a less

restless sort. There are melancholy
great blue herons, making the day silent

with their immovability—their watchful
waiting—and the night hideous with
their raucous, gutteral calls. There are
Worthington marsh-wrens, flitting about
with gay impudence. Purple gallinules
are there, and Wayne’s small clapper
rails. The King rail is perhaps the most
interesting bird of these marshes, found
here in the winter in great numbers. If

a man wishes to see Wilson snipe he
should visit this place, for he will never
forget the sight of flocks of these swift-
winged game birds with their darting
speed and incisive calls. There is a high
sandy mound in the delta, not more than
an acre in area. Once in a time of flood,

when all the surrounding region was
submerged, I found that myriads of wild
creatures flocked to this refuge. The
rails, the rabbits of the lowlands, and
the raccoons took care of themselves in
the tops of bushes, in low trees, and on
floating masses of sedge on the borders
of the island; but the Wilson snipe came
to the high-land. I do not wish to be
classed with Ananias, but I know there
were thousands of snipe on that little

space. They rose like the largest flocks

of shore-birds, but with that indescrib-
able alertness in springing and surety
of choosing their zigzag direction of
flight that is so characteristic of this
species. As I sat by a fire in a shack on
the tiny hummock I heard for a long
while the sharp cries from thousands of
long-hilled wanderers seeking a place on
which to alight. All through the next
day I watched this extraordinary con-
gregation of snipe, and I am sure that
before the waters began to subside the
following night the hummock must have,
been visited by many thousands of these
birds.

The most characteristic bird of the
marshes is the red-winged blackbird.
During the winter, when the native birds
are joined by the hosts which have mi-
grated from the North, it is no uncom-
mon thing to see flocks of several thou-
sand individuals. Rusty blackbirds con-
sort with the red-wings, and occasionally
purple grackles and boat-tailed grackles
are found with them. The planters
along the delta who have a little rice
stacked in the open will be sure to have
black clouds of these birds descending to
their very doors and over their fields.
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C
ERTAIN species of ducks winter in

this region, and these are some
that have been observed in the San-

tee delta: Mallard, black duck, baldpate,

or widgeon, canvas-back, wood-duck,

blue-winged teal, green-winged teal,

shoveller, hooded merganser, American
merganser, buffllehead, ruddy duck, black-

head, American golden-eye, scaup duck,

redhead, pintail, ring-necked, old squaw,
and the surf scoter.

Of these the mallard, the black duck,

and the two kinds of teal are the most
common. The canvas-back is rare, as is

also the American merganser. The
ruddy duck is seldom seen, and when-
ever seen, is killed. It is a singularly

foolish or a strangely trustful little

creature, for it seldom takes wing until

a boat has approached within forty

yards of it.

The only duck mentioned that nests

here is the wood-duck. Occasionally, to

be sure, other ducks that have not mi-
grated, because of wounds or temporary
sickness mate and rear broods on the

marshlands of the delta. But in the

fresh-water ponds and lagoons in the

pinewoods adjacent to the river, there

are ideal nesting-sites for the wood-duck.
The bird sometimes makes its nest in

the crotch of a tree growing in the

water, usually a cypress or a black gum.
Occasionally it nests in a hollow, in de-

serted holes of the pileated woodpecker.
From nine to sixteen eggs are laid, and
the young, almost as soon as hatched, are

hustled into the water, where, when only

a few days old, they disport themselves
with a sort of elfin surety that is beau-
tiful to watch. In this region the wood-
duck is increasing. Lately I have seen
a flock of forty in a small pond. One
afternoon I counted upward of three

hundred passing above the delta to feed-

ing grounds in the swamps. There really

should be a close season everywhere on
this most exquisite of American game
birds.*

Occasionally wild geese and swans
come to the Santee delta, but their mi-
gration route lies to the westward, and
those that winter on the lower Santee
are stragglers. They are rather com-
mon in the Carolinas and in Georgia.

During the winter of 1918 I had the priv-

ilege of observing at close range what
was probably the largest flock of Canada
geese that ever stopped on the delta. I

was duck-shooting, with a negro paddl-

ing me through the marshes. As we
neared the river, which at that point

is half a mile wide, we heard the loud

honking across the delta. Looking back
we saw the geese coming, flying very
low. They passed within 100 yards,

‘There is such a close season.—Ed.

cleared the marsh-tops, and alighted in

a stately squadron on the river in front

of us. We were not observed, as we had
pulled the canoe under a canopy of

marsh. Both of us were curious to see

the behavior of the big birds. There
were fifty-six in the flock, and all seemed
of one size save a very old gander that

kept by himself and seldom ceased his

strident honking. Once on the water the

geese segregated themselves into small

flocks, numbering about fifteen each;

and I could not help wondering if these

divisions did not represent families that

naturally hung together. For the most
part these geese busied themselves with

a very ardent preening that they seemed
thoroughly to enjoy, there in the wintry
sunshine. When at last I told my pad-
dler to push out on the river, the old

gander rose first
;
and soon the inevitable

V-shaped battalion formed itself. The
geese rose very high, taking a northward
direction. Had it been spring I should

have said that they were heading for

Saskatchewan; but as it was only Janu-
ary I knew that they would go but a few
miles up the river. There are depths

of the great Santee Swamp north of us
that have never been penetrated by man

;

and wild creatures can live and die there

without ever being molested by human
enemies.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 82)
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Drawn by Wilmot Townsend

On the brackish marshes and shallow bays along the Carolina coasts wild-fowl gather for their winter sojourn in the South
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ON THE FINE ART OF FUR TRAPPING
NOT ONLY MUST THE TRAPPER BE ABLE TO SKILFULLY SECRETE A TRAP BUT -HE

MUST HAVE A LOGICAL REASON FOR PLACING IT IN THE SPOT HE HAS CHOSEN

J

UST as there is a fine art to fishing,

so there is to trapping. Trapping
isn’t all luck nor hard work nor plain

common sense. The fellow who would
pit his intelligence against the natural
instincts of the wary fur bearers must
exercise some of the rudiments of science

and art, if he succeeds to an appreciable
extent. The instinct of self-preservation

is strong, and some of the fur bearers
have brains that work to their advant-
age about as well as the trapper’s brain
works to his advantage. The trapping
game is a battle between human intelli-

gence and animal wariness.

The fox belongs to the dog family and
can be rated next to man in intelligence.

The fox has been credited with more in-

genious tricks to baffle the trapper than
the average man could conceive of or be-

lieve possible. A commonly attributed

trick is to dig up a trapper’s steel trap
set for its undoing, turn the trap bottom
upward, spring it and steal the bait. I

know from personal experience a fox
will reach its paw out inch by inch and
uncover a trap set at the entrance to its

den, if the trap is suspected or known to

be there. Near civilization a fox doesn’t

hesitate to follow a man’s trail, even in

his recently made tracks, or cross a rail-

road track or crawl under a barbed wire
fence. I have trapped in a wilderness
where foxes never crossed man’s trail,

and noticed by tracks in the snow where
a fox approached at right angles my two
or three days’ old trail and took to its

back track at a ten foot jump. They sel-

dom come closer than six feet to a man’s
trail, then gettng the human odor spring
wildly into the air for a distance of sev-

eral feet in the direction from which
they approached. They usually keep
running, too. A few times I have known
them to leap across the trail, but in

calities where men’s trails are more com-
mon.

Man is the greatest enemy of fur bear-
ers, and most other wild animals, for that
matter, and they soon learn this fact.

When they do, they shun man’s trail.

Knowing this trait of the fur bearers,

it is a part of the trapper’s art to cover
his own trail as much as possible and
seek out the haunts of the wild animals.
When he invades the isolated spots that
harbor fur bearers, he should keep his

presence as quiet as possible. I have
know trappers who could catch game in

their own door yards, speaking literally,

but it is well known that the average
hunting party must get far from camp
to bag any worth-while game. Last win-
ter while in a wilderness trapper’s camp,
I went out for a short walk expecting to

shoot a white rabbit for supper. Pard
and I had been out to the settlement for
a week and in the meantime a heavy
snow had fallen, covering all human
signs. I had to cross a low ridge direct-

By RICHARD K. WOOD

Making a cubby pen set for fisher

ly in front of the camp, and on the op-

posite side struck the fresh trail of a

fisher—a deep woods animal—within a

hundred yards of our camp. I trailed

the animal only fifty feet to a den tree.

A little smudge invited him to stick his

head out of an up-stairs window and a

steel bullet from my 30-30 brought down
sixty dollars. While skinning the animal
I happened to cast an eye toward the op-

posite ridge and there I saw a nice buck
trotting down the mountain side at a

lively clip. The season was on and the

larder empty at camp, so I let drive and

A trapper with a large lynx

broke the deer’s back at the first shot.

This experience goes to show the effect

of our week’s absence. We have caught
mink in sets fifty feet back of the cabin,

and weasels in traps set for mice, right

in the camp.

Nearly every fur bearer has a certain

weakness that is taken advantage of by
the expert trapper. It is up to the ama-
teur trapper to, acquaint himself with

these weak points in the animal’s nature

or habits. For instance, the ’coon has a

curiosity that would lead it blindly into

a trap, seemingly. I have seen Southern
trappers catch them by the dozens by
merely setting out traps with a brass

button on the pans, the traps being

placed in riffles which the ’coons visit.

The raccoon eats mussels and perhaps
the shiny object has some similarity to a

clam shell, but it is well known that a

’coon will investigate almost anything
out of the ordinary. It is said the musk-
rat is attracted by a wh'te cloth, but I

have never tried the experiment. There
are too many more practical lures for

this animal, and one acquainted with its

habits doesn’t have to resort to any at-

tractor.

The mink is a widely distributed an-

imal, not numerous in any section, but
worth a fair price. This animal is one

of the slyest and sharpest fur bearers,

with a keen sense of smell that enables it

to detect a rusty trap or human odor
with ease. It has one weakness, how-
ever, of exploring all holes, burrows,

hollow logs and stumps and drift piles

on its route. The animal is a great

ranger, traveling long distances in one

night, but it invariably travels the same
route and visits the same spots. A mink
will never go over a bridge or other

barrier if there is a way under. By fol-

lowing the animal’s trail a short distance,

the trapper can locate a spot where the

animal will be forced to step on the trap

pan in getting by the next trip.

The otter has about the same habits

as the mink, except its journeys are on

a much larger scale. The otter may
make a circuit of fifty or sixty miles,

taking a month for the round. On cer-

tain banks it will have well-worn

“slides” that are regularly visited. The
trapper places his trap at the foot of

the slide and patiently waits the next

visit of the otter.

THE wilderness animals, fisher or

pekan, marten, fox, beaver, lynx

and bear have peculiar habits that

aid the trapper. The fisher is the out-

law of the woods. He ranges far and
wide, fearless and daring. This is the

only fur-bearer that eats with impunity
the many barbed porcupine, bearding
porky in its own den. This animal is

respected by lesser fur animals and ex-

pert trappers alike. Were it not for
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Following a trapping line through the wilderness

one little trait, even the trapper of the

long trails would have a difficult job of

keeping up with the “black cat.” If it

makes a big kill or finds the paunch of

a deer left by a hunting party (or pur-

posely by the trapper) the pekan eats

its fill and travels on—but, in a short

circle right back to the bait. The circle

may be a mile or two, but the fisher is

sure to make periodical visits in accord-

ance with the demands of its appetite

until the food is devoured. Consequently

when the trapper finds the fisher has fed

on his bait or an animal of its own kill-

ing, he can reckon with some degree of

certainty that the animal will make a

second or third visit. This gives the op-

portunity to hide a trap in the logical

place for a capture. The fisher isn’t a

particularly difficult animal to trap, once

its habitat is located, but it takes an ex-

tremely substantial trap to hold it.

The fox, shrewd and wary, follows in

the wake of Mr. Pekan, at a safe dis-

tance, knowing he is a ruthless slayer

and liberal cacher. The fox is a sort

of parasite, in this respect. In extreme

weather when all the North country is

buttoned up in a snow blanket and wild

life is struggling for existence, it well

knows the fisher is sleek and fat and the

pickings good on its trail. So after we
have placed a heavy No. 3 trap near the

cache of the fisher, another one is set on

a knoll, “blind,” but well concealed. Mr.

Fox, playing safe invariably mounts the

most convenient knoll to view the scen-

ery—and prospects of a feed. Here is

where he is caught off his guard.

The marten is a gregarious animal

and this feature of their life makes the

trapping of them a highly speculative

venture. The trapper gambles on locat-

ing a ridge or belt of green timber where

they are fairly plentiful. Since their

pelts are worth several dollars each and

they readily walk into an unconcealed

trap, the finding of a rich marten fur

pocket is extremely profitable to the

trapper. The marten has no more fear

of a steel trap than a skunk or red

squirrel.

The lynx is an animal of the far back

swamps and deep woods. Its natural

food is the rabbit, though it also feeds

on grouse and squirrels quite frequently.

The taking of this animal might bother

the professional trapper but for one soft

point in their nature, and that is, they

cannot resist the odor of beaver castor.

The trapper treats a rabbit skin with

this “medicine” perhaps doped with fish

oil, and places the lure in the back end

of a cubby pen built near a trail or in a

lynx infested swamp and goes the rounds

with the assurance of a catch on the

next trip.

The weasel is undoubtedly the most
blood-thirsty animal in the category of

fur bearers. One trapper tells of a wea-
sel that came into his camp, caught hold

of a rabbit freshly killed, lying on the

floor, and even clung to it for some time

after he caught hold of the other end.

I have caught them in traps set around
the camp where we had deer meat. The
odor of fresh blood will cause them to

disregard all precaution. Once I walked
within ten feet of a weasel near the

camp eating on a discarded shank of

venison. Although it would ordinarily

have heard my approach and fled, the

satisfying of a ravenous appetite dulled

its sense of precaution. A 22 pistol bul-

let added a dollar pelt to the collection.

The beaver, plugger of the isolated

spots, has a favorite food and that food

is the bark of the popple bush. The

trapper knows the beaver is a wise ani-

mal with a keen sense of smell, so he

doesn’t stay near their habitations any

longer than to get a general idea of the

lodge and “logging” location. He also

knows their one trait to his advantage is

thrift. After winter has frozen up the

pond and food isn’t too plentiful, the

trapper walks over the ice, setting out

his traps. Near a lodge or runway along

the bank he chops a hole in the ice and

sticks a popple stick down to the ground.

Near the bait he places a No. 3 or 315

beaver trap, perhaps one with teeth on

it, knowing thrifty Mr. Beaver will en-

deavor to save the popple pole, even if

he is not very hungry at the time.

While the bear is ordinarily a dweller

of the wilderness, coming out occasionally

to the clearings to terrorize the settlers

and perchance tote away some pork, it

will go anywhere even to a farmer’s

door yard for honey. The bear has a

great sweet tooth and if the trapper is

on the job, he provides for bruin with an

inviting cubby pen smelling of the

apiary.

S
OME fur bearers have habits that

are similar, and trapping methods

that apply to the one will as aptly

produce results with the other. For in-

stance, both the mink and otter are wide

rangers, covering miles of territory, and

a trap set for one is likely to catch the

other. The only difference in their trav-

eling habits is that the mink cannot

make the fifty to one hundred mile cir-

cles of its big cousin. Also the otter does

not explore the same holes and burrows,

(continued on page 90)

The snug home of a Northern trapper
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GOOD POINTS TO BE CONSIDERED
OLD FRIENDS AND WELL KNOWN SCENES IN THE NORTH CAROLINA FIELDS STRIK-

INGLY PORTRAYED ON CANVAS BY THE MASTER HAND OF [PERCIVAL ROSSEAU

THE telephone bell jangled; an invita-

tion came over the wire to please

come around to an art gallery

where there was an exhibition of dog
portraits by Mr. Percival Rosseau.
You know it wasn’t just the thing to

do; you might almost call it a “frame
up” to usher a man in off one of New
York City’s busiest streets, put him in

the fields of North Carolina in the midst
of about thirty setters and pointers, all

of them down on birds, why you would
have been afraid to take one step, lest

By EDWARD RUSSELL WILBUR

the air be full of flying quail as the be-

vies flushed.

The soft light of the gallery seemed to

blot out the gilded frames and fixtures,

one could almost see the broom straw
and the pine trees sway in the gentle

southern breeze, every dog stood there

pointing and backing, tense and sure,

and one by .one you began to pick out
old friends.

The pictures were all the work of Mr.
Percival Rosseau, a winter’s work if you
will, all done at and about the Denwood

Club grounds at Denton, North Carolina.

The accompanying reproductions are

but a small part of the beautiful collec-

tion, and as Mr. Rosseau is as much a
sportsman as an artist it is but fitting

that Forest and Stream should pass on
to its readers some small enjoyment of

his art. None but an ardent sportsman
and a dog lover as well could make his

dogs show their class, beauty and field

quality as his do, neither would his won-
derfully adapted bits of landscape so

thoroughly typify the peculiar cover and
atmosphere of the Carolina fields.

The canvas of the three pointers en-

titled, “And it was a big covey,” shows
“Dominant and Heyday,” belonging to

Mr. Harry Kirkover, of Buffalo, N. Y.,

and “Nita,” owned by Mr. P. H. Powel,

of Newport, R. I. Isn’t this a wonderful
place for a bevy find, and this was a big

covey for Mr. Rosseau flushed it himself
after getting the grouping of the dogs

in his mind’s eye.

The picture showing the three setters,

“One for all and all for one,” is a mag-
nificent piece of work. The dogs are Boy
and Trow, and Master Benson, all owned
by Mr. Kirkover. Master Benson died

recently; he was a great favorite of Mr.
Kirkover, and as a sire was well thought
of. This beautiful picture was pur-

chased during the exhibtion by Mr. Sam-
uel Gallen, of New York City, as was
also the canvas, “Master’s Sons,” show-
ing Boy and Raven, another brace of Mr.
Kirkover’s.

The painting entitled, “The Last
Brace,” shows Mr. Richard Heckscher’s

“Shores Ben” and Mr. Kirkover’s “Boy.”
Notice the wonderful evening light just

settling over the fields. Truly an end
to a perfect day; all there is for us now,
lis a flush, one shot or two and back toAnd it was a big covey—Dominant, Heyday and Nita
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Lem and Ben Master’s sons—Kirk’s Boy and Raven

the wagon. “Shores Ben” has been a

constant winner in the field at the trials

of the past three seasons.

The “Old friends of North Carolina”
shows Fairy Beau, amateur champion
last year, and the wonderful little “Miss
Naponeechie,” the little “Missie,” owned
by Mr. Samuel G. Allen, probably as fine

a little bit of flesh and dog hair as ever
stuck a nose up against a bevy of quail.

Sensational as a newsboy’s extra, she
slides and dives into her points with all

the grace and abandon of an Indian
dancer.

The last canvas shows a brace of set-

ters owned by Mr. P. H. Powel, “Lem
and Ben.” The grace and pose of the
pointing dog in this picture show the
artist to be a keen student of the hunt-
ing dog. Note the eyes and nose of this

dog; you can almost see the working
nostrils as he feels for the delicate scent
of the close lying brace.

“Denwood,” the home of these com-
panions of our field days, is an ideal

shooting box. The club house planned
and arranged by Mr. P. H. Powel, stands
in the middle of a large tract of shooting
country. The kennels are ideal and the
gentlemen who comprise the club are all

dog lovers and sportsmen, and are for-

tunate in numbering as one of them Mr.
Rosseau, a perpetuator with brush and
color of their companions of the fields

and stubble of North Carolina.
All the pictures here reproduced were

part of an exhibition showing the sea-

son’s work of Mr. Rosseau—and now as
we go to press and the New Year opens
—we learn that Mr. Rosseau is again at

“Denwood” amongst the dogs—and un-
doubtedly we shall soon get glimpses of
old and new friends when his annual ex-
hibition takes place in New York.
Sportsmen are keen critics of dog art.

They catch the stilted and unreal por-
traiture of the sporting dog. That Mr.
Rosseau’s brush is guided by the hand
of a sportsman and dog lover is shown in
his work, and that he “satisfies” is shown

in the very keen appreciation every well

known dog lover takes in his beautiful

canvases as they appear.

W E hope some day to see Mr. Ros-

seau put on canvas some of the

work done in competition by the

great Field Trial Stars.

Could Mr. Rosseau follow the trials for

a season—seems as though his artistic

eye might be well filled with the sensa-

tional work of some of our great setters

and pointers now appearing before the

public.

In the mind’s eye we see the rolling

fields broken here and there by a clump
of trees—the hard-working brace con-

testing every inch of ground—the eager
handlers—the judges—the gallery—and

then the flashing point and back. Point!

Judge—flush your hides—the brown
covey rising to scatter and hide—dogs
steady—and then on we go until ordered
up and back to the wagon.

AT Calhoun, Alabama, the Conti-

nental Trials have just been con-

cluded. The winner of the all-age

stags was the white, black and ticked

setter dog, Shores Ben, owned by Dr. A.
F. Stone, of Bay City, Mich., handled by
John Willard Martin.
As a suggestion for a beautiful pic-

ture we quote from the American Field’s

description of the dog work: “His race
was perfection, taking it from any view-
point that one may—he negotiated his

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 78 )
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JAMES ALEXANDER HENSHALL
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE APOSTLE OF THE BLACK BASS,
FATHER OF THE GRAYLING AND DEAN OF AMERICAN ANGLERS

T HE civil war was now an actuality;
not a political theory, but a sad,

lamentable condition. Although, at
Cynthiana, we were far removed from
the scenes of active conflict between the
contending forces, we were by no means
free from the direct influence of the frat-

ricidal struggle. Being on the border, be-

tween the upper and nether millstones of
i.o man’s land, where brother was pitted

against brother and father against son,

and where bushwacking was of frequent
occurrence, we were kept in a state of

constant apprehension and alarm, and
with a feeling of impending evil.

General John Morgan, of Lexington,
Kentucky, and his troop of mounted in-

fantry, composed of the flower of cen-

tral Kentucky, were moving rapidly
through the state, and several maraud-
ing bands of guerillas were abroad in

the land robbing and killing, irrespective

of party allegiance or sympathy; all of

which was a constant menace to town
and country alike.

At length a homeguard was organ-
ized, consisting of several hundred men
of all ages, with headquarters at a little

church, and a guard of mounted pickets

was maintained day and night. All

kinds of arms were in requisition, musk-
ets, rifles and shotguns. Several weeks
later there were rumors of Morgan’s
approach with a force of twelve hundred
men, burning bridges, warehouses and
railroad equipment. His name carried

terror to the timid and weak-hearted, as

he had the reputation of shooting or

hanging Union men without mercy. An
appeal was sent out for reinforcements,

and two companies of raw recruits, one
of infantry and one of cavalry, reported

to Colonel Berry who was in command of

the homeguard.
A few days later a gun-squad arrived

from Cincinnati on the morning train

with a twelve-pound cannon and a team
of four big fire-engine horses. As the

horses were being hooked on to the gun
a report was received that Morgan was
rapidly approaching by way of Leesburg,

but a few miles away. The horses were
driven on a run to an eminence on the

Leesburg turnpike and the gun unlim-

bered. Just then a picket came gallop-

ing in with the news that Morgan was
but a few miles distant. The horses

were then hastily harnessed to the gun
again and driven with all speed back to

town and the gun again unlimbered near
the courthouse.

Then the expected happened. Several

shells from Morgan’s mountain howitz-

ers came shrieking through the air and
burst in the streets, and pandemonium
reigned. Most of the gun-squad and the

two companies of miltary recruits stood

“not on the order of going but went at

once,” and at last accounts were still

going strong. Morgan and his troops

TENTH PAPER

crossed the river, above and below town,
dismounted, and entered the streets from
several directions, firing as they came.
The homeguard rallied under Colonel
Berry, who was killed early in the fight.

Then, without a leader, it was every man
for himself, his own arbiter and hero. Be-
hind the shelter of posts, shade trees and
empty store boxes they valliantly fought
the foe for more than an hour. Three
boys of the gun-squad stood bravely to

their gun, pouring grape-shot through
the streets as fast as the gun could be

loaded and fired, until they and their

gun were captured.

I was armed with a shot-gun. loaded
with buckshot, which I intended to use'

only in self defence. As I stood behind
a tree-box an officer on horseback, and
wearing a red fez, came galloping out

Marble boulders on the Licking River

of a side street waving his sword and
encouraging his men by shouting “Give

the damned Yankees Hell!” He made a

pass at me with his sabre as he rode

furiously by; then as he was turning a

corner I fired both barrels at him, as a

reminder that he had ignored me. From
his language I judged him to be an Eng-
lishman upward of fifty years of age. I

reloaded my gun and soon afterward I

saw the red fez again appearing, its

wearer still shouting and waving his

sword and riding like mad. While I ad-

mired his reckless daring I despised his

bombastic bravado and insolent war-cry.

I stood out boldly as he galloped by, but
either he did not see me or perhaps again
ignored me and passed on. I fired both

barrels at his retreating figure, and I

saw him wince at each shot, but as he
made no other sign he probably flinched

at the sound of the bullets as they
whizzed by his ears.

At last it was all over. The brave
homeguards were overpowered and out-

numbered, four to one, were surrounded
and obliged to surrender. The fight had
lasted more than an hour and quite a

number were killed or wounded. The
nrisoners were rounded up and confined

in the courthouse, with a strong guard
over them. During the night which fol-

lowed I assisted in the care of the wound-
ed. Some of the captives complained to

the guard, saying they were forced into

the service under duress, and being
Southern sympathizers had not fired

their guns.

The next morning the prisoners were
lined up in the courthouse yard to hear
their fate. Some of them expected to be
either shot or hung. Then General Mor-
gan appeared, and addressing the pris-

oners, said he had been informed that
some of them claimed to be Southern
sympathizers and had taken no part in

the fight, and commanded them to step to

the front; about half a dozen did as or-

dered. Then addressing the “squealers,”

said in substance, that, whenever they
took up arms, willingly or not, especially

when in defence of their homes, they
should fight like men and do their whole
duty. He then called for a detail of his

men and ordered them to kick the cow-

ards out of the yard into the street;

which being done he parolled the rest of

the prisoners. This proved to me that

John Morgan was a gentleman and a

soldier.

I

N the autumn of 1862 General Kirby
Smith and General Bragg invaded

Kentucky. General Smith with a force

of fifteen thousand seasoned veterans

marched through Cumberland Gap, his

objective point being Cincinnati, while

General Bragg menaced Louisville.

Smith’s army was in light marching or-

der, inasmuch as it was without much
impedimenta and was subsisting on the

country. His soldiers were half clad in

ragged and soiled uniforms, some with-

out shoes or hats, but with a haversack,

a blanket over one shoulder and a gun
over the other, they were good-humored
and uncomplaining and anxious for a

fight. As they passed northward through
Cynthiana and vicinity they were march-
ing from ten to fifteen miles a day, in a

very dry season and over dusty roads.

General Lew Wallace with more than

a hundred thousand men, mostly recruits

and bounty-jumpers, were held in the en-

trenchments on the river hills of Ken-
tucky, opposite Cincinnati, for two
months or more by Smith’s small but ef-

ficient force. In the meantime supplies

of all kinds, cattle and horses, were being

run out of the state. During this time

we were virtually in the Southern Con-

federacy, with no communication with

the outside world, except what was pub-

lished in the Confederate newspapers.

We were horrified to learn, through this

source, that Cincinnati was in flames and
Washington City in possession of Gen-
eral Lee’s army.
When at last Smith’s army began a

retrograde movement they marched
through our county and Cynthiana at a

rate of from fifteen to twenty miles a
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day. It was three weeks after the rear

guard had passed before the Federal ad-

vance appeared, loaded down with heavy
knapsacks, and pursuing the foe at the

rapid rate of five miles a day. The two
armies finally met at Richmond, Ken-
tucky, where the Federals were disas-

trously defeated. Nothing else could be
expected when raw recruits were pitted

against such tried and hardened veter-

ans.

I

N the summer of 1863 John Morgan
made his spectacular raid through
Ohio and Indiana. He was being pur-

sued in Kentucky by a large force of

cavalry under Colonels Hobson and
Woodford, I think, and was pocketed

near the Ohio river, which he was forced

to cross. He commandeered two steam-
boats and succeeded in getting his men
safely across into Indiana, and then
burned the boats. His only chance of

escape was to recross the river into

Kentucky or West Virginia, and the

nearest ford was at Buffington Island,

near New Lisbon, Ohio. In his rapid
march around Cincinnati he rode a hun-
dred miles between sunset and sunrise.

There was great excitement in the city

and martial law was proclaimed. All

available troops within a reasonable dis-

tance were hurriedly rushed to the city;

but as fast as they arrived they were
sent up to Buffington Island by General
Burnside. I happened to be in town on
business, and as I had seen all of John
Morgan that I cared for, I went to the
office of the provost-marshal for a pass
out of the city, in order to return to

Cynthiana. There I met an old friend,

Sam N., the proprietor of a tobacco fac-
tory. He told me that he was quarter-
master of an independent cavalry com-
pany that had been ordered out for scout
duty that night. He insisted on my go-
ing along as there would be some fun,
and jokingly added that I might be need-
ed to identify Morgan, if captured! At
last I consented and we went to see Cap-
tain B., the commander, who appointed
me assistant surgeon to Dr. T., the sur-

geon of the company. But Sam wanted
me appointed assistant quartermaster so

that I could be with him during the day.

This was done and we went at once
to the Government Corral on the Orphan
Asylum Lot, where Music Hall now
stands, but could procure but fifty horses
for eighty men. I picked out one that
showed saddle-marks on his back. We
spent the afternoon at the Government
warehouses collecting, and loading into

wagons, equipment for fifty men, includ-

ing saddles, bridles and bits, stirrup
leathers and fenders, and Burnside car-

bines. It was nightfall when we arrived
at the corral, and with lanterns and can-
dles we unpacked the boxes. The vari-

ous articles were packed in dozens, so

that when the company was lined up we
distributed to each man a saddle, a bridle

and bit, stirrups and fenders and a
Burnside carbine. As the different

pieces had to be properly assembled, and
as some of the men were green hands, it

took a long time, an hour or two. I had
just opened a box of cartridges when the
order was given to “Form company!” I

*

put a handful in my pocket and handed
another handful to Sam, when the com-
mand was given “Prepare to mount!”
Sam and I had the only ammunition in

the entire command.
Then the officer in charge shouted

“Mount!” and fifty men sprang into fifty

saddles. Some of the horses were badly
broken and became restive, and being

pulled too hard with the heavy curbed
bits, squatted on their haunches, and two
or three men were thrown

;
but their

places were promptly filled by others

only too anxious to go. The command
was then given to “Form company by
fours!” soon followed by “Quick March!”
As the gate of the corral was only wide
enough for two horses to pass through
abreast, some idea of the congestion and
confusion that ensued may be imagined
when the passage was attempted by
“fours” at a canter.

Having at last got through the nar-
row gate, the command was reformed
and we went gaily down Elm street to

Ninth, thence to Burnside’s headquart-

|

Cumberland River, near Eddyville, Ky.

ers, where we waited ten minutes for a

parley. Then another officer appeared
and we galloped down to the lower end
of Broadway to General Cox’s headquar-
ters, where an additional officer was fur-

nished. Being now fully equipped with
officers and men and supplied with every-

thing required except ammunition, the

shoes of the horses struck sparks of fire

from the bowlders as we galloped out of

town, through the suburbs and out to the

Reading Road, several miles from the

city, where it was learned that Morgan
had passed along more than an hour pre-

viously, furiously riding to the eastward.

The company was then divided into

several quads, each commanded by an
officer, and the rest of the night was
spent in patrolling the various roads in

the vicinity. We managed to pick up
about a dozen of Morgan’s command
who, dead tired, were asleep in fence

corners, while their crippled horses were
quietly grazing by the roadside. At sun-
rise we were assembled at the sound of

the bugle, and with our prisoners rode
back to town covered with glory and
limestone dust.

Morgan and his entire command were
captured near Buffington Island. Mor-
gan was confined in the Ohio penitenti-

ary at Columbus, but escaped and was
treacherously killed the next year in

East Tennessee.

I

N Cincinnati, on June 9, I was married

to Miss Hester Stansbury Ferguson,

in the old family homestead in which
she was born, on Vine and Sixth streets,

now occupied by the Palance Hotel. Miss

Ferguson’s great - grandfather, Major
James Ferguson, was an army officer who
went West with General Anthony Wayne
to fight the Indians. He was one of the

engineers who built Fort Washington on

the site now covered by the city of Cin-

cinnati. He fought through the cam-
paigns of Harmar and St. Clair against

the Indians. He was one of the earlier

settlers of Cincinnati. His farm em-
braced an area now occupied by thirty

city blocks, extending from Main to Elm
streets, and from Sixth to Twelfth
streets, which he entered as sub-divisions

from time to time on the city plat, and
which now comprise the heart of the city.

He donated a tract to the town for

a cemetery, which is now Washington
Park, opposite Music Hall. He also do-

nated a tract for two market-houses,

which now comprises two small parks,

extending from Vine to Race and Elm
streets, on Eighth street.

During our wedding journey we vis-

ited my native city of Baltimore. It

happened that a militia regiment from
Cincinnati was stationed at Fort Mc-
Henry for a hundred days, the garrison

of regulars having gone to the front. I

was acquainted with many of the fellows

in the regiment, and one day went to the

fort to see the boys. To my great sur-

prise I was informed by Captain Young
that my old chum, Johnnie, was confined

as a prisoner in the fort. Young had
met him in Cincinnati when Johnnie vis-

ited me for a day or two. (I after-

ward learned that he was arrested as a
spy in Baltimore, on information given

to the provost-guard by his brother-in-

law, who was scheming to get possession

of the family estate, Johnnie’s parents
having died while he was in the Confed-
erate service.) Johnnie was tried by a

court-marshal, but having had his uni-

form under his civilian garb, he was not
convicted, but was being held for fur-

ther evidence.

Captain Young said he was the leader
in several attempts to escape made by
the prisoners, and was watched very
closely. On one occasion they dug a tun-
nel from the prison to the sea-wall of the
fort, which was discovered just in time
to prevent the escape of all the prisoners.
Being very desirous, of course, to see
Johnnie, I applied to Colonel Harris for
the privilege. He said that strict orders
had been issued not to allow visitors to
see the prisoners. We then went to Col-
onel Miller, the provost-martial of the
fort, who consented provided that he
might hear the conversation between
Johnnie and myself. As we went
through the gate we saw the prisoners
sitting on a bench outside of the prison
pinging “Bonnie Blue Flag,” being led
by Johnnie’s fine tenor voice.

He was called to the front by Colonel
Miller, and was surprised but very glad
to see me. Hardly knowing how to be-
gin, I said:

“What are you doing here, Johnnie?”
(continued on page 94)
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SAVE THE REDWOODS LEAGUE
r\ NE of the greatest single acts of conservation^ that could hold the attention of men who are
interested in the future of our natural resources is

now being worked out by the “Save the Redwoods
League,” which was formally organized in San Fran-
cisco in July, 1919. The object of this league is to

save from destruction the groves of giant Redwood
trees in California which are now being utilized for
commercial purposes and to perpetuate them for the
coming generations of men. Mr. Madison Grant in

the Zoological Society Bulletin for September has
this to say in regard to the history of the Sequoia :

“The genus Sequoia, to which the two surviving spe-

cies of the great trees of California belong, is a mem-
ber of the Taxodiaceae and stands widely separated
from other living trees. This genus together with
closely related groups once spread over the entire
northern hemisphere, and fossil remains of Sequoia
and kindred genera have been found in Europe,
Spitzbergen, Siberia, Alaska, Canada and Greenland.
Changes in climate and other causes have led to their

gradual extinction until the sole survivors of the
genus are confined to California, one to high altitudes

in the Sierra Mountains and the other to the Western
slope of the Coast Range. Fossil leaves and cones of

genera closely related to Sequoia occur in the rocks
of the Jurassic and of the Trias, and the members of
the genus Sequoia were common and characteristic
trees in California throughout the Cretaceous.
To give some idea of what this bald statement

means, these trees, virtually in their present form,
flourished in California before the mammals devel-

oped from their humble, insectivorous ancestors of
the Mesozoic and while the dinosaurs were the most
advanced form of land animals. The mountains upon
which these trees now stand contain fossil records of

early Sequoia-like trees, proving that this group
abounded before the rocks that constitute the present
Sierras and Coast Ranges were laid down in the
shallow seas, to be upheaved later and eroded into

their present shapes. In the base of Mt. Shasta and

under its lava flows, the ancient rocks are marked
with imprints of their leaves and cones. Such an-
tiquity is to be measured not by hundreds or thou-
sands, but by millions of years.

While the duration of the family, of the genus,
and even the existing species, or species so closely

allied as to be almost indistinguishable, extends
through such an immense portion of the earth’s his-

tory, the life of the living trees is correspondingly
great.

The Sequoia is not only the oldest living thing on
earth, but it is the tallest tree on earth, and we
have no reason, so far as our paleo-botanical stu-

dies have gone, to believe that there ever existed

on earth either individual trees or forests that sur-

passed in size, in girth, in height or in grandeur, the
Sequoias of California. And these are the trees

that modern commercialism is cutting for grape
stakes, for railroad ties and for shingles.”

The League purposes to purchase Redwood
groves by private subscriptions and by county bond
issues ; to secure a state bond issue to buy the finest

Redwood groves along state highways ; to establish

through Federal aid a National Redwoods Park;
to obtain through state and county aid the protec-

tion of timbers along the scenic highways now in

course of construction throughout California and
to encourage the state to purchase cut-over Red-
wood areas for reforestation by natural means, or by
replanting where repeated fires have made sprout
reproduction impossible.

Committees have been formed to study the sub-

jects of Redwood distribution, variation and the

most efficient commercial use of Redwood products,

in the belief that nearly all the purposes for which
this lumber is now used can be adequately served
by second growth trees. The League is at present
under the active direction of Dr. John C. Merriam,
of the University of California, Berkeley California,

and all applications for membership should be ad-
dressed to him. Subscriptions also of any amount
are greatly needed.

FOR THE STUDY OF MAMMALS
The American Society of Mammalogists was

founded at Washington, April 3, 1919.

For a long time some students of mammals have
had in mind the organization of such a society and
mammalogists all over the country have felt and ex-

pressed much interest in the project. On April 3,

sixty mammalogists from different parts of the
United States and Canada met and organized the
society. Its objects are to promote the study, to

issue publications, and to aid research. The work
covers a wide field of technical and popular investi-

gation.

The first number of the Journal of Mammalogy
has just been issued. Its expressed purpose is to

be of use to all who are interested in the science

whether they have to deal with its technical side, or

with the work of museums, or with work in the
field, either as big game hunter, or as faunal natural-

ist. A portion of the Journal will no doubt be de-

voted to life histories, distribution, and the habits

of mammals, so that the balance between the purely
technical and the popular side of the science may be
well preserved. For many reasons such a balance
must be preserved. Public support of the Society

and its Journal will be needed and, besides, the in-

terest which many people feel in mammals must be
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encouraged and stimulated. The number of those

at work on the technical side of mammalogy is small

by comparison with those interested in animals as

living things. Technical men absorbed in their re-

search may often overlook this, but by an institution

it must be remembered if the broadest success is to

be attained. In these days science needs the public

almost as much as the public needs science.

The officers of the Society are men who stand in

the front rank. Dr. C. Hart Merriam was chosen
President, and E. W. Nelson and Wilfred H. Osgood,
Vice-Presidents; these names are familiar to all

who are interested in natural history. On the Coun-
cil, Canada is represented by Dr. R. M. Anderson,
the arctic explorer, and California, by Dr. Joseph
Grinnell and Professor John C. Merriam. Standing
Committees appointed with their respective chair-

men, are, on Publications, N. Hollister, on Life His-
tories, Charles C. Adams, Game Mammals, Charles
Sheldon, Anatomy, W. K. Gregory, Bibliography,
T. S. Palmer.
The importance of the work to be done by this

Society can hardly be overestimated. It is almost
forty years since the American Ornithologists’

Union was established and what it has accomplished
is well known. Work of equal importance will be
accomplished by the Society of Mammalogists and
its Journal will have a wide circulation.

THE BOY SCOUT ANNIVERSARY
rT HE Boy Scouts of America are celebrating this
A February, the tenth anniversary of the found-
ing of the Scout movement in this country.
From point of view of numbers alone the organi-

zation has every reason to feel proud of the phenom-
enal growth and expansion of the movement. There
are today approximately 370,000 scouts and over one
hundred thousand scout leaders in the United States,

and thousands of others have passed through the
movement and on to manhood, still Scouts in spirit

if not in name. The Scout program of outdoor rec-

reation—education is being carried out in every
state in the Union, as well as in Alaska, Hawaii and
Porto Rico.

But numbers alone tell only a very small part of

the story. Scouting makes for quality as well as

quantity. Boy Scouts are boys plus, using their

energy in learning to tie knots, make maps, lay

trails, photograph wild life, practise first aid and
signalling, camping, hiking, treking, swimming, do-

ing a thousand interesting things which take them
out of doors, show them how to look out for them-
selves and others under all circumstances, make and
keep themselves hardy, healthy, reliable and manly.

Every Boy Scout takes upon himself a pledge to

do his best, to do his duty to God and Country, to be
helpful to other people, to keep himself physically

strong, mentally awake, morally straight and to

keep the Scout Law, which is itself one of the finest

codes of conduct which has been devised since the
Sermon on the Mount, the principles of which it

embodies.
One of the fundamental features of Scouting is

the Good Turn, which every Scout agrees to do daily,

an act of simple good will and kindness done without
thought of reward, from sheer friendliness and de-

sire to help others. This year in celebrating its

decennial The Boy Scouts of America are urging all

America to join with them in taking the pledge and
for at least one week to keep the Scout promise.

THE ALASKA COAST BEARS
On the Alaska coast and its adjacent islands are

found several related species of brown bears which
grow to enormous size and are unlike any other ani-

mals in the world. Dr. C. H. Merriam has spoken of

them as the largest existing carnivorous land ani-

mals. They are found only along the coast and on
these islands, so that the territory they inhabit,

though long from North to South, is narrow. In the

time of the salmon run. they resort to the streams
for the purpose of feeding on the salmon that are

running up to spawn or that have already spawned,
and at that time of the year they are easily killed.

The Department of Agriculture, having regard to

all these matters, has forbidden the sale and export
of the hides of these bears south of latitude 62 de-

grees, and by thus forbidding a trade in their skins,

has also prevented their extermination. This far-

seeing action took place under a law of Congress
passed in 1903, the bill having been drawn by Hon.
W. E. Humphrey of the State of Washington. Be-
fore he drew the bill, Mr. Humphrey visited Alaska
and gave thorough study to the bear question. The
bill he drew was intended to permit the exportation
of the skins of black bears—always readily to be
recognized—but of black bears only, so that the
skins of these brown bears should not be made an
article of commerce and so they should be protected.

There is sometimes expressed in Alaska a feeling-

that this protection should be withdrawn, because,
as it is said, bears destroy the salmon and are dan-
gerous to man. But many of the salmon they eat are
those that have reached their spawning ground and
fulfilled their reproductive functions and in any event
would soon die. People have been travelling through
Alaska now for twenty-five or thirty years and the
number of those who have been attacked by un-
wounded and unfrightened bears could perhaps be
counted on the fingers of any man’s two hands.

It would be very unfortunate if this protection
were withdrawn. As soon as the flesh or the hide or
any useful product of a wild animal can be readily

brought to a market, the extinction of that wild ani-

mal is made certain. This has been demonstrated
here in America a great many times and is generally
understood. It was understood by the Department
of Agriculture, which, by its regulations, now pre-
vents commerce in the bides of these splendid bears.

MAJOR CHARLES H. STIGAND
The death of Major Charles H. Stigand, which

occurred on the 8th of December, 1919, in the Su-
dan, Africa, while serving with the British Forces
engaged in suppressing an uprising of Natives, re-

moves one of the best known writers on African
wild life.

He was the author of several books on hunting in

the Dark Continent and only recently had under-
taken to write a series of articles for Forest and
Stream on the life histories of several species of
African game animals. In the foreword of what is

probably his best known book, Hunting the Elephant
in Africa, the late Theodore Roosevelt pays a high
tribute to the qualities that have placed Major Stig-

and in the forefront of that little coterie of writers
on natural history topics who, by their close atten-
tion to detail and accuracy in the portrayal of their
observations, have made their writings of such in-

calculable value and interest to students of nature.
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CHARACTER SKETCHES OF HAWKS
MANY WOULD FIND IT BOTH PLEASURABLE AND PROFITABLE TO TELL THESE
BIRDS APART. THEIR IDENTIFICATION IS LARGELY A MATTER OF EXPERIENCE

By JOHN T. NICHOLS

A NUMBER of species cf hawk' stay

with us the year round, and may
be met with at any time during

the winter, but an increase in their

numbers, or at least a greater conspicu-

ousness is often one of the fii’st indica-

tions of returning spring. It seems that

they are peculiarly characteristic of the

wind-swept skies of late February and
March.

Since the days when falconry was a

wide-spread, popular pursuit, birds of

prey have been of comparatively little

interest to sportsmen, and it is remark-
able how little out-of-door people in gen-

eral know of them in this day and gen-

eration. Hawks are wild birds with

keen eye-sight, that dislike (with rea-

son) the company of man. One’s

glimpses of them are. then, ordinarily

distant or transitory, affording little op-

portunity for noticing the differences in

color and markings between different

kinds. Nevertheless, they are birds of

character, each with quite unlike habits,

and to apply to hawks in general what
one happens to know of particular hawks
(as is ordinarily done) is sure to lead

to grave error. It is our belief that

many persons who are quite unable to

tell these birds apart, would find it both

pleasurable and profitable to do so, and
below are given some hints which will

be found useful in the identification of

the ordinary ones. The easiest to tell

is the marsh hawk, a large kind, slender,

with a very long tail. It is usually

seen flying leisurely, beating and sailing

in an irregular manner close to the

ground, often followng up some line of

trees or bushes, and most frequently

about marshy places. It has white upper
tail-coverts, a good identification mark,
and when it sails for a short distance

with set wings these are raised from the

plane of the body with an angle between
them over the back, and it tilts from
side to side. The wings as well as the

tail are comparatively long. It fre-

quently perches on the ground. When
vou have become familiar with the ordin-

ary marsh hawk which is dark above and
reddish-brown below do not be misled by
the occasional one which is pearly-gray

in color, like a gull.

There are three large hawks, techni-

cally called Buteos, in some ways oppo-

sites of the marsh hawk. They are thick-

set birds with broad wings and short

tails. Their ordinary flight is direct, a

few flaps of the wings, then a glide, and
a few flaps again. These are the species

The fish hawk has long, pointed wings

most often seen soaring in circles in the

sky. They are in order of size, the red-

tailed hawk, red-shouldered hawk, and
broad-winged hawk. To recognize a dis-

tant hawk as a Buteo is easy, to tell

which of the three, difficult. Ordinarily

it will be one of the first two, for the

broad-wing is, for the most part, a wood-
land bird and occurs in numbers for a

short period spring and fall only, mi-

grating to and from its winter home. The
adult red-tail has a fox-red tail, diagnos-

tic if seen. The red-shoulder is just

about as large as a crow, the red-tail ap-

preciably larger, the broad-wing appre-

ciably smaller. Adults of the red-shoul-

der and broad-wing have white bands
across the tail, which can sometimes be

made out, all of them narrow in the

former, the central one broader in the

broad-wing. It is as well for a layman
not to try and differentiate a broad-wing
unless by chance he can see this white

central tail-band. As the red-tail and
red-shoulder, however, are equally com-
mon, our two most conspicuous hawks,
in fact, it will be worth while to pay at-

tention to the subtle differences between
them. One can come to appreciate these

only by experience, experience which
need not be so extensive if it is first

pointed out that the red-tail flaps its

wings more slowly and its flight seems to

have a more ponderous less gliding

character.

The Buteos feed mostly on small

rodents, being too sluggish to take game,
and only rarely interferring with the

hen-yard. The name “hen-hawk” and
“chicken-hawk,” by which they are popu-

larly known, perhaps has some reference

to their being as big as a hen?

Other large heavily-built hawks are

the rough-legged hawk and fish hawk or

osprey. The former comes South to us

in the winter, when it might be confused
with the red-tail. Its flight is somewhat
more irregular, marsh-hawk-like. It

commonly hunts the marshes, and has a
trick which will establish its identity, of
standing stationary in the air at a pretty
good height above the marsh with flap-

ping wings and its legs sticking down.
The rough-leg has two color phases, one
blackish throughout, the other lighter.

The base of its tail is more or less white,

sometimes a good field mark. It may be
noted that the similar white mark of the

marsh hawk is located just over rather
than on the tail, but there is no excuse
for confusing the two birds, one long-

tailed and slender, the other short-tailed

and heavily built. The fish hawk has
long relatively pointed wings compared
with any species with which it might be
confused, and its flight is in some re-

spects gull-like; its clear white under
parts and considerable white on the head
are diagnostic. The fish hawk pauses
stationary in the air on flapping wings,
above the water, as the rough-leg does

above the marsh, before plunging down
upon its finny prey. In the few places

where it is yet common the great size

of the bald eagle make it easy to recog-

nize. It may be noted that an eagle tap-

ers more from shoulders to head than a

hawk and that young ones are dark,

blackish, in color all over including the

head and tail, with a few inconspicuous

whitish flecks above as though they had
been sitting under a chicken-roost.

There are two rather common species

of swift-flying bird hawks or Accipiters

to be reckoned with. These have broad
rounded wings and progress by alternate

flapping and gliding like the Buteos, but

are as long-tailed and slender as the

marsh hawk. The sharp-shinned hawk,
the commonest, is small or medium sized,

the Cooper’s hawk medium sized or as

large as a crow. In each case the female
is decidedly larger than the male and
the male of the larger and female of the

smaller are easy for even the most ex-

pert to confuse. Again, there is a subtle

difference in the character of flight be-

tween the two, that of the sharp-shin

giving the effect of bouyancy and the

Cooper’s of momentum. Both are ex-

tremely destructive, the sharp-shin to

small birds, the Cooper’s to larger birds,

game or poultry. But so swiftly do they

come and so swiftly do they go that sel-

dom is one brought to justice for its

crimes. When they alight it is generally

within a tree, shielded from view by the
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leaves or branches. A third still larger

Accipiter, the goshawk, occasionally

comes down in winter from the North.

When it does so things go badly for the

ruffed grouse within the invaded ter-

ritory.

Lastly we come to the falcons of

which there are three, duck hawk, pigeon

hawk and sparrow hawk. They are

neither excessively slender nor stocky.

Their flight is direct, the rather long

pointed wings flapped continuously, or

any gliding there may be intersperced

irregularly. Compared to the Accipiters

they are big-headed birds, a noticeable

character when seen alighted. The spar-

row hawk is our smallest hawk, the pig-

eon hawk not much different in size, the

duck hawk considerably larger, though
owning to its clean-cut lines it sometimes
does not look its size. Sparrow hawks
sit about in exposed places such as tele-

graph poles or the tops of small trees on

the look-out for mice or even large in-

sects on the ground below. They also

have a habit of hanging poised in the

air, moving the wings very rapidly

through a narrow arc (said to be shared

by the European kestrel) which is ab-

solutely diagnostic. When color can be

made out, the sparrow hawk has the back
and tail more or less bright fox-red and
conspicuous vertical black stripes on the

face. These little hawks seem particu-

larly fond of the vicinity of rail-roads,

and one may often see several from the

car window, even on a short rail trip;

whereas the pigeon hawk is seldom ob-

Red-tailed hawk’s nest, Wellsville,
Kansas, May 23 , 1919

served though occasionally common in

migration, being one of the most migra-
tory species. Again we have the subtle

differences, the flight seems wavering, or

even might be described as fluttering in

the sparrow hawk, gives the effect of

great speed in the pigeon hawk and
power in the duck hawk.

Probably the Forest and Stream
readers who will hear the ringing “kee-

you kee-you kee-you” of the red-shoul-

dered hawk (the red-tail’s squeal is very
different) drifting down through the

clear air of a bright late winter or spring-

morning, and look up to locate its author
soaring in giddy circles above some patch
of woodland, will be numbered in the

hundreds. Did they realize that most
kind of hawks hunt such creatures as

mice and snakes, and how seldom their

real enemy, the Cooper’s hawk, due to

its speed and adroitness, has been num-
bered among those which have fallen to

their gun, they would be chary of the

use for hawks in general of the word
“vermin,” highly objectionable in this

connection as it rightly belongs to crea-

tures of the trenches which occupy an en-

tirely dissimilar place in the scheme of

things.

MADAM RED-TAIL’S HOME

L
AST spring when a friend of mine
who lived on a farm south of town,
told me of the nest of a large hawk

on his land, I was of course greatly inter-

ested. As he said that the place was
easily accessible, I determined to snatch
a few hours from my school work and at-

tempt to photograph it. Upon thinking
it over, I decided to use a small film

kodak as it would be more easily manipu-
lated in the tree-top. Once before I had
tried photographing the nest of a Red
Shouldered Hawk with a large plate cam-
era and made a miserable failure on ac-

count of my inability to place the camera
in a position so that it could be correctly

focused.

Accordingly the next day, accompanied
by my mother and a friend who has been
my companion on many hunting trips and
bird-studying expeditions, I drove out to

the farmhouse. Though the nest was in

a tall tree near the creek bank, by follow-

ing the directions of the farmer, we were
able to approach quite close with the car.

The day was ideal and the paler greens
of spring were deepening into the more
sturdy shades of early summer. The col-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 86)

Duck hawk group in the American Museum of Natural History representing a nest on a rock ledge under the Palisades
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BLACK DUCK DECOYS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

1
HAVE read with interest the article

on making duck decoys by D. W.
O’Neil, Jr. May I have a little space
to describe a few refinements that may
be employed to great advantage, particu-
larly in making black duck decoys?
As Mr. O’Neil says, cork is by far the

most satisfactory material for stool.

Aside from its bouyancy and light

weight, charred cork is the finish de luxe
for black duck stool. It is almost
impossible to paint decoys so that they
will not shine in the sun—particularly
when they are wet. If one must paint
them, mix the paint thus for black ducks

:

to a sufficient quantity of umber pigment
add turpentine with just a dash of dryer;
oil should not be used as it will make the
paint bright. Try to apply the paint in

the afternoon and leave the decoys out
over night so that they may be covered
with dew; this will tend to make the
paint dull and flat.

As I hinted above, the most life-like

finish for black duck decoys is produced
by charring the cork bodies. They ap-
pear *oft and feathery even when wet.

In general the chief mistakes made in

black duck stool are that they are made
too small

;
they are usually painted black

instead of very dark brown; and there
are too many “feathers” and markings
painted on them. The heads should be a
light putty color with a brownish-black
streak through and over the eye, and
from the bill up over the top of the head
and on down the back of the neck. The
bill should be a dull olive color. The body

Head For BlacK DucK
Dcz c.

plain dark brown with no markings what-
ever.

Now as to the shape and size: all de-
coys should be caricatures in the sense
that certain features should be accen-
tuated. Instead of the usual six inches
wide, they should be at least eight inches
wide. Cork three inches deep with a

piece of one-inch pine on the bottom will
give the proper depth, and the fact that
the decoy is so wide, with a flat bottom,
makes it unnecessary to use weights or
keels except in very rare instances.
Mr. O’Neil suggests using screws to

hold the heads on
; a far better method is

to bore a %-in. hole down through the
center of the head and neck, and well into
the body of the decoy. Drive an oak pin
into this hole, cutting it off flush with the
top of the head. This not only holds the
head in place, but the white pine has a
strong “back-bone,” which is most de-
sirable. You will notice that a broken
decoy is always broken in the head.

I have never considered that a set of

E are de-pending upon the
friends and admirers of our

old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his
name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of
them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light ” have been
adopted by the United States Army;
his canoe has been preserved in the
Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen vnll
contribute to this department their
Hints and Kinks and trail-tested
contrivances.— [EDITORS. ]

broad-bill stool had to be very life-like,

as these birds are not at all fastidious
about decoying; on the other hand, I do
not think that too much care can be given
to black duck decoys, as they are the
wariest of all the wildfowl.

In the illustration of the head for black
duck decoys, the bill may appear rather
large; this is done purposely. This head
is an exact copy, as far as outline is con-
cerned, of the head used by one of the
most successful gunners on Great South
Bay; and I can assure any reader who
contemplates making a set of stool that
he will not go wrong to follow this head
for shape. The cheeks are quite full, and
there is a hollow where the eyes are set.

The neck should not appear extended
but rather as though the head were
squatted down a bit. When suspicious or
alarmed a black duck sticks his head up
in the air, and our stool must not give
this appearance.
With a set of about twenty^five decoys

made as described above in connection
with a live duck and drake, the gunner
is fitted out as well as he could be. Put

the drake at the head of the stool and the
duck at the tail; if they are put too close
together they will not call so well.

Virginius.

SKINNING AND STRETCHING FURS

W HILE the professional trapper is

usually fully informed as to the
best methods of caring for raw

furs, the camper, canoeist and casual
outers generally are frequently at a loss
how to treat such as may fall into their
hands. Fur skins are appreciated as
articles of use and ornament, and even
the commonest varieties are of consid-
erable value when properly prepared.
Never carry about or ship in the flesh

an animal, the skin of which is wanted
only as a fur. It is cumbersome to han-
dle and always liable to spoil in transit.
A cured fur is, next to money or jewelry,
about the most portable form of value,
and, by the use of a pocket knife and a
little ingenuity, any of our smaller fur
skins may be so prepared. A camp
hatchet, a few small nails and some
string, though not absolutely essential,

are useful and are part of most outfits.

even when going light. Though it is not
feasible to be provided with the proper
size stretchers for the various animals
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likely to be met with, as the trapper is,

it is not difficult to improvise them al-

most anywhere in the woods.
As all of our North American furs

smaller than the bear are, with the ex-
ception of the beaver, badger and rac-

coon, preferred by the fur trade in the
“cased” form, it is as well to so handle
all the smaller fur bearers.

A “cased” skin is easily turned into

an “open” one, but not vice versa. In
order to get the approximate size and
shape of a stretcher for a cased skin,

lay the animal on its back fully extended
and mark around it at the tips of the
fur in its ordinary condition. This can
be done on the ground with a stick.

Now get one or more pliable saplings
or switches of hickory, osier, willow or

something similar, and trim them free

of knots and twigs. For a skin the size

of a muskrat this should be about the

diameter of the thumb, at the large end
and five feet or so long. It may be nec-

essary to shave it down somewhat at the
middle, that it may be bent without
breaking. Cut two short sticks of the

same diameter, one of a length to reach
across the shoulders and the other at the

hips.

If the ends are slightly notched it

is an easy matter to bend the long stick
and fasten them in place with string
or by driving a nail in the end of each.
Put the longest piece further back than

the hips, as far as the hind feet is best.

If the sapling is long enough, one end
may be bent at right angles, thus mak-
ing the longest cross piece of the
stretcher.

To skin an animal cased, split the
skin down the back of hind legs, from
the feet to the root of the tail and along
the underside of tail to its tip. Also
split the skin on the back of front legs
half way up from the feet. Cutting
the skin loose around the ankles, sepa-
rate it from the flesh, freeing the hind
legs and tail first.

With a piece of stout cord tied to the
ankles, hang the animal to a nail or
limb of convenient height at this stage
of the proceedings, and the operator
will have the use of both hands in turn-
ing the skin down over the body and
head, fur side in, as a sock would be
rolled off. When the fore legs are
reached, pull them back through the
skin, cut them loose as the hind feet
were treated and continue working down
over the neck and head. Cut the ears
from the skull and spend a little care
around eyes and lips to avoid haggling
their margins. Finally free skin from
carcass completely by severing the nose
cartilage just back of the nostrils. A
well skinned animal has no tufts of fur
adhering to the body.

Do not cut the skin unnecessarily and
above all do not cut away parts of it.

Simple cuts can be sewed up, but miss-
ing parts are hard to supply.

Muskrat, opossum and beaver should
have the tails cut off where the fur ends,
the rest is worthless.

Put cased skins on stretchers, fur
inside, with back flat on one side. Pull
on snugly and fasten skin of hind feet
to each side with a bit of string, tacks,
or by making a slanting knife cut
through the skin of the ankles into the
wood. On withdrawing the knife blade,
the edge of skin will catch in the cut
and hold it. Connect the base of the tail

and the point of skin opposite by a bit
of string brought around the lower cross
piece and the stretched skin is ready to
hang up by the curved frame at the
nose.

To remove a skin open, make the same
cuts, but extend the tail cut to the chin
and those of the front legs to a junction
jflst back of the chest.

Skins for use as rugs may be skinned
open and the feet of such should be
skinned to the toes, which are cut off

at the last joint, leaving the nails at-
tached to skin.

Very fine skins of martin, fox and

others with furred feet are sometimes
treated the same way.
To stretch open skins, make a rectan-

gular frame of poles or saplings and
lace skin into it with a sail needle and
string. Such lacing should be in several
pieces, to be tightened gradually or the
skin will be stretched out of shape.
The beaver is usually skinned with

one cut from chin to tail, only splitting

at the ankles enough to withdraw the
feet. The stretching frame for it is of
saplings bent and lashed in an oval
shape.

The best raccoons are cased but skins
for coats and robes are more desirable

open and stretched nearly square.
Large skins are sometimes pegged out

on the ground, a method to be avoided if

possible, as it entails a series of slits

around the margin
;
the ground is always

more or less damp, and in such a place
are liable to damage from dogs and other
animals.

Hang up stretched skins in a shady,
airy place to dry, never in sun or artifi-

cial heat, as that will grease, burn or
render the hide brittle and worthless.

Skins for sale should never have salt

or other preservatives applied to the
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 95)
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A SHARK STORY
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

THE following fish story is probably

the most extraordinary ever told, and

moreover, unlike most fishing yarns, it

is absolutely authenticated and vouched

for by the official records and documents

of the time.

The facts are, that on the 28th day of

August, in the year of grace, 1799, His

Britannic Majesty’s ship of war, the

cutter Sparrow, commanded by Captain

Hugh Wylie, being stationed in West

Indian waters, was cruising in the Car-

ibbean Sea off the south coast of the

Island of Hayti, and England being at

that time at war with most of the pow-

ers in the New World, the British tars

were naturally keeping their eyes

skinned, on the look-out for whatever

booty Dame Fortune might think fit to

put in their way, and when a strange

craft was sighted in the offing, all sail

was pressed on and the vessel was soon

overhauled and boarded.

The skipper of the captured vessel,

whose name was Thomas Briggs, pro-

duced papers purporting to show that

she was the brig Nancy, of British na-

tionality, but the English officers, stub-

born after the manner of their kind, and

convinced from the brig’s build that she

was an American ship, decided to take

her as a prize into Port Royal in the

neighboring Island of Jamaica. This

was done notwithstanding the master’s

protests, and in due course suit was in-

stituted in the Court of Vice-Admiralty

at Kingston, Jamaica, seeking a decision

that the Nancy was a lawful prize seized

cn the high seas, as the property of per-

sons being enemies of the realm.

The suit was contested, and it is not

likely that the claim for condemnation

of the vessel would have succeeded had

it not been that at the critical moment
of the action, certain papers of an in-

criminating nature were produced by an-

other British Naval Officer, Lieutenant

Fitton, who made oath and swore that

he had found them inside the stomach

of a shark which he had caught while

cruising off San Domingo in the tender

of His Majesty’s ship Abergavenny.

These papers proved that the Nancy
had sailed from Baltimore some time

previously, and that she was owned by

Germans who had become naturalized

citizens of the United States. Three

years before that she had been captured

by a French privateer and carried into

the port of Guadeloupe, where she was
condemned as American property. The
production of these papers in the Jama-

ica Court of course at once proved the

case for the British Officers, and the

Nancy was accordingly condemned as a

lawful prize. The following is an exact

copy of the affidavit:

—

Jamaica, SS.

IN THE COURT OF VICE AD-
MIRALTY.

The Adv. Gen. ex ret. Wylie, et all.,

vs.

The Brig Nancy.

“Michael FittOn, Esquire, being duly

sworn, maketh oath and saith that

the tender of His Majesty’s ship of

war Abergavenny, then under the

command of this deponent, being on

a cruise off Jacmel in the island of

San Domingo, on the thirteenth day

of August last, discovered a dead

bullock surrounded by sharks, which

he had towed alongside the said ten-

der for the purpose of catching the

said sharks, and this deponent saith

that having caught one of the said

sharks and hoisted it on board the

said tender, he ordered some of the

seamen to separate its jaws and

clean them, as the said shark was
larger than common, which the said

seamen did, whilst others opened its

maw, and therein discovered in the

presence of this deponent a parcel

of papers tied up with a string. And
this deponent saith that on perusing

the said paper he discovered a letter

of a recent date from Curricoa, and

as it occurred to this deponent they

might relate to some vessel detained

by some of His Majesty’s cruisers,

he had them dried on deck; and this

deponent saith that having been in-

formed that His Majesty’s cutter

Sparrow has sent down to this island

as prize a certain brig, a vessel

called the Nancy, and supposing the

papers so found as aforesaid might

be useful at the trial of the said

vessel called the Nancy, hath caused

the same to be sealed up, and deliv-

ered them to one of the surrogates

of this honorable court without any

fraud, alteration, addition, subduc-

tion, or embezzlement whatsoever.”

Michael Fitton.

Taken and the truth thereof sworn

to before me this 24th day of Sep-

tember, 1799.

J. Fraser, Surrogate.

These papers were delivered to me by

Lieutenant Fitton at the time of his

swearing to his affidavit in the cause,

Adv. Genl. Wylie, et all., vs. the brig

Nancy.
(Signed) J. Fraser, Surrogate.

24th September, 1799.

It is surely impossible to surpass so

extraordinary a coincidence as the fore-

going. The original packet of papers to-

gether with Lieutenant Fitton’s affidavit

are kept in a glass case in the Institute

of Jamaica, where they may be seen by
visitors to Kingston. The head of the

shark is in the United Service Museum
in London.

F. L. Pearce, Montreal, Canada.

GLAD THEY WAITED
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
HAVE often noticed a tendency in

young deer to return after a time to

investigate the cause of a sudden fright.

If the hunter jumps an old buck he

knows that the said buck immediately

digs out for more agreeable territory,

but if a young buck has been jumped
up, and he has not seen the hunter, or

smelled him, he is often liable to come
nosing back, seemingly interested to

find out what startled him. This foolish

habit they have once nearly got two

friends and myself into serious trouble.

We had been out nearly all day to-

gether and hadn’t seen any game, so we
returned to camp for a lunch and then

decided to take a short turn up through

the swamp near the foot of the lake

hoping to get a shot before dark if luck

favored us.

Near the edge of the swamp is a long

ridge which runs out from the nearest

foothill toward the lake, and we were
planning to cross this, then come back

through the other side of the sWamp to

the camp.
The sides of this ridge are very thick-

ly covered with short spruces, while the

top of the ridge is quite clear of every-

thing but tall trees. We approached the

ridge from the North side and were

nearly up through the thick spruces

when I saw a small spikehom come out

of the spruces on the South side of the

ridge almost directly toward me.

My companion was at that moment
having difficulty with an old rotten log

which obstructed his progress, and Mr.

Spikehorn, hearing the resultant crash

and voluble flow of vitrolized cuss

words, stopped abruptly, turned, and

leaped back into the spruces from whence

he came.
After explaining in a quiet and gen-

tlemanly manner the undesirability of

hunting companions who considered that

they must mow a wide path through the

forests when they were hunting, and

he replying in kind, I told him about the

deer I had seen the moment before. We
hoped' he would wish to investigate the
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cause of the alarm, and come nosing

back toward us, so we crawled on our

hands and knees up behind an old log

where we could watch from all sides.

Very soon we heard a slight movement
in the bushes on the opposite side of the

ridge which must be Mr. Spikehorn com-

ing back on his tour of inspection, so

we cocked our rifles, drew a bead on the

spot from which he appeared to be com-

ing and waited. Slowly there slid out

into view and pointed directly at our

log, the most evil looking rifle barrel

I have ever chanced to meet. The rifle

was followed by the familiar face of

one of our own party whom we had not

seen since early morning. He too, was
looking the business end of our rifles in

the face, and they didn’t look good to

him, either.

Our friend told us he had followed the

deer down to the ridge and the noise we
made creeping up to our log sounded to

him like the deer walking about. He had
crept up almost onto him twice before,

and the deer being young and not very

wild would run a little way then wait

until the hunter approached him.

You can imagine that we were all

glad indeed that all three of us had
used proper caution in stalking that

deer.

Charles L. Burns, Maine.

TRAPPING IN PENNSYLVANIA
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

A LTHOUGH Chester county, Pa., is

but within a short distance of the

city of Philadelphia and one of the most
thickly populated sections of the State,

it has a reputation for furnishing some
of the finest pelts of animals in the

country. They are of exceptional quality

and trappers there reaped a rich harvest

last winter.

Skunks in that section are always of

the finest quality and are more abundant
than in many sections not so thickly

populated. The result is that the small

boys in the country are making lots of

money, getting really high prices this

season for the reason that more dealers

are in the game and bid high for the

pelts. In former years a few dealers

took advantage of the small boy trap-

pers and paid as they pleased for the

hides, reaping good rewards at the ex-

pense of the boys, but the latter are

now wiser and are growing richer, while

the dealers can no longer purchase prime
furs from them at prices for “seconds”
or “thirds” or bluff the trappers into

believing the hides are “blue pelts,” a

common game. The boys are meeting
the game and making money.

Recently a skunk hide taken in Ches-
ter county brought $10, an unprece-
dented figure, but it was that of an old

resident as black as coal, and without a

single streak. It will possibly bring the
record price at some big sale.

Muskrats were taken in large numbers
in the county and small boys within the

borders of West Chester, the county seat,

have taken many along spring ditches

and small streams in the limits, where
they come from the larger streams miles
away, even entering sewers at times.

Quite a number of pelts have been sold

to dealers at $2 each, but they were
prime ones. Formerly if half a dollar

was paid, the trapper thought he was
getting about the limit.

At Chadd’s Ford, on the Brandywine
Battle Field, a trapper has the hide of

an otter, taken this season, and prob-

ably the last heard of in Chester county.

The animal was over three feet in length

and the hide is. a prime one. The man
who secured it has so far refused all

offers made by dealers and says he will

get his own price later.

Although they are extremely rare, an
occasional otter has been found in the

county in recent years. About fifteen

years ago Franklin P. Gill, of this place,

and a companion while after muskrats
during a flood, shot four otter near

Chadd’s Ford in the section where the

one was taken this season, and about

five years ago one was shot at Cedar
Knoll in the §ame manner.
Every little while there are stories

of otters being seen along the Brandy-

wine but investigation has shown that

the man who thought he had seen an
otter simply sighted a muskrat swim-
ming on the water. Tracks on the banks
and dens along the stream proving this

to be the fact, as the ottor would leave

an entirely different trail.

Red foxes are plentiful in the county
but are not trapped except in cases

where they become “bad” and raid poul-

try roosts. The trappers respect the

sport of the fox hunters who enjoy the

chase and do not disturb the animals
to any extent. A couple of years ago
a man poisoned a number and was de-

tected by the fox hunters. They simply
made matters so warm for him that he
moved out of the locality and to another
county the following spring.

There are plenty of ’possums and
’coons in the locality but no great at-

tention is paid to them, although the

hides are valuable this season. Even the

black house cat is being sought in the

towns and dealers are buying many pelts

of this predatory animal. One man in a

town used a deadfall beneath his back
porch and marketed a dozen hides to

date.

A few mink hides are secured but the

animals are rare and only an occasional

one is found. One secured, however, is

a prize worth from $10 upwards ac-

cording to size and quality. No atten-

tion is paid to rabbit or squirrel hides

or even to that of the groundhog.
Verily the ancient Quaker county of

Chester is on the map as regards its

fur-bearing animals.

W. Taylor Hunt, Penn.

BOXING SQUIRRELS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

(
ENCLOSE a photograph of two squir-

rels, mounted by my friend, Lee Clark,

of South Amboy, N. J. Lee is a natur-

alist and has a little museum all his

own, which many people use and admire
very much.

J. B. Pardoe, New Jersey.

AN INQUISITIVE DOE
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

THAT wild animals have a strong sense

of curiosity, is a fact often com-
mented upon by hunters, and well at-

tested by an incident that recenay came
under the writer’s observation.

Having reached the wooded crest of

one of the Berkshire Hills, I sat down to

rest and await developments, dividing

attention between my lunch and the sur-

roundings. Scarcely was I seated, how-
ever, when my roving eye caught a

glimpse of a moving furred body among
the trees on the other side of a little

ravine,—just a momentary glimpse of

something too large for a coon and seem-
ingly too dark for deer. Knowing that

bobcat and lynx were common in these

parts, I hastily slipped in some heavy
shot, and advancing as noiselessly as pos-

sible, through the ankle-deep leaves, to

the edge of the ravine, I assumed a de-

fensive position behind a large tree, peer-

For the squirrels’ heavyweight title
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ing through the forked crotch at the

further slope. For some moments there

was no noise or movement, then “R-r-r-r-

rip, R-r-r-r-,” a sound as of some
animal trying its claws, or else of a deer

stripping the hanging bark from a birch.

Silence for another moment or two, when
there appeared first the slim brown legs

and then the shrinking form of a young

doe, who with ears and nose and eyes,

questioned the rustling she had heard

from my side of the bank. She stood

questioning and hesitant until she caught

sight of my hat above the tree fork, then

her curiosity asserted itself more strong-

ly, and stamping impatiently, she ad-

vanced deliberately to the bank on my
right, and scrambled to the top from
where she had me in clear outline and at

a distance of only five or six rods. There

she stopped, and her whole attitude

seemed to say, “There, I knew there was
something behind that tree, now why
don’t you move, do something?” But I

remained as immobile as the tree itself,

and this puzzled her greatly. After an

intent survey, she lowered her head to

the ground, then raised it high in the

air, as if to search me from all angles,

but I hardly moved an eyelash. So she

tried a little strategem to startle me into

movement. With a sudden snort she

bounded away a few jumps, stopping as

suddenly as she had started, seeming

much surprised that I did not move.

Again she gave me the once over with

raised and lowered head, and again she

stamped and snorted and bounded for-

ward, only to stop with a plunge, to see

if that curious stump or creature beside

the tree had moved. But this time an

arrant breeze brought her full confirma-

tion of her sense of sight, and her white

flag quickly was out of sight among the

trees, long before her rustling bounds

were lost in the distance.

F. H. C. Graves Massachusetts.

A MODERN DIANA
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

A MODERN Diana, experienced and
courageous in the chase, and one of

the most adept trappers in the em-
ploy of the Bureau of Biological Survey,

U. S. Department of Agriculture, is Mrs.

Ada Tingley, of Idaho, who has accounted

for 278 stock-killing predatory animals in

the last 17 months. She is one of 300

professional hunters employed by the

Government to aid stockmen in the pro-

tection of their cattle, horses, hogs and

sheep against such ravaging rogues as

wolves, mountain lions, bobcats and

coyotes.

Her husband, Frank Tingley, is thor-

oughly experienced in woodcraft and one

of the best shots in the Federal Service.

Mrs. Tingley always accompanied her

husband on his cross-country trips after

marauders, and finally decided to be a

hunter too. Her husband at first raised

objections, but they were overcome by his

wife and Tingely devoted all his spare

time to schooling her thoroughly in the

art of woodcraft. Under his guidance

she became proficient not only in marks-

manship but also in trailing and trapping

the obnoxious pests of the stockman’s

country. It was only after she had fully

demonstrated her ability that the preda-

tory animal inspector employed her as a

professional Government trapper. From
the outset Mrs. Tingley has been a pro-

nounced success as a Government trap-

per. She has operated with four horses

and a camp wagon and has often covered

trap lines from 50 to 75 miles long.

From July 1, 1918, to January 31, 1919,

she bagged an average of 20 coyotes a

month, in addition to other miscellaneous

predacious animals. Mrs. Tingley has re-

cently been promoted and her salary in-

creased so that at present she is one of

the highest paid Government trappers

on the Western ranges. She and her hus-

band work in Idaho, going as detailed

wherever stock-killing animals are ob-

jectionable to the local stockmen and re-

quest Government assistance in exter-

minating these varmits. The Tingleys

use a camp wagon as their traveling

home, separating in the morning and cov-

ering different trap lines and grazing

sections in their quest for predatory

prowlers. Few women could withstand

the rigors of constant hunting and rough-

ing it on the range as does Mrs. Tingley,

while preserving the best in womanliness

and maintaining the ability to make her

home cosy, comfort the friendless and aid

the needy. In addition to these womanly
qualities Mrs. Tingley possesses to the

Nth degree everything that goes to make
an ideal sportsman, these attributes ac-

counting for her prowess as the champion
woman trapper of the United States.

The U. S. Biological Survey is perform-

ing efficient work in conserving the po-

tential meat supplies of the Western
States by protecting animal husbandry
from predatory animals. Every sneaking

prowler of the range which is trapped

or killed means greater safety for the

cattle and sheep. Ordinarily, the Gov-

ernment experts estimate that the annual

depredations among live stock by single

predatory animals are: Wolf, $1,000;

stock-killing grizzly bear, $500 ;
mountain

lion, $500; bobcat $50; and coyote, $50.

During the last three years the profes-

sional hunters of Uncle Sam have killed

70,713 range rogues, which has resulted

in a direct saving estimated at $5,500,000

a year to stockmen of the Rocky Moun-
tain sections.

S. R. Winters, Washington, D. C.

NORTHERN MANITOBA
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

HAVING returned but last month from

a region into which few sportsmen

have as yet penetrated, perhaps, a

little about it may be welcomed by the

Forest and Stream family. I left The
Pas, Manitoba, early in September and

visited the district lying north and west-

ward, almost to the headwaters of some
of the streams flowing into the great

Churchill river. The Pas is at the ending

of one of the branches of the Canadian

Government railways, and is, conse-

quently, reached by sleeper with no undue

hardship, after a run of twenty-three

hours from Winnipeg. The distance is

about 450 miles.

Now we are on the threshold of an

interesting region; the Saskatchewan
sloughs swarm with geese and duck, and

moose are numerous within a few miles

of The Pas, perhaps more so than further

north. There are also elk and caribou in

the Pasqua Hills to the south-west, but

these are, happily, now protected. They
were being rapidly reduced in number
and the protection of a reserve was ac-

corded them none too soon. Some of the

elk heads hanging in the various hotels

and stores of The Pas are of great size.

The Ross Navigation Company runs a

comfortable steamer to Sturgeon Land-

ing, 135 miles, passing historic Cumber-
land House on the way. This is one of

the older and more famous posts of the

great Hudson’s Bay Company, and yet

carries on a lucrative and important

trade with the Swampy Crees of the dis-

trict.

Sturgeon Landing is the real jumping

off place. Here you leave all civilization

behind and must depend upon yourself,

your Indians and your outfit. Fifteen

miles up narrow, swift, shallow and in-

tensely rocky Goose Creek lands you

at Goose Lake, and a few miles more of

arduous poling up Rat Creek takes you

to the wonderfully beautiful Athapapus-

kow Lake of which more will be heard as

the region becomes better known, for it is
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a gem of the first water, deep, clear as
crystal, with hundreds of rocky spruce-
clad islets, and lake trout running by
actual testing to 32 pounds in weight, and
by report to 80 pounds at least. After
this you may go north, or east, or west
for hundreds of miles with but few car-
ries or up-stream polings.

During the few weeks I was in the
country I saw but five moose, and it is

evident the timber wolves, of which there
are many, play havoc with the cows and
calves

; the number killed by hunters
would not account for the scarcity. Cari-
bou were absent, though in winter they
are often there by the thousands, having
drifted down from the frozen north. An-
other winter visitant is the willow grouse,
which is snared in large numbers by the
Indian boys at Cumberland House, using
old sturgeon nets as traps. The birds
are said to be exceedingly tame and easily

driven into the nets.

On Goose Lake we saw numerous Cana-
da geese, and as I was coming out I saw
something I had not expected; a migra-
tion of Mergansers. These fish-eaters

are never seen in large flocks during the
summer, perhaps a pair of old ones and a
dozen of so of their young in a bunch, to-

ward the end of the summer, but rarely
more. I saw them in flocks of hundreds,
gathered together from all the rivers of
the northern part of Manitoba, flying
round the lake preparatory to their mi-
gration. Two days later the cold came
and they must have left. The geese, as is

well known, do not drop into any sheet
of water, but have their regular halting
places, and of these Goose Lake is one.

Just before leaving for this trip I had
finished for the third time Colonel Whal-
en’s admirable book on the rifle, i do not
see how any sportsman’s library can do
without it, and he deserves a lot of credit
for giving us this really trustworthy
work, but I cannot quite agree with his
remarks on hunting weapons. I am a
30-30 man, dyed-in-the-wool. Why? Be-
cause I find it does the business and has
many advantages. I own several rifles,

one a .405, another an 8-mm, and so on,

but my favorite and the one I would keep
were I tied down to just a single rifle

would undoubtedly be the 30-30 in car-
bine form. It will kill moose with one
shot if that one shot is well placed and
will usually put a bullet pretty near the
place you want it to go, at 50 to 120
yards, and it is rarely necessary to fire at
any longer range. The two rifles that
kill 99 per cent, of the moose, caribou and
bear of the forested regions of Canada
are the .44 and the 30-30.

Then, again, I do not find any difficulty

with the .22 long rifle for chicken or part-
ridge. Certainly with a hollow fronted
bullet, the .22 long rifle should satisfy any
man. Other bores I regard as quite un-
desirable on account of their effect upon
the game

; however, these are matters of
experience and opinion. Each must de-
cide for himself.

In regard to cleaning a rifle, if a man
confines his shooting to big game, letting
stumps, tins, and empty bottles alone, I

do not think he will be troubled with
much metallic or acid fouling if he ad-
ministers a generous dose of soap after

using his rifle, and then treats it to a
coating of the purest vaseline he can lay
his hands on.

Charles A. Bramble,
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

TARPON FISHING IN THE
ST. JOHNS RIVER

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
jl

HAD always prided myself as a
* fisherman and thought I had expe-
rienced all the thrills of fishing. I had
fished for perch and bream in the little

streams and mill ponds as a small boy;
I had sat on the river banks with my
grandfather on freezing days and caught
suckers; I had killed pike with a bow
and arrow along mill streams as a bare-
foot boy in South Carolina; I had rowed
a boat at nights and seen experts gig or
spear fish in some of Florida’s streams
that were too clear to catch fish with a
hook and line and as I grew older I had
considered it great sport to catch War-
mouth perch and bream in some of our
lakes and bobbing with a Buell spinner

'We*

The end of a royal battle

for Jack and black bass I thought was
the acme of sports and I have not lost

my taste for these yet, although I cast
for them now.

I have fished in the Gulf of Mexico
and off the mouth of the St. John’s River
for salt water fish, so I thought I was
some fisherman.

So when Ed Spear came in and said
that a minister had discovered tarpon
in large schools in our river only eight
miles from our city I naturally sat up
and took notice. Now Ed had caught
tarpon all along the Atlantic coast of
Florida and all around the Gulf from
Key West to Jamaica and when he in-

vited me to go with him next day, I

hardly slept that night, so anxious was
I to get after them. Ed had two tarpon
rigs which consisted of a twelve ounce
tip greenheart or lancewood rod, a three
hundred yard Vam Hoff Reel with a
twenty-one Cuddy-hunk line.

We used a Wilson oo spoon for trawl-
ing with a six-foot piano wire lead, or
a hand forged hook for casting, or still-

fishing; for this we used a shiner for
casting or a small mullet for still-fishing.

We got to the fishing grounds about day

break and were at it before sun up.

The river was alive with tarpon rolling

everywhere. We usually fish on the in-

coming tide or the high-water slack. We
were still-fishing that morning and Ed
fixed my bait, threw out my hook and
handed it to me before fixing his own.
I did not have long to wait before I

realized my line was playing out, but I

was wholly unprepared for the sudden
whr-r-r-r of my reel. Ed shouted to me
to set my hook. I did so and was nearly
jerked out of the boat by the pull on
my line when there flashed out of the

water the most beautiful fish I ever saw.
Ed reeled in his line and instructed me
to keep a tight line. I did so and my
beauty went down to the bottom to

sulk while I stood there trembling with
excitement, not knowing what to expect

next. Ed yelled to pump him which was
a new term to me. He explained it was
to pull up on my rod and reel in as I

lowered the tip of my rod.

I did so and again my beauty came to

the top and jumped about fifteen feet

in the air. The sun had gotten up by
now and I realized why the tarpon is

called the Silver King; polished silver

will not glisten more in the sun than a

tarpon. He shook his head like a bull

dog, and woe to the man who gives the

least slack line when he jumps for he
will be gone. Fortunately I had him
well hooked and kept my line taunt and
tried to carry out instructions as Ed
shouted them to me. I pulled as Mr.
Tarpon was in the air and with a slap

that would knock the breath out of any
thing he hit the water broadside. Down
he went to the bottom, I pumped him
again and he broke for a run, straight

away. “Put on your drag,” yelled Ed.

On went the drag. “Press on your
brakes.” Down went the brake and Mr.
Tarpon’s speed was checked just before

all my line was gone. Then he swerved
and circled and I began to reel in.

Ed hauled up the anchor and began to

row me toward my reluctant victim.

When I had him up to about ten yards
he glimpsed the boat and away he went
again, the handle on the reel knocking
about half an acre of skin off my
knuckles. I bore down on the brake and
checked him, up and out he came for an-

other jump. I was getting pretty badly

fagged out but kept a taunt line and
gave him an awful wallop when he
struck the water and he began to bleed

from the gills. Ed yelled to me to keep
it up, and made lots of encouraging re-

marks and I soon began to need all the

encouragement he could give. I even

asked him if he did not want to play
him some, but Ed was too old a fisher-

man to fall for that and instructed me
to hang on. I did and after forty-five

minutes, according to Ed, but I am sure

it was two or three hours, I had him
belly up and alongside of the boat and
Ed yanked him in with the gaff. Now it

seemed we were to have more trouble

for he nearly knocked the boat to pieces

with his tail but we slipped him under a

seat so he could not flap so hard and I

was a tired but happy fellow. He
weighed one hundred and thirty pounds
and was just six feet three inches long.
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1 IMPORTED HOSIERY
j

® For Golf, Tennis and Sport Wear *
IN ATTRACTIVE DESIGNS FOR W

MEN AND WOMEN U

No. IS

M 1 AFinestScotch WoolTennis Socles in white,

ilO.lUprav, pTeen, black, heather and ^

white* with colored clocks, a pair *

M 1 ti Men’s Finest ScotchWool Golf Hose,
1 'I O* lO in green, gray, brown and O EA
heather (without feet *3), a pair

6

*t aa Women’s Scotch Wool Stockings, in J8

lNO. white, white with colored O AA k

clocks, Oxford green and heather, a pair .

. y
Complete line Golf, Tennis and Sport equipment,

y

jjj
Mail Orders given prompt attention^ f

s Stewart Sporting Sales Co*
j

Q 425 FIFTH AVE., at 38th St., N. Y. [

Thousands of Wild Ducks

can be attracted to the lakes,

rivers and ponds near you if you
plant the foods

they love—WILD
CELERY, Wild
Rice, Duck Pota-

to, etc. Wild Duck
attractions my spe-

cialty. Used very

successfully bv

largest preserves

and clubs. Write
for information

and prices.

TERRELL, Naturalist

Dept. H-42 Oshkosh, Wis.

All kinds of fish nets, hammocks, etc., may be

easily and quickly made, with my illustrated in-

structions before you. 21 photographs show you

how. Also gives you more information about the

use of nets than has ever been published. Com-

plete instructions, wire netting^ needle, mesh blocks

and 4 balls of twine, for $1.50 postpaid.

W. E. Clayton & Co..

43 N. Main St., Altoona, Kans.

Insist on Genuine

HILDEBRANDT
SPINNERS

They Catch Fish

The J. J. Hildebrand! Co. Logansporl, Ind

I have caught a lot of them since, but
that was my first and now I have a
hankering for a try at sail fishing at

Miami. I attended a meeting of the Ang-
lers Club there and I am going to try it

out sooner or later but I know that it

can’t be any better than tarpon fishing in

the St. John’s.

Dock Herlong, Florida.

AN ANSWER TO A LETTER IN
JANUARY Forest and Stream CON-
CERNING DUCKS AND GULLS

ORDINARILY gulls do not interfere

with ducks in any way and the ducks
pay no attention to gulls. Nothing is

more usual than to see a few big gulls

light in among a flock of black ducks.
It is also very improbable that ducks
would mistake a gull for some dangerous
bird of prey. They are too clever for
that. Nevertheless our correspondent’s
deduction from his observation recorded
in the January Forest and Stream that

flocks of duck were disturbed by gulls is

probably correct. In the published Pro-
ceedings of the Linnaean Society of New
York, we find that at the meeting of
January 22, 1918, “Mr. Cleaves said he
had found it a regular practice with
herring gulls, especially when their own
chief feeding grounds were flooded to

worry diving-ducks, golden-eyes, scaups
and bufdeheads .” At the previous meet-
ing it was reported by Mr. Hix that he
and Mr. Pell “had watched a herring gull

worrying three golden-eyes on the water,
ivhich dove to escape the annoyance.

[Editors.]

GOOD POINTS TO BE
CONSIDERED

(CONTINUED from page 65)

country like a seasoned veteran, and his

style was superb, not only on point, but
also in action—Ben came flitting along
the edge of the woods and then, casting
over into a pasture, he went to the

farthest end and pointed—pointed with
all the style and character of what is an
idealization of one’s mind, but seldom
seen in reality—those who saw him here
will carry the picture of his points in

their memory as long as time lasts.”

Mary Montrose ran second to the
great little dog’—What a picture the

teaming of this brace in the second series

would have made.
We hope Mr. Rosseau may be induced

to paint a great Field Trial picture

—

for to those of us who love the dog

—

he shows to his best advantage in keen
competition against a background of
rolling prairie or Southern stubble field.

Steady

!

SOME GOSSIP ON OUR
HUNTING DOGS

(continued from page 57)

family is hunted regularly in the Penn-

sylvania hills. The Albert’s Mallwyd
Mixture dog.s are often good ones, get-

ting their share of the Connecticut

grouse shooting. Victor Bo’, Count Okaw
and Grouse Bo’, (winners of the New
York state grouse trials), will give one

a good selection of pups. La Besita is

another example of a high-class bench

dog that had not forgotten how to hunt,

for she was one of our recent national

champicns.

I

T is regrettable that lack of space pre-

vents more than the merest mention

of the Irish Setters. For a hardy

salt water dog, and a good one on both

grouse and quail, the Irishman has much
to recommend him. He is somewhat
hard to see in the woods, and tradition

has it that he requires to be re-broken

every year, but, like many traditions,

there is not much to it. In England

they win in field trials right along with

the English setters. That they do not

win here seems to imply lack of speed,

compared to the racehorse Llewellins.

They are certainly heavier-bodied, but,

for an all-around dog, easy to keep clean

and looking respectable, they are hard

to beat. The St. Cloud, Law, Culbertson,

Rheola and Morty Oge dogs make good

field hunters among them.

Coming to the pointers, we will try' to

fix the connection between those famous

today with the champs of yesteryear,

whose names you will most likely find in

dog books. In 1916 the point winners

were Lewis C. Morris, John Proctor, Sil-

ver Sides, Security, Comanche Frank,

Rags Royal Pauper and King Cy. Again

we hold up our hands aghast—who are

all these celebrities! In our dog book

we got the impression that Fishel’s

Frank, Manitoba Rap, Hard Cash, and

Alford’s John represented the cream of

pointerdem, being the champs of 10

years ago, but what relation are they to

these new-comers? Well, it is the old

case of “blood will tell.” Lewis C. Mor-

ris is by Fishel’s Frank ex. Bessatina;

John Proctor, Fishel’s Frank-Miss Ma-

riutch
;

Silver Sides, Manitoba Rap-

King’s Sister; Security, Hard Cash ex.

Alford’s Royal Rags; Comanche Frank,

Fishel’s Frank-Lady Johns, a daughter

cf Alford’s John; Rags Royal Pauper,

Hard Cash ex. Alford’s Royal Rags;

King Cy, John’s King ex. Bird’s Dakota

Pride, a descendant of King Cyrano.

Here we have two generations, reach-

ing back ten years, ar.d covering the

champions of today and of the last de-

cade. To go on back from there to their

English forebears, the five-generation

pedigree, herewith of Rags Royal Pau-

rer, will take us nearly back to Bang,

the father of all modern pointers. The

pedigree gives the lines of two very

famous dogs, Hard Cash and Alford’s

John. Of the other two, Manitoba Rap

is by Ripple ex. Lady Cyrano, Ripple

being a grandson of Rip Rap, and Lady

Cyrano a daughter of King Cyrano,

Fishel’s Frank is by Fishel’s Rip Rap ex.
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A Dollar For every
accepted photo

Motorcyclefriends:
Mail us interesting

snapshots of your
INDIAN hunting
and fishing trips—
with a little story of
thepicture. Adollar

bill rwill be sentyou

at once for every
accepted photo.

t

For getting up into the woods quickly and surely, and getting back
again in comfort and on time, depend upon the INDIAN. No trail is

too rough or narrow, no hill is too steep, no sand or mud too deep.

There’s more power and speed in the famous INDIAN Powerplus
engine than you’ll ever need. And it’s dependable— always.

See the improved 1920 INDIAN Models: POWERPLUS with or without
electrical equipment ; and the latest marvel of motorcycle engineering —
INDIAN Scout Model G-20.

Own an INDIAN this week — ride it on your next outing. Ask your INDIAN
dealer for an immediate demonstration.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. 10

Springfield, Mass.

The Largest Motorcycle Manufacturer in the World

Going after wild turkey'
with your Indian

Motocycle
For Sale by Dealers Everywhere
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RUSSELL'S
“NEVER LEAK”
Thebuilt-for-hard-knocks
boot that sportsmen
swear by—soft, easy-fit-

ting and as near water-
proof as a leather boot
can be.

Made to meas-
ure from best

q u al it y
chrome-
tanned
leathers.

Ifyour dealer
doesn’t carry
RUSSELL’S,
write us for
a catalog.

W.C.RUSSELL
MOCCASIN

CO.

612 Wisconsin St.

BERLIN. WIS.

New Pleasures

In Boating
With a Lockwood-

Ash Row Boat Engine
new boating pleasures
are in store for you.
On your vacation,

camping, fishing, pic-

nicking or hunt-
ing, you can ex-
plore new fields.

You can glide

through the nar-

rows, across the
riffles, over the shal-

lows.
Young and old can
enjoy this practical,

economical sport.
Ask for the Lockwood-
Ash Booklet; learn

about the 30-day
trial plan.

LOCKWOOD-ASH
MOTOR CO.
2003 Jackson St.

Mf$.

Al.Ibss

.fb^fork Rm^Minnowst^

Oriental Wiggler $1—
r

d
Little Egypt Wiggler 75V

1

ikidder 75*, PorkRind Strips 3 5"jar.J
' 1712 1736 (oluftibus Pd.,(Teveland

Boy’s Queen, a Jingo dog, and he be-

came one of the greatest producing sires

of today. He is now retired from stud,

but ten years ago he entered the Na-
tional Field Trials against the cream of

the Llewellins and won out, making the

first big break of the pointers into the

field trial aristocracy formerly held al-

most exclusively by the .setters. Dog
men of that period will well remember
the excitement and the discussions

brought about by that famous trial in

1907.

The story of Alford’s John is one 'that

shows how many a fine dog, whose
papers have become lost, is apt to spend

his life hunting in comparative obscurity,

unknown to the limelight of the National

Trials, yet no doubt able to hold his

own with the best of them. A handler

was trying out two setters, and Alford’s

John trailed along, uninvited. Once in

the field, he wiped it up with one setter

and dusted it off with the other, and the

handler began to sit up and take notice!

He took the dog to train, and Alford’s

John carried everything before him at

the field trials, winning the champion-

ship of his day. Then his papers were
unearthed, and, there you were,—a point-

er bred in the purple! The story of

“The Prince and the Pauper” comes ir-

resistably to mind in the telling of this

tale, and that is how the sons of Al-

ford’s John get the peculiar-and unman-
ageable-name Royal Pauper, for he was
the royal pauper of dogdom! In picking

a pointer pup from pedigree, if he shows

any of the above Big Four in his ances-

try, or any of their get—he will be well

worth training!

I

RATHER like a pointer a.s a bird dog
selection. I never owned one, for I

prefer a setter as a hunting compan-

ion, but I have shot over many, owned

by my friends, and know the dogs well.

To me they seem more natural hunters

than the setters, but there is something

essentially wild and houndy about them,

due to their foxhound ancestry, that

makes them a bit unapproachable from
the human side. In the south they are

much more practicable dogs, as they

stand the heat better and are immune
from that pest, the cockle burr, which

makes a setter’s life miserable and causes

his owner many hours of picking and

shearing in the matted coat. Strange to

say, more setters than pointers seem to

he owned in the south, the pointers gen-

erally being visitors from up north. It

is probably due to two things; the an-

cient aristocracy of the setters, for the

South is slow to change, and the hardi-

ness of the setter, with his long coat,

through the cold un-heated winters of

the South, for, up North the pointer

generally comes indoors in the winter.

Two retrievers come to mind as well

worthy a place in this gossip. Our own
American product is the Chesapeake, and

in the Irish Water Spanial he has a close

rival, albeit one not so well known. The

Chesepeake is a sturdy respectable look-

ing dog; quiet, self-contained and cap-

able; the water spaniel is the clown of

dogdom, with a weird arrangement of

curly coat, out of which pokes a smooth

haired muzzle, yet all his owners swear

by him as “all dog”—the best and gam-
est sporting companion and retriever
that ever went on four legs ! So far as I

know they are both strictly retrievers,

having no pointing ability. Dozens of
letters come in to me telling of the
wonderful chases through ice, for miles
out to sea, after a crippled duck that
have been staged by these dogs, particu-
larly the Chesapeakes.
My personal acquaintance with the

Chesapeake has led me to regard him as
a quiet, companionable sort of dog, usual-
ly with yellow eyes and sedge brown
coat, a rather good-looking creature, of

some 60 lbs. weight. In point shooting
he lies quietly, just outside the blind,

and swims out to retrieve the ducks,

which he can do, hour after hour, in icy

November and December weather. Of
the Irish water spaniel I can say little

from personal experience, but friends
who own and breed him say he is even-

tempered, sociable and affectionate, as

are all spaniels, and has a fairly good
nose for snipe, and quail, although not

to be compared to a first-class setter or

pointer. To me it would seem that such
an odd-looking dog would be apt to em-
barrass his owner a good deal, so
thoughtless are we in jeering at anything
that is a bit off our preconceived notions

of how a sporting dog should look. For
pedigree names to look for in a Chesa-
peake pup, I would give the following se-

lection;—Third generation back; Ches-
ter, Biownie, Beaver III, Lusitania,

Water King Ferg’s Bingo, Otter Girl;

second generation, Beaver’s Rex, Juda,
Finney’s Pride, Hale’s Dick; present day,

Clark’s Sea Wolf, Tony T., Chester
Matthews, and Furlike. Of Irish water
spaniels; Hooker Oak Hogan, Mister
Dooley, Widow O’Gara, Florrie Me.
Carthy, Lady Me. Shane, and Hooker
Oak Harp are now in the stud in this

country. The preferred shade of coat is

reddish brown.

AMONG Airedales, so many new im-

portations arrive continuously—or

did up to the War—that it was ra-

ther confusing to pick a hunting Aire-
dale out of the numberless bench show
families that each new imported cham-
pion started. Our own Culbertsons,

Oorangs, Kootenais, etc., are noted for

being good hunters. Most western
“varmint men” do not consider their

Airedales as worth much until they have
been hunted at least two seasons, never-

theless there is no doubt that the Aire-

dale has a lot of hunt in him, and if the

pup comes of hunting stock he will do

to train. I constantly get letters from
all over the country, telling me of the

really remarkable work of Airedales on

all kinds of game. A friend in Maine
wrote of his Airedale bitch which he
used on grouse, season after season;

she marked them as well as any setter,

and her pups show the same hunting
qualities. On quail, my own dog Blaze’s

father, Sandy Briar, was a good quail

dog, and Blaze himself would find them,

standing rigid in a sort of bench show at-

titude until I came up. He never hunt-

ed them in the sense that a bird dog
would—seek birdy cover looking® for

them, or work out tracks where they had
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NEW PRODUCTS AND A NEW POLICY
by J. E. OTTERSON

PRESIDENT WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY

WHEN we decided to branch out into

the manufacture of other lines of prod-

ucts, we were not satisfied that we
ought to put the name Winchester on Cutlery

—

Tools—Skates—Fishing Tackle—Flashlights.

Here was a name which had come unblemished
through fifty-three years of the cleanest kind of

business dealings.

Some held that it would lower the prestige of

this name—that we would destroy its significance

—if we applied it to more than one line of prod-

ucts. This was given no small consideration.

We wondered if it would not perhaps be bet-

ter to put these new products out under a new
name, such as “Eagle,” or “Victory,” or some-

thing similar.

We have finally decided to call them Winchester.

And to make this name mean everything it now
means on Guns and Ammunition.

We will not put this name on any product until

we are sure that the quality is such as to entitle it

to be stamped with the name.

And so when an article is handed you with

Winchester upon it, it will carry our assurance

that it is up to Winchester standards.

sue

When we decided to establish a series of local

retail agencies, it was a very great question

whether we should let dealers throughout
the country put the name of Winchester on

their stores. We determined not to give this

privilege indiscriminately.

We have picked out a responsible dealer in each
town and offered it to him. And we do not want
him to take it unless he appreciates it, and takes

the responsibility that goes with it.

If he feels that he can make the Winchester
Store stand in his community for fair, honorable,

clean-cut business dealings, then we want him to

come into this proposition.

On us rests the heavier responsibility of

maintaining the prestige, significance, and high
standing of the Winchester name in the actual

manufacture of these new products.

It is with greatest confidence in Winchester ar-

tisanship, in Winchester methods and Winchester
manufacturing purpose, that we have taken this

momentous step.

In committing the Winchester organization to

the making of these new products to bear the
Winchester name, and in extending the use of

that name to retail stores, I personally have as-

sumed a great responsibility to the American
people.

I feel this obligation keenly.

My confidence in receiving your approval is

secure—knowing all that Winchester has done
and can do.

WINCHESTER, REPEATING ARMS CO. NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S “A.
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Lyman Receiver Sights

bring aperture closer to the eye
without interfering with the action

of the bolt, and thus greatly in-

crease the sight radius. This
makes accurate alignment easier

and the aim doubly sure. Used
with disc, they give three sizes of

aperture, covering practically all

hunting and target requirements.
The No. 21 ($4.50) shown here,

and its companion sight No. 38
with Windgauge ($6.50), are for

Winchester 1895 and other models.

Send for Free Book
showing complete line of Lyman Re-
ceiver Sights, Combination Rear Sights,

Front Sights, etc., and insist on

LYMAN SIGHTS
for every purpose and every gun.

Lyman Gun Sight Corp.
110 West St. Middlefield, Conn.

$700 down.

Catalog free.

CA GUN
Box 25

sa, N. Y.

ITHACA
WINS

.is is F. O.Williams,
won the 19 19

Championship of all

New England with
an Ithaca. Mayor
Reed won it in

9 1 8 w i t h an
Ithaca. Jay Clark,

Jr., won it in
19 17 with an
Ithaca. That’s
another record
for Ithacas. (

Any man can
break more
targets with
an Ithaca.

Double guns,
including
war tax,
$45 and

up.

TCMDD DAN in uku,8lB* Hawalian Guitar, Violin,

I rnun DAllJU Mandolin, Guitar, Gornet or Banjo

Wonderful new system of teaching note mnsic by mail. To first

(rands In each locality, we give a $20 superb Violin, Mandolin.

Ukulele, Guitar. Hawaiin Guitar, Cornet. Tenor Banjo or Banjo abso-

lately free. Very small charge for lessons only. We guarantee suc-

cess or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write now. No obligation.

SLINGEBLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Inc. Dept. 153 CHICAGO, ILL.

The Irish Water Spaniel, Mr. Dooley

fed in the morning—but, if he ran spang

onto a covey, he would step and note the

fact, waiting until I got up with the gun.

He was poisoned by a bad neighbor be-

fore he grew much more than out of

puppyhood, so I had no chance to see

what he could do with more experience.

The Culbertson Airedales are noted both

as lion hunters in the Rockies and on

priarie chicken in the Dakotas, where

they are used for retrieving. Another

Airedale made good on woodcock, and
his owner wrote me enthusiastcally tell-

ing of his wonderful work. Altogether it

seems pretty well established that the

otter hound ancestry of the Airedale

survives in him in a certain nose and the

desire to hunt, and it crops out in cer-

tain individuals in spite of the strenuous

efforts to make him all terrier. About
the only way to get one that will not be

hopeless as a hunting proposition is to

make sure that his parents have had

hunting experience, and our .sporting

magazines, particularly the trapping

ones, are full of advertisements of litters

from Airedales that are hunting today.

From these it .should not be difficult to

make a selection.

The same method of selection applies

to the coonhounds, the distinctively Amer-
ican hound that has nothing to do with

the foxhound but was bred down from a

mixture of French, Spanish and English

hounds brought over by the settlers.

From these was developed the American
coonhound, .selecting the best hunters to

breed from, for our meat ran wild in

those days and a hound was a most use-

ful adjunct of the woodsman. The Red-

bone, Walker, Pennsylvania and J. E.

Williams strains of coonhounds come
to mind as good ones to select from.

Names do not count for as much a,s they

do with setters and pointers; all over

the South and Central West coonhounds
get traded and studded around among
the backwoodsmen, and a puppy from
any pair of noted hunting dogs of these

strains will run true to form. With
coonhounds a great deal depends on the

amount of education expended upon them.

He who catches a coon alive and uses

him to train his hound pup by running a

trail, tying the coon in a tree, etc., will

have much quicker results from his pup-

py than the man who just lets him find

out by experience.

One of the most popular of all hunting
dogs in America is the rabbit beagle. He
comes down to us almost unchanged from
his English type, and new ones are be-

ing constantly imported to improve the

breed. They all .seem naturally good

hunters and are seldom addicted to gun-

shyness. Field trial clubs all over the

country have kept the stock free from
bench show deterioration, so it is quite

easy to get good beagle puppies that will

be born hunters. The Rowett, Forrest,

Elmore and Chimer strains have done

much for the breed here. The four Row-
ett dogs, Warrior, Rosey, Sam and Dolly,

figure far back in the pedigree of the

Rowett pup of today. Of Warrior and
Rosey we had Rattler, who was exten-

sively bred to; and Bellman, mated to a

Rowett bitch, gave us Dan D., winner of

the 1902 trials. Frank Forrest of the

New England beagles, mated to Sue of

the Elmore strain, produced Ch. Clyde,

and Clyde’s son, Trick, won in his time,

making three straight champions in the

Forrest line.

Other good ones of that period were
Myrtel, Lady Novice, Spinaway, Rubina
II and Fashion, which will apt to be

found back in the third cr fourth genera-

tion of present-day pedigrees. Of the

small beagles Ch. Bannerman was a good
one, also Lady Belle B. Bannerman was
brought over to counteract the tendency
to run over size that troubled the beagle

breeders of that time. Since then, by
extensive breeding and importation, the

list of beagles has grown too large to go
over exhaustively without leaving out too

many important dogs. A purchase from
any of the good field trial beagle litters

of today will not result in disappoint-

ment, for the dogs are hunted all the

time and must make good or fall out of

the limelight altgether.

F
OXHOUNDS we consider such a spe-

cialized breed as to be rather out of

the limits of this article. What has
been attempted here is to give the reader
some idea of how our hunting dogs stand
today as worthy descendants of noted
sires and bridge the gap betwen them
and the champions who have gone down
in history in imperishable type.

|

A WINTER HOME FOR
WILD-FOWL

(continued from page 61)

T HIS delta is a very pleasant resort

for wild fowl, but nowhere under
natural surroundings are wild crea-

tures freed from enemies. Most wild life

belongs either to the pursuer class or to

the class pursued. In nature might
makes right; or at least might triumphs.
The enemies that these wildfowl of the

Santee delta encounter are many, and of

these, formerly, the worst was the negro
hunter. Pushing about in his dugout
cypress canoe, which was hardly visible,

he took heavy toll of ducks. White men,
also, made it their business to kill ducks
for the market. But legislation, and the

passing of most of the lands on the delta

into the hands of a good spostsman’s club,

have stopped this kind of pot-hunting.
While sportsmen bag many duck, they do
not follow the game constantly as does
the market hunter.

After man, the enemy of which wild-

fowl stand most in dread is the bald
eagle. This great bird is found in num-
bers on the wide delta and on the lonely
coastal islands and, during the winter,
appears to prefer wild duck to any other
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Here are the Trout

—

and these are the Lures
This catch—and many, many similar to it—is the result of appealing to the cautious, wily trout
with lures designed to delight his most discriminating taste. And his taste, as fly-rod anglers
well know, is particular—yes, even fastidious.

ORENO
-No. S7/RH

SOUTH BEND
QUALITY TACKLE

Includes Trout Lures in a most complete variety
of types, colors and descriptions

The Trout Oreno—A wonderfully effective trout lure made primarily
for fly-rod casting. Has tbe same wobbling, diving, erratic action in the water as
wonderful Bass-Oreno. Length 1% inches. Also successfully used for bass and
other game fish.

The Emerson Hough Buck-tail Trout Fly—Designed by the well
known sportsman. The breathing, life-like qualities of buck-tail hairs, make itmighty effective and one of the surest killers. Supplied in various hook sizes
snelled or T. D. eye ringed.

The Pacific Coast Trout Fly- -Originally designed for the West, but
has also proven unusually effective in other waters. Brown color with red tall In
various hook sizes snelled.

The Fuzzy Body Buck-tad Spinner—

A

rough body buck-tail fly
with wings. Variety of colors and sizes. Supplied with or without spinner. Flies
are either straight eye, ringed, or snelled.

In addition to the above trout lures—South Bend Quality Tackle includes many
fHore-'-cis well as a complete line of baits and lures, which have proven successful
in all fresh water game-fishing and for many species of salt water fish.

Send for “The Days of Real Sport”
A postal brings it. Illustrated by Briggs the cartoonist, it tells a live “boyhood
days fishing tale. Shows in color the complete line of Quality Tackle.

Demand South Bend
,
Quality Tackle in golden-rod-yellow

boxes bearing the below trade-mark.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.
10282 Hifth St. SouthBend. hid.

compM^
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Newton Arms and Ammunition

THE NEWTON ARMS CORPORATION
WOOLWORTH BUILDING, NEW YORK

WdowtmCaiwei
Quick Action

An “Old Town Canoe” is as responsive to the
p iddle as a thoroughbred horse to the rein.
When a quick turn is needed to bring a bass
side on, or in trolling by the irregular
outline of lily pads, an “Old Town”
swings to the lightest dip of the
blade. Light but strong, swift

OLD TOWN CANOE CO.

992 Fourth Street

Old Town, Maine. II. S. A.

but sure. Write for illustrated
catalog. 3090 canoes in stock.
$67 up.

SALE U. S. ARMY GOODS
From QUARTERMASTER'S DEPT.

Complete outfitters and dealers in government goods—from an army hat cord to a battleship.

Our catalog, 344. containing over 1,000 illustrations of articles for field service, camping, outing,
etc., mailed on receipt of 10 cents postage.

Army Sweaters $5.50
Hunting or Shell Bags 75
Army Gray Wool Blankets 6.00
Army Olive Drab Wool Blankets 7.50

Wool Shirts (Olive Drab) 4.50 and 5.50
Army Shoes 8.00

ARMY & NAVY STORE CO. Inc.,

THE WAR IS OVER—BUY NOW

Largest Camp and Military Outfitters

Sheepskin Vests $6.50
Army Horsehide Leather Gloves 1. 00
Army Wool Socks 35
Army Officer’s Raincoats 10.00
Officer’s Sheepskin Coats 12.00
Rubber Boots 7.50

245 West 42nd St., New York City

ALBERT LEA H IDE AND FUR COMPANY
ALBERT LEA, MINN.

Manufacturers of Dealers inHides,Furs

food. Being indolent of disposition, he
catches a crippled duck if there is one to

be had; and will take every dead duck
that a hunter leaves in the marsh. But
when occasion demands, he can exert his
majestic self. I have seen no more im-
pressive sight than the spectacle of a
full-grown eagle taking his toll of a
mighty concourse of mallards.
At daybreak one December morning I

was at a blind near Cane Gap, two miles
from the mouth of the North Santee.
Between my stretch of the river and the
mouth of the same, between Cedar Island
on the South and Ford’s Point on the
North, the “big ducks”—mallards and
black ducks were rafted. All were not in
one flock

;
but in all the flocks there must

have been fifty thousand ducks, and in
single rafts there were several thousand.
Just before the sun rose a great bald
eagle launched himself out in flight from
a lonely pine on Cedar Island, where he
had spent the night. Three times he
wheeled above the woods on the island;
then he turned his course northward.
The ducks, I am sure, saw him sooner
than I did, and began to rise as soon as
they were aware of his approach. The
roar of their wings was so loud and con-
tinuous that it drowned the low booming
of the surf. With a mastery of flight and
an entire indifference to the consterna-
tion that he was causing, the huge eagle
beat his way onward. He was looking
for the mallard he wanted. Finally, from
a small flock that was hurrying west-
ward up the river he seemed to select
one—an old mallard drake. The doomed
bird was coming up toward Cane Gap.
The eagle, always keeping above him, was
hot on the track. The duck was flying
wildly; but the eagle, with indolent ease,
gained steadily. When about a hundred
yards from me, the eagle, then aknost
above the duck, suddenly swerved down-
ward, turning over in its descent, until
it was under its prey. By a movement
so quick that my eye could not follow it

the talons of the great bird had been
buried in the breast of the mallard. A
moment later, by a masterly manoeuver,
the eagle had regained his poise and, ris-

ing slowly, beat his burdened way off

over the marsh. Far, far through the
rosy morning I watched the lone and
lordly eagle pursue his flight, until lost

to my limited vision in his larger liberty.

Wildcats, racoons, and minks, take but
few birds. The delta of the Santee is a

favorite winter resort for these aquatic
birds; and they appear to be increasing
there. Nor are they eager to leave when
the mystic premonition of the approach
of spring comes to them. Sometimes I

have started big flocks of mallards in the

delta even in late March, when all the

cypresses are in a mist of tender green.

I believe that a mallard can travel from
the mouth of the Santee to the mouth of

the St. Lawrence in a single night. Such
speed seems prodigious but the speed and
the endurance of a wild creature depend
generally on what is after it; and in the

case of the wildfowl we are considering,

grim Winter is after them when they go

southward; and love and mating are be

fore them when they journey northward.
They are, we may say, driven to the

South, and are lured back to the Nor+K
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SHUMATE RAZORS are so good that we guarantee them for life.

Here’s the reason: The blade is made from tungsten alloy steel, which
takes a keener edge than any other steel can -- and holds it. You can use

a SHUMATE for years without honing. The secret of this wonderful steel

is ours alone, and we guard it jealously.

Written Guarantee with Each Razor
g Buy a SHUMATE RAZOR and use it, not only a few times, but as long

as you like. If you decide after an exacting trial, that you don’t like it,

g we 11 exchange it for a new one without a word.

. Ever recline in a barber’s chair and almost go to sleep as you exper-

g ienced that delightful, soothing sensation when his razor swept your face §§

g clean? And have you said to yourself “I wish I had a razor that would

jj
perform like that”? A SHUMATE will do it and - - keep on doing it. jj

m Jj) O Send us $2.00 and the SHUMATE Barber razor will be sent

g to you postpaid. If your beard is extra wiry, we recommend

g our $3.00 SHUMATE RAZOR, specially ground for this purpose. g
jg

In remitting, give us your dealer’s name, and a chamois lined, rust-proof

g case will be included with your razor. g
SHUMATE RAZOR COMPANY, 807 CHESTNUT ST. ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

Establshed 1884 Capacity 10.000 Razors Daily
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Tke ^WVtproof Shells

^A^LL Remington UMC shells are WETPROOF. The
famous "Nitro Club, 'Arrow and New Club sliells

liave always teen good. WETPROOFING made them tetter.

An important difference between 'WETPROOF shells and ordinary shells

lies in the WETPROOF process, exclusively owned and patented by Reming-

ton UMC. What's the use of buying ordinary shells when you can get

WETPROOF at no greater cost to you?

Rf.
m
upc

otl

for Shooting Right

Ask your dealer for Remington UMC shells. Make sure that

your shooting will be as good in wet weather as in fair weather.

And look for the Red Ball on the box.

Write us for WETPROOF Folder

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
Incorporated

Largest Manufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in the World

Woolworth Building, New York City

WETPROOF is not the name of a brand of shells. It is a

great forward step in shotshell manufacture originated and

developed by Remington UMC. ^VETPROOF shells are

WETPROOFED in body, crimp and top wad. The shell is

sealed against wet. Neither rain, mist, fog nor salt air will

affect WETPROOF shells. They'll work just as smoothly

through your shotgun after a thorough SOAKING as if they

had just been taken from your dealer's shelf.

RANDOM NOTES ON
RIFLE SHOOTING

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 59)

two settings I can cover all ranges up to

400 yards with sufficient accuracy to

bring home the meat and after all that is

the best test to go by.

I use the first leaf for all shots to in-

clude about 225 yards, and the second

leaf for from 225 yards to about 400

yards. As these ranges cover all but the

most exceptional of game shots I have
found it an ideal combination and ade-

quate for my purposes.

An excellent method of targeting a

sporting rifle for use on game is to fire

several scores at ranges varying from
100 to 300 yards. For this class of firing

use a target with a 12 inch white bulls

eye with a 10 inch black ring around it.

I know of no firm that makes these tar-

gets so that anyone desiring to use them
will have to make them for himself. The
point of aim here is the center of the

bulls eye and not just below it as in tar-

get shooting against a black bulls eye.

With the white bulls eye your sights are

silhouetted and errors in aiming can be

seen at once. The main point, however,

is that you should aim at the exact point

you desire to hit, and of course when
shooting at game that }s exactly what
you do. It is a well-known fact that a

rifle targeted by holding at six o’clock on

a black bulls eye shoots about 5 inches

high at 200 yards and, therefore, is not

proper for game shooting when one aims
directly at the game and desires to hit at

the point where the top of the front sight

rests. If you intend to use a rest, sight

your rifle for that method as all rifles

shoot higher from a rest than when shot

offhand. If you intend to do much shoot-

ing from a rest you must exercise great

care to always rest the rifle at the same
point otherwise your rifle will shoot

either higher or lower.

As a final admonition, think of what
you’re doing, hold hard, and squeeze

harder and success in bringing home the

big buck is only a question of opportunity
to get a crack at him.

NATURAL HISTORY
NOTES

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 71)

or and texture of the black locust leaves

were unsurpassed in daintiness.

The tree was a red elm with few
branches making climbing decidedly in-

convenient to say the least. As I began
the difficult ascent, with my kodak
strapped to my heavy belt, the female left

the nest with a rush and circling high in

the air above, uttered that piercing

scream so familiar to all of us. Though
tired and breathless when I reached the

nest, I was immensely pleased with what
I saw. As soon as I was in a reasonably

safe and comfortable position, I began to

make exposures. The light was good and

with the lens set at varying distances

(for I had to guess at the focus) I took

several snaps. The one shown is the best

result.
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Outdoor Books
for Sportsmen
Prices Mentioned Include Delivery Charges to

Any Address in the United States or Canada.

DOG BOOKS
THE AIREDALE. By W. A. Bruette. This in-

structive and interesting work covers the his-

tory, breeding and training of these useful
dogs. It is the latest and best book on the
subject. The carefully written articles on the
early history of the breed, family characteristics
and the strong and weak points of the important
dogs whose names appear in later-day pedi-

grees are of utmost value to the breeder. Those
who desire to train their dogs to the highest
state of efficiency either as companions or for

hunting will find easily understood and practical

instructions on the subjects of general training,

retrieving, swimming and diving, and work on
squirrels, rabbits, partridges, etc. There are
important chapters devoted to the laws of
breeding, kennel management, preparation for
and handling in the show ring, diseases and
treatment and many hints and instructions of
great value to breeders and owners. In cart-

ridge board covers. $1.00 net.

POCKET KENNEL RECORD. A handy book
for immediate record of all events and trans-

actions, relieving the owner from risk of for-

getting important kennel matters by trusting to

memory. Black seal. $2.00 net.

AMATEUR’S DOG- BOOK. By William A.
Bruette. A popular, condensed handbook of

information concerning the management, train-

ing and diseases of dogs, including trick, guard
and watch dogs. With many illustrations, 50c.

net.

THE BULL TERRIER. By William Haynes.
A guide to the dog owner who wishes to be his

own kennel manager. A full description is

given of the best types and standards of dogs.
Illustrated. $1.00.

DOG TRAINING VS. BREAKING. By S. T.
Hammond. Asplendid practical volume on
Dog Training to which is added a chapter of

practical instruction on the training of pet
dogs; 165 pages. Price $1.00.

FOX HOUND, THE By Rogert D. Williams.
Auth. of “Horse and Hound.” Discusses types,

methods of training, kenneling, diseases and all

the other practical points relating to the use
and care of the hound, etc. Illustrated. $1.00
net.

FOX TERRIER, THE. By' Williams Haynes. As
in his other books on the terrier, Mr. Haynes
takes up the origin and history of the breed,
its types and standards, and the more exclusive
representatives down to the present time.
Training the fox terrier—his care and kennel-
ing in sickness and health—and the various
uses to which he can be put—are among the
phases handled. $1.00 net.

MODERN BREAKING. By William A. Bruette.
Probably the most practical treatise that has
ever been published on the training of setters
aifd pointers, and their work in the field. Every
phase of the subject has been carefully covered
and the important lessons are illustrated by
photographs from life. It is a book well cal-

culated to enable the amateur to become a suc-
cessful trainer and handler. There are chap-
ters on the Art of Training, Setters vs. Point-
ers, Selection of Puppies, Naming Dogs, No-
menclature, Training Implement,- Know Thy-
self, First Lessons, Yard Breaking, Pointing
Instinct, Backing, Ranging, Retrieving, Gun
Shyness, Faults and Vices, Conditioning,
Dont’s. Illustrated by reproductions of Osthaus
paintings. Cartridge board cover, $1.00 net;
cloth, $1.50 net.

NURSING vs. DOSING. By S. T. Hammond. A
most practical book for the dog fancier, based
largely on Mr. Flammond’s observation that
dogs and particularly house dogs, suffer from
too much medicine. Contents—Nursing, Clean-
liness. Diet, Other Foods. Kennel and Exer-
cise, Common Ailments, Diarrhoea, Convulsions,
Epilepsy, Distemper, Eczema, Need of Proper
Care, Stomach, Vermin, Ear, Mange, Nervous
System. Colic, Worms. Cloth, illustrated, 161
pages, $1.00 net.

ORDER FROM

FOREST AND STREAM
Book Department

9 E. 40th St. N. Y. City, N. Y.

OREST and STREAM
OUTDOOR BOOKS FREE

For nearly half a century FOREST AND STREAM has

maintained its reputation of being America’s recognized

sportsman’s authority. It treats on the how, where and
when of everything pertaining to hunting, guncraft, trap-

ping, woodcraft, natural science, training the hunting dog,

canoeing, angling and every sport of forest or stream.

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION RATE, $2.00. Our fif-

tieth year of continuous service in the interest of sportsmen is approaching and

to commemorate the event we make the following offer.

FOREST and STREAM BOOK GIFT
Send us $2.00 for a year’s subscription now and in addition to

entering your order for twelve monthly numbers we will send

you your choice of any one of the cloth-bound outdoor

books listed below absolutely free of any additional ex-

pense. No extra charge for Canadian orders.

All Books unless otherwise mentioned are cloth bound
and conditions of gift include delivery to any Post

Office address in the United States or Canada.

THE TRAPPER’S GUIDE. A manual of in-

structions for capturing fur bearing animals.

By S. Newhouse and other trappers. It de-

scribes all animals which the American trap-

per is likely to meet with, tells how to trap

them and how to care for and cure their

pelts. Illustrated. Price, $1-00.

WOODCRAFT. By Nessmuk. No one ever

knew the woods better than Nessmuk or

succeeded in putting so much valuable in-

formation into the same compass. Camp
equipment, camp making, the personal kit,

camp fires, shelters, bedding, fishing, cook-

ing and kindred topics are considered. Il-

lustrated, ISO pages. $1.00.

NIGHT HUNTING. By J. E. Williams. To
those who have experienced the thrill of

hunting by night, this volume offers many
suggestions. It opens up a new field of joy
for the sportsman, unparalleled in any other
form of stalking big or little game. It tells

how and when to hunt, dogs to use, their

breeding and care. Price, $1.00.

SPORTING FIREARMS. By Horace Kephart.
This book is the result of painstaking tests

and experiments. Part I deals with the
rifle, and Part II with the shotgun. The
man seeking guidance in tile selection and
use of small firearms, as well as the ad-

vanced student, will receive an unusual
amount of assistance from this work. $1.00.

MODERN BREAKING. By W. A. Bruette.
Probably the most practical treatise ever pub-

lished on the training of setters and pointers.

It is a book well calculated to enable the

amateur to become a successful trainer and
handler. Contents cover Art of Training,

Setters vs. Pointers, Selection of Puppies,
First Lessons, Pointing Instinct, Backing,
Ranging, Retrieving, Gun Shyness, Faults

and Vices. Illustrated. Cartridge board
cover, $1.00.

NURSING vs. DOSING. By S. T. Hammond.
A most practical book on dogs and particu-

larly house dogs. Contents — Nursing,
Cleanliness, Diet, Kennel and Exercise,
Common Ailments, Diarrhoea, Convulsions,
Epilepsy, Distemper, Eczema, Ear Mange,
Colic, Worms. Illustrated, 161 pages. $1.00.

DOG TRAINING vs. BREAKING. By S. T.

Hammond. A splendid practical volume on
Dog Training to which is added a chapter of

practical instruction on the training of pet

dogs. Price, $1.00.

SMALL-MOUTHED BASS. By W. J. Loudon,
In this book Professor Louden tells the story
of his 28 years’ observation of this ever
game fish. He describes its haunts and hab-
its, how, when and where they are caught,
and gives other data of intense interest to

the angler. Price, $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM (Book Dept.)
9 E. 40th ST., NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

FOREST ™ STREAM, 9 East 40th St., New York, N. Y.

$^V00 each

^ or AS A GIFT
Both Camp Ax and Hunting Knife are made of
the finest tempered steel for Forest and Stream.
The Hunting Knife is patterned after the cele-

brated “Nessmuk” design. The Camp Ax is of a

design most popular with experienced woodsmen. The fifteen

inch handle makes a most convenient size for wearing on
the belt.

NOTE : Canadian Orders Require 50 Cents Additional

Four Dollars secures Forest and Stream for two years with

either Hunting Knife or Camp Ax with leather belt sheath

free of additional expense.
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Look Through

These Barrels

No pitting. No
metal fouling.
Just a clean
sweep of pol-

ished steel that

gives the entire

load proper di-

rection at every

shot

Pyramid Solvent

did it all with very

little human effort.

PYRAMID
SOLVENT —r,
easily dissolves smokeless

and black powder residue. It gets under

and loosens metal fouling. That’s why it

cleans all firearms so easily.

The action is purely chemical—but there’s

nothing to attack the gun metal—not even

moisture. Pyramid can be left in firearms

for a long time without danger from rust.

Pyramid Solvent is for sale

by most firearm dealers,

3 ounces in a convenient

flat can that fits the pock-

et or shooting kit, 30c

per can. If your dealer

can’t supply you, send

30c and we will send you

a can postpaid.

?re.-er\l:ng rus!

Be sure to opply 3- r '9p€

before putting arm away-

MN-ONE OIL COMPAQ

Three-in-One Oil Company
165 EZG Broadway :: New York City

After Pyramid Solvent, use

||
3-in-One Oil to prevent rust

and to lubricate.

C215

The mother hawk was soon joined by

her mate and together they continued to

circle and scream, occasionally making a

fierce, downward swoop in my direction

and passing but a few feet above me.

Their large size, broad, blunt wings and

widely spread tails convinced me that

they were Red-tails, and once or twice

by watching their quick upward flights

from me, I caught a glimpse of the rusty-

red color of the tail brightly flashing in

the sunlight.

I continued my examination of the nest

and wrote a detailed description in my
field book. It was of a miscellaneous as-

sortment of dead sticks and twigs built

very firmly into the forks of the limbs.

Upon a layer of fresh, green locust

leaves, rested three dirty white eggs,

slightly larger than hens’ eggs and promi-

scuously spotted about the large end with

dark brown. Unfortunately before I had

taken any pictures, one egg was broken

when my foot slipped and in grasping

another branch for safety, I tipped the

kodak into the nest from its resting place

on the edge. Investigating further, I

found that there were several layers of

green leaves in the bottom of the nest.

Those on the bottom were quite dry,

though yet green, showing that they had

been severed from the tree but a few

days. Judging from the contents of the

broken egg, the bird had been sitting only

three or four days and it struck me as

possible that the mother hawk might

have brought a fresh nest lining of green

leaves each day since beginning the in-

cubation. If other bird observers have

noticed a similiar instance I would like to

hear from them.

After nearly an hour in the tree I re-

turned to the ground weary but satisfied,

and we left the bird-home gently swaying

in the cool morning breeze. When we
reached the road nearly a quarter of a

mile distant, the anxious call of the

mother hawk could still be heard.

Howard K. Gloyd, Kansas.

TARPON FISHING AT
PORT ARANSAS

(CONTINUED from page 55)

Jetty, anchored the motor boat, and

tackled the sport again. That afternoon

I made a better record, getting five tar-

pon strikes and landing three big ones

—all over 6 feet long. Besides, I hung
two jackfish, securing both. In all I fished

only five hours, and landed five tarpon

and five jackfish, out of eleven tarpon

strikes and nine hung jackfish. This rec-

ord made me “high-line” for the year, no

one having landed previously more than

two tarpon in a day. No score is kept of

the jackfish, or, for that matter, of any

other fish than the tarpon
;
but there is

a special black-board for the light-tackle

fishermen’s record.

Two of the other boats scored that

day, the lady before mentioned landing

two and her companion one.

There were six or eight boats anchored

most of the day near the ends of the

jetties, their occupants fishing for jew-

fish. Half a dozen were caught, includ-

ing two or three large ones, none, how-

ever, weighing as much as 300 lbs.
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Wasn’t I sore that night! Every bone

and muscle in my body ached intensely,

and I could barely crawl around. No one

who has failed to try tarpon-fishing can

realize what strenuous work it involves,

and how it often takes a man’s last foot-

pound of energy to secure a big fish.

Before starting operations in the

morning, Charlie told me of a sportsman
whom he had rowed, who made a practice

of cutting the line when the tarpon were
too big for him, and asked me whether I

do so. This remark sounded like an in-

sinuation concerning my advancing years,

consequently I replied: “It is evident

that you are totally unacquainted with

my record at Aransas.” The only time I

had ever been guilty of cutting loose a

fish was once when I had hung a ten-foot

stingray weighing fully 300 pounds, and
when there was a big bunch of leaping

tarpon up the Pass feeding on shiners

and headed towards me. As only the

previous day I had landed one of those

brutes of the same size, I let it go without
any compunction.

I
N the evening of the 23rd, I received a

telegram from Leonard saying that he
would not arrive until Sunday, much to

my disappointment, not only because I

greatly desired his company, but also be-

cause I missed my good outfit of tackle.

Next morning four skiffs left the wharf
about eight o’clock for the fishing

grounds; and as the wind was a little

higher and the sea a little rougher than
the day before, the motor boats were an-

chored in the Pass a hundred yards or

more from the outer end of the South
Jetty. At the latter spot there was a

bunch of big tarpon waiting for us. I

saw one man hook a large one within the

jetty just as I was crossing the sub-

merged portion of it. An instant after-

wards I struck one myself, our boat being
on one side of the rocks and the fish on
the other. I soon got it headed towards
me and towed it across to the open sea,

where I struggled with it for half an hour
before bringing it to gaff. It was a broad-

bdcked, heavy, female fish a little over

6 feet in length. The long struggle from
a small boat in a choppy sea pretty nearly
exhausted my strength. Whether for that
reason or some other, I failed to land the

next four tarpon that struck, although I

played almost to a finish a heavy six-

footer that finally escaped. Incidentally,

I hung two big jack-fish and secured both.

Two other tarpon were landed that morn-
ing, none of the other sportsmen having
any better luck than I.

After securing the big tarpon, my rec-

ord was 12 strikes and 6 fish, conse-

quently I then had good hope of accom-
plishing the fifty per cent, score that I

used to try hard (and often successfully)

to maintain for each entire outing in the

years gone by; but my fiasco in subse-

quently losing four straight ruined my
chance for attaining the desired percent-

age. I claim that none but a truly-expert
tarpon-fisherman can beat or even tie a

fifty-fifty score.

^Upon reaching the hotel, much to my
disgust, I found a telegram recalling me
immediately to New Orleans; conse-

quently I quit fishing in order to attend
to business, leaving word for Leonard

“Slam-Bang!”
“They were ‘cans’—going down
the wind like blue blazes, a good
sixty yards away—and I got ’em

both. Clean hits, too.

“I tell you, there’s nothing like

Infallible or “E. C.” They’re
the hardest hitting, cleanest burn-

ing powders 1 ever shot.

HERCULES
Smokeless Shotgun

POWDERS
INFALLIBLE E-C”

“And they’re reliable—always the

same. You take no chances when
you shoot Hercules SmokeTfess

Shotgun Powders.

“Better try ’em. You can buy any
one of fourteen standard shells loaded

with Infallible or “E. C.” And the

shell you shoot is one of that fourteen.
”

HERCULES POWDEH.CO.

1009 Orange Street

Wilmington, Delaware

7te&T&trv

V.BLACK SHELLS

CUMtl

1

FOR THESE

SPECIAL OFFER
Send $2.50 for all 3 above
books and get book of 75
Special Plans, alsoppFF
Garage folder. TREE
EXTRA—“Little Bungalows,”
40 Plans, $750 to $3,000; 50c.

Money bach if not satisfied

BUNGALOW BOOKS
PLAN FUTURE HOMES
NOW WITH ECONOMY

PLANS OF
CAL1FORNIASTYLES
— noted for comfort,
beauty and adaptability

to any climate.

“Representative Cal.

Homes’'
50 Plans, $3,750 to

$12 , 000 ; $1 .

“The New Colonials’’

55 Plans, $3,000 to

$20 , 000 ; $1 .

“West Coast Bungalows’
60 Plans, $1,800 to

$4,500; $1.

E. W. STILLWELL & CO., Architects
262 California Building, Los Angeles

This Cruiser Outfit Makes Traveling a Joy
With a Cruiser Outfit on your Ford Roadster you
can make camp wherever you please— sleep high
and dry on a real mattress with a good tent over
you and do your own cooking. Not a TRAILER.
Set A— Body attachment only . . . . , S 60.00

Set B— Body with tent, folding table, mattress
and fender irons $150.00

Set O— Complete Cruiser outfit including stove,
cooking utensils, furniture, bucket and axe, S200.00

CRUISER MOTOR CAR CO.
2016 E. Johnson St. Madison, Wis.
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If
Old Point

Comfort

Preventive

treatments are logical and
consistent. Don’t wait to be

ill, adjust unpleasant condi-

tions before they become
chronic. Baths, treatments,

an equable climate, a perfectly

adjusted cuisine and a happy
environment will help to fore-

stall illness. Hotel Chamberlin

at Old Point Comfort, Virginia,

has every condition making
for re-creation. A few weeks,

or even days, may prevent long

continued disarrangement of

healthful conditions—“A stitch

in time saves nine.
ti

George F. Adams, Manager
Fortress Monroe, Virginia

NEW YORK OFFICES : Bertha Ruffner Hotel Bureau, 1270 Broadway, Cooks Tours, or

“Ask Mr. Foster’’ at any of his offices.

THERE
HE GOES

You missed—you could have had
another shot with a

/iAxm (DSilencer
Price, .22 calibre, $5.00.
Send 6c for book of humor-
ous stories by well known

/
marksmen.

MAXIM SILENCER CO.
69 HOMESTEAD AVE., HARTFORD, CONN.

35c
Postpaid

all lubrication anc

polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
In the New Perfection

Pocket Package

is a matchless combination.
Sportsmen have known it for

years. Dealers sell NYOIL at

15c. and 35c. Send us the name
of a live one who doesn’t sell

NYOIL with other necessaries

for sportsmen and we will send
yon a dAndy, handy new can
(screw top and screw tip) con-

taining 3H ounces postpaid

for 35 cents.

ffH. F. HIE, New Bedford, Mass.^

fS&'Yo
YVeedJess

Heddor.
Bait Casting Reels

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

“AsK the Fish !”

a

Jas. Heddon’s Sortsj
Dowagiac, Mich.

Colorado Teachers College
HOME Offers courses of instruc-

czti inv t ‘on correspondence,o / UU r »The GReeLEY PLAN”
known throughout the U. S. helps stu-

dents in absentia.

Ask J. G. CRABBE, President
Greeley, Colorado

that I would return as soon as possible.

I learned that I could go to Corpus
Christi by boat and get a night train for

New Orleans on the Gulf Coast Line;

hence I made the trip in that way, al-

though I had figured on having to re-

turn by the route I had travelled when
coming, viz., via San Antonio.

(To Be Continued)

ON THE FINE ART
OF FUR TRAPPING

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 63)

and seldom leaves the water courses, ex-

cept to cross to another body of water.

The mink visits every burrow, den, hole

and drift pile on its route, dives into

hollow logs and noses around snags and
doesn’t hesitate to leave the water to

chase squirrels, rabbits or partridge.
In the fall the ’coon also dabbles in the

water a lot and will be found using the

same runways and crossings utilized by
mink and otter. These animals will in-

variably cut across a point of land where
theie is a sharp bend in a stream, and
when such a trail is located the trapper
can set a trap at each end of it with a
treble chance at a catch.

The muskrat is a widely distributed

and prolific water animal. It seldom
leaves the banks of streams further than
a hundred yards, only then to feed on
some farmer’s crop. The natural food
of the ’rat is the roots of acquatic plants.

It is an abundant “sign” maker, and a
colony of ’rats will have well-worn
trails along the edges of the water and
bank. Where these trails are narrowed
by a tree, stone, or ledge of rock the
trapper makes his set. While the No. 1

trap is standard for muskrat, the mink
feeds on this animal when hungry and
other food is scarce, consequently it fol-

lows the muskrat runways and a trap
that would hold only the ’rat would not
be much of a money-maker compared
with the numbers 1% and 115. These
latter traps not only secure a high grip
on the ’rats’ leg, but they hold the mink
or ’coon that gets in them and even the
otter, provided it didn’t get a solid pull.

So the systematic trapper makes a
water set and expects it to catch any
water animal that comes along. A trap
for the medium sized animal is used,

which will hold the smaller and larger

ones as readily.

When he makes a land set he may
expect to catch a skunk, but the chances
are a ’possum will amble along first

For the land animals, including the

skunk, ’possum, civet, weasel, marten, a
bait set is the most practical because
trails in the woods are hardly discern-

ible and a proper bait attracts any of

these animals to the set.

A muskrat, chicken or bird should be
used for bait. Invariably the bait must
be placed either in a natural enclosure

of some sort or in a cubby pen. The
latter may be made with old sticks or

chunks placed in such a position as to

protect the bait from robbers and force

the animal over the trap. The pen is

usually made horseshoe shape and cov-

ered over to keep out snow, whiskey-

jacks and crows.
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AGENTS WANTED

‘TNSYDE’’ TIRES—INNER ARMOR FOR
automobile tires; prevent punctures and blowouts;

double tire mileage; liberal profits; details free.

American Accessories Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,

Dept. 81.

ANTIQUES AND CURIOS

BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE ALL SORTS

of old-time and modern firearms.^ Stephen \ an

Rensselaer, 805 Madison Aye., Kew fork City.

DECOYS

DECOYS, CALLERS—PURE BRED DUCKS.
—Wild Mallards, $4.00 pair, extra hen, $2.50;

English callers, young, $S.OO pair;
^
yearlings,

$10.00 pair, extra hen, $5.00; black Mallard, $6.00

pair, extra lien, drake, $3.50. Duck book, 2oc.

Mail draft, E. Breman Co., Danville, Illinois.

FISH FOR STOCKING

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.

Hoxie, Plymouth, Massachusetts.

SMALL-MOUTH BLACK BASS, WE HAVE
the only establishment dealing in your small-

mouth black bass commercially in the United

States. Vigorous young bass in various sizes,

ranging from advanced fry to 3 and 4 inch finger-

lings for stocking purposes. Waramaug Small-

Mouth Black Bass Hatchery. Correspondence in-

vited. Send for circulars. Address Henry W.
Beeman, New Preston, Connecticut.

FOR SALE.

FOR SALE— ‘ ‘BIRDS OF NORTH AMER-
ica,” Baird, Brewer & Ridgeway; 5 vols.; cloth;

perfect condition, $110. Address H. S. Hedges,

Charlottesville, Virginia.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION

FOR SALE—NEW 12 GAUGE ITHACA FIELD
grade, double hammerless, full choke; guaranteed

perfect; price $30. Paul Leib, Anna, Illinois.

FOR SALE—TWENTY, STANDARD MAKES,
shotguns; eight new; description and price on ap-

plication. A. M. Williams, Bradford, Pennsylvania.

KENTUCKY FLINT-LOCK RIFLES, OLD-
time pistols, revolvers and guns. Large assort-

ment; reasonable prices. Printed list free. Stephen
Van Rensselaer, 805 Madison Avenue, New York
City.

“NITRO CLUB” SHELLS; 1,000, $34.75—

12’s all loads; fresh. American Ammunition, Oak
Park, Illinois.

LIVE STOCK

DETROIT BIRD STORE, DETROIT, MICH.,
mails free Canary Book to your address. Our
specialties, pheasants, pea fowls, wild ducks, fancy

pigeons, fancy fowls, tame monkeys, cub bears,

broken rabbit hounds, ferrets, hares, cavies, An-
dreasberg roller canaries, talking parrots, pets of

all kinds. Largest bird store in America.

RAISE GIANT RABBITS FOR ME. I FUR-
nish breeders cheap, and buy all you raise at

30 to 60c per pound alive. Hundreds make big

money. Send 10c for Breeders’ Instruction Book-
let, contract price list, etc. Frank E. Cross, 6407

Ridge Street, St. Louis, Missouri.

MISCELLANEOUS

ATTRACT WILD DUCKS—PLANT WILD
celery and other attractive feeds. I specialize in

developing natural feeding grounds that attract

wild game. Write for literature. Clyde B. Ter-

rell, Dept. H-81, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

BOOKS WANTED—ADVERTISER DESIRES
to procure not more than five copies of “Gun-
craft,” by W. A. Bruette. Will pay $1.00 per

copy. In answering this advertisement please ad-

vise if you have book and do not send same un-
til notified. Address J. T. W., Box 5, Forest
and Stream, 9 East 40th St., New York City.

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ting for newspapers, magazines. Experience un-
necessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 529,
St. Louis, Missouri.

FLY TYING MATERIAL—EVERYTHING
for tying your own flies. Also anglers’ supplies.

Price list free. A. Willmarth, Roosevelt, New
York.

I PAY HIGHEST PRICE FOR MUSKRAT,
opossum, gray squirrel, skunk, etc., as I manu-
facture fur garments, saving you middleman’s
profits. Geo. McCauley, Manheim, Pennsylvania.

PRINTING PRESS WANTED.—WILL Ex-
change pedigreed Rufus Reds or New Zealands

for same. Forest City Rabbitry, 1816 West State,

Rockford, Illinois.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS; SPLEN-
did pay and expenses; travel if desired; unlimited

advancement; no age limit; three
i

months home
study; situation arranged. Prepare for perma-

nent position. Write for booklet CM 98. Stand-

ard Business Training Institute, Buffalo, New
York.

SHORT STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, ETC.,

are wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 149,

Hannibal, Missouri.

THE WAY TO GET A GOVERNMENT JOB
is through the Washington Civil Service School.

We prepare you and you get a position or we
guarantee to refund your money. Write to Earl

Hopkins, President, Washington. D. C., for book

RJ 2043, telling about government positions with

lifetime employment, short hours, sure pay, regu-

lar vacations.

WANTED—VAUX MODEL CANOE. BUILT
by Rushton. R. IV. Burger, P. O. Box 229, City

Hall Station, New York City.

WANTED—RAW FUR. WRITE OR WIRE
for prices. Will call and see you on large lots.

Have large orders for muskrats Will hold sep-

arate if requested. I have one price for each

grade only. Liberal grade. Nelson Hofsteter,

Orrville, Ohio.

PATENTS

INVENTIONS WANTED. CASH OR ROYAL-
ty for ideas. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 195, St.

Louis, Missouri.

PHOTO ACCESSORIES

MAIL US 15c WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and six velvet prints,

_

or send six

negatives any size and 15c for .
six prints, or

send 35c for one 8 x 10 mounted enlargement.

Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke Photo Finish-

ing Co., 220 Bell Avenue, Roanoke, Virginia.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

$5.00 DOWN; $5.00 MONTHLY; SIX ACRE
fruit, poultry, fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100.00; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North
Fifth, Kansas City, Kansas.

FOR SALE—AN IDEAL GAME PRESERVE
(in order to close an estate). St. Vincent’s Island,

Florida. The only perfect and complete hunting
and fishing preserve left in this country. Situated

in the Gulf, eight miles from Apalachicola, Fla.

Contains 11,290 acres. It is nine miles long, and
four miles wide, about one-half covered with

original forest, grant pines and palmetto, and
beach as fine as Ormond’s. There are five large

fresh water lakes, connected by deep creek, which
flows by manor house to sea. A dozen other ponds
afford fresh water for deer, wild boar, wild cattle,

turkey, great numbers of all species duck, and some
alligators, as well as great quantity of large and
small fish. Contains at a low estimate 1,000 deer,

200 head of cattle (wild), perhaps a thousand wild

pigs. There are a half dozen bungalows, a sulphur
water spring, a 65-foot yacht and a launch, Ford
auto, mules and milch cows go with the place.

Address R. W. Pierce, No. 663 Main Street,

Buffalo, New York.

FOR SALE—SMALL COTTAGE AND THREE
acres, Catskill Mountains; borders Delaware River

and highway; best bass fishing in State; $250;
also cottage for summer. E. Henderson, Hale
Eddy, New York.

TAXIDERMY

FUR DRESSING, TANNING, TAXIDERMY
—Ouality and prompt service; catalogue on re-

quest J. C. Mirguet Co., Inc,, 12 Ely Street,

Rochester, New York.

TRAPPERS SUPPLIES

CATCH FOXES ON SNOW.—NO WONDER-
ful baits or absurd arrangements. A new, com-
mon-sense method used by an experienced long-

line fox-trapper. Absolutely on the level. The
only sure way. Sent promptjy, $1.00. J. A.

Chamberlin, East Wolfeboro, New Hampshire.

TRAPPERS' POISON—GOES’ LIQUID POI-
son capsules kills animals on spot. Goes’ luring

bait attracts them. Fourteenth season in mar-
ket. Free circulars when this paper is men-
tioned. Edmund Goes, Station C, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

TRAPPERS—SEND FOR BIG ILLUSTRATED
catalogue of traps and supplies. We will save

you money. Raw furs bought. Barr-\\ iglit Co.,

Inc., 14 Oxford Street, Boston, Mass.; 60 State

Street, Bangor, Maine; Athens, Michigan. Ad-
dress nearest office.

WOLF SCENT THAT GIVES RESULTS; NO
other ever d'd for me. Attract many other ani-

mals also. Bottle, $2.00. Charles Brown, Wolf
Trapper, Wilbur, Wash.

WILD RICE

GUARANTEED GERMINABLE WILD RICE
seed. Write Robert C. Campbell, Keene, Ontario.

DOGS
In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some

disinterested third person or with this of

fice with the understanding that it is not

to be transferred until the dog has been

received and found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALES

AIREDALES — HUNTERS, SHOW DOGS,
pups, grown stock, all ages. Whitcomb, The Aire-

dale Man, Kingsport, Tennessee.

AIREDALE TERRIERS — MATRONS AND
grown dogs. Several litters of puppies. Finest

pedigreed. A litter whelped, July 28 out of

Hickory’s Sire. Ch. Abbey King No-bbler. Cor-

respondence invited. Grayling Kennels, Louise

P. Gray, Prop., R. R. No. 2, Grand Rapids, Mich-

igan.

AIREDALE TERRIERS WANTED—MALE
or female, young or grown. Whole litters or

bitches in heat or whelp. Must be healthy, thor-

oughbred and priced sensible. Can use any num-
ber. A. Kennel, Bound Brook, New Jersey.

AIDEDALE TERRIERS WANTED. PUPPIES
and grown stock, either sex. Must be healthy,

thoroughbred, reasonable. Give full particulars.

If you wish to buy an Airedale, write for our
sales list. Airedale Exchange, Box M, La Rue,
Ohio.

“LIONHEART AIREDALES ARE SOME
airedales,” writes a government hunter from Len-
nox, Idaho. Another “professional” in Nevada
ordered a Lionheart airedale, then another, and
has come back for his third. The professionals
carry no dead timber. Our puppies have made
good from Alberta to Old Mexico, as hunters, re-

trievers, stock dogs, watchdogs, companions for
men, women and children. A few puppies usually
for sale, rich in the blood of champions, “fit to
show and bred to hunt.” Lionheart Kennels,
Box 1412, Anaconda, Montana.

COLLIES

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.
The Shomont, Monticello, Iowa.

GUN DOGS

BROKEN POINTERS, PEDIGREED AND
not; also setters not pedigreed; state which is

wanted. Birds killed over them each day in
Florida. H. H. McGovney, Washington Court
House, Ohio.

FOR SALE—A LARGE LIVER AND WHITE
pointer, whelped June, 1916; price $75. Have
shot over him two years. Reason for selling, too
fine haired for our briary country. Correspond-
ence invited. Henry W. Wilson, Clarion, Penn-
sylvania.

HUNTING DOGS—RABBIT HOUNDS, FOX
hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, squirrel, bear, deer
dogs, setters, pointers, farm, pet dogs. Browns
Kennels, York, Pennsylvania.

(Dogs, continued, page 93.J
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Mr. Fisherman
By all means send for a

300 illustrations
BIG FISHING
SECTION, with
chapters on Bird Life,

j

copy today of our big 500 page Golf and other inter-

GUIDE OF SOUTH FLORIDA esting topics.

RINALDI PRINTERY Tampa - Florida 50C. Pafd

NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in allkinds of Fish and Came All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
f
nC^ Fslong. also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-foundlmd ay there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting canbe secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustratedBooklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent,
Reul Newfoundland Company, St. John’s, New Foundland

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy to handle nc leaks or repairs; check as baggage, carry by
hand; safe for family; all sizes; non-sinkable ; stronger than wood;
used by U. S. and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize at
Chicago and St. Louis World's Fairs. We fit. our boats for Outboard
Motors. Catalog.
King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 428 Harrison St.. Kalamazoo. Mich.

PRACTICAL EXTERIOR BALLISTICS
for

HUNTERS and RIFLEMEN
by

J. R, Bevis, M.Sc., Ph.D, and Jno A.
Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S.

The Most Practical Up-to-the-minute Book
published on the subject; scientific, yet
clear and simple.
Do your own figuring, and have the sat-

isfaction of knowing that you are absolute-
ly right. All necessary tables.
Every problem that comes up in the life

of every rifle man and hunter is worked
out according to formula, so that the reader
may see exactly how to do it. Everything in
ballistics is solved. Be your own authority.

Cloth, illustrated, 196 pages,
$1.25 postpaid

BEVIS & DONOVAN
Phoenix Bldg. Butte, Montana

MEAD

NINE MONTHS TO PAY
Immediate possession on our lib-®

<eral Easy Monthly Payment plan
—the most liberal terms ever offered «

on a high grade bicycle.
FACTORY TO RIDER prices save

you money. We make our bicycles
in our own new model factory and 1

sell direct to you. We put real
•quality in them and our bicycles
must satisfy you.
44 STYLES, colors, and sizes to

choose from inour famous RANGER
.line. Send for big beautiful catalog.
Many parents advance the first

payment and energetic boys by odd
.jobs — paper routes, delivery for
stores, etc., make the bicycle earn
money to meet the small monthly Payments.
DELIVERED FREE on Approval and 30 DAYS

TRIAL. " Select the bicycle you want and terms '

thatsuit you—cash or easy payments.
TIDCC lamps, horns, wheels, sundries and parts for all
I HILv bicycles—at half usualprices. SEND NO MONEY
hut write today for the big new catalog, prices and terms.

CYCLE COMPANY
Dept. H234 Chicago

—Sale Army Goods

—

Purchased from Quartermasters Dept.
Offered at prices far below government cost

All New Goods—No reclaimed or
renovated

A FEW SPECIALS
Blankets. 0. D.. 66 x 84 $8.00
Leather Jerkins, wool, cloth lined 7.00
Array Officers’ Raincoats 8.50 and 10.00
Army Socks, 35c pair, 3 pairs for 1.00
All-Wool Underwear, garment 2.50
Hip Rubber Boots 7 00
Army Style 0. D. Shirts 3.50Army Heavy Wool Socks, pair | 00Army Jersey Knit Khaki Gloves ’.75
Herman’s U. S. Army Shoes 8 85
Overseas Caps l’oo

Send 6c postage for Catalog “N-12”
Hundreds of other articles

k 37 West 125th St.. New York City

Senior and Junior camps for girls, under 20, Roxbury,
Vt. Famous for fine saddle horses, FREE RIDING
and thorough instruction in horsemansh p. Teela-
Wooket is a three hundred acre “Wonderland" in the
heart of the Green Mountains, with athletic fields,
clay tennis courts, sleeping bungalows, and a private
pond for swimming and water sports. Write for a
booklet with the stories and pictures of camp life at
Teela-Wooket.

MR. & MRS. C. A. ROYS, 10 Bowdoin St., Cambridge, Mass.

Belle Isle
A real Military and Naval Camp for boys (12 to
20) on salt water. Real staff—Real equipment
and Real training.

Send for Booklet.

Address MAJOR W. H. PARKER, TJ. S. Marine
Corp., Ret.,

Belle Isle Camp Portsmouth, N. H.

CAMP ALLEGRO
SILVER LAKE, N. H.

At the gateway of the White Mountains. Moun-
tain climbing a specialty. Water sports. Motor
boat. Best of tennis courts. Music. Dramatics.
Moderate fee. Booklet.

MRS. BLANCHE CARSTENS
523 Washington St. Brookline, Mass.

Raise Hares for Us
Immense profits quickly and easily
made. We furnish stock, and pay
$2.00 to $3.00 each, also expressage
when 3 mo. old. Contract, booklets,
etc., 10. Nothing Free. TH ORSON
RABBIT CO., Dept. 7, Aurora, Colo.

I Sets up either wit!
or without car. Pr jvides e

r - steel spring:, sagless bee
, . ..... waterproof tent.

Co^25^LarimerSLDenver,

„ J „
MOTORCYCLE BARGAINS

Send -c stamp today for Holiday list of guarantee
rebuilt motorcycles. All makes—Harley, Thor, Exce
sior, Indian, Reading Standard, singles or twins. Beth
buys than new' . Save half on your motorcycle.

THE WESTERN SUPPLIES CO.
380 HAYUTIN BLDG. DENVER, COLC

Wrestling Book FREE
Be an expert wrestler. Learn at borne by mail
Wonderful lessons prepared byworld'a champions
Farmer Burns and Frank Gotch. Free book
tells you how Secret holds, blocks and tricks re-vealed. Don t delay^ Be strong, healthy. Handle
big men with ease. Write for free book. State ageFarmer Burns,! 62 Ramge Bldg, . Omaha, Neb.

Most any sort of animal is apt to

travel a secluded land animal trail and
for this reason the trapper takes the pre-
caution to set a large trap. The trap
for this purpose is a double spring No. 3,

which will hold the fox or ’coon. Every
precaution against leaving human odor
or give-away signs should be taken, for
one never knows just what will blunder
along the trail. The trap may be set for
a ’coon, which would not scare at the
smell of rusty iron, but an otter is likely

to take a short cut across land and meet
up with the way-laying trap. If the
trap has been properly set and clogged
so the animal cannot get a steady pull, it

will get the wariest and strongest ani-
mals.

It is the study of these peculiar habits
of the fur bearers and attention to de-
tails and precautionary matters that
make for successful trapping. He who
sets a trap carelessly for the skunk just
because this particular animal is a
dummy will never get a maximum num-
ber of catches. Any animal is apt to
occasionally get off its beat. I once
crossed an otter trail in the deep woods
several miles from water. Although a
semi-water animal, the otter often
crossed from one body of water to an-
other, and at such times is apt to blun-
der into a fisher or fox trap.

Again I have caught the fisher and
lynx, land animals, in traps set in the
water for mink. Once I caught a fox on
a sand bar a hundred yards from shore,
which was unusual and remarkable, con-
sidering the “killer” set for this animal
is one specially designed so the fox steps
on the camouflaged trap in the effort to
keep its feet dry while reaching for the
bait pinned further out in the water!

THE correct use of scent baits for
fur bearers is a science. The trap-
per must know the habits of the

fur bearers as well as a mother knows
her child to intelligently use scents.
Their logical use is a profitable asset to
the trapper; their ignorant use a detri-

ment.

During the early months of the year
fur bearers are traveling more than at
any other period. At this time they are
able to procure plenty of natural food,
and for this reason blind sets made in

trails and dens are more satisfactory.
Unless bait sets are skillfully made, the
bait appears suspicious to the animal.
Few trappers know how to use a bait in

the right way.
Many animals have the habit of cach-

ing the remaining portion of a kill.

Other animals will rob these caches
when the opportunity is offered. Some
animals are parasital in this respect,
depending almost exclusively for a liv-

ing on the caches of preying animals.
Now an animal’s cache is usually hid-
den, or at least placed on the ground in
an isolated spot, certainly never sus-
pended on the end of a stick as bait
is customarily exposed by the amateur
trapper. Lightly cover your bait with
leaves and leave it to the animal’s keen
sense of smell to ferret out the lure.
The covering has the further advantage
of preventing birds from stealing the
bait, since they depend on sight. If the
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On the trap line

bait is in an enclosed cubby pen there

is no need to cover it.

One of the best bait sets used by pro-

fessional trappers for fox and fisher is

to pin the bait to a snag on a tree

trunk, just above the jumping reach of

the animal. The logic in this set is

that the animal keeps its eye on the

bait, nose in air and thus doesn’t dis-

cover the hidden trap on the ground

under the bait. It is reasonable for the

animal to suppose a bird has cached the

bait, or a tree-climbing animal lost it in

ascending. The position of this set is to

be preferred to one on the ground, for

the animals mentioned, because the bait

can be seen and smelled further, and

the animal will make several jumps to

reach it, thus assuring a sprung trap.
' Blind sets work better for the com-

mon fur bearers until heavy snow falls,

when they will be forced to take bait.

The trap should be set in a trail or

other place where the animal will be

sure to tread the pan in an unsuspecting

moment.
When baits are used, it is advisable

to use a scent that will attract the ani-

mal to the set. If the weather is not

freezing, a fresh, bloody bait for car-

nivorous animals is better when used

alone. If the weather is cold enough to

freeze meat there will be no perceptible

odor to attract the animal, hence the

reason for using a scent. If the bait

is a fish, the logical scent to use is fish

oil. The rotted flesh of house cats,

muskrats and skunks are often used,

especially for fox. It will also attract

other fur bearers. 'Most fur animals
will eat, and some prefer, tainted meat.
To the rotted flesh should be added a
few drops of skunk musk and the scent

glands of several muskrats. This con-

coction is perhaps the best universal at-

• tractor scent-bait in use.

After January, a scent bait that con-

In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some

disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not to

be transferred until the dog has been re-

ceived and found to be satisfactory.

REGISTERED QUAIL DOGS.—THREE HIGH-
class shooting dogs, 2 pointers, 1 Llewellyn setter,

all three year9 old. Fast, snappy, wide ranging

hunters; stanch, steady, nice retrievers and
thoroughly experienced, $250 each. Brace two-

year old pointers, medium range, stanch on point,

back, and nice retrievers, $200 each, $375 brace.

Brace high-class pointer and setter bitch, well bred

and no better brood bitches anywhere. Fast and
snappy, and very stylish. Good retrievers, $175

each. Also pointer and Llewellyn bitch, three-

years old, just bred. Both are finished shooting

dogs, $200 each. This litter of pups ought to

pay for them. Ten other dogs, all finished and
guaranteed. Harmon Sommerville, Amite, Lou-

isiana.

THE BLUE GRASS FARM KENNELS OF
Berry, Ky., offer for sale setters and pointers, fox

and cat hounds, wolf and deer hounds, coon and
opossum hounds, varmint and rabbit hounds, bear

and lion hounds, also airedale terriers. All dogs
shipped on trial, purchaser alone to judge the

quality. Satisfaction guaranteed or money re-

funded. Sixty-eight page, highly illustrated, in-

teresting and instructive catalogue for 10c in

stamps or coin.

YOUNG FOX HOUNDS, THOROUGHLY
trained on rabbits, started on fox, $25 each. Ivan
Carrel, Buchanan, Michigan.

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

1440 E. 63rd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

FISHERMEN—Razor sharp hooks; hooks 'em every time

Hones your hooks razor sharp in a jiffy; doubles your
catch; made of CARBORUNDUM and lasts for years.
“GET READY" now for the 1920 season by buying a
HOOK-HONEI today and dressing up the hook points
on all your lures. Perfection II. H., 4 in. long, 75c.;
Junior, 3% in., 50c.; nifty leather case, 35c.; if your
local dealer cannot supply you send direct. Sold by
Abercrombie & Fitch Co., New York—Wilson & Co., Chi-
cago—Maxwell Hardware Co., Oakland, Cal.—Collister &
Sayle Co., Cleveland—Murta-Appleton & Co., Philadel-
phia—Lou J. Eppinger Co., Detroit—Bourne & Bond,
Louisville—Mermod-Hill Co., St. Louis—Johnston's, 639
Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh—and all other first-class tackle
dealers.
The Columbus Specialty Co., Dept. M., Columbus, Ohio

FOR SNOW-TIME JOY
The Great Sport of Skiing is open to

everyone who enjoys the outdoors.

Interesting Catalog Free

NORTHLAND SKI MFG. CO.
Ellis and Hampden Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

MISCELLANEOUS

DOGS FOR SALE—SHEPHERDS, COLLIES.
ratters, bull dogs and rabbit hounds. G. W. Brug-
ger, Clyde, Ohio.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.
Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur.
Illinois.

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE.
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-
lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. 1\, Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, American Fox Hounds, Lion, Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly-
illustrated catalogue, 5<f stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Kentucky.

THOROUGHBRED PIGEONS, SPANIELS.
fox terriers. Perry, 7115 S. Halsted St., Chicago.
Illinois.

SALE OR. EXCHANGE

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—SCOTTISH
terrier dog pup, six months old; all papers, for bull

dog, setter, pointer pup. Dr. M. Nighbert, Pitts-
field, 111.

SPANIELS

COCKER SPANIELS, HIGHEST QUALITY
English and American strains; hunting, attractive
auto and family dogs; puppies, males, $20; fe-

males, $10. Obo Cocker Kennels, “Englewood,"
Denver, Colorado.

WANTED TO PURCHASE

AIREDALE PUPPIES WANTED — GIVE:
price, description and full particulars. Will also-

contract for future delivery. P. H. Sprague,
Maywood, Illinois.

J. KANNOFSKY
Practical

Glass Blower

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani-
mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of beads and skulls
for furriers and taxidermists.

363 CANAL STREET NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream”

THE

Mackensen Game Park
Bob White
Pheasants

Partridges

Quail

Wild
Turkeys

Deer
Rabbits

Peafowl
Cranes

Swan
Ornamental

Geese
and Ducks

Foxes
Raccoons

Game Bird and Fancy Bird Eggs Sold in Season

Everything in wild animals, game, fancy-

birds for parks, menageries, private pre-

serves and collections of fancy fowl.

I also buy all kinds of animals and birds.

WM. J. MACKENSEN, Naturalist
YARDLEY, PA.

WESTMINSTER KENNEL CLUB
Forty-fourth Annual

DOG SHOW
Grand Central Palace, New York,

February 11, 12, 13, 14, 1920

ENTRIES CLOSE JANUARY 21ST
For premium lists and information, apply

George W. Gall, Supt., IS E. 41st St., New Yorlc
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“Made As Only

SPRATT’S
Know How f i

The outstanding qualities of the out-
standing dog food—their wholesome
tastiness, their delightful crispness,

the unvarying quality of their “Meat
Fibrine” and cereal constituents—all

are covered by “Made as only Spratt’s

know how!”

In the sixty years they have been manufactured,

ODD ATT’C D(>G CAKES AND
OiivAl i O PUPPY BISCUITS
have achieved world-wide recognition as the one perfect health-giving and
health-sustaining food for dogs, and today, wherever the canine race is found
there “Spratt’s” is a household name and “X” a sign denoting perfection in its

class of manufacture.

Spratt’s Trade Mark “X” exists for your protection. Satisfaction follows the
simple precaution of seeing it on every purchase of dog foods you make.

Write for samples and send 2 c stamp for catalogue “Dog Culture.”

SPRATT’S PATENT (AMERICA) LIMITED, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Dent's'Condition Pills
A marvelous ionic for do:<s that are all out of sons, run down, thin and urunnuy,
with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing to

equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating diseases. You will notice

tin difference after a few doses.

ZltfS&Ten*’ THE dent medicine company New
?s

r

rl
h
nto
Ne
c
wa^a

A prac.ical treatise on dogs and their training (60 pages fully illustrated), mailed for
10c. to all customers.

The Wilbur shotgun peep sight will revolutionize

wing shooting: no excuse for missing: game birds or

clay fords. Patented and perfected by an old trap

and field shooter. Teaches the art of wing shooting:

will increase the score of the trap shooter: corrects

the faults of old shooters: shows how to lead your
birds: compels proper handling of gun: puts the

shooter down on his gun where he belongs; proves

the correct fitting of your gun.
Made of blued steel, clamps instantly and rigidly

on breech of barrels. Fast enough for use in snap
shooting. Has two openings with center post for

alignment with ordinary sight at end of barrels.

Any object seen by the shooter through this sight

when trigger is pulled, is DEAD — as such object

must be at the time in shot pattern when gun is

discharged. On quartering birds lead is shown ab-

solutely— NO GUESS WORK.
MADE IN 12 and 20-GAUGE ONLY. Not made

for single-barrel or pump guns.

Price, postpaid, $2.50. with full instructions in

the art of wing shooting.
Write for “Treatise Wing Shooting Made Easy.”

WILBUR GUN SIGHT
116 West 39th St.. Room 140, New York City, N. Y.

Is This Worth the Price ?
Stop your dog breaking shot and wing.

Teach him what whoa! means. No long

trailing rope or spike collar. Our field

dog control is not cruel. Can be carried

in pocket and attached instantly to dog’s

collar. Dog can’t bolt. Fast dogs can be

worked in close and young ones field

broken in a week. Works automatically

— principal South American Bolas. Sent
postpaid with full directions for $2 . Testi-

monials and booklet, Making a Meat Dog,
sent on request.

MAPLE ROAD KENNELS
NEW PRESTON, CONN.

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS
A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel. 29-M

DARROW’S STEEL BOATS
Seventeen styles, eighty sizes, up to twenty-four

feet in length, including light, medium and heavy
duty Motorboats, Outboard Motor Specials, Row-
boats, D'uckboats, Canoes and our WORLD
FAMOUS SECTIONAL BOATS. Write for Cat-
alogue and prices.

F. H. DARROW STEEL BOAT CO.,
611 Erie Street ALBION, MICH.

Always a few Airedales, Puppies and Grown Stock
of America's Best Blood that we are "proud to owu
and not ashamed to sell." Prices reasonable and
correspondence a pleasure. Generally a good brood
matron or two.

SoDak Kennels
Tyndall, So. Dak.

ACCURATE
SHOOTERS SUPPLIES

T. T. Pierce

GUNS
AMMUNITION
GUN WORK

258 W. 34th 5>x.,

Arms and Ammunition Expert
New York City.

tains the generative organs of the female
animal being trapped is the greatest
lure. The advantage of this attractor is

that more males are taken than females,
thus assuring propagation stock for the

next year. At this time of the year
the males are great travelers, covering
miles of territory in a night, while the
females stay even closer than usual to

their dens. Most trappers employ the
musk of various animals as a base, or

the organs may simply be preserved in

alcohol.

Summing up, the art of trapping is

not in being able to skillfully secrete a
trap in a set designed for the animal’s
undoings, but in having a logical reason
for placing the trap in the manner and
location used.

JAMES ALEXANDER
HENSHALL

(continued from page 67)

“That’s what the court-martial did not
find out,” he replied.

“Johnnie,” I resumed, “do you remem-
ber the advice I gave you four years ago
to keep out of the Southern army; and
said that you were pursuing a shadow?”

“Yes,” he answered, “I remember very

well; but I am more of a rebel now than

I was then; I have enlisted for the war,

and I will stick to the end if I am not

hung.”
He exhibited some anger when I sug-

gested that he would do better by taking

the oath of allegiance and play quits.

He was the same old lovable Johnnie;

once having decided on a course nothing

could swerve him from it, right or wrong.
After a little general conversation I

left him with a heavy heart, and as I

turned to go, caught a glimpse of the

garrison flag within sight of which we
had so often fished as boys, and clasping

his hand, I pointed to Old Glory proudly

waving from the mast-head. I think he

understood, for as he turned to go I saw
his chin quiver, and a tear glistened on

his eyelid, as with bent head he entered

the prison door.

It may be as well to say, before dis-

missing Johnnie from this narrative,

which I do reluctantly, that shortly

afterward he was transferred to a mili-

tary prison at the capes of the Chesa-
peake, where he remained until the close

of the war. The next, and last time

that I saw Johnnie was in New York
City soon after the war. But he was not

the old light-hearted debonair Johnnie.

He was quiet, reserved and lacked ani-

mation. He thought the world had played

him false, though he did not complain; he

had played the game and lost, but did not

repine; he was a good quitter.

His story was a sad one. He served

his time with the Maryland Guard, and
when arrested in Baltimore as a spy, he

was a lieutenant in Colonel Moseby’s cav-

alry that operated along the Potomac.

He was sent to Baltimore to solicit funds

to purchase horses, and was fairly suc-

cessful, having collected some Five thou-

sand dollars, which he deposited in a

Baltimore bank, subject to his order.

When he was finally released from
prison he found that his rascally broth-
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er-in-law had defrauded him of his share

in the family estate. He tried to return

the money he had collected, but the do-

nators would not take it back, but ad-

vised him to keep it. He invested the

money in a factory making fine-cut chew-

ing tobacco, which appeared to be doing

well. He was the sales manager, and

while on a selling trip his partner sold

out the concern, collected what money he

could and decamped for parts unknown.

Completely discouraged he made his way
to New York City, where he was mana-

ger and steward for a southern club. He
acknowledged that he might have done

better if he had followed my advice, but

he had no regrets to offer. He did his

duty as he saw it, and was proud to

think he had done his best in a lost

cause. I had a good dinner at his club,

where we exchanged experiences. I

never saw him again. He informed me
that our old comrade Andrew was killed

at Chancellorsville, and that Robert, a

captain in the Union Volunteers, was
killed at Gettysburg. We had a sad

parting. He refused to go west with

me, and died a few years later. Poor

Johnnie.

S
OON after General Robert E. Lee

surrendered his small army of less

than thirty thousand troops to Gen-

eral Grant, under the Appomattox apple

tree, on April 9, 1865. I returned to

Cincinnati and re-opened my old office.

For several days I noticed a squad of

soldiers, with a prisoner, passing my of-

fice. It seemed to me that I had seen

the prisoner somewhere before, but could

not recall the time or place. One day he

stepped into the office while the guard re-

mained outside. As soon as he removed

his hat and spoke I recognized him as

the officer with the red fez in the Morgan

fight at Cynthiana. I said as much to

him, when he exclaimed:

“My word! Were you there? It was

the hottest scrimmage I was ever in; I

was hit four times!”

“Possibly you were winged by me, for

I shot four loads of buckshot at you as

you galloped furiously through the

streets,” I remarked sententiously.

He then told me that he was an Eng-

lishman, a soldier of fortune, had been

an officer in the Turkish army, and had

been in several revolutions in South

America and was sixty years old. He
said he was being confined in McLean
Barracks, which was very damp, caus-

ing a recurrence of his chronic rheuma-

tism, and wished me to prescribe for him.

I gave him a prescription to be filled at

the drug store at the corner, remarking:

“These pills are not so drastic as those

leaden ones I gave you at Cynthiana, but

they are more suited to your present

condition,” but lacking humor, he could

not see the joke.

A few days later he called again, and

said he was much better, and thought he

would be entirely well in a few days,

when he hoped to be acquitted. He was
quite garrulous. His name, he said, was
Colonel St. George Leger Grenfell, and
he was being tried before Judge-Advo-
cate Holt for being concerned in a con-

spiracy to effect the escape of the Con-

federate prisoners from Camp Douglas,

near Chicago; but he was as innocent of

the charge as an unborn babe.

He volunteered the information that

when he saw that the cause of the Con-

federacy was a lost one, he got out in

good time, went to Washington City and

divulged to the Government all that he

knew of the Confederate plans. He then

went to St. Louis, he said, where he met

General Marmaduke, and they were mak-

ing arrangements for a buffalo hunt on

the plains when they were arrested in

connection with the Chicago conspiracy,

of which he again assured me he was

entirely innocent. I could not forbear

saying:

“I believe you are guilty. A man who
would desert his cause at the last minute,

and deliberately give it away to the en-

emy is unworthy of belief. I almost wish

that my buckshot at Cynthiana had been

more effective.”

He seemed quite angry, got up in a

huff and said:

“My word! If your advice and medi-

cine are no better than your sympathy,

sir, I want no more of them!” and

stalked out, but forgot to pay his bill.

I was glad to be rid of him at any price.

He was convicted of the charge for

which he was tried, and sent to the penal

station at the Dry Tortugas in Florida.

During the winter of 1889-90 I had

charge of a scientific expedition to the

Gulf Coast of Florida with the U. S. F.

C. Schooner Grampus. I had occasion

to visit the Dry Tortugas group of keys,

and one day at Gardiner Key I strolled

through Fort Jefferson. I saw the cell

or room in which Colonel St. George Le-

ger Grenfell had been confined, the walls

of which had been liberally decorated

with his name and certain sentiments

and outpouring of his pent-up spirit.

I also saw the cell in which Doctor

Mudd, of Maryland, had been confined

for setting the fractured leg of Jack

Booth after he had assasinated Presi-

dent Lincoln. The unjust punishment of

Dr. Mudd was a cruel, shameful and

scandalous act, a travesty of justice, per-

petrated on an innocent man, who had

simply performed his professional duty

as a physician, and emulated the exam-
ple of the Good Samaritan in the cause

of suffering humanity. It was a vile po-

litical act, unworthy the sanction of a

victorious nation.

SKINNING AND STRETCHING FURS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 73)

flesh side if it can be avoided. In an

emergency, such as breaking camp with

fresh .skins on hand, spread them out

and rub the flesh side well with table

salt, then fold or roll up, fur inside, but

spread out to air and dry at first oppor-

tunity

Trappers generally skin their catch as

it is made along their lines, turn the

skins fur out so dirt will not stick to

them, and carry in bag or pack to camp
where they are stretched in the evening.

Remove skins from stretchers when
dry enongh to hold their shape well and
hang in loose bunches in a cool dry place.

Using wire to hang by will prevent dam-
age from mice. In packing, lay flat and
tie in neat bales.

Your Fur Skins

Tanned and Dressed
Ladies’ and Men's Fur Coats.

Scarfs, Muffs. Fur Rugs. Etc.,

made to order from your own eaten

or from furs you buy cheap from

trappers, cost much less than the

same articles purchased ready-made.

We own and operate the large-t fur

tanning and dressing plant in the

West and are espe-ially prepurod to

reduce consumer cost on furs by this

direct handling—"from catch to fac-

tory and back to you.’

BEAUTIFUL FUR FRFF
CATALOG r rX-L-1-

Its 16 pages, richly illustrated, tell exactly

what you want to know about styles of

furs, cost of tanning and dressing, cost

of making various furs. rugs. etc. Send

for this catalog today. It s Free.

JONAS BROS., Ind'furrHH
1019 Broadway DENVER, COLO.

Branch: Livingston, Mont.

FIX THAT PUNCTURE
IN ONE MINUTE

f MARBLE’S
r

That puncture can be in a rubber or leather
'

boot or shoe, a canvas boat, a hot water bag. or any ar-

ticle of rubber—and in less than a minute you can have it
1

fixed up snug and tight, absolutely water-proof with

" " “ EZY-QUICK
REPAIRERS

No cement used. Cannot come off. Cannot hurt the I

foot. The two plates are concave. Lower plate has a[
k
threaded pivot, which projects thru hole in upper plate |
,
and the two are held tightly together by a flush nut.

j

Metal key, furnished with each Repairer, is used ,

to tighten up the plates. 3 sizes: K inch diamet- [
er, 10c; 1 inch, 15c; 1 x l 3/i inch, 20c.

Catalog of Marble's Specialties
for Sportsmen free upon

request

.

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.

526 Delta Ave. Gladstone, Mich.

REVEILLE LEATHER LEGGINGS
FOR ALL OUTDOOR USES

In Styles and Leathers

V' ’

-J'
‘

I

•

• gA 1

For the Motorist, Sports-

man, Equestrian, Police and
Others.

f
1

vv| j

Dealers should get our cat-

alog, buy and make satis-

fied customers.

Ta
If not carried by your deal-

er, write direct to

REVEILLE LEGGING CO.
LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS

J. WESTERN WARNER’S
(DUDE RANCH)

summer resort is located on the Kootenai River in

the Cabinet Range of the Rocky Mountains in

Montana and affords some of the best fishing and
hunting in the West.
Good saddle horses and fine trails and roads,

every mile a pleasure, private cabins and tents,

board and saddle horse by day or month. Spring
bear hunting a specialty all other big game in

season. Write to

J. WESTERN WARNER. HUNTER and GUIDE

LIBBY, MONT.
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Thousands of anglers a** over tne United

States have had many a fine day’s sport

because of this man’s devotion to the

quality of their tackle. Perhaps you

have never met him—but his intelli-

gence and patience have invisibly con-

tributed to your pleasure. He has been

serving you through Abbey & Imbrie

for 30 years.

You can
'
1

1 have a Centenniel

without quality. This is

our 100th \ear

The Tackle
of Century-Proven Quality

There is a fine sense of security, a deep and abiding-

satisfaction, in the knowledge that the Abbey & Imbrie
tackle which you recognize as the market’s best today first

estaolished its supremacy back in the period when Fulton was
astounding the world with the daddy of all steamboats on the

historic Hudson River.

<J No weakness escapes Time. Only dominant merit, vigi-

lantly maintained, can stand the test. So the Abbey & Imbrie
record of a century’s successful service to anglers—as indicated

by this Centennial year—is the strongest guarantee of quality

you can possibly have when buying tackle.

<]] The Abbey & Imbrie Centennial tackle line is in keeping
with the importance of the occasion. It is broader than ever,

featured by several new Centennial tackle originations of char-

acteristic Abbey & Imbrie value and so arranged that it covers

every imaginable need of anglers. Needless to say, the century-

old standard of quality is scrupulously retained—and always

will be kept in its high place.

CJ When you see the Abbey & Imbrie trademark remember
that it stands for one hundred years of tackle reliability, of pro-

gressive designing, of cumulative knowledge, of pride and
affectionate interest; that it is the sign of aline which has never

disappointed an angler—and which never will.

ABBEY IMBRIE
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Here’s a splendid opportunity to secure large colored reproductions of the magnificent paintings that

have been used by FOREST AND STREAM for covers.
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A BEAR HUNT ON THE CLEARWATER
SEARCHING FOR GRIZZLIES ALONG ONE OF THE TRIBUTARIES OF THE STIKINE
RIVER IN BRITISH COLUMBIA DURING THE SPRING OF NINETEEN NINETEEN

THE story of my experiences during
a spring bear hunt appeared in the

April, 1919, Forest and Stream.
This hunt was in British Columbia, along

the Stikine river and one of its tribu-

taries, during the month of May, 1918.

It was to again enjoy that experience,

as nearly as possible, that I undertook

a similar trip the succeeding spring.

Forest and Stream has asked for an
account of it. So here it is.

I reached Wrangell, Alaska on May
fourth. There I was detained until the

eleventh by a few of those unexpected

circumstances, which sometimes haunt
one in a hurry. This delay was not en-

tirely without its pleasurable incidents,

but had I been as well posted about the

points of interest in that vicinity, as at

present, idle time would certainly have
been put to a more profitable use.

One of these unknown points of in-

terest was the Le Conte Glacier. A small

boat makes daily trips to this glacier to

get ice for the salmon canneries. This

glacier is more active than it has been

for years and is one of the very few
active glaciers along the coast. Until

another opportun-

ity is presented to

see this wonderful
river of ice dis-

charging its mass-
es into the sea, the

failure to see it

will be a regret.

However, the run
of king salmon had
been on about two
weeks and trolling

was the chief oc-

cupation of the

fishing population.

These fishermen go
out every morning
early and troll for

four or five hours.

In the evening
they repeat the

process. Their
catch is sold to the

Contents copyright, 1920, by

By ARTHUR H. BANNON

cannery depots on the dock at from nine

to eleven cents a pound, according to the
quality of the fish. It is no uncommon
thing for a fisherman, with a single hand
line, to make in one day from thirty to

forty dollars.

A trapper, who was spending some of

his idle time at the village hotel, was
persuaded to take me trolling. We land-

ed a forty-one pound salmon. It was the
largest fish thus far brought in. But do
not think that forty-one pounds is any-
thing like the limit of the weight of these
fish. One weighing over eighty pounds
was landed shortly afterwards. It is re-

ported that the record king salmon for
that locality weighed one hundred and
nine pounds. To the local fishermen,
working for their living, trolling is not
sport so when they hook one of these
game fish they only triflle with him long
enough to get him within reach of the
gaff hook.

Up the Stikine

L
OW water and ice kept navigation of

the Stikine river closed until the
eleventh. Then, with Arthur B.

Conover as a companion, I started up the

river. We left the boundary between the

United States and British Columbia in

an eighteen foot Peterboro canoe, to

which was attached an outboard motor.
Although the purpose of the motor was
to propel the boat, occasionally a paddle,

a pole, and some muscle oil had to be
brought to its aid. Six days were spent
in driving up this swift and tortuous

stream.

We caught a few Dolly Varden trout at

our camp sites, and found them very good
to eat, in spite of the fact that at

Wrangell we had feasted on the superior

king .salmon for several days. We saw
many wild geese, but very few wild duck.

There were tracks of moose and bear

along the bars in many places, but the

noise of our motor was quite sufficient

notice of our presence.

We did, however, see two black bears

on the last two days of our journey up
the river. One of them we fully expected

to get. He was within range, not over

two hundred yards away. I was in the

boat close to the main land. A narrow
stretch of water and a small island lay

between the bear and the boat. There
was no brush or

cover to conceal

him. He was walk-
ing unconcernedly
up a little grassy
bank not twenty
yards from the

water’s edge. The
surroundings did

not indicate that he
had the slightest

chance of escaping
without being shot

at. But as I stepped
out of the boat, to

avoid its motion,
the bear disap-

peared into a little

draw along the
foot of the moun-
tain. This draw
had hitherto re-

mained unnoticed.Conover and the largest grizzly killed on the trip

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
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I did not see him again, although I

walked up quite near to the place where
he was last seen, with the full expecta-
tion of seeing him come into view at any
moment. My companion saw him later,

high up on the face of the mountain, al-

most directly above us. There was a

very small ravine which ran up the
mountain side at this point and connected
with the draw at the bottom. It was by
this means that he must have made his

escape. I believe that he did not see us.

The next day we saw another black

bear feeding among the bushes high up
on the mountain, along the base of which
the river ran. But as we approached
within range, and came near to a point

immediately under him, he could not be

seen for the intervening trees. It would
have been useless to stalk him, by climb-

ing straight up, on account of the noise

one would necessarily make in going
through the brush. After watching a lit-

tle while for him to show himself of his

own accord, which he did not do, we gave
him up.

On the morning of our arrival at my
companion’s home, a black bear appeared

on the opposite side of the river, but as I

had taken my gun and was wandering
about looking for bear elsewhere I did not

see him.

We did not grieve over the loss of these

black bears for black bears were not what
we were seeking. We were after grizzlies

and from the nature of the country

through which we were traveling it

looked as though we would soon come
across the object of our search.

lieve that we could have made him take

notice had we done so.

The morning of the third day we spent

rambling about the bars and sloughs.

The captain showed me where he had
trapped a wolverine a few months before.

In his efforts to break away from the

trap, the animal had gnawed off saplings

from two to three inches in diameter
every where within reach of the six foot

trap chain.

The First Grizzly

AFTER dinner my eyes were feeling

the effects of the reflection of the

bright sun on the water, so I laid

down in the tent to rest a while. But my

waited for him to approach nearer, for he

was still about two hundred yards away,
but after a few steps in our direction he
turned abruptly to his right. As he was
about to enter the brush I fired. He
sank in his tracks, turned partly around
and laid quiet for a moment. But soon

he showed enough life to raise half way
up, facing us. Another shot in the breast

and he was dead. He turned out to be

a full grown, finely furred grizzly, of

about four hundred pounds weight, and
of an attractive light brown color. The
distance of the shot was one hundred and
seventy-eight measured steps.

In order to avoid the camp work in-

Beaver cuttings along the Clearwater River

Another view of the big bear

WE spent the next two days ascend-
ing the Clearwater river. I walked
ahead along the bars where I could

watch for bears while my companion
dragged, poled and paddled the canoe up
the fast water.
The first day’s work included dragging

the canoe, with its three hundred and
fifty pounds of burden, over nine separate
rapids. These rapids varied in length

from two hundred yards to a quarter of

a mile and made the going very hard
indeed. We saw another black bear feed-

ing on the side of a hill not far from the

river. But we did not go out of our way
to disturb him, although I sincerely be-

rest was short, for soon my companion
called to me, “Come quick and look.” A
grizzly bear was coming down the river

directly towards the tent but about five

hundred yards away. We watched him
and he turned to our left into the head of

a dry thoroughfare. A patch of cotton

woods and willows now concealed him so

we at once took a gun and slipped across

the bar and through the cotton woods to

the lower end of the thoroughfare where
we expected to meet him.

After a few minutes the bear came in

sight, walking leisurely along the willows

which fringed the thoroughfare, on the

opposite side from us. I took aim and

cident to properly preserving this skin,

we dropped down the river during the

next day to my friend’s home and left

the skin. The return was made the fol-

lowing day. We missed nothing by this

movement, for the hunting was as good

coming and going on the river as any-

where. The boat was light and the labor

was not severe.

The next two days were spent bucking
the swift water on the way to our in-

tended permanent camp and to the site

we had enjoyed so much a year before.

This camp was within fourteen miles of

a lake that is the source of the Clear-

water and at the foot of the Pacific coast

divide on the eastern side. It is a most
beautiful location from every point of

view.

Another Black Bear

A NOTHER chance at a black bear
presented itself on the way up but,

as usual, he out-generaled us. He
was feeding at the water’s edge, on the

opposite side of the river, and some dis-

tance up stream. Instead of stopping

where we were, and taking a shot at him
from the nearest point of vantage on the

shore, we tried to cross to the side of the

river on which he was walking in order
to make a sure thing of it. While mak-
ing this move, and when we were about
two hundred and fifty yards away, the

bear stepped out of sight. A most un-
accommodating bear.

A sand storm kept us at our permanent
camp during our first day there. The
winds seemed to come from all directions

at the same time in this locality. This is
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due to the locations of the mountain peaks.

Although the situation of our tent, on a

bench above the river in a little cove

among the heavy spruce timber, protected

us from annoyance by the wind, whirl-

winds of sand and dust were in evidence

practically all day long. This may seem

queer in a place where there was also

plenty of snow and where everything

seemed so wet. But a few minutes of

sunshine dries the sand and these whirl-

winds do the rest.

We were located at a good fishing hole

and had a mess of trout every day. The

meat of these fish, caught in the cold

glacial stream, is just a little more firm

than that of the fish caught lower down.

get a better view. He said that the bear

got up on his hind legs and executed some

bear like antics, of rather doubtful pur-

port,* before taking to the brush. How-

ever, he did not act as though he had been

hit. I hurried back to my companion s

point of view, in order to get another

shot, but was too late. The bear had dis-

appeared. I have always contended that

if this bear had been killed, and a stop

had been made to skin him, we would not

have realized on the event which followed.

Two Grizzlies

AS it was not yet eight in the eve-

ning, and still quite light, we pro-

ceeded up the river about a mile.

There we sighted two grizzlies coming

The distance across the river was not

great at this point so if they came down
the opposite bank they would present

an easy target. After waiting a reason-

able length of time for the bears to pass

us, we concluded that they had gone

down an old bed of the river, or slough,

which ran parallel with the river

through the willows. My companion

knew that this slough joined the river

about a mile below us and therefore

advised that we drop down the river in

the boat. As the bears were working

down the river we would meet them
either coming down the river or down
the slough.

With this idea in mind, we soon found

ourselves settled on a most ideal spot

for the work in hand. Imagine a little

mossy bank, under a spruce tree, the

branches of which hung down in front

of us like a screen, with loop holes for

our eyes and rifle. We were sure of a

shot if the bears came from either di-

rection.

Soon one of them appeared, about one

hundred and fifty yards distant, walk-

ing down the slough towards us. We
let him come on, hoping to see his com-

panion and have them both in view be-

fore shooting. All at once the bear in

sight jumped back behind the bushes on

the left side of the slough. He then

raised up on his hind legs, as though in

play. What he was playing with we
could not see, for the bushes concealed

all of him except his hind legs and the

lower half of Ris back. He was appar-

ently struggling with something, which

turned out to be the other bear. Soon

More Grizzlies

I

N the evening, after the wind died

down, we went out to reconnoiter and

soon came upon the tracks of three

grizzly bears. They had apparently been

walking together and abreast. Their

tracks were all about the same size. These

tracks were observed several times during

our stay at this camp. As they always

seemed to be in the same relation to

each other, it appeared as though the

three were travelling together. We called

them the “Three Musketeers.” Notwith-

standing our loud challenge, time and

again, to come out in the open and fight

it out on their own terms, we were never

able to make them show themselves. We
tried hard enough, and followed their

tracks as far as possible, every time we

found them. But so far as we now know

they are still marching three abreast.

While passing a little opening in the

willows on our left the captain sighted

a grizzly watching us at not over one hun-

dred and fifty yards away. He called

my attention to him, for I was walking

about forty yards in advance. Looking in

the direction indicated I could only see the

bear’s head and neck outlined through the

brush. I shot carefully, but whether the

bullet was deflected by the brush, which

was fifty yards nearer the bear than I

was, or whether I made a clean miss, I

do not know. At any rate, I saw no more

of the bear except a sort of a shadow

dance behind the willows.

My companion saw him after the shot,

and called to me to come where I could

down the river on our side. They were

about seven or eight hundred yards away

and just leaving the lower end of the

next bar above us and entering the

brush along a cut bank. I hastened to

meet them, expecting they would follow

the edge of the river down to the head

of the bar on which we were. My com-

panion cautioned me, however, not to get

too close to the brush and that we would

have a better chance if we watched them

from the other side of the river. Ac-

cordingly, we crossed the river in the

canoe and waited for them to come down

on the opposite side out of the brush.

he was either knocked down or severely

cuffed and dodged out into the open.

The Monster Grizzly

I

F fortune had given me a full view of

both bears, thus playing or scuffling

together, I would have shot one of

them. The wounded one would then

have immediately attacked his compan-

ion. This would have given ample time

to kill both. But luck was not with me
and the playfully inclined bear, as

though disappointed with the encounter,

changed his course directly across the

slough and started to enter the brush.
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I had the sight on his shoulder and
pulled the trigger, but the gun mis-
fired. I threw out the shell, but too late.
He had disappeared in the brush.
Almost immediately, the other bear,

which was recognized at once as a mon-
ster bear, appeared coming almost di-
rectly towards us, but a little to our
right. He acted as though he still had
a notion to follow the bear in the brush.
He advanced but a few steps, almost di-
rectly towards us, when I shot him and
he fell dead in his tracks. The bullet
struck the middle of his neck just in
front of his shoulder and ranged back.
He did not even turn over. Nor did the
field glasses disclose that he struggled
in death. The distance was about one
hundred and forty-five yards. We wait-
ed a while to see if the other bear would
come out to see what had become of his
companion, but without results.
As the bear was unusually large, my

companion applied the steel tape while
I recorded the following measurements:
Hind foot, without the claws, length,

14% inches, width, 7% inches; front
foot, length, 11 inches, width, 8% inches;
circumference of neck, measured on the
outside, but tight, 42 inches

; length from
tip to tip of ears, 19 inches; from tip of
nose to a point midway between the ears,
17 inches. The skinned carcass from
tip of the nose to the tail measured 7
feet. The skull bene measured 15% in-
ches in length. The skin, stretched to
dry, filled a frame 10 feet long and 9
feet wide.

A rubber coat was thrown over him,
to scare away the prowlers of the night,
and we left him until morning.

The Last Grizzly

O N our way back the next morning
to remove the hide we surprised
another bear asleep on a sand bar.

I slipped out of the canoe and opened
fire on him at a distance of about two
hundred and fifty yards. At the first
shot he executed a queer movement with-
out rising. He raised his nose high in
the air, and twisted his head around like

a dog bothered by a buzzing bee. Be-
lieving him fatally hit, no haste was
made to shoot a second time, but he soon
fooled me and jumped up full of life.

He whirled and started for the brush.
I shot again. This time he doubled up
and went partly down, but recovered and
ran into the brush before I could get an-
other shot.

My companion shot just before he dis-
appeared, but missed. We moved up to
a point on the river, opposite to where
the bear had gone into the brush, and
saw some bushes shaking. This betrayed
his presence. We now crossed the river
to his side. Advancing far enough apart
to protect each other, the bear was soon
started. We both saw him and fired.
He went down into a sitting position
looking at us, whereupon, much to my
companion’s just disapproval, I shot him
in the face, and spoiled his skull.

This bear was a three-year-old grizzly,
light in color and very well furred.
Skinning him was play compared with
the job we had with the big one. Skin-
ning the latter was a tough task. Ima-
gine skinning a seven or eight hundred
pound hog, that is so old and thin that
you have to whittle the skin off by in-
ches, and you have some idea of the fun
we had with the big bear. We both
worked hard and got the big one skinned
in two and three-quarters hours, but it

was simply a whittling job. The skin
would not peel off anywhere.

Down the Clearwater

W E now had enough bear shooting
to satisfy us for a while. After
spending two days drying these

skins, taking photographs and wander-
ing along the headwaters of this beauti-
ful river, sometimes a distance of seven
or eight miles, just to see what lies be-
yond, we dropped back down to the
mouth of the Clearwater. The journey
down stream took us but five hours and
a half, while the coming up had required
almost five days. Floating down stream
was a delight to me, although it kept
the captain busy steering us through the

best channels. Fifty miles in five and
one-half hours in a canoe, now gliding
through quiet pools, under cut banks
and overhanging trees, now along smooth
sand bars, or plunging over rapids filled
with curlers, that looked down on us
and sprinkled us liberally as we flew by,
will forever be one of my pleasant mem-
ories.

It was a splendid opportunity to see a
bear for we moved so swiftly and so
quietly. But no bears were seen. We
spent a day at Captain Conover’s home
cabin and then started down the Stikine
for Wrangell. Some stiff up-river winds
made the floating slow. We passed
through stretches of country still cov-
ered with snow, and others green with

i

the advancing verdure of spring. These
apparently inconsistent conditions are
produced by the winds which either
sweep up the river from the warm ocean
or come over the mountains from the cold
glaciers. Of course, we tried to locate
our camps where the ground was clear
from snow.

Our first camp was at Barley Cache,
a camp site named by the gold seekers
of 1898. While at this camp it rained
and the wind blew very disagreeably for
two days. We waited in the hope that
the weather would clear and allow us to
visit and photograph the glaciers in the
neighborhood. But we were doomed to
disappointment. The rainy season on
the Stikine was on in earnest. The year
before the weather at this point was per-
fect and the views fine, but my camera
was out of commission. This time I had
a Graflex in good working order, but
the weather was against me. The gla-
ciers were grinding away, and the snow
slides were rolling. Though it rained
and the wind blew, that did not stop us
from visiting the glaciers. These gla-
ciers are more and more interesting ev-
ery time I see them.
After waiting two days for fair wea-

ther it was decided to return to civiliza-
tion. The Hazel B No. 3, the gas boat

(continued on page 144)

Looking north in the canyon of the Stikine River which leads into the far-famed hunting grounds of Cassiar
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THE PROTECTION OF ALASKA GAME
SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE GAME LAWS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION
IN VIEW OF SOME

I

HAVE read in the February number
of “Outdoor Life” an editorial advo-

cating a reduction of the bag limit on

game permitted under the present Alaska

law. Mr. J. A. McGuire, the proprietor

of this journal, is the foremost game pro-

tector of the West, and for the persistent

far seeing ideas of game conservation

which he has constantly pushed in his

magazine, he deserves the grateful rec-

ognition and thanks of all who are in-

terested in the subject. With his pur-

pose of better conserving Alaska game I

am in entire sympathy and I sincerely

hope that my following remarks on the

subject will not be misunderstood.

After giving reasons and suggestions

for the reducing of the bag limit in

Alaska, the editorial goes on to say:

“With the hearty co-operation of sports-

men, sportsmen’s organizations, and the

officials of Yukon Territory and Alaska,

we hope to see put thru very soon laws

providing for the relief mentioned.”

This causes me to suggest that the quo-

tation in italics very well illustrates

what, during the last two years of dis-

cussion about Alaska game laws, has

been the greatest difficulty in establish-

ing any basis for a common understand-

ing, because like most of the other writ-

ers who discuss this subject the writer

of this editorial seems wholly to fail to

realize the significance of, and the prac-

tice under, a wise provision of the pres-

ent Alaska law.

To reduce the bag limit—so far as

Alaska is concerned—it is not necessary,

as suggested, to put through a new law.

A provision in the present law permits

the Secretary of Agriculture at any time

to reduce the bag limit or to make a

close season on any game, or to restrict

in any way the privileges granted by
the law. This provision does not, how-
ever permit him to relax any feature of

the law. If the people of Alaska, or the

Governor, desire to have the bag limit

reduced, they have only to give good rea-

sons and make the request and the Secre-

tary will act accordingly. Thus far he
has not failed to do so after every re-

quest for restrictions from the Alaskans.
The remarks in the editorial as to the

inadvisability of granting hunting li-

censes to those who have the time and
money to shoot in both Yukon Territory

and in Alaska the same .season, or on
the contrary, of permitting licenses for

such purpose should the bag limits be re-

duced, may be quite sound in so far as

the plan relates to the regions along the

International Boundary line, particularly

the White River region. But it is very
questionable whether this plan should be
applied to other regions, which I believe

should be treated quite independently
both by Alaska and by Yukon Territory.

There is no good reason why a sports-

man, if he can afford it, should not get

CHANGES WHICH HAVE R

By CHARLES SHELDON

An Alaska sheep hunter

his legal bag limit of game in one sea-

son both in any part of Alaska and also

in the widely separated localities of Yu-
kon Territory like those of the Upper
MacMillan, Pelly, and Stuart Rivers, or

the Ogilvie Rockies. The game of such
widely separated areas in the Yukon has
no more relation to that in Alaska, than
has the game of Florida to that of Ore-
gon. Such being the case, it would be
unwise to attempt to withdraw the
possible economic gains which the ex-

penditures of sportsmen might bring to

both countries in one season.

I

REGRET very much to have observed
during the last two years a growing
feeling on the part of Alaskans, voiced

by the Governor, antagonistic to outside
sportsmen. I believe that this has been
caused by a lack of co-operation on the
part of both Alaskans and outsiders to

meet, discuss, and consider broadly the
whole aspect and significance of the
problems of game protection.

I know very well that Alaskans feel

that outsiders should have nothing to do
with Alaska game conservation, which
they believe is purely a question to be
considered and settled by themselves, and
therefore they resent the intrusion of
outside influence. It is also clear to me
that this feeling has developed because
most of the Alaskans have been isolated

at a distance from the wide game pro-
tective movements in the States, and they
have been so absorbed in developing their
country that they are not familiar with

BEEN PROPOSED

the growth and spirit of game protection

as it has developed elsewhere in America.
They do not realize that the movement
exisits throughout the United States and
that it is active in both Federal and
State regulation, and that the extension

of its influence to Alaska is nothing ex-

ceptional, but is only the same practice

which has been growing for many years.

The influence has been very real and ef-

fective, and most of the States once held

an attitude exactly similar to that now
existing in Alaska. Long ago the activ-

ities of the game protection movement
naturally centered in those organizations

composed of citizens who were most in-

terested in the game, and who were will-

ing to work for its conservation, name-
ly, Sportsmen’s Organizations. Through
them the various movements were co-or-

dinated. For many years throughout the

States these organizations have been
active in promoting progressive game
protective legislation, and practically all

the good laws, both State and Federal,
have been enacted owing to their influ-

ence. These organizations obtained their

influence by studying the problems and
by arousing the public interest in behalf
of sound ideas of game conservation.

When either good or bad legislation

is proposed, State or Federal, at once
Sportsmen’s Organizations are called

upon for support or opposition. It would
be a mistake, however, to believe that
the comparatively few members of these
organizations are the real force which is

effective. They only have influence in

proportion as they represent the major-
ity of citizens who support their ideas
and principles and who entrust to them
the leadership.

I am sure that it could be made clear

to the Alaskans that outside interest in

their game is not, as they suppose, mere-
ly the selfish interest of the few mem-
bers of Sportsmen’s Clubs especially se-

lecting the game of Alaska for protection
because it is abundant and provides good
sport. The interest in Alaska game is

only a part of the whole game conserva-
tion movement supported generally by all

our citizens, and Alaska is included in

the movement just in the same way that
every individual State is included in it.

It is only natural that because of the
abundance of game in Alaska much in-

terest in it centers there where laws are
made by United States citizens, who feel

the responsibility for them, through Con-
gress.

I

N the States a proportion of the people
feel an aesthetic interest in the game.

I thoroughly believe that like propor-
tion of Alaskans have the same feeling.

But I also know that appeals to them
to preserve their game on this grounu
alone will be wasted, if they think that

(continued on page 158)
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SOME POINTS ON FLORIDA HUNTING
THE METHODS OF GETTING INTO THE GAME FIELDS AND THE OUTFITS USED

ARE QUITE DIFFERENT FROM THOSE IN VOGUE IN MANY OTHER PLACES

W HILE we read a great deal con-

cerning the hunting grounds in

various parts of this country, we
do not often read of those in Florida.

Of course, there is no comparison to

be made between Florida game and the

game found in such places as the Cas-

siar, and other noted haunts of America’s

biggest game. However, to the hunter in

quest of both good sport and a variety of

edible game, the Florida hunting grounds

afford excellent opportunities. In the

great expanse of Big Cypress Swamp
country, bordering the Everglades, and

in many other places offering both breed-

ing grounds and protection, there may be

found a variety of game, which, though

not big game in the true sense of the

word, is big enough and crafty enough
to furnish plenty of excitement and sport

for the hunter, and a supply of meat
hard to surpass for eating purposes, as

well.

While hunting down there is done

along the same general lines as elsewhere,

on account of the nature of the country,

the climate, and for various other rea-

sons, the methods of hunting game, the

methods of getting into the hunting coun-

try and the outfits used are quite differ-

ent from those employed in many other

places. Instead of packing outfits in on

pack horses, on the hunter’s back, or by
canoe, the single wagon and a couple of

ponies usually furnishes the means of

transportation. This means that reduc-

tion in weight of each item carried need

not be looked after so closely as under

different conditions, and means that you

will be spared many of the hardships ex-

perienced when packing your outfit on

your back.

The white-tail deer is Florida’s most
prized game. However, as all hunters

are aware of the fine sport to be had
through hunting it, there is not much use

in discoursing very much on the subject.

But it suffices to say that it is very hard

to outwit at times and will always keep

you interested.

Second to the deer comes the wild

turkey—the noblest and most wily of

American game birds. It is plentiful in

some parts of Florida, and, as its haunts

are in some of the most inaccessible

places in the state, it should always be

fairly plentiful. It would greatly in-

crease if the game laws were properly

enforced.

B
EAR are to be found down there,

but they are a hard quarry to find

as they haunt the most out of the

way places in the dense swamps. When
you go after them you have your work
cut out for you. Swamp country and
semi-tropical heat combine to make the

pursuit something not to be scoffed at.

Panther may also be found, but they

are rather scarce and, if anything, are

By W. N. GARL1NGTON

A Florida deer hunter

harder to find than bear. They, too,

frequent the swamp country and keep to

it pretty well. Last fall, when going into

the Lee County hunting grounds, I

stopped at the home of a Cracker in order

to see the pelt from one just recently

killed by a cattle hunter. It was a fine

skin and a very large one.

Bob-cats are frequently run across

when hunting deer and turkey. Every

time I have been into the Big Cypress

country someone of the party has killed

one or more of these animals. Of course

they are of no particular value to the

hunter other than furnishing a small hide

for a trophy and affording him the sat-

isfaction of killing it. However, when-

ever one of them is killed it means a few

more turkeys, as they are very fond of

turkey meat and play havoc with the

half grown ones. Here is an example of

their fondness for turkey meat: In the

fall of 1916 Abraham Lincoln, a Seminole

Indian, with our party, stalked three

young gobblers with a couple of hens

feeding along on a burn. He crept to

within 50 yards of them and killed one

with his rifle and broke the wing of

another as it ran off. He pursued the

wounded one in a vain effort to secure it

before it gained a nearby swamp and
escaped. When he returned for the gob-

bler he had killed he ran right onto one

of these animals sneaking up on it and
put three 303 bullets into it before it

would give up the ghost. It was a rusty

old “Tom”—about the largest I ever saw,

and was certainly audacious and tough.

In addition to the game mentioned

there is an abundance of quail, snipe,

doves, squirrels and some minor varieties.

T HE deer and turkey country is so

thickly covered with swamps, high

palmetto, brush, bushes and water

that it is next to impossible to track deer

as you do in the North. Of course in

the bare spots and around the borders

of cypress heads and strands their tracks

are readily discernible, but you do not

follow them far before they disappear

from view in the palmetto or water.

Therefore, practically every hunting

party carries one or more slow trail deer

dogs. These dogs may be hounds, but

more often they are terriers or half

breed mongrels possessing a keen sense

of smell.

Using a dog for slow trail work is not

to be confounded with using a dog to

chase deer. It is entirely different and
is not at all unsportsmanlike. In fact, it

may be compared with using a dog to

hunt quail. The method of procedure is

as follows: The dog has a collar around
its neck to which is attached a stout leash

of about 15 feet in length. The hunter,

or the guide, as the case may be, ties the

other end around his waist. The dog
always takes the lead and coming across

the trail of a deer at once follows and
will stay with it until the deer is jumped
or the hunter gives it up. Sometimes the

deer is found lying up in the palmetto

a few hundred yards away; sometimes a

mile or so away, and at other times trav-

els so far, or goes into some swampy
place and cannot be found

;
in which case

it must be given up and a fresh try made
elsewhere.

If the wind is right the hunter is able

at times to approach to within thirty

yards of the animal before it jumps, and
when it does jump it offers a bounding,

running shot as it tears off through the

woods. Sometimes it will jump when the

hunter is a hundred yards or more dis-

tant. It depends upon the wind, and
whether or not the animal has been re-

cently frightened, as to how close you

can approach one.

It is best to have a slow trailer, broken

sj it will not bark on the trail. If it does

the deer will be frightened and will get

away before offering a chance for a

shot. A dog of small stature is to be

preferred for this work, as a big, heavy
dog, such as the hound, will tire a per-

son half way to exhaustion through con-

tinual tugging at the leash. Further-

more, in case the leash should give way
and the dog get loose, the small dog will

be far less likely to run a deer down
than would be the case with a hound.
The best slow trailer I ever saw was

a little terrier bitch. She was so thor-

oughly broken and obedient that she did

not need to be tied. She was as wise to

the deer trailing game as a crack bird

dog is to handling quail. It is remark-
able how proficiently a dog can be trained

in slow trail work, and still more re-
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markable that some of the worst look-

ing mongrels make such good ones for

the work. To look at them you would
think that they were only capable of

eating their bellies full and then going

to sleep.

I prefer still-hunting deer to any
other method of hunting them. When
conditions are right they feed outside

the cypress heads early in the morning
and late in the afternoon. You have to

be very quick in spotting them, as you
are usually pretty close when you locate

them, and they seem to possess an un-

canny way of discovering you just about

the time you discover them. As they

are practically always close to dense

cover it takes but a few jumps to put

them out of sight and to safety.

I

OBTAIN the greatest satisfaction

from the bagging of a fine turkey.

They are a wily bird and are fre-

quently more than a match for the

hunter in a battle of wits, with the re-

sult that ofttimes just when you feel

certain of bagging one it will turn the

tables on you and get away. However,
if you are fortunate enough to hunt with
an “old master” turkey hunter, and
there are such to be found, you
will surely win success. I have always
been fortunate, when hunting turkeys,

in having a guide who was a past master
in the art—it is an art, and the result

has been that I have always succeeded
in making a good bag of the big birds.

The young turkeys are easy to bag, but
with the wise old boys it is a different

story.

There are various ways of hunting
turkeys. You can roost them of an
afternoon and shoot them from their

perches just after daylight the follow-

ing morning
;
you can stalk them as they

feed along on a burn, obtaining long
shots with the rifle

;
you can conceal your-

self in some good spot alongside a burn,
or on the burn itself, and wait for them
to come out to feed

;
you can conceal your-

self in some likely place and yelp them
within range, or you can just hunt
through localities where they are known
to range and trust to luck to get a shot.

For the pure sport and excitement of
the game I would rather stalk them as

they feed along on a burn than hunt
them in any other way, shooting them
with a rifle, using full jacket bullets.

In this kind of hunting you experience
an element of excitement which does
not enter into the other methods of

hunting them, yelping possibly except-
ed. Especially is this true if the burn
is a large one and there is but little cover
for you to avail yourself of. Where the
cover is heavy it is an easy job. Other-
wise, it becomes necessary to do lots of
crawling and wriggling along close to

the ground—Indian fashion—and if you
have some distance to cover in this man-
ner you will find that it is not the easiest

thing in the world, and that you will

arrive at your chosen shooting point
with your breath all gone and your heart
pounding like a trip hammer.

I well remember the first stalk I par-
ticipated in. There were 5 young gob-
blers feeding serenely along when we

There is some satisfaction in bagging a
wild turkey

discovered them from a distance of about

500 yards. The first 200 yards were
easily covered, but the next 200 were only

covered after we had done all kinds of

crawling and wriggling through the

grass and low palmetto. I had to shoot

at about 100 yards, and not having a

full jacket bullet handy I had to use

a soft point, which made it necessary to

shoot at the juncture of neck and body;

otherwise, the bird would have been

ruined. Fortunately, my rifle had a set

trigger and I had a fine place for a rest

when I shot. The result was that I

planted my bullet .just where I wanted
it, and had a fine 14 pound gobbler to

show for my efforts.

I

T behooves the Florida hunter to have

both rifle and shotgun along. Let the

guide carry whichever you do not.

Deer, bear, bob-cats and turkeys roam
the same woods, and you are just as

likely to run across a deer when after

turkeys and vice versa. Turkeys are

usually passed up until the venison sup-

ply is secured, unless they are located

close to camp. When you have satisfied

your craving for venison, Bre’r Turkey
becomes the object of your hunt and adds
the finishing touch to your trip. If pos-

sible, it is well to defer the killing of

your turkeys until the very last part of

your stay in the woods. They are hard
to keep fresh, and no one wishes to kill

a turkey and have it go bad in camp, or

to take one home that is not fresh.

A rather novel way of hunting turkeys
which has been vouched for by more
than one reliable guide, but which is not
often indulged in, is as follows: Go out
early in the morning just before the
“gobbling season,” or mating time. The
old ones are evidently somewhat giddy
and lovelorn at this stage of the game,
and will sit on their perch for an hour
after sunrise and gobble loudly at any
noise resounding throughout the woods.
Therefore, when the old “Cracker” hears
an old gobbler gobbling just after day-
break, he grabs his gun and a club and
lays a course toward the sound. A
couple of hard raps with the club on a
fallen log will produce a hollow, boom-
ing, which resounds loudly through the
woods and will cause Mr. Gobbler to

gobble more, thereby keeping the hunter
on the right course. This procedure is

kept up until the hunter is close enough
to the place where Mr. Gobbler sits on
his perch to allow him to locate the quar-
ry. Then it is up to him to successfully

conclude the stalk or suffer disappoint-

ment.

I am very, fond of shooting small
feathered game, such as quail, doves,

snipe, etc., and for this work I use a
twenty-gauge double barrel hammerless
shotgun, as do many of my friends and
acquaintances. The “twenty” is a de-

light to handle on account of its light

weight, and if the shooter can point it

right it will fill the old game bag a

readily as the big “twelve.”

My idea of a “twenty” is one measur-
ing to the following specifications

:

Weight, 5% pounds; length of stock

from rear trigger position, 13% inches;

drop at butt, 3 inches
;
length of barrels,

28 inches; boring for quail: right—im-

proved cylinder, left—improved modified

;

boring for doves, snipe and other birds:

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 159)
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FURNITURE FOR THE SUMMER CAMP
HOW TO ARRANGE AND FURNISH THE TENT SO THAT IT WILL BE
AS COMFORTABLE AND WELL-EQUIPPED AS ANY SUMMER HOTEL

By LIEUT. WARREN H. MILLER. U. S. N. R.

W E all take our go-light trips, in

which a short stay in the woods,

or the hurly-burly of a canoe trip,

makes a strenuous fortnight of travel

and adventure, but, in these days of ex-

travagant hotel rates, another form of

camping-out—t h e permanent cam p

—

presses urgently upon those of us whose
pocketbooks make the summer vacation a

pressing problem. While the go-light

trip outfit will give reasonable comfort

for a week or so, its devotees generally

rush screaming for a razor and a bathtub

at the end thereof, vowing “never again”

to become the victim of insects, grime,

cuts, bruises and general hard feeling un-

der the name of sport. But they go
again, just the same!—We all do!

But, suppose your stay in the woods is

not to be a matter of a week or so, but

a month or more? And suppose you have
the family and children along? Your
loyal madam will put up with possibly

a week of the wear and tear of camping-
out, but, sooner or later, her feminine in-

stincts assert themselves on the score of

comfort and cleanliness. Now, as this is

sure to take place before the end of the

first week of camping, and you have
prospects of a month or more of it, the

mid-summer permanent camp, of which
this article treats, must be planned to be

as comfortable and well-equipped as any
hotel you could afford. For, be assured

that even within commuting distance of

any large city, as New York or Philadel-

phia, there are thousands of woodsy
spots within an hour by train from your
business, where you can set up your tent

and leave the family for the 8:05 train,

in as wild a spot as you chose, returning

to them on the 5:20 to enjoy the week-
ends and evenings with them. Many al-

ready possess a bungalow or camp, to

which they return year after year. To
adventurous spirits this soon palls, or

else the fishing becomes poor there, and
the best solution of all seems to be an
adequate wall tent or canvas house, prop-

erly furnished and equipped for an all-

summer stay.

F
OR a man, his wife and, say, two
children, I have found that the so-

called Maine camp arrangement is

the best. It consists of two separate

walls, placed side by side, with an inter-

val of some ten feet between, and over

the “Maine” camp

this interval is spread an ample fly, with
a rock fireplace at the back and properly
screened against insects. This middle
space is the living room, as it were, of

the camp, with the two tents for sleeping

quarters, the 7' x O' or even the
7' x 7' being amply large enough, and the
smaller the better. I prefer, however, the

7' x 9', for this leaves a bit of room for
hanging clothes and establishing some
sort of a bureau and wash-stand at the
end of the cots. It is well worth while to
have a gauze window in both front and
back .side walls of these tents, each pro-
tected by canvas shades, which are guyed
out to form awnings in fine weather and
roped in tight during storms. One, then,
is more in touch with the world of nature
in the forest, and avoids the collection
of dampness at night exhaling from the
duff below, and, most important of all,

these windows keep the tent cool and
breezy by day, disposing of the well-
known tendency of tents to turn them-
selves into sweat-boxes when Sir Sun is

shining mightily.

Neither of these tents need floors, but
I prefer that they should have sod-cloths,
for the ability of insects to get in under
the edges of a tent without sod-cloths,

—

and hunt up the inmates and dine upon
them—is unbelievable. For a floor, the
best is a mat of spruce or balsam browse
a few inches deep. Leaf mould soon be-
comes pulverized and dirty, so that walk-
ing on it is a penance, but the spruce
browse is fragrant and lasting, and an
occasional renewal keeps it fresh and
firm under foot.

To erect these tents, we assume that
you have decided to leave your poles and
ridge rafter at home, to avoid unman-
ageable baggage, and so you will cut a
pair of shears in the forest of long bal-

sam or pine poles for each end of each

tent. Setting these up, a long pole is

next laid in the shears joining both
tents, and on this is stretched the fly

which connects the two. This gives you
the structure for the whole camp, cut

right in the woods, where nearly every-

thing you need should be secured. For
camping in hardwood forests, a thicket

Lay-out of a summer camp for four persons
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of young maples will give you plenty of

long, slender, straight poles for the same
purpose. A pair of them should be lashed

on the shears along both sides of the

tents, to which to fasten out the wall

guy-ropes. It saves a multitude of pegs,

and much tripping.

As to the site of the Maine Camp, a

cleared, level spot on a point is by far

the best in the North Woods, where there

are seven distinct kinds of biting in-

Eating table and stool

sects; in the Pennsylvania, New York
and New England hardwood forests,

where the mosquito is the only pest, any
good spot on the lake side, reasonably
near a spring, will answer.

HAVING set up our two tents and
their fly between, how will we fur-

nish them for a summer’s stay? For
sleeping arrangements 1 do not believe

that you can beat the folding canvas
camp cot, in the long run. Two kinds
come to mind, the one with wooden legs

and a pole frame stretching the canvas,
2' 4" wide by 6' 6" long, weighing about
fourteen pounds

;
and a lower and lighter

one, weighing but eleven pounds, with the

legs joined by a steel framework which
holds the legs rigidly upright, and col-

lapses to a single bundle with a shove of

the hand. Both cots are comfortable,

and sold for $3.50 and $4.50 each before
the war, but their price has risen to five

and six dollars since. We will need four
of them for the two tents, and, as they
are designed to rest their feet on a level

floor, it behoves the camper to get a series

of flat stones and bed them to a level line

on his tent floor, to form solid rests for
the feet of the cot. If out of true, it will

rack the cot, and its life will be much
shorter, if set up any old way and the
feet allowed to find their own resting
places.

Another thing that I discovered, long
ago, about canvas camp cots is that they
simply must have some sort of a mat-
tress underneath one, or they will be cold,

even on a June or August night. A set

of muslin or ticking bags 27" x 78", car-

ried along and filled with a few inches
of browse or dead leaves will answer.
Without them you will surely sleep cold.

Pillows are another necessity for a per-

manent camp. A little, comfortable one
of feathers, say 14 inches square, is

enough, and a set of them will take up lit-

tle room. As to bedding, we have found
it more economical to leave the house
blankets at home and provide, instead,
four sleeping bags made of brown sateen,
36" x 7', quilted on seven bats of Aus-
tralian fleece wool to each side. Such a
bag used to cost about three dollars, and
is comfortable on even really cold nights.

What else then, in the two tents besides
the cots? Well, what to do with unused

clothes is a question, and also with small

toilet articles and small duffle of all sorts,

which will get lost, or wet with damp-
ness, if allowed to stay on the floor. For
clothes, a regular tree, like the one sold

to hang clothing on, is good, only this is

a real tree, cut in the forest, with five or

six stubs left on its upper end, and the

lower end sharpened and driven deep
into the duff, in the space at one end of

the camp cot. It is better than any
clothes-line scheme inside the tent that I

know of. In the space at the end of the

other cot goes the wash-stand for the

tent, made of three stakes driven in the
ground, with a folding canvas wash basin
hung between them. The basin is about a

foot across, and three inches deep, hold-

ing a gallon of water, and weighs half a

pound. You will have to tie three loops

to its ring to hang over nail ends in the
stakes, for of course it must be taken off

to empty when done with. Under the

wash-stand goes a folding canvas water
bucket, and the nozzle type is far prefer-

able, being less likely to spill, and not
gushing it,s contents out all over the

floor when inadvertently upset. Other
conveniences, such as nails on the stakes

on which to hang toothbrushes, combs
and hair brushes, and a birchbark scoop
to hold soap, will come to mind. On the
tent wall, back of the stand, hangs a steel

military mirror for shaving and hair
brushing, and there you are, as civilized

as in any summer hotel room.
As to the small articles of all kinds,

the best place for them is in a set of
canvas wall pockets hung on a pair of
stakes driven in at the head of each cot.

In these go your camera and films, your
flashlight, ties, socks, handkerchiefs, re-

serve matches, tooth paste, diamond rings
and other small duffle without number. A
final bit of furnishing for the bedroom

tents is a folding camp stool, mighty con-
venient to sit on while shaving, for the
walls of the tent are not high enough to

hang the mirror up where you can see
standing, and useful to sit upon when
reading, cleaning guns or tackle, or put-
ting on mocs and socks.

A final bit of furnishing for the sleep-

ing tents would be two folding candle
lanterns. You do not want much light,

when going to bed, nor want it long. The
carbide is too much trouble to set going

and keep in order, except for a bright

light wanted for a long period of time.

One of these in the living room is fine,

but the candle lantern is ample for sleep-

ing quarters. And the flash light, to

hunt out and exterminate any singing

varmint that may have flown into your
sleeping quarters, is invaluable, before

going to bed. Needless to say, your tent

Cot and wall pocket

flap has its own gauze door, sewed inside
it, and plenty of tapes to secure the en-
trance before retiring. In the North
Woods only cheesecloth or hospital gauze
is fine enough to keep out punkies.
Mosquito netting is about as good as free
air, for both them and black flies!

W E now come to the living room,
made by the fly over the rafter
pole connecting the two tents.

Here are the living, eating and cooking
quarters of the camp. The fly overlaps
the two tents about a foot, the tops of the
shears being cut off for that purpose, but
its angles are different from the tent
roofs, being flatter except on the rear
side. This may follow down to a cross
pole about the height of the tent walls,
leaving space for the fireplace and camp
stove to project out under it. The front
edge is tied to a cross pole and held up
a little above a man’s head by posts
guyed out to stakes. A curtain of strong
scrim netting is sewed about a foot in-

side the fly, along front and sides, being
stretched flat down to bottom poles,

against which stones and earth are
banked to keep insects from getting un-
der. You then have a gauze tent all

around the living room, and we have
found that drop curtains inside of awn-
ing canvas or American drilling, are
very useful for cold, windy and stormy
days.

The back wall will have two fires filling

part of it, and a cupboard the rest. In
the center is a rock fireplace for log
fires, with a short chimney, mudded up
to carry the sparks, some four feet above
the eaves. Such a fire-place may be two
feet wide and eighteen inches deep, made
of rocks gathered in the forest, and
chinked with clay. Over all, it will be
about four feet wide, which leaves three
feet on each side for the cupboard and
cook stove. The cupboard will be two
feet wide by eighteen inches high and
nine deep, of the folding type with three
shelves. Under it goes the provision box,
and the rest of the space is then poled
and thatched with browse.
On the other side of the fireplace goes

the camp stove, which I would never be
without. It is the most convenient to

(continued on pace 147)
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A MANUAL OF WILD FOWL SHOOTING
o

PART SIX OF A SERIES OF ARTICLES DESCRIBING THE TRAITS, CHARACTERISTICS
AND METHODS OF HUNTING OUR WATER-FOWL — THE SEA DUCKS CONTINUED

By FREDERICK A. WILLITS

T HE American golden-eye is often

known to the gunners as the whist-

ler or whistle-wing because of the

loud whistling noise made by the wings
in flight. In spite of its short heavy body

and small wings, it flies with great rapid-

ity. Audubon credited it with having a

speed of ninety miles an hour and men-
tioned a half mile as the distance at

which he distinctly heard the whistle.

The golden-eye is a very handsome
duck. Male: Head and upper part of

neck dark, glossy green
;
large white spot

between bill and eye
;
lower part of neck,

upper part of back, greater wing coverts

and under parts, white; rest of upper
parts black; legs and feet orange, webs
dusky; bill blackish green; iris bright

golden. Length, eighteen to twenty
inches. Female: Smaller than male;
head and upper neck, brown

;
lower fore-

part of neck, white; back, blackish

brown; under parts, white, shading to

gray in rear and on sides; wings, black-

ish brown, with white speculum and mot-

tled with white above; bill, legs and feet,

same as male.

There are many old and fanciful le-

gends about the golden-eye. The Indians

of the north call it a spirit duck and the

tribes on the Yukon stuff the skin to

make a toy for the children.

The golden-eye is generally seen singly

or in pairs, but occasionally in small

flocks. It does not come as readily to the

decoys as many of the other ducks. It is

found throughout North America in gen-

eral, liking both salt and fresh water.

Along the coasts it feeds on shell-fish and
is therefore not very good to eat but in

the interior, where its diet is water grass-

es, the flesh is better.

Like the other sea-ducks, the golden-eye

is an expert swimmer and diver. It is

often found associating with the broad-

bills and buffie-heads on the lakes and
bays, and is usually very shy and wary.
Inthenorth

the golde n-eye

builds its nest in a

stump or a hole in

a tree, somewhere
near a lake or
stream. They re-

turn to the United
States on their

southern migration
late in the autumn
and usually arrive

on their winter
grounds after most
of the other ducks
have departed for

warmer climes.

When our north-

ern bays and
sounds are covered
with ice and snow
the golden-eye will

often linger, pro-

Harlequin duck (male),

Histrionicus histrionicus

vided there are some places of open water
where food can be procured by diving and
where this cold weather duck disports it-

self with evident comfort in the frigid

waters.

I

RECALL with a shiver a week spent
on the bay one fall, late in the hunting
season. The bay-man and I were quar-

tered in a house-boat anchored in a little

cove of a large meadow island far out in

the middle of the bay.

The best part of the shooting had
passed; most of the ducks had left for

waters further south and only a few of

the cold-weather fowl still remained

:

golden-eye, buffle-head, old squaw and
coots, with a few straggling flocks of

belated broad-bills and hungry native

black-ducks.

We had had passable sport for a couple

of days when a storm set in which fairly

earned the name of blizzard. It blew and
snowed steadily for three days and
nights. Then the gale died down and
with it the temperature and the big

freezeup of the year struck bay and
marsh with its icy hand.

With plenty of food for the table and
coal for the fire we were comfortable

enough in the house-boat during the

storm. There was no gunning to be had
during those three days. It would have
been impossible for a man to have han-
dled a boat in that gale, even though he
assayed to face the driving snow which
shut all in at twenty feet like a thick

white wall. So we wisely remained in-

doors and as the storm abated, through
the frosted windows and thickly flying

snow flakes glimpsed dimly an occa-
sional hunger-driven duck beaten down
to the meadows, where the blanket of
white steadily rose about our tiny world.

After the storm had passed, with the

air cleared save for light snow flurries

and the gale reduced to a stiff breeze,

we donned our heaviest clothes and went
forth for much needed exercise and
whatever sport there was to be had.

We had two sneak-boats which were
painted white, for use without the usual
grass covering on just such an occasion
as this, and in these we battered our
way through the ice which had formed
near shore and on out into the deep
channel of the thoroughfare that ran
by the east shore of our island, separat-
ing it from the island directly to the
east. The swiftly flowing thoroughfare
had not yet frozen over but the surface
was congealing as we rowed.
With small mast, sail and steel run-

ners our sneak-boats could be readily
adapted for running over strong ice,

but we had none of this equipment with
us. So, with the ice rapidly forming on
the bay, we dared not stray far from our
island and therefore had planned to
shoot from the shore at the north end.
The shallow bay about the north end

of the island and for some five hundred
yards out from shore was a desolate
stretch of rough ice and wind-patterned
snow, with an occasional air hole. But
adjoining the bank, at the mouth of the
thoroughfare, was a little space of open

water some fifty

yards square.

We pulled our
boats up on the
bank by this hole
and settled them
side by side, their

white decks blend-
ing with the snow
covered marsh
grass. A dozen de-
coys were thrown
out in the open
water. Bundled in

wool and corduroy
we settled our-
selves in the boats,
only the tops of our
caps above the deck
line, and awaited
the ducks.

It was bitter cold
as we lay there fac-American golden-eye (male and female), Clangula clangula
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Long-tailed duck (male and female), Harelda hyemalis.

ing the wind. It was below zero and to

us it seemed as though the mercury was
dropping inches in every five minutes.

To be sure we lay with our bodies be-

neath the decks and thus protected from
the wind. But on the other hand we
were cramped in very close quarters

with no opportunity for exercise. We
thumped our booted feet against the

bottom-boards in a vain effort to keep

the blood circulating.

We were capped in thickest corduroy

and wrapped to the ears in sweaters,

but our faces were exposed and the icy

blasts drove tears from the eyes and

froze the moisture of the breath on our

nostrils, and stiffened the skin until it

promised to crack if we moved our jaws.

An hour passed without our getting a

shot—it seemed like a day. A sudden

stronger gust of wind would strike the

air hole. The decoys would receive a

shower and the water running off the

end of the bills of the wooden ducks

would freeze on its way, until each stool

had a little icicle hanging artistically

from its pine proboscis. I remember
looking at those decoys and picturing

myself being found sitting as stiffly as

they were with an icicle pendent from
my nose.

Later, while glorious pictures of

crackling log fires, sunny southlands and
whole buckets of steaming coffee were
drifting hazily through my brain, I was
rudely brought back to the cold world by
a voice out of the past calling—“Here
they come.”

Three golden-eye pitched down to join

the decoys, and I rose stiffly to work
muscles which seemed far past all work-
ing. But they worked rather well after

all, without my seeming to know or to

care, for two ducks dropped to my right

and left. The third fell to the bayman
who had held his fire until I had shot,

as agreed upon when only a few ducks
came in.

While my guide was retrieving the

birds, I climbed out on the meadow and
plowed around through the snow on a

run in a last effort to get warm. It

helped somewhat.
We bagged nine golden-eye that after-

noon—not another species came to us,

although there were a few ducks of dif-

ferent varieties to be seen in the air.

Towards evening the mercury took a

still further slump. My guide said he
guessed we had had enough and that we
had better start for the house-boat. I

could have embraced him. I am frank

to admit I had had more than enough

—

there was no guess to it.

The decoy hole was rapidly freezing

over and fairly heavy ice had formed be-

tween shore and the open channel of the

thoroughfare, so we were cut off from
returning home in the boats. Lucky in-

deed for us that we were on our own
island and not on one of the many others

where there was no shelter of any de-

scription for a man.
The decoys, glazed with ice, were

brought in and stowed away in the boats,

the latter pulled well back from the

shore where they would be safe until we
could come for them. Then with guns
and ducks we started our tr^mp across

the meadows to the house-boat.

The going was very difficult. The
meadow grass was long and beaten down
and crusted with ice, over which lay the

heavy snow fall. Each time my heavy
waders caught and I stumbled I felt sure

I would shatter like glass, just ,so brittle

did I feel. But the walk brought the

red blood coursing again and by the
time we reached the house-boat we were
aglow within, in spite of hands and ears

and faces and feet which were stiff and
numb.
The fire in the stove had burned itself

out and our quarters were cold and
damp, but we wisely refrained from
building a new fire at once. Heat might
have then proved an enemy in disguise

to parts of us which were dangerously
near frost-bitten.

So we rubbed and .slapped ourselves

until a returning glow and a sense of

feeling told that all was well. Then
with a good fire started we fell to pre-

paring supper—which I believe was the

most willing thing I ever did.

When my host admitted that it had

been one of the coldest days he had ever
spent in a sneak-box during twenty
years of shooting on the bay, I began to

realize just what I had gone through. I

had done a considerable amount of duck
shooting in all kinds of weather but this

wa,s a record for me, and one which I

had no desire to break.

Barrow’s golden-eye, a close relative of

the preceding species, is found in the

west. It may be distinguished from the

American golden-eye by the white spot
on the head of the male which is cres-

cent-shaped instead of round. Otherwise
a description of the one answers equally
well for the other. The females are
practically identical in color of plumage.
The two birds are so much alike in ap-
pearance and habits as to be one and the
same from the sportsman’s point of view.

The golden-eyes are hunted in the

same manner as the other sea-ducks and
are shot from the same blinds and over
the same decoys. A close shooting gun
with number 4 or 5 shot is the proper
combination.

The Buffle-Head

THE buffle-head is another cold

weather duck and often remains in

our northern states, or north of

there, as long as there is sufficient open
water left to permit it to feed.

It is one of the smallest of our ducks,

length fourteen to fifteen inches. Male:
Head and upper part of neck black with
metallic green and purple reflections and
with broad white band from behind eye

to top of head; feathers of head puffed

out, giving the head a large appearance;
back and rump black; wings black with
white markings; lower part of neck and
under parts white; tail dusky gray; bill

dull blue; legs and feet flesh color. Fe-
male: Head and neck dark brown with
white patch on cheeks; upper parts

blackish brown; breast, sides, anal re-

gions and lower tail coverts dull gray;
rest of under parts white; bill dusky;
legs and feet bluish gray.

Like the golden-eye, the buffle-head is

found on both salt and fresh water, nests

in trees and is an expert diver. Under
water it captures and eats little fish and
also feeds upon shell-fish. Because of

this diet when found on salt water its

flesh has a fishy or sedgy flavor which
is anything but desirable. When found
in the interior its flesh is better.

The buffle-head flies with great rapid-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 152)

Buffle-head duck (male and female), Charitorietta albcola
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THE BUYING AND SELLING OF DOGS
HOW TO REMEDY THE DISSATISFACTION WHICH USUALLY RESULTS BECAUSE
OF THE SLIP-SHOD METHODS OBSERVED IN THE KENNEL MART TODAY

J

OHN SMITH and Bill Brown both

wanted to buy a dog. Smith wanted

just a dog—an Airedale, Boston

Terrier or Chow. Something just to

add to the trimmings of his car, to sit

on the front seat, look wise and per-

chance guard the gasoline can in his ga-

rage. His car was his pride, cost a lot

of money; the upkeep was heavy, and

any old dog wouldn’t do; it just must

be some dog to go with that car, and

Smith had the money with which to buy.

After a family conference the breed was

decided upon, and then the various ad-

vertising mediums were gone over care-

fully and a shopping tour began, with a

hired expert in attendance, that no mis-

take might be made in the purchase.

After a matter of some weeks’ traveling,

a bill of expense and much reading up

on the subject of dogs in general and

type in particular, Smith lands a beau-

tiful specimen on the front seat as tour-

ing companion, pays a good round sum
of money, and is envied of his motor-

ing and social companions. Now, mind

you, all Smith bought was a dog—

a

corking good one it is true, but one that

if he consumed sufficient suitable food,

wore a blue ribbon or two, kept free of

disease, posed, and at times showed some

such ray of intelligence as giving one

paw after another in handshake, filled

the bill for Smith exactly. This dog

was kept to a ripe old age, and went
down in family history as the greatest

dog of all time.

N OW Bill Brown was a sportsman.

He owned a dozen fine guns, and,

although a very busy man, the

stubble fields of the quail country, the

woodcock cover, and the chestnut covered

hills of the ruffed grouse, knew him in-

timately for more or less of the open

season.

Brown wanted a dog—the season was
fast approaching; in fact, his plans

were already made for opening day; he

must get busy or he would be without

a suitable companion, one that would,

as he well knew, either make or mar his

vacation.

Brown was to open the season up in

one of the New England states—ruffed

grouse, woodcock and an occasional

quail.

He was a good shot, knew how to hunt,

and used a foreign made-to-order gun

By EDWARD RUSSELL WILBUR

Success

that made a thousand dollar bill look

like a broken clay pigeon.

He was a man who had the money to

spend, and was ready to spend it on
board, guide hire, expensive footwear
and clothing, but was always looking for

a cheap dog. Time was growing short;

Brown was busy; something must be

done, so again we find the advertising

columns hastily gone over, and Brown
fastens on an ad reading something like

this

:

“Grab-Bag Kennels—Pluck ’em, Ok-
lahoma. Rare type of Pointer fob sale

—

young, fast, wide and handsome; staunch
as a rock; steady wing and shot. Re-
trieve from land or water—Hunted
North, South, East and West on all

game birds. Full Pedigree—Quick sale,

$35. A dog the like of which you will

only own once in a lifetime—Better

wire.”

Smith wired; had the dog shipped up
in the hills; met him on his arrival; paid

a small fortune in express charges;

yanked “Ponto” out of the crate and
started for the nearest cover.

After three days afield, during which
the performance screened Ponto as a

chicken killer; wide and fast enough for

a rabbit hound; absolutely ignorant of

his mission on earth; a retriever of man-
gled remains; old enongh to have hunted

every corner of the earth
;

in short,

worthless to Brown in every particular,

Brown chained him up in the cowshed,
borrowed the Farmer’s beagle hound
and went rabbit hunting. Then followed
a series of more or less blasphemous
letters, ending in Brown shooting the dog
because the kennels were too far away
to prosecute and the amount too small
to fuss about.

Now why is it that sportsmen will and
do patronize kennels that advertise dogs
such as Brown bought, and, that know-
ingly swindle and get away with it?

It would seem to us that the demand
for these bargain counter, thoroughly
broken dogs, would cease, and that after

a suitable number of sportsmen had
been cheated, these kennels would auto-

matically be obliged to suspend opera-
tions.

Smith wanted just a dog; yet he
.spends his time and carefully selects, by
personal inspection, the dog he is look-

ing for.

Brown, who wants a thoroughly
trained animal, one that must perform
according to the wants of his master,
buys at long range, without inspection,

at a price at which any sane man would
know was impossible to produce the fin-

ished dog, and in a locality where a brush
dog, for use on grouse and woodcock,
would be as liable to be found as an
alligator on the shores of Hudson Bay.

OREST AND STREAM believes that
there is a right and wrong way to

purchase a hunting dog. We know
that there are kennels and individuals
selling dogs that have no consciences,

and should be excluded from the columns
of every sporting magazine, yet there
are many reliable dealers who produce
and sell many good dogs every year, who
are imposed upon by the buyer. The
question of shipping dogs on trial, de-

positing money in a third parties’ hands,
all have their good and bad points. We
have seen the trial privilege abused,
and we know reliable kennels and dog
men who will not ship on trial or refund
money after a stated period. Their side

of the story being that the privilege has
been abused by men who used the dogs
during their short and only outings, re-

turning them as unsatisfactory at the

end of their vacations.

There is a long story to be told on this
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subject; there is a chance for honest dis-

cussion, and the columns of this depart-

ment will be open for those who can sug-

gest relief.

Forest and Stream believes that the

only true and correct way to purchase a

hunting dog is to spend the time and

money to see the dog in question work

in the field, handled by the owner or

handler—to pay well for the dog that

fills the bill—to attach a good strong

chain to his collar and take him home.

Any sportsman who contemplates a sea-

son afield cannot expect to let the ques-

tion of dog run along up to the time his

train leaves for the shooting ground, and

expect to get full satisfaction out of any

dog, no matter how well trained on such

short acquaintance.

Take up the dog subject early in the

summer ;
locate a dog and make an ap-

pointment to see the dog perform under

the guidance of his owner.

If you find a kennel willing to ship a

dog to you on trial don’t expect him to

shine the first time out; remember you

are a stranger and he questions your

right to command on such short acquaint-

ance. Give. the dog a chance—and pay

the express charges both ways if you

return him.

If vou must buy a dog at long range

don’t expect much more than just a head

and tail—if you pay for field perfection

at the price of a puppy.

F
orest and stream will accept

advice from any of its readers

;

it will exclude from its advertising

columns any kennel that is not willing

to make good; it will investigate every

kennel offering dogs for sale in its col-

umns, but it cannot settle disputes nor

assume any responsibility for dog trans-

actions.

We believe if sportsmen will discon-

tinue buying dogs from kennels that ad-

vertise phenominal individuals in quan-

tities at the price of their feed for rais-

ing, the evil would die a natural death.

There are hundreds of honorable men

who raise, break and sell dogs. They

represent the dog exactly as he is and

performs. They would welcome a visit

from you—gladly .show the dog afield,

and charge, as any merchant would, for

value given and with a profit for their

work. Why not buy a dog that way?

ALL AMERICA FIELD TRIALS

T HE All-American Club held its

Trials at Lethohatchee, Ala., during

the week of January 5. Bird men
plentiful and the number of starters be-

yond expectation. Judges were Dr. P.

R. Bolton and W. H. Beazell. Shores

Ben took first money in the All Age
Stake, his third consecutive win. A
wonderfully bred dog, hunting with won
derful intelligence, combined with a world

of grace and style. He shows as the best

of the season’s setters. Winners as fol-

lows :

All Age Stake.—First, Shores Ben;

second, Jay R’s Boy; third, Mary Mon-
trose.

Derby.—First, Great Island Diminu-

tive; second, Invader; third, equal,

Eugene’s Boy and Cannon’s Frank.

Amateur Championship. — First,

Smith’s Gladstone Sue; second, Eutaw
Mack; third, Llewellin Lance; fourth,

Mt. Brilliant Spot.

ENGLISH SETTER CLUB

T HE English Setter Club of America
will start its annual Field Trials

on March 29 and continue until

finished. The trials will be held at Med-
ford, N. J. The Free for all Subscrip-

tion Stake has become a reality, and
for the first time in the history of the

Club it is in a position to encourage

any Champion to run over the Medford
course. The winner of this stake will re-

ceive $500; second, $300; third, $200.

The Club also voted to hold a Members’
Specialty show under the sanction of the

American Kennel Club. Mr. Frank
Reily is chairman of the Field Trial and
Bench Show Committees.

THE STUD DOG

W E wish we could impress on our

readers who are interested in

dogs the importance of keeping

the breed they are interested in up to

standard; and how much more of value

is a puppy bred from stock that has

been carefully mated—every good and

bad point in both sire and dam carefully

considered that it might be eliminated

or carried on.

To the man who owns a favorite setter

or pointer bitch, of correct conformation,

training, and with all those qualifications

that make for success afield, we urge

careful consideration and the use of a

good stud dog. Not necessarily a cham-

pion son of champion parents but one

whose success in the trials—or his suc-

cess at stud warrants the belief that he

would produce puppies that would make
their marks as Field dogs.

Never breed to a dog just because

he is convenient, or owned by some

friend. Never consider the stud fee or

express charges—rather bear in mind the

results almost certain to be obtained

from proper mating.

The amateur breeder is prone to look

at the matter from a question of puppies

only, and borrow the services of some

handy male—or to breed to one’s own

dog—because he believes in him as an

individual and wants him to have every

possible opportunity to sire some pup-

pies.

In this day of scientific breeding along

busy lines—it is wrong for any man who
has the good of the dog at heart “to

just put two good ones together and trust

to luck.” Dog breeding is a sport, pure

and simple, and a very interesting study.

There are before the public today many
great dogs—dogs that have carved their

name in Field Trial history. They were

brought to their perfection by careful

breeding and entered the lists of keen

competition after careful handling.

The owners of these dogs offer them
(continued on page 160)

All of one litter. The old woman who lived in a shoe had better look to her laurels. Which one would you choose?
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TARPON FISHING AT PORT ARANSAS
THE SECOND PART OF A RECORD OF RARE DAYS OF SPORT IN GULF
WATERS WHERE THE LEAPING TARPON FURNISH MANY THRILLS

THE trip to New Orleans .spoiled a
whole week’s fishing, for I did not
get back to Port Aransas until noon

of May 31. Leonard arrived there on
the afternoon of Sunday, the 26th; and
the next day, fishing outside of the South
Jetty, he had 16 tarpon strikes, but land-
ed only two and three jackfish. Both of
the tarpon were large—over 6 ft. in
length. His failure to score a bigger
percentage of strikes was undoubtedly
due to the fact that only once before,
when he was a boy of nine, had he ever
tried tarpon fishing; for later he got
onto the game in good style. The next
day the weather was not favorable, and
in consequence he landed only one tarpon
and two jacks. Next day, Wednesday,
being stormy he stayed inside and tried
for small fish, but had no luck. On
Thursday he tried the tarpon again for
half a day without result, and then wait-
ed for my arrival, amusing himself by
rigging up half a dozen of our tarpon
rods so as to be ready for the fray later
on.

)

A BOUT two o’clock Leonard and I

made our start together, going out
to the end of the North Jetty, as it

was too rough at the other side of the
Pass. I hung four tarpon, landing three
and almost securing the fourth, which
escaped from alongside the boat just as
my boatman was about to gaff it. Leon-
ard had retained Charlie to row him and
Clem, an old-time oarsman, had been al-
lotted to me. He is truly expert in
everything relating to the game, and is

a most agreeable chap besides. I could
not have been better suited and he
seemed to like rowing me, for he has ar-
ranged to take me out in October, pro-
vided I can get away for a two weeks’
outing during the early part of that
month, as I am at present planning.
That afternoon Leonard landed a five-

foot tarpon and one jackfish. My fish
varied in length from 4% to 6 feet.

I
I

O N June 1st I again ventured forth
but got no tarpon, although I

struck at a little one that was fool-
ing around my bait, and succeeded in
bringing in a single scale on the point
of the hook. However, I landed a small
kingfish and a jack and Leonard took
three jacks, one kingfish, and a small
shark. A rainstorm rather interfered
with the sport. We avoided the worst
of it by taking shelter on two motor

By J. A. L. WADDELL

boats that were anchored in the Pass;
but their roofs leaked, owing to a long
succession of rainless days; conse-
quently, we were wet, but not soaked,
as we would have been without any
shelter at all.

In the afternoon we tried angling for
small fishes, going first to Corpus
Christi Channel, where a big catch had
been made two days before. The fish,

it appeared, had moved to other quar-
ters, and after wasting an hour we
moved to the neighborhood of a wharf
on St. Joseph’s Island, about two miles
from the Tarpon Inn. There we found
an abundance of skipjacks, or ladyfish.
It is a worthless little fish that puts up a
wonderful fight, jumping at times like a
tarpon (often 2% feet vertically) and at
other times circling at high speed around
the boat with its back-fin out of water

—

always on the move and doing the unex-

The king of ocean game fishes

pected. About half the time they succeed
in making their escape, owing both to
their agility and to the possession of very
tender mouths. We used our lightest
tackle and employed floats. The sport
lasted less than two hours, but we landed
some 40 or 50 of them, besides a few
small jackfish and a number of little cat-
fish. It behooves one to be careful in re-

moving the latter from the hook, because
they have sharp spines which carry
venom. A puncture by one of them will

sometimes make a man feel quite ill.

O N June 2nd the wind and sea were
too high in the forenoon to war-
rant trying for tarpon, conse-

quently we repeated our experience of
the previous afternoon, but the luck
was not quite as good. However, we
took some 25 skipjacks and a number of
other small fishes.

In the afternoon we started for the
outside in spite of a strong breeze and a
heavy sea. At first we fished inside of
the North Jetty, but it grew a trifle

calmer, enabling us to go around it and
fish on the north side. Leonard had
four tarpon strikes and landed two, be-
sides three jacks and a five-foot shark
which put up a long, hard fight. I had
three strikes and landed two tarpon, one
being exactly six feet long and weighing
exactly 100 pounds. We had a guessing
contest before measuring and weighing
the fish, I hitting it exactly to the inch
and pound, while the others varied as
much as 10 or 12 pounds in their
guesses. By long experience I can esti-
mate with great accuracy both the
length and the weight of any tarpon
when it jumps. It is quite a knack, but
anyone can cultivate it, provided he does
not let his desire dominate his judgment.
Later on I estimated another tarpon-
length at 6 feet four inches, and it

proved to be exactly six feet four and a
half inches. As we kill very few of the
tarpon, we do not often have an oppor-
tunity to check our estimates made on
the leap.

That afternoon I caught a kingfish
that weighed 23 pounds. Unfortunately,
I forgot to measure its length, but it

was, as nearly as may be guessed, five
feet long. It put up a good fight, but
did not make as "long runs as did the
kingfish which I used to land on tarpon
tackle at Aransas some two decades ago.
One of Leonard’s tarpon was a very

large one. Wishing to save it, he towed
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A day’s catch at Aransas Pass

it by the gaff around the jetty to the

launch, but in trying to hoist it onto

the deck he and the boatman between

them managed to lose both fish and gaff.

There was a 15-foot shark hanging
around when I was playing the larger

of my two tarpon, but we managed to

frighten it away by pounding on the

skiff with the oars.

My smaller tarpon (five foot eight

inches) jumped so high and so often

that I brought it to gaff in a very few
minutes, not, however, before I had re-

ceived a thorough drenching with salt

water,

THE next day the wind diminished,

but the outgoing tide kicked up a

choppy sea in the Pass. The first

thing we did was to go in the launch

around the end of the South Jetty, where
we encountered millions of large sea net-

tles, often termed cabbage-heads, as

they are of the same size and shape as

that vegetable. There were on the aver-

age about two to the square yard, and
they extended to the east, west and south

as far as one’s eyes could locate them,

but there were very few in the channel.

One would certainly have an unpleasant

time if he were to fall overboard among
them. Their .sting is uncomfortable
enough, but it does not cause the agony
that is produced by the Portuguese Man-
of-War. I know what the latter crea-

ture can do to one, because years ago,

at Galveston, while swimming at night

in the surf, one of them got its tails

wrapped around my bare neck and arms.
I shall never forget the remainder of

that night, which I passed in a chair.

The marks on the skin, caused by the

poison, lasted for over a month.
After looking around, we concluded

that it was too rough to fish near the

South Jetty, therefore we went to the

north side of the North Jetty, where it

was smoother. I had four strikes and
landed only one—a very heavy fish some
six feet four or five inches long. It must

have weighed 125 pounds. One of the

strikes occurred when putting out the

line, one was a square loss on the third

jump, but the other was truly a case

of hard luck. The fish was about five

feet ten inches long, and put up a jolly

good fight, leaping six or eight times.

When I had it within 15 yards of the

skiff I saw a swirl-mark on the water

and asked Clem if it was caused by a

shark. He said no; but I was right, for

soon thereafter, just as I had brought
the fish alongside for Clem to gaff,

CRASH! ! came a heavy blow on the bot-

tom of the boat directly under my chair.

At the same instant, off started the tar-

pon, pulling me nearly over the side. I

slackened instantly on the line, but

snap it went! Then off shot the tarpon

and a 15-foot shark after it. On exam-
ining the line we found that the shark

had rubbed its sand-paper back against

it while it was held taut. No line can

stand that kind of treatment, for it was
frayed nearly half through, necessitat-

ing my cutting off quite a piece of it.

Clem says that the tarpon escaped, but

1 have’ my doubts about it, for I had
whipped it to a stand-still. The jar pro-

duced on the boat and its occupants by

the blow of the fish was exactly like

what would have been the result had a

high wave dropped us suddenly upon a

submerged rock.

I caught also that forenoon two large

jacks and a kingfish, and Leonard took

in one big tarpon and four jacks.

After luncheon we found that the

wind and sea had gone down sufficiently

to warrant our trying the trolling for

kingfish outside; hence, we motored out

around the whistling buoy, some two
miles beyond the ends of the jetties,

trolling with lead squids. The result

was absolutely nil, so we returned to

the North Jetty, where we had left the

skiffs at anchor, and resumed tarpon-

fishing. Each of us got a strike, but
failed to score, and, after catching a

few jackfish, we went around the South
Jetty, where we found the water, as

before, full of cabbage heads. Leonard
landed two tarpon and I one, all three

being big fellows, about six feet four or

five inches long and very heavy. I had
eight strikes during the day and landed
two, while Leonard had the same num-
ber of strikes and landed three. All five

of our fish were in excess of six feet.

(continued on page 138)

The end of the South jetty—where the author got his best tarpon, as it was here that they seemed to strike the best
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JAMES ALEXANDER HENSHALL
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE APOSTLE OF THE BLACK BASS.
FATHER OF THE GRAYLING AND DEAN OF AMERICAN ANGLERS

I

N the winter of 1865-6 I removed to

the city of New York in response to

the urgent solicitation of my preceptor
whose surgical practice had become
somewhat onerous, and he needed an as-

sociate. During my stay in Gotham oc-

curred an event of some importance,
in which I was somewhat concerned, and
which deserves a passing notice. For
the accommodation of out-of-town pa-
tients we had secured a floor in the Wy-
oming Hotel on Greenwich street. It

was my custom to visit these patients
twice a day. One Sunday morning I

drove from our office on Eighteenth
street to the hotel, and, while hitching
my horse, I noticed quantities of broken
glass in the street, and, looking further,
I discovered that every pane of glass in

the windows of the buildings on both
sides of the street seemed to be shattered,

and the glass front of the hotel office

was demolished.

Going within I saw the guests and
boarders engaged in picking pieces of
glass from each other’s heads. I dressed
the flesh wounds of some of the worst
cases. It seemed that there had been
a terrible explosion in front of the hotel,

and going out again to investigate I saw
a wrecked milk wagon and a dead horse
across the street, while a great hole

yawned in the street large enough to

bury the horse completely. I searched
for some evidence of the cause of the

explosion, but found only a few splint-

ers of wood and a piece or two of a

glass jar or bottle. A section of the

curbstone had been blown out and broken

into several pieces.

The whole affair

was shrouded in

mystery, for the
only explosive i n

common use was
gunpowder, but this

could not have
caused such havoc,

or have exerted its

force downward
when exploded on

the surface.

A month previous

to the occurrence a

young man arrived

from Germany and

put up at the hotel

until he could locate

his relatives or

friends. When he

left the hotel he took

his personal baggage
with him but left a

box, about two feet

square, which he said

belonged to a man in

Bremen who, just

before sailing, gave
it to him, saying
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he would send him instructions re-
garding it when he learned his ad-
dress in New York. The young
man gave his address to the hotel clerk,
and promised to take the box away when
he heard from the man in Bremen. The
box remained at the end of the counter
in the hotel office for a week and was
then placed in the baggage room.
On the morning of the explosion a pe-

culiar odor pervaded the office which
was traced to the box in the bag'gage
room from which noxious fumes were
arising. The clerk ordered two bell boys
to carry it to the street, who deposited
it in the gutter. As soon as they re-
turned to the office the explosion occurred
as .stated. There was a vacant lot next
to the hotel, and had the explosion oc-
curred within the office, the wall would,
in all probability, have been blown out
and the building demolished.
The young man was kept under sur-

veillance until the man in Bremen could
be heard from. In due course he replied
that the young man knew nothing of the
contents of the box, which he said was
a new explosive compound called Nitro-
glycerine, and which he intended to intro-
duce into the United States commercially.
This was the first explosion of nitro-
glycerine in this country. A few years
later General Newton made good use of it

in blowing the bedrock from the channel
of Hell Gate in the New York harbor.

D URING my stay in New York I took
up the study of the scientific and
life history of fishes as a rest and

recreation from my professional duties.

I procured such books on the subject as
were then available in the libraries of the
city, and spent many pleasant hours with
those pioneers of ichthyology, Agassiz,
Storer, Kirtland and Holbrook. Then I

began, naturally, to tire of the rush and
bustle of the great metropolis and longed
for the open country and shining waters.
I became so obsessed with this feeling
that I finally left the narrow and crowd-
ed streets of Gotham for the great West,
realizing more fully than ever the truth
of Cowper that “God made the country
and man made the town.”

In 1867 I took up my residence in
Milwaukee where sailing could be en-
joyed on Lake Michigan, and where the
finest fishing in the world was accessible
and within easy reach in Wisconsin,
Michigan and Minnesota. The black bass
fishing in the lakes of southern Wiscon-
sin at that time was famous, and Ocono-
mowoc was the Mecca for black bass an-
glers of Milwaukee, St. Louis, Chicago
and the South. Within a radiu.s of ten
miles of that popular summer resort
were more than thirty lakes and lakelets
abounding in black bass, pike, rock bass,
calico bass or croppie and yellow perch.
Some of the lakes were inhabited by the
small-mouth bass, others by the large-
mouth bass, and still others by both
species, so that the choice of the aifgler
was not far to seek.

There was hardly a week end in sum-
mer or fall that I did not find time to re-
pair to one of these lakes for my favor-
ite sport. For a pleasant change I would

The angler’s recital. A triple portrait of Dr. Henshall

fishing for brook
trout and grayling,
both species then be-
ing very abundant,
trout in the southern
and grayling in the
northern part of the
.state. The Manistee
and Ausable teemed
with the “flower of
fishes,” but now, O
Ichabod ! Iehabod

!

their glory has de-
parted and the “lady
of the streams” will
be known no more
forever; she has
been dispossessed by
the aggressive rain-
b o w and brown
trouts.

I

WAS fishing one
day on Nemahbin
Lake, near Ocono-

niowoc, with General
Q., of Mississippi.
He was an ard-
ent angler, and
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Dr. Henshall’s residence at Oconomowoc, Wis.

his great desire was to catch the

“big ones,” and on this occasion his

wish was gratified, for after a long and

vigorous battle he landed a pike that

weighed nineteen pounds on my pocket

scale. It was the largest “pickerel” I

had seen in that locality. But the Gen-

eral was not satisfied to let it go at that,

and after luncheon he searched the shore

and found four smooth, white bowlders

weighing about a pound each. These

he inserted in the capacious maw of the

pike, which increased its weight to

twenty-three pounds, which seemed to

satisfy him, and closing the mouth of

the fish with a strong string, he swore

me to secrecy.
. . ,

We returned to Milwaukee in the late

afternoon, and when we reached the city

it was quite dark. The General insisted

on carrying the fish himself, which he

delivered to the clerk of the Plankington

House, and ordered it cooked whole for

a dinner to his friends the next day. He

was so elated with his big fish that he

forgot all about the four bowlders. After

he retired to his room, I interviewed the

chef, and gave him some suggestions as

to the best way of cooking and serving

the fish.

The next day while seated at a table

in the dining room, the General, who

was a prominent member of the Missis-

sippi bar, proceeded to regale his friends

with the story of the capture, of the big

pike in a graphic and convincing man-

ner, while we sipped our cocktails and

listened. Then the waiter brought on a

large covered platter, which he placed

before the General at the head of the

table.

“Now, gentlemen,” said the General,

proudly, “prepare to feast the eyes, and

then the palate; and may “good diges-

tion wait on appetite!” Then the waiter

lifted the cover, and Mirabile dictu, there

were disclosed four round, shining, white

bowlders, neatly garnished with parsley

and slices of lemon ! The General aghast,

started a,s though he saw a ghost, four

of them, in fact, but recovering quickly,

and with a reproachful glance at me,

said:

“Gentlemen and brothers of the angle,

“you have heard me descant feelingly

and enthusiastically on the glories of the

great pike that it was my good fortune

to capture; but the half has not been

told. All that I have said is incompe-

tent, irrelevant and immaterial to prop-

erly describe it. No doubt you have all

carried in your pockets, when boys, the

lucky stones, or ear-bones, of the lake

sheepshead, drum, or as we call it in my
state, gaspergou. They were translucent,

smooth and beautiful specimens of

‘brain-ivory.’ Now the stones on the

platter before me are not, as one might

suppose, specimens of glacial drift, but

they are the ear-bones of the great pike

which I had the honor to subdue. You
can judge for yourselves what a mon-

ster he must have been to carry those

lovely dornicks in his head!”

At a wink from me the waiter took

away the platter, while the head-waiter

placed the pike, neatly scored and lard-

ed, with a savory dressing, and tomato

sauce, on the table before the General.

O N the Fourth of July two friends

and myself went to Pewaukee
Lake for a day’s fishing. This

lake is situated about half way between

Milwaukee and Oconomowoc, and at that

time was a favorite resold; for the people

of Milwaukee and Waukesha. We found

quite an assemblage of lovers of the sport

from many localities
;

among others

were General and Mrs. Phil Sheridan,

both of whom were fond of fishing. In

the village at the foot of the lake was

a small but well-appointed hotel near

enough to the fishing to allow those

guests who wished to do so to return to

the noon dinner. My companions and I

took a luncheon with us and were gone

all day.

After supper the guests were assem-

bled on the veranda with pipes and ci-

gars talking over the events of the day.

A gentleman from Cincinnati .sitting

near us remarked on the great variety

of fishes to be caught in the lake, say-

ing that he had taken black bass, pike,

rock bass, croppie, yellow perch and

salmon.

“I beg your pardon,” said a gentleman

nearby, “but I don’t think there are any

salmon in the lake.”

“Our friend means the pike-perch,”

said I. “which is known as salmon or

jack-salmon on the Ohio River.”

“O, yes,” chimed in another, “and

we call it wall-eye and glass-eye.”

Pewaukee wa,s the only lake inhabited

by the pike-perch in that vicinity. I

happened to remark, while we were dis-

cussing the matter, that the pike-perch

was rather more nocturnal in its habits

than its congeners, which might be in-

ferred from its large and prominent

“wall-eye.” Then one of our immediate

party suggested that we have a try for

pike-perch that night. Fishing at night

did not appeal to me, as my only experi-

ence in that kind of sport was bobbing for

eels one night when a boy. Nevertheless,

as the others were eager for the experi-

ence, I readily consented, inasmuch as it

was Independence Day, which included

the night also.

Before starting it was mutually agreed

that the one catching the least number

of pike-perch should regale the party on

its return with a quart bottle of Veuve

Cliquot, while the next lowest man should

furnish the cigars. Furthermore, it was

agreed that not more than six fish of any

kind should be caught, and that the

party return to the hotel within two

hours. I thought it no more than fair

to advise the others to look for rocky

bottom, where they would be more likely

to find the fish in question.

We each secured a boat and boatman

and departed, I going at once to the

head of the lake where the shore was

rocky, and the others going to points

where they had found good fishing dur-

ing the day. There was a continual dis-

play of fireworks at the lower end of

the lake, illuminating the hotel and vil-

lage. The guests of a summer cottage

on the shore near where I was fishing

were adding to the pyrotechnic display

by doing their bit. I had taken five pike-

perch, and just as I hooked a black bass

there was a burst of red fire from the

cottage shore, throwing a ruddy glow far

out on the still water. As the bass

leaped repeatedly above the surface,

shaking himself violently like a wet

dog, he was enveloped with a shower of

crimson rain rivaling the reflection of

the brilliant sparks and scintillations

from bursting sky-rockets and Roman
candles. It was a unique, novel and en-

trancing sight. It was the only time

I had ever seen the black bass exhibit-

ing his abrial gymnastics in the spot

light.

Our party returned to the hotel when

the allotted time had elapsed, and pro-

ceed to show the results of the adventure.

One, who had fished a weedy shore

where he had had good success dur-

ing the day, showed four pike and

two black bass. Another, who took his

chances on a gravelly shore with a fringe

of bull-rushes, had four black bass and

two pike-perch. My score as stated

before was five pike-perch and one black

bass. As the chances had evidently not

been equal, owing to the differences of

(continued on page 149 )
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GUNNING FROM A CAR
T T is population—the economic development of the

country—that has reduced our game supply from
what it was to what it is. We attribute this reduc-
tion to many causes, but at the foundation of them
all lies civilization.

A recent development—today enormously destruc-
tive—is the automobile as used by gunners and
anglers. Those who recall how twenty years ago
they set out in the early morning and tramped all
day long, through cover or along brookside, and
withal perhaps covered no more than five or six
miles of territory, can hardly realize some present
practices. Nowadays, a man who knows the grounds
can start in his car with dogs and gun and rushing
swiftly from one cover to another can get a bird or
two, or a rise or two from each. This plan—if a
man devotes time to it—can hardly fail to give him
shots at many of the birds living in—or migrating
through—a territory with an area of many square
miles.

In some places of the West, where the prairies are
fairly open and smooth, automobiles are used to run
down jack rabbits, coyotes, and even to worry to
death the few lingering antelope that still survive.
Not so many years ago sportsmen cherished a

prejudice against the market hunter because he sold
his birds and so, they felt, did not play quite fair.
Selling his game, he could devote all his time to his
shooting, which most men could not do because
obliged to earn their living in other ways. Thus it
seemed that the market gunner had an undue ad-
vantage over other men and secured more than a
fair share of game.
But the territory covered by the most energetic

market shooter, on his own legs or with his own
team, was as nothing compared with that run over
today by the man who guns with an automobile.
Such a man may go over the covers along fifty or
sixty miles of distance and may repeat this every
day through the shooting season. If the market
shooter was thought to secure more than his share
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of the game, what shall be said of the automobile
shooter ?

This use of the car in gunning is condemned by
many gunners and many land owners, but what are
sportsmen and farmers going to do about it? It is
destroying the upland game birds probably faster
than any other agency. WTrnt can be done to stop
it? Perhaps nothing can put an end to it save public
opinion, and this is always slow to manifest itself.
Apparently no statute has yet been devised to rem-
edy the abuse. The matter deserves careful thought
and full discussion by all sportsmen and all land
owners. Sportsmen will suffer more and more from
the progressively increasing destruction of game

—

the continuing reduction of the breeding stock

—

while land owners are likely to be injured by the
carelessness or lawlessness of ill-regulated gunners.

If some method cannot be found of checking the
destruction caused by this method of ground cover-
ing, it would seem that the times or the ways of kill-
ing must be altered. Shall we shorten shooting sea-
sons, legislate for a single barrel gun, or establish
many refuges?

GOVERNMENT SAVING ELK HERDS
ID ECENT statements that the elk herds are now

starving in the Jackson Hole section of Wyoming
are not in accordance with the facts and are resented
by the residents of that section, who offer to cooper-
ate with the State and Federal Government in any
way requested to help carry the elk through the
winter.

About 8,000 elk came to the elk refuge in Jackson
Hole to be fed in December, says the United States
Department of Agriculture, but conditions have im-
proved since then so that on January 15, only about
one-half that number remained about the feeding
grounds, the others having gone back to the hills.

The severe drought throughout Wyoming and
Montana during the summer of 1919, so reduced
the growth of forage on the range and the produc-
tion of hay on the ranches that the outlook for the
great elk herds in and about the Yellowstone Park,
and the live stock in that region was serious for the
coming winter. The situation affecting the elk be-
came still more critical when severe snow storms
and low temperature began the last of October,
nearly two months in advance of the usual time. It
was evident that the 850 tons of hay available for
feeding the elk on the winter elk refuge in Jackson
Hole, and the small supply in the possession of the
State Game Commission at that point would be
wholly inadequate to meet the situation and save the
appalling loss which might reach as high as eight or
ten thousand animals. To meet this emergency the
State Game Warden of Wyoming accumulated about
500 tons of hay and the Secretary of Agriculture
authorized the Biological Survey to use part of its
general appropriation to meet the emergency by pur-
chasing 573 tons of hay in addition to the 850 tons
which it had on hand. There is now available for
use in the Jackson Hole section nearly 2,000 tons of
hay, which Reservation Warden Nowlin of the
Biological Survey, in charge of the Winter Elk
Refuge, considers will be sufficient to carry most of
the elk of that section through the winter.
As still further assurance, the people of the Jack-

son Hole section have informed a representative of
the Biological Survey that should more hay be re-
quired later in the season they will see that it is pro-
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vided. This action on the part of the stockmen is a

generous one in view of the great need of all the hay

available for use of live stock. In fact, large num-

bers of live stock have already been removed from

that region in order to forestall heavy losses from

lack of feed.

At the beginning of winter the critical situation

of the southern elk herd was duplicated for the

northern elk herd, which was forced out of the Yel-

lowstone National Park by the same storm which

drove down the southern animals in October. The
National Park Service promptly made an emergency

purchase of nearly enough hay to carry these ani-

mals through the winter and is now engaged in se-

curing the additional amount needed. It is thus ap-

parent that through the prompt action of the Gov-

ernment Bureaus and the State Game Commission
of Wyoming, with the cooperation of the people in

the Jackson Hole section the appalling losses of elk

from starving, which appeared imminent early in

the season, will be prevented.

CONCERNING THE WOODCOCK
TWO years ago the Bureau of Biological Survey
* conducted extensive inquiries into the status of

the woodcock. It is now desired to secure data

concerning the present status of these birds for pur-

poses of comparison and study, and to that end it

will be greatly appreciated if the readers of Forest
and Stream, who are interested in the conservation

of this splendid game bird will answer the follow-

ing questions and forward their replies to the Bu-
reau of Biological Survey, Washington, D. C., as

promptly as possible:

1. Has there been an increase or decrease of

woodcock in your vicinity during the past two
years? 2. Does the woodcock breed in your vicin-

ity? 3. What is your estimate of the number of

woodcock killed in your vicinity during the past

year? Please state the area covered by your esti-

mate. 4. Do you believe the species is threatened
with extinction? 5. Do you advise the protection

of woodcock by a close season for a term of years?

RIFLE PRACTICE

BACK in the early 70’s when General Wingate was
demonstrating to the Army the importance of

teaching our soldiers something more about the
service rifle than can be found in the Manual of
Arms, he sought the aid of Forest and Stream to

give his ideas nation wide publicity, and this maga-
zine assisted him at a time when rifle shooting was
equally unknown and unpopular. Jonas Whitley, an
able journalist on the Forest and Stream Staff was
assigned to help the General by reporting the activi-

ties of the little group of New York National
Guardsmen who planted the seed that flowered at
Chateau Thierry, and as the direct result of the work
of these two men there was effected one of the great-
est reforms in military history. Now in this year of
grace, 1920, the sport of rifle shooting is destined to

experience a re-birth under conditions that are new
in this country and once more the old magazine is

called upon to blaze a trail for the rising generation
of latent and as yet undeveloped American Rifleman.
The use of .22 caliber, lo-power rifles as a medium

for training
.

civilians how to shoot is neither a
novel nor untried experiment. England became in-

terested in the little gun right after her South Afri-

can war and, under the protecting wing of Lord
Roberts, the Society of Miniature Rifle Clubs ren-

dered a substantial service that was not appreciated

until the recent World War. And right here it is well

to explode an, at present, all too prevalent fallacy.

During the past year many men have been heard to

say, “Don’t mention rifle shooting to the public at

this time, the country is fed up on war, and all that

pertains to war. The boys who have just come home
had enough to do with guns to last them a lifetime

and don’t want to even hear the word mentioned.”
It sounds reasonable, but like a lot of other sweeping
conclusions it is not true. Every substantial move-
ment for the promotion of rifle practice has immedi-
ately followed the termination of a war. The Nation-
al Rifle Association was brought into being just after

the Civil War; the National Matches became an in-

stitution just after the Spanish disturbance of ’98;

the smallbore movement in England was the direct

result of the Boer War, and the present nation-wide
interest in marksmanship is being prompted and
promoted by the boys who were “over there.” Noth-
ing but a war can make men fully appreciate what
Washington really meant when he said, “In time of

peace prepare for war,” also we are beginning to

wonder if this generation hadn’t better keep the
family fire-lock well oiled and ready for action until

certain red and pinkish persons are brought to a
realization of the fact that “direct action” is some-
thing peculiarly suited to the American temperament-

ALASKA GAME
A LASKA is one-fifth as large as the United States,

bristles with rough timber-covered mountains,
and is cut by deep and difficult waterways. It is a
hard country to travel through. Most of us have not
been there and know about it no more than we can
learn by looking at the map

;
yet we are quite ready

to say what should be done to protect its game.
Residents of Alaska, concentrating on their own

problems, have little patience with people outside the
territory who tell them how the game should be
handled. People on the outside have little patience
with the viewpoint of Alaskans, and sometimes think
of them as mere meat hunters. These things being
so, Mr. Charles Sheldon has performed a real service
for game protection by pointing out some of the 'mis-

understandings that so frequently arise between resi-

dents and non-residents of Alaska, and by explaining
some of the points of view from which the game may
be regarded.

It is natural that Alaskans should think of the
game as theirs and should regard as interlopers the
outsiders who come there to hunt. This same point
of view has been held, and is held today in certain
remote shooting grounds in the United States. People
there think of the game as theirs, and look with dis-

favor on gunners from a distance even though they
expend in the community more money than the value
of the game they kill.

Mr. Sheldon is quite competent to speak for Alask-
ans and for outside sportsmen. He has travelled
over more of Alaska than most Alaskans and has
lived in the open and on the country. By hard ex-
perience he is familiar with conditions there, and he
is in sympathy with the people who are facing the
hard life of the North. Alaskans and outsiders alike

may learn much from a careful reading of his article

:

and it should convince both that there are several
angles from which to view Alaska game.
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A TRAGEDY OF THE ADIRONDACKS
AN INTIMATE STUDY OF A FAMILY OF WAX-WINGS WHICH WAS
UNEXPECTEDLY DISCOVERED AND CARED FOR AT A SUMMER CAMP

By MINNIE MOORE WILLSON

I

N a wilderness of wooded beauty,

overlooking the mirror-like and placid,

island-dotted Beaver River, one would

scarcely expect to find tragedy.

Certainly a combat among the little

forest people of the feathered tribe took

place early one July morning during the

past summer.
In the Wila-wa-na camp, with its big

house and small, rustic cottages for the

summer tourist, everything was quiet,

save the chirping of many, many small

birds and the patter of squirrels’ feet

on our roof.

Suddenly the bark of the one small

dog of the camp was heard and, going

to his quarry, we found a tiny birdling,

scarcely feathered. A .search in birdology

revealed the name of the helpless nest-

ling, and proud indeed were we to dis-

cover we had rescued a wee cedar wax-
wing, its tiny fringe of yellow tail being

the only means of indentification.

Within an hour another bark of Fido
was heard, and following his call we
found another baby on the ground and
lying beside it was the lifeless body of

the parent bird, a beautiful wax-wing.
A broken beak, one tiny leg fractured,

a toe gone and a pierced back told the

story of the battle royal that must have
taken place as this parent bird defended
his nestlings. What enemy had wrought
this havoc, still remans a mystery. The
disturbance must have begun at the nest,

for hanging to a lower branch of the

tree was a portion of the gras.s-made

nest. Certainly some -feathered crea-

ture was the aggressor.

With two baby wax-wings, who kept
little, red mouths open for worms and
berries, we were kept busy for several

hours, until a tiny aristocrat with a

golden brown dress, a beautiful crest,

bright eyes encircled by black bands,

and a yellow fringed tail, came flitting

by our cottage, keeping high in the trees

—restless and nervous, but giving a lit-

tle “chip, chip,” of a call, and we were
satisfied it was the mother bird.

Placing the two youngsters on a low
limb, the little widowed parent soon
came down and fed her birdlings. Not
once did these wise little birds attempt
to move, but clung to the small limb,

where the mother, during the remainder
of the day, continued to feed them—wild

cherries being the food that predomi-
nated. Closer and closer we drew our
chairs to the balsam tree; the startled

look left the eyes of the little mother,

Courtesy of American Museum of Natural History.

Cedar Wax-wing

her crest stood erect and she sat calmly
above her birdlings allowing us to both
feed and to caress them.
At night we took the babies into our

cottage, it being very cool in these
North woods, where they slept like two
downy chickens with heads under the
half-grown wings. These little aristo-

crats seemed to like civilization and slept

late into the morning. Outside the cot-

tage sat the brave little mother, and,
again placing our charges on the low
limb, she immediately flew to them with
a mouthful of wild - cherries, feeding
alternate^ until the little gourmands
could eat no more.

All day long the feeding process went
on and another night in the house. The
next morning found them vigorous, hun-
gry and the little fringe-tails were deep-
ening with yellow, and they were devel-
oping decided individuality; the tiny fe-

male showed the curiosity of her sex,

refused to sit on the twig and insisted

upon being on the top of the chair; the
male, with the vanity of his dignified

ancestors, showed a continuous tendency
to plume and beautify himself and was
satisfied with the comforts that had been
provided for him.

P
LACING our little visitors on the
balsam tree again, we went to

breakfast. Returning within an
hour, we .saw, sitting far out on tb*

limb of the same tree, a little mite of a
bird, looking just like our twin wax-
wings. From whence did he come? He
could not fly and our proteges were still

at the coddling age, where they dared
not move without falling. Within a few
minutes, the question was answered.
Mother wax-wing came with her quan-
tity of cherries for the three fatherless
birds, and each received its share.
The new fledgling by night was get-

ting bold, yet not able to fly, so we cap-
tured him and with our two dainty pets
placed him in the house. Outside we
found the mother sitting close to the
cottage, her little head filled with grief
and anxiety; a consultation resulted in
giving back her wild bird and risking
her protecting him as she had been doing
since the tragedy.

The fourth day was one of constant
vigil to us, for these three flitting beings
had commenced to use their wings.
Many times they fell to the ground and
the tiger-striped cat of the camp was
a constant reminder that only good
watching would save the nestlings. But
flying time had arrived and mother wax-
wing, in that voice known only to our
pets, sat in a nearby tree, encouraging
them in their flights. With satisfaction
she looked upon their exhibitions in
aeroplane evolution, as each little bird
would take turns in flying from its perch
and back again, until by nightfall she
had persuaded them to fly higher and
higher, when the three baby wax-wings
sat close together on a high limb. As
this was our night for leaving this ro-
mantic and entrancing Adirondack re-
gion, we felt a thrill of satisfaction that
they were safe and that in some way
these wax-wings had settled their own
destiny, for the temptation to take back
to Florida the two pets, who knew no fear
as they sat contentedly on our fingers,
eating red raspberries galore, was very
great. But forty feet above us, on a
limb, close to the trunk of a balsam tree,

these little brown babies, with the crested
heads and yellow fringe tails, were safe,
and calling “au revoir,” but not “good-
bye,” we left invitations for them to. come
to Florida for the winter.

The close study of the fledgling wax-
wings and their petite and dainty mother
in the Alpine woods of New York will
cause us to look forward with ardent
anticipation to the return of their rela-
tives, the cedar wax-wings, on their
imirney toward the North again.
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THE PURPLE SANDPIPER

T HIS is a stockily built, short-legged

bird, about as large as the Pectoral

Sandpiper. Its upper-parts and

breast are a dark purple-gray in color,

the remainder of its under-parts white.

The basal third of the bill is orange,

the remainder dark, and the legs and

feet straw-color. Purple Sandpipers

are found on rocky shores on both sides

of the Atlantic. They are the only

truly winter Shore-Bird which we have

and are rare and irregular in occur-

rence south of the rocky coast of New
England. Here they may be found

regularly in the winter months, espe-

cially about outlying islets, usually in

small flocks of 25 or less. They feed at

low water among the rock-weed, their

food consisting of very small shellfish,

and, as a consequence of this diet, their

flesh is said to be coarse and fishy, like

that of some sea ducks. Very occa-

sionally in winter, one finds single birds

on the sandy beaches south of the

A RARE CREVALLY FROM
BERMUDA

MANY species of crevallys or jack-

fishes (called trevallys in Aus-
tralia) are found in the warm seas

of the world. Several kinds are com-
mon in Florida waters and two or three

April 12 the nest was empty. What
seemed, at the time, strange to me was
the fact that the mother should have
made her nest in such a place, as my two
cats and a fox terrier had the run of the

yard. I mentioned this fact to a friend

of mine, a hunter and trapper, and he told

me that the young of fur-bearing animals

rocks.—J. T. N.

TRACKS

W ITH waning winter most animals

are hungry and do a lot of prowl-

ing around. Late snowfalls are

everywhere criss-crossed by their tracks,

and perhaps it is at this season that

casual out-of-door persons are most apt
to become interested in telling these

tracks apart, following them up to learn

what the wild creatures have been do-

ing. One quickly learns to recognize the

clean round-toed track of a cat from that

of a small dog, and marvels at the num-
ber of pussies abroad after dark and
the extent of their wanderings. The
differences between the track of squirrel

and rabbit are soon learned, and the

diagnostic mark left by the foot of the

crow, once seen, is always remembered.
But soon spring-time wipes off the slate,

and who can recognize off-hand the

tracks of a dozen of the commonest birds?

If one has become sufficiently interested

there is really abundant opportunity to

study tracks at other seasons, along the

muddy edges of the creeks, on the shore,

in the dust of the road. Herewith we
publish a photograph of the track of a

large bird, widely distributed in North
America. Can any of Forest and

Stream’s readers recognize it?

may be looked for as far North as our
middle states in late summer or fall. The
accompanying sketch is of a specimen
about a foot long from Bermuda, re-

cently presented to the American
Museum of Natural History. It is Car-
anx guara, which occurs in the Mediter-
ranean, and this is the second individual

recorded from Bermuda. But .strangely

enough Caranx guara though it strays

thus far to the west, is not known from
our coast or from the West Indies. Fish-

ermen should be on the look-out for it; if

it does occasionally enter our region that

fact should be known; if not, that too, is

worth making sure of.

THE COTTONTAIL

I

N the November issue of Forest and
Stream I noticed a reply to E. E. W.,
of Des Moines, Iowa, so I will mention

two incidents which came to my notice.

April 10th, 1908, I was passing through
the cow yard at my home and noticed

some of my fowls making a fuss as if

slightly scared, at the same time they
were looking at the manure pile. I went
to see what it was they saw, and found
a nest of young cottontails on the east

side of the pile: there were five of them
and they were about the size of a man’s
thumb. This was at 5:30 P. M. The
next day they were still there, but on

left no scent, neither did the mother when
nursing them.
At another time I was spading my gar-

den (this was in May) over which I had
scattered some coarse manure during the
winter, and I dug up a nest of seven
young cottontails: they were about the
size of a man’s four fingers, bunched to-

gether, and the nest was in a slight de-

pression under a clod of manure. Both
the above nests were lined with fur from
the mother’s belly.

G. A. C. C., Le Mars, Iowa.

RABBIT ON HER NEST

THE behavior of an old rabbit about
her nest has perhaps been observed
often enough, but I do not remem-

ber reading a description of it.

Last summer (1919) on Staten Island,
N. Y., while trimming grass with a
sickle, I was surprised to come across a
nest containing seven young cotton-tail

rabbits about four feet from the brick
foundation of our house. Later we no-
ticed that the old rabbit was away from
the nest during the day, leaving it com-
pletely covered with dead grass and
weeds. Towards dusk, as we watched
from a window, we used to see her com-
ing across the lawn, nibbling clover here
and there, working nearer and nearer
the nest. When she reached it she seemed
to push the cover of grass aside with
her nose and settle down with her body
directly over the nest. In this position
she would remain for a long time. When
alarmed, as by the slamming of a door,
she would leave very hurriedly, yet we
always found the nest covered when she
had gone.

She was sometimes seen leaving the
vicinity at daybreak, probably having
made a visit to her young just before
dawn. We showed the nest to many visi-

tors, including children, and on these oc-

casions carefully made an opening so as
to view the contents of the nest. If a
hand were* inserted the young rabbits
invariably protested by “sneezing” or
“spitting” and at the same time kicking
and twitching violently.

Howard H. Cleaves, Albany.Of what large bird is this the track?
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AERO POWER ICE BOAT
By P. P. AVERY, M. E.

G REAT is the novelty and sport en-

joyed in ice-boating, with a sail

and mast, but due to the danger
of upsetting and changeable winds, it

is not always available for use when

desired. To overcome this a 2 cylinder

motorcycle engine and aero propeller

takes the place of a sail.

Construct the triangle frame and sled

runners of best kiln dried and seasoned
lumber of sizes shown—114" x 8" spruce

for side members of frame, and 1% x
10" spruce for center piece, and front

cross member. The runners are to be

1 14" x 10" oak, for the two front ones,

and 114" x 6" for rear runners; all lined

on bottom with V shape runners of slight

angle and 14" holes drilled in every 4";

countersunk; the projecting sides of

screw tops to be filed down so the entire

runners are smooth and flush; 4" x 4" x
10" pieces of angle iron are securely

bolted into place and hold the runners to

the cross frame. Use %" bolts with lock

washers under all nuts. Use two pieces

of same angle iron on rudder runner,
bolting to standard pipe flange as shown,

E are depending upon the

friends and admirers of our
old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of
them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “going light” have been
adopted by the United States
Army; his canoe has been pre-
served in the Smithsonian Institu-

tion; and we hope that all good
woodsmen will contribute to this de-

partment their Hints and Kinks
and trail-tested contrivances .

—

[Editors.]

tiller rod bar is set. The tiller bar
should be %" x 2%" flat iron, 18" long
with the square cut in center and l-%"
hole at each end for tiller ropes to steer-

ing drum.
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The square hole is made by first drill-

ing out a hole with drill of size to match
outside dimension of square end on shaft,

iS/Arr/-

steering wheel is used and set-keyed and
set-screwed to a 1" iron rod, threaded
on bottom end as a steering rod, forming

\

a novel and efficient steering arrange-
ment. Also procure a second-hand alu-

minum automobile “bucket” seat similar

to a racing cpr seat, and a steel tool box.

Fasten both in position as shown, hav-
ing the proper distance from seat to

wheel. Erect a footboard with bracket
on each end and affix the throttle pedal

thereto in natural position for the foot.

These small parts and connections can
be bought very cheap, second-hand, at

any auto repair shop.

N EXT overhaul the motor and have
it in perfect order, strip it of all

connections not absolutely needed.
Make the propeller mounting of %" x
3" flat iron secured to cross frame with
%" bolts. At the top of this form an in-

verted “U” loop bolted at end offset to

hold the propeller bearing for shaft.

Make 2 braces of flat iron riveted to

main uprights and bend so a.s to carry
down to centerboard. Bolt fast with %"

2?£7A/L - &SZAMJZ 7&OD

which makes a swivel bearing as shown
in detail plan.

A piece of 1%" round, soft steel rod is

set-screwed to bottom flange and run
through top flange. The end of rod is

filed square, over which square end the

and then, with sharp cutting chisel, take
out the 4 corners, making it square.

Connect 2 ropes (clothesline) through
pulleys to wood drum on steering col-

umn; the detail for which is shown.
A second-hand automobile 14" diameter

bolts and double nuts and lock washers.
It is preferable to drill a 3-32" hole at
thread end of bolts through which a
cotter pin should be run. The chains
and sprockets are from the motorcyle in

question, and a machine shop will key
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the top one fast at small cost. The
propeller may be purchased from any of

the supply dealers in New York or Chi-

cago or an advertisement in a city news-

on throttle and the brake held down.

A coat of gray “white lead” and oil

finished in dull and bright red runners

and driving seat of the same color

/or*

paper will bring results, or write the

Curtiss Aeroplane Co. A 2" grease cup

should be screwed into top of the “U”
loop and through to bearing, and kept

always well filled with grease. The
motor is to be mounted on steel brackets

from crank case to centerboard and com-
plete with magneto (set spark), carbu-

retor, and exhaust pipes. No muffler

is required unless specially desired, as

the free exhaust not only keeps the mo-
tor at normal temperature, but enhances
the sport and the sensation of gliding

over smooth ice with the exhaust hum-
ming is almost the same as flying an
aeroplane.

T HE gasoline tank is made of an old

Presto-lite tank with galvanized

iron cones soldered over ends and
filler cap and outlet valves soldered in

top and bottom respectively. Use a
3-16” soft steel wire for throttle rod with
a %" x 4" spiral spring holding the

throttle closed within easy starting and
“idle running” R. P. M. The brake is

made of flat iron and a spring holds it

make a very sportsmanlike appearance.

I

T is generally a wise plan to map
out a course on river or lake and
first go over it slowly, watching any

breaks or ice hummocks, and when
/ Fish. iisiG,

'Pul L u P_)

FROST FISHING

T HIS is a rather tame sport but as it

affords an extra good meal it is

worth while. Seek out any good
frozen over lake, harbor or river where
the ice is strong enough to hold your

weight. With your hatchet or belt axe

cut a hole in the ice about 18 inches in

diameter, and having provided yourself

with rubber blanket to lie on and “rod”

as shown in drawing, lie in wait for

your fish. The light through the hole

attracts the fish and as they swim past

it is only necessary to pull up quickly

on the rod to catch a good mess in an
hour. The hook catches the fish squarely

and serves its purpose most admirably.

I find it has been great sport and it is

surely worth a trial.

The principal hold it has on the sports-

man is in the unique way it is practised.

It would seem that in this age of per-

fected schemes of taking fish the man
who invents a new game, or, if not a

really new game, at least a new way of

playing it, will have many followers.

Like many other things it looks fairly

A<5ah/. iron StAPLEs
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6- O 1 '-
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safe from the surface when running.
Provide a catch on hook to hold the

lever into “on” position when starting
but it is always well to have some one
assist by turning the blades over while
the driver remains in his seat with foot

found to be good, then speed up to

“wide open.” A cut-out switch button
should be placed on steering wheel
ready at instant touch. Almost any
speed may be attained depending on the

horse power and R. P. M. of the motor.

simple when the rules are explained, but
in the working it is not so easy. A fish

has a way of squirming out of the way
of the hook just as you have it nicely ad-

justed beneath him.

P. P. Avery, New Jersey.
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THE SILVER TROUT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

FROM one of our local newspapers I

learn that a lot of our so-called silver

trout eggs are to be shipped to some
of the Eastern States in exchange for

eggs of the brook trout of that region.

First, allow me to call attention to the

fact that here in the Northwestern States

we have three distinct species of fishes,

known as silver trout.

Number one, being the silver trout of

Lake Tahoe, Salrno tahoensis, which

reaches a length of 24 inches.

Number two, the silver trout, Salmo
gibsii, found in the tributaries of the

Columbia River, and last, as well as

least, the so-called silver trout of the

State of Washington, which is not a

trout, but a pigmy salmon, identified at

Washington, D. C., as Kennerlie’s sal-

mon, attaining a length when mature of

from 6 to 8 inches, and like all of the

salmon of this coast, dying after spawn-
ing. Now if the fish commissioners of

the Eastern States are acquainted with

the characteristics of this pseudo trout

and still think it a safe experiment to

introduce it into competition with their

game fish, it becomes their risk, but the

fact that they are even considering its in-

troduction into their waters causes me
to strongly suspect that they have had
no experience with this fish, and hence
may pardon my calling their attention to

its undesirability as a sportsman’s fish.

While the writer has not caught all of

the game fish of the United States, he

has fished more than the length of the

same, both on the Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans, and from Wisconsin to the Gulf

of Mexico, inland, and cannot recall any
other species of fish, not forgetting the

boyhood sucker, that takes the bait in

such a spiritless manner as this Ken-
nerlie’s miniature salmon.

In fact it was seldom that I could feel

them bite at all, even on a light tackle,

with a small sinker below the hook.

Upon the other hand, when they make
their appearance for a short time, at

the wharves of Lake Whatcomb, those

women and childern, who can be amusdd
with that class of fishing, catch them in

considerable numbers, and I noticed that

small, bright-eyed boys, with their faces

near the water, into which they could
see for a depth of 3 or 4 feet, seemed
to catch more than the average, and
they did it by watching the little fish

to see when they took the bait into their

mouths, while one woman kept up a

continual jigging of her pole, saying: “I
just can’t feel them bite at all, so I keep
jerking my pole in hopes that I may
jerk at the right time and I catch as
many as most of the others.” Out of a

probable 1,000 of these fish that I have
seen caught, nearly all of them were
from 6 to 7 inches in length, although
they are said to grow larger in other

parts of this State. Like all salmon,
they are good eating, that is, what there

is of them, but, of course, in this re-

spect are not in the same class as the

pompano of the Gulf of Mexico.

As a game fish for sportsmen I should

call them a flat failure, and as a food

fish for real game fish they would be

worse than a failure, for such purposes
a fish should be non-competative in food

habits with the fish that he is intended

to be good for, like the smelt, herring

and mullet of the Gulf cf Mexico, all of

which live upon the abundant micro-

scopic life and in turn are good for the

larger predacious fish; without the form-
er the latter would not be possible.

One of our game wardens relates that

when he was stocking a lake with this

little Kennerlie’s salmon, that an old

Indian chief, who derived his trout from

the lake, remonstrated strongly against

the proceeding, and pointing at the fry,

said: “Nasty, nasty, nasty, no trout,

cultus salmon, eatum all bugs up, bime-

by no trout in lake.” By the word “cul-

tus” he meant worthless.

In short, provided that this would-be

silver trout should thrive in the waters

of the Eastern States. I should expect

them to eat the beautiful brook trout lit-

erally out of house and home, as his food

habits are the same, he multiplies rap-

idly and grows just large enough to be an

adept at catching the insects, larvae, etc.,

upon which the young brook trout depend

for a living, while he, himself, never does

become a real game fish.

If any state in the Union is blessed

with more ideal trout streams than is

this State of Washington the writer has

yet to see it, but while some large catches

of trout are sometimes reported, as a

rule the sportsmen earn all that they

get, and occasionally fail to get what
they think that they earn.

However, during the warmest months,

you can usually catch some steelheads,

cutthroat and the often large, but less

gamey, Dolly Varden, while at all times

the plunging waters are a constant de-

light, especially in the wild streams of

the Olympics.
Cyrus W. Butler, Washington.

HUNTING RABBITS WITH FERRETS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

In your December, 1919, issue, I note
a letter advocating the use of ferrets in

the pursuit of the rabbit, signed by Al-
fred C. Weed, New York, that appears as
unsportsman-like to me in the same de-

gree as their prohibited use seems unfair
to Mr. Weed. I have read and re-read

Mr. Weed’s letter and for the life of me
I fail to see where he has the right to

kick if a poor, friendless rabbit beats
him to it and “submerges.” We hunters
of Pennsylvania take our hats off to

“Bre’r Rabbit” if he is so fortunate to

outwit both the hounds and guns of this

state. We want him and want him very
much and we will lay a reasonable wager
that we will get him, as we possess the

necessary requisites, a good hound, and
gun, but if we fail to get him above
ground, we never tunnel for him. He has
beaten us to it and is entitled to that
consideration.

Mr. Weed claims that a rabbit will not
run over a few hundred yards before tak-

ing refuge. If his contention is correct,

the rabbits of New York must all be

afflicted with asthma, or are a lazy, no
account tribe. Not so with their brethern
over in the Keystone State, as the follow-

ing narration will prove. While writing
this letter my gaze wanders to a little

fourteen and a half inch, straight-legged

Beagle dog, Devonshire Teddy, by Bar-
maids Driver, lying on the rug before the
fireplace, dog-dreaming of the numerous
cottontails that he was responsible for
having “finis” tacked to their career, and
I have the occult power to know that he is

now dreaming of the very identical rabbit

that I intend to allude to. I, with a party
of other fellows, were at Jim Heckman’s,
at Schartlesville, Berks County, Pa., on
a hunting trip. On the evening of No-
vember 2, we went on a coon hunt, and
“Teddy” insisted on going along. We
headed for “Jim’s” Place, and on the
homeward trip, this record event oc-

curred. At 10:20 p.m., “Teddy” gave
tongue, and at 12 m. he returned to our
party. For one hour and forty min-
utes it was one continuous “tongue”;
sometimes he would be almost out of hear-

ing. That rabbit went more than a few
hundred yards. Nothing asthmatic about
our Pennsylvania rabbits.

I also must take a snap shot at Mr.
Weed’s aversion to hunting birds with a
bird dog. His comparison is ridiculous.

In the same breath he acknowledges the
reason for his aversion—he is a poor
wing shot. That is the solution to the
case. If Mr. Weed would hie himself to

the fields accompanied by a broken setter

or pointer, and a dependable gun. I feel

that he would have an entirely different
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view and he would be compelled to admit

that there was a degree of sportsmanship

in his experience in the field, far in ex-

cess of lopping the head off a poor bird.

I write this in the spirit of Sportsman-

ship, and hope Mr. Weed’s view of the

uses of the ferret in the pursuit of the

rabbit will be changed: also that when
a rabbit “goes in” it is unsportsman-

like to “dig in” after him. That savors

of the meat getter.

Wm. F. Kuhl, Pennsylvania.

GUIDES WHO SHOOT
To the Editor of Forest AND Stream :

THE bag limit law would go a long

way toward preserving our Pennsyl-

vania Grouse, if it was not for just one

little joker and a bard one to beat:

guides kill the birds for their sportsmen

customers.

The city .sportsman who goes grouse

shooting is almost always a crack blue

rock shooter but doesn’t seem to be able

to kill grouse.

Just to show you how it works out;

on my first trip after grouse this fall, I

put up at a mountain farm house where,

besides myself and friend, there were

six other hunters, two of them have shot

in the Great American Handicap (I be-

lieve it is called) and, although they put

up a fair quantity of birds, the six men
in' three days killed only three grouse;

there were no guides in this case.

On our way home we met a gentleman

on the train who had seven grouse and

three woodcock and claimed to be a good

shot on blue rocks. He stated that birds

were plentiful and the guide an expert

shot. I made use of the address he gave

me and as soon as the guide had an open

date, I spent three days hunting with

him. The guide informed me that be-

sides his regular pay for guiding, the

man had paid him one dollar for each

bird he killed and while they had hunted

five days the sportsman had only killed

one bird.

This party of four had brought home
twenty-seven grouse, nine woodcock and
one jack snipe, how many the guide ac-

counted for you can surmise.

The guide did not show much of his

expertness as in the three days he fired

forty shells and only killed four grouse

and one rabbit. I lost favor with him
the first day, as I happened to kill three

birds after he had missed them, so on

the second and third days, I could not

come any nearer him than long hailing

distance. His excuse was that my dog
was not under good control and spoiled

his dog’s work, but at that I managed to

kill just twice as many pieces of game
as he did and only used eighteen shells

in the three days, and I did not get one

shot over a point, all the birds I shot

at got up wild, which was probably my
dog’s fault as on two occasions, at least,

I happened to be in a position where I

could see the guide’s dog on a point and
plainly saw the bird jump and the guide

miss.

The guide did not commit much havoc
with the game on my trip, but maybe I

caught him off his form, but take the

35 shooting days of the open season and

it is pretty safe to say that he accounted
for from 75 to 100 birds. The only way
to stop this would be to make the law
so that anyone when acting as a hired

guide cannot carry a gun.

Has Been.

BARNACLE GOOSE SHOT ON
LONG ISLAND

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
HAVE been advised to report to you
the fact that on October 16, 1919, I

shot a barnacle goose on my property
known as Money Island of the group of

Fire Islands in Great South Bay, Long
Island. Knowing the value of such a
rare specimen of a wanderer from the

old world, I have had it mounted as a
museum specimen and am holding the

bird until I can decide what museum it

should be placed in.

The goose arrived on October 12th,

alighting among a dozen Canada geese
I had in a large pen near the water’s
edge. At first it would swim outside the

Barnacle goose ( Branta leucopsis)

enclosure but two days later it would

fly in the pen and feed with the tame

geese. It was my hope to capture the

goose alive and I did my best to get Dr.

Hornaday to come down to help me legal-

ly trap it for the Zoological Park. Un-
fortunately Dr. Hornaday was away and

I could find no one to give me authority

to act before the opening of the season

on Octiber 16th. Not wishing to have

the bird fall into anyone’s hands who
would not appreciate its value, I accord-

ingly and regretfully shot it on the

opening day, October 16, 1919, on the

water, some short distance from the pen.

The gop.se did not seem active unless just

preparatory to flight. Unlike most large

birds it was very agile in flight and far

more graceful than our ordinary geese.

From the length of its wings I would

judge it to be a powerful flier.

G. V. Hollins, New York.

The capture of the barnacle goose is

an event of extraordinary interest and
Mr. Hollins is indeed to be congratu-

lated on having taken this bird on Long
Island. There is only one previous rec-

ord of its occurrence on Long Island,

namely, October 20th, 1876. [Editors.]

FISHING IN FLORIDA
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

WHEN I located in Stuart, Florida, in'

November, 1913, Stuart was un-
known, as a fishing resort, but when, by
experience, I learned its value as an Ang-
ler’s Paradise, I began writing accounts
of my success for the columns of the
Forest and Stream. I received letters

of inquiry from all portions of the North-
ern states, as far west as Seattle and
Portland, and many times persons have
entered my office with a copy of the For-
est and Stream, in hand, open to some
communication signed by me, saying: “I

am looking for the man who wrote this

account of the fishing at Stuart, and the

people at the hotel tell me it must be
Judge Rightmire, so I have come to learn
if you are the writer, and if so, ask you
to direct me to persons who can advise
and aid me in testing the fishing possi-

bilities of the waters about Stuart.”

Of course this introduction was greeted
with my outstretched hand and no office

work could be so important, that I could
not find time to put the visiting angler
in touch with some good fellow angler, if

work prevented my personal attention.

In this way, many warm lasting friend-

ships were cemented, for like the fabled

waters of mythology, that “once tasted,

the thster would have to return,” so the

persons who have fished ,one winter in

Stuart, return the next and succeeding
winters, and bring their friends with
them, until the hotels, apartment houses,

and all spare rooms in private homes are
filled with happy anglers. Besides salt

water fishing there are lakes and ponds
in plenty on the main land, full of large

black bream, (sunfish) up to 2 pounds in

weight, and black bass, large mouths.
The largest I have seen weighed 17%
pounds, but my largest caught on rod,

reel and line with small bream bait, only

weighed 9% pounds, three hours after

being caught and bled.

The commercial fisheries located at

Stuart, and between Stuart and the

ocean, in the season from September to

the following May, ship to Northern
markets, very nearly half a million dol-

lars worth of fish, caught in these and
nearby ocean waters, and it is surpris-

ing to see the effect the market for fish

has upon enthusiastic anglers, who pass
through stages like the steps of the

measles until they take out fishing li-

censes for their power gasoline engine
launches, as fishing boats.

The first season they come is generally

passed in fishing from the concrete bridge

across the river, and the wharfs
;
the next

stage is to buy a skiff with an outboard
motor, which generally answers for the

first winter; but the second winter they

become the owners of motor-boats with
gasoline engines and troll over the sur-

face of the waters for sea trout and sar-

gent, with an occasional blue-fish; but
the third season, if not before, they com-
bine trolling, still-fishing and surf cast-

ing in the ocean.

Even the most enthusiastic anglers, are
converted to commercial fishermen, by the

great quantities of fish in our waters, as

they catch so many that they cannot use
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all their catch, so they take their surplus
to the fish dealer, who will always buy
their fish, and so they develop into fishers
for market, and continue, finding it very
profitable, with all the pleasure of angl-
ing. On Monday, December 29th, three
men, from Topeka, Kansas, surf-casting
from the ocean beach, caught over 600
pounds of blue-fish, for which a dealer
paid them above $40.00; and another
from Chicago, with one from Peabody,
Kansas; partners, surf-casting near the
Topeka men, caught nearly 500 pounds of
blue-fish; each and all of them fishing
with rod, reel, and medium sized lines.

During the .same week, another angler,
for four winters a resident of Stuart,
trolling every day in the ocean, near the
inlet, or mouth of the St. Lucie River,
with hand line and squid-of-tin bait,

caught enough Spanish mackerel, to
bring him over $300.00 for his week of
trolling. Have these persons lost caste
as anglers?

FAWNS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
I ENCLOSE a picture of a pair of
A fawns that I am raising by hand.
They nursed from a bottle just like ba-
bies. I fed them all the milk they
would drink three times a day until they
were old enough to eat bran and chops
mixed. They have done very well and
have made a nice growth this summer.
This picture was taken when they were
three months old.

Clarence G. Eaton, Oklahoma.

DUCKS AND GULLS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

1
WAS particularly interested in Mr.
Harlow’s letter published in the Janu-

ary issue, in reference to ducks and their

relation with gulls. As a long experi-
enced nature student and hunter on
Shinnecock Bay and adjacent waters,
this question has been put before me re-

peatedly by hunters and sportsmen,
whose attention and comment have been
drawn by experiences similar to Mr.
Harlow’s.

From personal studies and observa-
tions, I believe that without doubt Mr.

Harlow’s contention that the gulls
frightened the ducks is absolutely cor-
rect. I cannot imagine why the guides
to whom he referred the question thought
otherwise, unless it is because many of
these old guides and hunters fail to look
upon the birds and their characteristics
in the true light of the naturalist. They
are not interested enough in this side
of the story to reason out, from careful
observations, the dictations of nature to
her feathered creatures ir behalf of their
protection and presei’vation. However,
it requires no scientific investigation to
explain the action of the ducks in this
instance. Nearly all of the ducks, with
the exception of the mergansers and
scooters, exhibit this same apprenhension
of gulls, and it is intensely interesting
to note when, why and on what occa-
sions this perturbation among the wild
fowl is displayed.

On a calm, sunny day last fall—one
of those days when the peculiar condi-
tion of the atmosphei’e makes an ex-

panse of water a half mile wide appear
to be five, and a gull at a little distance
on the water seems as big as a boat—

I

was lying behind my decoys on the point,
enjoying the delightfully mild weather
and watching a group of greater scaups
(blue bills) feeding out in the channel.
At intervals a lone gull off on the bay
would scream out his full, long drawn
notes of challenge, which would echo
over the still water for miles. Presently
one of the gulls, apparently attracted
by the diving of the ducks, and too lazy
to fly in such drowsy weather, swam
slowly over to the ducks, which showed
no signs of disturbance whatever. But
in a few moments when another gull
came leisurely flying over the heads of
the ducks they scattered and flew in every
direction, those more distant from the
gull diving and swimming frantically in

the opposite direction
;
but soon all gath-

ered again and returned to their feed-
ing place.

I have also noted in similar experi-
ences with both the scaup and black
ducks that the young, dark colored gulls
seem to frighten them more and cause
a greater agitation among them, as a
rule, than the white ones usually do.

Now, since the gulls, showing no
animosity toward the ducks, and fright-
ening them only when on the wing, and
particularly when of a dark color, would
you not naturally conclude that these
gulls suggested hawks?

To strengthen my opinion in this re-
gard, I have noted often that when the
gulls, in pursuit of fish, congregate in
localities where numbers of ducks are
living, the ducks at first move away but
soon become accustomed to the gulls and
allow a comparatively close approach
without being in the least disconcerted.
On the contrary, let a lone gull appear
among a flock of ducks in a locality not
recently frequented by any great num-
ber of gulls and a panic will result. It
will be noted that the hawks invariably
search for their prey alone or in pairs
at the most, and are never gregarious
except in time of migration.

In the case of the mergansers it is
likely becaues of their fish-eating habits
which causes them to be more associated
with the gulls and therefore show less
concern at their presence; or they may
have a keener sense of discrimination
and be able to detect the difference in a
hawk.

I cannot truly say which, but the
former would seem more probable.
The Canada goose also shares the

common mistrust in gulls, but seldom
takes flight at their approach, giving
vent to his alarm by flattening his neck
and head along the water and uttering a
series of harsh, cackling notes, shorter
and more emphatic than his usual call:

Cecil F. Carter, New York.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
T WAS interested in the letter by Mr.
1 F. D. Harlow on “Ducks and Gulls,’’
which appeared in your January number.

Mr. Harlow should have waited until
he had backed his first observations with
careful study, and he would have found
that the old duck hunters were right and
that other causes frightened the ducks.

Here on the Sound the ducks pay no at-
tention to the gulls, but to back my ob-
servations I asked three good and suc-
cessful hunters the question, and each
unhesitatingly said the gulls had no ef-
fect in frightening the ducks.

Careful observation with a specific
purpose in mind, however, is better than
a casual observation or recollection of
past events, so I made some more studies
to verify my opinion that the gulls do
not frighten the wild ducks.
On December 28th, 1919, I watched

two old squaws feed for an hour and an
old herring gull was swimming around
with the evident intention of causing the
ducks to part with some of the food
they were bringing up from the bottom,
and except appearing annoyed and swim-
ming off a little, the ducks paid no at-
tention to the gull.

Of course the gull was not flying, but
on January 17th, 1920, I watched for
nearly two hours the behavior of the
ducks and gulls on the Housatonic River.
With the close of the shooting season the
scaups or blue-bills, come into the mouth
of the above river to feed on the small
mussels that abounded in the river bed.

W. F. Rightmire, Florida.

Mr. Eaton feeding his fawns
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There were several thousand scaups in

a huge raft feeding, and I watched the

gulls fly up and down the river, passing

over the scaups repeatedly and once

within a few feet of them, and the

ducks paid absolutely no attention to

them. A little further up the river at

the edge of Knells Island about twenty

black ducks were feeding in shallow

water.

Gulls flew up and down, past, and

over them without the ducks raising

their heads. One gull dropped to the

shore and picked up a mussel in his feet

and carried it into the air and dropped

it to break the shell, doing this many
times before succeeding, and he was be-

tween two small bunches of black ducks

and less than thirty feet from them, and
his actions had no effect on the ducks.

Considering the thousands of gulls

that winter along the Sound coast, if the

ducks were to fly with alarm every time

a gull passed they would be in the air

most of the time.

Here on the Sound, some time ago,

some one started a story that the gulls

were running their bills into the breath-

ing holes of the soft shell clams and
pulling the clam’s heads or necks off,

thus killing them and accounting for the

clam’s scarcity.

It is surprising how many people will

believe these stories without finding out
for themselves whether they are true or

not.

Wilbur Smith, Connecticut.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
N answer to Mr. F. D. Harlow’s inquiry

“Do Gulls Frighten Ducks?” I wish
to make the statement: “No.” The
gulls are not following the ducks to dis-

turb them, but if on a salt-water coast

it often happens that they follow a com-
mon seal just beneath the surface, and
the seal will at once frighten away ducks
there may be on the water. On a lake

or stream the same thing will happen
with the approach of an otter or other
smaller animal that swims below the

surface. Gulls will follow such an ani-

mal as if it were a school of fish. I

have had such experiences on fresh and
salt water and when shooting from a
reef of rocks have even seen one of my
duck stool disappear beneath the sur-

face for a couple of seconds, then pop
up again with Master Seal between the
stool. Seals will seldom pass a flock of

swimming ducks, without disturbing
them, as I have noticed a few times on
our coast here at Newport in very cold

weather.

E. Phillips, Rhode Island.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
I HAVE read with interest the letter of
* your subscriber in which he asks
whether gulls frighten wild ducks. Many
years of experience and observation en-
able me to answer this question posi-

tively in the affirmative. But what
seems to me to be much more remarkable
is that gulls frighten geese a good deal
more than they do ducks. Only occa-

sionally will wild ducks pay the slightest

attention to a gull, but, under certain

conditions, geese invariably are thrown
into a state of wild fear.

You will recall that your correspondent
said that after the ducks had flown away,
he noticed a gull sailing over the spot

where they had been sitting. That is the

explanation. Neither wild ducks nor

wild geese are frightened by gulls except

when they (the ducks or geese) are rest-

ing on the water, and then only if the

gull sets its wings and sails downward in

the direction of the sitting flock. It is

•for this reason that I am convinced the

ducks or geese mistake the gull, when in

the position described, for some species

of hawk or other bird of prey that at-

tacks them on their breeding grounds or

elsewhere. Inasmuch as I have observed

this occurrence not once, but literally hun-
dreds of times—both in connection with

resting flocks of wild birds as well as

live decoys—I cannot believe it is at all

rare. If you are acquainted with any of

the Long Island guides who specialize on

point shooting for geese in Moriche.s or

Shinnecock Bays you may easily obtain

confirmation of the above. I have shot

with a number of them and have often

discussed the question with them. Our
debate was never as to the fact, but only

as to what species of hawk the gull re-

sembles.
Canada Goose.

ARROW-HEADS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

A BOUT the year 1892 I was guide on

the south line of the Yosemite Na-
tional Park for a detachment of Troop
“I,” Fourth Cavalry, U. S. A. We were
camped near the head of the main fork

of the San Joaquin River, in Soda
Meadows. Near there is a mountain cov-

ered with Obsidian or volcanic glass,

which is black or nearly so, but in some
parts of California it is white or clear,

like the so-called pebble. The Indians

make their arrows from both kinds. The

fractore of Obsidian is Gcncloidal, which
makes it chip just right for arrow-heads.
Some fellow in Texas says the Indians

heat the rock and then touch it with
water. I picked up a piece of Obsidian

and in the presence of Lieut. Davis made
an arrow head with my pocket knife,

using the space which the blade occupies

when open, on the end of the handle.

I gave it to Lieut. Davis, who expressed

his surprise, and said he would keep it to

show what a white man could do. A
boy living at “Tex Hill,” near Placer-

ville, California, made beautiful ones

from anything he got hold of, even

broken bottles.

Buckskin Charley, California.

RABBIT SITTIN’
T ENCLOSE a photograph of a wild
A rabbit which I thought might be of in-

terest to the readers of Forest and
Stream. J. B. Pardoe, New Jersey.

ANOTHER RARA AVIS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

THE article by Widgeon in the Janu-
ary number remind; me of a “Rara

avis” I shot a few years ago in the

Laurentian Club territory in the Prov-
ince of Quebec.

Unlike Widgeon’s mine was evidently

a freak. It was a male sheldrake and
the peculiarity of it was the fact that the

feet instead of being webbed were lobed

or palmated like the feet of the grebes.

Unfortunately I did not preserve the
skin. A few months after shooting it I met
Dr. Daniel Giraud Elliot on the street

and described the bird to him and asked
him if he could identify it by my de-

scription. He laughed and reminded me
of the remark of ,the Irishman on first

,seeing a giraffe, “There ain’t no such
animal.” However, it was he who sug-

gested that it was a freak sheldrake but
he said he had never seen one like it.

H. F. De Puy, Maryland.

Photograph of a live wild rabbit by Dr. Pardoe
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WILDERNESS DWELLERS
HUNTING BIG GAME WITH A CAMERA IN THE
HEART OF THE NEW BRUNSWICK WILDS

By THOMAS TRAVIS

HAD long dreamed
about the real wil-

derness, dreamed
that some day I

would pack my duf-

fle and work my way.

be it ever so far, to

the place where I

could see the genuine

wilds. Many an ap-

proach I had made
to this fairyland of

my dreams, but al-

ways the real thing eluded me some-

how. I would get to the place where

the sure enough article was reported,

only to find something lacking. Did

I go for bear? Well, all I saw were

tracks. Was it the lordly moose I sought?

I got as far as the place where someone

shot a monster last season. If it was
salmon the water was wrong this year.

Something always had kept me from it

until I got this trip up the Tobique and

Nepisiguit. Then I found it—found my
fairyland of the real wilds.

I happened to meet Charlie Cremin, the

famous New Brunswick guide, at Fred-

ericton. With him were two more famous

hunters, and we began to talk about

the wilderness. I had just finished a five

hundred mile trip in the near-wilds, and

ended it with bitter disappointment. I

had been shown fine trout streams; but

could get few big trout; splendid moose

trails with huge hoof-prints, but no

moose; fine salmon pools but never a

salmon,—so I felt I was the disappointed

wolf and that it was my night to howl,

which I proceeded to do. Charlie Cremin

said: “I’ll take you right now where you

can see all the big game you mention.”

As I looked into his eyes, I felt my heart

rise. Here was no bluff and no evasion,

so I said, with equal brevity, “Right 0.”

W E started at dawn the next day,

from the little station opposite

Fredericton, on the St. Johns

River, and we rode all that day, reaching

Plaster Rock late in the afternoon. That

was the end of the railway. Then we
took a Ford and rode forty miles to

Millers, and that was the end of the road

;

after that came just trails, and the best

trail was the river.

So we loaded all our stuff in canoes,

one guide to each canoe, and started on

the long pole up the Tobique. Hardly

had we set pole in the stream before we
saw two deer just ahead of us, their

summer coat standing out plainly against

the deep green of the fir and spruce. And
as I watched them feeding I began to fe 1

even more sure that Charlie Cremin was

to be my jinx, my happy guide to the

real thing.

There were trout and salmon in that

stream, and scarcely had we rounded the

first bend when a splendid grilse shot up

from a clear pool, curved in the light,

and fell back with a resounding smack.

Assuredly we were getting toward the

right place,—for we drifted over a pool,

deep and clear as crystal, with its quiet

reaches some quarter mile long; we could

see the salmon lying there in schools,

drinking, till it made one thirsty just to

watch them; made one long to cast a fly

athwart the lovely waters. But we were

on our way, and could not stop just for

a few salmon ! Think of it

!

Smack went the poles, and with the

Tobique waters purling about our bows

we worked along, nor had we gone a mile

before the first canoe stopped, stopped

all aquiver with portent,—and obeying

the signal, we crept up as noiselessly as

the rocky stream would permit,—to see

a big doe, not fifteen feet away, standing

poised for flight, her ears twitching, her

tail flirting, and her dainty hoofs tapping

the marl of the bank with eager curiosity.

It was the first genuinely wild deer that

I had seen stand for five minutes, at pole’s

length from three canoes, and I drank

in the scene. When reminded that I had

a camera, I tried a shot.

The shot was not a great success from

the standpoint of the artist. In the first

A close up view of a calf moose on the banks of the Tobique

“Clean As

“Not a spot— practi-

cally as good as the

day I bought it.”

You can say that, too,

if you regularly use

Pyramid
Solvent
Made by the makers of that

famous gun oil—3-in-One.

Tested by expert military and

civilian shots before being of-

fered to you. Capt. Wm. F.

Gorman, U. S. Inf., says

:

“I have cleaned a rifle with

Pyramid Solvent, at times,

hours after leaving the rifle

range, and after at least one

hundred rounds had been fired,

removing every particle of the

poisonous, smokeless residue.

In every single instance the

bore .was left shining bright.”

Pyramid Solvent easily and quickly

dissolves high power smokeless and
black powder residue. Loosens

metal fouling. Contains no mois-

ture to cause rust and no chemical

that attacks the gun metal. Try it.

Prove it.

After Pyramid Solvent, use 3-in-

One Oil to prevent rust and to

lubricate.

Pyramid Solvent is

for sale by most
firearm dealers, 3

ounces in a conven-
ient flat can that fits

pocket or shooting
kit, 30c per can. If

your dealer can’t

supply you, send 30c

and we will send
you a can postpaid.

Three-in-One Oil Co.
165 EZM. B’way, New York

C216
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Proof Positive

Ifit isn't an Eastman
,
it isn't a Kodak .

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y., The Kodak City

Catalogue free at your Dealer's or by mail.
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Just One Shot
]W[ AYBE you have waited days for

it. You don’t want to chance
missing because of poor sights.

LYMAN SIGHTS
make accurate shooting natural. Combination
Rear Sight No. lA, shown here, brings the— front sight close up in a

circle, and allows a clear

view of the game. Receiver
Sights with the same princi-

ple, if you prefer them.
Then there are Ivory Bead
Front Sights

_

that show up
sharply against bounding
game, and a Folding Leaf
Sight with combination
crotch and bar to replace the
factory sight. Fully de-

scribed in the

Tree Lyman Book
of sights for every purpose
and every gun. Send for it.

Lyman Gun Sight Corp.

110 West St.

Middlefield, Conn.

ITHACA WINS
EVERYTHING

at the
Atlantic

Indian Shoot
1. Jay Clark, Jr., won

Atlantic Indian Cham-
pionship.

2. Jay Clark, Jr., won high
over all on 1 6 yd. targets,

294 x 300.

3. Hank Pendergast and
Jay Clark, Jr., tied on all

targets, including 100 at

21 yards, 377x400.
4. H. K. Curtis won

over all in Cla
363 x 400.

5. Jay Clark, Jr., won
over all first day, 1 49x

6. Pendergast and Clark
tied for high over all

second day, 145 x 150.

Any man can break more
targets with an Ithaca.

Doubles, including war tax,
$45.00 and up.

Singles, including war tax,
$700.00 and down.

Catalog free.

ITHACA GUN CO.
Box 25, Ithaca, N. Y.

Army Auction Bargains*
Tents $4.25 op

Saddles 4.65 up

Uniforms 1.50 up

Teamharness 26.85

C. W. revolvers $2.65 up

Army Haversacks .15 up
Knapsacks .75 up

Army Gun slings .30 up
f
Spring. Rem. cal. 30 single shot rifle for model
190S cartridges, S7.77 Ball cart. S3.S0 per 100

' 1 5 acres Army Goods. Large illustrated cyclo-
‘ pedia reference catalog—428 pages— issue

1920, mailed 50 cents. New Circular lO cents

FRANCIS BflNNERMAN SONS. 501 Broadway. Hew York

place, we had a bit of buck fever. In

the next place I am no camera man, and
this was almost the first shot I had taken
with the machine. Then, too, the light

was bad and all the rest. Still we got

one shot at her, and would have gotten

more but our orand new camera stuck in

the roll, and we were nervously trying to

make it go, and eagerly watching this

splendid picture of wild life, when, with
one silent leap, amazingly silent, she dis-

appeared in the sea of tiny Christmas
trees and spired spruce that covered the

bank.
We were the first to go in that summer,

and the game had not been disturbed

since the previous year. Thus everything

promised well. And it was with eager-

ness that we plied our poles and pushed
away up the foaming stream.

For a few miles we were absorbed in

watching the bottom as we drifted across

deep pools, for there, in the silent depths,

we could see big schools of suckers. We
could watch where pods of whitefish lay

drowsing in the crystal waters and see

the trout sculling slowly away as we
neared them. From time to time a

salmon leaped or a brace of them flashed

up stream like submarines after a keen

chase. Beaver cuttings began to show
in the edge of the backwaters. Sand-
pipers teetered along shore within easy

gunreach. And from time to time we
saw a flock of shell-drake, mother and
young, go spattering ahead of us and
around the bend, flappers all, except the

parent birds. They scurried ahead of us

’till cornered, and then dove beneath the-

canoe where we could see them .swimming
like feathered turtles ’till the swirling

stream hid them once more.

W E were thus absorbed when Fred,

the leading guide, suddenly

paused in his poling, and stood

rigid as a setter at point. Slowly we
crept up to him till all three canoes were
just around the bend, and then we saw,

—

fifty feet away from
1

us—Our First

Moose.
It was a big cow, for all the world

like a mule; and she stood there while

we crept closer, forty feet, twenty, wrink-

ling her big soft nose, and eyeing us

with an expression so human she seemed

to say, “Nqw what in the world have

we here?”
She was standing in a clump of alders,

right on the edge of the stream. Her
long hind legs set a mite backward,

like a grasshopper’s'. And right there

as we watched, minute after minute in

tense interest, we could see the explana-

tion of a lot of things we had heard about

moose.
Every hunter has marvelled at the

amazing distance from which the moose

can smell a man, the weather conditions

being right. From half a mile to even

a mile away they can hit the scent. Well,

a careful watching of that big, soft nose,

almost as pliable as ears, with its moist

surface and smelling nerve ends ten

times as big and numerous as those of a

setter’s nose, will explain sufficiently. Of
all the wild folk of the New Brunswick

Woods the moose has the best smelling

equipment.
Then there are his legs. Just watch a

moose plow through a dead fall with

its heart-breaking tangle of branches.

Watch a moose wade through mud up to

his shoulders as fast as a man can paddle

a canoe in clear water. Watch a moose
leap through a tangle of alder thicket

that would strangle a man, and see how
easily, how silently he does it. Then
search for the explanation. It’s in his

long legs and the set of them, the grass-

hopper kick,—that is the little trick

which explains the whole thing. Those
odd, massive and yet delicate legs of his

can push him along at an amazing gait;

faster the second mile than the first;

faster the fifth than the third. He is the

old original bog - trotter, born and
brought up in the pre-historic bogs where
the cave man roamed. And to this day
he has not forgotten one jot of the art.

Watch him, as we shall later, go through
dense thicket, and dead-wood-snarled bog
at NIGHT TIME, with the ease of a

trotter on green hard turf. Then you
begin to realize the amazing patent Mr.
Moose has in those oddly .set legs of
his.

We lay there in tense interest watch-
ing. That moose could see our every
move. For now we were not twenty-five

feet from her. The nervous twitching
of her ears and nose showed how tensely

she was watching us, trying to get our
scent. The wind was strong, right from
her to us. In fact, we could smell her.

But something about our quiet attitude

disarmed her. Her neat hoofs tapped
at the tiny cobbles of the bank, with the

barest suggestion of the impatient deer

stamp. But no whistle or snort came
from her. She seemed indeed half in-

clined to come on. Her mane was slight-

ly a-bristle, hut not with anger. Just
amazed curiosity and interest. Till with

a movement of those legs of hers, she

simply faded in the thicket. And we
went on, elated at our good luck.

Then, just around the bend we saw
why Mrs. Moose was there. A little

this-year calf standing knee deep in the

lucent, cool waters of the Tobique.

We crept up with our three canoes, the

poles unavoidably tapping, tapping on

the stone strewn bottom. But baby
moose stood watching with all the artless

curiosity of his mother. In fact, the

leading canoe took ten shots with the

camera at him as he stood there. Fred
said to me, “Doctor, I believe that moose
will come right up to us if we call him.”

So I got out of the canoe, standing in

clear sight on the clean gravelled bank,
and with my camera pointed at him I

called.

But you will understand that calling

a baby moose is different, decidedly differ-

ent from calling a bull.

THE New Brunswick guides had a

moose caller at an exhibition in New
York. He gave the calls beautifully,

in masterly fashion. But here is the odd
thing about it all,—the crowd expected a

noise like a steam fog-horn in a tunnel.

They were disappointed in the volume.
It wasn’t wild enough to match their

fancy of what an able-bodied moose
should furnish a New York audience. So
one of the guides called old Indian Jim

(continued on page 148)
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Below is shown the well known
Shakespeare Level Winding device

which winds the line perfectly even
and level.

Above is shown the famous South
Bend Anti-Back Lash device, which
entirely eliminates back lashes,
snarls or tangles.

THE SOUTH BEND ANTI-
BACK-LASH-REEL

Over fifty thousand of the famous South
Bend Anti-Back-Lash-Reels—in use today

—

attest to its popularity. It absolutely can-

not back-lash. It runs freely and thumbs
itself. Makes casting easy for the beginner
and easier for the expert. Guaranteed with-
out time limitation.

nnouncmq the

SOUTH BEND LEVEL
WINDING ANTI-BACK
LASH CASTING REEL
TO be able to throw your bait and line accurately and

gracefully out o’er the water with never a back-lash,

snarl or tangle—and then, on the “strike,” to quicklv
“ reel him in ” with a perfectly taut, evenly wound line

—

there’s real bait-casting joy.

And it’s that joy and sport of perfect casting which comes to anglers
using the new South Bend Level Winding Anti-Back-Lash Reel,

A Combination of Two of
America’s Best Known Casting Beets

The new South Bend is a mechanically perfected combination of the
famous Anti-Back-Lash device of the South Bend Anti-Back-Lash
Reel, with the Level Winding or spooling device of the celebrated
Shakespeare. With it, thumbing and spooling are entirely elimin-
ated. It absolutely cannot back-lash, and upon reeling in, the auto-
matic spooling device, without any guidance whatever on the part of

the caster, winds the line perfectly even and level, the same as the
bobbin attachment on a sewing machine.

Beginners, without previous practice, can cast with the same ease

and accuracy as an expert with this new South Bend reel. More
experienced anglers can realize its advantages for night fishing.

Of strong, rigid construction, the frame and all component parts are of Liberty
Silver. Design is perfectly plain with a rich French Gray, mirror-like satin finish.

Agate jeweled spool caps with adjustable spring tension grips. Gearing is quad-
ruple multiplying. Double grips are of white ivoroid. Capacity is 100 yards
measured by 16 to 20 pound silk line. Absolutely guaranteed without time limita-

tion.

See this Reel at your Dealers

Write for Booklet giving complete Details

See this new South Bend at your dealers, or write for free booklet giving detail

and complete information. Also ask for the "Days of Real Sport," our catalog
showing complete line South Bend Quality Tackle for all fresh water fishing, and
many species of salt water fish. A postal brings both catalog and reel folder.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO
10284 Hitfh St . SouthBend. Ind.
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ATTRACT DUCKS AND
FISH TO YOUR FAVORITE

HAUNTS
Soon it will be time to plant Terrell’s
Wild Celery, Wild Rice and Duck Po-
tato. Ducks dy hundreds of miles to

find these delicacies, opring planting
gives full benefit v.5 summer growing
season.

Best fishing is found around beds of
Wild Celery, Pond Plants and Water
Lilies, where fish congregate for food
and shelter.

“Ask Terrell— He Knows”
Leading clubs and preserves in the
United States and Canada endorse
Terrell’s planting material. s’ .

/-%
Write for booklet “Plants
f o r Attracting Birds,
Game and Fish.”

GP
CANOES

ROWBOATS
OUTBOARD MOTORS

BOATS FOR OUTBOARD MOTORS

MOTOR BOATS, 16 to 24 ft.

long, with or without engine.

For lakes, rivers, shallow water

and weeds.

The saving effected this year is greater

than ever before.

CATALOG FREE — ORDER BY MAIL

THOMPSON BROS. BOAT MFG. CO

1521 Ellis Ave., PESHTIGO, WIS.

FOR THESE

SPECIAL OFFER
Send $2.50 for nil 3 above
books and get book of 75

Special Plans, 'OscCpCC
Garage folder. a n u a-

EXTRA—“Little Bungalows.”
40 Plans. $750 to $3,000; 50c.

Money lack if not satisfied

BUNGALOW BOOKS
PLAN FUTURE HOMES
NOW WITH ECONOMY

PLANS OF
CALIFORNIA STYLES
— noted for comfort,
beauty and adaptability

to any climate.

“Representative Cal.

Homes”
50 Plans. $3,750 to

$12,000; $1.

“The New Co'onials”

55 Plans. $3,000 to

$20,000; $1.

“West Coast Bungalows’
60 Plans. $1,800 to

$4,500; $1.

E. W. STILLWELL & CO., Architects
263 California Building, Los Angeles

THE 22 SOLVES IT
FIRST REPORT FROM THE FOREST AND STREAM SHOOT-
ING SCHOOL—AN INSTITUTION DEVOTED TO THE GUN
Bv CAPTAIN ROY S. T1NNEY, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

O NLY recently the Adjutant of a

Post composed of the “Veterans of

Foreigns Wars” asked for volun-

teers to form a rifle club and every man
present stood up. These men were not

mere parlor patriots, every one of them
wore a gold cheveron, and when a notice

was issued for a shoot on January 18th,

they turned out on the range with the

weather 12 degrees above zero. Men who
had served a winter trick in Northern
France turned out in a blizzard to prac-

tice marksmanship—a year after the war
was over. As a matter of fact, the match
was shot on one of the ranges provided

by the Forest and Stream Shooting
School, at Tenafly, N. J., which is fully

equipped with housed-in and heated firing-

points and butts, and so perfect were the

arrangements made for their comfort
that they shot the match in their shirt

sleeves, but they did not know this until

they reached the range.

The proving grounds and experimental

ranges maintained by Forest and
Stream are located adjacent to Camp
Merrit and during the past year many
returned soldiers applied for instruction,

because, as they would explain, “I’ve al-

ways wanted to iearn how to shoot a rifle

and I am ashamed to go home without
knowing how.” Pause a moment and re-

flect what that brief quotation means.
Men fresh from the world’s greatest war,

asking some civilians to stop their con-

struction work long enough to teach them
how to shoot a rifle so they need not be

“ashamed to go home without knowing
how.” The boys who came back from
France have learned to love and respect

the rifle, but the sad truth of the matter

is that comparatively few of them were
taught how to shoot. The Marines and

the Regulars made history with their

marksmanship, literally performed mir-

acles that gave us back our lost reputa-

tion as “a nation of riflemen”; the Amer-
ican Expeditionary Force won the great

International Rifle Match that was held

near Paris last summer, and on this side

a civilian team successfully defended the

Dewar Trophy against the Society of

Miniature Rifle Clubs of England, but the

plain truth of the matter is that the

marksmanship of the average American
is not on a par with these .standards.

The performances of a few have re-

dounded to the cerdit of the many and

today we stand before the world, a sus-

picious, restless and still hostile world,

with a fighting reputation considerably

beyond our ability. This unpleasant

thought is unfortunately a fact. We c^n

and have repeatedly, put out a team that

literally beat the world. This has been
done with all three weapons, rifle, pistol

and .shotgun, both at home and abroad,
but so far the net result of all efforts to

promote rifle practice has been to create

a few super-experts, utterly forgetting

that our army is composed of average
Americans, and, as conclusively proved
by the war just closed, the backbone of

all armies is the doughboy and his little

gun.

AT various government arsenals and
storehouses there are two or three

million rifles, carefully covered with

cosmoline and packed neatly in long-

wooden cases
;
with them are many, many

millions of cartridges made especially for

these arms, all carefully preserved
against a contingency most people claim

will never arise, said persons faithfully

echoing certain noisy opinions that were
voiced prior to 1914. This situation

caused certain sensible men to suggest

that a portion of these idle guns and im-

mense stock of slowly deteriorating am-
munition be used to train that- part of our
population who desire to learn how to

shoot and this suggestion met with one of

those half-hearted responses that is far

worse than out-and-out opposition, and if

anyone is curious on the point just let him
try to secure an army rifle and a few
bandoliers of ammunition. It can be done.

But the delay, red-tape, limitations, regu-

lations, bonds, papers and exasperations

attendant on the transaction will soon,

cause the most enthusiastic civilian to

lose heart and turn to some other form
of outdoor sport. And even after the gun
and cartridges have been secured, the

civilian rifleman is confronted with a sec-

ond and greater obstacle, the utter lack

of ranges that are safe and suitable for

the hi-powered military weapon. Today
we face the unique and almost tragic

situation of having many shooters and
no place for them to shoot. The problem

is no longer to create a popular interest

in marksmanship, the crying need is for

ranges, a chain of ranges scattered

throughout the length and breadth of the

land. Just open the game to “any rifle,

any ammunition,” and all that is lacking

is a place to use the equipment now re-

posing in closets and gun cabinets.

During the past year a group of men
have been working quietly and faithfully

to provide an institution where this, and
other similar problems can be solved; and
in spite of the clutter and confusion that

always attends the building of a new
plant, these unheralded workers in the-

( pontinued on page 1541
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BlEAK NIGHTS are not feared by this fellow-
nature has supplied a blanket im-
pervious to wind and cold.

Kenwood 4p> pound Sleeping Bag,
S4'' long, 68" circumference, color
Forest Green, $12.50.

IVe have a sales proposition of in-
terest to Sporting Goods Dealers
and Department Stores.

Equal protection is given men and women
by the fleecy, long fibered wool in Kenwood
Sleeping Bags.

Restful relaxation—rejuvenating sleep

—

is possible only when the body is warmly
protected. .

In the camp and at home, in the open and under
cover, wherever the health restoring properties of fresh-

air are recognized, users testify nightly to the cosy com-
fort of the Kenwood.

Kenwood Sleeping Bags are warm without being
fatiguingly heavy, and are free from annoying lacings,

snaps and buckles.

Standard 4V2 pound Bag for all-round use in moderate tem-
peratures 6 and 7 pound Bags, or two \

x/2 pound Bags (one inside

another) for severe weather.

Kenwood Outdoor Comfort Products, of the same warm wool,

include big comfortable Camp Blankets 68x84 and 72x90, ideal for

camp, porch, den or fresh-air bedroom; Sitting-out Bags for open-air
schools, porch, auto and sanitarium; Steamer rugs; Motor robes and
stockings.

Every item is thoroughly pre-shrunk and may be washed in

lukewarm water with a good soap without losing original size, shape
or color.

Leading Department and Sporting Goods Stores feature Ken-
wood Outdoor Comfort Products.

A delightful brochure “Outdoor
Comfort” picturing in color the use

of many Kenwood items will be
mailed free on request if you
mention the name of your dealer.

Kenwood Mills

Dept. F-l Albany, N. Y.

KENWOOD

Outdoor
\ Comfort

ProouctS

This sign on a dealer’s

counter designates the

store as headquarters
for the dependable All-

wool Kenwood Outdoor
Comfort Products.
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RUSSELL'S
“NEVER LEAK"
Thebuilt-for-hard-knocks

boot that sportsmen
swear by—soft, easy-fit-

ting and as near water-

proof as a leather boot

can be.

For Outdoor Sport or Work
Duxbak and Kampit are primarily clothes

for rough outdoor work or hard play in

any kind of weather. They combine good

sense, style, economy and service.

D uxbak is rainproofed. Kampit is lighter

weight and UTICA - DUXBAK
not rain- gt CORPORATION
proofed.
At any good
Sporting
Goods Dealer

FREE 1920
Style Book

10 Hickory Street

N. Y.

KENNEBEC
RE\!VE15EC Ci A. IVORS— Safest to Use
The superiority of the KENNEBEC CANOE
is due primarily to an ideal— the aim of the
makers to create a new and higher standard in
canoe building. Write for the Free Book today.

Kennebec Boat and Canoe Co.
•22 K R. Sq., Watery? lie. Maine.

REST AND STREAM
«

BIMINI- ISLE OF MYTH
A VISIT TO THIS SO CALLED SPORTSMAN’S PARADISE REVEALS
THE FACT THAT ITS ADVERTISED ATTRACTIONS DO NOT EXIST

By TOM CHADBURN

HE Isle of North Bi-

mini it one of the

Bahama group situ-

ated approximately
forty-five miles east

of Miami, Florida.

The foregoing in-

formation is set
forth in a booklet

supplied to prospect-

ive members of the

Bimini Bay Rod and
Gun Club, but as far

as the rest of the booklet is concerned

the statements are mostly fiction.

The promoters of the Bimini Bay Rod
and Gun Club may be past masters in

the art of word painting, but extrava-

gant language and neatly printed litera-

ture will never put the Isle of Bimini on
the map as a “Sportsman’s Paradise.”

Fish, fish-bait, and game are conspicuous

by their absence on the land, and in the

waters that surround the island, and a

rude awakening awaits the sportsman,

who, attracted by alluring statements,

may invest in a Membership Certificate

of this club and supplement his invest-

ment by a visit in anticipation of sport.

The writer of the booklet has indeed

a most fertile imagination. Opening
with a two page description of club fa-

cilities the entire booklet runs riot with

glowing pen-pictures that lead one to

believe Bimini is already a complete ex-

istant “Isle of Joy” for sportsmen. The
description of the magnificent club house,

said to contain 105 rooms with private

baths, large lobbies, rest rooms, dining

concourse with seating capacity for 300

people, wireless service, and other mod-
ern conveniences, winds up with a sweep-

ing assertion that the building and equip-

ment of the club is second to none in the

United States, and conveys to the reader

a picture of the joys that await him.

As a matter of fact, the only available

accommodations for members on January
25, 1920, were limited to the comforts

afforded by a few army tents. Artesian

wells, tennis courts, golf courses, surf

casting pier, club house, dining con-

ocurse, commissary and all the other fea-

tures that the booklet indicated were
complete and ready to welcome the visit-

ing sportsman were, as far as the writer

could observe, invisible.

Reaching Bimini, contrary to all state-

ments, is far from being an easy matter,

and the published assertion that the

island is easily reached by all manner of

large and small sail or power boats in

from two to six hours presents a differ-

ent aspect when the journey is under-

taken. Forty-five miles in from two to

six hours calls for something more than

the average type of sail or power craft

available for charter at Miami, is capa-

ble of accomplishing, regardless of the

fact that our old friend, the Gulf Stream,
is usually in a turbulent state during the

winter months, and the sportsman who
has the temerity to essay a trip from
Miami to Bimini, in the face of the pre-

vailing East or Southeast winds, will find

difficulty in inducing a boatman to under-

take the journey.

AN unquenchable desire to visit the
Isle, of Bimini and participate in

the wonderful fishing and hunting
promised by the Bimini Rod and Gun
Club literature induced the writer to

procure a passport and to undertake the

hazardous trip. For some reason or other

the boatmen approached were averse
to undertake the journey, but finally

the founteen-ton auxiliary sloop, “The
Stranger,” commanded by Captain Mal-
loy, was chartered, and after a few days’

delay on account of unfavorable winds,

the journey was begun at 3 P. M. The
course set was toward Gun Key Light,

(CONTINUED CN PAGE 154)

The Government Administration Building on the Island of North Bimini
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Chummy cabin companions —
the Indian and Side Cai*
Make the sturdy INDIAN your camping and hunting companion.
With its narrow tread it will take you and your chum—and the
camping outfit—to almost any place you can go on foot, and bring
you back again in perfect comfort. Powerful, speedy, always de-
pendable—that’s the world-famous INDIAN. And the Side Car is

easy-riding, roomy and splendidly equipped.

Doable the joy of your outings. Call on your INDIAN dealer today.
Look over the entire splendid 1920 INDIAN line and get an immediate
demonstration of the model that best meets your own requirements.

Dept 10

HENDEE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.
The Largest Motorcycle Manufacturer in the World

A. Dollar for every
accepted photo

Motorcycle friends:
Mail us interesting
snapshots of your
INDIAN hunting
and fishing trips—
wi th a li ttle s tory of
the picture. A dol-

lar bill will be sent
you at once for
every accepted
photo.

l
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AMERICAN
GAME BIRD
SHOOTING

By George Bird Grinnell

This large and profusely illustrated

volume covers the whole field of upland

shooting in America. It deals with the

birds followed by the upland shooter with

dog and gun, and gives practically every-

thing that is known about the woodcock,

the snipe, all the North American quail,

grouse and wild turkeys. This is its

scheme

:

Part 1—Life histories of upland game

birds; many portraits.

Part II—Upland shooting, and alsq

guns, loads, dogs, clothing.

Part ITI—Shooting of the future,

ruffed grouse, quail, etc.

There are life-like colored plates of

the ruffed grouse and quail, and 48 other

full-page plates, with many line cuts in

the text.

The book is really the last word on

upland shooting, and this is what some

of the authorities think of it:

"It is I think, a model of what such

a book should be—but so seldom is. It

is, indeed, much more than a treatise on

field sports, for it furnishes such full and

excellent life histories of the birds of

which it treats that it should find a p ace

in every library devoted to pure ornith-

ology."—William Brewster, Cambridge,

Mass.
,

.

“A very complete monograph for sports-

men and naturalists . . . with ancedotes.

of his own and others . . .
Tlie book will

he enjoyed not only by sportsmen but by

the general reader."—Sun. New iork.

'•An important, thoroughly reliable and

well written book; a work that will be

read with interest and pleasure by sports-

men. The work is the first complete one

of its kind."—Boston Globe.

"This volume is especially welcome—-*

treat to every man who loves to tramp tha

uplands with dog and gun."—Inter-Ocean,
Chicago.

This hook is a companion volume to

American Duck Shooting, and the two

cover practically the whole subject of

field shooting with the shotgun in North

America.

Illustrated, cloth, About 575 pages.

Price, $3.50 net; postage, 25c.

For Sale by

Forest & Stream Pub. Co.

9 East 40th Street NEW YORK

TARPON FISHING AT PORT ARANSAS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 117)

We publish many and can

supply any of the world’s

outdoor books.

FOREST & STREAM
(BOOK DEPARTMENT )

9 Easi 40th St. New York, N. Y.

B
Y this time both Leonard and I had

become beautifully sunburned, and

his nose had begun to peel. Too

late he tried to prevent it by doping his

face with a preparation of zinc which

gives one a most ghastly appearance.

As it stays on in spite of both perspira-

tion and spray, it would be quite effec-

tive if applied the very first day, and

regularly thereafter, but the trouble

which that would involve would prove an

infernal nuisance. For my part, I should

prefer to take the burning, as with me

it is not a very painful matter, but some

people really suffer severely from the

tanning process.

We located that day many tarpon, in-

cluding a lot of small ones, in and near

the breakers. Leonard went for them

as close to the shore as he dared; but

after shipping a lot of water, and at the

same time seeing several large sharks

at hand, he returned to deep water,

baled out the boat and tried safer fish-

ing ground.

I

N the forenoon oi June 4th it was too

rough to go to the South Jetty, hence

we were forced to fish near the north

one. Leonard had four strikes and

saved two, and I got two with three

strikes. Leonard took also three jack-

fish, and I two, besides a 21-pound

grouper, which gave me a good fight.

As it is an excellent fish for eating, I

subsidized the cook and persuaded him

to serve it boiled with egg sauce for

supper, thus making a welcome change

from the eternal fried fish. Why is it

that hotel cooks persist in frying fish

when there are so many other excellent

ways of cooking them? Being myself

a good camp cook, and being fond of

the job, I can prepare fish in a dozen

different styles, all of which render it

most palatable.

My first strike that morning resulted

in the escape of the fish, and with the

second I had a most exciting time, for

a big shark .some 14 feet long did its

best to rob me of my quarry. The tar-

pon was onto the game, because it made

directly for the rocks where the sharks,

for some reason known only to them-

selves, object to following. I snubbed

the fish up before it quite reached the

jetty, thus preventing the line from be-

ing rubbed against thei sharp barnacles

on the stones, and by making the usual

noise with the oar.s against the boat we

frightened the brute off and secured the

fish. Leonard says, however, that after

I let it go the shark caught it, as he

saw a big blotch of grease soon after-

wards on the water.

After this experience with the shark,

I concluded to try the fishing in the

channel, and, the water being high, we

ran through a small gap in the jetty,

located about a quarter of a mile from

the outer end. Hardly had I let my line

out before I hooked a big fellow, a heavy

six-footer, landing it after a hard tussle.

In the afternoon we tried the tarpon

fishing again, but soon gave it up on

account of the high sea both inside and

outside of the Pass.

THE next day we had a companion,

a Mr. Maloney, who had never

done any tarpon fishing. At first

we fished near the end of the North

Jetty, where Mr. Maloney had a strike,

but failed to hold. Soon afterwards he

hooked another and landed it, saving it

for mounting. It measured five feet

six inches. Leonard and I each caught

one, he having four .strikes and I three.

One that I hung I lost on the third

jump, but the other was captured by

two big sharks that were fully as long

as our skiff (14 feet). At first a yel-

low one tackled my fish, but we fright-

ened the beast away. Then a black one

came along with the same result. Fi-

nally the two joined forces and rushed

the fish simultaneously, one from each

side. When they met, it was good-bye

to my tarpon!

Leonard, when fishing near the break-

ers along the shore, hooked a large

shark, which first ran into the breakers,

where it gave a good deal of trouble.

Then it turned and went out to sea be-

A morning’s catch of King-fish at Port Aransas
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OUT-DOOR BOOKS

FOR SPORTSMEN
The books listed herewith illustrate
the range of appeal contained in the
new forty-eight page catalogue of For-
est and Stream Books for Sportsmen

—

Catalog Free to any address anywhere.

Prices include Postage to any
address in the United States

and Canada.

FOREST & STREAM BOOK DEPT.
9 East Fortieth Street, New York City

BACKWOODS SURGERY AND MEDICINE. By
Charles S. Moody. A handy book for the

woodsman in which common-sense methods of

treating ordinary wounds and accidents are de-

scribed. Illustrated. $1.25.

CAMP COOKERY. By Horace Kephart. “The
less a man carries in his pack the more he must
carry in his head,” says Mr. Kephart. This

book tells what a man should carry in both

pack and head. Illustrated. $1.25.

CAMPERS’S OWN BOOK, THE, Compiled and
Edited by George S. Bryan. A handy inex-

pensive volume of information, compiled by
George S. Bryan of the Canadian Camp Club.

With contributions by Stewart Edward White,

Tarletan Bean, Edward Breck, George Gladden,
Charles Bradford, Ernest Ingersol, F. C.

Selous, J. Horace McFarland, A. K. P. Harvey,
Henry Oldys, J. W. Elwood, Frank A. Bates,

etc. Paper covers. $.50 net.

OUTDOOR SIGNALLING. By Elbert Wells. A
method of signalling by means of wigwag, light,

smoke, or whistle, which is simple and effective.

Illustrated. $1.25.

OUT WITH THE BIRDS. By H. M. Laing.
Observations among the lakes and marshes of

Western Canada on all species of birds and
their habits. Illustrated. $2.00.

PACKING AND PORTAGING. By Dillon Wal-
lace, Crowded into a compact little book are

descriptions of every kind of pack from man-
packing to horse-packing, from the use of the

tump line to throwing the diamond hitch. Illus-

trated. $1.25.

WALL STREET AND THE WILDS. By A. W.
Dimock. The autobiography of a man whose
interest in camping, shooting, fishing, buffalo

hunting and wild life generally, brought him in

touch with some of the famous plainsmen of his

day. Illustrated. $3.00.

fishing, cooking, and a thousand and one kin-
dred topics are considered. Beyond this the
book has a quaint charm all its own. Cloth,
illustrated, 160 pages. $1.00 net.

FISHING
ANGLERS’ WORKSHOP. By Perry D. Frazer.
A practical manual for all those who want to
make their own rod and fittings. It contains
a review of fishing rod history, a discussion of
materials, a list of the tools needed, description
of the method to be followed in making all
kinds of rods, including fly-casting, bait fishing,
salmon, etc., with full instructions for winding,
varnishing, etc. Illustrated. $1.10 net.

BIG GAME AT SEA. By Charles Frederick
Holder. This well-known sportsman and nat-
uralist tells of adventures with the giant tuna,
the devil fish, the mighty shark and other mam-
moth denizens of the sea. Illustrated. $2.00.

CAMPING AND WOODCRAFT. By Horace Kep-
hart. In two volumes. Vol. 1 Camping, Vol.

II Woodcraft. The old edition of this book
was the standard work on the subject for over
ten years. The new edition is enlarged, entirely

revised and brought up to date, after two
years had been spent in the undertaking. Vol.

I deals with outfits, making camp, fires, camp
cookery, etg.. etc, Vol. II “Woodcraft,” deals

chiefly with such shifts and expedients as are

learned or practised in the wilderness itself,

where we have nothing to choose from but the

raw materials that lie around us. Contains
over a hundred illustrations. The volumes may
be bought separately or in sets. Price $2.00 net
per volume.

CAMP LIFE AND THE TRICKS OF TRAP-
PING. By W. Hamilton Gibson. Compre-
hensive hints on camp shelter, log huts, bark
shantie, woodland beds and bedding, boat and
canoe building, and valuable suggestions on
trappers’ food, etc., with extended chapters on
the trapper’s art, containing all the “tricks”
and valuable bait recipes of the profession.
Valuable recipes for the curing and tanning of
fur skins, etc. $1.50 net.

HORSE PACKING. By Charles J. Post. This
is a complete description of the hitches, knots,
and apparatus used in making and carrying
loads of various hitches and knots at each ot

the important stages so that even the novice can
follow and use them. Full description is given
of the ideal pack animal, as well as a catalogue
of the diseases and injuries to which such ani-

mals are subject. Illustrated with diagrams.
$1.00 net.

FISHING AND SHOOTING SKETCHES. By
Grover Cleveland. A delightful little volume
on the ethics of sport. This book of calm,
genial philosophy will be a sportsman’s creed
for many generations to come. Illustrated.
$1.25.

THE BOOK OF WINTER SPORTS. Edited by
J. C. Dier. An attempt to catch the spirit of
the keen joys of the winter season. Illustrated

with colored plates and photographs this book
will delight all lovers of outdoor sport. Illus-

trated.. $1.50.

TAXIDERMY. By Leon L. Pray. A discussion
of the tools and materials and methods used
for the skinning, stuffing and mounting of
ordinary birds, small animals, etc. Illustrated
with diagrams. $1.25.

TOURING AFOOT. By C. P. Fordyce. This
book is designed to meet the growing interest
in walking trips and covers the whole field of
outfit and methods for trips of varying lengths.
Illustrated. $1.25.

THE TRAPPERS’ GUIDE. A rnaunal of in-

structions for capturing all kinds of fur-bearing
animals, and curing their skins; with observa-
tions on the fur trade, hints on life in the
woods, narratives of trapping and hunting excur-
sions. By S. Newhouse and other trappers
and sportsmen. This is the best book on trap-
ping ever written. It gives full descriptions
of all the animals which the American trapper
is likely to meet with, tells how they live, how
to trap them and how to care for and cure
their pelts. No man who is interested in trap-
ping animals, whether it be muskrats or bears,
should be without this complete manual of in-

struction. Ninth edition. Cloth. Illustrated.
Price $1.00.

WOODCRAFT. By Nessmuk. No better or more
delightful book for the help and guidance of
those who go into the wild for sport or recre-
ation was ever written. No one ever knew the
woods better than Nessmuk or succeeded in
putting so much valuable information into the
same compass. Camp equipment, camp making,
the personal kit, camp fires, shelters, bedding,

BOOK OF THE BLACK BASS. By James A.
Henshall. This edition of the Book of the
Black Bass includes also the Supplement, More
About the Black Bass, and is complete in one
volume. It covers the entire scientific and life
history of this species, and contains a practical
treatise on angling and fly-fishing with a full
account of tools, implements, and tackle. $2 75
net.

FAVORITE FISH AND FISHING. By Dr. J. A.
Henshall. The author discourses delightfully
about the black bass, the grayling, the trout,
the tarpon and other favorite fish. Illustrated.

FISHING KITS AND EQUIPMENT. By Samuel
G. Camp. A complete guide to the angler buy-
ing a new outfit. Every detail of the fishing
kit of the freshwater angler is described from
rod-tip to creel and clothing. Illustrated. $1.25.

FISHING TACKLE. By Perry D. Frazer. It
tells all the fisherman needs to know about
making and overhauling his tackle during the
closed season, and gives full instructions for
tournament casting. Illustrated. $1.25.

msillNC WITH FLOATING FLIES. By Sam-
uel G. Camp. Air. Camp has given this matter
special s.udy and is one of the few American
anglers who really understands it, from selecting
the kit to landing the fish. Illustrated. $1.25.

L-AKE
.
AND STREAM GAME FISHING. By

Dixie Carroll. A practical book on the popular
fresh water game fish, the tackle necessary andhow to use it. $2.75 net.

MODERN DEVELOPMENTS OF THE DRY
.
A,,de ' l

J'?
e edition in two volumes bv

Freder.c M Halford. This splendid work was
limited to fifty sets. Forest and Stream was
fortunate enough to secure for its readers fifteen
sets, ot which only three remain. The au-

Continued on page 141
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Loaded with dunnage and
ready to go, an “Old Town”
is the ideal canoe for a trip.

Light and graceful as a gull,

an “Old Town” skims along,
mile after mile to the easv
swing of the paddle.

“Old Towns” are staunch, steady
canoes, with the built-in strength
that makes every one give years of

service. Write for catalog. 3000
canoes in stock. $67 up from
dealer or factory.

OLD TOWN CANOE CO.
993 Fourth Street

Old Town, Maine, U. S. A.

Attach this Motor
to

Your Boat

New pleasures are open
to the man who attaches a
Lockwood-Ash Row Boat
Engine to his row boat.

It saves those long, hot,

back-breaking pulls to the

fishing or picnic grounds
or the camp.

It is simple, economical
and practical ana takes
but a few minutes to

install.

Ask for our booklet
and learn about the
30-day trial plan.

Lcckwood-Ash Motor

Company

2003 Jackson Street

Jackson, Mich.

(69)

ShootWithout Noise
Get more sport and fun

out of shooting than you
ever imagined was in it—and
improve your accuracy, too.

It’s simple: a .22 cal.

MAXIM SILENCERj
on Your Gun Does the Trick

IT SWALLOWS THE REPORT NOISE
Price $6.00. You can attach it yourself.
Send 6c for Book of Unlane Shootinsr Ex-
periences with Maxim Silencer. The
Maxim Silencer Co., 69 Home-

I f Btead Ave., Hartford,
Conn.

yond the end of the North Jetty. Leon-

ard managed to head it into the Pass,

where it followed the channel past Point

of Rocks. By this time both Leonard
and the shark were very tired. Leonard
managed to turn the animal after pass-

ing the Point and headed it towards a

sandy beach, where presently it grounded.
Meanwhile, Mr. Maloney and his boat-

man had taken the launch and returned
to the Inn, where they found Mr. Cotter

and took him to the' beach with his rifle.

The animal was forced to give up the

ghost by means of two rifle balls in

its spine. It measured exactly eight

and one-half feet in length and weighed
315 pounds. It required some two and
a half hours for the capture. Leonard
had it skinned by the taxidermist,

though for what special purpose I do
not know. Perhaps he is figuring on
running short of foot-gear in the Army.

In the afternoon Leonard, who was
very tired, took a rest, and I tried the

small fishing with only two little jack-
fish to show for my labor. The expla-

nation of my lack of success, given by
Clem, was that the tide was going out,

and that under such a condition the

small fish do not strike. Had he given

the explanation in advance, I should not

have gone after them.

I

HAD an off day June 6th—at least

for me, for I had only one tarpon
strike and missed it. The sea was

very rough. We fished inside of the

South Jetty, and then went outside of

the North Jetty. Leonard had four
strikes and landed two, besides three

jackfish. In the afternoon we tried in-

side of the South Jetty—the only safe

place. Leonard had one strike and I

none. In the morning a Mr. Savage,
who was a novice at tarpon fishing, broke
his rod on the first strike. Seeing his

predicament I lent him our Murphy rod,

which we had been keeping in the cabin
of the launch as a spare rig, and on it

he landed a six-footer, which he turned
over to the taxidermist for mounting.
He left on the noon boat, and I did not
see him again.

At noon I received a telegram from
New Orleans requesting that I return
there at my earliest convenience, but as
I could not reach the city before Friday
night, and as Saturday is a business

half-holiday, I concluded to remain till

Saturday afternoon and to return via

Corpus Christi so as to reach my desti-

nation late Sunday night.

June 7th was the thirty-second anni-

versary of Leonard’s birthday and we
had been counting upon making a kill-

ing in order to celebrate it. Before we
started out in the morning the weather
conditions appeared to be more favor-

able than usual, but when we reached
the ends of the jetties we found the .sea

as rough as ever. At first all we could
do was to try close to the outside of the

North Jetty. Nothing doing, except that
Leonard had one tarpon strike and
landed three jacks. After a little it

calmed down a bit and we went to the

outside of the South Jetty, where it was
still very rough. The water was full

of cabbage-heads and floating weeds,

necessitating the clearing of the hook

every few minutes. The result was that

I lost on two strikes which came while

I was putting out the line. I hooked a big

fellow that made a single jump and went
off. I estimated it at six and a half feet,

but Clem said it was nearer seven. Fi-

nally I landed a six-footer in spite of

an attack by a big shark. I saved the

game by letting the tarpon run for the

rocks, but not permitting it quite to

reach them. Leonard had another strike,

but did not score.

This was a pretty bad showing for a

birthday celebration, but after luncheon

we did better. Returning to the same
place, Leonard had eight strikes and
landed three, besides a four-pound Span-

ish mackerel, and I had six strikes and
landed four. One of the tarpon was
only three feet long, but the rest were
but little, if any, short of six feet each.

Leonard had on a six and a half-footer,,

but a shark got after it, whereupon it

headed directly for the jetty and rubbed
the line along the barnacle-covered rocks,

thus breaking it and escaping. The
joint record for the afternoon was excel-

lent—14 strikes and seven tarpon.

Leonard remarked that it required the

help of the old man to bring the record

up to fifty-fifty. The jackfish were not

much in evidence that afternoon, conse-

quently we had a better-than-usual op-

portunity to devote our attention to the

nobler game.

M Y last day’s sport proved not a
very good one. The early morn-
ing prospects appeared to be fine,

and for more than a mile at the outer

end of the South Jetty in the channel
the water was unusually smooth. After
passing the wreck of the Mary, we
sighted a large school of big tarpon.

Immediately we stopped, anchored the

launch, and went after them. Leonard
succeeded in hooking and landing one,

but I could not induce any of them to

strike, although we passed quite close

to a good many. After going forward
and back twice, we went around the jetty

in the skiffs, but found most uncom-
fortable water for fishing. In addition

to a heavy swell there was a short,

choppy cross-sea, rendering the fishing

really dangerous. I managed to hook a

six-footer, but it escaped on the first

jump, the reason being that I did not

dare to strike it immediately, as it would
probably have landed in the skiff of an-

other sportsman who was coming r
behind me and was nearly over my ba
when I got the strike.

In spite of the heavy sea I landed a

20-pound jackfish, and soon thereafter

hooked another a trifle smaller, but

along came a shark which took in the

jack and got hooked. I fought the beast

beyond the end of the jetty in a nasty
sea that caused us to ship much water,

and in about twenty minutes I had it

alongside with its head out. It was.

hooked so that Clem did not dare to try

to cut it loose, as we do the tarpon, and
we had nothing aboard with which to

kill it; consequently, after looking at it

for five minutes and debating about how
to dispose of it, we were forced to pre-

sent it with a snell and let it go. One
should always have in the boat either a
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F ISH ING—(Continued)

thor’s experience qualifies him fully to treat his

subject in a most practical manner. The manip-
ulation of dressing dry flies and practical experi-
ences of their use is told in a comprehensive
manner. This work is illustrated with colored
plates that correspond with the colors of the
various patterns, and a unique feature of this

work consists of nine plates, each containing
two to five real artificial flies. The two volumes
are handsomely bound in half leather with gilt

top. Money refunded if supply is exhausted.

PRACTICAL BAIT CASTING. By Larry St.

John. This book deals with tackle and methods
used in catching black bass. It is based upon
wide and varied experience of the author in

the Middle West. Illustrated. $1.25.

SALT WATER GAME FISHING. By Chas. F.
Holder. A chapter is devoted to each of such
fish as the tuna, tarpon, amber-jack, sail fish,

yellow tail, sea bass, etc. The habits and habi-

tats of the fish are described, together with the
methods and tackle for taking them. Illustrated.

$1.25.

SMALL-MOUTHED BASS. By W. J. Loudon.
In this book Professor Loudon tells the story
of his 28 years’ observation of this ever game
fish. He describes its haunts and habits, how,
when and where they are caught and gives
other data of intense interest to the angler.
Price $1.00.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS OF CALIFORNIA.
By Charles F. Holden. A descriptive volume
of the various sports afforded by the Pacifii

Coast Islands, including a pen picture of sea-

angling for the leaping tuna, the long-finned
tuna, the yellow fin, the white sea-bass, sword-
fish, yellow tail and other game fishes. Price

$ 2 . 00 .

THE BOOK OF THE TARPON. By A. W. Di-
mock. Illustrated with photographs by the
author, this book is the full fruit of the author’s
years of experience in tarpon fishing. Ilus-

trated. $2.00.

MEN I HAVE FISHED WITH. By Fred Mather.
A series of sketches of character and incident
with rod and gun from chidhood to maturity,
from the killing of birds and little fishes to
buffalo hunting. Full of a quaint and delight-
ful humor. Cloth, illustrated, 400 pages. $2.50
net.

BOATS AND WATER SPORTS
BOAT SAILING: Fair Weather and Foul. By

Capt. A. J. Kenealy. Directions are given on
practically everything connected with small boats
and sa’ling. The chapters include: Choice of a
Boat—Sailing in a Gale or Squall—Filling-out

—

Over Hauling—Compass and Charts—Nautical
Terms—Splices, Knots and Bends. Illustrated.
New Edn. Preparing.

NAVIGATION FOR THE AMATEUR. By Capt.
E. T. Morton. An account of the simpler meth-
ods of finding position at sea by the observation
of the sun’s altitude, the use of the sextant and
chonometer, arranged especially for yachtsmen
and amateurs. Illustrated. $1.25.

ICE-BOATING. By H. L. Stone. History and
development of ice-boating, together with direc-
tions for building and sailing all kinds of ice
yachts, racers, etc. Illustrated with Diagrams.
$1.25.

SMALL BOAT NAVIGATION. By Lt.-Com. F.
W. Sterling. A complete description of the in-
struments and methods used in navigating small
boats in pilot waters, on soundings, and off
shore. Illustrated with Diagrams. $1.25.

SWIMMING AND WATERMANSHIP. By L.
de B. Handley. Beginners will find in these
pages every bit of information to lead them to
proficiency, while the skilled waterman will find
its suggestions helpful. Illustrated. $1.25.

THE “AMERICA’S” CUP RACES. By H. L.
Stone. A complete history of the racers and

races from the time of the first race down to
the latest “Shamrock” to challenge for the cup.
Illustrated. $2.25.

THE CANOE, ITS SELECTION, CARE AND
USE. By Robert E. Pinkerton. With propel
use the canoe is one of the safest of all craft.
Here you may learn how to make it safe, what
canoe to select for your particular needs, and
how to get the greatest comfort, safety and
usefulness from it. Illustrated from Photo-
graphs. $1.25.

THE GASOLINE MOTOR. By Harold W. Slau-
son. Deals with the practical problems of motor-
operation and describes in detail the motors
and faults to which they are liable. Illustrated.
$1.25.

THE MARINE MOTOR. By Lt.-Com. F. W.
Sterling. Careful descriptions of the various-
parts of the marine motor, their relation to the
whole, and their method of operation. Illus-
trated with Diagrams. $1.25,

THE MOTOR BOAT. ITS SELECTION, CARE
AND USE. By Harold W. Slauson. The pros-
pective purchaser is advised as to the type ot
motor boat best suited to his particular needs,
and how to keep it in running condition. Illus-
trated. $1.25.

MY FRIEND THE PARTRIDGE. By S. T.
Hammond. This delightful presentment of the
glories of Autumn days with gun and dog in
the crisp New England woods in search of the
noblest of native game birds. Price $1.00.

SPORTING FIREARMS. By Horace Kephart.
This book is the result of painstaking tests
and experiments. Practically nothing is taken
for granted. Part I deals with the rifle, and
Part II with the shotgun. The man seeking
guidance in the selection and use of small fire-
arms, as well as the advanced student of the
subject, will receive an unusual amount of assis-
tance from this work. $1.25 net.

THE AMERICAN SHOTGUN. By Charles As-
kins. Part I describes the different types of
shotguns, with measurements and diagrams.
Part II tells all about wing shooting, the vari-
ous methods, snap versus swing, etc. Illus-
trated. $2.25.

WING! AND TRAP SHOOTING. By Charles
Askins. A full discussion of the vario-us meth-
ods, such as snap-shooting, swing and half-
swing; the gunner’s problem of lead and range
in. regard to the flight of birds, relating all
points of the discussion to the common varieties
of game birds in this country. Illustrated.
$1.25.

SPORTING FIREARMS AND
SHOOTING

AMERICAN DUCK SHOOTING. By George Bird
Grinnell. Covers the whole field of duck shoot-
ing in America. Describes the various ducks,
geese, and other water fowl, their habits, meth-
ods of hunting them, decoys, blinds, etc. Illus-
trated, $3.75.

AMERICAN GAME BIRD SHOOTING. By
George Bird Grinnell. Describes the habits
of woodcock, snipe, grouse, wild turkeys, quail
and all upland game birds followed with dog
and gun. Illustrated with colored plates by
Louis Agassiz Fuertes and numerous drawings.
A work of interest to the ornithologist as well
as the sportsman. $3.75.

GUNCRAFT, By Wm. A. Bruette. A modern
treatise on guns, gun fitting, ammunition, wing
and trap shooting. The theoretical side of the
subject has been covered with a scientific accu-
racy which makes it an up-to-date book of ref-
erence, and the practical side of wing-shooting,
gun fitting, the master eye, defects in vision
and other important questions have been treated
in a way that will enable either the expert
or the amateur to determine if lie is shooting
with a gun that fits him and how to decide
upon one that does. It will enable him to as-
certain why he misses some shots and is suc-
cessful with others. The secrets of success in
trap shooting as well as the peculiarities in
flight of the quail, the jacksnipe, the woodcock,
the ruffed grouse and the duck family are illus-
trated by drawings and described in a way that
will facilitate the amateur in mastering the art
of wing shooting. Cartridge board cover. Cloth.
New edition being prepared.

MODERN RIFLE. By J. R. Bevis, M.Sc., Ph.D.,
and Jno. A. Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S. The
most practical up-to-the-minute book published
on the subject; scientific, yet clear and simple.
Do your own figuring, and have the satisfaction
of knowing that you are absolutely right. All
necessary tables. Every problem that comes up
in the life of every rifle and hunter is worked
out according to formula, so that the reader
may see exactly how to do it.; Everything in
ballistics is served. Be your own authority.
Cloth, illustrated, 196 pages. $1.25 postpaid.

PISTOL AND REVOLVER SHOOTING. By A.
L. A. HimmelwTight. A new and revised
edition of a work that has already achieved
prominence as an accepted authority on the
use of the hand gun. Full instructions are
given in the use of both revolver and target
pistol, including shooting position, grip, posi-
tion of arm, etc. The book is thoroughly illus-
trated with diagrams and photographs and in-
cludes the rules of the United States Revolver
Association and a list of the records made both
here and abroad. $1.25.

GOLF AND TENNIS
HOW TO PLAY TENNIS. By James Burns.
This book gives simple, direct instructions on
the fundamentals of the game for beginners
and the man who wants to improve his trams.
Illustrated. $1.25.

LAWN TENNIS FOR BEGINNERS. By J.
Parmley Paret. This book tells in a clear lucid

fashion how to play tennis—and how not to
play it. All of the important strokes of the
game are carefully explained by an expert
player and an experienced writer. Illustrated.

LAWN TENNIS FOR LADIES. By Mrs. Lam-
bert Chambers. This book takes up the matter
of the correct kind of practice for improvement,
the method of play with the strokes and rackets
best adapted for the use of women. Illustrated.

MODERN GOLF. By Harold H. Hilton. This
book gives the reader sound advice, not so
much on the mere swinging of the clubs as
in the actual playing of the game, with all the
factors that enter into it. Illustrated. $1.25.

TENNIS TACTICS. By Raymond D. Little. A
practical guide for good tennis playing by a
successful expert. He analyzes and appraises
net plays, the back-court and volleying game,
the twist service, etc. Illustrated. $1.25.

KEEPING PHYSICALLY FIT
By D " C ' Hutchison. The writer has

had long personal experience as an amateur
bpxer and as trainer of other amateurs. He
gives practical instruction for the blows and
guards as well as advice to prevent over-tiring
and staleness. Illustrated. $1.25.

EXERCISE AND HEALTH. By "Woods Hutch-
inson, M.D. With an avoidance of medical
terms, the book emphasizes the rational, all
around manner of living that is best calculated
to bring a man to a ripe old age with little or
no illness. Illustrated. $1.25.

H^E.^ING IN CONDITION. By H. H. Moore.
this book deals with the selection of wise exer-
cise and proper foods, sufficient rest and fresh
air. Illustrated. $1.25.

KEEPING PHYSICALLY FIT. By W J. Cro-
mie. Concise presentations of the ecects on
health of eating, drinking, bathing, rest, sleep
and fatigue, together with a sane program for
living. Illustrated. $1.25.

WE PUBLISH MANY AND SUPPLY ANY OF THE WORLD’S OUTDOOR BOOKS
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^—** Row
summer—Just Fish
Make this a different summer—a summer full of real

sport, with all the back-breaking, joy-killing tugging at

oars and paddles eliminated.- Go to those far-off

fishing “grounds” in solid comfort. Distance makes
no difference when you have a

LibertyDrive
ROWBOATMOTOR

attached to the stern of your boat. Clamps on in a
jiffy. Takes you anywhere a boat will float, regardless

of weeds or shallows. It pivots on stern of boat. Can
be raised or lowered when encoun-
tering obstructions such as stones,

sunken logs, etc. Steers by swinging
propeller to right or left. Weighs
only 72 pounds. Provides speed
range of 2 to 9 miles an hour.

Send for complete details. Give us name
of your sporting goods dealer—please.

The Cailie Perfection Motor Company
203 Cailie Building

R Speed

J> Motor

is designed for

those wishing the

highest develop-

ment in a row-
boat motor.
Has five

speeds—2 forward, 2

reverse and neutral.

Has magneto in fly-

wheel and is equipped
with a starter. No
cranking. Catalog tells

all. Send for it.

Complete With
Battery Ignition

—Sale Army Goods

—

Purchased from Quartermasters Dept.
Offered at prices far below government cost.

All New Goods—No reclaimed or renovated
A FEW SPECIALS

These Prices Good for This Month Only.
Blankets, 0. D., 66 x 84 $8.00
Leather Jerkins, wool, cloth lined 8.50
Army Officers’ Raincoats 8.50 and 10.50
Army Socks, 35c pair, 3 pairs for 1.00
All-Wool Underwear, garment 2.50
Hip Rubber Boots...., 7.00
Army Style 0. D. Shirts 3.50
Army Heavy Wool Socks, pair | 00
Army Jersey Knit Khaki Gloves 75
Herman’s U. S. Army Shoes 8 85
Overseas Caps 1.00

Send 6c postage for Catalog “C-1C"
Hundreds of other articles

37 West 125th St., New York City

PUBLIC SALE
of Standard First Quality

Gov't Goods From Cancelled
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
Send for this big catalog today
Army Sweaters . . $6.50
Hunting or Shell bags • • j

,

Army Gray Wool Blankets 6.00
Wool Shirts (Olive Drab)

$4.50, $5.50
Army Shoes .... 8.00
Sheepskin Vests . . 6.50
I<ea’r Jerkins, wool lined 7.00
Officers SheenTned Coats

$18.00
Rubber Boots . . 5.85
and all other articles for
camp or outdoor use.

SEND 10c FOR ARMY & NAVY
CATALOG 123 AND BUY Ax'
AUCTION BARGAIN PRI< ES.

ARMY & NAVY STORE CO.
245 W. 42d St., New York

kLargest Camp and Military Outfitters

00 /
5° /
00 /

revolver or a long, sharp knife like a
machette, so as to dispose of big, foul

fishes. In the old days I always kept a

revolver handy, but one of my servants
purloined it, and I have not since pur-
chased another. If I go in for much
more tarpon fishing, I shall certainly pro-
cure another weanon.

In the afternoon I took the boat for

Corpus Christi, Leonard going along to

start me on the journey, and incidentally

to have a look at the town, which he had
never before visited.

I urged Leonard to remain another
week, but he stayed only four days
longer. He had been threatening to get
after the big tarpon with standard light

tackle in order to earn a gold button;
and after I left he did so, using one of

our light rods and a line that he pur-
chased at the Inn. Sure enough, he se-

cured a 5 ft. 9 inch fi.sh that gave him
the button, but he complained that it

took so long to land the tarpon with light

tackle that two out of every three hung
were stolen by sharks. He hooked one
very heavy one in the back with light

tackle, and it towed him out to sea, al-

most to the whistling buoy—and even
there the sharks got it.

In addition to a few tarpon, Leonard
took on light tackle after my departure
six jackfish and a good many Spanish
mackerel, but no kingfish. He is of the

opinion that they had not begun to come
in at that time, and that the few which
we caught near the jetties were merely
strays.

While fishing at Port Aransas we met
a strange fisherman—a one-armed man
who handles a motorboat and catches fish

both big and little unaided. He caught
a Jewfish weighing 353 pounds on a

hand line from his launch, dragging it

around until it was tired and stopping
the launch occasionally to take in a

little line, until finally he brought it

within reach of the gaff hook, which
was attached to a short rope. Then he
got another man to hold the gaff until

he could run a heavy rope through the

creature’s mouth and gills in order to

attach it to one of the piles of the wharf.
The name of this one-armed fisherman
is H. C. Thompson, and he resides at

Port Aransas.

TAKEN a,ll in all, the eight days that

my boy and I spent together at

Port Aransas gave us excellent

sport in spite of the unfavorable condi-

tions. What we could have done, had
the wind and waves permitted us to fish

at all times where we pleased, no one

can say, but it is no exaggeration to state

that we could readily have doubled our

catch. However, when two men in eight

days land with rod and reel nearly two

tons of fish, they have no cause to com-
plain of their luck.
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Convert Your Raw Furs into

Comfortable Caps, Fur Sets,

Gloves, Coats, Etc.

At the present high prices of

ready-made furs it will pay you
to have your furs made into ser-

viceable wearing apparel. You
can SAVE 30% TO 50% by get-

ting your furs this way.

You furnish the skins and we tan and make them up at reasonable

prices. You get greater satisfaction by having your furs made-to-

order. They are made the way you want them. The materials

used are the best money can buy. You get better furs than you

can buy ready-made because you select your skins yourself and

know what you are getting.

ALL WORK IS ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.
Over 55 years in the fur business is proof of our

reliability. Located in the center of the United
States, our work goes to every state in the union.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG W*T
giving many beautiful photographs, prices and interesting information

about making fur sets, coats, caps, gloves, rugs, robes, etc. It is yours for

the asking. Send for it today.

H. WILLARD, SON & COMPANY
“The Old Reliable Fur House” Established 1864

30 SOUTH FIRST STREET, MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA

Take their word for it—
They know!

// TTTE know this life—the vanishing life of the old, glorious West—and we read his books
* \ because he has caught the soul of it—because he gives us a true picture of the men

V V and events, as we knew them.”—That’s what the old Westerner said when we
asked him why Zane Grey was the one writer of western stories westerners themselves read

with unqualified enjoyment and approval.

“Sure, they were interesting, but it wasn’t the excitement we wanted. There was enough
of that all the time. We read him, and carried his books in our knqpsacks because they had a
certain spiritual quality the books of other writers lacked. His men are men . . . they live like

men . . . but there’s always something you can’t put your finger on . . . He brings home the
things a fellow doesn’t talk about, but feels. Somehow he makes you know there’s a some-
thing on and beyond,—if you only play a man’s part . . . He don’t preach, he don’t talk re-

ligion; but he GETS you HERE” . . . That’s what the fellow back from France told us when
we asked him WHY it was that Zane Grey’s books led ALL OTHER books in popularity
among the men of the A. E. F.

Zane Grey’s position in American literature is founded on a rock of solid achievement.

According to the testimony of the West, he is its authentic interpreter.

Here is a great American writer whose work YOU ought to know—a writer whose fine

achievement has given him a permanent place in the hearts of millions of his countrymen.

ZANE GREY’S NEW NOVEL

THE MAN OF THE FOREST
Illustrated. $1.90

HARPER & BROTHERS, Est - 1817
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.250-3000 Savage Rifle, take
down model. .22-inch ta-
pered round barrel with
integral sight base.
Checked extra full pistol
grip andforearm, checked
trigger. Corrugated steel
shotgun buttplate. Com-
mercial silver bead front
and flat - topped wind-
gauge sporting rear sights.
Weight about 7 lbs.

Charles Cottar’s Score

with the

.250-3000 Savage

on Lion— 100%
Do you \now how many hunters are failed or mauled by
lions every year 1 Do you realize that the lion is the

African travellers’ and hunters’ greatest peril?

Listen to what Mr. Cottar says about what the little

.2503000 Savage does to the \ing of beasts :

—

“On lions and leopards—I have shot a score of the

two species with the .250, and some of them at less

than a rod distance—not one escaped that was hit.”

The power of the .2503000 Savage mafas lions as easy as

leopards to the man who has used it on both. And he has failed

rhino, hippo, buffaloand elephant with it. Do you wonder that

he finds it the most generally useful rifle for African hunting?

And don’t forget that it’s a six'shot repeater that

weighs only seven pounds—that it has a point'blan\ range

of over 300 yards—that it is accurate enough to ma\e pos'

sibles at 8co yards— and that it hardly fac\s at all.

You can see it—handle it—buy it—at your dealers.

For particulars, write us.

SL®vgeArms Compoeation
Sharon, Pa. UTICA, N. Y. Detroit, Mich.

Executive and Export Offices : 50 Church Street, New York City

A BEAR HUNT ON THE
CLEARWATER

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 106)

that makes regular trips from Wrangell
to Telegraph Creek, was due to come
down stream. We concluded that it was
wiser to wait for it to take us to

Wrangell than face the wind and rain

in an open boat. Therefore, our outfit

was assembled on the bank of the river

and we waited.

The Black Bear

W HILE waiting I was, merely for

pastime and for the sake of such

practice as there was in it, point-

ing my rifle at various objects on the

opposite side of the river and I remarked
that if a bear would only show up on
the other side of the river how I would
kill him. In line with my aim, a black
spot among the bushes attracted my at-

tention. I looked at it through my field

glasses, which I always carry hung by a

strap around my neck.

The black spot proved to be a bear. I

took careful aim, for the distance was
about two hundred and twenty-five

yards. Without the glasses, all that

could be seen of the bear was a dark
spot among the bushes. I fired and in-

stantly the bear showed plainly that he
was hit. He dragged himself behind a

log where he remained for some mo-
ments. Occasionally a small part of his

body was visible as he moved behind the

log. A second shot was fired when
enough of him was seen to make it worth
while. Thereupon he started up the hill

through the bushes. Two more shots

were taken without apparent result.

Then we took to the canoe and crossed

the river after him. A trail of blood

leading from where he had fallen by the

log indicated that he could not go far.

We did not follow more than a hundred
yards before we found him practically

all in. Another shot finished him in a

hurry. We dragged him to the shore

and took him across the river in the

canoe. He was skinned and the hide

ready for the little boat by the time it

reached us. An examination disclosed

that four of the five bullets had taken

effect, although only two of them were
necessarily fatal, the first and the last.

Captain Conover

M Y hunts in this region have resulted

, in more than my share of success.

In 1918 I killed the only glacier

uear ever killed in that locality. Its

euat is as handsome a bear-skin trophy

.. o adorns the home of any hunter. And
tms year to kill the largest grizzly ever

Killed by a dude hunter in the same re

gion, and one probably as large as any

that has ever been killed there, can only

be explained on the score of luck. This

luck is entirely attributed to the skill,

industry and good judgment of Arthur

B. Conover. He works on the principle

that our vigilance is the price of sue

cess; that genius is perspiration, and he

never for a moment relaxed his vigilance

nor would he permit me to relax mine.

While daylight lasted he kept me alert

and hunting. Some nights it was eleven

o’clock before we turned in for sleep.

While moving up or down the river we
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.kept watching everywhere for bears.

While cooking or chopping wood in

camp he risked burning hio fingers or

chopping his toes for the sake of keep-

ing an eye out for bear. That is the

way to do it.

You cannot find your bear as you do
a duck or a goose. He has no accus-

tomed haunts. He is a wanderer and
you see him where he is; on the bars,

in the timber, in the brush, along the

sloughs, on the snow, crossing the gla-

ciers. Or you may not see one at all.

It matters little to him where he goes

and your game is to see him first. To
be sure the Captain has been running a

trap line in that locality for fifteen years

and knows it like I know my own back-

yard. Therefore, it is enough for me to

say that my successes have been entirely

due to him.

Risk of the Modern Hunter

THE modern rifle has virtually re-

moved all danger in hunting grizzly

bear. If one can shoot straight,

knows where to strike, and has enough
common sense to refrain from following

a wounded grizzly into dense brush there

is no danger. But those three things

he- must know.
The killing power of the modern rifle

has also materially reduced the sport and
excitement. The dangers faced by the

old hunters, who were armed with flint-

locks, or percussion cap rifles, are not
for us. To Lewis and Clark, and the

trappers who followed in the wake of

their memorable journey across the con-

tinent, the grizzly bear was a fearsome
beast. This was because the inferior

weapons of early days had failed to im-
press the bear family that they were a
serious menace.
The hunter of today may read the

thrilling adventures of James Capen
Adams, John Glass, old Jim Baker and
Jim Bridger, but their adventures are
not for him.
The modern rifle is ample in power,

velocity and accuracy for anv and all

game anywhere in the world. For sport-

ing purposes further development is un-
necessary. The cartridges now obtain-
able will kill off the game fast enough.

The Grizzly of Lewis and Clark

P RIOR to the Lewis and Clark expe-
dition (1804-6) but little was known
of the grizzly bear. Those explor-

ers, and others following them, referred
to the grizzly as the white bear. Ser-
geant Gass, under date of April 29, 1805,
.says in his journal, “Captain Lewis, and
one of the men, traveled some distance
by land and killed a white bear. The
natives call them white, but they are
more of a brown gray.”
As this incident is the first authentic

record of the killing of a grizzly by a
white man, it may be well to reproduce
the description of it given by Lewis and
Glark.

“Captain Lewis, who was on the shore
with ore hunter, met about eight o’clock
two white bears. Of the strength and
ferocity of this animal the Indians had
given us dreadful accounts. They never
attack him but in parties of six or eight
persons, and even then are often defeated
with a loss of one or more of their party.

p: 13

“Rush me at Camp here, a Colt .22 caliber Automatic Target Pistol. My guide showed

me the .38 caliber Automatic which he carries, but as I am just 'breaking in,' advises me

to gel the small caliber—a great little gun for all-round purposes.”

EXTRACT FROM SPORTSMAN'S LETTER TO A FRIEND

OLT’S

ir

FIREARMS
Sportsmen complete their equip-

ment for the woods by packing a

Colt Automatic Pistol or Colt

Revolver in their kit.

They know that the name COLT
is their guarantee of dependabil-

ity, and that for protection and

for target practice, a pocket gun

comes in mighty handy.

Many guides recommend a Colt

Automatic .38 as the best all-

’ round gun for personal use, while

others, as was the case in the illus-

tration above, tell sportsmen that

they will find a Colt .22 calibre

Automatic as shown below, the

finest and handiest little weapon

because it shoots the easily ob-

tainable and inexpensive

.22 long rifle cartridges.

COLT’S PATENT FIRE ARMS MFG. CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Colt’s Revolvers Colt’s Automatic Pistols

Colt’s (Browning) Automatic Colt’s (Browning) Automatic

Machine Guns Machine Rifles

JJL
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MULLINS
STEEL BOATS CAN’T SINK

The safest boat that floats. Air com-
partments fore and aft and puncture-

proof steel hull means an unsinkable

boat that will last a lifetime. Can’t

leak, warp, waterlog, dry out or open

at the seams. Never needs calking

—

no boat house required.

Built in world’s largest boat house.
Designed by America’s foremost
naval architects. Over 70,000 in use.

Write for beautifully illustrated catalog listing more than 40
models of steel and "wooden power boats, row boats and canoes

[Mullins Body Corporation
Boat Department,

612 Franklin Street Salem, Ohio

It will be impossible for us to build all the Parker
Guns during 1920 that the world will want. Shooters
hoping to own a Parker Gun in 1920 are urged in their
own interest to order at once to avoid disappointment.

Send for Catalogue and Free Booklet About 20 Bore Guns

PARKER BROS. Gun Makers Meriden, Conn.,U.S.A.
New York Salesroom, 25 Murray St.

A. W. duBray, Pacific Coast Agent, P. O. Box 102, San Francisco

Newton Arms Corporation
&

Manufacturers of

High Power Rifles and Ammunition

GENERAL SALES OFFICES:

WOOLWORTH BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY, U. S. A.

Having no weapons but bows and ar-
rows, and the bad guns with which the
traders supply them, they are obliged to

approach very near to the bear; as no
wound except through the head or heart
is mortal, they frequently fall a sacrifice
if they miss their aim. He rather at-
tacks than avoids a man, and such is

the terror which he has inspired, that
the Indians who go in quest of him paint
themselves and perform all the super-
stitious rites customary when they make
war on a neighboring nation. Hitherto
those bears we had seen did not appear
desirous of encountering us

;
but al-

though to a skilful rifleman the danger
is very much diminished, yet the white
bear is still a terrible animal. On ap-
proaching these two, both Captain Lewis
and the hunter fired, and each wounded
a bear. One of them made his escape;
the other turned upon Captain Lewis and
pursued him 70 or 80 yards, but being
badly wounded the bear could not run
so fast as to prevent him from reloading
his piece, which he again aimed at him,
and a third shot from the hunter brought
him to the ground.”

So firmly has this old tradition of the
existence of white bears, other than the
polar bear, been fixed upon the minds
of native hunters and trappers in the
west and north, that one still hears stor-

ies of inland regions where fierce white
bears may be found. The killing of an
occasional albino bear only confirms the
tradition in the minds of these natives.

In his notes to the Lewis and Clark
journal Coues refers to “the countless
repetitions, in the books of adventures
with these ferocious beasts, insisting

upon this color.” The remark by Gass
that “the natives call them white” is

significant, for it .seems that the applica-!

tion of that name was brought about by
the translation of the Indian name for
the grizzly. Coues adds in his note:
“The species is of course the grizzly,

Ursus horribilis, new to science in 1805,
first described sufficiently in these cod-
ices, and not technically named till 1815.”

Thomas Jefferson names a white bear
( curs blanc) in his list of American
quadrupeds appearing in “Notes on Vir-
ginia,” written in 1781-2. But the white
bear mentioned by Jefferson was the
polar bear, ours blanc de la mer Glaciale.

Jefferson was intensely interested in nat-
ural history. No doubt the copious ref-

erences to that subject in the journal of
Lewis and Clark were upon his sugges-
tion.

If you desire to read the greatest work
ever written in which exploration, ad-
venture, natural history, hunting, fish-

ing, discovery and Indian stories are
combined, read “The History of the
Lewis and Clark Expedition,” by Elliott

Coues. You will be especially interested
in the description of their several en-
counters with the grizzly between the
mouth of the Yellowstone and the great
falls of the Missouri. It is the most
comprehensive hunting story ever told.
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FURNITURE FOR THE
SUMMER CAMP

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 111)

cook upon, smokes less, uses less fire-

wood, and keeps going longer than any
open fire whatever. It may be folding or

rigid, preferably without a bottom, and
with removable lids. Ten by twelve by
24 to 36 inches long,—and with an oven,

by all means! Set it up on a rock, more
or less level but not necessarily flat, and
chink up around the bottom with small

stones, which you remove or put back to

alter the draft. Tent stoves smoke
abominably in the hands of the tyro, who
usually blames the chimney, but it is all

a matter of draft. At first the fire needs

lots of air, and should be well open below,

with one lid off, to burn brightly. After
a bed of live coals is established, one
chinks up until just enough draft to keep
her going is admitted. Finally the door
alone, or the butterfly air-valve in it, ad-

mits plenty of air to keep the coals glow--

ing redly. The chimney pipe may either

go up through a hole in the fly, protected

by an asbestos liner, or the end of the

stove may project out under the cross

pole and the chimney come up alongside

it. In either case a fixed curtain is the
best way to close that side of the living

room.

The living room is ten feet square;
what shall we put in it? We need first

a folding table, for eating in comfort.
This comes in two types, the folding-leg

type, with 3' by 2' 4" top, and a shelf

underneath for sugar, butter, milk can
and other articles that are continually
being passed around; and the roll type,
2' x 3', to be spread out on four stakes
and a pair of cross poles. I have made
very good tables out of old boards, or a
pair of logs flattened and the chinks
filled with sand and clay and a canvas
cloth thrown over all. Another kind is

made from a wooden fiber dress-suit case,

which, when opened out flat and sup-
ported upside down on four stakes, makes
a table about two feet square.
We need also two camp stools, to help

out the other two brought from the sleep-

ing tents at meal times, and two canvas
easy chairs, with folding legs and backs,
and canvas bottoms and back walls. These
are very comfortable to read in or lounge
in—and don’t talk to me of root-made
camp furniture! You get tired enough
during the day’s sport, and you want
comfort, above all, when at home for the
evening. Where is the comfort in a hard,
wooden bench or chair of any kind? With
these easy chairs on each side of the fire-

place, and the camp stools in the corners,
you need but a clothes tree for Mackin-
aws, rain coats, etc., and a rod rack for
tackle, paddles and gear, to be well fixed
for a comfortable stay in the forest, for
a whole summer if possible.

HOW to transport this outfit to the
camp site is worthy of thought. A
friend of mine has invented what he

calls a folding camp box, about four feet
by three, with sides and top and a hasp
and padlock. The whole thing is hinged,
so that he can open it out flat and make
a very' respectable floor for the living

Trout Fly-Fishing in America
By CHARLES ZIBEON SOUTHARD
Illustrations and Colored Plates by H. H. Leonard

ANGLING SPORTSMEN WILL FIND IN THIS BOOK
A Classification of all the species of Trout found in American waters,
which is more complete and more serviceably arranged than any other
in print.

Superbly executed plates in colors illustrating the author’s descriptions
of the more important variations in color and marking of trout.

Reliable hints as to the best equipment, and the handling of the Rod,
the Reel, the Line, the Leader, the Fly, based upon more than twenty-
five years’ study of the habits of trout and the best way of catching
them.

A fair-minded discussion of the merits of the Wet-Fly and Dry-Fly
methods of Fishing.

Lists of flies best suited to certain waters, directions for making one’s

own leaders, and a wealth of miscellaneous data simply invaluable to

even the most experienced angler.

A Book for Every Angler’s Library

PRICE $9.00

Address—Book Department, Forest and Stream
9 East 40th Street, New York City

THE SMALL-MOUTHED BASS
By W. J. LOUDON

Tells the story of this ever game fish—
it tells you how and where it can be

caught. In addition to describing its

haunts and habits.

Price, $i.oo.

FREE
With a Year’s Subscription to
Forest and Stream at the
Regular $2.00 Yearly Rate.

FOREST & STREAM
9 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

Al.fbss Fork Rind Minnows^
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Oriental Wiggler $I£5
htt,e Egypt Wiggler 75V
ikiddw 75*, Pork Rind Strips 35‘jar
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Live Decoys
Raise your own decoys for next year. Orders booked now
for eggs --art spring from trained genuine English call
ducks; be— decoys on the market; are small and tame
Demand far exceeds the supply. Eggs, $f;.00 per 13
Also guaranteed pure bred wild malfards, $41 75 per pai-
extra ducks. $2.75 each.

WALLACE EVANS GAME FARM,^r. Charles ffl
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II

A Normal Person

is healthy, vigorous and enjoys

life to the utmost. If you do

not feel this way you have been

neglecting some of the essen-

tials of right living. If you

have important affairs, make
yourself fit for them; get the

health and vigor necessary to

carry out to the fullest your

scheme of life. Do this now.
It is much more pleasant and
infinitely more sensible to pre-

vent than cure. A booklet,

“The Way to Get Well,” pub-

lished by HOTEL CHAM-
BERLIN, OLD POINT
COMFORT, VIRGINIA, may
help you. It will be sent for

the asking. It is always a

pleasure to make a personal

reply to inquiries regarding the

methods and treatments at this

famous resort.

George F. Adams, Manager
Fortress Monroe, Virginia

NEW YORK OFFICES: Berlha Ruffner Hotel Bureau, 1270 Broadway, Cook’s, Tours or

"Ask Mr. Foster" at any of his offices.

TENTOBED
A Tent and Bed Combined

Tentobeds are the most practical for

tourists and people desiring to camp.
They are made in two sizes, one as

shown is made especially to use with
Auto. Other style is suitable for sleep-

ing on porch or lawn. Tentobeds roll

up in a small package very light in'

weight, can be put up in 5 minutes, re-

quire no stakes or poles. Water-proof
and Insect-proof.
The beds are very comfortable to

sleep in. They save the price they
cost in hotel bills in a few days. You
are independent and not obliged to pay
the exorbitant prices often demanded
of tourists.

On sale by reliable dealers. We will mail you on request, literature fully describing Tentobeds,

also our Autobed, made to use inside of auto.

Dept . u TENTOBED COMPANY 330%\a

cAGo,
B
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FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy to handle nc leaks or repairs; check as baggage, carry by
hand; safe for family: all sizes; non-sinkable ; stronger than wood;
used by U. S and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize at

Chicago and St. Louis World's Fairs, We fit our boats for Outboard
Motors. Catalog.

King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 428 Harrison St., Kalamazoo. Mich.
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room of it. Everything for the camp is

packed inside, and there are no trunks

or other unwieldly containers to find

room for when camp is made. With rope

handles or steel ones, it can be checked

like a trunk, and everything is all there

and undamaged when you get out at the

station. Baggagemen have an unmerci-
ful way of mauling duffle bags and camp
gear, so that it arrives minus straps and
handles when you come to claim it from
the baggage-room. I like his scheme

;
its

only difficulty seems to be that it forms
one large package, which is all right for

a farm team or an auto, but out of the

question if the rail-head brings you to a

further trip by canoe up the lake to a
rive at the camp site.

WILDERNESS DWELL
ERS

(continued from page 132 )

and whispered, “Jim, put some pep into

her, Bawl man, BAWL like it was the

Devil in a hornet’s nest. . . . Bawl like

all Hell Jim, Bawl.” And Jim did. . . .

This time he got acknowledgment. As his

rancorous bull bellow rolled out through
a huge megaphone, echoing and re-

echoing in the vast hall, the crowd felt

the thrill of it, and answered. ... It

was a successful call all right. But?
So here in the wilds of the Tobique I

sat and called. Only in a voice scarcely

audible fifty feet away. Just a quiet

insistent “OOOwa” with the coaxing in-

flection rising above the ripple of the

stream, OOOwa-OOOwa. And Little

Master Moose came on, right straight into

the camera.
He was in the open stream this time,

not hugging the shade of the forest, so

the camera could record him in snaps.

He came on till he was not twenty feet

from the lens. And I sat there and
changed the roll of films, having taken
ten of him at different ranges. Then
with the new load in I called again,

“OOOwa-OOOwa,” and he came on
again, ten feet, eight, six,—yes, till he
was within the smallest or shortest focus

I could get. And still he was not
alarmed.
He came on till we could stretch our

hands out and touch him,—three canoes
and six people lying quietly there. He
circled us with his comical nose wrink-
ling, his little mane a-bristle for all the

world like a horse with his mane clipped.

Fred said to me, “Doctor, if we had a
bit of candy or salt I believe that moose
would follow us home.” Be that as it

may, we took three reels of ten pictures

each,—thirty shots at him, and then
walked about, talked to him in a low,

quiet voice,—-and that blessed little baby
just seemed to enjoy having his picture

taken. In fact, on our way out again,,

this same baby moose came crashing
through the brush toward us as we passed

on down stream. At least, we took it.

for the same, as it was a calf and in the

same place.

So we pushed on, marvelling at the

tameness of these wild folk, and elated at

our good luck in finding them before they

had been disturbed.

Half an hour later we pulled out
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canoes out on the edge of a deep pool

and while the guides were getting dinner

ready, cast a fly for the speckled trout

lying there, and we soon had enough for

a mess. While we ate and talked of the

trip so far, out swam a couple of young
musquash, little cousin of the beaver.

But before we could shoot them with the

lens, they dove in the clear waters and
disappeared under the bank. While we
smoked the calumet of peace, we listened

to the ineffably sweet call of the “Old

Sam Peabody” bird and sent our dreams
out to what we should meet further along

the gliding stream of Tobique waters as

they sang and purled out of the far di-
stance. That to us was the call of the

wild indeed,—the real thing which we
were soon to see unveiled.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

JAMES ALEXANDER]
HENSHALL

(CONTINUED from page 119)

the localities fished, whether favorable

or otherwise for pike-perch; and inas-

much as I had fished the most favorable

situation, I deemed it but just and right

to call the match off, and proposed that

the score of the wager be equally divided

between us. After a little objection on

the part of the losers my proposition

was accepted good naturedly, and after a

really delicious collation, washed down
by the sparkling beverage, and after the

Partegas had been duly enjoyed, we re-

tired to dream over the events of the

glorious day and our participation in

them.

D URING my fishing trips to Ocono-
mowoc I had frequently noticed and
was much charmed with a certain

spot on the east bank of the lake, whose
beauty and attractive location appealed
to me very strongly. It was opposite to

the town, and afforded a fine view across

Lake Fowler, and beyond to the extreme
confines of Lake La Belle, several miles

in extent, with glorious sunsets over the
watery expanse. The spacious grounds
had been carefully and artistically

planted with groups of spruces, firs and
clumps of arbor vitae and other orna-
mental trees and shrubs. A pretty
summer-house occupied a point jutting
out into the lake. The place had been
planned by a non-resident for a summer
home, but who died before his plans were
completed.

I was so obsessed with the beauty of
the spot and its obvious possibilities for
a cosy and comfortable home that I

eventually purchased it and erected a
residence in the Tudor-Gothic style, and
a commodious stable. A winding drive-
way was constructed with two entrances
from the road. The buildings were ve-
neered with cream-colored Milwaukee
brick, which at a little distance appeared
like stone, and which harmonized well
with the surrounding foliage and the
lake. The house had a double frontage,
the principal one facing the road, the
other looking on the lake. I made other
improvements, including a boat-house,
workshop, poultry houses, etc. Here I

Wetproof Shells Are S

ngton UML WbiPRUUr shells are just what

name implies—proof against wet. Not alone the

onal shower, hut the soaking rain and the day-after-

amp of a wet climate.

Rittfc"1
for Shooting Rlgh£

"Arrow, “Nitro Cluh, “New Cluh —ALL
Remington UMC shells are WETPROOF.
You can depend on them to work smoothly

through your shotgun every time—no matter

what the weather.

WETPROOF
UMC process. your service wn

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
Incorporated

V A/oolwortk Building New York City
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lived and fully enjoyed the living for

eight years.

For a year or two I was a member
of the town council, and when a city

charter was obtained I was elected the

first Mayor. During my administration
the streets were graded and surfaced
with gravel. Two wooden bridges, on
piles, one crossing the stream that con-

nected Oconomowoc and Fowler lakes,

while the other spanned the outlet of

Lake Fowler as it emptied into Lake
LaBelle, were replaced by ornamental
iron truss bridges which remain in good
order to-day.

During the past half century much
water has passed under these bridges
carrying messages of love and good will

and hopeful aspirations down the
streams, and under other bridges, until

the great Gulf is reached. Many of the
children and lovers and anglers, who
have frequented these waters, have
passed down the stream of Time to the
unseen shore of the unknown and un-
chatered sea. But the prattle and
laughter of the children are still heard
on the banks, the vows of lovers are
still whispered under the summer moon
as their boat drifts idly on, the tuneful
voices of merry parties still ring out in

the gloaming, keeping time with their
rhythmic oars, and the voices of the
brothers of the angle, merry and hilari-

ous after a well-fought victory, or of
those not so fortunate but still cheerful
with anticipation—all these are passing
upon the bridges, and will continue to
pass world without end.

I

N those days fishculture was in its in-

fancy. It was but fifteen years pre-
vious that Dr. Theodatus Garlick and

Dr. H. A. Ackley, of Ohio, the pioneers
and fathers of fishculture in America,
followed in the footsteps of Remy and
Gehin, of France, and successfully prop-
agated the brook trout by artificial, or
rather, domesticated, fish culture. After-
ward Seth Green, Fred Mather and a
few others were operating private fish

hatcheries at the time of which I write.
This was several years before the Unit-
ed States Fish Commission was estab-
lished, but the state of Wisconsin had
already a Fish Commission that was do-
ing excellent work in the cultivation of

fishes and in stocking and replenishing
depleted waters. At a wonderful spring
some fifteen miles from Oconomowoc
there was a private brook trout hatchery,
one of the proprietors being also one of
the Wisconsin Fish Commissioners. I

was a frequent visitor at this hatchery,
and became pretty well versed in the
method of trout culture. On North
Lake, a few miles from my home, my
friend, Colonel Shears, was operating a
small trout hatchery as a pastime, which
I visted quite often.

The artificial culture of the trout,

salmon, whitefish and shad is a very
simple matter, inasmuch as the ova or

eggs are separate and can be easily ma-
nipulated. But the eggs of the black
bass, and all the fishes of the sunfish
family, are extruded in a gelatinous
mass from which it is almost impossible
to separate them; it is therefore imprac-
ticable to pursue the same method as

ENGLISH ESTATE
FOR RENT

Fine Mansion with grouse driving in Yorkshire for next

season. Most comfortable and thoroughly well fur-

nished. Contains five spacious reception rooms—thirty-

five bedrooms, six bathrooms. Electric light throughout.

Every modern convenience and large garage—splendid

gardens- -hot house and fruit.

Shooting over 8,000 acres giving from 1,200 to 2,000 head

of grouse—500 partridges—200 wild pheasants—200

hares—several thousand rabbits with woodcock, duck,

snipe and plover.

Station close by. To be let as a going concern with a staff

of good servants, five keepers and gardeners from about

August first to second of October, or as may be arranged.

Rent 3,000 Pounds. Apply Lord G— ., care A. Grimble,

Shooting Agent, 86 Ebury Street, London, S. W., England.

Practical Poultry and Bee Books

FOR POULTRY KEEPERS
THE PLYMOUTH ROCKS—Barred. White. Buff.

Silver Penciled. Partridge. Columbian. A complete

breed book, telling how to select, mate and exhibit

winners in all varities. Well illustrated. 3 Color

Plates. 160 pp., 9x12 in. Price $1.25. postpaid.

THE WYANDOTTES.—No matter what variety of

Wyandottes you breed, you will find in this book just

the information you need to bring success. Many
illustrations. 3 Color Plates. 160 pp.. 9x12 in. Price

$1.25. postpaid.

RHODE ISLAND REDS.—Rose and Single Comb.
The most complete and authoritative book on “Reds"
ever published. Fully illustrated. I Color Plate, 88

pp., 9x12 in. Price $1.00, postpaid.

THE LEGHORNS—All Varieties.—Most complete
book ever written about Leghorns. The special sec-

tion on commercial egg farms will prove invaluable

to those engaged in this branch. Illustrated. 3 Color
Plates, 144 pp. f 9x12 in. Price $1.25, postpaid.

THE ORPINGTONS—All Varieties.—Tells how to

select and mate for best results. There are articles

on each variety, contributed by well known American
and English breeders. I Color Plate. 80 pp.. III.,

9x12 in. Price $1.00. postpaid.

THE ASIATICS.—Brahmas. Cochins and Lang-
shans. The most helpful book issued on mating,
breeding, selecting, exhibiting and judging all Asiatic
breetls. Fully illustrated. I Color Plate, 100 pp.,

9x|2 in. Price 75c., postpaid.

THE CAMPINES—Silver and Golden.—A large and
profusely illustrated book. Represents the results of

two years of work. I Color Plate. 88 pp., 9x12 in.

Price $1.00, postpaid.

DUCKS AND GEESE.—A guide to profitable duck
and goose rearing. All necessary information on the
breeding of ducks and gees for exhibition, also for

market. Well illustrated. 104 pp.. 9x12 in. Price
$1.00, postpaid.

TURKEYS.—Their Care and Management—Special
articles by highly qualified breeders make this an
exceptionally helpful book. Beautifully illustrated.

I Color Plate. 96 pp., 9x12 in. Price $1.00. postpaid.

FOR BEE KEEPERS
FIRST LESSONS IN BEEKEEPING, by C. P.

Dadant, Senior Ediotr American Bee Journal.—At-
tractive cloth binding. 167 pages, 178 illustrations.
The author has had 50 years of actual experience in
beekeeping. Price $1.25.

THE HONEYBEE, by L. L. Langstroth; revised by
Dadant.—A complete text on beekeeping including.
Natural History of the Bee. Care of the Apiary.
Production and Marketing of Honey. 575 pp.. cloth
binding. Price $2.00.

PRACTICAL QUEEN REARING, by Frank C. Pellett,

Associate Editor, American Bee Journal.—Cloth bind-
ing, 105 pages, 40 illustrations. Simple methods of

rearing a few queens for use in a small apiary, as
well as methods used for rearing queens in wholesale
quantity, make the bock most valuable. Price $1.25.

A THOUSAND ANSWERS TO BEEKEEPING
QUESTIONS, by Dr. C. C. Miller.—Serviceable cloth

binding. 276 pages. Alphabetically arranged by sub-
ject, this book will clear up many problems not
touched upon by the other bee books. Used with a
text it is invaluable. Price $1.75.

OUTAPI ARIES. b> M. G. Dadant.—A clear and
concise explanation of the requirements for proper
placing, arranging and managing of outapiaries.

Special chapters devoted to Apiary Sites, Basis of

Placing the Apiary, Systems of Management. Honey
Houses and Equipment, with treatment of apiary
work during different seasons as applied to outapiaries.

Cloth bound. 125 pp., 50 ills. Price $1.25.

“LANGSTROTH ON THE HONEYBEE.”—Old Edi-
tion. There has been quite a demand for the orig-

inal edition of the above work and we are now able

to offer it to our customers. Old Original Edition,

cloth. Price $1.25.

SCIENTIFIC QUEEN REARNG, by G. M. Doolittle.

—An old work that has had a big sale. Price, cloth

binding. $1.25.

Prices include delivery charges to any address in the U. S. or Canada

Order from

FOREST and STREAM, Book Dept., 9 E. 40th St., New York City
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with the trout. The only way to culti-

vate the black bass in domestication is

by pond culture, that is, to allow the fish

to propagate naturally and at the right

moment to separate the young from the

adult fish. This, so far as I was aware,

had never been done, so I determined to

try it out on my premises.

From 1868 to 1876 I was engaged in

the study of the life and scientific history

of the black bass species in the numer-

ous lakes near my home. In 1868 I be-

gan the experiment of propagating the

black bass in domestication. On my
home grounds there were two ponds, fed

by bottom springs, the sub-soil being

gravel. Back of the stable was a small

pond, circular in form, of about seventy-

five feet in diameter, and rather densely

fringed with trees and shrubbery, with

a depth of from two to four feet. The
outlet was through a small rivulet to

Lake Fowler, which I widened and placed

very small-meshed screens at both ends.

A portion of the pond had a gravelly

bottom at the outlet, and a rather muddy
one at the other end, with patches of

aquatic vegetation encircling the shore.

E
ARLY in the spring I placed a num-
ber of pairs of black bass of both

species in the pond and fed them
regularly with minnows and crawfish,

also with chopped fish. When the fish

began to pair off and show signs of the

breeding season, I watched them daily

with an opera-glass from behind the

screen of bushes; noted the nest-build-

ing, spawning, fecundation of the eggs,

incubation and hatching of the eggs, and
observed with great interest the watch-
ful care of eggs and fry by the male
fish. As soon as the parent fish aban-

doned the fry, when they rose from the

nest and took refuge among the weeds,

I removed the screens and turned the

parent fish into the lake and replaced

the screens with solid boards, with a few
inches of fine wire screen at the top for

the overflow.

I kept the fingerlings in the ponds
during the summer, feeding' them every
few days, and in the fall took out the

gates, giving them free access to the

lake. I repeated the experiment for five

or six years. As there were both large-

mouth and small-mouth bass in the pond,
I soon discovered the predilection of the

small-mouth to make its nest on the

gravel, and that the large-mouth pre-

ferred muddy bottom or the roots of

water plants. So far as I know, or so

far as recorded, this was the first ex-

periment in the domestication, or pond
culture, of the black bass species.

With the black bass, as with all other

species of the finny tribe, the care of the

eggs and the fostering of the young de-

volves upon the male parent; after the

female emits the eggs the subsequent

proceedings interest her no more. The
male parent watches over the eggs until

hatched, and protects the young fry

until they leave the nest. In the case

of most marine fishes and many fresh

water species, notably the salmon and
trout, their eggs are abandoned by both

parents as soon as emitted and fertilized.

The various ways and means of some
fishes in caring for and fostering tlieir

DO YOU KNOW
that for just 10 cents a day

you can give a child
to France ?

The men of France have died fighting our battles.

The women and children of France are left to bear the

burden.
$36.50 a year, added to the small allowance of the

French Government, will save a child for the new
France. Will you subscribe $.10 a day, $3 a month,
$36.50 a year; payable monthly, quarterly or yearly.

Every penny of the money collected goes to the chil-

dren. Expenses are paid from a separate fund.
Prove your patriotism by helping immediately, prac-

tically and personally, our ally, France.
Ten Cents a day means little to you. When a grate-

ful letter comes from some little child in France you
will know how much it means there.

$ .10 keeps a child 1 day
3.00

" “ “ 1 mo.

Date

$36.50 keeps a child 1 yr.

73.50
" " " 2 yrs.

myself

pledge

to give

$36.50 .... for a aged .... in its

own home for years

$ . . for .... children in their owa
homes for years

I enclose herewith $ in fotal Payment f°r tlie

above and pledge myself to give the remainder in

payments.
CROSS OUT THE PARA-
GRAPHS YOU DON'T ACCEPT

I promise to give the same amount next year. I wish
to know the name and address of the child or children.

Signed

Address

Checks should be drawn to "THE FATHERLESS
CHILDREN OF FRANCE COMMITTEE" and mailed
to the Chicago Treasurer, DAVID R. FORGAN, Room
741 Fine Arts Building, Chicago.

Ring Neck Pheasants

THOROUGHBREDS PAY
Lay 40 to 50 eggs each per year—Raised
as easily as chickens—Only eat half as
much—Very profitable—Bring $2.00 per
pound alive.

Genuine Wild Mallard Ducks
Lay 50 to 60 eggs per year—Gu? an-
teed to he only from Wild Tr' pped
Mallards.

Giant Bronze Turkeys
Prize Flock, headed by 55
pound tom.

S. C. R. I. Red Chickens
Fine laying strain of
prize birds.

Send for Free Booklet of in-

structions and Price

List of Eggs

I Bloomfield Farms
jg

America's Largest Game Farm

1 1718 Penobscot Bldg.
= Detroit, Mich.

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

1440 E. 63rd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sets up either with -

or without car. Provides a real
steel spring, sagless bed and
waterproof tent.

The Stoll Mfg Co. 3255 Larimer St. Denver. Colo.

Your Fur Skins

Tanned and Dressed
Ladies’ and Men’s Fur Coats.

Scarfs, Muffs, Fur Rugs, Etc.,

made to order from your own catch

or from furs you buy cheap from

trappers, cost much less than the

same articles purchased ready-made.

We own and operate the largest fur

tanning and dressing plant in the

West and are especially prepared to

reduce consumer cost on furs by th

i

3

direct handling—"from catch to fac-

tory and back to you.”

BEAUTIFUL FUR
CATALOG

Its 16 pages, richly illustrated, tell exactly

what you want to know about styles of

furs, cost of tanning and dressing, cost

of making various furs, rugs. etc. Send

for this catalog today. It's Free.

JONAS BROS., Indfl&juerI
1019 Broadway DENVER, COLO,

Branch: Livingston, Mont
LO.

FREE

PRACTICAL EXTERIOR BALLISTICS
for

HUNTERS and RIFLEMEN
1)7

J, R. Bevis, M.Sc., Ph.D, and Jno A.
Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S.

The Most Practical Up-to-the-minute Book
published on the subject; scientihc, yet
clear and simple.
Do your own figuring, and have the sat-

isfaction of knowing that you are absolute-
ly right. All necessary tables.

Every problem that comes up in the life

of every rifle man and hunter is worked
out according to formula, so that the reader
may see exactly how to do it. Everything in

ballistics is solved. Be your own authority.

Cloth, illustrated, 196 pages,
$1.25 postpaid

BEVIS & DONOVAN
Phoenix Bldg. Butte, Montana

DARROW'S STEEL BOATS
Seventeen styles, eighty sizes, up to twenty-four

feet in length, including light, medium and heavy
duty Motorboats, Outboard Motor Specials, Row-
boats, Duckboats, Canoes and our WORLD
FAMOUS SECTIONAL BOATS. Write for Cat-
alogue and prices.

F. H. DARROW STEEL BOAT CO.,
611 Erie Street ALBION, MICH.

ALBERTLEA HIDE AND FURCOMPANY
ALBERT LEA, MINN.

Manufacturers of Dealers inHidcoFurs

ACCURATE
SHOOTERS SUPPLIES

T. T. Pierce

GUNS
AMMUNITION
GUN WORK

Arms and Ammunition
258 W. 34th St..

Expert
New York City.
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A complete cooking outfit no

bigger than your kodak!

You can slip it into your side coat pocket
until “hungry-time.” Then—out she comes
—and in live seconds you are ready to

cook whatever good fortune, aided by rod
or gun brings to pot.

This Kook-Kit
consists of broiler rack with
legs; a pair of frying pans with
detachable handles (pans fit to-

gether and form an airtight

roasting or baking vessel) ; a
kettle for boiling and stewing
and two drinking cups with de-

tachable handles. All of these
utensils fold and nest together
so that they fit inside of the
kettle and still leave room
enough inside to carry knives,
forks, spoons, salt, pepper, cof-

fee, tea and sugar. Made in the very
best manner of high-grade material and
weighs less than two pounds. Retail
price $3.00.

OUR SPECIAL OFFER ^
THE YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION

PRICE OF FOREST AND STREAM
IS $2.00. SEND $4.00 NOW AND
WE’LL ENTER YOUR SUBSCRIP-
TION FOR ONE FULL YEAR AND
SEND YOU THIS $3.00 KOOK-KIT,
WITHOUT EXTRA COST.

FOREST AND STREAM, 9 East 40th St, New York City

BOOK of the BLACK BASS
By JAMES A. HENSHALL, M. D.

410 Illuitratione. Net $2.75 This new edition is revised to date
and largely re-written. Contains
"Book of the Black Bass’’ and “More
About the Black Bass.” Comprising
its complete scientific and life history,
together with a practical treatise on
Angling and Fly-Fishing, with a full

account of tools, implements, and
tackle.

“The angling portion of the book is,

without doubt, the best thing ever
written upon these fishes. It is clear,

and covers the whole ground of the

different modes of fishing, and is ac-

companied by cuts of the manner of
holding the rod, castings, and diagrams
of the mode of throwing the fly so
that it seems to us as if the merest
tyro could soon become an expert by
carefully reading this book and fol-

lowing its instructions. Not only is

it a book for the beginner, but it is

one that no angler can afford to do
without.

—

Forest and Stream.

FOREST AND STREAM {Book Dept.) 9 E. 40th St., N.Y. City

“Kinks” is full of good stuff—ideas furnished by true

sportsmen. There are helpful hints for hunters, hikers,

campers, fishermen and vacationists—new ways of saving

time and money—simple stunts that every man ought to

think out for himself—but doesn’t. It tells how to fix up
emergency “rigs” when the “store stuff” fails or is left

behind. And almost every “Kink” is illustrated so plainly

that every picture makes your fingers fairly itch to try

the stunt yourself.

Send us $3.00 and secure a copy of “Kinks”
together with a full year’s subscription to

Forest & Stream. Price of “Kinks” alone, $1.50.

FOREST & STREAM, 9 E. 40th St., New York City

With the black bass, as with ail other

.species of the finny tribe, the care of the

eggs and the fostering of the young de-

volves upon the male parent; after the

female emits the eggs the subsequent
proceedings interest her no more. The
male parent watches over the eggs until

hatched, and protects the young fry

until they leave the nest. In the case

of most marine fishes and many fresh

water .species, notably the salmon and
trout, their eggs are abandoned by both
parents as soon as emitted and fertilized.

The various ways and means of some
fishes in caring for and fostering their

eggs and young are both curious and in-

teresting. The male parent of a Gulf
catfish, of a South American fish, and
of one in Palestine, carries the eggs in

his mouth until hatched. The males of
the grotesque Hippocampus, or sea-horse,
and of an allied species, the pipefish, en-
close the eggs in flaps of skin, like a
vest, where they are carried until

hatched. The lumpfish, a queer marine
.species, watches over the eggs until they
are hatched, when the young attach
themselves to his body by their suckers,
and thus, weighted down by his respon-
sibilities, he carries them around until

they are old enough to shift for them-
selves.

History is silent as to the custom of
other denizens of the deep, a,s water
nymphs, mermaids and water sprites of
the mythological age in this matter.
Whether Amphitrite, Galatea or Thetis
rocked their water babies in the cradle
of the deep, or shifted their maternal
cares and duties of motherhood to their

paternal proxies, the demi-gods of land
and seas, deponent sayeth not. But this

we do know, however, that some of their
terrestrial sisters in this year of the
Lord commit their newly-born babes to

the tender mercies of vicarious nurses,
wet or dry.

A MANUAL OF WILD-
FOWL SHOOTING

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 113 )

ity and this with its small size renders
it a difficult mark on the wing. Some-
times and in certain localities it decoys

well, and at other times or on other

grounds it flatly refuses to come to the

counterfeits.

One fall on the bay four buffle-heads

passed me as I stood concealed in the

tall reeds by the water’s edge. The lit-

tle ducks were flying parallel with the

shore, about thirty yards from it and
about ten feet above the water, all in a

straight line, one bird directly behind the

other. The leader and the second duck
in line were very close together, the

third and fourth birds at about four feet

intervals. I planned to get three of

them with my two shots, bagging the

leader and the second duck with the

first shot and the third bird in line with

the second barrel.

They were flying very rapidly and as

they drew abreast of my position I

swung my gun well ahead of the leader

and fired twice in quick succession. You
can imagine my surprise when the last
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Stellars duck (male)

bird Jii line dropped to the water dead,

and the other three flew safely on. , It

was then that I fully realized the tre-

mendous speed those little ducks had
been making and how completely I had
under-estimated it.

The buffle-head is distinctly a North
American species. It migrates from the

Arctic Sea to the Gulf of Mexico. It is

often called butter-ball, dipper and has

other local names.

THE LONG-TAILED DUCK

B
ECAUSE of their habit of gabbling

and scolding noisily among them-
selves like a party of gossiping old

women, these ducks have been given

many names, some of which are rather

amusing. Old wife, old south-southerly,

old Molly, Injun, scolder, old gabbler, as

well as old squaw are some of the popu-
lar names.

In winter when the bay and marsh are

shrouded with ice and snow and most
wild voices are hushed, the old squaws
are the noisiest and most talkative birds

that visit us.

From far out among the drifting ice

cakes comes the constant clanging, quer-

ulous call, ringing clear and loud amid
the frozen silence. “Ough-ough-egh-
oughly,” or something much to that ef-

fect, is ever a familiar cry to the duck
hunter.

The old squaw comes down from its

breeding ground in the Arctic regions

only when ice-bound waters compel it

to seek warmer climes for its food. Dur-
ing an open winter they will remain far
north until very late and only the cold-

est weather to the north of us will

bring them to the waters of our northern
states. Sometimes they go as far south
as the Potomac and Ohio Rivers, but sel-

dom further. Although they are found
both in the interior and on the coasts,

they are lovers first of the sea and are
often seen with the coots in flocks far
off shore. They are expert divers and
swift flyers.

Since its diet is almost wholly com-
posed of fish, the flesh of the long-tailed

duck is rank, tough and altogether un-
desirable for the table. It comes occa-
sionally to the decoys and, unless for the
sake of the practice to be had from the
shooting, it would hardly be to the hunt-
er’s advantage if it came more often.

Male, in winter: Head white, gray on
sides; neck, back and upper parts of
chest white; middle of back rump, upper
tail coverts and wings black; breast and
upper part of abdomen dark brown; un-
derneath white; scapulars light gray;

REST AND STREAM

Upon the Seas

Where Pirates Once Held Revel

Among South Sea Islands, once favorite haunts of Capt.

Kidd and his kind, now skim rowboats, canoes and other

light craft, powered by the famous Evinrude motor.

More than 100,000 Evinrudes are in use in all parts of

the world. It has been adopted by 25 governments.

The Evinrude lets you rest while you ride. No rowing.

Just a turn of the flywheel and you’re off. Built-in-

flywheel type magneto makes easy starting and smooth
going. Special method of balancing practically elimi-

nates vibration. The automatic reverse is another much
appreciated feature.

Ask your hardware or sporting

goods dealer. Or write for catalog.

EVINRUDE MOTOR COMPANY
243 Evinrude Bldg. Milwaukee, Wis.

Distributors:

69 Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y.

214 State St., Boston, Mass
440 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

211 Morrison St., Portland, Ore.

EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE MOTOR FORWATERCRAFT

7
Gun experts say that no other

equals Marble’s Nitro Solvent Oilfor
cleaning, lubricating, polishing. It

keeps guns and rifles in perfect con-
dition—lock, stock and barrel. Dis-
solves the residue of all black and
smokeless powders, including Cordite.
Acts instantly—stops corrosive ac-
tion—positively removes and pre-
vents lust and cuts off dirt and gum.

It’'s an absolute necessity to every
gun owner. 2-oz. bottle 25c; 6-oz. can 55c.
Postage 10c extra. Direct by mail if your
dealer hasn’t it. Write today for f ree trial bot-
tle. Mention your dealer’s name. Ask for
catalog. Marble’s 60 Specialties f or Sportsmen.

__ MARBLE ARMS & MFC. CO.
526 Della Ave. Gladstone, Mich.

35c
Postpaid

all lubrication "and
polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
! the New Perfection

Pocket Package

is a matchless combination.
Sportsmen have known it for

years. Dealers sell NYOIL at

15c. and 35c. Send us the name
of a live one who doesn’t idl
NYOIL with other necessaries

for sportsmen and we will seud
you a d»»'dy, handy new can
(screw top and screw tip) con-
taining 3M ounces postpaid

for 35 cents.

ffH. F. HIE. New Beiforf, Mass.
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TENTS
and

Tarps
for

SPORTS-

Protection and wear are what yon
want in tent and waterproof cover-
ing. \
These qualities you will find in

United States Tent products. The
material and workmanship that go
into these goods have won the ap-
proval of thousands of sportsmen.

Large scale productions assures
you of wide choice and«right prices.

Ask for our latest catalog.

United States Tent & Awning Co.

229 No. Desplaines St., Chicago, U. S. A.

GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY
in th« heaviest rainstorms. The on’/ reliable garment
for every outdoor requirement

Compact, Light, Serviceable

IT -FITS-THE-POCKET
FREE catalog of pneumatic goods
for camp, automobile, hospital,
office and home requirements. For
Sale by Sporting Goods Dealers

METROPOLITAN AIR GOODS CO.
Athol, Mass.

HORSE PACKING
By CHARLES JOHNSON POST

Tells you how to pack a horse for the trail—it tells

you how to make sling nets and many other things

that are necessary where a horse is used for the

trail or trek, besides showing how to throw the

different hitches used by the men who know. 200

pages, 175 diagrams and illustrations; flexible cloth

binding; price $1.00.

rnrr With a Year’s Subscription to Forestr rvH.Hi an(j Stream at the $2.00 Yearly Rate

FOREST AND STREAM
9 East 40th Street New York City, N. Y.

median feathers of tail black, central

pair elongated, outer feathers white
;
bill

orange; legs and feet bluish gray. In

summer: Head, neck and upper parts

sooty black, excepting cheeks and sides

of forehead which are gray; under parts

white; bill black with pinkish band; legs

and feet bluish white. Tail longer than
in winter. Length, eighteen to twenty-
three inches, according to development
of tail.

Female: Head, neck and lower parts
soiled white, excepting forehead and
crown which are dusky; upper parts
dark brown; tail grayish brown, not
elongated as in male. Plumage of both
sexes varies with age and season.

THE HARLEQUIN DUCK

T HE harlequin duck is so named be
cause of the fantastic markings of

the drake. Head and neck dark
gray glossed with violet and marked
with white spots and stripes; forehead,

crown and nape black; upper parts gray-
ish blue, changing to blue-black on rump
and upper tail coverts; white crescent-

shaped stripe on shoulder; irregular

white spots and bars on back; breast and
abdomen gray; .sides and flanks rufous;

speculum deep bluish violet; bill, legs

and feet bluish gray. Length, seventeen

to eighteen inches. Female: Head, neck
and upper parts dark brown, head
marked with white spots; breast, sides

and flanks reddish brown; abdomen
white; bill, legs and feet same as male.

The harlequin is another cold weather
duck and breeds far within the Arctic

Circle. It ranges from the Arctic re-

gions to the Middle States and Cali-

fornia. It is very rare and of no im-

portance to the sportsman. Even that

noted ornithologist, Elliot, says he has
never seen one alive.

The Labrador duck, or pied duck, was
formerly found along the North Atlantic

Coast, breeding from Labrador north-

ward, and migrating southward to Long
Island. It is doubtless now extinct.

They were formerly to be seen in Fulton

Market, New York. Center of crown
black

;
rest of head and upper neck

white; hack, black; wings white; front

and sides of upper breast white; lower

breast and belly black. Length, about

twenty inches. The cause of this duck’s

extinction is unknown.—Chapman.
Stellars duck, listed as a straggler to

our coasts, is found only on the coasts

of Behring Sea.

BIMINI-ISLE OF MYTH
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 136)

which lies approximately 9% miles south

of the Isle of Bimini, this course being

necessary to all who anticipate reaching

the island after nightfall, as the channel

to Bimini Bay is without lights or mark-

ers.

Arrivng at Gun Key at 3 A. M., we
anchored until day-break and then start-

ed on the last leg of our trip, anticipat-

ing great sport in fishing the waters that

are advertised to be “Teeming with fish

of every description.” Sad to relate, how-
ever, the tarpon, amberjack, bone fish,

barracuda, tuna, bonita, grouper, mack-

erel, wahoo, sailfish, black and blue tur-

bet, squirrel fish, sand-congo and count-

less other species that are announced as

Bimini attractions, failed to materialize,

and the entire 9% mile trolling with
three lines produced one barracuda and
one grouper, both of which were torn

from the hook by sharks.

The Isle of Bimini itself is fair to be-

hold, but the facts as they appear strong-

ly contradict all statements pertaining to

its being “An Unexplored Sportsman’s
Haunt, Teeming with Fish and Game.”
The island is without sanitation or

drinking water other than that provided
by infrequent rains. There is no wire-

less .service from the club to Miami or

elsewhere. The natives are sickly and
undernourished. This is easily under-
stood when it is considered that their

existance depends largely on sponging
and the making- of a few commercial art-

icles from grass and sisel, and that their

food consists largely of conk and land
crabs, with an occasional grunt that
has been caught after several hours’ pa-
tient fishing. A search for the countless
numbers of wild game, which were adver-
tised as inhabiting the island, resulted
in locating a lake where the water is

shallow and the mangrove muck deep
and treacherous. The sight of a few
shelldrake and an isolated snipe was all

that rewarded our efforts. Wild pigeons,
black and canvass-back duck and other
birds, if they ever existed, must have
migrated.

The only excuse for Bimini, as an at-

traction is the fact that under British
rule it is not affected by prohibition, but
even in this respect disappointment
awaits the visitor as the supply of whis-
key, gin and rum has been depleted.
Diligent inquiry failed to produce any
evidence that the Bimini Rod and Gun
Club is a chartered organization. Avail-
able literature does not contain the
names of any officers and bears only the
announcement / that the Executive Offi-

cers are located in Miami, Florida.
Bimini as a haunt for sportsmen stands

today utterly devoid of any of thp essen-
tials that would justify the term “Sports-
man’s Paradise.” Light or heavy tackle
fishing, .surf casting, harpooning, still

fishing, shooting, tennis, archery, or
other attractions that would appeal to

the sportsman are non-existant. A jour-
ney there in quest of sport may justly
be termed a loss of time.

THE 22 SOLVES
IT

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 134)

fertile field of applied ballistics have
solved the problem of putting rifle shoot-

ing within the reach, means and oppor-

tunities of the average American. The
answer was found to repose in a very
small object—an inexpensive, available,

lo-power, rim-fire cartridge commonly
known as the “22 long-rifle.”

With properly constructed rifles, chai

bered and bored for this ammunition,
guns that can be readily procured from
any sporting-goods store without either
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red-tape or foolish “regulations,” it is

possible to teach a man almost all there

is to know about rifle shooting and in the

doing introduce him to one of the finest

outdoor sports extant.

HOW many people realize:

That the “22” is accurate and de-

pendable at all ranges up to and in-

cluding 200 yards.

That 200-yard shooting with the “22”

calls for more skill and experience than

firing at 1000 yards with the war gun.

That every known range and field con-

dition can be accurately and inexpensive-

ly reproduced within the capabilities of

this cheap and available cartridge.

That the firing is not confined to the

orthodox black and white target possessed

of an unwinking bull’s-eye that we in-

stinctively associate with rifle shooting.

That many of these neutral colored

targets that have been introduced are not

stationary, but move in a most lifelike

manner.
That trap-shooting with the “22” has

been carefully tried out and found to be

entirely successful and even more fas-

cinating than the shotgun method of pur-

suing the illusive tar hawk.

That ranges safe and suitable for out-

door shooting with the “22” can be placed

at points near to and easily accessible

from centers of population on locations

where it would be criminal to let anyone

except an expert marksman fire a hi-

power rifle.

That such a range can be built in a

few days at a cost of less than one hun-

dred dollars.

That State, Inter-State and National
Matches can be conducted at a cost of

but little more than the transportation

and subsistence of the competitors and
ranges suitable for such events can be

put up at a week’s notice.

That one can shoot all afternoon and
not spend more than two dollars.

That a good smallbore outfit will last a

lifetime if properly cared for.

That smallbore shooting offers greater
returns for the time and money expended
than any sport in the world
That outdoor, smallbore ranges can be

so constructed that the shooters can fire

in perfect comfort regardless of weather
conditions, making it possible and pleas-

ant to continue the sport right on through
the winter months.
That evening events are not only pos-

sible but advisable under many circum-
stances and offer wonderful possibilities

for novel entertainments for the benefit

of the Red Cross and such organizations.

That five men can form an active, suc-

cessful and satisfactory smallbore club

and put up a comfortable range at a total

outlay of less than $5 per man.
That the formation of such a club is

possible in every town, no matter how
small.

That these little clubs are entitled to

all the rights and privileges of the larger
and more wealthy organizations and can
compete with them on equal terms with-
out going beyond the limits of the home
range down on Neighbor Brown’s pasture
lot.

That a parent organization to aid and

THE SMITH GUN

Left Barrel modified
choke 56 killing pellets

in body, not wings.

Speaks for itself

A fair shot—no expert made
these patterns with a Field grade

12 gauge Smith at 30 yards

—

Life size ducks .30 inch circles.

It’s the Dead Duck
That Counts

Catalogue on request
Right Earrel cylinder 23
killing pellets in body,

not wings.

THE HUNTER ARMS CO., Inc.,
3

VuLTON,
b
N.
d
Y
St

McDonald & LINFORTH, 739 Call Building, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,
Pacific Coast Representatives.

Hones your
Hooks, Ra
zor Sharp
In a jiffy,

it will increase _
your Catch 100%, says "Dixie _
Carroll, author of Lake & Stream Game ^

Fishing, Editor of National Sportsman, and probably

U the most expert angler in America." Razor sharp hooks, HOOK
& LAND 'EM every time they strike or bite, for the point slnk3 home at the
slightest touch. "Don't Fool Yourself by Thinking New HOOKS are sharp;
the HOOK-HONE is made of CARBORUNDUM, the hardest, sharpest and
fastest cutting abrasive in the world; will last for years; can also he used for
small knives, etc. Perfection HOOK-HONE like cut, 75c.; Junior H.-H., 3^

in. long, 50c. ; nifty leather case for either hone, 35c. Sold in New York by Abercrombie
& Fitch Co., and by all other first-class tackle dealers in the U. S. and Canada; if

yours cannot supply you send direct: interesting circular on request.

THE COLUMBUS SPECIALTY CO., DEPT. M., COLUMBUS, OHIO

Refinish your rod* now, b<

prepared for next oca*on.
' ROD-SPAR
Absolutely water-proof,

highly elastic, in friction top
cans sufficient for 15 rods,
two kinds- -Natural Vamisb
for wood rods--BlackEnamcl
for steel rods. 35c perntn.

THE ORIGINAL
FLY ROD MINNOW

THE FLY ROD WIGGLER
is the original flyrod minnow. It is the
one that has created such a sensation for
the past two years. It is the one that
looks like a minnow. The one that is made
right. Lifts and casts easy. Does not
splash or strain the rod. As for catching
fish. Will Dilg, famous authority, says it

catches too many. Don’t fail to give it a
trial.

Trout Size 1*4 in. long
Small Bass 1% in. long
Large Bass 2% in. long

Made in Silver Shiner, Golden Shiner, Red
Side, Red Head, Yellow Perch, All Red,
All White, and All Yellow. Price 50c.
each. Four, assorted, in handy vestpocket
box, $2.00.

Send stamp for Tackle Catalog.

THE W. J. JAMISON CO.
Dept. S.

736 So. California Ave. Chicago, 111.

Knit your

own fish

nets

All kinds of fish nets, hammocks, etc., may he
easily and quickly made, with my illustrated in-

structions before you. 21 photographs show you
how. Also gives you more information about the
use of nets than has ever been published. Com-
plete instructions, wire netting needle, mesh blocks
and 4 balls of twine, for $1.50 postpaid.

Clayton Net Company.
43 N. Main St., Altoona. Eans.

Raise Hares for Us
Immense profits quickly and easily
made. We furnish stock, and pay
$2.00 to $3.00 each, also ernressage
when 3 mo. old. Contract, booklets,
etc.. 10. Nothing Free. TH ORSON
RABBIT CO., Dept. 7, Aurora, Colo.

THE

Mackensen Game Park
Peafowl
Cranes

Swan
Ornamental

Gees#

and Ducks
Foxes

Raccoons

Game Bird and Fancy Bird Eggs Sold in Season

Everything in wild animals, game, fancy
birds for parks, menageries, private pre-
serves and collections of fancy fowl.

I also buy all kinds of animals and birds.

WM. J. MACKENSEN, Naturalist
YARDLEY, PA.

bob wnite
Pheasants

Partridges

Quail

Wild
Turkeys
Deer
Rabbits

“WHY did Dad Palmer catch so many 15 and 20 inch Trout.
the last two years in the San Gabriel River, in
California. Here’s the reason!”

Cork Bodies
Hoppers are 50 cents each, $3.60 per doz.
Millers are 40 cents each, $2.60 per doz.

Manufactured by M. M. PALMER,
119 West Washington St., Pasadena. Calif.

J
Crab1

98%
Weed!ess

He d d o n
Bait Casting Reels

Jim Heddon 2- Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

*AsK the Fish!”

i

Jas. Heddon’s Sons^
Dowagiac, Mich.

Black Jersey Giants
(THE SUPER HEN,.

Black Feathers. Yellow Skin. Grow faster
and larger, and lay more and larger eggs
on less feed. Free Descriptive Circular.
R. F. D. No. 2. Sussex Farm. Relmar. N. J.
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A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all
kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent,
Reid Newfoundland Company, St. John’s, New Foundland

NEWFOUNDLAND

IMPORTED HOSIERY
For Golf, Tennis and Sport Wear
IN ATTRACTIVE DESIGNS FOR

MEN AND WOMEN

No. IS W
ld_ *1 AFinestScotchWoolTenniB Socksinwhite, U
ilU.iw erav, green* black, heather and | CA
white, with colored clocks, a pair 1 V

1C Men’s Finest ScotchWool Golf Hose,
1 J in green, gray, brown and O CA

heather (without feet $o), a pair

w Complete line Golf, Tennis and Sport equipment,

f Mail Orders given prompt attention^

o Stewart Sporting Sales

Q 425 FIFTH AVE., at 38th St

The Wilbur shotgun peep sight will revolutionize
wing shooting; no excuse for missing; game birds or
clav b'rds. Patented and perfected by an old trap
and field shooter. Teaches the art of wing shooting;
will increase the score of the trap shooter: corrects
the faults of old shooters; shows how to lead your
birds; compels proper handling of gun; puts the
shooter down on his gun where he belongs; proves
the correct fitting of your gun.
Made of blued steel, clamps instantly and ripridly

on breech of barrels. Fast enough for use in snap
shooting. Has two openings with center post for
alignment with ordinary sight at end of barrels.
Any object seen by the shootpr through this sight

when trigger is pulled, is DEAD — as such object
must be at the time in shot pattern when gun is

discharged. On quartering birds lead is shown ab-
solutely — NO GUESS WORK.
MADE IN 12 and 20-GATTGE ONLY. Not made

for single-barrel or pump guns.
Price, postpaid. $2.50, with full instructions in

the art of wing shooting.
Write for “Treatise Wing Shooting Made Easy.”

WILBUR GUN SIGHT
116 West 39th St.. Room 140. New York City. N. Y.

J. KANNOFSKY
Practical

Glass Blower

Senior and Junior camps for girls, under 20, Roxbury.
Vt. Famous for tine saddle horses, FREE RIDING
and thorough instruction in horsemanship. Teela-
Wooket is a three hundred acre “Wonderland" in the
heart of the Green Mountains, with athletic fields,

clay tennis courts, sleeping bungalows, and a private
pond for swimming and water sports. Write for a

booklet with the stories and pictures of camp life at

Teela-Wooket.

MR. ft MRS- C. A ROYS, 19 Bowdoin St., Cambridge, Mats.

Belle Isle
A real Military and Naval Camp for boys (12 to

20) on salt water. Real staff—Real equipment
and Real training.

Send for Booklet.

Address MAJOR W. H. PARKER, U. S. Marine
Corp., Ret.,

Belle Isle Camp Portsmouth, N, H.

CAMP ALLEGRO
SILVER LAKE, N. H.

At the gateway of the White Mountains. Moun-
tain climbing a specialty. Water sports. Motor
boat. Best of tennis courts. Music. Dramatics.
Moderate fee. Booklet.

MRS. BLANCHE CARSTENS
523 Washington St. Brookline, Mass.

J. WESTERN WARNER’S
(DUDE RANCH)

summer resort is located on the Kootenai River in the
Cabinet Range of the Rocky Mountains in Montana and
affords some of the best fishing and hunting in the

West.
Good saddle horses and fine trails and roads, every

mile a pleasure ; private cabins and tents : board and
saddle horse by day or month. Spring bear hunting
a specialty; all other big game in season. Write to

J. WESTERN WARNER, HUNTER AND GUIDE
LIBBY, MONT.

BIG GAME HUNTING IN~
BRITISH COLUMBIA

Big horn sheep—goats—moose—dear and bear

Temporary Address

Kennon B. Moore
Moore’s Camp Caledonia, Nova Scotia

ADIRONDACK
Fisherman, hunter, or pleasure-seeker, we are ready
for you at Sunset Inn, on the largest lake in the

Mountains. Here game abounds and nature reigns

supreme. Small camps; fireplace; lounging room and
all improvements. Rate, $16.00 per week and up.

BEEBE & ASHTON
Cranberry Lake New York

Insist on Genuine

HILDEBRANDT
SPINNERS

They Catch Fish

The J. J. Hildebrandt Co. Loganspori, Ind.

assist just such clubs is now being formed
and will be in full operation by the time
this issue reaches our readers.

That all this and a lot more is not a
dream, but an accomplished fact made
possible by a year of constructive work
that was carried on so quietly that even
those living next to our proving ground
did not know what was going on. Could
there be any more conclusive proof that
firing with the “22” out-of-doors cannot
possibly annoy the neighbors by disturb-
ing the peace and quiet of even the most
tranquil of spots?

THE unobtrusive manner in which this

work was done was not prompted by
any desire for secrecy, it was sim-

ply the direct application of the old prin-
ciple that “Example is better than pre-

cept.” Don’t advise others to do some-
thing you cannot do and have not your-
self put into practice. The Forest and
Stream Shooting School is now a “go-
ing concern” that is functioning perfect-

ly, right along through deep snow and
zero weather and all that waits for the
spring is the putting in of added facili-

ties. And its scope is not confined to the
“22” or any other type of rifle, the shot-

gun and pistol cranks will find much to

interest them along original lines that

have 'heretofore only been hinted at on
the printed page. The purpose of this

new institution is to help the good old

shooting game as a whole by example,

instruction and the holding of meets and
matches. The solving of the problem of

how to properly promote rifle practice

among cilivians is merely the first prod-

uct of this unique and much needed plant.

BIRDS OF EASTERN CANADA
THIRDS OF EASTERN CANADA, by

f) P. A. Taverner, issued by the Geo-

logical Survey of Canada, Ottawa,
(price $.50) has recently come to hand.

This is a popukH' text-book illustrated by
colored plates of some ninety odd spe-

cies, which will be welcomed by the

many sportsmen and nature lovers who
spend their holidays north of our boun-

daries.

With the descriptions, and statements

as to the nesting, distribution and abund-

ance of each kind of bird, there is, in

most cases, a summary of its field marks
and how it may best be differentiated

in life, and a statement of its economic

status, that is, whether it is beneficial

to man and why. Local and French
names of the different species are given.

The colored plates are, in the main, good,

original, attractive, and will be found

very useful in identification of the birds.

Whereas the work is popular in purpose

throughout, the author is an authority

on his subject, and Birds of Eastern

Canada contains ideas and information

of interest to more advanced students.

There are, unfortunately, some errors

(apparently due to insufficient proof

reading) which, however, do not inter-

fere with its general excellence.

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani-
mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulls
for furriers and taxidermists.

363 CANAL STREET NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream”

Do You Take Pictures ?
Write for free sample of our big magazine, show-
ing how to make better pictures and earn money.

AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHY, 164 Pope Buildiog. Boston. Mass.
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AGENTS WANTED

“INSYDE” TIRES—INNER ARMOR EOR
automobile tires; prevent punctures and blowouts;

douDie tire mileage; liberal profits; details free.

American Accessories Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,

Dept. 81.

AUTO OWNERS AND DRIVERS—“MAGIC
Hand Cleanser” will remove all kinds of grease

and dirt without water. Always have clean hands

Your money back if you are not satisfied. Trial

can post-paid, 50c silver or money order. Agents

wanted. Burley Auto Accessories Co., Dept. A,

1279 Gay St., Portland, Oregon.

ANTIQUES AND CURIOS

ANTIQUE GUNS, PISTOLS, SWORDS, CAR-

bines, Kentucky rifles, coins, medals, paper money,

Indian relics, curios. Catalogue free. Antique

Shop, 33 South 18th St., Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

vania.

KENTUCKY FLINT-LOCK RIFLES, OLD-

time pistols, revolvers and guns. Large assort-

ment; reasonable prices. Printed list free. Stephen

Van Rensselaer, 805 Madison Avenue, Lew York

City.

DECOYS

DECOY CALLERS—PURE BRED DUCKS—
Wild mallard, $5 pair, eggs, $2.50, 12; black ducks,

$6 pair, eggs, $4, 12; English callers $8 pair,

eggs, $5, 12. Extra English hen or drake, $5,

duck book, 25c. Ferrets wanted, healthy; price

first litter. Mail draft, E. Breman Co., Danville,

Illinois.

FISH FOR STOCKING

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.

Hoxie, Plymouth, Massachusetts. _____

SMALL MOUTHED BLACK BASS.—WE
have the only establishment dealing in them

commercially in the U. S. A. Eighteen years ex-

perience. Exhaustive Study of their habits under

all conditions, particularly fit us to give accurate

reliable information and advice that secures best

possible results. Vigorous young bass for stock-

ing purposes. Correspondence invited. Circulars.

Waramaug Black Bass Hatchery, Henry W. Bee-

man, New Preston, Connecticut.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION

WANTED TO BUY—TWELVE GAUGE PUMP
gun. State price, make and condition of gun.

Box 196, Minocqua,- Wisconsin.

WILL SELL 12 GAUGE, G. H. PARKER.—
Will buy 20 gauge. H. B. Prindle, 101 Park

Avenue, New York City.

FOR SALE—22 HIGH POWER GAMEGET-
ter; 22 Winchester automatic; Colt’s revolver.

Wliat have you? Please write. Fred Figgie,

Monona, Iowa.

FOR SALE—ONE NEW 32-CALIBER COLT’S
automatic pistol, price $32. David D. Hilton,

Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania.

' LIVE STOCK

A nominal charge of ten

cents per word will carry

classified messages to our

army of readers on farms,

in the towns and cities,

and at the end of blazed

trails.

RE-BLUE OR BRONZE YOUR GUNS,
rifles, etc., using my guaranteed methods, same

like factories use. Material cheap. Methods
mailed for only 50 cents. E. J. Simon, D. 1,

Dane, Wisconsin.

EARN BIG MONEY BLUING GUN BAR-
rels and silvering mirrors. Revolvers, rifles and
all tools like new. Both formulas, 75 cents,

Claude Hart, Cairo, Ontario. /

GINSENG.—$10,000 MADE FROM ONE-HALF
acre; easily grown in Northern United States

and Canada. Full printed instructions and 200

seeds for planting sent postpaid, only 40c. Medi-

cal Plant Co., West Milan, New Hampshire.

GIGANTIC CLIMBING NEW GUINEA BUT-
ter beans. The new edible vegetable wonder.
Grows 3 to 5 feet long, weighs 10 to 16 lbs. The
finest vegetable you ever tasted. A gigantic, lux-

uriant vine to ornament old fence, etc. Package
seed, 50 cents. Muskeetopunk Co., Dept. 6, Pekin,

Illinois.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS; SPLEN-
did pay and expenses; travel if desired; unlimited

advancement; no age limit; three months’ home
study; situation arranged. Prepare for perma-

nent position. Write for booklet CM 98. Stand-

ard Business Training Institute, Buffalo, New
York.

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ting for newspapers, magazines. Experience un-

necessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 529,

St. Louis, Missouri.

SHORT STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, ETC.,

are wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 149,

Hannibal, Missouri.

FLY TYING MATERIAL—EVERYTHING
for tying your own flies. Also anglers’ supplies.

Price list free. A. Willmarth, Roosevelt, New
York.

PATENTS

INVENTIONS WANTED. CASH OR ROYAL-
ty for ideas. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 195, St.

Louis, Missouri.

SILVER BLACK FOXES—OVER 800 LIVE
foxes shipped to U. S. A. in 1919. We have been

Canadian fox ranchers for seven years. Get our

prices—our terms the benefit of our experience.

Stamp for particulars. Todd & Moore, Milltown,

New Brunswick, Canada.

RAISE GIANT RABBITS FOR ME. I FUR-
nish breeders cheap, and buy all you raise at

30 to 60c per pound alive. Hundreds make big

money. Send 10c for Breeders’ Instruction Book-
let, contract price list, etc. Frank E. Cross, 6407

Ridge Street, St. Louis, Missouri.

MISCELLANEOUS

THE WAY TO GET A GOVERNMENT JOB
is through the Washington Civil Service School.

We prepare you and you get a position or we
guarantee to refund your money. Write to Earl

Hopkins, president, Washington, D. C., for book
RJ 2043, telling about government position with
lifetime employment, short hours, sure pay, regu-
lar vacations.

WANTED—POSITION AS TRAINER AND
handler of first-class string of shooting dogs for

private gentleman. Widely experienced here and
abroad in breeding, rearing and developing pup-
pies, A reliable and trustworthy all around man.
Reference furnished. J. H. Wise, Rocky Point,
New York.

PHOTO ACCESSORIES

MAIL US 15e WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and six velvet prints, or send six

negatives any size and 15c for six prints, or

send 35c for one 8 x 10 mounted enlargement.

Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke Photo Finish-

ing Co., 220 Bell Avenue, Roanoke, Virginia.

RABBITS

ONE PEDIGREED GIANT DOE NINE
months. Two pair non-pedigreed tested breeders,

New Zealanders; one black giant doe ten months;

$25 or trade 20 gauge pump. E. A. Kopp, Bur-

lington, Wisconsin.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

$5.00 DOWN; $5.00 MONTHLY; SIX ACRE
fruit, poultry, fur farm; river front; Ozarks;

$100.00; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North
Fifth, Kansas City, Kansas.

SPORTSMEN AND CLUBS.—FINE CLUB
site on Barnegat Bay, Jersey Coast. Ducks come
by the thousand; wild geese, small game and
deer on mainland; great fishing, sailing and boat-

ing: cottages for all year; grand, summer and

winter. Berkeley Improvement Co., 912 Liberty

Building, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

A FOUR-ROOM COTTAGE FURNISHED,
with a garage attached to hold a large car, and
one acre of ground, also shore rights. A boat
house with row boat and a 16-foot motor boat
with a stationary engine; boat new. Directly on
good auto roads, located on Island Lake, Wiscon-
sin. Said lake is connected with three other
lakes, making fine motor boating. An excellent
place for hunting and fishing of all kinds. A
good and sufficient title guaranteed. All for $800.
O. W. Malmgren, Weyerhaeuser, Wisconsin.

TAXIDERMY

BEAUTIFUL GAME HEADS, BIRDS, ANI-
mals, fur rugs, for sale, or mounted to order.
Price list. M. J. Hofmann, Taxidermist, 989
Gates Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

BIRDS, ANIMALS, HEADS. MOUNTED NAT-
ural or artistic. C. E. Frost, Taxidermist, 257
Conklin Avenue, Binghamton, New York.

FUR DRESSING, TANNING, TAXIDERMY—Quality and prompt service; catalogue on re-

quest J. C. Mirguet Co., Inc,, 12 Ely Street,
Rochester, New York.

WILD RICE

GUARANTEED GERMINABLE WILD RICE
seed. Write Robert C. Campbell, Keene, Ontario.

DOGS

In transactions between strangers,

the purchase price in the form of a

draft, money order or certified check

payable to the seller should be de-

posited with some disinterested third

person or with this office with the

understanding that it is not to be

transferred until the dog has been

received and found to be satisfac-

tory.

AIREDALES

AIREDALE PUPPIES WANTED — GIVE
price, description and full particulars. Will also
contract for future delivery. P. H. Sprague,
Maywood, Illinois.

ST. VRAIN AIREDALES—BRED FROM BIG
game hunters and show stock. Imported Nor-
manton Lad. Fee $20.00. A proven sire of style
and gameness. St. Vrain Kennels, Longmont,
Colorado.

AIREDALE TERRIERS WANTED—MALE
or female, young or grown. Whole litters or
bitches in heat or whelp. Must be healthy, thor-
oughbred and priced sensible. Can use any num-
ber. A. Kennel, Bound Brook, New Jersey.

WANTED—AIREDALES. HOUNDS, MASTIFS
and Newfoundlands, puppies and grown stock.

We buy whole litters of puppies. Write full par-
ticulars and lowest price. If you wish to breed,
board or buy a dog send stamp for our price
list. Buckeye Boarding Kennels, Box M, La
Rue, Ohio.

“LIONHEART AIREDALES ARE SOME
airedales,” writes a government hunter from Len-
nox, Idaho. Another "professional" in Nevada
ordered a Lionheart airedale, then another, and
has come back for his third. The professionals
carry no dead timber. Our puppies have made
good from Alberta to Old Mexico, as hunters, re-
trievers. stock dogs, watchdogs, companions for
men, women and children. A few puppies usually
for sale, rich in the blood of champions, “fit to
show and bred to hunt.” Lionheart Kennels,
Box 1412, Anaconda, Montana.

(Continued on page 15S)
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THE PROTECTION OF ALASKA GAME
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 107)

DOGS
In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some

disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not

to be transferred until the dog has been

received and found to be satisfactory.

COLLIES

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and usetul; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont, Monticello, Iowa.

GUN DOGS

FINISHED AND EXPERIENCED SHOOTING
dogs, pointer and llewellyn setter dogs, 3 years

old; good lookers, bred second to none; cracker-

jack quail and grouse dogs, fine retrievers, $2o0

each Three year old pointer dog, very slow,

careful, all and everyday hunter, fine for single

quail, extra good grouse dog, $200. Pointer dog,

2 years old, a wonder; does everything that a

dog should do, experience on quail and grouse,

$200. Llewellyn setter and pointer bitch. Just

bred to high-class stud dog. Both first-class

brood bitches; good lookers and high-class quail

and grouse dogs. All papers for puppies, $200

each. And fifteen other registered dogs, all

broken, from $150 up. Harmon Sommerville,

Amite, Louisiana.

HOUNDS

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. MOUNTED
deer heads for hounds trained on coon or fox.

Victor Holmes, Craig, Colorado.

FOR SALE—PAIR OF WHITE AND TAN
fox hounds, 20 months, male and female, not

broken but started on fox; $30 the pair. Garfield

Taylor, Pulaski, Iowa.

HUNTING DOGS

HUNTING DOGS—RABBIT HOUNDS, FOX
hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, squirrel, bear, deer

dogs, setters, pointers, farm, pet dogs. Browns
Kennels, York, Pennsylvania.

FOR SAXE—POINTER PUPPIES, BRED
from best hunting stock. G. H. Putnam, Framing-

ham, Massachusetts.

MISCELLANEOUS

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-

lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian \\ olf

hounds, American Fox Hounds, Lion, Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly

illustrated catalogue, 5$ stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Kentucky.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.

Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur,

Illinois.

DOGS! DOGS! DOGS! ALL KINDS.—FOX
terriers, bulls, airedales, collies, Irish terriers,

etc., male and female pups. I handle more dogs
than any other man in the country. Quick sales

and small profits. Specify the kind of dog you
want. I will positively fill your order. Leo
Smith, 305 Varick Street, Jersey City, New Jersey.

THE BLUE GRASS FARM KENNELS OF
Berry, Ky., offer for sale setters and pointers, fox
and cat hounds, wolf and deer hounds, coon and
opossum hounds, varmint and rabbit hounds, bear
and lion hounds, also airedale terriers. All dogs
shipped on trial, purchaser alone to judge the
quality. Satisfaction guaranteed or money re-

funded. Sixty-eight page, highly illustrated, in-

teresting and instructive catalogue for 10c in
stamps or coin.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, TOWER HILL,
Illinois, offers reliable coon, skunk, opossum, fox,
coyotte and wolf hounds. We continue to sell

cracker-jack rabbit hounds at $15. All broken dogs
sold on ten days’ trial. Choice puppies, dogs just
beginning to trail, $10. We take Liberty Bonds
and War Savings Stamps.

the game conflicts with their material in-

terests. Struggling as they are with the

forces of nature which are harsher in

that northern country than elsewhere,

imbued with the spirit and feeling that

we are all obligated to them for persist-

ing in the discouraging hardships of de-

veloping a new country, they do not want
any avoidable handicaps imposed upon
them. The case for conserving Alaska
game must be based on reasons other

than aesthetic.

The problem of game conservation is

too often considered as a simple one

whereas it is really very complex, and
both local Alaska opinion and that of

outsiders is often formed too hastily,

from too narrow a point of view which
is lacking in foresight. For this very

reason the Western United States lost

most of their game, only to discover,

when it was too late, that it could not

be restored and that an asset of great

value had been lost forever. We all

agree that in order to provide great

grazing areas for cattle most of the buf-

falo had to go. But what would it mean
to the Western States today, if antelope,

mountain sheep, deer, wapiti and bears

had been intelligently preserved so that

a proper amount of shooting could now
attract to these States the very large

amount of funds and employment which
sportsmen might bring to them? The
States are now advertising widely to in-

vite sportsmen to hunt the slender rem-
nants of the game that is left. The
vast waste areas of these States have
been denuded of game and are now of

no economic value. They remain as mon-
uments of the lack of foresight in estab-

lishing in time sound methods of game
conservation.

I

T is also a matter of great regret to

me, that in the discussion of game
preservation in Alaska, the question of

meat “wasted” by sportsmen, and the

value of game in exclusive terms of meat
statistics, have been used in what I be-

lieve is a misleading way. The manner
in which this subject has been handled
only tends to create confusion of ideas

on the question. Generally it is said that
the game killed by sportsmen represents
a given weight of meat “wasted” and
therefore lost to the Alaska residents as
food. Such statements are not wholly
true because a portion of this meat is

always eaten by Alaskans who accom-
pany the sportsman. The Alaska legis-

lature has passed a law requiring every
effort on the part of those who kill game
to utilize the meat.

But since sportsmen hunt primarily
for recreation, sport, and trophies, a pro-

portion of the meat of animals killed is

not utilized. The real question, always
neglected in the discussion, is, does a loss

of food for the Alaskans result from this

practice? Does the sportsmen pay to

the Alaskans more in cash than the value
of the meat which he leaves in the
hills? Can the Alaskans purchase with
the sportsmen’s cash an amount of food

more than the equivalent of that which
he has left unused? I think that every
sportsman who has paid the Alaska ex-

penses of his hunt, and every Alaskan
who knows of his actual expenses, will

agree that the money paid in Alaska by
every sportsman is, if the law has been
observed, much more than the value of
the meat left behind. The expenditures
of every sportsman who goes to hunt in

Alaska represent a real economic gain
to the country.

The question as to whether the killing

of game for sport so reduces the num-
bers of animals as to reduce the food
supply of the people is an entirely differ-

ent one that touches the proper regula-
tion of the game supply. The question

of killing meat and indirectly overpaying
its value for the privilege is an economic
one; that of maintaining a surplus of

game thus to be killed without detriment
to the local food necessities of the local

people is one of establishing proper
methods of protecting it and of regulat-
ing the killing. There is no good reason
why the former question should be
brought in to confuse an intelligent dis-

cussion of the latter which is the vital

one.

THE game of Alaskr should be
viewed as a great and permanent
economic asset to the Territory.

The stock of game should be increased
when necessary, or maintained in its

present abundance where the numbers
are now sufficient. Exactly as there is a
yearly .surplus of cattle, or horses, or
sheep on a ranch, or chickens on a
chicken farm, this surplus should so be
used for the maximum economic gain as
not to impair the full numbers necessary
for breeding stock. This breeding stock
will always satisfy those who regard
game from an aesthetic point of view.
The yearly surplus should be used first,

to satisfy, when the conditions require
it, the food necessities of the local peo-
ple; second, to attract outsiders for sport
and thus bring into the country the
net profits resulting from sport. Indi-
rectly along with these, the new country
will be benefited by attracting to it peo-
ple who will advertise it and make its

economic possibilities widely known.
Thus if wisely handled, under sound laws
which shall be properly enforced, so long
as parts of Alaska remain a wilderness
the game supply can be maintained and
continued as a great asset both for the
local food supply, and for the profits and
indirect advantages resulting from sport.
It would be a narrow point of view and
one of great possible loss to Alaska to

consider its game wholly for local con-
sumption as food, or for outsiders to
neglect in their consideration the actual
conditions of the country and to regard
its game wholly from an aesthetic stand-
point or one of sport. The broad view-
point is one which will seek to conserve
the game so that all its possibilities may
be realized.

In any possible future Alaska game
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legislation two or three points should be

emphasized. All plans or suggestions

that I have heard mentioned for changes

in Alaska game laws contain the idea of

one law to regulate uniformly the killing

of game throughout the whole country.

Recognizing the absurdity of such ideas

it is no wonder that Alaskans ridicule

the suggestions of outsiders. Alaska is

one-fifth the size of the United States,

and owing to difficulties of travel in the

country the distances between points are

in time very much greater. The game
in many widely separated areas is as un-

related as are the deer of Maine to those

of California. It would be as unreason-

able to make a single law uniformly reg-

ulating the killing of game in the differ-

ent game regions of Alaska as it would
be to have such a single law for all the

New England and Middle Atlantic States

together, or for Colorado, Montana, Cali-

fornia, Washington and Arizona to-'

gether. What is needed are different regu-

lations for the various independent game
sections adapted to the special game con-

ditions of each, independently of the

others. Sportsmen seldom or never visit

some of the remote regions or those diffi-

cult of access. Some of these regions

contain a population consisting only of

a few Indians, who kill only the small

quantity of game they need for food.

Every encouragement should be given to

attract sportsmen to such areas and here

there is no reason at all why the bag lim-

its, on some animals, should not be larger

than in the easily accessible regions

commonly visited by sportsmen.

Any law needs a provision which will

render it so flexible that restrictions can
immediately be placed on the killing of

animals in any area where the needed
surplus of game may be threatened with

reduction. This is exactly what we have
in the present law. At the requests of

the Alaska people themselves the Secre-

tary of Agriculture has again and again
quickly issued regulations to restrict or

prevent the killing of game in various

sections of the country. If the law had
been rigid, like most game laws in the

States, not possible to change except by
the slow process of Congressional action,

the game would by now have been ex-

terminated from certain sections of the

country.

Therefore, maximum bag limits should
be adjusted to different game regions,

greater or less according to the kinds of

animals and their abundance in each
area, and to the chances of the numbers
of sportsmen likely to penetrate them.
The population, both white and Indian,

should be considered. Tlien at any time
if necessary, bag limits can be quickly

reduced or close seasons can be estab-

lished.

O NLY by such methods of regulation

can the great game resources of

Alaska be developed to be of

maximum benefit to the country. There
are several other vital points in a proper
game law which I have not space to dis-

cuss. It should be perfectly clear to the

people of Alaska that, for reasons given,

all the citizens of this country will take
an active interest in their game, and that
this interest will not be limited to any

section of the States. But it should be

equally clear to outsiders that in consid-

ering the game laws of Alaska they must

first understand the conditions of that

country, and consider the just material

interests of the people living there, and

also their point of view. If they fail to

do this, the game laws will remain on

paper without possible enforcement, no

matter what amount of funds may be ap-

plied for that purpose, and this is not

far from the present condition as regards

the enforcement of the law right now.

Game laws cannot anywhere or under

any circumstances be enforced without

the active co-operation of the people

whose local interests are affected by

them.

I sincerely hope that the time may
come when a complete co-operative spirit

may obtain among all those, both Alas-

kans and outsiders, who are active in

the matter of properly conserving Alaska
game.

SOME POINTS ON
FLORIDA HUNTING

(CONTINUED from page 109)

both barrels full choked. The gun to be

equipped with ejector, single trigger and
recoil butt pad.

Many sportsmen do not advocate any
boring for a “twenty,” giving a pattern

of less than two hundred shot in a thirty

inch circle at forty yards, using number
eight shot. With this I do not agree, for

in quail shooting the majority of your
shots will be of from fifteen to twenty
yards range, and you certainly do not

need a dense pattern at these ranges.

The improved cylinder and improved
modified

1

combination has proved a very
satisfactory one in my hands, and I

have no fault to find with it. An even
pattern is what is primarily needed.

Jacksnipe and doves usually offer much
longer shots than quail, and for that
reason the full choked barrels are better.

I possess a “twenty,” conforming to the

foregoing specifications, which, when I

ordered it, was bored to handle 18 grains

of dense powder and % ounce of No. 8

shot. The boring was well done and the

barrels give a very even pattern, as I

have found out by conducting a series of

experiments at various ranges and
through much use in the field.

For ducks and turkeys I prefer the

12-gauge to any other type. I prefer

30 inch full choked barrels; a 13% inch

straight gripped stock of 2% inches drop
at the butt. Such a gun is good medi-
cine for ducks when using shells with 26

grains of dense powder and 1% ounces
of No. 5 chilled shot. For turkeys, it de-

pends somewhat upon the method of

hunting to be employed. If you are

shooting them from the roost, where you
always shoot at the head, the load just

named will be all that is necessary, but
for all other kinds of hunting I prefer

the same powder load behind a charge of

No. 4 buckshot—27 pellets to the charge.

This load of small buckshot is very ef-

fective when you are hunting in the cab-

bage woods—just turkey hunting—and
are apt to have almost any kind of a shot.

(To Be Continued.)

CREE’S COMMONSENSE

CAMP STOVES

Forty-four Years the Best

.

B
b
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.S
r“"CAMP STOVE
See your dealer or write us

D. W. CREE CO.
Established 1876

Box 158 Griggsville, Illinois

V v

Dodson Colonial Martin House

56 Compartments 26 in. wide
38 in. bong 44 in. High

6-inch Porch All Around

The Birds Wil
Be Here Soon
A Dodson House will keep them— But erect it now to weather

While they are scientifically
built to overcome the little pe-
culiar features to which the
birds object, an appearance of
newness sometimesintimidates
the little feathered fellows.and
they abhor fresh paint. Erect-
ed now they will weather,
blending. into the foliage, and
inviting immediate habitation.
The first step to beautify your
grounds is the erecting of
Dodson Bird Houses—-as im-
portant as planting trees and
shrubs. The trees and shrubs
will thrive when protected by
pur native songbirds. They are
invaluable for destroying in-
sectivorous pests—and their
beauty and song lend a finish-
ing touch to Nature's brush.

Free Bird Book—Sent on Request

—

also beautiful colored bird picture free.

Inconh U rinrtcnn President A merican A vdvbon Association
JUotJpil n. UUUbUII,782 Harrison Avenue, Kankakee, Illinois

Dodson Sparrow Trap guaranteed to rid your community of
these quarrelsome pests. Price $8.00 40

BOSTON TERRIER PUPPIES
Excellent puppies and grown stock of both

sexes for sale at attractive prices.

Dogs Boarded
MOSHOLU KENNELS, Inc.

231 st St., West of B’dway, N. Y. ’Phone, Kingsbridge 620

Always a few Airedales, Puppies and Grown Stock
of America's Best Blood that we are "proud to own
and not ashamed to sell." Prices reasonable and
correspondence a pleasure. Generally a good brood
matron or two.

SoDak Kennels
Tyndall, So. Dak.

a « Eels, Mink, Muskrats and
I MlCh other Tub-hearing animalsvWlvll m

j n large numbers, with the
New. Folding. Galvanized Steel Wire Trap. It

catches them like a fly-trap catches flies. Made in
all sizes. Write for descriptive price list, and free
booklet on best bait known lor attracting all kinds
offish. J. F. Gregory, Dept. 206, Lebanon, Mo.

MOTORCYCLE BARGAINS
Send 2c stamp today for Holiday I ist of guaranteed

rebuilt motorcycles. All makes—Harley. Thor. Excel-
sior, Indian. Reading Standard, singles or twins. Better
buys than new. Save half on your motorcycle.

THE WESTERN SUPPLIES CO.
380 HAYUTIN BLDG. DENVER, COLO.
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! THE KENNEL MART

A square meal for your DOG and a square
deal for your POCKETBOOK.

Over half a

century of

square deal-

ing has built

up

Send 2 cent stamp for catalogue “Dog Culture” containing val-

uable information regarding feeding, rearing, etc.

SPRATT’S PATENT LTD. Newark, N. J.

Dent's Condition Pills
A marvelous ionic for do:<s tiiai are an oui or sorts, run down, tinn aim unaiaiiy
with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing to

equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating diseases. You will notice

the difference after a few doses.

mai^ fif?y
S
cents

by THE DENT MEDICINE COMPANY
A practical treatise on dogs ana their training (60 pages fully illustrated), mailed for

10c. to all customers.

m \

Is This Worth the Price?
Stop your dog breaking shot and wing.

Teach him what whoa! means. No long

trailing rope or spike collar. Our field

dog control is not cruel. Can be carried

in pocket and attached instantly to dog’s

collar. Dog can’t bolt. Fast dogs can be

worked in close and young ones field

broken in a week. Works automatically

— principal South American Bolas. Sent
postpaid with full directions for $2 . Testi-

monials and booklet, Making a Meat Dog,
rent on request.

MAPLE ROAD KENNELS
NEW PRESTON, CONN.

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS
A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel. 29-M

Ten- A -See Farm Kennels

The Home of

U. R. FISHEL’S
NOTED POINTERS

The World’s Best Bird Dogs
Offer high class shooting dogs, brood
hitches and choice puppies. In Studs
I offer the World’s best bird dog Sires.
Every dog is as represented and satis-
faction guaranteed. Write me your
wants, please. Am in a position to
hoard or train your dog in the best
manner possible. Please write for terms
and information.

TEN- A -SEE FARM KENNELS
W. E. LUCAS, Educator
S. BARTON, LASATER, Prop.

Box 165C PARIS, TENNESSEE

FRANK H. ADDYMAN
Bench Show Expert

I attend all shows and handle all breeds
SPORTING DOGS A SPECIALTY

Dogs conditioned and prepared for exhibition.
All breeds at stud and for sale.

WATLAND KENNELS, newyork
Read THE AIREDALE, by William A. Bruette.
Greatest book on the Airedale ever written. Price,
$1.00. Address Forest and Stream, Book Depart-
ment, 9 East 40th Street, New York City.

THE STUD DOG ’

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 115)

to the public at fees that any dog owner
can afford, and are as interested in tin,

results obtained as the breeder.

Dog fanciers make a serious mistake
in not grasping for their own benefit

the results and knowledge that have been
accumulated by the sportsmen who de-

velop the Field Trial winner.

Never in the history of the game has
there been .such a demand for field dogs.

We believe the coming year will find

many sportsmen entering the lists as am-
ateur breeders. We urge the very care-

ful consideration of the stud dog. The
ideal stud dog should be possessed of

quality—a winner at the bench shows or

in the case of a sporting dog a proved
performer in the field. If he is a cham-
pion so much the better. He should be
naturally sound and one who, if possible,

has already proved a sire of winning
puppies. Take up the subject of breed-

ing well in advance of the season of the

bitch to be bred; study the stud cards

and the strain as compared with the

breeding of the dam, and intelligently

produce a litter of puppies that will

prove a source of enjoyment and profit

to you.

Always hold that whatever good points

you have in the dam can be accentuated
by proper mating with a dog that can
add to them.

THE WESTMINSTER KENNEL
CLUB SHOW

THE Grand Central Palace will house
the Big Show on February 11 to

14, this being the Forty-fourth An-
nual dog show of the Westminster Ken-
nel Club. A tabulated list of entries re-

veals 200 more dogs than last year. Un-
der the careful management of George
W. Gall, the superintendent, the list is

out ahead of time and a wonderfully suc-

cessful show is assured. That wonder-
fully popular breed, the Airedale, has the

largest entry. The hold this very useful

dog has on dog lovers in general is well

deserved, for certainly as a semi-sport-

ing Pal he has no equal. Fifty-seven

English Setters and 37 Pointers will be

on the Benches. And we hope to wel-

come some of the Field Trial Stars when
the Palace throws open its doors.

At this show, yearly, old friends get

together and for the entire time of the

show literally “go to the dogs.” Well
can we remember the days when the old

Garden housed such famous Sires as 1

Rockingham, Lady’s Ct Gladstone, Robt. I

Le Driible, Sensation, Prince Regent
and hosts of others whose names now
show in the Pedigrees of the dogs of

today.





FOR PERFECT BAIT CASTING—
THESE ARE THE REELS

To cast perfectly— without a back-lash, snarl or tangle—is over
half of the real thrill and sport of game-fishing.

To make every cast a perfect cast—is the added pleasure and joy
which comes to anglers using the South Bend Anti-Back-Lash
Reel or the new South Bend Level Winding Anti-Back-Lash Reel.

It is impossible to make other than a perfect cast, with either of these reels.

Both have the famous South Bend Anti-Back-Lash feature, which in reality

“thumbs” your reel for you. This device automatically stops the reel spool,

the instant your bait “lands” at the end of the cast.

The new South Bend Level Winding Anti-Back-Lash Reel is a combination of
the South Bend Anti-Back-Lash feature, with the Level-Winding or spooling
device of the celebrated Shakespeare. Upon retrieving or reeling in your
line winds perfectly even and level, exactly the same as a sewing machine
bobbin winds thread.

Beginners, without previous practice, can cast perfectly with either of these reels. More ex-
perienced anglers will readily appreciate the advantage of either of these reels for night fishing
and other difficult casting conditions.

Ask for these Reels—and other “Quality Tackle”-—at your Dealers

South Bend Quality Tackle includes a complete line of successful baits and lures. The won-
derful “Oreno" baits,—three shown here—have a reputation among anglers everywhere as
"the greatest fish-getters made”.

Send a postal for our book "The Days of Real Sport"—illustrated by Briggs. Gives valuable
and proven fishing information- Shows complete line of "Quality Tackle".

Demand South Bend Quality Tackle in golden-rod-yellow boxes
bearing the below trade-mark

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.
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THE WAYS OF THE CRAFTY TROUT
A LITTLE EXPLORATION OF ONE’S OWN STATE OFTEN REVEALS THE
FACT THAT GOOD FISHING CAN BE HAD NOT FAR FROM HOME

THIS tale has to do with the taking of

trout. By reason of assiduous stock-

ing by our State hatcheries, the

trout, as a plentiful game fish, is coming
back. While, because of deforestation

and conversion into farm land, our

streams are now noticeably warmer, so

warm in fact that the native Salvelinus

is fast disappearing, other varieties more
used to warmer waters, notably brown
trout- and western rainbows and cut-

throats, are more than holding their own.
I confess to many periods of discourage-

ment, when in August I would see count-

less thousands of state-hatched fingerling

trout floating belly-up down stream,

killed by the warmth of the waters flow-

ing through farming districts. But these

were practically all native, speckled

trout, and many of them had been liber-

ated under adverse conditions and so had
been unable to survive. But the brown
trout of Europe and the western rainbow
seem to get along prodigiously in our
eastern trout streams, and I must con-

fess that I have had quite as many good
fights, and all kinds of thrills, with a

brownie or a rainbow at the end of my
line as I ever did with the native sal-

velinus. We cannot all go to Maine or

the North Woods for the latter, but we
can all fish the waters of our native state

for the fish that we have paid our hatch-
eries to produce, with our own license

money.
I once made a preachment on the text,

“Know your State,” pointing out that far
too many of us spend small fortunes get-

ting to some famous locality for fish and
game, when, right at our own door, are
plenty of both and plenty of virgin for-
est, if we only make a study of where to

go in our own state. My own state of
New Jersey is surely an unromantic,
prosaic, little plot of ground, noted prin-
cipally for its rich farms and its big
manufacturing citio-. Yet, within our
narrow confines, we have as good trout,

bass, and salt water fishing, as good quail,

grouse, duck and geese shooting, as fine

deer hunting, as good wilderness canoe-

By LIEUT. WARREN H. MILLER. U. S. N. R.

ing, and as large areas of mountain and
forest as you will find anywhere. It is

all a matter of knowing where to go, and
that in its turn depends on how much
thought and study and exploration you
give the matter. Using an ordinary state

contour map, I have time and again
picked out my jumping-off place, and nev-

er yet have I been disappointed in either

forest or game.
There is a great deal in this exploring

your own state. I once set out on a duck
shooting trip, only to run into the finest

quail shooting I have had, outside of cer-

tain plantations in North and South Caro-
lina—forty dollars carfare away, yet my
fare to that port was less than two dol-

lars. And, one day I set forth in faith,

Signs of Spring

hope and charity—to fall right into a

wonderful grouse country in North Jer-

sey, when New York and Pennsylvania
were both reporting great scarcity. And,
down in a little sandy stream in the south
part of the state, I have had as great
days trout fishing as ever in the Rockies,

repeating the experience, later, in one of

our northern mountain streams, up in the
hilly, northwestern corner of the state.

I dwell thus long on the virtue of know-
ing one’s own state because I happen to

know that your state is as well stocked
with fish and game as any, for the dis-

tribution nowadays is quite universal,

only you must know where to look. Right
within a few dollars carfare of your
home town is as good trout fishing as any-
where, and, as for bass—well!—go cast

your neighbor’s pond! This “fished out”
cry is a great thing, a sort of disease.

I never saw a “fished out” lake yet that I

could not yank a bass, a pike, or a lake

trout out of!

Which leads us to the reflection that
perhaps the tackle may have something
to do with it. I once fished a bass lake
that had been plugged and frogged to

death. The bass were fed up on those
delicacies, but I put on a red Shannon
fly, with a pork-rind minnow, and got
eight strikes in one turn of the pond,
keeping two of the largest bass for sup-
per. And, I once followed Emlyn Gill,

author of Practical Dry Fly Fishing, up
a stream that had been whipped until the
trout would take nothing, and saw him
catch thirty large trout in one morning,
with dry fly tackle and dry fly methods.
Of course, I hasten to add, he put back
all but a few of those trout, as the law
does not allow one man to hog thirty
trout anywhere, nowadays.

Let us therefore pass over in one para-
graph the better-known methods of tak-
ing trout and get this comparatively new
method of the dry fly in America. In
the early season you cannot beat worms
for bait. The waters are roily, the in-

sects not hatched out yet, and the trout
are feeding on something substantial

Contents Copyrighted, 1920, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
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after their long winter’s fast. In large

streams, worm fishing is done from a

boulder over some pool full of trout, with

a nine foot, 5-ounce rod, and a nice,

crawly angle worm, much like any other

kind of still fishing for perch or blue gills

the country over. A more exciting varia-

tion of it is worming on small streams

grown over with alders and willows,

where a long rod is a misery, there being

no room to use it. Here I prefer the short

bass bait-casting rod, five feet six inches

long, provided with a quadruple multiply-

ing bass reel. This is easily handled, and
the trout is played on the reel like a bass.

Rubber hip boots, with leather hobnailed

wading sandals are essential, as one is in

the stream half the time. The fishing is

generally done downstream, the line be-

ing paid out of a loose running reel and
the worm allowed to float down along the

bottom. A small, number ten, snelled

hook is used, and same is put through the

collar of your night-walker, allowing him
to squirm at will. A trout’s mouth is so

large that he takes in the whole worm at

a gulp, and you strike and hook him in

the gullet with the little number ten.

The rest is reel play, with the usual

strategy of keeping him away from roots

and submerged trees, wading up on him
promptly and slipping the landing net

under him as quickly as may be, for a

trout is never tired out and is never more
dangerous than when right under your

feet. Never try to lift him out of the

water without the landing net under him.

Again, early in May, before the hatch

of Mayflies is out, nothing is better than
live minnows or even preserved ones, par-

ticularly for large trout. Once I fished

a big, well-stocked stream for a whole
day without a rise to my dry fly, while

my partner filled his creel, taking trout

right out under my nose with a switch

cast and a live minnow on the small num-
ber ten hook. Meanwhile another angler

took a twenty-seven-incher on a Devon
artificial minnow. Needless to say I was
not slow to abandon any and all my flies.

Cleaning the morning’s catch

W ET fly fishing was for years the old

standby in our country, and served

very well until the trout got edu-

cated. The stream was simply whipped

with three flies on a cast, generally fished

downstream to avoid tangling them up,

and the innocent trout took them with a

will. Now they know all about those

flies, and can tell without rising just

what maker tied the fly. As to touching

one—never

!

Which brings us to the dry fly. They
are soothing to the human breast, for

never are we more satisfied with our-

selves than when we have completely

fooled some wild animal at his own game.
It depends on two principles; first, that

a trout cannot see back of him for a

distance of some thirty degrees on each

side of his dorsal fin. As he always lies

facing up-stream, you are safe from de-

tection if you fish up-stream towards the

head of the pool. If he sees you at all,

it is all off, for he hunts his hiding places

and will remain there for an hour or so

until he is convinced that you have de-

parted. Coupled with this may be men-
tioned that a trout cannot see anything

A stream where bushes lie in wait for your back-cast

at all above water if it is more than
thirty feet away from him in a circle of

that radius. This is because beyond that

distance the sight rays are reflected

downward by the under surface of the

water, which acts like a mirror to him.
The second principle of dry fly fishing

is that trout will be fooled by a fly, close-

ly imitating a natural insect, and float-

ing naturally downstream, as if it had
just dropped off a bush. American dry
flie.s are tied to imitate closely our natur-
al insects, and one notes the predominat-
ing insect on the streams at the time
of day when one is fishing, and chooses
one out of the fly box as near like it as
possible.

Naturally, all dry fly fishing is done
up-stream, or across .stream on wide
ones. With good practice in casting, one
can get out fifty to sixty feet of line, and
drop the fly where wanted, wherefore
one is safe in casting for a spot sixty

feet away across the stream, for it is

outside of the thirty foot limit, and the
caster is invisible to the trout, especially
if he is standing on a rock and his feet
are not sticking down into the water.
The tackle used is a rather stiff rod,

costing about ten dollars, nine feet long,
five ounce, split bamboo with snake
guides. The reel may be any cheap af-
fair, of hard rubber, single click, and
goes on the but of the rod to give it

balance. It holds thirty yards of size E,
double-tapered trout line, costing three
to seven dollars, and on the end of this is

a six-foot gut leader and a small fly, tied
dry, so it will float, and it must be small,
on a number twelve hook. This tackle,

properly used, is a killer and will take
trout in fly time where the usual methods
will make one conclude that the stream
must be fished out, in spite of the State
having been on the job stocking the
stream.

If the stream is .small, one stands at
the lower end of a pool, where there is

room for a long back-cast without the
fly getting hung up in trees, and he casts
towards likely spots with false casts, that
is, without ever letting the fly touch the
water. At each cast, more line is stripped
off the reel and fed out, until you land
the fly right over a chosen eddy or
boulder, where a trout is most probably
lurking. Keeping a sharp watch out, you
note that little feathered fraud bobbing
down-stream as you slowly strip in line
to take up slack. Suddenly there is a
swirl in the water, and instantly you
strike, for the trout is so quick that you
cannot take it away from him, and also
so quick as to spit out the fly the instant
he feels the hook. If hooked, he will be
all over the pool and you have your hands
full stripping in line with your right
forefinger, snubbing him away from
snags, etc., until finally you have him
near you and can get him where he is in
shallows, or at your feet, where the land-
ing net can come into play.

ON a large stream, say one three hun-
dred feet across, like the Esopus in
New York, or the Broadhead in

Pennsylvania, one works up-stream along
the banks, wading out to boulders from
which a possible trout lair can be cast.
Never wade right in where the trout are,
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for those big rubber legs of yours, stump-
ing through the water, will scare every

one of them to his lair. We note a huge
boulder, with the waters racing past it

in a foamy cascade. It is, maybe, fifty

feet away from the nearest rock from
which it can be cast. We plan to reach
that rock, and then, standing on it, we
get out line in false casts, until we drop
the fly just above the sluice. Sharp-eyed,

we see our little black dot dancing swiftly

down-stream, a mere speck in the foam-
ing waters. There is a splash, and the

black dot disappears—and we strike with
a twitch of the wrist and the battle is on

!

I prefer these large streams, for one is

free from the annoyances of getting the

back-cast hung up in trees, and I use
eyed flies in preference to snelled because
they are less mussy. The snelled flies are
better, in tree-infested waters, because
one can then drag down the tackle by
force, when the snell parts, leaving the

fly in the tree, but you do not lose your
gut leader also. In all these foamy
waters the fly is generally drowned be-

fore it has gone fifty feet, but it is easily

dried with a few false casts, or, if it per-

sists in sinking, reel in and dope it with
your bottle of dry fly oil, hanging to a
button on your shirt, and it will be good
for several more voyages.

Again, we come to a still pool where
the water crawls glassily along. Surely
there are trout here, most likely under
the roots of the trees overhanging the
bank. Keeping far enough away to be
well out of sight, we cast across the pool

and watch our fly float quietly down on its

glassy surface. Suddenly there is a
glimpse of a pink mouth rushing at the
fly, down in the depths, and we strike,

for he will have it before the wrist im-
pulse reaches the fly.

These are successful tactics that have
filled my creel when a whip of wet flies

would remain unnoticed and the worm
stay on bottom untouched. Another fav-
orite trick is to cast over a big boulder,

with the water running like a mill race
under it, and land the fly right on the
boulder. A twitch of the rod then drops
it off the boulder, and a large trout, com-
pletely fooled, grabs it, to come later

flapping into the net. All our old stand-
ard wet flies, March Brown, Cowdung,
Coachman, Parmachenee Belle, Grizzly
King, Silver Doctor, etc., are now tied

dry, with wings cocked so they will float,

in addition to which we have borrowed a
lot of good ones from the English,—Pale
Evening Dun, for after four o’clock fish-

ing, Iron Blue Dun, Yellow Sally, Whirl-
ing Dun and the like. I find that on east-

ern streams the old standards, tied dry,
answer very well, with a few English flies

added. Half a dozen of each suffice for a
four day’s trip, and, if eyed, they will all

go in the cork base of a small, tin Loch
Leven fly box, which is carried in the hip
pocket. With a crescent-shaped tin belt
box, well stuffed with minnows and angle
worms, we are fixed for fly days or bait
days, both of which occur in any trip in
June.

For clothing, I wear an olive-drab flan-

nel shirt, gray homespun wool trousers
tucked into hip rubber boots and held up
by white suspenders, a soft felt hat, and

Leave a few for seed

leather wading sandals buckled over the

soles of my boots to prevent upsets in the

slippery rock bottoms of the streams. I

do not wear a creel, mainly because I do

not own one; instead, a 14 x 12 inch can-

vas bag holds a folding rubber rain-coat

weighing 19 ounces, to put on if a shower
comes up, and a packet of lunch in a

waterproof pouch. The trout go very
well in the bottom of this bag, and, when
the lunch is gone, there is room for more
of them.

Other accessories are; a folding land-

ing net, which hangs from my belt by a

snap hook and is tied to me by a yard of

line so that it will not float away if I

drop it; a hunting knife for cutting

flies off the leader, or cutting branches
with which to get down a fly caught on
a limb; a bottle of dry fly oil with its

brush cork, secured by a leather flap to

a button on my shirt; pipe, matches and
tobacco; and the fly box in my hip
pocket. All these things must be on you
and handy to get at at all times, for you
may cover three or four miles of stream
in a morning’s fishing and they cannot

be left anywhere. What to do with the

rod when taking a fish off the hook also

puzzles the beginner. He generally

hangs it in the crook of his arm, where
the current promptly winds it and the

line all around him, pumping up a lot of

needless profanity thereby. The thing

to do is to rest the butt of the rod in the

top of your left boot, with the rod up-

right along your left shoulder, leaving

both hands free to manage a squirming
trout in the net.

This outfit is cheap and efficient, and,

once it is bought, you have the where-
withal for many a fine day’s sport along
the streams of your home country side.

If there are no trout waters near home,
look at the map of your state and see

if there isn’t good mountainous country
with trout streams in it somewhere with-

in a few dollar’s carfare from home.
Nearly every state has a hatchery, and
even if not mountainous, all streams cold

enough to allow trout have been stocked.

Even in South Jersey, an area of pine
and sand, the streams yield excellent

fishing, particularly in the worm season
of early spring.

A WORD on fly casting for the tyro.

It is the easiest form of angling to

learn, and even these directions

will suffice to start on. Choose a spot
over water, where you have plenty of

room behind you for the back-cast. Start
off with about five feet more line than
the length of the rod. Cast it forward
until it lies out flat on the water. Now
lift it smartly, with your wrist only

;

bring rod to perpendicular, and stop it

there. Wait a second, until the cast
straightens out behind. Then give the
rod a forward impulse, with your wrist
only, not with your arms as if you were
switching old Dobbin. At the same time,
strip off a yard of line with your left

hand from the reel, and, as the rod comes
forward to horizontal, pay out this ad-
ditional line through the guides. Raise

(continued on page 211)

I generally choose a stream where there is plenty of room for casting
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SPORT IN THE SAWTOOTH RANGE
EXCELLENT COVER FOR GAME AND CLEAR, COLD STREAMS FOR TROUT
MAKE THIS REGION A PARADISE OF KNOWN DELIGHT FOR THE SPORTSMAN

By HENRY H. GRAHAM

T
HE Sawtooth mountains are located

far from the crowds of cities. They
are not visited by too many sports-

men. There are close seasons on much
of the big game and very short open
seasons on others, this fact tending to

increase the number of big game. There
are but few hunters who slaughter the

game just for the amusement of it.

Those who do have forced the Legisla-

ture to enact laws prohibiting the shoot-

ing of certain kinds of big game. If they

had read the outdoor magazines as much
as they should have they would not be

the game slaughterers that they are at

present. Such men are undesirable citi-

zens. They usually have all the hunting-

togs that money can buy. They do not

know how to use them effectively, but
merely buy them for show. They do not

care much about hunting as a rule ex-

cept to return triumphant to their city

friends with a trophy. The true sports-

man does not put his hunt before every-

thing else, even the comfort of his com-
panions. He goes hunting for the fun
of it. Then if he gets a trophy, he
exhibits it to his admiring friends, but
not in a boastful way. He is, lastly,

not a game hog and he obeys the laws.

In the foothills where the sage hens

are thick, several men have hunted them
only to slaughter their game by the hun-

dreds and leave them to rot upon the

sandy plains. When the sheriff discov-

ered the birds it was too late to learn

who the guilty persons were, but the

State Legislature did one thing—it

passed a law forbidding the shooting of

these birds at any time. They are get-

ting very thick in places again, now that

there is no open season. It is the game
hog who has forced the state to enact

laws prohibiting the shooting of certain

kinds of big game. The innocent sports-

man has had to

suffer for the greed

of others.

Grouse hunt-

ing is one of

the favorite,

but most exhaust-

ing pastimes of the

Sawtooths. The
writer has hunted

grouse for several

years and it is cer-

tainly the hardest

of all wing shoot-

ing. Allow me to

explain why this is

so. First, you start

from camp and
walk numberless
miles through dark
spruces and pines,

over fallen logs,

across creeks and
wooded gullies.

much, but then you are footsore any-
way and perhaps haven’t any game.

Even if you could find the locality to

which you were certain the birds had
gone you would likely be unable to find

them, for they usually take refuge in

some dead pine which harmonizes with

their own color. If the hunter can see

them before they see him and get in

range there is an excellent chance to get

some birds. The odds are a thousand to

one however in favor of the birds.

Yes, grouse shooting is fun, but it is

an arduous pastime; one not suited in

any way to the lazy hunter. The limit

of grouse is scarcely ever realized. The
game “hog” would lose his pep and ambi-
tion, become cranky to his companions
and, worst of all, frightfully hungry.
He would also be vexed over his inability

to secure the coveted number of grouse
which he would like to take home and ex-

hibit to admiring friends.

I would like to see some of the eastern
bird shooters, who are growling over the
lack of exercise in game bird shooting,

come out to the Sawtooths. They would
doubtless enjoy it, for the walking alone,

among immense trees, past trout brooks
and springs of crystalline clearness is

very interesting. But I am also certairi

that after a tramp above the timber line

in search of grouse they would never
complain of the lack of exercise in grouse
shooting, and upon their return to camp
they would be ready to take a well-

earned rest and meal.
Every year the grouse are found in

different places. One year the old-timers
will tell you that they are hiding in the
tree tops. Another year in the high hill

tops where the springs are located.

There they can be found about noon
every day. They go there to drink and
to feed on the grouse berries and grass.

f

ISHING is and
always will be
one of the

greatest sports-
man’s recreations.

There is something
thrilling and fas-

cinating in feeling

a three-pound trout

or bass on your
line. Until you can
see your prize you
are all excited
about his size. How
a fish dwindles in

size from the mo-
ment you see his

real size from his

numerous leaps un-
til you land him!
The Sawtooths

are certainlya
(continued o N

PAGE 212)

A Sawtooth stream

Valleys half a mile in width must be tra-

versed and the trees in them scanned

carefully if the hunter wishes to come
back with any game. When at length you
are about two miles above your camp,
weary and footsore, you perhaps hear a

flutter of silken wings and catch a fleeting

glimpse of something fluttering through
the tree tops. The thought suddenly

comes to you that they are grouse. You
rarely get a shot at them. After a time
you see them soaring over the gully far

in the distance. To go after them means
a walk of half an hour, or in some cases

several hours. If the traveling was
moderately easy you would not mind it

There are many scenes like this tucked away in the Sawtooth Range
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HUNTING THE BLUE MOUNTAIN QUAIL
CLIMBING AMONG THE ROCKS AND CANYONS OF SOUTHEASTERN COLO-

RADO IN PURSUIT OF THE LITTLE TENANTS OF THE MESQUITE BRUSH

By GUY W. VON SCHRILTZ

O NCE upon a time I found myself with

a day to spare in southeastern Colo-

rado. I had with me a shotgun and

two boxes of shells. At the ranch where
I stopped was a saddle horse and a quarter

of a mile west of ranch headquarters was
the canon of the Apishpa River. This

canon was hundreds of feet deep, and full

of blue mountain quail. I gathered to-

gether the available things needed and at

nine o’clock in the morning rode down into

the canon. It was like going down into

another world. For hours I followed down
the canon bottom, completely shut in from
any sign of civilization, unless two or three

glimpses of wild cattle trotting about a

bend ahead could be said to bring to mind
anything civilized, with the great canon

walls towering above me. And I could not

have climbed out had I wanted to.

At nine-thirty I flushed my first flock of

quails. I had shot blue mountain quails in

New Mexico in 1907. I had shot them in

southwest Texas in 1912. So I thought all

along that I knew something about shoot-

ing blue quails. But I soon discovered

that I was the veriest tenderfoot at the

business. That first covey flushed a hun-

dred yards ahead of my horse and scat-

tered over the canon side a quarter of a

mile ahead. I loped as near as I could get

on horseback, dismounted and began to hunt

on foot. It was steep climbing over irreg-

ular brown rocks varying in size from that

of a hickory nut to that of a good sized

house. Between, among and over the

rocks grew mesquite brush and cactus. The
first bird came from under a huge square

rock just as I landed upon it. As I bal-

anced myself perilously twenty-five feet

above a wild tangled growth of brush and

cactus, clutching with my hands and paw-

ing with my feet, the quail sailed away
below me to alight in a patch of tree cac-

tus in the canon bottom. There I saw him

streaking it across the bare spaces, getting

away from my lo-

cality at about the

rate of 30 miles per

hour. Of course I

could not shoot.

When I was down
deep in the shad-

ows between two

great fallen boul-

ders, picking my
way over the rocks

the second bird

flew from the canon

side above me and

crossed directly
over my head. I

killed him just be-

fore he passed be-

hind the down hill

boulder. I saw him
twitch before he
went out of sight

so knew that he
was hit, but it

wasn’t until fifteen

minutes later, when I finally found him
a hundred feet down the side of the canon,

feet upward on a l'ttle cleared space, that I

knew for sure he had stopped. It is such
shots as this that make quail shooting
so fascinating.

I

T was a bright November day. The walls

of the canon shut out any breeze which
might have been blowing and about the

time I picked up the second dead bird I

was hot. Climbing the rocks was hard

work. The quails scattered in all direc-

tions when they alighted and it took a

great deal of walking to get them out. The
third bird went up the canon when flushed,

almost straight up the side of the steep,

reddish brown wall. I missed him twice as

my feet slid on the loose rocks at each re-

coil, but at the third shot he tumbled down
almost into my face. The fourth quail

went down the valley ahead of me about

on a level with me. At that time I was
away up next the rim rocks, two hundred
feet above my horse. The quail fell “wab-
bling” as I fired. I hurried as fast as I

could over the rocks and through the brush

to him, but long before I arrived he had
scurried away into the rocks and I did

not find him. Another arose from a round
peak in the wide canon bed where I had

seen a large flock alight. He dipped down-
ward when shot, regained himself some-
what, and sailed erratically a quarter of a

mile to drop in a fifty-acre patch of tree

cacti seven feet tall. I marked him down
and hunted out the peak. On this peak I

killed seven quails, which was better than
I had been doing on the steep canon walls,

shooting them at all angles from straight

up, as they went back over the peak, to

straight down as they closed their wings
and dropped down the side of the little

mountain. I enjoyed it very much and
hunted the peak over and over as scattered

quails came in from time to time from the

canon below. When it was all over I de-

scended into the valley to look for the

cripple in the tree cactus. I was much sur-

prised when I reached the canon bottom
to find myself in a small forest of cactus.

I lost all sense of location and only by ac-

cident ran across the cripple on my way
to my horse. He fluttered out from be-

neath a cactus and I had the chase of my
life. For ten minutes he took me through
the cactus at a lively rate. Finally I cor-

nered him beneath a straggly cactus tree,

and I knocked him over.

Shortly after leaving the peak in the

canon valley behind I began to run short

of shells. I grew more cautious and took
only the better shots. But even at that the

shells disappeared rapidly and about one
o’clock when I rode out into a wide space
in the canon bottom I had only six shells

left and two of them were loaded with
BB shot.

The next bunch of quails exhausted my
shells, excepting the BBs. It was several

miles down to the canon outlet. I rode
and rode and rode. It seemed much far-

ther than it was. Quails arose ahead of

me continually. I

counted the flocks

and I believe it was
nineteen flocks that

I saw after I ran

out of shells.

Half an hour be-

fore sundown I

climbed out of the

canon to find my-
self still six miles

from home. On the

way I passed six

antelope. One had
a nice set of horns.

They watched me
ride by without se-

rious alarm, prob-
ably three hundred
yards a w a y. But
the antelope season
was closed and I

could only look,

and wish for light

enough for a picture.The home of the Blue Mountain Quail
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SIMPLE SIMON GOES A- FISHING
IN WHICH THE AUTHOR FEELS A SENSE OF DEEP SYMPATHY AND
COMPANIONSHIP FOR THE IDIOTIC ANGLER OF OUR CHILDHOOD DAYS

T has long been recognized by profound

students of our literature that there is

something cosmic and elemental in our

heritage from that eminent authoress,

Mother Goose. The creations of her facile

quill, endowed with an amazing vitality,

people our world today. Who does not

number among his acquaintance a re-

incarnation of that well-known old lady

who lived in a shoe, she of the populous

progeny and attendant problems? What
day passes on which our public prints do

not chronicle the fall of some proud poli-

tical Humpty Dumpty or the triumph of

an astute Jack Horner who has skilfully

cornered the plum market? The types

are legion and repetitive. We are they

and they are we.

It is with this thought covering, in its

charitable blanket-policy, a multitude of

foibles that I venture to ally myself with

the gentleman of my title who has been

held up to the ridicule of the ages for

having ventured to go a-fishing in his

mother’s pail; and for whales forsooth.-

If I seem to find a sense of deep sympathy
and companionship for this ancient and

idiotic angler it is with the comforting

assurance that I am not alone. I do not

flatter myself as I did in my twenties

—

that my ego is entirely special and
unique. Scattered over this broad land

of ours must be many others who, like

Simon and me, have gone a-fishing with

innocence for bait, to whom the story of

Elihu may be frankly and fearlessly told.

Elihu weighed when caught exactly

four and three-quarter pounds, measured
on a fascinating pocket-scale. He would
tip the beam at nearly twice that now,
being stuffed with plaster-of-Paris, a

fragment of which, protruding from his

undershot jaw, gives him the appearance
of a stout, elderly gentleman who is

foaming at the mouth. His spots, too,

are quite faded and his varnish needs at-

tention. I must really have him done
over for, dingy though he is, Elihu is my
one ewe-trout, my only link with the

great tribe of anglers who so easily run
away with a conversation and leave a

mere scribbler hopelessly out of it. As
long as I have Elihu the disciples of

Izaak Walton must call me brother.

Is there any condition more isolated

than that of the uninitiated among a
group of fishermen? During a fairly

active career I have endeavored to mas-
ter at least the language of our various
social tribes, with, I may say, moderate
success. But for years I was mute and
inglorious when the lore of the piscator

was introduced. My life ran in other
channels. To me the land of the sky-

blue waters was a vague region covered
with Christmas trees, bounded entirely

by the covers of the National Geograph-
ic Magazine.
And then came the great Invitation.

Into each life, I suppose, one or two
such invitations must fall, invitations

By GEORGE S. CHAPPELL

The Big One

to go to Cuba or California, or up the

Amazon, invitations which assume the

entire non-existence of such incum-
brances as wife, family and business.

But this time, 0 delirious madness! the

thing did seem possible. It was for two
weeks only, a short dash to the Cana-
dian woods, fishing, camping, and the

rest of it,—with all serious equipment,
tents, canoes, and so on supplied by a
lavish host.

“O, Simon!” said my most cherished

incumbrance, “I do think you ought to

go!”
And Simon made it unanimous.
Little thought Elihu in the frisky

freedom of his icy pool, that our family
pact wrote his doom.

AFTER a dream-like interim of an-

ticipation there arrived by post, a

list of the small necessaries with
which I should supply myself. How I

gloated over the heavy socks, woolen
underwear and flannel shirts, checking
the items I had or could borrow or

should buy—pausing at the formidable
“hunting-suit” called for in the specifi-

cations. A hunting-suit? Who had one
that was about my size? And then,

suddenly, I thought of the old, green-
and-yellow. The very thing! Faithful
old green-and-yellow ! Carped at and
criticized, packed and unpacked, worn
rarely and never without protest, vivid,

tough, eternal! What man has not some
such skeleton in his closet?

A hasty line to Mrs. Simon at the sea-

shore brought an evasive reply.

“I think I gave it to Samuel last

spring. If not, it is in the black leather

trunk, the one nearest the door. Don’t

touch the others.”

It was a warm September afternoon
when I mounted to the attic. The black

leather trunk,—the one nearest the door,

—seemed at first glance to be paved
solid with newspapers. Why a woman
will wrap every minute object in a

separate winding-sheet I do not venture
to say, but I can confidently assert that

it is a wretched filing-system.

Fumbling at promising bundles, I un-

earthed coats of assorted sizes. Never
did I feel so rich in coats, my coats, my
wife’s coats, children’s coats, coats of

every size and description.

“Aha!” I thought, malevolently, “I

shall be there with the ready reply when
the question of winter coats for the lit-

tle-ones is brought up.”

“Look in the black leather trunk,” I

shall say, “the one nearest the door.”

Submerged in coats, inhaling moth-
balls, dripping perspiration, I worked
my way through an eight inch stratum
of fur-tippets, muffs and caps. The
floor in my immediate vicinity was
strewn with newspapers among which
my eye caught reminiscent headlines,

“Bulgaria Quits War!” and so on. But
I didn’t quit. No, indeed. Boring to

the depths I at last dragged out a bulky
parcel inscribed with my initials.

“Eureka!” I cried, bearing it to the

window.
It was my frock coat of the vintage

of 1900.

Why—why, in the name of all the
gods of the underworld had not this

voluminous, mortuary and utterly extinct

garment been given ages ago to some de-

serving undertaker or Liberian diplomat
or rural parson ! But no ! There it was,
carefully embalmed, while of the coveted
green-and-yellow, not a trace.

I am ashamed to say what I did to the
other trunks. I did not touch them. I

ravished them. I disemboweled and dese-

crated them. I shook out small parcels

which could not possibly have contained
the green-and-yellow;—dolls, comfort-
ers, tea-sets, strange, meaningless bits of
cloth,

—“pieces” I believe they are tech-

nically called,-—all lay in confusion about
me. In final despair I wrenched forth a
perfectly good business-suit, my second-

best, mentally catalogued as “Suit B,”^

one which I thought might easily do for
the office. It would certainly do for the
woods.
And then I repacked the trunks which

nearly closed.

THERE is a thrill even now in every
detail of that trip, the taxi, the
train, the club, the canoes, all the

minutiae which one is allowed to inflict
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only on one’s family. These matters,

however, are not important enough to

warrant my not getting on to Elihu. I

will pause only to insert, for the en-

couragement of other Simple Simons the

information that Suit B was an unquali-

fied success.

Frankly, I felt very conscious and very

urban when I descended to breakfast the

morning after our arrival at the club and

saw my friends in their elaborate coats,

. corduroy suits and vivid mackinaws.

Though my trousers were tucked into a

pair of preposterous boots (borrowed)

and my coat kicked up coquettishly over

my trusty sheath-knife, I felt distinctly

like an imitation. There was .something

particularly odious in my watch-charm,

a dangling affair in the shape of a banjo,

a relic acquired in undergraduate days

when, with hair geometrically parted

down my main axis, I used to plunk my
way into the hearts of ‘prom’ girls and

college-widows. Here in the heart of the

great wilderness it was a gleaming sym-

bol of inexperience and amateurishness,

which I craftily covered with my napkin.

Imagine my surprise and delight as we
wended our way to the little pier where

the canoes awaited us, when I discovered

that I was dressed almost exactly like a

guide! Think of it!—like a real primeval

habitant of the woodsy-woods! Yet it

could not be denied. There they stood, an

expectant group, gazing up the slope,

doubtless wondering what effete, broken-

down products of civilization they were
going to draw and among them there

was not the vestige of what might by the

wildest stretch of the imagination be

called “a hunting-suit.” My heart leapt

up when I beheld a group of men who
might have just stepped off the Hoboken
ferry, men attired in ordinary dark suits

and felt hats. The head guide, by way
of distinction, sported a brown derby

and patent-leather shoes with elastic in-

serts. I actually pitied my over-dressed

friends.

But I pass on lest I seem to cavil, con-

fessing in all humbleness that I had
much to learn. I had to learn, for in-

stance, how to manage my sheath-knife.

Not how to use it
;
that has ever remained

a mystery. I often looked at its long

blade and horn-handle and wished that I

had a tidy murder on my schedule. But
for the peaceful pursuits of the Woods-
man I always resorted to a small three-

bladed pen-knife which my daughter gave
me for Christmas. The sheath-knife,

however, appeared to be de rigeur. My
friends had them; even the guides had
them, so I applied myself diligently to

mastering the techinque of wearing it

so that it would not inflict a mortal
wound when I sat down in my canoe or

catch on a brace and throw me into the

lake or entangle itself in my line or punch
me in the abdomen when I made a par-

ticularly ferocious cast or do any of the

things of which I soon found it capable.

To this study, as to the unravelling of

many other mysteries of the woods, I

brought patience and devotion, endeavor-
ing always to preserve the reverential

attitude of the true neophyte. We fished in

lakes, in streams, in pools and rapids and
holes and secret places which my knowing

campanions averred “looked” as if they

might contain trout. Personally it seemed

possible to me that all such enigmatic

bodies of water might conceal a trout or

two, a credulousness due probably to my
Simonesque simplicity. To give the au-

thorities credit, we did catch fish, fish

which I considered marvels in size, color,

courage and edibility. But my compan-
ions were not satisfied. Apparently it

was one particular trout they were after.

“We haven’t caught the Big One yet,”

they kept repeating.

DAY after day they sought him with a

hopeful patience which, considering

that the club-territory was two
hundred square miles, mostly under-

water, was truly admirable. And still

the Big One eluded us, and night after

night, before the blazing birch-wood,

The downfall of Elihu

they descanted on, and I listened to, the

infinite mysteries of fly-fishing.

A strange, fascinating world! Shall

I ever forget my first restless night on

balsam boughs when my dreams were

peopled with the extraordinary flies to

which I had been introduced,—silver-doc-

tors, parmachenees, royal-c o a c h m e n,

tootle-bugs; they all crowded about me,

lurid and threatening. I must here pay
passing tribute to fly-fishermen, as such,

and join them heartily in their contempt

for that low form of angler who dis-

graces his guild by descending to the

use of bait. I know there are some who
smile inwardly at the narration of this

or that great “fight” in which the con-

tending parties are, on the one hand,

two adult human males armed with

scientific impedimenta and, on the other,

one surprisingly small fish. It is not
perhaps, matter for an epic, but I do

stoutly maintain that in fly-fishing the

fly makes all fair, for if ever anything
were a blatant warning to a fish to

stop, look and listen before giving way
to the impulses of appetite it is the
average bunch of feathers in which the

hook is concealed. I am not, I hope, a

coward, but if I ever saw a thing like

a royal-coachman or a tootle-bug sitting

on my poached-eggs I should leap out

the window, and any open-mouthed gog-

gle-eyed creature that tries to inhale it

on sight deserves his fate.

It is this conviction that makes me
feel so comfortable about Elihu. He
simply would have it, and he got it-

Heaven knows, I did my best to frighten

him away. It was the day before we
were due to fold up our tents and steal

southward and I was fishing alone. In

fact my method of casting absolutely in-

sured privacy, except for the presence

of Henri, my guide, the half-witted off-

spring of fine mixed parentage who still

possessed sufficient animal cunning to

lie prone in the stern of the canoe safe

from the lariat-loops of my line. When
I ceased my activity Henri would chin

himself on the thwarts and stealthily

reach for his paddle. Together we had
spent a cheerful two hours giving a most
unlikely back-water the beating of its

life.

“Pas de truite,” I blossomed, in pure

Beaux-Arts.
“Wah!” responded Henri, keeping a

wary eye on my line.

“En avant!” I commanded.
“Wah, wah,” barked Henri, like a

human engine-bell, and, in perfect obedi-

ence the canoe backed slowly into a

stump.

You see, Henri and I got on famously.

He had confessed to me on our first day
out that it was his initial experience as a

guide, a fact which was perfectly obvious.

He had no sheath-knife. Imagine it! This
enabled me to treat him with pleasant

superiority.

DAY was dying gloriously in the west
while thoughts of dinner rose with
almost equal beauty in my vest

when, in emulation of Robert Bruce, I re-

solved on three more casts before heading
homeward. As Henri silently went be-

low in time to avoid a tandem formation
of whizzing-barbs I experienced that
rare delight of hooking myself amid-
ships. To be exact a large and very
malevolent fly whose name I had never
been able to pronounce, somehow em-
bedded himself in the waistcoat of Suit
B at the precise point where my vitals

were protected by the absurd dingle-

dangle of banjo-club days. An irritated

tugging only complicated matters and I

finally performed a major operation with
my trusty pen-knife, cutting the hook
free and at the same time executing a
tremendous forward cast. The flies sang
by my ear, something gleamed, flashed

. . . struck the water with a mighty
splash and in another second I sensed
the magnificent galvanic thrill that only
comes when a real he-trout takes hold.

I wish you could have seen Henri. “Une
grosse!” he roared, popping into his seat.

He was a boy transformed. He even
seemed to know the sex of the trout by
instinct. In fact it must have been en-
tirely a matter of instinct for all hands,
for neither of us knew how we backed
and twisted and turned and kept the
rod from breaking and dropped the net
over-board and at last caught a glimpse
of what looked to me like a large pink
whale and finally landed him in Henri’s

(continued on page 216 )
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SOME POINTS ON FLORIDA HUNTING
PRACTICAL HINTS FOR THE SPORTSMAN ON THE WAYS AND MEANS OF OBTAIN-
ING GAME AMONG THE PINES AND PALMETTOES OF THE SOUTH—PART TWO

By W. M. GARLINGTON

F
LORIDA’S salt water fishing grounds
are well known, and annually many
fishermen from all over the country

have the time of their lives fishing for

the giant tarpon, the sailfish, the bar-

racuda, the flounder, the mullet, the

kingfish and many other species. In ad-

dition to this variety, the fisherman can
have fine sport with the black bass in

the fresh water lakes inland. I am not

much of a salt water fisherman, but I

do like to fish for bass, and, while not

always having the best of luck, I have
managed to catch a good many of them.

On a few occasions I have participated

in what might be termed a “killing.”

That is to say, I was out after them when
everything was right and they struck

right and left, like hungry wolves, the

result being that it did not take long to

catch ail that anyone had any earthly

ui for.

i. well remember my first introduction

to the Florida bass. In company with

T. P. Carpenter, of Bartow, Florida,

I went out to Crooked Lake, some twenty
odd miles from Bartow, for my first

experience with a casting rod. We were
out from shore about an hour and twenty
minutes, and in that time we landed

twenty-six of the beauties, some of them
running over five pounds. In addition to

that, I lost six fish in trying to get them
into the boat after bringing them along-

side. That was five years ago; I have

had lots of experience in getting fish into

the boat since that time.

Florida bass run larger than their

Northern brothers, but have not so much
fight, nor is their flesh quite so firm.

This is because the water in the lakes is

always at a uniform, mild temperature
throughout the year, and does not impart

the pep as does the cold water of the

Northern lakes. But they will afford

plenty of sport to the angler, and are

fine eating, as well.

I have never been fortunate enough
to land a fish weighing over 5% pounds,

though I have caught a good many weigh-

ing around 4 and 4% pounds. But there

are many caught down there that run

from 7% to 10 pounds. For eating pur-

poses I prefer a fish weighing about

lYz lbs.

My fishing outfit is not very elaborate,

but is good enough to do business with,

as each article has been selected with

an eye to good hard service. I use a 4%
foot steel casting rod equipped with

double grip handle, and all agate guides

and tip. While the expert will throw
up his hands in horror at this, it is

really all that is needed for casting from
a boat where the casts are rarely over

35 yards, and usually around 20 to 25

yards. Furthermore, this rod will stand

lots of strain before it gives away. My
reel is a 100 yard capacity “Marhoff”

level winder. I have become wedded to

A string of Florida bass

the level winder for the reason that since

I began using it I am no longer troubled
with backlashes. With the ordinary type
reel they were the bane of my existence,

and there is no doubt but what the even
spooling of the line, as it is retrieved by
the level winder, serves to eliminate this

trouble to a very marked degree. Of
course, the expert can cast with any kind
of reel, but I am not an expert.

For casting, the old standby plugs

—

the silver, the green,- the white, the
rainbow and the bronze are mostly used.

In addition to these I always had a

couple of “Jim Dandies” in my kit. For
trolling, the No. 2 spinner is a killer

when pulled close to the edges of the lily

pads and the grass islands. I have also

caught fish by casting this bait. For
bobbing, a gang of two hooks with pork
rind is the favorite, though live minnow
are used for this style of fishing as well.

There are baits and baits; sometimes
bass will take one kind, at other times
another, then there are times when it

seems as though nothing will tempt them
to strike. Conversely, there are times
when they will strike anything you throw
at them.

I am not so keen about fishing as I

am about hunting. When they are strik-

ing I become enthused over the sport, but
when they are not striking, and the sun
gets hot, and the mosquitoes bad, well

—

then I am not so strong for it. How-
ever, I am always ready to go whenever
the opportunity offers to mix it up with
such a sporty fish as Bre’r Bass.

T HERE is one great drawback to

Florida hunting—the heat, and it is

not always possible to get your meat
home without salting it. While salted

venison is pretty good eating it does not
compare with fresh meat. Salt draws
the juices and toughens it to some extent.

For some reason the forequarters of a

deer do not seem to crust over as do the

hams after exposure to the air. There-

fore, the usual way of fixing a deer in

Florida, among the hunters and guides

with whom I am acquainted, is to salt the

fores lightly, directly after cutting up the

carcass, preserving the saddle for fresh

meat. Some hunters smoke all of their

venison before bringing it home, thereby

making certain that it will keep a long

time. Many a hunter lays in his win-
ter’s supply of meat in this manner, and
as the law allows a hunter 3 deer per

season it is possible to do it.

Some hunters, in hot weather, dust the

hams with flour, or meal, and hang them
in the coolest place possible in order to

get them home fresh. Others use spice

and pepper, while some use spice, pepper
and salt. I prefer the spice and pepper
method, using a mixture of 5 parts pep-

per to 4 parts spice. Even in cold

weather I like to treat a ham in this

fashion : Use a mixture of 6 parts black

pepper and 1 part spice. Split the

muscles just above the hock and rub in

some of the mixture, then rub a bit over

the meat where the cut was made in

separating the ham from the carcass, and
finish off by taking the pepper can and
sprinkling pepper thickly all over the

ham. This will fix your ham up in fine

fashion and will impart a flavor not

otherwise found—a piquancy you might
call it. A ham so treated and hung in

the cold for a week will yield steaks that

will melt in your mouth, when properly
cooked. Be sure to use real black pepper
—the pungent, full strength kind, and
not the, half-white kind which has no
flavor to speak of.

Personally, I prefer venison broiled to

any other style of cooking it, with frying
as a second choice. It is also mighty
good when roasted to a turn. I know of

nothing better than a nicely broiled and
well seasoned steak, or chop, cut from a
young buck, served hot with a bit of

butter smeared over it.

The wild turkey is a hard bird to get

home fresh, or get home at all, in hot
weather. They sour very quickly and
unless you are very careful they will go
bad. They should be drawn immediately
after being killed, and the crop removed.
The abdominal cavity should be carefully

cleaned out and then wiped dry, and a
bit of salt thrown into the cavity. Char-
coal taken from the fire, powdered up
and packed into the bill, into the cavities

from whence the eyes have been removed,
and some wrapped in a rag and stuffed

into the abdominal cavity will serve to

preserve your turkey, or, for that matter,

any other kind of bird.

There is but one real way to cook a

wild turkey, and that is to roast it as you
would a domestic fowl. However, in

camp this cannot be done very easily,
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unless you lug along a roaster as big as

a wash boiler, and this is impractical.

On one trip we had a big roaster, and
roasted a young gobbler complete with
sage and oyster dressing, just the way
you would at home. About the best

method of cooking a turkey in camp is

to slice up the breast and either broil

or fry it, and pot roast the balance in a

dutch oven.

Old gobblers have a strong, gamey
taste, and are not such good eating as the

younger ones or the hens. Soaking over-

night in vinegar water will eliminate

much of the strong taste from the old

ones, and will improve the younger ones
and the hens, as well. A young gobbler,

or hen, stuffed with a good cornbread and
sage dressing and roasted to a turn will

cause you to pass your plate for more.
To set off such a dish properly you want
all the trimmings which ordinarily go
with roast turkey.

N EXT to turkey I prefer quail. I

do not like to eat them the same
day they are killed, as they are

stringy; but place them on ice, or let

them hang in the cold, overnight, and
they are ready for the frying pan—and
frying is the best way of cooking them,
beyond doubt. When frying put plenty
of lard in the pan, and have it good and
hot before putting them in, and place a
cover over the pan while they are cook-
ing. Brown them nicely and they are
ready to be eaten.

Here is a fine dish which has parts of

the quail as its meat content: Cut the
wings and legs from at least half a
dozen birds, and save the giblets when
drawing them. Place a stew pot on the
fire, about half full of water, and when
it boils drop the wings, legs and giblets

in, and let them boil for twenty min-
utes, at a brisk pace. Then add suffi-

cient rice for the number to be served,

three good sized Irish potatoes, which
have been diced into half inch cubes, and
finely chopped onion. Let this boil for

about ten minutes, at full steam. Then
rake all fire from under the pot, but a

single flame, and let the pot simmer
along for thirty minutes. When your
flame dies down add another dry chip to

keep it going, and stir the pot from time
to time. After it has simmered for the

time stated, add a good sized chunk of

butter and season to taste with salt and
pepper. It should be allowed to simmer
for another ten minutes, when it will

have simmered down to a very thick stew,

and can be taken from the fire and eaten.

If you choose, make some good dump-
lings and drop them in at the proper
time. This adds to the dish, which is

mighty appetizing, when properly made,
and one that will stick to your ribs. We
usually have this at night, and eat what
is left over for breakfast, cold. This
same dish can be prepared with other

small game birds and squirrels as the

meat content. Squirrel is excellent, but
the other birds are not nearly so good
for this purpose as quail.

Frying is the best way to cook the

balance of the small game birds, while,

of course, roasting is the proper way to

fix up a wild duck. I am not crazy about
wild duck, preferring a mess of quail any
day, and I have tried canvasback and
mallard along with the rest of them.

It goes without saying that bass are
best fried, though you can stuff a big

one with dressing and bake it as you
would a fowl. Both ways are excellent,

but I prefer them fried nice and brown.
A good way of preserving your fish

when on a trip of a couple of days’ dura-
tion is to scale them, cut off the head
and tail and cut the fins out by the

roots, as you might say, then split the

fish wide open, wipe them dry and salt

lightly, but thoroughly. If you are out

for several days it is well to salt them
a little heavier and remove all of the

bones possible. After arriving home, and
before frying them, soak them in cold

water for about twenty-five minutes.

This will remove the saltiness, and when
they are cooked you will be unable to

tell that they have been salted. Some
people salt and smoke their fish before

bringing them in, as they will then keep
for some length of time.

When I go hunting I always take along
some grits, and both Irish and sweet
potatoes. Grits go well with gravy for

breakfast, and when cold can be sliced

up and eaten that way or can be fried.

Irish potatoes go well either boiled or
sliced up and fried. Sweet potatoes when
cooked in camp are best roasted in the
hot ashes, and for this reason you should
try and get potatoes about two inches in

diameter and about six or seven inches
long. This means that you will have to

pick them over, when buying, but this

size is much better for roasting pur-
poses. i

THE Florida hunter does not have to

worry much over the clothing ques-
tion. Situated in the semi-tropics,

its temperature is usually very mild
throughout the year. Even in winter the
days are usually warm. In fact, some
of the hottest days in the year seem to

come in December, and, though there are
cold spells from time to time, they do
not last very long, and are not severe,
but, on account of the dampness, you will

feel the cold and want warm clothes for
the time being.

Only light clothing is required, but a
good sweater should be taken along to
wear in case of a cold snap when a flannel
shirt will also be more comfortable than

V.

Some typical hunting country in Florida, where pines and palmettoes form an ideal cover for many varieties of game
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the cotton one ordinarily worn. A cot-

ton shirt, or a light khaki one is good
enough to hunt in down there, with the

flannel one in reserve. You want a light

weight hat. Cut out the back half of

the sweat band and it will stay on your
head when a high wind blows. For un-

derwear, very light woolens are the best,

even down there, though you can use
ordinary Scriven drawers in place of the

woolen ones, but it is best to have a light

woolen shirt under all conditions. For
pants, get them of a good grade olive

drab khaki, which when washed becomes
soft and comfortable. The ordinary

pants, or the lumberman’s style, are to

be preferred to the riding breeches, as

they are much easier to remove when
wet, and are much more comfortable

while hunting, as they do not bind at the

knees and become uncomfortable. You
will get wet from the waist down every

day you hunt, so bear it in mind.
The proper footwear, to my way of

thinking, is the army shoe, which has
been well broken in beforehand. Two pair

should be taken along, one pair to hunt
and the other to wear in and out of the

hunting country. The pair you use for

hunting should have a couple of slits cut

in the uppers just above the sole .so that

the water will be forced out of them
when you get back on dry ground. They
should be well greased with neatsfoot oil

to keep them from hardening from so

much use in water, and a few hob nails

in the soles will not be amiss. Moccasins
are very comfortable after a hard
days tramp. Light wool socks are the

best for wear down there, as elsewhere.

Your leggings should be the army puttee

of heavy canvas, which not only stand

water and the wear and tear of the pal-

mettoes exceedingly well, but can be

dried before the fire without the risk in-

curred of ruining them as often happens
in drying those made of leather.

Sand continually works into your shoes

while wading and has a tendency to cause
the feet to smart. This trouble is obvi-

ated, however, by bathing in cold water
every night and putting on dry socks.

I know a Seminole Indian guide who
never wears shoes when in the woods, or,

in fact, at any time. He sometimes puts-

on a pair of socks, if you will give them
to him, but, otherwise, tramps all day
long bare footed. At night when he
comes into camp he greases his feet with
lard, and, so far as I know, never ex-

periences any trouble with them.
It is a good idea to take along a light

rain coat, or, if you choose, a good light

weight poncho.

C
AMPING down there is not the exact
science that it seems to be in the

far away hunting grounds of many
other places. However, there are two

A day’s bag of quail

ways of going at it even there—the right
way and the wrong way. The right way
is certainly preferable, for then you will

not be handicapped by having to prepare
your meals in a makeshift way; you will

be enabled to get a good night’s rest, and,
in case of bad weather, you will have
comfortable shelter. The proper outfit,

some common sense and you are fixed.

While we always hope for fine weather
when hunting, we do not always get it,

as many of us know. Florida is no ex-

ception to the rule, as one is as liable to

encounter bad weather as he is good
weather, which I happen to know from
experience. Once, while in the Big Cy-
press country, in the course of a single

day, I experienced—first: sticky, sultry

temperature, then rain, and, finally, be-

fore it was time to turn in, a drop in tem-
perature so great that it made flannel

shirts and sweaters most welcome. It

behooves the Florida hunter to be pre-

pared to encounter anything from 90 in

the shade to frost on the same trip.

It behooves every hunting party to

have a good tent along. While I have
gone on a ten day trip with no more
shelter than a fly tent, slept under it for
two consecutive nights in a pouring rain
and suffered no discomfort to speak of,

it is best to have a better tent.

Wall tents are undoubtedly the best
type of shelter, but they are the heaviest
and most bulky of the tent tribe. How-
ever, in hunting in Florida, it should be
borne in mind that the tent goes into the
wagon and not on the hunter’s back, when
packing into and out of the woods.
Under conditions which I have experi-

enced in Florida woods I have come to the
conclusion that the “A” tent is about
the best type for use there. It should be
of 8 ounce khaki colored duck, which
seems to give better service than the

featherweight materials. The tent

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 208)

THE EVOLUTION OF THE PADDLE
SOME OF THE MANY VARIATIONS THAT HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED SINCE MAN
FIRST CONCEIVED THE IDEA OF USING A POLE TO PROPEL HIS CRAFT

By JULE MARSHALL

D ID anyone ever stop to think about

the evolution of the canoe paddle?

Just what ideas did the savage have
to apply in order to hand down to us the

neat canoe propeller that we have today?
Undoubtedly the first craft that ever

carried man was a raft and this he
guided by means of a pole. This served

the navigator well until he ventured so

far from shore that he could no longer

gain a purchase on the bottom. Then he
discovered that its rounded shape availed

him little progress as a means of propul-

sion for his craft. It was when the idea

evolved of flattening the below water sec-

tion of his pole in order to gain a better

purchase on the water that the paddle
was born. Next he broadened the flat-

tened section into a blade and gained a

better hold and consequently more
power. Keeping pace with the gradual
changing of the craft from the water

washed raft to the crude canoe, the pole

dwindled in length to the proportion of

the modern paddle.

Then comfort asserted itself and grips

were put on the paddles; sometimes for

both the lower as well as the upper
hand. Symetric balance was sought so

that it gave the right feel while being

swung in the air or pulled through the

water. Weight was cut to a minimum
and was only limited by the strength of

the materials.

As the canoe became a mode of travel

and a means toward acquiring game and
fish, the savage recognized the two prime
requisites of speed and stealth. To gain

these essentials, he worked out better

proportions in the blades. He wrought
fineness in feel and spring and size. He
studied closer transmission of power be-

tween the haft and the blade. He
sharpened the lower edges of the blade

in order to gain a quiet entry into the

water and a lessening of the drip on the

recovery.

P
ERHAPS the reader never thought
there were so many variations in

paddles as are illustrated here.

But these are only some of the extreme
types, there being scores of variations of

each model shown. Still they are all

essentially the same as our present-day

styles with respect to blade, haft, grip

and length. It is interesting to note

that the paddles as illustrated were
made in the far reaches of the globe

and that the tribes and makers of the

paddles had no opportunity to consult

each other on the merits of their ideas.

Some of the paddles have a lower
grip that is unfamiliar to us. Un-
doubtedly this grip was meant to pro-

tect the lower hand from the rough
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sides of the primitive canoe. Possibly,

also, these knobs were used as a tem-

porary fulcrum against the gunwale
when used as a steering blade. Many
of the upper grips will suggest to us

that the savage knew more about com-
fort than the present makers of pad-

dles. The Indian recognized the value

in the strength of the “beaver tail” con-

struction. Ivariably his paddle haft

tapered down into the blade. This fea-

ture not only adds great strength but
causes a clean wake of water to be left

behind the drawn blade. Often the

“beaver tail” was cut away on the one

side, leaving it flat for a better purchase.

W E can take a lesson from the length

of the primitive paddle. In no

instance were single blades found

that exceeded six feet in length overall.

Tall paddles are all too common today.

The Indian drove his power home from
straight in front of his shoulder, not

way up over his head as modern canoe-

ists are wont to do. Only the men who
have studied scientifically the art of

canoe racing know the proper length of

paddle to use and their selections never

exceed in total length the height to their

eyes while standing. There is very little

difference as to position taken in the

canoe between the modern paddler and
that of the savage. The latter half

kneeled and half squatted on a thwart
while today we sit on the broadened
thwart or seat with our feet in front of

us. The seat is no higher than the old

thwart so why the added length in the

modern paddle? Perhaps the manufac-
turer’s catalogue is trying to lead us

back to the primitive pole once more.

The savage made his paddle from the

lightest and most durable woods at hand.

Collected in our museums are paddles

made from spruce, maple, ash, cherry,

mahogany, oak, butternut, teak, rose-

wood, lemon and perhaps many others.

Of all these woods there is no question

but that spruce is the best. It has
strength, lightness, resiliency, durability

and is easily worked. Maple does not

possess all of these fine points but has

the advantage of being a more silent

blade to paddle with because it will re-

tain a very sharp edge whereas most
other woods pucker up very easily. Most
of the other woods mentioned are either

O

rriH E S E illustrations were
i drawn by the writer from
specimens exhibited in Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, Museum of

Natural History, New York, Acad-
emy of Natural Science, Philadel-

phia and the Field Museum, Chi-

cago. The origins of the paddles

are as follows:—1. Borneo. 2.

Western Eskimo. 3. Japanese. 1.

Amos. 5. North Pacific. 6. Orin-

oco Indian. 7. Kings Island Alask-

an. 8. Paddle of State, highly

decorated. 9. New Ireland, N. W.
Australian. 10. Greenland Eskimo.
11. Ojibway. 12. Queen Charlotte

Island. 13. British Guiana. 11.

Figi. 15. British Guiana. 16.

Hupas. 17. Zuni. 18. Tulipa. 19.

Northwest Coast Fishing. 20.

Puget Sound. 21. Makah. 22.

Loucheux. 23. Alaskan. 21. Al-

gonquin.

too heavy or too scarce for modern use

and demand.
The primitive canoeist took great de-

light in decorating his blades. Weird
and gorgeously colored carvings and
paintings record his prowess as a mem-
ber or chief of a tribe. But who will in-

terpret the legends on these blades?

There are some blades that are mag-
nificently carved and are called “paddles

of state.” These were wielded by the

chiefs when the war canoes went forth

on important or gala occasions. The
average canoeist of today desires to ex-

press himself in a similar manner as is

evidenced by painting his blades with
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the carefully selected name of his canoe,

the totem of his club or with the outline

of a record fish that he has caught. The
writer is one of many who would never

scrape the totems of recollections from
his decorated blades but likes to keep
them to remind him of former trips.

V

AN ideal modern single blade would
be made of carefully selected

spruce with an over all length of

five feet six inches. A comfortable grip

(Fig. 7.) on top of a stout haft that

continued down well into the blade with
a sharp “beaver tail” on one side and a

rounded subtraction of this construction

on the opposite side. The lower grip and
the beginning of the blade would be ap-

proximately the center of the total

length. The sides or outer edges of the

blade would be as straight as general
lines would permit and the average
width of the blade would be six inches.

The shape of the bottom would be semi-
( CONTINUED ON PAGE 223)
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CHOOSING AND TRAINING A PUPPY
IF YOU HAVE THE TIME AND THE PLACE AND WANT A REAL FIELD COM-
PANION PURCHASE A PUPPY OF GOOD BLOOD AND TRAIN HIM YOURSELF

W E believe it an erroneous idea, prev-

alent among sportsmen who use

their dogs both as household and
field companions, and who shoot over

them, bagging grouse, cock, snipe and
quail, that Field Trial blood cannot be

made into such a performer. We know
men who will argue that the high-strung,

fast going class dog is not the dog from
whose progeny we should look for a pleas-

ant shooting dog in cover and open.

But this is not so. The writer has
shot over many dogs, for many years,

and the greatest grouse and woodcock
dog he ever knew was a direct descendent

of the greatest Field Trial performer of

all history. Such a dog, under perfect

control, hunting the woodcock covers and
the grouse runs of old New England
would open the eyes of the advocate of

the cold blooded variety. We know that

it is given to but few men to follow the

Field Trials as a sport. We know that

most men derive their pleasure from the

dog by either breeding and training a

shooting dog or by the purchase of one

already broken and using him as a com-

panion in the field when gunning and in

the home as a pal. If you have the

place and the time, purchase a puppy and
do the training yourself. Buy a puppy
from the best bred and best known stock

of the day; get a good, strong, healthy

pup, one whose sire and dam were win-
ners of many a hard fought for stake

in which the reading of the performance
and the blood lines show their success

was due largely to brains.

B
UY such a puppy at as early an age
as possible. Take it home and lib-

erate it behind the kitchen stove. Let
the cook and the family stumble over it;

allow it to eat with the cat and chase
chickens. Let it dispute the possession

of the milk and food pan with them. Feed
it table scraps and buttermilk. Give it

plenty of bone building food, and when
you are ready to begin its field training

you will have some pup—not a weak-
minded, gun-shy degenerate, but a brainy,

bold, world-wise, high class individual

that only needs the opportunity on birds

and a guiding hand to develop into a

thoroughbred companion, keen, affection-

ate and field wise, combining brains,

breeding, ambition and good looks. That’s

how we go about it. Brains will show in

the formation of the puppy’s head—the

By EDWARD RUSSELL WILBUR

Starting the game together

eyes, expression and the more ancestors
in the pedigree we find of the brainy
type the better the puppy will suit us.

We have seen puppies whose expression-
less faces reminded us of a dying blue-
fish and whose rat-headed brain store-
house never would have repaid an hour’s
hard work. The puppy should have life

and ambition. Indeed, we care not how
high strung he is, for although he may
not submit to restraint as readily as

his sleepy brother, when once he is yours
to command he will well repay in the
better work and the way it is done. Good
looks, color and coat are desirable, but
first the pup. Performance comes before
good looks. Begin his training at from
6 to 8 weeks old. The writer had two
Strideaway pointers, brother and sister,

that at 6 months pointed, backed and re-

tiieved quail in the stubble fields of

Georgia and any one, knowing the high
strung Strideaway blood, can imagine
the class of this pair of babies. Name
the pup at once. Call him by name and
determine as quickly as possible whether
the puppy you have selected has the class

and brains you are looking for. If you
have made a mistake, bury him deep
where the grapevines grow and try again.

NOTHING repays the effort or the
money expended as does the per-
fected, high class shooting dog. He

can be bought already for the field but
to my mind the choosing of a high class

puppy and having him educated along
the lines of one’s own ideas, or, better

still, carrying on the education oneself

produces the dog that finds a place in the

family album and one whose praise is

sung when the step grows feeble, the
hair gray and the hunting days are spent
by the log fire and one goes over and over
again, perhaps adding trifles to, that
great dog’s performances afield. It goes
without saying, and no one can dispute
the fact, that the better material you use
to build with, the better the building
will be.

The country is full of dogs that are be-

ing used by sportsmen as broken field

performers which really are not worth a
daily feed. These dogs are produced
from the culls of the kennels—the dis-

cards, and just “happen so” dogs, of bad
breeding. When you select a high class

puppy—full of point, hunt and ambition
coupled with brains, your work is half
done. Such a puppy is eager to learn,

anticipating your command. The most
wonderful exhibition of how a high class
dog can be made to perform was shown
by a lady’s English setter, a wonderfully
beautiful specimen—high strung, full of
class and ambition—a dog that required
the best of handling, yet who hunted, re-

trieved and, in fact,- was almost human
about his work—a perfected product of
the highest type of setter breeding. This
dog would pick up ordinary pins from the
carpet, retrieve eggs, little chickens, in

fact did anything he was asked to and
did, it instantly, cheerfully, and with a
nervous energy that made his work a
pleasure to witness.

THE JUDGE AND HIS WORK
YV7HEN the Field Trial Club puts a
Y» judge up on a horse to follow the
dogs, or a Bench Show Committee invites

one into the ring to pass out the ribbons,
it is presumed that the selection is made
from men who thoroughly know the game
-—at least this should be done to insure
satisfaction to the entries and for the
good of the game. From a Field Trial
standpoint there are at present possibly a
dozen men perfectly qualified to judge
correctly and these men have been and are
judging continuously. But what is being
done to make new judges? Because a man
has owned a setter some time in his

career or because he has broken into

print along the lines of breeding and
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Champion Phil’s Speed Ben

performance doesn’t necessarily warrant

his assuming the role of judge. Because

at some time some amateur has owned
or bought for some one a house pet,

doesn’t qualify him as a dispenser of

Blue Ribbons in the Setter and Pointer

Ring at a Bench Show.
Why not let each capable judge either

of Field Trials or Bench shows choose an
assistant from the ranks of those inter-

ested and bring him along both by actual

experience in the saddle or inside the gate

until he has imbibed some of the knowl-

edge hecessary to qualify as an expert

and as an authority. Field Trial judg-

ing needs the experienced man, one who
can weign the work of the individual, the

conditions, and has an ideal to work up
to. Bird work, speed, class, judgment,

endurance,—all must be considered and
the man who sees in the dog the

pointing and game finding instinct with

the end in view only a bird killing, falls

short of the requirements. The amateur
working with the seasoned judge gets his

point of view and soon should qualify.

On the Bench even in our gun dogs we
get another point of view and this is

often sadly and horribly strained by
many of our judges of today.

At an exhibition lately held, the judg-

ment of the judge passing on the sport-

ing breeds was grotesque to say the least

and it is difficult to bring ourselves to be-

lieve any club benefits by such work. A
judge passing on dogs who picks out his

first, second and third choice and then is

afraid to mix them up again fearing he

could not make the same choice a second

time does not know dogs nor type.

That there are many men capable of

judging dogs on points—by elimination

is true, but the men who can judge

straight through classes and come out

true to type are few. Why not give the

good judges a chance to school a pupil

or two. No man can give universal sat-

isfaction but to put up judges ignorant
of the standards is criminal.

THE WESTMINSTER DOG SHOW

T HE 44th annual show of the West-
minster Kennel Club has passed into

history. Originally the Westminster
Kennel Club was a shooting club pure
and simple, established in 1877; its ini-

tial idea being the improving of the vari-

ous breeds of sporting dogs, many of

New York’s most prominent sportsmen
acting as its officers.

The exhibiting of dogs began as far

back as in the days of Gilmore’s Garden
when the first dog show was held, only

three shows being held in the present

Grand Central Palace. The favorite show
place was in the old Madison Square
Garden.

For many years Mr. James Mortimer
was show superintendent and it is due
chiefly to his efforts that the exhibition

is now the greatest dog show on the con-

tinent. Mr. George W. Gall is now the
superintendent and handles the show,
with its enormous amount of detail, to

perfection. The show just closed was no
exception to Mr. Gall’s usual efficiency.

The exhibition of sporting dogs was not
up to the usual standard. We were sorry

to see .so very few Field Trial dogs on the

bench, due no doubt, to the early date of

the show, the dogs of the circuit not hav-
ing filled their engagements. The judg-
ing of these classes was done by Mr.
William Warner of Grand Rapids, Mich.

CHAMPION PHIL’S SPEED BEN

OUR illustration shows this fine Eng-
lish setter—owned and trained by

Mr. William H. Smathers of Atlantic

City, N. J. The photo was taken in the

fall of 1919, in North Carolina. Ben has
been a consistent and many times winner
in Field Trials. Mr. Smathers attributes

the marked success of the dog to his un-
usual brain quality. Ben is as good a

performer in the grouse covers as over

the southern stubble fields on quail.

THE LOVE OF A DOG

K IPLING says: “Buy a pup and you
buy love everlasting, a thing that

cannot die.” Wonder what it

means, “love everlasting?” Have you

ever had the heart tighten in your chest,

felt the sag of life, and the creeping

shadows darken the sky, just for a dear
old pal gone wrong, one who just whistled

you off down the wind for a new game, a

new friend, a new whim? Didn’t it make
you wonder if such a thing as the true

blue thread ran through things after all?

And then a cold nose runs along into

your hand, a head nestles on your knee,

and those big appealing eyes say “I’m
here, ‘old man,, and here to stay. What
matters it to me if some other " 'rse

holds more, some other voice say' ~
. me,

I promise you a better bed, a mor iwy
collar?’ You have my heart. My Rve,
old pal, is everlasting. I can share your
sorrow and your play. Only let me stay
and the world may wag on. and all may
call, but my world holds only you.”
Only the love of a dog, friends, but the

man who goes through life never know-
ing what it means to be the master of a
dog has missed more than he has dreamed
of. Just a big heart, a voice that’s dumb.

but “love everlasting” that cannot die.”

Have you such a friend?

FIELD TRIAL NEWS
’T’HE National Free For All and Derby
-* championships were run under
wretched weather conditions. The Free
For All being won by Dr. T. H. Clark’s
“J. R.’s Boy” handled by Ed. Farrior;
The Derby by Mr. A. G. C. Sage’s Pointer
“The Ace” handled by J. L. Holloway.
This win puts the name of “J. R.’s Boy”
twice on the cup offered by the National
Field Trial Club.

’’"THE Pinehurst Trials, run at Pine-
hurst, N. C., were also run under

most unfortunate weather conditions,
making it very unpleasant for dogs,
handlers and the gallery.

The open sweepstakes had 22 starters
and was won by Mr. P. H. Powel’s setter
dog “Banrock Tippah B” handled by his
owner. The members stake had nineteen
starters and was won by “Ashantee
Dominant.”

THE National Championship, that
most coveted of all Trial honors, has
again been won by Mr. William

Zeigler Jr., with that wonderful bit of
dog fle.sh, Mary Montrose. This is Mary’s
third win of the National Championship
thus giving her owner the absolute pos-
session of the famous Edward Dexter
Cup with its inscription of the names of
many famous dogs of past days. Mary
thus concludes her brilliant career and
retires to Noroton, Conn., the home of
her owner—“Where may she live lony
and prosper.” Mr. Zeigler is to be con-
gratulated as the owner of the most
brilliant performer of recent years.

THE Continental Subscription Stake
held at Calhoun Ala., was won by
that great little setter Cobb’s Hali,

owned by that Prince of Sportsmen and
Good Fellows, “Tv Cobb.” This hand-

( CONTINUED ON PAGE 223)
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FLY-FISHING BOTH WET AND DRY
THE TIME, THE PLACE AND THE TROUT SHOULD DETERMINEJj,WHICH
LURE SHOULD BE USED TO INSURE THE GREATER SUCCESS TO THEANGLER

By E. T. WHIFFIN

A S 1 "have had at least thirty years’

experience in fly-fishing in all sorts

of places, under all sorts of condi-

tions and during the entire legal season,

perhaps some gleanings from my experi-

ences may have a value to the ordinary
fisherman. My success has been the result

more of a careful study of conditions

than of ability to throw a long line, or to

place a fly accurately at a distance of

over twenty feet. Most of the fish I have
caught have been at that distance or less,

and many a time have I made my catch

with a line shorter than the rod. I have
not disdained to do knee-work, in order to

approach a likely spot unseen. And
sometimes I have wriggled up on that
part of the person on which Napoleon
said armies move. Of course, I envy the

man who makes a long, easy cast within
a hair’s breadth of the exact spot he has
in mind. I have yet to see such a one,

however.
It strikes me that the most helpful

way to give advice is to describe condi-

tions, and then search for the warranted
conclusions.

Some years ago, I caught ten pounds of

brook trout in a day’s fishing. They were
small, between seven and ten inches, ex-

cept a big one which I didn’t get. The
stream was a small one, emptying into a
muddy mill-pond. The fishable distance
was not more than three-quarters of a
mile. More than all, local anglers had
about given it up, although it was fished

early in the season each year. It was
the ordinary trout brook,—swift water
alternating with deep pools. The day
was lowery. The time was late August.
The water was low. I used a wet-fly, the
Parmacheene Belle, using only two flies,

the one the big fellow got away with, and
another as much like it as possible. I

used a short line, never over fifteen feet.

The fish lay mostly in the upper end of
the pools, just at the foot of the swift
water. Yet I hardly made a cast any-
where without getting a response. I

knew little about dry-fly fishing at that
time, and did not try it much that day.

I attributed much of my success to the
fact that I used a knotless leader, about
six feet long, which I had drawn from
the Cecropia silk-worm, one of our large
native spinners.

Two years ago, again late in August,
when I was rather “up” on the dry-fly, I

was trying out a small brook emptying
into an Adirondack lake. The day was
bright, the time about noon. The only
place where trout were found was in a

little pond, where a solitary “he” beaver

had established himself. “Here,” I said

to my partner, “is the place for the dry-

fly.” I had at least a dozen varieties,

and tried them all during an hour or so.

Then I changed my mind and put on a

wet-fly, and fished for a time in the con-

ventional way, a few inches under, but
with no better result, though I tried every
part of the pool.

Finally I allowed the wet fly to sink

about two feet and drew it along in a

series of slow jerks, about a foot at a

time. Suddenly came a yank, and soon a
nine-inch trout was creeled. Half an
hour’s work brought in four more of

about the same size. Evidently no “dry-
fly,” nor “wet-fly” as ordinarily fished,

would have produced results in this case.

I studied out the situation. The water
was about four feet deep, and of a dark
brown color. The trout either could not

see the dry-fly or the wet when near the

surface, or else would not rise. But, when
the lure was put down close enough to

them, they took it readily.

DURING the same summer, we went
on a trip over to the Red River. In-

quiry of a native, a lumberjack,
brought out the statement that the fish at

that season, late August, were lying just

below the logging-dams, where the fall-

ing water had hollowed out a deep pool.

A slight breeze was blowing up-stream.
The water was low and clear. The air

was bright; the time noon. Evidently
conditions indicated the dry-fly. Several
were tried, but the Mole proved to be the
winner. I fished the pool for about two
hours, but caught no trout over six inches
in length, though large chub were plenti-

ful. One very large fish took the fly and
broke the leader. It may have been a
trout, or

Last summer, while camping by an
Adirondack lake, rises were plentiful in

the evening, up until it grew dark. These
tempted me out with rod and fly. I fished
“wet,” and caught nothing except a few
shiners and small chub. Much bait-fish-

ing was done in the evening for lake
trout at a buoy. Along in August, this
sport fell off considerably. Many fish of
some sort or other were rising around the
canoe, although the depth of the water
was about fifty feet. Surface-fishing was
evidently on. But the only natural on
the water appeared to be a small black
gnat. The water was dimpling, as sharp-
pointed back-fins were continuously show-
ing above the water. The moon was
shining brightly, and the water was clear.
I happened to have a three-ounce fly-rod
in the canoe. Curiosity led me to put on
an Olive Dun, and fish dry. As I had
out a bait-rod and a hand-line, I rested
the fly rod on the gun-wale and watched
the fly bob around in the light evening
wind, which just rippled the water. Sud-
denly the fly disappeared, but before I

could lay down the bait-rod, take up the
fly-rod, and strike, it was too late. This
happened several times. Then my curi-
osity to find out what was really happen-
ing induced me to set the bait-rod and
hand-line, take up the fly-rod, and be
ready for the next.

It soon came. A quick strike drove the
barb in and the fight began. After sev-
eral minutes of give and take, I reeled in
a beautiful Adirondack frostfish, about
fourteen inches long, hooked squarely in
the lower jaw. On the lake, the wet fly
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had no success, or but little, the dry fly

then and later made good.

Now, if from these typical experiences,

the ordinary clear-running, open brook,

the forest creek, (pool above the dam of

the beavers) the larger stream and the

lake,—we try to analyze the situation

and get anywhere, I think we may reach

certain direct and definite conclusions,

and others not so definite.

M OST larvae live at or near the bot-

tom of fairly shallow water. As
the wet fly imitates either the

larvae stage, or the insects just as they

are emerging into the imago stage, it is

plain that in very deep water, a,s in the

lake mentioned, the fish would be expect-

ing to find only the fully-developed imago,

which would be floating on the top of the

water to deposit their eggs. For deep-

water fishing, either in lake or pool, evi-

dently the dry fly would be indicated,

provided a hatch of some such insect was
then on, because at that time the fish

would be seeking their food at the sur-

face. Very few fish will rise from a

depth of more than six or eight feet for

a surface lure. It is preposterous to 1

think that they would come up from a

depth of from thirty to sixty feet. Yet I

have seen brook trout in water of that

depth taking insects on the top of the

water, plainly having been lying near the

surface at the time of the rise.

In fairly shallow water, especially

when there is a current, fish feed at the

surface or below it, as, during a shower,
insects are beaten down into the water
and at first float along or near the sur-

face, but later would be carried down
nearer the bottom. At such times, either

the dry or wet fly should take fish.

Approach this pool cautiously

If the water is oily, muddy or discol-

ored, it would be more difficult for fish,

in any depth of water at all, to see the
surface clearly and to distinguish objects
there. In such circumstances, the wet fly

gives better service.

For bright weather, and in clear water,
the dry fly, lighting gently on the surface
and moving at the same speed as other
objects there, or lying still, if there is no

current, will present a more natural ap-

pearance than the wet; as it is impossible

with any length of line out at all, to keep

all the line out of the water, and when
the fly is drawn along, the motion of the

line can be seen by the fish. At such
times any knots in the line may be risen

to by a fish lying there.

When there is but a slight current or

ripple in clear water, the dry fly will do

better than the wet, if properly fished.

I

HAVE seen the statement that the dry
fly secures fewer, but larger, fish. My
own experience has not always con-

firmed this. In fact, my largest trout

have been caught by letting the fly float

downstream submerged quite deeply, at

the whim of the current, to simulate a

drowning insect. My conclusions are

based entirely on my experience with
speckled trout. I have never had the

pleasure of fishing for brown trout, nor
have I seen any caught.

It often happens in the summer that

small or medium-sized lake trout feed on
surface-insects, evidently having come up
fiom a considerable depth. Possibly a

large dry-fly, floating about on the water,

might prove a successful lure at such

times. The wet fly would not be suc-

cessful if the surface were fairly smooth,

because the keen-sighted fish would see

the movement of some part of the tackle

and be frightened off by it. The feeding-

time is just at dawn or early evening,

when, as a rule, there is no breeze, and
the surface is consequently smooth. At
such a time the canoe might be allowed to

drift, with the fly quietly resting on the

water. Then there would be no drag or

belly in the line to prevent a successful

strike when the rise came.

JAMES ALEXANDER HENSHALL
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE APOSTLE OF THE BLACK BASS
FATHER OF THE GRAYLING AND DEAN OF AMERICAN ANGLERS

TWELFTH PAPER

DURING my residence in Oconomo-
woe, though much engaged in the

study of the black bass, I found
time, occasionally, to do some sailing and
ice-yachting on Lake LaBelle, and to in-

dulge in some shooting and much fishing.

At that time Wisconsin furnished an
abundance of sport with fur, fin and
feather. Ruffed grouse were plentiful
in the tamarack swamps of the vicinity,

and sharp-tail grouse abounded in the
oak openings of the western part of the
state. To the south was Koshkonong
Lake, a broad expanse of Rock river,

forming an extensive, shallow lake with
a luxuriant growth of wild celery which
formed an attraction for immense
flocks of canvasbacks, redheads, and
widgeon. In the north, Horicon lake and
marshes were the resort of innumerable
mallards, pin-tails and teal, blue-wings
and green. The wet land bordering
Koskonong and Horicon furnished sport
galore with woodcock and Wilson snipe,
which compensated, in a measure, the

absence of quail, which did not exist in

the state.

At Horicon a weather-beaten trapper
and market hunter used to pole me about
the marshes in his long and narrow, flat-

bottomed boat. Fred was the best punter
I ever knew. His sight was remarkable

;

he could invariably tell the species of a
flock of ducks a mile away, from their

manner of flight. The marsh was dotted
with hundreds of muskrat houses, and
Fred made a good living trapping them
at five cents per skin. If Fred knew that
they were now selling for three or four
dollars each he would, doubtless, be
tempted to return to the fens and swamps
of Horicon.

The passenger, or wild pigeon, was
still trying to eke out a precarious exist-

ence, and once when I was on a shoot-

ing trip for sharp-tail grouse near a lit-

tle station on the West Wisconsin Rail-
road, I was told by the station agent
that he had shipped five tons of wild
pigeons, within a month, packed in bar-

rels, to New York City. There was a

pigeon roost many miles away, but the

feeding grounds were much nearer, and

market pirates, responsive to a telegram,

appeared with decoys and nets and were
doing their best, or worst, to exterminate

the beautiful bird. As we all know, now,

only too well, their hellish purpose was
accomplished a few years later.

Up the state, toward Lake Superior,

the white-tail deer was plentiful, but not

much molested except when the lumber-

jack desired a change of diet from white

bacon to red venison. A few sportsmen
visited the region in early winter, when,
after a good tracking snow it was no
hard matter to pick off a fine, fat buck.

I enjoyed several short winter camps in

that neck of woods, and several well-

mounted heads of six or seven points are

still in evidence.

I made two summer trips in a Mack-
inaw boat from the “Soo,” and along the

south shore of Lake Superior to Brule
river, and had great sport fishing along
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the rocks for brook trout where they ran

up to five or six pounds, but were not so

active as those of much less weight in

the streams. Then I varied the fishing

with the rather tame sport of trolling

for lake trout off Marquette, and about

Mackinac Island. Near the latter place

there was fine black bass fishing at “The
Snows,” as some rocks and reefs were
locally known, a perversion of the French
name.

Fishing through the ice for pike and
yellow perch, with very short lines and
tip-ups, was commonly practised in the

lakes near Oconomowoc. Cisco were also

caught through the ice in Ocomomowoc
lake at a depth of fifty feet or more. To
satisfy a longing for fresh fish I went
one very cold day to fish through the ice

of Genessee lake, where the perch ran
up to a pound or two

;
fine, plump, highly-

colored ones nearly as round as one’s

forearm. Caught through the ice in win-
ter, perch and cisco are delicious pan-
fish, entirely without the weedy or earthy
flavor they usually have in summer.
On the occasion just alluded to the

first fish taken was a fine pike of about

ten pounds, which I left lying on the ice,

and in the course of an hour half a dozen

perch were lying beside it. The tempera-
ture was below zero, and the fish were
frozen stiff when I placed them in the

sleigh. On my return home I proceeded
to scale and dress the fish, putting them
in a tub of water to thaw. When I had
finished with the perch I found that the

pike was alive and flapping about in the

tub. Had there been any open water I

am saisfied that he would have lived to

be caught another day. When I placed

him in the sleigh he wa,s apparently
frozen hard and stiff, and his mouth and
gills were encrusted with ice.

Suspended animation in frozen fish is

not uncommon, as their normal tempera-
ture is but sligthly above the water they
inhabit. On the shore of the lake near
my residence I kept a live-box in which
was usually a supply of minnows for
bait fishing. One year, late in the fall,

the lake was frozen by a sudden cold
snap and remained frozen during the

winter with two feet of ice. When the

ice went out in the Spring it was discov-

ei'ed that most of the minnows left in

the box were swimming about as if noth-

ing unusual had happened.

I

N September, 1875, four of us went to

the Minnesota prairies, chicken shoot-

ing. We proceeded to Glencoe, about

fifty miles southwest of St. Paul, which
was then the western terminus of the

Hastings & Dakota railroad. By previ-

ous arrangement we found awaiting us

two spring wagons, with drivers, and a

prairie schooner. The latter was loaded

with tents, camp equipment, ammunition
and other stores, including a liberal sup-

ply of ice. We had half a dozen good

bird dogs, the best being a bob-tailed

pointer. After stowing our provisions and
personal belongings in the schooner, two
of us and three of the dogs got into each

spring wagon. Our destination was the

“sod settlement” of Norwegians, Swedes
and Danes. We camped the first night

near a slough which seemed to be alive

with wild geese and ducks, old and
young, but they were not molested.

The next morning we launched out on
the broad prairie, accompanied by flocks

of beautiful purple swallows that fed on
the insects disturbed by the feet of the

horses. We seemed to be continually

taveling at the bottom of a saucer-like

depression, the sky line forming the rim.

At last we came to what seemed at a

distance to be green mounds with a post

at the top of each. These proved to be

the sod houses of the settlers, with stove-

pipes protruding from their roofs. These
huts are of simple construction, but are

cosy and warm, and a safe harbor when
old Boreas sends his icy blasts sweeping
over the broad prairies, and frequently
with a blizzard of snow. The huts are

made by placing a stout frame of wood
in a cellar three or four feet deep, and
covering the whole with a layer of thick

sod from the ground to the apex.

Adjacent to each hut was a more or
less extensive stubble field, from a quar-
ter to a half section, with the prairie
flowers and weeds already growing and

forming a good cover for the chickens.

There were no fences, so that the whole
boundless prairie was ours. The wagons
were driven along the opposite sides of

a stubble, while the dogs ranged far and
wide. When a covey was located by the

dogs we alighted and flushed the covey,

from which we knocked down from two
to four chickens. The covey was not
marked down and followed, but was left

for another season. Then another covey
would be located, and so on ad interim
and ad libitum, inasmuch as coveys of

pinnated grouse were then very numer-
ous, well-filled and not hard to find. When
birds enough to supply the wants of the
farmers had been bagged we desisted
for a day or two. The settlers were both
glad and grateful for the plump birds
and gave us fresh eggs and milk in re-

turn. The sod settlement is now a thing
of the past, and the green huts are re-

placed with comfortable and modern
dwellings and commodious barns, sur-

rounded by dense windbreaks of Lom-
bardy poplars. The present generation
of the Scandinavians contain some of our
best and most loyal citizens, many of

them occupying places of trust and dis-

tinction in State and Federal affairs;

but alas and alack! There is also an
alarming and regrettable vacuity in the
number of chickens.

Frequently, while driving along, we
saw small groups of sandhill cranes, but
never more than two or three, which did

not seem to be much alarmed at our
presence provided we kept at a respect-

able distance. Once in a while we caught
sight of a whooping crane, and almost
daily we heard their distant whooping or

trumpeting, which could be heard for a

mile or two. The whooping crane is a

magnificent bird, about the size of the

trumpeter swan, about five feet tall, is

pure white with black wing tips, and is

remarkabie for its graceful, powerful and
long-sustained flight.

Its sonorous and resonant whooping is

produced by an apparatus especially de-

signed for the purpose. Its windfnpe is

four feet long, half of it being coiled

and the convolutions kept in a hollow
space back of the breast bone. This in-

strument, in its effects, might be com-
pared to a combination of French horn
and trombone, which would be welcomed
as a valuable accession to a modern Jazz
band. Occasionally, about mid-day or
high noon, when the sun had reached its

meridian height, could be seen half a
dozen whooping cranes a mile or two
high, at the very zenith, with wings
spread and motionless, sailing gracefully

and circling about in the bright glare of

the sun’s rays for hours at a time, and
at that great distance looking no larger
than a flock of wild geese.

DRIVING along one day we discerned,

silhouetted against the skyline, cer-

tain moving objects that at first

sight seemed not unlike a squad of re-

cruits engaged in military evolutions. As
we drew nearer, however, we saw that it

was a group of sandhill cranes perform-
ing their peculiar “crane dance,” a thing
we had often heard of, but until then had
not seen. Calling in the ranging dogs
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and securing them in the wagons, we
proceeded leisurely, much interested in

the queer proceeding.

Parenthetically, the sandhill crane is

brown in color, nearly as tall as its white

cousin, but lacks its soaring propensities,

making up for that aerial faculty, how-
ever, by its agility of leg action. It is

also more gregarious in its habits, and is

more interested in terrestrial matters
than in heavenward ambitions and as-

pirations.

But to return to our muttons. As we
slowly approached them, the cranes con-

tinued their Terpsichorean exercises,

which seemed, in a measure, to be akin

to an old contra dance or cotillion, as

they moved stately and dignified as they

twisted and moved their long legs

through the mazes of such figures as for-

ward and back, dos-a-dos, allemand left;

and then the couples would face each

other as they elevated their long bills,

and flapping their wings, would gyrate

and squirm much in the same way as the

“shimmy” of today. I have a suspicion

that the originator of such dances as

the tango, fox trot and camel walk, must
at some time or other have witnessed a

crane dance.

The dogs had been eager and excited

spectators of the grotesque performance,

and when we approached within less

than a hundred yards the bob-tail pointer

slipped his leash, leaped from the wagon
and ran with all speed to take part in

the exercises; but the cranes, thoroughly

alarmed, bounded into the air with^hoarse

and raucous cries. Then Bob, true to his

training dropped to wing—a bob-tail

flush! The cranes, now, with set and
motionless wings, their long legs sticking

straight out behind, sailed away over the

boundless prairie like a squadron of

monoplanes in a transcontinental race.

During my residence at Oconomowoc I

prepared the manuscript for the Book
of the Black Bass. Up to that time there

was but little information available con-

cerning the scientific or life history of the

black bass, and nothing of any moment
regarding it in the books on angling.

Neither Herbert, Brown, Scott or Norris
had any experience in black bass fishing.

Robert B. Roosevelt, in one of his books
alludes to fishing for black bass in St.

Lawrence river, and in Canada, by troll-

ing.

Therefore, as stated in my book, it was
written in order to give the black bass its

proper place among game-fishes, and to

create among anglers, and the public gen-

erally, an interest in a fish that had not

been appreciated as its merits deserved,

because of the lack of suitable tackle for

its capture on one hand, and lack of in-

formation regarding its habits and eco-

nomic value on the other. At the pres-

ent day, however, my prediction that the

black bass would eventually become the

favorite game-fish of America has been

verified, and my declaration that it was
“Inch for inch and pound for pound the

gamest fish that .swims” has been ac-

kowledged.

W HEN Charles Hallock founded
Forest and Stream in 1873 a new
era in the gospel of outdoor recrea-

tion was established, and a new literature

for its propaganda was begun. The
magazine was a popular favorite from
the start. It came just when it was
needed, and sportsmen and lovers of Na-
ture responded with enthusiasm, and con-

tributed freely to its columns. Taking
advantage of the happy state of affairs

I became a contributor under the pen
name of “Oconomowoc,” and began at

once to champion the cause of the black

bass. In addition to giving some infor-

mation concerning its habits and charac-

teristics, both as a game-fish and as a

food-fish, I contributed a number of arti-

cles describing the proper tackle to be

used by the angler for its capture.

At that time there was no article on

fishing tackle made especially for black

bass angling, except the trolling spoon,

which, however, had been invented by
Buell, for pickerel fishing in the lakes of

western New York. There was no bait-

rod or fly-rod then made for game-fish of

less than twelve feet long and corre-

spondingly heavy. In one article I gave
the dimensions and specifications for the
“Coming Black Bass Bait Rod” as I

termed it, which was a radical and pro-

nounced departure in fishing rods of that

day, being but little more than eight feet

long and but eight ounces in weight in

ash and lancewood, or seven ounces in

split-bamboo, thus lopping off four feet

and considerable weight as compared with
the rods of the period.

I made my own rods at that time, and
took one of my improved bait rods with
me on a visit to New York, and showed
it to the principal tackle dealers of the
city, in order to convince them of the

great need of such a rod by the black
bass anglers of the middle west, and to

endeavor to induce them to put such a
rod on the market. They one and all ex-

pressed themselves in much the same
way regarding my efforts.

“It is a nice little rod,” they said,

“well-balanced and quite supple, and
would make a pretty fair rod for cun-
ners, but entirely too light and limber
for black bass.”

“Hundreds of anglers in Kentucky and
southern Ohio and Indiana would gladly
purchase such a rod,” I replied, “if they
had the opportunity.”

“Well,” they said, “there is no demand
for such a rod, but we would gladly make
it to order, but it would not justify us to

put in stock.”

“Very well,” I answered, “I will create
a demand for it; but if you should get
an order for one you will find the specifi-

cations for its construction in my article

(continued on page 217)

Ice-boat sailing furnished great sport and was attended with many thrills during winter days at Oconomowoc, Wisconsin
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movement of his broad wings
; a little sparrow hawk

from a watch point in a tall tree dashes down to cap-
ture his prey from the dead grass, and bears it off
to his high wind-swept resting place where he stands
tearing it to pieces, balancing himself the while with
graceful movements of wing and tail.

In the woods and swamps the scenes are still of
winter. Little banks of snow and ice yet linger in
the sheltered places. The tall trees stand apart
ragged and gray. The eye can look far through
swamps, whose recesses in summer are so well
hidden. Now one may walk safely over morasses
that in summer would engulf him, for beneath the
carpet of sodden leaves and dull green moss there is

still heavy ice. Yet in the brook and on the pond a
few of the darting insects that the boys call water
spiders are skating about.
The buds of the pussy willows are swelling.
Where warm springs issue from the hillside the

new starting grass is vivid green. The purple and
green spathes of the skunk cabbage have pushed
their way upward into the warming air, and the
earliest plants are sending out new leaves.

In the garden the snowdrops are all in bloom, and
about the wet places in the meadows new grass is

sprouting. Only a few weeks more and the whole
face of the landscape will have changed.

SIGNS OF SPRING
r

J"

1 HE sun shines warm on the sere brown fields, over
which the first aggressive robins are running.

The hedge rows, deserted through the winter except
for an occasional flock of black snow birds, are alive
now with the first flight of returning migrants,
mostly tuneful song sparrows, white throats and fox-
colored sparrows whose red backs show bright as
they flash in and out among the tall reeds. Groups
of crows are awakening the echoes with tumultuous
cawings and now and then alight in the topmost
branches of chestnut or oak and swing back and
forth on the naked twigs holding excited converse.
From the little pond whose borders are grown up

with alders and soft maples, comes a confused
gurgling chatter, punctuated by short bursts of in-
terrupted song, and presently blackbirds in a dense
flock rise on wing and, alighting on some tall tree,
drape its branches in mourning. For a moment they
sit quiet and then one by one drop down to resume
their feeding, or perhaps all fly away in a loose,
straggling flock and disappear in the distance.
The little phoebes have just returned and are flying

from one to another of the perches that they used
last summer. Soon they will venture under the
piazza roof to inspect the nesting sites in which for
so many years they have reared their broods.
Along a brier-grown fence which separates com

lot from hay meadow a chipmunk is seen to run.
Doubtless his store of nuts and grain, industriously
garnered last autumn, is beginning to run low and
he has ventured abroad to forage and to see if
spring is really here. The muskrats have left their
houses and taken to the open. They know that, al-
though before warm weather actually comes there
may be snow and cold and ice, there will be no long,
hard frosts again this spring.

All winter the gray squirrels have been out off and
on, and now their tracks are seen in the soft mud
as so often before they have been seen in the snow.
A few of the migrating hawks have come—a giant

redtail scales low over the ground with hardly a

TO SAVE THE SAGE GROUSE
'T'HE sage grouse, North America’s largest land
1 game bird except the wild turkey, has a range
which is confined chiefly to the high, dry prairies
of the West where grows the artemisia, commonly
called sage. This grows only in arid territory and
at an altitude of several thousand feet, and so the
range of this great bird is limited. It is not a very
swift flier, and, being very large, it furnishes an
easy mark to the gunner. It has been little pursued,
is very gentle, and because it can be closely ap-
proached, it suffers severely whenever gunners get
after it. As settlement advances, and more and more
people come into the range where the sage grouse are
found, their numbers will inevitably diminish.
There are people who believe today that the species
is approaching extinction.

Close seasons for these birds accomplish little

or nothing for the reason that the territory they
occupy is sparsely settled and is not likely to be
patrolled by game wardens.
An effort is now being made to have set aside

by executive order a bird refuge for this splendid
species where it will be efficiently protected and
will be molested by no one. The region recom-
mended for this refuge is in southern Oregon and
northern Nevada, a territory now almost waterless—substantially desert—but where there are still

some sage hens and a few antelope.
The refuge suggested is of considerable size

—

about fifteen hundred square miles—and for the
most part is public domain, though there are some
settlers whose ranches cover but a few thousand
acres.

The establishment of a refuge for the sage grouse
should have the effect also of protecting the ante-
lope that range in this territory. Law-breakers in
Nevada and Oregon have for years been killing this
beautiful and fast disappearing animal for Wolf
bait, and in view of the fact that the antelope is on
the point of extinction in the United States, it is of
high importance that all possible steps should be
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taken to protect them. Two institutions—one local,

the New York Zoological Society, the other national,

the Boone and Crockett Club—have recently united

in offering rewards for the conviction of anyone
killing antelope in Oregon.
The establishment of this refuge is a matter of

great interest to all sportsmen, naturalists, and
persons interested in wild life protection, and each
one ought to bring to bear on the authorities at

Washington—the Secretary of the Interior and the

President—whatever influence he can exert in its

behalf. This sage grouse refuge should be set aside

without delay.

REPORT OF THE AUDUBON SOCIETIES

'“THOSE interested in the conservation of game birds
A w ill do well to look through the Annual Report of

the National Association of Audubon Societies for

1919 (T. Gilbert Pearson, Secretary) especially the

report of Herbert K. Job in charge of the Depart-

ment of Applied Ornithology, incorporated therein.

A photograph of starving black ducks being fed in

Maine catches our eye ; as also the opinion of E. H.
Forbush concerning the Kingfisher:

—
“It is well-

known that Kingfishers sometimes destroy young
game-fish, particularly when such fish are tame and
kept in enclosed ponds, but those who pursue the

Kingfisher for this reason do not take into consid-

eration the fact that it destroys as many minnows
which are said to eat large quantities of the eggs of

the game-fish. No doubt the Kingfisher is more or

less destructive to fish in artificial ponds, but prob-

ably, in the long run and under natural conditions,

it does no harm to the fish interests.” Many fisher-

men who have enjoyed the companionship of an old

Kingfisher along some forest brook will be pleased

to learn that they need not consider him an enemy.

The interests of intelligent sportsmen run parallel

with those of the Audubon Societies to such a de-

gree that it is well for each to be in touch with the

other.

BIOLOGICAL SURVEY WORK
17 ARLY in January Major E. A. Goldman set out
*-* for New Mexico and Arizona, and while in Ari-

zona investigated the condition of the elk intro-

duced a few years ago in the Sitgreaves National

Forest, and which are said to have done well there.

Almost too well, one might say, for last summer a

shout went up from some people in Arizona asking

for an open season on these elk on the ground that

they had increased to the number of three hundred.

It was said for a time that the state game warden
urged the granting of a short open season, but none
was given. Major Goldman’s report will be

awaited with interest.

While the appropriation for the enforcement of

the Migratory Bird Law is altogether inadequate,

the Biological Survey is doing much good work in

showing offenders that such a law exists. A large

number of convictions have been had under the law
—about two hundred and eighty or more. In De-
cember three violators in Wisconsin pleaded guilty

to the charge of shooting wild ducks between sun-

down and one-half an hour before sunrise, and
were fined $100 each. Men pleading guilty before

the federal court at Detroit, Michigan, to selling wild
ducks were fined, one $500, the other $250. In the
neighborhood of Currituck Sound, North Carolina,

where night shooting and fire lighting has been

notorious for years, five violators were arrested and,

it is said, have been heavily fined.

Early in the winter it was feared that the great

drought and the early coming on of cold weather
and snow would cause severe losses to the herds

of Yellowstone elk which come South to the winter
elk refuge. In view of this the Secretary of Agri-

culture authorized a transfer of funds to the Bio-

logical Survey, so that it was able to provide
about two Thousand tons of hay. Since then the

winter has grown much milder and the elk are re-

ported to have gone back into the hills.

An individual who trespassed on the winter elk

refuge, and who killed an elk November 28th, paid
a fine of seventy-five dollars.

The Montana National Bison Range was ten years
old last October. It contains now nearly three hun-
dred buffalo, more than one hundred and twenty-five
elk, thirty-three antelope and thirteen deer. The
animals are in good condition and are certainly
worth a visit by anyone who goes out to their

country.

AMERICAN SMALLBORE LEAGUE
17OR years men have attempted to promote rifle
1

shooting by telling others what they ought to do
and then waiting for someone else to do it, forgetting
that the man who fails to put his doctrine into

practice can not reasonably expect others to act on
his advice. The Great War made it all too evident
that something radical and effective must be done
to cause the public at large to become actively inter-

ested in rifle shooting as a national sport.

For the past fifteen months a full set of ranges
have been kept constantly in operation at the FOR-
EST AND STREAM SHOOTING SCHOOL over
which guns and ammunition, distances and targets,

ideas and methods were tried out with both veteran
shots and green men. The fruit of this labor is the
finest set of outdoor, smallbore ranges in the country,
two of which can be operated regardless of weather
conditions, and the outfit as a whole is a concrete and
actual demonstration of what can and ought to be
done to make marksmanship a major sport. Nor
was the smallbore principle confined to rifles; our
force of experts also turned their attention to the
shotgun, and just as winter closed in we got some
results with the 410-bore that exceeded all expecta-
tions, and during the past winter there have been
equally interesting developments with a new type of
air gun and the service dotter.

This does not mean that the old line weapons were
neglected. A complete gunfitting outfit, tryo traps
and five-trap layout for shotgun instruction under
field conditions were also installed and put into oper-
ation, together with a hundred-yard ballistic range
for testing hunting rifles and various other original
pieces of equipment, backed up and sustained by a
compact, yet complete machine shop specially
equipped for experimental work.

In founding and developing this institution we
have simply followed the broad and unselfish policy
that has guided the destinies of this magazine for
over forty years, that of rendering the sportsman
of the country a substantial and enduring service.
We have now turned the results of our smallbore
experiments over to an unfettered organization, The
American Smallbore League, that was brought into
existence to act as a National Headquarters for those
who want to shoot, yet can not obtain facilities ex-
tensive enouerh to nermit the use of the big guns.
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THE LIFE HISTORIES OF TURTLES
A REVIEW OF DR. HAROLD L. BABCOCK’S EXCELLENT MONOGRAPH ON THE TURTLES
OF NEW ENGLAND. IN WHICH SOME INTERESTING FACTS ARE BROUGHT TO LIGHT

D R. BABCOCK’S monograph (“The
Turtles of New England,” issued

in April, 1919, as a memoir of the

Boston Society of Natural History treats

of the seventeen species of chelonians

that have been recorded from New Eng-
land. The list includes practically all

the turtles likely to be encountered in

northeastern North America, and the au-

thor’s well-incorporated compilations

from a wide range of literature, ancient

and medieval as well as modern, present

much general information which will be

no less valuable to naturalists in Japan
or Great Britain than to persons inter-

ested in the turtles of our own country.

Four of the New England turtles are

marine species; one (the diamond-back
terrapin) is confined to littoral waters;
one (the box tortoise) is almost entirely

terrestrial; the remainder are stream or

pond turtles, except that the wood tor-

toise, Blanding’s tortoise, and one or two
others have more or less strongly devel-

oped terrestrial proclivities, and in hab-

its and appearance are somewhat inter-

mediate between water and land turtles.

Most of the freshwater species are also

likely to occur in salt or brackish

marshes.
In his introduction, Dr. Babcock calls at-

tention to the fact that turtles have rela-

tively few natural enemies, among which
are alligators and crocodiles, sharks
and certain large freshwater fishes, pre-

daceous mammals which eat the eggs,

certain hawks which sometimes carry off

adult turtles, bot-flies which lay their

eggs in the flesh of living animals, and
intestinal parasites. It is worth men-
tioning that instances of large sea tur-

tles being devoured by sharks are cited in

this department of the July Forest and
Stream. The great enemy, however, .is

man. Turtles are useful as a source of

food, oil, fertilizer, tortoise shell, and
the utensils or ornaments of primitive

peoples, and the numbers directly or in-

directly killed in many parts of the world

are staggering. Dr. Babcock quotes

Bates, the author of “The Naturalist on

the River Amazons” (1863), to show that

in his time 48,000,000 turtle eggs, or the

offspring of 400,000 adult females, were
annually destroyed for the oil of their

yolks by the natives of the upper Ama-
zon alone.

T HE principal external peculiarity of

turtles—the “shell”—is composed of

bony plates connecting the flattened

ribs, and is covered in most cases with

By ROBERT CUSHMAN MURPHY

horny scales. The leather-back turtle has
no external shell, but its loss is believed

to be a secondary, adaptive modification;

in other words it is probable that the an-

cestors of the leather-back were hard-

shelled turtles. The plastron, or ventral

portion of the turtle’s armor, is in some
forms united by immovable bony bridges

with the carapace; other species have
only a ligamentary attachment, and the

plastron itself may be a rigid plate or

may be hinged transversely so that the

creature may retire completely into a

After a colored drawing by R. Deckert.

Diamond-back terrapin

tightly closed “box.” One Old World
turtle has a hinge in the carapace as well

as in the plastron. A peculiar effect of

the s'hell is to prevent the usual verte-

brate method of respiration by muscular

expansion of the thorax. Since the ribs

are immovable, the turtle must perforce

“swallow” the air it breathes, or pump it

into the lungs by movements of the neck

and limbs. Respiration in the water is

supplemented in certain species by mucus
membrane modifications in the pharynx

or in the anal region which absorb oxy-

gen from the water and thus function

like the gills of fishes.

Turtles, according to Dr. Babcock, are

the highest in “psychological develop-

ment” of existing reptiles. Their brains,

however, are small and simple when com-
pared with those of even the most primi-

tive mammals and birds, and the large-

headedness of many species, such as the

loggerhead, is due to a secondary bony
roof over the insertions of huge mus-
cles that are attached to the skull. One
would have to cut deeply through flesh

and bone to fine in the center of the head
the tiny capsule encasing the brain. Tur-
tles attain great age. “Gilbert White’s
famous tortoise ( Testudo ibera) lived

nearly sixty years. A giant tortoise

( T. sumerrei) was in captivity at Port

Louis when the island of Mauritius be-

came a British possession in 1810. It

was still alive in 1909, although nearly

blind, being kept in the grounds of the

barracks of the garrison. Undoubtedly
some of the giant land tortoises of the

Galapagos and Aldabra islands are the

oldest living animals on earth.” There
is, of course, little exact data on this

subject, and it may be suggested that

elephants, crocodiles, or even eagles,

might have as good a claim to maximum
longevity as Dr. Babcock’s favorites. The
author wisely adds to his discussion, “De-

termining the age of turtles from dates

previously cut in their shells may be very

misleading.”

Regarding the astonishing vitality of

turtles, Dr. Babcock writes: “Specimens

have been kept alive for a year without

food or water; others have been frozen

solid in ice, thawed out, and still 'Sur-

vived.” He also refers to other examples

of the tenacity of life processes, such as

the continued snapping and clamping of

the jaws after the head of a turtle had

been severed from its body, but he makes

no mention of the persistent contractile

power of the chelonian heart. Hadley

(Science, XLIV, 1916, p. 312) records

that he removed the heart of snapping

turtle and placed it in a vessel contain-

ing normal salt solution, whereupon it

continued to beat at a slightly increasing

rate for about six hours.

O F the four sea turtles reaching New
England, the largest is the leather-

back, for which no less than thirty

records are cited. This species sometimes

reached a length of seven feet and a

weight of 1,500 lbs., so that it can be

compared only with its still more gigantic

fossil relatives. Frequently in summer
examples migrate northward in the Gulf

Stream, and then turn into the colder
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waters of our coast. The leather-back is

an extreme adaption to pelagic life, with
clawless flippers. It is remarkably active
in the water, and is apparently an om-
nivorous feeder. It is capable of making
a vocal sound, which one hearer says is

“of great volume, an indescribable kind
of noise such as is heard sometimes at a
menagerie.” Its flesh is inedible, and the
leather-back has not been extensively
hunted. Medium-sized specimens are not
yet known, only very large and very small
examples having been captured.
The green turtle, which is so esteemed

the world over for soup and steaks that
it is in danger of extermination, derives
its name from the color of its fatty tis-

sue.

All turtles appear to have a remark-
able similarity of breeding habits. The
green turtle, like its sea relatives and the
freshwater species, crawls well above the
line of high water, digs a hole in the
sand, deposits her eggs, and then covers
them and smooths the surface so as to

leave scarcely a mark. The eggs of this

turtle, however, may number two hun-
dred, while those of some small species do
no exceed three or four. The egg de-

posits are never revisited, and the young
turtles shift entirely for themselves.

T HE snapping turtle, or torup, the

first of the freshwater species in

Dr. Babcock’s list, is a sullen, ag-

gressive, ferocious turtle, attaining a

length of as much as three feet and a

weight of fifty pounds. It is a terrible

enemy to young water fowl, and, like

most of the water turtles, it can swallow
food only when its head is under water.

Formerly, snapping turtles were some-
times kept in swill barrels by New Eng-
land farmers, where they fattened like

the lampreys in old Roman cisterns, and
it is said, lost all of their natural musty
odor. One such debauched turtle is al-

leged to have reached 86 pounds in

weight before it was served up to the ex-

pectant family.

The familiar painted turtle is probably

the commonest species throughout New
England and most of the northeastern

United States. Rows of these turtles are

often seen along rocks or logs in ponds,

and, considering their few enemies, it is

surprising that they should be as shy as

they are. This species does not begin to

lay until the eleventh year of its growth.

THE diamond-back, second only to the

green turtle in epicurean favor, was
formerly abundant along our sea-

coast, but its numbers have been so re-

duced that the Government has conducted

extensive and successful experiments in

artificial propagation of the species. The
females, which measure up to 10 inches in

length, are much larger than the males
or “bulls,” and have a market value
ranging up to $120.00 per dozen. Seven-
inch females or “hens” are worth $60.00

a dozen. The food of the diamond-back
comprises crustaceans, mollusks, etc. The
animals hibernate in mud under salt

water. Dr. Babcock gives a full descrip-

tion of the methods of breeding at Beau-
fort, N. C., and states that in the U. S.

Fish Commission pens the loss through

From a colored drawing from life, by J. Henry Blake.

The Box tortoise

mortality amounts to only 4 or 5 per cent.
The 5 to 12 eggs hatch in about six
weeks under favorable temperatures, and
the young commonly hibernate from the
time they hatch (in August) until the
following spring. If they are kept in a
temperature of 70° F., however, they skip
the hibernating period, begin to eat and
grow at once, gaining about an inch in
length during the first year. The young
are excellent climbers, as are young spot-
ted turtles, and can even surmount a
rough board fence and so escape from
their pens.

Next to the painted turtle, the spotted
turtle is probably our most familiar
freshwater turtle. This species adds
yellow spots on its black shell as it ages,
and, strangely enough, it usually has
more spots on the left than on the right
side. It lays from two to four c~gs,
feeds mostly on insects, and is a gentle,
inoffensive species.

The wood tortoise has a rough, sculp-
tured carapace. It is a generally north-
ern form, and is fairly common in moun-
tainous regions, such as the Catskills. In
its habits it is on the borderline between
the aquatic turtles and the land-going
tortoises, but it mates in the water

j in
captivity it will adapt itself to either a
terrestrial or an aquatic life. Its mating
season occurs about the first of October,
and during this period it is known to
utter a subdued whistle. The wood tor-
toise is a gentle species which can be
easily tamed, after which it will eat from
the hand. It is an omnivorous feeder,
but has a special fondness for berries
and other vegetable food. New York
State protects this species, and the box
tortoise, by statute.

The well-known box tortoise is a thor-
ough-going landsman except at rare in-
tervals, and yet it is undoubtedly more
closely related to the water turtles than
to the group of out and out land tor-
toises known as Testudinata. It is an
example of an animal which has become
so specialized for a new mode of life

that one has to search into its internal
anatomy for tell-tale traces of its water-
living ancestors.

The box tortoise is very abundant in

sandy, coastal regions such as Cape Cod,

Long Island, and parts of New Jersey.
There is much evidence to show that in-

dividual tortoises never wander far from
the region of their nativity. The box tor-
toise is the only one of our turtles which
mates on the land. Males differ from
females in having concave plastrons and
red eyes. The eggs, numbering from
three to eight, depending upon the size

of the mother, are often laid in culti-

vated fields. The box tortoise will eat
almost any kind of food, animal or veg-
etable, but it is particularly fond of
mushrooms and berries.

The spiny soft-shelled turtle is a per-
sistently aquatic species, which has a

fish - like, supplementary, sub - surface
breathing apparatus in its throat. By
means of this it can take oxygen from
the water, hence it is not entirely de-

pendent upon aerial breathing, although
it has well developed lungs.

TRACKS

T HE photograph in the March num-
ber is of the tracks of a Turkey
Buzzard. The claw marks show it

to have been made by a bird of prey, but
it is weaker, more crow-like than would
be the track of a hawk or eagle.

The footprints of bob-white and ruffed
grouse resemble those of the domestic
pigeon. The crow, which feeds on the
ground, is a walker, but it has the nar-
row foot-print of a tree-perchinz bird.

J. T. N.
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POCKET HOOK PROTECTOR

I
HAVE had trouble in carrying extra

hooks on my fishing trips. They seem
to take special joy in sticking into me
rather than into the cork, where they be-

long. Last time I cut a small birch

branch as shown in the drawing. The
size should be chosen to go with the size

of the hook. I was using No. 6 hooks
and the stick was % inch at the base

C. Cut the branch off from the young
tree at D longer than the gut of the

hook. Next cut at X and Y, then put the

loop of the gut over Y and into the

crotch. Cut the branch off at C even

with the barb of the hook. By pulling

the gut tight the hook may be pushed

into the end of the stick. This will keep

the gut straight and protect the point

and yourself.

F. T. C., Jr.

THE FRYING PAN BAKER

I

NITIAL efforts to bake bread, by cov-

ering the bottom of a well greased

frying pan with a thin layer of dough,

holding it over the fire until the bottom

is browned, and placing the frying pan
at an angle of forty-fire degrees, close

to the fire, in order to brown over the

top by radiant heat, are usually so dis-

couraging that a second attempt is not

made. And since the invention of por-

table camp stoves, this method of mak-

E are depending upon the

friends and admirers of our

old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of

them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “going light” have been

adopted by the United States

Army; his canoe has been pre-

served in the Smithsonian Institu-

tion; and we hope that all good
woodsmen will contribute to this

department their Hints and Kinks
and trail-t e s t e d contrivances .

—

[Editors.]

ing bread—still practised in some sec-

tions of Idaho and Montana—has become
almost a lost art.

The dough should not be mixed in a

pan. Open the flour sack, and with a

spoon, make a firm bottomed nest about

the size of a teacup, and fill it with

water. Mix a little salt and a suitable

quantity of baking powder into the

water. Then carefully stir in flour

from the edges, not allowing the dough
to become lumpy or too thick. Most of

the failures are from having the dough
too thick. Do not knead the dough.

Place it in a frying pan which is well

covered with melted grease, and press it

down firmly to a thickness of about one
inch. In holding it over the fire, shake
it frequently with a gentle rotary mo-
tion, to prevent it from burning to the

bottom. Do not turn it over. It is not
going to be a pancake or even a ban-
nock, but real bread. As soon as it is

sufficiently rigid to stand at an angle,

set it up to the fire, in as near an up-
right position as the plasticity of the
dough will permit. The lower edge, near-

est the fire, will be browned first, and
the position of the dough should be re-

versed once or twice to insure uniform-
ity. Much depends on the nature of the

fire. Hardwood is preferable to pine or

spruce, and dry quaking ash is best,

because it burns rapidly giving out an
intense radiant heat.

J. H. Hull, California.

CLEANING FISHING RODS

WHILE going over my fishing rod

and cleaning same for a fishing

trip, I contemplated using sand paper to

clean the cork hand grip. Finding that

we had no sand paper on hand at home,
Mrs. D. suggested that I try some
American Steel Wool. The result was
surprisingly satisfactory.

I used the grade “O,” as we had it on
hand for ordinary polishing purposes.

Not only was the steel wool found ex-

tremely suitable for polishing the cork

grip but was all that could be desired

for brightening and cleaning the sockets,

or joints of the rod. It was found much
more satisfactory than sand paper or

emery paper, which are commonly used
for such purposes. E. C. D.

A NATURAL NET HANDLE

I
T is unnecessary to carry a long heavy
handle to the landing net. Simply

carry the net and cut the handle wher-
ever you are fishing. Find a straight

sapling, an ash is best, as its Hmhs grow

opposite, not alternate, as with most
trees. Cut off all but two opposite

branches of requisite size and strength,

soaking them if they bend tod hard. Tie

the tips together making a ring to which
the net is attached by a piece of fish line

threaded through the mesh and the rim.
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THE CONDENSED MILK CAN

I
N making camp for a single night, it

is frequently necessary to open a can

of condensed milk, only a small part of

which is used. The can should be opened
by punching two holes on opposite sides,

with a small nail. To seal it up, tear off

two pieces of the tough paper label, soak
them with condensed milk, and paste

them over the holes. They dry in a few
minutes, and the can is sealed.

J. H. H., California.

WHEN THE POT BOILS OVER

AN Idaho prospector once explained to

me how to prevent a coffee pot, with
no cover, from boiling over, when placed

on a campfire. A small twig is laid

across the top of the coffee pot, and
when it begins to boil, the bubbles, strik-

ing this twig, are broken, and the boil-

ing over is prevented. The results ob-

tained justify the theory, but the ex-

planations sometimes offered border on
the supernatural.

J. H. H., California.

SMOKING FISH

I
F the trout bite well for several days
on a fishing trip, it sometimes hap-

pens that there are fish to be smoked.
Smoked fish will keep indefinitely, and
are lighter to carry than fresh fish.

The method is simple. Add salt to a
dishpan of water, until the brine is

thick enough to float an egg. Soak the
fish in it for twenty-four hours. Build
a smoke house out of gunnysacks, or old

canvas, and build a fire in a hole under-
neath the ground, at one side, with an
underground passag e—preferably of
stove pipe—so arranged that smoke, but
not flames, will pass into the smokehouse.
Hard wood, containing no pitch, should
preferably be used for the fire, as the
smoke from pitch gives the fish a dis-

agreeable flavor. If a good fire is kept
up, two days’ smoking is sufficient.

J. H. H., California.

AN INDIAN KINK

H ERE’S another trick of the Indians:
When they want angle worms they

go where the worms live in a damp place,

where the ground is tough, and take a
sharp pole and force it down in the
ground, then push it back and forth and
Mr. Worm doesn’t like to be squeezed in
his hole and promptly o< mes out. When
all are out the Indian goes to another
place and works his pole again.

“Buckskin Charlev,” California.

A SNAGPROOF HOOK

FOR fishing slow brush streams, a hook
may be used without a sinker and

allowed to float with the current into

the corners where the big ones live. It

THE BAITED HOOK MADE SNAGPROOF.

will not get snagged if baited as shown
in the picture. Impale the worm about

an inch and a half back from the head
(Fig. 1) running nearly to the tail. Then
place the head of the worm on the point

of the hook past the barb. If the hook
is pulled back gently the bait acts as a
weed guard. If small worms are used,

place the bait as shown in Figure 3.

SKINNING A FISH FOR MOUNTING
T AY the fish flat and cut as shown by

the dotted lines in Fig. 1. The part
between the lines need not be skinned.
Use a very sharp knife and be careful
not to cut too deep. Scissors are a great
aid in cutting through the fins and the

bone of the tail. Cut the head exactly in

half and do not detach the side you in-

tend using from the skin. Take out the

eye and the flesh of the cheek and clean

the head carefully. Clean all the flesh

from the skin and rub salt well in.

HUNTING WITH A CAMERA

HUNTING with a camera has many
fascinations. The same skill is

used in stalking a wild animal for a

camera .shot as for a gun shot; perhaps
even a little more, as a good picture can-

not be taken without getting very near
the animal. For instance, a “close-up”

picture of a deer, so gracefully posed, as

only a deer can pose, with every line

clearly protographed, is well worth the
effort spent to obtain it. No gun shot,

smoke, nor fallen deer, but the life-like

picture. Furthermore, the very best part
of camera hunting is that the animals,
unconscious of any presence, are left

alive, unharmed and free to wander as
before. Such hunting brings complete
satisfaction without the murdering of in-

FIG 2

nocent creatures and should have a
strong appeal for the true sportsman and
nature lover. Pictures of wild life are
always interesting and far surpass any
trophy exhibited by a hunter as proof of
his prowess.

R. S. Munger, New York.
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THE PROPERJ.SPIRIT
To the Editor o/Torest and Stream:

I
READ with much interest your editor-

ial in the January Forest and Stream
under the heading “All Mast Help,” re-

garding game conservation and preser-
vation. Unless the sportsmen of the
State of New York get this firmly set in

their minds they will fast approach a
time when the shot-gun will be hung on
the rack, with a red ribbon tied around
nt, and its usefulness will be only as a
Treimmder of pleasant days afield, which
have passed, never to return. Even with
>our present game laws and closed sea-

the situation is no better. Unless
the sportsmen, one and all, grasp this

fact, our hunting days will be practically

over. It is very gratifying to note that,

one by one, the boys in this town are

coming to the realization of this fact

and want to do something to help out.

We have mapped out the following to

serve toward helping the game situation

in our town. We <are forming a gun
club, starting with 15 members. They
are men who can be depended on to ob-

serve the game laws and help out gen-

erally. We charge an entrance fee of

$2.00 and small monthly dues. We are

going to give entertainments, dancing
parties, etc., and the proceeds will be

used, with our entrance fees and dues,

for stocking purposes, that is, if the

state will not furnish us grouse, quail,

etc., we are going to buy them our-

selves and put them out in our town.

They will be put on farms owned by men
interested in the game, who will see that

they are protected, fed in the winter,

etc., and we hope in due time to have
some good bird shooting. We are also

going to have trap-shooting once or twice

a month during the summer. We are

going to try and get some better laws
and have some of the present laws
changed.
Our game warden, who resides in this

town will undoubtedly be the popular
choice of the members for president of

the club. He is a real sportsman and
a real game warden.

I give you this outline of our plans
toward helping the game situation, think-
ing you might pass it along to other
sportsmen, with a view of having them
start similar movements in their terri-

tory. A year ago I was very much
pleased to note while hunting over some
old grouse cover where, for the past few
years the birds have been practically ex-

tinct, to put up three within three rods of

each other. This year hunting over the

same ground I put up five, almost double
the number. I left them, hoping that

next year the number would again double
itself and that I could find ten or more.
With this rate of increase we should soon

LETTERS,
QUESTIONS

AND ANSWER,

have more grouse in the near future.
Our game warden was instrumental this

year in having the grouse season cut
down one month. At the present time
there are five game farms in the state
breeding nothing but English ring-neck
pheasants, but I understand that an ap-
propriation has recently been made for
another farm which will breed grouse.
It would seem with all these game farms
that quail also could be raised and give
us some real game birds. The pheasant
is a fine bird, but it is not a game bird
in the sense that grouse and quail are,

and had the same care and work been
given to the raising and protecting of

grouse and quail that has been expended
on the pheasant, we would now have
them in as great, if not greater, num-
bers than the pheasant. But to get de-

sired results, we must have concerted
action, and it is now plainly up to the
sportsman to do his bit £6ward the propa-
gation, preservation and conservation of

game. It is going to be a struggle, but
it can be done if we all put our shoulders
to the wheel.

Geo. S. McVicar, Conesus, N. Y.

DUCKS AND GULLS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
N regard to the query of F. D. Har-
low as to whether or not gulls will

disturb ducks, I will say that under cer-

tain conditions, apparently caused by
scarcity of their natural food or from
plain meanness., that they do.

During my experience of twelve years
as a duck shooter I have seen gulls at-

tack ducks on a number of occasions. In
support of my statement that the gulls

will attack ducks when hungry I want
to say that in eight years that I hunted
on Saginaw Bay near the mouth of tjje

Saginaw River, where fish were plenti-

ful I never saw a gull disturb the ducks.
Though I did see a large white owl
sweep so low as to raise a bunch of blue-

bill that were feeding in a bayou.
That gulls will eat ducks I know, for

I have seen them pick clean the bones of
a mallard that was frozen in the ice.

On another occasion while hunting on
Lake Erie out from the mouth of the
Huron River, I noticed a gull drifting
down with the current picking at some-
thing. On going out to investigate I

found a black duck with one breast

eaten away. Another time I wounded a
black duck which fell a good distance
out in the Lake. I chased it but it was
not badly hurt and I could not get close
enough for a shot. I gave up and re-
turned to my point. Shortly after I

noticed two gulls circling and diving
oyer the duck. The duck was a good
diver and managed to get under water
before the gulls could reach it. The
gulls finally ceased their attack and left.

On the second day of the season in
1915 I was shooting on an outside point.
Five mallards, after circling out of
range, lit about three hundred yards
outside of my decoys. I kept low, hoping
that they would work in towards my de-
coys. The ducks, after a time started
swimming in and it seemed that my pa-
tience wa.s to be rewarded, when a big
gull swept down over the ducks. They
stood it for one round and on the next
dash they got up and beat it. I am posi-
tive that the gull frightened the ducks
away.
On other occasions I have seen gulls

sweep down on small flocks of ducks.
The ducks would dive until they got
tired of the game and would then get
up and fly.

The following incidents should make
clear as to just what length a gull will
go when hungry. As is known to any
one who has traveled the Great Lakes,
in the months of May or June, there are
thousands of small birds that journey
north across Lake Superior. The
rigging or, any suitable landing place on
the steamers is sometimes covered with
these little birds who are mighty glad
for a chance to rest on their flight. One
day while standing at the stern of a
steamer watching the log, I noticed a
small bird flying hard against a stiff

wind trying to come up with the boat.
The poor little thing was plainly tired
and I hoped it would make it. It was
gaining when it espied the log line. It
lit on the revolving line about six feet
from the water and after holding on for
about a dozen revolutions it fell to the
water where a big gull promptly gobbled
it up.

What I saw in. the fall of 1916 proved
to me that gulls are at times really
vicious. The ducks were not flying very
well so I took a walk down the shore.
Presently I noticed a duck flying about
a foot above the water headed to the
shore with a large gull in pursuit. The
gull pecked at the duck while flying and
finally came alongside and with a blow
from its powerful wings knocked it to
the water. The water was shallow and
the gull kept diving at the duck, intent
on finishing it, the gull would probably
have succeeded as the water was low and
the duck could not dive with any success.
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However, the gull saw me coming and

made off while the duck flopped ashore,

using its wings and legs in the process.

The bird crawled under a stump and I

had no difficulty in catching it. It was
a young hen pintail. The gull had pecked

one large and two smaller holes on the

lower part of the back.

On dressing the bird I noticed that

there was a red mark on the upper part

of the back, undoubtedly caused by the

blow from the gull’s wing. I brought

the bird in and showed it to “Uncle Bill”

Milliman, known to many Detroit hunt-

ers and with whom I stay when on my
hunting trips.

He can vouch for the truth of the

story in so far as he saw the duck which

was the victim of the gull’s attack.

From my observation I would say that

the ducks are not, as a general thing,

afraid of the gulls, but when a gull

sweeps down on a bunch of ducks in an

unmistakably hostile attitude there can

be no doubt that they are then afraid

and it doesn’t take them long to get out

and going.

Paul F. Bartling, Michigan.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
N answer to Mr. Harlow’s question as

to whether gulls frighten ducks or

not, it has been my experience that they

do not.

Near here is a marsh of about ten

acres, which is divided from the salt

water by a narrow strip of beach. This

marsh is very shallow and a great many
mallards, teal, butterballs, and bluebills

come in to feed, and never have I seen

the time when there were no gulls in,

either flying over or swimming about.

I have seen at least a hundred in here

at once. The ducks do not seem to pay
any attention to them. Gulls sometimes
feed among a bunch of ducks and I have
often seen a duck light in a bunch of

gulls sitting on the water.

Jack Templin, Washington.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

YOUR valuable paper has been in the

family since I can remember; my
father having subscribed for it the year
I was born, which is 37 years ago. When
the “Boss” gets through with it he
passes it along to the boys. The Forest
and Stream made a good sport of dad.

When we boys were 9 and 11 years old

we had our first guns—single barrels
breech loaders. They were the best guns
we ever owned and we have had several
good ones since.

I am particularly interested in the

letter of Mr. Harlow of Minn., regard-
ing ducks and gulls. Thirty years of

my life were spent on the shores of Lake
Huron, in the center of one of the best

hunting sections in the lower part of

Michigan. During that time I have
done considerable duck hunting and
have had considerable opportunity to

study the habits of ducks and gulls. In
this part of the Universe the ducks, all

breeds, and gulls “run together.” In
the earlier days I had seen great flocks

of ducks resting and feeding in the open
water, invariably accompanied by gulls,

flying and swimming, all seeming to live

in perfect harmony. Especially does

this seem to be so in the late fall and
early spring.

In regard to ducks returning to the
place from which they have been fright-

ened. Ducks, of all kinds, will often re-

turn to the place from which they have
been frightened; and especially is this

so in the early part of the season before
they have been shot at. I have had
bluebills decoy to within 75 ft. of an
open row boat and out in the open water.
I have also had them circle twice over
decoys and shot down one each time
around. This circle was made around
a rice bed, about a half mile in diameter,
in which I was hidden.

R. G. Hartingh, Michigan.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

REFERRING to Mr. F. D. Harlow’s
letter about ducks and gulls in your

January issue, I can say that from my
own personal experience here the gulls

do not annoy the ducks. I have been in

the duck marshes at least three times a
week since the first of January and have
seen many gulls flying about at all times,
but even the ducks that were resting on

The smile on the face of the Puma

the open water did not seem to mind the

gulls flying over them, and my own live

decoys would only look up and quack in

a friendly way when one came near.

Hr. Herbert Gardner of Colorado
Springs in his book Come Duck Shooting
With Me, however, mentions in one of

his stories that a gull attacked one of

his wounded birds that fell at a distance
from his blind when he was shooting on
Bear River in Utah, so there may be
some gulls that do annoy ducks. Here,
however, as I have said before, the ducks
and gulls seem perfectly friendly.

George D. Canfield, South Carolina.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

1
HAVE had experiences similar to

those of F. D. Harlow of Minnesota.
The duck shooters here consider the

gulls a nuisance as the gulls flying high,
can see inside the gunning punts or
blinds and will give a note of alarm
which causes the ducks to fly. The ducks
do not appear to notice the gulls unless
the alarm note is given. I do not think
the ducks are afraid of the gulls as I

have often seen them feeding and rest-

ing on the water together.

Aaron Marden, Maine.

RED SQUIRREL FUR
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

NOW that very high prices are being

paid for furs of all sorts it might
be well to draw attention to the fact

that the red squirrel has a very beauti-

ful skin and that the fur is durable.

Previously the red squirrel has been
overlooked because of its comparatively
small size but it is larger than the mole,

the skin of which is now bringing very

high prices and is nearly as large as the

ermine.

The advantage of employing red squir-

rel skins would apparently be two-fold.

First, decorative value, whatever that

•may be, and second, disposal of a very
serious enemy of bird life. The red

squirrel has been called the tree rat on
account of its destructiveness.

The naturalist must keep in mental
reserve any attempt to destroy the bal-

ance of nature. One never knows to

what extent a large withdrawal of any
animal from the field will bring about
reactions which in themselves are un-
desirable. So far as we can see at the
present time the withdrawal of the red
squirrel would have the good effect of

increasing bird life very largely.

Robert T. Morris, New York.

AN ACCIDENTAL LION HUNT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

WHEN one deliberately sets out to

hunt Mountain Lions, he is gener-

ally fairly well prepared for the venture
—but looking for lions and having lions

thrust upon you are two widely different

things.

Out in Utah where the little town of

Logan nestles close to the mountains,
there are a number of gentlemen who
occasionally scout the hills in mid-winter
with the hope of being fortunate to bring
back a deer, or maybe two. While on
one of these cruises during the heavy
snows of last winter, at a time when the
deer would be coming down for food,

they set forth. Their course led them
toward Bear Lake which is the state’s

most popular mountain resort. When
only about eight miles out of town, they
ran across a couple of dead deer. The
Game Warden of that district, who was
a member of the party, began looking
around for a reason for the killing. The
reason was there alright—a good sized

mountain lion—perched on the limb of

a tree almost directly over him. He
took a shot at it and missed, but killed

it at the second try as it was jumping
from one tree to another.

One of the hunters returned to Logan
for steel traps. When the traps ar-

rived they were baited and set in the

likeliest looking spots and left for the
night. In the morning one of the traps
held fast the snarling, vicious, beauty,
shown in the photograph and which, by
the way, is one of the most perfect
specimens of the Puma, or American
Mountain Lion, ever caught.

H. A. Kemble, New York.
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OUR CANADIAN-AMERICAN
BIRD-TREATY

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

T HE importance of our Canadian-
American Bird-Treaty should not be

underestimated. The protection of both

song and insectiverous birds is of im-

mense value to the interests of not only

the farmer but to labor and capital in

general.

Were it not for the conservation of

our feathered friends we would be un-

able to enjoy the great measure of our
present agricultural prosperity.

The immediate current value of the

nation’s birds is far in excess of the ex-

pense of their continued protection.

Were the present protection withdrawn
and the birds left to the tender mercies
of every hunter and purveyor of the mill-

iner’s demands, in a brief period we

ing remarks of Frank Forester in 1856.

The English widgeon was first noticed

by Mr. J. N. Lawrence in Fulton Market,
having been shot on Long Island, and the
discovery was communicated by him to

Mr. Giraua, who has embodied it in his

admirable work on the birds of Long
Island. Since that period, however, it

has been killed so frequently as to merit
a place among the birds of America.

Elsewhere Forester says of the Eng-
lish Widgeon (again writing in 1856)
that they “are becoming frequent among
us, working their way from the north-
east south-westerly, having been, until

the last twenty-five years, unknown on
this continent.”

This gives us an earlier record than
that which you mention, putting the date
well before 1856.

VIRGINIUS.

Deer rescued from the Thames River in Connecticut

would experience a national loss far in

excess of that which our connection with
the World-war may have cost us.

The necessity to provide an ample
personnel to enforce the general protec-
tion of the nation’s feathered proteges,
as well as to live up to our part of the
treaty’s provisions is self-evident. Few
legislative measures are as far-reaching
in their beneficial results in the interests

of the people at large as those which pro-
vide for the protection of our insectivor-

ous and other birds.

John C. Hensch, Alabama.

THE EUROPEAN WIDGEON
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

REFERRING to your footnote at the
end of “Widgeon’s” article on “The

Shooting of the Rara Avis,” in the Janu-
ary number, you speak of the records of
the European Widgeon being killed in
this country back as far as 1870.
May I call you attention to the follow-

RESCUING A DEER
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

THE Scott Wrecking Co.’s employees
here have had many emergency calls

in the marine line but none so unique as

the one that hustled them into a small

boat one day recently.

A deer came bounding out of the

Pequot summer colony, crossed the ave-

nue, headed straight for the Thames
river and plunged into the icy waters.
The animal had not swam more than

two hundred yards when he became
wedged in an ice floe and was nearly ex-

hausted when two of Scott Co.’s wrecking
crew worked their craft through the
floating ice and hauled the deer aboard.
The animal was given a square meal,

put aboard an auto truck and sent up to

the zoological garden at Norwich, four-
teen miles distant.

The deer had a head that looked very
much like that of a mammoth rat.

James P. Neilan, Connecticut.

SHOTGUN ACCURACY
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
T NOTE in the November number of

your magazine that your correspon-
dent “Gaucho” treats your readers to an-
other letter in which he describes my con-
clusions, which have been arrived at after
careful and exhaustive practical experi-
ments, as “misleading” “inaccurate state-
ments” and “absolutely untenable con-
clusions,” etc., but he makes no attempt
to give any reasons for such wholesale
condemnation.

An ounce of practice is worth many
pounds of theory, and I suggest to him
that he make the same experiments that
I have made and he will then be in a
better position to express an opinion of
some value.

In the September issue of Field and
Stream, “Gaucho” can see an article
on page 483, by Mr. F. W. King, on the
selection of a trap gun. He records
using an auxiliary rifled chamber for a
.25 calibre which he tried in his double
shotgun. He writes as follows:

“Luckily I tried it at first and found
to my infinite disgust that at 50 yds.
the right barrel shot a foot to the left
and the left the same distance the other
way. It was impossible to obtain any
sort of satisfactory results so I gave it

away. This crossfire is true, of course,
but in a lesser degree in using a double
trap gun, and IS ONE REASON WHY
PRACTICALLY ALL OF THE
CRANKS ARE USING THE SINGLE
BARREL.”
From this it is evident that at least

one other shooter has had the same ex-
perience as I have, but in the above case
he did not carry out the experiments as
far as I did; he would also probably have
obtained straight shooting with the bul-
lets, had he sighted along each barrel
instead of along the rib.

“Gaucho” omits to explain why the
barrels of double rifles have to be wedged
apart at the muzzles or in what way a
bullet does not correspond with the
center of a charge of shot, as far as this

question is concerned.
If the barrels of double shot guns do

shoot to centre, why is the wedge nec-
essary at the muzzles of double rifles?

Why would not these latter be just as
accurate without the wedge?
“Gaucho” also suggests that I may not

know that there are in the U. S. many
men who, though they have never .seen

a “try gun” or a professional gun-fitter

“easily stand on a par with any the
world over,” but to my good fortune I do
know this and

.
it has been my privilege

to shoot in friendly competition with
such men as Work, Murphy, Dolan,
Thompson, Robinson and many others, in

their own country, as well as here, at
Monte Carlo, Paris and many other
places, though practically every man that
I know has his gun stock fitted to him
by an expert, and if gua-fitting is 30 un-
necessary, why does every first class

gunmaker in this country have his own
private fitting school, where his cus-
tomers’ gun-stocks can be “cast on” or
“off” or “straightened” or “bent” to in-

dividual needs?
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One more point in Gaueho’,s letter and
I will leave the field to him, for I am
too far away and do not care to be
drawn into any long range or personal

discussion.

Allowing for a moment that I am
right, and a fitter puts into the hands
of a customer a gun, the centre of the

charge of the right barrel of which does

shoot far to the left at forty yards, in

what other way does he get the charge
tb centre in snap shooting except by
“casting off” the stock? but the left bar-

rel would shoot further to the right

than ever, as pointed out in my first

letter, Gaucho’s wiggle-waggle stock

notwithstanding.

I fear Gaucho—like many another

—

believes that what he does not know, can-

not be.

I also note his reason for remaining
anonymous, which, of course, I respect,

for if he has written to “America’s
foremost sporting papers for almost
forty years on subjects like this and
condemned as “misleading,” “inaccu-

rate,” etc., knowledge derived from care-

ful and exhaustive experiments, just be-

cause they do not agree with his theo-

ries, he is well advised to continue his

“Nom de Plume.”
L. Mitchell-Henry, London, England.

RABBITS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
N a recent issue of Forest and Stream
a naturalist gave as his opinion that

the large bunch of white fur in the tail

of the rabbit was placed their by Nature
purely as a protection to the young.
When the mother and young are feeding

and she hears or sees danger, she stamps
the ground with her feet and runs to the

safest place she knows. The young im-

mediately follow her white flag through
the darkest of places, being able to see

the flashes of her white tail on dark
nights.

The writer of this wa,s quite right in

his presumptions, but as he did not go
into detail on the subject, I feel it is my
duty to give him the further enlighten-

ment that he seems to need and to give
the dear public what the two of us to-

gether have observed. Many and many
a time, I have seen the white flash of the

rabbits’ tail at night, but where there are

no young impeding flight by suckling or

following, the light of the tail is used to

blind the dogs. For this reason, a dog
that has a keen sense of smell is better

for hunting rabbits than a dog with only

good eyesight. Also it is a good idea to

have a dog with a fine sense of hearing,
for he is thus able to make short cuts,

and follow the flight of the rabbit by the
“whish” of the air as he runs.

Young rabbits have no sense of dan-
ger, and have been known to hold their

mother while suckling, and she, being un-
able to break loose, the whole covey was
killed. I did not see this take place, but
I saw the spot where the rabbits had
been killed and have no doubt that the
report was true. Other times, I have
seen rabbits throw sand in the eyes of

the dogs to blind and put them out of the
race. One rabbit when hotly pursued,

stepped on the end of a crooked stick,

raising the other end in such a manner
that it was rammed down the throat of

the pursuing dog.

The true species of rabbit, as known
in history and story, is a very lovable

creature. In several of the southern

states, where it is quite warm, he will

suddenly turn mad, and then the wise

sportsman will look out or he is apt to

get bitten. Most any rabbit will bite when
mad, but it takes more to make him mad
than it does a man. Sometimes you can
kick a rabbit out of his bed and it will

not make him mad. If you were imposed
upon as much as a rabbit you would be

mad all the time.

Rabbits are known by several names,
but they are all rabbits. There is the

Jack rabbit, and this is the male of the

tribe. There are two kinds, just like-

man, the white-tail Jack and the black-

tail Jack. As the children follow the

mother, the Jack rabbit does not neces-

sarily have to have a white tail. The
mother rabbit, or Cottontail, as she is

commonly called, has a white tail to be
used for the purposes above mentioned.

The black-tail Jack rabbit has a black
ring to represent a target, and he was in-

tended by nature to be the one most often
killed by rifle and shell fire.

The snow-shoe rabbit is the most per-

secuted rabbit of them all, and like the
noble buffalo, he is apt to be exterminated
unless there is a change in styles, or bet-

ter protection by game laws. This rabbit
is hunted by the thousands just for the
snow-shoes he has. A sudden change
from snow-shoes to ski will save this

rabbit, just a,s a change from elk teeth

to carp scales has saved the wapiti.

The natural enemy of the rabbit is the

fox, and why he should want to pick on
the fox is more than I can understand.
In vain, I have tried to solve the mystery.
The fox is a very wise animal and tries

to be friendly, but the rabbit turns a deaf
ear. His deaf ear is located in his tail.

The two outward appendages on his head
which look like ears, are not ears at all,

in fact they seem to be nothing at all ex-

cept possibly to assist the rabbit as sails

when running with the wind, or even in

tacking.

The safest way to hunt rabbits is along

the highway where you can hunt from
your automobile. By doing this you do

not have to take any chances, such as you

do when stalking them. If your rifle

should jam, or if the wounded rabbit

should charge, you would have a better

chance of getting away, for a rabbit is

not apt to follow a car a great .distance,

no matter how mad he is. A rabbit does

not like the smell of a jitney, and neither

do I.

I am not much acquainted with domes-
ticated rabbits, but it has been reported

to me that it can be done. In fact, a

friend of mine returned from the east,

and he reported seeing barnyards filled

with Holstine, buckskin, and chester-

white rabbits. It was his opinion that

they were replacing the hens, on account

of the variation of the colors of their

eggs. Personally, I do not believe that it

will pay to keep rabbits just for laying

purposes, but for the pleasure of the

children at Easter time, it is well to keep
a few on hand all of the time.

One must never judge the wild rabbits

by the habits of the domesticated, or Bel-

gian, breeds. There is no more similarity

than there is between a gold-fish and a

rainbow trout. Neither should a man,
who has a goat, forget that someone is

watching him.

J. E. Brownlee, Colorado.

THE BULL SNAKE
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
HAVE just read Mr. Carpenter’s arti-

cle in your January number on a bull

snake imitating a rattler. I have teased
several of them to get them to blow, but
never thought of their imitating any-
thing until last summer. I saw one
crossing the road and hurried out of

my car and headed it off. He showed
fight from the start and jumped at me
as soon as I got close. He then backed
up into a coil with his tail in the mid-
dle, with 3 or 4 inches of his tail stick-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 196)

The result of a day’s drive of rabbits in Colorado
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A Treat for

Auto Tourists

AREAL home-cooked meal
in the great outdoors in a

jiffy. Hungry? Take out
your handy AUTO-KAMP-
KOOK-KIT, and in a few
moments the bacon is sizzling

and the coffee boiling.

No fuss, muss, smoky fires or

hunting for wood. Eat when
you want to. Your little

KOOK-KIT will always be on
the job. You will never know
the real joys of touring until

you own one. Send postal now
for more details.

Prices $7.50 to $16.00. Special

Suitcase Outfits $40.00

Two Burner Kit closed, equipment
packed inside

Four Party Suit Case Outfit

Prentiss -Wabers Stove Co.

4 Spring Street

Grand Rapids Wisconsin

DEALERS: Send for our attractive proposition

'GET THE RANGE FIRST
A REPORT FROM OUR PROVING STATION CONCERNING THE
AMERICAN SMALLBORE LEAGUE, ITS PURPOSE AND SCOPE

By CAPTAIN ROY S. TINNEY, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

THE American Smallbore League is a

corporation not for profit organized

under the laws of New Jersey for

the purpose of promoting smallbore rifle

shooting as a national sport. The Head-

quarters and demonstration ranges are

located at the National Proving Station,

where there is the necessary personnel,

equipment and facilities to hold open

meetings and materially assist those in-

terested in establishing outdoor, small-

bore ranges throughout the country. The
Executive Officer is E. J. Newitt, Ballistic

Engineer and one of the men who assisted

the late Lord Roberts in founding and
developing the Society of Miniature Rifle

Clubs of England. Mr. Newitt has been

actively engaged in the promotion of out-

door, smallbore shooting since the close

of the Boer War and in securing his serv-

ices the League will benefit by the experi-

ence and advice of the leading smallbore

expert of this country. All requests for

additional information should be ad-

dressed to Loring Andrews, Secretary,

Tenafly, N. J.

Any smallbore rifle club composed of

five, or more, members may become
affiliated with the League at the nominal

expense of $5 a year, just enough to cover

the actual cost of printing and mailing

the various bulletins necessary to convey

the general information that is required

to carry on the various meets and
matches, among which will be State, In-

ter-State and National home-range events

and an open meeting near New York for

the benefit of those living in the metro-

politan district.

THE OPENING EVENT

THE first match will be conducted to

determine what can be reasonably

expected from the best smallbore

rifles and ammunition under average out-

door conditions. An unlimited re-entry.

Make as many targets as you please and
send in the best ones.

ARM: Any rifle using the .22 caliber,

iong-rifle, rim-fire cartridge; any sights.

RANGE: 100 yards.

.TARGET: Standard hundred-yard
decimal, 2-inch ten-ring and 1-inch gradu-

ations. These targets can be obtained

without cost from the advertising depart-

ment of any ammunition company and
are issued with 4-inch and 6-inch black

sighting-bulls. Use the size of bull’s-eye

that suits you as the graduations are the

same.
POSITION : Any, and any form of

rest permitted.

SCORE: Ten consecutive shots.

NOTE : Unless the score made is over

90 with all the shots inside the 4-inch

nine-ring, don’t bother sending in the

target as it is sure to be beaten.

ALL rifles are divided into two great

classes; hi-power, long-range weap-
ons such as the .30 Springfield, and

the lo-power, short-range gallery, target

and hunting rifles using the rim-fire .22

caliber cartridge. And for the benefit of

those who like to make comparisons, it is

interesting to note that the ratio of range

between the two rifles mentioned is 5 to 1.

For example, firing at 500 and 1,000

yards with the army rifle can be accurate-

ly simulated with the .22 by using re-

duced (1/5 size) targets placed 100 and
200 yards from the firing line. During
the past year we built and put into oper-

ation a complete set of miniature military

ranges and in using them made the in-

teresting discovery that it takes just a

shade more skill and judgment to make a

creditable score on the C-5 target at 200
yards, than is required on the big target

at the full distance. If a club so desires,

it is entirely practical to reproduce every
military match in miniature and get re-

sults that will give a fair comparison
with the military records.

Sites for hi-power ranges are always
difficult to find and when located are sure

to be situated at some inaccessable point.

A large tract of land is required, the

equipment is heavy and expensive, and
after the range is built the organization
controling it can not get enough shooters

to use the range to justify the cost of

construction and maintainence.

On the ether hand a successful outdoor,

smallbore range can be placed at a con-

venient and attractive spot as only a
small piece of land is needed, the build-

ing of firing points and butts is a simple
and inexpensive operation, the cost of

maintainence is nominal, and best of all,

the use of the telescope for spotting
shots at all ranges up to and including

100 yards, makes it both possible and
advisable to dispense with pits and mark-
ers for over 90% of the shooting. This
all important factor of being able to use
small ranges located at points near by
and readily accessable to centers of popu-
lation will enable thousands of men to

become proficient riflemen who otherwise
would never have an opportunity to fire

a shot. The smallbore will reach a thou-
sand for every ten now practicing with
the service arm. Also the inexpensive
ammunition used brings the sport within
reach of the humblest means.
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The Sport ofAngling

Angling is a fine art, the success-

ful angler, an artist. When the sea-

son opens he is ready with the

tackle of his craft and casts his fly

like a true sportsman. The hole in

the meadow, the gurgling ripples on
a mountain brook, and the dark,

deep pool of a silent river, each and
all hold a problem for the student
fisherman.

Your true angler is able to catch

fish under most conditions and is

equally able to refrain from catching
too many. He purchases the most
reliable tackle available—he weighs
not the cost against the weight of
his fish. Rod, line, leaders, and flies

are the best he can afford and are
always well cared for.

The tackle department of the

“Greatest Sporting Goods Store in

the World” appeals to those who
love their outfit and need the feel of
satisfaction and completeness neces-
sary to the angler who answers the
call of the Red Gods of many waters.

Hawes Featherweight
Fly Rods

Dainty and powerful split bamboo
rods. Hand made by experts, of se-

lected Tonka cane. Perfect action

and resiliency gives to the angler a

rod of worth and dependability com-
mensurate with his skill. Length 7
to 8 feet. Weights 2 to 2pj ozs.

Price, $60.00.

Other Hawes Rods—8 feet to 10

feet. Weights 3^4 to 6 ozs. Price,

$45.00.

Hawes Dry Fly and Tournament
Rods, 9 to 10 feet, weights 4^ to

5 3A ozs. Price, $50.00.

Made also to order in any length
or weight desired.

‘Twas an enjoyment for his idle time

which was not then idly spent.”

The Hardy
Perfect

Fly Reel

Best and light-

est for work with
the light rod for

fly casting. Of
aluminum, with jewel line guide,

bronze pivots and steel ball bearings.

Price, $30.00.

Imported Halford Tapered
Enamel Trout Lines

For distance, delicacy, and accu-
racy in dry or wet fly casting—an
article of perfect accomplishment
for the expert.

30 yard lengths, sizes E, F & G. $10.75
40

“ “ “ “ 14.40

Wading
Shoes

Our own special design—best heavy
brown, reinforced canvas, heavy oak

leather soles studded with imported

hobnails.

Sizes, Ladies’ 3 to 7 - Price, $10.00
“ Men’s 6 to 12. “ 10.00

Floating

Dry
Flies

The product of the most renowned
English and Scotch tyers, success-

fully imitating and copies of the real

insects found over the American
waters.

All sizes on No. 6 to No. 15 Hooks,
$2.00 to $2.75 per dozen.

Wet Flies

Always a complete assortment of
old favorites and new patterns used
by the sunken fly fishermen. On
Pennell eyed sproathooks with 4-inch
gut snells.

Nos. 4 to 6 @ $2.25 per dozen.
Nos. 8, 10, 12 @ $2.00 per dozen.

A. & F. Highest
Quality Leaders

Imported by us expressly for our
trade. Finest quality silk worm gut,
ranging in size from the extra fine
drawn leader for use with the small
and delicate floating dry fly to extra
heavy trout leader used with the
larger sized and heavier wet flies,

3 , 6, 7L2, and 9 ft. lengths.

The
“Parfait
Dry Fly
Box

Of aluminum satin finish alloy

—

will not reflect rays of sun— 16 com-
partments, hinged, transparent lids,

fitted with catch which, when re-

leased, springs open. Convenient and
practical for pocket or kit.

Each $8.50.

English Fishing Waders
The light weight styles, soft and flexible,
may be rolled up and tucked away in trunk
or creel. Wading comfort assured, made
for men and women. Fairy Waders, Sizes
4 to 12. Price, $22.00. Heavier Service
Wading Trousers, sizes 4 to 12. Price.
$25.00.

At our Fishing Tackle Department you can secure information
regarding, and fishing tackle for, any zvaters, anywhere.

Abercrombie &• Fitch Co-
EZRA H. FITCH, President

Madison Avenue and Forty-fifth Street, New York
“THE GREATEST SPORTING GOODS STORE IN THE WORLD”
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CANOES
ROWBOATS

OUTBOARD MOTORS
BOATS FOR OUTBOARD MOTORS

MOTOR BOATS, 16 to 24 ft.

long, with or without engine.

For lakes, rivers, shallow water

and weeds.

The saving effected this year is greater

than ever before.

CATALOG FREE—ORDER BY MAIL

THOMPSON BROS. BOAT MFG. CO*

1521 Ellis Ave., PESHTIGO, WIS.

DO YOU KNOW
that for just 10 cents a day

you can give a child
to France ?

The men of France have died fighting our battles.

The women and children of Fiance are left to bear the
burden.

$36.50 a year, added to the small allowance of the
French Government, will save a child for the new
France. Will you subscribe $.10 a day, $3 a month,
$36.50 a year; payable monthly, quarterly or yearly.

Every penny of the money collected goes to the chil-

dren. Expenses are paid from a separate fund.
Prove your patriotism by helping immediately, prac-

tically and personally, our ally, France.
Ten Cents a day means little to you. When a grate-

ful letter comes from some little child in France you
will know how much it means there.

$ .10 keeps a child 1 day $36.50 keeps a child 1 yr.

3.00 “ " “ 1 mo. 73.50
" “ " 2 yrs.

Date

myself )
$36 -50 ---- a aged .... in its

I pledge > own home for

. I $ for children in their own.
to S1™ 1 homes for .... years

I enclose herewith $ in payment for the

above and pledge myself to give the remainder in

payments.
CROSS OUT THE PARA-
GRAPHS YOU DON'T ACCEPT

I promise to give the same amount next year. I wish
to know the name and address of the child or children.

Signed

Address

Checks should be drawn to “THE FATHERLESS
CHILDREN OF FRANCE COMMITTEE" and mailed
to the Chicago Treasurer, DAVID R, FORGAN, Room
741 Fine Arts Building, Chicago.

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

1440 E. 63rd St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE foundation of any .sport is a

place where it can be played. Could
you imagine baseball without a

“diamond,” tennis without “courts,” or

golf without “links?” Yet the country

is literally specked with rangeless rifle

clubs, a foolish and embarassing situa-

tion. The only sensible thing to do is to

first find a range, then organize the

club. Heretofore the process has been
reversed and the results obtained show
the extent of the error. So let us start

at the logical point, THE RANGE.
A suitable location consists of a fairly

level piece of ground backed by a hill

high enough to stop the few stray shots

that occasionally slip by the bullet trap

immediately behind the target, and in

picking out a spot keep in mind the fol-

lowing points:

1—SAFETY : As the extreme range
of the .22 caliber long-rifle cartridge is

%ths of a mile, make sure that a house
is not located behind the hill that con-

stitutes the natural backstop. Also care-

fully “post” the property to prevent peo-

ple from wandering into the beaten zone
directly behind the targets.

2—SIZE : While most of the firing

will be at 50 and 100 yards, a 200-yard

butt should also be available for long

range work, and if possible have all the

shooting done from one firing line, yet

this is a matter that must be worked out

to suit the individual characteristics of

the site available.

3—ACCESSABILITY : Do not con-

sider a site that can not be easily reached

by trolley from the city, or within rea-

sonable walking distance if the club is

located in a town. Never for a moment
forget that the entire success of the un-

dertaking depends on having the range
located at a point that can be easily and
conveniently reached.

4—ACCOMMODATIONS: A perman-
ent camp near the firing line is a great as-

set, as many of the shooters will want to

spend their week-ends and vacations on
the range, and during a match the camp is

valuable to accommodate the range force.

5—EQUIPMENT: In the beginning

all that is required are three simple

frames for holding paper targets, stepped

off from the firing point at three dis-

tances. One at 50 feet for the use of be-

ginners, and two others at 50 and 100

yards. Put up 5 to 10 targets at a time

and spot all the shots from the firing

line with a telescope resting on a stand

beside the shooter. This will be .sufficient

to start the club going, and the range
house, covered firing points, bullet traps,

and the 200-yard pit can be installed dur-

ing the course of the season.

6—ARMS: Rifles similar to those

used at the indoor ranges.
7—OFFICERS: In selecting a range

site and working out the required equip-

ment it is necessary to secure the serv-

ices of some experienced shot who knows
the game, as the two things that alone

can make a successful club possible is a

place to .shoot and a man capable of di-

recting the club’s activities.

Now is the time to locate a range and
start things going and if any immediate
and special advice is required, write us

and all the necessary information will be
sent you.

THE BULL SNAKE
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 193)

ing straight up, and as he blew and
hissed, the end of his tail vibrated rap-
idly. I never saw a rattler in action or
heard one rattle, but the little wiggle he
had in his tail was much like the action
of rattlers I have heard about, and con-
vinced me that he wa,s actually imitating
one.

G. R. Cary, Oklahoma.

NATIONAL GAME CONFERENCE

T HE sixth National Conference of the
American Game Protective Associa-

tion was held in New York on March
first and second. Each year this event
is eagerly looked forward to by an in-

creasing number of sportsmen and this

year it was attended by an unusually
large and representative number of men.
Many papers of interest were read and

a number of resolutions effecting the
future welfare of our game were passed.
The conference wound up with a dinner
that was attended by some 400 sports-
men from all parts of the United States.
William L. Finley showed some rare
moving pictures of wild game which were
especially interesting in that they showed
the intimate home life of our wilderness
friends and were commendable because of
the absence of any suggestion of killing
so often depicted in scenes of hunting.

DR. HARRY GOVE

Readers of forest and stream win
learn with regret of the death of Dr.

Harry Gove, the well known writer

on angling topics, which occurred on

January 29, 1920, at his home in St. An-
drews, N. B. Dr. Gove will be remem-
bered as the author of a number of au-

thoritative articles on fly tying. A re-

cent letter from an old friend of Dr. Gove
contains the following lines

—“I was with
him a great deal during his last illness

and he asked me to write to you after he
had gone and tell you that he had passed
over, and wanted to say “Good-hye” to all

the boys. Many a good turn he did for

me and for poor people whom I asked
him to take care of in sickness. He made
a good deal of money but spent it as fast
as it came and I do not believe there was
a doctor in the land who did more for
people who were hard up, and never sent
in a bill for his services.”

RIFLE NOTE

THE Gun and Rifle Department of the

Birmingham Small Arms Company
Limited has been formed into a subsi-

diary company, the proprietorship of

which will remain with the parent com-
pany. This Subsidiary Company will be
known as “B.S.A. Guns Limited,” as

from January 1, 1920.

In future all communications regard-

ing B.S.A. Arms should be addressed to

and all remittances made payable to

“B.S.A. GUNS LIMITED,”
Small Heath, Birmingham, England.
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Not game— but part of the lure of the

wild just the same— and worthy of your

Kodak Cartridges.

Ifit isnV an Eastman
,
it isn't a Kodak .

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y., The Kodak City
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RUSSELL’S
“NEVER LEAK"]

OUTFIT FOR THE TRAIL
WHAT TO TAKE ALONG WHEN YOU GO
FOR A WEEK’S TRIP IN THE BIG WOODS

Thebnilt-for-hard-knocks
boot that sportsmen
swear by—soft, easy-fit-

ting and as near water-
proof as a leather boot
can be.

TENTS
and

Tarps
for

SPORTS-

Protection and wear are what
you want in tent and waterproof
covering.

These qualities you will find in

United States Tent products. The
material and workmanship that go
into these goods have won the ap-
proval of thousands of sportsmen.

Large scale production assures you of
wide choice and right prices. Ask for our
latest catalog.

United States Tent & Awning Co.

229 No. Desplaines St., Chicago, U. S. A.

LOUIS RHEAD’S
NEW DEMON DARTER MINNOWS
are the FIRST and ONLY deadly BAITS ever
made that equally seduce TROUT, BASS,
PIKE and SALMON—Sizes 1J4 to 5 inches long.

Send for list of Tiny Brook Trout-Fly-Rod Baits.

LOUIS RHEAD ' : : 217 Ocean Avs., Brartlyn, N. Y.

By ERNST JONSON

OULD you know the

woods? Then go it

alone. And go pre-

pared to stay the

night. In order to be
able to spend several

days and nights in

the woods with com-
fort, a well consid-

ered outfit is essen-

tial.

It is easy to collect

a wagonload of camp-
ing things, but to get up an adequate
outfit that you can carry with ease

for several miles up a mountain trail is a

problem which demands ingenuity and
experience.

If a tent is to be carried on the trail

it must be light, it must be as small as

possible, and of the lightest material that

can be made rain-proof. The smallest

one-man tent is an “A” tent 6 ft. long,

4 ft. wide at one end 1 ft. 8 in. wide at

the other end; the height at each end

being equal to the width. If this tent is

made to open at both ends, it also can be

used as a shelter tent by raising one side

almost into the plain of the other side.

Thus the sun is admitted during the day,

and at night the heat of the fire is re-

flected onto the sleeper, keeping him
warm through the coldest night. A tent

of this type saves time in making camp
because it can be set up without poles or

pegs. One end of the ridge-rope, which
should be 25 ft. long, is tied to a tree,

and the other end to brush. If strings

30 in. long are substituted for the usual

becket loops, you can tie the tent down to

roots, logs or brush, so that it is unneces-

sary to cut pegs. A sod cloth adds great-

ly to one’s comfort, for it keeps out wind
and insects. The sod cloth is a strip

8 in. wide, sewed into the bottom hem
of the tent. Cut a slit in the sod and.

insert the sod cloth in it or, when this

seems too laborious, load it down with
sticks and stones.

If the tent were made of the usual

ten-ounce double-filling army duck, it

would be too heavy to carry. A lighter

material, therefore, must be used, but
such a material would not be rain-proof

unless it were treated in some way. Sail

drilling, unbleached muslin, or balloon

silk, if well filled with paraffine, makes a

rain-proof tent. A 6 ft. by 4 ft. “A”
tent of balloon silk will weigh only about

4% pounds.

To fill the fabric with paraffine, cut

the wax into thin shavings and dissolve

it in gasoline or benzine, using as much
of the wax as the liquid will take into the

solution. Stretch the tent and apply the

solution with a flat paint brush. The
work should be done in a warm place.

Another way is to lay the tent on a table

and rub it with a cake of paraffine until

it has a uniform coating. Then melt the

wax into the cloth with a warm flat-iron.

I

F you do not rest well at night, you will

not enjoy the woods, and most people
need a good bed to get the most out of

their night’s sleep. Where evergreens
grow it is easy to make a comfortable
bed. Cut branches, preferably of balsam
or spruce, about 2 ft. long. First build
up a pillow. Then lay a tier of branches
with their tips over the pillow and their
butt ends on the ground. Continue this
process, laying tier upon tier, shingle-
wise, until the bed is finished. Where
suitable foliage is not available, it is

well to carry a mattress cover of un-
bleached muslin. The cover should be
2 ft. 6 in. wide and 6 ft. 3 in. long, with
the corners trimmed off at one end to fit

the narrow end of the tent, and the other
end left open. Fill this cover with some
soft, dry material such as moss, grass or
leaves.

Light, all-wool blankets wrapped tight-
ly about the body, give the most warmth
per pound of material. Closed sleeping
bags do not fit snugly and therefore they
require more weight of blanket. In order
to keep the blankets in place through the
night, make youself a bed-cover of muslin
to be wrapped about the body outside the
blankets and to fasten up with loops and
buttons, or with tying strings. If it is

very cold, the bed cover should be long
enough to form a hood over the head with
one thickness of blanket. In the East,
during the month of October, four single
blankets with a muslin cover will gen-
erally be enough. The weight of this
bedding will be about 10 pounds.

If one goes into the woods for more
than a day or two, such foods as steaks,
potatoes, canned soup, white bread and
fresh fruit are too heavy and too bulky
to carry. One must then be satisfied with
dry food. The following supplies will
last one week.

Pounds Pounds
Rice 2 Coffee 1

Flour 2 Condens’d milk 1

Baking powder % Sugar 2
Eggs, seven.. % Salt %
Butter 1 Tea y8
Bacon 1% Prunes 1

Sausages .... '1 Peaches, dried 1
Cheese 1 Raisins %
Chocolate .... % Cinnamon . . . tV

Total weight about 17

Baking powder, eggs, butter and milk
should be carried in tins. Self-sealing

tins .should be used for butter and milk.

The rest of the supplies pack well in

muslin bags tied with a tape sewed to

the bag. The work of cooking may be
reduced by substituting dry bread and
cakes for flour.

For cooking utensils, take two or three
small aluminum pails, 4 to 5% in. in

diameter, with detachable handles, so

that they will nest. Also bring a email
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 220)
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DOG BOOKS FOR DOG LOVERS
Any book published

on or about dogs can

be obtained through

Forest and Stream

Book Department

Prices mentioned for

books listed below

include postage to

any address in the

United States, Can-

ada or Mexico.

Uni ess otherwise

mentioned all books

are cloth bound.

ORDER YOUR DOG BOOKS NOW
Title Author Price

Airedale (cartridge board) W. Bruette $1.00

Airedale, Setter and Hound W. H. Miller 1.50

Airedale Terrier W. Haynes 1.25

All About Airedales (cloth) 1.60 R. M. Palmer (paper) 1.10

Amateur Dog Book (cartridge board) Bruette .50

American Hunting Dog W. H. Miller 2.50

Animal Breeding Thos. Shaw 1.75

Borzoi, The J. B. Thomas 1.25

Bob. Son of Battle A. Ollivant 1.60

Bull Terrier W. Haynes 1.25

Diseases of the Dog H. Dalziel .50

Diseases of the Dog and Their Treat- Dr. G. Muller and
ment A. Glass 6.00

Dissection of the Dog O. C. Bradley 3.50

Dog, The J. Watson 3.00
Dog Lovers Companion 1.00

Dog Stars T. P. O’Connor 1.50
Dogs and Men H. C. Merwin .75

Title Author Price

Dogs of Boytown
_

W. A. Dyer 1.50
Dogs of Great Britain, America and

Other Countries Stonehenge 1.60

Dogtown M. O. Wright 1.50

Dogs in Health and Disease W. Mills 3.50
Dumb-Bell of Brookfield J. T. Foote 2.00

Everything About Dogs (cloth) 1.60 A. G. Eberhard (paper) 1.10

First Aid to Dogs G. Stables 1.00
Fox Hound W. Haynes 1.25
Fox Terrier W. Haynes 1.25

Gulliver the Great W. A. Dwyer 1.75

Hunting Dogs O. Hartley 1.00

Jan, a Dog Romance A. J. Dawson 1.75

Jim, the Story of Backwoods Police

Dog C. G. D. Roberts 1.60

Kennel Diseases Ashmont 3.50

Kennel Secrets Ashmont 3.50

Lad, the Story of a Collie A, P. Terbune 2.00

Modern Breaking (cartridge b'd) 1.00 W. Bruette (cloth) 1.50

Modern Kennel Record (.leather) 2.00

Nursing vs. Dosing S. T. Hammond 1.00

Only a Dog B. W. Smith 1.20

Pets for Pleasure and Profit A. H. Yerrill 1.50

Pierrot, a Dog of Belgium W. A. Dyer 1.25

Poilu. a Dog of Roubaix E. Atkinsonn 1.60

Pointer and Setter in America A. F. Hochwait 3.00

Practical Dog Breeding W. Haynes 1.25

Scally, the Story of a Perfect Gen-
I. Haytleman .75

Scottish and Irish Terriers W. Haynes 1.25

Scout, Red Cross and Army Dogs T. F. Tager 1.25

Stickeen, the Story of a Dog J. Muir .75

Story of Scotch E. A. Mills .75

Tim, the Autobiography of a Dog E. Talbot .60

To Your Dog and to Mine L. N. Kinnecut 1.25
Toy Dogs Mrs. L. Williams 1.00

Toy Dogs Mrs. N. Lytton 6.00
Training and Handling the Dog B. Waters 2.00
Training the Bird Dog C. B. Whitford 1.25
Training the Hunting Dog B. Waters 2.00
Training the Dog R. S. Lemmon .75

War Dog, The E. Peple .60

Zanoza, the Thrilling Story of a Rus-
sian Wolfhound R. G. Kirk 1.80

ORDER FROM

FOREST and STREAM (book dept.)
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THE FLY ROD WIGGLER
IS THE ORIGINAL
FLY ROD MINNOW

ass

Looks like a real live minnow and wiggles
and wobbles like one in distress. Has no
planes, wings or freak shape. Just the real
minnow shape. It casts easily and can be
lifted without making a splash or straining
the rod. It has natural minnow colors.
It is the only one that has all of these ab-
solutely necessary qualifications. It has no
small screw eyes to work loose and pull out.
It is, in fact, the perfect fly rod minnow.
Made in Silver Shiner, Golden Shiner, Red
Side, Yellow Perch, Red Head, All Yellow,
All Red, All White. Three sizes: Large
Bass, 2J4 in.; Small Bass, 1 in.; and
Trout Size, 1% in.

Price Each, 50c.
Four in Handy Vest Pocfcet Box, $2.00.

Send stamp for Fishing Tackle Catalog

THE W. J. JAMISON CO.
Dept. S.

36 So. California Ave. Chicago, 111

FISHING TACKLE
Deal Direct With the Manufacturer

The superiority of the Edward
vom Hofe Tackle is acknowledged
by all anglers no matter how
widely they may differ on the
styles and patterns to use. When
the question of quality comes up
there is never a doubt about the
stability of our Tackle.
On this job with surplus energy
since 1867 and we know how to
make it right.

Catalog No. 106 sent on request

Edward vom Hofe & Company
112 Fulton Street New York City

| Insist on the GENUINE |

1 Hildebrandt |

I Spinners
g

| They Catch Fish 1
= See them at your dealers =
— The John J. Hildebrandt Company §= Logansport Indiana =
Hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiitiiijii

i

W71; _s Eels, Mink, Muskrats and
V .2]T(*ri R41CI1 other fur-bearing animals''•**''** * wll1 in large numbers, with the
New, Folding, Galvanized Steel Wire Trap. It
catches them like a fly-trap catches flies. Made in
all sizes. Write for descriptive price list, and free
booklet on best bait known for attracting all kinds
of fish. J.F. Gregory, Dept. 206, Lebanon,Mo.

SALMON FISHING
Splendidly situated Camp, and about 3 miles best Salmon
and Sea Trout fishing in New Brunswick, to lease for
season 1920 or periods thereof. Camp completely equipped
with every camping comfort Automobile from station to
Camp in 30 minutes. Good Cooks and Guides available.
For particulars apply to

JAMES B. H. STORER
BATHURST, N. B-, CANADA

HUNTING THE TAKIN
A SEARCH FOR A RARE SPECIMEN OF BIG GAME
IN THE MOUNTAIN FASTNESS OF WESTERN CHINA

By MASON MITCHELL

O the sportsman, West-
ern China offers at-

tractions that hardly

any other country can
equal. Unlike Africa,

it is difficult to find,

and harder to reach

the habitat of desired

specimens of rare big

game, but when once
the hunter has suc-

ceeded in killing what
he has sought, the long

travel, privations, expense and time oc-

cupied in getting to the ground are all

forgotten in the joy of securing a speci-

men that has seldom, if ever, been shot by
an American or European sportsman.
Hence the following short account of a
trip from Chungking, China, to the Tibe-

tan border for the animal called the takin

(Burdorcas taxicolor). In Chinese it is

known as the ya-nu (wild ox). Since I

have been living in Chungking I have met
several British sportsmen who have come
out from England in quest of this animal
which no one except Tibetans or Chinese
hunters had ever killed. The efforts of

the foreigners were fruitless, owing prin-

cipally to their not having good inter-

preters of Chinese, as the language dif-

fers materially in almost all of the 18

Provinces; also to the fact they were
unable to procure good hunters and dogs
in the district they selected to hunt in.

Entire Western China, 1,000 miles

from the sea coast, is mountainous, and
composed of mighty ranges that extend

through Tibet. There are no roads on
which a vehicle can travel. Footpaths
only extend over the mountains, where
ponies or mules or chairs carried by the

native coolies, are the only means of

transportation.

The Yangste river is the main water-

way into Central China. On this river
steam navigation is possible to Ichang,
1.000 miles from Shanghai. Above this
to Chungking, a distance of 500 miles,
the boats are hauled by a band of track-
ers through the rapids and gorges
against a current that at places has a
speed of 15 miles an hour.
From my residence in Chungking I

traveled overland 21 days due Westward,
crossing three ranges 10,000 to 13,000
feet in height, affording scenery only
equalled by the Alps or the Rockies, to
the mountain town of Ta-chien-lu which
is at an altitude of 8,400 feet, facing the
snow-capped peaks of Tibet. There, as
per previous arrangement, hunters and
dogs were in readiness to escort me
farther up the mountains to a height of
12.000 or 15,000 feet, which is the habitat
of the takin.

This animal is feared by the native
hunters. He is vicious and will charge
and butt if pressed. On level ground
the danger would not be so great, but
when on a steep mountain side or per-
haps dangerously near a high cliff, such
as the takin usually select for their
abode, the hunter is in a poor position
to have a savage 800-pound animal come
on under full steam, intent on smashing
him off the face of the earth.

A favorite mode of the native hunters
in capturing the takin is to spread a slip

noose of strong hair rope on the narrow
edge of a cliff, around which they know
the runway of the animal lies. On be-
ing caught in the rope its struggles for
release commence and generally end in

its backing over the side and hanging
itself.

The second day after leaving Ta-chien-
lu we had reached an altitude of over
12,000 feet. Being in the middle of May

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 219)

Takin shot by Mr. Mitchell in Western China

pggggggMm ’
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grey Takin (Budorcas taxicolor mltchelli).

I il
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The Abbey& Imbrie

Centennial Catalog

I
F you contemplate buying a single

item of tackle this season—and you
are desirous of having that item the best

of its kind—you must have the Abbey
& Imbrie Centennial catalog. With it

you can not err as to quality. Without
it you may.

dThe Abbey & Imbrie catalog is above
all things practical—and never more so

than in this Centennial year. From cover

to cover it is a guide to angling satisfac-

tion— a handbook of tackle data so com-
plete and authoritative that it goes beyond
the province of a catalog and becomes
an essential factor in the plans of every

angler who demands results. Any full

description of Abbey & Imbrie tackle is

necessarily a treatise on angling in all

its phases.

Cjnasmuch as the employment ot

angling skill—and its rewards—admit-

tedly depend so much upon tackle of

reliable quality, the successful sportsman

must first be a successful chooser ofequip-

ment. He cannot be anything else with

the Abbey & Imbrie catalog.

CjVtake your application now. The
price—in order to coniine the edition

to those most genuinely interested in

it— is ten cents.

ABBEY & IMBRIE
Division of Baker, Murray & Imbrie, Inc.

15-17 Warren Street, New York City
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SOfK

IMPORTED HOSIERY
For Golf, Tennis and Sport Wear
IN ATTRACTIVE DESIGNS FOR

MEN AND WOMEN

No. 15

JQ
FinestScotchWoolTennis Socks in white.

white.

V pray, preen, black, heather and t CA
with colored clocks, a pair 1 •vv

XT OA Women’s Scotch Wool Stockings, in
1y O* «" white, white with colored O AA
clocks, Oxford green and heather, a pair ,

.

Complete line Golf, Tennis and Sport equipment. Z

Mail Orders given prompt attention. f

Stewart Sporting Sales Co. 5

42S FIFTH AVE., at 38th St., N. Y.
Jj

tKJGSGtKO(»#0080*
1t

$5.75 $5.75

NEW PATENT
COMBINATION POCKET
KNIFE & REVOLVER
Not merely a novelty but

\
really a useful “gunknife."

/ In shape and size same as

ordinary pocket knife.

In service an ingenious re-

volver and one of the best hunting knifes made. Shoots

real 22 calibre cartridges or blanks. Excellent for

HUNTER, FISHER OR DEFENSE

purposes. Always reliable and safe. Cannot go off by

itself—just as safe, as any safety revolver. Keen steel

blade, handle, nickel plated.
When closed. 3% in. long. Cartridge chamber and

trigger when not in use lie concealed in knife handle,

just like knife blade. The price is $5.75. Send One
Dollar ($1.00) and the remainder, $4.75. you pay upon
receipt of the knife (C. O. D. ).

UNION SALES
429 East 16th St., NEW YORK, N. Y.Dept. 10

“ WHY did Dad Palme* catch so many 15 and 20 inch Trout

the last two years in the San Gabriel River, in

California. Here’s the reason!”

Cork Bodies
Hoppers are 50 cents each, $3.60 per doz.

Millers are 40 cents each, $2.60 per doz.

Manufactured by M. M. PALMER,
119 West Washington St., Pasadena, Calif.

Knit your

own fish

nets

All kinds of fish nets, hammocks, etc., may be

easily and quickly made, with my illustrated in-

structions before you. 21 photographs show you

'how. Also gives you more information about the

use of nets than has ever been published. Com-

plete instructions, wire netting needle, mesh blocks

and 4 balls of twine, for $1.50 postpaid.

Clayton Net Company.
43 N. Main St., Altoona, Kans.

FISHING MAY FIRST
Cold Spring Camps, Averill, Vt.

Trout! Salmon! Lakers! Aurealas!
Best Fishing in the State

!

Five lakes, miles of streams. Good, old guides. Main

camp, twelve cabins, open fires. A table we are proud

of Xo Mosquitoes nor Black Flies. Accessible to auto-

mobiles. 20 min. from Colebrook, X. H. 75 min. from

White Mts. References in your city. Write us. - 1 st

season. _ _ _

H. A. QUEMBY, Mgr.

WILDERNESS DWELLERS
HUNTING BIG GAME WITH A CAMERA IN THE HEART
OF THE NEW BRUNSWICK WILDS— CHAPTER TWO

By THOMAS TRAVIS

T last our dream was
coming true. Out of

despair of ever real-

ly seeing the wild at

close range we had
come right into the

middle of it under

the guidance of

Charlie Cremin b y
way of the lovely

Tobique. For already

we had seen deer,

moose, mink and

muskrat within paddle’s length from us,

moose so close that we could reach from

the canoe and touch his hide, and that

on our first day out.

You know what I mean when I say

we wondered whether it would ever hap-

pen again. You know the feeling when
you have landed one big salmon, or shot

a great bull—that scepticism that grips

you and whispers, “You’ve had all the

luck that’s coming to you. It can’t be

done again.”

We packed up, however, and happily

started on our way. We had a long pull

ahead, poling all the way; and no man
can average more than two miles an

hour poling a loaded canoe up a rapid

river. And we had to pole every yard,

which made a three or four day’s trip

on the Tobique alone.

So on we went in silence, threading

our way up rapids, sometimes stopping

to cut a passage through trees fallen

across the stream, or again, pushing

carefully under a giant bole and among
the huge branches of an overhanging

birch.

Nor did we go far before we put up

more deer, all within easy rifle shot, but

either too far or too quick for a good

camera pose. In fact, some of the finest

pictures of the whole trip were these,

the ones we jumped as we rounded a

bend. If only hand and camera had been

quick enough to catch them,—one for

example of a doe and two fawns that

leaped right across the river in foaming

bounds, graceful as a swallow’s flight,

the little fawns plunging up to the neck

where their mother was scarcely knee

deep in a hole.

As we rounded a point, came a snort

and a smashing. Then, right across the

stream, not twenty feet from us a full-

horned buck plunged in magnificent

bounds that sent the water flying, till

with a final leap he disappeared in the

hiding thicket. Again a huge crane, ris-

ing from some marsh grass, or a fish

hawk surging down into the clear waters

after trout,—or a mink dropping into

the stream with a flop, and swimming
like a furry snake right past the canoe.

All of us were alert, but again the

clouds began to form thick, and rain

came on, making snap shots impossible.

So we put into an old log cabin once be-

longing to the Tobique Salmon Club, and

there building up a great fire, prepared

to spend the night.

While the guides were getting things

in order, we went out to pick berries for

dessert, big lucious fruit hanging in

clusters on the raspberry bushes. Then

we cast a fly for some fresh trout for

supper, and soon had a dozen little fish

running about three-quarters of a pound

each.

As we sat eating supper we could see

where the deer had worn a path clear to

the door of our cabin. A rabbit hopped

out of the thicket and sat watching us,

ears cocked up and nose twitching as

though he saw some joke in us and was
trying to control his risibles. The moon
came up big and clear above the storm

clouds, and we slept that night in cosy

comfort, our first night in the wilds.

B
RIGHT and early we started again,

for the wilds were calling us. Just

above camp we came on our first

deer, but could not get within camera
range,—fifty feet at most. A flock of

sheldrakes were flapping up the river

ahead of us, and as the light glinted on

them from beneath the forest trees when
they rounded some distant bend, one

could easily have thought them a huge
sea-serpent for, strung out as they were,

and flapping on the water, they looked

like an undulating snake of huge dimen-

sions, splashing its way in haste up
stream.
Two more deer we saw standing with-

in easy rifle range, but too far away
from the camera. They were in the

ruddy coat of summer, hence more easily

seen than when they take the grayer

coat of fall. But our sheldrake friends

were flapping out a wild alarm all the

way up the stream. Nor would they be
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Go Fishing Without Rowing
No more blistered hands—no more aching arms and back
—no more tugging away at oars and paddles until the
perspiration oozes from every pore in your body. Rowing
— the biggest joy-killer that ever tagged a fisherman is

banished by the use of a

LibertyDrive
ROWBOAT MOTOR

15? Speed

Motor
Two speeds forward,
two reverse, and a
neutral. When set at

neutral mo-
' tor remains

running
I but boat

stands
• still

atpier.
i Equipped with
1 starting device.
No cranking. Has

I

magneto in fly-
wheel.Aluminum

i water-cooled ex-

attached to the stern of your boat. It pivots up and down and side-
wise. It steers by swinging propeller to either side. Propeller
automatically rises over obstructions. The propeller is weedless in
every sense of the word. Goes through weeds like an eel. And no
matter how shallow the water— if the boat will float, the Liberty
Drive will drive it. Weight, 72 pounds. Speed, 2 to 9 miles an hour.

Get the dope on this motor. Ask your dealer. If he can’t supply
you, write for catalog. We also build inboard motors 2' < to 30 H. P.
Ask for special catalog if interested. Tell length, beam and draft cf
boat to be powered.

M o f o f s for R o w b o st ^ s
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Tough
Strong
Durable
Invisible in Water

“— I am using a No. 4-6-ft.

Joe Welsh Leader 4 years
and yesterday landed a 6-

lb. Rainbow Trout.
. . .

Your leader is worth 10

times the price I paid for it.”

Live Dealers Sell Them Everywhere.
If Yours Can’t Supply You, Send

25c for 3-ft. Sample

JOE WELSH
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

Exclusive Agent
United States and Canada

Learn How to
WRESTLE

b Too Own Home

v8|*a
Tea. learn to
e&pcrt vmtlet

rtfltit In rour own bora*, by (sail. I

from the greatest wrestler* the world hit I

seer known Bo an athlete, be strong, be healthy
Learn bow to throw and handle big men with eaae Learn t»

. Ourself. All taught In our course *.f lessons, and Illustrated '

with hundred* of charts and actMi phatogyagha toy

Farmer Burns and Frank Gotcb
Former •urn*, “the grand old man of the mst." taosht tosnb

SOtcn. the World** Champion, oil he knew shout wrestling, sotiotctk
aald. He will now teach you toclanttfla WraatOnc—PtkyalcnM
-Jiu-Jitsu—Salt Osrfense. Every min and boy in America,
farence what age. needs this wonHrr ful eotirao of of lessons Write
today — your name, age and address on a postcard or letter
brings rou our fine booh absolutely tree,— no obligation of any
k ind- A splendid book 00 wmailing and physical culture. Write

98 °/o
Weedless

Heddon
Bait Casting Reels

Jirrl Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

AsK the Fish!”

i

i9k Jas. Heddon’s Sonsi
Dowagiac, Mich.

J. WESTERN WARNER’S
(DUDE RANCH)

summer resort is located on the Kootenai River in the
Cabinet Runs© of the Rocky Mountains in Montana and
affords socoe of the best fishing and hunting in the
West.
Good saddle horses and fine trails and roads, every

mile a pleasure ; private cabins and tents ; board and
saddle horse by day or month. Spring bear hunting
a specialty; all other big game in season. Write to

J. WESTERN WARNER, HUNTER AND GUIDE
LIBBY, MONT.

Hunters - Trappers- Sportsmen!

GET A BIG MAIL
WE supply publishers, mail order houses, menu-

,

facturers of fishing tackle, guns, ammunition, fur

buyers and many olher lines of trade with name*
And addresses.

If you want to keep posted and save from 10 to 40/5

on everything you buy. send us your name and address

with 10 cents to cover registration fee for on* year*'

SPORTSMEN’S SERVICE BUREAU

'

30 Ctnloo Street
,

Newark. N. J.

THE MILAM Kentucky Reel”
Since 1839, 81 years, the Milams

have been making the celebrated
* ‘KENTUCKY" Reel in the same
location, and all the knowledge gained
by these years of experience is put
into their reels today.

Let us send you our booklet
B. C. MILAM &. SON

ffain Street Frankfort, Ky.

Live Decoys:-
Raise your own decoys for next year. Orders booked now
for eggs next spring from trained genuine English call
ducks; best decoys on the market; are small and tame.
Demand far exceeds the supply. Eggs, $6.00 per 13.

Also guaranteed pure bred wild mallards, $4.75 per pair;
extra ducks. $2.75 each.

WALLACE EVANS GAME FARM, St. Charles 111.

denied. Crept we never so quietly, they
saw us, and splashed their way, half a

mile in front, to tell everybody that an,

invasion had come. Then rain again, so

we put in at Aaron More’s camp, and
made ourselves cosy, where moose horns,

hides, and all the plunder of a deep
woods camp, with its log walls, its traps,

told us we were getting further into the
wilds.

Here we had our first taste of salmon
fishing on the Tobique. After an early

supper, we dropped down in the gather-

ing twilight to the pool below and in ten

minutes hooked our first fish, a grilse of

about five pounds.

And thereby hangs a tale that may he

of interest to those who propose to fish

in New Brunswick waters.

In outfitting, the rod man of one of

New York’s biggest sporting goods shops

had insisted that a grilse rod was plenty

big enough for fishing in New Bruns-

wick. Said he, “If you were going up
into New Foundland it would be dif-

ferent.”

Some silent voice however, urged me to

take a real salmon rod. And this eve-

ning on the Tobique I blessed that voice.

The grilse was brought to net, the fly,

leader and line carefully overhauled, and

another trial made. In five minutes we
were fast to a fifteen-pound salmon, leap-

ing, twisting, diving in the clear, trans-

lucent waters. We tried to photograph

him leaping, but the light conditions

were poor. And at last, after twenty

minutes of strenuous, thrilling sport he

was brought to the net.

One word about hunting with the cam-

.era in the Northern wilds, even in sum-

mer time: IF YOU WANT REAL PIC-

TURES OF BIG GAME, MAKE A SPE-
CIAL STUDY OF THE LIGHT.
For example, take a good light-meter.

Suppose the day is faint-sunny and you

are trying to take a photo of a moose

twenty feet away, and in clear view at

the edge of the river. Say you have a

speedy lens and a speedy film. Set your

light meter, and then sit up and take

notice. You think that light is fine. You
can see every hair on your moose, even

the flies on his nose. You are positive

of a fine photo. But look at your meter.

With your biggest aperture wide open

you need at least one tenth of a second,

and with your smallest, for detail, you

need SIX SECONDS!
Now take a squint at that fact. A

snap shot can not be taken slower than

one twenty-fifth! What’s the answer?

If you take a snap, you won’t get him.

If you take a tenth second exposure, re-

member he is shaking the flies off his

ear, wiggling his nose, shivering his

sides, tossing his head,—so your photo is

blurred. A professional photographer

snorts and says, “Impossible.” But that

doesn’t get you pictures. So remember,

—pray for the light, remember that even

in summer time there in the wilds, among
the trees and at the edge of them, the

light is weak. Pray for the light, but

take pictures anyhow! When you get

your moose standing with the light

streaming on him, or out in the middle

of river or pool, thank God and take pic-

tures. But anyhow take pictures—to-

ward the light, in the light, inside out,

upside down, take pictures. Get the

speediest lens you have, get lots of films,

then take lots of pictures. One out of

five will come gloriously from the fog and
disappointment to cheer your soul. When
he is in shadow, step out in the open
with your camera on him, he will often
stand quietly, petrified with surprise

with you ten feet away. That gives you
your time. Use your gun knowledge and
aim by feeling, never mind about your
finder. Aim, shoot, violate all rules, step

in on him and talk to him. You will find

the big game so funny that often you can
walk right up to him in the open and
take a time exposure while he stands
there gaping at you.

TO come back to the salmon and the

big rod. We landed the fifteen

pounder and got a picture of a sort.

Five minutes later I got a rise that sent
my heart pounding into my throat.

Tobique in there is about seventy-five
feet broad, and right over the spot my
fly touched, a huge salmon rose, leaped,

and fell with a splash that sounded as if

the fat woman of the circus had fallen
overboard.

For a time he wouldn’t come again, but
I fished. The rest got tired and went to
camp, but I fished on. Only my little

girl of ten stayed by me, enthusiastic as
ever.

That salmon rose with a smash like a

torpedo, doubled down with the fly and
was hooked so hard I could feel every
thrill of its body as it worked.

You know Tobique is simply a tiny

stream, almost a creek, connected with a
series of pools. In the river are snags
and trees and all sorts of obstructions.

And here I was with a ten-year old girl,

a canoe, and a big salmon in a rushing
torrent.

Around that pool I held him, and with

every bit of strength the line and rod

would stand, being pulled literally along

by that fish. I gave him the full butt,

and that splendid rod bowed in a huge,

quivering arc that sent thrills of joy

through me. We fought it out. For I

knew if I let him get out of that pool I

was helpless to follow. No man could

manage canoe and rod in that wilderness

of rushing water, ' snag and tree, with

dark coming on apace. But I had ten

minutes of fisherman’s paradise with a

fish too strong to be held. He pulled me
along the beach from the top of the pool

to the lower edge, with every ounce of

strength that was in the rod and line.

Then in the shallows at the foot of the

pool, he heaved up, a full twenty-five

pounds of silvery, fighting fish, wagged
his mighty head, flurried up a puther of

foam, and,—departed.

My little girl in the canoe, with eyes

shining said, “Oh, Daddy . . . what a

WHOPPER! I paddled and poled up to

camp, with my tongue in the corner of my
cheek, my heart pounding, and a vision

of a real fish I shall not forget for some

moons to come. So I say, if you go to

New Brunswick, take the strongest sal-

mon tackle you have, and then,—always

have somebody with you to handle the

boat so you can follow your fish. If

Charlie Cremin had been in that canoo

wp might have had a fine fish.
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Your Indian will take
youwhere thqyrejumping
Instead of a long, weary train ride— take your
INDIAN. Instead of tiring yourselfand wasting time
in tramping through the forest—ride your INDIAN
right to that favorite secluded spot and enjoy a full

day of sport.

No matter what your requirements may be, there’s an INDIAN
model that will meet them. There’s the new INDIAN Scout
Model G-20, for instance, the biggest achievement in the world
of motorcycling in years. Light in weight, comfortable, power-
ful, sturdy, simply controlled, this new model will take you
anywhere at 55 miles an hour and at an average fuel consumption
rate of 75 miles to the gallon.

Call on your INDIAN dealer. Ask him for an
immediate demonstration. Choose your model
from the splendid 1920 INDIAN line today.

Dept. 10

HENDEE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Springfield,Mass.
The Largest Motorcycle Manufacturer in the World

Motocycle
For Sale by Dealers Everywhere
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REAL CAMP COMFORT
with YOUR OWN CAR
K NOW the complete joy of out-

door life—with your camp
pitched at the edge of a cool wood

—

a stone’s throw from a crystal-clear

lake where an occasional hungry bass

Hops with a musical splash.

The Auto-Kamp Trailer

provides home comforts with camp life.

Fully equipped tent, electric lights, two
large beds with sagless springs and downy
mattresses big enough for four people.

Beds are high and dry—a full yard above
the ground.

Auto Kamp equipment also includes gaso-
line stove, icc box, food compartments, etc.

Folds compactly and trails easily behind
any car, at any speed—over any kind of road.

AUTO KAMP EQUIPMENT CO., SAGINAW, MICH.

MAKES EVERY MOTOR CAR A HOTEL

Write for Auto
Kamp Catalog

A S we landed, and pulled up the
canoe, there was a giant moose
standing in the shadows of the for-

est, looming huge, fantastic in the twi-
light, his antlers spreading afar, his soft,
pendulous nose questing our scent. Then
as we moved, he silently faded into the
shadowland of the forest, silently, miracu-
lously so, while I went in to a warm' fire,

to dream of the big salmon, and the big-
bull, which last I hoped to see again when
the day dawned once more. But before I
fell asleep, I tucked a broken fly in my
inner hatband, and reflected that if I

had not had a big rod, I should have
missed my ten minutes paradise with the
big one, lost my salmon line or broken
the rod. A broken fly is bad enough, but
a broken rod and a lost line is worse. So
when you go up Tobique, take the best
camera, the best rifle, and the best rod
you can get. The big stuff is there, the.
real wilds are there. And in the next
chapter you shall see that fact to your
own content.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

A VETERAN ANGLER
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

IWIALCOLM A. SHIPLEY died a few
1V1 days ago at his home in the Ger-
mantown district of Philadelphia, in his
73d year.

KNOW
YOUR

FISH
David Starr Jordan’s “Guide

to the Study of Fishes”

Recognized the world over as a most
comprehensive and authoritative treat-
ment of the subject.

This great work, published in two cloth
bound volumes of more than 600 pages
each, contains hundreds of illustrations and
is invaluable to anyone interested in fish

or fishing.

It describes the different species of fish in a
manner that enables you to identify them. It

tells of their life and habits; how, when and
where different species are caught. . How
fish breathe, smell, taste and talk. It treats on
migratory fish, colors of fish, food value of fish,

the mythology of fishes; mermaid, monkfish,
bishop-fish, sea-serpents, &c. Its description of
popular fishes includes trout, flounder, catfish,
perch, bass, swordfish, eel. gayling, blackfish,
sand-darter, mullet, mackeral, herring, kingfish,
halibut and other species; pond-skippers, cave-
fish. file-fish, trigger-fish, headlight-fish, trunk-
fish and other species of freak fish too numerous
to mention are fully deser bed.

Packed ready for shipment these two volumes
weigh 10 pounds. Price, delivered to any ad-
dress in the United States, $12.00. Canadian
orders subject to extra shipping charge and
custom fee.

FOREST & STREAM
(BOOK DEP’T)

9 EAST 40th ST., N. Y. CITY, N. Y.

"Gold Medal”
Everywhere
Wherever outdoor men go

—

into the North Woods—out into

the big game country—fishing

—

hunting—exploring—you’ll find

Gold Medal, the logical camp
furniture.

For years the standard among
campers and in government
service

;
built light, strong, dur-

able and compact
;

there is no
better camp furniture, for nov-
ice or veteran than Gold Medal.

At Sporting Goods, Furniture
and Hardware Stores and Tent
Makers.

Write for complete catalog

and dealer’s name.

Gold Medal
Camp Furniture Mfg. Co.

1740 Packard Avenue
Racine, Wis.

Mr. Shipley belonged to a family en-
gaged in the fishing tackle business for
more than a century, and he personally
did much for the development of light
tackle and its acceptance as the right and
sportsmanlike thing. On the stream the
observance of angling ethics counted for
more with him than the overflowing bag.
He was a real gentleman-fisherman,

skilful to a high degree and considerate
toward his companions and toward the
very fish he sought; cheerful if the day’s
trip brought no fish. He never sat in an
automobile festooned with a big catch
of bass or trout to have his photograph
taken or held a string of fish at arms
length in front of him to magnify it in

the eye of the camera.
Some years ago he spent a day along

the Perkiomen, favorite water with him.
The humor of the erratic small-mouth
bass did not run to taking flies, and
when quitting time came Mr. Shipley
had not had a strike. As he sat on the
bank packing up his outfit there was a
rush of fleeing minnows near shore, and
a two-pound bass, driving hard after
them, landed high and dry almost at his

feet. Mr. Shipley carefully restored the
bass to the water and reported at home
that he had caught nothing.

His casting was easy, graceful and
powerful. I watched him one day as he
extended his cast to reach the spot where
a bass had swirled. “How much line

out?” I called. He glanced at his reel

and replied : “Why it’s all out.” He was
casting offhand seventy-five feet of line' :

j

and nine feet of leader.

Walter Darlington Penn.
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Foss and Lowery after
one round of the lake

JK.
Of

e
Conversion

Lou Lowery

SHIMMY WIGGLER, '/2 or % 02., 85 c

ORIENTAL WIGGLER, '/2 or % 02.,

SI. OO. All Red. All White, or Red
and White

LITTLE EGYPT WIGGLER, weight
Vt 02 ., 75c

SK I D D ER, weight '/2 02 ., 7 5 C

QNE day last Fall word was passed around that there was a string
of bass on display at Brown’s drug store, and naturally being

interested I decided to give them the “Once-over.”
Ten^small-mouth bass were upon the counter, with the following inscription

attached, Caught by A1 Foss in the Delaware River with an A1 Foss Pork
Rind Minnow.”

This was interesting to me for I had failed so miserably when fishing with
the Foss bait,— had become disgusted with it and placed it among some sou-
venirs I was toteing around in my tackle box, believing it to be a cleverly advertised
piece of punk” and little dreaming that my failure with it might rest with me
or my clumsy tackle.

My curiosity was aroused, for-if it was pos-
sible for anyone to catch fish with the Foss
baits, even the inventor himself, I wanted to
see it done before I would believe it, so I

hunted up Mr. Foss who readily agreed to stop
over the next day and go out with me, caution-
ing me, however, not to go unless I was pre-
pared to scrap all my wooden plugs and
other lures.

I thought his conceit the limit, but was
willing to be shown.

Next morning found us at a small Lake
near Deposit, N. Y. The day was bright, the
water clear and still,—just the kind of a day
that one seldom gets any fish. Under such
conditions I' figured that Foss had a surprise
coming.

I was the “Bird” to get the surprise, how-
ever, for I have never seen so many bass caught
before in such a short length of time.

The result of our trip was thirty-eight small-
mouth bass, the legal limit being taken to
Deposit and placed on exhibition.

It took me about ten minutes to see that
my failure with the Pork Rind Bait was on ac-
count of my crude tackle,—my rod was too

heavy, my line (20 lb. test) was about three
times too heavy and my reel was too rough.
In fact, my whole outfit was too heavy to cast
anything but a heavy wooden plug.

I have learned the lesson of light tackle and
have done as Mr. Foss said I would,—scrapped
all my wooden plugs and will never again fish
with a lure with more than one hook.

If Mr. Foss could go out with every Angler
as he did with me, there would be nothing- but
Foss baits.

After Mr. Foss left I purchased a light out-
fit, and immediately commenced to catch fish,

catching one day thirteen bass to one caught
by my friend, he using four different kinds of
wooden plugs. He has since ordered one-half
dozen Foss baits.

At another time I caught fifteen pickerel
and two perch and my companion never got
a fish.

I have never met Mr. Foss before nor since,
and am making this statement in the interests

of clean sport and to help my brother anglers
to see the light as I have seen it.

(Signed)

l

35 c — Bass. Musky
and Fly Spinner si2es

The above, which is a sworn statement, leaves little to be said. A1 Foss Pork Rind Minnows will catch fish
if properly presented wi ,h proper tackle and a slight degree of skill. It is not claimed that merely having them i:t

your tackle box will make fish climb into your boat and dig for ’em like a dog for a bone.

Almost every dealer now has the A1 Foss Pork Rind Minnows
If vours is “dead from the neck up,” either hunt up a new dealer or send us his name and we’ll supply y—

direct. Prices—Shimmy Wiggler, 85c, Oriental Wiggler, (% or 2
3 oz.) all red, all white, or red and white. $1.00

Little Egypt Wiggler, ^ oz., 75c; Skidder, % oz., 75c; Bottle pork rind, 12 strips, 35c; (Bass, Musky & Flv
Spinner sizes.)

AL, FOSS, 1712 Columbus Road, Cleveland, Ohio
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Q/fe First Sign of Spring

Don’t
Wait for

Warm
Weather

The golf course isn’t in good shape yet,

the tennis courts are soft, the roads are

muddy and it’s too cold on the water

—

but don’t stay inside waiting for warm
weather.

Don’t forego sport at any time of the year.

Get out-of-doors.

Go to Your Gun Club
next Saturday Afternoon

Thrilling! If you have never shot over a
trap you will never know how thrilling.

Don’t miss it. Trap-shooting will give

you more real fun and sport than you can
imagine.

There is a gun club near you—go and
watch a shoot. Try your hand—and you’ll

shoot regularly.

And to get the best results use a load that

you can depend upon—the same, day in

and day out.

Smokeless Shotgun Powders

are fast, close-shooting, uniform. That is

why they are used by seven out of every

ten sportsmen—for 118 years the standard
of America.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company,
Inc.

Sales Dept.: Sporting Powder Division

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

SOME POINTS ON
FLORIDA HUNTING

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 176)

should preferably be open at both ends,
for then, on hot nights, you can open up
wide and have the benefit of whatever
breeze there is. The “A” tent, while not
possessing quite so much head room,
size for size, as the wall tent, is a very
comfortable shelter, and has the ad-
vantage of being lighter in weight and
not requiring so much rigging when it is

pitched. A fly is a mighty handy thing
to have along, but is not absolutely nec -

essary if your tent is of good material.
At one time I used home made bed-

ding, my mattress being a heavy quilt

doubled and sewed, quilt fashion, with a
sail needle and heavy cord. However, I

believe that the ideal bed consists of a

6 pound Kapok mattress, a small pillow,

a very light double blanket and a heavy
double blanket. Roll these up in a 6' x 7'

packcloth, tie the roll securely with a
piece of sash cord, and you are fixed.

Your spare clothing should be rolled up
with your bedding, where it will be out
of the way and protected during trans-
portation. To make your bed more com-
fortable, cut a supply of the ever plenti-

ful palmetto fans and arrange them
thus: make the layer about 18" at the
head and 8" at the foot. Over this goes
your packcloth and then your mattress.
A kerosene lantern is the usual camp

light, and a can of kerosene goes along
in the wagon box. I also carry an army
candle lantern to use in the tent, and
find it excellent.

A full sized axe, an engineer’s
hatchet, a saw, and a shovel should all

go into the wagon. They are all handy
in the woods, and, as there is room for
them, they should be taken along. Be
sure and carry a few big nails.

For preparing camp eats a nested
cooking outfits beats anything I have
ever seen. An aluminum outfit is to be
preferred, but, where a bit of extra
weight doesn’t matter, the retinned steel

ones are sufficient, and far cheaper. I

have read of hunters having trouble with
the handles of the frying pans of a

nested outfit. I have never experienced
any with mine, but my pans have the

“Miller” style folding handle and not the

detachable kind, which seems to be the

troublesome one.

I have an aluminum baker, to which
I added a camp broiler, and an outfit for

four persons
;
also a butcher knife, a par-

ing knife, a cooking fork, a cooking
spoon and two pans. After using it one

time I discarded the small frying pan
and the small cooking pot. Two pots

and one frying pan have proved sufficient

for my every need, and a folding canvas
water bucket of three gallons capacity

added to the outfit comes in much han-

dier than the utensils I discarded.

For packing my outfit I use the largest

size fibre packing case obtainable, for

the reason that I am then enabled to

pack, in addition to the outfit, dish

towels, mops, scouring powder, soap, and

a bit of salt, pepper, spice, tea and a few
other odds and ends.

While most campers use the aluminum
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reflector oven for baking purposes, I have
yet to see one of them than can equal the

old dutch oven, or for roasting meats.

The great objection to the dutch oven
is its weight and liability of breakage
when dropped. But where weight does

not count one should be taken along.

My idea of a camp oven would be one
made of heavy pressed steel, along the

lines of the dutch oven. It should be
about 12 inches in diameter and about
8 inches in depth—two sections of 4

inches each. One half should be slightly

less in diameter than the other, for tel-

escoping, which would allow the oven to

be fitted over one end of the cooking out-

fit and all pack into the fibre case. The
smaller half to have flanged rims to in-

sure a fit when set up, and there should
be a roasting rack and a shallow bread
pan included, while the top half should
be sunken to allow coals to be heaped
upon it as with the present heavy dutch
oven.

THERE are various ways of cooking
over fires. My way is this : I carry
two iron bars 30 inches long, by

% thick, by 1 wide. An inch from each
end there is a 3-16 hole. When making
camp I cut two green logs about three

feet long and twelve inches in diameter.

I square two sides which makes the logs

flat on top and bottom. They are then
placed parallel to each other far enough
apart to allow the holes in the bars to be
over their centers. The bars are placed

about 6 inches apart, and a nail through
each hole completes the job.

For carrying grub I have an assort-

ment of friction top tins and waterproof
food bags, and to hold them I have built

a couple of light wooden boxes. This af-

fords good protection to the grub while
in transit and takes up but a minimum
of space in the wagon.
No hunter should go into the woods

without a medicine kit of some descrip-

tion. Accidents are liable to happen, or
sickness of some kind may seize some
member of the party without warning.
Then a good kit, and a knowledge of

how to use it, stands you in good stead.

In addition to the above, I have a spe-
cial kit for use in treating a bite from a
rattlesnake or a cotton mouth moccasin.
A description follows : A hypodermic
and two extra points; a small vial of 1/30
grain strychnia sulphate tablets; a vial

of permanganate flour; a vial of plain
distilled water, securely sealed

; a lancet

;

a small roll of medicated gauze; a small
roll of adhesive tape

;
a cord for use as a

tourniquet and a nitrate of silver stick

compose the contents of the kit, which,
itself, is a small wooden box 5x2x1%
inches, and which, when filled, is wrapped
in oiled silk and securely tied.

The method to be employed in treating
a bite is as follows: With the lancet,

cut to the bottom of the fang wounds to

encourage free bleeding. Then inject a
solution of permanganate directly into
it, or, better still, rub the flour directly
into the cut. The permanganate will

oxidize the poison before it has time to

get in its deadly work. The strychnia
sulphate tablets are for use in case the
victim’s heart action becomes weak, when
one should be swallowed. The tourniquet

YouWanted It

—

Now You Can Get It

rT7HE sportsmen of tins country wanted a tetter

pistol for tte woods, touring and protection.

They wanted tte same high standard wtict tad

gone witli tkeir Remington rifles and skotguns, and

tkey did tke most natural tking— asked Remington

to produce it.

for Shooting Right

Tke Remington Pistol uses tke .380 cartridge—one with plenty of

stopping power. Tkree safety features— automatic grip, thumb-
operated lever, and lock which prevents firing cartridge remaining

m chamber after magazine is removed. Easy to aim, as it fits the

hand correctly. Seven cartridges in magazine and one in chamber

ready for instant use.

Exactly the pistol you would expect from an organization which
had produced most of the practical arms and ammunition improve-

ments for over one hundred years. Sold by more than 88.000

Remington dealers in every part of the United States.

Send for .380 Pistol Folder.

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC
CARTRIDGE COMPANY, Inc.

Largest Manufacturers of Firearms ana Ammunition
in the World

Woolworth Building New York City
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Mark Arie

Shooting

Hercules

“E. C.”

HIGH GUN
IDEAL
PREMIER
TARGET.

ARROW
NITRO CLUB

THE 1919 high amateur
season’s average was

won by Mark Arie.

His season’s average of

.9780% on 2920 registered

targets establishes a new
world's record.

SELBY LOADS
CHALLENGE GRADE
SUPERIOR GRADE

BLACK SHEU5

’ftie&ieAn,
FIELD
RECORD

'Winchester
REPEATER
LEADER

In addition he had the unpar-
alleled average of .9822% on his

last 2370 targets.

Mr. Arie’s long run of 453
targets, 422 of which were reg-

istered, established a new world’s

long run record for an amateur.

To improve YOUR score shoot

HERCULES
'Smokeless Shotgun

POWDERS
INFALLIBLE e.c:

HERCULES POWDER CO.
1009 Orange Street

Wilmington, Delaware

1LENCER
It gives you more than one shot

at him—because it SWALLOWS
THE NOISE. Also doubles the

fun of shooting. Send 6c for

book of humorous shooting expe-

riences with Maxim Silencer.

Price. 22 cal., $6.00. You can

attach it

t o rifle

yourself.

Maxim

Silencer Co.

69 Homestead Ave

Hartford, Conn.

J. KANNOFSKY
Practical

Glass Blower

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani-
mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.
Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulls
for furriers and taxidermists.

363 CANAL STREET NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream”

should be applied at seme point above
the wound immediately and before any-
thing else is done, but should not be al-
lowed to remain tight indefinitely. It
should be loosened and tightened from
time to time. The nitrate of silver stick
is for cauterizing-, if necessary, while the
gauze, etc., is for dressing the wound
after treating it as outlined.

A fat hog does not appear to suffer
much from a rattlesnake bite, the claim
being that the blood circulation of such
a hog is so slow that the venom is dis-
sipated before it reaches the heart. How-
ever, a poor hog will succumb from the
effects. I do not know how true this is,

as I have never seen a hog that had been
bitten, but men who have spent years on
the Florida ranges hunting cattle and
hogs have told me that such is the case
and that they have had opportunities
of getting first hand information on the
subject. Maybe .so, and maybe not.

I once saw a dog which had been bitten
in the nose by a 5V» foot rattler, and
which, outside of a terribly swollen face,
suffered no ill effects, and, to all appear-
ances, suffered no pain. A 5% foot snake
can inject quite a dose of poison.

E
VERY hunter knows the value of a
good pair of prism binoculars, and,
while you do not have as much use

for them in Florida as in other places,
they are a handy thing to have along
with you. In addition to being of aid
in locating game, they are a source of
pleasure in that you are enabled to
watch the antics of the various birds and
animals in the woods and, frequently, to
watch them as they feed. I well remem-
ber sitting on a log one afternoon for at
least half an hour and watching a bunch
of wild turkeys feeding on the berries of
the cabbage palm. They were up in the
tops of the palms and were unaware of
ny presence. I was about 100 yards from
them. The ,sun was getting low in the
west, and its slanting rays played on
their big bodies and showed off their
beautiful colors to great advantage.
Every hunter likes a good hunting-

knife, though choices vary. I like a short
bladed knife after the Woodcraft pattern,
but if it had a thin, keen blade instead of
the present one it woulc suit me better.

There is no doubt that the short blade
with the flaring curved point is best for
skinning purposes, and a thin one is bet-
ter than the heavy hacked, thick one.
Most of the old Florida Crackers, and
guides as well, use the hunting knife
modelled after the pocket knife and hav-
ing a thin, keen blade. Use a thin bladed
knife for skinning, and if there is any
hacking to be done bring out the camp
hatchet and get it over with.

For aiding a hunter in getting through
thickets and jungle growth nothing excels

a machete. I have one with a 12-inch

blade, measuring 2% inches in width at

its widest point, near the end. It fits into

a good leather scabbard, fitted with belt

loop, and is worn just like your hunting
knife. While its blade is stout and capa-
ble of hard service, the weight of the
whole thing is not so much that it is an
encumbrance to carry. I purchased it in

Panama and always carried it when hunt-
ing down there, and frequently carried it
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in Florida on both hunting and fishing

trips.

The proper way to sharpen a machete

is with a file, and not by grindrock or

stone. This gives the necessary bite re-

quired when cutting undergrowth, and

produces an edge which will not nick.

Needless to say that a kodak should be

taken by every one going on a hunting or

fishing trip, or, in fact, cn an outing of

any kind. The pictures taken then will

serve to remind you of the good times

gone by, when the Snow flies and all

seems dreary. There is a wide choice

to select from, and everyone can suit his

whims in the kodak line—if he has plenty

of money. I like, and use, a 3A.

When a hunter goes on a trip he should

keep a little diary of events transpiring

each day. This will prove of great value

in case it is desired to write up the hunt

at some later date. I always carry a lit-

tle note book and pencil with me, entering

therein anything that I think may prove

of value when writing up my trip. Jot

it down while it is fresh.

AFTER it is all said and done a great

deal depends upon the hunter him-

self, as to the success of his trip.

Good luck is not always found on the first

part of the trip, but he who pulls his belt

up another notch and goes after it all

the harder will surely be rewarded in the

long run, than he who lets his bad luck

cast a gloom over him and put a damper
on his activities.

With the right guide a hunter will be
enabled to have a most enjoyable and
successful trip into the Florida hunting
grounds. There is a great deal of game
there, and if the game laws were strictly

enforced there would be much more.

THE WAYS OF THE
CRAFTY TROUT

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 169)

it again and repeat, waiting each time
until your back-cast straightens out be-

hind, which you can tell by the tug on
your rod. Never allow the rod to fall

back over your shoulder, for that merely
reduces your purchase on the cast. At
each forward cast, add a yard more line

by stripping off with the left hand until

you have thirty or forty feet of line out,

which is about all a beginner can man-
age. All right; get this down fine, so

that the line rolls out in front nicely,

with the leader cascading over the end
of your line and dropping the fly straight
out ahead.

You are now ready to learn the false
cast. Simply aim for a point well above
the water, and, before the fly has time
to settle, lift it back so that it does not
touch the water at all. In that way you
can get out as much line as you can
manage, without dropping the fly until
you are ready for it. Accuracy is easy,
with this length of line out, and even a
beginner can land his fly inside a two-
foot barrel hoop, anywhere he likes.

Lift the rod high, on raising from the
water, to avoid making a ripple with it,

for such a ripple will scare down every
trout in the pool. Later, when you have

Newton Arms Corporation
s&a

Manufacturers of

High Power Rifles and Ammunition

GENERAL SALES OFFICES:

WOOLWORTH BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY, U. S. A.

The big advantage of Pyramid Solvent
is that it thoroughly cleans the firearm
without wearing out the human arm.

Pyramid Solvent
removes residue of high-power smoke-
less and black powders and loosens metal
fouling without the hard work you are

accustomed to. Contains
no harmful chemical and
no moisture.

After Pyramid Solvent, always
use 3-in-One Oil to prevent rust

and to lubricate.

Pyramid Solvent is for sale by
most firearm dealers, 3 ounces in

a convenient flat can that fits

pocket or shooting: kit, 30c per

can. If your dealer can’t supply
you, 6end30cand we will send

you a can postpaid.

Three-in-One Oil Co.
165 EZR Broadway, New York

Not Merely a Bird House
—But *‘A Bird Homestead”

It’s the DODSON-
The Dodson Bird House attracts
and win9 the birds, and it’s the
same Dodson House to which the
same little songsters return every
year. A study of bird life has
shown that returning birds, with

it is there.
The sturdy Dodson House is

there—just as strong, but more
Inviting: as it has aged. Con-
structed of thoroughly sea-
soned Red Cedar. Oak. Cypress

and selected White Pine,
nails and cleats coated to
resist rust, painted withDodson Colonial Marlin House

66 comps.. 6 in. porch all around, etrictly pure lead and oil.
38 in. long, 26m.wide, 44 in. high permanency is assured.

Order Now—Songbirds protect trees, shrubs and flowers from
insects. Mr. Dodson will supervise proper location for his houses
—insuring success if transportation and expenses are provided.

Free Bird Book—sent on request, illustrating Dodson line,

giving prices; also beautiful colored bird picture free.

JOSEPH H. DODSON, Free. AmericanAudubonA89fn.
782 Harrison Avenue Kankakee, Illinois
Dodson Sparrow Trap guaranteed to rid your community

^^^^^^^^)fJ|heBejjuarre
i

lsome£eBt9^Price$8
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Keep Your Game
In Full View

The old crotch sight (B) hides the game and
spoils the aim. A Lyman Combination Rear
Sight keeps your game in full view (A), and
you get a bead as quickly as though no rear

sight were used. Just cover your game with

your front sight and fire.

LYMAN SIGHTS
—for hunting, for target.

For all American and most
foreign rifles. Have your
dealer fit you out; or tell us

the make, model and caliber

of your rifle, and the sights

you wish.

Sight Book Sent Free
Shows the complete Lyman Line,

and gives expert information on
the proper sights for target and
game rifles, hints on shooting,
care of guns, etc.

LYMAN GUN SIGHT
CORPORATION

110 West St.

No. 1A, $4.50
Middlefield, Conn.

—Sale Army Goods

—

Purchased from Quartermasters Dept.
Offered at prices far below government cost

All New Goods—No re claimed or renovated
A FEW SPECIALS

These Prices Good for This Month Only.
Blankets. 0. D.. 66 x 84 $8.00
Leather Jerkins, wool, cloth lined 8.50
Army Officers’ Raincoats 8.50 and 10.50
Army Socks. 35c pair. 3 pairs for 1.00
All-Wool Underwear, garment 2.50
Hip Rubber Boots 7.00
Army Style 0. D. Shirts 3.50
Army Heavy Wool Socks, pair 1.00
Army Jersey Knit Khaki Gloves 75
Herman’s U. S. Army Shoes 8.85
Overseas Caps | .00

Send 6c postage for Catalog
tt
C-16

Hundreds of other articles

g 37 West 125th St.. New York City
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^THE SMITH GUN
“The Gun that Speaks For Itself”

Has Told its Own Story for 35 Years

Both First and Second Places in the

Grand American Handicap 1919

Winner of the Pinehurst Consolation 1920

Get back of a Smith and you will under-
stand why we prefer to let the gun say:

“That’s the Smith Story’’

THE HUNTER ARMS CO., Inc., 32-52 Hubbard Street, Fulton, N. Y.

McDONALD & LINFORTH, 739 Call Building, San Francisco, Calif., Pacific Coast Representatives

THE SPORTING GOODS AGENCIES, 33 St. Nicholas St., Montreal, Representatives for Eastern Canada
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| Ring Neck Pheasants
|

START WITH EGGS
Lay 40 to 50 eggs each per year—Raised |
as easily as chickens—More profitable g
than chickens as they eat only half as g
much. Bring $2.00 per pound alive, n
Birds hatched this spring mature next m
fall. Best eating bird in America. Sim- |
pie to raise. Set them under chicken g
hen and she will raise the little pheas- g
ants. 1
Genuine Wild Mallard Ducks |

Lay 50 to 60 eggs per year—Guaranteed
to be only from Wild Trapped Mallards.
Raise them with chicken hens. Make
fine eating—good decoys

—

money makers.

OUR BIRDS MAKE
MONET FOR US;
LET THEM MAKE
MONEY FOR YOU
Send for Free Booklet oj n-

st ructions and Price

List

Bloomfield Farms
America’s Largest Game Farm

| 1718 Penobscot Bldg., Detroit, Mich. =
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Tbe Wilbur shotgun peep sight will revolutionize
wing shooting; no excuse for missing; game birds or
clav fr'rds. Patented and perfected by an old trap
and field shooter. Teaches the art of wing shooting;
will increase the score of the trap shooter; corrects
the faults of old shooters; shows how to lead your
birds: compels proper handling of gun: puts the
shooter down on his gun where he belongs; proves
the correct fitting of your gun.
Made of blued steel, clamps instantly and riridly

on breech of barrels. Fast enough for use in snap
shooting. Has two openings with center post for
alignment with ordinary sight at end of barrels.
Any object seen by the shooter through this sight

when trigger is pulled, is DEAD — as such object
must be at the time in shot pattern when gun is

discharged. On quartering birds lead is shown ab-
solutely — NO GUESS WORK.
MADE IN 12 and 20-GAUGE ONLY. Not made

for single-barrel or pump guns.
Price, postpaid. $2.50. with full instructions in

the art of wing shooting.
Write for “Treatise Wing Shooting Made Easy.”

WILBUR GUN SIGHT
116 West 39th St. Room 140, New York City. N. Y.

SUBSCRIBE
NOW

FOREST AND STREAM
$2.00 YEARLY

THE

Mackensen Game Park
Bob White
Pheasants

Partridges

Quail

Wild
Turkeys
Deer
Rabbits

Peafowl
Cranes

Swan
Ornamental

Geese
and Ducks

Foxes
Raccoons

Game Bird and Fancy Bird Eggs Sold in Season

Everything in wild animals, game, fancy
birds for parks, menageries, private pre-
serves and collections of fancy fowl.

I also buy all kinds of animals and birds.

WM. J. MACKENSEN, Naturalist
YARDLEY, PA.

PRACTICAL EXTERIOR BALLISTICS
for

HUNTERS and RIFLEMEN
by

J. R. Bevis, M.Sc., Ph.D, and Jno A.
Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S.

The Most Practical Up-to-the-minute Book
published on the subject; scientific, yet
clear and simple.
Do your own figuring, and have the sat-

isfaction of knowing that you are absolute-
ly right. All necessary tables.
Every problem that comes up in the life

of every rifle man and hunter is worked
out according to formula, so that the reader
may see exactly how to do it. Everything in

ballistics is solved. Be your own authority.

Cloth, illustrated, 196 pages,
$1.25 postpaid

BEVIS & DONOVAN
Phoenix Bldg. Butte, Montana

35c
Postpaid

all lubrication and

polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
Id the New Perfection

Pocket Package

is a matchless combination.
Sportsmen have known it lor

years. Dealers Bell NYOIL at

15c. and 35c. Send us the name
of a live one who doesn't sell

NYOIL with other necessaries

for sportsmen and we will send
you a dandy, handy new can
(screw top and screw tip) con-
taining 8K onnoes postpaid

for 35 cents.

VB. F. NTE. New Bedford, Mass.

become a “shark” at short casting ana
false casting, you can spread out a bit

and get out fifty to sixty feet of line.

Eeyond that it takes a very fine, stiff,

tournament rod to give satisfaction, but
I have found forty to sixty feet of line

ample for all campaigns that I have un-

dertaken against the wily trout.

Having got some proficiency with home
practice with your rod, choose a broad,

open stream, where you will not be much
bothered with trees catching your back-

cast, buy a set of flies, put on the old hip

boots with a pair of leather .sandals at-

tached, and go to it. There will be plenty

of fun ahead of you, and more trout than
you would believe that you could ever

catch.

As to getting down a hung-up fly on
a branch, I have found that the best way
is to cut a long pole with a fork in the

upper end of it. Catch this fork in the

offending branch, and twist it off, when
it will come down, bringing your fly with
it.

Such is trout fishing; a delightful re-

creation, taking one into beautiful coun-
try, in the most beautiful time of the

year. And the whole art is teeming with
interesting sport.

SPORT IN THE
SAWTOOTH RANGE

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 170 )

paradise for the angler if there ever was
one. The beautiful brooks with water of

crystalline clearness are a delight to any
angler’s eye. It is no trouble to go out

on any day on Warm Springs Creek
and catch a twenty-four-inch trout.

This creek is very clear and is named on
account of the warm sulphur springs

near its banks at one place. In the win-

ter time the fish will collect at the place

where these springs join the stream and
the backwoodsmen who reside in this

territory have no trouble in having a

supply of fish on hand all winter. The
gameness of the Warm Springs Creek
trout is very noticeable. I have fought
fish taken from this stream for a half

hour before landing them.
The Sawtooth streams are very pic-

turesque. The angler who wade$ up-

stream in any one of the Sawtooth
streams will find many things to attract

his attention. Old log cabins, log

bridges and rail fences remind one of

better days. There was a time when
this country was prosperous as a mining
community. That was long ago, but the

relics of those forgotten days lend charm
to these streams whose beautiful pools,

glistening with the bright rays of the

sun, are the hiding places of the crafty
trout.

The coachman fly is welcomed by the

members of the piscatorial family of the

Sawtooths. Wood River, famed afar for

its excellent trout fishing, is a splendid

place to use the coachman fly. as the

clearness of the water makes this fly a

favored one. I have used others

though, with good success. I cannot but

remember a three-pound trout I caught
once in Wood River. The place was a

deep pool where I had seen several trout

several days before coming up to the sur-
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face to catch insects, I noticed that they

were grabbing a small white miller that

flew low above the water. I stepped back

from the water’s edge so that my shadow

should not be reflected upon the water

and put on a white miller fly. My first

cast was not rewarded, but the second

one brought forth a strike from a large

trout. A silver-colored flash told me
that he was going to be mine if I had

patience enough. The water boiled

madly in that pool as I played the fish.

He was loath to give up the struggle,

but at length he could hold out no

longer and I reeled him in. I took out

my watch. I had played him just fifteen

minutes.

When I returned to camp I discovered

that my partner had one twenty-five

inches long while mine was twenty-four,

just one inch shorter. His weighed

three pounds and two ounces while mine

weighed three exactly.

The kind of fly to use in Sawtooth

streams depends upon the weather, time

of year and the place. In the dark, deep

pools on Wood River I have had excellent

luck with a white miller. To a fish

below the water’s surface this glittering

white fly presents a striking picture. It

attracts him to the surface. The angler

should watch closely to see what insects

are flitting about the water. The man
who does this will more than double the

catch made by the man who doesn’t, pro-

vided, of course, he puts this knowledge

to use and is as skillful in playing his

fish.

Like all other Sawtooth streams, Wood
River is very clear. Rocks and occa-

sionally fish can be observed plainly far

beneath the sparkling surface. I was
fishing in this stream once when I was
amazed to see a trout in a deep pool. He
looked to be at least seven pounds in

weight. I cast for him, using a black

gnat fly. He rose once, but I realized

that my shadow on the water, although

he could not see me, was going to prevent

me from getting him. I tried many
times for him in after days, but he
would just come up, take one look at

the fly and go back. He seemed to say:

“Is that all you’ve got to offer?” I did

offer him many different kinds of flies

and even caught a grasshopper, thinking

that he might respond to boyhood meth-
ods, but it was no use. So far as I

know he is still ruling over that pool.

Wood River flows through a beautiful

wooded valley. The pines which bor-

der it near its junction with Warm
Springs Creek are at length replaced

by the indigo-colored spruces.

Several times on my Sawtooth trips I

have fished in Trail Creek. This stream
is not so beautiful as the others and,
in addition to this drawback, the wind
seems to get a clear sweep at the canyon
in which it is located. Many anglers
have said that it was the most disagree-
able of all Sawtooth streams. The fish-

ing is excellent, but the trout are smaller
than those found in the average streams.
Much of this creek winds through pas-
ture land. The major portion of it is

very low and mosquitoes are more nu-
merous than along the other streams.

The rainbow trout of this stream are
letter eating than the salmon variety

STREAMCRAFT
By DR. GEORGE PARKER HOLDEN

An Angling Manual.

Deals with the selection, care and rigging of the

Rod; the Art of Casting; Trout Habits, Lures and
Their Use, etc.

Price $2.00, delivered anywhere.

9 East 40th Street New York, N. Y.
FOREST AND STREAM (Book Dep’t.)

THE BEST IN POINTERS
“COMANCHE FLYER,’’ Fee $40.00
A Field Trial and Bench Show winner
of the highest class. The best pointer
sire living.

“JANKE’S JINGO’S SAM’’, Fee $40.00
Never defeated on the Bench and a
Field dog second to none.

“JOHN CASE”, Fee $30.00
A handsome Field Trial winner that has
made good.

“RAG’S ROYAL JACK’’, Fee $30.00
A Field Trial and Bench Show winner
that is sure to make the future pointer
sire.

These dogs have breeding and individ-
uality to suit the most exacting. Don't
breed your bitch till you learn all about
them. Stud Book free.

TEN-A-SEE FARM KENNELS
S. Barton Lasater, Prop.

Box 165B Paris, Tennessee

The Grand American Handicap

» Two Years In Succession

1917 1918

ANY MAN CAN BREAK MORE
TARGETS WITH AN ITHACA

DOUBLES, 45 UP - SINGLES, $75 UP
CATALOG FREE

ITHACA GUN COMPAN
Bos 25. ITHACA, N. Y.

CHARLES LARSON JOHN D. HENRY

CREE’S COMMONSENSE

CAMP STOVES

Forty-four Years the Best

l^tf'CAMP STOVE
See your dealer or write us

D. W. CREE CO.
Established 1876

Box 158 Grigg8ville, Illinois

FAITHFULLY
MOUNTED

trophies of your hunting trips are
a reflection of your carefullness
choosing a capable taxidermist.

We have the largest and most

complete plant in the U. S. for

tanning of skins and expert mounting

of trophies.
Preserve the results of your bear and

lion hunts this spring. Send them to

us, for we are specialists in mounting

bears and lions. _

FIELD GUIDE & I7RFE
BIG GAME BOOK F
Contains record of North American Big

Game. Its 32 illustrated pages w.ll charm

and convince you. Game heads and rugs

for sale to realistically decorate your

home, den or office. Also send for our

fur catalog which shows illustrations and

prices of fur covered wear ng apparel for

men and women, made from your own

skins. Send for list today.

JONAS BROS., IndfurrierI
1019 Broadway DENVER, COLO

Branch: Livingston, Mont,

s -
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MUUINS
STEEL BOATS

Write for catalog
showing more than
40 models of steel
and wooden power
boats, rowboats and
canoes.

Safe for you or your family.
Buoyant air compartments
like a life boat and strong

Steel hulls. Mullins Steel boats can’t

warp, leak, waterlog, dry out or open
at the seams. No calking required, no
boat house needed.

Designed by America’s foremost naval
architects—built in the world’s largest

boat shop. More than 70,000 now in use.

Mullins power boats have the best marine motors.
Quiet, vibration-free-operation is insured by the
Mullins patented silent under water exhaust.

THE MULLINS BODY CORPORATION
Boat Dept. 612 Franklin St.

SALEM, OHIO

Attach this Motor
to

Your Boat

New pleasures are open
to the man who attaches a

Lockwood-Ash Row Boat
Engine to his row boat.

It saves those long, hot,

back-breaking pulls to the

fishing or picnic grounds
or the camp.

It is simple, economical
and practical and takes

but a few minutes to

install.

Ask for our booklet
and learn about the

30-day trial plan.

Lockwood-Ash Motor

Company

2003 Jackson Street

Jackson, Mich.

(69)

Off rocky shores where

bass lie, or in the reeds or

pickerel, an “Old Town
Canoe” is just the craft for

fishermen.

It will float loaded in the

shallowest water, is light to

handle, steady and gives in-

stant response to the paddle.

Write for catalog. 3000

canoes in stock. $67 up
from dealer or factory.

OLD TOWN CANOE COMPANY
994 Fourth Street

Old Town, Maine, U. S. A.

rc1

PUBLIC SALE
of Standard First Quality

Gov't Goods From Cancelled
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
Send for this big catalog today
Army Sweaters . . $6.50
Hunting or Shell bags .<5

Army Gray Wool Blankets 6.00

Wool Shirts (Olive Drab)
$4.50, $5.50

Army Shoes .... 8.0::

Sheepskin Vests . . 6.50

Lea'r Jerkins, wool lined 7.00

Officers SheepTned Coats
$18.00

Rubber Boots . . 5.85
and all other articles for

camp or outdoor use.
SEND 10c FOR ARMY & NAVY
CATALOG 123 AND BUY AT
AUCTION BARGAIN PRIf'ES.
ARMY & NAVY STORE CO.
245 W. 42d St, New York

. Largest Camp and Military Outfitters

00
/

50 /
00

1

ARMY
AND

NAVY
GOODS

CEN NEB EC
CANOES

Safest to Use'

The “ Tumble Home ” of
•Kennebec makes it so— this i_

Jure is illustrated here—the dotted!
• line being The Tumble Home of*
{the ordinary canoe—the black or!
•outside line that of the Kennebec.#
\ Fullest particulars with illus- /

,
» trations of all our models /

.jjiven in our 1920 book,,'
sent postpaid.

KXK1VEBEC BOAT AND CANOE CO.
22 R. R. Square, Waterri lie, Maine.

found on the Wood River. For real

angling, leaving out beautiful scenery
and the desirability of the meat of the
trout, Wood River holds first place;

Warm Springs Creek comes next, and,
lastly, Trail Creek. I have almost ig-

nored this stream because of the un-
healthfulness of its location and the
small size of its fish. There are other
Sawtooth streams, but these are the
main ones. I could not begin to describe
in an article of this length all the minor
streams found in this locality.

Eastern anglers would find some great
sport in the Sawtooths about the first of

June. In that month of months the
woods are most beautiful, with flowers

blooming on the foliaged mountainside.
The Sawtooths are certainly at their best
in June and it i.s the best month for the
fisherman. The fish are not over fed and
the campers at this time are few in

number.

RELATIVE to big game in the Saw-
tooths much might be said. The
common big game animals found in

the Sawtooths are: Mountain sheep and
goats, deer, elk and a few moose. I have
omitted cougars and mountain lions and
wildcats for the reason that they can be
found in non-mountainous communities
as well as those which have mountains.
The appalling scarcity of big game in

the Sawtooths a few years ago caused
the Legislature to enact laws forbidding
the shooting of certain kind.s of big game
except in the short open .season. Due
to these laws the game is returning to

these splendid mountains. The game
“hogs” have also shown their work in

big game shooting, but it is not so

noticeable as in bird shooting. When
game was plentiful people shot more
than they needed just for the fun of

killing them. Since many kinds of big
game are returning to the Sawtooths, it

is once more becoming a sportsman’s
paradise.

There is no open season on mountain
sheep. The vigor with which these ani-

mals have been hunted among their na-
tive mountain crags caused wide con-
sternation in hunting circles several
years ago. They saw that it was neces-

sary to do something, so a law was
enacted prohibiting further sheep shoot-
ing.

Today the hills and wild country above
the timber line are the habitat of most of

the Sawtooth sheep. They are slowly
returning from the exterminating blow
dealt them in the past. If a half-way
stringent law is made relative to their

capture when the state does open the

gates to sheep hunters in Idaho they
will probably remain fairly numerous.
The time is not ripe for the state to

permit shooting as yet, but the time
seems not far off.

The Sawtooths have not been the

roaming place of any bands of sheep

except domestic ones. Many people

have the mistaken idea that great herds

of any wild game mean plenty. As a

matter of fact it means extermination.

Elk in some places in and near the Yel-

lowstone Park have formed themselves

into great droves. This is a pathetic

sight to the real sportsman who under-
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stands that they are unable to procure
food. The same is true relative to moun-
tain sheep.

Elk, too, have felt the hunter's rav-
ages. It has not been so much the game
“hog” who has brought about their scar-
city, but the steady shooting year after
year. Chaparral is what the Elk feeds
on mostly, but there are none of these
animals within miles of many noted
chaparral districts. The long cold win-
ters with deep snow and little available
food have been instrumental in rapidly
lessening their numbers.

Elk hunting is allowed in only five

Idaho counties. The others have no
open season. This is a good thing for
the sportsman of today. Sawtooth Elk
will probably never be exterminated, but
this might have been the case were it

not for the very short open season.

D EER hunting probably offers the
best sport to the Sawtooth hunter.
A short time in the fall comprises

the whole open season for deer. These
animals have never been so scarce as
others. The winters do not seem to be
so hard upon them as upon other ani-
mals. Each year one feels sure a lessen-
ing of their numbers will be evident, but
it does not seem to be the case. The
numerous bears in the Sawtooths prob-
ably kill more deer than all hunters com-
bined. Sawtooth bear hunters have fre-
quently come across the partly devoured
bodies of deer. Everything points to the
bear as the marauder.

One deer is the bag limit for the Saw-
tooths. To hunt every animal is hard
work, but deer have such a habit of
running swiftly and far into the forest
that it is one of the most arduous of
all big game hunting pastimes. Deer
hunting in the Sawtooths is no harder
work than in other localities, however.

I know of many splendid specimens of
deer which have been shot in the Saw-
tooths. They are fully as large as those
af any other locality. Every year deer
hunters from the east are coming to
realize this more and more. A great
many eastern sportsmen come to Ket-
chum, the railroad terminus, outfit there
and then hit for the back country which
abounds with lakes and streams.

In regard to mountain goat, there is a
short open season in the fall. Many
hunters try their luck hunting this crag
dweller, but he is not so popular a game
animal as he should be. Perhaps hunt-
ers are getting lazy and do not wish
to hunt this animal. One hunter who
was hunting in the Sawtooths secured
the best picture of a live mountain goat
that I have ever seen. He managed to
get within about ten feet of the animal.
He snapped it while it was lying down
in a most natural position. To photo-
graph a goat at any time is very diffi-
cult, but from a distance of about ten
feet seems almost impossible.
Bear hunting in the Sawtooths; is very

popular. Doubtless the great number of
these destructive animals makes the
sport more popular than it otherwise
would be. One is almost sure To get
a bear if he hunts in the quaken asp
thickets.

_

Most Sawtooth bear hunters
send their airedales into these thickets

On the
Water Route of

Pere Marquette
Down the long miles of inland
waterways, where Pere Mar-
quette’s redskins laboriously pad-
died his birch canoe on its mis-
sion of Christianity, countless
small craft now speed tirelessly

—driven by purring Evinrudes.

Wherever navigable water flows
you will find the Evinrude. It

has brought fishing and hunting
grounds within easy reach of
sportsmen and has made water-
ways the playground of nations.

Magneto, built-in-flywheel type,
and Automatic Reverse are stan-
dard Evinrude features.

The leading sporting goods
or hardware stores in most
localities sell the Evinrude.

Catalog on request.

Evinrude Motor Company
259 Evinrude Bldg.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

DISTRIBUTORS:
J Cortlandt Street, New York, N. Y.
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tLeet '. Boston, Mass.
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Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.211 Morrison Street, Portland, Ore.

EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE MOTOR FOR WATERCRAFT

folding puncture-proof canvas boat:
Light, easy to handle, no leaks or repairs : cheek ns h,.,,™

usedSw^TT
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s WW al1 sW ; non-sinkable ; stronger th’an^roocused liy U S. and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize i
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King Folding Canvas Boat Co.. 428 Harrison St.. Kalamazoo Mich

DARROW’S STEEL BOATS
Seventeen styles, eighty sizes, up to twenty-four

feet m length, including light, medium and heavy
duty Motorboats, Outboard Motor Specials, Row-
boats, D'uckboats. Canoes and our WORT DFAMOUS SECTIONAL BOATS. Write for Cat-
alogue and prices.

F. H. DARROW STEEL BOAT CO
611 Erie Street ALBION, MICH.

Tents $4.25 up
Saddles 4.65 up
Uniforms 1.50 up

l
Teamharness26.85

C. W. revolvers $2.65 op
Army Haversacks .15 up
Knapsacks .75 up

, .
Army Gun slings .30 up

Spring. Rem. cal. 30 single shot rifle for model
190S cartridges, *7.77 Ball cart. *3.50 per 100
1 5 acres Army Goods. Large illustrated cyclo-
Pedia reference catalog—428 pages- issue
1920, mailed 50 cents. New Circular lO cents

FRANCIS BANNERMAN SONS, 501 Broadway, Hew York

Do You Take Pictures
'

*°r
.
free sample of our big magazine, showmg how to make better pictures and earn money

AMEriCAN PHOTOGRAPHY, 164 Pop. Bnildloe. Boston. Mb
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Outing Outfits
at A Saving

i Buy no outing 1 V,
({ equipment until you

) \

h Vsee our catalog

The Autobed makes a comfortable bed for two

people and can be used in any 4, 5 or 7 passenger

car, except those with winter top. Can be put up

in 5 minutes. The great convenience of the

“Autobed” is that you can camp anywhere

your car may be, simply put on your side curtains

and you can sleep in comfort and save hotel ex-

pense. The “Autobed” is only 4 ft. long and 5

inches in diameter when rolled up. It weighs less

than 25 lbs. Frame is made of selected “ard
:

wood with all metal parts galvanized. Bed is of

heavy duck. Tension is from end to end and can

be regulated by giving the end rail a 14 or 56

turn. Occupants will not roll to center as is the

case when bed is supported from the sides. Length

74 inches. Width over all, 48 inches. Width of

bed, 40 inches. Complete instructions for setting

up “Autobed” in car are furnished.

For sale by dealers. If your dealer cannot

supply you we will ship you “Autobed complete

for $18.00. Waterproof Carrying Case, $4.50

extra.

TENTOBED COMPANY
3300 Jackson Boul.,

Dept. 11 Chicago, 111.

Simply

TurrTaTvalvo and cook
/We Oliver Oil-Gas Burner/is an attachment that makes any cooking:

y / or heating stove a pas stove. No coal or

fy/ wood. Cooks and bakes better than coal or
\ / wood in the same stove.

Makes Its Own Gas (kerosene) at

one-foorth the cost of city gas. Everybody knows
gas means cleaner, cheaper, quicker cooking, and a

cooler kitchen. No fires to start, no ashes, no chopping,
shoveling, poking and dragging of coal. Save9 hours of
work and loads of dirt. No smoke nor odor. You regu-

late heat with valves. Simple, safe, easily put in or

taken out. Simply sets on grate. No damaee to stove.

Lasts a lifetime. Thousands of users. In use 10 years,

SAVES MONEY- FITS ANY STOVE
16 different models, one for every stove. At*
Write for free literature— tells how two A^<.V
gallons kerosene equals more than
ninety-seven pounds of coal.

Oliver Oil-Gas Burner & Machine Co.,

2009 Pine St., St, Louis, Mo.
Western Shipments From San Francisco.

4*?

i FOR THESE

HAVE DRY MATCHES
» /^llf WET WEATHER

It’s possible if you have a
MARBLE’S WATERPROOF
MATCHBOX. Holds enough
matches for several days. Thous-
ands used by outdoor men
who say “it’s worth its weight in

gold.” Made of seamless brass
with water-tight cover, just the

right size for the pocket. Get
one today and have a light when
you need it most.

C at your dealers or sent by mail
postpaid. Ask for our complete catalog

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.
526 Delta Ave. Gladstone, Mich.

MOTORCYCLE BARGAINS
Send 2c stamp today for Holiday list of guaranteed

rebuilt motorcycles. All makes—Harley, Thor. Excel-

sior, Indian. Reading Standard, singles or twins. Better

buys than new. Save half on your motorcycle.

THE WESTERN SUPPLIES CO.
380 HAYtTTIN BLDG, DENVER, COLO.

SPECIAL OFFER
Send $2.50 for all 3 above
books and get book of 75

Special Plans, alsoCDCF
Garage folder. 1 n Lt
EXTRA—"Little Bungalows,”
40 Plans, $750 to $3,000; 50c.

Money bach if not satisfied

E. W. STILLWELL & CO., Architects
264 California Building, Los Angeles

to rout out the game. The sheep camps
suffer very heavily from their depreda-

tions. Ofttimes in a night whole hams,

bacons and other large viands will be

taken by these animals. There is no

close season on them and the large price

their pelts brought last winter has made
many more bear hunters than was for-

merly the case.

T HE Sawtootihs are a long-settled

country, prosperous once, but now
only a game paradise and a field

for the photographer. More hunters and

fisherman from now on will undoubtedly

take advantage of this splendid game and

fish country than have done so before.

BUNGALOW BOOKS
PLAN FUTURE HOMES
NOW WITH ECONOMY

PLANS OF
CALIFORNIA STYLES
— noted for comfort,

beauty and adaptability

to any climate.

“Representative Cal.

Homes”
50 Plans, $3,750 to

$ 12 , 000 ; $1 .

“The New Colonials”

55 Plans, $3,000 to

$20,000; $1.

“West Coast Bungalows”
60 Plans, $1,800 to

$4,500; $1.

t?TCTJI?T>'!V/TTI? XT Razor sharp hooks catch more fish,

F lonllflXlVIJLblN they bring heme the bacon. The

hones .

vour hooks, razor sharp,

in a iiffv; it will increase your

catch 100%. says Dixie Carroll Made of Carborundum;

a lifetime. Perfection H. H 4 in. long 75c ;

Junior 3% in.. 50c. Leather case. 3dc. extra Get ready

now°for next season; be prepared for action You will use

a°Hook Hone eventually, why not now! Interesting cir-

cular sent free on request.

now is the time to reflmsh your rods

ROD-SPAR
|

ROD-SPAR-BLACK

ro
ed“shr

n
waS“ot For reflnishing steel rods,

elastic 1 taclde boxes, etc.

Put up in friction top cans. 35c per can pos paid

The Columbus Specialty Co.. Dcph M, Cclumbuo, Ohio

SIMPLE SIMON GOES
A-FISHING

(continued from page 173 )

hat and sat limp and trembling, gazing

at each other and babbling a chorus of

“Tres belle!” . . . tres beau!—wah, wah.”

And then, wonder of wonders, as Hen-

ri deftly extricated the hook, out with it

came that ridiculous banjo, twisted

tightly into the leader, and I realized

what a strange fly it was that had lured

this great creature to his end. Then

and there I christened him, Elihu, in

honor of my favorite alma mater. Sub-

sequent proceedings indicated that Henri

had been right in the matter of sex and

that Elihu had been about to become

the mother of approximately four hun-

dred and eighty-thousand young Elis

—

a record in graduating classes. But it

was too late to change either name or

sex so the baptismal record stands.

Oh, what a glorious paddle home with

Henri lifting a raucous voice in “En
roulant ma boule,”—and what a trium-

phant arrival!

“Any luck?” asked the old veterans,

—

with faint condescension, and in reply I

held up Elihu.

“Ye Gods!” they cried. “Simon’s got

the Big One! Wouldn’t you know it?”

and someone rushed forward with the

scales.

My happiness was proof even against

that “wouldn’t you know it?” remark.

“Henri,” I said in simple Ollendorf,

before we parted, “Ce couteau est pour

vous.”

And I handed him my sheath-knife.

Never have I seen such perfect happi-

ness shine from a boy’s face. Mine must

have looked equally radiant. I was so

glad to get rid of the thing.

T HIS is the story of Elihu. My friends

would never believe that I had

caught him with a watch charm

and I did not press the matter. They

were too upset at my catching him at

all. Here and now, for the first time,

I breathe one last detail, hitherto a se-

cret and only divulged at this late date

for the encouragement of potential fish-

ermen as amateurish as myself.

I hooked Elihu in the tail!
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STREAMCRAFT—AN ANGLING
MANUAL

S TEWART AND KIDD COMPANY, of

Cincinnati, have added to their list of

outdoor books perhaps the most notable

contribution to modern angling literature

since the appearance, many years ago, of

Wells’ book on rods and tackle. The late

Henry P. Wells, by the way, wa,s a law-

yer by profession, and the author of

Streamcraft is a physician, Dr. George

Parker Holden, not entirely unknown to

the readers of Forest and Stream.

This manual, delightfully dedicated to

Rev. Dr. Henry van Dyke, “America’s

most-beloved fisherman,” and in size con-

venient for the angler’s pocket, is

crammed with reliable, up-to-date infor-

mation for the fresh-water fisherman,

and in addition possesses literary charm

and is saturated with the Waltonian

spirit. Especially do we know of noth-

ing so authoritative, concise, detailed,

and comprehensive in American angling

books dealing with the subject of fly-

tying. The print, in Scotch-Roman type,

is beautifully clear and there are many
illustrations including eight color-plates

of standard artificial-flies.

The same publishers are about to put

through the press a second, larger vol-

ume by Dr. Holden, to be called The Idyl

of the Split-Bamboo

,

and it will include

Mr. Edwin T. Whiffen’s article on “Cul-

tivating Silkworm-Gut at Home,” which

attracted much comment when it ap-

peared serially in this magazine. There

also will be chapters on angling equip-

ment, camping, and on split-bamboo rod

construction; the latter we are informed

will comprise the most detailed treat-

ment of this subject that has yet ap-

peared. And there will be an introduc-

tion by Dr. Henry van Dyke.

JAMES ALEXANDER
HENSHALL

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 183)

in Forest and Stream, and there is no

patent on it.”

Mr. Charles F. Orvis, an old angler

and rod maker of Manchester, Vermont,
saw the possibilities of the rod, and began
making and advertising it, and he wrote
me that he could not make it fast enough
to supply the demand. Later, the tackle

dealers of New York, receiving orders

and inquiries, began the construction of

the rod. And so, the “Henshall rod,” as
it was termed, arrived, and held its su-

premacy for twenty years for black bass
bait fishing, until by the use of better
material and more skilful workmanship
and improved methods of construction it

became possible to produce a rod some-
what lighter, and in some instances a
few inches shorter, to meet the demand of
a few anglers for special local conditions

;

but where the bass run large, as in lakes
and in the Gulf states, or where pike or
mascalonge abound, the original Hen-
shall rod will be found to be the most
useful and suitable.

When bait-casting became popular at
fly-casting tournaments, it was found
that a short rod of about five feet would
cast farther and with more accuracy, by

Utility Clothes
for

The Out-of-Doors

Engineers, miners, sur-

veyors, farmers, me-
chanics, contractors and
others have for years

worn Duxbak. In these

days of high priced wool
clothes, Duxbak can save

its original cost several

times.

They are serviceable,

comfortable, protecting

and good looking.

Special outfits for

Engineers, Miners, Sur-
veyors, Conti actors.

Send for catalog

For Outdoor Vacation
For work or play in the great outdoors,
where rain or wind or cold may impair- the

day’s fun or interfere with the day’s work,
there are no clothes just like

Duxbak
Serviceable Clothes
for Life In-the-Open

Made of special, closely woven, heavy Army
duck which is rainproofed. Two layers of
this cloth where protection against wear
and weather is most needed. Ventilated
gussets under arms, big roomy pockets and
other convenient features combined with a
sensible style, provide in Duxbak every-
thing that ordinary clothes lack.

For warmer weather and for work or
play where rain-proofed clothes are not
essential you may choose Kamp-it,
made in styles and garments like
Duxbak. Because of the lighter
weight, Kamp-it is generally the
ladies’ choice.

Get 1920 Style Book
Illustrated in color, this book of Duxbak
and Kamp-it styles will aid you in se-

lecting your outfit at any good sport-
ing goods dealer. Samples of D'uxbak
and Kamp-it cloth come with the Style
Book, i Write for your copy.

Utica - Duxbak
Corporation

10 Hickory Street
Utica, N. Y.

The greatest contemporary Elizabethan house with
all the Old World charm and romance of that
period seeks a new owner appreciative of the

late distinguished owner’s unstinted efforts to make
it of real architectural and landscaping significance.

General aspect comprising all the features of the
early English manor: Old gardens of Tudor fame
revived; water front, extensive stables, farm build-

ings and landscaping unexcelled; principal interiors

of rich lined seasoned oak. Living room with antique
Norman fireplaces, fac simile of Bromley by Bow.
Dining room after Haddon Hall. Gun room in Old
Guard room timber with old doors; Fifteenth Century
locks to ancient chests. Gallery with barreled ceiling.

Stairs ingenious with newels mellow with age. from
a famous castle carrying hand molded antique plas-
tered ceiling. Forty rooms, each charged with imag-
ination, charm and comfort. Old carvings: all half
timber dowelled and tenoned. An unrivalled example
amongst the discriminating houses in New York's
exclusive millionaire suburban colony. Particulars
invited by

WALTER PLEUTHNER
Care E. L SAMPLE, 120 Broadway, New York City
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Suppose Tonight—
you could find yourself in the midst of a mountain
paradise, with a campfire blazing bright, and
across from you in its glow the one woman—the
woman you had rescued from bandits, and were
keeping safe in your mountain fastness...

Zane Grey, master story teller, will take you there
tonight, on the wings of a magic spell; and
romance, adventure, the glory of life in God’s
outdoors are yours in the pages of

The Big Novel of 1920

ZANE GREY’S

The Man of the Forest
And by the way—Do you know Zane Grey’s novels?
If not, here’s the chance to start a fine literary
acquaintance. His books chronicle the epic of
the Great West in a way that gives him a per-
manent place in our literature. He is American
to the core, and writes American, with a rare
literary charm and beauty.

Ask your bookseller for
THE MAN OF THE FOREST

HARPER & BROTHERS, Est. 1817'

/

'$4

Speckled Trout and Salmoiv
waiting to give you battle in the swift-
flowing streams of Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick—easy to reach via the

Canadian Pacific Railway
Experienced guides to take you to the best
fishing waters—facilities for outfitting

—

comfortable, permanent camps available.

Write to A. 0. SEYMOUR,
General Tourist Agent, Canadian
Pacific Railway, Montreal, Canada,
for information and literature.

NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler

-ru
~ Ideal Canoe Tripsrhe country traversed by the Retd Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedineiv rich in allk
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te of the Railwa/ are ^treTms famous for ^hefr Salmonand Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting cmbe secured and wuh such ease as m Newfoundland. Information, together with dlusfratedBooklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

illustrated

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent,
Reid Newfoundland Company, St. John’s, New Foundland

the overhead method, than a longer rod

;

and for that purpose it is an admirable
tool. But unfortunately this rod, and
some a,s short as four feet began to be
used by some misguided fishermen for
black bass boat fishing, and with it came,
naturally and logically, the wooden min-
now armed with numerous gangs of
cheap hooks. It should be borne in mind
that a rod intended for angling, should
be long enough and supple enough to play
a fish to a finish in open water; and for
this purpose the chief function of such a
rod is for playing the fish and not for
casting the bait. Many artistic anglers
have continued to use the old Henshall
rod, and the tendency is now, on the part
of some of those who took up the very
short rod, to forsake the error of their
ways and return to the longer, and more
sportsmanlike rod.

Emerson Hough, the well-known au-
thor, angler and .sportsman, says in a re-

cent magazine: “Do you perchance know
that the tendency to extreme shortness in

bait-casting rods seems to have been ar-
rested? . . . This seems to me to be a
tendency in the direction of better sports-
manship. Seven feet is short enough, and
too short, for a casting rod. I want to
allow the bass a little chance for his
white alley, or else I don’t want to get
him at all. Even the old eight-foot cast-
ing rod, which was standard for so long-
in America, was a sportsmanlike tool be-
fore the invention of the wooden minnow,
with its abominable gangs.”

Before leaving the subject of rods I

wish to say, and to say it out loud, that
the chief function and most important
office of a fishing rod is not to “cast” a
fly or bait, but to “play” a game-fish in
open water to a finish. And to meet this
requirement it must have sufficient length
to insure good balance, considerable flexi-

bility and decided resiliency to hook and
play and subdue a game-fish in an artis-
tic and sportsmanlike manner. These
essential qualities, when combined with
the least possible weight commensurate
with the size and gameness of the fish
concerned, will furnish a tool that can be
depended upon, in any circumstance and
in any emergency, to bring the quarry to
net without fear of any breakage or c 'her
disaster.

The act of casting the fly or ba' ,, in
actual fishing, can be done with any
ordinary rod made for the purpose, and
is to present the lure to the fish in a na-
tural and attractive manner, but it is, so
to speak, an act of expectancy and un-
certainty, and is only preliminary to the
real service required of a rod, which is to
enable the angler to hook the fish dex-
trously, and then to enjoy a contest in
which his skill is pitted against the wiles,

strategy and finesse of his quarry, and
finally to bring it to the landing-net and
creel; and this, as aforesaid, can best be
done with a rod of sufficient length, flexi-

bility and resiliency.

Such a tool embodies all that is re-

quired in actual angling: First to pre-
sent the lure, next to hook the fish, and
lastly to engage him in fair combat, and
to subjugate him; “First the blade, then
the ear, and after that the full corn in
the ear.”
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HUNTING THE TAKIN
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 200)

the snow had commenced to melt and had
left large patches of bare rock. We had
arrived where the hunters expected to

find the game; in fact, tracks in the
snow showed the animals had been in
the neighborhood, but no trail was suf-
ficiently fresh for the dogs to take that
day. Our camp was too far below us to
descend that night, besides the labor of
reclimbing the next morning to regain
our position. An overhanging rock of-
fered a partial shelter from the cutting
wind and under that we crawled and
started a fire. I found on trying to
sleep, my duty consisted of dozing be-
side the fire and replenishing it as fast
as it burned down, for it was cold enough
to freeze the tail of a Polar bear.

AT daybreak we were astir. The
Tibetan hunters had their feed of
sambar, fried oatmeal mixed with

butter and sugar, and washed down with
a drink of buttered tea from their can-
teens. The dogs were also fed with sam-
bar. This breed was originally a cross
between the Kamchatka and the wolf.
They are vicious and snappy and will
not stick to a trail equal to the foxhound.

After an hour’s climb still further up
the range, part of the time on my hands
and knees, assisted by the hunters push-
ing and pulling, we reached a .small
plateau leading into the gorge above.
On the farther edge stood two serow,
male and female, about 200 yards away.
Before I could get to my knee for a
steady shot they broke up the gorge at a
rate that seemed to distance the bullets
we poured after them. It seemed incredi-
ble that any animal could travel up a
steep and rocky mountain side at the
tremendous gait they were going without
being dashed to pieces, but no such fate
awaited them as long as they were in
sight. The dogs were in full cry but
soon gave up what their canine intelli-
gence recognized as a hopeless chase.
“Never mind,” said the chief hunter

to the interpreter, “the ya-nu will run
as fast the other way.”

I thought at the time that if he should
I preferred not to be in his line of march
and take the chances of stopping him.
About noon the dogs were in a gully

and we were skirting the edge. First
one gave tongue, then all joined in. The
baying increased to a chorus of angry
barks and yelps. The Chief, who kept
close to my interpreter and me, said,

“He’s turned on the dogs; you can get
as close as you like.” We slackened our
pace until we reached a ledge of rocks
at the top of the incline. Turning aside
to clear it we came into view of the
takin, surrounded by the dogs, not 50
yards away. He was making frantic
rushes from one dog to another trying
to butt and gore them with his horns.
The dogs were howling with rage and
domg their best to avoid his attacks.
The moment we appeared from behind

the ledge the takin stopped and partially
turned toward us. This gave me the
opportunity to place behind his shoulder
the 303 bullet and no second shot was

OREST AND STREAM

THE POWER BOAT PATHFINDER
A Blue Book for Motor Boat Owners

Foi years the automobilist has had his Blue Books, but the’ owners of
Motor Boats have had no guide to Harbors, Supplies and the thousand
and one details that go to make the trip a pleasure. Recognizing the need
for this information, the publishers of COUNTRY LIFE have employed
a competent Adotor Boat enthusiast who will tour the country and con-
tribute regularly to

The first article in the series will appear in April and every month
thereafter.

SENT FREE
To induce you to read COUNTRY LIFE, the great exponent of country
living, we are reprinting this first article in attractive booklet form and
will send it gratis to everyone who accepts this

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
No owner of a motor boat should be without this series and to get you
started we will send you this first article and enter your subscription 'for
three months on receipt of $i.oo, the regular subscription price is $500
a year—50 cents a copy—so you save y3 by accepting this offer today

DOUBLEDAY,
PAGE & CO.

Doubleday, Page & Co.,

Garden City, N. Y.

I accept your offer. Send me the Power Boat
Pathfinder Booklet and enter my subscription
for three months. I enclose $1.00.

GARDEN CITY, N. Y.

F.S. 4-20

SUBSCRIBE
Now for

Forest & Stream
MOO

yearly

Senior and Junior camps for girls, under 20, Roxbury,
Vt. Famous for fine saddle horses, FREE RIDING
and thorough instruction in horsemanship. Teela-
Wooket is a three hundred acre •'Wonderland" in the
heart of the Green Mountains, with athletic fields,
clay tennis courts, sleeping bungalows, and a private
pond for swimming and water sports. Write for a
booklet with the stories and pictures of camp life at
Teela-Wooket.

MR. & MRS. C. A. ROYS, 10 Bowdoin St., Cambridge, Mass.

Colorado Teachers College
HOME Offers courses of instruc-

9T//HY t ‘on correspondence.
T The GREELEY PLAN"

known throughout the U. S. helps stu-
dents in absentia.

Ask J. G. CRABBE, President
Greeley, Colorado

Sets up either with -

or without car. Provides a real
steel spring, sagless bed and

__ • waterproof tent.
The_StolM\1fg Co, 3ZB5 Larimer St. Denver, Colo.

Belle Isle
A real Military and Naval Camp for boys (12 to
20) on salt water. Real staff—Real equipment
and Real training.

Send for Booklet.

Address MAJOR W. H. PARKER, U. S. Marine
Corp., Ret.,

Belle Isle Camp Portsmouth, N. H.

CAMP ALLEGRO
SILVER LAKE. N. H.

At the gateway of the White Mountains. Moun-
tain climbing a specialty. Water sports. Motor
boat. Best of tennis courts. Music. Dramatics.
Moderate fee. Booklet.

MRS. BLANCHE CARSTENS
523 Washington St. Brookline. Mass.

ADIRONDACK
Fisherman, hunter, or pleasure-seeker, we are ready
for you at Sunset Inn, on the largest
Mountains. Here game abounds and nature reigns
supreme. Small camps; fireplace: lounging room and
all improvements. Rate. $10.00 per week and up.

BEEBE & ASHTON "
Cranberry Lake New York
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the

Highlands

of Ontario

Vacation Land of Perfect Summer Climate

Hay fever unknown. One thousand to two thousand feet

above the sea. Air scented with pine and balsam. Modem
hotels in Algonquin Park, Muskoka Lakes, Georgian Bay, Lake ot Bays,

Kavvartha Lakes and Timagami. A short, pleasant ride from Toronto, and

you are in the midst of a charming summer playground.

Fishing, boating, bathing, golf and the great out-of-doors.

Write for free illustrated literature.

C. G. ORTTENBURGER, Desk “A”
907 Merchants Loan &. Trust Bldg.

Chicago, 11L

A. B. CHOWN, Desk “A”
1270 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

,

April is most enjoyable at Pinehurst.

Clear, invigorating climate. The great-

est attractions in every field of sport

and sport enthusiasts from every-

where attending. Carolina Hotel

open until May 1st.

Pinehurst Dog Show
April 7th and 8th

A great event. Mr. Geo. F. Foley. A. K. C., Supt.

The finest dogs in the country are entered.

United North and South Amateur
Handicap Target Tournament
and the North Carolina State
Tournament April 19th to 24th.

$1000.00 in added money and trophies

Pinehurst Horse Show April 6th. Spring

Races April 7th. Polo Tournament April

5th to 10th Tennis Tournament April 8th

to 14th. Golf Tournaments March 31st to

April 6th and April 13th to 17th.

For reservation or information, address

GENERAL OFFICE, PINEHURST, N. C.

' WILD RICE!
WILD CELERY!
BRING THE WILD DUCKS

IN FLOCKS
jfnv is th3 time to plant

Wild Rice and Wild Cel-

ery. Grow in shallow
fresh water lakes,

streams or marshes.
They are the ratural
feeds of wild ducks and
attract them fcr hun-
dreds of miles. Brin? the
ducks to you instead of
going after them.
Terrell’s seeds are guar-
ant e e d to germinate.
Ready for shipment now.

TO
YOU FREE

Rider
Agents
Wanted*
Boys make
trig money

Your choice of 44 styles, colors

and sizes in the famous line of
- “RANGER*" bicycles. We pay the

freight froU Chicago to your town.

3G4)ays Free TrialK
bicycle you select, actual riding test.

EASY PAYMENTS if desired, at a

small advance over onr Special V ac-

tory-to-Rider cash prices.

Do not buy until you get onr great

new trial offer and low Factory-
Direct-To-Rider terms and prices.

TIDCC LAMPS, HORNS, pedals.

1 Hlkdsingle wheels and repair

partB for all makes of bicycles at

half usual prices. SEND NO
MONEY but write today for the

, big new Catalog.

II C An CYCLE COMPANY
menu Dept H 234, CHICAGO

Special Sale U. S. Army Pyramidal Tents

Genuine U. S. Array Pyramidal tents, either white

or khaki canvas. Complete with ropes, brass slip

keys and grommets, but without poles or stakes.

16 x 16 ft. square. 3-ft. wall; 6-in. sod cloth.

11 ft. high in center.

Weight. 100 lbs.
' Only

one pole required. Will
accomodate 8 people
These tents cost the Gov-
ernment $84.00. An ideal

tent for campers, tourists,

hunters, sportsmen. These
tents have seen slight

service and have been
thoroughly overhauled and
are guaranteed in good
condition. PRICE, $25.00.

Write for free catalogue of many other army and navy bargains.

Army & Navy Supply Co., Dept. Y., Richmond, Va.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

April, 1920

necessary from the Winchester repeating

rifle. In the 12 days spent in the moun-

tains I also secured specimens of the

serow and the goral, besides two Him-
alayan snow cock, the largest of the

pheasant family.

Also I shot another species of takin.

It was smaller in horn and body, more
rufous in color and darker on the lower

limbs. It is found in small herds, where-

as the larger and more grayish variety

go in pairs or singly. As far as I can

learn, few specimens of takin are in

Europe. With two exceptions they were

brought from the Mishimi hills in Bur-

ma. One, however, came from Tibet and

the other from the Province of Kansu,

in Western China, next to the Province

of Szechuan that I was hunting in. As
heretofore they have all been killed by
the natives and we have such meager ac-

counts of them, it is impossible to judge

if they belong to one or both varieties.

The takin was first classified as a species

of the musk-ox, but later it has been

placed as an aberrant relative of the

goat, allied to the Serow. It stands

about 40 inches at the shoulder, and is

dark gray or rufous in color, with a dark
stripe down the back. It is heavily built,

and has a short tail and a convex pro-

file on the skull, and classified as the

Budorcas.

OUTFIT FOR THE
TRAIL

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 198)

sheet steel frying pan and a tin cup. A
sheath knife with thin blade 5 in. long, a

dessert spoon and a tea spoon complete

the outfit.

A cooking fire may be made with sticks

and bark, but if you want to keep a fire

going all night, heavy logs will be

needed. In order to cut those without

undue labor, you will need at least a

three-quarter axe. Such an axe weighs

about 3% pounds. If a large axe is not

carried, bring a quarter-axe, with a regu-

lar curved axe handle. A new axe should

be reground. The store edge is not thin

enough, nor sharp enough. Take care

not to let the edge come in contact with

sand or stones. Use a chopping block.

To keep up the edges of axe and knife,

make a hone by glueing a piece of fine

emery cloth to each side of a thin piece

of wood. Make your cocking fire near

the tent so that when it rains or snows,

you can cook your n eal without being

exposed to the weather. Keep a supply

of dry kindlings in the tent, and protect

your wood from the weather as much as

possible. When everything is wet from

a long rain, split a heavy stick and cut

kindlings from the heart of it. A good

way to keep your matches dry, is to

pack them in a small self-sealing tin

can. The pocket match safe also should

be water-proof.

A knapsack large enough to hold your

entire outfit except tent and axe saves

time in packing up. A flat square bag of

water-proofed drilling with a draw-string

working in brass grommets in the top

hem, makes a good knapsack for a light

outfit. It should be of ample dimensions,
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AUTO ACCESSORIES

$732.25 EARNED IN JANUARY BY ONE
man; others made $200 to $500 same month. With
auto season just ahead our agents will double

—

triple this. You can do the same selling this

wonderful new invention—guaranteed to prevent

punctures and lessen cost per mile of tire. Dept.

A, Tire In-Sole Mfg. Co., Findlay, Ohio.

“INSYDE” TIRES—INNER ARMOR FOR
automobile tires; prevent punctures and blowouts;

double tire mileage; liberal profits; details Lee.

American Accessories Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,

Dept. 81.

FISH AND GAME ATTRACTIONS

“PLANTS FOR ATTRACTING BIRDS, GAME
and Fish”—New book, tells how to attract wild

fowl and fish as successfully practiced by many
of the best sportsmen’s clubs and game preserves

in America. Send 2c. stamp for copy. Terrell,

Naturalist, Drawer H-97, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

FISH FOR STOCKING

BROOK AND RAINBOW TROUT. ALL SIZES.
Plymouth Rock Trout Co., Plymouth, Massachu-

setts.

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.

Hoxia, Plymouth, Massachusetts.

FOR SALE

GUARANTEED GERMINABLE WILD RICE
seed. Write Robert C. Campbell, Keene, Ontario.

SALE ONLY—NEW C. E. GRADE 12 GAUGE
Fox ejector. Sale or exchange—large moose head,

life size mounted wild cat, wolf heads, 3 h.p.

marine motor. Robert L. Moore, Lakeville, New
York.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION

12 BORE DOUBLE BARREL AUTOMATIC
ejector, by Atkin London. Beautifully finished,

as new in case, $450. Write Johnson, 319 W^est

05th Street, New York City.

22 CAL. ’12 REPEATING REMINGTON;
perfect order, $15. Gaulocher, 123 Valentine Lane,

Yonkers, New York.

FOR SALE—PURDY DOUBLE BARREL GUN,
excellent condition, center fire. Address W. P.

Stymers, King Street, Port Chester, New York.

GUN RE-BLUEING AND BROWNING SE-
crets mailed for 50 cents. Guaranteed. E. J.

Simon, Dl, Dane, Wisconsin.

LUMINOUS SIGHTS FOR COLT .45 AUTO-
matic pistol, snap on and off instantly. The best

"known rifleman in America, an army officer of

high standing, writes: “I regard them as life in-

surance which no officer can afford to be without.

Several times in my twenty years’ service I

would have given a million dollars if I had it,

for a set like these.” Sent postpaid on approval

for $3.50, with money-back guarantee if dissatis-

fied. E. F. Watson, Dumont, New Jersey.

MANNLICHER-SCHOENAUER RIFLES.—WE
"have imported a number of these rifles direct from
Austria, in 6.5 mm., 8mm. and 9 mm. They are

new and are probably all that can be obtained
this year. We are offering them at the following
prices: 6.5 mm., $110; 8 mm., $125; 9 mm., $125.

This may interest you. If so, communicate with

us at once, as the supply of these rifles is limited.

Baker, Murray & Imbrie, Inc., 15 & 17 Warren
Street, New York, N. Y.

OLD-TIME AND MODERN FIREARMS
bought, sold and exchanged. Kentucky flintlock

rifles, old-time pistols, revolvers, guns, swords,
powder horns, etc. Lists free. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison Ave., New York City.

WANTED—HIGH-CLASS 12 BORE SHOTGUN,
single trigger, ejector. Parker preferred. A.
Burke, 118 E. Main Street, Louisville, Kentucky.

LIVE STOCK BREEDING

DECOYS, CALLERS, PURE BRED WILD
Mallards, $5 pair; eggs, $2.50, 12. Black Mal-
lards, $8 pair, eggs, $5, 12. English caller, $19
pair; eggs, $5, 12 (no extra hens). Drakes, Eng-
lish, $5 each. Mallards, $2.50 and $3 each. Duck
book, 25c. Ferrets wanted, price first letter. Mail
draft, E. Breman Co., Danville, Illinois.

A nominal charge of ten

cents per word will carry

classified messages to our

army of readers on farms,

in the towns and cities,

and at the end of blazed

trails.

RAISE RABBITS FOR US. WE CONTRACT
to buy rabbits raised from our stock and pay $3

to $4 each. 10c. gets our instruction book, con-

tract, price list, etc. S. Spehr’s Alton Rabbitr>,

Alton, Illinois.

RAISE GIANT RABBITS FOR ME. I FUR-
nish breeders cheap, and buy all you raise at

30 to 60c per pound alive. Hundreds make big

money. Send 10c for Breeders' Instruction Book-
let, contract price list, etc. Frank E. Cross, 6407
Ridge Street, St. Louis, Missouri.

SILVER BLACK FOXES—OVER 800 LIVE
foxes shipped to U. S. A. in 1919. We have been
Canadian fox ranchers for seven years. Get our
prices—our terms the benefit of our experience.
Stamp for particulars. Todd & Moore, Milltown,
New Brunswick, Canada.

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ting for newspapers, magazines. Experience un-
necessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 529,
St. Louis, Missouri.

FLY TYING MATERIAL—EVERYTHING
for tying your own flies. Also anglers’ supplies.

Price list free. A. Willmarth, Roosevelt, New
York.

GIGANTIC CLIMBING NEW GUINEA BUT-
ter beans. The new edible vegetable wonder.
Grows 3 to 5 feet long, weighs 10 to 16 lbs. The
finest vegetable you ever tasted. A gigantic, lux-

uriant vine to ornament old fence, etc. Package
seed, 50 cents. Muskeetopunk Co., Dept. 6, Pekin,
Illinois.

HOW TO MAKE CHOP SUEY, CHILE CON
carne, tamales and goulash. The original recipes.

Celebrate your hunt with chop suey made with
wild fowl or game. Send 30c. today for all fout
Butler Publishing Co., R. 45, Greenville, Penn-
sylvania.

MOTORCYCLE BARGAINS—USED AND RE-
built by experts; all makes; all prices. Guaranteed
and shipped on approval. Stamp for new sales

plan and list F. We furnish bank references.
Floyd Clymer, “Largest motorcycle dealer in the

West,” Denver, Colorado.

PEARLS, BAROQUES, SLUGS; BOUGHT,
sold and exchanged, loose or mounted. L. V.
Mapes, Indiana Harbor, Indiana.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS; SPLEN-
did pay and expenses; travel if desired; unlimited
advancement; no age limit; three months’ home
study; situation arranged. Prepare for perma-
nent position. Write for booklet CM 98. Stand-
ard Business Training Institute, Buffalo, New
York.

WORKING FOR UNCLE SAM OFFERS Op-
portunities for advancement and permanent oc-

cupations apparent nowhere else. New list of

positions, SB2043, is ready. It may contain the

very place you want. Write me and I’ll send it

free. Earl Hopkins, Washington, D. C.

PHOTO SUPPLIES

MAIL US 15c WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and six velvet prints,

_
or send six

negatives any size and 15c for six prints, or
send 35c for one 8 x 10 mounted enlargement.

Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke Photo Finish-

ing Co., 220 Bell Avenue, Roanoke, Virginia.

SPORTSMEN—PHOTOGRAPHY TAUGHT BY
mail. Take, develop and print your own pictures.

National School of Photography, 411 Shukert
Building, Kansas City, Missouri.

POSITION WANTED

CAN ACCEPT PERMANENT POSITION AS
game preserve keeper or steward of shooting lodge
after April 1.Twelve years’ actual experience and
first hand knowledge of all that makes a man big
enough to fill above position included in record;
from guns to forestry, timber cruising to dogs,
wild duck breeding to speckled trout hatching in-

cluded in the hundred and one things known and
done. Remote locality no draw back. Will go
anywhere. Box M, Forest and Stream.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

800 ACRES, GAME PRESERVE, SPORTING
club; mile front ocean, bay; vegetable plantation,
chicken range; primeval forest, $20.00 acre. Ad-
dress Gorham, Morehead City, North Carolina, or
M. Glover, 222 Navy St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

$6.00 DOWN; $6.00 MONTHLY; SIX ACRE
fruit, poultry, fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100.00; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North
Fifth, Kansas City, Kansas.

COOL NIGHTS, FINE FISHING, GOOD Au-
tomobile roads amidst Minnesota’s 10,000 lakes,
America’s playground. 100 beautiful lake shore
offerings. Suitable for summer homes, health re-
sorts, hunting lodges. Lots at $85 and up. also
10 acres and more, cheap. Farmer, Lake Shore
Specialist, 529 Metropolitan Life, Minneapolis,
Minnesota.

FOR SALE—DESIRABLE PROPERTY SITU-
ated Highlands of Ontario, near the Algonquin
Park; 264 acres. Good long sandy beach; 40 acres
wire fenced. Comfortable summer and winter resi-

dence. Good well, chicken run, pig pen, two
boats, quantity household furniture; good bathing
and fishing. Excellent location for family and
children. Apply J. B. Robinson, 128 Water St.,

New York.

STOCK FOR BREEDING WANTED
WANTED—WHITE PEACOCK FOR BREED-

ing purposes (male). Address Glendenon, care
Mrs. H. P. Wilson, Alexandria, V’irginia.

TAXIDERMY

BEAUTIFUL GAME HEADS, BIRDS, FUR
rugs, animals and fish for sale. List. Mounting
done to order. M. J. Hofmann, Taxidermist, 989
Gates Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

BIRDS, ANIMALS, HEADS. MOUNTED NAT-
ural or artistic. C. E. Frost, Taxidermist, 257
Conklin Avenue, Binghamton, New York.

TRAPPING EQUIPMENT

CATCH FISH, EELS, MUSKRATS AND
other fur-bearing animals in large numbers with
our new, folding galvanized steel wire trap.

Catches them like a fly-trap catches flies, '’’rite

at once for catalog and free bait offer. Agents
wanted. Western Manufacturing Co., 200, Hanni-
bal, Missouri.

WANTED TO PURCHASE

INVENTIONS WANTED. CASH OR ROYAL-
ty for ideas. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 195, St.
Louis, Missouri.

WANTED—DUNPHY, KIDNEY OR THOMP-
son boat for out board motor. Bert R. Pope, Og-
densburg. New York.

WANTED TO BUY—LEONARD FLY ROD.
Must be in Al condition and reasonably priced.
Chas. B. Morss, Haverhill, Massachusetts.

HIGH CLASS GUN DOGS
For Sale

The Great Wire-Haired Pointing Griffon bitch.
Ophellia, registered, the winner bitch last year at
the New York Show. She is true to type and
coat; none better lives as a shooting bitch: a
tireless hunter under perfect control; guaranteed
in whelp to my s ud dog Homers Georges Grey-
lock; age. five years; price. $400 00. Her litter

will more than pay for her as she is a grettt

brooder; whelps eight and ten per litter

Four high-ciass perfectly broken Iri h setters; all

registered; males, two to four yenrs old; wonder-
fully well bred: stylish high -headed hunters, short
straight tails, pep and style, all under perfect
control, forced tender retrievers, dogs that hunt
and find and handle birds, sold bank guaranteed
or shown in the field here at my Training Ken
nels : all great stud dogs and good bench type

:

$400.00 to $500.00. If you want the best high-
class dogs living, write me; otherwise, please do
not reply.

RYMAN’S GUN DOG KENNELS, Shohda Falls, Pa.
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In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some

disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not

to be transferred until the dog has been

received and found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALES

“LIONHEART AIREDALES ARE SOME
airedales,” writes a government hunter from Len-
nox, Idaho. Another “professional” in Nevada
ordered a Lionheart airedale, then another and
has come back for his third. The professionals

carry no dead timber. Our puppies have made
good from Alberta to Old Mexico, as hunters, re-

trievers, stock dogs, watchdogs, companions for

men, women and children. A few puppies usually

for sale, rich in the blood of champions, “fit to

show and bred to hunt.” Lionheart Kennels,
Box 1412, Anaconda, Montana.

MOUNTAIN-BRED AIREDALES, BIG, HUS-
ky pups from imported and American bred hunt-
ers and fighters. Ozone Kennels, Box 401, Fort
Collins, Colorado.

ST. VRAIN AIREDALES, MOUNTAIN
raised (altitude 8,500 ft.), from big game hunters
and show stock. The West’s best imported Nor-
manton Lad. Fee $20.00. St. Vrain Kennels,
Lyons, Colorado (Star Line.)

BOARDING KENNELS

BOARDING AND TRAINING KENNELS.
Reasonable charges. F. A. Dominy, Bayshore,
New York.

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont. Monticello. Iowa.

GUN DOGS

EXTRA FINE FISHELS POINTER FOR
sale or exchange. A bargain. Allen Daniel,
Gratz, Pennsylvania.

FOR SALE—FULL BLOODED LLEWELLIN
setter pups. Sired by Ch. Candy Kid, the king
of the prairies; all perfect marked; males $100,
females, $51. W. F. Miller, 315 9th Street, Des
Moines, Iowa.

FOR SALE—TWO ENGLISH SETTER BITCH
puppies by the field trial winner, Sport Hyki (see

his photograph in February issue), out of Mo-
hawk’s Bess, she a shooting dog par excellence.
These are strong, healthy pups of grand confor-
mation. Whelped June 15th, 1920, hunting and
pointing now. Just right to start next fall.

Royally bred and will make fine brood matrons,
field trial prospects or shooting dogs. Will regis-

ter in name designated by purchaser. Write for
pedigree, showing sixteen champions in five gener-
ations. Box 197, Norton, Virginia.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, American Fox Hounds, Lion, Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, lid stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington. Kentucky.

HOUNDS

HUNTING DOGS—RABBIT HOUNDS, FOX
hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, squirrel, bear, deer
dogs, setters, pointers, farm, pet dogs. Browns
Kennels. York, Pennsylvania.

MISCELLANEOUS

FINISHED AND EXPERIENCED SHOOTING
dogs, pointer and llewellyn setter dogs, 3 years
old; good lookers, bred second to none; cracker-
jack quail and grouse dogs, fine retrievers, $250
each. Three year old pointer dog, very slow,
careful, all and everyday hunter, fine for single
quail, extra good grouse dog, $200. Pointer dog,
2 years old, a wonder; does everything that a
dog should do, experience on quail and grouse,
$200. Llewellyn setter and pointer bitch. Just
bred to high-class stud dog. Both first-class
brood bitches; good lookers and high-clas9 quail
and grouse dogs. All papers for puppies, $200
each. And fifteen other registered dogs, all

broken, from $150 up. Harmon Sommerville,
Amite, Louisiana.

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE—TWO WONDERFULLY WELL
bred Irish terriers four months old, $100 each.
William Callender, Jr., Box 414, New York Ath-
letic Club, New York City.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.

Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur,
Illinois.

DR. HEITZ’S RELIABLE REMEDY FOR
mange, eczema, dandruff, loss of hair and all skin
troubles; 8 oz. bottle, $1.00, post paid. St. Louis
Beagle Kennels, St. Louis, Missouri.

I HAVE SOLD HOUNDS THROUGH FOREST
and Stream’s columns for three years and have
only had one dissatisfied customer—good record,
isn’t it? Any man selling dogs should appreciate
the class of trade that comes to him through
Forest and Stream. I consider it one of the very
best advertising mediums. When you want
hounds, drop me a line. A. E. Humphreys, Prop.,
Westminster Kennels, Tower Hill, Illinois.

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-
lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Plot
Springs, Arkansas.

THE BLUE GRASS FARM KENNELS OF
Berry, I\y., offer for sale setters and pointers, fox
and cat hounds, wolf and deer hounds, coon and
opossum hounds, varmint and rabbit hounds, bear
and lion hounds, also airedale terriers. All dogs
shipped on trial, purchaser alone to judge the
quality. Satisfaction guaranteed or money re-

funded. Sixty-eight page, highly illustrated, in-
teresting and instructive catalogue for 10c in
stamps or coin.

QUALITY FOX TERRIERS—FASHIONABLY
bred. Pine Croft Kennels, Olympia, Washington.

WANTED—AIREDALES, HOUNDS, MASTIFS
and Newfoundlands, puppies and grown stock.
We buy whole litters of puppies. Write full par-
ticulars and lowest price. If you wish to breed,
board or buy a dog send stamp for our price
list. Buckeye Boarding Kennels, Box M, La
Rue, Ohio.

SPANIELS

COCKER SPANIELS—THESE FAMOUS KEN-
nels breed English and American Cockers of the
world’s best hunting strains, exhibition and com-
panion for children. Puppies only for sale; males
$20; females, $10. Obo Cocker Kennels, Engle-
wood, Denver, Colorado.

DOGS WANTED

AIREDALE PUPPIES WANTED — GIVE
price, description and full particulars. Will also
contract for future delivery. P. H. Sprague,
Maywood, Illinois.

AIREDALE TERRIERS WANTED—MALE
or female, young or grown. Whole litters or
bitches in heat or whelp. Must be healthy, thor-
oughbred and priced sensible. Can use any num-
ber. A. Kennel, Bound Brook, New Jersey.

WANTED—REGISTERED RED IRISH POINT-
ers, pups of broken male or female; not related.
H. S. Tredway, Mutual Building, Richmond, Vir-
ginia.

Is This Worth the Price?
Stop your dog breaking shot and wing.
Teach him what whoa! means. No long
trailing rope or spike collar. Our field

dog control is not cruel. Can be carried
in pocket and attached instantly to dog’s
collar. Dog can’t bolt. Fast dogs can be
worked in close and young ones field

broken in a week. Works automatically
— principal South American Bolas. Sent
postpaid with full directions for $2. Testi-
monials and booklet, Making a Meat Dog,
sent on request.

MAPLE ROAD KENNELS
NEW PRESTON, CONN.

for if it is tightly packed it will not fit

the back. The shoulder straps should
be wide, and webbing is more comfortable
than leather. The upper ends should be
sewed to the hem at the middle of the
bag, at an angle of 45 degrees. The
lower ends should be sewed to the cor-
ners at the bottom of the bag. The tent,
which sometimes will be wet, had better
be carried on top of the knapsack. A
good way to carry the tent is to roll it

up and strap it to rings attached to the
shoulder straps. The axe is best carried
in a leather holster on the back of the
pack. A secure way to fasten it to the
pack, is to have a loop on the holster and
put the draw string through this loop.

Always carry a good compass in your
pocket. If you need maps the U. S.

Geological Survey sheets are the beet.

Cut them into small sections and mark
adjoining edges with corresponding num-
bers so that you may easily follow a line

from one section to another. If the sec-
tions are bound into a book they will not
blow away and get lost.

WHEN you go into the woods, wear
an old suit of heavy, firm, all-

wool material. This costume does
not attract attention on the way, and it

enables you to move about in the woods
without scaring away the wild creatures,
for garments of cotton or of leather are
noisy. If the lining and padding be re-

moved from the coat it will fit easier and
will dry out more quickly when it gets
wet. A flannel shirt, a felt hat, and a
pair of strong, unlined shoes of easy fit

complete the costume. The socks should
be of wool, heavy and so large that when
washed they will shrink to fit. In cold

weather, two and even three pairs of

socks may be needed. Winter shoes,

therefore, must be of extra large size. A
knitted waist-coat or a sleeveless sweater
will be found more useful than the or-

dinary waist-coat. However, such gar-
ments are not suitable for wearing out-
side, because the open mesh catches the
brush so that the yarn is pulled out. For
cold weather, substitute an old fitted or
belted overcoat for the sack coat. Woolen
mittens should be fulled to a felt-like

consistency. The Pontiac mitten is the
best on the market. A woolen cap which
can be pulled down over ears and face is

more comfortable than a cap of fur or
leather. The Pontiac cap is a good type.
In a blizzard, a hood of muslin worn over
the cap adds much to one’s comfort.
When there is snow on the ground, tuck
your trousers into the socks. The shoes
should be saturated with grease so as to

remain soft. Molten tallow with a little

pine tar or other suitable antiseptic added
makes a good grease for shoes and other
articles of leather. In order that you
may be able to make necessary repairs
to your clothing, bring needles and
thread.
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THE EVOLUTION OF
THE PADDLE

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 177)

circular on a wide arc. The thickness of

the blade would taper to a nicely sharp-

ened edge on the bottom and on the

sides. A copper tip can be well worked

on to the bottom edge that greatly pro-

tects the blade against splitting and

puckering when used on shores and in

rapids. The blades used for hunting,

fishing, racing and sailing had better be

without tips. If the blade is to be decor-

ated, it should be done before any varn-

ish is put on the wood, as in this way
the colors will be better preserved and
remain richer. Only outside spar varn-

ish should be used as a coating.

HERE are a few paddle hints and it

is hoped that the reader will find

at least one new one among them.

A black or dark green blade is best for

trolling. It does not glisten in the sun-

light nor frighten the fish as the plain

varnished wood blade does. Keep the

entering edge sharpened finely with your
knife. This will help you to enter the

blade in the water more cleanly and
effect better paddling. Be sure that the

paddle dip is kept well varnished as this

will prevent the rotting of the wood.
Bind with fish line and then varnish the

section of the haft that comes in contact

with the gunwale. It will save both

woods from being “chewed up” and
prove another notch toward noiseless

paddling. Drill a quarter-inch diameter

hole through the side of the paddle grip

about in the center. This will come in

handy as an eye for a tent guy rope

when the paddle is used as a temporary
tent pole. It will aid you in lashing the

paddle carrying yoke or when lashing

the paddles in the canoe when shipping.

You can also hang the revarnished pad-
dle to dry by means of this hole. Such
a hole will not weaken the grip. Note
the wide opening in paddle grip of Fig.

3. If your paddle should break in the

haft, do not throw it away. Cut the
ragged edges away by means of a nice

splice, then glue, rivet and bind with
fish line. You will find the paddle quite
as strong as ever. If the blade splits,

lace it with copper wire or rivet it

through copper bands.

Should fortune dictate that you may
no longer canoe, do not part with your
favorite paddles, but rather hang them
up in your den as precious trophies.

They will serve more recollections of
happy times than any photographs can
hope to give.

FIELD TRIAL NEWS
(continued from page 179)

some son of Rigoletto and Mouna handled
by Chesley Harris easily won the stake
and Ty Cobb is to be congratulated. His
absolute faith in the dog and his unvary-
ing good sportsmanship in having the
dog in many stakes which had more or
less of unlucky endings only serves to
make this win all the more satisfactory
both to his admirers and to Ty Cobb.
Hall won and ran a brilliant race.

These axe the rats dug out and killed by a Vibert Airedale Terrier in less than two houra

Airedale Terriers
“The One Man Dog” “TheDogThat Thinks”
An Airedale Terrier is the Dog
Supreme for Companionship, for
Watch Dog purposes, and Sur-
passes Every Other Dog on Earth
as a Companion for Children. The
all round dog of the times for city
or country, a Useful Canine Citizen.
We offer country bred, farm raised
puppies from registered thorough-
bred stock; a full grown male, and
a full grown female already served
by a registered stud.

Finest ALL ROUND hunter on
earth, BAR NONE. Unsurpassed
for coon, skunk, opossum, better
for rabbits than rabbit hound, best
retriever, land, water. Will point,
fine on quail, pheasant, partridge.
Used extensively on deer, cougar,
mountain lion, bear, endorsed by
ROOSEVELT and Rainey. An
“honest” dog. We have best hunt-
ing stock on earth, puppies, grown
dogs.

PROMPT SHIPMENT SAFE DEL fERY SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Thi s is the Home °f the World Famous i ternational Champion Kootenai Chinook theOnly American Bred International Champion Airedale in the World and a splendidHunter of Big Game. At Stud. Fee $25.

We have a litter sired by the above stud ready for shipment RIGHT NOW*
Illustrated Booklet and Price Liston Request

.
B°x 60

A

> WESTON, NEW JERSEY, Phone Bound Brook 397LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AIREDALE TERRIER KENNEL IN THE WHOLE WORLD

CHAMPION PHIL’S SPEED BEN
(43773)

Breed the bird sense and brain back into the setter

and put him where he was 20 years ago. Ben is con-
ceded by all to be one of the brainiest bird finders
that ever started in a field trial. It’s the May Fly
out-cross. Llewellin himself said that strain could
beat the straight bred Llewellins. Never started in

a trial but what he found birds.

Not yet three years old, with the following wins:
All-American Amateur Championship; first, English
Setter Club of America Open All-Age; first. Yirginia-
Carolina Members’ All-Age: first, Delaware Pointer
and Setter Club’s Free-for-All : first, Delaware Pointer
and Setter Club’s Members’ All-Age; second, Atlantic

City Shooting Dog Club’s Free-for-All; second, Xa-

1 * .r tional Capitol Club’s Open Derby; third, English
Real Life Photo Setter Club of America Open Derby.

Let’s stop breeding paper and breed individuals. Give this dog a chance to contribute his brain
quality to the setter breed. Write me fer full pedigree aui puppy proposition.

WM. H. SMATHERS, Atlantic City. N. J.

Dent's Condition Pills
A marvelous tonic for doxs that are all out of sons, run down, tlun and un. unity

with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing to

equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating diseases. You will noti e

the difference after a few doses.
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by THE DENT MEDICINE COMPANY Ne"&£UoN.

c
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A practical treatise on dogs and their training (60 pages fully illustrated), mai’ed for

10c. to all customers.
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A square meal for your DOG and a square

deal for your POCKETBOOK.

for us the

largest bus-

iness of its

kind in the

world.

Send 2 cent stamp for catalogue “Dog Culture” containing val-

uable information regarding feeding, rearing, etc.

SPRATT’S PATENT LTD. Newark, N. J.

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS
A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel. 29-M

Always a few Airedales. Puppies and Grown Stock
of America's Best Blood that we are "proud to own
and not ashamed to sell” Prices reasonable and
correspondence a pleasure. Generally a good brood
matron or two.

SoDak Kennels
Tyndall, So. Dak.

There is Nothing
Succeeds Like Success
During the past seven years I have trained and
won in Field Trials with more than thirty differ-

ent dogs, with wins all the way from the British
Columbia and Prairie Derbies to the National
Championship. Every win with the exception of
one was won by perfect bird work. Having fin-
ished and discarded my last year’s dogs. I ant
now ready for a few Derbies and a few shooting
dogs. Send your dog to the man who revolution-
ized American Field Trials and put the point
into the Derbies. Unlimited country full of

Quail. My string is limited. I go to Manitoba
in June.

R. K. (Bob) ARMSTRONG
The Thistle

BARBER, NORTH CAROLINA

ROYAL FLUSH
Litter Brother to

MARY MONTROSE
(three times National Champion)

William Ziegler, Jr., Owner.

Address all communications and ship
bitches to

H. A. TOMLINSON
Mailing address: Archdale, N. C.
Shipping address: High Point, N. C.

Stud Fee $50.00 Send for booklet

FRANK H. ADDYMAN
Bench Show Expert

I attend all shows and handle all breeds
SPORTING DOGS A SPECIALTY

Dogs conditioned and prepared for exhibition.
All breeds at stud and for sale.

WATLAND KENNELS, new
S
yor’k

Over half a

century of

square deal-

ing has built

up

BOSTON TERRIER PUPPIES
Excellent puppies and grown stock of both

sexes for sale at attractive prices.

Dogs Boarded
MOSHOLU KENNELS, Inc.

231 st St., West of B’dway, N. Y. 'Phone, Kingsbridge 620

ENGLISH, IRISH, GORDON

SETTERS, GRIFFONS
AT STUD

Tlie famous Laverack setter, Ryman’s Grouse Bobby,
a great bench winner and marvelous dog on grouse and
woodcock; true to type and coat. Fee $35.

Superlative Pure Llewellin Setter, field -trial and bench
show winner; a bird dog; actually the best Llewellin type
in the country to-day. Fee $25.

Ryman’s Grouse King. Part Laverack and Llewellin set-

ter. One of the rarest, brainiest, bird-finding and trained
dogs living. Fee $25.

Sir Roger de Coverley II, Jr. The chip off the old block;
brains, bird-sense, type, coat, stamina, style; the snappy
worker. Fee $25.

The Irish Setter, Ryman’s Red Boy. Dark mahogany red;
The greatest shooting dog of the breed—short, compact
build, perfect head—short straight tail. Weight. 60 lbs.

Fee $30. Breed to a shooting dog—with bench type

—

that is strong in producing natural bird dogs.

The Great Gordon Setter (imported from Scotland); true
to type; wonderful broken dog. Fee $40.

The famous and broken Wirehaired Pointing Griffon.
Homer’s George’s Grey lock. True to coat and type; a
bird dog barring none. Fee $50.

Tlie Great Pointer, Ryman’s Fishel’s Franknone. None
greater bred of that blood; true to type; wonderful bird-
finder; an image of the late Fishel’s Frank. Fee $25.

Every dog is one of my personal selections from experi-
ence. You get the value by breeding to them. All regis-
tered; perfectly broken and proven producers of great,
natural bird-finding dogs with the old-fashioned true type.
Enclose Postage for Stud Cards and Terms.

RYMAN’S GUNDOG KENNELS
SHOHOLA FALLS, PENNSYLVANIA

Guaranteed Gun Dogs For Sale
Wire Haired Pointing Griffon bitch four years
old, true to type and color; excellent shooting
bitch—no better; soon due in season. Reason
for selling—she is same blood as my stud dog;
price, $300.00. Three fine pointers; bench type;
well bred, one a bench winner; two liver and
white and ticked; one orange and white; very
rare shooting dogs on Grouse, Woodcock and
Quail; $175.00 each. ,

Three pure Blue Beltons with tan ticking, like

paintings; bench type; three years old, real shoot-
ing dogs, registered, one a bench winner; all ex-
cellent stud dogs and fit to head any kennel; house
and car broken; all tireless hunters; work to gun
according to cover, $175.00 to $225.00. One of the
best Gordon setters ever lived; staunch, steady,
backs and retrieves; a real meat dog; very
obedient; six years old; well bred, $200.00.
Two Blue Belton bitches, tan ticked, two and three
years old, none beter in the field or in type or as
brooders, $100.00 and $150.00. Fine liver and
white and ticked female pointer broken on grouse
and woodcock; registered; three years old; perfect
bench type, $125.00. Every dog guaranteed as

above stated; guaranteed! good enough in type to

win in almost the best of company on bench; all

sound and healthy. These prices hold good till

May 1st.

RYMAN’S GUNDOG KENNELS
SHOHOLA FALLS, PIKE CO., PA.

AT STUD
FEE $15.00

Bragg Ro-dfleld, F.

D. S. B. No. 47056.
English Setter,

white and orange
ticked; offered at
stud to setter
breeders who want
Pheasant Grouse
and Woodcock Dogs
for New England
shooting.
This dog weighs 45

lbs.; a virile dog of wonderful stamina; a thor-
oughly broken, high-class dog; very intense in all

his work; always a pleasure afield.

Service limited to ten matrons.
Return service free to all bitches not proving in
whelp.
No stud service between Sept. 1st and Dec. 1st.

except return service.

We have usually a few choice setter and pointer

youngsters from trained stock for sale.

Breeding and further detail on application.

Address all communications

PINNACLE KENNEL
Box 676 Northampton. Mass.
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That says it

Chesterfields do "satisfy.”

So, if you want a cigarette you
can anchor to— if you’re deter-

mined to get your money’s
worth in

— honest value

—fine Turkish and Domes-
tic tobaccos

—skillful, accurate blending

by an exclusive method,

then, you want Chesterfields.
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A CHAMOIS HUNT IN SWITZERLAND
CLIMBING ON THE SNOW SWEPT SLOPES OF THE DENTS BLANCHES
IN PURSUIT OF THE AGILE LITTLE DWELLER OF THE HIGH ALPS

By LORING ANDREWS

4 f A H, but during the war it is not

permitted,” deplored Victor, plac-

ing my little 22 hi-power back in

the corner of the room.

“But look!” I explained, removing the

barrel from the breech with a half-twist

and packing the parts snugly in the

bottom of my rucksack, “Who would
know?”
The old guide’s eyes twinkled. He

took the rifle out, turned the parts over

in his hands, replaced them again. “Ma
foil I wouldn’t be surprised if you did

get one that way—a l’ Americaine," he
chuckled, lighting a match and drawing
the flame into the ample bowl of his big

hazel-stemmed pipe, “Tell me when you
get him, and we will go and carry him
down together during the night. No one
will know. But, quand meme,” whispered
he in Swiss idiom, “take well care! One
’s not allowed to even climb the Dents
Blanches at present. Those dirty Savo-
yards at the frontier, they would plug
you full of holes and send you to follow
"the chamois.”

I leaned over the half-door of the
chalet and watched his departing figure.

As he swayed up the narrow village-

street with the clumsy gait of a moun-
taineer I thought to myself: “Poor old

Victor—he of the blunderbuss tactics and
noisy hobnailed tramp! What can he
know of the light tread, of the subtile

woodcraft, of the delicate art of hunting
as nanded down by the Indian.
The little Old World with its palaces

and parks, ruins and tradition is all very
enchanting to dream and sentimentalize
in, but the call of the wild echoed in my
heart. I had been called to my country
by the war, but stranded in Switzerland
because of passport complications, and
the virile side of my pedigree was be-
ginning to assert itself.

T
HE old Swiss turned a bend in the
road and I came back to my room.
My eyes swept over a line of shoes

beside the wash-stand and rested on a
pair of thick, black boots whose soles

were studded and overlapped with about
four pounds of iron nails. I scratched
my head. I recalled many a slink through
the wilds of Montana in moccasins,, and
sighed. Then I noted a pair of little

white sneakers hiding in the corner. This
was an inspiration. I lost no time in
slipping them on. Donning my faded
green hat with the edelweiss in the rib-
bon, strapping on the somewhat bulky
and heavy rucksack and taking my ice-

pick from the wall I swung out and down
the stone steps.

The evening air was clear, and frag-
rant with summer flowers. The faint
rumbling of the torrent below the pas-
tures could be heard in the still atmo-
sphere. Beyond and far above the steep

The author

pine-slopes, which encircled the lovely
valley of the Val d’Hliez rose the Alps,
cutting the blue sky with a horizon of

jagged peaks snow-bannered, frigid and
austere.

Passing between the rows of gabled
chalets, I soon began climbing the steep,

stone-studded road which wound up
through the pine-forests. I drew in the
crisp, pure mountain air with eager
breath and as I gazed at the three lofty

peaks of the Dents Blanches, which
loomed beyond, my heart was light with-
in me. I had been scouting up there
several days before, had seen signs of a
herd of chamois and now felt confident.

Half way through the woods, at the
edge of a little pasture stood Victor’s hut.

There he was, smoking his eternal pipe
and leaning on the door. “You start al-

ready? Eh bien, bonne chance!” he
greeted cheerily. But when he noticed
my foot-gear his demeanor drooped. “Mon
Dieu! Where go you like that?” he
queried, shaking his grizzled head por-
tentously. He had made many climbs, in

his day, and had seen many cracked
skulls around the rocky base of the Dents
Blanches. “Don’t quarrel with the
chamois because he doesn’t go by the
mule-path” I retorted, continuing my
way up tht tortuous, stony road. The old

veteran stood long at his threshold watch-
ing me and puffing nervously at his pipe.

Presently he was joined by his wife, with
a milk-bucket over her arm, and half of

his numerous progeny. Suddenly their

view was eclipsed by a pine-clump.
In about twenty minutes of steady go-

ing the road dwindled to a mere trail.

Here it zigzagged up a steep bank of
shale, then cut into the side of a preci-

pice above. Finally it emerged into a
high verdant meadow stretching beneath
the formidable ramparts of the three
peaks, with their black walls of rock and
gullies of snow. Surrounded by a lawn
so thick and even and matted with alpine
flowers that the foot sprang up at the
tread, stood the little mountain hamlet of
Barmaz. Here, at the main chalet, J

Contents Copyrighted, 1920, by Forest and Stream Publishing
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halted and decided to spend the night.

At the wooden table under the eaves,

in the fragrant air of evening I enjoyed

a frugal supper of bread and cheese, and

milk such as only the Alps produce,

drawn from the sleek kine by apple-

cheeked dairymaids. Faintly in the dis-

tance could be heard the tinkling of cow-

bells mingling with the echoes of water

falling from melting snows. As I sat

there in revery the full moon ascended

behind the peaks and they stood forth

like immense silhouettes throwing giant

shadows across the opposite range. Slow-

ly, long pale fingers of gold haze sought

out the remote gullies, and, stretching at

last over the pastures below, silvered all.

pine-slopes, and the green pastures,

dotted with 'herds of cattle and a few

little gabled chalets like brown smudges

on a lap of green. Far above rose the

snow-slopes and jagged ridges mounting

the almost perpendicular sides of the

Dents Blanches.

Up these long white slopes I climbed,

bending low and breathing rhythmically

to the crunch, crunch of my little rubber-

soled shoes in the hard snow. In about

an hour of steady pulling I had made the

long detour which encircles the high pre-

cipice of black rock above the lower snow-

slopes. I was now ascending the tedious

couloire of loose shale and little rolling

stones which mounts to the top of the

ridge just at the left of the first peak and

dropped to the ground and froze. The

chamois, just as instantly, started in a

whirlwind of flying shale up the steep

mountain-side and disappeared in a cur-

tain of mist that hung over the peak.

My heart beat fast. I was aroused to

the subtlest tactics of a hunter by the

tension of excitement. Slowly I extri-

cated the little high-power rifle from my
rucksack, unwrapped it from the old

sweater and put it together, with scarce-

ly a sound. Then, treading with cat-like

caution, I made my way silently, and at

the same time, as swiftly as possible to

the top of the main peak. Here, com-

pletely surrounded by an impenetrable

mist I crouched behind the pillar of

stones beside the little cross, and waited.

A T the first glimmer of

dawn I stretched my
arms and leapt from the

little white cot. That was a

delicious sleep, with the crisp

mountain air blowing gently in

through the open dormer win-

dow.

“But where go you at such

an early hour?” queried my
buxom proprietress as she set

my cafe au lait before me and

wished me good-morning. She

glanced curiously at my ruck-

sack; but I knew she could

never have guessed what was
inside—even if she had felt it.

“Oh, I’m going for une petite

promenade to collect flowers,” I

explained, spreading a large

slab of cream-cheese over a

piece of bread. “But not to

pick edelweiss, like that!” she

ejaculated, pointing, with an

expression of horrified awe, at

my little canvas shoes. “You

are very drole, you Americans.

Well, if you are not back to-

night we shall send a guide up

to look for you.” “Oh, pray

don’t,” I pleaded, “I am return-

ing by a different way.” “Eh
bien, bonne chance /” she waved

as I swung on my sack and

started out across the meadow.

At a half mile the land be-

came studded with rocks and

boulders, then it mounted
steeply to the base of the cliffs.

Here began the little trail

known as Le Beda in the

patois of that district. This path,

scarcely more than a foot wide, is for

the most part worn into the sheer rock

of the precipice. In some places it

squeezes into fissures in the cliffs, in

others it slopes over a drop of many
hundreds of feet with a shoulder of rock

projecting above it, which necessitates

the most careful crawling.

When the rising sun tinged the highest

peaks with rose-pink I had passed this

ticklish space and was moving slowly up

a narrow gully between sharp ridges,

half rock and half flower-sprinkled grass-

clumps. The clear, crisp mountain air

blowing down from eternal snows and

scented with the breath of gentian and

soldanel, inspired a sweet Arcadian joy

and gave strength for the hard climb yet

to come. Far below me stretched the

A ;
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The Chamois

which forms the southern frontier.

Attaining this ridge, I paused a mo-

ment, one foot in Switzerland and the

other in France, and gazed down to the

other side. There, far below on the pass

called the Colie de Coux, like puny in-

sects against the white background of

snow could be seen three guards of Savoy

leaning on their rifles. But I took care

they didn’t see me, and continued the

climb, keeping just this side of the ridge

and peeping over it at intervals, after

the manner of friend coyote. So intent

was I upon watching the guards that I

reached the summit of the lesser peak

before I realized it—and ran plumb into a

small herd of chamois feeding in a little

flowery hollow just beyond. It would be

hard to decide which was the more sur-

prised party of the two Instantly I

S the mist broke up into

small clouds that gradu-

ally dispersed, I could

have seen through fleecy vistas

far away over the top of the

world. Northward rose the

Bernese Alps, presided over by

the white-tressed and majestic

Jung Frau. Eastward the

ranges lowered save for the

obelisk of the Matterhorn.

West, beyond the verdant less-

er Alps of Savoy curved the

blue waters of Leman, and

faintly through a film of haze

the towns could be seen on its

far bank. South, over the

higher ridges and snow-slopes,

rose the sublimest vision of all

—Mont Blanc, vastly white,

sky-towering, immensely
grand. Towards the left those

smooth powdered domes nar-

rowed to the sharp, ice-green

pinacles of the Eguille Verte

(Green Needle).

But this wondrous panorama

could not draw my eyes from

the third peak of the Dents

Blanches. There, silhouetted

against the deep blue sky, stood

the form of a big buck chamois

—and I was watching his su-

perb outline along my rifle-

barrel at scarcely a hundred

yards.

It is most doubtful whether

any old Helvetian chamois-

hunter, with his loud-echoing

iron-shod tramp, had ever

found such a splendid target. It was al-

most a shame to kill at such a distance.

Yet, although favored by the weather, I

had done my part in earning my prize. I

smiled as I curled my finger fondly

around the trigger and slowly squeezed

it. The rifle rang. The crash! was suc-

ceeded by a wEa-ck! The buck sprang

straight out into the air, then plunged

into the dizzy depths below. For a short

interval the falling of rocks could be

heard. The echoes grew fainter and

fainter. Then silence.

Hastily taking apart the little twenty-

two I returned it to its swaddling-clothes

and tucked it away in the sack again.

Then I retraced my steps down the de-

file of shale on to the lower snow-banks.

At the frontier ridge I looked down at the

three guards on the pass almost a mile
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below. In the thickening haze of noon I

could barely distinguish them. They had
met and were evidently talking to one an-
other—discussing some unusual occur-
rence, no doubt.

Directly beneath the precipitous side

of the third peak mounts a vast snow-
delta where reaccumulate every year the

avalanches of winter. Up this I crawled,
sticking my ice-pick into the hard crust
and pulling myself up. My chamois must
have fallen in that direction but, as I

could see no signs of him, I surmised that
he must have stuck upon some ledge of
rock above. Straight up this wall of
rock I began to climb hand-over-hand,
leaving my sack and pick on the snow
below. The ledges scarcely sufficed to

hold my toes; the fissures in the rock
were barely deep enough to insert my
fingers. How I climbed that wall of rock
there is not a guide in the Val d’llliez to
explain. It was certainly a tribute to the
rubber-soled shoes. Finally I was con-
fronted by a perfectly smooth seven foot
wall surmounted by the snow of the top
of the precipice. In the snow above I

noticed crimson stains and on the shale
at my feet there was the mark of impact
where a heavy body had fallen. Here I
became possessed by an idea, and I im-
mediately began to descend.
The descent was even more perilous for

I could not see where to place my feet.

I dared not gaze below me, and perspira-
tion streamed from every pore. Letting
myself down tremulously with my hands
I felt with my feet for a footing which
often was not there. Once I got in a pain-
ful position from which I could move
neither up nor down. After ten minutes
of agonizing suspense I found a tiny
cranny for my finger-tips and thus man-
aged to lower myself gradually to a pro-
jecting shoulder of rock. At another
time I lost my footing and slipped back
and was only saved from destruction by
the luck of catching my foot in a small
crack.

Eventually attaining the gulf between
the rock and snow-delta without cracking
my skull, I cut steps into the inner side of
the ice and slowly descended into the cold
chasm. Against the sides I noticed the
red marks of blood and little patches of
brown, wool-like hair. I continued to
descend but the cold of that gloomy cav-
ern was so intense and the aperture so
narrow that I could go no further. Long
I stood there, my toes almost frozen in
the foot-holes I had chopped, my ice-pick
sticking in the wall above me, peering
down. Presently my eyes grew accus-
tomed to the darkness. I soon made out
an immense crevasse below me and there,
wedged in between the green walls of ice’
as in some weird twilight under the sea,
was the buck chamois.

I cursed myself up and down for not
having brought a rope with me

; but final-
ly soothed myself with the reflection that
my game was in excellent cold-storage
and would keep until I informed Victor
of my luck. Then I would go with him,
under cover of darkness, to bring it down
as I had promised to do.
With this happy resolve in mind I

hauled myself out of the crevasse with
my ice-pick and started down the snoiv-

Precipice of the Dents Blanches

delta in long, sliding steps. Suddenly I

was arrested by a call from far below,
which reechoed throughout the rocks.
Looking below me I saw a tiny figure at
the base of the snow-slope. At that
great distance the man, whoever he was,
appeared like an insect and I must have
looked to him Tike a fly crawling down a
colossal sugar-cone.

Leaning on my ice-pick, which acted as
a third leg behind me, I commenced to
glisade. The snow flew by and in less
than a minute I stood beside the individ-
ual who had called. It was one of the
Savoy guards—armed to the teeth. “Bon
lour, camarade!” I saluted. He did not
answer me. Instead, he gazed at me
from head to foot under beetling brows,
not knowing quite what to surmise from
my bland and innocent mien. “What
were you doing up there?” he questioned
sternly. “Oh, picking edelweiss—have

Cross and pole on Dents Blanches

one?” I suggested, pulling one from my
hat and offering it to him with a smile.

He gazed at it perplexed. Then he an-
swered me with another question: “Heard
you any one shooting up there?” he in-

quired. “Ah, oui!” I averred, “one shot
on the Dents Blanches. I saw someone

—

an old Swiss, I think—climbing up there
early this morning. “Ah!” exclaimed the
Savoyard, departing in the direction
where I had pointed.

t ( IMPOSSIBLE !” exclaimed old Victor
as I was having supper with him
that evening in the smoky kitchen

of his chalet and had narrated my ad-
venture. Lady Victor said neither one
thing nor the other as she cut the bread,
holding it with her pink chubby hands,
and all the little Victors gazed at me with
their mouths open. But I ended by con-
vincing the old man and, a trifle weary
though I was, there was now no holding
him back.

We started at dusk for the slopes of
the Dents Blanches. Victor had a long
rope coiled in his rucksack while in mine
I had my sweater and a powerful elec-
tric flash-light. It was dark when we
reached the meadows of Barmaz, where
we stopped a few minutes only, to have
a cup of coffee. We wended our way
around the Beda by moonlight and it was
midnight when we had climbed up my old
foot-holes in the steep snow-delta. I

showed Victor the tracks where the Savoy
guard had come to speak to me. “Nom-
de-nom!” he ejaculated.

Putting on thick sweaters and coats to
protect us from the intense cold, we slow-
ly let ourselves down into the chasm of
ice. When we had descended as far as
the width would permit we braced our-
selves between the cold ramparts and
took the articles from our rucksacks.
Suddenly I flashed the light down direct-
ly below me and there, shimmering in
that strange frigid sepulchre was the
chamois buck, his head between his front
legs. “He Sacre nom de nom!” exclaimed
the old guide, “There he is! You are
slick, you Americans,

—

Hein!”
I tied a good cattleman’s noose in the

rope and, after some persistence, got it

around the buck’s little black, hooked
horns. Luckily the rope just proved long
enough to reach the top of the chasm.
Climbing out, we pulled together. Our
prize broke away from the ice-vise and
came sliding up like a huge fish, frozen
stiff.

Bringing the chamois down the long
snow-slopes was ap easy matter, but, this
accomplished, we were confronted by a
dilemma. To carry the animal down to the
village in open view, even at that hour of
night, was too risky; to skin him and cut
off his head while frozen was impossible.
We found our way into a little sequestered
gulley at the timber line, however, and
here a solution to the problem presented
itself. Making a cheerful little fire of
stunted pine-stumps, old Victor and I

spent a most pleasant hour waiting for
Buck Chamois to thaw out, and telling
yarns. When he had limbered up we took
his pelt, his head and a nice fat haunch.
These we sequestered where the little
rifle had been, and turned homeward.
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Sun-bathed glades surrounded by forests Mirror lakes tucked away among the hills

THE LODGE OF THE FOUR WIDE WAYS
HEED THE CALL OF THE OPEN FOR A WHOLE WIDE WORLD AWAITS
YOU JUST BEYOND THE END OF YOUR FRONT YARD SIDEWALK

THE winds wander gently through the

tops of the pines. Softly the low

anthem of lofty harps drifts down
to you. The crows caw above you, with

the vibrant lure of a nomadic forest life

in their cries. They re-echo a restless,

vagabond note that has surged within

you for days. You watch them as they

lift from the lofty crests of the pines and
flap in the sunlight. The black of their

glossy plumage contrasts with the deep

green of the pine needles. A golden sea

of soft sunlight floods the aisles of the

open woods. The friendly pines sough
in answer to greetings from the random
wild winds.

You can vividly see this whole picture

as you sit at your desk in the city’s bee-

hive center. In reality the groves of the

forested places may be far away, with
their maze of meandering brooks and
sun-bathed glades, but a breath of this

new spring air coming through the win-

dow and gently touching your forehead,

will suddenly bring the whole world of

woods close. You can actually hear the

whispering sway of the boughs, see the

new budding flowers. The thraldom of

the asphalt and the “elevated” temporar-
ily recedes. Oh, the tonic of that gust of

air! Oh, the magic influence of it!

We, the initiated of the Lodge of the

Four Wide Ways, are sensitive to that

mysterious wooing of the farther wild-

erness To the veterans of us it is a

poem, it is a song. It is a desire with
all who have once paid their homage at

the shrines of the ancient gods of the

camp and trail. It is a love with all

men who in their boyhood or later years
have seen forests on their horizons. You
are not normal if your heart quickens

not to the annual lure. You are cheated
of a precious seventh sense if you possess

not in your blood the fret that yearly

surges with the rising sap of trees. It

is a curious heritage, a rich largesse,

from the prehistoric dwellers of the
smoke-mouthed caves in the shadows of

the receding blue-white mountains of

glacier ice and thickly forested glades.

By FREDERICK W. FISCHER

Let your memory dwell on past vaca-

tions. Do you recall the cool streams

of Northern countries? There, with your

rods and vuri-colored flies and stout

boots, you spent the warmest weeks of

last summer. Those murmuring waters

flowed through cool shadowed forests

down the placid mirrors of lakes tucked

away among the silent hills. The nose

of your green-painted canoe nudged the

lily pads and reeds of the nameless coves

as you fished for pickerel in the glow of

sunset.

Do you recollect the lure of Southern

waters? At this hour, but far from
your presence, the wild-singing current

of Econlockhatchee Creek is flowing, a

Seek the heads of unguessed murmurous
streams

stream you found one day with the aid

of a pocket compass and a faulty, in-

complete map. You can, if you choose,

still listen to the spell of its magic wat-
ers, still follow the windings of its

amber-red current, as it wanders in the

company of its overhanging trees.

Heed this call of the open. A whole
wide, wild world awaits just beyond your
front-yard sidewalk, just without your
office door. There your thoughts may
wing unfettered ways, there your feet

can find unbeaten p'aths, there you may
camp and loiter and explore to your
heart’s content.

WALK, if no farther, at least to the

edge of the towns, where the

houses give way to thicketed dells

and the streets merge into delightful by-

paths under mingled patches of blue sky
and wavering arras of foliage. Think
gypsy thoughts and dream care-free

dreams in the lazy warmth of the noon-
day sun. The oaks are beckoning with
every leaf a-whisper in the cares of the |
passing breeze. The companion pines

are welcoming.

Stroll afar in the sunlit fields. Follow
the sandy, ribbon-like beaches of inland

lakes. Watch the shadows of summer
clouds drift over marshes of wild grass.

Crush underfoot the fronds of fern and
pillows of moss that carpet the soil in

the tunnels of the silent, half-moist I
swamps.
Roam ! Figuratively, spread your

mind and body over the whole world

—

span it, encompass it, make it one with
you and familiar to your eyes. Follow
unknown trails to their unexplored ends.

Make maps of what you find or sketches

of scenes you contemplate. Be a path-

finder. There is an army of restless,

red-blooded men crowding at your elbows
to gain your knowledge, to follow your
blazed trees, to view vistas from new
hilltops. They will study your pioneer-
ing, assimilate your small gleanings in

woodcraft, and relocating your routes,

find the heads of unguessed streams.
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A golden sea of sunlight floods the isles of the open woods There you may camp and loiter to your heart’s content

Leave the hearths of civilization and
answer the call of primitive wants.
There is an age-old command to reckon
with. The call comes yearly; it rings
insistently on your senses when the
snows melt and the balmy winds of the
languorous South, whispering of palms
and hinting of coral atolls, sweep softly
over the land and waken the barren mead-
ows. Still that tyrannous voice by wan-

dering forth under the sky’s broad dome.
Hie to the forests and the hills—with

gun or fishing tackle or surveyor’s tran-
sit or prospector’s pick, with butterfly
net or kodak or geologist’s hammer, with
sketching pencil or painter’s palette or
scientist’s note-book—and become one
with the broad out-of-doors. Get on
speaking terms with the great Mother
Nature who instructed the cave man,

your hairy-thighed Paleolithic ancestor,
and made him wise in the ways of the
still-hunt and the red kill. Put your
pack on your back, or in your canoe, or
on your burro, and “break trail” for the
timber beyond the fallow fields. Make
peace with those gods of the woodland
springtide, who await your eager coming
and sincere oblations. Your appointment
is long overdue; the rendezvous awaits.

THE TRAGIC FATE OF BLACK JAKE
HOW A FAMOUS LIVE DUCK DECOY QUACKED A WARNING OF IMPENDING
DANGER AND SAVED THE LIVES OF TWO DUCK HUNTERS ON BARNEGAT BAY

By WIDGEON

I

T was near the dinner hour. The
shack was filleu wuh ihe odor of good
things cooking. On the stove con-

tentedly bubbled the pot of potatoes; the
coffee pot was steaming nicely, while be-
tween them was simmering one of
Scouse’s incomparable duck pot pies. On
the “Deacon Seat,” between the stove
and dinner table, sat Hank, at peace
with all the world. He and Scouse had
enjoyed fair shooting that morning, and
a goodly number of birds were hanging
on the row of nails on the north side of
the shack. His favorite pipe was draw-
ing well, dinner was nearly ready, and
like Robinson Crusoe, he was monarch
of all he surveyed. From where he sat
he had, through the north window, an un-
obstructed view up the bay. From the
west window he could watch the shoot-
ing point, while from the open door-
way he could see south down the thor-
oughfare toward Mike’s Island. Through
this doorway came the ring of Scouse’s
busy axe at the woodpile, and the bright
rays of the December sun, shining in on
the array of tins on the wall behind the
stove, made them glisten like silver. The
waters of the beautiful Barnegat lay in
their winter sleep, a frozen crystal. Far
as the eye could see, the ice glittered
like a mirror under the winter sun, with
here and there a patch of darker color,
marking an occasional air hole, while be-
tween Stooling Point and West Point, at
the channel stake, was quite an expanse
of open water. As Hank sat looking up

the bay, suddenly in the distance, he saw
a tiny white speck that seemed to be
moving swiftly before the brisk north-
west wind. It grew steadily larger.

Then he called through the doorway:
“Scouse, here comes a feller in an ice

boat, down past West Point. If he doesn’t
look out he will run into that air hole.”

As the boat came steadily on, Hank put
one hand on the window ledge and slowly

Live geese decoys

came to a standing position. His eyes
widened in horror at the impending
catastrophe, and as the boat plunged into
the air hole, his pipe fell with a crash to
the floor. With a hoarse cry of “My
God, he is in the hole,” he started for
the door, but the boat crossed the water
like a duck, climbed the ice on the other
side, and was flying down the thorough-
fare like a swallow, when he reached the
open doorway. He had seen his first
Scooter and the laugh was certainly

on Hank.

AFTER dinner was over and the dishes
washed and put away, Hank took a
generous measure of corn from the

grain bag and stepped out on the plat-
form in front of the door. “Here, ducky,
ducky,” he called, and at once a great
chorus of quacking arose from the decoy
pen, and as he threw the corn over the
wire fence, they were soon contentedly
feeding. Hank took great pride in the
decoys, almost all of them were named,
and he talked to them as if they were
human. Of the geese decoys his favor-
ites were Dick, Buster, Lucy and the
Wild Gander, but of the duck decoys
none could compare with Black Jake, a
hybrid mallard—black duck, with dusky
body and beautiful dark green head. He
was the apple of his master’s eye, the
decoy par excellence. Scouse then brought
a bucket of fresh water for the birds, and
as he and his father watched the feedin~
fowl, Jake would flap his wings and
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twisting his head sideways, look at them
with his bright black eyes as if he knew
almost enough to talk. Closing the door

of the shack, they made their way down
the path to the shooting box on the

point. When they came into dinner,

Hank had left his number ten Parker
and the big number eight in the box, but
Scouse had brought his twelve bore with
him. As they reached the reeds behind
the blind, Hank, who was in the lead,

said : “Let’s go in quietly for there might
be some ducks in the decoys,” for by
hard labor with their ice hooks they had
kept a hole open on the point, and the

decoys were set. Silently they crept

through the reeds, and when Hank
peeped over the box, he excitedly whis-

pered: “Good Lord, Scouse, there are

all of fifty ducks in the decoys.” As
Scouse crawled up and peeped also, he

saw the open water of the air-hole filled

with ducks, and a large number sitting

on the edge of the ice. Hank cautiously

reached into the box for the big gun,

and when he had it safely in his hand
he said: “Now, Scouse, you crawl around

the north end of the box till you can see

to shoot, for we won’t try to get into

the box, they might see us. When you

are ready we will try them on the water

and then on the wing.” But alas! “The
best laid plans of mice and men gang
aft agley,” for when Scouse poked his

head around the north corner of the

box, two black ducks that were feeding

close along the meadow bank saw him,

and sprang up. with loud quacks of

alarm, but fell as suddenly to a quick

double from the boy. Instantly at the

alarm, as if a bomb had exploded under
them, the great flock took wing, each one

for himself, then up came the great gun
to Hank’s shoulder, and at its “boom,
boom,” it rained ducks in that air-hole.

Seven big red-footed black ducks, and a

drake mallard (the only one in the

flock) was its toll. What the score would
have been had they got in the sitting shot

as well can very easily be imagined.

N EXT morning they were again in

the blind but the birds were not

flying, and about eleven o’clock

Hank went in to prepare the dinner,

leaving Scouse alone in charge. Sitting

on the “Deacon Seat” contentedly eating

his dinner, Hank saw through the north

window, a great flock of geese come in

from the sea over Lavelette, seventy-five

or more of them. They lowered down
and swung over Nigger House Cove, on

around West Point, and headed for

Stooling Point. Settling lower and low-

er, on they came. Soon they heard
Scouse’s decoys, and curving their great

wings they came right in. Such a

clamor there was then with the decoys

and in-coming geese, each trying to honk
the louder. Trembling with excitement,

Scouse reached for the big gun, and as

the great flock came tumbling pell mell

in over the decoys, he rose and fired into

the thick of them, and never touched a

bird. With a gasp of astonishment, he

swung quickly on an immense gander,

that towered from the middle of th£ flock

and killed him clean. Tumbling through

the air he struck the ice with the crash

of a pile driver. Quaking with excite-

ment and disappointment he gathered his

gander, and now mark what happened:
No geese had been flying for days, but

within twenty minutes, another flock

came from the same direction, exactly

like the first one, about twenty-five of

them. Again the decoys began to call,

and the flock to answer. Again they

lowered down on curved wings, and came
rocking in over the decoys. Again
Scouse arose and gave them both barrels

of the big gun, and never killed a goose

with either barrel. In anger and disgust

he shouldered his gander, went to the

house and would shoot no more that day.

I could never account for his poor shoot-

ing, unless the great number of the geese

rattled him. I have known him to be

alone in the blind with two guns, when
four geese came in, and he made a double

with each gun, killing the entire flock.

AFTER his great fiasco with the

geese, Scouse had but little appetite

for supper, and spent a restless

night, but with the coming of another

day, his youthful spirits rose and he

was ready to try again. A change of

weather had come in the night; the wind
was shifting from south to westerly and
it looked like a heavy blow coming. They
cleared the air-hole of the ice that had
accumulated in the night, and decided

they would not put out any live decoys

for fear f the ice moving. After break-

fast they placed a few wooden decoys in

the air hole and a few more on the ice,

but the few birds that were flying did not

act well, so Scouse went back to the

shack and, putting four ducks in a crate,

among them Black Jake, brought them
out to the point and staked them on the

meadow bank, a pair on either side of

the blind. The prospects were poor and
Hank had not brought out his guns, but
he got into the box with Scouse, and
lighted the oil stove and made things

comfortable. Although Scouse had killed

a number of hen mallards, he had never
yet killed a drake and he wanted one
badly. As they sat there waiting, Hank
said: “Scouse, here come your drake
mallards from the south, three of them.”
On came the mallards while Hank and
Scouse crouched low, but they were
wary and suspicious, and when almost
within range sheered off and circled the

blind. As they came over the ice again,

Hank called softly to Black Jake: “Talk
to ’em, Jake, talk to ’em,” and Jake, as
if he fully understood, gave his rasping
call, then standing on his toes, he vigor-

ously flapped his wings. This started up
the other decoys who quacked loudly, and
now all doubts set at rest, the mallards,
with wings curved and feet extended,

came right in over the decoys. Scouse
rose to shoot, and two of them lapped
and dropped to the first barrel. At the

report the remaining drake sprang up in

the air like a rocket, but Scouse kept cool

and, holding well over him, killed him
clean. They were big red-footed winter
mallards, in full plumage and made a

beautiful picture as Scouse brought them
into the blind, with his face all wreathed
in smiles. “Here’s where I get even with
the mallards,” he said, “and say, Dad,
did you hear Jake talk to ’em? Ain’t
he a dandy?” “Yes,” said Hank; “I

wouldn’t take twenty-five dollars of any
man’s money for him.”

S
O, talking and smoking, the time
passed. The wind steadily working
westerly and blowing harder until

finally it blew a regular gale and Scouse
said: “Dad, do you think there’s any
danger of the ice moving?” “Naw,” said

Hank; “why its ten inches thick and solid

for miles, and the wind on shore. Just
then the decoys began to quack loudly in

alarm, and Scouse, looking up, said:

“Here she comes.” Gun in hand he
sprang from the box, while Hank quick-

ly followed him, and each rushed to un-
snap the chains of the decoys. Jumping
up on the advancing ice Hank got his

decoys loose, when with incredible veloc-

ity the solid ice, pushed by the hurricane
(continued on page 279 )

Hank—master bayman and best of duck hunting companions
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COLONEL GRAVES’ INTEREST IN GAME
AN APPRECIATION OF THE WORK OF THE LATE CHIEF OF THE FOREST SERVICE

AND SOME OF THE THINGS HE HAS ACCOMPLISHED IN GAME CONSERVATION

By CHARLES SHELDON

T HE resignation of Col. Henry S.

Graves, Chief Forester, calls for

more than passing comment by those

interested in the preservation and per-

petuation of game. The general infor-

mation as to Col. Graves’ activities in

matters of game, seems limited to his

interest in the elk of Yellowstone

Park. My frequent contact with game
protectionists indicates that many of

them also have little knowledge of what
he has been progressively accomplishing

for the general conservation of game. I

have enjoyed Col. Graves’ friendship for

twenty-four years, and since I have con-

stantly known the details of his work in

behalf of our game and for several years
have been closely associated with his ac-

tivities toward that end, I sincerely feel

that if his services be made more widely
known, the general understanding of

them will be helpful in the future to the

whole problem of game conservation.

So far back as 1893 the Boone and
Crockett Club pointed out the necessity

of placing game under the administration

of the Forest Service. Since then it has
been constantly and actively advocating
this idea. Long before he became Presi-

dent, Col. Roosevelt emphasized this be-

fore many associations, and again in

1901, and many times subsequently he
publicly advocated it. Gradually all

game conservationists realized the neces-

sity of it, and in one form or another ef-

forts to secure legislation toward this end
have been attempted. Today intelligent

opinion is unanimous in behalf of it, but

up to the present time it has not been
possible to secure the needed legislation

to bring it about. Yet a result of real

significance has been achieved. There
has been established a general recognition
of the fact that the preservation and per-

petuation of our western big game out-

side of National Parks, is a problem' de-

pending more than anything else on the

administration of the Forest Service.

Has Col. Graves recognized this fact,

and if so what has been his attitude to-

ward it and what has he done to include

game conservation in the general pro-

gram of Forest Administration?

A S chairman of the Game Preserva-

tion Committee of the Boone and
Crockett Club, I first sought the co-

operation of Col. Graves in game matters

in 1912, and I have since been in active

cooperation with him on these questions

continuously up to the date of his resig-

nation. I can positively say that Col.

Graves has been an active and enthusias-

tic game conservationist; he has always
given an undue proportion of his time to

it; he has studied it with intelligence, and
he has energetically directed the admin-
istration of the whole Forest Service to-

ward that end. He has spared neither

time nor extra work carefully to con-

Col. Henry S. Graves

sider all suggestions brought to him by

game protectors, and when by investiga-

tion he has determined what he has be-

lieved to be right, he has always striven

with courage to accomplish the needed

results without regard to criticism.

His experience in general conservation

and his knowledge of the whole problem

have enabled him so to grasp the game
question that he has formulated a broad,

sound policy of game conservation; in

fact, he has been the first who has seen

clearly the practical relation of the For-

est Service to it. Every one interested

in the subject should read and study his

exposition of it in Recreation, May, 1915,

and particularly his address before the

National Parks Conference, published in

Proceedings of the National Parks Con-
ference, Washington, 1917.

Col. Graves has recognized that the ef-

ficiency of the Forest Administration for

game conservation is a very practical

question involving many conflicting inter-

ests, that it is a political question in each

state, and a national question in Con-

gress. It has been necessary to infuse

an interest in game among over twelve

hundred forest supervisors and rangers.

To obtain results has required patience

and persistence, for, at best, results can
come but slowly. Col. Graves has been
progressively solving all these difficulties,

until he has secured a solid foundation of

game protective sentiment throughout the

whole Forest Service, and there is a

growing recognition among the states of

the advantages and effectiveness of its

game administration. Also sportsmen’s

organizations and all others interested

are beginning to have a real dependence
on the Forest Service’s administration of

the game. For these reasons no backward

steps could be taken by future Chief For-

esters. The interested public will demand
from the Forest Service a progressive

continuance of the work ..which Col.

Graves has conducted so enthusiastically.

THE practical difficulties which Col.

Graves has encountered have been
very real. The States, not the For-

est Service, have had jurisdiction over the

game, except that part of it which they
have entrusted to the Forest Service in

State Preserves in the National Forests,

and the powers as game wardens which
they have delegated to the Forest Rang-
ers. The only independent power which
the Forest Service has possessed has been
that of restricting in behalf of game the

grazing areas on the public lands which
might otherwise be wholly given over to

cattle and sheep. This at once conflicts

with live stock interests, represented by
powerful associations, which have a lead-

ing influence in both State and Congres-
sional legislation, and also a strong di-

rection in the moulding of local opinion.

Then again Forest supervisors and
rangers must be carefully selected from
experienced experts trained both in for-

estry and grazing. A few years ago their

game protection work was of little im-

portance. Their time directed to game
had been in the nature of extra work
donated for the cause. It is but natural
that grazing experts should tend to con-

sider a part of their duties the advancing
of the grazing interests in preference to

those of game protection, and to feel that
their ambitions should lie more in the
direction of increasing live stock. The
task of interesting in the game, men of
such training and tastes has in many
cases been a difficult one. It could not be
accomplished by official orders alone. It

must finally come through the interest of

the Chief Forester and through his abil-

ity to inspire such an interest throughout
the whole Service. Col. Graves has
steadily been accomplishing this until

now the spirit of game conservation is

instilled into the whole Forest adminis-
tration. The fact that here and there lo-

cal rangers or supervisors do not sym-
pathize with game protection so much as
they do with grazing interests is nothing
more than what occurs among citizens in

general. It would be as impossible to
realize the hope that every forest ranger
could be a lover of game as it would be
to expect it of every legislator, citizen,

or even of every sportsman. When such
cases have been brought to Col. Graves’
attention he has always been willing to

investigate them and where necessary to

try to make improvements. Those who
have criticized him for the seeming in-

difference of some of his rangers have
wholly overlooked his difficulties and the
larger problems involved.

(continued on page 282)
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FORESTRYAND GAME CONSERVATION
THE PRESERVATION OF GAME ANIMALS, BIRDS AND FISH, AND THE ELIMINA-
TION OF GAME VIOLATIONS IS AN IMPORTANT DUTY OF FOREST OFFICERS

T HE Forest Service has charge of

about 155 million acres of forest

land which constitute the natural
home of wild life of all kinds. It may
safely be said that the National Forests
and National Parks together contain the
greater part of the big game that is

left in the United States, outside of
Alaska. Certainly they represent the
future hope of game.

The protection of game has been given
recognition since the establishment of the
National Forests, though greatest prog-
ress has been made during the last six
years or so. Game is recognized as one
of the resources of the National Forests,
and its protection and proper adminis-
istration is given a place in connection
with the various other natural resources.

This point of view was expressed in
the formal instructions, printed in the
National Forest Manual, as follows:

“Game is a product of the forests.
It adds materially to the enjoyment
of the National Forests by the public
as well as to their possible economic
uses. The preservation of game ani-
mals, birds, and fish, and the elimi-
nation of game violations, is an im-
portant duty of forest officers. This
is furthermore made incumbent upon
the Forest Service by the act of
May 23, 1908, which provided that
all reasonable assistance in the pro-
tection of game within the National
Forests be given the State authori-
ties. Failure to take an active part
in game protection will be considered
neglect of duty.”

O NE of the cardinal principles of ad-
ministration of the National For-
ests has been that of Coordinated

use

;

that is, the various resources are
used in such a way that one will not con-
flict with another,

and all will be han-
dled so as to secure

a maximum of pub-
lic benefits. Thus,
forestry, water
power, grazing,

mining, recreation

use, and wild life

conservation are
provided for side

by side. Naturally,
this means regu-
lated use of each
and such restric-

tions upon each
that it can be de-

veloped without
conflict with the
use of the various
other resources.

Game and other
wild life in the Na-
tional Forests can

By COL. HENRY S. GRAVES

not be preserved without special protec-
tion and intelligent care.

There are too many destructive agen-
cies working against wild life to permit
the holding of the idea that somehow or
other the game will take care of itself.

This means that provision must be made
for wild life, particularly game animals
which require forage, like elk. The de-

termination of how far grazing and other
economic developments should be restrict-

ed in order to provide for elk or other
game animals can not be determined by
any effort to weigh economic values ex-
pressed in terms of money. Such economic
value should of course be given con-
sideration, but the final determination of
the place of game must be based on broad
judgment which considers every public
service that is rendered by the existence
of wild animals on the one hand, and the
use of the same lands exclusively for do-
mestic stock or other economic develop-
ment on the other hand.

THE position of the Forest Service is

that efficient game conservation re-

quires planning, as well as efficient

carrying out of game laws. Therefore,
in administering the National Forests
the Forest officers are working out defin-

ite plans for each Forest, which will make
provision for breeding refuges, summer
and winter feeding grounds, and proper
provisions for hunting. Naturally much
of this planning is at its beginning, but
effort is being made to foresee the needs
before the economic development of other
resources makes difficult proper provision
for the game.

Expressed in the formal instructions to

Forest officers, the policy is:

“Farseeing plans for game culture
are essential for all the National
Forests, particularly in those local-

ities where there is a tendency to

absorb into use areas which repre-
sent those remaining available to

game. Game needs must be consid-
ered in making the final allotment of
stock to such areas. The most ef-

fective way now known for protect-
ing and developing game is to set
aside lands where the animals may
breed unmolested, so the increase will

be available for hunting outside such
areas.”

This principle of planning is being put
into effect in the National Forests. Far-
reaching plans are being made in connec-
tion with the handling of the timber,
grazing, and other resources, and the
game constitutes an important chapter in

every one of these plans. Already the
grazing administration in many Forests
is being modified at certain points to

meet the game requirements, as a result
of this planning.
I- I'!

,

THE principle of setting aside game
refuges for breeding purposes has
been regarded as an important one.

The theory of these refuges, however,
is not to breed up an indefinite amount
of game. It is rather to maintain an
equilibrium of the capital stock of game
which it is deemed possible and desirable
to maintain on a Government Forest. Our
theory is to locate game refuges intelli-

gently, with reference to their usefulness
in breeding game, having right condi-
tions for feed and having them of ap-
proximately the right size. I am op-
posed to indiscriminate and unintelligent
location of game refuges merely to be
?ble to say that there is a certain area
of so-called game refuges.
The Forest Service is without adequate

authority to set aside game refuges as
we would like. We therefore have been

using State author-
ity to superimpose
State Game Pre-
serves on the Na-
tional Forests
where this seems
desirable. There
are now about 74
State Game Pre-
serves of this kind.

This is in addition
to three National
Game Preserves.
In the majority of
cases they have
been selected by
the Forest Service
and often estab-
lished by the State
Legislatures upon
our recommenda-
tion. In some in-

(CONTINUED ON
PAGE 284)
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A MANUAL OF WILD FOWL SHOOTING
PART SEVEN OF A SERIES OF ARTICLES DESCRIBING THE TRAITS, CHARACTERISTICS

AND METHODS OF HUNTING OUR WATER-FOWL-THE SEA DUCKS CONCLUDED

THE EIDER DUCKS

THE eider ducks are noted for their

down. After the nest of moss and
seaweed is built among the rocks or

stunted bushes on the coast o£ Labrador
or the islands of the far north seas, the

female deposits her large bluish-gray

eggs and proceeds to cover them and line

the nest as well with the soft warm down
of her breast. It is then that the eider-

down hunters collect the feathers. When
the nest has been persistently robbed and
the female, in the effort to keep her eggs
covered has stripped her breast of down,
the drake will come to the rescue and
pluck the feathers from his own breast.

According to Saunders the average
yield of down from a nest in Iceland is

about one-sixth of a pound. On this

island, as well as in other places, the

birds are encouraged and protected by
law. I understand the birds are not

killed for their down since the feathers

lose their elasticity after death, and
only the “live” feathers are taken from
the nests. Eider-down is of considerable

commercial value and the gathering of

the feathers is an important industry in

the northern countries of Europe, al-

though on this side of the Atlantic it is

often neglected.

When ice has formed over their north-

ern feeding grounds, the eiders move
south to the New England States and
the Great Lakes. During unusually
severe winters they will come as far
south as the middle states.

The first flocks to visit us in the late

fall or winter are often comprised of the

female birds and the young of the year,

By FREDERICK A. W1LLITS

White-winged scoter (male)
Oidemia deglandi

since the hardier old drakes do not mi-
grate so far south until later, or perhaps
not at all during an open winter.

The eiders fly swiftly and powerfully,

often but a few yards above the water.
They are rarely seen flying over land
since they are great lovers of the sea
and take a direct course on their migra-
tions, not following the indentations of
the coast but passing over only the most
sea-ward points of land. They are great
divers, and since their diet is largely
composed of fish their flesh is tough and
undesirable.

The varieties are known as the com-
mon eider, the American eider, which re-

places the common eider on sections of

the Atlantic coast; the king eider, the
Pacific eider and the spectacled eider.

The American eider—Male: Upper
parts white, excepting top of head, which

is black with a greenish tinge on the

feathers at sides of back of head; breast,

cream color; lesser and middle wing
coverts and patch on either side of

rump, white; greater wing coverts and
secondaries and tail, brownish black;

lower part of back, rump, and underparts
below breast, black; bill, legs and feet,

olive green. Length, twenty-two inches.

Female: Plumage, light brown, streaked
with narrow darker brown and black
lines; underparts, buff or grayish brown;
bill, legs and feet same as male. Range:
North America from Labrador and north
Atlantic islands to Delaware on Atlantic
coast; occasionally on the Great Lakes.

The common eider is very similar in

coloration to the American eider and a

description of one answers equally well

for that of the other. Its range is the

northeastern coast of North America,
south to New England States.

The King eider—Male: Head, throat,

neck, upper part of back, wing coverts

and large patch on either side of rump,
white, excepting top of head which is

gray and cheeks which are pale green;
line along base of bill, spot beneath eye

and V-shaped mark from chin along sides

of throat, black; breast, dark cream col-

or; lower back, rump and rest of under
parts, black; tail, brownish black; bill,

legs and feet, grayish green. Length,

twenty-three inches. Female: Head, chin,

throat, buff streaked with brown; chest

and sides, light buff
;
back and under

parts, blackish brown; tail, black; legs

Black-bellied tree ducks are found throughout the Southern States as well as in Mexico and South America
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Red-breaster merganser (male)
Mergus serrator

Hooded merganser (male and female)
Lophodytes cucnllatus

American merganser (male)
Mergus americanus

and feet, dull ochre. Range: Arctic re-

gions, south on Atlantic to New Jersey;

Great Lakes. Not found on Pacific south

of Alaska. Not abundant.*

The Pacific eider and the spectacled

eider are very similar birds, found only

in Alaska.

THE SCOTERS

THESE ducks have many traits in

common with the eiders, with which
they are often found associating.

They are sea lovers, although they are

found inland as well, and are swift flyers

and expert divers. Their diet is the same
as the eider ducks and their flesh is like-

wise tough and with a fishy flavor. There
are four varieties: The surf-scoter, the

white-winged scoter, the American scoter

and the velvet scoter.

Surf-scoter.—Male: Plumage, black,

excepting triangular spot on forehead,

with point forward, and another on nape,

which are white; bill, red orange.

Length, twenty-one inches. Female:
Plumage, brownish black with white
patch on lores and another behind ears.

Range: North America from Atlantic to

Pacific; south to Middle Atlantic States
and California. Often called bay- and
sea-coot.

White-winged scoter.—Male: Plumage,
black, excepting small patch under eye

and speculum on wing white; bill, black,

red and white; legs and feet, scarlet.

Length, twenty inches. Female : Black-

ish brown
;

white spots on head ; bill,

dusky; legs and feet, flesh color. Range:
Northern portions of North America on
both coasts, south to Chesapeake, Illinois

and Lower California.

American scoter.—Male: Entire plum-
age black; bill, black, orange on basal

half
;
legs and feet, black. Length, about

nineteen inches. Female: Sooty brown
above, soiled white underneath; bill,

black; sometimes marked with yellow;

legs and feet, olive brown. Range

:

North America on Atlantic and Pacific,

Arctic regions to New Jersey and Cali-

fornia; interior south to Great Lakes.
Called also black coot, whistling coot and
has other local names.
The velvet scoter is given in the check-

list as an old-world bird occasionally

visiting our shores. Its general appear-
ance is velvety black and the speculum
or wing mirror is white.

The scoters or coots and the eiders are

often hunted in an arduous and rather

exciting manner from a line of small

boats anchored far out at sea. The fowl
are shot as they fly over the line of

boats. Since the ducks fly best in stormy
weather, the sport is often attended with
much hardship and sometimes danger.
In clear, calm weather the coots and
eiders, with the old squaws, are in the
habit of remaining on the waves some
distance from shore and it is next to im-
possible to get near them. However, on
a wild, stormy day the fowl are mostly
on the wing and often follow certain lines

of flight, and then offer shots as they fly

past or over the hunters.

A sufficient number of sportsmen are
enlisted to form a line of boats. Each
shooter has his boat, and if he so desires,

a bayman to do the rowing or tend the
engine and handle the boat in general.*
The start is made early in the morning
and the shooters proceed to their re-

spective positions in the line which has
been determined by drawing numbers the
night before. The boats are placed so

that a duck passing midway between two
of them will be just within range of both.
Decoys are seldom used. Those who
shoot from the outer end of the line are
often two or three miles from shore,
sometimes much further.

As may well be imagined, the sport
calls for very skilful shooting, since the
anchored beats are often tossed about by
a heavy sea and the ducks are always un-
der full headway when they pass. One
must not only be a good duck shot but a
good sailor as well. Sea-sickness and
good shooting are far from synonymous.
The old hands who are accustomed to

*It is now unlawful to shoot ducks from any
boat propelled by means other than oars.

Surf-scoter (male) Oidemia verspicillata

being at sea in a small boat and who can
preserve an even balance do most if not
all of the killing. The sportsman new
to the game will use many shells before
he bags a single duck, and perhaps wish
himself on shore in the bargain.. The
weather may not only be stormy but bit-

ter cold as well, and the heaviest clothes

are needed to protect one against the
chilling winds which sweep unobstructed
over the open sea.

The coots and eiders are protected by
heavy outer feathers and a thick cover-

ing of down next to the skin. They are

difficult birds to kill at once at any dis-

tance further than medium ranges, and
a wounded bird is next to impossible to

secure.

The sportsman who owns a 10-gauge

gun may use it to advantage. Number
2 shot or larger may be used in the 10-

or 8-gauge; number 2 to number 4 is

proper in the 12-gauge.

After the coots are brought to bag,

they are as difficult to pluck as they are

to eat. Sore fingers and an outraged
stomach may be counted upon. So the

hunting must be worth the fun, for cer-

tainly the game is not worth the work.

Scoters and eiders are sometimes shot

from the beaches on points of the coast

which reach far seaward, and there they

often come to the decoys. They are oc-

casionally shot over decoys on the bays
and .sounds, as well as on the larger in-

terior lakes, by sportsmen hunting other

ducks.

THE MERGANSERS

THE mergansers are given in the

check-list as a separate family of

the order swimmers. They are

readily distinguished from the ducks by
their slim, serrate spike-like bills. They
are all fish-eating birds and dive and
swim rapidly under water in pursuit of

small fish, which their saw-edged bills

enable them to catch. The two largest

have a fishy flavor and are undesirable as

food. There are three species : The
American merganser, the red-breasted

merganser and the hooded merganser.
All are very handsome birds, and as they
fly very rapidly they offer excellent

marks.

The American merganser—This bird is

handsomer than the other mergansers
less common than any of them. Male:
Head and upper neck, glossy, greenish

black; lower neck, breast and wings,
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Eider duck (male)

Somateria mollissima

white, with black bar on wings; back,

black, fading to ashy gray on lower part

and tail; under parts, delicate salmon

color; bill, legs and feet, red. Length,

about twenty-six inches. Female and

young of both sexes : Smaller than male

;

head and upper neck, reddish brown

;

chin and throat, white; rest of upper

parts and tail, ashy gray; breast and

under parts, white; speculum, white.

Length, female, about twenty-two inches.

The American merganser is known by

many common or local names of which

sheldrake, buff-breasted sheldrake, goos-

ander, saw-duck and saw-bill are the most

familiar. Like the ducks, it is migratory.

It is found throughout North America,

liking both salt and fresh water, and

breeds in some of our northern states

and from there into Canada. The nest of

leaves, grass and moss is built in a hole

in a tree.

These birds fly very swiftly and come

well to the decoys, especially if the coun-

terfeits are painted to represent their

species. They are bagged now and then

by the sportsman shooting ducks over

duck decoys.

The Red-breasted merganser—This

bird is also known as the sheldrake, saw-

and spike-bill, as well as water pheasant,

and is seen more frequently on salt water

than is the preceding species. It is com-

mon on the brackish bays near the ocean,

but is also found on the rivers, lakes and

small streams of the interior.

Male: Head and throat, black, with

metallic green and purple reflections

;

long, pointed crest of disintegrated

feathers over top of head and nape,

black; broad white collar around neck;

sides of lower neck and upper breast,

cinnamon red, with black streaks; lower

breast, under parts and greater part of

wings, white; rest of wings, black; back,

black; lower back and sides, finely barred

with black and white; white patch of

feathers with black border in front of

wings; two black bars across the white

on wings; bill red; legs and feet orange
red. Length, about twenty-three inches.

Female and young: Head, neck and
crest, brownish buff or cinnamon; back

and tail, dark ashy; throat and under
parts, white; speculum or wing mirror,

white; bill, legs and feet, like male.

The female and young of the red-

breasted merganser and the American
merganser are bewilderingly similar at

King eider (male)
Somateria spectabilis

a short distance, but identification may
be made with a bird in hand by the posi-

tion of the nostrils which are near the

center of the American merganser’s bill

and near the base of the red-breasted

species.

I have had fair sport shooting the red-

breasted merganser over decoys on

Barnegat Bay. They are swift, graceful

flyers and often decoy very prettily.

One time in particular, I made quite a

good bag of these birds while goose hunt-

ing in the early spring, before spring

shooting was prohibited. There were

far more geese and mergansers on the

bay than any other water-fowl, and as

the geese were not flying well, we turned

our attention to the less desirable shel-

drakes.

We used only red-breasted merganser

decoys and shot from a small reedy

island out in the center of the bay. The
birds were quite plentiful, decoyed well,

and the shooting was often rapid. The
day was cold and clear, with the sun

shining brightly. The handsome male

birds dressed in their finest and most
vivid plumage—that of the mating sea-

son—were indeed beautiful as they swung
gracefully in over the decoys, their bright

colors flashing in the sunlight. They
rather reminded one of cock English

pheasants flying on a bright day.

It is unfortunate that the sheldrake is

not a better table bird, for as a mark it

answers every purpose and often affords

good shooting, and is certainly a very

handsome fowl in the bag. As the ducks

American coot Fulica americana

American eider (male)
Somateria dresseri

become scarce more attention will no
doubt be paid to the merganser, even
though the flavor of their flesh hardly
warrants the cooking.

The red-breasted merganser often re-

mains within our northern and central
states throughout the winter, provided
its feeding waters are not entirely frozen
over. I recently saw many of these birds
on the upper part of the Delaware River.
It was in the latter part of January, with
the temperature well down toward zero.

The birds were evidently wintering there
and appeared thoroughly satisfied with
conditions as they swam and dove in the
cold water and walked about on the ice.

The Hooded merganser—The hooded
merganser is the smallest of the three
varieties. The male is remarkable for its

beautiful crest, from which it was named.
Male: Head, neck and upper parts,

black; large semicircular black crest with
fan-shaped v'hite patch on either side
back of eye; lower back, brown; specu-
lum, white, crossed by two black bars;
breast, wing linings and under parts,
white, finely waved with brown and
dusky on sides and rear; two crescent
shaped bars of black on sides of breast;
bill, black; legs and feet, yellowish
brown; iris yellow. Length, about
eighteen inches. Female and young:
Head, neck, upper parts and sides, grayish
brown; crest, brown, smaller than male
and without white patch; patch on wing,
white with black bar; under parts, white;
tail, grayish brown; bill, legs and feet,

same as male; iris hazel. Length, about
sixteen and a half inches.

Unlike its two relatives that delight
in rapidly flowing rivers, rough bays and
the windy stretches of large lakes, the
hooded merganser’s choice is the quiet
water of small ponds and streams. They
are often found on the small, still ponds
in the heart of the forest where the
thickly wooded shores afford cover de-
sired also by the wood duck. It flies

very swiftly and is an expert diver.

While in the woods of northern Maine
one fall, I spent a considerable amount of
time chasing several flocks of hooded
mergansers about a lake. I attempted to

approach them in a canoe but was most
unsuccessful. When still far out of gun
shot the birds would dive, coming up
again at a surprising distance. They re-

peated this performance each time I en-
(CONTTNUED ON PAGE 278 )
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ENGLISH SETTER CLUB FIELD TRIALS
A REVIEW OF THE FIFTEENTH EVENT OF THIS CLUB RUN AT MEDFORD. NEW
JERSEY. ON ITS OWN COURSE. WHERE MANY PROMINENT DOGS COMPETED

B
EGINNING on Monday morning,

March 29th, and ending well into the

evening of Saturday, April 3, 1920,

—under blue-bird skies, the entire week
excepting a Friday of disagreeable show-

ers, which hampered but did not stop the

running of the events as scheduled, the

English Setter Club of America ran their

Fifteenth Field Trials.

The very hospitable little village of

Medford, N. J., during the entire week
literally went to the dogs. Seemingly
every latch string hung out for the ac-

commodation of the stranger within its

gates and such entertainment as that of-

fered by mine host of the Medford Hotel
will long be remembered by all who sat

around that well filled board. From the

four corners of the country were gath-

ered the lovers of good dogs and every
day we met on the grounds such well

known Trial enthusiasts as Mr. Sam G.

Allen, Mr. Frank Reily, Mr. William
Ziegler, Jr., Dr. William Bruette, Mr. W.
J. Wilson, Mr. William H. Smathers, Miss
Marion Dupont and others. The club

owns some 210 acres, with hunting privi-

leges on a large tract of adjoining terri-

tory. The entire property is but a short

distance from the

center of the town.

Almost in the cen-

ter of the club’s

holdings a rising

of the ground
forms a perfect

grandstand as it

w e r e—the neces-

sary course encir-

cling this hill and
allowing ithe gal-

lery a full and un-
obstructed viewr of

every stake as it

was run — the

brace in action

—

the judges, han-
dlers and guide be-

ing in full view
from cast-off to

finish, and very
few points made
or bevies flushed

were missed by the
gallery—who used
the benches provid-

ed and the automo-
biles parked on the
hill as grandstand

By EDWARD RUSSELL WILBUR

seats. It certainly was an innovation in

Field Trials and could the club so plant

their holdings with grain which could be

left on the grounds uncut—as cover for

the birds—the entire course would offer

bird work which is now more or less con-

fined to one end of the course. The club
house, kennels, stables and so forth are
located on the hill and here each day
luncheon was served to the entire assem-
blage. Every effort each day was made
by the club officials to make these Field
days enjoyable.

OME of those little happenings which
live in the memory and endear the

dog to all his friends of the field,

happened Friday during the running of

the Open All-age event. Tip Top Merry
Boy coming down the course, swung into

the lane leading up to the club house, and
standing crossways of the roadway

—

pointed directly into the brush along the

fence at the roadside. An automobile

coming along at a good rate of speed, and
the driver, not hearing the warning
shouts from the gallery to stop, rounded
the curve into the lane and came up to

within 18 inches of the pointing dog be-

fore coming to a stop. Little Merry Boy
never quivered—and not until the judges
and handlers came up and the birds were
flushed did he break his point and move
along on the course—followed by the

cheers and hand clappings of the gallery

on the hill.

THE Members derby was won by Mr.
Frank Reily with Jersey Hiker—Mr.
William Ziegler’s Ruth Boaz second

and Vie O’Crahu third. The Members All-

age was won by Eugene M’s Jim—Bob
O’Crahu second, Maids Eugene and Fly H
dividing third.

In the Open All-age Mr. Frank Reily
produced the winner in Jersey Prince,

Guy Romeo being second—and Shores

Ruby Pearl third. The Free-for-all was
the big stake for a purse of $1,000. and
was won by Comanche Rap—Great Island

Robert the Devil second—both owned by
Mr. William Ziegler Jr. Jersey Prince
and Chester Valley Blue divided third

money.

Mr. Frank I. Brown and Mr. Phillip M.
Essig judged the entire trial—and their

work, while not at all easy, due to the
restricted course and unusual bird prob-

lems, met with the

unqualified
approval of every
one present. The
club had made very

liberal releases of

Arizona and native

quail over the en-

tire course—in ad-

dition to which the

dogs found an oc-

casional pheasant.

A visit to one of

these trials is sure

to prove an in-

centive to better

breeding and to

those who own field

dogs there comes a

longing to produce
someth ing that

might contest the

honors at one of
these meets. On
Monday evening a

Bench Show for
members was held
at Medford, Mr.
John Harris judg-
ing the classes.Jersey Prince, winner of the Open All-Age, owned by Frank Reily
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HOME TRAINING OF THE PUPPY

HAVING made up our minds that we
have secured the individual we are

looking for we must lay our plans

for his education and make a decision

as to whether our pupil is to be schooled

for the big open country on chicken or

quail, with a chance perhaps of making
a name for himself in some of the big

stakes on the Field Trial circuit as a

Derby performer, or whether he is to

match his skill against the wily grouse,

be a first cla'ss woodcock dog or just a

common meat dog taking in everything

that comes his way in the shape of

feathered game and doing his hunting
in his own meat dog way.

Presumably, if we have aspirations

for our newly acquired puppy becoming
a second Mary Montrose, we wisely de

cide to place his education in the hands
of a reliable trainer who has the ground,

the birds, and the knowledge of how to

make Derby winners from Derby pros-

pects. If we have such a puppy and the

individual and the breeding warrant the

test, it is well to place the puppy in such

a trainer’s hands for trial, for should he
fail to pass, we yet may have the timber

for a high class shooting dog, should our
pleasure carry us into the quail country.

If, however, we have made up our

minds that what we want is really a high

class shooting companion, one who travels

afield with us performing to our satisfac-

tion as a brush dog or a field dog should,

who rides in an automobile or a railroad

car without requiring shackles, one who
stays put, in other words, wherever we
take him we must begin his education at

an early age and at home.

Such dogs as we have in our mind’s

eye are rare. Every man owns one or

thinks he does until he sees a good one.

Grouse and woodcock dogs are scarce

and the best of them are home bred. Did
you ever see a good one? Did he range
beyond whistle of the mouth? Did he
knock down trees and tear up the brush?
Did his owner yell, run him down, and
thrash him every hour? Did he walk
in the road when his master did? Did he
hunt back of you half of the time? Did
he crawl all over every one in the car,

eat up the game and the lunch and hunt
about one day in every three.

Our proposal is to show you, step by
step, how a good puppy can be home
trained so that he can shine in any
company afield and be a welcome visitor

in any home and a joy to his master until

he is called to the happy hunting grounds,
having earned a niche in the memory of

all who love a good dog. If it is possible

to secure two promising puppies of dif-

ferent blood lines, either both males or a
male and a female, so much the better,

for, as our work progresses we are sure
to find one pup much more to our liking

than the other, both as to brain and tem-
perament and this pup we can carry on
to perfection, disposing of the other at
some early stage in its training or when
fully broken. We do not believe that
working two puppies in company or
working a puppy in company with an
older broken dog is of any benefit or

makes the training of our pupil any

OREST AND STREA

Steady

easier of accomplishment. We believe

in giving one dog at a time our undi-

vided attention and requiring the same
of him.

We should want our puppy to come to

us and become a part of our household at

an early age—eight or ten weeks being
an age at which we should begin to claim

his attention.

In the illustration we show two
young pointers, brother and sister,

bred from the best of pointer blood lines

that at 6 months of age, when this pho-

tograph was taken, were perfectly broken
and had been heavily shot over. The pic-

ture shows them down on quail in the

stubble fields of Georgia.

Thti successive stages through which
we shall carry our puppy to perfection

we will designate as follows : House and
yard training, field training on game, re-

trieving. In following issues of Forest
and Stream we will advance our ideas

as to the home training of the puppy.

Now is the season when we should look

about us for a youngster that will repay
us for the labor expended and one that

by a summer’s work may be ready for

the gun and the field when the brown
leaves rustle again.—E. R. W.

JOSEPHINE WATTS

ABOVE we illustrate a very fine exam-
ple of the American foxhound—one

with a remarkable record, Josephine
Watts (Hope x Erdine), owned and bred
by Mr. Jack Mansfield, Taunton, Mass.

M
Winnings: best hound in show, Boston,

1920; best bitch in show and third in en-

durance in Field Trials, Brunswick Club

trials, Barre, Mass., October, 1919.

THE STUD DOG
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

APROPOS of the most excellent article

in the March number of the Forest
and Stream, “The Stud Dog,” too much
cannot be said in commendation ;

it seems

to me, however, that there is a step be-

yond to be considered. The addition to

the article I would express briefly as

follows

:

Breed that good setter, or pointer ma-
tron, of yours to the stud dog of cor-

rect breeding that possesses himself the

qualifications you wish to perpetuate
;
the

qualifications that will, if properly de-

veloped in your puppies, make them most
useful in the country which you expect

to hunt in; the qualifications that will

give you, or your friends to whom you
give a youngster, the greatest enjoy-

ment and satisfaction afield.

To illustrate what I mean: I own a
young Llewellin bitch, sired by Master
Redfield, bred in direct line of Gladstone
—Sue Llewellin, bred to satisfy the most
fastidious Llewellin “purist.”

I also own a son of the great dog
Boaz, he by Jessie Redfield Count Glad-
stone. This son of Boaz is out of a bitch

by the great Momoney.
This entire line of breeding is along

Field Trial lines, developing fast, wide
going dogs, dogs that are able for two or
three hours to maintain great speed, and
wide range. Now I would not mate these

dogs to produce dogs for New England
shooting; to do so would court disap-

pointment. Contrawise, I would breed
my good bitch, Haverford Counts Belle,

equally as well bred, only along different

lines, bred from a line of ancestors who
have been trained for cover shooting with
limited range and less speed, to a stud of
excellent ancestry, trained for the kind of
shooting that I personally want to in-

dulge in.

So if you want to break into the Field
Trial game breed to Field Trail winners
or winners’ sons. On the other hand, if

you want to breed for New England
pheasant, grouse and woodcock shooting,
breed to a stud bred and trained along
that line. H. B. Perry, Mass.

__
A DOG’S SYMPATHY

“THEY may say what they please about
A a dog being only a dog, but there
are times when the company of an in-
telligent and faithful dog meets the na-
tural longing of the human soul for un-
alloyed sympathy and disinterested
friendliness. W. A. B., New York.

THE IRISH SETTER

T HIS beautiful member of the setter
family seems to be coming into his
own again. The breed is being

rapidly pushed to the front by the Irish
setter fancier and there is seemingly a
great demand for young stock. We un-
derstand that Irish setter fanciers in all

parts of the country are becoming inter-
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 288)



THE SUBTLE ART OF FLY CASTING
IN WHICH THE MANY DIFFICULTIES THAT CONFRONT THE ANGLER ARE DIS-.
CUSSED AND SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR OVERCOMING THEM OFFERED

A S an object of intrinsic beauty there

is no fish in all the world that is

even remotely worthy of being com-
pared to the American Brook Trout. A
creature of phenominally graceful build,

gorgeously dazzling in its coat of rose

and olive chrome, with countless Vermil-

lion spots and aureoles of blue, the gar-

ments of this Salmo are unparalleled. It

is one of God’s most beautiful objects.

Dashing and vigorous, shy and courage-

ous, it has been extolled in song and story

until we have come to believe that no
other fish can measure up to it in fighting

ability. In truth there are several, but
there are none better to catch.

To battle with a giant salmon fresh

from the sea is an exhilarating and
memorable experience that has drawn its

votaries from the four corners of the

earth to the salmon rivers of North
America for a brief hour of thrilling en-

joyment, yet on light tackle there is more
solid pleasure and keen fun in taking this

Beau Brummell of the brooks, than in

landing the mighty monarchs of Ameri-
can salmon waters.

Nature has thrown her protecting arms
about the water courses by supplying a
thousand and one things to make the fish-

ing exceedingly difficult, and, it is the
signal ability to fish the stream in spite

of these obstacles which marks the high-
est degree of skill in modern angling.

There are several ways to fish a stream,
but there is no more sportsman-like
method of taking trout than fly-fishing,

or one that accords the angler greater
gratification, once he has surmounted the
difficulties which discourage the inexperi-

enced and become master of the art.

To contemplate fly-casting from the
standpoint of the novice, who has
dreamed, but never attempted to acquire
the art, it seems a difficult and well-nigh

hopeless undertaking, yet a few hours are
sufficient in which to master the first

principles, but it will take many a full

season of costly experience for the be-

ginner to become adept in every casting
problem that confronts him and gain the
skill and confidence of the veteran, so

necessary to out-general the silent guard-
ians of the stream.

It is apparent to every angler that the
places along a brook that are the easiest

fished are the very ones fished to death.
Any water that can be reached by the
ordinary overhead cast, which is the sim-
plest known and is always used for cast-

ing from an open boat or on a compara-
tively open stream, is pretty sure to re-

By CARL SCHURZ SHAFER

cuive the attention of every passing
angler.

This cast is so simple and so easily

made that it hardly requires description,

yet, like all the others there is a knack of

doing it neatly and effectively. Perhaps
the best method for the beginner is for

him to hold his rod almost horizontally,

stripping sufficient line from the reel to

bring the end or dropper fly to the butt,

then put sufficient tension on the line to

bend the tip in a half circle. By releasing

your hold the pliant tip will cause the line

to shoot forward through the rings to its

full length and the flies to settle on the

water. Now strip sufficient line from the

reel to cover the required distance and
you are ready for the actual cast. With
a gradual, quickening motion raise the

rod until the tip passes backward over
the right shoulder, following an eliptical

course which brings the tip forward and
to the left until the rod is again in front
of the caster, at an angle of twenty-five

degrees, where it is checked. In rising

from the surface of the water the re-

sistance will take up the slack and if

properly made the line will be straight
out ahead and the flies will have dropped
to the water. The secret of making the

Where the big fellows lurk

overhead cast is to have the line straight
out on the back cast at the same instant
the rod is in its furthest backward posi-
tion for if it is reversed before, the fate
of the flies and leader is sealed with a
cracking report.

It is only the inexperienced angler who
hurries down stream, faithfully neglect-
ing the seemingly inaccessible places and
fishing only those easily reached by the
simple overhead cast. The veteran pro-
ceeds leisurely and is not indifferent to
the open reaches

; he likes to see those
bush-rimmed, alder-bordered, snag-in-
fested pools where the water whirls and
eddies around boulders and heaps of
drift, that will tax his skill, for he knows
that they are generally avoided and that
nine out of every ten big trout which
are taken from the stream will come
from just such localities.

T O the untrained eye all trout streams
are practically alike, but they are
radically different and the novice

should endeavor to accustom himself to
read their characteristics as he advances,
unless he is thoroughly familiar with
every nook and turn of their courses. The
brook trout must be still-hunted. You
can not regard too highly his ability to
see and hear. Concussions on the surface
of the water or beneath it are sure to
alarm him. A glance tells the veteran
where it will be necessary to cross and
recross, walk around bushes and banks,
where to fish to avoid casting a shadow
over the pool, how to gain a handy cover,
or when it will be necessary to make a
short detour to reach the exact spot from
which to make a perfect cast. This
knowledge is as essential as a suitable
rod and the novice who has a desire to
add to his store of trout lore should make
haste slowly, study the stream with ex-
treme care and fish every foot of water
where it is deep enough to hold a trout.
Even after picking the most likely look-
ing places difficulties will continually
present themselves that will call for
every bit of skill at his command and
every known style of cast.

On the stream the first difficulty the
novice is sure to encounter is getting
fast. To a certain extent it is unavoid-
able. Even the most expert fly-casters
occasionally foul their lines, but it is

noticeable that the experienced fisherman
seldom loses a fly or breaks a leader.
By long practice he has acquired a cer-
tain skilful faculty of getting loose as
quickly as he got fast. Ordinarily a few
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gentle shakes of the rod are sufficient to

unfasten the flies and little time is

wasted.

A common source of trouble for veteran

and novice alike are overhanging trees

and bushes. No matter how careful an

angler he may be, sooner or later his

flies are sure to become entangled in

them. A glance will generally show that

they are twisted over twigs and the

hooks have caught the snells or leaders.

The first impulse is to yank and swear,

but no amount of pulling and hauling

will free them. Shorten the line, keep-

ing it fairly loose, then shake rapidly so

as to vibrate the leader as much as pos-

sible. As the leader jumps, the snells

will dance about until the hooks are cast

off, allowing the leader to be shaken free.

In case the line has merely taken a half

hitch over a stick it can usually be un-

fastened by giving the rod a half cir-

culating twist of the wrist, so as to throw

the line back over the stick, casting off

the hitch.
1 As some of the most likely lurking

places of trout are among the debris of

spring freshets lodged in the pools it

often happens that the hooks become

caught in a log or on a protruding limb.

By shaking the leader from side to side

it acts as a lever on the shank of the

hook, moving it back and forth until the

point is loosened, when it will drop free.

In spite of your most careful efforts

there is sure to come a time when your

flies become hopelessly entangled, and

something must be broken. It is un-

avoidable, and pull you must, so grasp

the line as short as possible and pull

straight and steadily toward you.

Accuracy in judging distance enables

the fly-caster to avoid many such pitfalls,

but its vast importance in skilful angling

will be more apparent to the novice when
he comes to understand that success or

failure in any comparatively quiet pool

depends almost entirely upon his ability

to drop his flies exactly where wanted.

While this comes to be more or less in-

voluntary with experience, the rudimen-

tary principle of the feat is in knowing
the approximate length of your tackle.

For illustration, say the rod is eight and

one-half feet long and the line is carried

the length of the rod, counting the

leader, then the reach is exactly seven-

teen feet. But, suppose that the eye esti-

mates the distance to be twenty-five feet,

obviously the necessary eight feet of ad-

ditional line must be drawn from the reel.

If this pertinent fact is constantly borne

in mind it is comparatively easy to attain

a marked degree of proficiency in control

without sacrifice of time or pleasure.

N O matter how expert he may become,

the novice must expect to loose

many fine fish before he masters

the knack of striking at the psychological

instant. Nothing in trout fishing is more
important. He must educate himself to

give a sharp upward twist of the wrist,

while any slack is held fairly taut, so

that the act becomes an involuntary

habit, performed without thinking. He
cannot strike too quickly, particularly in

rapid water. If the flies are taken away
from the fish without pricking him the

Fishing a bush bordered stream

chances are that he will rise again, but

if the strike is too slow he has a chance

to perceive the cheat and eject it. This

is done so quickly that the time it- takes

is hardly measurable.

In casting, the secret of dropping the

flies within an inch of the desired place

lies in manipulating the last few inches

of the line as it settles towards the water.

As a few feet of slack is invariably held

in the left hand by good fishermen, a part

of this line is paid out through the fingers

in making the backward stroke, then

more is let go as the flies dart toward

their mark in the water. Naturally the

eye follows the flies, and as the tail fly

swings over the spot where the angler

wants it to alight, the line is suddenly

checked with the index finger of the right

hand, under which it passes on its way
to the rings, while a turn of the wrist

from left to right elevates the rod and

flips the flies gently to the water.

To make the flies shoot across the

water and settle exactly where wanted

the eye and arm muscles must work in

perfect harmony. The very quickest way
to become skilful in this respect is to

make every cast at a given object. Quite

often the necessary skill comes suddenly,

by a sort of intuition impossible to ex-

plain, but, usually, like everything else

worth while, it is the result of ardent toil.

By observing this rule, season after sea-

son, dexterity in manipulation becomes a

matter of habit that catches fish where

others fail.

There is always just as much danger

in becoming fast in retrieving the line as

in making the delivery, so it is just as

important to gauge the back cast accur-

ately as it is the forward. A quick glance

over the shoulder will enable the angler

to avoid intervening obstructions in mak-

ing his back cast. It some cases it must
be low on account of the protruding

branches of trees; more frequently it

must be high in order to clear the ground

and low bushes. Sooner or later a high

bank of bushes will be encountered which

will necessitate a short back cast and ad-

ditional line must be paid out on delivery.

Another situation which is sure to pre-

sent itself is one which renders the back

cast impossible. With deep water in

front and a high bank, ledge or willow

tangle at his back, the angler is forced

to resort to the switch cast to place his

flies.

In making this cast he either allows

his line to stretch full length down
stream, or first casts it up stream. The
rod is elevated to bring as much of the

line out of the water as possible, then

with a quick up and down flip the angler

throws the line clear, at the same time

bringing it towards him. Immediately

the casting arm is brought into the usual

position, except that the elbow is held

slightly away from the body, and a strong

forward cast is made, sending the line

far out over the water, where the same

old elevation of the rod tip drops the flies

where wanted.

It is not uncommon for the banks of a

trout stream to change a dozen times

within a half mile. For a hundred rods

the angler may fish a succession of rifts

and pools that present little, or no diffi-

culty. Then in stepping over a fence

marking a pasture boundary he encoun-

ters a stretch of deep, still water, half

hidden by high banks and a dense fringe

of low bushes. He is reasonably sure

that big trout lie securely hidden where

they can see every insect that drops on

the surface. And so they do. But the

high bank also places the angler at a

disadvantage. He is so far above the

water that the trout seldom fail to note

his presence, and, if they do he can rest

assured that there will be no sudden swirl

and spindle of breaking water to gladden

his heart.

The secret of fishing such stretches of

still water successfully is to make the

flies strike the surface gently. It is an

extremely difficult task to make a long

cast and drop the flies without a splash

or riffling the surface with a yard or two

of heavy line.

When such a piece of angling confronts

the old timer he resorts to the loop cast.

This differs from the usual cast in that

the line strikes the water doubled in a

loop just behind the leader. The force

of the impact projects the leader upward

and outward in a graceful curve, allowing

the flies to settle gently to the water eight

or ten feet further on. No matter

whether the length of the cast be fifty or

seventy-five feet, the flies will alight on

the surface as naturally as though they

had dropped from a bush overhead.

When precautions have been taken to

pick out an unnoticeable spot for the loop

to strike, such, for example, as a log, a

stone, a bit of foam or shallow water,

there is no more deadly cast known in

the practice of fly-casting, if properly

made and the satisfaction of making it

properly brings joy to the Angler’s heart.

(continued on page 268 )
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JAMES ALEXANDER HENSHALL
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE APOSTLE OF THE BLACK BASS,
FATHER OF THE GRAYLING AND DEAN OF AMERICAN ANGLERS

THIRTEENTH PAPER

A FTER spending ten very pleasant
years in Wisconsin I was back
again in Old Kentucky, for a year

or two, to complete the scientific history
of the black bass, before going to Cincin-
nati to superintend the publication of
the “Book of the Black Bass.” As I in-

tended to spend the next winter in Flor-
ida, several young men, patients of mine,
were desirous to go with me. Some of
them were afflicted with pulmonary
troubles, others were the victims of va-
rious functional disorders of the digestive
organs owing to the generous manner of
living common to the Blue Grass section
of Kentucky, where it is said that many
dig their graves with the frying-pan.
The boys were, more anxious to go with
me after being assured that the best and
most agreeable cure, if not the only one,
for their several ills was an outdoor life

for four months.

Accordingly, early in December, 1878,
five young fellows, myself and my Lav-
erack setter “Queen,” departed for the
bright and sunny skies of Florida. I had
shipped a complete outfit of tents and
camp equipage to Jacksonville. Arriving
in that city I called at once on Dr. C.
J. Kenworthy, who was known to the
readers of Forest and Stream over the
pen-name of “A1 Fresco” in an article or
log of a cruise along the Gulf Coast. As
my destination was Indian river and the
East Coast, he could give me but little

information, as that section of Florida
was scarcely known at that time to north-
ern tourists or sportsmen.

The Doctor was much interested in
trolling with handline for tarpon at May-
port, at the mouth of St. Johns river. In
those days rod-fishing for the silver king
was unknown, or unheard of. With the
Doctor’s valuable assistance I purchased
provisions and supplies for a five months’
cruise, which wrere securely packed and
shipped to Titusville at the head of In-
dian river.

We took passage on the little steamer
Volusia, warranted to sail in a heavy
dew. After an interesting three days’ sail
we left the St. Johns just above Harney’s
Lake and entered Snake creek, and after
steaming and poling around the serpen-
tine bends of that stream, through shal-
low water and sawgrass, we at length
reached Salt lake, the head of navigation,
two hundred and seventy miles south of
Jacksonville, and six miles, overland, to
Titusville. Transporation from Salt lake
to Titusville was primitive, but inter-
esting. It was effected with a small car
over a wooden tramway, the motor power
being furnished by two mules, one at-
tached to the port side and the other to
the starboard, at the front of the car, and
outside of the track, so that at times the
mules were several feet above the track
and sometimes only their long ears were
visible as they trudged along several feet

below the bed of the tram-car road.
At Titusville I succeeded, very fortu-

nately as it proved, in purchasing a
twenty-foot catboat, the Blue Wing, skip-
jack model, quite fast, decked over at bow
and stern, centerboarder, with some eight
or ten inches freeboard when loaded.
She was intended only as a means of
transportation, inasmuch as we would
camp ashore. As the Blue Wing was the
first sailing vessel the . boys had ever
seen, they were of various minds about
trusting themselves aboard on the great-
est expanse of water they had ever im-

The wonderland

agined
; but after seeing other boats

gracefully sailing to and fro their ti-

midity and scruples were overcome, and
they professed great haste and anxiety to
be off. And then, with promising skies
and propitious weather we cast off the
moorings and went bounding down the
river with a quartering breeze.

Indian river is really a salt water la-
goon with two inlets from the sea. It is

one hundred and fifty miles long, and
from fifty yards, at Jupiter Narrows, to
several miles in width. It is separated
from the sea by a strip of sandy land
from a hundred yards to a half mile in
width. Being so close to the sea there
was a fine sailing breeze nearly every
day. At the time of which I am writing
the entire length of Indian river was but
sparsely settled below Rockledge; in fact,
I became acquainted, I think, with every
one along the river, about one or two to a
mile on an average. The only store
south of Titusville was a small one at
Eau Gallie.

Our first camp was at Rockledge, then
famous for its fine orange groves, the
oldest on the river. Here we camped

several weeks in order to accustom the
boys to life in the open, which they soon
began to enjoy. The first fish caught
was a forty-pound channel bass, or red-
fish. Quail were abundant and Queen
had her share of sport. Across the river,
at Merritt’s Island, ducks, snipe and plo-
ver were to be had at any time. Every
day or two the settlers caught mullet, a
delicious panfish, with cast-nets, so that
our larder was well-supplied and replen-
ished. They also furnished us with fresh
vegetables, oranges, bananas and guavas.
In return we gave them quail, water-
fowl and shore birds, so that honors were
even.

Our next camp was at Eau Gallie,
twenty miles below Rockledge. There
were several creeks within three or four
miles, among others Elbow, Horse and
Crane, affording good sport in fur, fin

and feather. Here we had our first wild
turkey and venison. There was a small
store at this place carrying a few articles
in common use, which with one or two
cottages and the “State College” com-
prised the settlement. The college was a
roomy building of coquina rock, intended
as one of a group of buildings for a state
college but the plan collapsed, as the
best laid plans of mice and carpet-baggers
often did at the time.

WE arrived at Eau Gallie a few days
before Christmas, and a dance and
a Christmas tree had been ar-

ranged for the settlers up and down the
river for fifty miles or more. Among
other features planned for their enter-
tainment was to be a play by the resi-

dents, but for lack of Thespian talent it

had been abandoned at the last moment,
and I volunteered to furnish a substitute.
I rehearsed a shadow pantomime with the
boys to be staged in the large hall of the
college. It proved to be a howling suc-
cess, as it was new and novel to the audi-
ence and very amusing.
The Christmas tree, quite a large

spruce, held a present for every one. The
boys received a small green turtle, a piney
woods gopher turtle and an abundance of
fresh vegetables and berries, and a lib-

eral supply of oranges, bananas and
guavas fully ripe. Then the dance was
on and joy was surely unconfined till

daybreak, when after a really sumptious
repast, so far as viands were concerned,
to which our party contributed, the happy
guests sailed away as they shouted greet-
ings for a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year. The affair was voted the
most successful and enjoyable function
ever experienced on the river.

We camped a few days at Turkey
creeL, ten miles below, mooring the Blue
Wing in the snug little harbor at that
place. After supper one night the boys
departed for a ’possum hunt, a la Ole
Kaintuck. After their departure I lay
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on the stern deck of the Blue Wing,

smoking my pipe and idly contemplating

the wreaths of blue smoke as they

drifted away in the deepening twilight.

A dreamlike quiet pervaded the scene,

disturbed only by the leap of the mullet,

the plaintive twitter of the coot and the

solemn hoot of the owl. Then as the

twilight faded out of the sky the surface

of the little bay began to gleam and
glimmer with a pale and lambent light,

while the water-oaks on shore, draped
with funereal moss, assumed a wierd and
ghostly aspect in the gloom of the lurk-

ing shadows. As the night grew darker

the phosphorescent sheen became more
luminous. The leap of the mullet produced
coruscations of blazing jets and flashing

drops, while the track of the redfish and
the wake of the sea-trout, in their eager
rushes for their prey, formed dazzling

lines and glittering furrows radiating in

every direction upon the lustrous water.

The scene, which had begun with the

film and haze of the dim, uncertain twi-

light, now burst forth into a refulgence

of gorgeous splendor. But soon the full

moon “unveiled her peerless light” above
the fringe of palms across the river, and,
chasing the shadows from the shore, “took

up the wondrous tale.” And now the
piping of the frogs, and the hum of in-

sects, and the complainings of the water-
fowl began to “fill the night with music”
while the fire-flies, fitting across the bay,
seemed to have borrowed their light

from the luminous water beneath.
I was aroused from my reverie by the

return of the boys, with blazing pine-

knots and a fat 'possum, awakening the
echoes by singing:

’We will sing one song for my Old Kentucky
Home,

For my Old Kentucky Home far away!”

The next day the 'possum was duly roast-

ed in a Dutch oven, surrounded with
sweet potatoes, and served with a lemon
in its mouth.
During the Christmas function at Eau

Gallie I met two young men of sporting-

proclivities, from Savanah, Georgia, who
had a camp on Sebastian river, twelve
miles below Turkey creek. They were
getting out a pine log raft, the logs to

be sawed into lum-

ber with which to

build their homes
at Eau Gallie, they

having taken up
some government
land. They wished

us to camp near

them. Accordingly,

we left Turkey
Creek with a fair

wind for the San
Sebastian river,
where we found
quite a bay, about

a mile in extent, at

the mbuth of the

river, with three streams flowing into it.

We camped within twenty yards of our
quondam friends’ camp, just above the
mouth of the North Fork, at the edge of
the pine woods. The fishing in the bay
was excellent; channel bass, sea-

trout or southern weakfish, cavailli,

snooks and black bass of enormous size.

I

T was my natural ambition and fond

wish to capture a black bass that would
exceed the record. One day I hooked

and played to a finish a channel bass
weighing more than thirty pounds, but I

was not satisfied. Then my wish was
gratified when I landed a colossal black

bass that weighed twenty pounds. This
and the channel bass were caught with
sunfish bait on a Henshall black bass
rod. But more was to follow. Just above
the camp was a sand spit on which sev-

eral alligators were wont to sleep or bask
in the sunshine. I saw one snap at a

passing sea-gull one day, which prompted
what followed. I constructed an artificial

fly, if I may so call it, by wrapping
spirally on the shank of a shark hook the
tail of a squirrel, and tied the head and
wings of a sea-gull to the top of the

hook. Then I borrowed the sprit of a
sail from our friends’ boat for a rod.

Screened behind some bushes on the bank
I cast this fly over the 'gators day after

day, until finally one of them seized it

and plunged into the water. The hook
was very sharp and I drove it into his

jaw. To make a long story short I

finally drew him ashore completely ex-

hausted, and made the line fast to a tree.

Then with my hunting knife I cut the
hook from his jaw and. released him.

While on the subject of alligators I will

allude to another incident, and quite a
unique one. In the midst of the pine
woods was a large pond that had evap-
orated to quite a small one during the
dry winter. This pond was the resort of
herons and ducks, as it was full of small
fish, and I had procured some rare
specimens with a landing net, for I car-

ried a can of alcohol for preserving fish

and reptiles, and a jar of arsenical soap
for preserving bird skins.

I took my gun one day and went to this

pond for some ducks for dinner. Hiding
in the scrub I soon knocked down half a
dozen mallards, and going to pick them
up I was surprised to see an immense al-

ligator come out of the pond, bent on the
same errand. Seeing me, he came toward
me with wide open month, displaying a
set of enormous teeth, the finest I had
ever seen. I removed the small shot from

my gun and inserted two cartridges of

buckshot, and when within ten feet I dis-

charged both barrels down his throat. He
whirled and plunged into the pond, turned
over a few times and sank. But I want-
ed some of those teeth to make dog whis-
tles.

I then procured a long lightwood

branch and poked about where I last

saw him, when out he came again with

open mouth, down which I poured two
more charges of buckshot. He then

crawled back and sank to the bottom,

dead. The next morning I took the shark

line and hook determined to fish him out.

I was somewhat astonished to find him
on the bank, dead. His body was nearly

as large around as a flour barrel, and,

what I had not noticed before, he was
minus a tail, his principal weapon, for

I was too much interested in his other

end the day before. I found that his tail

had been probably bitten off during his

babyhood, for the scar or cicatrix was
plainly to be seen.

A large 'gator on land is an ugly cus-

tomer, for a swift blow from his power-
ful tail would break a man’s leg; but in

water he is not so dangerous, and will

get out of one’s way if given a chance.

I have several times, when seining a

cypress pond for fish specimens, poked
them out of the way with the brail of

the seine, or what was just as effective

kicked them on the snout with my boot. I

attempted to extract some of the 'gator’s

teeth, which were unusually developed,

owing to the loss of his tail, being three

or four inches long and the enamel
beautifully polished. But I could not

budge them. Then I cut off his head,

carried it to camp and buried it, carefully

marking the spot, with the intention of

digging it up on my return to Titus-

ville, when the teeth would be loosened by
the decay and shrinkage of the tissues.

But to my great disappointment, when on

my way home I did not have time to stop

at Sebastian river.

WE experienced a severe shock of an
earthquake while at the camp on

the Sebastian river. One of our

party, Ben, was an inveterate snorer.

When he turned in he would be asleep in

a few minutes, and at once began a snore

which might be likened to a combination

of trombone and basson, and of extraordi-

nary volume and power. After a pleas-

ant evening at the campfire it was late

when we turned in, and Ben was soon

snoring like a bull alligator. Then there

was a sound as of a

steamer blowing off

steam at sea. The
night was unusual-

ly still. Then with a

rushing, tremulous

sound, there was a

violent rocking of

the earth that
seemed to proceed

from the southeast

to the northwest,

causing some pans

on a table outside

to tumble to the

ground, and one of

the guns in the

rack in the tent to fall. I was rolled

out of my bed, and things were shaken
up rather lively. Then after a few minutes
it began again, and with more intensity.

We all rushed to the campfire again, and
were busily commenting on the matter
when it suddenly subsided. One of the

(continued on page 272 )

Scene on the Indian River in Florida
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MAY VISITORS

T F May is the month of flowers, it is also pre-emi-
* nently the month of birds. All through March
and April the procession of hardy brown-coated
sparrows has been marching slowly northward, but

with the warmer days of middle and later April

more delicate birds begin to make their appearance
from the South; warblers, clad in gay colors and
active as fairies, and other bright plumaged birds

suggestive of tropical beauty, or at least of the light

and warmth of the northern summer.
It is about the first of May that the warblers

begin to appear in numbers, but it is not until the

10th or 12th that they swarm about the newly-
budding trees.

Nor is their stay long, since many of them pass on
to more northern regions and are not seen again
until autumn, when, in their modest fall plumage,
they are not recognized except by the bird student.
With the later warblers come other birds that

remain with us all through the summer, and whose
bright colors and cheerful notes make glad our
hearts. How beautiful is the plumage of the Balti-

more oriole, and how cheery his whistle, as he works
his way deliberately along the twig on which he is

feeding, sounding the while notes of encouragement
to his mate swinging in the home that hangs from
the bending twig of a nearby elm.

Still more gorgeous is the scarlet tanager as he
flashes into the light and stops on some branch in
full view, where for a moment he blazes like a flame
and then plunges into a thicket, which hides his
gorgeous colors. Beautiful, too, either when seen or
heard, is the rose-breasted grosbeak, seen less often
than heard, but always a joy.

If early in May is the time when beautiful birds
come to delight the eye, the ear takes more pleasure
in later May and early June. Catbird and wood-
thrush and brown thrasher and veery and a host of
other birds, that are with us now or will be soon,
do each their part to fill with joy the hearts of the
outdoor men and women.
Now is the time to start out with field glass and

note book, and perhaps with one of the pocket vol-

umes, of which there are now so many which tell

one how to identify the birds. There is a world of

pleasure in the discoveries that one may make in

spring.

NATURE’S YARDSTICK
I F you want to find out what kind of stuff there is in
A a man get him into the woods. Put a pack on his

back, tip him over into the river, lose him and let

him spend a rainy night in the woods without a
blanket, tent, or fire. Let him wasli camp dishes,

dress fish, rustle firewood. Watch his temper, note
whether he smiles or grumps, whistles or growls,
emphasizes the unpleasantness or takes it as a part
of the day’s work and play. You business men who
pick your subordinates, who judge your colleagues,

who want to know whether your man is clean, adapt-
able, industrious, unselfish, loyal, persistent, and op-
timistic will never know him so well as when you
have seen him meet the little or big difficulties of
the week’s trip back into the woods. He may camou-
flage quite effectively his real qualities to you in town
but he cannot hide his smallest defect in the woods.
The primal man never could. Again, the man of
noble qualities manifests them under the influence of

the woods far more than he does under the cloak of
formal civilization. One learns very quickly what
man he would care to spend his time with and to

what extent he would trust him.
A party of four men went into northern Maine to

spend a month in the woods. They were business
and professional men of moderate means and of
ordinary equipment, bent upon four weeks of vaca-
tion and recreation. Their destination was some
thirty miles from the nearest railroad and they hired
a buckboard to carry their luggage while they walked
the distance. The buckboard was none too substan-
tial when they started. About twenty miles had been
covered when, encountering some especially rough
road, one wheel collapsed and progress stopped. The
wheel, it seemed, was beyond repair and could not be
replaced at that distance from civilization. One of
the party had at one time been a blacksmith and the
others turned to him as the logical one to make such
repairs as might be possible under the circumstances.
But that individual would have nothing to do with
the wheel. It couldn’t be fixed, he said, and he
wouldn’t fix it if it could. So he sat on a stone and
told the driver all the unpleasant things he could
think of about people who didn’t know how to drive
and didn’t know any better than to drive such a rig
anyway. His feet were sore and wet and he was
hungry. The afternoon was well along and a steady
drizzle of rain had fallen since noon. Things looked
bad.
One member of the party had laid the broken parts

to one side and was examining them carefully,

whistling under his breath, as was his habit, and
puffing cheerfully at his pipe. His feet, too, were
sore and wet, and he was hungry, but here was a
situation that seemed to demand attention. He was
going to see what there was to it. Several spokes, he
found, were broken beyond repair, the hub was
cracked, and a portion of the felloe beyond all hope
of future use. But this fellow had seen a broken
wheel before, and although he had never been called

upon to repair one, it looked as though someone
would have to attend to this one. Going down the
road a short distance, he cut a young hardhack from
which he began to trim and fit a rough spoke. Tools
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were produced from under the driver’s seat but they
were not particularly adapted to the business of a
wheelwright. However, a little later when he called

for a hot fire the wheel began to look like coming
back into service. The tire was heated and set, the
wheel replaced on the axle, and in a short time the
party was following the old buckboard down the
road again. The ex-blacksmith said it wouldn’t last.

But it did last. As a matter of fact when the
buckboard came to bring them back over the same
trail four weeks later it was very plainly evident that
the wheel was still doing business.

Three of those men still make that same trip each
year. It is not difficult to guess which one is not in-

cluded. While one explanation for his absence
may be his own disinclination to suffer the little

inconveniences and physical discomforts of the
trip, the real reason is the common feeling on the
part of the other three that he is not the kind of a
partner they like to have with them. The incident
of the broken wheel may have been a relatively small
matter in itself, yet it served as a background upon
which that man showed very clearly what kind of
human being he was. The four men had been more
or less intimate friends for years, yet never knew
each other before. The same incident, or one of even
more importance under formal civilized environment
would never have had the same significance.

There is a kind of friendship that springs up be-
tween men who have followed the trail together that
measures a greater depth of human emotion. There
is something mighty humanizing about the campfire.
Its glow has a most subtle way of exposing and il-

luminating the heart of one’s companion as no other
influence can do. Those who knew the man Roose-
velt best and loved him most were those who had
heard his voice and watched his face in the flickering
light of the evening fire.

_ COLONEL GRAVES RESIGNS
'"THE resignation of Col. Henry S. Graves, for ten

years U. S. Forester, is a severe loss to the
public service.

Colonel Graves was a Professor of Forestry at
Yale University, and took the position in the Forest
Service that had been held by Gifford Pinchot. He
has managed that service with remarkable ability
and judgment. An expert and enthusiastic forester,
he feels also a keen interest in general conservation,
and especially in that kindred branch which con-
cerns itself with the protection of the big game, now
found hardly anywhere* save in the national forests.
About the care of this large game he has thought
much and his broad and constructive ideas and exec-
utive talent have enabled him to make plans for its
preservation which, when carried out, cannot fail to
have excellent results.
The position of U. S. Forester is one not easy to

fill. It calls not only for knowledge, energy, and
industry, but above all, for great tact. There must
be a continual balancing of public interests and a
perpetual watchfulness to prevent encroachments on
each other by diverse interests, which, viewing
things each from its own standpoint alone, can see
only its own side. This tact Colonel Graves pos-
sesses in high degree and it has enabled him to keep
°n
/a g°°d terms the cattle men on the one hand,

and the most earnest forestry people on the other.
Colonel Graves has striven earnestly and effective-

ly to bring into closer sympathy and co-operation
the federal and state conservation agencies in for-

D STREAM
estry and game protection. He has pointed out the

obvious fact that since these agencies have the same
objects in view, they can accomplish far more by
working together than they can by individual effort.

He has not concerned himself solely with the pub-
lic forests, for he realizes that to make the most of

each farmer’s woodlot is hardly less important to

the public than to administer wisely the vast forest

reserves. He has formed plans and had published
one or two papers on small woodlots which merit,

and we believe will receive, the attention of the
public at large.

Colonel Graves has worked quietly, steadily, faith-

fully, and wholly without self-advertising. His serv-

ices are not generally understood
;
yet on the other

hand there are many people who appreciate what he
has done, and who realize that he has given a great
impetus to public forestry in the United States and
has made the Forest Service of extraordinary value
to the nation.

THE MAN AND THE GUN
"THERE is just one well founded criticism that ap-
1

plies with equal force to all modem firearms
;
in

each and every instance the gun outshoots the man.
For example, the Army’s Springfield rifle possesses
a degree of range and accuracy that renders it im-
possible for any living man to utilize the full capa-
bilities of the weapon, and, when placed in the hands
of the average hunter, this is equally true of our
sporting rifles. Most of our shotguns make such a
close pattern that none but the very best wing shots

can use them to advantage and even then the full

choke gun is only suitable for the traps and marsh
shooting. It is all very well to dream of a shotgun
that will kill at a hundred yards, but pause to con-
sider the skill that would be required to hit a bird
at that distance. Just now we are badly out of bal-

ance; too much time has been devoted to the gun
itself and too little attention has been given to the
man who points it.

Another great fault is careless and ill advised se-

lection. In chosing a gun three things must be care-

fully .considered; first, the work that it will be
required to perform ; second, the strength and tem-
perament of the man, and third, the condition under
which the arm will be used. And even if all these

requirements are intelligently met, the time, labor

and money are wasted unless the man already is or

becomes a capable shot.

This is the situation that brought the FOREST
AND STREAM SHOOTING SCHOOL into exist-

ence, a place where the old timer can correct his mis-
takes and improve his skill, where the novice can re-

ceive a complete course of instruction in marksman-
ship under the personal direction of men who have
made a life study of the game ; a place where a man
can select his weapon by actual trials and tests made
out-of-doors under field conditions and “a gun” be-

comes “the gun” by being properly altered and fitted

to the individual
; a place where all our readers can

obtain accurate and unbiased data concerning any
form of firearm in which they may be interested ; a

place where the shooting fraternity can meet and
hold matches of the sort that will improve their skill

as hunters; a complete proving ground and experi-

mental station where the great clan of powder burn-
ers can try out their pet theories among men who
are keenly interested and fully in sympathy with
whatever experiment they are trying to work out.
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INSECTS WHICH BLUFF—AND SNAKES
CERTAIN SPECIES GAIN AN ADVANTAGE BY PRETENDING TO BE WHAT
THEY ARE NOT AND THUS ESCAPE THE NOTICE OF THEIR MANY ENEMIES

1

STARTED to write an article on in-

sects—the snakes were subsequently
drawn into the argument, as a consid-

eration of them seems to throw some light
on the questions discussed. All harmless
snakes share whatever respect, or im-
munity from attack, is accorded to veno-
mous ones. Some harmless snakes are
very like some venomous ones, others are
not. Yet, scarcely anyone, except a Na-
turalist, troubles to distinguish deadly
from innocuous, certainly most natives
do not and it is hardly likely that the bulk
of the animal kingdom is more discerning—except those few cteatures which, like
the mongoose and secretary bird, are ac-
customed to eat them. Mankind might
be regarded as having an instinctive fear
for all snakes, whether poisonous, or non-
poisonous, and of everything which is of
snake-like appearance.
What is it that makes man fail to dis-

tinguish between nocuous and innocuous?
It is partly the similarity and partly an
instinct that the whole class is danger-
ous. In fact the harmless snake puts up
a bluff that it is harmful and the bluff
generally works. Some go farther, they
assume threatening attitudes, as if about
to strike—for instance, the Indian rat
snake will do this and has often been
mistaken for a cobra. This bluff is not
always to the advantage of the non-
poisonous snake as, given an opportunity,
man will kill it as surely and conscienti-
ously as if it were venomous. The pois-
onous snake, however, does derive some
benefit from the fear it inspires, a bene-
fit the harmless one shares with it, and,
before the advent of man with his walk-
ing stick, the advantage of being mis-
taken for a dangerous species must have
been considerable. Snakes are often
sluggish creatures, especially when
changing their skins, they have a habit
of lying about in pathways and game
tracks and do not trouble to move out of
the way. They would often be trampled
on by passing herds of game were it not
for the very lively fear they inspire.

The respect given to the harmless
snake is dependent on there being harm-
ful ones, if there were no dangerous
snakes, and never had been, there would
be no respect for the class, or instinct to
avoid them, however well they pretended
to bite and strike. Now the points I

wished to make by the introduction of
snakes were, firstly; the instinctive fear
they inspire, whether harmless or deadly,
an instinct the consideration of which
may help us to understand the attitude

By MAJOR C. H. ST1GAND

of other creatures towards other classes
of supposedly harmful things; secondly,
that the bluffer must be sufficiently like

something which is actually offensive,

dangerous or disagreeable, or else belong
to the same class, otherwise the bluff

would not hold. If we meet with some-
thing which puts up a bluff at stinging
and know that it is perfectly harmless
we can feel fairly certain that some mem-
ber of its class, or something of which it

is a fairly good imitation, actually can
sting. There are, in point of fact, two
classes of bluffers, one which relies on its

Courtesy of American Museum of Natural History

American “monarch” (upper) and “vice-
roy” (lower) butterflies, model and

mimic

relationship with something harmful,al-
though it may not itself be very like its

relation; the other which relies on close
resemblance—or mimicry, as it is called
—to something harmful, although it may
have little or no relationship with the
object mimicked.

It is only amongst the first class that I

have noticed harmless creatures go
through the threatening motions of sting-
ing or attacking, a circumstance which
makes one imagine that either it, or its

distant progenitors, at one time actually
had the power of stinging. For this rea-
son it is quite natural for it to go through
these motions.

In England sometimes when one lifts

up a stone one sees come forth a fearsome
object, the Devil’s coach horse ( Ocypus
olens), turning up its tail in the most
threatening way. It makes no attempt
at flight, but menaces you with its up-
turned tail as if it were confident it could
sting you out of existence. This is a pure
piece of bluff as this beetle cannot sting.
When one goes to the tropics one finTs
miniature members of these StaphylinidEe
which really do sting, giving a small
prick and tingle much like the sting of
the flying ant. These insects are not like
the English one, except in structure, and
general family resemblance. The sting-
ing ones I have met with are very small,
under a quarter of an inch in length and
some of them brightly colored in red and
green bands. They are accustomed to
fly and are attracted at night by light.
The English and harmless one is very
much larger and of a uniform brown
color.

T O turn now to the mimics—there are
numbers of day flying moths which
resemble hymenoptera (bees and

wasps). There is a tropical family, allied
to the Burnett moths, in which the body
is banded with bright colors and the
wings are more or less transparent, close-
ly resembling hornets; there are the
clear-wings and the bee-hawk moths. All'
these hover over flowers, settle on blos-
soms or pass from flower to flower in
much the same way as bees and wasps.
Some of these tropical Burnetts I have
taken care to examine very closely be-
fore trusting, a finger near the stinging
end. and I think that most people inex-
perienced in entomology would be unwill-
ing to take hold of a bee hawk.
Amongst the Diptera there is the fam-

ily of Hover flies
(Syrphidae ) many of

which closely resemble hymenoptera. The
common English Syrphus is colored al-
most exactly like the common English
wasp, but the shape of the body and its
method of flight is so different that it can
be recognized in an instant. It is smaller
than the wasp and has only two full-
sized wings in place of the former’s four.
Now in the above instances it is notice-

able that those which belong to a sting-
ing class, as the Staphylinidae, may be
considerably unlike those members of
their class with stings. On the other
hand those which belong to a different
order from the insect they mimic, as the
moths and hover flies, very closely re-
semble, at least in coloration, the stinging

I
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object they try so hard to imitate.

All the above trade on the supposed
possession of a sting they do not actually
possess. Another class of mimics is that
which mimics something with a disagree-
able taste. Many entomologists are agreed
that for some reason or other, either by
reason of their .toughness or the scent
glands they carry, certain families of
butterflies are obnoxious to eat. Also
that other kinds of quite different fam-
ilies, and even moths, not obnoxious to
the taste, obtain immunity from attack
by very close resemblance in coloration
and shape to the disagreeable kinds.
Some of these mimics are so like that it

requires a careful scrutiny of their struc-
ture to see how they differ. In most cases
the males follow the general coloration of
the family whilst the females alone
mimic.

A well known instance of this mimicry
occurs in the Genera of Limnas and
Hypolimnas. The former is the mim-
icked and the latter the mimic. Limnas
includes a species, a very common butter-
fly, which is peculiar in the possession of
a number of well marked varieties, varie-
ties so different from the type that they
might quite well be taken for a number
of different butterflies. The males and
females of each variety are marked al-
most exactly alike, except for an extra
spot and a gland in the male. In the
genus Hypolimnas there is a species the
female of which is marked almost exactly
the same as Limnas and this runs to
varieties closely following the different
variations of the latter. The male on
the other hand is entirely different; not
only might it be mistaken for a different
butterfly, but one would hesitate to put
it in the same group.

Another gentle bluffer is the beetle
which shams death. Some creatures, for
instance, the lizard, will not touch dead
insects. Lizards which live in one’s house
in the tropics often become very tame.
I have caught flies for such lizards but
if one offers them a dead fly they will

not touch it, unless one can make them
believe it is alive by rolling it at them.
If they catch hold of it whilst still in mo-
tion they will eat it, but if it stops be-
fore they have seized it they will draw
back, inspect it carefully for a sign of
life and then leave it. So presumably
the art of shamming death is of value
to the beetle. The larger species of the
weevil family are adepts in this art. If
one tries to grab one of these weevils on
a tree it draws in its limbs and drops
like a plummet to the ground. I have
often searched for one which has
dropped in this way for hours and not
been able to find it, although I knew that
it was lying motionless somewhere close
by. I can generally defeat them now
as I do not try to grab them but sud-
denly put out my hand beneath them
and let them drop into the open palm.
When we come to consider how most

of these insects benefit by their bluff we
are more or less in the dark

; we can only
suppose that some enemy, which would
otherwise devour them, is deterred from
so doing by the bluff characters, but the
theory rests more on supposition than
»ctual p

* why the preyer, whose

lifelong and almost only interest is to
find its prey, has never unmasked the
bluff is obscure.

Some butterflies are supposed to mimic
a form which has become extinct. In
many cases the potential preyer, what-
ever it may be, can never have seen the
allied and noxuous form. What mouse
in England, for instance, or hedge hog,
or whatever it is that should eat the
Devil’s coach-horse, can ever have seen
the tropical stinging kinds Avoidance
of certain creatures and classes is to the
preyer a matter of instinct, or memory
inherited from past ages, just as the
fear of all snakes is almost instinctive
to man and the fear of the smell of a
lion is instinctive to a horse. When this
instinct first became heriditary the
bluffer may have been very different, it

may then have actually possessed a sting,
or, if a mimic, it may have borne an
even greater resemblance to the object
mimicked.

If an individual bird made the discov-
ery that the hover-fly was good eating
and non-stinging presumably its progeny
would still avoid them through instinct.

Courtesy of American Museum of Natural History

American “spreading adder,” a harmless
bluffer

If we admit the strength of this in-
stinct a curious state of things arises.
Granted that a hover-fly is instinctive
taboo to the would-be-preyer, these prey-
ers pass from age to age, knowing that
they must not touch them. They do not
question their instinct—the taboo is more
blind and unreasoning than that of the
black man for certain animals. Now all

wasps may become extinct, and the
hover-fly may by imperceptible degrees
change its coloration and characteristics.
Yet it still remains immune for all time
until some new species of preyer arises
which has never known the hover-fly
taboo. Unquestioned obedience to a
faulty instinct may be the answer to
some of the riddles which puzzle us.

WINTERING SNIPE AND RAINFALL

EACH year, on Christmas day, or a

date as near it as possible, numer-
ous bird-students all over the coun-

try compete as to the number of species
and individuals of birds they can find
afield in their different localities. Their
many reports are published in the suc-
ceeding (February) number of Bird Lore
where they afford interesting comparison.
It is not a bad “sport.”

December 28, 1919, while making such
a “census,” the writer flushed a Wilson’s
snipe from the wooded bushy head of a

creek on the south shore of Long Island,

N. Y. It was the first one he had ever
met with on Long Island at that season.

On the succeeding January 17 (1920)
he revisited the spot to determine
whether the bird was really wintering
or had gone south late, after its com-
panions. The weather had been very
cold, and though the head of the creek
was still open, two or three inches of

fresh snowfall covered its banks. Never-

theless a snipe darted off like a shadow
through the trees with characteristic

“scape” as it disappeared, in all prob-

ability that same bird.

Reference to comparable census re-

ports for the past fifteen years, 1905 to

1919, shows that a snipe ( Gallinago

)

was found on Long Island at Christmas

time in six of the fifteen reports, and

two individuals in two of those six. Off-

hand one would say from such a showing

that the bird wintered in mild years.

But if a snipe took the past winter for a

mild one he was in grave error! Either

the snipe is a fool or there was some

other controlling factor.

Such reflections led to a reference to

the precipitation statistics of the U. S.

Weather Bureau for New York City.

As the presence of snipe December, 1919,

appeared to be correlated with an abund-

ance earlier in the season, figures for the

last half of the year (July to December

inclusive) were compared. Snipe were

absent four years with total six-months

precipitation 13.18 to 15.52; present

three years (including both of those with

two individuals), total, 25.01 to 34.20;

present three years out of eight, total,

17.46 to 24.44. Evidently heavy precipi-

tation the last half of the year is favor-

able (and light precipitation unfavor-

able) to the presence of snipe on Long
Island at its close.

Now was there anything in rainfall to

help explain the varying presence or ab-

sence when its total amount was inter-

mediate? In 1907, with highest precipi-

tation and no snipe (24.44) rain was

heavy in September, light in August and

October. In 1908 and 1909, with the

lightest precipitation and snipe (17.46

and 19.90) the rain was heavy in August.

In 1917, with snipe, (precipitation 20.55)

it was heavy in October. The only two

years with two snipe each recorded are

the two with by far the heaviest October

rainfall. The rainfall was over five

inches in either August or October, in

eight of the fifteen years, and it is in six

of those eight that snipe were present!

Their absence in the other two of the

eight may reasonably be supposed to

have been due to some other factor than

lack of rain, but what comes first to

mind is that the single individual snipe

that should have been recorded would
likely be “missed” as often as that by

the census takers. It seems that heavy
precipitation in August or October
(which are, by the way, the critical

months of its southward movement
there) is most favorable for the snipe's

lingering on Long Island into the winter.

J. T. NiCHOl's New York.
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A KEY RING CLIP

A VERY handy adjunct for the trail

can be made from an old key ring

as shown in cut. Pass your belt through
one of the loops and on the other one
hang whatever you wish to carry, such

as your dog whistle, canteen, axe, and
knife. Sew D-rings on the sheaths con-

taining your axe or knife and slip them
on the loop, where they can be carried

easily and if you place the clip about the

middle of your belt in the back they will

be out of the way.
Jim Ferguson, New York.

BUILDING A BOAT

I
N designing this flat bottomed row boat

for boys I have in mind safety rather

than speed and it is intended for shallow
rivers or lake use. It can be built by
two boys, will hold six active campers,
and properly painted every year, will last

a dozen or more years.

White pine is the best material, next

comes poplar and then cypress
;
select air

dried lumber if obtainable and build in a

dry, well lighted place. Before starting

the boat build two saw horses, 4 feet long

and 20 inches high. Have a solid bench 6

feet long, with carpenter’s vise for hold-

ing boards to be edged, a sharp cross-cut

saw, smoothing plane, brace and screw-
driver bit and countersink, 1-inch chisel,

4-foot folding measure.

Place the two side boards together on

horses, tack with six penny, wire finish-

ing nails above the water line. Carefully

lay off on top board the curves at bow
and stern, then saw both boards at same
time, using great care to keep saw verti-

cal. Shape the stem post with saw and
sharp chisel, paint joint with white lead

and linseed oil, mixed to a thick paste,

screw side boards to post with 6 wood
screws each side, size IY2 inch, flat head.

Cut an accurate center guage board 12

inches wide, flaring sides according to

drawings. Work out back board with

square edges and then spread sides and
set center guage, fastening with wire
nails. Pass a loop of rope around the

rear ends, draw together and nail in back
board, then set 3 wood screws on each
side, using the white lead paste in the

joints.

Turn boat bottom side up on horses,

set a tightly drawn cord from center of

bow to center of stern.

Tack a strip of inch moulding along
inside bottom of each side as a gauge

E are depending upon the

friends and admirers of our
old correspondent Neasmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of
them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light ” have been
adopted by the United States Army;
his canoe has been preserved in the

Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen will

contribute to this department their

Hints and Kinks and trail-tested

contrivances.— [EDITORS. ]

for setting bottom boards. Starting at

bow, accurately cut each bottom board,

fitted separately. When you have a sec-

tion of bottom 3 feet long, start fasten-

ing in by driving one 10 penny finishing

wire nail at each end, after white leading

joint; true to level and set two counter-

sunk wood screws, 1% inch, dipped in

the paste; continue bottom, driving each
board home and leading each joint.

Screw on bottom keel from inside, also

the skag. Dress edges square with plane,

turn up screws again to insure tight

joints. Attach the gunwale strip with

copper nails, clinched inside.

Turn boat over, set ribs and scat rests,

using copper nails driven from outside.

Remove temporary moulding at bottom.

Cut the thwarts accurately, striking cen-

ter line on each, then force into place

and screw securely, leading all joints and
dipping screws in the lead paste. Bore a

14 inch hole through bow post and set an
eye bolt and clinch inside end before

fastening front or bow seat.

Plane gunwale and bevel edges of

thwarts, sandpaper smooth and then
prime with white lead and turpentine.

If brass screws are used it is not neces-

sary to putty screw heads. Let priming
set for three days then carefully paint

two coats with a four day’s drying in-

terval between. Varnish top of seats

with spar varnish.

After paint is dry attach rowlocks, us-

ing through bolts, rivetted on inside. Now
launch and enjoy, what I hope will be

your master-piece, to your heart’s con-

tent. Name her and care for her. She
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may leak, so watch where it occurs and

caulk with hemp or cotton dipped in

paint.

Sit up boys, spread your chest muscles,

this is the day of the joy of the open,

drink deep of its wholesome freshness,

your river and lake have many an ad-

venture for you. Seek them this summer.
H. M. Magie, Va.

WINDING FISH-RODS

START winding as in Fig. 1 and wind
to the left over loose end A until

about half required width of winding is

completed. Turn end A back over wind-

ing already made, forming loop Fig. 2

and proceed as before. When required

width is completed run end of silk

B

HOOK CARD

T O keep my hooks together and in good

condition while not in use I made a

card to hold them. First I cut a piece

of cardboard a little longer than the

longest hook, and of convenient width.

At one end I cut slits % inch long and %
inch apart. Next I placed the gut of

one of the hooks in one of the slits and
pulled it until the loop caught in the

slit; then lay the hook flat on the card

as far up as the gut would allow it to

go and made a mark at the TOP of the

hook. Next I made a % inch cut UP
from this mark. Do the same with each
hook. Put the hook through the upper
cut and by bending the card slightly

draw the gut through the slit. When
the car is straightened, the loop will be
pulled up to the end of the slit and catch.

To protect the points on the back side

cut a piece of cardboard of the same

width as before but 1 inch shorter, and

% of an inch from the end make a neat

crease. Glue to the back of the first

card as shown in the drawing, and put

a rubber band around the top.

F. T. C., Jr.
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through loop as in Fig. 3 and draw on

end A, pulling end B under winding
forming loop Fig. 4. Insert a pin or

needle in end of this loop where it shows
through winding as in Fig. 4. Draw
end B through and pull tight, Fig. 5.

Trim off ends close to winding and apply
spar varnish and you will have a wind-
ing with loose ends in center and no
knots, Fig. 6, and a winding that is on to

stay.

H. B. W., New York.

THE OLD FISH BASKET

A LL of us, who fish, have a fish basket

or creel; and most of us, who have
fished any length of time, possess a

specimen in rather a dilapidated condi-

tion. The hinges may be broken, the top

of the cover loose—where it is attached

to the basket proper,—the loop for fas-

tening down the cover, and the hasp with

it, broken or gone,—and, to sum all, the

whole contrivance reeks with the sub-

limated odor of the innumerable fish that

have reposed in it. Of course, the bas-

ket may have been washed out from
time to time in the running stream; but
a more potent liquid is necessary to se-

cure entire denaturing.

Ordinarily, the angler throws away

the old basket and buys a new one. But
I have learned that imported baskets

of the best split willow are by no means
a drug in the market,—thanks to the

activities of the Germans during their

occupation of Belgium and northern
France. Also the price of those avail-

able has materially raised. So it be-

hooves the angler to look well to his old

creel.

First of all should come repairs. If

merely the hinges of split willow are

broken, neat repairs may be made with

heavy braided linen line, of the size used

in trolling for muscallonge. Work a
short length of this around the willow

rod forming the back of the cover, where
it joins on the basket proper, at each end,

about half an inch in from each side of

the basket. Or perhaps the remnants of

the old hinges will serve as a guide. Pass
the cord around the willow rod forming
the top of the basket, where the cover is

attached. Draw the cord through two or

three times to secure strength, having
the windings cross each time between the
top of the back and the back of the
cover. Turn the cover up and tie the ends
of the cord in a secure knot on the under
side; then cut off as closely as may be
done without danger of having the knots
slip. When the cover is put down in its

usual position, the knots are concealed,

and the resulting appearance is suffi-

ciently neat.

If the loop fastening down the cover
is broken, it may be durably replaced by
a japanned wire hair-pin. The two ends
of this should be thrust down in the cen-

ter of the top of the front, just where

HASP.
the loop will pass up through the little

hole in the front of the cover, and then
be twisted around one of the upright
willow rods which form the frame of the

basket. The ends so twisted should be
cut off neatly and fhe twist forced under
the willow weaving, so that there may be
no sharp points to injure the hand put
down carelessly into the basket. A hasp
of the shape in the drawing, and of the
proper size to slip through the loop, may
be fashioned out of any convenient wood
—ash or hickory being very durable

—

and attached to the basket near the loop

by a cord or fish line to prevent loss.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 266)
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^REMINISCENCES
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

S EEING your paper on the newsstand
awakened a stream of old recollec-

tions. Charles Hallock started the paper
in the early ’70s, and my esteemed father,

B. Phillips, now dead a number of years,

helped him. Mr. Hallock I remember
slightly; he was light haired and light

hearted. Father used to tell me he was
the true type of the American gentleman-
sportsman. I was allowed to visit the

office occasionally, then located on Fulton
St., near Nassau. The old Dutch church
stood on the corner occupied by the Devoe
Paint Co. I can recall a brawny printer

who could juggle an immense roller then
used to make proofs. There was also a

lady typesetter, which was quite an inno-
vation for those days. Sportsmen from
the frontier visited the editors, and one
brought us the scalp of an Apache In-

diarf, with long hair, which was a grue-
some spectacle. Dr. Carver was the

champion wing shot of my time. He
called on a certain day, and, as there
happened to be a genuine Indian bow and
arrow lying around, the doctor picked it

up and drove the arrow with such force

that it lodged in the ceiling almost up to

the feathered hilt, where it stayed for a
number of years. Dr. Carver was a won-
derful shot. I have seen him hit a silver

3 cent piece, which was thrown up for
him to shoot at. I remember he shot with
both eyes open. John Omahondru, “Texas
Jack,” a real frontierman, and wonderful
shot, assisted Dr. Carver. He was the
most perfectly formed and dapper little

man I ever met. Captain Bogardus, a
great wing shot, was another. He wrote
marvelous letters in which the words
were spelled in an original way, and cap-
itals were totally disregarded. The paper
took up the scientific propagation of
fish. Dogs were also given much space,
and many letters were received from
Wales from Mr. Llewellyn, who originat-
ed the breed of hunting dogs that bears
his name. Father started the questions
and answers. At first he wrote the ques-
tions and answered them himself. In
time the paper had more original ques-
tions than they had time to answer. I

vividly remember your old heading with
the big Moose Head in the middle. I

guess the paper had a hand in the first

show of the Westminster Kennel Club. I

attended that show and remember the
champion pointer “Sensation.” I saw he
was a most remarkable dog, a trifle small,
but otherwise scoring almost 100 per
cent. In 1886 I went to Montana to live.

I did some little hunting—deer, antelope,
coyote, wolf and bear; also jack rabbits,
prairie chicken, sage hens and partridges.
I have killed many but missed more. I

LETTFIR^
question!

little thought, in those youthful days, I

should ever see what I had read so much
about in the dear old Forest and
Stream.

H. M. Phillips, New York.

THE GRIZZLY BEAR
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
T N the spring of 1811 two parties left
* St. Louis for the upper Missouri. The
first was the Astor party, bound for the
Columbia river, the story of which is told
by Irving in Astoria. Twenty-three
days after its departure it was followed
by a Missouri Fur Company party under
the command of Manuel Lisa. With him
went Henry M. Brackenbridge, a young
gentleman who had come west expecting
to open a law office. Upon his return
he published a book entitled Views of
Louisiana, together with a Journal of a
Voyage up the Missouri River in 1811.”
In this he notices the most remarkable
animals and plants.

This is what he has to say about the
Grizzly Bear: “This animal is the mon-
arch of the country which he inhabits.
The African lion, or the tiger of Bengal,
are not more terrible or fierce. He is the
enemy of man, and literally thirsts for
human blood. So far from shunning man,
he seldom fails to attack, and even to hunt
him. I am credibly informed that he has
been known to pursue the track of a
hunter an hour after his having passed.
The Indians make war upon these fero-

cious monsters with the same ceremonies
as they do upon a tribe of their own
species; and in the recital of their vic-

tories, the death of one of them gives the
warrior greater renown than the scalp of

a human enemy.” He then quotes Mr.
Lisa as saying that they sometimes ex-
ceed 1,200 pounds in weight; have amaz-
ing strength, and that they attack with-
out hesitation and tear to pieces the
largest buffalo. He said that they were
not usually seen lower than the Mandan
villages, and that they are said to be
most numerous in the vicinity of the
Roche Jaune (the Yellowstone) and the
Little Missouri. The peculiar fact is

mentioned that the Indians hardly ever
venture into a fringe of timber in the
region frequented by the grizzly without
first setting up a loud and continued
shout “in order that the bears, if there

be any, may either come forth to attack
them or retire if they happen not to be so
disposed.”

It seems now to be pretty well con-
ceded that Ursus horribilis will attack a
man only in extreme circumstances. Two
reasons probably account for his change
in this respect: the hunter with a modern
rifle is more dangerous than the Indian
with his bow, and again a bear fed on
roots and fruit may not be so dangerous
as one fed largely on meat.

L. O. Vaught, 111.

DUCKS AND GULLS'
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
T N connection with recent contributions,
A I will add my observations on this sub-
ject, and in doing so will merely state
what I have seen and allow the reader
to draw his own deductions.

In 1902 while sitting motionless beside
a Wisconsin lake and observing the hab-
its of a Great Northern Loon, my atten-
tion was drawn to a small flock of ducks.
These birds had been motionless on the
water, apparently asleep, and in the cen-
ter of the lake. They suddenly became
quite agitated and soon took to flight,
circling around the lake a couple of times
and then returning to about the same
spot on the surface of the lake. Twice
they repeated this performance. The
only thing in sight, so far as I could
see, was the loon in the water and a gull
high in the air, who seemed to be mak-
ing the circuit of a chain of lakes. The
loon had several times been in the imme-
diate vicinity of the ducks without arous-
ing any activity on their part.

On three different days in the fall of
1915, while hunting in the vicinity of
Brownsville, Texas, I observed that 90%
of the enormous number of ducks on the
small lake, took to the air when gulls
circled*the lake. The gulls came sudden-
ly into view from behind a small hill, and
it seemed as if every duck on the lake at
once came to “attention.” Most of them
at once took to the air. On each of these
three occasions I could see absolutely
nothing in the air or on the land that
could possibly have frightened the ducks.
On this lake, when it was approached by
human beings or cattle, it was the unva-
rying custom of the ducks to merely
change position to the opposite shore.
This was their custom even when fired
upon, and it required regular Sunday
battery work to flush the whole lake as
on these three occasions.

It might be interesting to note in this
connection, two remarkable sights that
I observed, showing that the poor, unfor-
tunate duck has a holy terror of a life.

In 1900 while making a quiet sneak on
a bunch of duck, feeding near a bed of
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rushes on a Wisconsin lake, I suddenly
saw the flock scatter, swimming violent-
ly in all directions and one lone duck,
squawking and flapping, disappeared in
about three feet of muddy water. Nothing
more except that I thought I heard a
feeble squawk from the rushes. Investi-
gating further I found a muskrat house
hidden in the rushes, but no sign of the
duck, either there or anywhere else on the
surface of the lake. I searched the place
very carefully, as my curiosity had been
aroused by what I had seen. I did not
take the trouble at that time to break
down the muskrat house, but about a
week later I rowed out to it and with a
pitch fork tore it all to pieces. On the
inside were many duck feathers and also
feathers of the red-winged blackbird. The
lat or other inhabitant of the house was
not at home when I called so that identi-
fication of the bandit could not be made.

In the summer of 1902 while trout fish-
ing on upper Sand Creek, Wyo., I plainly
saw in the pool below a muskrat swim-
ming under water, who approached and
seized a duck by the leg or foot. A vio-
lent struggle ensued, but the duck, al-
though completely submerged twice, final-
ly broke loose and beat it from those
parts with g'reat speed. The struggle
riled the water and I could not see what
became of the muskrat.

In November of 1919, while duck hunt-
ing on the Willamette River, in Oregon,
I observed a flock of ducks feeding in a
shallow slough. Advancing cautiously I

was chagrined to see the whole flock sud-
denly take to the air. Almost immediate-
ly a large muskrat broke the surface
where the ducks had been. Apparently
he was using the choicest cuss words in
the rat vocabulary.

W. E. Selbie, Oregon.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
T WAS much interested in the letter
1 headed “Ducks and Gulls” in the Jan-
uary number.

I spent last winter in California, two
months at Santa Monica.

This beautiful bay of Santa Monica is

swimming with gulls on the beaches, so
tame they feed from the hand. Out at sea,
just beyond the combers, are flocks of
sea ducks. Are they allowed to land and
hunt for sand crabs? They are not;
those gulls chase them on sight, and the
poor little ducks scuttle back to the water
too frightened to stay and fight.

Gulls allow pigeons and snipe (?) to
stay with them, but not ducks, and when
the gulls take to the water the ducks at
once fly away.

I have gone from old Port Los Angeles
to Redondo and it’s always the same

—

ducks are frightened by gulls. I have
watched them and wondered why.
One of the prettiest sights between

Venice and Redondo are the hundreds of
baby gulls I saw last April and May. Do
the gulls nest in the sand hills, I wonder?

F. M. Wade, Canada.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
I N answer to a letter in the January
1 number of Forest and Stream about
gulls and ducks, I wish to say that

there is a certain species of gull that,

through laziness or fun, one or the other,

makes it a practice to rest on the water
near some fish-eating duck and when the
duck comes up with a live fish the gull
will make an attempt to alight on his
back. He does this to make the duck let

go of the fish. Sometimes the duck will

dive and when he comes up the gull will
try to light on his back again. Some-
times he will chase the duck quite a dis-

tance.

The other day I saw one of these gulls
fly down on a saw-bill duck and instead
of diving the duck took to wing and the
gull chased him all over the bay making
five or six circles, and, what surprised me,
the duck could not out-fly the gull. They
were from 10 to 20 feet apart all the
time.

Of course, the gull had the advantage
of the race, as he could cut across on the
curves, but it was some race.

I have seen whole flocks leave the
water when the gulls happen to act a

little excited and commence to scream,
but I think this is because they know
that the gulls see something that they
are afraid of. My experience is based
on what I have seen on Puget Sound in
the State of Washington.

F. S. Sprague, Wash.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
E the discussion in your columns as
to gulls frightening wild ducks. Liv-

ing for years on the Yukon river, in in-
terior Alaska, I never met an old hunter
or trapper who did not accept it as an es-
tablished fact that gulls ate the eggs and
young of both ducks and geese whenever
found. (The gulls ascend the Yukon in
summer for some two thousand miles.)
So generally is this accepted that even
some game wardens of my acquaintance
shoot the gulls as a protection to the
ducks and geese in their breeding
grounds. Perhaps at least a dim mem-

ory of this antagonism in the breeding
season might make the ducks shy of gull3
even at the later season.

Furthermore, if you will shoot a duck
that falls on the opposite bank of a
stream, and have to leave it in the com-
pany of a flock of gulls while you put in
a quarter or half an hour getting over
to it, as you stand over the picked car-
cass of what was once “a perfectly good
duck” you will understand why a duck
MIGHT dis.ike to have too many gulls
around.

Although I have spent years in the
Arctic breeding grounds of ducks and
geese, and my Arctic collections are not
only in the Smithsonian, but in corre-
sponding European museums as well, I

am not presuming to speak authorita-
tively on this matter; but I do, myself,
accept the observations of highly intelli-

gent hunters and trappers, such as fore-
gather at Fort Yukon, for instance.

(Dr.) Thomas E. Winecoff.
Butte, Montana.

A YOUNG TRAPPER
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

j

AM sending you a picture of John
A Magden, aged 15 years, who has been
quite successful in trapping coyotes, near
Meeker, Rio Blanca Co., Colorado, The
four coyote skins shown in the picture
netted him $85.00.

H. N. Richmond, Colorado.

CANOEING ON THE SACO RIVER
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
T N your last September issue you print-
A ed a short article of mine in regard to
canoeing on the Saco River. Since then,
in spite of the fact that the only address
you gave me was New Hampshire, I

have had numerous letters requesting fur-
ther information about this canoe trip. I

have replied to all enquiries that I would
write a letter to your magazine and
describe the river. I am, therefore, send-
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ing you this letter. It is a very accurate

description and credit for its accuracy

belongs to my brother Frank E. Brown,
of West Bulton, Maine. He has been

over the stretch described at least once

each year since 1893, and has made the

canoe trip with his wife several times.

He has charge of the log-driving opera-

tions on the Saco and is therefore inti-

mately acquainted with all parts of that

river.

Parties wishing to take the canoe trip

down the Saco River should have their

outfit shipped to Fryeburg, Maine, on the

Maine Central R. R. You can then take

the river at Western’s Bridge or else

start in below Swan’s Falls, two and one-

half miles lower down, which will save

one carry. On leaving Swan’s Falls you

can go as far as the mouth of Old River

the first day. Old River comes in on the

left bank about five miles from Swan’s

Falls. If you have time it is well to go

up Old River, about two miles, to Lower
Kezar Pond, the outlet of which comes

in on the right just above the covered

bridge over Old River. Lower Kezar has

good bass and pickerel fishing, and you

get one of the best views of the White
Mountain Range. Leaving Lower Kezar
Pond you go down Old River to the Saco,

then down the Saco a distance of six

miles when you come to Pleasant Pond on

the left. Good bass and pickerel fishing

here.

Leaving the outlet of the pond you

come to a covered bridge over the river

and a set of rapids. It is best not to try

to run these rapids, as there are some

bad rocks in the channel. There is a

good channel to lower canoe through on

the right side. Leaving foot of rapids

you find clear water for four miles when
you reach Lovewell’s Pond on the right.

This pond was the scene of the famous
fight between the Indians and Whites in

which Chief Pangus was killed. Fishing

good for bass and pickerel.

About one-half mile below Lovewell’s

Pond and on the left is Brownfield Bogs
where you will find good duck shooting in

season. Continuing down the river a dis-

tance of five miles you find a covered

bridge over river near East Brownfield.

Good place to renew supplies. Nine miles

further down you reach Hiram village.

There is a bridge over the river here and
one-half mile further you pass under
railroad bridge at Bridgton Junction.

Three miles below you come to Hiram
Falls where you will have to carry, as

there is a dam and power plant here.

One-half mile below Hiram Falls you
come to a set of rapids. You had better

not try to run them if loaded heavy. It

is easy *o lower down right side. Three
miles below these rapids you pass bridge

at Cornish Station, and three miles fur-

ther you come to Hiland Rips. Lower
down right side, eight miles below, is the

village of Steep Falls. Good pickerel and
bass fishing all the way between Hiland
Rips and Steep Falls. If you want to

you can leave the river here, as it is on
the line of the Maine Central R. R. If

you wish to follow the river carry at

Steep Falls and four miles below you
reach Parker’s Rips. Lower down right
side. One half mile further down is

Limington Falls. Best to carry here.

Leaving foot of Limington Falls there
is dead water for five miles to Bonny
Eagle where there is another carry. Good
bass and pickerel fishing through the

pond between Limington and Bonny
Eagle. From Bonny Eagle to West Bul-

ton is one mile. Carry at West Bulton
then good water, and bass fishing to Bar
Mills; six miles. You can leave the river

at Bar Mills if you wish, as the Boston &
Maine R. R. crosses river there. If going
below, it is best to have outfit hauled to

Union Falls, a distance of three miles,

as it is broken water a good part of the

way. You pass Salmon Falls, one mile

below Bar Mills. Salmon Falls is one
of the scenic places of the Saco River.

Leaving Union Falls you have eight

miles of good water to Saco and Bidde-

ford where the river ends. There are

good camping places the whole distance

on this river and deer hunting almost all

the way. Open season, October 1st to

December 1st, above Hiram; November
1st to December 1st, Hiram to Saco.

Ernest A. Brown, N. H.

trout in this section of the river. Having
caught the required rainbow, the young
fisherman is accepted as a member of
the trout club and is thereby relieved
from the common camp duties of kitchen

police, and wood gathering for the cook
stove or the evening campfire, for a
period of one week. The camp manager
found it necessary to disqualify those
who attempted to stretch a point by
hanging slightly short trout by the gills

with a rock tied to the tail. At times the
rivalry for membership has been so keen
that it has been necessary to call a halt

to fishing for a period of two or three

days in order to make use of the supply
already in the larder. For breakfast
more than a hundred beauties are often

cooked for the hungry thirty, but it is

difficult in such quantities to cook to the

proper turn and season to the best

flavor. The real treat is the trout cooked

in the small fry pan. Many of the boys
in groups of two and three were wont to

spend a day on a side trip, carrying with

them lunch and a fry pan. A fish rolled

in corn meal and fried in olive oil on one

String of rainbow trout caught in Kings River, California

IN PARADISE
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

PARADISE Valley, near the head-
waters of the Kings River in Central

California’s High Sierra, is, each year
during the month of July, the scene of a

unique camp of high school boys from
Bakersfield, California, under the direc-

tion of a high school teacher. To reach
Paradise Camp from the end of the
wagon road it is a two day trip on foot

accompanied by a pack train. The party,
composed of thirty vigorous boys, in-

cludes the camp manager, a physician
and a professional camp cook. The pack
train is composed of thirty mules and
five packers.

In Paradise there is no more coveted
honor than to become a member of the
Paradise trout club. Eligibility for mem-
bership consists in bringing into camp a
rainbow trout at least twelve inches in

length, caught from the Kings River in

Paradise Valley. Although the trout are
much larger in the nearby glacial lakes,
eleven to twelve inches is a fair sized

of these trips comes nearer perfection.

In the evening ensconced in the com-
fortable canvas chairs, whose framework
is made of fir logs six inches in diameter,

fastened in single lap joints and hung
with stout canvas whose angle fits in

luxurious manner the natural curve of

the spine, the day’s experiences are vivid-

ly recounted in the campfire’s ruddy
warmth. It is here also that strategic

means are discussed for again tempting
the big one that got away or the still

larger one that haunts the bottom of the

pool.

At four in the afternoon, or there-

abouts, before the July sun sinks behind
the precipitous cliffs that form the can-
yon walls, the rod and reel give way to

the joys of the swimming hole. This
particular pool is twenty feet in depth,
clear as crystal and just a little too cool

to be a temptation to the aged or the in-

firm. The decision that it takes to make
the dive from the protruding rock into
the chilly depths gives a proper zest tb
the affair and causes a thrill that will
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linger long in pleasant remembrance.
In the great out-of-doors where nature

is supreme the classroom and the black-
board seem indeed queer relics of bar-
barism in comparison to the real lessons
of wisdom and bigness of soul that come
from the woods and streams and moun-
tain tops. The meeting and overcoming
of obstacles and hardships develop the
philosophy of the mountaineer and do
much to shape boys into substantial
broad-minded men.

Clarence Gullimore, California.

WHAT BIRD IS THIS?
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
T AM writing to ask if you will, if pos-
1 ble, name the bird which I am describ-
ing below. Measurement, about 7%
inches, or a little smaller than a robin.
Head gray or mouse color. Back, gray,
tinged with yellow. Back of neck, green-
ish yellow. First three of outer wing
primaries all black. Next six wing prim-
aries are black on either end, but have a
white bar in middle of each feather about
% to 1 inch wide. This makes the wing
show a white spot or bar when the bird
is in flight. Secondaries are white and
black (or dark), mixed. Tail, black.
Outer feathers longest and tipped with
white on ends. Breast, gray, tinged with
yellow. Under coloring, grayish drab.
Bill very stout, of the Grosbeak type,
and greenish yellow. Found eating ber-
ries or seeds of Poison Ivy. Disposition,
quiet, apparently not afraid of anything.
Four of *these birds were seen by the
writer in this vicinity about one week
ago. [Feb. 26.] I have never seen any of
the kind before. It would seem that they
might be Evening Grosbeaks, but all the
description that I can find gives this va-
riety a black head, while the ones that I
saw are positively the color of a mouse.

J. M. W., Middletown, New Jersey.

/ 'HIS is an excellent description of t
1

.

evening grosbeak, only the male
which has the top of the head black. T
evening grosbeak breeds in the far nori
west and migrates irregularly sow!
eastward for the winter. During t
winter and early spring of 1890 the
was a great incursion of this bird ea.
ward. Then for over ten years it w
absent from our region. In the season
1903 to 1904 there were 2 or 3 recor
near the Atlantic coast and beginni
with 1909 it has been increasingly

f-i
quent, especially in New England. F
lowing the heavy storm of early Febr
ary, this year, there have been a numb
of records for it in the vicinity of Nt
York City.

1

One of its favorite foods is the seed of
the ash-leafed maple or box elder; it also
eats the fruit of the hackberry

, red-
cedar, et cetera, and visits stations
where food is set out for winter birds
[Editors.]

RABBITS AND QUAIL
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I HAVE been reading a great deal late-
ly in Forest and Stream about Molly

Cottontail and her young, and as I thinkmy experience with Mrs. Bob White and

her young may interest a few of your
readers, I will submit it to you.

A few summers ago I had occasion to

pass a certain spot in my lane several
times a day, and always had a good pair
of dogs with me. One day the two set-

ters stiffened out to a fine point just
outside of the gate opening into the lane,

and when I investigated I found Mrs.
White on her nest and a number of little

Whites just hatched out, and not quite

dry. Now the two dogs, both good field

dogs, with good noses and a lot of experi-

ence in the field, had passed day after
day within a foot of the nest during the
whole period of incubation, and had not
caught the scent until the young birds
were out of the shell when the scent was
evidently very strong as the dogs picked
it up without a moment’s hesitation.

Let us hope that when this boy grows up
grouse will be plentiful again

In regard to Molly being able to re-

tain her scent while nursing her young,
I have my doubts, as my dogs have stood
a number of them while so engaged, and
in this way I have found a number of
their nests, and, although I have found
as many as seven or eight during a sea-
son, I have never found over five in a
nest.

On one occasion I found five in a nest,

and they were about an inch and a half
long; thinking I might be able to raise
them, I brought them to the house and
placed them in an upright nail keg, with
a little straw in the bottom of it; the
next morning, when I looked into the keg,
every rabbit had disappeared; on look-
ing about the room I found them all, but
it has always been a puzzle to me how
they got out of the keg, for they were
too small and young to jump out and I

don’t believe they could climb up the sides.

Geo. F. Rose. Va.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
Y ILL you kindly publish the follow-
YY ing proposed changes in the Racing
Regulations of the American Canoe As-
sociation offered by Mr. Hilding Froling:
Rule 1, Section 4, Paragraph 2, to

strike out the words “two-thirds” and in
their place insert “three-fourths.”

Rule VI, Section 6, to strike out the
entire paragraph and in its place insert:
“A canoe, 16 feet in length, may have

decks of not more than 3 feet 3 inches
forward and 3 feet aft. For each inch
the canoe is increased in length the decks
may be increased forward and aft by not
more than one-fourth inch. The decks
on sides on any canoe must not be more
than 3 inches wide.”

I shall be glad to hear from any one
either favoring or opposing these
changes, as the question may be submit-
ted to the Racing Board for a male vote
without discussion.

Geo. P. Douglas,
Chairman Racing Board, A. C. A.

GROUSE IN WISCONSIN
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
I AM enclosing a photograph of my lit-
1 tie boy holding a string of partridges.
These partridges were shot in the faM of
1915, and I believe I am safe in saying
that they were among the last to be
killed in this part of Wisconsin. The re-
cent long winters, with deep snow and
cold weather, so depleted their numbers
that it was necessary to enact a close
season on them. In the spring of 1916
and also 1917 many skeletons of these
fine birds were found. in the marshes
around here. From all appearances they
had died from starvation.

M. M. Scheid, M. D.,

Rosendale, Wisconsin.

THE CHANGING YEARS
V/ EARNING for what we are pleased
I to call the good old days, will not
bring them back and it is almost in awe
that I contemplate the far-reaching
changes that have taken place during my
residence in Nebraska—a period of over
thirty years. The sportsman of today
confronts conditions vastly different from
those that prevailed when I came here.
The transitions have been more marked
in character than those which took place
during a century before, and we may well
believe that a century to come will not
witness changes so radical and complete.
The three salient features of the period
have been the multiplication of sports-
men, the decrease of game, and the de-
velopment of the game protection idea.
Each one of these, of course, may be ap-
preciated fully only by the elders who
can compare the present witn that van-
ished part in which they had part. The
young man of today knows the buffalo
only as n curious specimen in zoological
exhibits .r from book lore and the stories
told him by the old timers. Almost as
much might be said relative to the moun-
tain sheep, the mountain goat, and the
antelope, now so extremely rare, and their

continued on page 280
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That’s
Bunching
Them

Only with a thoroughly clean barrel
can you put the shots where you
want them—the cleanliness that is

assured by using

Pyramid Solvent
Dissolves residue of high power
smokeless and black powders easily,

quickly. Loosens metal fouling. Re-
duces use of brass brush. Contains
no destructive chemical and no mois-
ture. After using
Pyramid Solvent, use
3-in-One Oil to prevent
rust and to lubricate.

Pyramid Solvent is for sale by
most firearm dealers, 3 ounces

in a convenient flat can that

fits pocket or shooting kit, 30c
per can. If your dealer can’t

supply you, send 35c and we
will 6end you a can postpaid.

Three-in-One Oil Co.
165 EZP Bdwy. f New York.

C218

The Wilbur shotgun peep sight will revolutionize
wing shooting; no excuse for missing; game birds or
clay birds. Patented and perfected by an old trap
and field shooter. Teaches the art of wing shooting;
will increase the score of the trap shooter; corrects
the faults of old shooters; shows how to lead your
birds; compels proper handling of gun: puts the
shooter down on his gun where he belongs; proves
the correct fitting of your gun.
Made of blued steel, clamps Instantly and rigidly

on breech of barrels. Fast enough for use in snap
shooting. Has two openings with center post for
alignment with ordinary sight at end of barrels.
Any object seen by the shooter through this sight

when trigger is pulled, is DEAD — as such object
must be at the time in shot pattern when gun is

discharged. On quartering birds lead is shown ab-
solutely — NO GUESS WORK.
MADE IN 12 and 20-GAUGE ONLY. Not made

for single-barrel or pump guns.
Price, postpaid. $2.50. with full instructions in

the art of wing shooting.
Write for “Treatise Wing Shooting Made Easy.”

WILBUR GUN SIGHT
116 West 39th St. Room 140, New York City. N. Y.

—Sale Army Goods

—

Purchased from Quartermasters Department.
Offered at prices far below government cost.

All New Goods—No reclaimed or renovated

A FEW SPECIALS
These prices good for this month only.

Army Style Heavy Work Shoe. 100% Leather. $5.35
Officers Mole Skin Trench Rain Coats 23.50
Blankets. 0. D., 66 x 84 8.00
Leather Jerkins, wool, cloth lined 8.50
Army Officers’ Raincoats 8.50 and 10.00
Army Socks. 35c pair. 3 pairs for | .00
Hip Rubber Boots 7 00
Army Style 0. D. Shirts 3.50
Herman’s U. S. Army Shoes 8.85

CAMP FURNITURE, TENTS,
CAMP KITS and OUTFITS

Send 6c postage for Catalog ‘‘C-16,”
illustrating hundreds of other articles

!imNiiiiii:iwti.i
37 West 125th St.. New York City

THE HARLLEE METHOD
SMALL BORE RIFLE SHOOTING BASED ON THE COURSES
USED ON THE NAVY RANGES DURING THE WAR

By CAPT. ROY S. TINNEY, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

iERE is nothing to be

gained by digging up
alibis and avoiding

facts, so let us start

by frankly admitting

there is something

radically wrong with

rifle shooting. Inher-

ently it is one of the

finest of sports, a

game that is peculiar-

ly suited to the tradi-

tions and temperament
of the American people, yet it has failed

to receive the attention it so richly de-

serves. Why? Because the shooting has

been conducted to suit the whims and
prejudices of a few cranks and no effort

was made to make the game attractive

to the man who must be reached, the man
who, as yet, has taken no interest in

marksmanship. The game is now bur-

dened with a lot of arbitrary rules that

immediately discourage or disgust nine

men out of ten who happen to take a

passing interest in the sport and the

ranges have been constructed without the

slightest consideration for the comfort

and convenience of those who use them.

In fact, it would appear on the face of

things that those in charge had taxed

their ingenuity to the utmost to make
the game as unattractive as possible.

Rifle shooting is the only sport that is

officially endorsed and materially sub-

sidized by the government, yet as things

stand now it lags far behind golf and
tennis. For years Uncle Sam has im-

plored men to shoot, even offering the

inducement of an issue of free arms,

ammunition and equipment, and yet the

draft brought out the fact that the aver-

age American knew nothing about marks-
manship. All of which proves conclusive-

ly that something is radically wrong.

TO begin with, the old orthodox black-

and-white bull’s-eye target is obso-

lete and never was of any real

value, except for aiming and grouping
practice. Drop into a shooting gallery

some evening and watch how the car-

tridges are expended. Most of the lead

goes after the moving targets, next come

.

the pipes and other breakable objects

that instantly record a hit by satisfying

that inborn love of destruction peculiar

to the human animal, the ringing bull’s-

eyes are a bad third, and not one shot

in a thousand is fired at the solitary

paper target that reposes over near the

wall. The shooting gallery is a straight

commercial proposition run by a busi-
ness man. He gives the public what they
want and thereby prospers. Our rifle

ranges insist that you shoot in a manner
that is illogical and unattractive and
therefore fail. The ancient bull’s-eye

target with its concentric rings has been
“weighed in the balance and found want-
ing” so why not discard it right at the
beginning?

Those concerned with the promotion
of marksmanship in any form, be it rifle,

pistol or shotgun, must never for a mo-
ment lose sight of this: Just so long as
you can keep a man’s interest in the
game up to concert pitch he learns and
improves with astonishing rapidity, but
once let him regard the firing as mere
work, and all hope is gone. To maintain
a sustained interest is vital to success.
Also there is a deep rooted ambition to
distinguish himself, to reach a certain
standard of perfection that places him
in a class a degree or two above the
“common run,” an overpowering desire
to become an officially accredited marks-
man in the eyes of the world and wear
some insignia that is prima facie evi-

dence of his achievement. Here at the
FOREST AND STREAM SHOOTING
SCHOOL we have worked out a course
of instruction that is both practical and
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THIS SUATMEFL
NOW is the time to get your Ford

ready for those little week - end
jaunts, or perhaps a longer trip. Go
over your entire car.

Your radiator is especiallyimportant

—

a leaky or clogged radiator can quickly
ruin the be^t motor and will take all

the pleasure out of your trip.

T O U

PEERLESS
GUARANTEED HONEYCOMB

RADIATORS
are practically freeze and boil proof—have
four times greater radiation and cooling
surface than the ordinary tubular type

—

are quickly and easily installed and no
more expensive than the ordinary
radiator.

The Peerless GuaranteedHoneycomb
Radiator is designed to meet all re-
quirements for FOrd Cars. Its unique
core construction which gives it so
much cooling surface also permits ofa
flexibility that will withstand freezing.

i our dealer can supply you—if not, send us his
name. Complete literature on Peerless Radiators,
Fenders, Hoods, and Tool Boxes for Ford cars
free on request. Use the coupon.

THE CORCORAN MFG. CO.
3824 Section Avenue, Norwood, CINCINNATI

—This radiator is especially
adaptable to Ford Delivery
Cars and Ford Light Trucks.

pT
jSV
Sr TH

CORCORAI
MFG. COMPAN’

Norwood, Cincinnati, C

I
j
Send me literature o

A'S I I PEERLESS Productsfc
OT Ford Cars.

Enclosed find check for $2
for which send me, expres

/
f My Dealer’s Name ...

1 I n im.il 9C11U uic, CApi CC
prepaid, one Peerless Radiator fc

Model Ford Car.

/ Name.

Address

y City

RING
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ITHACA WINS
This is A. A. THOMPSON, the

break
more targets

with an
ITHACA.

Catalog free.

Single barrel trap
guns,$75.00andup.

Double guns,$45.00
and up.

Address Box 25

ITHACA GUN
CO.

Ithaca, IM. Y.

Canadian who won
the Grand Interna-

ti onal Handicap
with an ITHACA
Gun because any

You missed—you could have had
another shot with a

MAXIM
SILENCER
Price, .22 cal., $6.00. Send 6c in
stamps for catalog and booklet of

humorous stories of noiseless shoot-
ing.

THE MAXIM SILENCER CO.
69 Homestead Ave. Hartford, Conn.

* Hunters -Trappers -Sportsmen!

GET A BIG MAIL
WE supply publishers, mail order houses, manu-

facturers of fishing tackle, guns, ammunition, fur

buyers and many other lines of trade with names

and addresses.

If you want to keep posted and save from 10 to 40/5

on everything you buy.send us your name and addres$

with 10 cents to cover registration fee for one. year*

SPORTSMEN'S SERVICE BUREAU *

30 Qijiton Sl/td Newwt. N. J.

WILDERNESS DWELLERS
HUNTING BIG GAME WITH A CAMERA IN THE HEART
OF THE NEW BRUNSWICK WILDS-CHAPTER THREE

By THOMAS TRAVIS

E were called in the

gray dawn of next
day. The sky was
still overcast yet we
thought it would
clear, so we started.

But the rains de-

s c e n d e d and the

floods came, so after

a four-mile pole, we
turned back to our
snug camp at Aaron
More’s, and spent the

day watching the little woods folk. We
even tried for salmon again, but no rise

rewarded us. None the less we got some-
thing from the pools, for in a back-set
nearby were a couple of beavers, shy, oh,
very shy, but exceedingly interesting to
watch as they worked and floated on the
surface:

Take a photo? Remember the light?
Alas we could only lie there in the wet
and with heart full of envy watch, watch
till at some slight sound or scent they
dove with that startling smack of tail,

which, in the silent wilderness sounded
like a brick dropped into an echoing
cistern.

Early next day, the thirtieth of July,

we started once more on the long pole

upstream. I put the date down because
it was for me a big RED-LETTER day.

We saw many beaver cuttings, also a
muskrat or two paddling cunningly
among the roots, stream swept, and fur-

nishing deep caves for the refuge of

these furry cousins of the beaver. We
dug out a kingfisher but got only some
egg shells.

And the inevitable sheldrakes! Almost
was I tempted to draw gun and plaster

them right and left. There were the

parent birds, and a big family of flappers.

And never shall I hear that word in the

Broadway sense again without seeing

these flappers of the wilderness. Unable
to fly, fools to the center of their stupid

duck souls, they squawked and flapped

ahead of us, simply yawping to all the

world of our coming If only we could

have passed them it wouldn’t have been
so bad, then the wilds would have been
undisturbed until we got within range.

But the miserable flappers would neither

fly nor run past us, they insisted on
screeching to heaven in warning to their

wild kin.

So we planned a flank movement. Two
of us left the canoes behind, and taking
a faint shore trail, walked some half

mile back from the river, then went
ahead till we had left them behind. And
thus it was that the flappers really

caused our great good luck.

The trail on which we walked was
here a sort of lumber sled trail, and with
its dirt pages was a thrilling book. Note
that up to this time on our tramps we
had been eagerly watching for moose and
deer tracks, excited when we saw fresh

ones among the tracks of men on the

trail. Now the case was reversed. A
human track would have set us speculat-

ing, for here there was no spoor of men,
but all kinds of furtive wild folk, their

marks furrowed, cut, printed all over till

the road became a veritable book of the

wilderness. There were the droppings
of fox, the furry morsels regurgitated by
hawks and owls, there were neat tracks

of deer, so new that the moisture was
even now cozing back into them. There
was the spoor of porcupines, the marks
of the fisher. But one thing we marked
by its surprising absence, scarcely a
squirrel showed its refuse of nibbled nuts
and seeds. There had been an epidemic
of some sort that almost cleaned out the

little red squirrel which once was such a
comrade of the trail here in the silent-

land of Christmas Trees.

Huge trees towered from the trail side.

From the thickets came the truly ineffable

and sweet song of the “Old Sam Peabody
Bird,” the vesper sparrow of the orni-

thologists, that seemed, more than any
other sound to incarnate the spirit of

these woods. So clear and individual that

song was, it still stands out in my mem-
ory as the song par excellence.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 275)

On the further shore a cow moose was splashing at the edge of the water
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Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y., The Kodak City

Kodak yourselfandyour catch
\ picture of your gamest fish taken in back of the house when you get home has

^ not half the realism of the one you snap in front of the stream where you out-

guessed your wily opponent hardly five minutes ago. Even if you happen to go alone,

you can get both your fish and yourself in the picture by taking along with your Kodak

these two unobtrusive little Kodak accessories.

Attach the KODAK SELF TIMER to the cable release of your Kodak: set it for from

a few seconds to three minutes, as you wish; focus and sight your camera; press the timer’s

trigger and take your place in the picture. The timer presses the

button for you. It is so small it will slip into your watch pocket.

Every man who takes a time or bulb exposure, who sets his

camera for game or who for any purpose, wants a standard that

will keep his camera from rocking, will find frequent use for the

KODAPOD. It will grasp the bark of a tree, the edge of a fence

or any similar perch, and grasp it firmly.
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Your Lunch
Tastes Better

/"'xN picnics, fishing or hunting
trips—or whatever the out-

ing may be.— your food and
beverages are kept fresh and
cool if carried in a

REFRIGERATOR

Of durable, woven reed, metal lined.
Small ice compartment keeps con-
tents cool 36 hours. Roomy, conven-
ient and easily carried. Made in
several sizes at most moderate prices.

SEND FOR ‘OUTERS MENUS’
A booklet of tasty menus and recipes
for sport and pleasure outings. Also
tells about our 30 day free trial offer.

"Write for Booklet I."

BURLINGTON BASKET CO.
1540 Hawkeye Bldg.

Burlington Iowa

PRACTICAL EXTERIOR BALLISTICS
for

HUNTERS and RIFLEMEN
by

J. It. Bevis, M.Sc., Ph.D, and Jno A.
Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S.

The Most Practical Up-to-the-minute Book
published on the subject; scientific, yet
clear and simple.
Do your own figuring, and have the sat-

isfaction of knowing that you are absolute-

ly right. All necessary tables.

Every problem that comes up in the life

of every rifle man and hunter is worked
out according to formula, so that the reader
may see exactly how to do it. Everything in

ballistics is solved. Be your own authority.

Cloth, illustrated, 196 pages,
$1.25 postpaid

BEVIS & DONOVAN
Phoenix Bldg. Butte, Montana

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and freight prepaid on any
“RANGER” bicycle. Write at once
for our big catalog and special offers.

Select from 44 styles, colors and sizes
the “RANGER” line.

EASY PAYMENTS if desired, at a
small advance over our Regular Fac-
tory-to-Rider cash prices.

You, cannot afford to buy without
getting our latest propositions and
Factory-to-Rider prices.
Boys, be a “Rider Agent” and
make big money taking orders
for bicycles and supplies. Get our
liberal terms on a sample to intro-
duce the new “RANGER”.
Tires, equipment, sundries and

Ranger VWIAI^VsS everything in the bicycle line at

Eloctrlc 1 VI halfusual prices. Write today.

Lighted WlICAH CYCLE COMPANY
MotorbUte^r |||CDU Dept. H234 Chicago

THE LURE OF FISHING
AN AGE-OLD LONGING TO GO A-STREAM GRIPS

THE FISHERMAN AT THIS SEASON OF THE YEAR

By CLINTON H. LOEHLIN

S the winter’s snow
has vanished under
the touch of the

warm south winds,

and the cheerful

robin again pipes

and warbles from
the tops of telephone

poles, and the bud-
ding leaves and flow-

ers once more glad-

den the sight, the

old restless longing

to go fishing returns. This fishing fever

is akin to the spring fever., The mind
wanders by the grassy shores of cool

lakes; trees rustle in the warm breezes;

the hazy sun falls in ever-changing
checks upon the cool, moist earth. The
wandering imagination ever sees waving
patches of lily pads in some quiet, wood-
rimmed bay, where royal bass and savage
pickerel are lying in wait. There’s only

one cure for this fishing fever—going
fishing.

There are three stages to going fishing,

each one more delightful than the others.

First, there’s the preparation. This usu-

ally lasts from the end of the fishing sea-

son in the fall, throughout the winter.

It is then, when the fish have sought the

deepest holes beneath the icebound

waters, that the angler turns to fishing

in books. What a wealth of scenery, ad-

.

venture, and philosophy awaits him
there! As he turns the pages of some
quaint, old-fashioned volume, he smiles

indulgently at the ponderous descriptions

of mighty salmon rods twenty feet long,

of lines twisted from horse-hairs, and of

wonderful sauces and gravies to garnish
the vanquished pike or salmon. There is

in those fishing books a fine spirit of

thankfulness for the many happy mo-
ments that have fallen to the angler’s

lot, and of appreciation for the better

things of the world, that brings back a

warm touch of the summer time, and in-

fuses a breath of idealism into our
prosaic work-a-day lives.

The fishing-tackle, too, must regularly

be inspected, and many petty alterations

and repairs made. Many a long winter
evening slips away as a fairy-like fly

draws toward completion, or some new
lure—sure to prove irresistible—takes its

form. New fishing-tackle must be se-

lected, of which there is a delightful be-

wilderment and an endless possibility. As
winter draws to its end, we view our pre-

parations for the coming campaign with
satisfaction, and await in feverish an-
ticipation the opening of the fishing

season.

Then comes the second stage, the reali-

zation of our fondest dreams. We go

fishing. There is the ride through the

country in the early morning. The fresh

sunlight sparkles on fields of dewy clover.

The lark pours forth its raptures from
the meadow; beyond the trees a Bob

White whistles softly; the drowsy Tium-

ming of bees, and the subdued rasping of

frogs lend an accompanying undertone.

At length, through the leaves of that

patch of trees ahead, we catch the flash

of water—the lake. What pleasures and
surprises it may hold for us!

The long day follows, with its disap-

pointments, its thrills, and its triumphs.

The noon-day lunch, under the cool trees

with the fresh turf for a table, and with
fragrant promises coming from the coffee

pot, is by no means the least enjoyable

part. Somehow, things taste different

out in the open like that
;
the magic atmo-

sphere of the woods and waters is the

best of flavorings. And in the evening
the angler, whether the day’s luck has
been good or ill, turns his steps home-
ward with his mind more in touch with

the life of the great out-doors. He has
been refreshed and broadened.

Last are the memories, the reminis-

cences. Events come back, refined by
time of the dross of disappointments and
discouragements, to cheer many a weary
hour. The angler loves to recall some
quiet scene, or some stirring struggle:

how he was fishing for bass with a fine

line and light rod, when a huge pike

—

the one that hangs mounted yonder

—

seized the bait with a tremendous rush,

and alternately skulked and literally tore

up the water for a thrilling half hour be-

fore he was brought to terms; or how he

hooked something that fought strongly

and sullenly, which he took to be a pike,

sluggish from its immense size, but which

Realizing the dreams of winter
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Into th© Bi^ Silence
with your

Winding your way through fields and mountains, following the
narrow trails to the very heart of the deep forest— those joys of the
big outdoors are doubled when you ride the INDIAN. Humming
its even song of speed and power, the INDIAN carries you along
swiftly, comfortably and without strain or effort. It adds its full
quota to the pleasures of any ouc-of-doors day.

Call on your INDIAN dealer. Let him demonstrate
the various 1920 INDIAN Models and choose the one
that best meets your requirements and do it today.

Dept. 10

HENDEE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.
The Largest Motorcycle Manufacturer in the World

Indian Motocycie
For Stde by Dealers Everywhere
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HERCULES
Smokeless Shotgun

POWDERS
INFALLIBLE

E. C.

HICH CLN
IDEAL
PREMIER
TARGET

SELBY LOADS
CHALLENGE GRADE
SUPERIOR GRADE

BTATK SHELLS

"PtieSlt&in

v

TfoiCH£STER

77% pattern made
nuith Infallible that
had been under wat-
er for 20 years.

20 Years UnderWater
Infallible is 'waterproof and we have
proved it.

The Infallible Smokeless Shotgun
Powder shown in the jar at the left

has stood under water for more than
twenty years.

Three weeks ago a sample was taken,

dried between blotters (to remove
the surface water) and loaded in

shells. 28 grains of Infallible were
used with ounces of No. 7 Chil-

led Shot.

This charge
, shotfrom a standardgrade

12 gauge pump gun
,
made a 77°jo pat-

tern on a 30 inch circle at 40 yards.

This is a record that will stand for

many a day for it is one of the most
remarkable performances ever rec-

orded in testing smokeless powder.

HERCULES POWDER CO.

1009 Orange Street

Wilmington, Delaware

35c
Postpaid

all lubrication and

polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
Id the New Perfection

Pocket Package

is a matchless combination.
Sportsmen have known it for

years. Dealers sell NYOIL at

15c. and 35c. Send ns the name
of a live one who doesn’t sell

NYOIL with other necessaries

for sportsmen and we will send
you a dandy, handy new can
(screw top and screw tip) con-
taining 3H ounces postpaid

for 35 cents.

WH. F. NTE, New Bedford, Mass.

I PUBLIC SALE
of Standard First Quality

Gov't Goods From Cancelled
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS

Ask for big Catalog 123 Today

Army Shirts
Mess Plates. .

2

Breeches . . 2.5

Blankets ... 6.0

Cots
Ponchos ... 1.0

" Shoes . . . 8. 0<
" Knapsacks 1.50

Tents . 3.50

forand all other articles
camp or outdoor use.

SEND 10c FOR ARMY & NAVY
CATALOG 123 AND BUY AT
AUCTION BARGAIN PRICES.
ARMY & NAVY STORE CO.
245 W. 42d St., New York
.Largest Camp and Military Outfitters

ARMY
AND

NAVY
GOODS

finally turned out to be an old mud-turtle.
And when two veteran anglers get to-
gether to “swap yarns,” what a marvel-
ous volume of fact and fancy their stor-
ies would make!

G OING fishing—those words suggest
to the still-fisher a boat snugly
anchored near the rushes in the lee

of a wooded island, where shoals of gold-
en sunfish sport; to the bait-caster, a cove
of gently heaving lily pads, where he may
cast his glittering lure and await the mad
swirl of a rising bass; to the fly-fisher, a
deep shaded pool below a little, log-

strewn rapid, where his dainty flies may
fall softly above the wary trout. The
same charm captivates all, the charm of
chance. Chance is uncertainty, possi-

bility. Science can explain much about
the habits and haunts of fish; but, for-
tunately for the angler, it never will be
able to analyze the capriciousness of fish-

nature. For who wants to know just
what his fishing line will draw forth from
the unseen depths? The possibilities of
the unseen fire the imagination— (hence
allowance is usually made for the mar-
velous tales of the monsters that have
escaped.) The unexpected is always
happening—there’s plenty of variety-l-
and that’s why going fishing never grows
old. It is the nervous woman who can’t

bait her own hook who catches the big
fish

; or it may be that the angler, not
having had a bite for the past hour, lays
down his pole for an instant, when a
wicked pickerel, prying about, seizes this

opportune moment to dash off with pole
and all. The same venturesome spirit

that leads the boys to fish for bull-heads
in the black, mysterious waters beneath
the floor of an old mill, leads the matter-
of-fact business man, the learned pro-
fessor, and the humble workman to open
lakes and rivers. It is fascinating to
human nature to “tempt the unknown
with a fishing line.”

There is a mystery that tightens every
nerve in artfully working a lure past a

likely-looking haunt There is no telling

what lies there. At any moment things

may begin to happen. The whole day has

brought but little success. You make a

final cast over a sunken tree. In breath-
less suspense you wait as the lure slips

past—well, nothing there, after all.

Suddenly the line convulsively tightens,

the rod whips over. A big one, surely!

If you can only hold him ! How madly he

plunges for the sheltering depths! Fear-

fully you put the utmost strain on the

quivering rod. At any instant the thread-

like line may part, or the hook tear loose.

“Keep cool and let the fish get excited”

is the rule, according to the books. Very
simple, until you get a big one on the end
of your line, when a whirl of dread and
doubt, and a frenzied hope that the tackle

will hold, surges through your mind. As
he makes zig-zag rushes, the line fairly

hisses as it cuts the water. The reel,

with its maddening shriek, gauges his

speed, rising to a shrill crescendo as the

line melts away. Suddenly he breaks

water with a mighty leap ! The sun

gleams from his bronze back; the drops

flash from his quivering body like pearls;

a king among the royal bass,—and only
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Guides, Hunters
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Buy Direct
Cat oat extra profits. Bay yoar sox,

direct from as at rock bottom prices
Offer good this month only. Last lot
sold fast. Everybody delighted. Never •***-
again a bargain like this. Order today sure

Lisle Finish Sox
Extra fine quality, medium weight— positively not

seconds, dost you 50c to 76c a pair else- O Iwhere. Our price, per pair, by dozen UlUy O I C
Olio DATOIt c98Ji? ilou only $3-75—a clear saving
JJJPJJ ”5“®” of $2.25 to $5.25 per dozen. Colors:
white, natural, tan and black. Won’t fade. Sold onlym dozens—colors and sizes mixed if desired. Mention
size and color wanted.

Our Wool Sox
AJJ wool medium weight. Just what outdoor mennow at terrific sacrifice. Extra long, very

comfortable, made large and roomy.

One DotpH pair Regular sellingVila IIOZ6I1 price $1.00 each—a clear saving of
68c a pair. Wool sox are healthier—that’s why thearmy uses them. Made in two styles; state choice ofpimn or elastic top. Color natural gray only. Smallestorder we can handle is 6 pairs for $2.75 a.
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ese sox. Examine carefully before youdecide to keep them. Thousands of buyers now

Bros Sox. Some buy six, eight andtwelve dozen pair for selves and friends.

Order Now! Money
Send nameand address only. Sox mailed prepaid.

cost of sox on delivery
. Sox guar-anteed to please or money refunded. Order now.
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20 Years Satisfying Customers
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References: Dun or Bradstreet.
115th St. & Michigan Ave., Dept. 265 Chicago
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wm uccume just as entnusiastic a sports-
man as you are—and probably a better shot, at that.

You know yourself there isn't any finer sport for tbe
youngster tban .22-caliber rifle shooting under proper
supervision. Tbe spirit of manliness and fair play de-
veloped on tbe range where keen competition adds zest
to one of tbe cleanest of sports, is something every boy
ought to possess and which you want your boy to have
to the highest degree.

for Shooting Right

Then, there is the opportunity for you to show the hoy
how to handle his .22 rifle in the field. He can think
of nothing Letter than an afternoon spent in the woods
or open country with Dad. The shooting sport surely
makes pals of father and son just as it hinds together
m closer friendship the great fraternity of sportsmen.

^Yhen you go to huy a .22 rifle for your son, think of
RemingtonUMC the rifle which has hack of it over a

*jl
1
.

n-lnak ,?£ experience. And RemingtonUMG metallic cartridges are standard—they’ve been
made for over fifty years. More than 88,000 dealers
carry Remington UMC products and give RemingtonUMC service.

'WriteFor Literature on
‘

‘Rifle Shooting For Boys
”

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC
CARTRIDGE COMPANY, INC.

Largest Manufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition
in the World

Woolworth Building, New York City

RUSSELL'S
NEVER LEAK"
Thebuilt-for-hard-knocks
boot that sportsmen
swear by— soft, easy-fit-

ting and as near water-
proof as a leather boot
can be.

Made to meas-
e from best

q u al it y
ch rom e -

tanned
1 eathers.

Ifyour dealer
doesn’t carry
RUSSELL’S,
write us for
a catalog.

W.C.RUSSELL
MOCCASIN

CO.

612 Wisconsin St. '

ure
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^THE SMITH GUN
'The Gun that Speaks For Itself”

Has Told its Own Story for 35 Years

Both first (Mr. G. W. Lorimer, Troy, O.) and second

(Mr. W. E. Gordon, Mobile, Ala.) in the Grand
American Handicap, 1919—Smith One Barrel.

High amateur to April 1st 1919 (Mr. J. B. Troeh,

Portland, Oregon) official average 97,25^—Smith
double, with Hunter One Trigger.

Get back of a Smith and you will under-
stand why we prefer to let the gun say:

“That's the Smith Story"

THE HUNTER ARMS CO., Inc., 32-52 Hubbard Street, Fulton, N. Y

McDonald & LINFORTH, 739 Call Building, San Francisco, Calif., Pacific Coast Representatives

THE SPORTING GOODS AGENCIES, 33 St. Nicholas St., Montreal, Representatives lor Eastern Canada

Newton Arms Corporation

Manufacturers of

High Power Rifles and Ammunition

GENERAL SALES OFFICES:

WOOLWORTH BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY, U. S. A.

It will be impossible for us to build all the Parker

Guns during 1920 that the world will want. Shooters

hoping to own a Parker Gun in 1920 are urged in their

own interest to order at once to avoid disappointment.

Send for Catalogue and Free Booklet About 20 Bore Guns

PARKER BROS. Master
Gun Makers Meriden, Conn., U. S.A 0

New York Salesroom, 25 Murray St.

A. W. duBray, Pacific Coast Agent, P. O. Box 102, San Francisco

ATTRACT FISH AND DUCK |
to your lakes and rivers by plant- g
ing Wild Celery, Duck Potato =
other plant foods they crave, g

,uu can plant this month and get full =
benefit of the summer and fall sea-

jj

son Send for our attractive booklet, a
TERRELL, Naturalist §

Room H-197 Oshkosh, Wis.jp
—~ ——•'••-

TfflifniffluifltiaMiwm

Subscribe
NOW for

Forest and Stream

a silken strand Holds him! But grad-
ually the relentless strain of the rod be-

gins to tell. Fighting feebly to the last,

he is led alongside the boat. How beauti-

ful he looks down there in the cool depths,
his home. You cannot quite check a
twinge of regret. He’s quite still now,
worn out, no doubt. You reach down
your hand to grasp him. A mad whirl, a
plunge!—he’s gone! That’s fisherman’s
luck! Well, it is probably for the best,

after all; for “it is not all of fishing to

catch fish.”

THE OLD FISH BASKET
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 253 )

Repairs of this nature are simple, and
easily made. But a more serious situa-

tion is confronted when parts of the bas-

ket or cover must be replaced. These
are usually the willow wrapping at the
back of the cover, which is under^ome
strain in use, and the broad wrappings
at the bottom of the basket, which hold
the foundations together.

The heavy braided linen trolling line

comes in handily here. Detach the cover,

if this needs attention because of broken
or lost wrappings at the top, and, be-

ginning about half an inch down from
the upper edge at one end, pass the cord

tightly around and over the willow rod

forming the top of the frame of the cover
and then down through the woven
splints, three or four rows down. Pull

the windings snugly to bring the posts of

the cover closely against the top rod,

using a knife blade or an embroidery
stilletto to force the splints apart, when
necessary. About halfway between each
two posts, extend the windings, two or

three times, about three or four rows
farther down, and pull these especially

tight to secure sufficient rigidity. Carry
the windings along the entire top of the

cover and down about half an inch over
the other end. Fasten by slipping the

end of the line under the last three or

four rows of windings, pull tight, and cut
off close up.

Broken or missing wrappings of the

split willow at the bottom of the basket
may be replaced in the manner described

for the cover. If, as is often the case,

only a few wrappings in the center of the

bottom are missing, you may, if you
wish, take out just enough more to se-

cure the placing of the line symmetrical-
ly, and make your winding a sort of orna-

ment.

Cleaning is the next step. But, if the

top was removed for repairs, it should

be hinged on again in the fashion de-

scribed. Some heroic measures must be

employed to cleanse the creel thoroughly
of all dirt and odor. To do this, make a

solution of a tablespoon of washing soda

(salsoda) to each gallon of water, in a

dish large enough to allow the basket

to be entirely submerged.

Put the creel in to soak for at least

two or three hours, scrubbing it from
time to time with a stiff-bristled brush.

Lift it out occasionally, and souse it up
and down. When it looks white and

clean, remove the basket from the soda

solution and rinse it thoroughly, prefer-
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SPORTING
FOOT NOTES

Napoleon said “The strength of an army lies

in its feet.”

The success of an outing, the joy of living, be-

gins with perfect footwear When your feet hurt

you hurt all over.

Loose, leaky, ill fitting shoes have kept many
a hunter sick in camp.

Whether you climb a mountain trail, play base-

ball or golf, or walk a country road, your shoes

must be right. For men, women, misses or boys,

the Abercrombie & Fitch selection represents the

best in models and materials—the largest stock

of outdoor footwear in the world.

Military Model
Field Boots

Tan, soft lsg, laced instep, 17

inches high $25.00 to $35.00

Stiff Leg Riding Boots
For men and women,

$30.00 to $50.00

QM, Soft Bottom
w. Moccasins
... For canoe, camp or trail,

$3.50 t0 ?12-0°

Rubber Fishing Boots .$10.00

English Waders, imported ...$15.00 to $25.00

Fishing Brogues $10.00 to $18.00

Boots for Forest Rangers $17.00

Scotch
Golfing Brogues

"" Tan or Black, fringed

Scotch tongue, ..$20.00

Mountain Climbing Boots, Smoked Elk, $20.00

Prospectors Boots, Smoked Elk $30.00

White Buck Ostend and Tennis Oxford,
tan or black saddles $18.00

Tan Tennis Oxford, rubber sole $15.00

Abercrombie
& Fitch Co*

EZRA H. FITCH, President

Madison Avenue>and 45th Street

“THE ‘GREATEST SPORTING GOODS
STORE IN THE WORLD”

HERE IT IS!

7
HE rifle you have ahvays wanted—A Savage
Bolt Action. It is the handiest, daintiest,

most perfectly modelled little shooting-iron

that a gun-crank ever got his hands on.

And it is the strongest, simplest, most dependable
weapon that an explorer ever took onto an Arctic

ice-floe or into a tropical jungle. And it only

weighs six pounds. There’s nothing patched-up
about it—nothing renovated, or adapted or com-
promised. It isn’t a cut-down musket or a war-
baby reborn.

IT IS A BRAND NEW HUNTING-RIFLE—
newly designed from muzzle to butt-plate—built

symmetrically around the wonderfully effective

cartridge it shoots, and combining every desirable

feature of the best military rifles ivith the special

refinements ivhich the hunter needs.

Its action is the simple military bolt—but re-

dimensioned and improved. It has bigger, stronger
locking-lugs than the Service rifle. It has a shot-
gun type safety located on top of the tang—the
natural, convenient place. The patented magazine
design makes it possible to use soft nose, Spitzer
point bullets without danger of deforming the
points.

The great popularity and success of the .250-3000
Savage determined the cartridge for ivhich this

rifle should be designed. This cartridge is loaded
with an 87 grain Spitzer point, soft nose bullet

3000 feet a second, accurately enough to make pos-
sibles on the 800 yard target and hard enough to

penetrate % inch boiler plate.

SPECIFICATIONS
22 inch tapered high pressure steel barrel with
integral front sight base, checked pistol grip
stock and fore-stock, pistol grip capped, oil

finished one-piece stock, corrugated trigger,

corrugated steel shotgun butt-plate, white
metal front and flat top sporting rear sights,
magazine capacity five cartridges, weight 6
pounds.

SavageArms Corporation
Sharon, Pa. UTICA, N. Y. Detroit, Mich.

Executive and Export Offices, 50 Church St., New York
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Mighty
Easy
toCarry
WHAT IS?
** Why, ajar of

Beech-Nut Peanut

Butter in your kit.

Perhaps you
won’t sit up and

thank yourself for

carrying it! Not a

thing comes in so

handy or tastes so

good when you

are hungry out

in the open

as Beech-
Nut Peanut

Butter quickly
spread on bread or

crackers.

Carry a jar in

x your kit on your

next trip. Get it at

your grocer’s or

outfitters.

Beech-Nut Packing Co.
Canajoharie, N. Y.

Foods of Finest Flavor

J. KANNOFSKY ofirSS.

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani-

mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.

Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulls

for furriers and taxidermists.

FOR THESE BUNGALOW BOOKS
PLAN FUTURE HOMES
NOW WITH ECONOMY

PLANS OF
CALIFORNIA STYLES
— noted for comfort,
beauty and adaptability

to any climate.

“Representative Cal.

SPECIAL OFFER
Semi $2.50 for all 3 above
books and net bool; of 75

Special Plans. alsoCBCC
Garage folder.

rntl.
EXTRA—“Little Bungalows.”
40 Plans. $750 to $3,000; 50c.

Money back if not satisfied

Homes
50 Plans, $3,750 to

$12 ,
000 ; $1 .

“The New Co'onials”

55 Plans. $3,000 to

$ 20 ,000 ; $1 .

“West Coast Bungalows”
60 Plans, $1,800 to

$4,500; $1.

363 CANAL STREET NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream”

£. W. STILLWELL & CO., Architects
264 California Building, Los Angeles

ably under running water. Then hang

up to dry.

If the basket does not come out from

this treatment of uniform whiteness, as

it is likely not to as a result of age and

experience, it is a good plan to color it

to any desired shade. Either green,

brown, or yellow gives an acceptable re-

sult. The washable stains used in wood
work are very good for this purpose.

Apply the coloring material with a soft

camel’s hair brush which should be kept

constantly saturated with the dye, so that

it will then penetrate between the rows

of willow splints and give a uniform

color. First go over the outside, cover

and basket; then the inside. And after

drying—a very rapid process, if the dye

referred to is used—look carefully for

any spots, especially on the outside,

which the dye did not reach sufficiently,

and touch them up. Hang the basket out

of doors in a current of air, but under

shelter, when you finish the drying pro-

cess, as the dye at first gives off a pe-

culiarly pungent, acrid odor, which is not

especially agreeable. This odor becomes

imperceptible in a few days.

You will almost need a fresh introduc-

tion to the old fish basket, after it has

undergone this metamorphosis.

THE HARLLEE
METHOD

(continued from page 258)

that some of these ideas may be altered

to meet the local requirements and limi-

tations of other rifle clubs.

We begin by informing the tyro that

it is very bad form to shoot other people

or point his gun anywhere except at the

targets or the blue sky. Then he is

taught how to load, handle and hold the

weapon, including the proper use of the

sling. Next comes sighting and the all

important matter of squeezing off the

trigger. All of which is safely and con-

veniently accomplished by using the Serv-

ice Dotter at a cost of about two cents

a hundred shots, and in this manner he

obtains unlimited practice and a very

definite idea of how to assume the five

firing positions. Then he goes to the

50-foot range where he can use either

.22 caliber shorts or .177 pellets at ten

cents a hundred, for we have some man-
size air rifles that will consistently make

Vz to % inch groups at that distance,

really fine weapons with aperture rear

sights adjustable for windage and eleva-

tion. From there he goes to the 50-yard

range where he is put through the

“Marksman” stage of the Harllee Small-

bore Course.

ALL this is nothing more than group-

ing practice which includes hold-

ing, sighting, position, timing and

trigger squeeze, and for this work all

that is required is an aiming point backed

by a piece of paper to record the “off

shots.” We refer to our instruction tar-

get as the “Hun” because it is drawn to

represent the head and shoulders of 2

man rising above a trench a hundred

yards away, scaled down to 50-feet 25
^

(continued on page 283)
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§Jd&oumCancei
When the first trout rises

to a fly you want the feel of

a paddle in your hands.

Choose your light-weight,

easy-to-paddle “Old Town
Canoe” from the new 1920

Catalog. Thirteen graceful

models reproduced in natural

colors. First cost is last cost

—there is no upkeep to an
“Old Town”. Complete list of

canoe accessories, and all

prices given. Catalog is free

and postpaid. Write for one
today.

OLD TOWN CANOE COMPANY
995 Fourth St.

Old Town, Maine, U. S. A.

CANOES
ROWBOATS

OUTBOARD MOTORS
BOATS FOR OUTBOARD MOTORS

MOTOR BOATS, 16 to 24 ft.

long, with or without engine.

For lakes, rivers, shallow water
and weeds.

The saving effected this year is greater

than ever before.

CATALOG FREE—ORDER BY MAIL

THOMPSON BROS. BOAT MFC. CO.
1521 Ellis Ave., PESHTIGO, WIS.

Evinrude Motor Company
275 Evinrude Bldg.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Distributors :

69 Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y.
214 State St., Boston. Mass.
440 Market St.. San Francisco, Cal.

211 Morrison St.. Portland, Ore.

10 and 12 No. Howard St., Baltimore, Md.

EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE MOTOR FOR WATERCRAFT

On WatersWhere Once
the Red Man Ruled

LAKES and streams that once heard only the

/ dip of Indian paddles now know the whirl-

ing propellers of countless Evinrudes. Over

100,000 in use.

The Evinrude makes a dependable, easily

handled power boat of any rowboat or canoe.

It takes the hard work out of water trips. With

an Evinrude the fisherman can move quickly

from weedy shallows to deep holes, or slow his

motor down to ideal trolling speed.

Magneto, Built-in-Flywheel type, and automatic

reverse are standard Evinrude features.

Ask your hardware or sporting goods dealer, or1

turtle for booklet.

SPECIAI SAI F

U. S. ARMY PYRAMIDAL TENTS
Genuine U. S. Army Pyramidal tents, either white
or khaki canvas. Complete with ropes, brass slip
keys and grommets, but without poles or stakes.
16 x 16 ft. square. 3-ft. wall; 6-in. sod cloth.

11 ft. high in center.

Weight. 100 lbs. Only
one pole required. Will
accomodate 8 people
These tents cost the Gov-
ernment $84.00. An ideal
tent for campers, tourists,

hunters, sportsmen. These
tents have seen slight

service and have been
thoroughly overhauled and
are guaranteed in good
condition. PRICE, $25.00.

Write for free catalogue of many other army and navy bargains.

Army & Navy Supply Co., Dept. Y., Richmond, Va.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded

FISHING TACKLE
Deal Direct With the Manufacturer

We never sacrifice quality to

make a Tow price, neither do we
ever use quality as an excuse for
a high price. If any old kind of
Tackle will satisfy you, don’t
come here

;
you can pick that

kind up anywhere for a song.
But if you really want Tackle
that is worth while, come here
and you will find it.

Catalog No. 106 sent on request

Edward vom Hofe & Company
112 Fulton Street New York City

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH" "'(i/iiiiiiiiiiiii

| Insist on the GENUINE

( Hildebrandt

| Spinners
| They Catch Fish
= See them at your dealers

= The John J. Hildebrandt Company
= Logansport Indiana

^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIILi:
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“Qavvy” Cravath, manager of the
Philadelphia Nationals, fishing for
tuna fish off thecoast of Southern Cal-
ifornia with his Caille 5-Speed Motor

“Gavvy” Cravath Says It's

Better Than We Represent
Gavvy*’ is some baseball player and lie’s also son e fisher*

man. When he s not managing the Phillies he’s fishing

tuna fish off the coast of Southern California with his

Recently he wrote us— Your CAI LLE Five-Speed Rowboat
Motor is even better than you represent. Used the motor

the past fall and winter driving a lb-foot dory over the

fishing grounds of Southern California. The little Put-

Putter* spoke for itself under all the trying conditions.”

Liberty Drive
Motor only •

What it did for “Gavvy” it will do for you. The CAILLE Five-

Speed Motor is the highest developed motor of its kind in the

world. Has five speed adjustments—two forward, two backward
and a neutral. Starts with a starting device— no cranking. Has
water-cooled exhaust. Magneto built into the flywheel. So sim-

ple. children run it— so reliable, life savers depend on it. Send
for details and name of nearest distributor. The CAILLE

LibertyDrive
ROWBOAT MOTOR

does not possess all the features of the Five-Speed Motor
but it's just as reliable and it’s lower priced. It will take

you anywhere a boat will float,—through weeds or shallows

—over rivers and lakes. Send for catalog describing

both motors. Get all the facts. A postal brings it.

The Caille Perfection Motor Co.
205 Caille Building Detroit, Mich.

Also builders of Inboard Motors from 2K to 30 H. P.

^
DON! BREAKS'

Tough
Strong
Durable
Invisible in Water

“— I am using a No. 4-6-ft.

Joe Welsh Leader 4 years
and yesterday landed a 6-

lb. Rainbow Trout. . .

Your leader is worth 10

times the price I paid for it.”

Live Dealers Sell Them Everywhere.
If Yours Can’t Supply You, Send

25c for 3-ft. Sample

JOE WELSH
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

Exclusive Agent
United States and Canada

DARROW’S STEEL BOATS
Seventeen styles, eighty sizes, up to twenty-four

feet in length, including light, medium and heavy

duty Motorboats, Outboard Motor Specials, Row-

boats, Duckboats, Canoes and our WORLD
FAMOUS SECTIONAL BOATS. Write for Cat-

alogue and prices.

F. H. DARROW STEEL BOAT CO.,

611 Erie Street ALBION, MICH.

Al.Ibss Pork Rind Minnowsi

Mf$. By

Al. R>ss

Oriental Wiqqler $125 g
Little Eqypt Wiqqler 75V™
ikidder 75*, PorkRind Strips 35*jar.

'

1 1712-1736 (oluiribus Pd.ffeveland

THE SUBTLE ART OF
FLY-CASTING

'CONTINUED FROM PAGE 245 )

O BSTACLES of every sort and de-

scription are constantly encount-

ered during a day’s fishing. One
that is sure to present itself is the old

farm bridge. This is usually a crudely

constructed affair of rough planks or

poles thrown over a couple of string

pieces that rest on rough piers of creek

stone. These old piers are full of crevices

which form excellent lurking places for

trout. An old farm bridge that has with-

stood the successive spring freshets of a

decade is a marvel. The majority have

succumbed to the inevitable two or three

times, and as a direct result a broken

stringer or plank has become lodged in

the bottom gravel, around which an ac-

cumulation of drift has collected during

the high water of several successive

years. They are exceedingly difficult to

fish but the patient angler is not infre-

quently richly rewarded for his pains.

As a rule this very necessary adjunct

of the farm is not easily approached be-

cause there is no surrounding cover. It

must be fished from the open so that the

flies will fall just inside the shadows.

In order to do this successfully the angler

has to employ the horizontal cast.

In this cast the flies travel horizontally,

in a parallel line with and just above the

water. For this reason it is a hard cast

to learn and also because of the fact that

the line must travel with considerable

speed in order to overcome the forces of

gravity and the difficulty of making the

flies drop on the water ahead of the line.

If the wind happens to be blowing, ad-

vantage can be taken of it to make a

short cast, but when it comes to a long

one the caster must depend upon his own
skill.

Ability to make the horizontal cast

correctly is the supreme test of a fly-

casters dexterity. The secret lies in a
quick, even motion that gives the line

just sufficient momentum to maintain its

position without pitching downward. To
make it, hold the rod directly in front of

you and parallel with the water. Bring*

the forearm at a right angle with the

body. In the back cast also keep the rod

nearly parallel with the water, carrying*

the line straight back, so as to swing it a

bit high, for if too low it will foul the

cast. The instant the drag of the line

is felt return the rod with a swift motion
giving it a snappy finish. The arc of the

rod should be about the same as in the
direct cast and if properly made the line

will turn with a short loop on the back
cast, returning within ten or twelve

inches of the rod-tip, the flies following

nearly a level course in their passage
through the air, eighteen inches or two
feet from the surface. A left to right

turn of the wrist elevates the rod-tip

about two feet, snaps the leader down and
drops the flies onto the water where
wanted. It requires a lot of practice to

master the horizontal cast, but then,,

practice is the price of perfection, and
in the course of a day’s fishing the fly-

caster will find innumerable opportunities
j

to employ it effectively.
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The fact that the flies always travel

very close to the line enables the fisher-

man to place them in exceedingly narrow
places between obstructions, regardless of

their nature, and as it is made either

way, across from the body, up or down
stream, it will be found particularly use-

ful in fishing through woods where there

is not sufficient room to elevate the rod.

It sometimes happens that there is

scant space in which to retrieve the dine

in launching this cast on account of con-

fining natural surroundings. Confronted
by such a situation the angler holds the

line where it is secured to the leader in

his left hand and springs the rod enough
to give it a start, then makes the cast.

The number of old roots, over-hanging
bushes, fences and fallen trees an angler
encounters on his favorite stream seem
to be increasing every season. Some fish-

ermen think that there can not be too

many of them, for under every one there
is almost sure to be a hidden recess or

bit of shadow where trout love to lurk.

Many are easily fished, but among them
there is sure to be a goodly number so

near as to necessitate a very short cast.

Right here the efficiency of the under-
hand cast is demonstrated to its fullest

extent. The rod is held at an angle, the
tip coming to within a foot or two of the
water. If necessary the tip is passed
under the obstruction, and with the el-

bow held close to the body the cast is

launched with the same motion that an
underhanded pitcher employs in deliver-
ing a ball. Here the question of gravity
again looms up in the foreground and is

overcome by the same method as in the
horizontal cast. Started upon its course
the line travels in the shape of an oval,
with its lowest point directly under the
obstacle, and the flies are forced into the
water by the usual method of elevating
the rod tip.

A GREAT man; American trout
streams are so primitive that the
successful angler must occasionally

lay aside all the recognized rules of fly-

casting and adopt methods to fit the con-
ditions confronting him.
On large streams it is not out of the

ordinary to suddenly encounter stretches
of water that can only be reached by
grabbing hold of the bole of a sapling and
leaning far out over the pool and making
the cast with the arm extended nearly
full length. In fishing small brooks an-
other extreme method is of frequent oc-
curence, in which the angler must stretch
his arm over a low cluster of bushes to
fish a promising stretch of water. Then
again he may want to straddle a log and
cast over a limb with the arm stretched
heavenward. In making these difficult
overhead casts a comparatively short line
is qsed, consequently the necessary mus-
cular movement must come almost wholly
from the wrist.

Great care has to be exercised in mak-
ing wrist casts not to hold the rod too
high or the power to strike will be lost
and the rod itself placed in jeopardy. The
sudden strike of a heavy trout when the
rod is held nearly perpendicular throws
all the strain upon the slender, pliable tip,
doubling it back upon itself and breaking
i
f every time. If you value your rod al-

|

w rite for
catalog and
full infor-
mation.

Dealers i

You Need a Koban

For Your Rowboat
Just think what it would
mean to have that rowboat
of yours skim over the
water at 10 to 12 miles an
hour—where you will and
when you will—without
any of the old back-break-
ing- labor at the oars.
The Koban, due to its 2-

cylinder con-
struction, is ab-
solutely v i b r a-
tionless and gives
more power and
speed than any
other rowboat

l^t- motor.
Special tilting de-
vice, for shallow
water and beach
ing,

KHAN
ROWBOAT MOTOR
KOBAN MFG. CO.

229 South Water Street
Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A.

We also make an inboard
Engine for small boats and
canoes. Circular SO tells
all about it.

L OAF or work whenever you please. Renew
the vigor of your body and open mind and

heart to the beauty and grandeur of vour own
country round about you.

There is as much profit for you, in this idea as
for us.

Think it over now.

With our

Tents and
Camp Equipment

your personal comfort is assured. Our catalogue
is a complete campers* guide.

SEND FOR IT. IT*S FREE
Ask for catalogue No. «»19

GEO. B. CARPENTER & CO.
Tent makers for eighty years

430 No. Wells Street Chicago. III.

TENTOBED
A Tent and Bed Combined

Tentobeds are the most practical for tour-
ists and people desiring to camp. They are
made in two sizes, one as shown is made
especially to use with Auto. Other style
is suitable for sleeping on porch or lawn.
Tentobeds roll up in a small package
very light in weight, can be put up in 5
minutes, require no stakes or poles.
Water-proof and Insect-proof,

The beds are very comfortable to sleep
in. They save the price they cost in hotel
bills in a few days. You are independent
and not obliged to pay the exorbitant
prices often demanded of tourists.

On sale by reliable dealers. We will mail
you on request literature fully describing Tentobeds, also our Autobed, made to use inside of auto.

Dept. 11 TENTOBED COMPANY 33
TmcAco B

,Ti
evard

MULLINSSSBICANT SINK

THE MULLINS BODY CORPORATION
612 Franklin St. Boat Dept. SALEM. OHIO

Write for catalog of over 40 models, steel and
wooden power boats, rowboats and canoes.

It’s all pleasure and no risk
when you have a Mullins steel
boat. These boats simply
can’t sink because they’re
built with air-tight compart-
ments fore and aft like a life-

boat.

The strong steel hull—equal to
one inch planking—can’t leak,
warp, waterlog or open at the

seams. Mullins steel boats
never need calking—no boat
house required. Powered with
the best marine engines, equip-
ped with Mullins patented,
silent, under water-exhaust.

Designed by America’s fore-

most naval architects, made in
world’s largest boat factory.

More than 70,000 in use.
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MATTRESS FABRIC AND PRESSED STEEL FRAME

NO'S
AUTO-CAMP

gave your hotel bill and add the Joy of camping* to the pleasure ot

touring.—Use the tonneau of your car for a dressing room and step

through the door into a double bed ns big and comfortable as the

one at home, made possible only by our Sagless Spring Mattress

Fabric. Bed on each running board makes sleeping quarters for

four people.

For strength, comfort, compactness nod price, the SCHILLING
Auto-Camp is not equalled.—’Write for new catalog.

THE L. F. SCHILLING CO. Dept T Salem, Ohio

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy to handle, no leaks or repairs; check as baggage, carry by

hand; safe for family; all sizes; non-sinkable ; stronger thaa wood

used by U. S. and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize

Chicago and St. Louis World’s Farrs. We fit our boats for Outboard

Motors. Catalog.
. . ,, . m;«u

ii i net Fnldina Canvas Boat Co.. 428 Harrison St.. Kalamazoo, Mich.

Attach this Motor
to

Your Boat

New pleasures are open
to the man who attaches a

Lockwood-Ash Row Boat
Engine to his row boat.

It saves those long, hot,

back-breaking pulls to the

fishing or picnic grounds
or the camp.

It is simple, economical
and practical and takes

but a few minute* to

Install.

Ask for our booklet

and learn about the

30-day trial plan.

Lockwood-Ash Motor

Company

2003 Jackson Street

Jackaon, Mich.

(69)

For Outdoor Sport or Work
Duxbak and Kampit are primarily clothes

for rough outdoor work or hard play in

any kind of weather. They combine good

sense, style, economy and service.

Duxbak is rainproofed. Kampit is lighter

*OOt i

IMPORTED HOSIERY S
For Golf, Tennis and Sport Wear
IN ATTRACTIVE DESIGNS FOR

MEN AND WOMEN

No. 15

* AFinestScotchWoolTenuis Socfes in white,
liOeXUpray, green, black, heather and 1 CQ
white, with colored clocks, a pair *

M 1 C Men’s Finest ScotchWool Golf Hose,
lO in green, gray, brown and O CA

heather (without feet $3), a pair ••••••
lyi AA Women’s Scotch Wool Stockings, in

1NO* white, white with colored O AA M
clocks, Oxford green and heather, a pair . . U
Complete line Golf, Tennis and Sport equipment.

Mail Orders given prompt attention.

Stewart Sporting Sales Co.

. 425 FIFTH AVE., at 38th St., N. Y. M
$080* KOBO*JUOB&2S

“SAFEST TO USE
A New York customer writes

:

—
1 Lastseason I purchased
a 17 ft. Kennebec model
canoe, used it continu-
ously throughout the
summer with two other
fellows, went camping
with it every Saturday
and Sunday and spent
our two weeks vacation
paddling up the Hudson

(

It is lighter and swifter
than any other make
and has won many

friends.”

TheIdeaiCanoe|
forVacation
and Campings

Trips.

Write for the Free Book today.

Kennebec Boat <fe Canoe C’o,
22 R. R. Square, Waterville,Maine.

Knit your

own fish

nets

All kinds of fish nets, hammocks, etc., may be

easily and quickly made, with my illustrated m-

structions before you. 21 photographs show you

how. Also gives you more information about tne

use of nets than has ever been published. Com-

plete instructions, wire ne’tting_ needle, mesh blocks

and 4 balls of twine, for $1.50 postpaid.

Clayton Net Company.

43 N. Main St., Altoona, Kans.
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ways endeavor to keep it as nearly at

right angles to the line as possible, for

no greater calamity can befall a fisher-

man than to break a tip while on the

stream.

There are fly-casters who seldom or

never fish anything' but trout streams,

declaring that trout fishing is the only

piscatorial sport worth the candle. While

there are others equally loud in their

praise of the black bass and men of

wealth who will cheerfully spend two or

three thousand dollars for a few days’

recreation on a good salmon or grayling

river. Both the salmon and the grayling

may be dismissed with a word of regret

that such royal sport is not within the

means of the ordinary pocket-book more

than once in a life time, but the brook

trout and the black bass, like one’s poor

relations, are always with us, and because

of fish culture there is now scarcely any

portion of this great country of ours

without one or more sti-eams where a

poor man can cast his flies at compara-

tively small expense.

Many other species of fresh water fish

will also, take the fly and the versatile

angler will find it to his pleasure to court

the crappie, calico bass, rock bass, wall-

eyed pike, red-eared sun fish, white bass,

yellow perch, fall fish, common chub, and

pickerel when he desires a pleasant day’s

outing and the brook trout and black bass

are not biting. Some will take the arti-

ficial fly with a rush, some gingerly, while

as pan fish they are not so inferior to

trout as to be entirely ignored.

JAMES ALEXANDER
HENSHALL

(continued from page 247)

Georgia boys, who was quite hard of

hearing, said he both felt and heard it,

but thought it was only Ben snoring.

The raft of logs being finished, one of

the Georgia boys returned to Eau Gallie

with their two yoke of oxen, and the

other sailed their boat to the same des-

tination. We were sorry to part with

them but after a few days we also broke

camp and sailed for St. Lucie river, the

largest tributary of Indian river.

The boys left the camp on the Se-

bastian with some regret, as at the head

of the North Prong, deer and wild tur-

keys were sighted whenever that sec-

tion was visited. We were well-supplied

with venison, turkeys, ducks, snipe and

plover, to say nothing of fish. We saw

several flocks of parrakeets at the head

of the West Prong, feeding on palmetto

berries. There were two settlers on Se-

bastian Bay from whom we got sweet

potatoes, oranges and bananas, without

money and without price. My medical

services were often in requisition,
_
and

some aching molars were extracted,

which proved a quid pro quo.

Sailing down Indian river a few miles

we came to Barker’s Bluff, quite an

eminence, on the west shore, where there

was a settler. Opposite was Pelican

Island which we visited. On our ap-

proach the old pelicans hovered uneasily

around, while a rookery of egrets, cor-

morants and man-o’-war hawks on a

small mangrove island adjacent was the
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scene of great excitement and commo-
tion. The dead and stunted mangrove
trees, and the entire ground of Pelican

Island, of an acre or two, were literally

covered with the nests of brown pelicans.

Those on the mangroves were rude, flat

affairs, formed of sticks; those on the

ground consisted of but a handful of

grass or rushes, while many eggs were
lying on the bare ground. In some
nests there would be an egg, a newly-
hatched pelican, and one four times the

size, sparsely covered with a yellowish-

white down. This occurred so often as

to attract my particular attention

The young kept up a continual

screaming as we approched them, dart-

ing out their long bills and opening their

mouths. Some of them, however, were
incapable of sound or motion, being too

full for utterance, literally and in fact.

Some were sitting solemnly in their

nakedness, their bills elevated vertically,

with the tail of a fish sticking out and
pointing heavenward. Pulling out some
of these fish, I found them sometimes
twice the length of the young bird, bill

and all, the lower or head-half of the

fish being digested. And thus they sat

for hours in a state of perfect bliss and
contentment, impaled on a needle-fish,

which, however, owing to the process of

digestion going on at the lower end, grew
smaller by degrees and beautifully less.

Some of the old birds, seeing that our
intentions were peaceful and honorable,
remained on their nests within a few
yards of us, but most of them took to

the water, where they were gracefully
swimming by hundreds near the shore.
As soon as we left they returned to

their nests none the worse for being dis-

turbed by our curiosity.

We soon came in sight of the “Nar-
rows,” a group of islands with a narrow
channel from an eighth to a quarter of

a mile wide, and ten miles long. There
were many oyster reefs and shoals, but
with a fair wind we steered free of
such difficulties. The islands were
clothed with a wealth of palmettoes and
water oaks, on which were perched the
curious water-turkey or snake-bird,
weaving back and forth, its long neck
poking in all directions, eagerly watch-
ing for a stray fish. Passing through
the Narrows we saw the stakes of the
turtle nets with palmetto leaves tied on
their tops. This was a favorite ground
for green turtles, which were caught in
gill nets of very wide mesh. The camp
of the turtle fishers was on shore, where
we stopped an hour.

There was a huge loggerhead turtle
tied to a stake near the shore in shallow
water, the boys finding some amuse-
ment in feeding it oysters in the shells,

which they crunched like soda crackers,
swallowing shells and all, like Quilp with
the egg shells. Aftey extracting an
aching tooth for one of the turtlers, we
again got under way carrying a small
green turtle with us for our dinner next
day. We landed at Fort Capron and
made camp in a grove of wild orange
trees, at the mouth of a small brook of
cool water, a hundred miles south of
Titusville and forty miles from Sebas-
tian river. The only vestiges of the old
military post were a fallen brick chim-

FIFTH SEASON, now in general use throughout the United States and Canada

LOUIS RHEADmadeART NATURE LURES^h
New set of tiny FLY-ROD lures for TROUT. DARTER minnows for TROUT, BASS and PIKE.
Illustrated Price List Folder Sent. 217 OCEAN AVENUE, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED NEW BOOK EVERY ANGLER MUST SURELY GET.

FISHERMAN'S LURES and GAMEFISH FOOD price $4.°o
COLORED PICTURES OF ALL CREATURES FISH E'AT, LURES TO IMITATE THEM IN COLORS
LESSONS HOW TO MAKE THEM, HOW, WHEN, WHERE TO USE THEM AND GET BETTER SPORT, MORE FISH

KEEP-EM-ALIVE
Price

75c.
Howell, Mich.

YOUR

if you string ’em on the Keep-Em-Alive, they’ll stay alive and
fresh. Why string ’em through the gills and have ’em die and
spoil ? Strong, all metal, weedless. At dealers or direct.

CIRCULAR FREE

MFC. COMPANY,

THE FLY ROD WIGGLER
IS THE ORIGINAL
FLY ROD MINNOW

Looks like a real live minnow and wiggles
and wobbles like one in distress. Has no
planes, wines 6r freak shape. Just the real
minnow

_

shape. It casts easily and can be
lifted without making a splash or straining
the rod*. It ha9 natural minnow colors.
It is the onlv one that has all of these ab-
solutely necessary qualifications. It has no
small screw eyes to work loose and pull out.
It is, in fact, the perfect fly rod minnow.
Made in Silver Shiner, Golden Shiner, Red
Side, Yellow Perch, Red Head, All Yellow,
All Red, All White. Three sizes: Large
Bass, 2 l

/% in.; Small Bass, 1^4 in.; and
Trout Size, \V\ in. Price Each, 65c.
Four in Handy Vest Pocket Box, $2.60.

Send stamp for Fishing Tackle Catalog

THE W. J. JAMISON CO.
Dept. S., 736 So. California Ave., Chicago, 111.

p'TCTJ'p'DM"pVT Razor sharp hooks catch more fish,x JL/l^l tliey bring home the bacon. The

Hook

Hohe

hones
your lio^ks, razor sharp,

in a jiffy: it will increase your

catch 100%, says Dix'e Carroll. Made of Carborundum;
lasts a lifetime. Perfection H. H. , 4 in. long, 75c.;

Junior, 3% in., 50c. Leather case, 35c. extra. Get ready
now for next season; be prepared for action. You will use

a Hook Hone eventually, why not now? Interesting cir-

cular sent free on request.

* Now is the time to refinish your rods
ROD-SPAR I ROD-SPAR-BLACK

The scientifically prepared I
. . . .

rod varnish, waterproof, For refimshing steel rods,

elastic. I tackle boxes, etc.

Put up in friction top cans, 35c per can, postpaid

The Columbus Specialty Co., Dept. M, Columbus, Ohio

CAMPS AND LODGES ARTISTICALLY FURNISHED
Painted window shades, $15 td $40

(Bird, landscape, hunting scenes)

Glazed chintz for window shades, slip covers or drapery
(Imported from London)

Printed linens and cretonnes
Windsor Painted and Wicker, Hickory and

Upholstered Furniture Iron furniture
Iron sidelights, chandeliers and candelabra

Photos and samples.
WASHINGTON SQUARE STUDIO, Interior Decoration

223 East Washington Square Philadelphia

McMahon’s
Famous

Trolling

Spoons
Choice of

Pacific Coast
Fishermen

Scientific study of fish
habits, fish lures and fishing
methods has produced this
superior spoon. By riding
edgewise through the water

and wriggling in perfect imitation of live
bait, it “fools the fish’’—and has a record
for bringing in uniformly large catches.
Improved model, made of best materials
and fully guaranteed.

Get McMahon’s Spoon from your marine
supply or sporting goods dealer; or write

PACIFIC NET & TWINE CO.,
1213-23 Western Ave,, SEATTLE, WASH,

or
Oregon Marine & Fisheries Supply Co.,

PORTLAND, OREGON.

LET’S ALL GO FISHING!
Pack up your troubles, and leave at home. But be

sure and pack some of Palmer's Floating Grasshoppers
and millers in your old kit bag. Boys, they are the
stuff to fool the wise old Trout and Bass.

Try them. Hoppers, 50 cents each, $3.60 per doz.
Millers, 40 cents each, $2.60 per dozen.

M. M. PALMER, Sole Manufacturer
1 19 West Washington St Pasadena, Calif.

Send us $8.00 for one hand made, “Old Hickory”
Casting Rod, 4 foot, one piece, cork handle, silk

wound, good mountings, guides and tip; beautiful
caster, accurate and built for a life’s service.

Kinney’s Automatic Weedless Hook FREE.

We sell nothing less than the best in

Fishing Tackle, Lines, Reels, Lures.

H. A. KINNEY & CO., Bangor, Mich.

Baby
Crab1
98 °/o
Weed!ess

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

‘AsK the Fish!”t
Jas. Heddon’s Sons^

Dowagiac, Mich. ,;:l2r -J
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Tor Muscalun&e and Bass
the Ont ario Resorts

Ontario contains 200,000 square miles of forest, watered by countless
lakes and streams full of game fish. Much of this is virgin territory,
but readily accessible districts with a proved reputation for muscalun^f'
and bass fishing are:

The Kawartha Lakes and Trent River.
Point au Baril and the Georgian Bay district.

French River and Lake Nipissing.
Lake Penache and Lake of the Woods district

These localities are all easy to reach via the

Canadian Pacific Railway
Write to A. 0. SEYMOUR, General Tourist Agent, Canadian Pacifu

Railway, Montreal, Canada, for literature and full information.

A Country of Fish and Game
' A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all

kinds of Fish and Came. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent,
Reid Newfoundland Company, St. John’s, New Foundland

NEWFOUNDLAND

COLD SPRING CAMPS
FOREST AND AVERILL LAKES

FISHING MAY FIRST
ONLY MAINE CAMPS IN VERMONT

Twentieth Season

BEST SPORT IN THE STATE

Square-tailed Trout! Salmon! Lake

Trout! Famous Aureolas! LochLeven!
Five lakes. Miles of streams in unbroken forest.

Main camp, twelve cabins. Open fires. A table

we are proud of. Boats on all lakes. Good old

guides if desired. No mosquitoes nor black flies.

Accessible to New York and Boston by motor or

rail. Reliable references near you. 75 miles from
White Mountains. 20 miles from Colebrook,

N. II. Garage. Write us.

H. A. QUIMBY, Mgr., Averill, V,t.

ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY

Hotel „

fVedcmttx

jbeac6fro/ifserviceand
appointmentsatmoderate
ratesJ$ui/taf/>rick&stone.
Etnvpeanp/an Restaarant.

G.W.Carmanv.

THE MILAM
“TheFrankfort
Kentucky Reel”

Since 1839, 81 years, the Milams
have b«en making the celebrated
•KENTUCKY" Reel in the same
location, and all the knowledge gained
by these years of experience is put
into their reels today.

-Let us send you our booklet
B. C. MlLAM & SON

Main Street Frankfort, Ky.

ONTARIO’S FAR NORTH

Timagami
Wabi-Kon Camp
Lake Timagami
Ontario, Canada

The unspoiled country—A Camp with every comfort in the

heart of the Canadian North Woods—1500 lakes. Best
fishing. Boats. Canoes and Launches for hire. Bathing,
Tramping, Guides. One night from Toronto. Excellent
table. Rares $17 and $19 per week, $3.00 per day. Write
for Booklet. MISS E. ORR, 250 Wright Ave., Toronto, Ont.

ADIRONDACK
Fisherman, hunter, or pleasure-seeker, we are ready
for you at Sunset Inn, on the largest lake in the
Mountains Here game abounds ana nature reigns

supreme. Small camps; fireplace; lounging room and
all improvements. Rate, $16.00 per week and up.

BEEBE & ASHTON
Cranberry Lake New York

UNION TIRES highest stand-
ard in reconstructed tires. Their
reinforcement of 4 extra layers of
fabric reduces greatly blowout and
puncture possibilities. Over 200,000 in

use. To further increase mileage, we
include with every tire ordered A
PUNCTURE PROOF TUBE FREE
that under ordinary conditionswill last

ten to 20,000 miles. Our 5,000-mile tire

guarantee certificate with every tire.

Prices IncludeTir© andTube
30x3 $7.40 32x4^ $12.00

30x3V3 8.60 33x4H
J2-60

32x3H S.S.only 9.10 34x4 H 18.16

31x4 10.35 35x4H 13 40

32x4 10.70 38x4 13.85

33x4 11.15 36x5 14.85

34x4 11.60 37x6 H-95

Reliner Free With Every Tire

State whether yon want straight side or clincher,

plain or non-skid. Send $2 deposit for each tire ordered,

balance COD., subject to examination, or 6 percent

discount if full amount is sent with order.

UNION RUBBER COMPANY
Dent. 107 Racine Ave. A ISth 6U, Chicago

ney and a collapsed brick oven. But
there were evidences of a good state of

cultivation at one time in the groves of

wild oranges, limes, guavas, and groups

of Cherokee roses, oleander hedges and

date palms.

Opposite was an inlet from the sea,

through which we saw the white crests

of the breakers as they sparkled in the

bright sunshine. There were several set-

tlers, at this place and at Ft Pierce, just

below. The next day we sailed over to

the inlet, giving the boys their first sight

of the Atlantic. They wandered along

the beach, picking up sea shells, sea

beans and other curios. We came to a
group of some ten or twelve blackfish

which had been stranded in a recent

storm. They were some twenty feet long,

as they belong to the whale family. Some
buzzards were already feasting on them.

We killed an immense rattlesnake, some
nine feet long, which had a curious pro-

tuberance of the body, which proved to

be a rabbit which had been recently

swallowed.

We saw some very large tarpon roll-

ing and playing just inside of the inlet,

some of which seemed to be eight feet in

length. It was here that Mr. Samuel
H. Jones, of Philadelphia, while trolling

with a spoon, in the Fort Pierce channel

of Indian river inlet, hooked and landed

a tarpon of one hundred and seventy

pounds with striped bass tackle. This

was in the winter of 1880-1; it was the

first tarpon of more than a hundred
pounds killed on the rod.

AT Fort Capron we saw Little Tiger,

chief of the Seminoles, and Tommy
Doctor, who had come from the

Everglades by way of Ten Mile creek to

sell buckskin, egret plumes and komptie
starch. They were both fine-looking In-

dians, as Indians go. Their dress, what
there was of it, consisted of a blue and
white plaid shirt with belt, a breechcloth,

bare legs and feet. On their heads they

wore the characteristic turban, common
and peculiar to the Seminole tribe. It

was fashioned in the form of an ordinary
factory cheese, with a hole for the head.

It was adorned with tightly wrapped
bandana handkerchiefs of gay colors,

with sundry silver ornaments. This
turban was always worn by the bucks
except when hunting when they doffed

the turban and donned leggins and moc-
casins I think their straight and tall

figures are due to the constant wearing
of the novel headgear.

In the rock pools at the Inlet I pro-

cured some specimens of rare marine
fishes. One, in particular, I will men-
tion, the Mexican Stargazer (Astrosco

-

pus y-graecum ) , whose electric powers I

was the first to record. Its eyes are on
top of its head, when they will do the

most good, and hence its common name.
It frequents the Gulf Stream, and swim-
ming beneath its prey among the sea-

weeds can readily locate the most vul-

nerable spot, against which it discharges

its batteries. These are just back of the

eyes, two roundish, cushion-like protu-

berances about the size of peas. By
placing the finger tips on these organs a
distinct electric shock is felt. All of our
party and some of the settlers exper :

-
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enced the novel sensation. Who knows
but the stargazer was the forerunner of
the submarine boat and torpedo shooter!
The fishing at the Inlet was incom-

parable so far as variety and the size

of the fish were concerned: grouper, ca-
valli, sea-trout, bonito, channel bass,

drum, tarpon, jewfish and numerous
others, all game and ready to take the
angler’s lure. I took ten species on arti-

ficial flies of various kinds and sizes,

most of them made for the occasion from
plenty of material at hand. All the fish

taken, however, if not needed for the
camp or for the settlers, were put back
into the water unharmed. One day I

was witness to the most beautiful sight
I had ever witnessed in connection with
the finny tribe. There had been a storm
a day or two before, and while sitting

on the beach near the Inlet watching
the huge combers rolling in with the flood

tide, the crests of the waves were above
me before they broke on the shore.
Then as a crest seemed to stand for an
instant, I could see silhouetted against
the eastern sky, in the beryl-green water,
the forms of fish as they swam toward
the Inlet. Fishes of all proportions,
from jewfish to pilchard, with fins ex-
tended, all going in the same direction,
a marine panorama or an Ocean-wide
aquarium.

WILDERNESS
DWELLERS

(continued from page 260)

From time to time a deer, coming full
into our scent, stood “whistling” and
tapping his dainty foot at our nearness.
THEN WE CAME UPON OUR FIRST
BIG BULL.

WE had been told to look out for deer
and moose when we came to the
abandoned lumber camp at the

end of the three-mile trail, and we were
looking out. The trouble was we had
never been on the trail before and did
not know exactly where the old camp
was. So creeping along we eagerly
watched every turn and twist, and after
all, missed the important point. I

stepped out around a bush that grew well
into the trail, and there he was, looking
right at me!

In an instant I swung my camera, but
the light was too weak for a snap shot,
I needed a time exposure. As I paused
with the camera pointed, and my hand up
in warning to my mate on the trail be-
hind me, that big bull came trotting right
toward me!
Now remember this,—we had no guides

and no weapons,—and that bull was not
fifty feet away when he started to come
in on us. My heart went up in my guzzle
and still I made up my mind to let him
come, I would have a photo of some sort.

So I bent to the camera, slipped the
focus down to twenty feet, and held
ready for him to come out in a spot of
light. In the meantime flashes of excite-
ment were going up into my brain. Those
huge antlers seemed as big as a double
bed, and the odd, awkward-looking trot,
with the click of hoofs came right on.
Then suddenly, just before he got in the

— the

Highlands
of Ontario

Vacation Land of Perfect Summer Climate
Hay fever unknown. One thousand to two thousand feet
above the sea. Air scented with pine and balsam. Modem
hotels in Algonquin Park, Muskoka Lakes, Georgian Bay, Lake of Bays,
Kawartha Lakes and Timagami. A short, pleasant ride from Toronto, and

you are in the midst of a charming summer playground.
Fishing, boating, bathing, golf and the great out-of-doors.
Write for free illustrated literature.

A. B. CHOWN, Desk “A”
1270 Broadway
New York, N. Y.,

WEISS Alpine Binoculars
Strong, light, compact. Copper-

alloyed, aluminum frame, cast in one
piece. Fine sole-leather case with
each r"

‘

So powerful they bring the object within apparently
one-eighth of the actual distance. Invaluable for hunters,
yachtsmen, tourists, foresters, range-finders, mounted
police, cattlemen, army officers.

“The Telephone of Sight”
WEISS ALPINE BINOCULARS have the following features of

superiority: Larger Field of View; Greater Illumination, a great
advantage in hunting in timber or in looking into brush at dusk or
dawn; Greater Magnifying Power in proportion to size; Increased
Stereoscopic Effect, adding to the relief of far-distant objects;
Portability.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Type used by U. S. Signal Corp. WEISS INSTRUMENT CO.
1730 Arapahoe Street

Denver, Colo., U. S. A.

Ring Neck Pheasants
START WITH EGGS

Lay 40 to 50 eggs each per year—Raised
as easily as chickens—More profitable
than chickens as they eat only half as
much. Bring $2.00 per pound alive.
Birds hatched this spring mature next
fall. Best eating bird in America. Sim-
ple to raise. Set them under chicken
hen and she will raise the little pheas-
ants.

Genuine Wild Mallard Ducks
Lay 50 to 60 eggs per year—Guaranteed
to he only from Wild Trapped Mallards.
Raise them with chicken hens. Make
fine eating—good decoys

—

money makers.

OUR BIRDS MAKEMONEY FOR US;
LET THEM MAKE
MONEY FOR YOU
Send for Free Booklet of in-

structions and Price

List.

I Bloomfield Farms
§ America's Largest Game Farm

I 1718 Penobscot Bldg., Detroit, Mich. |
llllllllllllllllllllllll

MOTORCYCLES BARGAINS
Send 2c stamp today for "Spring Bulletin" of guar-

anteed rebuilt motorcycles. All makes—Harley. Thor,
Excelsior, Indian, Reading Standard, singles or twins.
Better buys than new. Save half on your motorcycle.

THE WESTERN SUPPLIES CO.
380 HAYUTIN BLDG. DENVER, COLO.

A cool
kitchen

Simply
. r /turn a valve? and cook

O ^ Oliver Oil-Gas Burner
d| / is an attachment that makes any cooking/ or heating: stove a gas stove. No coal orA/ wood. Cooks and bakes better than coal or

wood in the same stove.

Makes Its Own Gas at
one-fourth the cost of city gas. Everybody knows

gas means cleaner, cheaper, quicker cooking, and a
cooler kitchen. No fires to start, no ashes, no chopping,
shoveling, poking and dragging of coal. Saves hours of
work and loads of dirt. No smoke nor odor. You regu-
late heat with valves. Simple, safe, easily put in or
taken out. Simply sets on grate. No damatre to stove.
Lasts a lifetime. Thousands of users. In use 10 years.

SAVES MONEY— FITS ANY STOVE /
16 different models, one for every 6tove. ^Write for free literature—-tells how two
gallons kerosene equals more than ^
ninety- seven pounds of coal.

'

Oliver Oil-Gas Burner & Machine Co.,
2009 Pine St., St, Louis, Mo.

Western Shipments From San Francisco.

FOR SATF* Large hig!l1WIV O/ALIL . c |ass Flem jsh
Giants, New Zealand Reds. R. R.
^Belgian Hares, Ferrets. Pigeons.
Blooded Dogs and Puppies, all
breeds; Blooded Hogs. 10c lor booklet.

MOHAWK RABBITRY. Dept. S, INDIANAPOLIS. I NO
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A DAY in the open air, an evening around the campfire, then how
enticing are one’s blankets—especially if these are big, soft,

comfortable, ALL-WOOL

Kenwood Outdoor Comfort

Camping Blankets or Sleeping Bags
The camping blankets are 68x84", Forest Green in color, soft nap on both
sides, thick, yet only 4 pounds in weight—a big advantage when packing duffle.

The sleeping bags are 84" long by 68" in circumference. Of the same fine

quality wool and finish. Weight. 4^3 pounds. Both blankets and bags are ideal

protection against wind and damp. Write for booklet, mentioning name of

dealer.

Kenwood Mills, Department F-l, Albany, New York

Everything forAutoTrips
Tents, beds, pleasure-equipmentofgreat

’variety and best quality at ultimate price saving

Sendlorour free catalog and road maps

BROOKS TENT““AWNING COMPANY
1653 Arapahoe Street

UENVER.COLORADO

JOIN THE ARMY OF SUCCESSFUL ANGLERS
BY USING A

MARTIN AUTOMATIC FISHING REEL
THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED SPORTSMEN
ATTEST TO THE SATISFYING RESULTS AT-

TAINED BY USING THE MARTIN AUTOMATIC

Guaranteed Perfect and Practical

No cranking—made in four sizes: “G” line capacity No. 2—75 ft.

No. 2—90 ft. No. 3—150 ft. No. 4—225 ft.

LEFT HAND REELS MADE TO ORDER
Send for Catalogue

MARTIN AUTOMATIC FISHING REEL CO.

MOHAWK : : NEW

light, he swerved, shook his magnificent
head, leaped, and was gone. . . . Gone
without my pulling the trigger!

Didn’t I tell you to shoot anyway

?

Didn’t I tell you never to mind the light?

But here is another point. It takes some
time to wind up to the next film. I figured

in my excitement that I wouldn’t have
time to get more than one shot so I

waited for the only possible chance when
he passed into the light spot, and I waited
too long; he never did come into the light,

so I missed my first bull at twenty feet.

Measure twenty feet. You can squeeze
an orange seed that far. At twenty feet

you can see the flies on a moose’s nose;

you can see every individual hair; you
can almost reach out a paddle and touch
him That’s how near I was to that huge
bull, and my mate was just behind me,
trembling with eagerness and excitement.

And I missed him. So I sat down in the

trail and howled a silent HOWL.
But then, I missed him only with the

camera. I have him in my brain, pictured
till the day I die. I had never seen a
wild moose bull so near,—up to that
time. There came a day when I had one
by the horns, alive and kicking, and un-
hurt,—but of that later. This one got
away.
The ground around that old camp was

literally trodden into game paths a foot
deep in the black loam. The side posts
and lintels of that old camp, particularly
the horse sheds, were dented and scarred
with the horn marks of these mighty-
moose bulls which had gone in through
the narrow doors to gnaw the logs for
salt.

There were patches of hair where they
had rubbed themselves against the de-

lightfully scratchy logs. There were the
hoof marks of many deer, the great pad
prints of many moose, clear cut, new, and
with the dew claw marking now a big
cow, or the more rounded toe spoor show-
ing a bull. And there were many, oh,

many new trails. Also Johnnie Porcu-
pine was abundantly in evidence.

So we sat down on a log and waited
and thought things over. Then we tried

to stalk the bull, for he had passed to-

ward the river, here less than two hun-
dred yards away. We could hear the
song of its ripples, we could hear a

stealthy footfall, but we could not even
so much as catch another glimpse of him.

So we painfully made our way through
deadfall and thicket, over logs and holes

till we sat at the brink of a back-set wait-

ing for the canoes to come up Then they
took us aboard.

Five minutes later we had all that

flapper family cornered under the bank
just by the big pool, the last pool on

Tobique before you get to the lake.

Slowly we crept up on them, camera
focussed and ready. Only waiting till

the frenzied jump of the bunched flappers

carried them out into the light. Then we
pulled trigger, gave them one parting

howl to scare them on their way, and
went on to the headwaters, Old Nictau
lake. The end of our long pole.

I

T did not take us long to work the

canoes up over the logs at the lake

head. Then came an odd sense of

peace and openness, and also depression.
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The song of the river had been in our

ears for four days and nights. When we
got into the lake it seemed like coming

out of a boiler factory into a mushroom
cellar. Silence . . . silence that just felt

soothing and good- We had just come out

of four days and nights shut in by the

forest, shut in right up to the elbows.

Now we had space, a couple of miles

from the edge of the forest again. The
sense of room came with an odd feeling.

The depression: depression at the tower-

ing wild crags that seemed so inhospitable,

depression at the fringe of dead wood
caused by the lumber dam flooding the

trees around the rim: depression at the

dark lake under a dark sky, where
loomed mile after mile of fir-clad forest

and mountain, and only the long wail and
maniacal laugh of the loon: depression,

but only for a moment,—then plying our

paddles we straightened out for the stiff

pull the length of the lake, and breaking

into song we scooted up through the nar-

rows, hauled up on a gravel beach and
took possession of a couple of log cabins

.where already the guides had a fire, and
the fragrant whiff of coffee, and good
cheer of frying salmon,—right under the

lee of Old Nictau mountain.

As we went in to supper, there, right

out in the lake ahead of us, a cow moose
was swimming, and diving for lily pads.

Far on the further shore another moose,

cow or bull, was slowly splashing" along

the edge where the thicket came down
to the brink. And on the shores of the

lake, their ruddy coats standing out
clear, five deer were in sight.

So as we finished our savory meal and
drew the cards out for a quiet game of

bridge, as we lit our pipes and stretched

comfortably before the fire, cosy and
grateful even at midsummer, we dreamed
back over the day, and then as the shad-

ows of evening fell on us, we drew under
the warm blankets for we must rise early

tomorrow. The trail grew better and bet-

ter as we went further on it. We were
now in the very heart of the New Bruns-
wick wilds. Nor did the next day dis-

appoint us. On the contrary! So we got

together some crude flashlighting gear,

overhauled the stuff, and waited for the

zero hour.

Watching the back trail

KAMgJ&ffclOT

No Outing
is complete

without one

Ideal for
the camper.
Cooks any-
thing.
Heats the
tent.

Indispens-
able for au-
to tours.
Makes you
i n depend-
ent of ho-
tels and
restaurants.

Y OU do not have to waste
a lot of valuable time

hunting for dry wood or

fuss around with a smoky fire

when you own an Auto-Kamp-
Kook-Kit. Always ready, rain

or shine. You can eat where
and when you want to with-
out fuss, muss or loss of time
and it burns ordinary gasoline
and when closed is as compact
as a suitcase. All equipment
packs inside.

Some exclusive features
worthy of comment

a. Patent pressure
gauge enables you to

Control air Pressure
perfectly.

c. Large well made
grates , exactly like
those used in a big
stove.

b. Warming plate d. Flame regulator
keeps food warm and enables you to regu-
prevents dishes from late the heat when
becoming upset. cooking. ^

e. Legs are quickly detachable
and pack inside. Lower illustra-
tion^ shows stove closed with all
equipment packed inside. Note
how compact and convenient it

is.

Price from $7.50 to $16.00. Four party suit-
case outfits $40.00.

Write now for illustrative fold-
ers describing them in detail.

Prentiss -Wabers Stove Co.
4 Spring Street

GRAND RAPIDS, WISCONSIN

FIELD GUIDE &
BIG GAME BOOK

Faithfully
Mou n ted
Trophies of your hunting 'V,
trips and a reflection of your
carefulness in choosing a capa- >
ble taxidermist. We have the largest

and most complete plant in the U.S.
for the tanning of skins and expert
mounting of trophies.

Preserve the results of your bear and lion hunts
this spring. Send them to us for we are special-
ists in mounting bears and lions.

FREE
Contains record of North American Big: Game.
Its 32 illustrated pages will charm and convince
you. Game heads and rugs for salt* to realistically
decorate your home, den or office. Also send for our
fur catalog which shows illustrations and pric-ts of
fur covered wearing: apparel for men and women
made from your own skins. Send for list today

.

JONAS BR0S.,I^
1dpS1

102/ Broadway DENVER, COLO.
Branch: Livingston, Mont.

TENTS

Protection and wear are what
you want in tent and waterproof
covering.

These qualities you will find in
United States Tent products. The
material and workmanship that go
into these goods have won the ap-
proval of thousands of sportsmen.
Large scale production assures you of

wide choice and right prices. Ask for our
latest catalog.

United States Tent & Awning Co.
229 No. Desplaines St., Chicago U. S. A.

HORSE PACKING
By CHARLES JOHNSON POST

Tells you how to pack a horse for the trail—it tells

you how to make sling nets and many other things

that are necessary where a horse is used for the

trail or trek, besides showing how to throw tli
-

different hitches used by the men who know. 209
pages, 175 diagrams and illustrations; flexible cloth

binding; price $1.00.

FRFF With a Year's Suhscrintion to Fores*
a ivl.Li and stream at the $2.00 Yearly Ea

.

FOREST AND STREAM
9 East 40th Street New York City, N. Y.
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The Home Rifle

An English-made air rifle, not

an air-gun, made with care-

fully rifled barrel by the great-

est arms factory in England,

shooting specially designed

bullets as accurately as the

finest of target “powder rifles.”

No noise, no smoke, no odor,

no cleaning after firing. De-
signed to be used in the yard
or in the house, low-power
and entirely safe, but not a toy.

Fitted with adjustable sights.

Made in two calibres and three

models, .177 bore recom-
mended for target practice, the .22

for small game. With special B.S.A.

target holder and bullet catcher the

whole family can enjoy target prac-

tice indoors without disturbing the

neighbors or attracting the police-

man on the beat.

Cost of ammunition for the .177

bore, less than $ 1 .00 per thousand.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT CO.
Gun Dept. 20, 5-9 Union Square, New York

Sole Agents for

B.S.A. GUNS, Ltd., Birmingham, England
Canadian Agents

FRASER & COMPANY
10 Hospital Street Montreal, Canada

..
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Tenting Tonight
More motorists are “tenting tonight" with Stoll Auto Beds than with all

other makes combined, because it is the only outfit which sets up either
from cr independent of car and is the only one so compact that a comfortable
bed for two, a positively waterproof tent and all necessary bed-
ding ride on the running board without blocking car doors.
Write for dealer's name.

THE STOLL MANUFACTURING CO.
3255 Larimer Street Denver, Colo.

Established Dealers
—Write for our un-
beatable proposition.

StallAutoBed.And WalerjmofTent

A MANUAL OF WILD-
FOWL SHOOTING

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 241)

deavored to get within range, and after
paddling all over the lake until I was
tired, I finally gave it up and decided
that they would very likely die of old

age only.

I do not think the birds flew once, and
it was evident that they considered them-
selves safer under water than in the air.

In fact, they were beneath the .surface

most of the time, and just what to do
was a question—to gun or to fish for
them.

In Florida, however, I was more suc-

cessful with the hooded mergansers and
bagged several of them on the little pools
and ponds in the cypress swamp.s while
turkey hunting. Here the dense cover
permitted one to approach unseen to the
water’s edge, and as their diving area
was so restricted, the birds took wing
upon seeing the danger and offered shots
in the air.

The hooded merganser often varies its

usual diet of fish by eating seeds and
grain and the roots of aquatic plants.

Therefore its flesh is sometimes better
than that of its larger relatives. It

ranges throughout North America, from
the Hudson Bay region to southern
United States, also Cuba and Mexico.
The American coot—This bird is

familiar to duck-shooters as the mud-hen,
crow duck and blue peter. It is often
shot on the bays and sounds by the
sportsman hunting ducks, and it may be
said that it is more in the habit of flying
past or over the duck decoys, and thus
offering a shot, than in actually decoying.
It is also bagged on the marshes by the
rail-bird hunter. It flies slowly and is

not a difficult mark. It is fairly good to
eat. However, when there are canvas-
back and crow duck on the table I would
not hesitate in taking the former.
Male and female: Plumage, slate or

blue black, darkest above; edge of wing
and under tail coverts, white; bill, which
is narrow and pointed, white with a dark
band

;
legs and feet, grayish green.

Length, about fifteen inches. Range:
North America, from the Arctic south-
ward to the West Indies and Central
America.

THE TREE-DUCKS

THERE are two peculiar birds known
as the tree-ducks. But few sports-
men have shot them, in fact, many

are not even aware of their existence.
They are, however, shot in the states
adjoining Mexico and are good to eat.
There are two varieties, the fulvous tree-
duck and the black-bellied tree-duck.
The fulvous tree-duck is found in

Louisiana, Texas, California and Mexico,
and is also an accidental visitor in Mis-
souri and the Carolinas. It breeds in
the California marshes.
The male and female are alike in color.

Head, yellowish brown, darker on top;
throat, huffy white; neck, yellowish
brown with band of black feathers hav-
ing white centers; back, black, barred
with cinnamon; under parts, cinnamon;
upper parts of breast, yellowish brown;
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tail, black; legs and feet, slate color; bill,

black. Length, twenty inches.

The black-bellied tree-duck is found in

the Southern States nearest Mexico, as

well as in Mexico and South America.
Head, gray, cinnamon on top; throat,

grayish white; neck, upper breast and
back, cinnamon brown; middle back and
rump, black; white tint on wing; lower

part and sides of breast, yellowish

brown; abdomen and flanks, black; bill,

red
;
legs and feet, flesh color. Length,

about nineteen inches. Female closely

resembles male.

Both of these ducks nest in trees, as

their names indicate. They are reported

as not very wild or shy. They feed in

corn-fields and are said to do consider-

able damage to the crop in regions where
they are plentiful.

The tree-ducks are still to be added to

the lists of game which I have bagged.

The sportsman who goes to the marshes

of southern California or to southern

Texas or Mexico may shoot these birds

along with the other ducks of the region.

Next Article : River Duck Shooting.

THE TRAGIC FATE OF
BLACK JAKE

(continued from page 236)

with irresistible force, climbed the

meadow bank and in the twinkling of an

eye, with the crash of a cannon shot,

planed off the top of the shooting box as

if it were cardboard, rushed back into

the reeds fully forty feet, and was piled

ten feet high where they had been sitting

only a moment before. Startled and
shocked as he had never been before.

Hank turned to look for his boy. He,

too, had jumped on the moving ice, and
as he turned to face his father his coat

front was covered with blood. “My
God! Scouse,” he cried, “are you hurt?”
“No,” said Scouse, “I ain’t hurt, its

Jake’s blood. The ice was tod quick for

me, and I couldn’t unsnap him in time.

As I grabbed him the ice ran over the

chain and pulled his leg from his living

body, and he’s bleeding to death.” Taking
the precious bird in his hand, Hank soft-

ly stroked his beautiful feathers, while

his eyes filled with tears. For a brief

moment Jake looked up at his master,

then his bright eyes began to slowly

fade, a film came over them, and with a

convulsive shudder the life went out of

poor Black Jake, and he lay dead in his

Master’s hand.

WHEN Hank and his son had calmed
down a little, they were horrified

at the close call they had experi-

enced. There could be no doubt that but
for the warning quacking of the decoys,

they would have had no time to get out
of the box, and would be 1. ing dead under
ten feet of ice, caught like rats in a trap,

and crushed out of all recognition.

Slowly they gathered up their belong-
ings and sadly wended their way across
the meadow to the shack. Hank rever-
ently bearing the body of poor Black
Jake, feeling that he could never replace
him, and that he owed the dead bird a
debt that now he could never repay.

Price $2.25

THE WOOD BURNING

CAMP STOVE
Makes out-of-door cooking a pleasure, and is

convenient for extended camping or fishing trips.

Weighs only 6 $4 lbs., Size 16 in. x 8 in. x
8 in. So durable as to be practically inde-
structible.

has three closed sides confining heat and giv-

ing a natural upward draft. Folds flat and
is packed in a very heavy and substantial

corrugated card-board carton which is strong
enough to make a convenient receptacle for

the stove when not in use for several seasons,

if used with ordinary care.

Price $2.25 at your dealers or sent prepar'd

anywhere in U S. if dealer does not handle.

Special sizes made to order.

MAZURA MANUFACTURING COMPANY
414 S. 6TH STREET. ST. LOUIS, MO.

An IdealVacation
for all the Family
Is assured when the tent is right. The
best grade of canvas, guaranteed water-
proof and hand-tailored—that’s the

R. M. C. TENT
Only the finest quality and workmanship
Lasts for years after the nameless brands
are* torn, worn out and worthless. A com-
plete line of campers’ canvas qovers and
bags. Write today for booklet and prices.

RICHARDS MANUFACTURING

CORPORATION

948-52 N. 8th St., Philadelphia

CREE’S COMMONSENSE

CAMP STOVES

Forty-Four Years the Best

CAMP STOVE
See your dealer or write us

D. W. CREE CO.
Established 1876

Box 158 Griggsville, Illinois

GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY
in the heaviest rainstorms. The only reliable

garment for every outdoor requirement.
Compact, Light, Serviceable

IT-FITS-THE-POCKET
FREE catalog of pneumatic goods
for camp, automobile, hospital, office

and home requirements. For Sale
by Sporting Goods Dealers.

METROPOLITAN AIR GOODS CO.
Athol, Mass.

Dodson Wren
House

4 compartments,
28 inches high,
18 inches in
diameter.

The Songbirds Are With
Us Again — But Are
They With You?—
Erect an inviting Dodson home
vow that will attract them to
your grounds and keep them
with you all summer.

Dodson Bird
Houses Win the Birds
3ecauae they are scientifically built:
constructed of sturdy material by a
- bird lover who lives in a bird sanc-

tuary surrounded by song birds. A
Dodson home cfTera protection
and comfort that attract the
birds like a magnet.

ORDER NOW! Our songbirds ore a
charming economy—they will protect trees,
shrubs and will cheer you with their song.
FREE BIRD BOOK — sent on request.
Illustrating Dodson line, giving prices ;

also beautiful colored bird picture free.

JOSEPH H. DODSON, Pres. American Audubon Au'n.
782 Harrison Avenae Kankakee. Illinois

Dodson Sparrow Trap guaranteed to rid your community
of these quarrelsome pests. Price $8.00 68

ft a. Eels, Mink, Muskrats and
li rlQIU other fur-bearing animals^*~*^*^ * in large numbers, with the

New, Folding, Galvanized Steel Wire Trap. It
catches them like a fly-trap catches flies. Made in
all sizes. Write for descriptive price list, and free
booklet on best bait known for attracting all kinds
offish. J. F, Gregory, Dept, 206, Lebanon, Mo.
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lutingSpecialties

^ Needed by Outdoor Men
Hardest use has proved the real worth

of Marble’s Equipment.

Every hour in the

great outdoors calls for

the use of some
Marble’s Equipment.

Each article merits the confidence you put in it.

Here are shown two items— the line includes,

Safety Pocket Axes, Camp Axes, Hunting Knives,

Waterproof Matchbox, Compasses, Broken Shell Ex-
tractors, Nitro Solvent Oil, Front and Rear Gun Sights,

Gun Rods and Cleaners, r\nti-Rust Ropes, and Recoil Pads.

Ideal Hunting Knife
Shown at left. A real knife for the outdoor man. Blade of finest steel,

oval ground at back of point for chopping. 5 inch blade, leather handle
with sheath, $2.75; 6 inch blade, $3.00; 7 inch blade, $3.25; 8 inch blade,

$3.50; Stag handle. 50c extra.

Safety Pocket Axe
Fits the pocket but big enough to cut wood. Nickel plated spring

hinged guard folas into handle. Blade of finest steel—steel handle, $3.00;
hickory handle, $1.75 and $2.00.

Most good stores sell Marble’s Outing Specialties—ifyour
dealer can’t supply you order direct by mail, enclosing draft or

money order. Send for the Marble Catalog.

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO., 526 Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich.
303

No. 2A Combination Rear Sight
has cup disc with pin hole for
target shooting. Unscrew the
disc, and you have a large
Lyman aperture for game. If

not at your dealer’s, give us
his name and the make, model
and caliber of your rifle. Ask
for the

Free Sight Book

Lyman Gan Sight Corp. no. sa

110 West St., Middlefield, Conn. Removed

my

Rush-
faugo^finnows

The liveliest bait that floats. They
wiggle, dive and swim like a min-
now in action. The Tangos get
the big ones—Bass, Pickerel, Pike,
Muscallunge, Lake Trout and
Brook Trout.
Rush Tango Minnows in regular
colors 75c. each or set of 4 assorted
colors and models, $3.00.

At Your Dealer or PostPaid Insured
Money Order or stamps mailed direct.

Illustrated catalog in colors
uuth instructions sent FREE

J. K. RUSH
I Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

In competition on the
range, or in pitting

your skill against the
wild creatures of the
woods, you can depend
on the accuracy of

No. 2A with
Disc, $5.00

LYMAN
SIGHTS

Get ’em
Like This!
Professionals, ama-
teurs, women and
even children are
making record
catches of all kinds
of game fish, troll-

ing or casting with

THE CHANGING YEARS
(continued from page 257)

pursuit so hedged about by restrictive

laws, that it is only the man who is spe-

cially favored of fortune who may hope
to see them in their native wilds. How-
ever, Robert Beard, a Nebraska ranch-
man, told me that he was down at his

place on the Mexican line not long ago,
and saw a herd of nine antelope, but
nevertheless they are growing less and
less with each recurring year. So, too,

with the game birds, of which the supply
and the shooting are in marked contrast
with the abundance and the conventional
license of a quarter century back.

While in America we are in sad straits

as to pur big game supply, there is yet

abundant reason for encouragement. As
a people we have been blind, but today
we see. If proof of this is demanded, it

may be found in our codes of game laws
yearly becoming more stringent in their

provisions. Whereas in the old days the

notion that the killing of big or little

game, either for that matter, might be
restricted by anything else than the en-

durance and skill of the hunter, would
have been resented by the average indi-

vidual, we have now come to the color

of hair and eyes stage, where we recog-
nize that we may take game only “in the
manner, to the amount, and for the pur-
pose” duly set out in the law. In short,

we have acquired an entirely new way of
looking upon our game resources, an en-
tirely new appreciation and recognition
of the relations which hold between the
individual sportsman and his fellows with
respect to the game supply. In these
thirty years we have advanced a hundred
in common sense.

The hosts of sportsmen now, where
there was a single one before, mean, too,

that the game will be no longer assured to

us unless we take care of it. When those
who were enlisted in protection were com-
paratively few, they were weak in in-

fluence, and their cause was weak. Now
that the many are concerned, their cause
is strong. We have reached and passed
the limit in indifference and negligence as
to our game; all signs of the times point
to enlarged public appreciation and con-
cern, and to a system of game preserva-
tion more and more adequate to conserve
the resources of field and mountain,
woods and waters.

Sandy Griswold, Nebraska.

SOME MORE GOSSIP
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

1
HAVE read with amazement the arti-

cle appearing in your February issue,

“Some Gossip on Our Hunting Dogs,” by
Lieut. Warren H. Miller, U. S. N. R.

I have no desire to unnecessarily criti-

cize Lieut. Miller and for this reason shall

not attempt to explain here the meaning
of the terms “Laverack,” “Llewellyn” or

“English Setter,” but some of his other

statements should not go unchallenged.

He states: “Even the English dogs,

Count Wind’em, Gladstone and Gath ap-

pear in this pedigree.” Gladstone and
Gath are American dogs. The former
was brought to this country in utero and
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was presented to Mr. P. H. Bryson, of

White’s Station, Tennessee, when a pup.

Hence hi"', career was entirely in this

country. Gath was whelped in this coun-

try, the son of Count Noble, who was im-

ported from England when one year old.

Lieut. Miller states: “Meanwhile, litter

brothers and sisters of the above dogs

were producing champs; Roderigo gave

us, besides Antonio, Jessie Rodfield, La-

nark Lad and Tony Boy.” If Lieut.

Miller means that all of these dogs were

descendants of Roderigo, the statement is

correct, but I do not think that the con-

text admits of this interpretation. Jes-

sie Rodfield was a great-granddaughter

of Roderigo, Lanark Lad a great-grand-

son and Tony Boy a grandson.

“The original Gleam was a Laverack

(Lincoln-Blake) ,
but the present Gleams

are mostly Llewellyn, County Gleam be-

ing a son of Lady’s Count Gladstone.”

If Lady’s Count Gladstone ever had a son

named Count Gleam, I never heard of

him. Count Gleam was a litter brother

to the great English setter sire, May Fly,

by May Prince out of Glory. The orig-

inal Gleam was not a Laverack. Gleam

was by Lincoln, a Duke-Rhoebe-Laverack,

out of Blaze. The latter by Llewellyn’s

Sam out of Countess Bear. The latter

was a Llewellyn, but the former was by
Sargent, a Llewellyn, out of Armstrong’s

Old Kate. Old Kate was never claimed

as a Llewellyn until long after her death

when her distant progeny had estab-

lished a strong family. Then it was
that the Llewellyn fanciers suddenly

discovered that she was a full sister to

Barclay Field’s Duke, and thus entitled

to a Llewellyn pedigree. The present

Gleams are English or Llewellyn, depend-

ing upon the other blood in their pedi-

grees. It is a mistake, however, to speak

of a dog as a “Gleam.” There is no

“Gleam” strain. The blood of Gleam is

highly prized in a pedigree, but as Gleam
was only one dog, there cannot be a

“Gleam” strain.

Again Lieut. Miller says: “All the

Count Whitestone dogs have considerable

Laverack blood in them through Queen
Stella.” Queen Stella does not appear in

Count Whitestone’s pedigree. All Lle-

wellyns have considerable Laverack blood

in them because a Llewellyn is a dog trac-

ing back to the Duke-Rhoebe-Laverack
combination, but the descendants of

Count Whitestone do not have any
greater proportion of Laverack blood

in them than any other Llewellyns.

Referring to the Llewellyns, the Lieu-

tenant says: “They do well on grouse,

also, for they won all three prizes in

the grouse stakes of the Pennsylvania
field trials in 1916, first being won by
Lamberton’s Mack (Momoney - Susan
Howard), second by Count Gladstone’s
Glad (Lady’s Count Gladstone-Fairland
Ruby), and third being divided between
Mae Whitestone (Babblebrook Joe-Lady
Naney Whitestone) and Eugym Mohawk
(Eugene M. Wilson’s Bettie White-
stone).” That Llewellyns do well on
grouse is not questioned, but of these

dogs only Count Gladstone’s Glad is reg-

istered as a Llewellyn; the others are
straight English setters.

J. L. Camblos, Virginia.

SHUMATE RAZORS are so good that we guarantee them for life. Here’s the reason: The
blade is made from tungsten alloy steel, which takes a keener edge than any other steel can --

and holds it. You can use a SHUMATE for years without honing. The secret of this wonderful
steel is ours alone, and we guard it jealously.

smooth!
?AND IT'S GUARANTEED

TO KEEP
MY FACE SMOOTH FOR LIFE’

Written Guarantee with Each Razor
Buy a SHUMATE RAZOR and use it, not only a few times, but as long as you like.

If you decide after an exacting trial, that you don’t like it, we’ll exchange it for a
new one without a word.

Ever recline in a barber’s chair and almost go to sleep as you experienced that
delightful, soothing sensation when his razor swept your face clean? And have
you said to yourself “I wish I had a razor that would perform like that”? A
SHUMATE will do it and - - keep on doing it.

$ O Send us $2.00 and the SHUMATE Barber razor will be sent to you
• postpaid. If your beard is extra wiry, we recommend our $3.00

SHUMATE RAZOR, specially ground for this purpose. In remitting,
give us your dealer’s name, and a chamois lined, rust-proof case will he included
with your razor.

SHUMATE RAZOR COMPANY,
Established 1884

833 CHESTNUT ST. ST. LOUIS. U. S. A.
Capacity 10,000 Razors Daily

J

The Best

Thing in Camp
After a big day’s fish-

ing or hunting or just

tramping around it feels

mighty good to stretch

out full length on a

comfortable Gold Medal

Cot—and rest. And with Mosquito Netting over the Mosquito Frame
attached, there is freedom from all insect pests.

Besides the comfort they give, Gold Medal cots are convenient, light

and strong. They fold compactly for shipping, carrying or storing

away. They are quickly set up. And they’re made to stand rough use.

At Sporting Goods. Hardware and Furniture Stores and Tent-Makers. Or write

for complete catalog of Cots, Chairs, Tables, Mosquito Netting Frame, etc., and
name of nearest dealer.

GOLD MEDAL CAMP FURNITURE MFG. CO.
1740 PACKARD AVENUE RACINE W1S.

For 30 years makers of Practical Folding Furniture for Camp and Home.

_L_±_
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4 &#utq-KampTrailer
Completes the Vacation

* Just hitch it to your car and you are ready for an
invigorating vacation in the open. Provides con-

veniences which enable the whole family to enjoy a

camping trip. Large waterproof tent, two beds with sagless springs and restful

mattresses, big enough for four people, electric lights, stove, ice box, food com-
partments, table and shelf. Set up in 5 to 7 minutes, folds compactly and trails

easily behind any car over any road, at any speed without strain. Before you
plan your vacation be sure to get the Auto Kamp Catalog. Write today

.

AUTO-KAMP EQUIPMENT COMPANY, 2008 Sheridan Ave., Saginaw, Michigan

Trout Fly-Fishing in America
By CHARLES ZIBEON SOUTHARD

Illustrations and Colored Plates by H. H. Leonard
ANGLING SPORTSMEN WILL FIND IN THIS BOOK
A Classification of all the species of Trout found in

American waters, which is more complete and more
serviceably arranged than any other in print.

Superbly executed plates in colors illustrating the author’s descriptions

of the more important variations in color and marking of trout.

Reliable hints as to the best equipment, and the handling of the Rod,
the Reel, the Line, the Leader, the Fly, based upon more than twenty-
five years’ study of the habits of trout and the best way of catching

them.

A fair-minded discussion of the merits of the Wet-Fly and Dry-Fly
methods of Fishing.

Lists of flies best suited to certain waters, directions for making one’s

own leaders, and a wealth of miscellaneous data simply invaluable to

even the most experienced angler.

A Book for Every Angler’s Library PRICE $9.00

Address—Book Department, Forest and Stream
9 East 40th Street, New York City

Can You Throw a Single or Double Diamond Hitch?
Or a Wiman One-Man Hitch
“ “ Pole Hitch
“ “ Saw Buck Saddle
“ “ Saw Buck Sling
“ “ Cross Tree Hitch
“ “ Squaw Hitch
“ “ Lifting Hitch
“ “ Stirrup Hitch
“ “ Saddle Hitch

FREE ww"

FOREST and

HORSE PACKING
By CHARLES JOHNSON POST

Tells you how to pack a horse for the trail—it tells you
how to make sling nets and many other things that are

necessary where a horse is used for tile trail or trek,

besides showing how to throw the different hitches used

by the men who know.
200 pages, 175 diagrams and illustrations; flexible cloth

binding; price $1.00.

Year’s Subscription to Forest and Stream
at the $2.00 Yearly Rate

9 EAST 40th STREET
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.STREAM,

COLONEL GRAVES’
INTEREST IN GAME

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 237)

F
ROM certain sources Col. Graves has
been severely and very unjustly
criticized for his methods of admin-

istrating the game. But such criticisms
have been aimed exclusively at his atti-

tude in regard to grazing restrictions ;n
behalf of elk about the Yellowstone Park.
Some of these criticisms having de-
scended to base personal accusations and
impossible assertions have at once lost

the serious consideration of fair-minded
men. All others, no two in agreement on
a constructive policy, have been made ex-
clusively from the point of view of main-
taining and increasing the present herd
of elk at the sacrifice of the other inter-

ests involved. But Col. Graves has never
for a moment been influenced by such
criticisms nor has he ever yielded tp his

critics in such a way as to endanger his

wise, farseeing, broader policy that might
finally preserve the game. This is the es-

tablishment of local confidence that the
Forest Service will give a square deal
to all just interests, thus obtaining for
all the maximum public interest.

Those interested in conserving game
must recognize the fact that the Forest
Service can accomplish that work exactly

in proportion .to its ability to enlist the

confidence of the people and to care for
their interest in those localities where
the game exists. Such confidence will be
lessened or wholly lost if the Forest Serv-
ice shall unreasonably neglect any one of
the several interests involved. States
will intrust to it the administration of
their game only so far as they acquire
confidence in its purpose to administer
justly and impartially with regard to the

total public interest, all interests, includ-

ing the game. Those who, failing to real-

ize this fact, seek to compel the Forest
Service to neglect other interests in be-

half of game, are unwittingly endanger-
ing the whole future of big game conser-
vation. For its real enduring conserva-
tion lies in the ability of the Forest Serv-
ice to have the game entrusted to their

care.

B
UT a still broader view of the game
question should be taken. The final

conservation of the game will de-

pend on the whole success of the Forest
Service in all its branches, for this suc-
cess will signify complete confidence in

Forest Service administration by the

Surprised by the flashlight
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whole public, and complete cooperation in

all its work. That Col. Graves has ad-

vanced the Forest Service well into the

public confidence, nobody familiar with

his work will deny. He has made game
conservation a part of the work. He has

formulated a policy, established it in the

Forest Service program, and has in-

creased the public interest in the conser-

vation of game. Game conservationists

will always be under a deep obligation to

him.

At my personal request he has written

a brief article on the relation of the For-

est Service to game. Forest and Stream
is publishing it in this issue. It should

be carefully studied by everybody inter-

ested in the future of game conservation.

THE HARLLEE
METHOD

(continued from page 268)

yards and 50-yards. This silhouette ap-

peals to the shooter’s imagination be-

cause there are three kinds of hits; kills,

wounds and ricochets, with a penalty of

4 points for a high or lateral miss. A
“low liner” is a potential hit, but a high
shot is a total loss, and this target is

specially designed to overcome the in-

stinctive, yet pernicious tendency of all

men to overshoot their mark. Another
unusual feature is that “qualification” is

based upon a man’s ability to consistently

group his shots within the effective zone,

not upon a stipulated number of points,

this is called a “battle score” and consists

of either 5 or 10 consecutive shots, all of

which are either 4s or 5s, a single 3, 2 or

1 makes the string void.

Slow Fire: Start with prone and when
the shooter has made a five-shot battle

score he is required to repeat the per-

formance from the sitting position. Next
he is given the choice between squatting
and kneeling, and completes this stage

standing off-hand. Total, 20 shots for

record composed cf four selective five-

shot battle scores made in four different

positions in the order named. The tyro
will probably fire quite a number of car-

tridges before he passes in a qualifying
score from the standing position and will

thereby learn a lot about trigger squeeze
and timing. There is no limit on the
number of scores made, but a man must
qualify prone before he can move up to
sitting, and so on up to standing.

Rapid Fire: The same as slow fire,

except that the five shots must be fired in
one minute with a single shot rifle or in
thirty seconds with a repeater, no mark-
ing, coaching or spotting of shots through
a telescope permitted until the string is

completed, and always have the tyro
study his group through the ’scope be-
fore the target is pasted up or replaced.
Total, 20 shots for record.

Monkey Drill: The five shots must be
fired in one minute with a single shot
rifle or in forty-five seconds with a re-

peater, the shooting to be done in this
order : 1st shot prone, 2nd shot kneeling,
3rd shot squatting, 4th shot sitting and
5th shot prone. As the firing is going
on, the coach should give these commands

(continued on page 288)

The Kit Complete

V
&

In your knapsack along with your tobacco can

and fishing tackle put three compact Borden cans.

When supper time comes round and you’re miles

away from civilization— your supply of fresh,^ country milk for cooking and your coffee

are rightwith you, in a convenientform too.

~73crrcleM4 Coffee
Coffee, milk and sugar combined. It saves

you time, trouble and space in your pack.

Simply add hot water and your coffee's done.

Rich milk and pure sugar— bubbled to-

gether. Three generations of campers

have used it whenever cooking called for

milk and sugar. It gives coffee a delicious

creamy flavor.

~75crc£e/nJ

Evaporated Milk
Unsweetened— sterilized— absolutely pure.

Put it in coffee undiluted—for other cook-
ing uses dilute with an equal part of water.
Ready for chowder,- soup or anything you
cook with milk.

Camp Cooking— an honest-to-goodness cook book prepared especially

for campers, will be sent to you on request.

THE BORDEN COMPANY

MILK PRODUCTS
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Atlantic City is famous for its

delightful climate, its invigor-
ating sea air, its surf bathing, its miles of
Boardwalk and endless amusements — and
CHALFONTE. Hospitable, homelike.
American plan. Always open.

THE LEEDS COMPANY

FOR SALE
LOG CAMP IN MAINE
12 trout lakes or ponds
within five mile walk, also

good stream fishing. Five
mountains from 2000 to

3600 ft. high within same
distance. Milk and vege-
tables. Telephone nearby.

12 miles from railroad sta-

tion near Katahdin Iron
Works, Maine.

FRANK C. HINCKLEY
Martinon Lumber Co., Bangor, Me.

THE SMALL-MOUTHED BASS By W. J. LOUDON
Tells the story of this ever game fish—it tells

you bow and where it can be caught. In ad-

dition to describing its haunts and habits.
Price, $1.00.

FREE
With a Year’s Subscription to

Forest and Stream at the
Regular $2.00 Yearly Rate.

FOREST & STREAM, 9 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

FORESTRY AND GAME
CONSERVATION

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 238)

stances, however, the State has acted
independently, and unfortunately has
not always acted wisely, i

Any system of game administration re-

quires a method of utilizing the surplus.
There are certain game enthusiasts, who
are not deep students of game problems,
who, without proper consideration and
understanding advocate indiscriminate
and indefinite multiplication of game re-
fuges. The only thought in the minds of
such men is multiplication of game with-
out regard to whether there can be pro-
vided proper conditions for maintaining
the game in good condition. As I stated
in my address before the National Parks
force in January, 1917, speaking of game
preserves

:

“In several instances, State game
preserves have been superimposed
upon the National Forests, or blank-
et laws passed restricting hunting,
without reference to the possible in-

crease of the protected animals be-*

yond the available food, and without
reference to the various problems of

forest administration. All goes well

until the numbers increase beyond
the capacity of the land to support
them, and then the animals suffer or
actually die of starvation. It is just
as unintelligent and just as cruel to

overstock a range with wild stock as
with cattle.”

THE Forest Service has joined the Bio-

logical Survey in recommending a

different principle of control in the

use of game increase than is now in ef-

fect. The system today is to try to con-

trol hunting through the naming of sea-

sons in a statute. If a mistake is made,
an Act of legislature, which may not meet
for two years, or in some cases, four
years, is required. This plan may he ap-
propriate for certain classes of game
but in other cases it is too inelastic. We
have therefore been advocating State

legislation which would authorize the

State game agencies to limit the number
of hunting licenses which would be is-

sued in a given year for the State, or for

portions of the State, leaving with the

executive branch of the State the author-
ity to make changes in the limits to the

seasons from year to year, in accordance
with the special needs of the game. Al-

ready this principle is finding favor in

some quarters and will undoubtedly be
adopted in the near future by a number
of western States.

The Enabling Act of the Forest Serv-

ice does not mention game. In the law
of Mdy 23, 1908, authority is granted for

officials of the Forest Service in all ways
practical to aid in the enforcement of the
laws of the States and Territories in vari-

ous matters, including the protection of

fish and game. Under this authority the

Forest Service has from the beginning co-

operated with the States in game pro-

tection on the National Forests, and has
consistently recommended to the States

the appointment of the forest officers as
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AUTO ACCESSORIES

$732.25 EARNED JANUARY BY ONE MAN;
others made $200. 0O to $500.00 same month. With
auto season just ahead our agents will double

—

triple this. You can do the same, selling this

wonderful new invention—guaranteed to prevent
punctures and lessen cost per mile of tire.

Dept. E, Tire In-Sole Mfg. Co., Findlay, Ohio.

“INSYDE” TIRES—INNER ARMOR FOR
automobile tires; prevent punctures and blowouts;

double tire mileage; liberal profits; details free.

American Accessories Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,

Dept. 81.

FISH AND GAME ATTRACTIONS

FISH AND GAME WILL SEEK YOUR
lakes and rivers if you provide natural feeding
grounds. Now is the time to plant Wild Celery

and Duck Potato. Terrell, Naturalist. Room
H-196, Oshkosh, Wis.

FISH FOR STOCKING

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.

Hoxie, Plymouth, Massachusetts.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION

$25 REWARD FOR INFORMATION LEAD-
ing to the recovery of any one or all of the

following Mannlicher-Schoenauer Rifles, being
part of a shipment recently imported. 6.6 m/m

—

Nos. 10213, 10632, 10236, 10754, 10550, 10790,

10524, 10275, 10477, 10350, 10491, 10546 8 m/m
—Nos. 6905, 6801, 6267. The numbers are stamped
on the barrels about 1 Yz inches from rear sight.

Baker, Murray & Imbrie, Inc., 15 & 17 Warren
Street, New York City.

FIFTY CENTS BRINGS MY FORMULA AND
instructions for blueing and browning guns. A
good one. Raymond Jezisik, Blue Island, 111.

FOR SALE—PURDY DOUBLE BARREL GUN,
excellent condition, center fire. Address W. P.

Stymers, King Street, Port Chester, New York.

OLD-TIME AND MODERN FIREARMS
bought, sold and exchanged. Kentucky flintlock

rifles, old-time pistols, revolvers, guns, swords,

powder horns, etc. Lists free. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison Ave., New York City.

TRADE, 32-20 SMITH AND WESSON, A-l
shape for .22 Colt Auto. Inclose stamp. Wesley
Deming, Star Rt., Willimantic, Conn.

WE SELL. TRADE OR BUY NEW AND SEC-
ond hand guns, rifles, revolvers. See or write.

S. B. Davega Co., Exchange Dept., Ill E. 42nd
Street, New York City.

LIVE STOCK BREEDING

BLACK SIBEBJAN HARES— ENORMOUS
sizes, delicious meat and beautiful fur. Write
for information and prices. Siberian Fur Farm,
Hamilton, Canada.

DECOYS, CALLERS, PURE BRED WILD
Mallards, $5 pair; eggs, $2.50, 12. Black Mal-
lards, $8 pair, eggs, $5, 12. English caller, $10
pair; eggs, $5, 12 (no extra hens). Drakes, Eng-
lish, $5 each. Mallards, $2.50 and $3 each. Duck
book, 25c. Ferrets wanted, price first letter. Mail
draft, E. Breman Co., Danville, Illinois.

MR. DUCK HUNTER.—DO YOU KNOW
the real pleasure of duck hunting? Don’t you
know that duck shooting without a real Live
Wild Decoy is the same as going quail shooting
without a real good Bird Dog. Don’t you know
that right now is the time to make up your mind
in regard to rearing your Live Wild Decoys?
They will be just right for your next fall’s

shooting. Oh how many singles, pairs, trios and
flocks out there just out of your range. With
my little English Grey Callers out before you it

is impossible for any duck to get by without
decoying in to them. They call at most any
object they see, their call is very loud, often
and sharp. They are the most wonderful- Live
Wild Decoys in existence today. They are no
relation to the Wild Mallard you so commonly
see advertised; they are much smaller and darker
in color, their call is much louder and sharper;
they are very intelligent and easy to break
for decoying purposes. They can be reared on
most any back-yard lot. I am now booking orders
for ejjgs from these wonderful little English Grey
Callers. I guarantee all eggs to be from strong,
healthy, carefully mated, pure-bred, non-related

stock. Full instructions given with, each order,
as to setting, hatching, feeding, and general care
of the young birds. Get your ordeis in early
as I am only offering a limited amount of eggs
for sale at $5.00 per dozen. Chas. E. Zint,

Wapakoneta, Ohio.

LIVE STOCK FOR BREEDING

RAISE GIANT RABBITS FOR ME. I FUR-
nish breeders cheap, and buy all you raise at

30 to 60c per pound alive. Hundreds make big
money. Send 10c for Breeders’ Instruction Book-
let, contract price list, etc. Frank E. Cross, 6407
Ridge Street, St. Louis, Missouri.

SILVER BLACK FOXES—OVER 800 LIVE
foxes shipped to U. S. A. in 1919. We have been
Canadian fox ranchers for seven years. Get our
prices—our terms the benefit of our experience.
Stamp for particulars. Todd & Moore, Milltown,
New Brunswick, Canada.

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ting for newspapers, magazines. Experience un-
necessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 529,
St. Louis, Missouri.

GATHER GINSENG. $15. BELLADONNA,
$40 per lb. or grow them yourself; 200 seeds
each with instructions only $1. O. Twitchell,
West Milan, N. II.

MOTORCYCLE BARGAINS—USED AND RE-
built by experts; all makes; all prices. Guaranteed
and shipped on approval. Stamp for new sales
plan and list F. We furnish bank references.
Floyd Clymer, “Largest motorcycle dealer in the
West,” Denver, Colorado.

NEW HIGH GRADE BAIT CASTING OUT-
fit complete $12.00. F'red G. Nethaway, 24 Fur-
nace Street, Little Falls, N. Y.

PEARLS, BAROQUES, SLUGS; BOUGHT,
sold and exchanged, loose or mounted. L. V.
Mapes, Indiana Harbor, Indiana.

PEERLESS PHONOGRAPH—BEST VALUE
for $10.00 offered. Most durable and practical

machine made. Write today for particulars. Ad-
dress, Dougherty, 4103 Crawford Avenue., D’ept.

TM-1, Chicago, 111. >

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS EARN
from $110 to $200 per month and expenses. Travel
if desired. Unlimited advancement. No age limit.

We train you. Positions furnished under guar-
antee. Write for Booklet CM 98, Standard Busi-
ness Training Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.

THOROUGHBRED PIGEONS, SPANIELS,
fox terriers. Perry, 7115 S. Iialsted St., Chicago,
Illinois.

PHOTO SUPPLIES
‘

MAIL US 20c. WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and six velvet prints. Or send six

negatives any size and 20c for six prints. Or
send 40c for one 8 x 10 mounted enlargement.
Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke Photo Finish-

ing Co., 220 Bell Avenue, Roanoke, Va.

SENECA VEST-POCKET CAMERA. ANAS-
tigmat lens; retails $14.00; sacrifice, $7.00. Harold
Sinclair, Charlottesville, Va.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

$3.00 PER ACRE, AND UPWARD, FOR
Tracts suitable for hunting, fishing, lodges; fur

farming. Some lake shore. High class resort

sites, reached by best roads. Lots $85.00; ten-
acre tracts and larger $50.00 per acre, and up.
Farmer, Lake Shore Specialist. 529 Metropolitan
Life Building, Minneapolis, Minn.

$6.00 DOWN; $6.00 MONTHLY; SIX ACRE
fruit, poultry, fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100.00: hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North
Fifth. Kansas City. Kansas.

STOCK FOR BREEDING WANTED

WANTED—WHITE PEACOCK FOR BREED-
ing purposes (male). Address Glendenon, care
Mrs. H. P. Wilson, Alexandria, Virginia.

TAXIDERMY

BEAUTIFUL GAME HEADS, BIRDS, ANI-
mals, fur rugs for sale or mounted to order.

Price list. M. J. Hofman, Taxidermist, 989 Gates
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

A nominal charge of ten eents per word

will carry classified messages to our

army of readers on farms, in the towns

and cities, and at the end of blazed

trails.

BIRDS, ANIMALS, HEADS. MOUNTED NAT-
ural or artistic. C. E. Frost, Taxidermist, 257
Conklin Avenue, Binghamton, New York.

TRAPPING EQUIPMENT

CATCH FISH, EELS, MUSKRATS AND
other fur-bearing animals in large numbers with
our new, folding galvanized steel wire trap.
Catches them like a fly-trap catches flies. Write
at once for catalog and free bait offer. Agents
wanted. Western Manufacturing Co., 200, Hanni-
bal, Missouri.

TRAPPING EQUIPMENT

TRAPPERS—GET THE “NEW IDEA” FOX
set. Never published before. Price 50 cents.
Ernest A. Brown, Nashua, N. If.

KENNEL MART

In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some
disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not

to be transferred until the dog has been

received and found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALES

“LIONHEART AIREDALES ARE SOME
airedales,” writes a government hunter from Len-
nox, Idaho. Another “professional” in Nevada
ordered a Lionheart airedale, then another, and
has qome back for his third. The professionals
carry no dead timber. Our puppies have made
good from Alberta to Old Mexico, as hunters, re-

trievers, stock dogs, watchdogs, companions for
men, women and children. A few puppies usually
for sale, rich in the blood of champions, “fit to
show and bred to hunt.” Lionheart Kennels,
Box 1412, Anaconda, Montana.

COLLIES

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont, Monticello, Iowa.

DOGS WANTED

WANTED—AIREDALES, HOUNDS, MASTIFS
and Newfoundlands, puppies and grown stock.
We buy whole litters of puppies. Write full par-
ticulars and lowest price. If you wish to breed,
board or buy a dog send stamp for our price
list. Buckeye Boarding Kennels, Box M, La
Rue, Ohio.

GUN DOGS

FOR SALE—POINTER PUP NINE MONTHS
untrained, mother registered white with liver

colored ears. Make me an offer. L. S. Currie,
Hamlet, N. C.

KENTUCKY’S PRIDE KENNELS, OF FAL-
mouth, Ky, offers for sale, fox, cat, wolf, deer,
bear, lion, coon, oppossum, varment and rabbit
hounds. Also youngsters all of the best breeds.
All dogs shipped on trial, purchaser to judge
quality. Satisfaction guaranteed or money re-

funded.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, American Fox Hounds, Lion, Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue. 10^ stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Kentucky.

HOUNDS

A NO. 1 COON, OPOSSUM AND SKUNK
hound, four years old, for sale. Guaranteed and
trial allowed. Wm. Suhling, Kami>sviHe. III.

FOX, COON, POSSUM HOUNDS. 10 DAYS’
trial, 20 years a shipper. W. B. Garaway, Alma,
Arkansas.

HUNTING DOGS—RABBIT HOUNDS. FOX
hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, squirred, bear, deer

dogs, setters, pointers, farm, pet dogs. Browns
Kennels, York, Pennsylvania.
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THE BEST IN POINTERS
“COMANCHE FLYER,” Fee $40.00
A Field Trial and Bench Show winner
of the highest class. The best pointer
sire living.

“JANKE'S JINGO’S SAM”, Fee $40.00

Never defeated on the Bench and a

Field dog second to none.

“JOHN CASE”, Fee $30.00

A handsome Field Trial winner that has
made good.

"RAG’S ROYAL JACK”, Fee $30.00

A Field Trial and Bench Show winner
that is sure to 'make the future pointer
sire.

These dogs have breeding and individ-
uality to suit the most exacting. Don’t
breed your bitch till you learn all about
them. Stud Book free.

TEN-A-SEE FARM KENNELS
S. Barton Lasater, Prop.

Box 165B Paris, Tennessee

Maple Road Kennels
NEW PRESTON, CONN.

Grouse and Woodcock
DOGS

TRAINED FOX HOUNDS

Selected Youngsters — Setter

and Pointer Breeding that

will make good

Always a few Airedales. Puppies and Grown Stock
of America’s Best Blood thul we are "proud to own
and not ashamed to sell." Prices reasonable and
correspondence & pleasure. Generally a good brood
matron or two.

SoDak Kennels
Tyndall, So. Dak.

AT STUD

McGREGOR
Reg. No. 241378, the best stud collie in this
country; heat the New York Winner the first

time he was ever shown. Stud fee $15.

DUNDEE COLLIE KENNELS
DUNDEE, MICHIGAN

DR. HEITZ’S RELIABLE REMEDY FOR
mange, eczema, dandruff, loss of hair and all skin
troubles; 8 oz. bottle, $1.00, post paid. St. Louis
Beagle Kennels, St. Louis, Missouri.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.

Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur,
Illinois.

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-

lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

THE BLUE GRASS FARM KENNELS OF
Berry, Ky., offer for sale setters and pointers, fox
and cat hounds, wolf and deer hounds, coon and
opossum hounds, varmint and rabbit hounds, bear
and lion hounds, also airedale terriers. All dogs
shipped on trial, purchaser alone to judge the
quality. Satisfaction guaranteed or money re-

funded. Sixty-eight page, highly illustrated, in-

teresting and instructive catalogue for 10c in
stamps or coin.

AT STUD
Bragg Rodfield

47056

English Setter,

white and or-

ange ticked. A
high class dog,

thorou ghly
trained on

pheasant, grouse and woodcock for

New England shooting. Also Master
Boaz, ioo% Llewellin. Sire Boaz
dam Momoney’s Rose May, a 50-lb.

dog of correct type and bred well

enough for you Mr. “Purist”

For detail terms, write

PINNACLE KENNEL
Box 676, Northampton, Mass.

MONEY SAVED

—

SATISFACTION ASSURED

Buy Your Dogs Throughan Expert
I know dogs—what they are worth—what
they should weigh—age, and whether they
are sound and true to type. I have judged
at Big Shows and know the game. If you
want a dog, let me select for you.

Advice on any Kennel subject given.
Correspondence solicited.

N. ELLITHORNE
Corner Wheeler Ave. and Willow St.

Hillside Station—Queens, N. Y.

TEN-A-SEE FARM KENNELS
The Home of U. R. FISHEL’S
NOTED POINTERS

THE WORLD’S BEST BIRD DOGS
Offer high class shooting dogs, brood bitches and
choice puppies. In Studs I offer the World's best
bird dog Sires. Every dog is as represented and
satisfaction guaranteed. Write me your wants,
please. Am in a position to board or train your
dog in the best manner possible. Please write for
terms and information.

TEN-A-SEE FARM KENNELS
W. E. LUCAS, Educator
S. BARTON, LASATER. Prop.

Box I65C PARIS, TENNESSEE i

SPANIELS
COCKER SPANIELS—THESE FAMOUS KEN-

nels breed English and American Cockers of the
world’s best hunting strains, exhibition and com-
panion for children. Puppies only for sale; males
$20; females, $10. Obo Cocker Kennels, Engle-
wood, Denver, Colorado.

TERRIERS
FOR SALE—TWO WONDERFULLY WELL

bred Irish terriers four months old, Champion
Sire and Dam. William Callender, Jr., Box 414,
New York Athletic Club, New York City.

QUALITY FOX TERRIERS—FASHIONABLY
bred. Pine Croft Kennels, Olympia, Washington.

WANTED—YOUR POINTERS AND SET-
ters to train; game plentiful; I also have some
nice setters for sale and rabbit hounds that are
stayers. O. K. Kennels Marydel, Maryland.

FIELD TRIAL POINTER
OTTLEY’S TOP, NO. 37862. A HEAL

experienced quail, chink and partridge dog;
will impart bird; hunting instincts; rode
the Rocky Mountains and defeated the
Western cracks as did the Easterners, win-
ning five times. Edw. W. Garr, LaGrange,
Kentucky. Fee $25.00.

REAL GAME AND TRUE. POX, DEER AND
cat hounds; cool trailers; good voices; game to

the last ditch. Edw. D. Garr, LaGrange, Ken-
tucky.

Deputy State Game Wardens. While
at the beginning there was hesitancy on
the part of some States to take advan-
tage of this, it is now almost universally
the practice, so that today there are over
1,000 Forest officers acting as Deputy
State Game Wardens in the carrying out
of the State game laws.

In the early days local sentiment was
so indifferent or actually hostile to game
laws, that the Forest officers voluntarily
acting to carry out the laws found in
many places no support. Very often the
State game officials would not back up
the Forest officers in securing convic-
tions, and it was often imposible to se-
cure a conviction in the local courts. In
spite of these discouragements and the
local unpopularity which was brought
upon the Forest officers, our organization
persisted in its efforts with the result
of interesting many scores of communi-
ties in game protection that undoubtedly
otherwise would still be very backward.

In many, many instances the Forest
Service has been a greater educational
force in arousing sentiment in favor of
game conservation than all of the other
agencies put together.

A second feature of the early work in

game conservation by the Forest; Service

was in killing predatory animals. This
undoubtedly was a definite factor in the

perpetuation of wild life. Later on, when
the Biological Survey assumed charge of

this work on a considerable scale, the

Forest Service was still able in coopera-

tion with it to contribute largely to the

desired objective.

THE Forest Service has endeavored
to work with the States in closest

harmony. Not only in the matter of

carrying out the game protective laws,

but also in general matters of game con-

servation, the Forest Service has offered

its services to the States. Each year
a report is sent to the State Game Ward-
en, showing approximately the number
of animals on the different National For-
ests, the progress of the success or failure

of the protective work, the needs for

State game preserves, and other similar

matters.

It has been one of my special efforts to

develop interest and enthusiasm in game
among the personnel of the Forest Serv-

ice. It is very easy for local officers, pre-

occupied with daily duties in connection

with’ timber sales, grazing, and other

economic developments, to lose sight of

some features which require special fore,

sight and might seem to be visionary or

sentimental. I found in the early part of

my administration that the interest in

game was localized. Some few officers

who had a special love for wild life or

hunting stimulated all those about them.
I found that our local forces responded
very splendidly to the problem of game-
protection and the interest among them
has become very widespread. In every
District the men are active not only in-

carrying out their special instructions,,

but also in educating the people about
them to an interest in wild life.
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A NUMBER of very acute problems 1

exist on the National Forests, which

are causing a good deal of public

interest and in some cases bitter contro-

versy. The most conspicuous of course

is the elk problem of the Yellowstone re-

gion. This is a question to which I have

given a great deal of personal consider-

ation and time. One of the first steps

which I took in this was to arrange a

meeting in New York in June, 1915, of

representatives of sportsmen’s organiza-

tions and Government officials to talk over

the whole matter and secure their co-

operation in working out a program
which would lead to some definite settle-

ment of the matters which had been in

controversy for a good many years. The
following year, in October, I called an-

other meeting in New York, at which
there were representatives of the Boone
and Crockett Club, the Camp Fire Club,

the Audubon Society, the American Game
Protective Association, and other organi-

zations. I

Under the initiative of the Forest Serv-

ice the first steps in formulating an elk

policy were taken to secure an approxi-

mate census of the number of elk center-

ing about the Yellowstone Park. A final

count was made in the spring of 1917

in which the Forest Service, the Biologi-

cal Survey and the Park Service partici-

pated. Various investigations were con-

ducted about the same time regarding the

habits of the elk, and particularly regard-

ing the lands used in different seasons of

the year during their migrations.

The work was interrupted by the war.

After I returned from France, however,

I resumed my work in connection with the

Yellowstone elk and in the summer of

1918 I spent about five weeks in the field

studying conditions and securing personal

familiarity with the conditions that would
enable the formulation of a program. As
a result of this work and the studies

which have been made by the Biological

Survey and the Forest Service, a pro-

gram was drawn up and published over

the names of Mr. E. W. Nelson and my-
self, entitled “Our National Elk Herds”
(U. S. Department of Agriculture Cir-

cular No. 51).

These are the rats dug out and killed by a Vibert Airedale Terrier in less than two hours

Airedale Terriers
“The One Man Dog”
An Airedale Terrier is the Dog
Supreme for Companionship, for
Watch Dog purposes, and Sur-
passes Every Other Dog on Earth
as a Companion for Children. The
all round dog of the times for city

or country, a Useful Canine Citizen.
We offer country bred, farm raised
puppies from registered thorough-
bred stock; a full grown male, and
a full grow

(

n female already served
by a registered stud.

“TheDogThat Thinks”
Finest ALL ROUND hunter on
earth, BAR NONE. Unsurpassed
for coon, skunk, opossum, better

for rabbits than rabbit hound, best
retriever, land, water. Will point,

fine on quail, pheasant, partridge.

Used extensively on deer, cougar,
mountain lion, bear, endorsed by
ROOSEVELT and Rainey. An
“honest” dog. We have best hunt-
ing stock on earth, puppies, grown
dogs.

PROMPT SHIPMENT SAFE DELIVERY SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
This is the Home of the World Famous International Champion Kootenai Chinook the
Only American Bred International Champion Airedale in the World and a splendid
Hunter of Big Game. At Stud. Fee $25.

We have a litter sired by the above stud ready for shipment RIGHT NOW*
Illustrated Booklet and Price Liston Request

VIBERT KENNELS
Box 60A, WESTON, NEW JERSEY, Phone Bound Brook 397

LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AIREDALE TERRIER KENNEL IN THE WHOLE WORLD

I

WISH to repeat that game conserva-

tion is not going to be achieved merely
by setting aside great game preserves

without any reference to their relation

to the industrial development of the coun-

try, the advance of agricultural and graz-

ing development, and the other local

needs. I do not conceive it as any great

task to administer the game on a great

park, which is only open a portion of the

year, and in which the only action re-

garding game is to have armed guards
to keep people from hunting upon it.

Our big problem of game conservation

is to find a proper place for the game, to

work out a plan which will really result

in perpetuating it, to translate that into

legislation granting the needed authority

in different matters, and to build up an

efficient corps of men who will actually

administer the game. All of this requires

an economic study in every locality and a

careful adjustment of different interests

so there will not be conflicts. We are not i

going to turn vast areas into a wilder-
|

CHAMPION PHIL’S SPEED BEN
(43/73)

Breed the bird sense and brain back into the setter

and put him where he was 20 years ago. Ben hi con-

ceded by all to be one of the brainiest bird finder*

that ever started in a field trial. It’s the May Fly

out-cross. Llewellin himself said that strain could

beat the straight bred Llewellins. Never started in

a trial but what he found birds.

Not. yet three years old, with the following wins:

All-American Amateur Championship; first, English

Setter Club of America Open All-Age; first, Yirginia-

Carolina Members’ All-Age; first, Delaware Pointer

and Setter Club’s Free-for-All; first, Delaware Pointer

and Setter Club’s Members’ All-Age; second, Atlantic

City Shooting Dog Club’s Free-for-All; second. Na-
tional Capitol Club’s Open Derby; third, English

Setter Club of America Open Derby.

Let’s stop breeding paper and breed individuals. Give this dog a chance to contribute his brain

quality to the setter breed. Write me for full pedigree and puppy proposition.

WM. H. SMATHERS, Atlantic City. N. J.

PLACE YOUR SHOOTING DOG NOW*
Do not wait until you are ready to shoot, then
it’s too late.

Write for my terms and FOLDER. The great-

est dope ever given the public on training and
trainers. Every owner and breeder should
read it.

GRADY W. SMITH, DE SOTO CO., Love, Miss.

FRANK H. ADDYMAN
Bench Show Expert

I attend all shows and handle all breeds
SPORTING DOGS A SPECIALTY

Dogs conditioned and prepared for exhibition.
All breeds at stud and for sale.

WATLAND KENNELS > NEWYGRK
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DOGS
S?^85g^%!

A square meal for your DOG and a square
deal for your POCKETBOOK.

Over half a

century of

square deal-

ing has built

up

Send 2 cent stamp for catalogue “Dog Culture” containing val-

uable information regarding feeding, rearing, etc.

SPRATT’S PATENT LTD. Newark, N. J.

Dent's Condition Pills
A marvelous tonic for do^s that are all out of sorts, run down, thin and un unity
with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing to

equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating diseases. You will notice
the difference after a few doses.

^1f^«n<

?s
bs

’ THE DENT MEDICINE COMPANY
A practical treatise on dogs and their training (60 pages fully illustrated), mailed for

10c. to all customers.

There is Nothing
Succeeds Like Success
During the past seven years I have trained and
wpn in Field Trials with moTe than thirty differ-

ent do®. with wins all the way from the British
Columbia and Prairie Derbies to the National
Championship. Every win with the exception of

one was won by perfect bird work. Having fin-

ished and discarded my last year's dogs, I am
now ready for a few Derbies and a few shooting
dogs. f?end four dog to the man who revolution-

ized American Field Trials and put the point

iai» the Derbies. Unlimited country full of

QvafL flly string is limited. I go to Manitoba
is June.

R. K. (Bob) ARMSTRONG
The Thistle

BARBER, NORTH CAROLINA

ENGLISH SETTERS

and POINTERS
A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel. 29-M

ROYAL FLUSH
Litter Brother to

MARY MONTROSE
(three times National Champion)

William Ziegler, Jr., Owner.

Address all communications and ship
bitches to

H. A. TOMLINSON
Mailing address: Archdale, N. G.
Shipping address: High Point, N. C.

Stud Fee $50.00 Send for booklet

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, TOWER HILL,
111., offer reliable Coon, Opossum, Skunk, Fox,

Wolf, Coyotte, and Rabbit Hounds on ten days’

trial. Dogs just starting to trail, $10. Also

puppies. We continue to sell Crakerjack Rabbit

hounds at $15. Liberty Bonds and War Saving

Stamps taken.

DOGS! DOGS! DOGS ALL KINDS. FOX
Terriers, Bulls, Airedales, Collies, Irish Terriers,

etc., male and female pups. I handle more dogs

than any other man in the country. Quick sales

and small profits. Specify the kind of dog you
want. I will positively fill your order. Leo

Smith, 305 Varick Street, Jersey City, New
Jersey.

ness, except such special areas as the
Yellowstone Park. Elsewhere game must
have its place, but its proper place, and
we have got to approach this whole sub-
ject with a spirit not of compromise but
of intelligent analysis of conditions.
There has got to be an element of state-

craft in the administration of a problem
of this sort which touches many and
varied interests.

THE HARLLEE
METHOD

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 283)

of caution: “Prone, kneel, squat, sit, lie-

down.” No marking or spotting per-

mitted until the string is completed when
the tyro should study his group through
the ’scope the same as in rapid fire. Keep
firing until the tyro has made four five-

shot battle scores, giving his 20 shots for

record.

This completes the 60-shot instruction

course and now he is ready to try

The Full Course: Fire the instruction

course exactly as given, except in this

instance it is fired as a complete unit of

sixty consecutive shots and to qualify as

a marksman the tyro must make an ag-

gregate score of at least 250 x 300 points.

This is simply the “final examination”

and gives the coach an excellent idea of

the man’s average ability. The course

may be repeated as often as necessary,

but must always be fired as a complete

unit of 60 consecutive shots.

If a 50-yard range is not available, do

the shooting at either 50 feet or 25 yards

on targets scaled down for that distance,

putting up a fresh target for each five

shots. We found that 50 yards and the

No. 2 (half-size) Hun target to be the

ideal combination. This target is 12 x 18

inches and by pasting it on a piece of

fiber board and using pasters it is good

for a hundred shots and often many more.

If some old-timer happens to think this

course of firing looks rather easy let him
try it and he will discover that it takes

“some shooting” to average 90% (270 x

300). A lot of cracks tried it out last

season and none of them made anything

even approaching a possible. During Oc-

tober we used the slow fire stage as part

of a military smallbore match and the

top score was 97 x 100 with only 11 out

of a field of 31 scoring 90 or better. Next
month I will describe our smallbore

skirmish run and in the meantime would
be glad to send a few Hun targets to any
brother rifleman who would like to try it

out for himself.

THE IRISH SETTER
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 243)

ested in the contemplated Field Trials to

be held in Manitoba. Mr. Chas. Essel-

styn of Hudson, N. Y., Dr. Joseph
O’Connell of Buffalo and Benjamin A.

Howes of New York City, comprise the

Committee in charge.
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. . . ana at Delmonico
New York

0/4 fad: Oelmonico’s, on Fifth Avenue—
J today, as for two generations past,
the most famous and one of the most fashion-
able of New York restaurants— the sales of
Fatima exceed those of any other cigarette.

"Just enough Turkish

”

Such facts as this show plainly that
as against the “too much Turkish” of
straight Turkish cigarettes, and the “too
little of inferior blends, discriminating
smokers certainly prefer, for its good
taste and smoothness, the exclusive
just enough Turkish” blend of Fatima.

FATIMA
Serzsible CJ icy cx rt? tte
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DRIFTING WITH THE DRY-FLY
FISHING LORE GLEANED FROM BETWEEN COVERS OF TIMBERED WATERWAYS, WITH
CRESTED RIFTS AND PLACID POOLS FURNISHING THE LEAVES OF THE TREATISE

N O claim of priority is herein made
for the employment of the dry-fly in

drifting with boat or canoe. There
is likelihood that other drifting dry-fly

anglers have preceded me down the

stream of angling archives, and my craft

following after time has obliterated the

wake which earlier marked their course,

I have failed to perceive the evidence of

their passage.

In extenuation of ignorance of prede-

cessors in this particular field of angling

endeavor, if such there has been, may
further be advanced {he plea that such

dry-fly lore as may have come to me
has in' large measure been gleaned from
between covers of ti nbered waterways,

with glacial drift, crested rifts and placid

pools furnishing the leaves of the treatise.

On backwood’s watercourses where since

early boyhood my fly-fishing for trout has

largely been carried on, latterly with the

adoption of the dry-fly, I have often been

compelled from necessity, due to a depth

of water which has precluc' d wading, to

heavily wooded borders of brooks and to

the running of stretches of mountain

rivers between high banks, where the

distance to desirable reaches of water

has rendered switch casting imprac-

ticable, to cast from boat or canoe. On
such wilderness streams my dry-fly cast-

ing has been of a very simple order, how-

ever; no grease or oil has entered into

the procedure, a couple of false casts

sufficing to dry the fly all that has been

needed for the short drift required to

obtain a rise.

The method of drifting with the dry-

fly which in its application to personal

experience I am about to describe, was
elaborated in May, 1916, while I was lo-

cated on the West Canada Creek in the
southern foothills of the Adirondacks.

Becoming helplessly infected by the

surf fishing “bug” while snipe shooting
down on Fire Island the fall before, I

found it incumbent to effect a readjust-

ment of the ways of many years in order

to enable myself to devote a portion of

the time at my disposal to indulgence

By TAMARACfC

in beach fishing, and to this end I de-

termined, not without an effort, to reduce
the month customarily spent in the woods
to ten days. How to do this without sac-

rificing the excellent trout fishing to

which I had always been accustomed did

not prove an altogether hopeless problem
either.

The Adirondacks primarily entering my
thoughts as the logical alternative, my
mind naturally reverted to haunts of

early days on the tortuous headwaters
of the Oswegatchie and in the region

about the West Canada Lakes. But while

the upper Oswegatchie is an ideal dry-

fly stream and its four and five pound
trout were a haunting temptation, in or-

der to secure this fishing it would have
been necessary to await the ascent of the

fish from Cranberry Lake. It is in July

The Drifter

and August that the big trout seek the

spring holes in the bends of the Oswegat-
chie for miles above the lake, and May
was the month in which it was decided,

with surf fishing as a later objective, that

I should go to the woods a-fishing.

Moreover, no normal fly-fisherman is able

to restrain his yearnings until midsum-
mer, even with the certainty of securing
four and five pound wild fontinalis as the

reward of patience.

The West Canadas, whose nooks and
crannies were an open book to me ere axe
other than that of trapper or of hardy
camper had awakened an echo among
their primeval timberlands I at once dis-

missed from consideration. Many weari-

some miles had I traveled through bog
and uphill over those trails to the music
of creaking pack straps. Now the advent
of team and wood-shod sled has made the

West Canada Lakes accessible without

undue effort or inconvenience, but the

journey in and out would have consumed
a good share of the time to which I was
limiting myself.

At this juncture came a letter from
Raymond Spears telling me that I would
do well to run up and fish the head of

the new Hinckley Reservoir and the West
Canada Creek for a mile or two above the
point of its entrance into the reservoir,

while the fishing continued good.

This advice coincided with certain no-

tions of my own, and the old outfit was
assembled and shipped ahead, and noon
of May 16 found the guide, Frank and
myself with trammel, dining fly and tent

set up, sitting down to our first meal in

camp; this was to be our shelter for the

allotted ten days.

THE Hinckley Reservoir, which was
completed a couple of years since,

is formed by the construction of a

ninety foot dam immediately above
Hinckley Village, old Gang Mills, a name
dear to the Adirondack camper of thirty

or forty years ago. Gang Mills, before

the coming of the Adirondack and St.

Lawrence railroad which cleft the Adi-

Contenfcs Copyrighted, 1920, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
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rondacks in twain, was the point of entry
into the Morehouseville section, Piseco,
Jock’s and Spruce lakes, and with cer-
tain Adirondackers like the venerable
Chapman—Wilson party, the West Can-
ada Lakes, as well as a vast area of in-
termediate territory, in those days and
even to the present time was all mighty
good trout and deer country.
The basin of the reservoir occupies the

valley of the West Canada Creek to an
extent of eight or ten miles to northeast-
ward of the dam. At the lower east ex-
tremity Black Creek enters and contrib-
utes an off-shoot to the reservoir up the
valley of this latter watercourse. While
these two inlets are the principal feeds,
with the West Canada supplying much
the larger volume of water, numerous
lesser tributaries, like the main sources
noted trout streams, enter on every side.
The fish of these various creeks and
brooks which constitute the natural plant-
ing of the reservoir are—or at least up to
last year were—entirely of wild charr
stock.

The sites of former woodlots and hill-

sides, isolated farms and diminutive ham-
lets lie submerged beneath the surface of
the newly formed lake. Half way up
the reservoir, spared from the devastating
inundation, a few scattered habitations,
Will Light’s small hostelry and the little

detached library of curious octagonal
design, whence from the pen of Raymond
Spears proceeded pleasing descriptions of
Adirondack—and other scene and inci-
dent, lend a scant semblance of the one
time busy village of Northwood. Toward
the head of the reservoir and beyond its

environs as the Adirondacks proper are
approached, here and there occur
weather-beaten farm houses, which col-
lectively, together with the little clump
of dwellings long termed Wilmurt, have
made up the sparse settlement of the up-
per valley for a half-century and more.
The environment is primitively rural
rather than of wilderness aspect, with
characteristics of the threshold of the
backwoods.
As the construction of the reservoir

has been for the purpose of supplying a
feeder to the new Barge Canal system,
there are, unlike the Ashokan, virtually

no restrictions with respect to the fishing.

Frank—my companion on the drift

In consequence of this and the further
fact that the valley hereabouts, now
flooded, had always been famous for the
quality of its trout streams, the reservoir,
despite its brief existence, has become a
popular trouting resort. Here early of
Sunday mornings the honk of incoming
automobiles, heavily burdened with an-
glers from towns and cities in the Mo-
hawk Valley fifty and more miles distant,

greets the resident fisherman already
squatted on a favorable cutbank for the
day’s recreation. Local seeker of trout
and motorist alike seem in general of

bait-fishing proclivities. The visitor with
his fly “pole” no less than the native with
bamboo sapling listlessly whiles away the
hours in this crude employment, proffer-
ing a gob of nightwalkers from the hooli-

gan at his side to the thoroughbred trout
of the West Canada when the fish crave
the fly. The only exceptions to this plug
fishing that we observed were an angler
from Hinckley and his neighbor, the vil-

lage blacksmith, formerly a Honnedaga

guide, whose devotion to the fly in the
cold, swirling rifts atoned to some extent
for the unwholesome ways of their fellow
fishermen.

THE West Canada Creek after its

egress out of Mud Lake of the West
Canada chain of lakes, wends its

devious way, augmented in size as it pro-
ceeds by the entrance of innumerable
brooks and outlets of lakes, in a series of
falls, stillwaters and rifts down its

mountain pathway and enters the reser-
voir at the head of the basin. The last

half-mile of its course consists of a deep,

slow flowing pool, into which discharges
a fine rift of a little less in length. Be-
tween pool and rift is an ancient fording
place, immediately above which in later

years the stream had been crossed on the

old Mackintosh Bridge, now replaced by
an iron structure. It was on the south
bank of this pool a little back from the

creek in a clump of bhlsams and second-
growth spruces that our tent was pitched.

Having disposed of our first meal in

camp we washed dishes, provided night

wood and performed a few other neces-

sary chores and then gathering tackle and
the light rods we made our way to

the creek and took stock of conditions.

The stream was bank high and roily from
recent heavy rains ;

fly-fishing here being
out of the question we entered the boat

and dropping down into the reservoir

rowed to the mouths of several streams

picking up a nice trout here and there on

the wet fly. The ^fternoon was spent in

this way. Having finished supper, while

Frank busied himself around camp, I

crossed the creek in the boat and em-
ployed the remaining daylight in casting

with the dry-fly in a small channel on
that side. My efforts were made fruit-

less by the high and turbid water, how-
ever.

After a five o’clock breakfast the next
morning I was for dry-fly fishing the

creek, regardless of its high state, but
Frank dissuaded me from this purpose,
rightly urging that the stage of water
then existing would render such an under-
taking fruitless. So at his solicitation we
headed down the reservoir to a submerged
brook on the east side, wet-fly fishing as
we came to promising localities with fre-

quently a good sized trout brought to net.

Arriving at a point where the tributary
originally had discharged into the West
Canada we landed and cast from the
former bank, covering a hundred yards or

so of the old course of the brook. The
water thereabouts varied from twenty to

thirty feet in depth and the trout there-

fore rose poorly to the fly. Frank was
of the belief that the largest fish in the

reservoir were to be found here and he
determined to get them in one way if not

in another if it were at all possible, so

he caught some shiners and went down
to bottom for the trout. His returns did

not prove to be commensurate with his

expectations, although there was a degree
of encouragement in the taking of a

couple of one pounders. He was sure that

the big fish lay out in a bend of the old

bed, a distance of seventy-five feet or

more, beyond the reach of his fly-rod, and
the boat offered no aid as it was without

an anchor rope of sufficient length.Heretofore I had always been among the first to brave the mountain waters
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I had quit fishing as useless and sat on
a stump waiting until he should suggest
going elsewhere, when the idea entered
my head that I would like to see if there
really were any big trout down below.
If there were it was my conviction that
they could be enticed forth without great
trouble. I walked across to the boat,

therefore, and reaching down into my rod

trunk fished out a veteran bait casting

rod. On this I seated an equally tried

level winding reel with appropriate line,

and rigging single hook and lead I was
ready for the work before me. Fasten-
ing a shiner to the long shank hook I ex-

plained to Frank that the method I was
about to demonstrate—which is one I do
not ordinarily care to employ in the tak-

ing of trout or black bass, as they are de-

serving of the fly—is deadly for northern
and wall-eye pike and togue. Frank
never had seen bait casting done and he
was astonished to observe how easily the

indicated spot in the reservoir was at-

tained by means of the stubby rod. After
the cast the bait was permitted to sink

until well toward bottom, then slowly
reeled in, with the shiner properly at-

tached whirling in eccentric imitation of
a crippled baitfish. The first cast brought
a strike when the line had about been
recovered; this trout was not hooked, nor
was a second one under similar circum-
stances. On the third attempt, however,
the fish struck as the shiner had about
reached bottom and was started in. The
trout put up quite a fight in the deep
water and appeared to be larger than the

3% pounds which the scales registered.

Frank was elated and wanted to spend
the remainder of the day in bait casting,
but I informed him that I was none too
proud of my achievement, that I was used
to catching bigger trout on the fly and
that we would stop about there and con-
fine our future activities to the use of the
fly. And we did.

Thenceforth our angling was
done on the two or three miles
of the creek above its discharge into

the reservoir. We would start out after
the usual early breakfast provided with
lunch and equipped with coffee, pot and
broiler, cooking our noonday meal on the
stream and thus making a long day of it.

At times we poled the unwieldly boat up
through the rifts and stillwaters, and
again we would call to our assistance an
old settler of the valley who, with his
horse, snaked drift logs to the campyard
for the bountiful campfires with which
we indulged our hours of ease.

Shortly after sunrise in following this
latter plan, we would row across to the
north bank of the fording place where
the one-horse truck backed into the water
with old “Charley” between the shafts
awaited our coming. Placing the boat
aboard the wagon the portage up the val-
ley would take place, passing the tradi-
tional country school house—they ’ve quit
painting ’em red—and the sparse,
weather-beaten dwellings with peaceful
wood smoke curling up from the chim-
neys, until our destination, an old log-
ging road leading to what had in other
days been a log landing, had been
reached. Here our craft would be
launched, to the consternation of the nu-

Cooking our noonday meal at a favorite spot beside the stream

merous spotted salamanders which re-

sorted to the moist roadside, and the fish-

ing cruise to camp would begin.

The stream was in almost freshet stage
during the greater part of our stay, a
condition far from propitious for either

wet or dry-fly angling; we took things as

we found them, however, and made the

most of matters. Waders were of little

avail in the swollen creek and without
them the water was unbearably cold;

moreover a staff was an urgent necessity
in the strong current regardless of the
form of wading undertaken. I had al-

ways heretofore vied with the sheldrakes
for the honor of being first to brave the
mountain waters without the protection
afforded by rubber covering, but quite

throughout this trip I was willing to

grant the ducks the sole occupation of

their element and deriving comfort from
the example of Frank do my fly-fishing

from the boat.

Our angling was accomplished by
dropping the anchor every few yards as

the skiff glided down rift and pool, Frank
casting below the boat with the wet-fly

and I upstream and quartering, dry-fly

fashion. Better results were had the

nearer we approached the reservoir; the
trout were more in motion thereabouts.

while they were poorly established on the

upper rifts, but a sufficient catch was at

all times made in either place to keep us

occupied. Although none larger than
two pounds was landed and but few of

this weight—we lost several nice fish, as

we all lose the big ones—the trout aver-

aged a good size. Where Frank had one

rise on the wet-fly three trout rose to my
dry-fly, but reversing the proportion he

netted three to my one. This fact was
due to the upstream casting on my part.

The current was altogether too strong for

the successful use of the dry-fly, the con-

sequent bellying of the line preventing
the quick strike required to fasten the

hook. With a stage of water nearing the

normal the returns would have about bal-

anced, with the added compensation of the

dry-fly method falling to my portion.

We were engaged in fishing for the

pleasure therein, however, not- for the

fish, and after the first few meals had
taken the edge from our appetites for

trout it was our invariable custom to put
the fish back in the water after netting

them, save perhaps the two or three re-

tained for broiling before the noonday fire

on the stream.

This custom of returning the trout to

(continued on page 323 )

We rowed to the mouths of several brooks, picking up a nice trout here and there
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OLD BROWNIE OF ANTELOPE CREEK
CONCERNING A HUNT IN THE CASCADE RANGE OF OREGON WITH TRAILER AND
RANGER, TWO FAMOUS HEAR DOGS AND HOW THEY PROVED THEIR WORTH

By JOHN B. GRIFFIN

I

N this story I am going to tell you
about some of the encounters with
bear, cougar and other big game I had

with Trailer, my dog, and the reader can
be the judge whether he was a bear dog
or not. I had the same old Templeton
with me, who helped me kill the club foot

bear. At this time we were living in the

Dead Indian country, 20 miles east of

Ashland, Oregon. We started with six

head of pack animals, intending to make
oui main camp at Fish Lake, near the

foot of old Mt. Pitt. This was a beauti-

ful little Lake, about 150 yards wide
and a mile long, clear as a crystal and
also full of fine trout. The first day we
camped within a few miles of the lake,

by the side of one of the most beautiful

streams I ever saw in the mountains.
Clear water with banks fringed with fir,

yew irees, etc., and now and then a little

prairie with grass high as a horse’s back.

We made our camp under the spreading
branches of a large maple tree, and as
it was quite a while until night, we got
out our hooks and lines, and in an houf
we had caught about 20 nice big trout,

some twelve and fifteen inches in length.

This we considered a lucky start so we
concluded to lay over here and hunt a day
or two before we • went over to the lake.

The next morning I told Temp I would
go out east of the camp and hunt out

towards Lake of the Woods, and he could

go the other way. This he agreed to and
so we were off. I left the dogs in camp,
as I generally did until I sized up the

country and found out whether there were
berries, etc., or any bear signs; as I al-

ways liked to have the dogs fresh when I

started out after bear. My course took

me through some level, timbered country,

for several miles and then I began to

climb up a gradual slope of open timber
with brushy places now and then, and I

could see where deer had been lying, but
had heard me and gotten up and sneaked
away. I kept on, however, until away
along in the afternoon and was getting

pretty badly whipped out when right

ahead of me I discovered an open prairie,

probably six or seven hundred yards
long and two or three hundred yards
wide. Upon looking across I saw three

deer lying down away from the edge of

the timber, where there were a few small

trees and an old rotten log. One of them
was lying on the log; the other two near
it. They were all bucks, the one on the

log was the biggest one of the three. I

sized things up in a few minutes and then

I backed off in the timber and went away
around until I got near to them. I

slipped up to a log that was lying near
the edge of the timber and looked over
to see if they were still there. One had
gotten up here and walked to a tree and
was rubbing his neck up and down
against the trunk. I was within forty

steps now, but I wanted the big one first

HOSE of our readers who re-

member Mr. Griffin’s story,

“On the Trail of the Club Foot
Bear,” in the January, 1919, num-
ber of Forest and Stream, will

welcome this narrative of another
exciting hunt in Oregon made a

number of years ago ivhen an
abundance of big game of many
varieties made that country a ver-

itable hunter’s paradise. [Edit-

ors.]

so I laid the gun across the log and draw-
ing a bead on his neck pulled away. It

was a dead shot and he rolled off on the

ground; the one that was lying down
jumped up and started to trot off and the

other turned and threw his ears forward
and looked at the big fellow. Just then
the gun cracked and he ran about thirty

yards and down he went. I turned my
attention to the other one now which had
trotted off a short distance and stopped
but at the sound of the gun started to go
again. I caught a bead on it and gave
it a quartering shot, and over it went.
This was a forked horn, the other a three
pointer, and the big one had seven points
on each horn. I aimed to hit the trail

we had gone in on and follow it to camp.
I had gone farther away then I thought
and when I got to the trail the sun was

John B. Griffin—a veteran hunter

getting low, and I was still a long way
from camp. I almost made up my mind
to hang up the deer I was carrying and
leave it until morning but thoughts of

venison steaks for breakfast induced me
to stay with it, so I kept hiking along;

and had gotten within half a mile of

camp, when suddenly I heard a slight

noise behind me and a little to one side

which caused me to turn and look and
there within 30 feet of me was a big-

cougar. When he saw that I had discov-

ered him he crouched down as if to try

to hide himself from sight and looked
straight at me. I had the deer slung on
my back so that my arms were free and
I jerked the gun to my face quick as a
flash and, catching a bead, fired and hit

him squarely between the eyes. He rolled

over and thrashed around at a great rate.

I thought I heard the brush crack a little

farther beyond and realized that there
might be another one, so I threw the
deer down and lit out, without even going
to where he lay. I commenced to blow
the horn now, which I always carried,

and it was not long until I heard Temp
coming with both dogs. He had heard me
shoot and when he heard the horn he
knew something was up so he grabbed his

gun and came as fast as he could. We
went back and when we got to the place

where I shot the cougar the dogs dashed
out into the brush and after running a

short distance, began barking up a tree.

We went out there and sure enough just

as I suspected, they had a large cougar
up the tree. I told Temp to shoot him
out which he did; giving him a dead shot.

As it was almost dark we let them lie

where they were and went on to camp

—

Temp packing the deer.

Temp had supper all ready when he left

and all we had to do was to warm it up
and if you will believe me, it tasted pretty

good to a fellow after the tramp I had
taken. Since breakfast Temp had killed

one deer; but that was a big one so when
I told him about what I had done, he was
happy, but I want to tell you that I didn’t

sleep the best in the world that night for

every time I thought of those confounded
cougars, it made the cold chills run all

over me. It may be that they would not

have attacked me, but I will pledge you

my word that a cougar is a dangerous
animal and besides, having the deer over

my back was a great temptation as
cougars like venison better than any other

kind of meat; and no doubt kill more
deer than any other animal that roves the

woods. They lie in wait and spring on

them, and can kill the largest buck.

It has been estimated by the game ward-
ens that a single cougar will slaughter
fifty deer in a year, so you can easily

figure out that every cougar that is killed

saves a great many deer, and it is al-

ways a satisfaction to end the career

of one of these game-killing beasts.
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THE next morning while Temp was
getting breakfast, I went out to

where the cougars were and skinned

them, and brought both of the hides into

camp. After breakfast we got the horses

up and each taking a saddle horse and
two pack horses we started out to go and
pack the bucks, I had killed, into camp.
When we got to where they were we tied

our horses up and went out toward Black

Butte to hunt awhile before we went back,

as we did not intend to move camp that

day anyhow. We proceeded along for

probably a mile and ran into a big huckle-

berry patch and, of course, the first hard
work we had to do was to fill up on ber-

ries. We had not been there long, how-
ever, when the dogs commenced to work
around through the patch, now and then

giving a bark, and in a short time we
heard them going around the side of

Black Butte opening right along. We
knew what it was now—we had run into

Bruin’s patch of berries, and the dogs

were hot on his trail. We listened until

they went entirely out of hearing, then we
hurried back to the horses and loading up
the deer started for camp, reaching there

about noon. We hung the deer up and
turned the horses loose to eat while we
got dinner and then we took a saddle

horse apiece and racked out to hunt the

dogs up. We went out across big Elk’s

Prairie and across Butte Creek; and away
around the side of old Mt. Pitt for miles,

but found no dogs, and had come back to

camp disappointed. I told Temp that we
would get up early the next morning and
go west to the top of Round mountain
and from there we could hear in nearly

all directions, and if we didn’t hear them
we would have to come back to camp and
go up by Fish lake and over towards
the Lake of the Woods, for I knew they

had him somewhere. Temp was up the

next morning before daylight and had the

fire going, • as he was anxious to be off.

We did not take any horses, as I knew it

was pretty rough and it would be better

to go on foot; so we started out, and I

could hardly keep up with Temp. He was
so eager to get up to * he top of that hill.

Well, we got up there at last, and I sat

down to rest and listen but we did not

hear a sound, although we were high up
and could see all over the surrounding
country for miles in every direction. I

could see that Temp was terribly disap-

pointed and I was at a loss co know what
to do, but I was thinking mighty fast.

It suddenly dawned on my mind that per-

haps the dogs had been at the tree so

long that they were not barking very

often and I told Temp so. “Well,” he

said, “what are we going to do about it?”

“I am going to blow the horn,” I said,

“and if Trailer is in hearing of it, he

will bark.” “Go to it,” says Temp; so I

nut the horn up and gave it a long, loud

blast, and waited. Before the sound
died away, I heard Trailer’s “bow, waw,
waw,” away off down the mountain. If

you have ever lost anything that was pre-

cious to you and had given it up and
then had suddenly found it, nerhaps you
can realize the joy I felt when I heard
that well-known bark. Temp was liter-

ally wild: he jumped straight up and
jerked his hat off and yelled like a Corn-

Trailer—a wonderful bear dog

manche Indian. I cautioned him to be

careful for if the bear should happen to

get scared and come down the tree we
would have a hard fight on our hands and
maybe a long chase. He cooled down now,
and I blew the horn again. They were
listening for it this time, and they heard

it, for they both began barking furious-

ly. We started down now and I could

hardly restrain Temp, he was so anxious

to get there, but I held him back and
after traveling about a mile we were
close enough to see the dogs as the timber
was open. We kept behind some trees

until we got right up close, then walked
up under the tree where the dogs were,

which set them wild and they fairly raved.

The bear was there sure enough, a great

big old brown one, up about fifty feet,

lying out on a limb looking down as un-
concerned as if he knew he was perfectly

safe. I told Temp we had better both
shoot, as the dogs had been there a long

time; and we wanted him out of there as

quickly as possible. We selected a good
place to shoot from, and I drew a bead
on his head and Temp behind the shoulder

and we both fired. Over he went and
came crashing down through the limbs,

breaking several of them off, and down on
the ground dead. The dogs piled in on
him and I let them yank him around until

they were satisfied to quit. I now started

Temp home after the horses, and stayed
back and skinned the bear and got him
ready to pack, as he was too big for one
horse to pack, and had to be cut up.

Temp made the trip in due time and
brought back meat for the dogs, and din-

ner for ourselves.

The dogs were awfully hungry and it

certainly was good to see them eat. We
got home in time to skin the deer and fix

them all up so we could get them as we
came back, for we intended to go on to

the Fish Lake camp the next morning.

NOW I will tell you how we did this, as

it might be of benefit to you some-
time. We spread down a large sheet

in a nice shady place, then spread the deer
skins down with the flesh side up, and
placed the meat on these. After salting

it, we covered it all over with the sheet

and left it there. I found out that in the

mountains the best way to keep meat
fresh is to roll it up in a sheet, and let it

remain in a cool shady place right on the
ground. The next morning we packed up
and went over to Fish lake. Here was
one of the loveliest places in the moun-
tains

;
the water in the lake being as clear

as crystal, and you could see the fish

swimming all around. The first hard
work we did was to go out fishing after
we got camp established and horses
turned out on the prairie, which was cov-

ered with high grass. I walked out on a
big log, which extended into the water for

30 or 40 feet, and threw in my hook, and
in less time than it takes to tell it I had
hauled out a fine trout, fifteen inches long.

I stood right there until I had caught 21
fish and hardly a one under twelve
inches. I went to camp now, and started
up a fire to get dinner. While I was
cleaning the fish Temp came in and he was
highly elated when he found I only had
21, as he had over thirty, and made the
remark that I could beat him hunting, but
he could put it over on me fishing. We
surely had more than we could eat right
away. I told Temp he could take the dogs
and go over towards the Lake of the
Woods and he might catch a bear, as it

was a great place for huckleberries, and
the bear were pretty sure to be there.

This suited Temp exactly, for nothing
pleased him better than to get out into
the woods with Trailer, all by himself.

I laid off that afternoon and cleaned
the fish, and as luck would have it I had
about as much excitement as Temp did,

without even going out of sight of camp.
I took the fish down to the edge of the
lake and laid them down on the grass and
was busy cleaning them when all at once
I saw the horses, which were up in the
prairie, begin to stir around with their
heads up looking and then turn, and all

come dashing down towards camp. There
were some trees that obscured my view, so
I walked up that way a few steps, and I

saw a large buck coming across the
prairie towards the lake on a dead run.
I turned and ran back to camp as fast as

I could and secured my gun and started

back but before I got to the edge of the

timber he had plunged into the lake and
swam across and was just going out on
the other side. Just then I saw two
big gray wolves come tearing along on
his track like a streak. I did not show
myself until they had plunged into the
lake, then I ran as fast as I could up
along the edge of the lake, and when
they saw me, they made frantic efforts to

get to the shore on the other side, before
I could get opposite, but they could not
make it as fast as I could run. One of

them was several yards a^ead of the
other, and when I erot to where I wanted
to shoot from I waited a little until the
head one got to the bank of the lake,

which was narrow harp, pat over one hun-
(CONTINUED ON PAPE 328)
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WHEN THE SEA OTTER FLOURISHED
SOME INTERESTING INFORMATION REGARDING THE LIFE HISTORY OF THIS VALUABLE
FUR BEARING ANIMAL AND THE MANNER IN WHICH IT WAS ALMOST EXTERMINATED

By HAROLD McCRACKEN

THE Sea Otter affords material for

one of the most romantically inter-

esting chapters of frontier history,

and the history of the fur traders and
pioneers of the North Pacific coast re-

gions. In fact, this interesting animal

and its so highly prized and priced pelt,

was one of the main and basic reasons for

the Russian Government establishing it-

self and its church on the Alaskan Coast.

Discovered by Steller in 1751, the sea ot-

ter was originally abundantly distributed

over almost the entire coastline of the

North Pacific Ocean, on both the American
and Asiatic sides north of about the 40th

parallel. Its pelt was used as a common
article of clothing; and the animals contin-

ued in rather abundance until about the

fourth quarter of the 19th century;

though the area over which they were
distributed had by that time become
somewhat restricted to the Western Coast

of Alaska and the opposite side of the Ber-

ing Sea. While today this species is

closer to the line of extinction than any
of the other fur bearers, and is to be

found but rarely along the Southern

Coast of the Alaska Peninsula; in the

vicinity of the Aleutian Islands and in a

few districts on the Siberian Coast.

It was my good fortune to spend part

of the winter of 1916-17 in what was
once the heart of the sea otter hunting

grounds, and is today the center of their

present habitat. Forty years ago the

Russian-Aleut village of Belkofski, near

the Western end of the Alaska Peninsula,

was a thriving little metropolis of the

most romantically crude frontier type,

and the seat of what was one of the most

lucrative industries ever carried on under

the guise of religion—but the rule of the

Russian Greek-Catholic Church on the

Alaskan Coast and

its part in the poli-

tics and trade in

that part of the

world, is a story in

itself, and not of

this article.

While in the vi-

cinity of Balkof-

ski, I had as some

of my every day
companions, dur-
ing the several

months which I

spent there collect-

ing natural history

specimens, a num-
ber of notable na-

tive sea otter hunt-

ers of the old
school; and I was
fortunate in get-

ting some very in-

teresting first hand
information re-
garding the life

history of the ani-

mal, and the way it

was hunted.

THE sea otter has a cylindrical body,

the animal being from four to six

feet in length, which includes an
eight to ten inch tail, and weighs from
about 80 to 110 pounds. The hind part of

the body ends abruptly in the animal’s

flat oar-like back feet, which are greatly

like the flappers of the seal. The fore

part of the body tapers to a globose head,

without noticeable constriction of neck.

The limbs are short, the fore feet being

unusually small. The eyes are small and
set high in the skull, the ears are low
down, a little below the commissure of the

mouth, and it has short stiff whiskers re-

sembling those of the seal. The skin is

very loose upon the body and the fur is

generally of a deep liver brown color,

frosted with a scanty growth of long,

silver-tipped, stiffer hairs and underlaid

by a preponderance of beautiful soft

woolly fur which gives the pelt its value.

They live on clams, mussels, sea-

urchins, crabs and the tender shoots of

the kelp.

The sea otter spends practically its

entire life on the water; and while the

nature of its existence might seem to pre-

clude its speedy extinction, and in real-

ity has indeed afforded it protection from
the pelt hunters, yet the fact that it is

such a monogamous animal, so unprolific,

and requiring about 20 years to fully
mature, has caused its welfare as a spe-

cies to be a most hazardous one and its

extinction in the face of such ravenous
persecution a moderately easy one.

Generally but one young is born, and
while the pup comes into the world with
acute sense, sharp teeth and an ample
amount of vitality, he matures but very
slowly, and cannot live without the care
and constant watchfulness of his mother.

Probably no other animal shows more
interest and affection for its offspring
than the female sea otter. She seems to
take the greatest delight in fondling,
playing and caring for her pups. For
hours she will lie on her back in the
water with her young one clasped between
her fore feet and sing to and caress it;

and it is in this same postion that she
usually sleeps. The state of playfulness,
however, is not entirely restricted to

mother and young, for it is common for
a mature animal to lie on its back in the
water and singing, play alone with bits

of kelp or sea weed, which it will toss

about from paw to paw, seemingly de-

lighting to catch the piece before it strikes,

the water.

During the Spring and Summer
months, when the weather is good, the
sea otter goes from 50 to 100 miles off

shore, living entirely in and on the deep
sea. It is during this period that the'

young are generally born—though there
seems to be no set season of mating

—

and for which the mother resorts to some-
kelp patch.

The animals apparently seem to prefer-

to spend their lives alone or with but.

their immature young, although smalt
schools were occasionally seen when the

species was most abundant.
The sea otter’s pelt is “prime” at all;

seasons of the year but they were hunted'

by large parties of natives in bidarkas or

skin boats during the summer months,,

the hunters going far out to sea in their

seemingly frail crafts. While hunting

for their quary, the crafts would be

spread out in open formation, and when
an animal was located the entire fleet

would encircle and close in on the hapless

creature, which would eventually be tired

out and speared'

with a harpoon.

Oftentimes several'

spears would strike

the animal as it

came up for its

last breath, and'

the spear which
struck nearest to

its head always
claimed the prize.

In later years these

fleets of sea-lion

skin canoes were
carried to the hunt-

ing grounds on the

decks of sailing

vessels owned by
American, British

or Russian traders,

though the method
o f hunting and
capture continued'

the same. The sea-

son’s catch of one
of these vessels in

about 1794 would

(CONTINUED O NT

PAGE 332)Native sea otter hunters in their skin bidarkas starting on a hunt
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FIELD TRIAL AND SHOOTING DOGS
/

IN RECENT YEARS MANY HIGH CLASS, HOME TRAINED SHOOTING DOGS HAVE MADE
GREAT |FIELD TRIAL RECORDS AND HAVE WON HIGH HONORS ON THE BENCH

By RODNEY RANDOM

A NUMBER of years ago at one of

the All American Club’s trials in

North Dakota, a new man turned up
named Frank Fellows. A big powerful

man with a soft voice—a lazy sort of

drawl and an easy-going manner that

made friends on sight. Mr. Fellows

talked dog pretty steadily but never in an
assertive way. He had with him as good

a looking pointer as field trials have ever

seen and yet in several respects he was
different from the general run of dogs

that were in the trials. A trifle more
compact, a little better muscled and a bit

wider in skull and shorter in head than

the average run of dogs we had been run-

ning. His neck was clean, shoulders

beautifully placed and his back and loin

and general running gear, everything that

a dog should be. His name was Frank’s

Den. He was beautifully trained and how
he could handle the elusive prairie

chicken! The wise old cock birds that

had faced all the vicissitudes of life on

the big plains had nothing in their reper-

toire to uncork that Frank’s Den didn’t

know by heart, forwards and backwards,

and from both ends to the middle. When
Frank’s Den went up to those trials he

was just a plain shooting dog; the favor-

ite shooting dog of Frank Fellows, and
when he left he was a field trial winner

that was henceforth to be known from
coast to coast, and his owner, who, up to

this time, had simply been one of those

sportsmen who liked the best there is go-

ing in dogs and guns and everything else,

was a full-fledged field trial man.
The oldest question in the field trial

game, the first question that comes up
whenever the every day sportsman and
the field trial man meet, is usually, “What
is the difference between a field trial dog
and a shooting dog?” Now, Mr. Fellows

is not what you would
call a regular dog man.
Out in Springfield, Mo.,

where he lives, he is

the President of the

Springfield Wagon Co.

He was raised on a

farm and owns one

now, and in his time he
has bred and exhibited

cattle and pigs and
chickens with success,

and his horses were fa-

miliar to western pat-

rons of the turf.. He

has studied the breeding of animals be-

cause it interests him. It is not record-

ed that he has ever made any pretense

to being a writer, nevertheless he can
write, and has recently published a little

brochure on hunting and field trial dogs.

This little book has interested us, and if

you are interested in bird dogs we be-

lieve it will interest you. Anyhow, we ad-

vise you to write him for a copy. They
are free and they are well worth while.

Meanwhile, here is what Mr. Fellows has
to say about the relation of bench, show
and field trial dogs to shooting dogs:

(( A LL breeding operations of pure
bred animals must be governed
by a standard. A standard can

only be built upon merit. Merit can only

be found by test, and the test must be

made to stand up in competition. And
so the shows and trials to the bird dog
breeder stand for just those things that
live stock shows, milking contests, races,

etc., stand for in the breeding of horses,

cattle and other pure bred live stock; so

that bringing into competition we test

their quality for a standard.
A pedigree would be of little value in

an animal unless there was some gener-
ally known merit back of it, and the merit
can be made known to the public only
through wide-open competition.

The principal foundation for judgment
at either shows or trials is based upon
common sense. The dog at the show must
be judged upon his near resemblance
to the type of his breed as per a proven
and satisfactory standard of conforma-
tion. For instance, a hunting dog of the

scenting variety must have a properly
constructed head with, a good long square
muzzle and dropping flews, such as have
the bloodhound, beagles, pointers and set-

A string of bench and field trial winners

ters. On the other hand, the typical eye
hunter has a keen, sharp pointed head
and nose, such as the whippet, greyhound,
etc. A tendency to compromise the two
brings the result that you have neither
one thing or the other. As the forms and
shapes were the making of the Creator,
surely there is a reason. So this is my
explanation why I am a ‘head’ crank.
Coming back to the course, we will

devote the rest of this article strictly to

the bird dog. In the conformation of the
typical bird dog, the essential elements of
running gear construction are to be close-

ly considered. The feet of good propor-
tioned size, well padded, and toes lo-

gether, good boned legs, set squarely
under him, and a clean straight shoulder
that he may travel with the least fric-

tion. A body with well sprung ribs, giv-

ing plenty of lung room, etc.

All these things are for strength and
endurance.

A well set neck, a keen tapering tail,

and a fine coat of hair are the things that
bring the subject to perfection.

So in summing up the dog from the
bench we pick out many of these essen-
tial elements that help make him an ideal

field trial dog, or a shooting dog.

A dog must have the natural qualities
referred to, as bench conformation, in or-

der to have the properly constructed head,
to contain the necessary organs that pro-
vide him with scenting qualities in pro-
portion to his speed.

Besides the natural qualities of con-
formation, there are other natural quali-

ties desired that cannot be judged upon
the bench—those of nervous energy and
bird sense, as demonstrated in a dog’s
style and animation in pointing game,
their instinct to be good enduring rust-

lers, to stay out in front of their hand-
lers, to seek the likely

places that are the
usual harbors of game
birds, to pass the bar-
ren places, and not
work over the same ter-

ritory twice.

AT the trials we
have the test of

endurance, range
and speed, bird sense,

which is termed in judg-
(CONTINUED ON

PAGE 348 )
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FISHING FOR CARP AND CRAPPIES
THE EIGHTH INSTALMENT OF A SERIES OF STORIES DEPICTING THE
SIMPLE JOY OF FISHING AS EXEMPLIFIED THROUGH THE EYES OF YOUTH

By LEONARD HUL1T, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

( < rTP HERE’S no mortal sense in tollin’

boys off to go fishin’,” said Aunt
Mary one morning, some weeks

after the frogging experience. “Besides

it takes the time away from gatherin’

frogs which is good. I do know what on
earth they see in eatin’ ’em but they

don’t seem to let up any in the price.”

Matt had made several shipments and
each time the returns had come back sat-

isfactory, and a letter following one ship-

ment had assured him that all he could

secure would be acceptable. Here was a

new way opening up to earn money, and
Aunt Mary was provided with more
funds than she had ever had at one
time during her widowhood. “Seems
'ough frogs ain’t so meachin’ mean as

they one time was,” said Matt, a sugges-

tion of a smile playing around his mouth.
“Nothin’ ain’t mean, once you can put it

to good use,” snapped back his aunt,

“an’ you needn’t touch me up none about

it. Seems you’re gittin’ a little peart

like with your tongue.” “I wasn’t touch-

in’ of you up,” said Matt; “I was talkin’

on the good p’ints of frogs.” This con-

versation had followed their talk in rela-

tion to the camping trip proposed by Mr.
Adams, on which Matt was so hopeful

of becoming a member of the party. Mr.

Woodhull had been to the city helping

his firm out with some emergency work
and had returned to take

up once more his upbuild-

ing vacation. No time had
as yet been set for the

trip, only preliminary ar-

rangements had been

gone over.

“I s’pose it can be fixed

some way so you can go,”

said Aunt Mary, “but it

takes a week away from
your work an’ leaves me
alone. You make more’n

you ever did a berryin’.”

“Frogs lasts all summer
an’ berries don’t,” said

the boy; “
’sides, Mr.

Adams said he would pay
me to look up a boat an’

get things we’d want. He
asked me how much I was
makin’ a week froggin’

and’ if he pays me I won’t
kick none, ’cause I want
some traps more’n I’ve

got for mus’ rats this win-

ter an’ a snappin’ turtle

hook an’ spear.” “Snap-
pin’ turtles don’t bother

us none,” said his aunt, “an’ I don’t see

what you need to bother ’em for.” “The
folks what buys my frogs asked Mr.
Woodhull if I could get ’em some in the
winter time; said they’d pay me for
’em.” “You’ll be a sellin’ of. all the
trash in the brooks, looks like,” she said,

“but I don’t see how you can get ’em in

the winter-time.” Matt said nothing but
went out and, gathering up his frog-

trappings, went away whistling.

Mr. Adams was at the house when he
returned in the evening and wanted him
to go with him the following day over to

a pond some miles away. There were
some carp to be had there, he was told,

and he wanted to give them a trial. Matt
knew nothing of these fish and was not
acquainted with the pond mentioned

;

while he knew of it he had never been
to it so he could give no information as
to its size or depth. They were to drive
over about noon and Matt was to supply
worms. Mr. Adams said he would pro-
vide the other bait himself, not men-
tioning the kind necessary. “I don’t
know nothin’ about ’em,” said the boy.
“What kind of hooks an’ poles shall I

take?” He was told to take stout poles
and to bring- along all the hooks he had
as they might find other fish than carp
there. “How big are they?” asked the
lad, interested in anything like fish, and

particularly those he knew nothing of.

“Well, there’s little ones and big ones,”
said Mr. Adams, in a trifle teasing tone.

“I’ve caught them as heavy as twenty
pounds. “Not in ponds?” asked Matt,
looking his surprise. “Yes, I’ve seen
them larger than that, but I never have
taken them myself.” “Don’t seems ’ough
they’d get that big in on’y mill ponds,”
said Matt. “What else do they bite on
’sides worms?” “Well,” replied Mr.
Adams, “I’ve caught them on corn and
lima beans and—” “huckleberries an’
pun’kins, I ’spose,” broke in Matt, who
felt that Mr. Adams was poking fun
at him. Mr. Adams laughed heartily, al-

ways taking delight in raising Matt’s in-

credulous ire. Then he continued: “They
are really a queer fish and have most pe-
culiar habits in their way of life, but
like every thing else it meets their ends
and so they thrive.” “Any other kinds
of fish other there?” asked the boy in a
tone of voice which denoted his incre-
dulity about lima beans and corn as a
fish bait. “Yes,” said Mr. Adams, “the
man who owned the place several years
ago had crappies put in with the carp.”
‘What’s them?” he was asked in the boy’s
quick, jerky way. “A much smaller fish

than the carp but excellent eating and
good sport in the taking,” replied Mr.
Adams. “Meet me where Mr. Woodhull

boards about eleven o’clock
and we’ll go.”

T HE lad went for frogs
early in the morning,
coming home in good

time to reach the appoint-
ed place at eleven o’clock.

He was talking to Mr.
Woodhull when Mr.
Adams drove up in a light
market wagon. Their
equipment was soon in
the wagon. Matt seated
himself on the bottom
with his feet swinging
from the rear while their
poles extended out back.
“
’Spose we’ll get some

Lima bean fish” he said
as they started. Mr.
Adqms nudged the other
man with his elbow and
made no reply. Matt no-
ticed the action and more
than ever was convinced
that he was being joked in
the matter. As they came
to a cross roads theyThe pond by the old ice house is a good place for carp
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overtook a team driven by his enemy,

Ned Southard. As they passed close to

each other Matt did not see who it

was until a trifle past the wagon, but

the recognition was mutual and South-

ard, grasping the heavy whip at his side,

aimed a vicious swing at the despoiler

of his curly locks. Matt swung quickly

to one side deftly avoiding the blow and

with fingers twirling at his nose shouted

tauntingly, boy fashion, “Got any ol’ hair

to sell?” He knew he was too well pro-

tected to fear any other manner of as-

sault and enjoyed the scowling looks

which followed him down the road. The
two men were engaged in earnest conver-

sation so the boy was left to his own
reflection. He was a rough country boy,

knowing but little of the ways of life

outside his own narrow sphere, being

sought after by men experienced in

world affairs and of highly refined na-

tures, and he was logician enough to

know that he was imbibing much from
them in the way of upbuilding, knowl-

edge and character. And to them his

frank and kindly nature, coupled with his

quaint manner of speech, ever appealed.

While his observation and knowledge of

the ways of the folks of the woods and
water unconsciously transformed him
into a juvenile “Natty Pumpo,” who
would much rather know the ways of

mice than of men.

WHEN they arrived at their desti-

nation they found a large pond
which had been raised for the pur-

pose of boating and cutting ice in the

winter. The first owner, who had passed
away some years since, had secured sev-

eral varieties of fish and installed them
in the waters where they had thrived

well. The present owner, a genial talk-

ative man of but little culture, freely

granted them the privilege of fishing and
loaned them a boat and a pair of oars.

“The’s some big carps in there,” he said.

“We get one once in a while but they
are much harder to get than they are
good to eat, though once in a while
they don’t go so bad. A sort of a dude
feller was over here las’ week and he
got three good ones. It rained some

—

they don’t seem to bite much when the
sun shines bright jes’ fore dark or
before sun up is best.” The man was
talkative and his tongue ran with appar-
ent ease. “This feller had several kinds
of baits an’ said he had ketched ’em
with Lima beans once or twice.” Matt
straightened up. “Lima beans again,” he
thought. “I’ll bet Mr. Adams told him
to say that when he went to the barn
after him. He’s a stringin’ me.” Mr.
Woodhull rowed the boat heading it well
up toward several tree tops which had
fallen in the water. “Such places are
the best for crappies,” he said; “they
He in the shadows of bank and brush.”
“Your poles are too heavy to have good
sport with these fish,” said Mr. Adams;
“we’ll go ashore and cut some long birch
ones, just heavy enough to make a good
weight whip.” Matt went ashore and
soon returned with what Mr. Adams said
were first rate ones. “ ’Taint no fun
yankin’ fish outen’ the water soon’s they
bite; I like to see ’em scoot around,” said

Fisherman’s haven

the lad, as he proceeded to trim the poles

to his liking. “I thought may’be you
would bring only the heavier lines with
you and so I thought this would be
good,” said Mr. Adams, as he produced
some heavy linen thread which he had
carefully waxed. “This works well with
small fish and will last for several trips

if cared for, besides it will land a good-
sized fish if well handled-—the same
hooks we used for perch are good.” Mr.
Adams used a very light split-bamboo
much the same in weight as a fly-rod but
shorter. “Cast well up to the tree tops,

we’ll get them there if at all, as they lie

in the shade.”

The boy was rewarded with the first

bite and his cork went away with a

series of sharp nibbles and then went
down with a rush and out of sight. Then
he struck. His slender whip-like pole
bent nearly double and the line cut the
water clear around the boat, while the
men raised their tackle to give the fish

full play. “Gee, but he’s a sport,” cried
the delighted Matt, as Mr. Woodhull
slipped the net under the fish and laid

it in the boat.

Here was a fish which neither Mr.
Woodhull or the boy had ever seen a
specimen of before; much like a sunfish
in shape but greenish bronze in color
and darker freckle-like markings, with
mouth and head quite like a white perch.
Its weight was about one pound. “It’s a
good one,” said Mr. Adams. The boy
gloated over it, closely examining its

fins and all points with interest. “Seems

’ough it intended to stay in the water

after it was hooked,” he said as much
to himself as for other ears. “I guess

if they growed to ten pounds they d mos’

do it.” He baited his hook and resumed

fishing. “Don’t make any noise on the

bottom of the boat,” admonished Mr.

Adams. “They are very shy and will

leave the neighborhood if disturbed that

way.
“There are no fish better known in

southern waters. They are fished for a

great deal. They are generally found in

muddy waters and will take minnows as

well as worms and sometimes pieces of

fish. They are ealled ‘strawberry bass’

by a good many people. They look much
alike but are not the same fish. They are

good fish to eat, put up a good fight when
hooked with light tackle and should be

stocked in all the waters in this part of

the ebuntry.” The lad was never more
interested than when listening to Mr.

Adams when he was giving him informa-

tion about fish which were strange to him.

S
EVERAL more crappies were taken

from the same place, but none quite

so large as the first one. Just before

leaving for the channel to try for carp

Matt had a bite and threw into the boat

a beautifully colored fish, rose tinted on

the sides shading to a deep orange on the

belly, with a bronze green back. “It’s a

long-eared sunfish,” said Mr. Adams, ad-

miringly, “and they are rare enough
here.” “I didn’t know fish had ears,”

said the boy quietly, and the men
laughed. “See this bluish colored spot

running back from the gills Hold it up.

so. Now you see what looks like large

ears lying along the side. They are only

peculiar markings of the fish, but they
look like ears. These fish are all along
the coast from Maine down, but i some
sections are scarce. They build nests

like a bird, only they make them out of

gravel at the edge of the water. They
fan the small pebbles away with their

fins, moving the larger ones with their

mouths until they have a hollow in which
to deposit their eggs. They then stand
guard until they are hatched, driving
away all other fish which may come
around I have sat quietly on the bank
watching their movements and putting a

small stick in the water I have pushed
the mother fish more than a foot away
from her nest when she would return
not in the least frightened. There are
several varieties of sunfish, the largest
being the kind you have taken and they
have always been hunted by the small
boy in the brooks. But with trout rod
and fly just at sundown over shallow
water; when they are to be .'ound as
large as this one they are fished for by
men, as they will take a fly quickly, if it

is a dark one, always coming to the top
of the water for it. They will live in al-

most any kind of water and are good
pan fishes. As we have more than a
dozen crappies suppose we get our tackle
ready and see if we can get a carp. They
are at times a very difficult fish to catch

;

at other times they are taken easily. I

brought some 4-0 hooks along as they re-
quire about that size, but not much

(continued on page 337)
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JAMES ALEXANDER HENSHALL
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE APOSTLE OF THE BLACK BASS.

FATHER OF THE GRAYLING AND DEAN OF AMERICAN ANGLERS

F
ROM Fort Capron, Florida, to the

mouth of St. Lucie river, there is an

expanse of Indian river known as St.

Lucie Sound, several miles in width, af-

fording fine sailing, close-hauled or free.

On our way we encountered a school of

porpoises rolling and rollicking in play-

ful gambols as we sped by. Leaving

them to their own devices we sailed over

to the wharf of “Old Cuba,” as he was
known, opposite to the mouth of the St.

Lucie. Old Cuba had squatted in a small,

but very rich hummock, where he -grew

a profusion of fruit and vegetables and
tobacco. He was a Cuban refugee, hav-

ing been engaged in one of the numerous
revolutions common to the Pearl of the

Antilles

.

We purchased a sack of sweet potatoes,

a bunch of bananas, and some hands of

tobacco, the seed of which he had brought
from Cuba. Sniffing the tobacco I said:

“Ah, that’s fine; genuine Havana to-

bacco!”

“No, no, senor,” he said, “Cuba tobac’,

not Habana; he grow in de country,

Vurlta Abajo, down in Cuba.”
“You’re right, Cuba,” I rejoined,

“cigars are made in Havana; but the

tobacco grows in the lower country.”

“Si, senor, but cigar made in country,

too; he call de ‘Plantation’ cigar.-”

Cuba was right, again, for I remember
well the old “Plantation” cigars,, very

black they were and long and wrapped

in barreled-shaped fagots cased in the

inner bark of the palm tree.

Declining Cuba’s urgent invitation to

stop for dinner, we sailed across to the

St. Lucie, and when several miles up the

river there was a sudden shock as the

bow struck something, and was lifted up

as the Blue Wing glided over it. Then
there was quite a commotion and splash-

ing on the surface of the water as we
saw a flipper lifted up, and then we
caught a glimpse of a queer flat, round-

ed tail, and then with a rush and a wake
like a motor-boat the creature disap-

peared. I thought at first it might be a

porpoise, but on second thought knew it

to be a manatee, or sea-cow, which was
then not uncommon in the St. Lucie, as

we afterward saw several more feeding

on the eel-grass along the river.

We camped at the confluence of the

forks of the river, where it divided into

the North and South Halpatiokee rivers.

Black bass fishing was excellent in both

streams, and it was in the south fork

that I caught my record bass on the arti-

ficial fly. It was taken on a “polka” and
weighed fourteen pounds, though it will

be remembered that I caught one on live

bait in the Sebastian river that weighed
twenty pounds. These records are not
likely to be broken at this late day, for
even in Florida, large-mouthed bass of

more than ten pounds are not often met.

FOURTEENTH PAPER

Late one afternoon, up the south fork,

I located a turkey roost, and the next

morning before sunrise I took my turkey

call and repaired to the vicinity, where
there was a thicket of myrtle bushes. I

sat on a log well-screened from observa-

tion, and began “yelping” like the calling

of a hen turkey. Several gobblers re-

sponded from the roost, but failing to put

in an appearance I gave it up and left

the thicket. Before going into the blind

I had examined the white sand surround-

ing the thicket for turkey tracks, but saw
nothing. Now, to my surprise I saw the

fresh tracks of an immense panther,

judging from his foot-prints, which
stopped within fifteen feet of me, when
he left in a hurry, as I could judge from

the difference in the tracks, going and
coming. Hearing my yelping he fully

expected to make a meal of a hen turkey
in distress.

NEAR the source of the south prong
of the river, well down toward the

Everglades, we saw a rookery of

roseate spoonbills, or pink curlews, which
were not uncommon at that time. A few
ivory-bill woodpeckers were also ob-

served, but I imagine that they are now
extinct in Florida. Two flamingos were
sighted flying over the marshes one day,

going at a rapid rate in the direction of

the southern coast. There was in this

locality a “burn,” on which deer could be
seen feeding in the early morning. These
burns are made by the Seminoles for this

very purpose; for after burning off the
old, tall grass, a new growth appears
within a few weeks. One day I was
standing among some bushes at the edge
of this burn looking for a deer, when I

was conscious of something moving near
my eye, which I thought to be a leaf,

but which proved to be a small snake of
an intense emerald green color, with eyes
like rubies, which was wiggling his head
within a few inches of my eye. It was a

beautiful creature, and quickly seizing it

I wrapped it up in my handkerchief and
placed it in my pocket, for I had never
seen anything like it before. On my
return to camp I got out the can of

alcohol, and then to my chagrin I dis-

covered that my precious specimen had
escaped.

Black bass fishing in both forks of the

St. Lucie was really too much of a good
thing. On favorable days, even with the

fly, one soon tired of the sport, as it re-

quired but little skill to lure them from
the dark but transparent water. And
they were as good as they were game.
Their flavor was not surpassed by those

of any other waters, north or south,

within my experience. But after leaving

the St. Lucie their memory would alone

be left us as we would not be likely to

meet them again.

After a week or two spent in the de-

lightful wilderness of the St. Lucie we
broke camp and sailed out into Indian

river again. We had fair sailing until

Jupiter Narrows was reached, through
which for eight or ten miles we followed

t'^e devious and tortuous channel, amid
the mazes of many mangrove isles; and
though the water was deep, the channel
narrowed to fifty yards, and sometimes
to as many feet. In lieu of a topsail we
hoisted the peak of the mainsail as high
as possible in order to catch the slight

breeze blowing over the mangroves; but
even then we frequently resorted to the

setting poles to aid our passage through.

This was the most picturesque portion

of Indian river. The surface of the

water, quite still and smooth at all times,

reflected the green walls of the narrow
strait as in a mirror, while small side

channels led off between the numerous
islands like streaks of planished silver.

The trunks of the mangroves stood sev-

eral feet above the water supported by
arching roots, long, smooth and deeply
rooted, in the nature of banyan trees.

Groups of palmettos were seen, around
whose dark trunks were curiously inter-

twined the climbing gray stems of the
rubber trees, forming a rustic lattice-

work of rare beauty, whose meshes were
filled with graceful air-ferns and air-

plants with plumes of crimsom bloom.

We finally emerged into Hobe Sound, as

that part of Indian river is called, from
the Narrows to Jupiter, being some ten

miles long and about a quarter of a mile

wide. There was fine fishing in this

reach of water, and the boys enjoyed
trolling as we sailed along with a slight

breeze. They were kept busy pulling in

jack, amber-jack, leather-jack, cavalli,

bluefish and other species, easily ljired

with spinner, spoon, squid, or even with
a bacon rind or a bit of white rag. The
fish were unhooked as soon as landed,
and returned to the water unharmed and
undaunted, to continue their free way.
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From Conch Bar we sighted the tall

brick tower of Jupiter Light, where we

soon arrived. The tower, one hundred

feet high, stands on a bluff fifty feet

above the water, at the confluence of

Indian and Locohatchee rivers, where

they unite and flow as Jupiter river to

the sea, a mile or more away. From the

balcony surrounding the lantern the view

is at once grand and comprehensive.

First, we see Indian river stretching

away for miles toward the north, where,

in the distance, we obtain but fugitive

glimpses of it between the intervening

hills and clumps of foliage, “like orient

pearls at random strung.” Then, the

Locohatchee, winding along through the

savannas with many a devious turn, like

a huge serpent gliding from the setting

sun toward the sea. Toward the south

lies a panorama of pines, cypress and

sawgrass, with their varying tints of

green, amidst which is a network of small

streams glinting in the sunlight like a

filagree of silver while far beyond lies

Lake Worth, a burnished shield on a

velvet sward. Turning at last toward

the east we behold grand old ocean

“darkly, deeply, beautifully blue.” stretch-

ing away to the vast horizon, where the

blue above meets the blue below.

We camped at the foot of the bluff, and

slept with the huge eye of the lantern

flashing and gleaming on us, as it kept

watch and ward over the vast expanse

of the sea. The next morning we decided

to sail at once for Lake Worth if the

wind and sea were favorable. I ascend-

ed to the lantern with the superintendent

to get his opinion as to the chances for

a safe trip outside from Jupiter Bar to

Lake Worth Inlet. As the wind was off

shore, and the sea comparatively smooth,

I decided to go at once.

While enjoying the view from the bal-

cony just described, our attention was

arrested by the baying of hounds, hot on

a scent, which the superintendent said

was an almost daily occurrence, when
his two foxhounds enjoyed a deer chase,

though they were never known to catch

a deer. Pretty soon we saw through a

vista in the woods, several deer leaping

over bushes and moving with the speed

of the wind. Then through another open-

ing among the palmettos we saw them
halt and proceed to feed as quietly as if

nothing unusual was going on. Within
a few minutes we saw through the vista

first named the dogs following on the hot

trail at their utmost speed, when they,

too, disappeared. Then as the sound of

the baying dogs approached too near the

feeding deer they started off with a wild

rush, leaping and bounding, and when
last sighted were circling back again to

their feeding spot. And so the merry
game went on, both dogs and deer seem-
ing to enjoy it. At last the dogs ap-

peared near the foot of the tower with
lolling and dripping tongues, glad to lie

in a shady, breezy spot, to ruminate on
the uncertainty of life when the race is

not always to the swift, but with the con-
solation that the joy of anticipation
might be realized with the morrow and
their prowess in the chase established.

F
OR the twelve-mile sail at sea, from
Jupiter to Lake Worth Inlet, I de-

cided to take with me only Frank
who had taken a fancy for sailing and

who proved an apt pupil, and to let the

other boys tramp the beach, which was
a mode of transportation quite common
between the two inlets. The boys read-

ily agreed to this suggestion for they

had no desire to trust themselves on “the

briny” in a boat with but eight inches

freeboard. Accordingly, I put them on

the south side of Jupiter Inlet with the

admonition to make the trip as quickly

as possible, so that they might arrive at

the lake before nightfall.

My plan was to leave Jupiter on the

last of the ebb tide so that when I ar-

rived at Lake Worth Inlet the flood tide

would be running strong. Frank and I

went over Jupiter Bar with a fair wind,

and found quite a heavy swell outside,

which I feared might give a touch of

seasickness. But by keeping inshore as

close as possible, and with a beam wind
we arrived off Lake Worth Inlet in little

more than two hours. As the flood tide

was making strong we went through the
narrow inlet to the lake without mishap.
Our passage along the coast was rather
better than I had expected, but as the
wind freshened when we were fairly out-

side, we arrived at our destination three
hours before the “tramps,” as Frank
called them, put in an appearance, much
to his satisfaction. He told them a
graphic and thrilling yarn of our en-
counter with man-eating sharks during
our passage through the inlet. His story,

however, reconciled them to their tramp,
especially as they had collected some fine

shells, corals and sea-fans on the way.
We camped that night on the north

side of the inlet. A small house at the
head of the lake was the only one in

sight. Next morning we sailed several
miles down the lake, and the boys trolling,

meanwhile, captured three bluefish, which
seemed to be abundant. The houses of

the settlers, which were few and far be-

tween, were all on the east shore. We

learned, subsequently, that, all told, there

were but about twenty-five settlers along

the length of the lake, some twenty miles.

As it was rather too windy for oranges,

they were engaged in the cultivation of
bananas, pine-apples, guavas, sugar cane
and vegetables, which gave quicker re-

turns. The cane was manufactured into

syrup. The climate was simply delight-

ful and most healthful. Most of the set-

tlers were from the northern and western

states.

We anchored off a two-story house in

the midst of a tall, bearing cocoanut
grove, with an oleander hedge twenty feet

in height, the fragrance of which had
been perceptible to us for several miles.

It proved to be the home of Charley
Moore, at one time, many years before,

a sailor in the United States Navy, but
later engaged in wrecking along the

coast. He was very glad to see us, and

was desirous that I would settle on Lake
Worth, as the only physician within easy

call was at City Point, near Titusville,

and two hundred miles away. He offered

to make me a deed, for one dollar, to five

acres of his banana patch. That it was
a good offer I may remark in passing,
that the probable value of the tract to-

day would not be far from one hundred
thousand dollars. I had already declined
a similar good offer at Rockledge, which
may go to suggest that opportunity
knocks at a man’s door more than once.

The south end of Lake Worth is sepa-
rated from the sea-beach by a ridge of

but a hundred yards or so in width, called

the “haulover.”

It was there that the wreckers made
their camp whenever occasion demanded.
And in connection with it Charley Moore
told me the following story, which he
said was as true as gospel, and that he
would take his “bible oath” as to its

probity: Whenever the wreckers were
at this camp it was frequented by fish-

crows, who had been encouraged in their

visits by the men who would, at meal
times, throw portions of fish, meat or

(continued on Page 333 )

*

A scene on Lake Worth, Florida, at the time of Dr. Henshall’s visit
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THE OBJECT OF THIS JOURNAL WILL BE TO
studiously promote a healthful interest in outdoor rec-

reation, and a refined taste for natural objects

August 14, 1873.

FRANK S. DAGGETT
TN the passing of Frank S. Daggett, a member of
A Forest and Stream’s advisory board, another man
becomes a memory. Recently as director of the Mu-
seum of History, Science and Art at Los Angeles,
Daggett’s chief interest was in the taking from the

asphalt deposits at the Rancho La Brea the richest

collection of fossils ever obtained, arranging for these
to be properly cared for and adequately studied. This
will, perhaps, be his monument, not better preserved

were it of marble. His friends of the great out-

doors of by-gone years tell us that whether chained
to business in Chicago or bird-nesting in the open,
his every undertaking was marked by the enthusiasm
of the true sportsman, giving his best to the game for

its own sake.

Glancing back at random we find Daggett record-
ing the occurrence (and skinning) of a wild swan
in the following words: “On November 24, 1906, I

spent the day four miles north of Waukegan, 111.,

where Big Dead River crosses a strip of alternate

sand-dunes and marsh a mile wide and a favorite

place for ducks when Lake Michigan is too rough
for their comfort. I learned from a hunter of a swan
which had been shot, and on my way back to Chicago
slopped long enough at Waukegan to secure it. . . .

The bird, for a swan, was not over fat, but sufficiently

so to test the enthusiasm of any but an old timer.”
We trust there will be such “old timers” about while
Forest and Stream continues.

In the death of Mr. Frank S. Daggett the world of

science suffers an irreparable loss.

HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF
/'ALD readers of Forest and Stream will recall a^ battle fought thirty-five years ago to keep the
Yellowstone National Park from being handed over
to people who wished to use it for money-making.
At that time this was the nation’s only big park.

Something very like that is happening now. A
bill has recently passed the Senate, been favorably
reported from the Public Lands Committee, and is

now on the unanimous consent calendar of the

House of Representatives, which alarms persons
who value our national park system. The bill seems
to have the approval of some responsible officials of

the Government, and is asked for by farmers and
commercial people out in Idaho. It authorizes

granting the right to construct reservoirs and irri-

gation canals in the southwest corner of the Yellow-
stone Park—the Falls River district—and taking
the water out of the Park for irrigation in Idaho.

Its purpose is to change the uses of a region which
nearly fifty years ago was “dedicated and set apart
as a public park or pleasure-ground for the benefit

and enjoyment of the people,” from the object to

which it was then by Congress devoted—a pleasure
ground—to a means for making money for private

local commercial interests; to deprive the people

to whom this Park belongs of rights which once
taken away cannot be recovered.

The Falls River district has long been known as

a great feeding ground for moose. The construction

of these reservoirs will not tend to benefit this moose
range, but the destruction or survival of the moose
here is a small matter compared to the danger of

breaking down the whole system of national parks
in this country.

If Congress can properly grant to one private con-

cern the privilege to do a particular thing in one
national park—if it chooses to give to officials the

authority to grant to private concerns rights hitherto

belonging to the public and which these officials now
have no lawful right to interfere with—the whole
system of national parks of the United States is

threatened. To pass this bill will take from the

people rights enjoyed for many years. The bill is

H. R. 12466.

Outcry is made about money losses by ten or fif-

teen thousand farmers in Idaho whose crops were
reduced during the very exceptional year 1919 by
the terrible drought that caused likewise very
severe losses to a multitude of other farmers and
live stock raisers in other neighboring states. The
case of the Idaho men seems hard, but the farmer
farms with his eyes open; he knows that he must
take his chances on weather conditions.

It is for the public to decide whether it is reason-
able—because of these losses in an exceptional year
—that a hundred million people, each one of whom
has rights of possession and occupancy in the na-
tional parks of the country, shall be deprived of
those rights. Shall such a precedent be created for
the Yellowstone Park? The people—who own it

—

must approve or disapprove this measure. Do they
approve this bill which gives away a corner of the
Yellowstone Park and at once will produce other
demands from private interests asking for congres-
sional action to take away other rights in any other
park in the land? If they do not approve, if they
feel that the National Park system of this country is

too valuable to our people to be sacrificed to the com-
mercial interest of a few local communities, then let

each one of our readers say so. Let him write to his

congressman and tell him that the bill, H. R. 12466
must not be passed.

If the great public is not willing to take the
trouble to speak up for its own rights, it does not
deserve to possess rights. If it does not act in

this case further encroachments will be encouraged.
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MR. SHIRAS’ LAW
IT was a great and goodly company of men who

—

A
in the spirit—crowded about Hon. George Shiras

3rd, on the morning of April 20th, and extended to

him—still in the spirit—the glad hand of congratu-
lation on having, at last, come into his own. On
the previous day the United States Supreme Court
had held the Migratory Bird Treaty Act constitu-

tional, and had thus, for good and all, settled the

question over which, for some years, there has been
much discussion.

At intervals there arises in every country some
man who performs for his fellow men a public ser-

vice of such extraordinary worth that it is always
connected with his name and that the benefits re-

ceived from it insure to him the enduring gratitude

of a multitude of thoughtful people. Such a man
is George Shiras 3rd, who first set on foot the move-
ment to place migratory birds under the control

of the Federal Government.
His original bill, introduced in the 58th Congress

in December, 1904, raised a storm of discussion.

Many lawyers declared that it was unconstitutional

and could never stand; and in fact it was opposed
to all previous ideas of wild life protection. It in-

volved a new principle based on the fact that the
creatures to which it applied were migratory

—

made long journeys and at different times lived in

different places. Mr. Shiras was the first to recog-

nize the fundamental difference, from the game
protection viewpoint, between migratory and non-
migratory birds. His forceful brief in support of

the principle was published in Forest and Stream
in November, 1906, and to him belongs the credit

for having discovered and announced the greatest
protective force yet set on foot in America.

In 1908 Mr. Weeks introduced another migratory
bird bill which failed, but in 1913 such a law was en-

acted. Meantime, Senator Root had proposed a con-
vention between Great Britain and the United States

for the protection of migratory birds. During 1916 a
treaty providing for this was signed and ratified

by both Powers, and in 1918 an Enabling Act was
passed and became law. It is this act that has just

been declared constitutional.

To secure the passage of this act, many men
worked hard and faithfully without hope of reward
other than the satisfaction which comes of loyal

labor for a principle. To all these men credit is

due. They have accomplished tasks that entitle

them to stand well out in front of the army of
fighters for the cause; they are leaders. But no
man working for wild life in America has, in our
belief, done any single thing which is so notable
and offers such promise of enduring benefit to the
country as the service performed by George Shiras
3rd.

ACCIDENTS IN THE WOODS
"THE Indians of the North have a single specific
1 for every bodily ailment: gunpowder and black
tea, mixed and boiled. Such treatment seems almost
painfully heroic, nevertheless the Indians frequently
recover. But a more varied treatment, and one
rather more in touch with medical practice, would
seem to be necessary, not only for the Indians, but
for the city man who finds pleasure and profit in the
woods. For many of the latter, though they are
far beyond the gunpowder and tea stage, are almost
totally unprepared to deal with a serious accident.

Living in the woods is probably no more dangerous

than living in the city. But in the city there is al-

ways a doctor around the corner. In the woods it

may be several days or a week before a doctor’s ser-

vices are available.

First Aid courses have been given by the American
Red Cross to hundreds of thousands of persons in

the past few years—in schools, factories, mines, in-

dustries and to groups of people everywhere. Since
these courses have been given in the settled parts of

the country, First Aid has been taught with the idea

that a doctor can be had in a few hours. ' It has been
a preventive measure, so that the patient may reach
the doctor’s hands in good condition, and students
have been warned against attempting anything be-

yond this. But in the woods something more must
be added; simple methods of treatment taught.

Instruction in First Aid is not difficult to get, nor
does it take much time. As arranged by the Red
Cross, the primary course consists of ten lectures

and demonstrations of one and a half hours each.

The advanced course consists of five lectures and
demonstrations of the same length. At the end of

these two courses a man should be proficient in the
treatment of fractures, dislocations, wounds, burns,
hemorrhages and performing artificial respiration.

The Red Cross will aid any group of people anywhere
in the country to form a class, and the cost is neg-
ligible. A First Aid kit whose weight will be trifling,

and which will occupy very little room in the pack,
would consist of tweezers, a 'Wire clip for cutting
fishhooks, scissors, needle and thread, small bottle

of iodine, dressings, absorbent cotton, bandages and
adhesive plaster. With such a kit, and the knowledge
to apply it properly in an emergency, the danger of

a serious outcome in accidents, or of the unnecessary
pain and suffering that improper treatment is fre-

quently responsible for, is greatly minimized.

BLOODLESS HUNTING
'T* HERE is a gulf between field shooting and trap
1 shooting that must be bridged. The old line

field shot is an agile, dependable sort of a chap who
can drop his birds with due regularity under almost
any condition, flight and angles

;
his quarry flashes

into view at the most unexpected times and under
the most trying conditions, and at best he has only
a second in which to think and act. On the other
hand the trap shot is a highly trained marksman
shooting under a set of fixed and standardized con-

ditions. The bird does not rise until he is ready to

fire and gives the word, he knows the pigeon will

be thrown a given distance from a given point, that
it will be beautifully silhoutted against the sky and
the flight will be within a certain prescribed angle.

One man is a hunter, the other is an expert target
shot, and both keen sportsmen of widely different

schools. Between these two extremes there is a
sport having all the zest and hazard of the field, plus
availability and an all year open season, a sort of
bloodless hunting that appeals to the old timer and
makes the tyro a creditable field shot; the clay

pigeon released under conditions that closely simu-
late thoseencountered in the field when hunting birds.

This form of shooting calls for field guns and light

loads, bird released at the command of the coach
while the shooter is already with the butt below
the elbow, and the use of the second barrel is per-
mitted. That is how it is done at the Forest and
Stream Shooting School and even this early in

the season, the use of game conditions has proved
to be of unusual interest and an unqualified success.
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ON THE TRAIL OF A DEER MOUSE
THIS LITTLE ANIMAL CAN BE READILY DISTINGUISHED FROM THE HOUSE
MOUSE BY HIS GRACEFUL FIGURE, SILKY COAT AND SNOWY WHITE FEET

By EDWIN 0. PERRIN

THE encyclopedia refers to him as the

white - footed mouse (Peromyscus
leucopus), habitat North America,

but he is universally • known to hunters

and campers as the wood-mouse or deer-

mouse. Although this strange little

beast is one of our commonest wild ani-

mals, ranging over the entire continent

from the northern limit of trees to

southern Mexico, he 1

is so shy and retir-

ing that little is known of his habits and
family life.

When examined closely deer-mice are

found to be extremely attractive, grace-

ful and clean little creatures. They
would be much more popular were it

not for the prejudice against all their

race, due to the offensive ways of that

domestic parasite, the house mouse.

In general shape and appearance a

deer-mouse is somewhat similar to a

house mouse, but in all other respects is

a very different sort of animal. He is

a trifle larger than the house mouse, and
can be recognized at a glance by his

snowy white feet and under parts. An-
other distinguishing feature, also pres-

ent in other species of wild mice, is a

very thin coat of fur on the tail. The
tail of the house mouse is hairless.

In color deer-mice differ a good deal

according to locality, the fur on the back

varying from a delicate blue gray to a

grayish brown or fawn color. They
have large rounded ears, and very bright

prominent eyes.

Although they rarely approach the

A white-tailed deer horn gnawed by
deer-mice

permanent dwellings of man, deer-mice
are quick to flock around camps, cabins

and other remote habitations, making
frequent raids on the food supplies.

Few campers have failed to hear their

little feet pattering over the dry leaves

during the night, or scurrying up and
down the sides of the tent.

I once spent the night in a deserted

log cabin which appeared to be entirely

free from animal life. During the early

part of the evening there was not a
sound, but- the moment we turned in and
blew out the candles the whole cabin

became fairly alive with deer-mice. They
raced around the walls and floor in great

excitement, uttering shrill squeaks, and
repeatedly scampered across our bodies.

On another occasion, when I was
sleeping on the ground, a deer-mouse ate

a large hole in a buckskin tobacco pouch

which lay a few inches from my head.
Unlike the jumping mice, deer-mice do

not hibernate, and are active throughout
the entire year. The snowshoer in the
Far North never fails to see their little

tracks forming lace-work patterns over
the deepest snows. How these tiny,

delicate creatures can travel at night
over the frozen crust when the mercury
is far below zero, is one of the mysteries
of the forest.

Deer-mice feed chiefly on small seeds,

nuts, berries and various insects. Like
chipmunks, they are provided with
cheek-pounches inside the mouth for car-
rying food. During the autumn months
they store away large supplies for win-
ter use. While chopping up old stumps
and logs for fire wood I have several
times found hollows containing a pint or
more of seeds, beechnuts and pine nuts.

Upon examining one of these store-rooms
a few hours after discovery I noted that
the entire supply had been transferred
to a new hiding place.

Mice also like to gnaw bones, and are
especially fond of deer horns which are
shed in the woods. -Hunters rarely find

an antler which is not partially eaten by
deer-mice, and it is probable that many
horns are entirely consumed.

These curious mice are perfectly at

home in trees, and have been seen jump-
ing from limb to limb with all the agility

of squirrels. Their nests have been
found in- hollow trees as high as fifty feet

from the ground.
Not long ago I chanced to visit a

trapper’s cabin which had been left va-
cant for some time by the owner, In

order to protect some flour and other
food supplies he had left them in a large
dish-pan suspended by a single wire
from the center of the ceiling. Upon ex-

amination we found that the deer-mice
had actually climbed down the wire and
made away with most of the provisions.

It is this form of activty which has
made the deer-mouse unpopular with
many woodsmen. Campers who keep
their food supplies in tin boxes or cov-

ered pails have no trouble; and when the

mice are encouraged to come into camp
for crumbs apd scraps they are found to

be interesting and attractive guests.

It is a strange fact that these diminu-
tive beasts are the greatest mountain
climbers in this country. Mr. Edward
W. Nelson, Chief of the U. S. Biological

Survey, reports that he has found white-

footed mice on Mount Orizaba, Mexico,
between 15,000 and 16,000 feet above seaWe put him in a soap box covered with wire netting and he became very tame
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Photograph taken in January in an Adirondack forest.

Deer-mouse run-ways in the snow, showing hole leading to its nest. 1V. _y

level. This is the highest record attained

by any North American mammal.
The deer-mouse lives in constant peril

of his life from a host of enemies. He
is preyed upon by hawks, owls, bluejays,

snakes, weasles, minks, foxes, bobcats,

martens, fishers, skunks and other pred-

atory foes. Even the bear persistently

hunts mice, which explains that animal’s

well-known habit of tearing down old

stumps and digging under logs.

While in camp last summer we suc-

ceeded in catching a deer-mouse in a

small box-trap baited with cracked corn.

On approaching the trap we were sur-

prised to find that the mouse was not at

all alarmed. He seemed to regard us

with mild curiosity rather than fear.

We put him in a soap box covered with

wire netting, and he soon became so tame
that he would eat raspberries out of our

hands. We kept him for some weeks in

captivity, and he always seemed perfect-

ly contented, spending the night gnaw-
ing sticks, and sleeping most of the day
in a small box full of cotton.

When aroused from his slumbers he

was always ready to entertain us with
amusing • antics. He could run up and
down the perpendicular sides of the box
without the least effort, and also liked

to hang head down by his hind feet from
the wire netting.

THE SPOTTED SANDPIPER
OR TEETER

AS this sandpiper walks along the

strand turning first to one' side and
then to the other to pick up some

tit-bit, it keeps continually bobbing the

hinder portion of its body up and down,
whence its common and descriptive name
of “teeter.” If pressed too closely, it

will generally fly out low over the ' water
with a diagnostic, alternately fluttering

and scaling flight, calling “weet, weet,”

and return to the • shore again in a wide
circle. On alighting, it bobs its tail with
great violence for a minute or two, also

its head and neck; then gradually be-

comes more quiet and resumes its ordi-

nary occupations.

Over most of the United States' this is

the only sandpiper which remains
through the summer to breed. It is com-
mon, and not • at all confined to the

neighborhood of the coast, being very
generally distributed throughout all the

fresh-waters of the interior, lake shores,

mill ponds, brooks, etc., as well as being

found along the ocean beach (nesting in

the dunes behind it), and along the

shores of the bays. It does not gather

and migrate in flocks as do most of the

other species, and although two or three

are commonly seen together and have a
very sociable and often noisy time of it,

one seldom finds more than a dozen in

one company, even after the nesting sea-

son when they are most numerous. Es-
pecially at this time one occasionally

finds them on the ’marshes, but they are

less of a marsh bird than any other,

being more frequent even along some
woodland stream, where they meet only

the somewhat larger solitary sandpiper.

I have never seen the spotted sandpiper

travelling in company with others of its

own size, but of different species, a hab-

it general among shore-birds, although it

is frequently seen feeding among such.

Spotted sandpipers are able to pick up
a good living in so many different kinds

of places, that probably at no time of the

year are they concentrated in large

numbers at particular points. This may
account for their not having developed

flocking habits.

I

T is a generally recognized fact that

birds express their emotions by ges-

tures and actions as well as by voice.

The shore-birds have fewer gestures than

ordinary land birds like the robin and

cat-bird, but certain ones are sufficiently

common and well marked to immediately

arouse interest. Several species have

the habit of raising the wings over the

back, stretching or fluttering them for

an instant and then folding them down
again. I have observed this habit in the

solitary sandpiper, the greater and les-

ser yellowlegs and the willet, that is, in

all our species of the group known as

tattlers, with which I am familiar, ex-

cepting the teeter, whose bobbing tail

perhaps furnishes sufficient outlet for its

surplus energy. We may suppose the

gesture to have been inherited from
gull-like birds, thought to have been the

shore-birds’ ancestors, which hold or

flutter the wings above the back as they

stop to pick some morsel from the sur-

face of the water, at times without

alighting, at times alighting for an in-

stant only, the wings meanwhile in a

Nest and eggs of the spotted sandpiper

position to raise the bird in the air

again. With shore-birds it hardly has
this same significance, however, being
rather an indication that the individual
has definitely alighted than that it con-

templates instant flight. We believe that
here it serves as a signal and is fre-

quently of use in displaying the bird’s

recognition marks, which often find ex-

pression in the pattern of the wing or
the under-wing. Solitary ’ sandpipers
and lesser yellowlegs have been observed
to go through this gesture immediately
before assuming a less conspicuous rest-

ing or feeding attitude and we have no-
ticed that with several lesser yellowlegs
feeding in a pool it was used by an in-

dividual after fluttering a short distance
and alighting with a companion.
A second very wide-spread gesture is

that of bobbing or “hiccuping” the head
and neck, characteristic of all the plov-
ers, and found, so far as we know,
throughout the tattler group, though
we have not found it in any of the more
specialized groups. It is expressive of
restlessness or suspicion, and probably
has its origin in raising the head at the
instant of taking flight. It is much bet-

ter marked in some species than in

others, the greater yellowlegs, for in-

stance, than the lesser. This bobbing
or hiccuping increases in direct ratio to

the bird’s nervousness or excitement.

When quietly feeding or resting, indi-

viduals do not, as a rule, indulge in it,

though I have seen one standing drows-
ing until almost asleep, resume wakeful-
ness with a slight hiccup from time to

time. When just alighted and looking

suspiciously about, individuals almost
always bob somewhat- and when alarmed
by an intruder the bobbing is often much
exaggerated. An instance of this was
observed Nov. 3, 1919, at Mastic, Long
Island; approaching a dead spot in the

meadows at dawn my attention was
caught by the flash, flash, flash of a

greater yellowleg’s white breast, in the
still somewhat dim light; the bird alight-

ed there facing me. a regular heliograph.

Although I attempted to approach cau-

tiously it was already thoroughly
(continued on page 341)
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INDIAN CAMP FIRE FRAME

THE real camp fire is made Indian
fashion and together with the “take-

down folding fireplace,” as shown in illus-

trations, a most delicious meal may be
cooked. The frame is made of 2 sides

of angle iron hinged at back and covered

fa’/'iy&r - (2°^^)
/ROfS-

r

G^Lv'.

J/f/E wre depending upon theW friends and admirers of our
old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of
them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light" have been
adopted by the United States Army;
his canoe has been preserved in the
Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen will

contribute to this department their
flints and Kinks and trail-tested

contrivances.— [Editors. ]

allow for a full draft. Have the larger

pieces ready at hand and as soon as the

blazing twigs begin to sink, add the big

pieces, keeping them also in a criss-cross

position. Always cut the grass away
from the fire and make sure it is out
before leavjng it. Other methods of fire-

place construction are made by use of

holes, stones, etc., but this iron frame
is light to carry and makes camp cooking
a genuine pleasure.

P. P. Avery, N. J.

HOW TO DISJOINT A ROD

I

F upon the trout stream or elsewhere
the ferrules of your brand-new rod,

the rod dearer to you than the apple
of your eye the rod for which you paid

^fcr/oM a nB -

with Y2 " galvanized iron mesh wire bolted

to all sides. The projecting pieces are
1" x A" flat iron with sharpened ends.

The top cross pieces are held in place for

cooking by loose fitting pins made of

rivets and after they are used the pins

are drawn out and frame folded up.

The best wood to use for a fire is oak
but in the different sections of the coun- l//£tia/-

fir/.AT /KOA/,

Sfiee/
STfiKE-

7&ZAA/ y/£TlV-

try the average dry wood is of so many
varieties that no fixed data can be formed
for the use of any special kind.

Birch bark is especially good for start-

ing the fire, also dry grass. Leaves are

not considered of much avail, although in

an emergency may have to be used.

Arrange the dry twigs under the frame
with the kindling of birch bark or dry
grass, and always cross them so as to

4idU, coin of the realm, become stuck

solidly together, then let not your heart
be troubled. There are all kinds of ways
of doing things. For instance, my own
new rod became thus fastened in the

first and second joints, upon the Prairie

River. We tried to pull it apart, each
and every one of us, using an amount
of strength which would have torn a

more poorly built fabric quite to pieces.

Do our best, we could not start the fer-

rules. I do not know what caused the
joints to stick in this way. The rod went
together with smoothness and precision,

then we took it out to practise in the

evening. It might have been the damp-
ness of the air, it might have been some
caked oil upon the ferrule, but what-
ever the reason was we could not get
these two joints apart. The rod stood

thus for two days, and I thought I should
have on my hands the problem of how
in the world to get it home. It is only
in such cases as this that we realize how
limited are the spaces in civilized life.

Take a rod disjointed and in three pieces,

and you can carry it anywhere. Add one
of those pieces to another and there is

no place that you can take it whatever.
It will not go into a sleeping car, you
cannot get it into a carriage, you can-
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not send it by express, and, in fact, you

have to sit up all night with it and

mourn over it all day. Nonetheless, do

not despair. My friend is somewhat cur-

ious in tackle learning, and counseled

me to take heart in regard to the sit-

uation. “We’ll get it apart somehow,”
said he. Mrs. Cone suggested kerosene,

and, although this seemed unwisdom, we
grasped at it as the last chance. A little

of this universal liquid was carefully

placed in around the top of the recalcit-

rant lower ferrule. Then we set the rod

up in the corner of the room to dry

out over night. In the morning of the

next day, when we had to go home, the

Diagram showing how to cross a stream

rod Was apparently tight as ever, yet

with one good straight, determined pull,

pop! it came apart, and all was saved.

If you meet with similar accident, take

your time, do not twist the rod, and if

you cannot get it apart by heating the

lower ferrule, as we did, or a strong

pull, then try kerosene and a night in

the dry air, and then a straight, strong

pull in the morning. Cone.

HOW TO CROSS A STREAM
ON A RAFT

WHEN using a raft to cross a swift

river first choose a place that is

free from rocks. Then lead the raft up-

stream at an angle of 45°.

By paddling on the downstream side

of the raft the force of the current, act-

ing against your efforts, will serve to

carry the raft nearly straight across.

The arrow shows the direction of the

current. A is the starting point and B

the new-cut white portions sharply dis-

tinct against its natural bronze-green.

Cut around one end and tie on a line or

swivelled leader. A triple hook attached

to a screw eye should be screwed in place

represents the place you want to land at.

You must stand on the raft at the point

marked X. By keeping the raft in this

position the force of the current will

help • to carry it across. I have used this

method on some of our Western rivers

and it works out all right. If you head

the raft directly across, the current

would carry you too far down on the

other side.

An Oldtimer.

as shown in the illustration, and the lure
is ready.

CAMP COFFEE POT PERCOLATOR

TO make an ordinary coffee pot into a

percolator, use two tin cans, a cover
for the bottom part and a half section of

a regular tomato can for the top, joined
together by a %" copper tube. Solder
top and bottom at both ends. The holes
drilled in sides are made with regulation

AN INEXPENSIVE LURE

I
N spite of the expensive tackle which
every fisherman loves to accumulate,

fish sometimes delight in going “back to

Nature.” Then this lure will catch them.
It is simply a section of young alder wood,

hand drill and bit of size as called for.

Bottom the same, with 40 holes. The
finest coffee ever drunk around a camp
fire is made with this simple coffee pot,

insert designed and made as shown.

P. P. Avery. N. J.
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THE!FELLOWSHIP OF CAMP
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

HAVE you ever lazily stretched your
tired muscles to the crackling of a

small stick-fire, after a day of labor on

the tump trail? Have you ever rested

with your head upon a saddle, while in

the glow of a prairie chip-fire you blew
weaving rings of smoke from a veteran

pipe and reminiscently dreamed? Have
you ever laid in the shelter of a pup-tent

with a couple of army pals and told

stories to the tune of the drumming of the

sleet upon the canvas? If you have had
experiences similar to these, you will

understand what it is that I refer to as

the fellowship of camp. If you have not,

go camping! Go and find that comrade-
ship, that harmony, that indefinable, su-

preme sense of satisfaction that develops

under the environment of a well made
camp.

Let me tell you of Percy’s camp on
Loon Creek in Saskatchewan, where for

a quarter of a century the latch string

has hung out and the hospitality of the

plains has been extended to the constant

stream of home-seekers that have passed

on their way to the newer west. Directly

southeast of Markinch, about two miles

along a draw that breaks the monotony of

the prairie’s almost endless roll, you come
upon the head of a long, narrow, poplar-

bordered lake that nearly half fills the

deepening ravine for about half a mile of

its length and then dwindles to a small

stream that flows on through a narrow
pass between the giant gray-brown hills:

this is Loon Creek. Up the first wooded
draw to the east, after you come through
the cut at the foot of the lake, there is a

little clearing among the rank grown pop-

lar scrub, in which peacefully reposes a

small pole-and-sod shanty with a round-

ing, car roof and a cheerfully drunken
chimney that leans invitingly toward the

trail as if in welcome; this is Percy’s.

It was at Percy’s that we used to

gather; Cameron of the mounted police,

Dunn of Yukon experience, the stolid

Diapot breed, myself, and others. In the

long summer evenings of the north prairie

I would sit and watch the intermittent

glowing of their pipes and listen to the

anecdotes they related of many trails and
camps. I was beginning to develop a sense

of the comradeship of the trail, and I

revelled in the experience.

Several years passed,—and again I

found myself in a real camp. Picture, if

you can, our particular portion of the

39th Infantry camp at Acy: a neat ap-

pearing, little “A”-shaped tent, with its

sharp outline quite distinct through the
camouflage of brush that covered it, from
the triangular opening of which pro-
truded three pairs of muddy hob-nails

LETTEES,
QUESTIONS

AND] ANSWEE,

that wagged in unison to the strains of a
jews-harp. Give this picture a back-
ground of innumerable dog-tents, all

alertly peeking through the brush; frame
it with the dripping beeches above, and
the grassy slope below; and you have
what is indelibly impressed upon the
memories of those who dwelt there.

To that snug little tent we came, after

a day of dissatisfactions, after a day of
arduous drill and manoeuver, after a day
partially spent in cursing everything and
each other,—and peaceful unity settled

over our diminutive abode. We pulled a

slicker over the three pairs of feet, now
devoid of the heavy shoes, pillowed our
heads in the hollows of our steel helmets,

and two of us softly sang to the accom-
paniment of a wheezy mouth organ. Ours
was the relaxation that no idler ever real-

izes. Ours was the unparalleled apprecia-

tion that the associations of genuine com-
radeship bring.

Would you share the fellowship of

camp? Would you seek to experience the
blessings of the trail’s end? Then travel

the trail, for that is the only way you may
reach its end. Gravitate to the world’s
frontiers and mix with the men of the
camps. They are the same the world
over, and you will be welcome among
them.

Kenneth B. Law, Minnesota.

MORE ABOUT THE GRIZZLY BEAR
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

R EADING Mr. Vaught’s letter about
the grizzly bear in the May number

of Forest and Stream brought to my
mind an incident I remember reading in

one of the Boone and Crockett Club books
concerning the killing of a bear by a
young bull buffalo. Thinking it might be
of interest to your readers I had it copied
and send it herewith:
“The grizzly bear fed to some extent on

the carcasses of buffalo drowned in the
rivers or caught in the quicksands, and
occasionally they caught living buffalo
and killed them. A Blackfoot Indian told

me of an attempt of this kind which he
witnessed. He was lying hidden by a
buffalo trail in the Bad Lands, near a lit-

tle creek, waiting for a small bunch to

come down to water, so that he might kill

one. The buffalo came on in single file as
usual, the leading animal being a young

heifer. When they had nearly reached
the water, and were passing under a
vertical clay wall, a grizzly bear lying
hid on a shelf of this wall, reached down,
and with both paws caught the heifer

about the neck and threw himself upon
her. The others at once ran off, and a

short struggle ensued, the bear trying to

kill the heifer, and she to escape. Almost
at once, however, the Indian saw a splen-

did young bull come rushing down the trail

toward the scene of conflict, and charge
the bear, knocking him down. A fierce

combat ensued. The bull would charge
the bear, and when he struck him fairly

would knock him off his feet, often inflict-

ing severe wounds with his sharp horns.

The bear struck at the bull, and tried to

catch him by the head or shoulders, and
to hold him, but this he could not do.

After fifteen or twenty minutes of fierce

and active fighting, the bear had received

all the punishment he cared for, and tried

to escape, but the bull would not let him
go, and kept up the attack until he had
killed his adversary. Even after the bear

was dead the bull would gore the carcass

and sometimes lift it clear of the ground
on his horns. He seemed insane with

rage, and, notwithstanding the fact that

"most of the skin was torn from his head

and shoulders, appeared to be looking

about for something else to fight. The In-

dian was very much afraid lest the bull

should discover and kill him, and was
greatly relieved when he finally left the

bear and went off to join the band. This

Blackfoot had never head of Uncle Re-

mus’ tales, but he imitated Brer Rabbit

—

laid low and said nothing.”

A Reader.

GROUSE IN VERMONT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

WHILE at Woodstock, Vermont, last

June I heard grouse drumming
everywhere. There seemed to be a good

stock when they closed the shooting for

a year, and there is every indication now
that they will be as plentiful as ever.

However, we will know more about that

when we go after them. They hatched

well near Woodstock during the Spring
of 1918 and were plentiful enough up
until the first week of September. I

know this positively from personal ob-

servation. My friend, Mr. Connett, of

New York, who has a summer house at

Barnard, Vermont, near mine, had many
broods under observation also. We had
about decided that when we went out

after them we would be able to kill our
limit every day for two weeks, should we
care to do so, without decimating them
seriously.

There were none killed before the sea-

son opened but when we went after them
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we failed to find as many as the limit

(5 to a gun) on the average.

We spent days in going after them,
not with a desire to kill but to solve the

problem if possible. We tramped many
miles and tried our best to locate them
but failed absolutely. Perfectly reliable

farmers took us to woods where they had
recently seen many birds. The signs

were there—the birds were elsewhere.

Your editorial warning in the October,

1919, number is good stuff. Keep it up;
the grouse should have a rest. I have
rested mine for three years now. There
is a mystery about this bird that none
of us have solved. They have not been
shot out; that is impossible in localities

like Woodstock, as your friend Charles

Sheldon will tell you. I have never seen

or heard of a trap in all my experience
around Woodstock. The vermin or gos-

hawk theories will not do. They cannot
clean up a whole township in a week and
they have not suddenly died out. They
will come back where the country has not
become too much cleared, and in the

meantime the rest will do them good. If

I find them as plentiful in my old hunt-
ing grounds in Michigan next season, as

I expect to, I will do some shooting with-

in reason; if as scarce as they were
three years ago I will continue to give

them a rest. Mr. Wilbur’s grouse story

in your October, 1919, number is a

corker. I very much want to meet him.
His kind have become scarcer than
our good, old ruffed grouse and it is al-

ways a rare pleasure to meet an old-

school gentleman-sportsman.
Frank I. Brown, Indiana.

WEIGHT OF FOXES
would like to hear from those of

'' our readers who are interested in

fox hunting as to the average weight of a
red fox. We have the pelt of one in the

office that was brought to us by a corre-

spondent who killed it in Connecticut
during the past winter. He said that it

weighed 12% lbs. when killed. As there

seem to be many divergent opinions con-
cerning the weight of foxes it would be

interesting to hear from others on the
subject. [Editors.]

A MIDDLE-WEST HAVENfFOR
BIRDS

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

N EBRASKANS, who love birds and
nature in the rough, have just com-

pleted the raising of a $100,000 fund for
the preservation of the Fontenelle forest,

near Omaha, as a haven for birds, for
all time. The state, by the way, is sec-

ond in the nation in numbers of birds of

different species that have been identi-

fied.

Cross-continental travelers along the
Lincoln highway this summer should not
miss a glimpse of the Fontenelle reserve.

For pure beauty of wooded wildness it ex-

cels in the western prairie country. The
tract contains 2,500 acres of land border-
ing the Missouri river—hills and val-

leys unmarred by civilization’s touch,

clothed principally in elms and oaks and
maples that are hung with wild grape,
woodbine and ivy. Pure streams rise

from many springs and course a short
way through the forest to mingle with
the broad and muddy Missouri or the

sluggish Platte.

Game reserves have been established

before this, but the Fontenelle forest is

for the song bird—golden throated larks

and humming birds, robins, thrushes,

tanagers, warblers—all the feathery tribe

that by brilliance of coloring, sweetness

of voice or friendship to the farmer in

killing his plant pests, have won a home
for themselves. Cuckoos, kingfishers and
woodpeckers, whippoorwills, swifts and
martins, phoebes, orioles and grosbeaks,

will find their haven here. Game birds, of

course, are welcomed, and the prairie

chicken and quail, mallard, teal and can-

vasback duck and the goose throng to

the river during the spring and fall. Nor
are the more lordly eagles and hawks, the

pelicans, bitterns, herons and owls less

frequently seen, Birds migrating from
north to south, or east or west, would find

this a convenient half-way post.

The forest is rich in historical signifi-

cance. Named from Chief Logan Fon-

tenelle, last great head of the Omahas,

it marked the scene of the council fires

of Lewis and Clarke when they first ex-

plored the northwest. Mormons on their

pilgrimage to Utah stopped here; the

caravans of the Forty-niners in quest of

California gold were ferried across the

river to the forest; and the Union Pacific,

first railroad to span the continent, had
its eastern terminus at its edge.

And back in prehistoric days lived men
who enjoyed the forest solitude. Robert
Gilder’s diggings have yielded skulls and
cross bones of men who preceded the In-

dians to the spot, who hunted and made
their homes in the forest ten thousand
years ago. Practically all of Dr. Gilder’s

archeological surveys have been made
within the forest.

Dr. Harold Gifford, of Omaha, has
been the enthusiastic inspiration for the

purchasing of the forest. When it was
known that the land was to be offered for

sale, he secured an option, and within six

months the people of Omaha and Nebras-
ka, with the aid of subscriptions from the

outside, notably one by Louis Swift, of

Chicago, had raised the $100,000 for the

purchase of the land.

Homes for the Boy Scouts and Camp
Fire girls have been built within the

borders of the woods, and here hundreds
of the members of the two organizations

camp each year, studying wood craft and
nature lore at first hand.

A commission is marking through the

forest a highway that will open to the

motorist the principal points of historic

interest and scenic beauty. The bird

haven is reached by splendid roads from
Omaha, and is easily accessible to auto-

mobile parties.

George Grimes, Nebraska.

FISHING PALS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

THE picture I enclose shows myself

and dog enjoying our favorite sport.

He is as enthusiastic about fishing as I

am. He gets very much excited when
he sees me take my fish pole and start

for the water. He watches the bobbin for

a bite and when it shows that a fish is

nibbling the bait he goes crazy with ex-

pectation. When I have hooked the fish I

have a hard time keeping him from jump-
ing in after it. As soon as I land the fish

he grabs it and bites its head off and then

runs back to my side and waits for an-

other one. He growls and whines if he
has long to wait. If I should fail to

land my fish he gets very mad and grabs

hold of my pole and shakes it. We have
lots of fun together.

W. Maddison, New York.

A LABRADOR FISHING TRIP
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

THE Labrador coast is rough and un-

friendly, but for those who take dan-

ger as a zest to pleasure it has a strong

appeal. There is no better place in the

world for salmon and trout fishing, espe-

cially the salmon. Besides the fishing,

there is wonderful gunning, for all sum-
mer long the few summer visitors and

the natives shoot the numerous ducks and

waterfowl that gather along the co'ist.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 342)

W. Maddison and the dog that goes fishing with him
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HELD
• STEEL-LOCKED

SHELLS
FRANK TROEH

The Famous Amateur Trap-
shooter, whose portrait is

shown above, has won more
Championship titles than any
other shooter in the world.

His record of

200 Straight 5","

made at time he won the

American Amateur
Championship

has no parallel in the Amateur
class and can never be beaten.

Champion of the World,
won at Olympic Club event, is

a title to which none dispute

his right.

‘‘Perfect from Primer to Crimp*
Send for

** Four Aces and a King 1 *

Mention this Magazine

THE TOWN RIFLE CLUB
FURTHER PARTICULARS REGARDING THE ORGANIZATION
THAT WILL MAKE^MARKSMANSHIP A NATIONAL SPORT

[By CAPTAIN ROY, SATINNEY, Associate Editor of FOREST AND STREAM

HAVE received letters

from every State in

the Union, since open-

ing the subject of

smallbore shooting in

the March number,
asking for further
particulars regarding
what to do and how
to do it, as the ques-

tion most often re-

p e a t e d is: “How
should I go about or-

ganizing a club?” So I shall leave the

smallbore skirmish run for the next is-

sue and give the data that is immediate-
ly required. The three elements that

constitute a successful rifle club are a

sound organization, a place to shoot and
suitable equipment. Like most com-
munity movements, the matter starts

with a meeting of those most interested

in the subject and the first task that

confronts this committee is to draft an
outline of the proposed organization.

This is best accomplished by drafting a

skeleton set of by-laws that can be al-

tered and amended to suit local condi-

tions and here is the outline supplied by
the American Smallbore League:
Name and Object: The name of this

organization is and its object

is to promote smallbore rifle shooting as

a national sport.

Membership: Any person over
years of age may become a member upon
the affirmative vote of the Executive
Board.

Officers: There are five officers who
shall be elected at the annual meeting
to hold office for one year, and until

their successors are elected to wit:

1. The Executive Officer is the direct-

ing head and has the general control and
management of the affairs of the or-

ganization.

2. The Secretary is ex-officio clerk of

the Executive Board, shall keep a record

of all meetings and perform such other

duties as may be assigned him by the

Executive Board.
3. The Treasurer shall collect all

monies due the organization and expend
the club’s funds as directed by the Ex-
ecutive Board, keeping a proper record
of all receipts and expenditures.

4. The Ordnance Officer has charge
of all ammunition, arms and equipment
owned by the club, shall keep a record of

the sale of cartridges to the members
and turn the money so obtained over to

the Treasurer.
5. The Statistical Officer shall keep a

record of all firing done during matches,
meetings and qualification courses, and
obtain proper targets and see that they
are- on the range when needed. He shall

also, in conjunction with the Ordnance
Officer, have charge of and be respon-
sible for the range built and maintained
by the club.

Executive Board: These five officers

ex-officio compose the Executive Board
and are authorized and empowered to

conduct any and all business that may
be either necessary or advisable to prop-
erly carry on the work of the club, they
may meet whenever and wherever they
see fit and three members constitute a
quorum necessary for the transaction of
business. This Board also has the power
to cancel the membership of any member
whose conduct is, in their judgment, det-

rimental to the best interests of the or-

ganization.

Meetings: The annual meeting shall

be held during the month of on a

day fixed by the Executive Board and
the Secretary shall mail a notice of the
time and place of this meeting to each
member at least one week prior to the
day fixed. Special meetings of the mem-
bers may be called by the Executive
Board whenever they deem such action

necessary. One-third of the members in

good standing shall constitute a quorum
for the transaction of business.

Dues: The initiation fee is $. . .

.

and
the dues are $ . . . . a year, payable on
April first, and no member shall be per-

mitted to vote, use the range or exercise

any of the rights and privileges of mem-
bership until such dues are paid.

Amendments: The members may alter

or amend these by-laws at any annual
or special meeting by a majority vote of

those present. The Executive Board
may, from time to time, make such fur-

ther rules and regulations as they deem
necessary to properly conduct the activi-

ties of the organization, and these rules

and regulations shall have the same force

and effect as these by-laws.

To some this set of by-laws may seem
rather short, but it is a fact well recog-

nized by lawyers and executives that the

simplest documents are the most effec-

tive. By vesting the Executive Board
with full authority to act, the members
are simply enabling these men to handle

the organization for the best interests of

all concerned, for if you cannot trust the

honesty and judgment of those in charge
the whole proposition is doomed to fail

in any event. In drafting a set of by-

laws it is wise to remember that capable

men will not take up a proposition that

is all sewed up with arbitrary regulations

and intricate provisos, because “red tape”
only serves to hinder progress and breed

dissatisfaction. The burden of making
the club a success is placed squarely on

the shoulders of the Executive Board and
that is quite enough, without trying to

tell them in advance exactly how the job

should be done. The Executive Officer

should be either an experienced rifleman

or a man sufficiently interested in the

game to become thoroughly informed on

the subject, and each member of the

Executive Board must be an active shoot-

( CONTINUED ON PAGE 340)
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KODAK NEGATIVE

Take a

KODAK
with you.

Ifit isn Y an Eastman
,
it isn't a Kodak .

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y., The Kodak City
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TENT
DWELLERS

Are you hunter, fisherman,
canoeist, motorist—or just the
man who craves the silence and the
tonic of the open?

There’s a camp site, a bit of
paradise almost at your door. The
tent, the trees, the grass, the sky,
a noisy stream—that’s all you
want. Abercrombie & Fitch tents
and equipment, tried out by the
travelers and explorers of the
world, all types, models and sizes,
cover the needs of every camp,
everywhere. Listed below are the
most popular:

Hurt
T

.

ENT—United States Army
0
kLakh c°lor . s

'f
c 9 * 12, complete withpoles and stakes. Pnce, $67.70.

AUTO TENT—THE MARQUEE, as shown
= n2

Ve
Ti.

f Shel^er tent duck complete with polesand stakes. Price, $50.00.

TENT—canoe model, size 7 x 7, ofTanalite. Price, $49.75.
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e
EE S TENT—THE RATLIEE—weight 3»/,

two.' $30.5°0
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$!T.90.’
S TENT~size 7 * 7 - Tanalite.
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7 x 7, height at front,it., of Shelter Tent Duck. Price, $35.80

7 ‘x
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4f.75

TENT-°f TaDaUte: size

du“
INE

prL
TE
f2iT|.

iZe 7 X 7: °f Shelter Tent

Any of the above furnished with
windows, bobbinett fronts, ground
cloths, and other extras

; prices on
application.

Abercrombie
& Fitch Co-

EZRA H. FITCH, President

Madison Avenue and 45th Street, New York

“THE GREATEST SPORTING GOODS
STORE IN THE WORLD”

TRAINING THE PUPPY
WHICH DEALS WITH THE WAY HE SHOULD BE HANDLED
IN ORDER TO BREAK HIM FOR THE HOUSE AND YARD

By EDWARD RUSSELL WILBUR

AVING made a selec-

tion, take your
youngster in hand
and begin on him

—

the first stages of
his education—what
is generally and
commonly known as
House and Yard
Breaking.
Too many ama-

teur trainers begin
this stage in the education of the puppy
by selecting a kennel or house and small
yard in which to confine the pupil—be-
lieving that spasmodic periods of in-
tensive training will accomplish the re-
sults we are after. Nothing really sat-
isfactory can be accomplished in this
way as what we want the puppy to do
is rather to absorb his education than
that it should be forced on him. For this
reason we believe in keeping the puppy

the house—giving him a rug inm ««= iiuusc—giving mm a rug in a
corner in the kitchen at first and grad-
ually letting him share the living room
and a bedroom, in fact allowing him the
liberty of the house and teaching him
what he should do and what he should
not do. Don’t put him up in a big chair

or let him climb up on the bed—unless
you expect him to have that privilege
always. Start him right in everything
he_ does—rather than allow him some
privilege which you must cancel by pun-
ishment later on.

Give him to understand that he is to
come in the house and if, when bedtime
comes, you ask him to go to his box or
his kennel for the night you don’t expect
him to wake up the neighbors and the
household in remonstrance.

In fact as early as possible teach him
that wherever he is placed, at home or
in strange quarters, you expect him to
content himself in silence—you will ap-
preciate this when on some hunting trip
the dog is placed in the barn or other
quarters and you know that you will not
be kept awake by a noisy dog. Never
allow the dog to jump up on you. Give
him to understand from puppy-hood that
the place for his feet is the ground.
Never let him jump up on a door in his
eagerness to get out—and unless you
want him to, don’t encourage him to
place more than his head in your lap.
Accustom him to ride in a wagon or an
automobile. Show him how to get in and
keep him off the seats and when you ask
him to charge on the floor of the wagon
or car, see that he stays there. Never
allow him in the dining room at meal
times. Never feed him from the table—m fact when you finally have taught
him to charge he should stay put—even
if he is in an adjoining room, where he
can see you eating at the dining room
table. Whatever you do, allow no one
to take a hand in the training of your
dog—that is if you expect him to be

your dog and one from whom you should
expect absolute and instant obedience.
During the early stages we believe in
allowing the puppy absolute freedom
when you go for a walk; don’t talk
charge” or “heel” or use the whistle
any more than is absolutely necessary.
Let the youngster run wild and en-
courage him to get out and hunt. If he
finds anything strange interest yourself
in it and if he is afraid don’t let him
leave the place until he has satisfied
himself thoroughly as to what the ob-
ject is. Don’t help him over walls and
fences; wait for him and let him find
his own way over or through, in fact,
encourage self-reliance and make him a
bold puppy. We believe in having the
puppy with you at all times; give him the
freedom of the yard and house and take
him with you at least once a day for a
walk in the fields. At first confine all
the actual training to the yard, that is,
teach him to charge, come to the whistle!,
etc., in the yard and during your walks
afield give the youngster all the freedom
he craves and as little as possible force
on him any words of command. This will
all come later but at first you want the
puppy to feel that his walks afield are
just a big romp with the master he
loves.

At all times give the puppy his food
yourself—and his feeding hours should
be a matter of some consequence, as
there are many little ways of giving a
hungry puppy a lesson that would not
command his attention at any other
time. The puppy should by this time
wear a good stout leather collar and
should be taught to lead—and be tied up
and taught that when this is done you
expect him to remain quiet and silent
until you release him. Never release
him when he is jumping, barking or
straining on the chain. As you approach
him, hold up your hand and expect him
to drop and remain quiet until you re-
lease him. It is always well to put him
on a lead at feeding time and hold him
back from the feed pan until you have
him quiet and he is told to go on.
Chickens, cows in the pasture and sheep
all should become common sights and
friends of the young dog. If confined
constantly, besides being ignorant, he
will never know the meaning of things.
With full liberty he soon accustoms him-
self to the world in general and adjusts
his deportment accordingly. As to his
house training the puppy acquires most
of it by virtue of the scolding he re-
ceives and the broomstick, and, when
banished repeatedly from the house in
disgrace, he soon learns for Lis own self
to observe the household regulations.
Yard breaking consists in teaching-

the common acts of obedience, but this
should not include retrieving or any part
of this accomplishment, as we believe

(continued on page 350 )
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zFndian Motoc«cie
For Sole by Dealers Everywhere

A Dollar for every

accepted photo

Motorcycle friends:
Mail us interesting

snapshots of your
INDIAN hunting
and fishing trips—
with a little story of
the picture. A dollar
bill will be sent you
at once for every
accepted photo.

Letthe Indian carry you
where the salmon run
The INDIAN under you purrs pleasantly. You thrill to the
“feel” of power that’s at your finger tips. You marvel at the

ease with which you negotiate steep hills, narrow trails and
rough roads.

And you arrive at the spot where the big fellows lie in wait
ready for a real day’s sport that is not marred by thoughts of

how and when you are going to get back to home or camp again.

The 1920 INDIAN line includes many models. Call on your
INDIAN dealer today. Get a practical demonstration and choose
the model that best suits your requirements.

Dept. 10

HENDEE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

The Largest Motorcycle Manufacturer in the World
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The best game fish-

ing you ever had is

waiting for you right
now in the

MAINE LAKES
Get out your tackle and
come on down.

Big fellows—salmon,
trout and bass that will

give you a fight and a

I thrill. Lots of them 6

and 8 pounds and bigger.

Every fisherman
knows there is no joy

quite like landing a "big
one”; no tonic like the
care-free life of thewoods.

Well then, Maine is the
place.

Only 10 hours from New York

Only 5 hours from Boston

Fishing camps, comfort-
able hotels and the best

of guides.

Write for booklet D. Address
General Passenger Department
Maine Central R.P

, Portland, Me.

WILDERNESS DWELLERS
HUNTING BIG GAME WITH A CAMERA IN THE HEART
OF THE NEW BRUNSWICK WILDS—CHAPTER FOUR

By DR. THOMAS TRAVIS

HERE were cow
moose “swimming
and diving” after
lily pads in the lake,

I said before, but
I am not at all

sure that the state-

ment is absolutely
correct. Whether
moose actually feed
in water so deep that
they have to tread
water, and dive after

food, I do not know. Perhaps in
the night they do feed in deeper
water than in the day. For the
moose we flashed at night were consid-
erably further out than those we stalked
by day. But all that we stalked by
day as they fed, seemed to me to be
standing on mud bottom, and dipping
their heads to graze on bottom. So
“swimming and diving” may not be lit-

erally correct, though it is not always
easy to tell. You often see a moose feed-
ing a mile away; he seems to be on bot-
tom, for he is neck deep. Then down
goes his head, the whole moose out of
sight under water. Then up comes his
head with a swish, a snort throws the
water out of his nose, and a jolly twitch-
ing of the head clears his ears. A cow
moose when she sees you, or thinks she
sees you, looks for all the world like a
big capital Y. For the long ears are
almost mulelike in their generosity.
At any rate, when we started next

morning along Second, or little Nictau
lake, the sun was shining, and the red
summer coats of three deer could be
picked out at the edge of the water, and
far up in the eastern reaches we could
see a cow feeding. So we started after
the cow, as she was right on our way.

There were three canoe loads of us, six

persons altogether. The camera being
ahead, in the first canoe. Also we pad-
died steadily right in the open, and
neither deer nor moose were alarmed,
till we drew up within a hundred yards
of the cow. Then she began to show
signs of moving, so the one canoe crept
nearer alone.

You who have taken this trail will re-
member the great springs at the head of
Little Nictau, wheije the water lies clear
as crystal among grottoes of algae and
water weed. Well, just beyond that our
cow was feeding on browse pulling here
a twig, there another, her long, hand-
like nose reaching up surprisingly. Yet
she stood till we were within twenty-five
feet, looking at us over her shoulder,
poised to run, yet with an expression of
unwillingness to move,—eyeing us with a
humerously mulelike attitude and expres-
sion.

But the light! We were floating now
twenty feet from her, everything ready;
hand on trigger, the moose in splendid
pose, twitching flies, shaking her ears,
looking right at us, but heavy clouds had
come over the sun, and at least a second
of light was needful. Minute after min-
ute we hung there,—she like a child de-
termined to pull an apple more, with the
enemy coming on, our canoe silently
drifting nearer and nearer,—I pushed
the focus to fifteen feet and waited,

—

when with a huge lurch to get her feet
out of the mud, a splash as she heaved
into the thicket, she was gone,—and
again I had missed by waiting for the
light. So I registered a vow that never
again would I wait.
And right away I had my chance, for

on the other side of the narrow spring
bed, we could hear something else feed-
ing, so we crept up the stream that leads
to the carry as silently as possible.
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The Best

Angling Stories

Ever Published

C Most anglers have lived better stories of thg rod and reel than

the literary men can produce. But they do not get into print. They
go the rounds of a small and admiring coterie and finally give way
to new narratives— never reaching thousands of eager sportsmen

who would enjoy every word of them.

«L With that thought in mind Abbey & Imbrie recently conducted

a Fish Story Contest, which brought in 2980 manuscripts— from

all States of the Union and points abroad. The prize-winning

stories—chosen by the judges after long consideration, and certainly

the best of their kind ever put on paper— make up a remarkable

book which is now ready for distribution as a special feature of the

Abbey & Imbrie Centennial.

«L No such collection of fish stories has ever been offered to anglers

before, because there never existed before such a wonderful assort-

ment of tales to draw upon. All are crowded with action, with daring

or amusing incidents. All are original. All are cleverly written. All

are out-of-the-ordinary stories about angling—by anglers— for anglers.

The Centennial price of the book is fifteen cents and it’s the biggest

fifteen cents worth of its kind ever put between two covers!

ABBEY &> IMBRIE
Division of Baker, Murray & Imbrie, Inc.

97 Chambers Street, New York City
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The Name
Behind the Cot

FOR thirty years “Gold
Medal” has been recogniz-

ed as the standard camp fur-
niture among outdoor men
everywhere. Light, strong,
compact when folded and un-
usually comfortable. Gold
Medal Camp Furniture early
gained a distinction that has
never been lost.

You can depend on Gold
Medal, always. It is the log-
ical camp furniture. Many
styles of Folding Cots, Chairs,
Tables, Mosquito Frames and
Nettings, Water Pails, etc.

At Sporting Goods, Hard-
ware and Furniture Stores
and Tent-Makers. Complete
Catalog and Dealer’s name on
request.

GOLD MEDAL CAMP FURNITURE MFC. CO.
1740 Packard Ave. RACINE, WIS.

>— ' - <

Gold Medal
Furniture For Home and Camp

Attach this Motor
to

Your Boat

New pleasures are open
to the man who attaches a
Lockwood-Ash Row Boat
Engine to his row boat.

It saves those long, hot,

back-breaking pulls to the
fishing or picnic grounds
or the camp.

Ask for our booklet
and learn about the
30-day trial plan.

Lockwood-Ash Motor

Company

2003 Jackson Street

Jackson, Mich.

(69)

It is simple, economical
and practical and takes
but a few minutes to

install.

You remember there is barely room
for a canoe to get up that stream. And
it winds through a swamp with small
saplings of fir and dead wood. Thus as
we silently poled we came not ten feet
from a deer, and as she stood there a
veritable statue of dainty surprise, I

pulled the trigger, just as she jumped. A
hundred yards further along we ran into
another one, and this time came to with-
in reaching distance of her. But the
bushes of alder were now thick between
us and only a glimpse could be gotten.
Still, I pulled the trigger and went on
as she threshed her way ahead of us.

Thus we came to the very head of navi-
gation for canoes. Before us lay a two-
mile carry. So, while the guides loaded
the stuff into the drags, I went ahead
down the trail from Little Nictau to the
First Nepisiguit, or Bathurst Lake.
And here the trail lies broad and mys-

terious between high trees and dense
thicket. The summer birds were singing.

The book of the mudspaces was filled

with tracks, deer and moose for the most
part. Clear cut as though in plaster-of-

paris some of them were. Dew claw and
delicate hoof clearly defined.

Alert I went along the trail, till we
came on a covey of grouse, sitting, hop-
ping, chuckling, as slowly and as near
and as tame as barnyard fowl. Eagerly
I tried for a photo, but the shadows in

the woods were hopeless on that cloudy
day. I could only risk a shot which later

came out with enough of the birds for

me to recognize, but not enough for a

clear picture. Great bunches of raspber-

ries lay red and juicy. Here and there a

porcupine scrambled up the tree boles.

But not a squirrel did I see here. Deer
and moose in plenty were there but to

get through the thicket without alarming
them, to gdt within twenty feet of my
goal, was impossible, till at a bend I

came on another cow.

She had seen me, however, and was
away in the forest before I could get into

action. A young bull stood five minutes

with his back half toward me, and his

hip dropped like a tired horse. But
though I shot, the developer revealed only

a vague ghost. So on we went till from
a little rise, Nepisiguit lake shone before

us. So I lay down in a cosy spot, reach-

ing for clusters of raspberries around me,

while woodnymphs (butterflies) rested on

wavering wings, and the song of the ves-

per sparrow came clear, eerie, through
the forest glades. A big loon flew by, his

wings whistling like a goose wing near

by. A fish hawk plunged surging into the

shining waves of the forest lake. I could

make out deer after deer standing on the

edge of the lake. Through the field

glasses it seemed as if I could almost

touch them. But even when the carriers

came and the tumult of embarking again

was roused, they stood there watching us

from a distance.

WE were now over the great divide.

Starting from the western edge

of New Brunswick, we had
come up the St. John, up the Tobique,

over Nictau, and this carry, to put our

canoes into Nepisiguit Lake, which in

turn emptied into the Bathurst river and

|

far away" into the Baje de Chaleures.

As we drew into the narrows at the
entrance of second Nepisiguit, the trout
were leaping in swarms, so we paused to
bring in a few for supper.

Soon the flies were looped, Parma-
cheene Belle, Jenny Lind, Brown Hackle,
and Montreal,—four flies on a cast, and
at almost every throw there was a trout
after each fly. But they were quick as a
flash. Time after time they struck, some-
times leaping clear of the water to take
the fly, but it was spewn forth as vanity
in half an instant,—as my mate and lit-

tle girl soon found out. For half an hour
they could not hook a single trout.

Then they got the hang of it. And as
we hung poised in the flow, holding bot-
tom by pole and paddle, they began to
bring them in. Pretty little trout aver-
aging perhaps a quarter of a pound,

—

silvery, clean, just as if come from the
mint, their sides orange and gold and red,
speckled too with the forget-me-not blue.
Two dozen were all we needed, and these
were sizzling in the pan a few minutes
later as we rounded the narrows, and shot
up to the HOME CAMP of Charlie Cre-
min, a camp that is a dream ef real
beauty, with all the individuality of the
Canadian wilds, picturesque in its log cab-
ins, birch bark roofs, crowding wild-
ness, and charm, a veritable log cabin
home in the midst of a dense wilderness
of lake and stream, headland and forest
and fragrant Christmas trees.

Right in front of the camp a moose was
feeding, deer, in their red coats stepped
daintily to the lake brink to drink. Part-
ridge were chuckling right in the thicket
at the edge of the camp, loons and fish-

hawks were nesting near by, and a sweet
cold stream trickled and laughed and
gurgled within a few feet of our nest.
Nothing could have suited us better.

Right back of the camp was a faint
trail that ran for forty miles before it

reached the nearest settlement. Along
this I walked looking for game. Just
where it crossed a slough I built my hid-
ing place and lay in watch.
Black ducks were quacking somewhere

in the swamp
;
from time to time a single

bird or a couple rising, or a whistle-wing
slanting down to rest in the lonely marsh.
As I sat there, deer after deer came down
the trail, or stepped out of the thicket to

the edge of the pool. Then came a cow
moose, and again, a big bull, but all of

them too far for a good camera shot,

though in easy range for a riflle. So,

as the light was still bad, I came back to

camp, took up my rod, and started out
for Armstrong Brook, a tiny, ice-cold rill

that tinkled and gurgled its way through
the forest to First Nepisiquit Lake.

Here, just off where the brook fell into

the lake, we had trout fishing, the like of

which rarely falls to the luck of any man.
Any fly would do, though those with

a brown body and a red tail seemed to
*

be the favorites. We cast out on both

sides of the canoe and for an hour the

water boiled with the speckled beauties.

They seemed almost all of the same
size. Those at the inlet had all been
small, these were big. Those at the inlet

were silver and green, these were ruddy
and dark and strong and gamey. Time
after time one would rise, leap clear of

(continued on page 337)
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Cook With Comfort

in the Open
The Little Wonder Stove is the greatest

camp convenience ever introduced. It

brings the comfort of home cooking to

the hunter, fisherman, yachtsman, and
summer camper. It weighs so little it can

be carried anywhere. It is always ready

for instant use.

Little Wonder Cooking Stove
Brings the Luxury of Well Cooked

Food to Life in the Open

Reasons Why You
Should Own a
Little Wonder:

1 It costs only $17.50 and
does everything that the

old-fashioned gas and oil

stoves do—at one-tenth the

cost

O It does on one gallon of
“ kerosene what the ordi-

nary oil stove does on ten.

*2 It does on one central
^ burner what ordinary
stoves do on four.

A It pays for itself in^ time, effort and fuel.

C It is convenient in size

and weight and can be

carried anywhere.

C It will cook any time
and anywhere. Wind

or rain cannot put it out.

*7 It serves a variety of
* outdoor uses.

Q It will heat water for a0 bath; it will broil, bake,

roast, fry and boil.

Q It keeps your cooking
** pots and pans bright

and clean.

1 A There are no embers,v smoke, dirt, odor or
gas.

1 1 It is an excellent heat-
ing stove for cool

weather. It is cool to work
with in summer.

The Little Wonder Stove brings new pleas-

ure to thousands of lovers of the great out-

doors. In three minutes it is cooking your
breakfast, dinner or supper. There is no
unnecessary effort of collecting and kindling

the wood of the camp fire. There are no
flying embers, no smoke, no fumes, gas or

smell. All the work is done on one central

burner which heats the entire cooking sur-

face of the stove top. It burns 90% air ana
10% kerosene, and gives tremendous, heat at

slight cost.

Simple Invention
Revolutionizes Cooking

The Little Wonder Stove was perfected five

years ago. It is the result of a simple in-

vention whereby you burn 90% air. Air is

free—and thus cooking costs are greatly re-

duced. To campers and folks who live out
of doors, the Little Wonder will provide
every cooking convenience of home at low-
est possible cost in time and effort. The
old-fashioned camp stoves would only cook
two articles at one time. Five or six pots
or pans may be placed on the Little Wonder
heating surface at one time, and their con-
tents will be thoroughly cooked. The Little

Wonder Stove is a great convenience in

keeping cooked food warm. Cold weather
does not affect this feature. You can always
have hot food anywhere.

The Little Wonder
Has Many Uses

The Little Wonder is also a great heater.

For a tent or cabin it is ideal. It can be put

DEALERS:
The Little Wonder Stove is a tremendous
seller. It is the only cooking stove used
in thousands of homes. Send for our
special introductory proposition.

into use instantly, and by merely opening the
oven door you soon have a very comfort-
able warmth.

Another great camping feature of the Little

Wonder is the way it bakes and broils. The
Little Wonder oven provides new comforts
to the camper. The old-fashioned camping
stoves never baked or broiled satisfactorily.

Sold Under a
Positive Guarantee

Every camping outfit should have a Little

Wonder Stove. It is positively guaranteed
to give satisfaction or money refunded. The
Little Wonder Stove has met with success
everywhere. As the large demand is taxing
our manufacturing facilities, it is wise to

order at once, enclosing a money or express
order for $17.50. The Little Wonder will

be shipped immediately with complete direc-

tions for operating it. You may either send
us the full $17.50 or a deposit of $2.00, to

cover express charges. We will ship at once.

THE LITTLE WONDER STOVE CO.

3532 Gable Avenue Detroit, Michigan

The Little Wonder Stove Co.
3532 Gable Ave., Detroit, Mich.

( [
Enclosed find ($17.50) or ($2.00) for which ship me one
Little Wonder Stove

Mark X or

I I Send me full information about the Little Wonder Stove.

Name

City

Sta te

Rural Route or Street
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KEEPS FOOD COOL
ONYOUR OUTING
TMAGINE how pleased you

would be on your next out-
ing if you could serve your
salad and sandwiches, crisp and
cool; your beverages cold and
all the food fresh as can be.

REFRIGERATOR
makes all this possible. Built the same
as the finest refrigerator, it keeps food
coo 1 36 hours on one filling of ice.
The Hawkeye Picnic Refrigerator

is very durably and finely constructed
and will give perfect satisfaction.
Can be obtained in several, different

sizes forindividual use, or for parties
and automobile use.

FREE—‘OUTERS MENUS’
Send for this booklet of tasty

menus and receipes suggestive for
outings, picnic and auto parties—and
telling about our 30 day free trial offer.

If ’rite for Booklet I.

Burlington Basket Co.
1550 Hawkeye Bldg.

Burlington, IowaL
CREE’S COMMONSENSE

CAMP STOVES

fboStii"CAMP STOVE
Set your dealer or write us

D. W. CREE CO.
Established 1876

Box 158 Griggsville, Illinois

U. S. ARMY PUP TENT, S4.75
declaimed from Army Hase

Combination Jack Knife
and Spoon . . $1.00
Army Camping Blankets 7.00

Heavy Khaki Pants 4.00
Tanned Calf Scout
Shoes . . . 4.00

TJ.S. Navy Hammock 3.50
Gov’t No. 1 Hip
Rubber Boots 5.50

Cowhide Boston
Bag . . . 3.25

These prices include
Postage Prepaid.

Write for Catalog and Money Saving Prices.

OLD COLONY STORAGE CO.

]

Dept. S, 40 Court St., Boston, Mass.
J— — t.LMMsana—

THE THRILL OF BATTLE
HOW A GAMY SALMON WAS PLAYED FOR ONE HOUR
AND TEN MINUTES AND FINALLY BROUGHT TO GAFF

By MURRAY VANN

E is a poor fisherman

who does not pride

himself upon the skill

and strategy rather

than upon the avoir-

dupois of his many
catches. To be sure

the over-flowing- creel

is a very good recom-

mendation and its op-

posite a painful and
awkward embarrass-
ment. Nevertheless, the

stories we hear from regular fellows are

those of the ready hand, the lightning-

like manoeuvres and it may be, a bit

of camouflage. I have quite forgotten

the number and weight of my best

catch but so long as I am able to retain

the benefits of memory, I shall thrill

again and again as I relate the story

of my hour and ten minutes’ battle

royal with my one and only salmon.

(Regular fellows will please pardon the

inference that I am of them and read

further to see if I really have the pass-

word !

)

It was near the mouth of the Salmon
River which empties itself into Cheda-

bucto Bay not far from Guysboro, Nova
Scotia. The requirements of my parish

work necessitated the keeping of a horse.

My buggy always contained one or the

other of two* congenial companions, my
fishing gear or my rifle, sometimes both.

Unfortunately for my habits of study

and consistent work, most of the roads

which I traversed either crossed or ran
along beside tantalizinglv-good streams.

And I am not so sure that I was less as-

ceptable or useful in the village because

of my much foraging. It were better for

the world could it have more of the glori-

ous abandonment of the out-of-doors!

I

HAD been at the Salmon Hole twice

before that spring but found that the

ice from the lakes was still jamming
through. On this, my third visit, how-
ever, I found only the swollen waters
which the weeping snows of the moun-
tains seemed ever to be plentifully replen-

ishing. It was a great black, fast-moving

torrent and yet without break or ripple.

I stepped to the top of the over-hanging

boulder and cast off, letting my seventy-

five feet of reliable line and my little

trout-hook w-ith its gob of worms swirl

away to the bend. I had the point of

advantage as far as sight was concerned,

but a sad place of disadvantage should I

connect with anything worth lifting.

Fifteen feet in the air meant a killing.

I could hardly expect to throw a ten- or

fifteen-pounder up over my head with
my little split-bamboo and from such a

stand.

You see I was geared for little stuff

and was just taking my daily try to pick

up something in passing. But under-
neath my hat, away down, I had a sort of

an idea that some day or other I would

walk into the village claiming the added

distinction of Conqueror.

Although the section was a sports-

man’s paradise, there were few who
qualified. It was either some of the boys

who lived nearby who yanked them out

before they knew what had hit them, or

some expert angler with his much tackle

lately arrived from Boston or New York
and settled down for the summer until,

under the Grace of the Holy Saint, Izaak,

he should maintain his tinselled reputa-

tion. I classed myself among the every-

day human “In-Betweens.”
The next time I let my line run down 1

gave all I had, a reckless procedure had
I taken my prospects at all seriously. I

could see the little pink roll wobbling and
bobbing on top of the water. I turned to

look across the fields to see if my horse

was standing quietly when I came very
near being tipped off the rock and into

the swirling waters. Fortunately I was
able to connect with a bit of tough herb-

age and with eyes a-bulge and nerve

a-strain I began to reel in my slack.

I was afraid to tighten on him. I

thought of that wee little hook. But then
I knew he would toss it out if it didn’t

set, so I took a chance and gave him a

vigorous jibe. He didn’t respond. I must
be caught on bottom. Again I jerked

his mouth. I was afraid I was playing

a snag
Zsssttt. . . . The third one took. But

my point of advantage was a mighty as-

set. I could see his direction and guage
his speed readily for I was above him.
I had no automatic, however, and was a
bit fearful of consequences between the
break and the gathering in of my slack

as he shot back to bottom right up un-
derneath me again. But that second
gave me the sight of a life-time.

The conqueror and the conquered
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JUSTHITE

Make Your Camp Bright

Justrite Acetylene Lamp or L<
(Carbide and Water)

The evenings never drag if there is a brilliant, Justrite lamps are self-contained
steady light for reading, writing letters, a game Sturdy and dependable, no ordi:

of* cards, or just story-swapping. Thousands of put them out of order. No bul

testimonials from satisfied users offer convincing burn out—you always know how
evidence of the superiority of Justrite Lamps and steady light you have in reserve.

Lanterns over all other devices for lighting the carbide is as easy and quick as

Camp, fishing, boating, hunting, trapping, etc. Jimmy pipe. Cost about 1 cent

Also ideal Farmers light for milking, picking fruit, berries, driving, etc.

No. 100 Camp (3 hour) Lamp. Nickel Plated. Folding Handles
No. 95 Camp (4 hour) Lamp, Nickel Plated, Folding Handles (Large Size)..

No. 10 Lantern (4 to 5 hours), Nickel Plated, packed in round metal case..

No. 44 Head -Light (10 hours) Generator, worn on body. Lamp on head

Illustrated Circular No. 107 on request

Self-lighting attachment on lamps, no matches required.

Use our No. 120 Hand Gas Lighter (25c) for No. 10 Lantern.
No grease or smell to spoil the grub or camp equipment.

JUSTRITE MFG. CO.
2088 Southport Ave.

Dept. “E”

CHICAGO, ILL.

If your dealer cannot supply you,

we will send direct on receipt of

price.

.00 EACH

OR AS A GIFT
Both Camp As and Hunting Knife are made of

the finest tempered steel for Forest and Stream.
The Hunting Knife is patterned after the cele-

brated “Nessmuk” design. The Camp Ax is of a

design most popular with experienced woodsmen. The fifteen

inch handle makes a most convenient size for wearing on
the belt.

Four Dollars secures Forest and Stream for two years with

either Hunting Knife or Camp Ax with leather belt sheath

free of additional expense.

NOTE: Canadian Orders Require SO Cents Additional

FOREST A*® STREAM, 9 East 40th St., New York, N. Y.

Here’s the Book You Want!
This is the one book you need if you are going camping
or like to read of camp life.

Written by experts, “The Camper’s Own Book” treats the

camping subject in a thorough and practical manner.

NOTE THIS LIST OE CONTENTS:
The Benefits ji Recreation. The Camp-Fire. “Horse Sense”
In The Woods. Comfort in Camp. Outfits (Suggestions for

Hunting Outfits). Grub-Lists. Canoes and Canoeing. Animal
Packing. What to Do If Lost. The Black Bass and Its Ways.
About Fly Fishing for Brook Trout. Pointers for Anglers. The
Rifle in the Woods.

PRICE DELIVERED ( PAPER COVER 50 CENTS
( CLOTH COVER $1.00

Forest & Stream, ( *£.) 9 E. 40th St., New York City

Know Your Fish
David Starr Jordan’s “Guide

to the Study of Fishes”
Recognized the world over as a most
comprehensive and authoritative treat-
ment of the subject.

This great work, published in two cloth
bound volumes of more than 600 pages
each, contains hundreds of illustrations and
is invaluable to anyone interested in fish

or fishing.

It describes the different species of fish in a
manner that enables you to identify them. It

cells of their life and habits; how, when and
where different species are caught. . . . How
fish breathe, smell, taste and talk. It treats on
migratory fish, colors of fish, food value of fish,

the mythology of fishes: mermaid, monkfish,
bishop-fish, sea-serpents, &c. Its description of
popular fishes includes trout, flounder, catfish,

perch, bass, swordfish, eel. gayling, blackflsh.
sand-darter, mullet, mackeral, herring, kingfish.

halibut and other species; pond-^kirpers, cave-
fish, file-fish, trigger -fish, lieadlight-fish. trunk-
fish and other species of freak fish too numerous
to mention are fully described.

Packed seady for shipment these two volumes
weigh 10 pounds. Price, delivered to any ad-
dress in the United States. $12.00. Canadian
orders subject to extra shipping charge and
custom fee.

FOREST & STREAM
(BOOK DEP’T)

9 EAST 40th ST., N. Y. CITY, N. Y.
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I
N Peters Shells the rivet
principle is used in order to
secure the necessary strength

—and more, in the head of the
shell. The head of a Peters
Shell is not weakened in the
slightest by the explosive force.

“Steel where steel belongs” to-
gether with battery cup is riv-

eted into the head and base wad,
and provides the integral con-
struction which means strength
and safety.

The Peters Cartridge Co.
New York CINCINNATI San Francuca

PRACTICAL EXTERIOR BALLISTICS
for

HUNTERS and RIFLEMEN
fcy

J. R. Bevis, M.Sc., Ph.D, and Jno A.
Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S.

The Most Practical Up-to-the-minute Book
published on the subject; scientific, yet
clear and simple.
Do your own figuring, and have the sat-

isfaction of knowing that you are absolute-

ly right. All necessary tables.

Every problem that comes up in the life

of every rifle man and hunter is worked
out according to formula, so that the reader
may see exactly how to do it. Everything in

ballistics is solved. Be your own authority.

Cloth, illustrated, 196 pages,
$1.25 postpaid

BEVIS & DONOVAN
Phoenix Bldg. Butte, Montana

JCAMPOPFITS*
"k Get a real vacation^ this year--out in the

open, under the big t_ees and
your tent. The cost will be little, the
enjoyment bi£.

A FEW SPECIALS~Go"-l J*li;

Army Heavy Shoes. .$5.35 &. $8.50

I
Sweaters $3.35—$:3-75—$6-00

Flannel Shirts S4-75—$5.50

Khaki Pants $2.75—$3.25

New TJ. S. Army Aluminum Mess

Kit—Special
S

New U. S. Army Aluminum Can-

teen and cover $3.25

Tents, Camp Furniture. Cots,

B'enkets. Fonclios, Rubber B’ots.
- Army, Navy and Scout Outfits

and hundreds of other articles in Catalog "C-6
—send 6c.

ARMY & NAVY EQUIPMENT CO.
37 West 125th Street New York City

M
When he was within six or eight feet

of the surface on his long drive across
the river, I saw him for the first time.

And he looked as big as a Well, cer-

tain accuracy will be expected of me
that I must respect! And when he broke!
Five or six feet into the air and over like

an acrobat. And how he hit that line!

But it was slack. And I still had him.

I thought it was about time to breathe
again. I filled my lungs, kept my line

gently taut and gathered myself for a
fight. I never was noted for self-control

but I was in for a testing. Remember:
Trout-hook, me fifteen feet aloft with no
chance of getting more on the level, and
as ready a set of nerves as any chap who
had spent the first twenty-five years of

his life in the confines of a class-room.

Some battle!

T HE people of the neighborhood had
said to me that the salmon running
so early were thin and dull! That

they had just worked down from the

lakes where they had lain for the winter
and were working- back and forth into

and out of the salt water getting braced
up for the sporting life of the summer!
I had my doubts about whether this chap
was just down. I made up my mind the
next minute that he had spent the winter
in Mid-Atlantic and that he was well

“braced.”

I had gathered myself sufficiently now
to venture another jibe or two. He didn’t

like it a bit. With a savage dash he was
off again in a long lightning sweep for

the surface. Out and into the air, the

foam flying in the sunlight. I nearly

lapsed in the grip of the beauty of it all.

But he had gone straight down again
away over on the other side. My line

was three-quarters out. What would
happen should he make the next sweep
further down stream. If he ever should

hit the limit! But there was a long

shallow sand bar down that way, and I

invoked the Holy Saint Izaak that he
should make that barrier loom large to

my uncompromising enemy.

And so the battle went on for an hour

and more, with his weakening and my re-

assuring. No less than twelve times did

he flash through his aerial act but the

twelfth was a very poor effort indeed. He
hardly did more than course in a circle

about the surface, nor could he get back

below without a great shudder and su-

preme effort.

I was quite sure now that I could draw
him up those awful fifteen feet hand over

hand by the line. But would the hook

stand that weight? It looked like twen-

ty-five pounds at least. What shame
to lose him now!

But I had not counted his i ve. I

had his head lifted from the wa a foot

and was slowly drawing him t in a

geat vertical line, when with cne sweep

of his tail, he snapped the line through

my bare hands cutting like the thin edge

of a razor. Naturally, I dropped it. But

I fastened on the rod and stood back.

And now I was mad! He had hurt me.

It was no longer a game from my stand-

point. I suppose it had been a poor game
from his. I saw his point of view. We
understood one another perfectly. This

was to be a battle!
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And he did fight for twenty minutes

more as though he knew that I was
roused too. But when finally I had him
drawn up where I could set my fingers

into his gills, I ran like a child in aban-

doned glee and laid him down high and
dry, where escape was impossible. I had
won but I took off my Old felt hat and
stood to do my fallen enemy honor.

I am sure that I drove the little mare
most heartlessly as I journeyed home.
The salmon tipped the scales at eleven

pounds and was of a kind that had he
been landed in September might have
gone to twenty at least. But I had no
inclination to leave him for fattening.

DRIFTING WITH THE
DRY-FLY

(continued from page 295 )

the water after we had taken them was
regarded with undisguised scorn by the

bait fishermen and fisherwomen who lined

the creek sides for the half-mile or sq

between the last rift and our landing on
the one Sunday of our stay, and Frank in

the way of satisfaction for their com-
ments took fiendish delight in holding the

trout up for their inspection before plac-

ing them back in their habitat.

AT the onset it may be remarked that

this peculiar dry-fly angling was
carried on for a distance of a half-

mile on the deep, slow flowing pool al-

luded to before, from the tail of the last

rift to a point a little below the camp,
where the water became slack through
the backing up of the reservoir. The
method is applicable, however, to any
reach of water similar in character, and
at any period of the fishing season when
trout are on rifts and in flowing pools, as

distinct from their occupation of spring-

holes in absolutely dead waters.
The first time I practised it was as we

drifted somewhat aimlessly toward our
landing at sundown on the fourth day be-

fore the termination of our trip. Frank
was casting the wet-fly as usual and as

my wrists were tired from the constant
work of the false casts on the rifts above,
I dropped the fly on the surface thirty
or forty feet distant near the south shore
and broadside of the boat, intending to

rest my hands. The fly had traveled a

couple of yards with the boat and we were
remarking upon its wonderfully natural
appearance, being unable to distinguish
the artificial lure from among a flight of
insects on the water, when a trout of be-
tween one and two pounds rose and vir-

tually hooked itself. I made three or four
more casts in the remaining daylight and
each time after a drift of from one to

three yards my efforts were rewarded
with a trout.

From this time on during the three
days remaining to us our fishing did not
carry us beyond the first rift above the
pool. Each morning just before sunrise
we rowed up above the fording place and
drifted back fishing in the manner de-

scribed—with a slight modification men-
tioned below—and always with satisfac-

tory results. Some desultory casting fol-

lowed on the nearby rift for a while in

the forenoon and again in the afternoon,

Sport 'With a
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“This Time I Used Infallible”
“I used to think that shotgun powders were all alike and
blazed away with anything as long as the shot load was
right. Old Hal Johnson kept at me to try Infallible and at

last, just to keep him quiet, I did—and look at the results

!

“I didn’t lose a cripple today and made two dandy long
range kills. You should have seen them roll when the

sixes hit them. This time those pups didn’t look as

though they were ashamed of me.

It sure does make a fellow feel right when he ‘rolls’ a

molly’ most every crack. You should see how those two
young dogs work when they know I will make good clean

kills. From now on, Bill, it’s Infallible for mine.”

HERCULES POWDER CO.
1009 Orange Street

Wilmington Delaware

HERCULES
Smokeless^Shotgun Powders

INFALLIBLE EC

35c
Postpaid

all lubrication and

polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
lo the New Perfection

Pocket Package

is a matchless combination.
Sportsmen have known it for

years. Dealers sejl NYOIL at

15c. and 35c. Send us the name
of a live one who doesn’t Bell

NYOIL with other necessaries

for sportsmen and we will send
you a dandy, handy new can
(screw top and screw tip) con-
taining 3% ounces postpaid

for 35 cents.

WM. F. NYE, New Bedford, Mass.

PUBLIC SALE
of Standard First Quality

Gov't Goods From Cancelled
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS

Ask for tig Catalog 123 Today

Army .Shirts $2.50
Mess Plates 25

" Breeches 2.50
“ Blankets 0.00
" Cots
" Ponchos
" Shoes
" Knapsacks

Tents

and all other articles for

camp or outdoor use.
SEND i0c FOR ARMY & NAVY
CATALOG 123 AND BUY AT
AUCTION BARGAIN PRICES.
ARMY &. NAVY STORE CO.
245 W. 42d St., New York

. Largest Camp and Military Outfitters

with more or less cooking, taking of pic-

tures and lounging about the woods with
an eye out for things cf interest. Then
at 4 o’clock we wouk go on the rift for

a couple of hours, Frank with his wet-fly

and I with dry-fly. After that came the
drift to camp with the favorite pastime
of the day. The two hours preceding
nightfall were taken up with the half-

mile of drifting to our haven, as fussing
with grease and oil and flies, playing and
taking off fish and rowing back a ways
to have another try at a large trout which
had missed the fly—or more properly
which I had failed to hook-—consumed
considerable time. On these occasions
Frank’s entire attention was devoted to

the management of the boat and his fish-

ing consequently ended when we headed
down-stream morning and night.

After the first attempts it was found
necessary to somewhat modify the system
of drifting. Heretofore, throughout this

fishing trip, I had been using a long-

shank cowdung on the new number 5

hook of the English scale exclusively,

Whether rift or Stillwater casting. I do
not believe in the subtle powers of dis-

crimination with which trout are com-
monly endowed, and in furtherance of

this heretical view, or at least for my own
satisfaction, it is my invariable practice

to employ but one or at most two varie-

ties of flies, wherever I may be placed

or for however long a time.

We learned on further trial that the

fly followed the course of the boat most
satisfactorily by laying out the line at a

little less than a right angle from broad-

side of our craft—that is, a trifle up-

stream; with this modification the fly re-

tained its relative position with the drift-

ing skiff, regardless of the current, with

but slight variation. Even then with
frequent greasing of line and leader and
generous anointing of the fly with heavy
mineral oil, the suction of the adven-

titious eddies and minute whirlpools cre-

ated by the high water tended to drag the

fly under. This tendency was overcome
by having recourse to the use of a seven

foot- English dry fly leader with a tippet

for a dropper fly spliced two feet back
of the stretcher tip, several of which I

discovered among the contents of my fly

books. To this tippet I attached a num-
ber 5 gold ribbed hare’s ear, whose heav-

ily dubbed body and bushy hackle bore

sufficient oil to not alone float itself in

the troublesome vortices but to likewise

lend support to the over-wrought cow-

dung, still doing duty as the tail fly.

Thus was our angling conducted through-

out the three days remaining to us.

Double rises often followed the addition

of the second fly to the cast and one fly

proved as efficacious in the enticement of

the trout as the other.

The question naturally is asked

:

Wherein lay the necessity or the ad-

vantage of this unusual method of fish-

ing? The answer is that the use of the

boat, a craft ancient enough to have

served as Noah’s dingey, was rendered

imperative by a stage of water which

prohibited wading, when I should have
much preferred to wade. True, wv could

have anchored at intervals as we had

done on the rifts and pools above some
days earlier, and according to the prac-
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tice then in vogue with us during the

respective wet-fly and dry-fly casting of

Frank and myself of late morning and

early evening on the rift which emptied

into our chosen Stillwater. This, how-

ever, would have necessitated frequent

dropping and lifting of the anchor stone,

with resulting confusion and disturbance

of the neighboring water, or the holding

of the boat with the oars, obviously more
obtrusive proceedings than the quiet

guidance of the drifting boat which alone

was required. As an outcome of our

selection there was no commotion to

arouse timidity in the rising trout once

the flies had fluttered upon the surface

and started on their way in wondrously
lifelike manner down stream.

Should the sportsmanlike qualities of

this drifting method of dry-fly angling be

questioned further, it may be repeated

that we were fishing solely for the pleas-

ure afforded by the occupation
;
our catch

was returned uninjured to the water. To
my mind the method is not only free from
objectionable features but is thoroughly

scientific. Indeed, it impressed us as

bearing a marked analogy to still-hunting

and recalled early days spent among the

sources of this same creek, when rifle had
occupied the place now held by fly-rod

and the tracking of deer on hardwood
ridges was the activity of time and place.

Moreover, this drift fishing as illustrated

above is the most killing form of casting

with which an experience of trout angling

dating from childhood (I was reared

among the haunts of the wild charr) has
made me conversant.

I
T is difficult to demonstrate in print just

wherein lies the glamour which I have
attributed to this odd angling. Per-

haps' it was not the accompaniment of

cowdung and hare’s ear on their placid

glide down the Stillwater with the re-

sultant rises and catching of trout that

solely contributed to the fascination that

we found in this strange fishing, so con-

ducive to the capture of big fish, and at

a time, furthermore, when the fishing

was impaired by the state of the stream
and the low temperature of the water,

and hence was poorly fitted to produce
the hatching of the ordinarily numerous
flights of insects upon which fly fishing

so much depends—the association in a

gladsome nature was a large factor in the

enchantment that entered into our recre-

ation. The calm of evening; the creeping
shadows on the water and the hillsides

bathed in the soft, diffused rays of the
receding sun; fragrance of moist earth
and herbage; the blue, mountain peaks in

the distance and interesting scenery near-

by—these and the hundred and one feat-

ures that comprise the environment of a

mountain watercourse at the end of day
were everywhere manifest amid our sur-

roundings.

Nor was there wanting minor wild life,

evidence of which about us furnished a

pleasing incident of the hours afloat and
added a zest to our pursuit: From their

bogan habitat came boom of frog, “peep”
of tadpole, drone of toad and the metallic

chorus of newts; the low soar of red-

shouldered hawk bent on twilight forag-
ing for batrac’nians; on adjacent beech
ridge the hammering of that indefatiga-

Newton Arms Corporation

Manufacturers of

High Power Rifles and Ammunition

GENERAL SALES OFFICES:

WOOLWORTH BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY, U. S. A.
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SMITH GUNS
ARE CONVINCING GUNS
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“The Gun that Speaks for Itself
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THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY, Inc.
31-51 HUBBARD STREET FULTON, N. Y.

McDonald & LINFORTH. 739 Call Bldg;., San Francisco, Calif.
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THE WOOD BURNING

CAMP STOVE
Makes out-of-door cooking a pleasure, and is

convenient for extended camping or fishing trips.

Weighs only 654 lbs.. Size 10 in. x 8 in. x
S in. So durable as to be practically inde-

structible.

Price $2.50

has three closed sides confining heat and giv-

ing a natural upward draft. Folds flat and
is packed in a very heavy and substantial

corrugated card-board carton which is strong

enough to make a convenient receptacle for

the stove when not in use for several seasons,

if used with ordinary care.
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Special sizes made to order.

MAZURA MANUFACTURING COMPANY
414 S. 6TH STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.
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The Wilbur shotgu. peep sight will revolutionize

wing shooting: no excuse for missing: game birds or

clay b rds. Patented and perfected by an old trap
and field shooter. Teaches the art of wing shooting;
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birds; compels proper handling of gun: puts the
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the correct fitting of your gun.
Made of blued steel, clamps instantly and rigidly

on breech of barrels. Fast enough for use in snap
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Any object seen by the shooter through this sight

when trigger is pulled, is DEAD — as such object
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WILBUR GUN SIGHT
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DARROW’S STEEL BOATS

Seventeen styles, eighty sizes, up to twenty-four

feet in length, including light, medium and heavy

duty Motorboats, Outboard Motor Specials, Row-
boats, Duckboats, Canoes and our WORLD
FAMOUS SECTIONAL BOATS. Write for Cat-

alogue and prices.

F. H. DARROW STEEL BOAT CO.,

611 Erie Street ALBION, MICH.

ble wood’s mechanic, the pileated wood-
pecker, engaged in the closing hours of

sylvan carpentry; the turtle squat on fa-

vorite rock; a mink skulking along the

shore line; the watersnake gliding head
erect on the surface of the stream, pur-
suing in graceful progress his quest of

the lowly sucker with which to gorge
himself; our neighbor, the muskrat, no
less industrious than his bigger cousin,

the beaver, swimming by with load of

wild grass; tracks of deer on the bank
denoting the crossing of doe and fawn;
the redwinged blackbird of limited but
cheery notes on alder perch alongside the

nest where sits his sombre mate; the male
scarlet tanager, likewise of humble voice,

whose resplendant coloration contrasting
with the green foliage amply atones for

vocal deficiency; the monotonous call of

the yellow billed cuckoo
;
a loitering cow-

bird seeking relief from nesting responsi-

bilities; the rose breasted grosbeak from
roost on lightning blasted stub chirping
in neighborly way; the joyous offerings

f accentor and of white throated sparrow
from second growth birches and maples;
busy vireos and warblers in the over-

hanging branches; a waxwing aloft on
poplar top; the ventriloquistic drum of

ruffed grouse on wonted log, with its sug-
gestion of distant thunder; the harsh
challenge of great-crested flycatcher atop
the tall elm, and issuing from a contigu-
ous thicket of laurel, spruce and balsam,
the liquid vesper carols of the sweetest
songster of the American wildwoods, the

hermit thrush—these in a measure were
the faunal concomitants of the evening
drift to our camp fire.

I

T was shortly before nightfall on the

eve of our depature that occurred the

disquieting episode of the “Big Un;”
we had ceased fishing and were headed in

to the landing. I but heard the mighty
splash and saw the prodigious wake, but

Frank, who at the oars was facing aft

and whose range of vision, therefore, cov-

ered the mouth of the little bogan where
the fish had broken water, had witnessed

the break cf the “Big Un,” asseverated

that it was the biggest trout he had ever

seen in the West Canada. In his excite-

ment he assured me that the 3% pottnder,

our record fish, taken bait casting, com-
pared to this—we had been talking of the

old deer hounds we had known—“was
only a pup!” Frank immediately backed
the boat out into the stream and held it

stationary while I made short dry-fly

casts all about the spot where the trout

had risen. Up a ways, back again and
everywhere that seemed likely, we cov-

ered the water, but nothing but lesser

adversaries came to the flies. Then we
stationed the boat at the outlet of the

setback and I cast with the wet fly into

the water thereabouts—a promising lo-

cality—but to no purpose; so long after

dark we quit and sought camp.

At half-past three o’clock next morn-

ing I stood over the embers of the camp-
fire of the preceding night “bilin’ the ket-

tle.” Shortly I roused Frank from well-

earned slumber to partake of hot coffee

and cold hoecake. (The guides and the

companions of my camping are wont on

these occasions of stress to express the

fond hope that with advancing years I

shall effect a curtailment of this unseemly
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rising and in this way contribute to their

comfort of mind and body. I doubt, how-
ever, that these yearnings, justified

though they may be, will have fulfillment,

for it is truly reprehensible to lie long
abed in camp.)

Frank was indulgent—they’re all kind

at heart—and even scolded me for hot

getting him up first. Hastily disposing of

our early lunch we made our way in a

bleak mist to the creek at bare dawn and
entering the boat resumed the tactics of

the evening before in the effort to bring
the “Big Un” to net. It would be a

fitting climax to this account of our dry-
fly drifting, were I able to relate the
taking of the worthy trout of our per-

sistent quest. Candor, however, compels
the acknowledgment of failure to obtain
further evidence of his existence than
that affored by the circumstance of the

preceding twilight. Smaller fry came to

the lure whether cast wet or dry but the

king of them all remained in the seclu-

sion of his lair.

O UR fishing was at an end. We re-

paired to camp and cooked a sub-

stantial breakfast as an addition

to the earlier makeshift. Then we broke

camp a#d packed the outfit preparatory

to leaving.

“I’ll bet you’ve got places in mind for

drifting another time,” said Frank.

“Lots of ’em but one in particular that

was made for the work,” I replied. And
I depictured this scene from the not so

distant past:

A mad river in northern wilds with a

canoe coursing down the turbulent miles

of watery hill, paddles at times plying
vigorously in guidance of the craft and
setting pole ever at hand on the thwarts
for instant use.

The foot of the rapids is reached and
the canoe plunges between boulders amid
spray and spume safely into the eddying
head of a deadwater. Without arrest of

headway in rythmic unison the paddles
urge the canoe down the winding lane of
curbed river, with bordering conifer
cedar and hardwood casting shadows on
the deep, dark water. Mile after mile,

never pausing, the course winds around
the bends, by jutting shingle and past the
backwater below. The slack current is

such as the dry-fly angler would like to
see it always.

In a shaded bend where a spring brook
enters the black waters a huge shape
lazily rolls up to a dropping insect; a sec-

ond form disturbs the surface, and a

third; for the trout are ascending the
stream en route for the summer spring
holes whence the canoe departed at break
of day, and to the number of fish there
is no limit, nor to their size. Mighty
trout are harbored in these sombre bends
and but the floating of a fly is needed to
bring joy to the anglers’ heart. Still the
canoe hurries on its way.
The last of the four miles of tortuous,

entering deadwater has about been
passed with aid of sweeping paddles and
the roar of rapids is heard beyond when
off the entrance of a small icy inlet the
bowman cries aloud, “It’s a crime, that’s

what it is, a crime!” and the grizzled

guide in the stern feelingly replies, “Gor-
ry! it’s hard, damned hard.” For time

When Money Can’t Buy It

Meal time out in the open places means one thing

—

hot food and plenty of it. There may not be a farm
or village store within gunshot, but you can have
in your knapsack a compact supply of rich, creamy
Condensed Milk, unsweetened Evaporated Milk and
Borden’s Coffee.

^3c?xlz4t4 Coffee

Blended coffee, milk and sugar—all in one
convenient can. Ready for any meal. You
simply add boiling hot water and serve.

EAGLE BRAND
Three generations of campers vouch

for it. It meets any milk and sugar

requirement. Steaming hot coffee

with Eagle Brand to flavor makes
a meal complete.

73crtlwiA

Evaporated Milk
Pure, rich milk—unsweetened and ster-

ilized, always ready for cooking use.

Use undiluted in coffee. It’s a handy
can in a pack where space is needed.

Camp Cooking—a cook book prepared especially for campers, by a camper
will be sent free. Write for it.

THE BORDEN COMPANY

MILK PRODUCTS
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Fisherman's Luck
A box of Heinz Varieties is a fine thing in

camp. Whether you get the fish or not, you do

get the appetite. Appetites won’t wait—at least"

not cheerfully.

But out with the Heinz-—Baked Beans, Spa-

ghetti, Tomato Soup, all ready in a jiffy. A good

supply of hearty, quickly prepared, delicious

food adds much to the success of the trip.

HEINZ ^Varieties
Just try an assortment like this

:

HEINZ Baked Beans, four kinds, good hot or cold

HEINZ Spaghetti with tomato sauce and cheese

HEINZ Cream Soups—Tomato, Celery and Pea
With HEINZ Tomato Ketchup, Heinz Peanut Butter,

HEINZ Pickles and Heinz Preserves

to addjust the right relish.

Send for list of the 57 Varieties Sold by allgrocers H. J. Heinz Company, Pittslmr ;h, Pa.

THE BED WITH THE PAT.SAGLESS SPRING
MATTRESS FABRIC AND PRESSED STEEL PRAMS

ILLINGS
AUTO-CAMP

Save your hotel bill and add the joy oT camping to the pleasure ol
touring.—Use the tonneau of your car for a dressing room and step
through the door into a double bed as big and comfortable as the
one at home, made possible only by our Sagless Spring Mattress
Fabric. Bed on each running board makes sleeping quarters for

four people.

For strength, comfort, compactness and price, the SCHILLING
Auto-Camp is not equalled.—-Write for new catalog.

THE L. F. SCHILLING CO. Dept i' Salem. Ohio

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy to handle, nc leaks or repairs; check as baggage, carry by

hand; safe for family: all sizes: non-sinkable : stronger than wood;

used by U. S. and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize at

Chicago and St. Louis World's Fairs. We fit our boats for Outboard

Motors. Catalog.

King Folding Canvas Boat Co.. 428 Harrison St.. Kalamazoo. Mich.

has been stolen, the penalty wherefore
imposed being that the two day run to the

railroad shall be made, upstream running
trout notwithstanding, between rising and
setting of one sun.

This is the story I told to Frank as

we waited for the coming of our rig, and
it did not require the bag upon which I

was sitting and which on that other occa-

sion lay behind me in the bottom of the

canoe to refresh in my memory the stir-

ring incidents of that race with the time
table. And I said to Frank that I had
always wanted to go back and complete
the unfinished work of that day, and that

another time I was going, surf fishing or

no, to spend days drifting with cowdung
and hare’s ear on these four miles of

sluggish eddieS and darkened bends.

OLD BROWNIE OF
ANTELOPE CREEK

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 297)

dred yards wide, and just as he got his

forefeet up on the bank ready to climb
out of the water I fired and he rolled

back in the water. I turned loose on the
other one now and I saw the water-

splash right alongside of him. *
I caught

a bead and fired again, and this time I

hit him but he struggled along and I

waited until he got to the bank, and, as

he undertook to climb out, I could tell

he was about all in, so I let him pull

himself clear out on the bank, and just

as he attempted to straighten up I sent

another bullet after him, which struck
him in the top of the back and laid him
out. I had not noticed the other one
during this time. He had crawled out
and got straightened up and was going
across the prairie—but making mighty
poor headway. I ran down along the

lake to where there was an old canoe that
was used by campers for fishing and
jumped in and ran across to the other

side and took out after him. It wasn’t
long until I got up to where he could see

me coming and then he made desperate
efforts to get away. Although wolves are

ferocious animals, and very dangerous
when you run across them in bands, alone

they are cowardly and afraid of man.
This one, however, was so badly crippled

that it soon gave it up and laid his head
flat on the ground and watched me as I

approached. I had my gun all ready and
walked up to within ten steps when he
began to growl and snap his teeth like a
steel trap. I thought: “Old fellow, you’ll

never run any more deer,” so I pulled up
and shot him in the head and ended his

career for all time to come. I now went
to work and skinned them and took the

hides to camp and put them out of sight

so Temp wouldn’t discover them when
he came in.

I

WENT back now and finished cleaning

the fish and along about five o’clock

Temp cariie in. I could see he had a

jubilant air about him, hut I thought I

wouldn’t ask him any questions for awhile

anyhow, as I could tell he was brimming

over with something to tell. Finally I

said : “Temp, I had a little fun while you

were gone.” “How was that,” said

Temp. “Did you go out fishing again?”
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“No,” 1 said, “I did not go out fishing,

but let me show you something.” I went
and got the two wolf hides and showed
them to him. “Great Scott, where did

you get them?” he asked. Then I told

him all about it. When I finished he

said: “Well, you did pretty well, but I

can beat you; I killed three bear and a

cougar.” It was my turn now to be

surprised and I wanted to know all about

it, so he told me how he had been follow-

ing along the trail, over towards the Lake

of the Woods and came into a big flat

country where there were lots of huckle-

berries, and a small pond or lake. He
went off down that way and found that

the water was muddy and upon further

examination he found where a bear had
gone out on the other side, and the dogs

went to work on the track and soon had
it going, Temp followed up for about two
miles and heard them barking up a tree.

When he got to the tree where he expect-

ed to see one bear, to his great astonish-

ment there were three, an old one and
two cubs—big ones at that. Temp knew
his failing, that he was very excitable

and nervous, so he waited and calmed
himself and took a rest along side of a

tree and killed the old one dead, the first

shot. This done, the balance was easy,

and, while the dogs were shaking the old

one, he proceeded to shoot the two cubs

out. He dressed and hung the cubs in a
tree and went on over toward the Lake
of the Woods, although there were lots of

huckleberries, he saw nothing more worth
while to shoot at except grouse, and he
turned and went along up towards Mt.

Pitt. Finally he came out into a big

opening and found where a deer had been
killed by a cougar, and it had been feed-

ing on it. The dogs went to work on the

track, which was cold, and after follow-

ing it for perhaps an hour, rousted it out

of its bed, and soon had it up a tree.

Temp went to the tree and as good luck

would have it made another good shot,

and it fell to the ground dead. Temp
was happy now—this was his first cougar,

and it was a big one.

The next morning, Temp took the

horses and went after his game; and I

started out from camp and went straight

north up old Mt. Pitt to a prairie on a

big bench where there were lots of grass

and water, and where I had seen elk signs

once before when I was in that locality.

When I got up near the prairie I made
my way up to the edge of the timber as
noiselessly as possible and right out near
the middle of the opening there lay a big

cow elk and not another one in sight.

She was lying broadside, with her head
laid out on the ground. I took a bead
behind the shoulders and. fired. She
sprang up, attempted to go forward, stag-

gered around and went down. I now had
a job on my hands, sure enough. It took
a long time to get the entrails out and get
it straightened around so that the blood
would drain out well. Then I took my
gun and hiked for camp and got back be-

fore noon. Temp had not arrived yet, so

I built a fire and took a bucket and went
to the lake, which was only about fifty

yards away, to get some water. When I

reached it, I happened to look out across
the lake and I saw an old buck coming
across the prairie towards the lake. He

On Waters Where Once
the Red Man Ruled

LAKES and streams that once heard only the

4 dip of Indian paddles now know the whirl-

ing propellers of countless Evinrudes. Over

100,000 in use.

The Evinrude makes a dependable, easily

handled power boat of any rowboat or canoe.

It takes the hard work out of water trips. With

an Evinrude the fisherman can move quickly

from weedy shallows to deep holes, or slow his

motor down to ideal trolling speed.

Magneto, Built-in-Flywheel type, and automatic

reverse are standard Evinrude feature:'.

hardware or sporting <

write for booklet.

Evinrude Motor Company
291 Evinrude Bldg.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Distributors

:

09 Cortlandt St., New York, X. Y.

214 State Sf., Boston, Mass.

440 Market St.. San Francisco, Cal.

211 Morrison St., Portland, Ore.

EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE MOTOR FOR WATERCRAFT

Solve the HousingProblem
For the Birds “

by erecting Dodson Bird Houses.
Their attractiveness wins the
Tirds, and they are
ecientifically built by Mr.
Dodson, who has spent a
life time in studying the
birds, their habits, and in

attracting them to Beautiful
“Birds Lodge", his home and
bird sanctuary on the Kan-
kakee River.

The Dodson Bird Houses
will add to the beauty of your

grounds, and the bird* will protect
your flowera and shrubs.

Order NOW-l

(VkiSr"
FREE BIRD BOOK — sent on request,
illustrating Dodson line, giving prices ;

also beautiful colored bird picture free.

Price

*6

Dodson Wrsn
House

4 compartments,
28 inches high.
18 inches in
diameter.

JOSEPH H. DODSON, Prct. AmericanAudubon Aeef
n.

782 Harrison Avenue Kankakee, Illinois
Dodson Sparrow Trap guaranteed to rid your communitv

of tbeee quarrelsome pests. Price $8.00 66

FOR THESE

SPECIAL OFFER
Send $2.50 for all 3 above
books and get book of 75
Special Plans, alsoCppp
Garage folder. *11 tt
EXTRA—“Little Bungalows.”
40 Plans. $750 to $3,000; 50c.

BUNGALOW BOOKS
PLAN FUTURE HOMES
NOW WITH ECONOMY

PLANS OF
CALIFORNIA STYLES
— noted for comfort,
beauty and adapt-abiliiy

to any climate.

“Representative Cal.

Homes”
50 Plans. $3,750 to

$ 12 ,000 ; $1 .

“The New Co'onials”
55 Plans. $3,000 to

$20 , 000 ; $1 .

“West Coast Bungalows”
,, . _ .. . .. . GO Plans. $1,500 to
Money back if not satisfied $4,500: $1.

E. W. STILLWELL & CO., Architects
266 California Building, Los Angeles
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This Rowboat Is

. Always Li6h.t

The Mullins steel boat^ cannot waterlog— it’s

always easy to row. Air compart-
ments fore and aft make it unsink-

able. Steel hull, can’t leak, dry out
or open at the seams. Never needs
calking—no boat house required.

STEEL BOATS CAN'T SINK

Designed by America’s foremost

naval architects. Built in the

world’s largest boat factory. 'More

5 than 70,000 in use.

\ Write for catalog listing over 40
-Zy models of steel and wooden row-

boats, canoes and power boats.

-a The Mullins Body Corporation
i ) boat dept.

612 Franklin St. SALEM, OHIO

%You Need a Koban

For Your Rowboat

Just think what it would
mean to have that rowhoat
of yours skim over the

water at 10 to 12 miles an

hour—where you will and
when you will—without

any of the old hack-break-
ings labor at the oars.

The Koban, due to its 2-

cylinder con-
struction, is ab-
solutely vibra-
tionless and gives
more power and
speed than any
lother rowboat
I motor.
i
Special tilting de-

vice, for shallow
water and beach
ing.

Write for
catalog and
full infor-
mation.

Dealers and.
agents
wanted.

2-CYLINDER

Ohy
ROWBOAT MOTOR
KOBAN MFG. CO.

229 South Water Street
Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A.

We also make an inboard
Engine for small boats and
canoes. Circular SO tells

all about it.

Imagine a grizzly bear with the grace and

speed of a deer. An "Old Town Canoe” floats

light as a chip, but built into every canoe is the

sturdiness that makes an "Old Town” see many
years of active service. Write for fully illus-

trated catalog. 3000 canoes in stock.

OLD TOWN CANOE CO.
996 Fourth St.

Old Town, Maine, U. S. A.

CANOES
ROWBOATS

OUTBOARD MOTORS

BOATS FOR OUTBOARD MOTORS

MOTOR BOATS, 16 to 24 ft.

long, with or without engine.

For lakes, rivers, shallow water

and weeds.

The saving effected this year is greater

than ever before.

CATALOG FREE—ORDER BY MAIL

THOMPSON BROS. BOAT MFG. CO.

1521 Ellis Ave., PESHTIGO, WIS.

BADGER CANOES
ROWBOATS and

OUTBOARD

MOTOR BOATS
BADGER MOTOR BOAT CO., Inc.

4th and Lake Ave. RACINE, WIS.

was trotting right along, and no doubt was
the same one the wolves were after the

day before; and was on his way back to

his old range. I ran back and got the

gun and when I got back to the lake he

had plunged in and was swimming across.

I waited until he got about half way
across then I started along up the edge

as fast as I could go. He saw me now
and commenced to make frantic efforts to

reach the shore. I got to within 40 yards

before he hit the bank and just as he was
getting his forefeet up on the bank, I

fired, hitting him squarely behind the

shoulder. He lunged forward and strug-

gled up the bank, ran a few yards and

fell. This was a fine buck, with six

points on each horn, one was a droop

horn; I saved the horns and have them

yet. I then went to camp and waited for

Temp to come and then we went up and

put him on a horse and brought him in.

When I told Temp I had killed an elk he

would hardly believe me, but I told him

that when he went to pack it in that he

would think I had killed one, as it was

sure going to be a big job, but Teanp was
ready to tackle anything; he was so

tickled over killing the bear and cougar.

Anyhow, we got it done, and we had to

lay over long enough to jerk the meat.

We soon racked out for home arriving

without any mishaps, having killed four

bear, three cougar, six deer, two gray

wolves and an elk. Temp said this was

the greatest hunt he ever had in his life

and was ready to go again any time he

got a chance. He had it sooner than he

anticipated, for we had not been home

three days before we got word that a big

brown bear had been on the rampage over

in a neighborhood, about twenty miles

from where we were, and was killing

sheep and hogs. They had been out after

him with all kinds of dogs, but they would

quit. They wanted me to bring Trailer,

and give him a round up. Temp was wild

to go, so I told him we would go and

see what we could do with him. So we

rigged up and went over and put up with

a man named Nichols, who gave us all

the information he could and offered to

go with us. “But I’ll tell you, Griffin,”

he said, “I don’t believe your dogs can

handle him. We have had some of the

best dogs in the country after him and

he has whipped them all.” I said

:

“That’s all right, Trailer and Ranger

have never been after him yet.” “Well,

he said, “I know they have the reputa-

tion of being the best hear dogs in the

country, but when they get Old Brownie

started they will be up against a hard

proposition.” “Well, I said, “if they get

Old Brownie started and fail to stop him,

I’ll agree with you but not before.”

Temp was smiling all the time, as he had

great confidence in Trailer.

I

T was a kind of rolling, hilly country,

with deep gulches running away from

it, and sometimes thick brush on one

side and rather open on the other. By
keeping around the head of these gulches

a person could ride a horse, as it was

practically all open. When we got ready

to go I had Temp saddle his horse and go

around above and I told him that as soon

as he heard the dogs, if they were eoming

up one of these gulches, to get there as
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soon as he could and either turn him back
or kill him if he came out in the open and
attempted to cross the ridge. So off he
went and Nichols and I started out and
cross-cut the gulches. Nichols said it was
about a mile to the brushy gulch where
they generally started him. As he had
not been bothered lately it would be an
easy matter to get him up, he thought. I

told Nichols that all I asked of him was
for him to be careful about shooting when
the dogs were fighting him. When we
got over on top of the ridge looking down
into this big gulch I sent the dogs down
and we stayed up on top of the ridge.

They were gone for quite a while before

we heard a bark out of them
;
then I heard

Trailer give a “bow-wow.” He had
struck the track but it was cold, so we
waited and listened and after a while

we saw the dogs come out in an open

place on the opposite side, and they were
working like beavers, and only opening

once in a while. We watched and pretty

soon they went over the hill and down
into the next canyon.

We struck out now pretty lively

down in the gulch and up the other side

to where we had seen them working, and
there was his track as plain as day. It

was a big one; seven inches wide and
ten inches long. I measured it. “Say,
Nichols,” I said, “are you sure that it is

a brown bear?” He said he had seen it

several times and he was sure it was a

brown bear. “That is the biggest brown
bear track I ever saw,” I said.

We were moving right along while we
were talking, and soon got to the top of

the ridge where the dogs went over, and
we heard them the first thing. They had
him going and were making it hot for

him. We could tell that easy enough, for

he was working up the canyon and mak-
ing slow headway. We kept along the

ridge and in a few minutes we saw Old
Brownie come up in sight on the opposite

side into open ground, and then Nichols
saw how two of the right kind of dogs
could handle a bear. First one and then
the other would grab him by the ham,
and kept him so busy that he couldn’t

travel up hill at all, and they were in

such a continual mix up that we dare not
shoot. Nichols said he never saw any-
thing like it, and he said also: “If they
keep that up, we will get him sure.” I

said: “Don’t you think for a minute we
won’t get him, for they will never quit.”

Pretty soon
1

1 saw Temp coming down
the open ridge beyond him on a dead
run. He had tied his horse and was
•coming a-foot. Things were getting ex-

tremely exciting now as the fight was
raging fast and furious; Temp being
above had the advantage and kept getting

closer, but could not shoot on account of

the dogs. Suddenly Old Brownie made
a dash for the brush and got down to-

wards the gulch; and as good luck would
have it he commenced working along up
toward the head of the gulch. I called

across to Temp to keep going along and
be ready to head him off when he reached
the open ground. I sent Nichols up on
the side that we were on and told him
to get there as quickly as he could.

Then I went right down and followed
akmg the side hill above them, thinking
I might get sight of him if it wasn’t too

A COMPLETE CAMP ON WHE

HERE is the way to

tour—independent
of hotels and uncertain
accommodations— carry

your hotel with you.

^j^vto-KampTrailer

Home on wheels. Complete
in every detail. Electric lights,

large beds with springs and
mattresses, stove, ice box, food

compartments, etc.

All folds compactly and trails

easily behind any car, over any

road, at any speed.

Write TODAY for
Auto-Kamp Catalog

Auto-KampEquipmentCo.
2008 Sheridan Avenue
Saginaw Michigan

Know
Your
Birds

NEARLY

160
BIRD

PICTURES
IN

NATURAL
COLORS

AMERICAN

GAME BIRDS
Water Birds— Game Birds

—Upland and Shore Birds

—In Colors

By CHESTER A. REED

Is a book written especially for

sportsmen as a concise guide to

the identification of water birds,

game upland and shore birds.

One hundred and sixty species of

birds are faithfully depicted by
the colored pictures, and the text

gives considerable idea of their

habits and tells where they are

of the year.

These illustrations are reproduced from water-color painting by the

author, whose books on birds and flowers have had the largest sale

of any ever published in this country. They are made by the best
known process by one of the very first engraving houses in the coun-
try and the whole typography is such as is rarely seen jn any hook.

The cover is a very attractive and unique one, with set-in pictures.

PRICE 50 CENTS DELIVERED ANYWHERE

NEEDED BY
EVERY

SPORTSMAN

to be found at different seasons

FREE
WITH SIX MONTHS’ SUBSCRIPTION TO FOREST

AND STREAM AT REGULAR RATE OF
$1.00 FOR SIX ISSUES

FOREST AND STREAM (Book Dept.)
9 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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Everything forAutoTrips
^

Tents, beds, pleasure-equipmentqfgreat

'variety and best quality at ultimate price saving
y

Send forour free catalog and road maps

BROOKS TENT^AWNING COMPANY
1653 Arapahoe Street

DENVER.COLORADO,

k

AMAZON
AUTO TENT

STOLE AUTO BED AND TENT

TOURIST TENT

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MAN-
AGEMENT. CIRCULATION, ETC., RE-

QUIRED BY THE ACT OF CON-
GRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912

of Forest and Stream, published monthly at New
York, N. Y„ for April 1, 1920.

State of New York }

County of New York} ss"

Before me, a Notary Tubtic, in and for the

State and county aforesaid, personally appeared

J. T. Wood, who, having been duly sworn accord-

ing to law, deposes and says that he is the Busi-

ness Manager of the FOREST AND STREAM
and that the following is. to the best of his

knowledge and belief, a true statement of the

ownership, management (and if a daily paper,

the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication

for the date shown in the above caption, required

by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in sec-

tion 443, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed

on the reverse of this form, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-

lisher, editor, managing editor, and business man-
agers are:

Publisher. Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,

9 East 40th St., N. Y. City.

Editor, William Bruette, 9 East 40th St., N. Y.

City. U-i

Managing Editor, William Bruette, 9 East 40th

St., N. Y. City.

Business Manager, J. T. Wood, 9 East 40th St.,

N. Y. City.

2. That the owners are: (Give names and ad-

dresses of individual owners, or, if a corporation,

give its name and the names and addresses of

stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or

more of the total amount of stock.) Forest and

Stream Publishing Co., 9 East 40th St., New
York. N. Y.; William Bruette. 9 East 40th St.,

New York, N. Y. ; C. A. Reed. 9 East 40th St.,

New York, N. Y.; H. C. Mallory, 9 East 40th St.,

New York, N. Y.; Norwood Tohnson. Pittsburgh.

Pa.: George Bird Grinnell, 238 E. 15th St., New
York. N. Y.; Jay Hall. Pinehurst, N. C. ;

Charles

MacGordon, Michigan City, Miss.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgages and
other security holders owning or holding 1 per

cent or more of total amount of bonds, mort-

gages, or other securities are: (If there are none,

so state.) None.

4. That the tw# paragraphs next above, giving

the names of the owners, stockholders and secur-

ity holders, if any, contain not only the list of

stockholders and security holders as they appear

upon the books of the company, but also, in cases

where the stockholder or security holder appears

upon the books of the company as trustee or in

any other fiduciary relation, the name of the per-

son or corporation for whom such trustee is act-

ing, is given; also that the said two paragraphs

contain statements embracing affiant’s full knowl-

edge and belief as to the circumstances and con-

ditions under which stockholders and security

holders who do not appear upon the books of the

company as trustees, hold stock and securities in

a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner;
and this affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation has any
interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds,

or other securities than as so stated by him.

J. T. WOOD, Business Manager.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 29th

day of March, 1920.

[Seal! JEANNE VOLLENHOVEN.
(My commission expires March 30, 1920.)

’Round the Campfire
You may sit at night with no con-

cern whatever of sudden changes in

the weather, if you have an

R. M. C. Tent
Rain, wind. dew. dampness—these

never affect your comfort if you are
under an R. M. C. Tent. They are

tight, dry and warm at all times.
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our low manufacturer’s prices.
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Write today for illustrated booklet
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brushy. I did not, however, as he was
making pretty good time now on account

of the brush and finally got to the open

ground and just as he dashed out of the

brush with both dogs at his heels

—

“bang” went Temp’s gun and “bang”
went Nichols gun. They had both gotten

there ahead of him and were ready.

Both hit him and he wheeled around and

dashed into the brush and came tearing

down toward me. I had gotten up to

where there was some open timber, and
when I heard them coming I took up a

position by the side of a big fir-tree and

in a few minutes I saw him coming.

When he struck the open timber both

dogs caught up with him and, springing

up, caught him by the ham and hung ’on

until dragged several feet. Now was my
time and I caught a bead and gave him a

quartering shot. Over he went and then

up he came and right toward me. They
caught him again and as he swung round,

both dogs let go and ran back to escape

his paws, and I began to pour the lead

into him. One, two^ three, four, five, as

fast as I could work the lever. Poor Old

Brownie had to give up and as he wal-

lowed around in his death struggle,

chewed the brush savagely, but soon lay

over dead. In a few minutes the boys

came, and let me tell you there was a

jubilant bunch congregated around that

bear. Nichols made me shake'hands with

him and congratulated me on having two

of the best bear dogs on earth.

WHEN THE SEA
OTTER FLOURISHED

(continued from page 298)

be about 2,000 to 5,000 animals and as^
late as 1885 a season’s catch for one

native would be about 50 skins. While

today, one might spend the entire sea-

son searching the best sea otter district

and not see a single one of these animals.

In winter and during the stormy pe-

riods the otters usually came in shore,

resorting to the protection of some off

shore rock or a sheltered cove on the

rocky mainland. At such times the na-

tives resorted to several methods of cap-

turing the animals.

At all times during a heavy storm a

ceaseless vigil was kept along the shore

and at such places where the otters might

come in for shelter.

With his bidarka pulled up among the

rocks at the entrance to each and every

little cove and shelter, there would be a

native hunter watching and waiting for

an otter to come in to rest and as soon

as the animal would get well into the

place, the little bidarka would shoot out

through the breakers. It would be sel-

dom that the animal would not soon be

pulled back to shore alongside the skin

craft. Sometimes the animals were

speared or shot from the point of a cape

or from a rock in the center of the en-

trance, and often long nets were set in

such places, in which the otters would

become tangled and either drown or be

held until the hunters could get out to

kill them.
Along extensive stretches of unbroken

shoreline the animals were often shot,

speared, or even clubbed to death where
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they were forced to crawl out on the nocks
<>*• sand, being tired out by the storm and
forced to seek a place of rest. In such

cases their capture was quite easy; as

they are almost helpless when out of the

water, and unable to travel but very

slowly and awkwardly when on land.

ALMOST the entire catch of sea otter

pelts, prior to the time when the

United States purchased Alaska
from Russia, went through the hands of

Russian priests, who exhorted a most
despotic rule over the natives. As the

animals could be hunted at practically

all seasons of the year, the revenue de-

rived was enormous. In return the na-

tives usually got more “blessings” for his

pelts than things he could eat or wear.

Hundreds upon hundreds of these valua-

ble pelts were paid to the Russian priests

for the privilege of erecting little build-

ings which they might designate as a

church, and over which they might place

the Russian Cross. Then cheaply printed

religious pictures would be sent from
Russia—duly blessed by some notable

eclesiarch before they were dispatched

—

and the natives would pay in numbers of

sea otter skins to have them hung in their

churches.

At Easter time there was instigated

what was termed the Easter Hunt. It

lasted several days and all of the pelts

taken were given gratis to the Church in

return for the priest’s blessing for a suc-

cessful hunting season that would follow

—successful acording to the results of

that particular hunt.

And, to be sure, never an hour of that

period of time, which meant much to the

priests—was allowed to be wasted or

lost; and if it was so stormy that the

natives were relinquent in taking to the

sea, the bidarkas were ordered brought
one by one into the church, and with the

blessing of the priest and a sprinkling

of holy water upon their bow, they were
sent out upon their mission.

JAMES ALEXANDER
HENSHALL

(continued from page 303)

bread to the always hungry crows. There
was one crow who became quite a pet

owing to his having but one leg, and who
had been christened Santa Anna in con-

sequence, it being about the time of the

Mexican war. Santa Anna became very
tame and hopped over the feet of the men
in his eagerness for food. The other
crows kept at a respectful distance and
were thankful when attention was direct-

ed their way.
Once, when the wreckers repaired to

the camp after quite an interval had
elapsed, it was noticed that Santa Anna
did not put in an appearance with the

other crows, nor did he the next day, nor
the next. After a few more days, how-
ever, Santa was there as large as life,

but rather different. He was shy, and
did not approach as near as formerly,
and hopped about on his one leg in an
awkward manner. The men were more
lavish than ever before with their offer-

ings and Santa Anna was soon full to
repletion He tried to boost himself up

Never Disappoint
Marble’s equipment

won’t fail you in a pinch

—miles from camp or town
you need an article you can

trust and you may place ut-

most dependence in anything .

bearing the name Marble’s.

Here are a few items—there are various sizes and styles of
Safety Pocket and Camp Axes, Hunting Knives, Gun Sights,

Gun Cleaning Implements, Waterproof Matchbox, Nitro-

Solvent Oil, Auxiliary Car-
tridges, Shell Extractors and
Recoil Pads. Most stores

sell Marble’s Equipment—if

your dealer can’t supply

you order direct. Ask
for Marble’s catalog.

Clincher Gaff
You need not come

back from a fishing trip
with a story about the
"big ones gettingaway ’’

if you carry this gaff.

For any fish from K to
20 pounds. Surer, safer

318 and quicker than a
landing net. Reach out, close your hand—he will not tear and can’t twist out.
Made of polished steel, heavily nickeled

—

may be locked with points together. 18
in. long, 7 'A in. between points. Very
Strong and durable. $1.10.

Camp Axe
No. 9. A real necessity to every

outdoor man. Small enough to carry
in the belt, yet large and heavy
enough for strenuous use. Blade of
fineststeel, 2F6x4^,in. 14 in. handle of

selected hickory, weighs 22 oz. A
tool you will never regret owning.
$1 .25. Sheath, 65c additional.

Handy Compass
Don’t go on a trip to woods or

lake, or even on a motor tour, with-
out a Marble’s compass to guide
you right. Made with waterproof
screw case. Accurate at all times,
for it cannot demagnetize. Safety Coat
Compass—fastens to coat or belt, can’t get
lost—in plain view at all times. Stationary
dial, $1.40. Revolving dial, $1.65. Pocket
Compass—Stationary dial, $1.10 Re-
volving dial, $1.40.

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.,
526 Delta Ave. Gladstone, Mich.

“Callmac” bugs have proven

such a success that several imita-

tions are now being made. Insist

on the original ‘'Callmac” bugs

when making your purchases.

Will positively get fish tuhen

all other lures fail.

CALLMAC BASS BUGS CALLMAC TROUT BUGS
Prieeeach60c. Per doz. $7.00 Each 50c. Per doz. $6.00

There arc other equally good “Callmac” products. If your dealer cannot supply, write direct.

Call J. McCarthy 219 So. Dearborn St.

46^ ATT TVf A r,” ImProved Floating Bugs
Ltll-xjJ-jlTXlVCf with Patent “No-Slip” Bodies

FOR BASS AND TROUT
THE SENSATIONAL FLY FISHING LURE

Knit your

own fish

nets

Landing nets, hoop nets, seines, hammocks, etc.,

may be easily and quickly made at little cost.

We teach you how in one hour.
Also how to catch fish the year round. Send

for particulars right now.
W, E. Clayton Company,

43 N. Main St., Altoona, Kans.
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Salmon, trout, croppie, black bass, pike,

pickerel, muskies and even sunfish rise to

the lure of

McMahon’s Trolling Spoons
They are the choice of

Pacific Coast Fishermen
Made in all sizes to meet all requirements.
Nos. 3, 4, and 4^4 are recommended for
real sport in ocean, lake or stream fishing.

Many record catches are recorded with
the use of this spoon.

Get them from your sporting goods dealer
or write

PACIFIC NET & TWINE CO.
1213-23 Western Ave., Seattle, Wash.

OR
OREGON MARINE & FISHERIES SUPPLY CO.

Portland, Ore.

Former Admirers
of the century old Evans’ products
now revel in the delights afforded by

“You may

SSr
as you wifl. ^
The Good- ^

ness of

Evans’ will

cling to

it still.”

The Same

Good Old

Evans with-

out the

Alcohol [FORMERLY KNOWN AS CHECONA EVANS ALE
It is the beverage of TODAY precisely the same
as the other Evans’ brewings were for nearly
134 years. It has the appealing and appetizing
force which made the name of Evans and De-
pendability synonymous. The 20th century bev-
erage with the old-fashioned smack and Evans’
quality. Take it on faith and you will become
a stronger Evans’ follower than ever.

Supplied in cases for
Cottage, Camps and Clubs

Order from any Progressive dealer or write to

C. H. Evans & Sons, Estab. 1786 Hudson, N. Y.

Imported hosiery]
For Golf, Tennis and Sport Wear
IN ATTRACTIVE DESIGNS FOR

MEN AND WOMEN

No. 15

* AFinestScotchWoolTennis Socksin white,
WtKlUfrray, green, black, heather and | CA
white* with colored clocks, a pair »•OM
JLf 1 Men’s Finest ScotchWool Golf Hose,
1^1O* *** in green, gray, brown and O CA w
heather (without feet $3), a pair Q
l\T AA Women’s 8cotch Wool Stockings, in gj
1^1O* fcv white, white with colored O AA H
docks, Oxford green and heather, a pair . • U
Complete Ene Golf* Tennis and Sport equipment* w

Mail Orders given prompt attention. Q
Stewart Sporting Sales Co. j

425 FIFTH AVE., .t 38thSi,N. V.
3O0OQC

THE FLY ROD WIGGLER
IS THE ORIGINAL
FLY ROD MINNOW

Looks like a real live minnow and wiggles

and wobbles like one in distress. Has no
planes, wines or freak shape. Just the real

minnow shape. It casts easily and can be
lifted without making a splash or straining

the rod. It has natural minnow colors.

It is the only one that has all of these ab-

solutely necessary qualifications. It has no
small screw eyes to work loose and pull out.

It is. in fact, the perfect fly rod minnow.
Made in Silver Shiner, Golden Shiner. Red
Side, Yellow Perch, Red Head, All Yellow,

All Red, All White. Three sizes: Large
Bass, 2 Vs in.; Small Bass, 1

i

n -‘» an(^

Trout Size, 1 TA in. Price Each, 65c.

Four in Handy Vest Pocket Box, $2.60.

Send stamp for Fishing Tackle Catalog

THE W. J. JAMISON CO.
Dept. S., 736 So. California Ave., Chicago, 111.

FISHING TACKLE
Deal Direct With the Manufacturer

Since 1867 we have set an
inflexible standard for the

Edward vom Hofe Tackle.

All our energies have gone
into this work. Take your
cue from the country’s best

anglers and buy from us.

The price yqu pay will be
refunded if the goods you
buy are not satisfactory.

Catalog No. 106 sent on request

Edward vom Hofe & Company
112 Fulton Street New York City

LET’S ALL GO FISHING!
Pack up your troubles, and leave at home. But be

sure and pack some of Palmer's Floating Grasshoppers

and millers in your old kit bag. Boys, they are the

stuff to fool the wise old Trout and Bass.

Try them. Hoppers, 50 cents each, $3.60 per doz.

Millers, 40 cents each, $2.60 per dozen.

M. M. PALMER. Sole Manufacturer

119 West Washington St Pasadena, Calif.

for flight, but his one poor leg was not
sufficient to give the required impulse to

enable his wings to come into play, when,
wonderful to relate, he actually put down
a second leg which had been artfully con-

cealed, and bounded up with the speed
of a rocket, and as he disappeared over
the ridge he gave vent to a series of de-

risive “caws” that made the men look

askance at each other in conscious abase-
ment at being victimized and circumvent-
ed by a deceitful and fraudulent fish

crow! But the worst of it was that the
real Santa Anna was as dead as his pro-

totype the one-legged Mexican general.

F
OLLOWING the suggestion of Char-
ley Moore I decided to visit Miami
on Biscayne Bay, some sixty miles

below Lake Worth. As the Blue Winy
was not suitable for outside sailing on a
treacherous coast we resolved to tramp
the beach, the common way of travelling

between the two places, sleeping at night
at the Life Saving Stations, of which
there were four. The most dangerous
animals to be expected were not bears or

panthers, but the razor-back wild hog;
accordingly we went in light marching
order, carrying only pistols, fishing rods,

a haversack and a canteen.

We crossed Hillsboro’ Inlet, some twen-
ty miles below Lake Worth, in a row boat

kept there for the accommodation of

travelers. Fortunately it happened to be

on our side of the inlet. We came across

many squared pine logs exceeding a hun-
dred feet in length, and some square logs

of Spanish cedar and mahogany, partly

covered by sand, that were from ten to

fifteen feet long and from four to six

feet square. There seemed to be no way
by which this valuable timber could be

transported to some place where it could

be utilized. These logs had floated ashore

from some wreck, or more likely were

deck loads thrown overboard during a

storm.

Life Saving Station, No. 4, is eight

miles north of New River Inlet, and is

but a few hundred yards from the river

itself, as it runs nearly parallel with

the coast line for that distance, when it

turns to the westward. The superin-

tendent sailed us down to the inlet, and

after putting us on the south side, where
there was a row boat, said that if the

boat was on the wrong side when we re-

turned, he would sail down for us if we

would signal him by setting fire to the

scrub.

We arrived at Miami after a tramp of

a few days. At that time there were not

more than twenty-five people along the

whole length of Biscayne Bay, some thir-

ty miles. At the mouth of the Miami
river, in a grove of cocoanut trees, were

some of the stone buildings of the old

military post of Fort Dallas, one of which

was occupied by Charles Peacock and his

good wife, by whom we were warmly wel-

comed. There were but three families in

what is now known as Miami. I chart-

ered a sloop and spent two weeks cruising

along the bay from Arch creek in the

north to the Perrine Grant and Indian

Hunting Grounds at the south end.

Along the keys at the lower end of the

bay we found fine fishing of bewildering

variety, inasmuch as there was no know-

ing what member of the finny tribe would
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take the proffered lure. Trolling for am-
j

her jacks or kingfish mackerel in Hawk
channel was pretty fair sport for the

boys, but act equal to the fishing along

the keys and in the passes between.

There the groupers, black, red and gray,

and the gag and scamp, any of which
might run up to twenty pounds, and the’

dog snapper and the schoolmaster and
mangrove snappers, and yellowtails and
cavalli and porgies, would vie with bone-

fish and lady-fish and angel-fish to be the

first to take the angler’s bait or artificial

fly, to say nothing of tarpon, jewfish and
harks and sawfish and sailfish.

It is hard to realize at the present

day that Miami is the third most popu-

lous city in Florida. Since my visits in

the winters of 1878, 1881, 1886 and 1889,

the magnificent hotels and palatial win-

ter homes and well-ordered grounds of

Miami seem to have sprung up like

Aladdin’s palace, if not in a single night,

in a remarkably brief period. As the

old hunters say: “If my foresight had
been as good as my hind sight,” I might
have heeded another knock on my door

from Opportunity, inasmuch as I could

have purchased some of the finest sites in

Miami for a mere song, and in fact had
been offered one near the river without

money and without price, if I had con-

sented to locate there.

At the time of which I write, the only

northern tourists at Miami were a gen-

tleman and wife and her sister, of Staten

Island, New York. Their camp was in

a beautiful grove of cocoa palms; the

white tents added an additional charm
to a spot as lovely and romantic as a

scene in fairyland. Both of the ladies

were the victims of that cruel and in-

sidious disease, tuberculosis, and they had
been drawn hither, as a last resort, to

try the healing virtues of the chlorinated

breezes, balmy atmosphere and warm,
bright son of this, the fairest, the most
charming and most healthful location in

Florida.

I

DEEM it advisable to make a slight

digression here in order that what
follows may be better understood.

Before leaving Lake Worth on the hike

to Miami, Charley Moore warned us to

beware of the sharks at New River Inlet,

which he said were the worst on the coast.

He was once tramping the beach with an
Indian on their way to Miami, and on ar-

riving at New River found that the row-
boat used as a ferry, was on the side of

the inlet opposite to them. The Indian
undertook to swim over, at the beginning
of the flood tide, but when half way over
he was devoured by sharks, which Char-
ley was powerless to prevent. Most of

the boys on hearing this story preferred

to remain in camp at Lake Worth, while
Frank, Ben and myself went to Miami,
as just related.

Bidding our quondam friends at Miami
good-bye, the two boys and myself re-

traced our steps along the sea-beach to

New River Inlet. As bad luck would
have it the row-boat was on the north
side of the inlet. As had been previously
arranged we set fire to the beach scrub
in order that the superintendent of the
station might see the smoke and come
down me river after us. Unfortunately
a strong north wind was blowing so that

JOIN THE ARMY OF SUCCESSFUL ANGLERS
BY USING A

MARTIN AUTOMATIC FISHING REEL
THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED SPORTSMEN ATTEST TO THE SATIS-
FYING RESULTS ATTAINED BY USING THE MARTIN AUTOMATIC

Guaranteed Perfect and Practical

No cranking—made in four sizes: “G” line capacity No. 2

75 ft. No. 2—90 ft. No. 3—150 ft. No. 4—225 ft.

LEFT HAND REELS MADE TO ORDER
Send for Catalogue

MARTIN AUTOMATIC FISHING REEL CO.
Mohawk New York

Get ’em
Like This!
Professionals, ama-
teurs, women and
even children are
making record catches
of all kinds of game
fish, trolling and cast-

ing with my

Rush.
Taugo]VfmnoW£

RSOiSTERRD TRADE MARS

,The liveliest bait that float's.

They wiggle, dive and swim
like a minnow in action. Tfie

Tangos get the big ones—Bass,
Pickerel, Pike, Muscallunge,
Lake Trout and Brook Trout.

At Your Dealers or Parcels Post Insured

Write now for illustrated catalog
in colors and instructions.

I K RUSH First Streeto. xv. noon, Syracuse, n. y.

FISHF,RMFNEa“r sharp hooks t«.m li.uiuA AOA±±vr\.lVi.XhiV
they bring home the bacon.

Hook

Hone

hones
your ho^ks, razor sharp,

in a jiffy; it will increase your

catch 100%, says Dixie Carroll. Made of Carborundum;
lasts a lifetime. Perfection H. H., 4 in. long, 75c.;

Junior, 3% in., 50c. Leather case, 35c. extra. Get ready
now for next season ; be prepared for action. You will use
a Hook Hone eventually, why not now? Interesting cir-

cular sent free on request.

Now is the time to reflnish your rods
ROD-SPAR

The scientifically prepared
rod varnish, waterproof,

elastic.

ROD-SPAR-BLACK

For refinishing steel rods,

tackle boxes, etc.

Put up in friction top cans, 35.) per can, postpaid

The Columbus Specialty Co., Dept. M, Columbus, Ohio

RHEAD LURES lor SUMMER TROUT
8 DEADLY TINY FLY-ROD BAITS
FOR $4.00. 1/ inch Darter and Terror
Minnows, Cricket, Grasshopper, Helgram-
ite, New Shrimp, Caddis and Nymph Creep-
ers on No. 6-8-10 Hooks. Send for list of

Bass, Wall-Eye-Pike, Lake-Trout, Salmon
Nature Lures of Proved Success.

LOUIS RHEAD, 217 Ocean Ave., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

tUSSEUS
NEVER LEAK*
Thebuilt-for-hard-knocks
boot that sportsmen
swear by—soft, easy-fit-

ting- and as near water-
proof as a leather boot
can be.

Made to meas-
ure from best

q u al it y
chrome-
tanned
leathers.

Ifyour dealer
doesn’t carry
RUSSELL’S,
write us for
a catalog.

W.C.RUSSELL
MOCCASIN

CO.
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= Insist on the GENUINE =

|
Hildebrandt

|

|
Spinners

|
§j

They Catch Fish !
= See them at your dealers =

= The John J. Hildebrandt Company =
E Logansport Indiana E
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THE MILAM Kentucky Reel

Since 1839, 81 years, the M'lams have
been making the celebrated ‘KEN-
TUCKY" Reel in the same location, and
all the knowledge gained by these years
of experience is put into their reels today.

Let us send you our booklet
B. C. MILAM & SON

Main Street Frankfort. Ky.
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GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY
in the heaviest rainstorms. The only reliable

garment for every outdoor requirement.
Compact, Light, Serviceable

IT-FITS-THE-POCKET
FREE catalog of pneumatic goods
for camp, automobile, hospital, office

and home requirements. For Sale

by Sporting Goods Dealers.

METROPOLITAN AIR GOODS CO
Athol, Mass.

jfFtsh 'till

lou've Tired
Then sleep like a log

on a real steel spring
bed—the

StoiCdm
AND WATER-PROOF TENT\

X]
Bed is Large for two, guaranteed sagless, as

comfortable as any house bed. It insures

real rest after a strenuous day. Tent of

army shelter duck, ventilated with screen

windows, is thoroughly water-proof.

Only outfit so compact that a small bundle
on the running board contains bed, tent and
all bedding, yet does not block doors. Only
outfit which sets up either from or inde-

pendent of car. You can leave your camp
intact while using the car. Write us for

dealer's name and see the Stoll for yourself.

Established Dealers: Write for our unbeat-

able proposition.

The Stoll Manufacturing Co.
3255 Larimer St. Denver, Colo.
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Ring Neck Pheasants |
START WITH EGGS

Lay 40 to 50 eggs each per year—Raised |
as easily as chickens—More profitable |
than chickens as they eat only half as §
much. Bring $2.00 per pound alive, §
Birds hatched this spring mature next §
fall. Best eating bird in America. Sim- |
pie to raise. Set them under chicken §
hen and she will raise the little pheas- g
ants. g
Genuine Wild Mallard Ducks |

Lay 50 to 60 eggs per year—Guaranteed i
to he only from Wild Trapped Mallards. =
Raise them with chicken hens. Make §
fine eating—good decoys

—

money makers.

OUR BIRDS MAKEMONEY FOR US;
LET THEM MAKE
MONEY FOR YOU
Send for Free Booklet of in-

structions and Price

List.

I Bloomfield Farms
b America s Largest Game Farm

| 1718 Penobscot Bldg., Detroit, Mich. |§
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Men’s
FINE
SOX

Another astounding value in Men’s Seamless Sox
for this month only. Last lot sold fast. Everybody
delighted. Your chance now. Don’t delay. Sox
are extra fine quality. Positively not' ‘seconds. ’ r

Medium weight. Regular price 75c a pair
elsewhere—our — —
price at the
rate of—

Per Pair

f Extra
r Strong

Heel
and Too

One Dozen

onlySIci
A clear saving of $5.25 per dozen for you. Colors: white,

natural, tan — very popular now — and black.

Free Examination
Send no money. Just your name and address and state size

and color. Sox mailed prepaid; you pay postman $3.76 for full
dozen when delivered, if satisfied. No extra charge of any
kind. Money back if not pleased with your bargain.
Buy direct from us. Cut out extra profits. Remember, we

take all the risk. Coats you_ nothing to be convinced. Give
size and color. When ordering state Dept. 266
Bach 20 Years’ Satisfying Customers Our Rec-

ord. References, Dun or Bradstreet
115th St. Ci Michigan Ave., Dept. 26© Chicago

NINE MONTHS TO PAY
Immediate possession on our lib-

eral Easy Monthly Payment plan
—the most liberal terms ever offered
on a high grade bicycle.
FACTORY TO RIDER prices save

you money. We make our bicycles
in our own new model factory and
sell direct to you. We put real
quality in them and our bicycles
must satisfy you.
44 STYLES, colors, and sizes to

choose from inour famous RANGER
line. Send for big beautiful catalog.
Many parents advance the first

payment and energetic boys by odd
jobs— paper routes, delivery for
stores, etc., make the bicycle earn
money to meet the small monthly Payments.
DELIVERED FREE on Approval and 30 DAYS

TRIAL. * Select the bicycle you want and terms
that suit you—cash or easy payments.
TIP!EC lamps, horns, wheels, sundries and parts for all
I IliLO bicycles—at half usualprices. SEND NO MONEY
but write today for the big new catalog, prices and terms.

CYCLE COMPANY
Dept. H234 ChicagoMEAD

J. KANNOFSKY
Practical

Glass Blower

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds,, ani-

mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.

Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulls
for furriers and taxidermists.

328 CHURCH ST., Near Canal St. NEW YORK
Please mention "Forest and Stream"

SEND US $8.00 FOR ONE HAND-MADE

“OLD HICKORY” Casting Rod
Four feet—one piece—cork handle—'silk wound

—

good mountings, guides and tip—dandy caster

—

accurate—and built for life’s service.

Kinney’s Automatic Weedless Hook Free
We sell nothing less than the best in Fishing
Tackle—Lines—Reels and Lures.

F. A. KINNEY & CO., - Bangor, Mich.

WfC.GLER
§5 ^

>Send for

Circular of other Lures cmd Pork
Rind Strips AL.FOSS *

1712 COLUMBUS RD. • CLEVELAND •

the smoke hugged the beach and sea. We
slept on the sand near the fire and did
not wake until daylight. The wind blow-
ing still harder, I did the only feasible
and possible thing to get the young men
across safely.

In the drift lodged among the man-
grove roots we found a few water-soaked
logs which we tied together with vines,

constructing a rude raft, about three by
seven feet, and a flat stick like a fence
paling for a paddle. The raft sank a
few inches below the surface with my
weight, but by great care I managed to
preserve my equilibrium, standing up-
right, and found that it would sustain me.
My object was to paddle across the inlet,

some two or three hundred yards, procure
the boat and return for the boys.

I waited until the tide was at low slack
water, and removing shoes and clothing,
started, but I found it difficult navigation,
requiring the utmost care to preserve my
balance, and prevent the frail structure
from turning turtle; but by dint of hard
and careful, but extremely slow work I
reached the middle of the inlet. The tide
then began to make, and with it came
hundreds of sharks, sawfish, rays and
porpoises. I had not thought of them
before, my only thought was to get the
boys over the inlet. I now thought of
Charley Moore and the Indian, as huge
man-eating sharks swarmed about the
raft, immense rays dived beneath it, while
the harmless porpoises went rolling by
thinking it great fun. The slightest
touch of a shark’s tail would have cap-
sized the raft and sent me floundering
into the water, where I soon would have
been divided piecemeal and distributed
into the maws of a dozen sharks. I had
not even a knife to defend mykelf, but
it would have been useless. I struck at
them with my paddle whenever they
came too near, and thus kept them at a
respectful distance. While using the
stick in this way it cracked at the middle,
when double caution was necessary in
paddling and striking. Finally, after a
half hour’s hard work I succeeded in get-

ting across safely, when I bailed out the

boat, in which was an oar, and sculled

over after the boys.

We reached Lake Worth without mis-
hap. Mr. Moore renewed his liberal offer

and waxed eloquent in his effort to induce
me to locate at the lake. The following

year I sent two young men from Ohio,

on i a medical student, to buy the place of

a man who wished to return to Illinois

owing to his wife’s homesickness. They
purchased the place for fifteen hundred
dollars, and in fifteen years thereafter

they sold half of it for fifty thousand
dollars to a hotel company.
We refitted the Blue Wing, and Frank

and I sailed here to Jupiter, the other

boys tramping the beach, and in due time
we arrived at Titusville, where I sold

the trusty little ship. We had a safe

journey hack to Kentucky, where we ar-

rived when the peach trees were in bloom.
The boys were all now hale and hearty,

having gained from ten to twenty pounds
avoirdupois, the result of an outdoor life

close to the heart of Mother Nature.
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WILDERNESS
DWELLERS

(continued from page 318)

the water, turn in radiant bow, to take
the fly as he disappeared. To the hand
they felt cold, and here was the secret

of the spot.

Cast your fly out on the lake, and only
an occasional fish came to the lure. For
the water there was shallow, and warm.
But here where the icy brook danced with
song out of the dark wilderness into the
warm lake, the trout lay in hundreds.
There was no limit to them, and they
were uniformly big, a pound and half to

two pounds of gamey, fighting fontinalis.

And they leaped and struggled for the

bait. Flies were torn and bitten till only
the red wool tail hung frayed on the hook,

yet they jumped at the bedraggled lure as

eagerly as at the new flies. And there
was no lifting of these warriors out of

the water by main force. That would
have tom the hooks clear of the hard
mouth,—for they fought, and dove and
struggled to the last yard.

Thus as we fished there off Armstrong
Brook, a great Osprey soared by, on his

way to a nest we could see in a huge
white pine. Loons flew by like heavy
geese on whistling wing. Deer in their

ruddy coats stood watching us, and from
time to time a moose splashed far off on
the forest edge. Then the rain clouds be-

gan to gather. The sun burned crimson
behind their veiling face. The shadows
began to creep over the lake, and as we
had enough fish for our needs, it remained
only to go campward, there to prepare
our gear for the next day,—a trip to

Big Bogen and the Islands of Nepisiquit,

perhaps the best place in all the east for

moose, dear and caribou, bear, lynx and
fox. So we pulled up our killick, anchor
of stone, shook our paddles in the failing

light, and glided homeward to where a
fine supper afvaited, with the red glow of

the campfire, and a snug warm bed
;
to be

up at daylight for the lure of the new
trail. For we were to start a new game
from this on,—the stalking of moose in

the water, the cutting of them off from
shore, till we had them right at hand’s

length where we could talk to them, touch

them, watch every act, and if need be,

bring them home to camp alive and un-

hurt.

FISHING FOR CARP
AND CRAPPIES

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 301)

larger. We will row slowly and keep our
eyes open. We may find one rooting.”

Matt turned on Mr. Adams a look of sur-

prise and inquiry, while Mr. Woodhull
said quietly: “They do root around some
when they are feeding I have been told.”

“Yes,” returned Mr Adams, “I have been
after them many time'- where they were
feeding in shallow water and could
plainly see the mud streaks rising to the
surface as they worked around on the
bottom in search of worms and grubs.
Let’s try around here and if we do not
get any we can go down nearer the
dam where the water is deeper, but they

LEVEL WINDER, AUTOMATIC THUMBER,
FREE SPOOL, ANTI-BACK-LASH, GER-
MAN SILVER. BURNISHED STEEL
AXLES, BUSHED BEARINGS,
JEWELED OIL CAPS, QUAD-
RUPLE, S. HANDLE—FOR-
WARD, 100 YARDS— D •

drag. “nee

Cast and Wind in. Nothing to Touch
When the cast is made with this improved

reel and the line is going out, nothing moves
but the spool. The forked block drops and line
runs free from spool to rod guide. Touching
the handle to wind in brings the block back
and locates line as shown.

This is positively the Best Casting Ree. in
the world at any price—BAR NONE

THE REDIFOR ROD & REEL CO., WARREN, OHIO

Big Game
Hunters
Before making that trip to the

far northwest for Moose, Caribou,

Sheep, Mountain Goats or Bear,

consider whom you will have mount
your invaluable trophies.

Our catalog showing prize specimens
re-created true to life will impress

you with what a lifetime devoted to

taxidermy can attain.

FIELD GUIDE & rnrr
BIG GAME BOOK A IvLI-.

Contains records of North American Big

Game. Its 32 pages, richly illustrated,

will charm and convince you. Shows
beautiful Game Heads and Rugs for sale

to decorate realistically ypur home, den

or office. Write us today.

JONAS BROS., InD FURRIERS

1021 Broadway DENVER, COLO.
Branch: Livingston, Mont.

The 7CDD ADJUSTABLE_ JVL,KK GUN SLING
WEBBING OR LEATHER FOR ALL RIFLES
Used by Army, Navy and Marine Corps

AN AID TO ACCURACY
Ask your dealer or write us

MANUFACTURING & SALES CORP.
40 CEDAR ST. NEW YORK

Salmon Club Membership

For Sale

Advertiser will dispose of his

Membership in the Ste Marguer-
ite Salmon Club to gentleman
sportsman.

Address

Charles A. Bryan
120 Broadway, N. Y. City

TENTS
and

Tarps
for

SPORTS-

MEN

Protection and wear are what
you want in tent and waterproof
covering.

These qualities you will find in
United States Tent products. The
material and workmanship that go
into these goods have won the ap-
proval of thousands of sportsmen.
Large scale production assures you of

wide choice and right prices. A^k for our
latest catalog.

United States Tent & Awning Co.
229 No. Desplaines St, Chicago U. S. A.

ENGLISH SHOOTING
ESTATE FOR RENT

Fine Mansion with grouse driving in Yorkshire. Most
comfortable and thoroughly well furnished. Contains five
spacious reception rooms—thirty-five bedrooms, six bath-
rooms. Electric light throughout. Every modern con-
venience and large garage—splendid gardens—hot house
and fruit

Shooting over S,000 acres giving from 1.200 to 2,009 head
of grouse—500 partridges—200 wild pheasants—200 hare>—several thousand rabbits with woodcock, duck, snipe
and plover.

Station close by. To be let as a going concern with a
staff of good servants, five keepers and gardeners from
about August first to second of October, or as may be
arranged. Rent 3.000 Pounds. Apply Lord G— .. care
A. Grimble. Shooting Agent, 86 Ebury Street, London.
S. W., England.

ARDONIA N. Y.
If you want the real outdoor life visit this “joy

scot" of Ulster Countv.
FISHING, HIKING AND SUMMER COMFORT
Exceptionally good table; terms $18.00 weekly:

capacity 10.

MRS. E. A. SEYMOUR.
ADONIA, ULSTER COUNTY. NEW YORK

BROKEN POINTERS PEDIGREED AND
not; also non-pedigreed setters, rabbit and fur
hounds. H. H. McGovney, Washington Court
House, Ohio.

WANTED—TEN DOGS TO BOARD; CAN
also take five shooting dogs to train. II. H.
McGovney, Washington Court House, Ohio.

TANGO BAIT—SURE CATCH FOR BASS.
65 cenv, postpaid. State color. Bergman, Nyack,
New York.
hounds. H. H. McGovney, Washington Court
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WEISS Alpine Binoculars
StuoMg, light, compact. Copper-

alloywt, aluminum frame, cast in one
pieoet Fine sole-leather case with
each pale.

Type used by U. S. Signal Corp.

So powerful they bring the object within apparently
one-eighth of the actual distance. Invaluable for hunters,
yachtsmen, tourists, foresters, range-finders, mounted
police, cattlemen, army officers.

“The Telephone of Sight”
WEISS ALPINE BINOCULARS have the following features of

superiority: Larger Field of View; Greater Illumination, a great
advantage in hunting in timber or in looking into brush at dusk or
dawn; Greater Magnifying Power in proportion to size; Increased
Stereoscopic Effect, adding to the relief of far-distant objects;
Portability.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

WEISS INSTRUMENT CO.

MOSQUITOES
Gnats and Black Flies
are sure enough joy killers to the

man who loves the Big Outdoors.
In camp, on stream or lake, your
very best friend is a tube of

“Allagash” Fly Dope
Something new, something different
and decidedly efficient in keeping
these pests away from you. Made
by a Chemist and Sportsman who
knows what you want. Comes to
you in a large tube, easy to carry,
clean and economical, a sure joy
package. Get busy now, you will
soon be packing your duffle.

Postpaid in U.S. A. 50 cents per tube

—

or 2 tubes in a neat carton for a dollar.

Canada add 15 cents per tube.

THE SPORTSMAN’S SUPPLY CO.
Mail Dep't. Westfield, Mass.

When you send

for a Joe Welsh
Leader remem-
ber you get a true

Scotch Product,

made by Wm.
Robertson, Glasgow, Scotland.

He
/JOE WELSH'

LEADER
,

GETS
THE FISH

DONT BREAfcA

Japanese imitations

Joe Welsh never.

‘go to pieces”—the

No Fish too Large
For Fresh or Salt Water

Hurry—Get a sample before you go fishing.

3 ft. 25c—6 ft. 50c—9 ft. 75c. Add 30c

and get a Blue Devil Darning Needle.

JOE WELSH
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

Exclusive Agent
United States and Canada

an
Utility clothes for life in the open. Styles

for men and women, fully illustrated in

1920 Style Book. Askyour dealerfor a copy.

Utica - Duxbak Corporation

10 Hickory St. v

UTICA, N. Y.

Army Auction Bargains
C. W. revolvers $2.65 up
Amy Haversacks .15 up

Knapsacks .75 up

Amy Gun slings .30 up

Spring.Rem. cal. 38 single shot rifle for model
1906 cartridges, »7.77 Ball cart. *3.60 per 100

• 1 6 acres Army Goods. Large illustrate® cyclo-
pedia reference catalog— 400 pages— issue
1920, mailed 50 cents. Now Circular lO cants

FBABCIS BANNERMAN SDKS. SOI troadway, Hew York

Teats $4.25 up
Saddles 4.65 up
Uniforms 2.50 up
Teamha.TietUl.50

The big advantage of Pyramid Solvent
is that it thoroughly cleans the firearm

without wearing out the human arm.

Pyramid Solvent
removes residue of high-power smoke-
less and black powders and loosens metal
fouling without the hard work you are

accustomed to. Contains
no harmful chemical and
no moisture.

After Pyramid Solvent, always
use 3-in-One Oil to prevent ru6t

and to lubricate.

Pyramid Solvent is for 6ale by
most firearm dealers, 3 ounces in

a convenient flat can that fits

pocket or shooting: kit, 30c per

can. I f you r dealer can’t supply

you, 6end35cand we will 6end

you a can postpaid.

Three-in-One Oil Co.
165 EZG Broadway, New York

C2I7

usually work around where the water is

not of t}fe deepest.” Mr. Adams opened

his basket and began taking out such

articles as he would need, first the larger

reel was put on the heavier rod, after

setting a tin can down on the seat by

him From the ’can he took portions

of the dough and rolling it into pellets

the size of marbles began throwing them
in the water on all sides of the boat, ex-

plaining as he did so that it was just

flour and water mixed to a stiff dough.

Matt said never a word, but sat watching

it all as he adjusted his hook to the line,

then began putting on a worm. “I would

put on three or four large ones,” said

Mr. Adams; “these fish like a good size

bait.” “Don’t look like good sense to me,

’ough,” replied the boy; “fish don’t find

worms in bunches much I guess.” “Eels

do, on bobs, don’t they?” asked Mr. Wood-
hull. “Yes,” said Matt, “but you have

to have a bunch so’s they’ll last.” Fol-

lowing the advice he put on several

worms and setting the float so the bait

was almost at the bottom began fishing.

W HILE talking, Mr! Adams had
opened a large can which Matt
saw contained com which had

been cooked until it was swollen ,and

soft. This he scattered about over the

water in a liberal manner and tit slowly

sank to the bottom. “Here chick, chick,

chick,” mimicked Matt as the com was
scattered about. Mr. Adams, watching
Matt closely, set a can down by the boy
entirely unobserved by him until later on.

Turning around, the boy’s eye fell on it

and Lima beans met his view.

His first impulse was to throw the

whole thing overboard, but they were
not his and he made no comment at the

moment, but watched the two men slyly

exchanging winks. Later on Mr. Adams
put several grains of corn on his hook
and helped Mr Woodhull with the dough.

He had a small box of it with cotton

kneaded through it so it would hang to

the hook better. The larger can con-

tained plain dough with which to bait the

grounds. Presently Mr. Adams took up
the can bf beans which had been cooked
just enough to make them swollen and
soft and began throwing them on the

water. When this had been done he set

the can down and Matt, reaching over,

took two of the beans and the same
number of grains of corn. Then, with
his toe scraping aside a quantity of dirt

which lay in the bottom of the boat, he
deposited them at the bottom, and care-

fully covering them, he patted the earth
down and resumed his fishing. No one
said a word for several minutes. At last

Mr. Woodhull asked: “What is your
idea, Matt?” “I’m plantin’ corn ’n

beans so’s to raise suc’tash for ketchin’

carps,” he returned “might’s well have
it all on one cob like corn, or meb’e it’ll

grow in a pod I do’ know.” Both men
fairly exploded with laughter over the
whimsical idea and a little later the boy
giggled. Mr. Adams, removing the corn
from his hook, selected two of the largest

and whitest beans and carefully put them
on the hook, passing it through the heart

of each. Matt watched the process with-

out a word, expecting to- see him strip

them off and apply some other bait, but
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he dropped the hook in the water as it

was and after a lapse of perhaps ten

minutes said quietly: “There’s one at
my bait now. Looking over the side of

the boat the line could be seen moving
slowly away. Then he struck and hooked
his fish and a struggle was on. The
pliant rod was bent in all shapes as the

fish held to the bottom, going this way
and that, never swift in its movements
but doggedly determined to hold the bot-

tom. Mr. Adams made no effort to bring
it to the surface, merely keeping the line

taut so the hook would hold firm. Roily

water soon showed at the top, proving
that the fish was trying to disgorge the
hook by driving its jaws in the mud.
After possibly ten minutes it began to

weaken and was brought to the surface

and Mr. Woodhull netted it as it came
up near him—a beautiful golden bronze
fish of perhaps twelve pounds in weight.

Matt was in ecstacies. “Gee,” he said,

“if I could hook one like that I’d see it

nights, an’ on beans, too, Gosh!” “They
are the most peculiar fish we have in any
of our waters,” said Mr. Adams. “At
times they will take almost any kind
of bait, then nothing seems to suit

them and it is almost impossible to

get one, so it is best to be pro-

vided with several kinds when on a
trip. * They are very fond of vegetable
substances, as well as grubs and worms.
Dough will sometimes take them when
all else fails. Worms don’t seem to be
what they are looking for; try beans.”
The boy looked a trifle crestfallen. He
had ridiculed the bean idea so that to re-

sort to them was like touching a slightly

tender corn, but he wanted fish and he
was willing to make a sacrifice of preju-
dice in order to gain a material conquest,
so he adopted beans as did Mr. Woodhull
a little later. An hour passed without
any more evidence of carp and they had
renewed their baits several times. Matt
again resorted to worms. At last he felt

a pull at his tackle and was all attention
in a trice. “I felt something good an’
strong,” he whispered to Mr. Adams.
Mab’e its an eel; it seemed to just back
away with the hook.” “Wait and hold
perfectly still,” he was advised. “They
are very suspicious at times” A moment
later he said: “Somethin’s at it again.”
A vigorous pull convinced him that the
fish was hooked. He set the end of his
pole up sharply and knew he had con-
nected with something of life and much
weight. The pole, while quite stout, was
sharply bent and the fish made a more
vigorous fight than the one Mr. Adams
had caught earlier in the day. It went
around the boat several times, not swift-
ly, but with the same determined spirit of
keeping at the bottom, and the mud was
soon to be seen rising to the top of the
water as before. The heavier pole put
more tension on the fish and in about the
same length of time it came to the top
and Mr. Adams this time made ready to
get it into the net. When it appeared
at the surface and Matt saw it he gasped,
then, dropping on his knees in the bottom
of the boat, his attitude and expression of
face became a fit study for an artist’s

brush. “Steady now, just bring him a
little nearer, there now,- quietly,” inter-

spersed by remarks from Matt such as;

mag$$$.
Real

Home-Cooking

!

A REAL home cooked meal in the great

outdoors, cooked on a stove that op-
erates just like your stove at home, yet

more compact than a suitcase and takes up
less room.

The AUTO KA'MP KOOK KIT is the best

little vacation pal you ever had. Always
ready, always on the job. It burns gasoline,

regulates like a big stove. Heats the tent

quickly on a cold day. No more mussing or

fussing with smoky camp fires. No more
hunting for dry wood. Eat when and where
you want to—and a REAL home-cooked meal.

Prices, $7.50 to $40.00

Ifyour dealer does not yet carry

them write for illustrated folder

Prentiss Wabers Stove Co.

4 Spring St., Grand Rapids, Wisconsin

Trout Fly-Fishing in America
By CHARLES ZIBEON SOUTHARD

Illustrations and Colored Plates byH. H. Leonard

ANGLING SPORTSMEN WILL FIND IN THIS BOOK
A Classification of all the species of Trout found in American waters,
which is more complete and more serviceably arranged than any other
in print.

Superbly executed plates in colors illustrating the author’s descriptions

of the more important variations in color and marking of trout.

Reliable hints as to the best equipment, and the handling of the Rod,
the Reel, the Line, the Leader, the Fly, based upon more than twenty-
five years’ study of the habits of trout and the best way of catching

them.

A fair-minded discussion of the merits of the Wet-Fly and Dry-Fly
methods of Fishing.

Lists of flies best suited to certain waters, directions for making one’s

own leaders, and a wealth of miscellaneous data simply invaluable to

even the most experienced angler.

A Book for Every Angler’s Library.

PRICE $9.00
Address—Book Department, Forest and Stream

9 East 40th Street, New York City
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Long Island and New Jersey coast resorts form an irresistible appeal to the surf, lake and
stream fisherman. Surf fishing, of course, dominates. Practically any part of the hundreds
of miles of coast-line affords choice streams for the disciple of this form of sport.

DIRECTORY OF RESORTS FOR SPORTSMEN
IMPORTANT—At the time the following information was furnished, many resorts and
camps were unable to specify their daily and weekly rates. In writing for booklets or
reservations it is advisable to ask for definite information regarding rates. This applies
to all resorts listed, including those where rates are given.

P. 0. Address. Hotel or Camp.

Amityville, L. I., N. Y Hathaway Inn
Bayshore, L. I., N. Y New Cortland Hotel .

Blue Point, L. I., N. Y Cochran House
Blue Point, L. I., X. Y South Bay House ...

Bellport, L. I., N. Y Bell Inn
Centre Moriches, L. I., N. Y..Riverside House . . . .

.

East Port, L. I.. N. Y Lakeside House
Easthampton, L. I., N. Y. . ..Maidstone Inn
Easthampton, L. I., N. Y.... Osborne House
Greenport, L. I., N. Y Booth House
Greenport, L. I., N. Y Wyandank Hotel
Greenport, L. I., N. Y Mount Pleasant Elouse
Good Ground, L. I., N. Y.. .Springville Hotel ....
Glen Cove, L. I., N. Y The Hall
High Hill Beach, I.. I., X. Y.The Breakers
Jamesport, L. I., X. Y Water’s Edge House ..

Montauk, L. I., N. Y Parsons House
Northport. L. I., X. Y Ackerly House
Point O’Woods, L. I.. X. Y..The Inn
Patchogue, L. I., N. Y Roe’s Hotel
Patchogue, L. I.. X'. Y Ocean Avenue Hotel
Quogue, L. I., N. Y Cooper House
Quogue, L. I., X. Y Post House
Quogue, L. I., X. Y Walker House
Quogue, L. I., X. Y Pine Grove House . .

.

Riverhead, L. I., X. Y Griffin House
Stony Brook, L. I., N. Y. ..Bavles Cottage
Stony Brook, L. I., N. Y... Hopkins Hall
Stony Brook. L. I., X. Y... Johnston Hall
Sag Harbor, L. I., X. Y Sea View House
Shelter Island, L. I., X. Y.. Oxford House
Shelter Island, L. I., X. Y..Chequit Inn
Shelter Island, L. I., X. Y..Winyah Inn
Westhampton, L. I., N. Y... Howell House
Westhampton, L. I., X. Y...The Hampton Inn ...

Capacity

. . . . 75
100
40

300
50
GO
60
100
45
100

. . . . 75
100
75

. . .125
30
10
40
50

150
. . .100

200
75

100
. . .165
. .. 60

100
, ... 15

. .. 70
150

. ..150
100
100
100
110
110

P. O. Address. Hotel or Camp. Capacity

Asbury Park, N. J Ocean Hotel
Avon-by-the-Sea, X. J Avon Inn
Barneg at, N. T Almont Inn
Beach Haven, NT . J The Engleside .

.

Beach Haven, X. J New Baldwin ..

Beach Haven, XT . J Ocean House
Belmar, N. J New Windsor ...
Belmar, N. J Brunswick
Belmar, X. T '...Buena Vista
Bradley Beach, X. J Howland
Brielle, N. J Ocean View ....
Cape May, X. J Baltimore Inn ..

Cape May, X. J Star Villa
Highlands, N. J Jackson Hotel . .

Monmouth Beach, N. J Monmouth House
Point Pleasant, X. J The Carrollton .

.

Point Pleasant. N. j The Leighton . .

Spring Lake, X. T The Allaire
Spring Lake, X. T New Monmouth .

Spring Lake, X. J Palmer House ..

Toms River, N. J Central House ..

Toms River, N. J Ocean House . .

.

.350

.250

. 40

.300
,400
80

150
.100
.200
50

. 30

.200

.200
35

! 200
.250
.150
.500
.100
. 25
100

Rates
Day Week

$20.00

18.00
18.00

35.00

21.00

30.00

12.00

35.00

40.00
22.50
12.00
21.00

$ 4.00 20.00
22.50
22.60
25.00
16.00
16.00
18.00

Day Week
6.00 35.00

20.00
20.00

18.00

15.00
3.50 20.00

25.00
24.00

FISH AND GAME LAWS

There are no conservation rules to be observed in surf fishing. In the channels and inlets
tributary to the coast-line the same rule prevails. Sportsmen are free to come and go as
they please without thought of license or rules of the game other than true sport.

“Please, Mr. Adams, don’t let me lose

that fish. I’ll never hook another like

him, never.” As it once more swayed
beyond the reach of the net he said
plaintively: “Won’t you please pray, Mr.
Woodhull, you ain’t busy.” It is doubt-
ful if the boy was really aware of just
what he was saying, so absorbed was he
in the capture and so fearful the fish

would escape. At last, however, the net
was worked under its head and with a
quick lift the body slid in and laid in the
boat. Matt’s ecstasies knew no bounds.
He was on his knees beside the fish and
had taken its measure several times with
his outstretched hands. “I’d a’ never
b’lieved there was such a fish in all crea-
tion; ’cept a whale,” he said. The carp
would weigh fully eighteen pounds and
was a fine specimen in all particulars.
Well might the boy be proud. Mr. Wood-
hull later took one of about twelve pounds
and was correspondingly happy. As they
rowed down to the landing place, Mr.
Adams said: “Carp is one of the most
widely diffused fishes on the globe, and
embraces a very numerous family, some
of which are very small, such as the gold-
fish kept in glass jars as pets.” Mr.
Adams gave his carp to the man who
owned the property and kept the crap-
pies for his own eating. Owing to the
weight of Matt’s fish he very kindly
drove down to the cottage with him as
much to see the exhibition Matt would
make before his aunt with his giant 'fish

as anything else. She was out in the
yard as he drove up and as it was not
dark yet, Matt called, as he hung the fish

over his shoulder, “Aunt Mary, I got
him.” “Well, for land sakes,” she said,

“what is it? How’d you get it?” “I
ketched him,” said the boy. “You never
done no such thing, Matt Buckley,” she
said spitefully, “I didn’t know there was
such fish outen’ the ocean.” “Sposen you
hadn’t a let me gone,” said Matt.

THE TOWN RIFLE
CLUB

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 312)

ing member who appears on the range
regularly as a matter of choice and not
as a matter of duty. And above all,

never for a moment forget that while
there are always many ready and anxious
to criticize, men are few and hard to find

who possess the initiative and ability to

take hold of a proposition and handle it

successfully, and in this respect a rifle

club is no different from any other form
of human endeavor.

Publicity: The sole purpose ef a news-
paper is to print news and everything
your club does is news, its orgasization,

meetings, progress, shoots and other ac-

tivities. If possible sign up a reporter
as a member, or appoint some chap with
journalistic experience to get up a weekly
“story” for the local paper; then see the
editor, explain what you are doing and
frankly ask him to help you. Be abso-

lutely accurate and honest in reporting

your activities and remember rhetoric is

not news, that the paper is only inter-

ested in what took place and will not give

-space to long-winded personal opinions.
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THE SPOTTED SAND-
PIPER

(continued from page 307 )

alarmed and took wing with a nearby
companion, that I had not seen at all,

before I had gotten appreciably nearer,

being still at a considerable distance.

There is nothing unusual about this inci-

dent. Tffl habit unquestionably in-

creases the conspicuousness of the bird

just at those times 'when many species

seek concealment. If memory serves

aright it is usually but one or two of a

flock of alighted birds that thus adver-

tise themselves to the intruder, others

frequently standing motionless, so incon-

spicuous that one is surprised at their

existence when the flock takes wing.

Without analysis the utility of the

custom is not obvious, though it probably

has utility. The flash of the bird’s white

breast can scarcely be a signal to its

companions, though they doubtless take

note of its behavior. Too frequently it

is facing the approaching danger rather

than close-by birds alighted ' with it. It

is, however, probably to the advantage

of the bird and its companions that it

draw the attention of a possible enemy
while thoroughly alert and ready to take

wing. A thoroughly alert and wary
greater yellowleg is well able to take

care of itself and does not need conceal-

ment.

A third- gesture, confined in American

species so far as we know to the solitary

and teeter, is that of bobbing or tilting

the tail. For the ornithologist this is

about the best recognition mark pos-

sessed by the teeter and there is no rea-

son to suppose that- it is not also of value

as such to other individuals of that

species. It is most marked just after a

bird has alighted -or when it is alarmed

and contemplating flight, which are the

times when such a recognition mark
would be of most value; and the 'downy

young have the habit as soon as they

are hatched. J- T. N.

A WILD FLOWER DOUBLING
ITSELF

F
OR one who loves the big outdoors

there is always the possibility that

even the most casual trip may turn

out to be a trip of discovery. The idea

of botanizing was far from my mind
when I was attracted by ' the yellow of

some flowers perceptibly clearer than

that of the bloom about them. Closer

scrutiny revealed them to be a very com-

mon flower of the prairies with their

kind growing all about them, but the

flowers on this particular plant were dns-

tinctly double while the bloom on all

the other plants were the familiar single

flowers of Heliopsis scabra, a' member of

the compositae closely allied to the sun-

flower. Every flower on this particular

plant showed double, a 'doubling brought

about by the fact that every disc flower

on the composite flower-head had devel-

oped into a ray flower, such as are only

usual, with most of the compositae, along

the outer margin of the disc.

Here then I found in nature an ex-

The State of Maine has stood the test of time in its appeal to sportsmen for fishing, hunt-

ing, boating, camping, canoeing and every form of outdoor recreation. These lndueemeats^

combined with a most invigorating climate, have established for Maine the reputation o,

being a “Sportsman’s Paradise.”

DIRECTORY OF RESORTS FOR SPORTSMEN
IMPORTANT At the time the following information was furnished, many reserts and

camps were unable t» specify their daily and weekly rates. In writing Iot booklets or

reservations it is advisable to ask for definite information regarding rates. This applies

to all resorts listed, including those where rates are given.

P. 0. Address. Hotel or Camp. Rates

Augusta, Me >Cony House
Bailey’s Island, Me Hillside and Cottage.

Bailey’s Island, Me The Homestead
Bailey’s Island, Me Willow Cottage

Bailey’s Island, Me Woodbine Cottage . .

Bnstin’s Island, Me Casco Queen
Cape Elizabeth, Me Grand View Cottage

Cape Elizabeth, Me The Cloyster

Cliff Island, Me The Beecher

Cornish, Me Mrs. H. M. Johnson
Cushing’s Island, Me Ottawa House
Eastport, Me Riverside Hotel

East Ilarpswell, Me Oakledge
Eustis, Me The Sargent

Great Chebeague Island, Me. ..Hill Crest

Great Chebeague Island, Me. ..The Hamilton
Greenville Junction, Me. . . .Piscatiquis Exchange
Gurnet Bridge, Me Fairview House
Ilarpswell Centre, Me Allen House'
Katahdin Iron Works, Me.. Yoke Pond Camps
Kennebunk Beach, Me Eagle Rock ...

Kennebunk Beach, Me Narragansett Hotel

Kennebunk Beach, Me New Bass Rock
Kennebunk Beach, Me The Atlantis

Kingfield, Me Records Camps
Littlejohn’s Island, Me Melrose House
Long Island, Me Casco Bay House
Long Island, Me Dirigo House
Naples, Me Elm House
North Harpswell, Me Hildreth House
North Harpswell, Me Melrose Cottage . . •

Oakland, Me., R.F.D. 3 4 Lakeview Farm & Log Cabins.

Old Orchard Beach, Me Bay View House
Old Orchard Beach, Me Hotel Empire
Old Orchard Beach, Me Granite State Hotel

Old Orchard Beach, Me Montreal House
Old Orchard Beach, Me Revere House
Old Orchard Beach, Me The Atlantic

Old Orchard Beach, Me The Western
Orr’s Island, Me Casco Cottage

Orr’s Island, Me Hotel Buiten-zorg

Peak’s Island, Me Bay View House
Poland Spring, Me Mansion House
Poland Spring, Me Walker’s Cottage
Rangeley, Me. . . - Mingo Springs

Saddleback, Me Saddleback Lake Cam
Sebasco, Me Sebasco Estate Club
Solon, Me Gray’s Tavern
South Harpswell, Me Hotel Sea Gables....

South JTarpswell, Me Merriconeag House .

South Ilarpswell, Me Ocean View Hotel....
Trefethen, Casco Bay, Me. ..Ye Headland Inn....

West Harpswell, Me Guernsey Villa

Winthrop, Me Idle-Wilde-Farm
Tackman, Ale Attean Camps
Sugar Island, Ale Camp Greenleaf ....

Tarratine, Me Indian Pond Camps..
Kokadjo. Ale Kokadjo Inn
Kineo, Me ATount Kineo House.
Capens. Ale The Capens
West Outlet, Ale West Outlet Camps..

lacity Day Week
100
25 S2.60 $13.00

60 3.00 15.00

20 2.50 12.00

68 2.56 12.00

175 5.00 35.00

125 4.00 24.50

48 2.00 10.00

100 2.60 11.00

50 2.50 15.00

40 2.60 14.00

10 1.56 9.00

250 4.00 17.50

50 2.50 17.50
100 2.06 10.00

50 5.00 30.00

130 3.00 12.00
3.00 16.00

.100 3.50 24.00

40 2.56 10.00

. 25 2.00 9.00

. 15 3.00 21.00

. 80 3.00 17.00

.150
. 75 2.50 12.00

.180 5.00 21.00

. 20 3.50 18.00

1.60 8.00

.100 2.50 11.00

.110 3.00 14.00

. 35 3.00 16.00

. 80 2.00 8.00

. 20 2.00 10.00

. 15 2.00 12.00

.200 2.50 16.00

. 200 4.00 20.00

.100 2.26 14.00

.125 3.00 17.50

.100 2.00 10.00

.100 3.00 15.00

.mo 2.00 9.00

. 40 9.00

. 75 2.50 12.00

. 40 2.25 12.00
3.00 15.00

.150 4.00 25.00

. 25 2.50 12.00

.125 6.00 40.00

. 25 4.00 25.00

.100 3.50

. 50 4.00 25.00

.100 3.00 12.00
3.00 15.00

.150 2.50 15.00
4.00 25.00
3.00 14.00
2.50 15.00

. 60 3.00 17.00

. 35 2.50 - 17.50

. 70 3.50 21.00

.100 2.50 15.00

.600 4.00 28.00

. 75 2.50 14.00

.100 4.00 24.50

different counties. The
FISH AND GAME LAWS OF MAINE

Snecial laws for the protection of both fish and game apply to di~ --

sporstman should communicate with the Commissioner of Inland Fisheries and Game.

Augusta, Maine, for information on laws that apply to the particular section where a visit

is contemplated.
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For the lover of mountains or lakes, the following directory affords a wide selection of

where to go for sportsmen who are interested in mountain, lake or stream fishing.

DIRECTORY OF RESORTS FOR SPORTSMEN

IMPORTANT—At the time the following information was furnished, many resorts and

camps were unable to specify their daily and weekly rates. In writing for booklets or

reservations it is advisable to ask for definite information regarding rates. This applies

to all resorts listed, including those where rates are given.

P. 0. Address, Hotel or Camp. Rates

Orange County, N. Y.:
Salisbury Mills The Pines
Salisbury Mills The Maples

St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

:

Darts Dart’s Camp
Sullivan Co., N. Y.

:

Bloomingsburg Mountain View Farm
High View Ye Olde Homestead
Walker Valley Mount Pleasant House
Wortsboro Dorrance House
Rock Hill Brown & Kennedy
Summittville ...Pleasant Hill Cottage
Phillipsport Pleasant View Farm House
Westbrookvile Mrs. Frank Pierce
Monticello E. F. Thompson
Monticello Leslie Hotel
Monticello La Tourrette House
Monticello Martin House
Monticello Hotel Ryon
Monticello Rosery House
Mountaindale .Nasso Farm House
Woodridge Highland Farm House
South Fallsburgh Flagler House
Kiaroesba Kiamesha Inn
Hurleyville J. H. Knapp
Neversink Sky Farm
Ferndale Mongaup House
Ferndale Bunger’s Farm
Ferndale Cherry Hill House
Ferndale Brooks Spring House
Liberty Liberty House
Youngsville Mountain View Cottage
Youngsville Mrs. William Muller
White Sulphur Springs. . .The Mountain Home
Stevensville Rock Spring Lodge
Stevensville Swan Lake View House
White Lake Mansion House
White Lake The Pines
North White Lake The Kenmore
Livingston Manor Interlake House
Beaverkill L. I. Percival
Lew Beach Catskill Mountain Farm House
Lew Beach The Old Homestead
Parkston E. W. Lacey
Roscoe Campbell Inn
Roscoe Mountain View Farm
Long Eddy Lone Pine Farm

Ulster Co., N. Y.

:

Ellenville Mont Mongola House
EUenville John Donovan
Lackawack Victor Stangel
Kerhonkson C. W. Osborne
High Falls High Falls Lodge

Delaware Co., N. Y.

:

Cook's Falls B. G. Fuller
Long Eddy Lone Pine Farm
Trout Creek Southworth Villa 40

Wayne Co., Pa.:
Starlight Starlight Ian

lacity Day Week

40 $3.00 $12.00
40 3.00 12.00

150 5.00 20-30

30 12.00

30
35 2.50 15.00

50 25.00

60 14.00

25 10.00

, 30
. 20
50 16.00

.200
40 3.00 15.00

. 35 16.00

75 3.50 18.00
.150 30.00
. 85 3.50 22.00

. 40 18.00

.100

.500

.125
2.50 12.00

.150 2.00 12.00
, 50 12.00
.150
.200

4.00 20.00
. 40 14.00
. 15 15.00
. 30 15.00
. 60 10.00
.100
.175 4.00 25.00
.200 4.00 20.00
.200
. 25 14.00
. 50 15.00

. 30 12.00

. 15 18.00

.150
. 18 14.00
. 12 10.00

. 75

. 40

. 30
. 20 2.50 14.00
. 20

. 20

. 12 10.00
. 40 12.00

. 50 15.00

FISH AND GAME LAWS

For particulars pertaining to the Fish and Game Laws of any mountain or lake resort
where a visit is contemplated, address Proprietor of the Hotel where the vacationist ex-
peets to locate.

Heliopsis scabra—doubled plant of this

ample of what the gardener has done

with this plant under cultivation, namely

to double it. This naturally
'
put me on

the lookout for other evidence of doub-

ling among the wild flowers, yet all that

summer I found but one other evidence

of this tendency and that only imperfect-

ly manifested among wild sunflowers

growing by the road-side, where I found

a few, but never all the flowers on a

plant tending to double themselves.

C. L. M., Fargo, N. D.

LETTERS, QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 311)

As one goes north from Cape Bald,

Newfoundland, he finds better and better

shooting and fishing. The great rivers

which empty into Sandwich Bay and
Hamilton Inlet are full of salmon, weigh-
ing between thirty and forty pounds, and
trout, weighing as much as eight or nine.

St. Mary’s River, which flows into St.

Lewis Sound, is twelve miles from the

very small settlement of Battle Harbor,
where I have spent the last two summers.
We used to visit this river once a week
during the season of the salmon runs.

The first run comes about the middle of

July and the last about the end of Au-
gust.

Early one morning we left the harbor
and directed our course through the fog
towards St. Mary’s River. A two mile

run brought us to the open water of the

bay, and a long stretch of two hours
brought us to the little bay into which the

river tumbles down a steep series of rap-

ids. On either* side of the water rose
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low, bare hills covered only with caribou

moss and a few contorted spruces. They
stretched far away finally ending in a

distant range of purple mountains.

The first rays of a very pale sun

warned us that it was high time to start

fishing. Clumsily, for our fingers were

numb, we put our rods together and start-

ed whipping the stream. The long line

from my thirteen and a half foot pole

shot out, and the fly lit lightly on the

water only to be drawn in without indue-’

ing a rise from either a salmon or a trout.

Woxking up stream I gradually ap-

proached the rapids where I could see oc-

casionally the gray back of a salmon as he

rose and sank again after sucking in a fly

of some kind. Tense with the excitement

which only a salmon fisherman can know
I cast a Jock Scott onto the waters of

the foaming and churning pool at the foot

. of the falls. No luck. What was the

matter? I thought the cast a perfect one.

Tried again. No luck. Changed my fly

to a large double hooked Silver Doctor

and waited four or five minutes, then cast

again to the head of the pool where the

foam was thickest. A large salmon shot

out of the water with the Silver Doctor

firmly hooked in the corner of his mouth.

Then the fight began in earnest. Off

down stream he went taking thirty or

forty yards with him. I just managed to

stop him before he left the pool and could

get into the white water of the rapids

below, where it would be mighty hard to

stop him. Back again he came while I

tried vainly to reel in the line. Across

the pool he tore and leaped full three feet

out of water, shaking his head to dislodge

the fly. No use, the rod was keeping too

tight a strain on the line for that trick to

work. A determined rush and he was out

of the pool and on his way down the

rapids with me after him, trying to keep

the line from catching on the many snags

and rocks. Finally I stopped him about

a hundred yards below in another pool.

Here the fight started all over again.

Back and forth, out of water, down to the

bottom he went using every trick a salmon

knows, but in vain. I had him hooked too

firmly and at last he drifted up floating

on his side. Nearer and nearer I pulled

him and slowly lowered the gaff into the

water. He saw it and was off again but

not for long. He soon gave out and this

time was successfully gaffed and pulled

out on the rocks. I realized then to the

full the joy of conquest as I laid him on

the moss under some bushes. Long,

heavy, with broad silver sides, he was a

beauty. On the scales he weighed a little

over twenty-seven pounds.

Before the sun set I had landed two

more fish, but neither was as large as the

first. Taking a short cut back over the

hills I looked on the bay and its beauty

was indeed great. Over against the far-

ther shore, which showed as a dark black

line of high forbidding cliffs, drifted three

opaque white icebergs, their tops tinted a

beautiful pink by the last rays of the set-

ting sun. Across the water, birds of every

kind were winging their way, some swift-

ly and others slowly. Beneath me in the

marsh, which fringed a beaver pond, a

duck quacked, and far away on some in-

land pond a loon called its wierd cry.

"Vynant Davis Hubbard, Mass.

The term “Vacation Land” is a most fitting one to cover New Hampshire, Vennont. Massa-

chusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut and New York. Within these States the sportsman

vacationist will find fishing, hunting, boating and all other forms of outdoor recreation.

DIRECTORY OF RESORTS FOR SPORTSMEN
IMPORTANT—At the time the following information was furnished, many resorts and

camps were unable to specify their daily and weekly rates. In writing for booklets or

reservations it is advisable to ask for definite information regarding rates. This applies

to all resorts listed, including those where rates are given.

Rates

P, 0. Address. Hotel or Camp.

Alton, N. H Fifield House
Antrim, N. H Greystone Lodge
Averill, Vt. Cold Spring Camp
Bantam, Conn Holiday Farm
Barnard, Vt Silver Lake House
Barre, Vt Hotel Barre
Barton, Vt Hotel Barton
Becket, Mass Mt. Lake Farm
Benton, N. II Parker House
Berlin, N. H Berlin House
Bethel, Conn Ridgewold Inn
Bethlehem, N. H The Alpine
Bradford, N. II Norman Villa

Brandon, Vt Brandon Inn
Bretton Woods, N. II The Mt. Pleasant

Bristol, N. H Lake View Farm
Bristol, N. H Pleasant View Farm...
Brookfield, Conn The Maples
Burlington, Vt Hotel Vermont
Canaan, Conn Elmslea Farm
Canaan, N. II Canaan Inn
Chester, Vt The Maples
Colebrook, N. H Camp Diamond
Contoocook, N. II Mt. Lookout House....
Derry, N. H Beaver Lake House....
East Dorset, Vt Wilson House
Errol, N. H Umbagog Camps
Franconia, N. H Pleasant View Farm...
George’s Mills, N. II The Elm Lodge
Hinsdale, Mass Kirchner Farm
Intervale, N. H Bellevue
Tackson, N. H Jackson Falls House....
Kearsarge, N. H Russell Cottages

Kent, Conn Kent Inn
Lakeville, Conn Interlaken Inn
Lenox, Mass Curtis Hotel
Litchfield, Conn Phelps Tavern
Manchester, Vt Equinox House
Meredith, N. II Prospect House
New London, N. II Glengae
New Milford, Conn New England House....
North Conway, N. II Sunset Inn
Plymouth, N. H The Riverview
Princeton, Mass Princeton Inn
Ridgefield, Conn Mill River Inn
St. Albans, Vt The Tavern
South Lyndeboro, N. H Briarcliff Farm
Stockbridge, Mass. Heaton Hall

Sugar Hill, N. II Hotel Lookout
Sunapee Lake, N. II Ben Mere Inn
Sunapee Lake, N. II Pleasant Home
Sunapee Lake, N. H Sunapee Inn
Sunapee Lake, N. H The Elm Lodge
Twin Mountain, N. II Grand View House
Washington, Conn The Gunnery Inn
Weirs, N. H Lakeside House
Whitefield, N. H Mountain View House.
Wilton, N. H Souhegan Inn
Wolfeboro, N. H Hotel Elmwood

lacity Day Week
50 $3.00 $12.50
125 4.00 21.00

75 3.00 20.00

60 2.50 14.00

40 2.50 10.00

100 3.00 17.50

10O 2.50 12.00

20 10.00

30 2.00 10.00

100 3.00 17.50
4.00 14.00

80 4.00 21.00

15 8.00

75 3.00 15.00

350 5.00 35.00

25 2.00 10.00

25 2.00 10.00

15 7.00

300 3.50
10 1.50 10.00
40 4.00 29.00

. 25 2.09 10.50

. 80 4.00 21.00

100 3.00 9.00

. 40 2.56 12.00

. 25 2.00 9.00

3.50 21.00

. 35 2.00 11.00

. 60 3.50 16.00

. 50 2.50 12.00
125 3.00 17.50

. 80 3.50 14.00

. 125 3.09 17.00

. 40 2.00 10.00

.150 3.00 14.00

.200 5.00 35.00

.100 4.09 25.00

.350 5.56 28.00

. 40 2.00 10.00

. 50 2.06 10.00

. 50 2.50 15.00

.100 3.50 14.00
. 30 2.50 12.00

. 75 3.00 14.00

. 50 2.00 15.00

. 65 3.50 21.00
. 20 2.00 10.00
.150 5.00
.150 4.50
.125 3.50 17.50
.100 3.50 15.00
.100 3.00 K100
. 60 3.50 Ml. 00

. 60 3.00 16.00

. 60 3.00 14.00

.150 3.00 17.50

.200 5.00 35.00
3.00 15.00

.150 3.00 12.00

FISH AND GAME LAWS

Sportsmen should obtain Fish and Game Laws covering whatever State it may be desired

to visit. These can be obtained as follows

:

New Hampshire:—M. L. Bartlett. Fish and Game Comm., Concord, N. H. ; Vermont:

—

L. Leavens. Fish and Game Comm., Montpelier, Vt. ;
Massachusetts:—Wm. C. Adams,

Comm, of Fisheries and Game, Boston, Mass.; Rhode Island:—Comm, of Birds, Provi-

dence, R. I.; Connecticut:—State Board of Fisheries and Game, Hartford, Conn.: New
York:—George D. Pratt,. Dept, of Conservation, Albany, N. Y.
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The iiLland and lake resorts of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, perhaps present the
widest range of appeal afforded by any one section of the TJnited States to sportsmen.
Every form of outdoor life can he obtained in this territory to its fullest extent.

DIRECTORY OF RESORTS FOR SPORTSMEN

IMPORTANT—At the time the following information was furnished, many resorts and
camps were unable to specify their daily and weekly rates. In writing for booklets or

reservations it is advisable to ask for definite information regarding rates. This applies
to all resorts listed, including those where rates are given.

P. 0. Address. Hotel or Camp.
Durango, Colo Strater Hotel
Georgetown, Colo Hotel de Paris
Glenwood Springs, Colo The Williams
Allenville, Mich Massey House
Bellaire, Midi North Lakes Resort
Charlevoix, Mich .....The Inn .

Charlevoix, Mich Hotel Michigan
Charlevoix, Mich Hotel Charlevoix
Gladstone, Mich Maywood Resort
Gogebic Lake, Mich Antlers & Deer Lodge
Isle Royale, Mich Island House
Menominee, Mich Anderson Hotel
Michigamme, Mich Camp Kechuwa
Munising, Mich Hotel Williams
Petoskey, Mich Clarks Tavern
St. Ignace, Mich Leclere Hotel
Sit. Ste. Marie, Mich Park Hotel
State Line, Mich Maple Grove Resort
State Line, Mich Little Portage Fish & Gun Club
Watersmeet, Mich Tenderfoot Camp
Witbeck, Mich Trout Lake Hotel
Witch Lake, Mich Hunters’ Rest
Alexandria, Minn Hotel Blake
Annandale, Minn Longworth
Annandale, Minn Tuelles
Atwater, Minn James Cottage
Battle Lake, Minn Prospect Inn
Battle Lake, Minn Sportsman’s Club
Battle Lake, Minn Thorn Bros.’ Camp
Bemidji, Minn Birchmont Beach
Big Lake, Minn Big Lake Hotel
Buffalo, Minn Pulaski
Cass Lake, Minn Gee-Sah-Con Club
Chisago City, Minn Dahl’s House
Cleveland, Minn Point Pleasant Hotel.
Clitheral, Minn Forkner Cottages
Dalton, Minn Lakeview
Deerwood, Minn Tourists’ Lodge
Detroit, Minn Shoreham
Dorset, Minn Pine Cone Camp
Tracy, Minn .Exchange Hotel
Waconia, Minn Coney Isle Hotel
Amery, Wis Porter’s Camp
Birchwood, Wi> Birch Lake Point
Boulder Jet., Wis Camp McKinley
Burlington, Wis Oak Park Resort
Eagle River, Wis The Everett Resort
Eagle River, Wis The Morey
Elkhart Lake, Wis Osthoff’s Hotel
Elkhorn, Wis Nickel Plate Hotel
Ellis Junction, Wis ..Hartwell’s Resort
Ephraim, Wis Eagle Inn
Fond du Lac, Wis Winnebago Park (Club House).
Glidden, Wis Camp Fire Island
Haugen, Wis Gainey’s Resort
Hayward, Wis Round Lake Club
Las Du Flambeau, Wis Pike Lake Lodge
Lena, Wis Kelly Lake Resort
Cable, Wis Eagle Knog Lodge
Red Lodge, Mont Senia Camps

Rates
Capacity Day Week

65 $1.00
Or, 4.00 $22.75
50 3.00
100 2.50 15.00
35 5.00 30.00

400 4.00 28.00
too 2.50 25.00
100 2.00 10.00
150 2.00 10.00
20 2.50 17.50

200 2.50 17.50
200 2.50 10.00
240 25.00
150 3.00 15.00
100 3.00 20.00
100 2.00 10.50
200 3.50
75 2.50 14.00
20 2.00 12.00
50 3.00 18.00
35 1.50 8.00

,
40 2.00 10.50

.250 3.00 20.00

. 85 2.00 12.00
loo 3.50 17.00

. 20 2.00 10.00

.100 2.50 12.00
2.00 10.00
2.50 10.00

.150 4.00

.200 1.50 6.00

.200
5.00 35.00

.100 2.50 12.00

.150 2.50 11.00

.250 10.00

. 25 2.25 12.00
25 1.50 10.50

.200 3.00 14.00

.100 3.00 19.25

.100 2.00

.100 2.50 12.00
$25.00 per Month

. 40 1.50 7.00
. 50 2.50 12.00
.150 2.50 10.00

•IqP 3.50 21.00
.mo 3.50 20.00
.200 3.50 2-1.00

.100 2.00 10.00

. 00 2.00 12.00

.150 3.00 15.00

.140 3.00 15.00

. 18 3.00 15.00

. 18 2.00 14.00
2.50

.100 2.50 12.50
2.00 10.00

. 35 4.00 25.00

. 35 4.00 25.00

FISH AND GAME LAWS

Details of laws to be observed in the three States can be obtained by writing as follows:
Michigan:—John Baird, Game, Fish and Forest Commissioner, Lansing. Mich.; Minne-
sota:—T. Birmingham, Game and Fish Commissioner, Jefferson City, Minn.; Wiscon-
sin —Charles W. Thompson, Secretary State Conservation Commission, Madison, Wis.

FISHERMAN’S LUCK
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

ALL fishermen are lucky. They may
not be lucky in results attained,

but they are lucky and favored above
other individuals in being able to pursue
such a sport. And lucky above other

fishermen is he who has been able to

taste the joys of both salt and fresh

water fishing for game fish.

It has been my good fortune to have
captured game fish of all descriptions in

both salt and fresh waters, and I have
come to the conclusion that any man is

foolish indeed who will come out with
the point blank statement that this or

that fish caught with this or that tackle

is the gamest fish of all the finny tribe.

I long ago learned not to make any such
positive statements or even to think them
to myself. I take off my hat to all of

those noble champions who have made so

many pleasant hours for me.
I have had an eight inch brook trout,

with blood in his eye, and tail set cross-

wise of a rushing mountain stream, give

me just as good a fight as a six pound
black bass, and I have even known a cold

water sucker when he had been badly

fooled and his blood was up to make as

game a fight as one could wish. In cer-

tain seasons of the year and under cer-

tain environments which differ for each
species, any of the game fishes in making
his supreme effort, will arouse so much
enthusiasm and admiration in the breast

of the true fisherman that he will not

even think of making odious compari-
sons.

I had been reading an article in a re-

cent number of a sporting magazine, in

which the author had described his cap-

ture of a certain sea fish with his bass

casting-rod, and was loud in his asser-

tions that he had discovered the sport

par excellence. I was thinking to my-
self, “Not so, brother, not so.” I remem-
bered a certain October afternoon, off

Galveston Island, when I had hooked a

thirty-six pound jack fish with my bass

casting rod and tackle and wondered
whether the author might not become
more broad minded if some time he could

enjoy such an afternoon as mine had been.

I remembered hooking a large Spanish

mackerel on my trout rod and tackle and
again, mentally passed the buck to the

assertive author. Another picture flashed

on the screen and again I lived through

that memorable afternoon when five of us

on the receiving end of a large hawser
brought to shore a fourteen foot shark.

I wondered if the author had ever

stood on a slippery rock on Bettison’s

Jetty and caugth a six foot tarpon on a

light hand casting line, or if off the same
jetty he had ever caught an old bullhead

with either trout or bass tackle. Had he

ever captured a fourteen pound rainbow

in the rushing, roaring Shoshone or a

record breaking silver-sides in the Willa-

mette? Had he been at Catalina and

tried for yellowtail on a trout rod? Had
he ever stood at the mouth of the Rio

Grande and at the exact spot where the

river empties into the Gulf, cast a bass

lure with the trusty old bass-rod, and if

so had he enjoyed the thrills that were

mine when either a baby tarpon or a two

or three foot shark 'swallowed the bait?
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But the list was too long and while I

decried his assertions I thanked him for

introducing me to a new form of the

grand old sport and even wished that he

might some day have the luck that was
mine on a misty Wisconsin lake when I

caught a great northern loon on my bass

tackle.

W. E. Selbie, Oregon.

SOME MORE GOSSIP
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

1
READ “Some Gossip on Our Hunt-

ing Dogs” in your February number.

I wonder how much the writer really

Jknows about his subject. It reminds me
of the Beauty Doctor’s Column written

as a filler and for coin. If you expect

men “who know” to read your stuff, let

it be above amateurishness. It will then

do the amateur some good and not fill

(pirn full of bunk which he spills on his

knowing friends to their disgust.

As regards the Babblebrooks, if Joe

was the head of this strain and his off-

spring are not pure bred Llewellyns, they

may only be registered as English set-

ters. Babblebrook Joe was not 100%
Llewellyn, neither is Master Ben.

He speaks of LaBeseta being of bench

show type. Nonsense. He never saw her

or if he did he doesn’t know bench quali-

ties. I know her well. She is small and

snippy with sharpened nose, fine boned,

and shapeless for a setter. Look up

some of her pictures.

Fishel’s Frank he states is withdrawn
from the stud. Mr. Fishel sold him into

Tennessee where he stood until his death.

Tell your contributor to read up on dogs.

A Reader, Illinois.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

R EGARDING the dog man’s letter,

which I have just read: This is the

usual sarcasm that you get from know-it-

all professionals. Taking up his specific

points: Babblebrook Joe is son of Mo-
hawk II, a Llewellin setter. Master Ben
is a Gleam dog; both have Laverack blood

in them, buj; so have any number of fa-

mous Llewellins. I refuse to take part

in the endless controversy of what is and
what is not a Llewellin setter, for custom
has long ago caused us to class as Llewel-

lins all dogs predominately of that gen-

eral family, leaving the purists to fight

out the 100% thing, if there is such a

dog. Very few of the present day Llewel-

lin setters can be called 100%. Regard-
ing La Besita, I have her photo in front

of me as I write. She was described by
Hockwalt in an article in Field & Stream
in my time as a high class dog that has
made good in both bench and field. She
certainly has as good points as any that

you see in the bench shows. Your grouchy
correspondent evidently has some grudge
against her owner and I would further
suggest that he write the owners of the

Babblebrooks his views on them, for their

advertising does not bear him out. In

neither case do his criticisms have any
bearing on what I said about the dogs in

my article. As to Fishel’s Frank, I knew
that he had been retired from the stud
by Mr. Fishel and said so. He was much
too old for any honest breeder to use.

Warren H. Miller.

Canada, the Land of Sport, presents an irresistable appeal to the American sportsman. Its
resorts afford every form of outdoor recreation and are truly ideal for the seeker of health
or pleasure.

DIRECTORY OF RESORTS FOR SPORTSMEN

IMPORTANT—At the time the following information was furnished, many resorte aad
camps were unable to specify their daily and weekly rates. In writing for booklets or
reservations it is advisable to ask for definite information regarding rates. This apasiies

to all resorts listed, including those where rates are given.

P. O. Address. Hotel or Camp. Rabee
Capacity Day Week:

Laurentian Mountains:
Mont Tremblant, Que. .....Mont Tremblant Inn 70 $3.00 $i».eo
St. Faustin, Que ..Square Lake Inn 2.50 14.00
St. Faustin, Que ..Hotel Grenon 3.00 1S.00
St. Tovite, Que ..Grey Rocks Inn 200 2.60 14.00
Shawbridge, Que . .Glenbower House 2.00 ie.00

Riviere Des Mille lies:

Ste. Rose, Que ..St. Rose House 60 2.00 M.OO
Gatineau Valley District:

Wakefield, Que ..Wakefield House 20 1.50 8,60

Eastern Townships:
Knowlton, Que ..Lake View House 100 2.56 KAO
Knowlton, Que ..Brome Lake House
Magog, Que . . Battles House 3.50 14.00
Sherbrooke, Que. ....... ..New Sherbrooke 120

Lake Ontario Shore Line:
Belleville, Ont ..Ouinte 3.06
Cobourg, Ont ..Arlington Hotel 400 2.60 M.00
Cobourg, Ont ..British Hotel 150 2.50 *.00
Cobourg, Ont ..Balmoral Hotel 75 1.50 8.00
Colborne, Ont ..Alexander 60 2.56 7.00
Trenton, Ont ..The Drift 2.0« S..00

Kawartha Lakes District:
Bobcaygeon, Ont ..Whyte House 50 1.5*
Burleigh Falls, Ont. . . . . . Bark Hotel 2.00 18.00
Lindsay, Ont ..Benson House 75 3.00
Stony Lake, Ont . . Viamede 2.50 M.00
Kaladar, Ont ..Bon Echo Inn 60 3.50 H.OO

Muskoka Dist.—Lake Mus-
koka:
Bala Falls, Ont . . Swastika 100 5.00
Torrance, Ont ..Muskoka Springs Resort 60 1.60 1**0
Whiteside, Ont ..American House 2.00 JO.OO
Braeebridge, Ont ..Albion Hotel 75 2,00
Gravenhurst, Ont . . Pinedale 100 2.68

Muskoka Dist.—Rosseau
Lake:

Royal Muskoka, Ont.... . . Roj'al Moskoka 300 3.6* 18.00
Muskoka Dist.—Lake
Joseph:

Elgin House, Ont ..Elgin House P. O 300 2.50 1*.0O
Pineland, Ont ..Belmont House 2.0* ».*0

Parry Sound and Georgian
Bay District:
Honey Harbor, Ont. . . . ..Royal Hotel 200 3.00 14.60
Little Current, Ont . . Mansion 3.00 «.00
Parry Sound, Ont ..Hotel Kipling 3.00 76.00
Point Au Baril, Ont... . .Ojibway Hotel 3.00 ar.&o

Nova Scotia:
Annapolis Royal, N. S.. ..Farmer’s 1.50 7.00

30 2.00
Bridgewater, N. S ..Fair view Hotel 2.00
Chester. N. S . . Lovett House 2.50
Clementsport, N. S ..The Rest 25 1.60 r.oo
Deep Brook. N. S ..Colonial Arms 60 2.60 14.00
Digby, N. S ..Lour Lodge 2.60 1S.OO
Digby, N. S ..The Pines 200 3.00 IB. 00
Kingsport, N. S ..Central TTouse 25 2.00 9 00

CANADIAN FISH AND GAME LAWS.

Canadian Fish and Game Laws differ in the different provinces. Anglers’ permits are obtain-

able from local Fishery Officer in each district. Full infomation regarding Fish and Game
Laws of each province can be obtained through proprietor of any Canadian resort.
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THE NORTH JERSEY SHORE AT ITS BEST
The utmost in resort hotels. Absolutely unrivalled, on
the North Jersey Coast, for comfort, equipment, guest
facilities and general environment.

New

Monterey

Hotel

Accommodates 600.

All rooms outside

ones. Hot and Cold

salt water in all bath

rooms. Perfect ser-

vice by white em-
ployees.

Luxurious Grill

North

Asbury

Park,

N.J.
Daily concerts Alluring Jazz Band in Grill

Exquisite furnishings A la carte service
Largest and finest restaurant on North Jersey Coast

NEW YORK BOOKING OFFICE: 8 West 40th Street

W. H. Westwood, N. V. Representative

SHERMAN DENNIS, MANAGER

FOR SALE
LOG CAMP IN MAINE
12 trout lakes or ponds
within five mile walk, also

good stream fishing. Five-

mountains from 2000 to

3600 ft. high within same-

distance. Milk and vege-
tables. Telephone nearby.

T2 miles from railroad sta-

tion near Katahdin Iron
Works, Maine.

FRANK C. HINCKLEY
Martinon Lumber Co., Bangor, Me.

ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY

AtTknnesseeAre,rust
atFfoeJBoanivralAsrith
Jbeac6/ronfserviceGrid
appointmentsatmoderate
ratesJkii/taftrictostone.
E'aropeanp/an. fiestcurnamCG W.CAFU*HSJ4V.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO OWN

A COUNTRY HOME ?
A fine two-story eight-room frame house in the center of
a shady lawn; with a fine apple and cherry orchard: with
an 8-ft. porch on the east and south; with a small bam,
suitable for a garage; with an artesian well near the house.
And, remember, this desirable place is

ON THE SHORE OF LAKE SHAWANO
Where you can fish and hunt black bass, pike, pickerel
and brook trout; ducks, geese, grouse, grey and black
squirrels.

Bathing on a fine sandy beach. Launches, row boats and
canoes for rent, at all times.

Inquire of

ROBERT 0, FREEBORN, Cecil, Wisconsin

SUREGETUM CAMPS
CONNECTICUT LAKES

NORTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE
PITTSBURG, N. H.

VARNEY BROS., Reg . Guides SEASON 1920
SUREGETUM CA^IPS will open May 1, 1920, for the
Fishing Season. Those who have been there need no
written word to call them again. They know that the
peeled log cabins are warm, neat, cosy and comfortable;
that the grub is everything that farm, forest and market
can make it. They have slept in the spring beds ,and
sat before the stone fireplace. In company with the
Yamey brothers they have hunted and fished the silent
places and spent nights in the outlaying lean-tos. They
know that for good hunting, plenty of fish and game,
good cooking, wholesome food and a good time, SURE-
GETUM IS THE IDEAL PLACE.

Other information on request

FISHING MAY 1 HUNTING OCT. 15
Make arrangements with

VARNEY BROTHERS Pittsburg, N. H.

Near ASBURY PARK’S
FISHING PIER

THE HOUSE OF COMFORT
Capacity, 350. Hot and cold water, with local and
long distance telephone in every room. Electric
elevator. Rates, American plan, $6.00 up per day;
$35.00 weekly.

EWELL & CRAWFORD
OCEAN HOTEL ASBURY PARK, N. .?.
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MINNOWS FOR FISHING
By ROBERT PACE LINCOLN

M INNOW fishing is largely pursued in

the summer and fall seasons, and so

it is a topic that many would like

information on just now. Beyond any
doubt the minnows are productive as lures,

and though some anglers consider their use

unsportsmanlike, they undoubtedly yield

captures where other methods fail.

The average minnow used for bait is not

large—one that is two or two and one-half

inches in length is ordinarily considered a

pretty big fellow. A minnow two inches

long is about right for crappie fishing,

and if alive and active will certainly be a

centre of attraction wherever it dangles.

Minnows are easily caught in creeks.

The main ones used as lures are the chubs

and shiners. The shiners with their glit-

tering sides are by far the best. The glitter

catches the eye of the fish at once and the

latter will take such a lure in nine cases

out of ten. Preying fishes apparently look

upon the twirling spoon as a disabled

shiner, and hence hit and hit it hard. On
all counts the shiner is the leader as a

lure, the chub taking second place because

its coloration is more subdued, while the

glitter of the shiner’s scales can be seen

for some distance in the water.

At the same time the shiner is the most

tender and sensitive of the minnows, and

it behooves one to handle them with care

else their lives are apt to be short. The
keeping of minnows is another thing to be

taken into consideration. Many anglers

stock their boxes complete with minnows,

only to find that they die in a short time.

Hardly an angling editor but finds that

many of these complaints cross his desk.

So a few directions as to keeping min-

nows should prove worth while.

First, never crowd a box or minnow pen

with too many minnows. This often leads

to deaths galore. And even three or four

dead minnows left in your box is a signed

death warrant for the rest of the minnows.

The dead ones poison the others, and sud-

denly you will come out some morning and

find two-thirds of your minnows dead. So

weed out carefully all dead minnows, and

all weak ones.

Second, see that your box is large

enough—six by three is not too large, and

those are good proportions.

A good box is simply a framework over

which is stretched wire netting of such

texture as not to let out the minnows. The
bottom may be wood, the top should be

screen, with a trap-door that can be secured.

A box thus placed in a lake suffers great-

ly during storms when the waters are bad-

ly roiled and the great waves wash the

minnows around. In such cases the box

should be protected so that the waves will

not crush it. Often a couple of boats, judi-

ciously placed, will serve as a wave-break.

Third, feed in the pen for the minnows

is another important consideration. Do not

fail to put northern moss in the box, and

change this often, sometimes once a day.

The minnows feed on various parasites

found clinging to the moss. Finely chopped

bits of meat, crumbs and other such ma-

terial may be given in scant quantity. It

is especially important to have this water

moss always in the pen.
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E
XCELLENT results can be secured by

keeping minnows in a receptacle like

a tub or any large vessel. Where a

pen is in a stream or lake, the water is

well aerated, but in a land pool, aeration

must be furnished artificially. To gain this

purpose a large barrel is set on a stand

beside the minnow pool or tub. At the

bottom is a small hole which lets fall a tiny

stream of water, often no more than a

dribble, which will fret the surface of the

pool. This puts sufficient air in the water

and keeps the minnows brisk, alive and
alert—essentials in a good fishing minnow.
Such a barrel should last all day, but it can

be filled any time and requires but a little

trouble. As in the lake pen, so it is a

good idea to place water moss (northern

moss) in the tub. The best minnows and
the liveliest are to be had ^vhen ice is placed

in the tub or receptacle. This keeps the

minnows fresh and active. And the more
active the minnow, the better it attracts

the fish.

For large fish—large bass, wall-eyed pike

and lake trout—the better size of chubs and
shiners give spontaneous results. But these

larger shiners are rarely netted, and so the

smaller ones are the most in use.

Shiners are often found in creeks, where

they can be caught with a small hook. But

a better method, convenient if you are

located near a lake, is as follows : Set a

bright light on the beach after dark; a bon-

fire will do. The better the light, the more
wide-spreading, attractive and alluring it is.

The shiner schools in the lake see this light

and out of curiosity are drawn toward it

and often come very close to the shore.

About three-quarters of an hour after the

light has been set, wade out in the lake a

good distance and work a minnow seine

shoreward toward the light. Two men can

work the net. One haul is liable to yield

enough five-inch and even six-inch shiners

to last a month.

Comparatively few people take advantage
of one simple hint. Don’t believe that the

home lake contains no shiners, just be-

cause you may never have seen any there.

Shiners and chubs in a lake keep themselves

mysteriously hidden at all times. But it

is the schools of shiners that the preying
fishes follow in the lakes, and so these same
shiners, used on a hook in the right haunts,

are exceptionally productive—to the man
who cares to use live bait.

For hooking small two-inch minnows a

fine shanked hook must be used. Two
methods are in use for taking them : First,

the hook is inserted just forward of the

tail, up from the anal fin. Never hook
through the minnow’s spine as this is sure
death to him. Hook in alongside of the

spine and you will have better results.

Second, the hook may be hooked through
the lips of the minnow, and it may be
fished naturally in the water. In the for-

mer method the minnow swims around with
the hook. In the second (known as the
HenshaH method) cast the minnow and
work it here and there and toward your-
self.

For minnow fishing the time-honored
HenshaH type of rod is a good one.
It is about eight and one-half feet in length—long and limber, something on the order
of the fly-rod, though it is essentially a bait
rod in every respect.

—the
Highlands
of Ontario

Vacation Land of Perfect Summer Climate
Hay fever unknown. One thousand to two thousand feet

above the sea. Air scented with pine and balsam. Modern
hotels in Algonquin Park, Muskoka Lakes, Georgian Bay, Lake of Bays,
Kawartha Lakes and Timagami. A short, pleasant ride from Toronto, and

you are in the midst of a charming summer playground.
Fishing, boating, bathing, golf and the great out-of-doors.

Write for free illustrated literature.

A. B. CHOWN, Desk “A”
1270 Broadway

“—and at Twilight
by the Campfire

”

The best part of the day

—

stories told, trophies shown,
relaxation, silenced by the big-

ness of things, the rustling of

the wind, nature being lulled

to sleep.

*way up in the
Maine woods
where the finest fishing, canoe-
ing, hunting and camping
abound. (Guides, comfortable
camps, with their wonderful
Cooking, deep in the woods.

The 200-mile trip along
the Allogash is the best
canoeing on earth.

Send 10 cents in stamps to

the Bangor & Aroostook R. R.
Dept. K for “In the Maine
Wood”; it’s well worth it.

For time of trains, fares, etc.,

consult the nearest ticket office

or address Geo. M. Houghton.
General Passenger Agent.

Hudson Riyer
by DayligKt

OF COURSE, you’ve

heard of this wonder-
ful trip and its world-fam-

ous scenic marvels. Plan
to enjoy it for yourself this

summer. The Day Line
route between Albany and
New York is direct and
convenient. All through
rail tickets accepted.

Attractive one-day outings New
York to Bear Mountain, West
Point, Newburgh and Pough-
keepsie. Large luxurious steamers.

Hudson River Day Line
Desbrosses St. Pier New York

NORTHERN ONTARIO
Wabi-Kon Camp
Lake Timagami
Ontario, CanadaTimagami

The unspoiled country—A Camp with every comfort in the
heart of the Canadian North Woods—1500 lakes. Won-
derful fishing. Guides. Boats. Canoes and Launches for
hire. Bathing. Tramping. One night from Toronto. Ex-
cellent table. Rates $18 and $20 per week. $3 fi*0 per day.
Write for Booklet. MISS E. ORR. 150 Wright Ave.,
Toronto, Ont.
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ON THE BEACH AND
THE BOARDWALK

When you want to rest,

refresh body and spirit

—

Atlantic City! Laughter,

gayety, life—along the world-

famous Beach and Boardwalk.

Eight miles of Boardwalk, lined

with a thousand shopsandamuse-
ments; and eight miles of frolic

in the rolling surf. Or you
may go yachting, fishing or play

golf—with the most interesting

of comoanions.

Then sit back and repose on the

broad deck porch ofChalfonte.

Relax mind and muscles. Be
soothed by sight and sound of

the sea, refreshed by its tonic

fragrance. Chalfonte is hospi-

table, quiet, home-
like. Its guests re-

turn year after year

and like it more.

Once to Chalfonte,

always to Chalfonte.

American Plan

COLD SPRING CAMPS
FOREST AND AVERILL LAKES

GREAT FISHING
ONLY MAINE CAMPS IN VERMONT

Twentieth Season

BEST SPORT IN THE STATE

Square-tailed Trout! Salmon! Lake

Trout! Famous Aureolas! LochLeven!

Five lakes. Miles of streams in unbroken forest.

Main camp, twelve cabins. Open lires. A table

we are proud of. Boats on all lakes. Good old

guides if desired. Xo mosquitoes nor black flies.

Accessible to New York and Boston by motor or

rail. Reliable references near you. 75 miles from
White Mountains. 20 miles from Colebrook,

N.H. Garage. Write us for booklet May 1st—Oct. 15.

H. A. QUIMBY, Mgr. Averill, Vt.

NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all
kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route, of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent,
Reid Newfoundland Company, St. John’s, New Foundland

FIELD TRIAL AND
SHOOTING DOGS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 299
)

ment as class, also the nose or scenting

qualities which are the other natural ele-

ments taken into consideration. But in

these contests we have to further contend

with the making of man as well, as a dog
especially in the aged classes, must be

perfectly broken and under the absolute

control of his master.
The judging of field trials is a deli-

cate and difficult job; it is no place for an
amateur or an ordinary observer; it takes

a man who knows the game, and above all

one who knows a dog.

The factor of luck enters into the field

trial to quite an extent. For instance, the

courses or grounds are usually drawn by
• lot, and a dog may draw a good or bad
course. While it is endeavored to lay out

j

the grounds in an equitable manner, many
good or likely looking courses contain few
birds, and further, the time of day has
much to do with the hunting of birds.

The advantage is in favor of early and
late braces, for the reason that atmos-
pheric conditions are better on account of

the usual greater humidity; also the birds

are feeding and moving at these times.

Good judgment is thereby needed to

eliminate to the minimum the factor of

luck, as good judges can tell a dog’s in-

tentions, notwithstanding his failure to

locate. So in the second series the dog
of class and without luck, and the dog !

with both class and luck, can be tried to-

gether on equal terms.

I think it is generally conceded by
those who fully understand the trials and
the trial dog, that the shooting dog of

perfection is a good field trial dog. Many
people have an idea a ‘field trial’ dog is

an aimless running dog; that if a dog has
range and speed it is all that is required.

It is true, nervous energy which pro-

duces range and speed is about the first

natural quality looked for in puppy pros-

pects, but in process of development and
maturing, the other natural qualities that

are expected to develop later, with matur-
ity, do not always materialize. Of the

youngsters started, many develop only one

natural quality—nervous energy. They
are returned with empty honors but with

the reputation of a ‘field trial’ dog, based
solely upon the fact that they started in

trials. These non-winners are usually

disposed of to the public, which accounts

for the many knockers of the field

trial dog. The unsophisticated usually look

for something out of the ordinary in a

dog thought well enough of to be given an
opportunity. On the other hand, there are

many dogs that are used as hunters that
1 should not be classed as shooting dogs.

I contend there is only one ideal bird

dog—a dog that will fill all places—the

bench, the field trials, the shooting field,

and as a home companion.”
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AUTO ACCESSORIES

“INSYDE” TIRES—INNER ARMOR EOR
automobile tires; prevent punctures and blowouts;

double tire mileage; liberal profits; details free.

American Accessories Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,

Dep t. 81.

CAMPS—RESORTS—GUIDES

WHAT YOU WANT FOR A SUMMER
outing or a hunting lodge location is one of the

splendid lake shore tracts we are offering now at

the opening of the season at $4.00 per acre or

higher. Good roads are projected into the most

remote sections of this great American play

ground. The $4.00 bargain of today is likely to

be the $400 prize of next season. And even our

Vermillion Lake sites take with them a portion

of the mineral rights, although that district con-

tains some of the most productive mines in the

world today. Platted lots near stations, on and

near beautiful lakes $85.00 and up. Easy terms.

Buy now before the advance sure to start with the

hot weather and the Hay Fever season. Farmer,

Lake Shore Specialist, 529 Metropolitan Life

Building, Minneapolis, Minn.

FISH FOR STOCKING

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.

Hoxie, Plymouth, Massachusetts.

FOR SALE

GOOD SALMON GRILT AND TROUT FISH-
ing privilege with clubhouse and garage. In good

game country on Little Southwest Mivmichi. Ap-

ply to Robert J. McPherson, Newcastle, N. B.,

Canada.

NUMBER 53 TALBOT TOURNAMENT REEL.
Absolutely new. Never used. Fifty dollars. M.
Boals, Independence, Mo.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION

12 BORE DOUBLE BARREL GUN EJECTOR,
bv Atkin London. Beautifully finished, as new
in case. $450. Write Johnson, 319 West 95th

Street, New York City.

OLD-TIME AND MODERN FIREARMS
bought, sold and exchanged. Kentucky flintlock

rifles, old-time pistols, revolvers, guns, swords,

powder horns, etc. Lists free.
_

Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison Ave., New \ork City.

LIVE STOCK FOR BREEDING

RAISE GIANT RABBITS FOR ME. I FUR-
nish breeders cheap, and buy all you raise at

30 to 60c per pound alive. Hundreds make big

money. Send 10c for Breeders’ Instruction Book-
let, contract price list, etc. Frank E. Cross, 6407
Ridge Street. St. Louis. Missouri.

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN $25 WEEKLY. SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ting for newspapers, magazines. Experience un-
necessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 529,

St. Louis, Missouri.

PEARLS, BAROQUES, SLUGS; BOUGHT,
sold and exchanged, loose or mounted. L. V.
Mapes, Indiana Harbor, Indiana.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS EARN
from $110 to $200 per month and expenses. Travel
if desired. Unlimited advancement. No age limit.

We train you. Positions furnished under guar-

antee. Write for Booklet CM 98, Standard Busi-

ness Training Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.

SHAWNEE OKLAHOMA CENTER OF A
great farming country. Write for free agricul-

tural booklet. Board of Commerce, Shawnee,
Oklahoma.

SMOKERS ATTENTION.—100 HIGH GRADE
Stogies $2.65, postpaid. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Flack Cigar Company, South Bend, Ind.

TRAPPERS.—NOW IS THE TIME TO PRE-
pare fox scents for fall use. Brown’s Fox Book
gives best scent formulas and trapping methods.
Price $2.00. Send $1.00 and I will mail you a
copy. If satisfied pay the balance. If not satisfied

return book within ten days and I will return
your money. Ernest A. Brown, Nashua, Nf* H.

WANTED.—TAXIDERMIST ON BIG GAME
heads, rugs, birds. State experience, wages and
age. Address Prof. Stainsky, Colorado Springs,
Colo.

WE WILL START YOU IN THE CLEANING
and dyeing business, little capital needed, big
profits. Write for booklet. The Ben-Vonde Sys-
tem, Dept. C-L, Charlotte. N. C.

A nominal charge of ten

cents per word will carry

classified messages to our

army of readers on farms

in the towns and cities,

and at the end of blazed

trails.

PHOTO SUPPLIES

MAIL US 20c WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and six velvet prints. Or send six

negatives any size and 20c for six prints. Or
send 40c for one 8 x 10 mounted enlargement.
Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke Photo Finishing
Co., 220 Bell Ave., Roanoke, Va.

TAXIDERMY

SPLENDID DEER AND GAME HEADS,
mounted fish, birds, fur rugs and animals for sale.

Artistic work. Moderate prices. List. Send us
your trophies for mounting, satisfaction guaran-
teed. M. J. Hofmann, Taxidermist, 989 Gates
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

WANTED TO PURCHASE

WANTED TO BUY LEONARD BASS OR
bait rod with reel, suitable for trolling. Must be
in good condition and reasonably priced. Charles
B, Morss, Haverhill, Mass.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

$6.00 DOWN; $6.00 MONTHLY; SIX ACRE
fruit, poultry; fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100.00; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North
Fifth, Kansas City, Kansas.

BIRDS, ANIMALS, HEADS, MOUNTED NAT-
ural or artistic. C. E. Frost, Taxidermist, 257
Conklin Avenue, Binghamton, New York.

BLACK SIBERIAN HARES — ENORMOUS
sizes, delicious meat and beautiful fur. Write
for information and prices. Siberian Fur Farm,
Hamilton, Canada.

FOR SALE.—ONE “NINETEEN” ONE TON
Ford truck with complete camping body, uphols-
tered, side bed seats, wide cab for three, all

weatherproof, standing room top. cord pneumatic
tires, shock absorbers. Take you anywhere, made
one fine trip. Owner has two, will sell one for
$1,100 f.o.b. shipping point. Couldn’t replace to-

day for twice the money. Lloyd Penick, Chariton
National Bank, Chariton, Iowa.

DOGS

In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some

disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not

to be transferred until the dog has been

received and found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALES

LIONHEART AIREDALES—AT STUD, LION-
heart, Wyoming Royal, A. K. C. and U. K. C.

registered, and bred in the purple. Has treed

more big game alone than any airedale offered at

stud in America and is the leader of one of the

best packs in the west. Retrieves from land or

water. Endorsed by four well known big game
guides and hunters, including Ned Frost. Stud
fee $25.00, we pay expressage one way on all

bitches booked in advance. Write for certified

list of big game treed and killed by this dog alone
and with the pack, pedigree, and description. We
have pedigreed puppies for sale for every purpose,
companions and guardians for children, stock
dogs, watch dogs, hunters and show prospects.
Write for puppy list and signed testimonials from
all over America. Lionheart Kennels, Box 1412,
Anaconda, Montana.

COLLIES

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.
The Shomont, Monticello, Iowa.

DOGS WANTED
WANTED.—BIRD DOGS TO TRAIN, ALSO

broken setters and rabbit hounds for sale. O. is..

Kennels, Marydel, Md.
WANTED.—DOG, MUST BE GOOD ROUTER,

trailer, tree barker, stayer, not noisy on squirrels
and rabbits. Paul Distler, Peoria, Ills.

GUN DOGS

BRACE THREE OLD POINTER DOGS (NO
pedigree! they are crackerjack grouse and single
quail dogs, one a fine retriever, the other only
fair. Price $150 each or $275 the pair. Two
and one-half year old setter dog (no pedigree!,
one of the best grouse and quail dogs living and
a fine retriever, $200. Brace Registered three-
year-old Llewellen setter dogs, crackerjack grouse
and single quail dogs and fine retrievers, fit to
head and kennel at stud. Price $300 each. Brace
Registered pointer dogs, one three years, one 15
months, handle grouse and quail to perfection and
fine retrievers, please the most exacting. Price
$300 each. I have twenty other finished shooting
d 'gs, write your wants, not what I have. No
pu nies for sale and no printed matter. Harmon
Sommerville, Amite, La.

GUN DOGS

HUNTING DOGS—RABBIT HOUNDS, FOX
hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, squirrel, bear, deer
dogs, setters, pointers, farm, pet dogs. Browns
Kennels, York, Pennsylvania.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, American Fox Hounds, Lion, Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Kentucky.

THE BLUE GRASS FARM KENNELS OF
Berry, Ky., offer for sale setters and pointers, fox
and cat hounds, wolf and deer hounds, coon and
opossum hounds, varmint and rabbit hounds, bear
and lion hounds, also airedale terriers. All dogs
shipped on trial, purchaser alone to judge the
quality. Satisfaction guaranteed or money re-
funded. Sixty-eight page, highly illustrated, in-
teresting and instructive catalogue for 10c in
stamps or coin.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, TOWER HILL.
Ills., offers fox, wolf, coyotte, coon, skunk, op-
possum and rabbit hounds on ten days’ trial. Also
pups. We take Liberty Bonds and War Savings
Stamps.

MISCELLANEOUS

AIREDALE PUPPIES WANTED — GIVE
price, description and full particulars. Will also
contract for future delivery. P. H. Sprague,
Maywood, Illinois.

DR. HEITZ’S RELIABLE REMEDY FOR
mange, eczema, dandruff, loss of hair and all skin
troubles; S oz. bottle, $1.00, post paid. St. Louis
Beagle Kennels, St. Louis, Missouri.

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge: write for particu-
lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. I-'., Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

FOR SALE.—REGISTERED LITTER. EXTRA
fine English pointer puppies, bred from best shoot-
ing stock—males, $15; females, $12. J. M. Drumm,
Mercersburg, Pa.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.
Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur,
Illinois.

POLICE DOG, FINE PEDIGREE. HOUSE
broken ten months’ old. $100. W. B. Ogden,
55 John St.. New York City.

WANTED—AIREDALES. HOUNDS, MASTIFS
and Newfoundlands, puppies and grown stock.

We buy whole litters of puppies. Write full par-

ticulars and lowest price. If you wish to breed,
board or buy a dog send stamp for our price

list. Buckeye Boarding Kennels, Box M, La
Rue. Ohio.
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BOOK
OF THE

SMALL MOUTHED BASS
BY

Prof. W. J. Loudon

Every Angler Should Secure

A Copy of this Great Book

Based on many years observation and study

of both small and large mouthed bass. This

work describes in full detail the life and
habits of this ever game fish. It tells where
when and how to catch them. The bait and
tackle to be used— as well as how to keep

and cook them.

CLOTH BOUND PRICE $1.00
Delivered anywhere in the
United States or Canada

A SPECIAL FREE GIFT
Subscribe now for Forest and Stream at the
regular yearly rate of $2.00 and we’ll mail you
a copy of Professor Loudon’s Small Mouthed
Bass, without any additional cost.

FOREST and STREAM 9
N.Ta4
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TRAINING THE
PUPPY

(continued from paces 314)

a dog should not be allowed to retrieve

until after his first year in the field.

First, he must be obedient and staunch

and we would not allow our puppy to

fetch a bird his first season.

The puppy should be taught to charge
and made to stay where he drops and
allow you to walk away, even out of
sight. While teaching your pupil to

charge, no other commands should be

given, in other words, teach him one
thing at a time. Don’t make the pe-

riods of each lesson too long and always
follow each lesson with a play spell.

Teach the puppy to “come in” and “go
on” and make him obey instantly. Use
a long rope attached to collar and at

the word pull him in quickly, hand over

hand, until he comes of his own accord,

then release him. In other words, allow

the puppy his full liberty, using your
own common sense and asking him to

exercise his own individuality, which
you direct in the every day work.

Incessant blowing of whistle, all sorts

of commands, force collars and whips are

very much out of place in the system.

Not that we expect the pupil to become
perfectly broken without the use of col-

lar or whips—but we believe that they

only should be used when you are cer-

tain in your own mind that the act he

refuses to perform is one that he knows
and refuses through wilfulness. Having
received the youngster early in the

spring you should have him perfectly

under control—nicely house and yard

broken by the opening of the gunning

season. He should know the eoanmands

“come in,” “go on,” what the whistle

means, be thoroughly house and auto

broken, know enough to be silent any-

where, to drop instantly anywhere, know
a gun and not be afraid of it—i» fact

—

be ready for the field and if you have

done your work well the field training

will simply be an incident i» ttie full

training of the dog.

WE have not attempted to elaborate

on the details of each step. How
the dog should be taught to drop

and heel, etc., as there are many books

on the subject all of which very well and

minutely describe each operation. We
more particularly are attempting to show

the amateur how the puppy ean be made
to acquire these accomplishments him-

self, by constant association with his

master. We bring up our children to

learn most of the things of life without

our having to use force. They sit, eat

at table, dress and undress and house-

break themselves, yet, if we chained them

up or confined them most of their young

lives, would they acquire these results

almost without our knowing when they

were learned? This is common sense

—

Why not apply it to our dogs?
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BEAGLES
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

WHEN one hears the name “beagle”

mentioned, it invariably suggests a

small rabbit-hunting dog or hound, but

how many persons, even the experienced

hunter, knows a true type of beagle

when they see one? The term is oft-

times mis-applied to all small rabbit-

hunting hounds. There are three dis-

tinct breeds of beagles as follows: the

English bench-legged beagle, the English

hare beagle and the American straight-

legged beagle, a manufactured breed, the

result of crossing the fox hound with the

English bench-leg and scientific in-breed-

ing, until the present day type of the

finest little hunting dog in the world is

the result.

The English bench-leg beagle, in points

and construction, is a pocket edition of

the bloodhound. Their colors were usu-

ally black and tan; height, 10 to 13

inches. On account of their size, they

made admirable brush dogs, being able to

go under the brush, where the larger

hound had to go around, often missing

a scent thereby. Regarding their ability

to drive a rabbit as far as their larger

rival, and be still on their feet at the

end of the day’s hunt, is unquestioned.

If my memory serves me right, it was
Nelse Elmore who volunteered to pro-

duce beagles that would chase a fox un-

til it was either killed or went to cover,

just to demonstrate the beagle’s stamina.

The English hare beagle is the last in

line of the beagle trio: he is a larger

dog than the American straight-leg,

averaging about 18 inches in height, com-
pactly made and easily recognized by his

heavy, yet gracefully curved hocks : they
were extensively bred and used in place

of the old fashioned and larger rabbit

hound but since the advent of the

straight-leg, they, like the Willoughby

pug dog, have passed out of existence,

but for an odd specimen of the English

bench-leg we chance to see now and then,

but it has become almost extinct too.

The writer of this letter does not wish

to convey the impression that he is any
more of an authority on the beagle than

the average fancier or hunter. Having
possessed as fine a specimen of the bench-

leg as ever left England, and later as

fine a pair of beagles (Champ Ringgo-

Little Mary) as ever left Granby, Conn.,

and at present a 14%-ineh (Barmaid’s

Driver) dog, I have always endeavored

to procure the best blood and type of the

beagle that came within my means.
* My object in writing this letter is one

of inquiry regarding the English bench-

leg beagle. I sincerely hope that this let-

ter will attract the attention of some of

the old time beaglers who may still retain

in memory the many pleasant days spent

afield with the charming little benchie

who was all activity and as true to scent

as the pole is to the magnet and who
could drive the festive and elusive cot-

tontail with a speed that was marvelous,

considering their build and size. Will
they express their past recollections of

the above type of beagles, and their

present views of the only survivor of the
beagle family?

William F. Kuhl, Penn.

PROMPT SHIPMENT SAFE DELIVERY SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
This is the Horn* of the World Famous International Champion Kootenai Chinook the
Only American Bred International Champion Airedale in the World and a splendid
Hunter of Big Game. At Stud. Fee $25.

We have a litter sired by the above stud ready for shipment RIGHT NOW.
Illustrated Booklet and Price List on Request

VIBERT KENNELS
Box 60A, WESTON, NEW JERSEY, Phone Bound Brook 397

LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AIREDALE TERRIER KENNEL IN THE WHOLE WORLD

Uiestt aie tli© rats dug out and killed by a Yiberi Airedale Terrier in less than two hour3

Airedale
“The One Man Dog”
An Airedale Terrier is the Dog
Supreme for Companionship, for
Watch Dog purposes, and Sur-
passes Every Other Dog on Earth
as a Companion for Children. The
all round dog of the times for city

or country, a Useful Canine Citizen.

We offer country bred, farm raised
puppies from registered thorough-
bred stock; a full grown male, and
a full grown female already served
by a registered stud.

Terriers
“TheDogThat Thinks”
Finest ALL ROUND hunter on
earth, BAR NONE. Unsurpassed
for coon, skunk, opossum, better

for rabbits than rabbit hound, best
retriever, land, water. Will point,

fine on quail, pheasant, partridge.

Used extensively on deer, cougar,
mountain lion, bear, endorsed by
ROOSEVELT and Rainey. An
“honest” dog. We have best hunt-
ing stock on earth, puppies, grown
dogs.

THE IDEAL

KENNEL
RECORD

PRICE $2.00

Built on the modern loose leaf system

—handsomely bound in black seal. Com-
pact enough to be carried in the vest

pocket and filled with carefully pre-

pared blanks that enable the owner to

immediately register pedigrees and
record stud visits, whelps, sales, win-

nings. and all minor transactions. Size

6J4 x 3 inches.

Covers will last a lifetime.

Blanks can be removed or renewed at

will.

is Pirp SEND $4.00 for two years’ subscription aad we

I* It will deliver copy of this Ideal Kennel Record free

of additional cost to any address in the United States or Canada.

FOREST & STREAM (Book Dept.) 9 E. 40th St., N. Y. City
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MORE THAN
WORTH THEIR
WEIGHT IN

FRESH, LEAN
BEEF
A nutshell and true summing-up of the nutrient value of
SPRATT’S Dog Foods. Weight for weight, there’s in them
twice as much nourishment and energy and stamina-giving
properties as in a juicy steak—and in a form every dog can
assimilate. Every one of

CDD ATT’Q DOG CAKES and
ori\H110 PUPPY BISCUITS
represents the accumulated experience of sixty years devoted to the production
of the perfect dog food. Wholesome, tasty, and “baked as only Spratt’s
know how,” they’re good.

SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Dent's Condition Pills
A marvelous ionic for dojts that are all oui of sorts, run down, uun and umlirifty,

with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing to

equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating diseases. You will notice

the difference after a few doses.

THE DENT MEDICINE COMPANY New^ioN,

eca^a
A practical treatise on dogs and their training (60 pages fully illustrated), mailed for

10c. to all customers.

AT STUD
Bragg Rod field

47056

English Setter,

whue and or-

ange ticked. A
high class dog.

thorou ghly

trained on
pheasant, grouse and woodcock for

New England shooting. Also Master
Boaz, 100% Llewellin. Sire Boaz
dam Momoney's Rose May, a 50-lb.

dog of correct type and bred well

enough for you Mr. “Purist”

For detail terms, write

PINNACLE KENNEL
Box 676, Northampton,, Mass.

Maple Road Kennels
NEW PRESTON, CONN.

Grouse and Woodcock
DOGS

TRAINED FOX HOUNDS
Selected Youngsters — Setter

and Pointer Breeding that

will make good

TEN-A -SEE FARM KENNELS
The Home of U. R. FISHEL’S
NOTED POINTERS

THE WORLD’S BEST BIRD DOGS
Offer high class shooting dogs, brood bitches arul

choice puppies. In Studs I offer the World's best
bird dog Sires. Every dog is as represented and
satisfaction guaranteed. Write me your wants,
please. Am in a position to board or train your
dog in the best manner possible. Please write for

terms and information.

TEN-A-SEE FARM KENNELS
W. E. LUCAS. Educator
S. BARTON, LASATER. Trop.

Box I65C PARIS, TENNESSEE

00RANG AIREDALES

Oorang Airedales are a true sporting strain and
have no equal as water-dogs, retrievers and hunters

of all kinds of game. They are trailers, tree-barkers

and stayers. They will climb a tree or go to earth

and fight anything from a rat to a bear. Their

faithful and untiring watchfulness makes them the

best of protectors for camp, home or estate. Their

superior intelligence makes them the most desirable

pals for ladies or gentlemen and loyal playmates for

children. They are the ideal dogs for farm and
ranch, being careful and efficient drivers of ca'tle.

hogs and sheep. We have for sale at all times

proven stock and farm dogs; trained hunters on lion,

bear, wolf, bob-cat. coon, opossum, skunk, mink and
rabbit; trained retrievers on ducks, geese and water-
fowl; polite ami watch dogs: automobile dogs and
companions; stud-dogs, brood-matrons and niippv

stock from the bluest Airedale blond in America

;

Fox-hounds, Coon-hounds and Big Gnme-hounds;
also dog foods, dog medicines and kennel supplies of

all kinds. Illustrated and interesting booklet mailed
for 10c, stamps or coin.

OORANG KENNELS
The Largest Breeders of Airedale Terriers in the World

Dept. H, LA RUE, OHIO

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS
A nice lot of good strong,

healthy
,
farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel.29-M

MONEY SAVED—

SATISFACTION ASSURED

Buy Your Dogs Throughan Expert
I know dogs—what they are worth—what
they should weigli—age, and whether they
are sound and true to type. I have judged
at Big Shows and know the game. If you
want a dog, let me select for you.

Advice on any Kennel subject given.
Correspondence solicited.

N. ELLITHORNE
Corner Wheeler Ave. and Willow St.

Hillside Station—Queens, N. Y.

FRANK H. ADDYMAN
Bench Show Expert

I attend all shows and handle all breeds
SPORTING DOGS A SPECIALTY

Dogs conditioned and prepared for exhibition.

All breeds at stud and for 3ale.

WATLAND KENNELS, NEW
S
YORK

PLACE YOUR SHOOTING DOG NOW!
Do not wait until you are ready to shoot, then
it’s too late.

Write for my terms and FOLDER. The great-

est dope ever given the public on training and
trainers. Every owner and breeder should
read it.

GRADY W. SMITH, DE SOTO CO., Love, Miss.

Always a few Airedales. Puppies and Grown Stock

of America's Best Blood that we are “proud to own
and not ashamed to sell." Prices reasonable and
correspondence a pleasure. Generally a good brood
matron or two

SoDak Kennels
Tyndall, So. Dak.

TOD CA| F Coon, opossum, skunk and squir-
rel* OnLL re l dogs; fox, cat and rabbit

hounds. Trained dogs sent on trial, you to^ he
the judge. Catalog free. Mt. Yonah Farm Ken-
nels, Cleveland, Georgia.





KODAK NEGATIVE

Kodak as you go.

Then you can go back at any time,

without even leaving your arm chair.

The autographic feature tells you when

and where each picture was taken.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y., TheKodak City
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THROUGH THE ROCKIES IN A MOTOR
BY SUBSTITUTING AN AUTOMOBILE FOR A PACK TRAIN A GREAT DEAL
OF INTERESTING COUNTRY CAN BE COVERED IN A SHORT VACATION

ON a certain sultry afternoon, in a

little room in a large city in the

Ohio valley, a department of the

Government was engaged in collecting the

facts pertaining to a problem of com-
merce. Outside, the merciless sun beat
against white walls and stone pavements

;

hardly a breath of air relieved the dull-

ing atmosphere of the room.
The men,* endeavoring to solve the

problem, sat coatless around big tables,

handkerchief in one hand, mopping per-

spiration; pencil in the other, writing re-

minders. They were veritably earning
their bread by the sweat of their brows.
Others were handling the laboring oars
at this session; I was merely an observ-
ing passenger.

As witnesses listlessly droned immate-
rial details, my mind wandered far be-

yond the horizon. Visions of mountain
ranges with snowy summits, down which
tumbled streams of cold, clear, white
waters rose before me. I thought of the

bracing air, so invigorating to tired na-
ture; of elk, feeding at the timber line

in the early morning; of mallards, splash-
ing in the cool marshes

;
of the lusty

trout, flashing in the sunlight; of the

swirl in the water, as they seized their

prey and darted away.
Later in the day, as I rode up the

Scioto Valley in the twilight, the great
fields of corn, waving in the breeze, were
like an inland sea. How father loved
that Scioto Valley; my love is no less.

It is the hot, sultry days and nights of

'Southern Ohio that make possible the
extensive cornfields of the Scioto Valley.
Nature does things in an economical
•way. Heat and humidity are blessings

’bestowed upon the earth. These were my
thoughts, as the speed of the motor car
produced a refreshing breeze and an ex-
Mliration that was delightful.

Why not journey to the “land of the
setting sun,” and see the Rockies from a
motor car? Why not substitute a skidding
motor for a bucking broncho? A trunk
rack for a pack horse? And thus was
my vacation planned and carried out.

By HENRY BANNON

Many a mile, dusty in the sun, muddy
in the rain, separates Ohio from Mon-
tana. Why idle time, motoring through
lands that do not interest one? Through
cities, where motor cops oppress the

stranger within their gates? Thus ’mind-

ed, I concluded to go by train to Butte,

Montana; there, purchase a motor car,

and enjoy a real vacation.

The best thing in Chicago is the trans-

continental train for the West. As the

train glided from the city to the

hospitable country, a feeling of relaxation

A mountain stream in Montana

and of rest came over one weary passen-

ger. Cornfields, wheatlands, grazing
ranges, succeeded each other, as differ-

ences in latitude and altitude dictated the

products of the soil. It seemed as if the

bountiful bosom of old mother earth

had yielded to her children enough and
to spare.

At last, came the desert fields of sage-

brush among the mountains, and the city

of Butte. Here I met Jim Blair by
appointment; and together we arranged

for a vacation trip. He has hunted with
the Bannon boys for more than twenty-
five years and knows every trail in Mon-
tana and Wyoming. I have never seen

him lost in the mountains; though, upon
two or three occasions, I have seen him
hesitate. In that respect he is like

Daniel Boone. The latter was asked
whether he was ever lost in the wilder-

ness. “No, sir, I never was lost,” said

Boone, “but once I was bewildered for

four days.”

After we had breakfast, the search for

a motor car began. First, we visited the

second-hand shops. Cars of every make,
but of uncertain vintage, were found in

numbers. Some were equipped with tires

that were threadbare ; others bore the evi-

dences of having been in a wreck. Each
exhibited, somewhere, between radiator

and rear axle, the unmistakable reason
for its presence in a junk shop. We
finally bought a new car that we might
ourselves enjoy the best weeks of its

life. Then, we purchased the necessary

extras, a trunk rack to carry the tent, a

running board rack for the duffle bags,

shock absorbers, extra tire and tube, tire

chains, a canvas water bucket with which
to replenish a boiling radiator, a gallon

of engine oil, and five gallons of gasoline

for emergencies. These, with a few cook-

ing utensils, ham, bacon, flour, oatmeal,

butter, sugar, tea, canned milk, and
cream completed the outfit.

WE left Butte about noon and trav-

eled up a valley, over a straight,

smooth, well-kept road. There

was nothing of interest along the way,

other than the various roadhouses that

flourished when Butte saw better, or

worse, days, depending upon one’s view-

point respecting certain sumptuary leg-

islation. The car ran true to form and
tradition. The mental state produced, by
the engine’s steady operation was higher

than mere satisfaction ;
we had a sense of

pride in our possession. This mental ele-

vation, however, was only temporary; for

the ascent of the Continental divide, over
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Pipestone Pass, though begun by the

motor, was not finished on power- all its

own. We had hardly entered upon the

grade before water boiled from the rad-

iator; slowly, and more slowly went the

car. We dropped into low, but to no
avail. Finally the motor came to a dead
stop

; it could not develop sufficient power
to resume the journey, so we had to be
ingloriously towed up the mountain by
two scrawny horses.

Once on the summit, with many miles

of down grade to the fore, we forgave
and forgot. Time lost in the ascent bade
fair to be regained in the descent. Blair

applied the brakes with diligence, in

fact, with entirely too much diligence
;
for

soon the odor of burning oil and lamp-
wick filled our nostrils, and smoke blind-

ed our eyes. The brake band had burned
to a char. As this called for a remedy,
we sought a blacksmith shop. After

)

the smith put a new brakeband in place,

we discovered that the ammeter failed

to register. According to the instruction

book, this was evidence that the gener-

ator was out of order. In such event,

the owner is enjoined against tinkering

with the electrical end of a car, and to

report, without delay, to the nearest

agency. Thus, it was back to Butte for

us.

Here we were duly initiated into the

mysteries and secrets of the gasoline

engine. As the carburetor is the source

of power in the motor, the carburetor

was properly adjusted. The use of the

foot brake is limited to making a quick

stop on a level road, or to reducing its

speed gradually. The brake was not de-

signed to control a descent of the Rocky
Mountains; in making such a declivity,

the use of low gear is the proper thing.

The defective generator was exchanged
for a new one, and again we renewed our

journey. Pipestone Pass, the crucial

test, was climbed with ease; Blair shifted

into low and, in due time, without mishap,
we were over the divide.

We soon reached the valley of the Jef-

ferson River. This stream, with the

Madison and Gallatin, forms the mighty
Missouri. Ascending the Jefferson, we
followed the course taken by the intrepid

explorers, Lewis and Clark, who, with
their little band of pioneers, made the

first journey across the continent. His-

tory recalls that they were accompanied
by an Indian woman, Sasjawea; without
her guidance, the exploring party might
have met disaster. Lewis and Clark
found her living on the Missouri, as the

captive of another tribe. Learning that

she had been captured west of the Rock-
ies; that she knew the trails and passes

to the Pacific slope, they secured her as

their guide. She led them safely to the

headwaters of the Columbia, and as the

expedition made its way up the Jeffer-

son, the Indian woman recognized and
pointed out several spots familiar to her.

Elk, deer, and antelope were killed on

the Banks of the Jefferson to supply the

exploring party with dressed skins for

clothing. Blair and I recounted numerous
incidents of pioneer history as we rode

up this beautiful valley. After leaving

the Jefferson, we followed a southerly

direction until we reached Virginia City,

where we spent the night and the greater

part of the next day.

This city is a place of considerable

interest to motorists. Just west of the

town a long narrow gulch extends south-

westerly far up the side of the mountain.

At the outskirts of the city, the gulch

enters a broad valley. This is the famous
Alder Gulch, where gold was discovered

in 1863 ;
and from it gold valued at more

than sixty million dollars was panned

out. Blair and I climbed up to the top

of a small knoll to view the surroundings.

The old part of Virginia City reminded

us much of the little Hudson’s Bay post

at Telegraph Creek in Cassiar. On the

top of the knoll is a deserted graveyard.
At the heads of five of the graves are
wooden markers, informing the visitor

that the departed were executed for mur-
der on January 13, 1864. One of the
markers bore the word, “Peccavi,” mean-
ing, “I have sinned.” The man buried
there evidently confessed his crime. Gen-
eral Napier, a distinguished Irishman,
and one of the Irish commanders of the
English army in India, perpetrated a
celebrated pun on the word “Peccavi.”
He announced to his Government the cap-

ture of Sind by a telegram consisting of

one word, “Peccavi.” Alder Gulch, and
the markers at the graves of the mur-
derers, aroused a desire to learn more
of Virginia City. During the evening,

the proprietor of the hotel loaned me an
old book, long since out of print, entitled

“Vigilante Days and Ways.”. This book
contains the history of the crimes that

resulted in the organization of the Vigi-

lantes
;
also, an account of the methods of

that organization.

When news of the rich strike at Alder
Gulch was learned, it spread like wild-

fire and thousands of adventurers hast-

ened to stake out claims in the new El

Dorado- So rich was the find, and so

abundant the dust and the nuggets, that

the miners were posssessed of a devil, in

the form of the purse of Fortunatus.

Prospectors and miners are notoriously

profligate. They spend with a prodigal-

ity that is equivalent to casting pearls

before swine. No thought of saving ever

enters their minds
;
gold that comes easily

goes easily.

While placer mining flourished in Vir-

ginia City, it was a typically lawless

mining camp. Here were the dance

halls, the saloons, the gambling dens,

where miners spent, in less than half of

the night, all that they had earned during

the day. Those upon whom fortune

smiled either danced with the most at-

tractive women and bought champagne
or they took places at the gambling table

where the stakes were the highest. Each
dance cost the miner one dollar. And,
at the concluding call, “All promenade

—

to the bar,” his intriguing partner led

him thither and ordered the most expen-

sive drinks
;

but of these she drank
sparingly, lest their effect impair her

ability to separate her partner from his

geld.

AS vultures flock to carrion, murderers
and thieves flocked to Virginia City.

The efforts of the courts to sup-

press crime were impotent; for Montana
was but a sparsely settled frontier, where
there had been no development of law and

order, where there had been no estab-

lishment of efficient legal machinery.

Officers clothed with police powers were
few. In the early days of the West some
of the very officers themselves became
road agents. Robbery was but a matter

of common moment, murder but the gos-

sip of a day. Murders were committed

openly upon the streets and in the

saloons. Merchants and express drivers

were waylaid as they sought to carry

gold to some distant point where it

would be safe. An account of one of the
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many crimes committed will illustrate

the deliberate and rapacious malice that

prevailed at Virginia City.

In the summer of 1863, Lloyd Mac-
gruder, a thrifty merchant of Lewiston,

Idaho, learning of the great influx of

miners into Virginia City, decided to take

a stock of merchandise across the moun-
tains to the mining town. Pack horse
transportation was the only means of

conveyance. As Macgruder’s stock was
selected with a view to miners’ require-

ments, it was soon sold. Gold being the

medium of exchange, Macgruder received

for his merchandise, gold dust and nug-
gets worth about fourteen thousand dol-

lars. The malicious eyes of a bandit,

by name of Plummer, had watched the

exchange of goods for gold. He decided

to rob Macgruder, while the latter was
returning home through the desolate

mountains. In order to consummate his

plan, Plummer boldly suggested to Mac-
gruder that they travel together. Al-

though Macgruder suspected that the de-

sign of Plummer was robbery, perhaps
murder, necessity forced him to comply.

Refusal meant pursuit and ambush; ac-

quiescence meant an encounter in some
remote mountain fastness. In the dil-

emma, Macgruder reasoned that he could

better guard against surprise by per-

mitting Plummer to accompany him. The
entire party consisted of only a few men

;

half the number being friends of Mac-
gruder, while the remainder were accom-
plices of Plummer’s.
On the east side of the Bitter Root

Mountains the highwaymen succeeded in

surprising and killing Macgruder and his

friends. Their bodies were thrown over
a precipice. As the gold was very heavy
one of Macgruder’s mules was used to

carry it. This proved Plummer’s un-
doing; for, as the robber passed through
Lewiston, the marshal recognized the

mule. He furthermore noticed that the

cantinas, borne by the mule, were heavy,
as if filled with gold; and though he sus-

pected foul play he had no proof that

Masgruder was not alive. He was with-

out evidence of what lawyers term the

corpus delicti. But, so strong was his

suspicion that he arranged for a search-

ing party to go back over Plummer’s
trail, while he would follow the suspects.

The searching party readily discovered

the scene of the murder, and identified

the bodies. Plummer meanwhile was
making his way to the Pacific Coast with
the marshal in close pursuit. At San
Francisco, Plummer and his confeder-

ates secured passage for Australia; but
shortly before the departure of the

steamer the marshal received a telegram
stating that the bodies of the murdered
men had been found. Thereupon the

murderers were arrested, and after trial,

they were convicted and executed.

The many deliberately planned mur-
ders made the formation of some organ-
ization of society for their prevention im-
perative. The courts seemed powerless
for punishing and preventing crime; con-

sequently the Vigilantes came into being.

This organization was composed of strong
men who believed in law and order.

Their purpose was not, as is the case

with lynchers, to take the law into their

Looking up the Canyon toward Yellowstone Falls

own hands; but they did purpose to en-

force the law which the courts seemed
powerless to execute. An executive com-
mittee was elected among the member-
ship whose duty it was to try those

charged with crime.

Virginia City awoke, on the morning
of January 13, 1864, to find every en-

trance to the town picketed by armed
men and sentinels stationed in groups
throughout the town. There was no
possible escape for the guilty. The execu-
tive committee of the Vigilantes went
quickly into session, heard the evidence
of murders and robberies committed in

the vicinity, found Boone Helm, Jack
Gallagher, Frank Parish, Haze Lyons,
and Club Foot George guilty and or-

dered that they be executed forthwith.

The guards promptly arrested the .con-

demned men, and they were hanged from
the rafters of an unfinished building.

As the rude gallows were not pro-

vided with a trap one of the pris-

oners asked the question, just before he
was hanged, that for years was a byword
of the West. “I never attended a hang-
ing before,” said he, “do you jump off or

slide off?” It was the graves of men

such as these that I saw on the little knoll

back of the town.

WITH the advent of automobile tour-

ing in the West, every settlement

has revived an interest in local

history. Such history possesses unusual
attraction for some tourists, and causes

them to tarry at points that, otherwise,

they would hasten by. The stories of the

Vigilantes were mere legends until travel-

ers in motor cars began to visit Virginia

City. The inhabitants then decided to

identify and mark the graves of the con-

demned in order to renew interest in their

pioneer history. The greybeards of the

city constituted themselves a committee

to identify and mark each grave. As
was to be expected, they disagreed. They
all agreed, however, that if the grave of

Club Foot George was identified, the

others could be located. And so insistent

was one of the patriarchs of the correct-

ness of his recollection of the grave of

Club Foot George, that the grave was
opened in quest of the club foot and a

skeleton, having such a deformity, was
exhumed from this grave. Consequently

the tourist is assured that his eyes may

Staley’s ranch at Henry’s Lake—a noted resort for anglers and duck hunters
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rest upon the specific grave of each mur-
derer. The club foot was carefully sawed
from the skeleton and is the gruesome
magnet that attracts trade to a local bar-

ber shop.

Virginia City has a large collection of

the relics of her past and is erecting a

very creditable building in which to house
them. There are most primitive mining-

appliances, strange implements employed
by the Chinese miner, and firearms car-

ried by the Western pioneers, such as

rifles and revolvers of the Henry, Spen-
cer and Colt types. Here are, also, the

sawed off rifles and shotguns borne by
the road agents for robbery, and by the

express drivers for protection. Many
unique forms of gambling devices,

through which the miner was separated
from his earnings, are prominent in the

collection. In brief, Virginia City bases

her right to past historical prominence
largely upon gold and crime. But with

the placer gold gone, crime has disap-

peared. To-day, there is no community

more law-abiding, more peaceful, more
just, than is Virginia City.

After leaving it we continued our
journey along the highway that connects
Butte with the Yellowstone National
Park and soon entered the valley of the

Madison River. This stream is clear,

rapid, and most picturesque as it winds
its way among lofty mountain ranges.

A motor car makes it possible for one to

visit out-of-the-way places, and to enjoy
landscapes that are denied to those who
travel by rail. But to feel the real sub-

limity of the mountains one must go with
a pack train to the headwaters of the
streams and then wend his way to the

summits.
We nooned by a delightful little stream

of cold, pure water and built an Indian
fire to make our tea. “Whiteman build

big fire and sit ’way back,” says the red
man, “Injun build little fire and sit up
close.” A little fire will usually answer
all the purposes of a big one, besides

having the advantage of being easily

extinguished. All through the West,
warnings are posted, cautioning camper
and tourist to stamp out his fire lest a

disastrous conflagration start through

negligence. During the year some of the

most destructive forest fires ever known
raged in the Rockies. Lightning is a

frequent cause of forest fires and recently

the plausible theory has been advanced
tha forest fires are started by the fric-

tion of two dead limbs being rubbed to-

gether by the wind. Primeval man cre-

ated fire by rubbing two pieces of dry
wood together. Who can say that he did

not learn his method by observing the

formation of a blaze as the result of two
dry pine limbs rubbing together in a

breeze?

THE traveler, who has friends among
the ranchmen along his route, or can
make friends among them, is in luck.

A few miles north of Henry’s Lake, we
turned to the west and crossed a low
pass into Antelope Basin in order to visit

with Glen Conklin. As we drove up to

his dwelling a young bull moose came
trotting down the mountain side, leaped

the fence and circled the motor car. His

behavior plainly indicated both astonish-

ment and curiosity. The former being
overcome and the latter satisfied, he
tossed his head, and the last we saw of

him, he was trotting at a good pace
toward Henry’s Lake. But do not im-
agine, reader, that such greeting is of

common occurrence. Conklin has lived

in Antelope Basin many years, and this

is the first moose seen by him from his

cabin door. Conklin’s habitation is a

typical mountain ranch, consisting of a

cheerful, cozy log house, good outbuild-

ings and a cellar that is proof against the

frost. The altitude at his ranch is about
seventy-two hundred feet. The life of a

ranchman, at this altitude, is a constant

struggle with the elements. In this part

of Montana, ranchmen earn a livelihood

by producing cattle for the Eastern mar-
kets. Their gardens supply them with

only the most hardy vegetables, such as

carrots, rutabagas, cabbage, and pota-

toes. Of course there can be no fruit

trees in this northern latitude, at such

an elevation.

The summer of 1919 will long be re-

membered by the inhabitants of Wyom-
ing and Montana. The drought was the

most severe that they have suffered in

many years. Hay, that was not burned
by the hot sun and the lack of rain,

was eaten by the grasshoppers. The
small haystacks, few and far between,
looked pitifully inadequate for furnish-
ing winter feed for the great herds of

Herefords roaming over the cattle

ranges. In spite of such discouraging
conditions, all these good people accepted
the situation with the cheerful philosophy
that things might be worse.

My stay at the Conklin ranch was a
most enjoyable and restful recreation.

The day after our arrival, Glenn and
Blair drove the motor to a neighbor’s,

twenty-five miles away and returned
with one hundred and fifty pounds of

honey. To the reader, this may seem
like some honey. But the price of sugar
is high; fruit, there is none and these
people lay up a year’s supply at a time.

Occasionally I hunted for ruffed

grouse, but did not kill many. With
Blair and Conklin I made long horse-

back rides to Hidden Lake and Cliff

Lake. Once, while riding along a moun-
tain trail on horseback, I killed a grouse
with a rubber sling. One morning,
Conklin and I went to the pond, just be-

yond his corral, to kill some ducks. We
put up a blind of sagebrush, in which I

concealed myself. Conklin then walked
around the shore line to put the ducks
to flight. As the flocks circled over the
blind, I killed ten blue-bills, and they
made us two good dinners. Mrs. Conklin
saved the downy feathers from the
ducks, and, when I left for home, she

gave me a little pillow for a grandchild
that was to be. And as I write this, the
head of a tiny baby girl rests lightly

upon the soft feathers plucked from wild

ducks that were shot in Montana by the

grandfather who loves her dearly.

During the spring, one of the hens on
the ranch hatched some domestic duck
eggs. The ducklings did not know the
ways of their kind and their adopted
mother was not qualified to teach them.

The thought occurred to Conklin that a
wild duck might assist the brood; he
picked up a tiny wild mallard one even-

ing and put her into the coop with the

domestic ducks. The next morning the
little mallard took charge of the brood,

and led them to the irrigation ditch,

where she taught them how to feed in

accordance with the ways of a duck.

When the brood was fully grown, it

looked odd to see the small mallard lead-

ing the domestic ducks along the ditches,

out on the marsh, and to the shore of

the pond. She was more al'ert and
active and better able to shift for her-

self than were her charges. She would 1

go out among the wild ducks every day,

but she invariably returned at night.

Conklin gave her to me and I brought

her alive back to Ohio.

One day, Blair and I took a trip in

the motor to Alaska Basin to fish, but

we found it too late in the season for

trout. At another time, we went down
to Lakeview to see some friends we had
made on former trips, and visited with

them. On the way I stopped where I

had camped with my children, while on
(CONTINUED on page 399)

A motor road in Jackson’s Hole
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ALASKA BROWN BEAR PROTECTION
THE WIDESPREAD INTEREST FELT IN THIS MATTER AMONG SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATIONS

IS EVIDENCED BY MANY LETTERS RECEIVED BY THE BOONE AND CROCKETT CLUB

L
AST winter Governor Riggs of

Alaska urged the removal of pro-

tection from the great brown bears

of Alaska; and his recommendations'

gave concern to naturalists and to people

interested in wild life protection.

There is an open season on these

brown bears in Alaska, so that they may
be killed like any other game; but Gov-

eror Riggs’ suggestion was that the pro-

hibition against the export of their hides

should be removed, and that a traffic in

these hides should be permitted. Such

a traffic would make skin hunting profit-

able, and would presumably result in the

speedy extermination of the species.

These bears are unlike any others in

the world, and are confined to a limited

area,—up and down the coast of Alaska

and northern British Columbia. They
are the largest existing carnivorous land

mammals, and it is felt by most people

that their extinction would be a public

misfortune.

The widespread interest felt in this

matter among sportsmen’s associations

and game protectors generally is evi-

denced by letters received on this sub-

ject by Mr. Morgan Davis, Chairman of

the Game Preservation Committee of the
*

Boone and Crockett Club. These letters

cover a wide area of the United States

and seem to show that the writers are

substantially unanimous against remov-
ing protection from these bears.

It is impossible to give more than the

substance of these letters; but we have
been permitted to abstract them and to

print the gist of them as given below.

They are all from sportsmen’s associa-

tions, but besides these a number of let-

ters have been received from the game
protective officials of several states and
these will be given in a subsequent issue.

The letters from associations follow:

C
ANADA, Invermere, East Kootenay,
British Columbia; Windermere Dis-

trict Rod and Gun Club, John A.
Hope, President: “They must be saved
from extinction, cost what it may.”

Canada, Quebec; Sportsmen’s Fish and
Game Protective Assoc., Chas. Fre-

mont, Sec.: “Not familiar- with condi-

tions in British Columbia and Alaska,

but feel it desirable to maintain the

protection given to these bears in the

past.”

California, Napa; County Assoc., W.
B. Griffith, Chairman, does not agree
with the proposition of protecting dan-
gerous varieties of game.

Connecticut, Meriden; C. K. Decherd:
“The bears should still be protected.”

California, Berkeley; California Associ-

ated Societies for the Conservation of

Wild Life, Wm. Fred’k Bade, Pres.:

“We should strongly oppose removal
of protection of bears in Alaska.”

Delaware, Wilmington; Delaware State
Sportsmen’s Assoc., W. W. Terrill,

Sec.: “Association absolutely opposed

Courtesy of New York Zoological Society.

The Alaska brown bear

to sale of any kind of game or trophies.

This would include Alaska brown
bear.”

Illinois, Alton; Madison County State

League, James H. Aldous: “Big brown
bears ought to be protected. Are now
killed in too great numbers.”

Indiana, Indianapolis; Marion County
Fish and Game Protective Assoc.,

Chas. C. Darby, Sec.: “At a meeting
a resolution was passed stating that

the Association was opposed to the

commercialization of the skins of the

brown bears of Alaska.”

Indiana, Noblesville: Hamilton County
Fish and Game Protective Assoc., Wal-
ter Shirts, Sec.: “The Assoc, does not
favor the removal of any regulations

protecting these bears. Commerciali-
ation in wild animals leads to extinc-

tion and is the worst enemy to conser-

vation.”

Indiana, Muncie; Delaware County Fish

and Game Protective Assoc., 0. F.

Raymond, Sec.: “It would be another
great mistake if protection is removed
from the Alaskan bears, thereby giv-

ing commercial hunters the opportun-
ity to ruthlessly slaughter them.”

Indiana, Anderson; Madison County Fish
and Game Assoc., Blyth Johnson, Sec-

retary, general expression in behalf

of protection.

Indiana, Logansport; Cass Co. Fish and
Game Protective Assoc., H. H. Kleb-
heart, Sec.: “Protect them.”

Indiana, Wawasee; Wawasee Protective

Assoc., Geo. L. Xanders, Sec., is in

favor of protecting these bears to the

fullest extent.

Iowa, Sac City; Sac County Gun Club,

W. F. Weay, Sec., anxious to see the

present law stand just as it is now.

Iowa, Ames; Iowa Conservation Assoc.,

G. Brown Macdonald, Sec.: “It would
be nothing short of a crime to permit
the extinction of such a unique species

as the big brown bear of the North-
west.”

Iowa, Mason City; Cerro Gordo County
Fish and Game Club, H. L. Campbell,
Sec.: “Am of the (individual) opinion

that the protection of the great brown
bear should be increased rather than
removed.”

Iowa, Mason City; Cerro Gordo County
Fish and Game Club, H. L. Campbell,
Sec. : “At a meeting voted unanimously
as opposed to removal of any protec-

tion that the brown bear now receives

and favors increase of protection.”

Iowa, Council Bluffs; Council Bluffs Fish
and Game Protective Assoc., Carl C.

Cowles, Sec.: “Passed resolution Mar.
20th advocating the prevention by legal

means of commercialization of wild

game in the United States and partic-

ularly prevention of traffic in hides of

bears.”

Maine, Bangor; Maine Sportsmen’s Fish
and Game Assoc., L. W. Somers, Sec.:

“It would be a serious mistake to re-

move protection from these bears.”

Maine, Portland; Cumberland County
Fish and Game Assoc., Geo. C. Orr,

Sec.: “Commend steps to protect these

bears.”

Maryland, Hagerstown: Washington
County Fish and Game Assoc., F. L.

Bentz, Sec.: “Heartily endorse the pro-

tection of bears and hope the law pro-

tecting them will remain.”
Montana, Hardin; Hardin Rod and Gun

Club, John L. Waddell, Sec.: “We col-

lectively favor further protection for

these animals.”

Montana, Belgrade; Belgrade Rod and
Gun Club, W. B. Wallace, Sec.: “Our
Association is heartily in favor of giv-

ing these bears proper protection.

Glad to use our influence to assist in

the matter.”

Massachusetts, Amherst; Norwottuck
Fish and Game Assoc., E. M. Whit-
comb, Pres. : “In hearty sympathy with
keeping restrictions as they are at

present.”

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Harvard Gun
Club and Bay State Sportsmen’s As-
soc., Redington Fiske, Jr., Pres.: “Pro-
tection should not be removed. Will
gladly support efforts to maintain pro-

tection as noted in Alaska and allow

full use of our name in the matter.”
Massachusetts, Northampton; Hamp-

shire County Sportsmen’s Club, F. E.
Shumway, Pres.: “Protect the bears.”

Minnesota, Wabasha; Wabasha County
Sportsmen’s Assoc., F. B. Jewell, Sec.,

on record as in favor of game protec-

tion in every way possible.

Missouri, St. Charles; Weber Lake
Hunting and Fishing Club, Chas. H.
Kausteiner, Recorder, believes in rea-
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sonable protection of all wild life, but
lacking information can give no opin-

ion about brown bears.

New Mexico, Gallup; McKinley County
Assoc., T. F. Manning, Chairman:
“Our County Association is very much
in sympathy with the fight to protect

the great brown bear of Alaska.”
New Mexico, Albuquerque: : New Mex-

ico Game Protective Assoc., Aldo
Leopold, Sec., personally is opposed to

removal of protection from these ani-

mals and believes all members of the

Assoc, feel in the same way.
New Mexico, Silver City: Sportsmen’s

Assoc, of Southwestern New Mexico,

R. T. Kellogg, Sec.: “If these bears

are doing no local damage legislation

which would put them in danger of

extinction would be unfortunate.”

New York, Little Valley; Little Valley

Rod and Gun Club, F. W. Metzger,

Sec.: “In favor of laws to prohibit

extinction of any game and willing to

co-operate in trying to have laws en-

acted to prohibit extermination.”

New York, Oneida; Sherrill Rod and Gun
Club, J. N. Milnes, entirely in favor

of giving Alaska brown bear all the

protection possible.

New York, Nyack; Nyack Sportsmen’s

Fish and Game Protective Assoc., Ar-
thur M. Gage, President: “We are a

unit for protection. This includes the

great brown bear.”

New York, Lockport; New York Con-

servation Assoc., M. H. Hoover, Presi-

dent, representing fifty New York
State clubs, will co-operate in protec-

tion of Alaska wild life.

New York, Buffalo; Spencer Kellog and
Sons, Inc., Robert C. Gaupp, Asst. Sec.:

“All attempts to remove protective

measures should be resisted.”

New York, Auburn; Cayuga County
Sportsmen’s Assoc., P. A. Ross, Sec.,

(has support of Finger Lakes Assoc.,

with a membership of about one hun-

dred and fifty thousand), is solidly

back of any effort made to protect the

brown bears of Alaska.
New York, New York; Camp-Fire Club

of America, W. B. Greeley, sec.: “Be-
lieve bears should be protected so as

to prevent possibility of extermina-
tion.”

New York, Saratoga Springs; Saratoga
Lake Assoc., J. M. Carey, Sec., pro-

tests against removing restrictions

now surrounding these bears.

New York, Mt. Upton; Mt. Upton Rod
and Gun Club, R. E. Van Valkenburg,
Sec., can readily see how bears would
be exterminated if protection were re-

moved.
New York, Guilford; Guilford Rod and
Gun Club, K. C. Winsor, Sec.: “Assoc,

stands solid for protection of Alaska
bears.”

New York, Castile; Castile Sportsmen’s
Club, Chas. A. Van Arsdale, Sec.,

heartily in favor of protection for

Alaskan game.
New York, Buffalo; Manabush Gun Club,

Fred A. Roesicke, Sec., heartily en-

dorses any movement toward the pro-

tection of Alaskan brown bears.

New York, Liberty; Liberty Rod and
Gun Club, Roy Steenrod, Sec., heartily

in favor of all that can be done to

protect these bears, and willing to help

at any time.

New York, Newburgh; Orange Lake Fish

and Game Assoc., G. D. Fraser, Sec.:

“Sentiment of this Assoc, is that pro-

tection of these animals should not be

removed.”
New York, Cohoes; Columbia Rod and
Gun Club, R. Penney, Sec., against kill-

ing the bears for the revenue that may
be obtained from the skins.

New York, Ilion; Ilion Fish and Game
Club, James C. Louis, President, Frank
P. Bonn, Treasurer; Frank E. Jess,

Secretary: “The present law should

not be repealed. If changed, it should

be for more protection instead of

less.”

New York, Lyons; Wayne County An-
glers’ Assoc., S. B. Gavitt, Sec.:

“Would be a serious mistake not to

have these animals protected.”

New York, Arcade; Arcade Gun Club, G.

D. Pickens, Sec.: “Every member of

our Society is greatly opposed to re-

moving this protection.”

New York, Middletown; Shawangunk
Fish and Game Assoc., Abraham F.

Servin, President, greatly interested

in conservation, opposed to removal of

restriction against sale.

North Carolina, Rocky Mount; Rod and
Gun Club of Rocky Mount, B. C. Wil-

ling, Sec., feels that he voices the sen-

timents of the society when he says he

is opposed to the extinction of these

Alaska bears.

North Carolina, Raleigh; State Audubon
Society, R. H. Lewis, President: “The
great brown bears, on account of their

being unique species among bears, and
restricted in habitat, should be pro-

tected by all means.”
Ohio, Marion; Marion County Fish and
Game Protective Assoc., Byron E. Wil-

son, Sec.: “At a regular meeting it

was agreed that protection should re-

main on these animals.”

Ohio, Athens; Athens Fish and Game
Assoc., A. A. Wolfe, Sec.: “Action in

the matter heartily endorsed and mo-
tion passed to offer assistance.”

Ohio, London; Madison County Fish and
Game Protective Assoc., A. K. Cheno-
weth, Acting Sec.: “We do not favor

the removal of protection of the bears

mentioned.”
Ohio, Eaton; Preble County Fish and
Game Assoc., P. H. Say, Sec.: “Put
us on record as opposed to any law
that will have for its effect the ex-

termination of wild life species.”

Ohio, McArthur; Vinton County Fish

and Game Protective Assoc., H. Will,

Jr., Sec., heartily in favor of the pro-

tection of the Alaska brown bears.

Ohio, Portsmouth; Scioto County Fish

and Game Protective Assoc., Henry
Bannon, Sec., urgent for protection of

all Alaska game and of brown bears.

Ohio, Versailles; Darke County Fish and
Game Protective Assoc., W. I. Manier,
Sec., emphatically not in favor of re-

moval of protection of brown bears.

Ohio, Defiance; Defiance County Fish
and Game Assoc., S. L. Blake, Protec-

tor: “Defiance County Fish and Game
Assoc, is bitterly opposed to taking
this protection from the bea^s.”

Ohio, Mansfield; Richland County Fish
and Game Protective Assoc., H. N.
Silcott, Sec.: “Entire Assoc, stands

for protection of big game.”
Ohio, Niles; Western Reserve Fish and
Game Protective Assoc., Joe Rummell,
Sec., would like to see a law prohibit-

ing the killing of any big game in the

United States.

Oklahoma, Ardmore; Carter County Pro-

tective Assoc., W. P. Poland, President:

“Any effort to remove protection on the

brown bears of Alaska should be

nipped in the bud. More strenuous
laws for their protection are needed.”

(continued on page 414 )
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CANOEING DOWN THE NEMEKAGON
WISCONSIN WITH ITS MANY LAKES AND CONNECTING STREAMS OFFERS AN UN-

LIMITED FIELD TO THE CANOEIST, WITH EXCELLENT FISHING ALONG THE WAY

P
ERHAPS there is no state in the

Union offering greater inducements

to the canoeist than Wisconsin and

no state less written about from the

canoeist’s viewpoint. Just spread out be-

fore you a large scale map of the state,

like the official railway map, and spend

a few moments in study. Place your

finger at Cavour, near the source of the

Peshtigo River, and glance down its

sinuous course, remembering its many
high falls and roaring rapids, until you

fetch up in Green Bay. Again: place

your finger at Elcho, a short distance

from Post Lake, the genesis of the wild

wolf, and trace downward through forest

primeval until you come out into farm-

ing country and at last reach Lake
Poygan; your voyage need not stop there

if you have a penchant for civilized trip-

ping, you can go up or down the Fox.

Once more: place your finger on Mani-

towish, where the Flambeau is small and

innocent in appearance, and follow it

down to its junction with the Chippewa,

down that stream, wild and treacherous,

to the mighty Mississippi itself. Should

you care to do so you could begin your

trip at Glidden, on the baby Chippewa.

Just once more: place your finger at

Eagle river, or better, Conover, where

the Wisconsin dreams not of might and

power, and trace your course downward
through county after county, touching

fourteen of them, practically crossing the

state lengthwise, until the Father of

Waters unfolds before you at Prairie du
Chien. Remember these trips, and

others—scores of them—offer trout, mus-
kellunge and bass fishing second to none.

Of course not all offer muskellunge fish-

ing, but the last two mentioned above do.

In my ambition to unravel every navi-

gable river in the state, looking toward

an authoritative book upon Wisconsin

rivers, one that shall be something more
than a mere guidebook, I began to cast

about in the summer of 1917 for a thea-

tre to stage the adventure. After due de-

liberation and correspondence I settled

upon the Nemekagon and St. Croix rivers.

Take your map once more and follow up
the Northwestern Line, between Eau
Claire and Ashland, until you come to a

station named Cable. (It is out from
Cable, on Lake Owen, that Mr. L. E.

Cavalier has his sportsman’s home, a do-

main well worth visiting.) East of Cable

you will discover a large and sprawling

body of water. Lake Nemekagon, the

source of the river of that name. Lake
Nemekagon was to be my starting point.

I selected the Nemekagon because it is lit-

tle known, shallow and wild, and because

its upper reaches and numerous conflu-

ents afford trout fishing de luxe. As to

the fishing offered below Hayward I was
uninformed, though I knew that the

small-mouth fishing on the St. Croix,

above the junction of the Nemekagon,

By 0. W. SMITH

The Author and George

was of the best; therefore I concluded

that the latter stream would offer ,

but never mind now.

My companion in adventure was a

young man, strong of muscle and level-

headed, who will be called in this yarn

by his first name only, “George.” If I

did not think that he might stumble upon
this account I would pay tribute to his

good nature and all around companion-

ableness; always he did more than his

half the work and bore patiently the

crotchets of a middle aged angler who'

thought he knew all there was to know
about trout and bass fishing. The read-

ers of this journal will appreciate

George’s position.

Just a word about outfits. The canoe

was an exceedingly light and well built

sixteen footer, with decked bow and

stem. One man could carry her with

ease, though two could perform the stunt

more easily. Our tent was a small

“silk,” canoe model. Cooking utensils

were of aluminium, though plates and

cups were of “granite iron.” No lip-

burning aluminium cups for us, thank

you. We carried a reflecting baker, alu-

minium, of course, looking towards baked

trout and bass. We traveled light but

comfortably. There were three packs:

tent and bedding; supplies, containing

our spare clothes, personal kits, etc.; and

a “kitchen pack.” The latter held the

food needed for the day. When we
packed up in the morning we saw to it

that the cans containing coffee, milk,

sugar, bacon, etc., were full, then all we
had to do was to swing that pack on

shore, knowing that everything required

to prepare a meal, from a match to camp-
axe, would be found therein. A long sack

contained our fly and casting rods, while

a tin tackle case protected loose tackle,

both lashed to the canoe, of course. So

much for outfit, for it is not my purpose

to spend much time with that important

subject, though, of course, I shall inad-

vertently refer to it again and again as I

work along. Let me mention, however,

the spare paddle as insurance against

accident; and the 3 A camera, without

which no trip a-float or a-shore is com-
plete.

I

T was the middle of July when a pas-

senger train dropped us at Cable, a

station where duck garbed folk cause

no comment. We found that our canoe
had not yet arrived, a matter that gave
us no little concern until we learned that

it was aboard a freight that was due at

noon. While waiting for the canoe we
hunted up a teamster and absorbed in-

formation, the latter as usual being in-

accurate and unreliable. We were per-

suaded that it would be unwise to at-

tempt to start from Lake Nemekagon,
owing to the low water in the stream, so

when the freight arrived bringing the

canoe safe and sound, we directed the

teamster to take us to a bridge a mile

and a half east of Cable, and therefore

some distance below the lake. At two
o’clock we were loaded and ready to push
out upon the river. “You will be spilled

dozens of times and wreck that egg-shell

before you reach Hayward,” remarked
our teamster as I took my place in the

bow and George prepared to push off.

Waving him a laughing “good bye,” we
swung out into the stream and the rapid
current whirled us around a bend and be-

yond his sight.

The upper Nemekagon is a rapid

stream well sprinkled with boulders, large

and small. In a low stage of water nav-
igating the stream anywhere above the

back-water at Hayward is liable to prove
disasterous because of shallows and ex-

posed rocks; however, as that section of

the river offers the very best trout fish-

ing—brown and rainbow—the devotee of

the fuzzy-wuzzy lures will gladly risk his

canoe. I would not advise anyone to

start in at Nemekagon Lake, carrying a

camp outfit. It would be better to ship

the outfit to Hayward and put up with
the settlers to be met with along the river,

though, as I have already intimated, with
a fair stage of water the trip can be
made. We made it, but the canoe came
out bearing the marks of many a contact

with sharp rocks and stony sand-bars. A
careful, patient and experienced boatman
can navigate a canoe “in a dew,” though
such trips are not for the uninitiated.

Hardly had we rounded the first bend
before the lure of the trouty water had
got in its work on me and I was rigging
up the little fly-rod. As the afternoon

shadows lengthened out from the western
shore, now and then a trout would rise

to the surface of the dark water, sending
inviting ripples shoreward. Though I
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cast my best, my flies remained untouched.
Above every rocky, swift rapid, there

would be a dark pool suggestive of square
tailed monsters. Those square-tailed

ones are there in every pool. We were
speeding too rapidly to fish successfully.

One should carry an anchor and long

rope, letting the canoe down into the

pools carefully and quietly. It goes with-

out saying that the fishing is not good
until night.

A sudden bend of the stream, swift

and rock filled, which required all our
skill to obviate a wreck, shot us out into

a quiet pool or pond. A pond it was, for

a few rods below we saw a make-shift
dam with a dilapidated and dismantled
saw-mill at the left. The dam necessi-

tated a carry and we ran in shore at the

right. Two rods back from the river a

low knoll offered a good camp-site and we
debated some moments whether or not to

pitch our tent and fish the pond in the

evening, a thing we should have done,

but we determined to push on. We
promised ourselves that we would revisit

that pond and catch some of the big ones
our fish sense told us it must have shel-

tered. We • have never gone back. A
chance to fish in the present is worth un-

limited opportunities in the future.

A HALF hour or so after carrying

around the low dam we shot out

into open country and a low foot-

bridge compelled us to stop and look

things over before attempting to pass be-

neath. We made up our minds there was
room, but a goodly sized creek coming in

that evening, my largest fish weighing a
trifle over two pounds, though George
thought he had hold of a larger one.

And believe me, fellow anglers, larger
ones are in that strip of rapid water.
To camp near the mouth of Big Brook,
fishing the little stream as well as the
Nemefcagon, would result in many a fine

basket. The morning fishing proving in-

dinerent, and being supplied with dinner
anyway, we struck tent and shoved off.

Now I may not enter into an exact
description of all that happened that day;
how we bumped into rocks, cracking a

swung off to the south-east, thinking
the outlet in that direction, but upon in-

quiry at a settler’s home found that we
had been paddling right away from it;

however, we secured some onions and
radishes from the garden and made our
way back to the southwest corner of the
lake in the face of a high wind.
The carry at Puck-Way-Wong Dam is

at the right above, then along the road-
way over the dam and in again at the
left. A short carry. There are signs a-

plenty that in some freshet the dam will

go out and then, of course, the lake will

A few rods below we found a makeshift dam

upon the right seemed to spell brook-

trout, and we went into camp upon the

left bank just above the bridge. Soon the

tent was up, bed made and firewood pro-

vided. Then we set out up the little creek,

which we afterward learned was called

Big Brook, in quest of supper. An hour
gave us six fish—two brook trout, three

rainbow and a brown.
As darkness came on the trout rose

more and more frequently, until at last

from the water in front, above and below
our camp came almost continuous sounds

of rising fish. We had some rare sport

couple of ribs as well as breaking two or

three planks. Twice we ripped the can-

vas and were compelled to stop for re-

pairs, which were quickly accomplished,

thanks to canoe glue and patches. We
had several carries, our chief trouble

being wire fences which the farmers had
stretched across the stream, though down
timber and an occasional' low bridge
compelled us to unload. Along towards
noon we came out into a long dead-water
—Puck-Way-Wong Lake—the back water
from an old dam, a relic of logging days.

Being unacquainted with the river, we

disappear. It would be too bad, for there

is fine fishing for rough fish in the lake,

and the swift water below the dam pro-

vides the evening fisherman with many
a large brown trout and rainbow. Be-

cause of the fine outlook and noisy water
we had dinner at the dam, e’en though
somewhat early, and were back on the

river by twelve.

For some distance below Puck-Way-
Wong the Nemekagon is rocky and swift,

and, though the water looked trouty, it

took both of us to keep the canoe from
“climbing a tree.” I am sorry now that

we did not fish that stretch of water, for

I am certain that we missed some of the

best fishing for big trout—brown and
ranbow—to be found anywhere in the

Badger State.

Along in the afternoon, flying along at

express-train speed, I descried a low

hanging log below, and thinking that by
depressing the bow we might slip under,

I spread myself out on the covered deck.

Imagine my fright when, peering be-

neath the log, I beheld a three strand

wire fence not ten feet below. Shouting
to my companion, I straightened up, just

in time to be hurled against the log with
terrific force. Sticking my feet beneath

the forward seat, I clung to the log as

a drowning man is said to cling to a

straw. George, without an instant’s hes-

itation, sprang out into the waist-deep

water, and braced against the rushing

current, prevented the canoe from turn-

ing turtle. About all I could do was to

cling to the log and gasp for breath,

though I kept my feet in the canoe and
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or rod,—but there was not, and all was
well. So early we began to take chances
as is the way of every canoeist, though
unlike the average canoeist, serious dis-

aster failed to overtake us.

We went into camp that night on a
high bank upon the right at the head of

a long jam of logs and drift, through
which the water shot with much fret and
noise. The water looked “bassy” but no
fish came to our lures, though I am mor-
ally certain that such fish are to be found
in that locality. We went to bed fishless

but not supperless by any means.
Ever since striking the down tree I

had experienced considerable trouble

with my side; indeed, the pain was so

severe that I thought of pleurisy and had
had George paint me with iodine again
and again until a splendid blister had re-

sulted, though without alleviating the

pain to any great extent. Lying sleepless,

every breath I drew hurting me excru-
ciatingly, I felt or heard a grating
sound. Placing my hand upon my side

I could feel the bones slip and knew that

«I had a couple of broken ribs. Awakening
George, I had him bind me up in a towel
and I lay down and soon dropped a-sleep.

For the remainder of the trip I was un-
able to get off my back alone, or upon
my feet without aid; but it takes more
than a couple of broken ribs to keep an
outdoor man from enjoying himself.

Anyway, knowing what was the matter
was not half so bad as expecting pleurisy.

It was an ideal spot to camp, open to the sky and breeze

THE next morning we were up early

and afloat shortly after sunrise.

Already we were learning how to

strike tent and pack expeditiously. With

water. Once we slipped upon a deer
feeding in the water and innumerable
times great blue herons flew squawking
in front of us

;
in fact, it seemed that we

disturbed one of those birds at almost
every bend of the river. Along in the
afternoon we came to another dead-water
and old dam, around which we were com-
pelled to carry. The pond or lake above
the dam looked good to us, but we were
in search of a camping spot so did not
wet a hook. Not a great ways below the

dam we went into camp on the east side

of the river, climbing a high bank to

get above the lowlands and mosquitoes.
In the night we were treated to our first

thunder storm, though it was not severe

it kept us awake and we were not out
very early the next morning. Fog hung
low over the ground, shutting out all buf
the nearest objects, and it seemed as

though it might rain at any moment.
We waited for the rain but it did not
come.

At ten o’clock we loaded up the canoe
and put off. For a little ways the stream
continued rap : d then we entered upon a

long stretch of dead water in the teeth of

a strong head wind, which continued until

we reached the town of Hayward. The
Hayward carry was a long one, a good
half mile through the lumber yards. It

might have been possible to have secured
a team but we preferred to carry by
hand. With the outfit below the dam, we
hired a boy to guard it while we hunted
up an ice-cream parlor. Having filled

up on delicious cream, we secured a pound

Puck-Way-Wong dam, where we had to carry

maintain steerage way or when we came
to a dead-water; we were out for pleas-

ure and not work. However, let me say
right here that we passed over the upper
Nemekagon too rapidly, missing thereby
a number of good trout streams entering
from either side. We had been compelled
to carry for so many low-hanging
bridges and fences that when we came
to the remains of an' old dam beneath a

highway bridge, we looked it over, and
shot the ancient spillway without mis-
hap; had there been an up-reaching spike

a place for everything and everything in

its place, housekeeping out o’doors is far
more simple than housekeeping within
wooden walls. We made our way, with
many a sudden twist and turn, through
the log-jam, and ran three quite bad baby
rapids just below, striking one rock with
sufficient force to crack three planks. It

made us indignant to break the canoe
where there was little or no excuse for
so doing. Noon found us investigating
the possibilities of a creek that came in

(CONTINUED ON PAGp 410 )

did what I could to keep it right side

up. Just how we managed it I am un-
able to state, but we succeeded in work-
ing the boat under the log and through
the wires without upsetting. It was a

close call all right and one that might
have cost us dear, as the stream was
running like a mill-tail of destruction,

and a spill would have meant the loss of

a goodly portion of our outfit if nothing
more serious.

WE fared along after the near trag-

edy in more sober mood, though
ever we were open-eyed towards

nature and cognizant of the good trout

of fresh meat and returned to the boat.

Quickly pushing off we soon left the

sights and sounds of the mill town be-

hind. Dinner, consisting of boiled po-

tatoes, fresh pork chops, bread and but-

ter, “store cookies,” and good camp cof-

fee, was prepared upon a little sand spit

projecting out into the river.

As time was passing and we were anx-
ious to get as much of the Nemekagon as

possible behind us before sunset, we did

not take the full two hours’ nooning
which we had promised ourselves before

setting out, but were on the river as soon

as the dishes were packed. Of course,

we did not paddle, only as we had to to
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A bass camp on Saranac A go-light camp All he took was a one-pound tent

PITCHING THE FISHERMAN S CAMP
IN ORDER TO GET THE MOST OUT OF VARIOUS KINDS OF FISHING TRIPS A
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION OF TENTS AND OUTFITS IS WELL WORTH STUDYING

Ey LIEUT. WARREN H. MILLER, U. S. N. R.

I

T might seem that any old camp would

do for a fishing trip, and, within cer-

tain narrow limits, this is so. But
really it is a case of fitting the tool to

the work, so to speak, for as soon as we
study the proposition, three different

kinds of camps begin to loom up, each

particularly adapted to their own stage

on which the fishing trip is set. These
three would roughly divide into the trout

trip, where numerous miles of stream are

to be taken care of; the bass and pike

foray, in which a lake or several of them
will largely figure; and the salt water
safari, where windy open beaches and
sand dunes form the background.

While one particular tent, and that

the owner’s favorite, may do for all

three of them, in order to get the most
out of all three kinds of fishing a spe-

cial modification of the outfit is well

worth studying over. I take it that the

nomadic, go-light outfit, easily carried on

the back, will give the most results on a

trout trip. One can establish a base

camp in some favorable grove and fish

from there each day, but the trip will

not be half so full of change of scene and
trouty experiences as if one were able to

camp there, say, two days and then move
on some ten miles to another part of the

same stream, or to a different one flow-

ing through some other valley. And, if

your particular stream chosen for the

holiday proves out of sorts, with water
too deep or roily, or poor in fishing com-
pared to its usual standard, one packs up
and moves on, and the holiday is saved.

I have known times when a move of but

seven miles up the same stream put me
in good fishing water, when the old fav-

orite spots were in that doleful state

where anglers look at one another ques-

tioningly and wonder why the fish are

not rising. But they weren’t, and that

was all there was to it; yet, seven miles

up the stream, they were hungry. And,
to be able to wander freely through the

hills, of a brisk June day, to explore and
camp where fancy wills, is a matter of

much joy to the true woodser.

Such an outfit should not weigh more
than twenty to thirty pounds all told, to

carry without discomfort. My own fav-

orite is the stretcher bed tent, described

in Forest and Stream in the article, “In

the Footsteps of Nessmuk.” It weighs
two pounds, and consists of a light tent

fly, 6x9 feet, weighing a pound; a net

canopy weighing six ounces; and a
stretcher bed, 6' x 22" wide, weighing 10

ounces. When I want to make camp, I

cut two long, slender maple poles about
twenty feet long, and cut a butt off each,

seven feet long, for the sides of the

stretcher bed. The rest of the poles are
then halved to make two pairs of shears.

These are set up, and a tent rope twenty
feet long pegged down and run through
their crotches. The bed poles are then
slipped through pockets on each side of

my stretcher bed, and are lashed fast to

the legs of my two pairs of shears. I

now have a bed, raised about 16" above
the ground. Over the rope is thrown the

tent fly, its rear edge tied to stakes be-

low the back of the bed, and its front
edges guyed out to neighboring bushes
at a good rain slant. The sleeping rig

is thrown on the bed, over an inch or so

of browse, and the net canopy is hung
from the rope overhead at the head end
of the bed, and its draperies are held out
from my face by a withe, bent into a
circle some 16" in diameter and tied in

up near the peak of the canopy (which
is six feet square, by the way). I have
often set this rig up in a pouring rain

Good dry-fly water

and enjoyed three days of rainy camp-
ing, cooking on my folding wire grate in

under the fly, and faring forth between
showers and in showers to catch trout
for the larder. If the wind is driving
the rain, I generally build a browse
screen at the end where the rain threat-
ens to come in. One could add some four
ounces weight by sewing small ends to

completely enclose this tent, except at

the front. To have a decent bench to sit

on out of the sun and rain, while fixing

tackle or cooking, is a great comfort, and
this the little outfit described gives one,

in addition to a good comfortable bed at

night.
I

O N a trout trip, one must go provided
against cold nights, rain and thun-
dershowers, insects and cold feet

from wading. In a nomad trip the waders,
or rubber boots with hobnailed sandals,
give way to good cruiser moccassins, six-

teen inches high, well greased and pro-
vided with stout hob nails or screw calks
in tap and heel. They will leak more or

less water, but a couple of pairs of wool
socks inside prevent this from really

chilling your feet and legs. For tackle you
will need your rod, reel, landing net, fly

box, dry-fly oil, bait box with angles and
minnows, a packet of leaders, and a book
of snelled flies if you are fishing in a
narrow stream where hang-ups are fre-

quent. The rod and landing net will go
in your canvas rod case. The reel and
bait box in the pack, and the rest dis-

posed about your clothes. The bulk of

the pack will be made up of your sleeping

rig, the tent cloths, dry poke containing
night socks and night toque, food bags
and tins, a folding candle lantern, a small
tin medicine box, comb, toothbrush, soap
and towel, a small pillow, two pairs of

extra socks, can of boot grease, reserve
match box, tobacco bag, and a canvas bag
for carrying trout, for a creel is rather
a nuisance on such a trip. Outside the
pack goes a light camp axe, and on your
belt a good hunting knife.

The outfit will divide in weight for a
week’s trip as follows: Tenting, 2 lbs.;

bedding, 7 lbs.; grub, 10 lbs.; miscellan-

eous, 5 lbs.; axe, 2 lbs.; cook kit, 2 lbs.;

total, 28 lbs., which makes a light pack
that one hardly notices in carrying.
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A beach table made of dnft wood At a salt water campAn ideal beach tent

There is all the difference in the world

between it and one of 42 lb.s., where the

pressure of the harness straps on your

shoulders becomes very irksome. For a

harness, broad woven belting sewed up
to a carrying frame, with two straps to

buckle around the pack when rolled up,

is a light device weighing about 1% lbs.

The bulkiest parcel is the bedding, either

two all-wool blankets, or a wool sleeping

bag with a light extra blanket inside, and

will come under seven pounds and roll up

in a cylinder about two feet long inside

the tent fly. Around it goes the stretcher

bed for protection against ripping

branches, and inside it are bestowed the

small duffle in a sort of core. The whole

is laid in the harness and the straps se-

cured around it, with the axe underneath

the straps.

It is in the food that one has to watch

the weight carefully. The tendency is to

take too much of one thing and not

enough of something more valuable.

Potatoes and onions can be picked up

anywhere in trout country, so only a few

of them are needed to start on, carried

loose in the pack. Ten pounds of food

are plenty for a man for a week, if he

will catch only enough trout to eat. Small

paraffined muslin sacks, 6x4 inches, are

amply large for most provisions. The

only larger one need be a sack 6 x 10

inches, of flour, holding about three

pounds. The 4x6 inch bags hold sugar,

corn meal, rice, and a mixture of prunes,

apricots and raisins, (about a pound

each, these bags weigh). A fourth bag

of this size will hold small boxes of salt,

tea, pepper, beef capsules and a cube or

two of dried soups. Then come the cans.

They are 3% diameter by 2Vz", friction

top tins that you have cleaned and saved

from sundry syrup and lard cans from

the kitchen. In one of them will be a

pound of bacon sliced; another, eight

eggs broken into it; and a third, lard and

butter. The limit of ten pounds is now
nearly reached, but there is room for a

small quarter-pound can of coffee, and a

can of evaporated milk. With this grub

list you are fixed for flapjacks, corn

bread, biscuits, stews, rice, beverages and

sweets. The bacon fat will all be wanted

for trout frying, leaving the lard for bis-

cuits. The eggs are an essential ingredi-

ent in flapjack batters, corn bread and an

occasional omelette.

My cook kit is rather sketchy, but it

represents the essentials on the least

weight. I have an aluminum bake pan

9" x 7" by 1%" deep with cover, for

biscuits and corn bread; a steel folding

fry pan, 6" diameter, a mixing pan 4" x
7" diameter of light tin; a steel folding

grate; and the cups and long box-like

container of a certain folding cook kit.

The grate goes in its own sack to keep
its soot from soiling things, and the

baker, ditto, with usually a pound of

steak inside of it to start off with. I set

up the wire grate under the fly of my
little wilderness coop and start a fire,

with the container upright in its holder

in the grate at one end, full of fresh

water and rice or stew. A batter is then

mixed in the pan, and the latter cleaned

as soon as its contents are poured into

the baker and then filled with dried

fruits mixed, the sugar in the raisins

being a great saver on the sugar bag.

This is set on a couple of flat stones

alongside the grate and some fire coaxed

under it. The baker then claims my
whole attention for a while. It is first

set on the grate, topside up, and the fire

adjusted to give a hot, flameless heat.

When a peep under the cover shows that

the cake or biscuits have risen, it is

capsized and the other side done the same
way. It requires about fifteen minutes

of watching and tending fire to do a per-

fect cake without scorching. When
nearly done it is set on edge alongside

the grate to finish, and the fry pan

A Westervelt beach tent

started with three or four pieces of

bacon. In the grease left after these

are fished out a trout is fried. Mean-
while thq rice, or whatever is in the con-

tainer, has been boiling steadily. By the

time the fish are done the other is nearly

ready, and the time left is occupied in

bringing a large cup of water to boil for

tea or coffee. The meal is now ready and
all hot. The cook kit that did it all will

easily carry strapped atop the pack in a

light bag of its own.
Some of my friends have modified this

outfit by a simple tent fly, sleeping on
the ground; or by a fly stretched over a

light net hammock slung between two
trees, or by a light wedge tent weighing
some three pounds. I have used, myself,

a simple fly with walls and front made
of mosquito gauze in the form of a baker
tent, weighing 314 lbs. It has the ad-

vantage of sleeping two, and is quite as

open to the invigorating night air as the

other schemes—and that is the principal

health-giving advantage, something that

every woodser ought to experience if he
had never used anything but a closed,

stuffy tent.

But, for a go-light camp, we have
found that the most elastic and satis-

factory scheme is every man on his own,
coming in to cook or sleep when he
pleases, in preference to one man being
cook, and all sharing the provisions

among the party. The latter is too hard
on the cook, and also difficult to meet
every man’s tastes as to what he prefers

to eat.

I

N the bass and pike country, one can
hardly picture such a trip without a

boat or a canoe being prominent in the
foreground. This means much easier

transportation facilities and more weight
per man allowable. The daily program
of canoe travel makes eating together a

time and weight saver, and the same rule

will generally follow at the permanent
camp established at the fishing lake.

Such a party will be of some six or eight

men, when large aluminum pots, a long
wire grate, axes for large firewood, and
a complete table set for all, cuts down the
work. The various camp tasks are dis-

tributed or paired off, two men doing the

cooking, two more attending to firewood

and water, and two the making of camp,
pitching tents and the like. We generally

sleep two to a tent, using the closed type
such as the “handy” or “snow,” both of

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 402)
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DR. JAMES A. HENSHALL IN FLORIDA
THEDEAN OF AMERICAN ANGLERS TELLS OF A TRIP IN THE EVERGLADES DUR-
ING THE WINTER OF

I

N 1880 I again became a citizen of Cin-

cinnati in order to superintend the

publication of my Book of the Black
Bass, which was issued from the press

the next year, 1881. This edition was ex-

hausted almost entirely by subscriptions

in advance, so that additional printings

became necessary during the next few
years. Having more leisure now I be-

came a member of the Cincinnati Canoe
Club, whose clubhouse was at Ross Lake
about five miles from the city. The club

was a member of the Western Canoe As-

sociation which held an annual regatta

on Lake Erie, at Ballast Island, near

Put-in-Bay.

The Cincinnati and Dayton Canoe
Clubs pulled off a paddling cruise from
Dayton, Ohio, to Lawrenceburg, Indiana,

down the Miami and Ohio rivers, a dis-

tance of some hundred and twenty miles.

This distance was covered in three days,

July 2, 3, and 4th, 1881, during one of

the hottest spells of weather :ver known
in that section

;
the thermometer ranging

from 100 to 110 degrees for ten days.

There were fifteen canoes, entirely decked

over except for a manhole in the center.

The double-blade paddle was used.

During the first day we arrived at the

town of Franklin where we learned the

sad news that President Garfield had
been assassinated that morning by a dis-

appointed office seeker.

There were quite a number of dams on

the Miami river, and as the weather was
exceedingly hot, the shooting of the dams
was attempted wherever there was water

enough going over to float a canoe, ex-

cept the two canoes that carried the

duffle and provisions. Most of the canoes

came to grief in the attempt, but several

succeeded in landing right side up on the

water below. It was a brave and gal-

lant sight, worth going miles to see, when
fifteen highly-polished canoes with ma-
hogany decks, propelled by the rhythmic

stroke of the double blades, gleamed and

glistened as they reflected the rays of

the bright July sun.

Along the course there were often

groups of admiring beholders on the bank

enjoying the novel sight. And, occasion-

ally, when the audience was a large one,

the “precentor” or rather “Chanticleer,”

struck up a chantey, or fo’castle song, in

which the others came in strong on the

refrain or chorus, keeping measured time

with the paddles; when suddenly, at a

given signal, every canoe, except the two

mentioned, was capsized and went float-

ing, keel upward, around the bend, to

the wonder and amazement of the folk

on shore. In the meantime the canoeists,

each -with his head within the body of

his canoe went floating along with it,

like a frog under a lilypad, there being

air enough in it to supply his lungs for

a quarter of an hour or longer. After

this subaqueous stunt the boys emerged,

1881-2 BEFORE THE ADVENT OF

FIFTEENTH PAPER

and righting the canoes climbed in over

the sterns, and proceeded on their way
well pleased with the excitement they
had caused.

At night each man beached his canoe
and slept in it, and without rocking. We
camped one night near a level, flat bank,
thickly strewn with an accumulation of

rocks of various kinds, as sandstone,

limestone, conglomerate and what not.

The next morning one of the boys had
just cooked a large panful of nicely

browned and crisp bacon and laid it on
a convenient slab of pudding-stone to

cool. Suddenly there was a loud explo-

sion, the pan soared heavenward, a

shower of bacon filled the air, and pieces

of rock went whizzing by our heads. The
confined air in the cellular rock had be-

come suddenly heated, and expanding,

For one night only

exploded with great force. The frying

of bacon before a hot fire, with sunburned
hands and faces, was no trifling matter,

and it goes without saying that the

scattered slices of bacon were collected

and eaten, after being rinsed in the river.

A little added grit or sand might yet be

necessary to hearten the boys for the re-

mainder of the cruise during such hot

weather; but, notwithstanding, it was
finished within the allotted time, and a

good time it certainly was, and thorough-

ly enjoyed by all.

DURING the winter of 1881-2 I made
another trip to Florida. One of

the young men from Eau Gallie

who camped with us on the San Sebas-

tian River, as mentioned in the preceding

paper, owned a small two-ton schooner,

the Rambler, in which we cruised from
Titusville along Indian river and Lake
Worth. I found a few more settlers, but
otherwise the country was much the

same as three years before.

Before leaving Lake Worth for Bis-

cayne Bay we tightened up the shrouds

and bobstay, looked to the strapping of

blocks, and made everything snug and

NORTHERN TOURISTS

shipshape for a sail of forty miles to

Hillsboro’ Inlet, the first harbor south of

Lake Worth. We had a good passage
with a land breeze, and reached Hills-

boro’ Inlet before dark, and just as the
tide was ebbing, but managed to get in

ail right and anchored for the night.

The next morning we sailed for New
River Inlet, twenty miles south, with an
easterly breeze, which increasing in vio-

lence kicked up quite a sea, and before
we made New River Inlet became very
lumpy and dusty. As we crossed the bar
and sailed into the narrow inlet, I was
reminded of the time, three years before,

when I crossed it on a frail raft exposed
to the tender mercies of the sharks which
even now thronged about the Rambler.
New river is narrow but very deep,

and is parallel with the sea-coast for
eight miles where a small bay is formed,
into which empty two or three branches.
At this point it is but a hundred yards
to Life Saving Station No. 4, on the sea
beach. I made arrangements with the
superintendent to take us in his cypress
canoe to Little Tiger’s Indian village in

the Everglades. Hoisting the lugsail we
sailed across the bay, and lowering the
sail, we each took a paddle and went up
the South Fork at a merry clip. We soon
reached the great cypress belt that sur-

rounds the Everglades through which
the amber-colored stream poured silently

and swiftly, though so clear that great
ledges of white limestone rock, seamed,
fissured and lying in endless confusion,

the result of an upheaval or earthquake,
could be seen plainly at the bottom,
through the crevices of which were grow-
ing the most beautiful and curious
aquatic plants and grasses. These rocks
were formed many millions of years ago.

At one time the peninsula of Florida
was supposed to be of recent origin, but
it is as old as the eternal hills. The
same vertebrate fossils are found in its

phosphate beds as in the Rocky Moun-
tains. And its antediluvian fishes were
not to be sneezed at. I have seen fossil

shark’s teeth fully six inches in length
that must have belonged to one fully

fifty feet long. The blanket of sand
that covers the peninsula of Florida has
been carried from its shores by the

winds of the Atlantic and Gulf for un-
told ages.

The tall cypress trees with pale and
grizzled trunks, stood in serried ranks
like grim snecters, ornamented in fan-
tastic fashion with the scarlet plumes
of epiphytes, while their long arms
reaching overhead were draped in heavy
folds and festoons of gray Spanish moss.
Passing through the cypress belt we
came to the “sloughs,” where the stream
divided into several smaller ones. The
sloughs form a margin of tall grasses
and shrubs of very luxuriant growth, in-

tersected by numerous small streams,
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and lie between the cypress belt and the

Everglades proper. Getting through this

we finally emerged into the Everglades

—seemingly a sea of waving green

grasses with numberless islands of all

sizes. But these grasses and plants were
all growing in water, clear and limpid,

with channels a few feet wide diverging

and crossing in every direction, through
which a canoe could be sailed or paddled.

There were then two feet of water in

the Everglades, it being the dry season.

We were warmly welcomed by Little

Tiger, whom I had met three years be-

fore at Fort Capron, on Indian river.

He was the son of old Tiger Tail who
had been killed by lightning a few years

previously. He assigned us to a pal-

rxetto-thatched hut with open sides, and
a floor several feet from the ground,

where we spent several days much inter-

ested in the tribe and its manners and
customs. These Indians lead a quiet and
peaceful life, cultivating corn, sweet po-

tatoes, pumpkins, bananas and beans on

the rich hummocks on the adjacent

islands, their villages being in the pine

woods bordering the mainland. Such a

life is not without its charms, shut out

from the world by impenetrable cypress

swamps.
Beside Little Tiger there were Doctor

Tommy, Big Charley, Little Tommy and
several others with their squaws and
children, half a dozen young bucks, some
old women and a host of dogs. - The men
were mostly tall and well formed, and
their bare legs resembled polished ma-
hogany. Their hair was shaved from
the sides of the head and tha f on top

was formed into a plait and wc: :i ed

under their pecu-

liar turban; this

with a plaid hick-

ory shirt and belt

completed their
attire. The women
wore calico skirts

and short sacques,

and all the beads
they could pro-

cure about their

necks. The young
bucks were ve :

-

vain in respect to

their shirts and
handkerchiefs and
general personal
appearance. The
boys were busy all

day with their

bows and arrows
shooting at a tar-

get. The old men
were good hunt-
ers but poor
shots. The family
groups assembled
about their own
fires at night,

cooking and eat-

ing; and then the men smoking and the
squaws sewing or pulling buckskin,

formed a pleasing, pastoral and patri-

archal scene.

As the twilight floated upward, and
the darkness closed around, the night
was filled with wonders. The small fires

between the huts cast a ruddy glare

around, lighting up the gay attire and
swarthy features of the Indians as they
silently moved about, gilding the trunks
of the lofty pines and setting the shad-
ows dancing and flitting through the

open huts. The white smoke glided up-
ward like tall ghosts and disappeared
in the gloom above the tree tops. The
young moon hung low in the west, carry-

ing the old moon in her arms across the

mysterious wastes of the Everglades,
leaving a trail of silvery tracks behind
her. The jeweled belt of Orion, the

Pleiades and the Pole Star blazed in the

heavens above, while myriads of fire-flies

flitted and flashed their tiny lanterns

over the slender spires of reeds, rushes
and rank grasses, their reflections gleam-
ing and sparkling with the stars in the

still reaches of the channels. The air

was redolent of balmy shrubs, honey-
scented flowers, and the spicy aroma of

the pines. Strange night birds flew by
on noiseless wing, great moths wheeled
about in erratic flight, and fierce beetles

went buzzing overhead. The chuck-will’s-

widow was calling loudly, and the great
horned owl woke the solemn echoes of

the dense pine forest, while the incessant

twittering and chattering of waterfowl,

the piping of frogs, and the occasional

bellow of an alligator came from the

marshes. What wonder that the Semi-
noles fought so long and so desperately

for their sunny homes!

THE region called the “Everglades”
is unique; there is nothing like it

anywhere else. As far as the eye
can reach stretches a broad, level ex-

panse, clothed in verdure of a peculiarly

fresh and vivid green, a rich and intense

color seen nowhere else. The surface is

dotted and diversified by numberless islets

and islands, of all shapes and sizes, from
a few yards to many acres in extent,

clothed with a tropical luxuriance of

trees, shrubs and vines. The mangrove
gives place to the cocoa plum, which

grows in endless profusion amid the

swamp maple, sweet bay, mastich, gum
limbo, satin wood, and towering above
these, clearly revealed against the blue
sky, the plume-like palmetto; while over
and around all, running riot in their

exuberance, are innumerable vines and
creepers bearing flowers of gorgeous
dyes. In our school days we were given
to understand that the Everglades was
an immense, malarious swamp, exuding
miasmatic odors and infested with veno-
mous snakes and poisonous reptiles.

Nothing could be farther from the truth.

It is a lake of pure and clear water flow-

ing through its streams to the sea.

The older men frequented the settle-

ments during the winter, going to Indian
river via Ten-Mile creek, to the west
coast by way of the Caloosahatchee river
and Fort Myers, and to Biscayne Bay
down the Miami river, where they bar-
tered vegetables, hominy, bird plumes
and buckskin for such articles of food
and raiment as were needed.
On the last night of our sojourn we ar-

ranged an entertainment for the tribe.

We built a big campfire in front of our
hut, and the guests assembled soon after
dark. The squaws were seated, each
with a papoose in her lap, pounding
hominy or pulling buckskin, for they
were never idle. The men stood around,
not caring to appear interested, smoking
or cleaning their rifles. We pulled off

a few simple stunts, such as juggling
three cocoa-plums, keeping two in the
air at a time—one of our party could
manage four. Then there were some
tricks with a string, and tying fool-knots
in a handkerchief, whereupon the men

began to take
more interest in

the performance.
Then I capped
the climax by
doing some palm-
ing tricks, such
as making a half

dollar disappear
and then finding

it under one of

the young buck’s

turbans, or in one
of the old men’s
tobacco pouches

;

but when I took it

from the mouth
of a papoose they
could not conceal

their interest and
responded with
grunts of great
satisfaction.

We were all well

pleased and bene-

fitted by our visit

to the Indian vil-

lage, and when
we left we made
each one a little

present, mostly of money to the men.
Little Tiger expressed but one regret,

that we had no wy-ho-mee (whiskey) to

give him, he being very fond of it, and
as in many other cases, with red, white
or black men, it proved to be his bane,

for a few years later, while under its in-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 406)

BONE-FISH.

Elops saurus

Present day usage reverses the names of these two fish, Albula vulpes

being called bone fish.
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NOTES ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY DOG
THE ORIGIN OF THIS BREED, WHOSE RACIAL TREE CONSIDERABLY ANTIDATES
THE PERIOD OF DOG SHOWS AND STUD BOOKS, IS LOST IN TRADITION

By RODNEY RANDOM

THE increase in the number of water

fowl on all of our marshes and

waterways that has come about by

reason of the operation of the Migratory

Bird Law, holds fair promise of royal

sport in the years that are to come and

is leading to a revival of interest in that

most intelligent and courageous of re-

trievers, the Chesapeake Bay Dog. He
is the wild-fowler’s companion par ex-

cellence and the only sporting breed

that has a clear claim to the distinction

of being absolutely American, for this

picturesque family originated on the

shores of the historic Chesapeake Bay
and has clearly recorded a racial tree

that considerably antidates the period

of dog shows and stud books and is lost

in the tales and traditions of that ro-

mantic coast.

In writing of this breed thirty-eight

years ago, a one-time editor of Forest
and Stream had this to say regarding it:

“Several families in Maryland have had
in their possession for many generations

what each claims to be the genuine

Chesapeake Bay dog and at the late

bench show in Baltimore a compromise
was made and a classification agreed

upon by which each of the types here-

after are to be recognized : first, the otter

dog with very short hair; second, the

curly-haired dog, reddish brown in color,

and third the straight-haired dog of the

same color. The dogs at two years old

should weigh not

less than 80 lbs.

They must have

strength to breast

the heaviest seas

and bring in the

goose, they must
have strength to

break through
broken ice and if

they should meet a

piece too large to

scramble over, they

must dive under

it.”

There are a

number of stories

in regard to the

origin of this breed

and among them
are two recorded

in Forest and
Stream nearly half

a century ago. One

A Chesapeake Bay dog

is that a vessel from Newfoundland
ran aground near an estate called Wal-
nut Grove, on the shores of the Chesa-
peake. On board the ship were two
Newfoundland dogs which were given
by the Captain to Mr. Law, the owner
of the estate, in return for the kindness
and hospitality shown him and his crew.
It is claimed that a cross between these
two Newfoundlands and the common
yellow and tan hound of that part of the
country, was the origin of the Chesapeake
Bay Dog.
Another story is that about the year

1807, the good ship “Canton” of Balti-

more fell in at sea with an English brig
bound from Newfoundland to England,
that had met disaster and was in a sink-
ing condition. The crew were taken

aboard the “Canton”, also a pair of pup-

pies that eventually became the property

of the Captain of the “Canton” and by
him were taken back to Baltimore. The

dog puppy, a dingy red in color, was

named Sailor, and the bitch, black in

color, was called Canton. Both of these

dogs eventually attained great reputa-

tions as duck retrievers and Sailor and

Canton are said to be the foundation of

the breed. This all may be so for there

is no doubt that as a retriever of dead

and wounded ducks, no dog equals the

Chesapeake. His brave heart, unlimited

powers of endurance and dense coat fit

him eminently for braving the roughest

weather. Nothing daunts him and a

good specimen of the breed will swim for

miles in a rough sea covered with broken

ice, after a wounded bird. It is one of

the few breeds that has always been kept

pure and although at one time it was
confined largely to the duck marshes on

the Maryland coast, to-day there are

good specimens in various parts of the

country.

The following narrative of the experi-

ences of Mr. F. E. Richmond, a Canadian
sportsman, will interest every man who
loves a dog:

A FEW years ago I took a puppy,
nine months of age, out a few days
after the season opened to initiate

her. The day was warm and sultry and

birds were flying

lazily. I picked out

the easy shots for

the puppy’s benefit

and knocked down
about a dozen
which she retrieved

perfectly. She had
no previous train-

ing, never having
been more than a
few hundred yards
from her kennel
yard. An old can-

vas - back drake
came along, and
either through
carelessness or bad
judgment on my
part I winged or

wing - tipped him.
He went away
across the lake

with the puppy inNothing daunts him; he will go for miles after a wounded bird

I
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Chesapeake Bay dogs in their natural element

pursuit. It got dark before the puppy
showed any signs of returning, and I

drove into town, thinking the pup would
come on in, but she did not, nor could I

find her next day. One week after she

returned home. Home was 55 miles from
the lake. She was as fat and healthy

as if she had never been away. I had
taken her to the lake after dark and by
railway train.

A friend of mine, a breeder, was pass-

shooting some years ago off a point. His

dog had retrieved the ducks and had
piled them on a cattle path which led

from the farm yard to the lake and
passed near the point. Near the path

was a brush fence. About 4 P. M. the

cattle came down to drink, following the

path as usual. As they got near the

ducks, the dog growled and stopped and
held them there. In the meantime my
friend, a hundred yards away continued

shooting as opportunity offered. In

about half an hour the situation stood

like this: there were several dead and
crippled ducks in the lake, a dozen or so

cattle wanting a drink, a Chesapeake Bay
dog preventing them from approaching
the ducks, or passing them, and this

same dog rapidly getting peeved. All at

once, the dog grabbed a duck, jumped
the fence, left it on the other side, jumped
back, chased the cattle back, grabbed
another duck and repeated the perform-
ance until he had all the ducks safely

over the fence. Then he paid no more
attention to the cows but went out into

the lake and retrieved the balance of the

birds. And some people think a dog
cannot reason.

Another friend owned a Chesapeake
which, during the night after shooters

had been on the lake would go down and
bring dead and cripples home, pile them
on the veranda and wait beside them un-
til daylight and the household’s awaken-
ing. This fellow lived about 2 miles
from the lake and would never go there
until about 10 P. M. and then only when
shooting had been going on during the

day. His sagacity evidently told him
that he could get the birds which the

shooters had overlooked, or could not

find, and he wasn’t retrieving ducks for

any other than his master anyway.
Another friend of mine has at present

about twenty young mallards which his

Chesapeake caught alive this summer at

or near a slough 5 miles from his house.

This man breeds English poly-call ducks
and has probably 100 in his farm-yard,
which the dog never molested at any time.

Needless to say these young mallards
are, or will be, very useful to cross with
the poly-call. Perhaps the dog knew
it, I don’t know.

FIELD TRAINING OF THE PUPPY
By Edward Russell Wilbur

I

T is now presumed that the puppy
which has been put through the pre-

liminary stages of his education has

become practically a graduate so far as

house and yard training is concerned.

That is, our pupil now knows his name,

is obedient to the whistle and words of

command, will come to heel when ordered,

will charge instantly and stay put where

he drops. Now we are ready to take the

puppy into the field and teach him how

to hunt for and to handle game—to

steady him on point and when the birds

flush—in fact do everything we can do

short of the actual killing of birds over

him, for we are presuming that this edu-

cation is taking place well in advance

of any open season—in fact, we are striv-

ing to have a gun dog ready for our

pleasure when the season opens.

The writer has selected and broken a

great many puppies—both pointers and

setters—and there is one method which

if pursued will almost always result in a

perfect dog and achieve results in much
less time than any other way. If one has

the territory, even though it be a very

restricted area, say a few acres of swamp
grass—a few alders and a stubble field

or two—procure one or two pairs of

guinea fowl and allow them to steal their

nests and raise a brood or two of chicks.

Just as soon as these little guineas are

old enough to run about and up to the

time they can fly about, we have the

finest opportunity in the world to perfect

our puppy in bird work; that is, teaching

him to hunt and point—to stand steady

and obey motions of the hand for direc-

tion in ranging.

The little guineas will run all about in

the thick cover and hide very completely

from the dog, and there is no surer way
of getting the dog to locate accurately

than to work him on these close hiding

birds. An hour or two of work in the

morning and again at night on game is

all sufficient. The other part of our day’s

work should be taken up with teaching
the youngster to obey motions of the hand
and also the whistle and to encourage him
to hunt the thick and likely covers rather

than running in the road ahead of you.

We are presuming now that we are edu-

cating the dog to be used primarily on

(continued on page 415)
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WHERE THE GAMY ROCK BASS HIDE
THESE LITTLE GENTLEMEN OF RARE STREAMS AFFORD MANY A PLEASANT THRILL
TO THE ANGLER WHO WOULD SEARCH FOR THEM IN THEIR .HIDDEN LAIRS

By BEN C. ROBINSON

I

T is presumable that most of my read-

ers are men who have had experience

in big game fishing, both in fresh and
salt water. They are pretty well ac-

quainted with the thrill and the struggle

of heavy battlers, but I wonder if there

ever comes a time when they just seem
to tire a little of the strain and the

toil that comes with that sort of fishing.

Personally I have had my share of the

sport, and to me there oftentimes comes
a desire to get away from the wide wa-
ters and to hie back to some lonely little

country stream where the shadows of the

willows and alder thickets are densest

and one can almost imagine that he is

the sole surviving disciple of the Wal-
tonian art.

The larger and more widely known
streams and lakes of the country in the

fishing season fairly teem with the wield-

ers of rod and reel. It is not this fea-

ture, though, that I object to, for there

is in the soul of every true fisherman a

good wide streak of unselfishness and
there is little doubt but that we all like

to see the other fellow have as good a

time on the open streams as we do our-

selves, but this desire to get away where
there is an absence of any form of hu-

manity is refreshing at times. A man
does not necessarily have to absent him-
self from the horizon utterly and go

packing into a wilderness a lifetime

away from his home, but he can go to

the kind of places I have reference to on

a trolley, by some branch railroad or by
automobile in the course of a few hours.

You will find it restful to fish by your

lonesome along a little stream. More-
over it is something more than that, it

is a rejuvenescence; it takes a man back
to the bouyancy of youth. In fact I

honestly believe that were we to heed
that call of boyhood which so often

makes itself felt in our everyday walks
of life we would be better men, physically

and mentally. Business at the best is

a hard taskmaster and we all have our

responsibilities which drive us deeper

into the toil than is good for us.

THERE are a few things I would like

to tell about these small streams
and particularly about a fish that

inhabits them. In all probability the

fish I intend dealing with is as familiar

to the reader as he is to the writer,

nevertheless there might be some who
have not made his acquaintance.

He is known as the rock bass—a close

brother to the more widely known and
oft discussed black or small-mouth bass.

Of a more rugged and sturdy build he

has all the habits of the larger fish,

takes about the same kinds of lures, feeds

in a somewhat similar manner and fights

his war on the rod and the barb in an
equally vigorous if not so ferocious a

way. With all due apologies to his big

game brother, he is, pound for pound, a
more vigorous and stubborn fish to han-
dle. Give him the greater size of the

black bass and I would not question in

the least but that he would be the most
sought after fish in our waters today
by those who love the thrill and struggle

of a hard battling, large fish.

In shape of head and general build the

rock bass does not differ radically from
the heavier small-mouth, except that he
is a great deal more strongly put to-

gether. Instead of possessing the long,

smooth lines of the small-mouth he is

Where rock bass hide

wide and thick, more of the dreadnaught
type of fish. His average length is from
five to six inches and I do not recall

ever having seen a rock bass of more than
9 inches in length although they are
very often found to run around that size

in waters where they are plentiful in

number. A nine inch bass of this species

will weigh close to a pound but I can not
say that I have never taken the weight
of any. A nine inch rock bass will meas-
ure 4 Yz inches in width and is of good
thickness, with heavy, strong tail and
dorsal fin and spikes that verge close

to the tail itself. He has all the snap
and dash of the small-mouth and I firmly

believe more of his pugnacity. It will

not need long consideration for any one
to see that this game fish of the small
inland streams, favored as he is by the

most wild and difficult water conditions

is worthy of the fisherman’s most strenu-
ous efforts! For his inches, for his

weight and for his aggressiveness he is

eligible to swim with the mighty ones of

the streams and lakes.

I have taken bass of this species from
some of the larger pools in streams of

small calibre where they had a fighting
chance, that staged as good battles as
any small-mouth bass would ever dare
to. And again I have attempted to take
them from other pools where the drift-

age, the underwater log drifts and snags
made it an ignominious defeat on my
part. With their first strong rush, in the
close quarters, to all sorts of under-
water snags and drifts the fish will, un-
less skillfully manipulated, place the
angler’s featherweight tackle in serious

danger of wreckage. In fact. there is a

certain percent, of loss and breakage to

be figured on by the rock bass angler.

No matter how careful he might be, no
matter how adept he might be in his

understanding of the habits of this rare
little gamester, it is bound to happen
that some pugnacious, old King bass of a

secluded and wild pool will outwit and
bring him to grief.

WHEN the rock bass is freshly taken
from his natural element he is an
extremely beautiful fish. The col-

or of a large, normally well fed fish is

a golden green—somewhat brighter in

most cases than the small-mouth—with
rib-like stripes of dark coming to the

meridian line; tail and fins, dorsal and
spikes are also of a darkish tint. The
eyes are large, set well at the sides of
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head and of a bright red eolor. When
taken from the water and placed in a

creel or on a stringer he immediately
turns to a darker shade. This character-

istic has led him to be known in a great

many places as the black bass. I have
found localities where this fish was
known generally as such and from re-

ports as to their great quantities have
built up some high hopes of creeling

more than my share of small-mouths
only to find after testing the streams that

they were the rock bass.

The rock bass is gregarious in his

habits as a rule, although there are

streams, especially the ones that are

heavily fished or preyed upon by the

voracious mink where the species will

not be found in shoals, probably only a
pair or in rare cases four fish to a pool,

but their natural inclination is to live in

schools that vary in number from six to

a dozen fish or more, as the nature of

the stream and the outside conditions

allow. With care a good angler may
take a fair share of the fish from these

shoals if he works his game properly
and keeps in mind a few primary points in

regard to the fish’s characteristics. Make
the first cast with the utmost caution

into the place where the fish are sup-

posed to be. Remember that bass are shy
and sensitive. They are easily alarmed
and scared into hidden recesses of the

pools they are in, therefore the veteran
angler makes it a point to stalk his fish

as though he were hunting any of the

other shy game of the woods. Approach
a pool slowly, taking advantage of brush
and trees or weeds and grass. Keep the

sun, if possible, in your face or at an
angle where the shadow will not fall

directly over the pool where the cast is

contemplated, and if it so happens that it

is absolutely impossible to keep the sun
any place but back of you then lay the

cast on the pool from a distance, back
where your shadow will not reach the

water. This is the one paramount factor

in bass fishing in small, clear streams.

The fish if alarmed by a shadow or noise

will positively not take the lure. It is

no waste of time to stalk a good pool

patiently—and besides it is somewhat in-

teresting to know that you can creep up
and drop a bait to the shy rascals with-

out detection, something that causes you

to feel that you are a first-class scout

and woodsman. After the cast has been

properly handled and landed where the

fish are located and watching for feed

the chances are nine to ten that the first

strike will be that of the King bass of

the shoal. This complicates matters

somewhat if the angler desires to take

a legitimate share of the others. The
largest bass will quite naturally make
the most fuss in the pool attempting to

unhook himself, also he is stronger and
will not be so easily taken. But the first

thing to do is to lead him with a taut

line to a removed section of the place

where there is room to play him close

and land him as soon as possible without

injuring your tackle and with as little

commotion as possible. Work ail the

fish that come to your hook in a similar

manner, for remember that there are

others as fine and probably better in the

same place. If the fish is played and
landed in the locality where he took the

hook there will be but a small chance of

interesting others of his clan.

(continued on page 398)

SOME QUEER BAITS I HAVE USED
THE CHOOSING OF A SUCCESSFUL LURE WITH WHICH A WARY
FISH IS TAKEN IS VERY OFTEN A MATTER OF SOME ORIGINALITY

W E had poled and lined' our canoe up
a rocky, turbulent stretch of river

the previous afternoon, and made
camp at the lower end of a great eddy,

where, for a few hundred feet, the bois-

terous stream widened into a deep, com-
paratively quiet pool. A faint, little-

used trail skirted the river bank and dis-

appeared invitingly among the tree

trunks up stream. Spruces and balsams
rimmed the pool to the very edge, except
at the extreme upper end, where the

rapids tumbled down into the more quiet

water, past a jagged outcropping of gran-
ite—a rough terrace upon which no tim-

ber could grow. Against the up-river

horizon edged a line of rugged, timber-

clad mountains, an appropriate back-
ground for the primitive, beautiful scene.

The spot was one of those rare nooks
in the wilderness which may be easily

reached by canoe, and is yet but little

visited by man. And the big eddy looked

“trouty,” particularly the upper end,

which sparkled and gleamed from the ag-

itation of inrushing water. So with many
a pleasurable thrill of anticipation, my
friend and I unlimbered the fly-rods and
tackle.

The trail led past the granite ledge,

through a fringe of whortleberry bushes.

As we were leaving the path, my friend

stooped and picked up a half-grown deer
mouse, dead, but with no visible evidence
of how it had met its death, for the deli-

cate fur was unruffled.

“That’ll get the big one,” he said, smil-

ing. “When I was a kid, I read a story

of how some fellow caught a whopperin’
big trout on a mouse. I’ll just give

By A. T. STRONG

this one a try and see what will happen.”
We worked our way carefully out upon

the terrace and began lightly whipping
the tossing water with flies; my friend
used hackles, because it was still early
in the day, and I my wilderness favorites
—Seth Green and Royal Coachman. But
the pool seemed full of trout, trout that
apparently were eager for anything that
even remotely resembled a fly, and showed
no discrimination between flies in the em-
bryonic state and those with fully-devel-

oped wings. Cast where we would over
the live water, and numbers of trout
instantly flashed up from the depths of
the pool. Several times we made doubles
—hooking a fish on either of the two flies

on our leaders—and we soon had suffi-

cient for two good meals. But the size

was small; most of the catch ran below
eight inches in length. The sun was com-
ing out too warm and bright for large
trout to rise to the flies.

Finally, my fishing partner removed
both flies from the leader he had been
using—a medium trout—and attached an
Aberdeen No. 3 snelled hook to the end

loop. To the shank of the hook he tied

the little mouse, found on the trail, head
toward the leader and stiffened legs

spread wide apart.

“Watch this,” he said, casting far out

across the pool to where the top of a

huge boulder glinted darkly green a few
inches beneath the surface of the eddy-

ing water. “If there’s a big trout in

here he’ll probably be hugging that

rock.”

The little mouse struck the water sev-

eral yards beyond the big rock. Quickly
reeling in the slack line, he essayed to

draw the bait toward him with a series

of rapid jerks. Suddenly it disappeared
in a swirling splash, as a great trout rose

with a flash of red and gold.

The size of the fish was almost start-

ling, and perhaps my partner, al-

though an experienced fisherman, struck

with too great a force. For an in-

stant the light bamboo rod bent and
writhed with the weight of the surging
fish; then, before he could pay out the

necessary slack, the rod tip shot upward
and the line and a part of the leader

trailed limply over the water. An ex-

amination disclosed that the leader,

slightly frayed from repeated whipping,
had broken just above the “dropper”
loop. . . . My friend was inconsola-

ble; for the balance of the trip he re-

gretted his carelessness in not changing
to a brand-new leader.

ONE warm June evening, as Jerry and
I were eating a belated supper in

front of the tent, back in the hem-
lock-covered hills of Pennsylvania, moths
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and millers, drawn in from the surround-
ing woods by the light from the camp lan-

tern, made the occasion more than inter-

esting by flapping blindly into the food
and drink. Only by removing the light

from the immediate vicinity of the table

could we enjoy the food in comfort. And
the colorings and markings of the winged
creatures were as beautiful and resplen-

dent as the kinds of moths were varied.

About every flying thing, from tiny white
millers of exquisite daintiness, to great,

gorgeous brown, black and green moths
was represented.

“Wonder if some of ’em wouldn’t make
good bait,” Jerry suggested, fishing a
miller out of his plate. “Let’s ketch a
batch and try ’em on the big pools to-

morrow evenin’.”

So we captured a lot of the millers and
moths, mercifully killing each as soon as

caught, and put them in an empty cocoa
tin until they should be needed. Next we
cut the silk and feathers from some Nos.

6 and 8 Pennel eyed hooks that had be-

come frayed and useless as flies.

Sundown the next afternoon found us
hard by some of the finest pools and rif-

fles of the trout stream nearest our camp
—a lively, clear-running brook of long
and pleasant associations, piscatorially.

We were keen and expectant to test the

new bait. But, for all of his thirty-odd

years of enticing wily trout into his

landing-net, Jerry was the more enthu-
siastic.

Small and medium-sized trout readily

took the tiniest of the millers—especially

the grey and white ones—on the riffles.

We would hook one of the delicate “flies”

on a No. 8 eyed hook and cast lightly

over a riffle, and usually it was immedi-
ately taken with a snap. But the fish

wanted nothing to do with the large

moths, which evidently were too big, and
probably served to frighten rather than

attract. But at a swift-running pool

which swirled under a big hemlock log,

Jerry pulled the broad wings from one
of the largest green moths and threaded
the plump, white grub-like body on a

No. 4 Sproat hook. This he cast near
the up-stream end of the pool and per-

mitted the current to whirl it down into

the' swiftest water. As it tumbled along
on the water, it appeared to be a remark-
ably likely lure for a big trout. And it

was. With lightning-like swiftness a
large brown trout shot up from the swift-

est and deepest part of the pool and took
the bait. And then a fight was on. For
a big brown trout, when hooked in swift

water, usually puts up a fight which any
fisherman may be proud to terminate as

the victor. Plunging, surging, leaping

—

throwing itself clear of its element with
all the abandon and ferocity of the small-

mouth black bass—the big fish made tre-

mendous efforts to tear out and dive to

the freedom beneath his big log. But
the hook was too firmly grounded in his

jaw; also Jerry was experienced in all

the tricks of the brown trout, and soon
the beautiful fish, exhausted and beaten,
was towed into the shallow water and
netted. He measured fifteen inches and
was the largest trout we took that even-
ing. Jerry smilingly declared that he
was amply repaid for the inconvenience
caused by the moths drowning themselves
in his coffee.

AT a swampy bit of the seldom-used
trail which served as a “carry” from
an Adirondack lake to the naviga-

ble water of the river which was its out-

let, old Ren Thompson abruptly slid

from under the shoulder yoke of the

guide boat he was lugging and began a

precipitate and undignified scramble in

the mud and among the bunches of short

marsh grass. Spry and active as the

average man of half his years, the old

guide hopped and crawled about over the

marsh, occasionally plucking some dimin-
utive but exceedingly nimble creature

from the grass bunches and clasping it

tightly in the palm of his left hand.
Presently he came back to the trail, grin-

ning, and holding by one hind leg a tiny,

kicking tree-frog. From between and
around the clinched fingers of the other

hand protruded various anatomical parts
of additional frogs.

“They’re most ’mazin’ good bait,” he
chuckled, depositing the little kickers in

the bait pail. “Th’ bass daown on the
river will go plumb crazy over them!”

It was a glorious morning in early Sep-
tember, warm and bright, with only an
occasional newly-fallen leaf under foot

and the first frost-tintings on the hills to

remind one of the autumnal death of all

growing things. Over the mountains
hung just a suggestion of a haze, while

the amber waters of the river sparkled
in the mellow sunlight.

We drifted down into a deep, bay-like

eddy, and Ren anchored the boat near
a cluster of up-thrust hardhead boulders,

a few rearing six to eight feet above the

boat, others disclosing themselves by their

broad reddish or greenish bulk just be-

neath the waters’ surface.

“Here we be,” said Ren, as he slid the

anchor stone quietly over board. “Naow,
just try one of them frogs.”

It was not my first experience with
young frogs for bass bait—green frogs.

But these tree-hoppers, varying in hue
from light cream and grey to a deep
orange, changing their color almost as

readily as a chameleon, were brand new
to me, and expectancy ran high as I

hooked one of the kickers through the lips

and made the initial cast.

Thirty yards out from the boat my
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 396)

TALES THE RIVER TOLD TO MATT
THE NINTH INSTALMENT OF A SERIES OF STORIES DEPICTING THE SIM-

PLE JOY OF FISHING AS EXEMPLIFIED THROUGH THE EYES OF YOUTH

By LEONARD HULIT, Associate Editor of Forest and Stream

I

T was a long tramp that Matt took

one day looking for a suitable boat

for use on their vacation trip. Boats
there were in plenty, but one with suffi-

cient capacity for three men with food

and tent was not an easy matter, besides

few men with a really good boat would

be willing to let it to a mere boy to be

gone a week or more. He realized this

when he began bargaining, but he finally

found a man who, when told that he

was doing the errand for two men who
would give it good care and were willing

to pay him for its use, gave his consent.

The boat was of the type known among
bay and river fishermen as “half-round

bottom,” built of cedar and had bow and
stern lockers capable of holding ample

store of provisions.

The lad had counted on finding a boat

about four miles down the river but he

had gone a good seven miles before find-

ing what he deemed would fill the bill

of instructions as given him by Mr.
Adams.
He could not set the exact date on

which they would call for it but it made
no difference to the owner as he would
not need it until the fall fishing season

began. Matt reached home about the

middle of the afternoon, dusty and really

tired, as he had followed the river wind-
ing part of the way back which had ma-
terially increased the distance home.
Mr. Woodhull was sitting on the little

porch talking with Aunt Mary as he
came through the gate. She had formed
a great liking for the man. He was so

frail looking when she first met him and
now, while far from robust, the short

summer had put elasticity in his step,

color in his cheeks as well as a percep-

tible roundness to his figure, all of which
was pleasing to her and good to behold.

They had been discussing Matt pretty
freely before his arrival. Mr. Woodhull
spoke of him as one who was never cruel

to any helpless thing and whose language,
while droll in the extreme at times, was
never of low order.

His aunt, while “keepin’,” as she said,

“a tight rein on him,” knew in her heart
that he was not a bad boy and that each
month added to her comforts through his

increased earnings in a way different

from all others. He would rather make
one dollar catching frogs or “giggin’ ”

suckers than to make two at other work,
even if he had to work twice as hard
in order to do it. “An’ so,” she said, “I

don’t understand him at all. He’ll fairly

freeze his fingers off in winter to get a
mus’rat an’ when he snares a rabbit he
acts as if he’d done somethin’ grand. I

keep him in school in winter an’ he
learns, but you can’t get him away from
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his outlandish way of talkin’
;
seems bom

in him.” Aunt Mary sat thoughtful for

a few minutes and then said: “I do wish
there was some way to get him and Ned
Southard on better terms. He’s older’n

bigger’n Matt an’ I worry some fearin’

he’ll sometime hurt him. He’s picked on

him for years, for why I don’t know, but
Matt manages as he says to keep about
square an’ he does, an’ sometimes a little

more.” In her quiet laugh it was easy

to trace a little note of triumph.

On seeing his friend, Matt greeted him
with his free and easy “Hello” and seat-

ing himself on the porch, leaned his head
back against one of the posts and con-

tinued: “I s’posed I could find a boat
nearer’n I did but none would do like

Mr. Adams said he wanted till I got the

one I did. It’s been some trip. I had to

promise him two dollars for the use of

it for the trip—wonder if Mr. Adams’l
kick? But she’s a good boat an’ lots o’

room an’ say,” he went on without stop-

ping for reply, “I seen a mink carryin’

a fish down ’long the river; never seen

one with a fish ’fore, wish’t I’d a had a

gun.” “You’re forever talkin’ gun,”
broke in his aunt, “I wish there was
never none made, you’d blow your foolish

head off first thing,” and she began busy-

ing herself in the kitchen. Meanwhile
many things were discussed by man and .

boy, the latter had not had dinner, and
he knew his aunt was preparing some-
thing for him and she soon appeared
with two egg sandwiches and a glass of

milk which were readily disposed of by
the hungry lad.

THE morning of their departure was
dull, and heavy clouds gave prom-
ise of approaching rain. The two

men with Mr. Adams’ hired man drove

up early but not too early for Matt as

his poles were already at the gate. Aunt
Mary had fussed about since before day-

light, grumbling considerable about

“wastin’ time on fool fishin’ trips.” Matt
had dug a basket of sweet potatoes from
the garden and while disposing of them
his aunt produced a boiled ham from
somewhere. She had bought it and pre-

pared it without his knowledge and he

was delighted to feel she was contributing

a share of the food. A jar of preserves

went in next and some eggs. “I shouldn’t

a been so foolish as to let you go on no

trip like this,” she put at him, “it ruins

boys lettin’ of ’em run off here’n there.

Lan’s sakes,” she continued, “go an’ put

on your shoes this minute an’ for once

roll your trousers down an’ look like

folks. You’d be goin’ without a coat I

s’pose, too.” This lecture took place be-

fore the arrival of the wagon, which,

with tent and other paraphernalia and

with Matt’s poles as well as those of the

tent sticking out behind, looked motley

enough. “Now see he don’t get into no

fool trouble,” she said to Mr. Adams as

they prepared to start. Matt had seated

himself on top of the tent which gave

him a much elevated position. “I hope

we see Ned Southard as we go along,

I wouldn't like to leave without saying

a good bye to him.” “If you’d keep that

pert tongue of yours to yourself more
you’d have less trouble with him in my

opinion,” snapped his aunt, then adding

as the wagon rolled away: “I declare you
look jest like gipsies.” “Your aunt thinks

a lot of you,” said Mr. Woodhull, “al-

though she wouldn’t say as much to your
face. You tease her some yet you stick

to her and she knows it, and says so.”

“Well,” replied Matt, “she’s walloped

me good an’ plenty in times past an’

won’t stand for no sass yet, still I don’t

reckon she’d stan’ by and see me die

’thout givin’ me pep’mint or castor oil.”

As they jogged along Matt’s attention

was centered on a hawk which had
marked down a meadow lark for a meal
and he noticed it would not strike its

intended victim while it was on the

ground. As soon as the lark would take

wing the hawk would give pursuit, then'

would continue circling when the bird

dropped again.

How the contest ended he never knew
as he suddenly became aware that there

were cows in the road and upon looking

The camp on the river

around saw Southard driving them from
the lane toward an adjoining pasture.

Southard was standing by the roadside

wondering at the strange outfit when he
espied who was on the wagon. To offer

any attack was not to be thought of as

Matt had ample protection but he couldn’t

restrain sarcasm. “Hello, Freckles,” he

shouted, “leavin’ the country?” “Well,”

came the quick reply, “suckers has quit

bitin’ an’ not bein’ glued down I go ’bout

where I want to.” Here was a double

taunt and Southard grabbed a clod of

dirt and hurled it with all his force at

the head of the sharp-tongued lad. Matt
dodged and the driver who had turned
his head at the conversation between the

two boys received the lump of dirt on

the side of the head, sending hfs hat

spinning to the ground. He looked just

in time to see who had fired the clod

and dropping the reins into the hands
of Mr. Adams and whalebone whip in

hand he was on the ground nearly as

soon as the hat. Southard took in the

situation at a glance and started for the

fence at full speed 'but he had a nimble
pursuer and as he vaulted the fence he
was caught by the whip in such a man-
ner as to raise a cloud of dust from the

seat of his trousers which was followed

by a howl of agony.
Matt was on the ground by the time

the race had started and had picked up
the driver’s hat. Southard finding he
was to be pursued no further stood nurs-

ing the livid welt he had received from

the cut of the whip and hurling invec-

tives at both Matt and the driver. As
they started away Matt observed : “That

ol’ whalebon’s some whip. Gee, did you

hear her whistle?”

THEY found their boat in readiness

when they reached their destination

and received much information

from the boat owner as to where good

camping sites might be found. It was

about ten miles to where the river broad-

ened out into a bay and it did not get

much wider than fifty feet until it

reached the bay. There was, however,

good depth of water and many very deep

holes or pools along the entire course.

About a mile from one of the best camp-

ing sites there was a store where sup-

plies of all kinds could be procured. The

site spoken of would be easily recognized

as it was where a high, gravelly point

ran down to the water and on the sum-

mit stood two large cedar trees. Their

course being down stream there was little

rowing to be done, just enough to keep

the boat guided right, and they thought

they would reach their destination by

two o’clock at the latest. Mr. Adams

told his driver he would get word to him

when to come for them and they began

dropping down the stream. Each of the

men had an oar outboard on opposite

sides of the boat to steady the drift and

make the bends in the stream. High

banks ran down to the water most of

the way and in the main they were heav-

ily wooded so that they were almost

constantly shaded from the sun. Giant

oak, ash and hickory trees threw their

arms across the stream so that at times

they touched. To Matt it seemed a wil-

derness and to him, like all nature lov-

ers, there was an unspeakable grandeur

in solitude and he was impressed by it

in a manner which grew until it gov-

erned all his actions in maturer years.

Fallen trees impeded their passage from

time to time but by the use of the axe

such obstructions were overcome and in

due time their goal was reached. They

were soon hard at work, Mr. Adams
proving his perfect knowledge of camp

construction and detail. Their tent,

which was commodious, was soon up and

arrangements for their outdoor fire made

complete by securing two small size green

logs and by facing them slightly with

the axe the flattened side laid uppermost

so that pans and kettles would set on

them without sliding off, leaving but a

few inches of space between them for

the fire. Mr. Woodhull and Matt were

much surprised to see how very small

a fire would serve to cook a good meal

when made in this manner. Net ham-

mocks had been provided and swung low,

supported by the stout tent poles and

stakes driven in the ground and a pair

of blankets each, completed their sleep-

ing arrangements. There was plenty of

dry wood lying around ready to be broken

up by the axe.

Then followed their first meal—and

such a meal; Aunt Mary’s ham in gen-

erous slices, bread and butter in plenty

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 394)
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THE PUBLIC AROUSED
HTHE proposal to grant to a private association the

right to construct reservoirs and irrigation
canals in the southwest corner of the Yellow-
stone Park—the Falls River district—has aroused
interest wherever it has been heard of. A number
of newspapers have printed editorial protests
against the action, as well as many letters from cor-
respondents.
On Tuesday, May 25th, a hearing on the bill was

held in Washington before the Rules Committee of
the House of Representatives, and Congressman
Smith spoke for the bill and urged the Rules Com-
mittee to report favorably his resolution for a rule
to bring the bill at once before the House for a vote.
There were present other advocates of the bill, and
also representatives of many associations opposed
to the use of the Yellowstone National Park for
commercial purposes. Among these last were the
American Civic Association, the Bureau of National
Parks, the Association of Landscape Architects, the
Boone and Crockett Club, the New York Zoological
Society, the American Museum of Natural History,
the National Association of Audubon Societies, the
American Alpine Club, the Field Museum of Natural
History, the Campfire Club of America, the Chicago
Campfire Club, the National Parks Association, the
Appalachian Club, and the Associated Mountaineer-
ing Clubs.

.

Thus several hundred thousand of the
great public had sent men who should speak for and
represent that vastly greater public which owns,
and for nearly fifty years has owned, rights in the
Yellowstone Park, which now are threatened.
The arrangements for the meeting were made by

Miss Eleanor E. Marshall, and while every oppor-
tunity was given to the opponents of the Smith bill
to present their case, the time of the hearing was
not long enough for each of the representatives to
speak. Nevertheless, a full presentation of the matter
was made, and the subject was looked at from a
variety of angles. The members of the Rules Com-
mittee asked many questions, showing intelligent

interest in the Park, and Hon. P. P. Campbell, the
Chairman, was most patient and courteous.
The result of the hearing may not be known for

some time
; but if a report of it is printed, it will be

an effective document for use in informing the great
public of the dangers that threaten the Yellowstone
and our whole national park system.

BIRD BANDING
T1 HE Bureau of Biogolical Survey at Washington,

D. C., has taken over the work formerly carried
on under the auspices of the Linnaean Society of
New York by the American Bird Banding Associa-
tion. In taking over this work the Bureau feels that
it should express the debt that students of orni-
thology in this country owe to Mr. Howard H.
Cleaves for the devotion and success with which he
has conducted this investigation up to a point where
it has outgrown the possibilities of his personal
supervision.
Under plans now being formulated this work will

give a great amount of invaluable information con-
cerning the migration and distribution of North
American birds which will be of direct service in the
administration of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act,
as well as of much general scientific interest.

It is desired to develop this work along two prin-
cipal lines :—first, the trapping and banding of
waterfowl, especially ducks and geese, on both their
breeding and winter grounds

; and secondly, the sys-
tematic trapping of land birds as initiated by Mr.
S. Prentiss Baldwin, the early results of which have
been published by him in the Proceedings of the
Linnaean Society of New York, No. 31, 1919, pp.
23-55. It is planned to enlist the interest and ser-
vices of volunteer workers, who will undertake to
operate and maintain trapping stations throughout
the year, banding new birds and recording the data
from those previously banded. The results from a
series of stations thus operated will undoubtedly
give new insight into migration routes; speed of
travel during migration

; longevity of species
; aflinity

for the same nesting-site year after year
; and, in

addition, furnish a wealth of information relative
to the behavior of the individual, heretofore impos-
sible because of the difficulty of keeping one par-
ticular bird under observation.
The details of operation are now receiving close

attention, and as soon as possible the issue of bands
will be announced, with full information regarding
the methods to be followed and the results expected.
In the meantime, the Biological Survey will be glad
to receive communications from those sufficiently in-
terested and satisfactorily located to engage in this
work during their leisure time, for it is obvious that
a considerable part must be done by volunteer opera-
tors. It is hoped that a sufficient number will take
this up to insure the complete success of the project.

LEAGUE OF WILD LIFE PHOTOGRAPHERS
T N recent years wild life photography has become a
1 subject of much popular interest. Photographs of

.
wild life are frequently objects of great beauty or
they may have high educational value, prove or
demonstrate facts of scientific interest. Obtaining
such photographs often requires skill and determina-
tion in hunting to an even higher degree than the
pursuit of game with firearms.
At a meeting on May 4 of some of the leaders in

this field at the American Museum of Natural His-
tory a “League of Wild Life Photographers”
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was organized with George Shiras, 3d, President;
Frank M. Chapman, Vice President; J. T. Nichols,

Secretary; E. R. Sanborn, Treasurer. Additional
Directors are Clinton G. Abbott, Carl E. Akeley,
Arthur A. Allen, Ernest Harold Baynes.

It is proposed that Membership in the League
stand for achievement in wild life photography and
that all those genuinely interested in the practice

and the promotion of the subject may have oppor-
tunity to join as Associates.

SAVE THE REDWOODS
Y"1 REAT interest has long been felt in the so-called^ big trees of California. Most visitors to the

Yosemite Park have seen the grove near there, and
further south there are forests of these trees which
in part have been included in one or two national

parks. They are thought to be the oldest living

things in the world.
The smaller redwoods, Sequoia sem^ervirens, have

received less attention. They are more numerous
than the big trees and exist at many points along the

coast range of California, in forests which are ex-

tensive from north to south, but not very wide from
east to west.
The wood of these splendid straight tall trees is

valuable and since the lumbermen got in among them
they have been cut in most reckless and wasteful
fashion, so that the destruction of the redwood for-

ests is threatened. This danger has at last been
realized and within the past year or two a strong
effort has been made to end wholesale cutting by
organizing a league to “Save the Redwoods.”
Mr. Madison Grant, the Secretary of the New York

Zoological Society, who has been most active in this

good service, has written an interesting and fully

illustrated history of the work done in 1919, which
no doubt may be had on application to the Society.

Actively interested with Mr. Grant are many men
east and west who have done useful work in science,

business, and public service. Among them are
Franklin K. Lane, John C. Merriam, William Kent,
Joseph D. Grant, Henry Fairfield Osborn, Henry S.

Graves and Stephen T. Mather. The purposes of the
League are to preserve existing redwoods so far as
possible, to establish a national redwoods park, and
to encourage the reforestation of cut over areas by
natural means or by replanting.

To all nature lovers the saying of these superb
trees must be a matter of keen interest, but their

protection is a peculiar need of the Pacific coast
where they are native. It is the coast states that
will naturally do most of the work toward saving
them and toward fostering a new growth of red-

woods on areas from which they have been swept
away. The energy of Messrs Grant and Mather and
Mr. Grant’s experience in organization have set this

movement on foot, and it is for the people of the
Pacific slope to impart to it a constantly increasing
momentum.

It’s beginnings were made easier by generous con-
tributions of money by two Californians who already
have put forth fine efforts to save for the Americans
the natural things that Americans so readily destroy.

Years ago Mr. William Kent presented to the nation
the famous Muir woods on the slopes of Mt. Tswnal-
pais north of San Francisco

; and Mr. Stephen Tyng
Mather, the Director of the National Park Service,
has given lavishly of time, effort, and money, in be-
half of our national parks. Other coast people

—

individually and by counties and by states—must
energetically take hold of this work and see to it that
these wonderful forests are preserved for themselves
and for future generations.

MIGRATORY BIRD LAW
YY/ITHIN the past year or two there has been
** complaint by sportsmen that the Migratory
Bird Law was not being enforced. Those who com-
plained did not realize that the law was not enforced
because Congress had provided no money for the
purpose. Recently funds for this purpose have be-

come available, and though they are small, the Bio-

logical Survey is making them go as far as possible.

The case of the State of Missouri vs. R. P. Holland
was argued in the Supreme Court of the United
States on March 2nd. This is the case in which the
constitutionality of the Migratory Bird Law Enab-
ling Act is said to be involved.

A United States game warden recently arrested

two violators in the Back Bay section of Virginia,

and three at Havre de Grace, Maryland, and all were
taken before United States Commissioners and bound
over for the action of the Grand Jury. A warden on
the New Jersey coast arrested three men for killing

geese out of season. These arrests were of persis-

tent violators of the law, two of whom were last

year arrested and convicted on a similar charge.
Wild ducks in cold storage have been seized in

Oregon, Washington, Iowa, Maryland, and Virginia,

and charges brought and convictions had for selling

ducks in Maryland. One of these offenders paid a
fifty-dollar fine; another, one of ten dollars. In
Texas eleven violators brought before the Federal
Court in Texarkana, Texas, in March, were fined ten

dollars each. There have been many arrests in

Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Kentucky, Illinois, and
Iowa, but the cases have not yet been brought to

trial. Cases which involve the killing and transpor-
tation of ducks or swans are under consideration in

South Carolina, Georgia, Montana, and Florida.

On the whole there seems to be much activity

among the game warden force of the Bureau of

Biological Survey, and this force is constantly being
increased.

In view of the apparent effect of the Migratory
Bird Law in adding to our supply of wild fowl, it

is of high importance that the enforcement of the
law should be strict.

ETERNAL VIGILANCE
YY/ITH the August number Forest and StreamW enters upon its forty-ninth year of continuous
publication. During those years it has originated
many and consistently championed every regulation
looking toward the conservation of our natural re-

sources and the preservation of our wild-life, and
has fought with determination every attack directed

against those already established. At this writing
we are confronted by another attempt on the part
of a group of people to encroach upon territory set

aside for the use of the public at large. This pro-
posed encroachment Forest and Stream is now
combatting. Also, in this number there appears an
article concerning the protection of the Alaska
brown bear. That animal is threatened by legisla-

tion which, if successful, will result in its early

extermination. A careful reading of the article

and the many extracts from letters bearing upon
the subject is earnestly advocated.
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THE INFANCY OF TWO BARRED OWLS
DO FLEDGLING OWLS SUBSIST MORE ON BIRDS THAN THEIR ELDERS? OBSER-
VATIONS ON THIS BROOD WOULD INDICATE THAT SUCH IS THE CASE.

.

I

T was on the twenty-ninth of May when
I discovered the owls. The two young
were lying in a slight depression on

pine needles at the base of a huge pine.

They were about ten or twelve inches in

length, covered with a soft, thick coat of

yellowish white down, among which were
dispersed the large pin feathers of gray
and brown arranged in bands or bars
proclaiming them to be barred owls. The
eyes were black with a steely blue iris

and the beak was a dirty yellow in color;

the coloring about the beak and eyes gave
their flat, human-like faces a spectacled

appearance.
When approached, they would snap

their beaks and in general they would try

to look quite fierce, but they soon quieted

down and uttered soft, sharp peeps like

those of a young dove. The peeps or

perhaps the loud snappings usually at-

tracted the mother, but when she saw the
huge intruder she settled on a branch
close by and manifested her disapproval
of the proceedings by loud snaps and pro-

longed hoots, which always stirred up the
young into a renewed state of activity.

As near as could be estimated, the
young were a week or ten days old, and
had evidently fallen out of their nest high
up in the pine.

Next morning, dragging myself out of
bed at four, I hurried to the spot which
was about two miles distant and stationed

myself very near the young and awaited
developments. In a little less than a half
hour the mother came to the young bear-
ing a bull-head in her talons; besides this

the night or early morning foragings of

the mother were rewarded by four small
birds which were laying on the ground
close by the young. Seizing the bull-head
in her claws; the old bird tore it into three
large pieces and in turn fed them to the
young. The birds were picked up by the
mother and given to the young, who
would grasp them by the head and swal-
low them whole. After the seemingly
painful process of swallowing was over,

the tail feathers of the victim would pro-
trude from either shU of the mouth in a
comical fashion, giving 'them the appear-
ance of spectacled 'p-~a^es with their stiff

mustaches sticking out from each side

of the lip.

After the feeding comedy and the
mother had taken her leave I walked up
to them very quietly; unlike the day
before they let me approach without the

slightest sign of fear, but when I at-

tempted to pick them up they snapped

By NICHOLAS R. CASILLO. Keene. N. H.

The two. barred owlets

their beaks and clawed furiously. Here

I observed that although they clawed and

grasped, they never made an attempt to

bite. I even placed my finger under their

noses and pushed them but this was un-

heeded. After some trouble I placed them
on a birch-log before the ready camera,

but I had to wait pretty nearly an hour

before they settled and assumed a sat-

isfactory pose. A few minutes later the

mother returned with a young rabbit.

Tearing it to bits, she fed the young and
also partook herself.

Three days later I again visited them.

This short space of time had wrought
quite a change in the owlets; the perma-
nent feathers were more prominent, their

faces had become flatter and in nature

they were much wilder, making ludicrous

and awkward attempts to escape when
I approached. I made particular note of

this visit because among the many cast-

ings and litter I found the bodies of one

chipping sparrow, one song sparrow, two

Perfect horn Broken Sharpened

catbirds, and two bluebirds, and, as on
another occasion, the body of a large bull-

head partly eaten. From this quota it

can be safely said that this owl is [some-

times] destructive to insectivorous and
useful birds. In no case did I ever find

the body of a mouse or other rodent
among the castings.

The young were now much larger and>

demanded a large supply of food.

Two days later I found them feeding
themselves on a frog and two fledglings.

The longitudinal bars on their breasts
could now be easily distinguished among
the thinning down and some of the wing
coverts had made their appearance.
A week later they made their first

flight, which, of course, was short; they
would follow their mother from tree to

tree, but at the end of an owl’s day
(night) they would return to the old

roost just before or shortly after sunrise.

Next day while wandering about the
vicinity of the roost I was surprised and
dismayed to find the partly eaten body of
one young owl lying on the ground, and
close by was the other, probably killed by
some prowler.

RHINOCEROS HORNS

THE front horn of the female rhin-

oceros, in a perfect specimen, is

long, graceful and slender and it

is often considerably spatulate (or flat-

tened) towards the tip. The horn is

generally thicker and stronger near the

end than it is some inches below. Such
a perfect horn is •'seldom seen—it would
hardly be an exaggeration to say that

nineteen out of twenty females, at some
time during their lives, break their horns
at the waist-like part and lose from six

inches to a foot and a half of its length.

The horn thus broken is ground and
sharpened on stones, and by digging, un-
til it again becomes pointed, but it is

now short and stumpy and has lost the

graceful outline of its original shape.

The perfect horn of the female white
rhinoceros is also slender like that of
the black, but may be distinguished from
the latter by the base, which is squar-

ish in front, instead of oval in section

as with the prehensile lipped variety.

Amongst this species also an unbroken
horn is seldom seen, nearly every female
bears the stumpy type, which denotes a
former break.

In one specimen of the white rhin-
oceros I met with, the posterior horn
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was very spatulate indeed and some
inches longer than the front. Although
the latter was of the broken, stumpy
type it was of fair length and so the

rear horn must have been of most ab-

normal length. I saw this rhinoceros
three or four times and observed her
through glasses from considerably un-
der a hundred yards distant.

In the diagrams I have tried to illus-

trate (1) a perfect horn, (2) the same
horn broken off, (3) the same horn
after going through the sharpening
process.

C. H. Stigand.

NOTE ON THE ABOVE

THE editors of Forest and Stream,
having previously heard of my ex-

planation of the shape and growth
of rhinoceros horns, have asked me to

make an addition to Major Stigand’s in-

teresting note.

When in the northeastern Uel^ district

during the Congo Expedition (1909-

1915) I had the opportunity of seeing

at least 150 sets of square-lipped rhin-

oceros horns which Greek traders were
exporting from the Belgian Congo. The
American Museum now owns about 30
sets selected from them.

There can be little doubt that the

shape of rhinoceros horns is as variable

an individual character as the great dif-

ferences in form and size would at once
suggest. They are independent growths
arising from two patches of skin as com-
pact horn-like masses composed of ver-

tical fibres. They may be straight,

Photgraph by Herbert Lang.

Square-lipped rhino with broken horn

curved forward, or bent to the rear, in

the latter case almost forming a semi-

circle. Of course in young specimens

they are of a rather regular conical

type, whereas with advancing age the

part immediately above the base is grad-

ually worn away. Then the outstanding
base becomes bristly and the increasing

height accentuates the slenderness of the

upper portion. The rear horn is gener-

ally very much smaller than the front

one, and is sometimes a mere bump. In

rare cases there may be an additional

horny excrescence either between or be-

hind the two horns.

The two largest specimens of white
rhinoceros ever collected are those Mr.
James P. Chapin and I obtained for the

group now mounted in the American
Museum of Natural History. Both of
them have exceptionally large rear horns.

The male has a 42-inch front and 22%-
inch rear horn, and the female a 36 %-

Photograph by Herbert Lang.

Square-lipped rhino with perfect horns

inch front and a 21%-inch rear horn.

I have heard of front horns with knob-

like expansion toward the tip but have
never seen one and I observed the spatu-

late feature only in rear horns. The
broken horns that came to my notice

were merely rounded off at the tip end.

This, however, happens only in adult

specimens with longer horns and I doubt
whether the stumps left ever subsequent-

ly change much in form.
The horns of the cow rhinoceros are

of course relatively more slender than
those of the bull. This character is de-

pendent on the narrower nasal bones to

which the skin supporting the horns is

attached. So far as the smoothing and
sharpening of rhinoceros horns is con-

cerned I do not think that it is essen-

tially caused by rubbing them against

stones and much less by digging. It is

rather due to the indirect action of the

heavy vegetation through which the

animal moves with constantly nodding
head. In some regions the greater wear
may be traced to the effect of the razor-

like blades of common grasses. The
square-lipped species feeds only on grass.

Occasionally after wallowing in mud it

may rub its horn against the ground,
but this performance is short in com-
parison with the constant movement of

the horns against the entangled brush
of the habitat during the daily 15 to 20
mile stroll. Herbert Lang.

THE JACK CURLEW

THIS is a fine large bird, brown in

color, with a long decurved bill. Its

note, a series of whistles like those

of the greater yellowleg, but lower

pitched, less modulated and sometimes

prolonged into a trill or rattle, can be

confused with the note of no other bird.

Though a far northern breeder, it is one

of the first of its kind to reach us on

the southward migration, often being

present in small numbers by the fourth

of July. The first birds are usually seen

singly or two or three together. Later,

in favored localities they may form flocks

of considerable size.

The jack curlew flies usually over the

bay or meadows, but not infrequently

along the ocean shore. Its flight is pe-

culiarly steady and direct. If the gun-
ner’s decoys are set directly in its path
it will often descend to them, but it sel-

dom swerves to right or left for the

purpose of doing so. It associates very
little with other shore birds.

Several other curlews may occur rare-

ly on our coast. The much larger sickle-

bill with very large bill and yellower
color is now very rarely seen, though
formerly more numerous. The Euro-
pean whimbrel and curlew, correspond-
ing to our jack and sickle-bill in size

but with white at the base of the tail,

have straggled once or twice to this side

of the Atlantic. In the past the Eskimo
curlew, which after feeding on the tun-
dra of Labrador, migrated south across

the sea, sometimes occurred in consid-

erable numbers. This is a bird resem-
bling the jack curlew very closely but
smaller, with a smaller, less curved bill.

As the jack varies greatly as to size

of bill, the best distinguishing mark
between the two was the color of the
under side of the flight-feathers, barred
in the jack and plain in the Eskimo cur-
lew. The latter bird is now very rare,

approaching extinction.—J. T. N.

THE TRAIL OF A SNAKE

MANY times along a dusty trail we
see a wavy path about one-half

inch wide going across the trail.

This is a snake track, but the next ques-

tion is, “Which way was he going?” If

you observe closely you will find little

mounds of dirt on the outside of the

curve which are made by the movement
of the snake’s body in pushing forward.

In the accompanying diagram, snake

>

Diagram of snake track

going in direction of arrow, crosses mark
mounds of earth. These are always on

the outside of the curve. Watch a snake

sometime and he will prove it for you.

This is just for general interest to the

woodsman. An Old-Timer.

TURTLE EGGS

ON September 23, 1916, and Septem-

ber 21, 1918, I had found young
snapping turtles with shell one

inch to one and one-eighth inch long at

Mastic, Long Island, and had come to

think of this as the season when eggs of

this turtle were hatching in the locality.

In the forenoon of June first, 1919, a

snapping turtle was found laying her

eggs in the edge of some plowed ground

about forty yards from a creek. Off

hand, it seemed that these eggs should

hatch at an earlier date, but why not

try and find out? In the afternoon,

after the turtle was gone we dug down
and unearthed 23 eggs, to keep them un-

der observation. The more or less arti-

(CONTINUE® ON PAGE 396)
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A CAMP CLOTHES DRYER

A VERY useful little article to have

about camp is a clothes dryer, and
considering the simple way in which it

can be constructed it would seem that no
camper would be without one. Just as

soon as my tent is up and the kettle

boiling on the fire I look around among
the scrub trees surrounding my camp
and cut two thin poles of about three-

quarter inch in thickness and which have
a proper arrangement of branches to suit

my purpose. These I trim in such a man-
ner that they will have a forked crotch

on their tops and about the same dis-

tance from their ends—their length being

j:ark&/Ca/v/' C/artfas

about four feet. I also arrange for a
notch or branch-butt, about in the middle
of each. I then sharpen their ends and
stick them in the ground back of the fire

about five feet apart. Into the two
crotches at their tops I lay a one-half
inch rod, also cut in the woods, and
another one on the half-way notches.
This completes the arrangement and I

then have a very handy place to hang
any garment that needs drying. As the
frame is constructed of green wood there
is no donger of it burning even when
placed very near the fire.

P. P. Avery.

KINGFISH BAIT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

YY7TLL you please tell me what would
make a good bait for kingfish and

croakers, and also if a fish swallows or
eats poison will it affect the meat?

A Reader.

rTyHE best possible bait for the true
* kingfish— Menticirrus nebulosus— is

first the bloodworm, next the shedder
crab and then the squid. The latter

should be skinned before using, os it

makes a perfectly white and very at-

tractive bait and is one of the best of

baits for croakers. Crabs are also good
for the latter fish. Some fish seem to be

peculiarly affected by any poisoning sub-

stance which they may absorb and very
severe cases of ptomaine poisoning have
arisen from eating bluefish suspected of

having been affected by what they had
eaten. Crabs and oysters are well known
to be susceptible to such infection and
lobsters taken from copper ledges in the

depths of the sea are looked upon with
aversion by the fishermen. However,
there may be more of superstition than
real fact about many of the well accepted
statements of laymen regarding such
matters. [Editors.]

AN EFFICIENT CAMPFIRE

MOST campfire appliances that are
recommended to the woodsman are

rather bulky arrangements to manage in

the pack. I have designed one that re-

quires but a single frame to carry and
when set up in camp will make a very
efficient fire place.

The frame or grate measures 20" by
24" and is made of two equal parts of
3/16" wire framework. Cross wires of

5/32", set 1" apart, should be securely
bent around the frame at each end. A
better job can be made if the joints are

brazed. It can be made to fold at the

middle, thus reducing the size for carry-
ing, but the hinges must be set so that

when the frame is opened they will hold

straight. When setting it up, first scoop
out a hollow in the ground as shown in

cut and place the grate over the hole on
four stones of even size. By this ar-

rangement a much greater draft is in

duced and an ideal cooking fire produced
in a much shorter length of time than is

usually required to produce the desired

bed of coals. The front of the fireplace

should face toward the northwest.

P. P. Avery.

AS TO TYING FLIES

THE height of bliss attained by the

man who can build his own fly-rod

is vouchsafed to very few of this

earth. The man who can build both a

fly-rod and the fly to go upon it is one

of a still smaller circle. Yet one im-

agines that there be many anglers who
can learn to build flies, even if they can-

not buihrfly-rods. A Certain Person has

conceived the notion that she can learn

to tie flies, and I rather fancy that I

could learn to do as much myself in the

course of a dozen years or so. Be all

that as it may, we did tie flies at Lossie’s

place on the Prairie, and tied flies which
proved equal to killing trout. Nothing
in our books quite covered the bill for

these dark-bodied and light-winged flies

which we saw the trout were taking.

Whereupon Madame executed upon a No.

10 hook a peacock body, a hackle cut

from a squirrel’s tail and wings made
from the shoulder feathers of a widgeon.

Perhaps the squirrel tail did it, for this

sort of hackle moves most beautifully in

the water. At any rate we found this

fly to be about as good a killer as

the squirrel hackle, over green or dark
body, no wings at all being used except-

ing the squirrel tail, to be a killing form
of fly for trout. Such a fly is very “live”

in the water, and when handled properly

by the rod, creeps and crawls about in

a most fascinating manner.
A friend of mine, bringing up the

question of small flies and modest ties,

says that he has found that trout which
have been planted in a stream are always
more notional regarding the flies than

are the native trout in a wild stream
which has not been stocked. I think the

experience of others will bear him out

in this assertion. In the Thunder
Bay streams of Michigan we found flies

like the Jungle-cock, grasshopper, Par-
machene-belle, etc., to be good killers. On
the prairie one would fish a long time
before he would kill a trout on any one
of these, and probably this is the experi-
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ence of a great many streams which have

been steadily planted and also steadily

fished. The little Pine River, Messrs.

Miller and McLeod’s preserved stream in

Wisconsin, which I have so often men-
tioned, is, I think, something of an ano-

maly. The small and dark flies do not

seem to work there, and the No. 6 hook,

with such flies as silver-doctor, grizzly-

king, etc., seems to be most desirable

there. It is only fair to say, however,

that the smaller flies, such as 12 and 14,

have not been tried out there so thor-

oughly.
Emerson Hough.

A BIRCH BARK BAIT-BLANKET

A N old bait which has lost its paint

and attraction for the fish may be

changed into a satisfactory lure by cover-

ing it with birch bark. Split the bark
thin and lash it to the bait with fish line.

This trick is good to know for one of

those days when the fish seem to refuse

everything—then the birch bark bait is

apt to tickle their curiosity.

CATCHING MINNOWS

MINNOWS are sometimes hard to ob-

tain with a minnow net, and some
anglers can’t wait for them to come back
and feed after they have been scared
away by the lowering of the net. The
remedy is to either have patience or to

use a regular fishing pole. I always use a

pole when after minnows for bait, as the
only things that need be carried are a
few of the smallest hooks obtainable, a
spool of No. 40 cotton thread, preferably
black, and some very small corks, while
most of the minnow nets sold are bulky
to carry and require an axe to cut a pole

for them. All that are necessary besides

the small hooks, corks and thread are a

pocket knife and some dough for bait.

The pole can be cut anywhere.
Rig up your outfit and put a tiny ball

of dough on the barb of the hook. You’ll

get minnows only, with maybe a few
chubs if you fish towards dark, while if

you used worms the sunnies would beat
the minnows t® it every time. While
sunnies are good bait at rare times, the

minnow is the all around, all the time

bait, summer or winter.

It is good sport to go after large sun-

nies for the pan with this dainty outfit,

for they can make the light pole bend in

the same way as a trout does a fly rod,

giving you a trout fight in miniature.

More than once when on a camping trip

with 1 no meat for supper as night ap-

proached I have caught a half dozen large

sunnies and skinned them in a half hour.

Except for the many bones they are ex-

cellent eating.

A fair number of minnows caught

would be 100 an hour. My highest was
132 in that time. A few bleed at the

gills and soon die, but the majority are

unaffected by the hooking and if removed
carefully with a wet hand they will last

as long as net-caught ones.

F. C. Lawrence, Penn.

A DRINKING CUP

AN efficient cup or dipper may be made
out of an ordinary tin can. First

the rim that is left on the top of the can
must be*removed. To do this, thrust the

can in some hot coals. As the can be-

comes heated, the solder melts, and the

cover may be forced off with a knife or

any handy article.

Then two holes are made in the top

of the can, near together, as in the dia-

gram. Put a wire around the bottom of

the can. Then fasten two wires in the

holes in the top of the can, and twist.

Make the wire the desired length of the

handle. Then fasten the wires to the

loose wire at the bottom of the can.

When the wire at the bottom of the can
is tightened, a good drinking cup is the

result. The camper will often times find

time to make such handy articles.

C. J. POBANZ, Wis.

TO HOLD THE TROLLING ROD

PROCURE a piece of tubing slightly

larger than the butt of your rod,

about seven or eight inches long, flatten

one end with a hammer and bore through
it a hole large enough to allow entry to

a large thumb screw. When wanted for

use, screw the tubing tight to the edge of

the boat and insert the rod. The tube

must be large enough to allow the rod

handle a little play.

WITH braided silk fishing lines at

their present high prices most of

us would welcome a preservation for

them. Here is a treatment which pro-

longs the life of the line and makes it

float on the surface of the water. Stretch

the line from two or more nails, breast

high. Saturate a soft rag with vaseline

and give the line a thorough rubbing with
this rag, renewing the vaseline on the

rag from time to time and making sure

that it thoroughly penetrates the line.

When this has been accomplished wipe
the line once with a dry rag to remove
any surplus grease.

Baiting with helgramites the angler

stands at the head of a riffle or white
water paying out the line until the bait

reaches the water just below the riffle

when there is usually a strike. Best re-

sults are obtained by this method when
the sun is high.

F. C. Lawrence, Penn.



THE SAGE HEN
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

P ROMPTED by an editorial in a re-

cent issue of Forest and Stream ad-

vocating protection for the sage hen, I

am enclosing herewith some notes or ob-

servations made during a five months’
tour of central and western Montana.

Little light seems to have been thrown
on the life history of the sage hen; for

what reason I know not except that they
inhabit arid and inaccessible regions.

Present day agitation for the protec-

tion of the sage hen is indeed timely.

They are still fairly abundant in certain

sections of the west, but let us not lose

sight of the fact that the larger part of

the public domain has been converted into

range and as the country becomes settled

game quickly disappears.

Last January a report became current

that a large number of sage hens had
taken up winter quarters in the “Cr&zy
Woman’s Pocket,” in central Montana.
Wishing to verify this report with eye-

evidence I made a journey through that

lonely region about the middle of Janu-

ary, hoping to get some good photographs.

The region in question is remote from
populated districts and the artemisia

grows there in profusion.

In the dead of winter sage hens become
sociable and congregate in large flocks

while at other seasons of the year they

are not gregarious to the same extent.

I am sure that the huge flock we saw
numbered not less than one thousand

birds. The number was estimated, of

course, but I believe it was under rather

than over estimated.

Crazy Woman’s Pocket is an interest-

ing formation from a geological stand-

point. It is almost completely surround-

ed by rim rock which in places rises fifty

feet above the enclosed area, forming a

pocket as the name would signify. Few
habitations grace the spot. Occasionally

the lonely cabin of a homesteader looms

up in the distance, but for the most part

it is an arid and dreary region. Such a

region is quite ideal for sage hens, as they

quickly desert fertile and settled districts

for sage-covered, remote places.

A chilly blast was blowing out of the

north and in the freezing temperature we
failed utterly in our efforts to get photo-

graphs, but it was a rare treat to see

those magnificent birds take wing, rising

into the wind until about fifty feet above
the field and then turning down wind like

scout planes with throttles wide open. It

is astonishing at what speed such big

birds can move with a strong wind in

their favor.

An old cock bird is perhaps just a trifle

smaller than the wild, turkey, although
individual birds in the flock under obser-

vation varied greatly in point of size.

The maximum length of hens is perhaps
not over 22 inches, while cock birds at-

tain a length of 28 inches and weigh as

much as 8V2 pounds.
Although balked at the outset in our

attempt to get pictures we continued our
efforts. We resorted to stalking, but with
small success. The birds were wary and
would not allow a closer approach than
twenty-five yards. The concealment in

spots where the wind had cleared away
the snow was little short of remarkable.
Even close scrutiny at that distance failed

to reveal the outlines of birds. It was an
excellent example of protective coloration.

Old birds are decidedly unsavory. The
sage leaves upon which they feed impart
a rather rank and disagreeable taste to

their flesh. But this is not true of young
birds. On the other hand they are tooth-

some morsels. If old birds are “drawn”
immediately upon being brought to bag
they are rendered far more palatable. I

find this is a precaution old and experi-

enced gunners invariably take. Many a

good meal has been spoiled, when birds

were being prepared for the table, by a

drop or so of the acrid juices from the

intestinal tract.

The antics of cock birds during the

mating season are decidedly ludicrous.

The air sacs on the neck are inflated until

the breast resembles a pneumatic cushion,

upon which the bird rests or slides over

the ground.
The sage hen is the giant among our

American grouse and it would be a sad
commentary on conservation if we al-

lowed this noble bird to be exterminated.

J. W. Yates, Jr., S. D.

CROW-SHOOTING
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

T HE economic status of the American
crow is a subject which has been

much debated by ornithologists. As in

the case of several other species of birds

the harm done by the crow is very evi-

dent, while the good is not so easily per-

ceived.

The crow does good by destroying in-

jurious insects, small rodents and carrion.

About 20% of the food of the adults, and
48% of that of the young, consists of in-

sects, chiefly of injurious species, while

rodents make up about 2% and carrion
3 per cent. •

This species does harm by eating com
and other grain, cultivated fruit, small
reptiles and amphibians, and the eggs
and young of wild birds and poultry.
Corn is one of the staple foods of the
crow, and constitutes 38% of its food
for the year. Some of the corn taken is

undoubtedly waste grain, but much of it

consists of sprouting kernels and com
in the “milk” stage, while some is de-
rived from shocks standing in the field

after harvest. The pulling up of the
sprouting kernels, whereby the future
crop is often ruined or greatly impaired,
is the chief cause of the maledictions
heaped upon the head of this species by
the farmer. Grain other than corn,
chiefly wheat, oats and buckwheat, make
up 13% of the total food.

Cultivated fruit makes up only a small
percentage of the total food for the
year, but since this species has been re-

ported as occasioning serious damage to

apples, pears, cherries, grapes, figs,

oranges, melons, peanuts, almonds, chest-

nuts and pecans, and since the loss often
falls very heavily on individual orchards,
the crow’s depredations in this

1

line can-
not be overlooked in any consideration of

its economic status.

Crows not infrequently raid the poul-
try yard and carry off young chickens,

and a good deal of the loss, for which
“hen-hawks” are blamed and many bene-
ficial species of hawks consequently per-
secuted by the farmer, is undoubtedly
due to crows.

The crow’s habit of robbing the nests
of wild birds of eggs and young is well

known to every field ornithologist. This
habit may not have constituted a serious

menace to the smaller wild birds in the
days when the country was largely cov-

ered with forest and well-concealed nest-

ing sites were abundant. But today,

when vast stretches of open country ex-

ist, and nesting sites are scarcer and
not so well concealed, the effect of the
crow’s nest-robbing proclivities is far
more serious.

From the above brief consideration of

the economic status of the crow we can
see that it is not a species which should
be allowed to increase in numbers, and
while it would be decidedly unwise to urge
a war of extermination it is desirable to

keep it in check. This conclusion is

borne out by the statement of Mr. E. R.

Kalmbach of the Bureau of Biological

Survey in his comprehensive bulletin

The Crow and its Relation to Man, from
which source I have derived the data on
percentages of food given above. He
says, “It is well that no protection be af-

forded the bird and that permission be
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granted for shooting it when it is actual-

ly found doing harm” and “A reasonable

reduction of numbers is justifiable in

areas where there is an overabundance

of the birds.”

It is one thing to advocate the shoot-

ing of crows in regions where they are

too numerous and quite another thing

to do it. For as every hunter knows, the

crow is preeminently able to look after

itself, and it is extremely hard to ap-

proach within shot-gun range, or even

sufficiently close to afford a reasonably

sure mark for the rifle. But in crow-

shooting if we cannot approach the crow
we can get the crow to come to us.

The first thing to do is to study the

crow’s vocabulary rather closely, when
we shall find that it does not utter the

conventional “Caw” usually ascribed to

it. In fact, there is no “c” in its note at

all, the initial letter being “r”, and the

call “R-ro.wr.” When a crow finds any-

thing of interest and proceeds to call its

confreres it says “Raw-awrr—raw-awrr”
with a rising inflection on the “awrr.”

A crow in distress utters a half-choked

“ahrr-ahrr-ahrr.” Now after we have
practised these two call-notes until we
have both pitch and volume under con-

trol and can utter them in a realistic

manner, we can proceed on our crow-

shooting expedition.

It is a good plan to pick out a thick

clump of trees from beneath which we
can command a clear view of a tall

dead tree, or of a tree with thin foliage.

Then stationing ourselves under cover

we give the gathering call, or if there

are crows near at hand the lower distress

call. The crows usually respond in-

stantly and come and perch in the dead

tree. It is well not to open fire until a

good many crows have gathered, as when
a large number are present, and when
our calling has stirred them to a great

pitch of excitement, we can shoot again

and again without the flock leaving the

spot, as long as we keep up the calling.

It is possible under these conditions to

kill two crows with practically every

shot, with either shot-gun or rifle, by
waiting until two are in line of fire.

Sometimes with a shot-gun three may be

secured at a shot and my best record is

sixteen crows with seven shots.

The best sport in this method of crow-

shooting is, of course, with a small cali-

bre rifle. Fair practice in wing shoot-

ing may be had by using a 20-gauge shot

gun as the birds wheel overhead.

I have called up crows in this manner
repeatedly in the same neighborhood, but

it is to be recommended that the trick

should not be practised too continuously

in one spot. A. B. Klugh, Ontario.

AN OLD NUMBER FOUND
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
am sending you a copy of the Forest
and Stream, dated Jan. 5th, 1888,

which I found last week twenty-six miles

from any settlement in an old camp,
while on a canoe trip.

You will note that it is in a very good

state of preservation, although it had
lain away in its lonely home for so

many years.

H. B. Stanwood, Maine.

A RECORD MOOSE HEAD
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

LAST fail while guiding a party of
1 sportsmen from the States on a hunt

in the Kenai Peninsula, Alaska, we
picked up a rather remarkable moose
head, a picture of which I enclose. We
found it in the country between Funny
River and Lake Tustumena.
Andrew Berg, another guide attached

to our party, claimed that the head be-

longed to him, as he had shot a very large

moose in this region a number of years
ago and had cached the head in the place

where we found it.

We measured it very carefully with a

steel tape and found that it had a spread
of 76% inches. Undoubtedly the head
when fresh would have measured at least

two or three inches more and would have
equalled, if not surpassed, the world’s
record of 78% inches, which I believe is

A record Alaska moose head

on exhibition at the Field Museum in

Chicago. Both Mr. Heyward Cutting and
Mr. Oliver Wolcott, the sportsmen we
were accompanying, suggested that the

head should be placed in some museum
and agreed to present it in Berg’s name to

whatever institution he would name, but
he would not part with it and it now
adorns his cabin at Kenai.

Walter Lodge, Seward, Alaska.

A BIG TROUT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

AN incentive to those who are now get-

ting out their tackle, counting their

supplies and longing to tread the banks
of mountain streams will be the following

account of a trout caught in Wyoming
last fall just before the trout fishing sea-

son closed.

Charles Workman and Otto Koenig,

two of Park County’s most persistent and
expert fishermen, went a short distance

from Cody to the Shoshone dam deter-

mined to bring in the usual “big one.”

Mr. Koenig cast in his line just a time or

two when he felt a jerk and a heavy
pull. After skilfully playing the fish,

Mr. Koenig realized that he had lost in

the fight.

In a few moments, Mr. Workman
changed his bait to a Colorado Spinner
No. 3, and thirty minutes after the fish

that had succeeded in getting away from
Mr. Koenig, hit the same pool. The fish

made a lunge for the spinner and was
immediately hooked. After playing the
trout in a game fight for five minutes,
Mr. Koenig succeeded in bringing him to

the shore, with the five ounce fly rod
bending almost double under the weight.
The catch was an eight pound cut

throat or native trout, probably the larg-
est one of its kind to be caught in the
Shoshone River in Wyoming. It has been
mounted and is now on display at the
Post Office Store at Cody.

Agnes R. Wright, Wyo.

AN APPRECIATION
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
JDERHAPS it might interest you to
L state that I had been back but five

days from a hunting trip into the Flor-
ida Cypress when I read the story:
"How Pomp Saved Our Christmas,” by
E. R. Wilbur, in the December number of
your magazine, which, no doubt, caused
it to appeal to me all the more. I lived

in Florida for seven years, and while
living there took many hunts into the
Cypress after deer and turkeys. There-
fore, you can readily understand that
I am in a position, more or less, to pass
critical judgment on all stories of Flor-
ida hunting. Mr. Wilbur’s descriptions
of the, country, the cypress swamps, and
the trailing of that big buck tally so
well with some of my experiences down
there that it almost seemed as though
I was recounting some of my hunts. They
were as true to life as they possibly
could be.

My hunt in November was a success.

Game was very plentiful—particularly
turkeys, which were so plentiful that we
passed up shots every day because we
already had all we needed. I saw sev-

enteen deer in five days, and killed a
dandy buck for my part of the spoils,

as well as four turkeys, one of which
was a seventeen pound gobbler. On two
separate occasions I walked into the
midst of a drove of turkeys. Once they
flushed in front of me and sailed away
amidst the palms like a covey of quail.

The other time they used their long red
legs and sped away into the palmettoes
to safety.

W. M. Garlington, Illinois.

SNAKES AND TURKEYS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

YOUR recent article entitled “A Snake
that Imitates a Rattler” reminds me

of the fact that nearly all snakes would
be rattlers in the ordinary acceptance
of that term if possessed of rattles, if

the vibrant motion of the tail when
angry would indicate anything. I allude

particularly to the black snake, king
snake and chicken snake, whose oscilla-

tion of the tail, when angry, is equal to

anything of the kind that ever emanated
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from the rattlesnake, and could the rat-

tles of a true rattler be attached to them,

as I often wished to see done, you then

would have the true “sing” of the rattle-

snake, minus his poisonous properties.

I don’t think a rattler is conscious of

his “tune” and only vibrates his tail

when angry preparatory to striking, a 11

is the case with those species which I

have just mentioned. Audubon says ;

rattler never strikes without rattling,

and destitute of that appendage canno
strike at all, which latter clause I do not

believe; however, if true, it would only

go to prove what I have written above,

that the brain and tail move sympatheti-

cally, regardless of sound.

And whilst writing I wish to allude to

the location of sound most extraordinari-

ly developed in the wild turkey, alone
,

so far as I have been able to ascertain,

though I have been a reader of your
journal nearly thirty years, and have
never seen a notice of it and have read

numerous stories relating to its charac-

teristics, particularly its intelligence. I

allude most particularly to the power of

locating the imitator of its call, wher.

turkey hunting, and no matter the dis-

tance from you, if it can hear you (and

it can hear you half a mile under favor-

able circumstances), if it wants to come
to your call, it will come to that very

spot where the call is made. Of course

you are supposed to be concealed in a

blind and the turkeys are flushed, but if

it wants to come, though I am sorry to

say they are often actuated by business

engagements elsewhere, it will do so, and
no martin ever went truer to its gourd

or a rifle bullet to the mark than Mr.
Turkey to the exact spot where that call

is made, though it be only large enough
to conceal your body. I consider this de-

velopment of the bump of location of

sound most astounding, and if another

animal possesses it, I would like to know
it. It is developed somewhat in the hog
but nothing approaching that of the

turkey.

James Moore, North Carolina.

CARNIVOROUS SQUIRRELS AND
VEGETARIAN FOXES

To the Editor of Forest and Stream: .

HAVE any of the readers of Forest
and Stream ever noticed that red

squirrels are sometimes carnivorous?

Such is the fact, vouched for by two
railroad men, one of them well known
to the writer, whose word can be depend-

ed upon. During the past winter a dog
which had been killed by their freight

engine, near Tuscarora, Pa., was ob-

served being fed upon by two red squir-

rels. An investigation by two of the

train crew showed that the two squirrels

had burrowed quite a hole into the body
of the canine, which had been preserved

by the prolonged cold spell. Nearby was
the hole of the squirrels, through the

snow in which they were seen to take

refuge.

The severe winter in the Poconos has
also caused some foxes to become vege-

tarians according to the testimony of one
reliable resident of that section wherein

foxes have been seen to appear in his

orchard back of his house to obtain fall-

en apples. The foxes were very scant

around the ribs.

J. Keith Esser, Pennsylvania.

GROWTH OF INCISOR IN SQUIRREL
'~»~,HE accompanying illustration gives

: a left side view of an abnormal
skull of the Western Fox Squirrel

compared with a normal skull (above)
;

described by Dayton Stoner in a publica-

tion of the Iowa Academy of Science.

“Apparently this animal had, through
some accident or other, lost the exposed
tip of the lower left incisor, thus leaving

the upper incisor of that side unopposed;
as a consequence, the latter tooth did not

extend downward much further than
normally, but assumed the outline of an
incomplete circle, growing backward and
upward.”

The complicated state of affairs result-

ing “must have caused much inconven-

ience and even pain to the animal until

its sufferings were ended by a shot from

the hunter’s gun.”

CECROPIA LEADERS AND SOME
LARGE FISH

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
N the April issue of Forest and
Stream, there appears an article by

E. T. Whiffin headed, “Fly Fishing Both

Wet and Dry.” Altogether the article

strikes me as an exceptionally good one.

There is one particular item, however,

that has aroused my curiosity and I

should like to know if you could procure

for me the information. It is relative to

the cecropia silk worm, from which Mr.
Whiffin says he procured material for

a knotless leader about six feet long.

First, I should like to know enough
about the cecropia silk worm to readily

recognize it, if it is among our local

bugs. I should then like to know all

about extracting the material from the

worm and how to make the leader.

I have no doubt in the least that thou-
sands of fishermen would be tremendously
interested in knowing the details con-

cerning this subject. I make occasional-
ly my own rod and tie my own leaders.

Sometimes I take a try at fly tying.

Every other real fisherman in this sec-

tion of the country has spent many a
pleasant winter’s evening at the same
occupation and I am sure it would very
materially add to our pleasure, if we
knew how to draw and manufacture our
own leaders.

Incidentally, I do not believe that it is

generally known that we catch trout in

this locality which compare favorably in
size with trout taken anywhere in this

country or Canada. Forest and Stream
has told many an excellent trout story,
but most of these stories of especially
large trout lead us to believe that for
size and fight it is necessary to go to the
wilds of Canada for the big ones. It

might interest you, therefore, to know
that on the first day of this season three
brown trout were taken out of the Loyal-
sock Creek, Lycoming County, over eigh-
teen inches (18") long and one of them
measured twenty and one-quarter inches
(20^4"). One fisherman procured the
three. Yesterday morning the same fish-

erman secured two trout sixteen inches
(16") and one thirteen inches (13") long
in Lycoming Creek, Lycoming County.
He fished from about six o’clock until

ten o’clock in the morning. Recently a
brown trout thirty and one-half inches
(30%") long was sent in to one of our
local taxidermists for mounting. It was
caught near Tyrone, Pa. I do not know
the weight but judge it must have
weighed over eight pounds, as one was
taken last summer just above Williams-
port measuring twenty-seven inches (27")
and weighing six pounds, nine ounces.
These of course are brown trout. Last
year the largest brook trout taken in this

locality was seventeen and one-half inch-

es (17%") long. Quite a number of fif-

teen and sixteen inch brook trout were
caught and one fifteen and one-half inch

(15%") brook trout was taken from Ly-
coming Creek this year.

I trust that you will succeed in pro-
curing for me the information relative

to the silk worm.
S. R. Hipple, Pennsylvania.

THE best of our American caterpillars

from which to draw leaders is the
cecropia; a full grown caterpillar some-
times being five inches long, rather slen-

der in proportions, apple green in color,

with several large tubicals on the back of
the segaments near the head. It is some-
times found on the grass or a nettle-stalk

or at any height from a few inches to

fifty feet above the ground. They some-
times are quite abundant on maple, wil-

low, alder, elm and sumac and they feed
on leaves of these trees.

It is occasionally possible to get a few
of these worms late in August or early
in September. When they are about
ready to spin they are restless and may
be found crawling rapidly up or down
trees or across the walk or road and
sometimes, if you look carefully, you will
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observe a filament of silk hanging from
the mouth-. They are now ready to spin.

Take your worm and tear it across a

quarter or a third back from the head,

but not in two. Place the whole carcass

in a pickle composed of 50% of a saturate

solution of salt and water and 50% vine-

gar. Allow it to remain in this for a

half to three-quarters of an hour, then

take out the remains and find one end

of one of the silk sacs, which will be

translucent or perhaps whitish by this

time, and about the diameter of a steel

knitting needle. Pull it out carefully and
stretch it out between two pins so that it

ivill dry straight. [Editors.]

FROM SAMOA
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

PERMIT me to thank you for the ex-

cellent editorial, “The Boy Scout An-
niversary,” published in the February
number of Forest and Stream.
The “Samoa Times” has republished it

for the benefit of the newly organized Boy
Scout movement at Apia, Samoa.
Allow me to take advantage of this

opportunity to say how greatly I have
enjoyed Forest and Stream for many
years while stationed in Africa, China
and the South Seas.

Mason Mitchell, American Consul.

PRAIRIE CHICKEN IN

MANITOBA
Fo the Editor of Forest and Stream :

FOR several years the Provincial Legis-

lature has found fit to have a closed

season for prairie chicken, due largely to

the fact that this game has been dimin-
ishing in large numbers, and rather than
have them extinguished entirely, this

action was taken. At the present ses-

sion, an amendment to the Game Laws
was passed and recently the legislature

decided to allow a short open season, Oc-
tober 15-22, both days inclusive, for

prairie chicken. This decision has met
with the approval of many Manitoba
hunters and, in sending this to you, I

feel that many of your readers will also

be interested.

R. Creelman, Canada.

NEST ROBBERS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

THERE is a very strict law protecting
wild ducks and prairie chickens be-

cause they are getting scarce, but I am
going to name two birds that do more
harm than gunners do. When I was
plowing last spring I discovered three
duck and four prairie chicken nests and
I plowed around them or moved them to

one side so as not to disturb them any
more than I could help. When I went
back to harrow the land a couple of days
later the eggshells were there but the
birds gone. A man told me he had seen
some crows and also a hawk eating those
eggs, so you can figure that 18 ducks were
destroyed, as they usually lay from 5 to 6
eggs apiece, and perhaps 50 prairie chick-
ens, as they lay from 13 to 15 eggs apiece.

Now, if these birds destroy nests like that

all over the country think of the thou-

sands of birds they get away with in a

year. I recommend that a bounty of 10

cents apiece be put on crows and the same

on hawks, and make it worth while for

the farmers to kill off as many as they

can. In that way at the end of a couple

of years the crows and hawks would be

scarce and our ducks and chickens would

soon reach their old numbers again. I

think those nest-robbing birds do more
harm in one year than gunners do in two.

P. D. Riechekt, Manitoba.

REMARKABLE GROWTH OF
BRITISH COLUMBIA TROUT

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
N the December, 1918, number of

Forest and Stream there appeared a

letter from me concerning the taking of

A 30-lb. Kamloops trout

four Kamloops Trout or Landlocked
Salmon from Premier Lake, B. C., on
May 15th, 1918, which averaged 11

pounds each. I now enclose a picture of

a Kamloops Trout taken recently from
the same lake which weighed 30 pounds,
was 41 inches long and had a girth mea-
surement of twenty-five inches.

This is the largest fish ever taken in

any of the waters in East Kootenay.
Premier Lake was stocked August 12th,

1915, with about 10,000 fry from the
Gerrard Fish Hatchery. This lake was
restocked in August, 1918, with 25,000
more of the same kind of fish and these
are being taken this year weighing from
4 to 6 pounds.

F. A. Dunn, Cranbrook, B. C.

HOW INDIANS CAUGHT WILD
PIGEONS

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
N wandering through the foothills of

Fresno county, California, in the neigh-

borhood ef Kings River, one can find

places where the Indians caught wild

pigeons. In years gone by, the wild

pigeons were plentiful, so much so that

the farmers’ wheat crops were badly in-

jured by them. The pigeon, as you know,

held his head down while drinking, and

would not drink except where water ran

over smooth rock in a thin sheet. To
these places they came by thousands. The
Indians built a log crib about six feet

square and filled it with dirt even with

the top. They pounded it down as hard

as a rock. All around the edges of '.his

floor, blossoms of the Manzanita were
placed to make it look natural, and on

the floor were placed two or three stuffed

pigeons, as .decoys. On the side of the

platform opposite the water, and arched

above the platform just enough to allow

a person to crawl in, was built a tiny

shed, just large enough to operate in, and
all covered with leaves and grasses to

make it look like the surrounding ground.

The platform was about four feet high,

and the shed on one side, next to the

platform, was made in the form of an
arch, about 18 inches above the platform.

Over this space were hung twisted grass

ropes. The Indian got in his little shed

and peeped through the grass ropes. He
had a slender stick with a stout piece of

twine fastened on the end formed in a

loop. The pigeons came by thousands,
lighting all around the water. They saw
the dummy pigeons on the platform and
lit there for a moment until crowded off

by others. The Indian put his stick out

with the loop of twine on the end,

and as soon as a pigeon stepped in it

he pulled him in and wrung his neck,

or put him in a cage. There was
so much fluttering and flapping of wings
among the great numbers of pigeons gath-

ered there that the fluttering of the

trapped ones was not noticed by the

others and the Indian got all he wanted.
He waited until the pigeons all flew away
before he came out, so as not to frighten

them and keep them from coming back
again another time.

The white man’s shotgun has done
away with this method of trapping, and
the pigeons, too—the noise of the white
man’s gun drove the game away. When
the Spanish first came to California they

said the Indians had herds of deer the

same as we have cattle, all under control,

but the white man’s noisy gun has done
away with most of the game. If we used
only traps and bow and arrows we would
have plenty of game now.

C. S. Acken, California.

A DIFFERENT OPINION
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
N the February issue of Forest and
Stream I was interested in an article

by Lieut. Warren H. Miller on “Hunting
Dogs.”
What he says in regard to Laverack

setters being usually “slower and more
methodical” hunters and therefore bet-

ter for grouse dogs is what interests me.
I have had several Llewellyns and all of

them have been too fast and wide and
not careful enough for grouse. They
were well bred dogs.

E. B. Wood, Kentucky.

(Several letters are held oveS^)
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. PATENTED 1

STEEL-LOCKED

HOMER CLARK
(Whose portrait is above)

is a Professional Trap-
shooter whose ability to

break clay pigeons seems
almost uncanny.

His record of

QQrf for an entire
s O JO Season’s Shooting
and his World’s Record for

consecutive Long Runs

412 AND 315 Straight
almost staggered the belief of

the Trapshooting world.

World’s Champion
is a title he annexed by winning

the E. C. Cup.

Perfect from Primer to Crimp*
Send (or “Four Acer and a King"

Mention tbii Magazine

CHAMBERLESS GUNS
CONCERNING A SYSTEM OF BORING THAT HAS RECENT-
LY BEEN ATTRACTING ATTENTION IN ENGLAND

By WILLIAM A. BRUETTE

NTEREST in the in-

side of gun barrels

undoubtedly began
with the pouring of
the first load of pow-
der and lead down
the first tube that

was utilized for that
purpose and from
that day to this a

constant source of

discussion has been
why some barrels

shoot with greater regularity and high-

er velocity than others. To be sure

there has been worked out for the rifle-

man and the single bullet a standardized
table of ballistics, so that the rifle maker
knows what he can safely promise and
the sportsman what to expect from the

joint efforts of chemists and mechanics,
but the shot gun with a load made up
of several hundred pellets has proven a
more puzzling proposition.

The early gun makers experimented in

various directions but were never able
to determine why one barrel would shoot
better than another which they had
bored with the same tools in the same
way quite as carefully. In the face of

this uncertainty most of them concluded
that the best thing to do was to sur-

round their efforts with a weird sort of

secrecy, which they did until some one
came out with the choke bore principle

which placed in the hands of gun borers
a system of regulating the performance
of a gun barrel with regularity. Since
then there has been a great deal of ex-
perimenting with the choke boring prin-
ciple. Some borers placed the constric-

tion in the barrel close to the breach and
then enlarged the tube toward the muz-
zle. Others placed it near the center of
the barrel and then enlarged the bore in

both directions, but at the present time
most gun makers place it at or near the
muzzle and some of them claim to lead
up to it by a long taper.

There have been many efforts pro-
pounded about how this constriction op-
erated upon a column of shot, but the

consensus at the present time is that it

retains the wad long enough to enable

the shot column to get free from the

muzzle of the gun and well on its way
56

2ts in. long

without danger of being broken up either

by the outrush of gas ot the wad itself.

In this country gun makers have
brought choke boring, barrel chambering,
polishing, etc., to a very high state of

regularity and all of the standard
American guns are turned out with
shooting qualities that satisfy American
sportsmen as a class. These attainments

in barrel boring have enabled our sports-

men to lay aside the old-time heavy 10

gauge and adopt the lighter 12 for trap,

duck, geese and heavy shooting. For
ten years the graceful, easily handled
20 has been replacing the 12 on all up-

land shooting at prairie chickens, quail,

snipe and woodcock and in turn there is

now apparent a well marked movement
among leading sportsmen towards the

still lighter 28. These charming wea-
pons are justly becoming popular all

over the country and recently there has
been brought out a little 410 that is

rapidly attaining a vogue and promises
to have a noteworthy place in the gun
cabinet of American sportsmen. What
this little weapon will do in the way of

smashing clay targets and its effective-

ness on quail, snipe, rabbits and all

small game, will come as a distinct sur-

prise to the sportsman who has never
given it a thorough trial at the traps

or in the field.

The fact that American sportsmen
have for a quarter of a century been
moving steadily towards smaller gauges
and lighter weapons is a clear indication

of the attainments of American barrel

borers. Today our sportsmen are satis-

fied with the pattern, penetration and
general shooting qualities pf American
guns and, as a class, feel that anything
more deadly than the weapons they now
possess would not tend in the direction

of good sportsmanship. This position

is quite at variance with that of British

sportsmen. There the demand is con-

stant for more deadly weapons. The
punt-gun is still in use among wild fowl-

ers. Heavy 8 gauges are seen upon the

marshes and criticism of the shooting of

their 12 gauges and constant requests
for more powerful shooting weapons ap-

pear in all of the journals; meanwhile
the sportsmanlike 20 and 28 gauges
have attained popularity but slowly.

(continued on page 397)

From Greener’s Modern Shot Guns

Cartridge chambers are bored on a taper of .015 to facilitate extraction. The cone
of a 12 gauge tapers from .798 to .729, the internal diameter of a 12 gauge barrel.
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To the edge of the
surf withyour zFndiafi

The INDIAN is the sportsman’s most dependable
friend. Up into the hills, straight through the

woods or right down to the edge of the surf—the

INDIAN carries you in safety, and in perfect com-
fort. It loafs along slowly if you wish, or at a twist

of the wrist it jumps ahead and carries you out in

front where you don’t have to take anybody’s dust.

Go to your INDIAN dealer today. Choose
your model from the 1920 INDIAN line and
get an immediate practical demonstration.

Dept. 10

HENDEE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Springfield,Mass.
The Largest Motorcycle Manufacturer in the World

Indian Motocgcie
For Sale by.Dealers Everywhere
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ITHACAS WIN
Jay Clark, Jr., Captain of the U. S.

team, going to Europe to. shoot for the

^World's Championship.

^.Winner of Amatenr Championship of America

Shoots an Ithaca because

Sir.y man can break more targets •with an

Ithaca

CATALOGUE FREE

Singles, $75 oo up. Doubles, S45 00 up.

ITHACA GUN CO.. ITHACA, N. Y.

BOX 25

WARNER’STufoSo

THK
PISTOL

That
Shoots and Hits

the Mark”
Before buying ask y«nr
dealer about the 111
Warner 44 InfaUtfel*."

Get the beat and mt«
at laaat™ ^ cs $5

15
QUICK
SHOTS

32
CAL. &

Get a Warner 44 Infallible” Automatic and teach tha
women how to plug the bull’s eye. Target shooting Is

intense, exciting sport Excellent training for nerve€ and
eyes. Teaches self-reliance, confidence and familiarity
with weapons. What a Shooter Says Your ‘Infallible*
Automatic Pistol is all that you claim and more. I put
seven shots in bull’s eye one inch in diameter at distance
of twenty-five feet with the pistol. The accuracy of
this arm is unsurpassed by any regardless of prica.”
C. S. Hoffman, 157 Oakwood Avenue, Orange, N. J.

FREE LESSON OFFER
An authority has prepared for
us, a set of six lessons on the
Art of Pistol Markmanship.
These lessons are of marvelous
value in the use and care of a
Warner44 Infallible’'Automatic.
Write today for illustrated cir-
cular and terms of Free Lesson
Offer.

KIRTLAND BROTHERS & CO., INC.
96 Chambers St. ( Dept. S-F ) New Yerk

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

1440 E. 63rd St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

WILDERNESS DWELLERS
HUNTING BIG GAME WITH A CAMERA IN THE HEART
OF THE NEW BRUNSWICK WILDS — CHAPTER FIVE

By DR. THOMAS TRAVIS

jHE n#xt morning Char-
lie Cremin and I start-

ed along the trail

again, back of the

camp. Inside of five

hundred yards we
counted ten deer, all

within easy gunshot,

and most of them
within a hundred feet

from the camera.
Right by an old, de-

serted logging camp,
now built up for a storehouse, we came
on three deer, two lying down in the long

grass and shrubbery, one standing just at

the edge of the camp, in the sunlight.

Carefully we crept up to within fifty feet,

then standing out in the open, I focussed,

and pulled the trigger, while the deer
stood there frozen an instant, to flash

into action, and with whistling snort leap

away with her two comrades.
Rounding the old camp on our way

back, I saw the raspberry bushes shak-
ing under some heavy tread, and running
around the other side of the camp came
face to face with a full-grown, hoary old

porcupine. For a moment of mutual
surprise we stood eyeing each other, then
Johnnie shuffled away under the floor of

the camp, where Charlie Cremin set a

strong copper snare, to get him some
day before he had eaten great holes in

the logs of the floor.

Thus we started on down the lake,

silently stealing under the shadow of the

overhanging forest, and through the nar-

rows into the third lake. Many a deer

we saw, many a promising stalk, but we
were after moose. That is, till Charlie

stopped paddling and whispered, “Spruce
hen.”

Quietly we came to shore by a mossy
bank, and creeping up saw our spruce,

hen crouching on a low limb.

Now what follows will seem strange to

any who do not know the spruce hen,

well called also, “fool hen.” For, al-

though we stood almost within paddle

reach of her, she merely fidgeted, chuckled

and stood pat. Even when Charlie pulled

a great armful of fir boughs aside to

clear the way for a camera shot, she still

stood there, twisting her neck, crooning,

and just talking to us. So we pulled the

trigger, and got a passable picture. Then
on our way after moose we went.

In the narrows we came across a feed-

ing cow, but she was off long before

we came in good range, and we wondered
what had warned her till we rounded
the bend and came in sight of more shell-

drakes. Then we understood. For as

of old they flapped and splattered ahead
of us, telling all the woods that an en-

emy was near.

Several more deer we saw, but always
they were put on guard by the miserable

ducks. A huge moose jumped back of the

alders where he had been watching us

drift near, but we did not see him till he

jumped. So we came ashore at another

old lumber camp, and walked silently

through the forest.

Here were trails worn ankle deep by
the hoofs of moose and deer. An old

stump, waist high, was fairly gnawed

Right at the steep, slippery bank she went and we tried to head her off
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Motor Rambling
YES. I know; used to feel just that way

myself. Every week-end we would fill the
gas tank, oil up and start. Nowhere in

0 particular—just got out on the dusty road.

When the mood struck the party, we parked
alongside some wayside tea-room or road-
house, had a round or two of messy, fizzy

drinks, some rouged-up ice cream, or stopped
for dinner where good food was manhandled
by a foreign-bom chef.

The night was generally spent at a hotel lo-

cated midway of the main street of the town.
After dinner the choice of amusement lay be-
tween a jazz band, a game of billiards on a
rock-ribbed table, and killing time until morn-
ing on the downy couch in the stuffy bedroom.
Then, tired out, we returned to the office for
another week’s grind.

But for the Auto Rambler the open trail leads
from the crowded speedways.

He follows the highways and byways, enjoying
the hills which grow up to the sky, the brooks
as they gurgle contentment and a fishing invi-

tation, reckoning not the deepening shadows
as night comes on.

His is the hostelry of the wayside. Equipped
with auto tent, cooking outfits, bedding and
food, the Auto Camper is not dependent on
even the village store for his accommodation
or food supplies.

One does not have to motor far to locate a
camping site. Just back off the main road, in

a little grove of white birches on the banks of

a noisy brook, which will furnish the water
and, perchance, fish enough to fill the break-
fast frying pan.

The tent erected, the bedding inflated, the
chairs and tables in place and the kitchen cor-
ner arranged—the camp is complete.

Abercrombie & Fitch Co. camp experts are
prepafed to advise you, either upon personal
call or by mail, as to the best possible equip-
ment for any projected trip.

Complete Auto Camping Outfit
In Seven Bags, Carried on Running Boards

The seven bags below, weighing 173 pounds, to
be strapped to running boards, contain tent, beds
and complete camp equipment for four tourists.
Completely described in our booklet, “Motor
Rambling, ” free on request.

' "

This is the best, lightest, most compact auto-campers’
outfit ever assembled, including blankets, table, chairs,
cooking outfit and every camp convenience.

Combination Lunch and
Camping Outfit

(Including Stove)

For an auto trip of a few days or
an extended tour, a Lunch Set
with the necessary cutlery, dishes
and cooking utensils for six.

Case of basswood, lightin weight.
Covering, black enamel duck.
Has strong lock and catches, also
bolts for fastening secure-
ly to running board of car.
A dust and waterproof
cover is provided. Price $9U#

In our Camp Goods Department you can secure information regarding camp
furnishings for any camp, anywhere.

dbercromlac & Fitch Co*
EZRA H. FITCH, President

Madison Avenue and Forty-fifth Street, New York
‘THE GREATEST SPORTING GOODS STORE IN THE WORLD’
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Target practice through the summer
will keep eye and nerves in training

for the game season.

LYMAN SIGHTS
A No. 2A Combination

Rear Sight, fitted with

disc, will help you to

make good scores on the

range. Unscrew the disc

and it is all ready for

game. No. 5B gives you

a Globe Front Sight for

target work, and a clear

white Ivory Bead for

game. At your dealer’s,

or send us his name and

the make, model and cal-

iber of your rifle, and

ask us for Free Book of

Lyman Sights for every

purpose and every gun.

LYMAN GUN
SIGHT CORPORATION

110 West Street
Middlefield, Conn.

No. 2A Combina-
tion Rear Sight
with Disc $6.00

No. 5B Front
Sight combina-
tion Globe and
Bead - - $2.00

ShoofWhhouLNoise

Do away with that old
fashioned report, and
the disturbance. Avoid
flinching, improve your
accuracy and enjoy pre-
cision shooting any-
where at any time with a

MAXIM
SILENCER
Price, .22 cal.. S7.00.
Send 6c in stamps for ci

and booklet of humorous e
of noiseless shooting.

The Maxim Silencer Co.
69 Homestead Ave. . Hartford. Conn.

35c
Pwtpald

all lubrication and

polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
la the New Perfection

Pocket PickifO

U matchleu combination.
Sportsmen known it for

jean. Dealers sell NYOIL at

15c. and 35c. Send ns the name
of a live one who doesn't sell

NYOIL with other necessaries

for sportsmen and we will send
yon a dandy, handy new can
(screw top and screw tip) con-
taining tH oanees postpaid

for 35 cents.

WH. r. HTE, Sew BeJM. Hui.

to pieces by these searchers for salt. In

a nearby puddle of soft mud a flight of

morning cloak and angle-wing butterflies

were holding some sort of a fete, and all

the trails led back toward the deserted

cabins of the camp. So thither we went.

And there a tragedy was opened up to

us, a wilderness story of youth’s courage
and age’s despair. For as we pushed
open the swinging door, there confronted

us the skeleton of a great cow moose, and
around the scarred and gnawed logs the

tale was written plainly.

The cow and her calf had come in there

after salt. That was clear. Then sonic

gust of wind had blown the door shut, not

locked, you understand, but just tight

shut. And the two moose, mother ana
oung, were trapped. We could see where
she had pawed and hooked and nuzzled

the door; we could see where she had
plunged and dug and raged in fear and
despair. And the brown bones told the

tragic ending. The mother had striven

till strength fled, and then had lain down
to die.

But the baby had not given up hope.

There was a window, some five feet

from the log floor, a small oblong win-

dow, far too small for the mother, but
sufficient, with desperate scrambling, for

the baby. We could see where the tiny

hoofs had scored the logs again and
again; we could see where the baby had
made a valiant fight to get through—and
get through it did, by hook or crook, for

outside the window were to be seen the

marks of a wallowing fall, where the
eaves had sheltered the traces from the

storms, and the rest was clear. Baby
moose had staggered off to the browse
and freedom, while her mother looked

despairingly from the window till

strength and courage failed.

Back of the tragic room we came on
another porcupine, standing up on the

rough manger. And the place bore evi-

dence of many a happy moon she had
spent there. Gray flying-squirrels had
built a nest, near neighbors of Johnnie,

but they had disappeared. Then, be-

cause we wanted his photo, we prepared
to haul Johnnie out in the light.

Did you ever try it? So many things

sound perfectly easy till you try them
without tools. We struggled with Johnnie
quite a while,—then fate threw a tub in

our way, and the path smoothed out.

While Charlie held the tub I pushed
Johnnie from his perch and we toted him
outdoors.

But you can’t very well take a photo

of a porcupine in a tub. The question

was: how to get him out? Charlie Cre-

min solved that with the rawhide lace

of his moccasins. So we tried to noose

Johnnie’s paw. There were five of us

(for the other canoe had arrived), two
guides, myself, my mate and little Mary.
Also there was Johnnie who did not pro-

pose to be lassoed thus. And for a time

spines and prickles and grunts were in

evidence. Finally we split a green

stick, held the noose there, and got him
by the paw. Then we led him to a nice

stump to get his picture taken. But
no camera can depict his comically hu-

man movements. The black flies both-

ered him, and he would reach up with

the awkward movement of a drunnen
man. He winked at us, grunted and threw
up his bristles till he looked like a bear.

But we took his picture after some fash-
ion, and after another struggle got the
noose loose and turned him free. John-
nie waddled off swearing and grumbling
at us all the way.

C
OMING hack up stream a buck
jumped in great leaps right across
the stream in front of us—a picture

of wild life full of action and thrill. Then
we saw the moose.

This time the sun was shining, and as
we passed the eritrance of Big Bogen I

searched the distances for signs. There
standing with its rear elevation towara
us, I could see a moose through the
glasses, but with the naked eye, not a
thing. An instant later Charlie declared

he saw a splash.

There were three of us in the canoe,
Charlie Cremin, my little daughter of ten,

and myself. Thus we began our first

stalk of moose in the open.

The moose was fully two miles away,
and our approach must be by the open
water of the Bogen. So with Charlie in

back, and myself paddling in front we
began. Watching the game like hawks,
we hung silent as a shadow when the
head came up from feeding. Then when
the head disappeared beneath the waters
we paddled with every ounce of strength
we could put into it,—but silently, oh,

silently. Thus we came by infinite care
to within two hundred yards.

We saw clearly what it was then, a cow
moose with her baby. It was the baby I

had seen through the glasses; it was the
cow Charlie had seen splash. The calf

was still standing precisely where I had
seen it before. r

But now Mrs. Moose was a little

troubled. She raised her head, neck
stretched and ears stiffened till she looked
like a big capital Y. And as she stood

thus we froze, paddles trailing, till her
head went down again. Then with all

our might we shot forward. Again up
came the head, the calf taking absolute-

ly no notice of us. And this time, Char-
lie said, “Rush her, put all you have in

your paddle.”

Then began the most exciting race I

had ever taken part in up to that time.

The mud there was very deep, the water
in place scarcely covering it. The game
trails leading there look as if they had
been whitewashed. For yards on eacn
side of the bush-lined path the mud was
flung and scraped from the moose till the
whole place looked most interesting.

So here she was hampered by the deep
mud, and we were hampered also by the
shoal water. We heaved till I thought
the paddles would break. But we moved
a little faster than the moose. Yard by
yard we crept along till we were right at
her tail. But she was nearly ashore, and
neither of us could stop for a photo.

Right at the steep, slippery bank of
moss-covered mud she went, and we tried

to turn her out into the lake again, but
in vain. She headed right out for the

bank. Thus moose and canoe hit the
bank at the same instant.

(continued on page 409 )
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G 199—BoyScouts Shelter
Tents . Genuine shelter or
“pup'' tents used by Yanks in
France. Just the thing for
hunters, campers, hiking trips.
Waterproof. Complete with
poles, etc
price delivered

Army Goods Bargains for Campers
Immense purchase of new and used goods offered direct to you at money-

saving prices. Order direct from this advertisement.

IVe Pay Transportation Charges

$3.75

G149—Army Folding Cot.
Comfortable bed for porch or camp.
Thoroughly repaired and reclaimed.
Much stronger than ordinary com-
mercial cot Weighs only a few
pounds and folds into compact,
easily carried bundle Adjusts it-
self to uneven ground. 6 ft . 2 in.
long, price Qe
delivered • • • •

G 100—Turo Camp Tents• Very
fine Olive Drab Army Duck Almost
good as new. Comes in two sections.
Buttoned together making tent 7x12
with 2 1-3 ft. sidewalls. Half section
can be attached to auto. Complete
with poles as shown in the above
illustration gpryc? nn
price delivered

G 101—One section complete with
poles, price delivei%d $14*011

G 228—Military Axe. Mad©
of highly tempered steel, keen
catting edge, genuine hickory
handle For auto trip; hunting,
camping, fishing. ci 09
price delivered 9 »

G 256—Play Tent. Made from
best Army Shelter Tents. Ex-
tra fine weave. Waterproof. Size
6 ft. square, 2 ft. wall and 4 1-2 ft.

G134—Cartridge Belt.
Made of strong khaki web-
bing. A convenience for
every hunter and camper.
Nine pockets for shells,
tobacco, etc
price delivered

G 300—Folding Frying Pan. Just
the thing every camper, prospector
and Boy Scout has been wanting1—
a practical fry pan with folding
handle. Costs no more than regular
old style pan. Size 9 in. diameter.

_ price re-
delivered T5C

G238—Folding Camp
Stove. Handiest and
most compact stove made.
Enclosed within the steel —.

case Handle for carrying G 137—Olive Drab Blankets.
Finished in black enamel. Reclaimed bv govern menf*
Stove folded is only 14 1-2 . v?

C

inches long. Small enough methods. Practically like new.
to carry on a motorcycle. Genuine wool, for camping
price _ Cq touring, etc. ——
delivered — * — price delivered

GUI—ArmyCoat.
Olive Drab Cotton. Re-
claimed and laundered.
Fine for work.outing. etc.
Saves good clothes. Give
size, price 7*5#*
delivered . •

*

GU2—Hriny
Breeches — Olive
Drab Cotton. Thoroughly
repaired. A bargain for
every day work, outing,
bunting, etc. Give size,
price
delivered . • " '

G99—U.S. Pyramidal Tent,
khaki color. Size 16 ft. square;
8 ft. side walls; 11 ft. center.
In splendid condition. Wonder-
ful for touring, camping and
summer use. Complete with
poles and stakes. e/io .s

price delivered
__

vvz./J

G 227—H unting
Knife. Is made of
highly tempered steel,
fine quality hardwood
handle. Hand protec-
tor. For the hunter,
trapper and the outing
trip. Complete with
leather holster.

prlc«!<f©l. $1*92
G 268-ArmyCamp Fire

Irons for open fire
cooking. Consists of two
uprights,3 ft high.straight
piece to drive in ground,
top turned over into hook,
one cross bar 5 ft long, 6
**S” hooks Fine for open
air cooking for campers
and Boy Scouts, go qc
per set delivered^

G165%—4rmyHav-

ersack. Extra
strong Olive Drab Canvas
with harness to go over
the shoulders. Used by
Doughboys InFrance Fine
for buntars, tourists end
cross - country walkers,

price delivered 95c

G 108—Army Can-

teen. Canvas cov-
ered with straps.Used,
but watertight. For
hunting, fishing, out-
ing trips, price
delivered 55C

G 237—Army Mess
Kit. Made of alum-
inum. Tight fititng

cover. Combination
frying pan and plate.
Just the thing for boy
scouts, campers, and
hunters, etc.
price delivered W®

G293—Outing Skirt
Olive Drab Skirt made of
reclaimed U. S. Army
abetter tents. Most durable

forfor Campfire Girla,
bunting, fishing and auto
tours. Two patch pockets
In front. Sizes 22, 24, 28
and 28 inch waist.

S.lWcred . $2.95

G 198—Camp Grate. For cook-
ing over coals or flame. Made of
heavy wire rods. When legs (14 in.
long) arestuck in grouna, is per-
fectly rigid and gives an excellent
platform for pots and pans over
the fire. aa
price delivered

Money-Back Guarantee
You are safe in ordering direct from this ad-
vertisement. If you are not perfectly satisfied, your

money will be promptly refunded.

Camie-Goudte Mfg. Co.
Dept. G Kansas City, Mo.

Order
Nowl

Big demand for these

bargains means we
will be out of stock

io oo time. Plenty

on hand now.

G 231—CanvaaLeg-
gina. Used Ly the
U.S. Infantry. These leg-
gins are second-band, but
are in splendid condition.
Small rfpa or tears neatly
repaired. Excellent for
hunting, fishing, camp-
ing, touring, etc.

. 57c

S|
HADE EAS

PAT.
lAPPLlEO*

FOR.
'

The Wilbur shotgun peep sight will revolutionize
wing shooting; no excuse tor missing; game birds or
clay birds. Patented and perfected by an old trap
and field shooter. Teaches the art of wing shooting

;

will Increase the score of the trap shooter; corrects
the faults of old shooters; shows how to lead your
birds; oompels proper handling of gun: puts the
shooter down on his gun where he belongs; proves
the correct fitting of your gun.
Made of blued steel, damps Instantly and rigidly

on breech of barrels. Fast enough for use In snap
shooting. Has two openings with center post for

alignment with ordinary sight at end of barrels.

Any object seen by the shooter through this sight
when trigger is pulled, is DEAD — as such object
must be at the time in shot pattern when gun is

discharged. On quartering birds lead is shown ab-
solutely— NO GUESS WORK
MADE IN 12 and 20-GAUGE ONLY. Not made

for single-barrel or pump guns.
Price, postpaid. $2.50. with full instructions in

the art of wing shooting.
Write for "Treatise Wing Shooting Made Easy.”

WILBUR GUN SIGHT
116 West 39th St. Room 140, New York City, N. Y.

Newton Arms Corporation

Manufacturers of

High Power Rifles and Ammunition

GENERAL SALES OFFICES:

WOOLWORTH BUILDING, NEW YORK CITY, U. S. A.
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WILD LIFE CURIOSITY
SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE USE OF A TOLING DOG AS

A METHOD FOR ATTRACTING DUCKS TO THEIR DOOM

By EDWARD T. MARTIN

That’s
Bunching
Them

Only with a thoroughly clean barrel
can you put the shots where you
want them—the cleanliness that is

assured by using

Pyramid Solvent
Dissolves residue of high power
smokeless and black powders easily,

r'ckly. Loosens metal fouling. Re-
:es use of brass brush. Contains

no destructive chemical and no mois-
ture. After using
Pyramid Solvent, use
3-in-OneOilto prevent
rust and to lubricate.

Pyramid Solvent is for sale by
most firearm dealers, 3 ounces
in a conrenient flat can that

fits pocket or shooting kit. 30c

per can. If your dealer can’t

supply you, send 35c and we
will send you a can postpaid.

Three-in-One Oil Ct.
165 EZMBdwy.. New York.

C218

PRACTICAL EXTERIOR BALLISTICS
for

HUNTERS and RIFLEMEN
by

J. R. Bevis, M.Sc., Ph.D, and Jno A.
Donovan, M.D., F.A.C.S.

The Most Practical Up-to-the-minute Book
published on the subject; scientific, yet

clear and simple,
Do your own figuring, and have the sat-

isfaction of knowing that you are absolute-

ly right. All necessary tables.

Evegy problem that comes up in the life

of every rifle man and hunter is worked
out according to formula, so that the reader

may see exactly how to do it. Everything in

ballistics is solved. Be your own authority.

Cloth, illustrated, 196 pages,
$1.25 postpaid

BEVIS & DONOVAN
Phoenix Bldg. Butte, Montana

J. KANNOFSKY<£*£!*

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani-

mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.

Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulls

for furriers and taxidermists.

328 CHURCH ST., Near Canal St. NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream’*

Us KERR gunIling
WEBBING OR LEATHER FOR ALL RIFLES

Used bv Army, Navy and Marine Corps

AN AID TO ACCURACY
Ask vo«r dealer or write us

MANUFACTURING & SALES CORP.
40 CEDAR ST. NEW YORK

N my tenderfoot days
they used to tell me
that if I wished to

have venison for din-

ner the best way to get

it was to attach a cow-
bell to myself and,

gun in hand, go parad-
ing through the moun-
tains with the bell

ringing at every step;

then all the bucks,

does and fawns within
sound of its tongue would come a-running
to see what was the matter; and unless
they caught a whiff of the man scent
they would keep coming until within
easy gun shot.

At the time, my idea was that if a
person should try a scheme like that and
a deer drd follow the clang of the bell, it

could be laid to a famine in the deer
country and the greenness of the bell

ringer, whom the animal had no doubt
mistaken for something good to eat.

Since coming to years of discretion in

things pertaining to the wild, I have
reached the conclusion that there may be
something to it, and that that which
was once told as a joke may have a

foundation in fact. There is nothing
so curious as a wild animal, not even
excepting a woman, unless it is a wild

duck.

Domestic cattle are often drawn to the

ambush of a cougar by the waving tip of

that animal’s tail above a clump of grass.

They see it, are curious, wish to find out

what it is, and do.

It is said that the black end of an
ermine’s tail is bestowed by nature sole-

ly for the purpose of drawing ptarmi-
gans and hares within reach of its jump
while the white body of the little animal
is hidden in the snow and nothing is vis-

ible but the moving tip of black.

I well remember how in the fiction of

my boyhood days there was exploited the

enticing of a herd of antelope with-

in range of a party of hunters by means
of a white handkerchief tied to the

ramrod of a gun and moving in the wind.

As if a party of hunters, ancient or

modern, who had been on the trail any
length of time, would be possesed of a

white handkerchief.

The plan, however, was worked suc-

, cessfully by other antelope hunters with
I red flags, and there is much more truth

than poetry in the idea.

As far as deer are concerned, fire hunt-

ing in the long ago wTas made possible by
their curiosity. I, myself, once saw7 a half-

;
grown fawn come within a few feet of a

nitch-pine torch a negro boy was carry-

ing. when some of us young chaps were
coon hunting. So close was the fawn
that w7hen I tried to catch it, the attempt

all but succeeded. The paxty was not
especially quiet, either, for every boy of

the lot w7as telling every other boy at the
same time what he meant to do with that
coon after he got it.

If antelope will decoy to a wind-
wagged rag; if cattle will proceed to in-

vestigate the tail of a cougar; if deer
will come to a bright light, why should
not the same over-weening curiosity

prompt them to follow a man perambu-
lating through the hills ringing a cow-
bell? Indeed, why not?

We all have heard of the toling dog
and his manner of working ducks. Be it

known, the curiosity of wild-fowl even
exceeds that with which Mother Eve was
blest, or curst.

The writer, to gratify hie curiosity,

once went duck hunting with a toling

dog. Once, but never again. It was in-

teresting only as an exhibition of Patsy,

the dog’s working methods, and that was
marred by angry gestures and whis-

pered commands from the major-domo, or

whatever the title was, of the man who
owned Patsy and leased the ducking
shore.

A cocker spaniel, his owner said Patsy
was, but he appeared large for a cocker

and probably was crossed with some other

variety.

As a sport, I am much inclined to class

toling with sneak-boat shooting, which
is no sport at all.

This shoot was staged on a sandy shore,

fine white sand of a kind that geese
and ducks like so well to sit on and sun
themselves

;
also it formed a perfect

background to show off the dog and his

antics. The water was very shallow close

in and only a foot or two deep, 30 yards
out. When the party, old major-domo and
one other besides the writer, landed from
a sailboat, half a mile farther up shore

were several hundred redhead, a few
pintail, and here and there scattered can-

vasbacks and bluebills, most of them
bunched up and taking things easy on the

sand. They were not very shy, but, as

we came near, of course, they flew, the

pintail towering and keeping on for a

long distance to some inland pond, the

others going out only a few hundred
yards to deep water, where they re-

mained, seeming to think, “Those people

won’t stay long. We’ll just wait till they

go and then come back.”

Twenty yards back from the water was
good cover, sedge and broom grass, also

the remains of a blind used the year be-

fore, including a trench for the feet and

boxes to sit on.

It took but little work to put things

in perfect order, which included the pull-

ing up of several armfuls of dead grass

and patching: up the thin places in the

blind that had become weatherbeaten.
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Patsy’s owner had a six-gauge double

gun, in each barrel a load of ten drams
of black powder on top of which were
two ounces of number four shot, which
he insisted was “the smallest that ducks
can be killed with in this neck of the

woods.” He learned better, though, be-

fore the day was over. The other two
of us had ten-gauge guns, the writer’s

loaded with six drams of black powder
and an ounce and a quarter of number
seven chilled shot, while his friend’s

shells were filled with five drams and an
ounce and an eighth of fives.

Old Major-domo was on the right, I

on the left, and my friend in the middle.

“And don’t any of you make a move until

I give the word,” was the final order from
the boss; then he tossed a rubber ball, a

tennis ball I think, over the blind, and
Patsy went after it.

The dog needed neither coaching nor

instruction of any kind. He tossed it up,

caught it as it came down, batted it away
with his paws, followed it up, rolled over

and over with it in his mouth—no trained

dog in a circus ever did better.

For a short time the performance was
lost on the ducks, then a white-backed
canvas stretched his neck and began to

take notice. He must have informed the

others, because immediately the entire

“gang” took a look, then headed for

shore, gabbing to each other and swim-
ming slowly, as if wishing for a ring-

side seat, but debating whether they
could afford to pay the price.

As for me, I was nervous, my face

itched, and I wanted to sneeze. Had I,

Old Six-gauge would have been inclined

to murder.
The time seemed interminable; why

would not those ducks hurry? They
craned their necks, they turned their

heads from side to side, they moved al-

ways in the right direction, but at a speed
which would never have won a swimming
contest. Two bluebills were leading.

There was danger that they might come
too close, see something, give the alarm,
and turn the bunch away. Patsy, how-
ever, was onto his job. He kept as far
from them as possible and was careful to

make no quick move in their direction.

A man could have shown no greater skill

and judgment than did this dog.

“How did you teach him?” Major-
domo was asked. His whispered reply
was, “Teach nothing! It’s the nature of

the animal.” And I believe the man was
right. Patsy could not have been taught
all he knew. It must have been iastinet

inherited through many generations, per-
haps going back to the time when all dogs
were wild and compelled to use their wits
or starve.

The bluebills acted as if a little uncer-
tain, but did not turn back, and nothing
alarmed the big flock, which still kept
coming.

The writer has always been a good
judge of distance, but was off in this

case. Peering through little openings in
the top of the blind had strained his eyes,
dimmed his vision, and made him think
the ducks were within easy range when
eighty yards out. Luckily he knew
enough t© wait for the word.

Presently something happened t©
arouse the suspicions of a big white can-

H Ma Huntersow ny

Are Still
4
* Guessing” About Shells

There are already enough “chances about your
hunting without the unnecessary handicap of hav-

ing a wet shell “ jam m your gun at the critical

moment.

All that is necessary is to make sure that your shells

are Remington UMC and then your shots will he

sure, even if your shells have been wet. They are

Wetproof and will not swell.

J^emingtori,

for Shooting Right

This exclusive advantage was the natural result of the

vigilance with which Remington has followed all of

the problems of hunters for more than one hundred
years.

The 88,000 Remington dealers are ^Sportsman s Head-
quarters —your local point of contact with one of tke

oldest and the largest producers of arms and ammunition
—always alert to introduce practical improvements.

Send {or general catalog

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC
CARTRIDGE COMPANY, Inc.

Largest Manufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition
in the World

Woolworth Building New York City
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Oh, Boy!
“That sure was some storm last

night. Gee, didn’t it rain? And
blow, too? A regular gale. But

we were snug and dry in our

R. M. C. Tent
It certainly pays to have a

reliable tent when you are camp-

ing. Ours has stood lots of rough

weather, and is still as good as new.

Whenever I live out of doors, I

want an R. M. C. Tent for my
home.”

A complete line of Campers’
canvas covers and bags. Write to-

day for Booklet and prices.

RICHARDS MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION

948-52 N. 8th St.. PHILADELPHIA

PRICES
Balbriggan$1.25
Linen(Mesh)$1.50

I Fine Glove Silk $2.00 '

|

HeavySilk(Mesh)$2.5®
At your dealer's or •

,

' postpaid on receipt of price

|
A. R. CHISHOLM CO.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
1 Suite 1089 1328 Broadway

LINEN $150
I MESH ) "JLT5-C?

ALL SIZES
Extra Sack FREE
KLEAN E-Z
Jock Strap $1.25

GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY
in the heaviest rainstorms. The only reliable

garment for every outdoor requirement.

Compact. Light, Serviceable

IT-FITS-THE-POCKET
FREE catalog of pneumatic goods

for camp, automobile, hospital, office

and home requirements. For Sale

by Sporting Goods Dealers.

METROPOLITAN AIR GOODS CO.

vasback. Perhaps a puff of wind car-

ried the man scent his way stronger than

he liked. He stretched his neck more

even than it had already been stretched

and poised for a quick jump. The rest of

the ducks bunched and were motionless

as decoys
;

only, as an expert, I never

would have bought decoys with necks so

long and heads held so high. Then the

signal came and the guns cracked. To

the left, where the writer’s sevens raked

the flock, the water was full of dead and

dying ducks, fourteen in all. The toll

of fives, aimed a bit low, was half a

dozen, while the fours from the six-gauge

accounted for eleven, six of which were

crippled and had to be shot a second

or third time. Major-domo had learned

that fine shot will kill, particularly when

the ducks are bunched and hold their

heads high.

After looking over the line of dead

ducks lying backs down, breasts up on

the white sand, he remarked, “Well,

thirty-one ain’t so very bad, but I

oughter ’ve got more. They was pretty

well scattered in front of me.”

No; thirty-one was not so very bad, but

from a sport standpoint I passed it up

forever. If it had been ducks one wanted,

they could have been bought for less

in the open market than the few that

Patsy’s owner doled out to us for our

share cost in the way of expenses. And,

outside of watching the dog, there was

little to choose between a trip through the

market and the hours of waiting in the

grass by that shore of white sand for a

pot-shot that might never come, or when

it did, would be over in a minute.

It was on a par with shooting from a

box blind covered with looking glass on a

Southern lake in a calm day, where every

duck within sight of the glint and glitter

of the glass will swim in so fast that it

appears to the occupant of the box that

he must defend himself with powder and

shot, else be ejected in quick order.

The only thing needed there, as with

the dog, is patience, and a gunner willing

to wait can pot many a fine canvasback

between daylight and dark.

Half a day of such shooting, however,

was enough for the writer. He resigned

in favor of a young man who was a poor

wing shot—to whom the delightful repose

he was able to get in that box appealed,

and it was about all he did get.

The writer, though, does plead guilty

to having flagged ducks when decoy shoot-

ing on open water on occasions when the

birds were shy, this having been done

with toy balloons, red ones. These were

staked out inside of the main bunch of

decoys to the right and left of the blind.

If the day was cold, the balloons lost

buoyancy and did not do well; if very

windy, they jumped and jerked too much;

but with conditions just right, they were

of considerable help to a flock of wooden

decoys, perhaps because they kept moving

and so attracted attention, but more like-

ly on account of exciting the curiosity of

the ducks, who came in to see what those

round, red things were, anyhow.

A mirror set in the forward end of a

sneak-boat also brought good results. A
careful handler of a sneak-boat always

tries to approach a flock of ducks with

the sun at his back, the idea being that

the glare blinds them so that they are

less ready to decide whether the object

nearing so silently is only a harmless

drifting log or a contrivance of man made

to work them harm.
The mirror experiment was tried with

a view to throwing a strong reflection of

the sun’s rays in the ducks’ eyes, so as

to dazzle them still more, and it worked

well, not as a dazzler but as a curiosity

breeder, more with geese than ducks. They

all were anxious to find out what that

shining thing was and often swam toward

it instead of away.

Prompted by like curiosity, I have seen

a pair of bluebills swim half a mile to

get a good look at a bright tin can float-

ing on the bay, and when they saw, hurry

away faster than they came.

These devices all worked well in the

days of plenty of game and no bag limits,

at a time when sport was measured by

the quantity killed and not by the quality

of the shooting or skill displayed by the

shooter. No doubt they then helped to

decrease the numbers of the deer, the

geese and the ducks, but now they should

everywhere be prohibited by the law.

Doing this really is protecting the game

from itself, for nothing can ever be

done that will curb the curiosity of a

deer, a duck or their kind in the wild.

TALES THE RIVER
TOLD TO MATT

(continued from page 375 )

with coffee made from the waters of a

spring which bubbled up from the foot

of the gravel bank.

Their very souls were filled with glad-

ness by it all. Mr. Woodhull’s health

was rapidly flowing back to him because

of his basking in God’s free air and sun-

shine. Mr. Adams was temporarily at

rest from the cares of his business and

Matt, the restless, discerning boy with

nothing escaping his notice, was more

than glad. A crow sat well across the

river on a dead tree top sending out an

occasional complaining caw and the boy

wondered if there was still a belated,

not fully fledged, youngster of her care

which he might find over there some-

where and look over. A brown throated

thrush sent out from a nearby thicket

its notes of melody, which, mingling in

a strange way with the suppressed gur-

gle of the stream flowing at their feet,

made a symphony of sound that city

streets never knew. The sinking sun at

their backs sent its rays slanting across

the headwaters of the little bay, glimpses

of which might be caught between the

trees from where they sat and made a

vista of rest which filled them all with

content.

A waking dream filled the boy’s mind

a long time after the? two others were

asleep—would he be able, later, to go by

himself and pass as many days or months

as he chose in some wilderness of woods

and waters and there regale himself with

all the wonders they contained? His

boyhood wish was wonderfully prophetic

of the years of mature life.
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B
ANG!—Mr. Adams had brought

along his shotgun but had said noth-

ing about it and had managed to

keep the leather case from sight and so

he had fired what he called his sunrise

gun. Although fully light it still lacked

somewhat of that time. “Gosh a’mighty,”

exclaimed Matt, as he came from the

tent rubbing his eyes, “I thought it was
what Aunt Mary calls the ‘crack o’

doom.’ I sure was sleepin’ some.” While

Mr. Woodhull who had also appeared on

the scene simply said : “I never had such

a night’s sleep.” Matt had never before

seen a breachloading shotgun and he ex-

amined it to his heart’s content, breaking

it down and closing it many times, after

which he said when trying it to his

shoulder: “I bet I could shoot her good.”

Flapjacks, bacon, eggs and coffee com-
prised the morning meal and when over,

Matt remarked: “It’s lucky we aint got

a dog along to eat up the leavin’s cause

there aint none.” The owner of the boat

had put a crab-net in, saying as he did

so: “You’ll need that for catchin’ bait.”

He also put in a piece of old mosquito
net with the remark: “If you want
shrimps, line your net with that.” With
tackle aboard they started away from
the little landing and were soon out into

the open waters of the small bay. They
were now on salt water and in the early

morning, hour could plainly 'sense it in

their breathing. It was the first ex-

perience the boy had ever had with salt

water and he scooped a small portion

up in his hand and tasted it, after which
he spat it out, simply saying: “She’s

salt sure ’nough,” then, “What you goin’

to do for bait?” he asked Mr. Adams,
who was leisurely pulling his oar. “Well,”
replied Mr. Adams, “we want some crabs

the first thing and then we must hunt
for deep water for fishing. We may
have much better luck back up the river

in the deep water there. At this season
many kinds of fish stay where salt and
fresh waters just meet. Where they
were rowing, the water was very shallow
and patches of what Mr. Adams called

“eel grass” were all about. He dropped
the anchor to keep the boat from drift-

ing and was soon at work with the crab-

net, running it carefully around under
the grass. At the second trial he brought
out a large crab which lay perfectly quiet

in the net. “Now!” he exclaimed, “We’ll
have some eating which kings can’t -get

—

that’s a soft crab and a great delicacy.

Put some of this wet grass on it and lay
it in the boat where the sun can’t reach
it,” he told Matt as he handed it to him.
The lad hesitated a moment before tak-
ing it, asking: “Won’t it bite?” “No,”
replied Mr. Adams, “it has just shed its

shell and is perfectly helpless.

(to be continued)

OLT’S
FIRE ARMS

or uie

'/Sportsman

Colt’s Fire Arms are the first

choice of the sportsman today for the

same reason that made plainsmen in

days gone by insist on a Colt for

their personal protection.

Now, as then, the name Colt sig-

nifies the best.

In those days, when a man’s life

often hung on the accuracy and de-

pendability of his fire arm, he carried

a Colt, because he could not afford

to run chances with a gun of un-
proven reliability.

Today sportsmen are equally par-

ticular. They must have dependabil-
ity and so they naturally select a Colt.

That dependability of a Colt is the
result of that clean cut precision of
master craftsmans!'.:' for which the
Colt is still supreme. In this, their

attitude towards Colt Fire Arms is

paralleled by the United States
Forces on land and sea, where the
Colt is the official side arm.

That Colt master gunsmiths have
kept step with the progress of the
times is also demonstrated by A. P.
Lane, the great pistol expert, who
established a new world’s record at
the National Shoot at Caldwell, New
Jersey, in 1919, with a Colt .45 Cal-
iber Automatic Pistol.

Folder A-62, sent on request, tells an
interesting story of this great shoot.

Such evidences as these show sports-
men the truth of the Colt Slogan,

As Always “The Best That Money Can Buy”

Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.

Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of
Colt’s Revolvers

Colt’s (Browning) Automatic
Machine Guns

Colt's Automatic Pistols
Colt’s (Browning) Automatic

Machine Rifles

&
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MARBLE'S
Specialties

Aid the Fisherman
Marble’s Equipment will add to your

pleasures and lighten work necessary to

your comfort.

Clincher Gaff
Swift, safe, sure, simple—far bet-

ter than a landing net. Reach out,

touch the fish, close your hand—he
can’t twist out or tear. Strong,

durable, $1.10.

Safety Folding
Fish Knife

Cuts, rips, scales—in addi-

tion it’s a dandy all-around

outdoor knife. Rigid as a one-

piece knife when open. $1.50.

Trout Knife
Designed especially

for dressing trout, but
is great for all fish. Far
better and handier than
a jack-knife— fits the

pocket. 60c including
323 metal bound leather

sheath.

Marble’s line includes axes,
knives, sights, cleaning imple-
ments and many other items.
If your dealer can’t supply
you order by mail—ask for

Marble’s catalog.

Marble Arms & Mfg, Co.

526 Delta Ave.

Gladstone, Mich.
*v. A

RUSSELL'S
‘NEVER LEAK*
Thebuilt-for-hard-knocks
boot that sportsmen
swear by—soft, easy-fit-

ting and as near water-
proof as a leather boot
can be.

Made to meas-
ure from best

q u al it y
ch rom e -

tanned
1 eathers.

Ifyour dealer
doesn’t carry
RUSSELL’S,
write us for
a catalog.

W.C.RUSSELL
MOCCASIN

CO.

%

61^ Wisconsin St.

BERLIN. WIS.

SOME QUEER BAITS I HAVE USED
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 374)

leader struck and sank slowly into the

sepia-tinted water, the tiny frog kicking
and swimming as he went down. Sud-
denly the line tightened and cut through
the water for the opposite river bank;
twenty yards ran off the reel and then,

abruptly, it stopped.

“Don’t yank!—not yet!” Ren cautioned

—unnecessarily. “Let him swaller it.”

I held up on the “yanking” until con-

vinced that the fish had “swallered” the

bait; and after a lively scrap we landed
the bass. Then for a half hour we were
busy baiting up, fighting and netting the

fish. If was real old-fashioned fishing.

As Ren had said: the little tree frogs

were “most ’mazin’ good bait!”

ONE warm mid-September day, I

shouldered pack-basket and photo-

graphic equipment and hit the trail

to the camp of a sportsman friend, who,
like myself, was addicted to the habit of

camping out at all seasons of the year

—

whenever opportunity afforded. My time

limit was but a week, and, while I could

neither hunt nor go trout fishing, the

weather was ideal for picture taking and
knocking aimlessly around in the woods.

One particularly fine morning, as we
strolled along a trout brook, we noted

many fair-sized fish on the ripples and
in the shallow pools, although it was yet

too early for spawning. My friend re-

marked how good a mess of trout would
go for a change.

“Yes,” I answered, “but the season is

not in, and, besides, we have no bait.”

He laughed. “If bait were the only

consideration,” he said, “we can get

plenty of that—and it’s good bait, too!”

Going to a clump of beech trees, he

carefully inspected the dew-dampened
trunks and from them collected a handful

of big snails, which, for some reason not

readily apparent, but possibly in their

search for food, were slowly climbing up
the smooth grey bark, each leaving a sil-

very trail of slime in its wake. He
then stepped to the creek bank and
tossed the snails into a shallow pool.

Instantly, a number of trout rushed to

the surface and began tearing the

snails to bits, actually fighting for a

bite of the unusual food. I had
previously baited trout with various

worms and insects and even small, live

crawfish, but this was the first time I had

seen the fish come up for snails. And,
judging from the avidity with which these

particular trout assailed the slimy gaster-

opods out of season, one would be safe in

carrying a few snails in the bait box when
lawfully in quest of trout. . . But,

let me add, on the occasion above men-
tioned, friend camper and the writer suc-

cessfully resisted the tempting potentiali-

ties of a nice plump snail—plus a trout

hook!
While not advising the prospective fish-

erman to embark upon a piscatorial ven-

ture unfortified with an ample supply of

trusted baits, both natural and artificial

—

and for a wilderness trip a book of “kill-

ers” in the way of bass and trout flies

—

the possibilities of odd natural baits are

far from negligible. One of the most suc-

cessful all-around fishermen of my ac-

quaintance always opens and examines
the contents of the stomach of the first

fish caught, just to learn what stream-bed
and stream-side natural baits the fish is

taking. Usually he finds that the fish so

examined has recently partaken of a small

crawfish—also an assortment of bugs,

flies, worms and the like. And frequent-

ly it is one or two of the latter that make
the catch for that day.

Sometimes the employment of a suc-

cesful out-of-the-ordinary bait is the re-

sult of chance. Tired of active fishing

one bright afternoon, I sat resting on a
large log- and driftwood-jam which
choked the down-stream end of one of the

swiftest, deepest pools in the creek. As
I rested, I idly experimented with various

flies and baits, casting and changing;
changing and casting, yet failing to start

a trout of any size. A small trout was
skinned and cut up and different parts

used as a “white” bait; but still the pool

was unresponsive, though I knew, from
many years’ fishing of the stream, that

the pool was the home of great trout.

Eventually, I put on the head of the little

trout, running the hook through from side

to side—in one eye socket and out the

other—and sliding it well up the steel

shank. Several times I let the trout head
swirl down beneath the log-jam, rest there

a while on, or near the bottom, then pulled

it slowly to the surface, causing it to re-

volve, spinner-like, around the shank of

the hook. Then, as I decided to quit fish-

ing for the day, and perhaps a trifle vexed

that all my patient efforts had been un-

rewarded, I pulled the bait up with a

couple of rapid jerks. The effect was
almost magical. As the fish head swirled

to the surface, a big brook trout darted

swiftly up in its wake, took the bait and

flashed back into the log-shaded depths

of the pool. Only by the merest chance

did I refrain from giving the bait a

harder yank away from the pursuing fish

as it shot so unexpectedly into view, and

relax instead of tightening the line, until

the big trout was safely hooked. Then
followed a fight in which I was forced

to take to “deep water” to prevent the

great speckled beauty from getting back

under his log pile. But eventually he

surrendered—the second largest brook

trout I have recorded in my fisherman’s

log-book of successful battles.

TURTLE EGGS
(continued from page 379)

ficial conditions under which they were

kept may have done them no benefit, for

most of them spoiled. But one which

was broken on September 14 fell away
from a perfectly formed young turtle

capable of slight motion, but with a

large yolk-sac still attached, and another

hatched on September 21, still having a

large part of the yolk-sac attached.

Incidentally that year, 1919, a oouple
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of young snappers were found dead in

the road where they had been run over,

on Sept. 14, and a live one on Sept. 27

and 28 respectively, the last more or less

plastered with soil, as though just up
out of the ground.

J. T. N.

CHAMBERLESS
GUNS

(continued from page 386)

AMONG systems of boring that have

recently been occupying consider-

able attention over there is one that

is referred to as the chamberless gun,

that is, as its name indicates, a gun with

barrels that have no chambers to receive

the cartridge, the cone being entirely

eliminated. One of the strongest advo-

cates of this system of gun boring is

Dr. Charles Heath. Professionally he

is one of the world’s greatest surgeons

who has secured the highest honors

abroad and has appeared before medical

congresses of the United States and
many other countries. His recreation in

life is the art of wild-fowl shooting. He
is president of the British Wild-Fowlers
Association, a naturalist of distinction

and a recognized authority upon the

lives and the habits of wild-fowl. To the

study of gun making, for he is keenly

interested in the subject, he has brought
all of that keeness of perception that

has made him noteworthy in his profes-

sional field. Dr. Heath’s wild-fowling
guns, and he has a very fine collection,

are bored without chambers and use a

long, very thin brass shell. His success

with these weapons has led to their being
copied by many of his friends.

For many years emphasis has been
laid upon the importance of using very
tight and very thick wads over the pow-
der to prevent any possible escape of gas.

Dr. Heath’s chamberless guns are based
upon the theory that the possibility of

the escape of gas has been unduly exag-
gerated and that, as a matter of fact,

there is no escape of gas around the wad
worthy of mention and if there be any,
it is so slight that it is more than com-
pensated for by the reduction in the
friction of both the wad and the charge
passing up the barrel, all of which re-

sults in an increase of velocity with a
consequent improvement of range and
penetration.

In further development of this theory
it is pointed out that the thick wadding
is expanded by the blow caused by the
explosion of the powder. The examina-
tion of a fired wad will confirm this
opinion. Further, it is said along these
same lines that the ordinary paper cart-
ridge case is compressible and at the
moment of explosion is reduced to at least
one-half of its original thickness. Guns
ordinarily are so bored and chambered
that the diameter of the tube slightly in

< advance of the mouth of the cartridge
is that of the cartridge uncompressed,
therefore at the moment of discharge,
when the cartridge is compressed, the
load of shot has to pass from a larger to

' a smaller cylinder and this cannot be
accomplished without considerable wedg-

fCONTINUED ON PAGE 414)
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More Comprehensive

Savage Service

You have known Savage as makers

of a famous line of Sporting Rifles

and Automatic Pistols.

Know Savage now as makers of

a complete line of small arms.

By the purchase of the J. Stevens

Arms Company, Savage acquires

the privilege of making the tried

and time-proven Stevens Shot

Guns, Small Bore Rifles and Tar-

get Pistols.

Savage has always built its every

arm as if it were for the personal

use of the builder. It is now glad,

to be able to extend this principle

of service to cover the entire small

arms field.

SamageAkmis Corporation

UTICA, N. Y.

Sharon, Pa. Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Executive and Export Offices

50 Church Street, New York

TRADE MARK

STEVENS-
REG.U.S. PAT. OFF. & F6N.
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LEAVE behind you the complications of
civilization and obtain true rest and

contentment in the heart of nature.

Let your vacation be a profitable One,
renewing mind and body by living the
primal life in the woods and fields.

With our

TENTS
and Camp Equipment

Your personal comfort is assured

Our catalogue is a complete campers’ guide

SEND FOR IT. IT’S FREE.
Ask for Catalogue No. 603.

Geo B CAfiPEtfTER& Co.

Tent Makers for Eighty Years.

430 N. Wells Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Mdjfent/gt
Utility clothes for life in the open. Styles

for men and women, fully illustrated in

1920 Style Book. Ask your dealerfor a copy.

Utica - Duxbak Corporation

10 Hickory St.,

UTICA, N. Y.

fortose
bungalow BOOKS

SPECIAL OFFER
Send $2.50 for all 3 above
books and get book of 75

Special Plans, alsoppFF
Garage folder. n “
EXTRA—“Little Bungalows,”
40 Plans, $750 to $3,000; 50c.

Money back if not satisfied

PLAN FUTURE HOMES
NOW WITH ECONOMY

FLANS OF
CALIFORNIA STYLES
— noted for comfort,
beauty and adaptability

to any climate.

“Representative Cal.

Homes”
50 Plans, $3,750 to

$ 12 ,000 ; $1 .

“The New Colonials”

55 Plans, $3,000 to

$20 , 000 ; $1 .

“West Coast Bungalows”
60 Plans, $1,800 to

$4,500; $1.

E. W. STILLWELL & CO., Architects
267 California Building, Los Angeles

WHERE THE GAMY ROCK BASS HIDE
(continued from page 373)

Small pools at the tail of swift shal-

lows, eddies and deep places around large
rocks, on the riffles themselves or in swift
currents, “cut unders” where the current
of a stream disappears beneath a loam
bank, in eddies where the current swirls
about a leaning tree or old rotten stump,
in deeper currents where the bottom is

made up of coarse boulders and sunken
logs and brush drifts, all of these places
are the favored haunts of this little bass.

As a rule the rock bass is not a lover of
large pools. He seeks those miniature
deep spots hidden away some place in

the lee of an old leaning log or where
the overhanging brush cuts off the light

of day with only a little gem of sunlight
flecking the foam and the blue shadows.
Look for him in these places. Take it

slowly on your way along the stream.
Explore and pry into the secrets of the

thickets and you will be surprised how
many of these little hidden treasure

houses you will find. Wherever a sharp
current breaks around any projection in

the stream or curls into an eddy, cast a

bait into the place lightly! There are

fish in those places also.

Fish for him at a depth of about
two or two and a half feet under the sur-

face. He feeds at early morning and
late evening and at some certain sea-

sons of the year at night, when the

entire bass family goes forth seek-

ing their sustenance and in the shal-

lows which also mark the bass feeding

grounds. On shallow sand bars, gravel

and rock riffles, in stretches of current

|

where there are large boulders, these are

the places where he finds the crawfish,
' but they are not in deep water, so that

I

I have come to believe that the rock bass

does not as a rule give much attention

to bottom feeding. A lure worked on
the bottom will bring no results. He
takes an interest in agitated lures, very
live baits and the artificial fly, some-
thing with a good showing of life is

what he is looking for. I have known a

few cases where bass were taken on dead
minnows, but these were used more as a

“skitter” bait. Although oftentimes used
by anglers of some experience I believe

the “float” to be a detriment rather than

a help. It is true that this article of

tackle helps in keeping the hook free

from entanglements with underwater
snags but at the sacrifice of strikes. With
the float attached the bait does not have
a chance to move with the added agita-

tion of the tremor which comes with the

rod held in the hand. Jog the bait up
and down often when still-fishing for

him, then hold it steady for a short

while, this will raise him if he is in the

feeding humor. Workjthe lure in close

to projecting branches that might appear

on the surface from the sunken log

drifts, or where a pole might be project-

ing from the shore into a pool, under
brush that dips in the water. He is there.

THE food of the rock bass is practical-

ly the same as that favored by the

black bass. I make it a point to

1
examine the stomach of my fish before

cleaning or at the time of taking, if I

am at all uncertain as to what they are

after, and in nine cases out of ten I

find the stomach contains a supply of

partly digested crawfish. One reason for

this is that the crawfish are the easiest

food the bass can find to capture, but
nevertheless it must be acknowledged that

the crawfish is the staple diet of the

basses. After the crawfish in the order

of their liking come the minnow, chub,

shiner, sucker and perch, the helgramite,

grasshopper, cricket, angleworm, grub,,

frog, etc. All of these baits are good
and reliable ones in their season. On
some days a lure from this list will be
a steady killer, the next day not a single

rise can be gotten on it ;
then it is a case

of switching and finding what these

epicures of the little streams want. It is

a case of nature study this question of

choosing the bait they want. One must
observe closely the conditions of the

stream and the thickets along the way;
perhaps they are feeding from the sur-

face, then use grasshoppers or crickets.

Possibly they are in the mood for min-
nows, if so give them minnows and so on.

Grasshoppers are an old and tried bait.

In the dry season during August and
September they rarely ever fail to brings

good results. The streams as a rule are
then clear and at a low stage and the bait

if placed properly will find the fish.

Crickets are also a good bass bait at any
time they can be had. Angle worms are

an old standby but I would suggest their

use especially at those periods when the

streams are a little off color or wholly
discolored. The old-timer at the game
of small stream fishing rarely goes
astream without this lure in his posses-

sion. When all others fail and the day
promises a light creel then the angle

worm comes into his own and brings home
the fish.

L
AST of all use light tackle for this

kind of fishing. At best it is heart-

breaking work at times to trail the
fish of the little streams to their poels;

brush and thickets clutter the way. Some-
thing light, a rod that has plenty of bend
and that can be twisted in and out among
the small stuff. Do not have too long a
rod and yet figure on length enough to

reach those places out near the center

of a pool of deep water where an old

snag might mark the hangout of a prize

beauty. A light, medium length rod of

split bamboo is the proper thing to go
out after the rock bass with; it gives the

angler more of the thrill when the pug-
nacious and rugged little gentleman takes

it into his head to test your tackle and
on the other hand it gives the fish a good
sporting chance. Lines of light test silk,

either enameled or braided, will do for

the general stream work and a small

size snelled hook. As to the proper length

of line for this kind of fishing many
anglers calculate wrongly. It is not
necessary that one have a great amount
of line on the spool. Fifty yards is suffi-

cient and carry it on a small, light reel.

(continued on page 405)
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THROUGH THE
ROCKIES IN A MOTOR

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 360)

an elk hunt three years previously.
There were our tent pegs still in the
ground, the boughs that had been cut for
our beds, and an old brush pile, all as
we had left them. These reminders of
happy days made me glad that I had
given my children the experience, the
knowledge, and the pleasure that are de-
rived from journeys through the Rock-
ies with a pack train, and I was doubly
happy in thinking that I had made them
happy. The greatest joy in life is the
intimate association of father and chil-

dren. This is, indeed, difficult of attain-

ment, for it is almost impossible to find

something of mutual interest to the boy
under twenty' and to the man over forty.

The streams, the forests, and the game
fields have always been common ground
between my children and me, just as
they were between my father and his

boys. It was there that we came to know
each other. I have lived to learn that a
cherished memory is the richest heritage
a parent may bestow upon a child.

I

N the latter part of September, Blair
and I loaded a tent, provisions, rifle,

tent stove and bedding into the car and
started for Jackson Hole, Wyoming, by
way of Yellowstone National Park. We
had some misgiving concerning the abil-

ity of our car to ascend the high divides
in the Park, where the altitudes are
more than nine thousand feet, 'but our
fears came to naught. Though we had
a late start, we reached the south en-
trance of the Park at dusk. Our route
was from Antelope Basin to Henry’s
Lake, thence east to the west entrance
of the Park, then through the Park to
the south entrance.
As the night was clear we slept with-

out the shelter of the tent. I selected a
level place under a fir tree, laid my bed
on the ground, and wrapped it about me.
The frost of autumn was in the air and
the stars twinkled with unusual bril-

liancy. The bugling of many bull elk
on the mountain sides kept us awake for
some time. This wild, weird call of the
mating time Lhat rouses the spirit of the
hunter, is no\. eard by the summer tour-
ist; it is for hm. who goes into Wyoming
at the approach of winter. Sleep came
slowly but my rest was sound. That I

slept warmly and comfortably was due
to the excellence of my camp bed, which
is an eiderdown sleeping robe, in which
the down is maintained evenly through-
out. This is accomplished by compact-
ing the down into cambric tubes, under
pneumatic pressure. This quilt, or

* robe, is enclosed in blankets and one side
covered with waterproof duck. When
unfolded, it is ninety inches square.
Through a system of snaps and rings
this bed can be made into a sleeping
bag that will keep one warm in zero
weather. It is a prime favorite with the
prospectors, trappers and Indians of
Alaska and the Yukon.
' I awoke at the first flush of dawn to
find a skim of ice covering the still

j

1 A GOOD GUN IS WORTH
PRESERVING

More rifles are damaged by rust

than by shooting.

Clean the Scientific Way
You may scrub, scrub, scrub in the old mechanical way
but it won’t clean a gun shot with smokeless powder.

Use B. S. A. Firearm Safetipaste
It doesn’t clean but just converts the corrosive products of

the burned powder into a harmless, beneficial protective

covering for the bore, and whenyou wipe it out just before
shooting again the barrel will be clean and bright as new.

Don ’t Clean or Wipe Out
Just put in plenty of Safetipaste with a soft swab or

‘

thro” immediately after shooting, and
your rifle will be safe for months.

Try It On Your Golf Clubs
B. S.A. Firearm Safetipaste is good for

things that rust—guns, knives, skates,

golf clubs, tools, etc.

Sold in %, 1 lb. and 5 lb. tins

Rifle Clubs and Armories, or in

convenient tube sizes wherever
arms and ammunition are sold.

Try your Sporting Goods Dealer!

B. S. A. GUNS, LIMITED
Birmingham, England

Sole Selling Agents for U. S. A

k
Production

Equipment Co
Dept. No. 20

5, 7 and 9
Union Square

New York
N. Y.

Canadian Agents

FRASER & CO.
10 Hospital St.. Montreal, Can.

Tenting, Tonight
More motorists are "tenting tonight" with Stoll Auto Beds than with all
other makes combined, because it is the only outfit which sets up either
from or independent of car and is the only one so compact that a comfortable
bed for two, a positively waterproof tent and all necessary bed-
ding ride on the running board without blocking car doors,
write for dealer’s name.

THE STOLL MANUFACTURING CO.
3255 Larimer Street Denver, Colo.

Established Dealers
—Write for our un-
beatable proposition.

TENT BED AND
.BEDDING FOLDED COMPLETE

'StollCampBed£$
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A S fresh and cool, as if taken
from your refrigerator at

home,, are the sandwiches,
salads, cold meats and bever-
ages served on outings from a

REFRIGERATOR
A small lump of ice in the ice com-
partment keeps food and beverages
cool 36 hours. Made of woven reed, it

is roomy, convenient and easy to
carry.

SEND FOR ‘OUTERS MENUS’
A booklet of tasty menus and recipes
for picnics, outings and motor parties.
Also tells about our 30 day free trial
offer. Write for Booklet K.

BURLINGTON BASKET CO.
1560 Hawkeyo Bldg.

Burlington, low*

Imported hosiery!
For Golf, Tennis and Sport Wear u
IN ATTRACTIVE DESIGNS FOR U

MEN AND WOMEN S

No. IS

TJ 1 AFinestScotchWoolTennla Socksin white, U1U gray, green, black, heather and. | CA 55
white# with colored clocks, a pair 1 v M
XT 1 Men’s Finest ScotchWool Golf Hose,
1^1 A iJ in gTecn, gray, brown and O EA w
heather (without feet $3), a pair Q^ OA Women’s Scotch Wool Stockings, in
1^1 ©• ^” white, white with colored O AA m
clocks, Oxford green and heather, a pair . • U
Complete line Golf, Tennis and Sport equipment* w

Mail Orders given prompt attention. if

Stewart Sporting Sales Co,

42S FIFTH AVE., at 38th Si., N. Y.

josotsssssaswaGcaeoss

FOR
Giants, New Zealand Reds, R. R-
wBelgian Hares, Ferrets, Pigeons,
^Blooded Dogs and Puppies, all

breeds; Blooded Hogs. 10c for bookt.j

MOHAWK BABBITRY* Dept. S, INDIANAPOLIS, IND

waters. After such a sleep, one does not
waken with a feeling of drowsiness and
sluggishness. In an instant, complete
consciousness returns and, as one draws
in deep breaths of pure air, rich in

oxygen, he is stimulated with such en-

ergy and vitality as cannot be felt in a
low country. And such a day as greeted
us! The air was so clear that one could

see for a hundred miles. Soon the fire

was kindled for breakfast; the coffee

and ham exhaled an aroma delightful to

the nostrils. Ours was no orange, toast,

and coffee breakfast; but oatmeal, a gen-
erous slice of ham, boiled potatoes,

bread, butter, jam, and coffee. There
was no lack of appetite; no necessity

for a tonic. We ate our breakfast, not

as a matter of custom but because we
were hungry. The joy of breakfasting
is for the man who lives in the open air.

After breakfast we drove down the

valley of the Snake River, crossing

Arizona, Pacific, and Puritan creeks on
the way. We went slowly that we might
enjoy the scenery, and talk over inci-

dents of former trips with a pack train

along the same route. To the west,

towered Mount Moran and the three Te-

tons. Well have they been named the

Alps of America. We talked of the men
who had ascended the Grand Teton and
what they found on the summit; we dis-

cussed events in the life of Davy Jack-

son, for whom Jackson Hole is named,
and the old classic of the West by Wash-
ington Irving entitled, “The Adventures
of Captain Bonneville.”

We made occasional stops to photo-

graph some scene that was especially

admired; we observed many elk tracks

in the road and across the mud flat lead-

ing to Jackson Lake; we got out of the

car to get a specimen of beaver cutting;

thus, in various ways we made the most
of an enjoyable morning.

In the afternoon we reached the

ranch of Charles M. Neil, with whom we
had hunted some years previously. He
had no idea that we were in the West.

Neil and his wife were on the porch.

“Why, if there isn’t Mr. Blair and Mr.

Bannon!” exclaimed Mrs. Neil. “What
are you talking about?” replied Neil.

“They aren’t in the country.” But once

convinced that we were in Jackson

Hole, they gave us a warm welcome.

Our tent was soon pitched below the

road in a little grove of quaking aspen,

the beds spread out, and the stove put

up. Though we were prepared to cook

our own meals, Mrs. Neil would listen

to nothing of the kind, and insisted that

we eat at her table. Has it ever oc-

curred to the reader that any woman,
who can cook at all really excels in pre-

paring some certain food? Some women
bake better biscuit than others; some

make the most delicious corn bread;

others surpass in frying spring chicken.

To he sure, this may all be delightful

imagination. At least every housewife

will say so. But no one can make me
believe that another woman lives who
can make better pancakes than can Mrs.

Charles M. Neil.

Neil, on his ranch, has only pure-bred,

polled, roan Durhams. He takes just

pride in his herd ;
and I saw no stock in

the West superior to his in high class

breeding. He furthermore has a stock
of store-goods that reminds one of a
small edition of a department store. It

contains about everything that a ranch-
man requires. Neil’s credit system is

worthy of investigation by city mer-
chants. “Credit usually comes to the
store in an automobile,” says Neil, “but
old cash comes on foot, on horseback, by
sled, or by wagon.”

THE season for hunting elk in Wyom-
ing this year opened October first.

About that time the dudes bound
for the game fields began to make their
appearance. Each was out to get the
head of a bull elk. Blair and I were out'

to get a fat cow; for it was good meat
that we wanted rather than a trophy.
One dude, whom we met, had suffered
such a severe loss that his “spirits” were
very low. Somewhere between the Mis-
sissippi River and Jackson Hole, six

quarts of ancient Bourbon had been ex-
tracted from his outfit. As travelers
ought to leave their precious possessions
in a safety vault at home, I wasted no
sympathy upon this dude. Still, I re-

gretted that he did not have something
that might have been wasted upon me.

Shortly after October first we ob-
tained a large fat cow elk, which was
promptly quartered and dressed. With
our outfit and the elk packed in and
around the motor car, we started upon
the return to Montana. This time we
went slowly, because the car bore a very
heavy load, and the roads, in places, were
deep in mud.

Between Buffalo Fork and the Yellow-
stone National Park, the road was good
for the most part, though occasional

stretches required very slow travel be-

cause very heavy. At the south en-

trance to the Park, we purchased a sup-

ply of gasoline, at sixty cents per gal-

lon. This was the highest price we paid.

Gasoline usually ranged in price from
thirty-five to forty cents per gallon,

according to the distance of the supply
station from the railroad. The muddy
roads, and the heavy load, caused the

motor to consume fuel unusually fast. We
estimated the weight of our load to be

at least twelve hundred pounds. The
roads through the Park from the souti

entrance to Lewis Lake were very bad.

From there, they were at least fair, and

at places very good.

Our trip through the Park was most
enjoyable. Of course, we encountered

considerable snow at the high altitudes;

but as tourists had long since left the

Park, we saw many game animals. Two
large porcupines waddled slowly along

the road ahead of the car; and as we
rounded a turn at Yellowstone Lake,

there were six cow elk, one calf, one

large twelve point bull, and one small *

bull standing in the road. A large flock

of wild geese that were feeding in a little

arm of the Lake did not take flight

until we were quite close upon them.

We camped for the night alongside

Canyon road, near the natural bridge.

Throughout the region the vapors aris-

ing from the many warm springs into

the freezing air produced a dense fog.

We slept beneath the sheltering boughs

of tve friendly evergreens, and I took
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my shoes to bed with me to keep them
from freezing; for a frozen shoe is the

most uncomfortable covering that was
ever put on a foot.

The next morning- we drove along the

shore lines of Yellowstone Lake and
Yellowstone River to the Canyon of the

Yellowstone. Many wild geese were in

the river and upon its banks; some of

them were even in the road, and in the
marshes close by the road. They ex-

hibited no fear of either man or motor.
There were, also, wild ducks about the
river in flocks containing hundreds. At
Hayden Meadows, we saw a ten point
bull elk, and, a little beyond, the most
magnificent elk I have ever seen. His
antlers carried fourteen points, with a
beam that was massive. Eight cows and
four calves were with him. Five or six

blacktailed does bounded across the road
as we rounded a turn; and without fear,

stopped to browse.
In the Canyon of the Yellowstone, we

went down to Artist’s Point to view the
falls. There we -sat for a long time, en-
joying the magnificent coloring, and ex-
amining, through the binoculars, the re-

markable designs, produced on the cliffs

by the weathering of the material of
which they are composed. Trails of the
big horn could be easily traced along the
side of the Canyon. We left the Can-
yon with great reluctance, and drove
to Norris Basin; and thence to the junc-
tion of the Fire Hole and Gibbon rivers,

which form the Madison River. The
western entrance to the Park was
reached about the middle of the after-
noon; we were at Henry’s Lake near
evening, and back at Glenn Conklin’s in

time for supper.

B
LAIR dressed our elk meat the next
day and then we feasted on savory
roasts, tenderloins, and venison pie.

The flavor of elk meat is superior to that
of any other animal. While the flesh of

mountain sheep and moose is almost as
palatable, one soon tires of them as a
steady diet. During the late autumn
and winter, the meat of an old bull elk

is lean, tough, and strong, and it is not
at all comparable with that of a cow elk.

But during the summer, and early au-
tumn, the former is just as delicious as
the latter.

.

Blair cured some of the veni-

son that I might bring it to Ohio. The
large muscles were taken from the hind-
quarters and into these were rubbed a
mixture, composed of two cups of salt,

one cup of brown sugar, and one tea-

spoonful of black pepper. The meat was
then laid away for two days, after

which, the surplus salt was brushed off.

Next it was hung in the smokehouse,
where it was smoked by a slow fire of

quaking aspen for three days; then, the

door of the smokehouse was left open for

a day for the sun to reach the meat.
This method caused the meat to dry on
the outside, and preserved it so well

that I was able to bring it home in per-

fect condition.
' It is surprising how quickly the
weather may change in the Rockies.
One afternoon, during my stay, though
the thermometer registered forty-eight

degrees, the wind blew so strong that it

penetrated woolen clothing, causing the

It will be impossible for us to build all the Parker
Guns during 1920 that the world will want. Shooters
hoping to own a Parker Gun in 1920 are urged in their

own interest to order at once to avoid disappointment.

Send for Catalogue and Free Booklet About 20 Bore Guns

PARKER BROS. Gun Makers Meriden, Conn., U. S.A.
New York Salesroom, 25 Murray St.

A. W. duBray, Pacific Coast Agent, P. O. Box 102, San Francisco

Know
Your
Birds

AMERICAN

GAME BIRDS
Water Birds— Game Birds

—Upland and Shore Birds

—In Colors

By CHESTER A. REED

Is a book written especially for

sportsmen as a concise guide to

the identification of water birds,

game upland and shore birds.

One hundred and sixty species of

birds are faithfully depicted by
the colored pictures, and the text

gives considerable idea of their

habits and tells where they are

of the year.

These illustrations are reproduced from water-color painting by the

author, whose books on birds and flowers have had the largest sale

of any ever published in this country. They are made by the best
known process by one of the very first engraving houses in the coun-
try and the whole typography is such as is rarely seen in any book.
The cover is a very attractive and unique one, with set-in pictures.

PRICE 50 CENTS DELIVERED ANYWHERE

NEARLY

160
BIRD

PICTURES
IN

NATURAL
COLORS

NEEDED BY
EVERY

SPORTSMAN

to be found at different seasons

FREE
WITH SIX MONTHS’ SUBSCRIPTION TO FOREST

AND STREAM AT REGULAR RATE OF
$1.00 FOR SIX ISSUES

FOREST AND STREAM (Book Dept.)
9 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Knit your

own fish

nets

Landing nets, hoop nets, seines, hammocks, ej:.,

may be easily and quickly made at little cost.

We teach you how in one hour.

Also how to catch fish the year round. Send
for particulars right now.

W. E. Clayton Company,
43 N. Main St., Altoona, Kans.

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

‘AsK the Fish
Jas. Heddon’s

Dowagiac, Mich.
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SMITH GUNS
ARE CONVINCING GUNS

That’s why we say

“The Gun that Speaks for Itself”
Both Double and One Barrel

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY, Inc.
31-51 HUBBARD STREET FULTON, N. Y.

MCDONALD & LINFORTH, 739 Call Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
Pacific Coast Representatives

THE SPORTING GOODS AGENCIES, 33 St. Nicholas St., Montreal
Representatives for Eastern Canada

Formerly

—

being a “Good Sport" meant being
a good judge of Evans’ Beverages.
Nowadays it means an intimate ac-
quaintance with the goodness and
virtues of

FORMERLY KNOWN AS CHECONA EVANS ALE
Everything is there as of old—the famous old
smack, luscious flavor, full body, genial glow
and everything except the alcoholic content.
CHECONA EVANS’ BEVERAGE gives to Out-
door life its happiest expression and most ben-
eficent results. The beverage for every thirst
and all occasions. Opens the way to the full
enjoyment of Outdoor pleasure.

SUPPLIED IN CASES BY PROGRESSIVE DEALERS OR

C. H. Evans & Sons, Estab.™ Hudson, N. Y.

FISHING TACKLE
Deal Direct With the Manufacturer

Our name on a rod or reel

symbolizes fhe highest achieve-
ment of this highly developed
art. Making Tackle since 186/
is a recommendation in itself.

Our reputation was made long
ago and we maintain it by build-
ing and selling honest goods. We
never sacrifice quality to make
a low price neither do we ever
use quality as an excuse for a
high price.

Catalog No. 106 sent on request

Edward vom Hofe & Company
112 Fulton Street New York City

LET’S ALL GO FISHING!
Pack up your troubles, and leave at home. But be

sure and pack some .of Palmer's Floating Grasshoppers
and millers in your old kit bag. Boys, they are the
stuff fool the wise old Trout and Bass.

Try them. Hoppers, 50 cents each, $3.60 per doz.
Millers, 40 cents each, $2.60 per dozen.

M. M. PALMER, Sole Manufacturer
119 West Washington St. Pasadena, Calif.

THE FLY ROD WIGGLER
IS THE ORIGINAL
FLY ROD MINNOW

Looks like a real live minnow and wiggles
and wobbles like one in distress. Has no
planes, wines or freak shape. Just the real

minnow shape. It casts easily and can be
lifted without making a splash or straining
the rod. It has natural minnow colors.

It is the only one that has all of these ab-
solutely necessary qualifications. It has no
small screw eyes to work loose and pull out.

It is, in fact, the perfect fly rod minnow.
Made in Silver Shiner, Golden Shiner, Red
Side, Yellow Perch, Red Head, All Yellow,
All Red, All White. Three sizes: Large
Bass, 2 i

/8 in.; Small Bass, 134 in.; and
Trout Size, 1^4 in* Price Each, 65c.
Four in Handy Vest Pocket Box, $2.60.

Send stamp for Fishing Tackle Catalog

THE W. J. JAMISON CO.
Dept. S., 736 So. California Ave., Chicago, 111

“Old Town” lightness certainly is appreciated
v/hen it comes to a carry. And when you set the
canoe back in the water, you marvel that such
a strong, sturdy little craft can be so light. An
“Old Town Canoe’’ answers to the slightest
pressure of the paddle and will carry two
men and dunnage in the shallowest water.
Write for catalog. 3000 canoes in stock.

OLD TOWN CANOE CO., 997 Pourth St.

Old Town. Maine
U. S. A.

DARROW’S STEEL BOATS
Seventeen styles, eighty sizes, up to twenty-four

j

feet in length, including light, medium and heavy

|

duty Motorboats, Outboard Motor Specials, Row-

|

boats, Duckboats, Canoes and our WORLD
]

FAMOUS SECTIONAL BOATS. Write for Cat-

alogue and prices.

F. H. DARROW STEEL BOAT CO.,
611 Erie Street ALBION, MICH.

air to seem much colder. The wind was
from the south, and low flying clouds ,
rapidly sped across the skies. Sudden-
ly the wind shifted to the north; the

mercury dropped quickly to twenty-eight
degrees and was followed by a driving
snow storm. The next morning the
thermometer registered nine degrees, the
air was clear and bright, and a good
tracking snow covered the ground. We
rode horseback over many miles, in the

hope of seeing some blacktailed deer.

We struck a few fresh tracks, but there

were, also, the tracks of some hunter
in pursuit who was more industrious

than we. The autumn storms had not

yet driven the game down from the sum-
mits; it was too early to see much sign.

Our course led us to some beautiful

lakes, and into most attractive places so

that we spent a happy day together.

About the middle of October I was
compelled to depart for home. The
nearest railroad station was about sixty

miles distant; and a blinding snow storm
made our start most disagreeable. The
necessary lowering of the windshield, to

enable us to see the road, caused the

snow to drift over us, and drench our

clothing. Blair declared that this time

I had come West too late, and was leav-

ing too early. But two days later the

thermometer registered below zero at

Henry’s Lake and winter had set in to

stay. I freely concede that, though I

had gone West too late, I did not leave

any too early.

PITCHING THE
FISHERMAN'S CAMP

(continued from page 367)

which are easily pitched and are fly and
punkie proof. Much of northern bass

fishing is in fly time, when Jiead nets

must be added to the equipment, and to

me the most satisfactory tent is one of

canvas weave which will shed water yet

let the air sift through it, so that it

does not become stuffy at night. Punkies

and black flies will get through almost

anything, but if the tent is closed before

retiring and every intruder sought out

with the flashlight and squelched before

retiring, one is pretty sure of a peaceful

night’s sleep.

When going where the mosquito is the

only pest, we often take but a large fly,

10 x 12 feet, and tie up a canoe on edge,

lashing the bow and stern to two trees.

The lower side of the canoe then becomes

a shelf on which all the grub bags can be

spread, handy to the cooks. The fly is

secured to the bottom gunwale of the

canoe, led out over its back, where the

height will be some four feet, and then

guyed out in front with a pole, making
a peak in the center of the front edge.

This gives a space some 10 x 8 feet in

front of the canoe, where the eating

table can be set up, and the grate is put

just in front of the edge of the fly, or,

in rain, just under the front edge. It is

a quickly made camp for a crowd of men.
At night all the sleeping bags are laid in

a row under the tarp, and next day we
are off and on our way mighty soon after

breakfast. For a moving canoe camp
the scheme is well to be recommended,
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leaving the individual tents to be put up

at the permanent point of stay.

A nesting aluminum cook kit, with all

the table ware in a fiber box, makes a

handy single package for one of the

canoes. The grub bags go on each side

of it, of brown paraffined duck, side open-

ing with rows of pockets inside. In

them are large paraffined muslin food

bags, holding from three to eight pounds

of flour and the like each, while the stuff

that goes in cans is stowed in two sizes

of friction top tins, eight inches in dia-

meter and three to six inches high. Bags
and cans are piled atop each other in

packing, the lips of the grub bags rolled

around their sticks to make them water

tight, and the straps secured so that they

form two packages, 22" long by 8" dia-

meter.

For bread making for such a party I

do not know of a lighter or better outfit

than the folding aluminum baker with its

bread board and baking pans. It will

cook for eight with ease. The fire for it

should be hot and high-flamed, so that

the biscuits will be browned on both sides

at once. One way is to build a back-log

screen of five short logs held upright,

one above the other, between two pairs

of stakes, and the other is to take a blaz-

ing log from under the main grate and
lay it across the end of the grate, where
it will add its flames to the height of

those below. In front of it is set the
baker,—and, see that its inside is well

polished or it will not reflect properly!

A good many more comforts and con-

veniences will be added on such a trip.

There will be canvas water buckets for

bringing plenty of water to camp, can-

vas wash basins, traveling toilet kits,

carbide lanterns and carbide for a strong
steady light, and a lot of things that one
would not think of taking on a go-light

trip. With this outfit, parties of six to

ten of us have made long canoe trips in

comfort and we would not modify it

much for a portage trip. Bass baits and
tackle boxes, bait pails and line dryers
will be added to the tackle list. They are
much more heavy and bulky than trout
supplies—and pork is added to the ra-

tions so as to have rind available for pork
minnows, than which there is sometimes
no better bait in the world! As “plugs”
have a great way of getting lost, quite a
parcel of them have to be taken along for
any extended trip after bass.

THE third special fisherman’s camp is

for salt water fishing on the sandy
beaches. It is the meanest of camp-

ing if not done right, for the mosquitoes
are awful at night and sand drifts and
blows into everything. If you can get to

the spot by power boat or sail craft, quite

an extensive outfit can be taken, but if

you hike along the beach every pound
counts. Salt water fish are so big and
heavy that the camp is very soon fed up
on all it can eat, so that if you are to

save the rest that come to hook it is well
to go provided. We generally take a
bag of salt and a waterproof duffle bag
for this. The extra fish are cleaned,
scaled and steaked, and the steaks off

each side of the fish are salted down in
the bag to take home, for they will keep
for months in a cool place, if salted in

NO
WICK

NO
ODOR

NO
SMOKE

NO
SOOT
Fire

Known for Cooking

COOKS
ROASTS

BAKES

BROILS

A Real Stove $1752
for Outdoors
The Little Wonder Oil Stove makes outdoor cooking as

easy as with city gas. Nothing like it for Country
Homes, Cottages, Camping, Touring, Yachting, etc.

It does as much with one gallon of oil as any other

oil stove does with ten, because it utilizes, in the patent

enclosed, fuel-saver top, all of the heat generated, in-

stead of wasting 80% of it up around the sides of

kettles. Actually boils a quart of water in three minutes.

Burns 90% air and 10% oil; a gallon lasts 16 to 20 hours.

Weight 30-lbs., compact, easy to carry when closed

(see small cut), and utensils can be packed in oven for

moving. Does not need level ground; wind or rain can-

not put out your fire.

The stoves will be handled through dealers everywhere.
But if you want one this summer, send money order
or check direct to factory and stove will be shipped at

once with directions and guarantee. (Guaranteed ex-

actly as represented or money refunded).

LITTLE WONDER STOVE COMPANY
3532 Gable Avenue Detroit, Mich.

F. O. B. Factory

Closed, for Moving
— Utensils Inside.

DEALERS
The Little Wonder Oil

Stove is a “little wonder” of

a seller. Get in on the

ground floor NOW. \\ rite

for our Dealer proposition.

The

Little Wonder
Oil Stove

P]Enclosed find $17.50 for which ship me
one Little Wonder Oil Stove.

(^Please send me full information about

the Little Wonder Oil Stove.

Name

Address

BADGER CANOES
ROWBOATS and

OUTBOARD
MOTOR BOATS

BADGER MOTOR BOAT CO., Inc.
4th and Lake Ave. RACINE, WIS.

SALE OF
U. S. Army & Navy Goods
For Camp and Summer Outfits

Ask for b g Catalog-123 Today

Army Khaki Shirts . $2.00

Navy Underwear . . .75

Army Ponchos . . . 1-25

Army Wool Breeches . 2.50

Khaki Trousers ... 2.50

Army
Army
Army
Army
and all other artic’ea for

camp or outdoor use-

SEND 10c FOR ARMY & NAVY
CATALOG- 123---AND BUY AT
AUCTION BARGAIN PRICES.

ARMY & NAVY STORE CO.

245 W. 42d St.. New York

k Largest Camp and Military Outfitters

ki Trousers . . . 2.50

y Pup Tents . . 3.50/1
r Mess Plates . . .25/

j

y Blankets . . 5.00 / I

y Raincoats. . 3.50 #
j

all other articles for
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SPEND YOUR VACATION IN THE OPEN

GO when and where you like as you please— be independent

— to the lake, the woods, of stuffy hotels and uncertain

the trout stream— stay as long accommodations.

®^uto-KampTrailer
provides a complete home on wheels. When on the road it

trails smoothly behind any car. In camp it is home— with
all conveniences. Complete kitchen, ice box, food
compartments, stove, electric lights,—

t

sagless springs and downy
mattresses— big enough for

four persons. Set up in 5 to 7
minutes; convenient and eco-

nomical.

Write for catalog

Auto-Kamp
Equipment Co.
2008 Sheridan Ave.
Saginaw _s-a

;

Mich. '£T'

4'

Price $2.50

THE WOOD BURNING

CAMP STOVE
Makes out-of-door cooking a pleasure, and is

convenient for extended camping or fishing trips

Weighs only 6V2 lbs., Size 16 in. x 8 in. x
8 in. So durable as to be practically inde-

structible.

has three closed sides confining heat and giv-

ing a natural upward- draft. Folds flat and
is packed in a very heavy and substantial

corrugated card-board carton which is strong

enough to make a convenient receptacle for

the stove when not in use for several seasons,

if used with ordinary care.

Price $2.50 at your dealers or sent prepaid

anywhere in U. S. if dealer does not handle.

Special sizes made to order.

MAZURA MANUFACTURING COMPANY
414 S. 6TH STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

NIGHT HUNTING SPORT SUPREME

NIGHT HUNTING for

Sport or Profit is Indeed

the SPORT OF SPORTS
To know the HOW, WHEN and WHERE of This

Sport Supreme; whether it be hunting fox, mink,

coon, possum or any other animal that challenges

the sportsman’s skill, you should read “NIGHT
HUNTING.” by J. E. Williams.

This work, In addition to treating on the subject itself, is of special value for its
t

artlcIeS

on the breeding, raising, training and care of the type of dogs best adapted to the spor .

SINGLE COPY, PRICE $1.00, DELIVERED TO ANY
ADDRESS IN THE UNITED STATES OR CANADA

OUR SPECIAL OFFER—Subscribe now for Forest and Stream at the regular yearly rate of

$2.00, and we’ll send you a copy of this cloth bound book FREE OF ADDITIONAL EXPENSE.

FOREST & STREAM, 9 EAST 40th STREET
N. Y. CITY, N. Y.

an earthenware crock, and are better on
the table than the codfish you buy. We
have often kept the September catch in

such a way, so that we were eating the
last of it the following March.

Salt water bait is also a problem, be-
ing heavy to carry and hard to keep.
The most portable is squid, cut into bait-

size and salted in a small friction top
can, where about a hundred baits may be
carried and they will last for a long time
so preserved. Shedders are de luxe on a
hiking trip, three or four of them being
about the limit to add to one’s pack, and
they will last much longer if you take a
spool of cotton thread along and tie

your bait to the hook. Sinkers are an-
other heavy problem. One should have
at least a dozen of them, 4 oz. each, so

as not to run out of them in casting.

For leaders we find that a coil of bronze
picture wire, cut as needed to two-foot
lengths, makes the cheapest and best,

leader supply. Bronze three-way swivels
and a package each of 2/0 and 6/0 hooks
will suffice for tackle. The rod and reel

make a heavy shoulder load, and, with
the pack on your back you are off for a
few day’s wandering along the surf. I

have had very good success with the
baker tent with mosquito blind sides, de-

scribed before, in beach camping; also

with a light pack-tent in which the pack
is the floor when opened out, and a small
tent for two, 4 x 7 ft. in size is raised
up from it, with a gauze window and
gauze door giving air in an otherwise
closed tent of light paraffined muslin.
This tent has a sill, which aids in keep-
ing sand out when you lift your foot to

enter.

We take along about the same grub
list and cook kit as on mountain hiking
trips. Arrived at our favorite hole we
pitch the tent as near high water as we
safely can without being washed out by
the surf, for the mosquitoes at night are
much less numerous near the water than
up in the dunes. A wind-break made of

drift wood, and boxes in which to store

grub, and a table for eating are next
constructed, for you cannot set anything
down on the sand without ruining it, nor
eat without something raised off the sand
to keep things like the sugar bag, the

milk can and the butter from getting full

of sand. A meal is then cooked and eaten

before nightfall, for the fishing is best

at night and begins at sunset. By nine

o’clock it is pitch dark, and cold and
windy, so a big fire is then built on the

beach so you can see to cast and fix your
baits and take off fish. This is kept up
until about one o’clock, when we are

ready to call it a day and retire to the

tents. All work of preparation is done

on them during the day, when the mos-
quitoes are not around. For browse we
have found the gray dune moss excellent,

or, if near a bay beach, the dry seaweed
that lines the shores is fine.

A canvas water pail is essential on a

beach camp, as one has to carry water
from the nearest pump or life saving

station. The mosquitoes subside at sun-

up, which is a fine part of the day on the

beach, and if “they” are not biting we
generally get breakfast soon after. Dur-

ing the day the fishing is apt to be poor,

although i have had breezy days when
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something bit every ten minutes all day

long. If the fish are not biting, a snooze

is mighty welcome, and for this my baker

tent scintillates, for its mosquito sides

keep out beach flies yet let the breeze

blow through all day. Closed tents are

mere bake-ovens in the day time. We go

for a swim, borrow a boat and go bay

fishing, sleep, or cook and putter about

camp until sundown, when all hands

make for the beach for the evening’s

fishing, and that is no time to be cooking

supper or getting bedding ready. All

that should have been done during the

slack hours, for fishing is the main busi-

ness of the salt water camp.
For a crowd, and, say, a week’s stay,

we take the heavier outfit, large tents

and tent cots if possible, and come down
in a hired power boat which will come
for us at some later period. The bass

outfit described above does very well, if

supplemented by a wind-break, and board
floors around the cook site. A cook table

is built with another one for eating. Even
in July you want at least two pairs of

blankets, for the nights are cold and the

wind howling over the dunes. And, for

fishing do not forget a sweater and rub-

ber boots, the former to keep you warm
at night when standing silent, pole in

hand, and the latter essential where the

surf is likely to come upon you unawares.
For clothing for all these camps, I

prefer a rainproof canvas jacket, canvas
hat, sweater, wool shirt, wool breeches,

socks, bandana in place of a necktie, and
at least two pairs of cheap cotton gloves

to protect my hands against fire, hot
cooking utensils, insects and cold. The
first pair will generally get worn out or
burnt or lost before the trip is half over.

I take at least four pairs of wool socks,

but no extra underclothes or shirt. If

an upset or some other catastrophe oc-

curs that wets you to the skin, it’s time
to build a conflagration and dry out the
whole business!

WHERE THE GAMY
ROCK BASS HIDE

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 398)

The lightest test line that can be found
will be heavy enough for your use. A
single, light gut, number 4 snelled hook
of a regular bass pattern is the best
choice for that end of the business. Take
along a light net. I don’t recommend it

particularly for the rock bass as a man
can usually land this fish better without
one but one always stands the chance of
meeting up with a small-mouth bass that
would call strongly for a net before con-
senting to leave his lonesome Home.
More could be written about this fish

of the little, wooded streams. Sooner or
later all who answer to the call of the
rod and reel will meet this noble little

gentleman of rare streams and form a
lasting and appreciable acquaintanceship.

In Hongkong Harbor
In Far Eastern ports, darting among
ocean liners and native junks, many
small boats, powered by Evinrude Mo-
tors, ply theii way between shore and
ship

—while on the inland lakes and
streams of America, thousands of

sport-lovers are enjoying hunting,

fishing and pleasure trips, without the

tedious work of rowing—Evinruding!

An Evinrude is attached quickly and
easily to any rowboat or canoe. Mag-
neto, built-in-flywheel type, and Auto-
matic Reserve are standard Evinrude
refinements.

Ask your sporting goods or

hardware deader. Or write

for catalog.

Evinrude Motor Co.
308 Evinrude Building

Milwaukee, Wis.

Distributors :

69 Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y.
214 State St., Boston, Mass.
440 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

211 Morrison St., Portland, Ore.

WlGGLER
§5 ^

>5end for

Circular of other Lures ctnd Pork
Rind Strips AL.FOSS-

1712 COLUMBUS RD. • CLEVELAND 1

THE MILAM The Frankfort
Kentucky Reel”

Since 1839, 81 years, the Milams have
j

been making the celebrated “KEN-
TUCKY” Reel in the same location, and
all the knowledge gained by these years
of experience is put into their reels today.

Let us send you our booklet
B. C. MILAM & SON

Main Street Frankfort, Ky. I

Army Auction Bargains*
Tents $4.25 up I C. W. revolvers $2.65 up

Saddles 4.65 ud Army Haversacks .15 up

Uniforms 2.50 up Knapsacks .75 up

Teamha'ness31-50| Army 6un slings .30 up

Spring. Rem. cal. 30 single shot rifle for model
1906 cartridges, $7.77 Ball cart. $3.60 per 100

1 6 acres Army Goods. Large illustrated cyclo-

pedia reference catalog— 400 pages— issue
w 1920, mailed 50 cents. Now Circular lO cants

FRANCIS BANNERMAN SONS. 501 Broadway, Hew York

Insist on the GENUINE

HILDEBRANDT
SPINNERS

See them at your dealers

The John J. Hildebrandt Company
Logansport Indiana
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HOOK THE BIG ONES
Wonderful success has attended the use of

MCMAHON’S
TROLLING SPOONS

Favorite Lure of Pacific Coast Fishermen

A thorough study of fish and fishing meth-
ods has resulted in the production of this

famous spoon—a perfect imitation of live

bait. Uniformly large catches of fish have
followed its use.

McMahon’s Spoon at your marine or
sporting goods dealer, or write

PACIFIC NET & TWINE CO.
1213-23 Western Ave., Seattle, Wash.

OR
OREGON MARINE & FISHERIES SUPPLY CO.

Portland, Ore.

Know Your Fish
David Starr Jordan’s “Guide

to the Study of Fishes’’
Recognized tho world over as a most
comprehensive and authoritative treat-
ment of the subject.

This great work, published in two cloth
bound volumes of more than 600 pages
each, contains hundreds of illustrations and
is invaluable to anyone interested in fish

or fishing.

It describes the different species of fish in a
manner that enables you to identify them. It

tells of their life and habits: how, when and
where different species are caught. . . . How
fish breathe, smell, taste and talk. It treats on
migratory fish, colors of fish, food value of fish,

the mythology of fishes: mermaid, monkfish,
bishop-fish, sea-serpents, &e. Its description of
popular fishes includes trout, flounder, catfish,
perch, bass, swordfish, eel. gayling. blackflsh.
sand-darter, mullet, mackeral. herring, kingfish.
halibut and other species: pond -skippers, cave-
fish. file-fish, trigger-fish, headlight-fish, trunk-
fish and other species of freak fish too numerous
to mention are fully described.

Packed ready for shipment these two volumes
weigh 10 pounds. Price, delivered to any ad-
dress in the United States. $12.00. Canadian
orders subject to extra shipping charge and
custom fee.

FOREST & STREAM
(BOOK DEP'T)

9 EAST 40th ST., N. Y. CITY, N. Y.

Rush.
langolfinnows

B£QI8T«E£0 TRADE KARS

The liveliest bait that floats.

They wiggle, dive and swim
like a minnow in action. T'fle

Tangos get the big ones—Bass,
Pickerel, Pike, Muscallunge,
Lake Trout and Brook Trout.

At Your Dealers or Parcels Post Insured

J! rite non/ for illustrated catalog
in colors and instructions.

T K" T?I TQ14 First StreetJ. IV. J\UOn, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

HERE’S A SMASHING GOOD CAMP AXE
This double-bitted camp axe—nicely balanced, is just the right weight for
speedy work in clearing a trail or cutting firewood. It is a great favorite
with forest rangers, guides, etc.—Blades are finely polished and ground
to a keen cutting edge. Guaranteed to be absolutely perfect in quality
and temper and the handle to be strong and true.

Blade, 7%" x 3%"; weight 2% lbs.; handle 28"

A leather blade guard adjusted for wearing at the belt completes the
equipment. Axe retails for $2.00.

OUB SPECIAL OFFER
Send us $4.00 and we will enter your subscription to FOREST AND
STREAM for a full twelve months and in addition will also send you
this double-bitted camp axe and leather blade guard. Address,

FOREST and STREAM

JAMES A. HENSHALL
IN FLORIDA

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 369)

fluence at Fort Capron, he was capsized

and drowned in Indian river.

It will be remembered that the happy
and contented condition of the Seminoles,

as just described, was forty years ago.

Since that time the great influx of set-

tlers, tourists and winter residents at

Miami has resulted in a great change,
and a change for the worse, in the wel-

fare of the Indians. They have been in-

fluenced and demoralized by the evils of

advanced civilization without being bene-

fitted by its blessings. These children

of Nature, in their sub-tropical Eden
have, like Adam after his disobedience,

discovered their nakedness, and have
donned the cheap hand-me-down unmen-
tionables and other cheap clothing like

their red brethren of the far west. But
their morals have suffered most.

I

T was an easy paddle down the river

with the current to the bay where the
Rambler was anchored, and the fol-

lowing day we sailed for Miami, entering

through Narres channel into Biscayne
! Bay. We made a short stay at Miami,
and sailed directly for Key West, taking
with us the Mayor of that city who hap-
pened to be in Miami.
The name Key West is a misnomer and

has no significance as to its geographical
position, inasmuch as there are a num-
ber of keys still farther west. The name
is a corruption of its Spanish name
Cayo Huesa, which means Bone Key, and
its pronunciation is similar. Key West
at the time of our visit was at the height

of its prosperity. Its principal resources

were the manufacture of cigars from
Cuban tobacco, sponging, fishing, turt-

ling and wrecking. It had a cosmopoli-

tan population of Bahamans, Spanish,

Cubans and a few sailors from the Uni-

ted States and other countries. There
were three classes of negroes, from the

Bahamas, Cuba and the states. The
Bahaman negroes were the most intelli-

gent and industrious.

I One Sunday evening, accompanied by
the Mayor, I attended divine service at

the Bahaman Negro Episcopal Church,
when I was most agreeably surprised as

1 well as pleased. It was an intoned and
choral service, and highly ritualistic.

The sermon was strong, simple and dig-

nified. I have seldom attended a service

more beautiful, or one conducted with
more reverence and veneration, even in

some of our boasted superior white con-

gregations. The amusements of the

town were a roller skating rink for white
lads and lasses and a dance hall where
men and women of all ages, condition and
nationality foregathered to chase the rosy

hours with flying feet from dark till

dawn. Nowhere else could he found such

a motley assemblage. Faces of all colors

from chalky-white to yellow, ecru, tan

and brown to jet black were in evidence.

But everything was conducted, if not

with the utmost decorum, at least with

the most consummate good humor, hilar-

ity and jollity. * And though beer, wine
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and Cuban rum were drunk in seven

languages, but with moderation, it was
productive of no unseemly conduct,

though as a matter of fact soft drinks

seemed to be the favorite tipple.

The very air of Key West was redo-

lent of fish and sponge, comingled with

the tang of the salt sea breeze. Every

one in Key West eats fish; it is the staple

diet of the inhabitants, while, yellow or

black, and the fish are fresh, delicious

and of pleasing variety. A number of

small sloops, known as “smackees,” de-

part daily for the coraline reefs, where

the fish are caught with hook and line.

The bait is the sea-crawfish, as large as

a lobster, which is cut into small and

suitable pieces. I have been out with

the fishermen many times, when it was
my pleasure and good fortune to fish or

cut bait with the best of them ;
and many

rare species I have collected in this man-
ner. This fishing is still carried on in

the same old way.

Each vessel has a well in the center

which ^communicates with the outside

water, and in this way the fish are kept

alive until sold. The fish are of many
varieties and species, and are of many
and diversified colors, the butterflies of

the sea. They are mostly panfish, and
many are very odd and even grotesque

in appearance, while their names are

descriptive if not euphonious, and are

mostly of Bahaman origin. In addition

to the many snappers, groupers, hinds,

porgies and grunts, there are John Paw,
Tom Tate, Slippery Dick, mutton-fish,

pork-fish, angel-fish, moon-fish, nigger-

fish, parrot-fish, pudding wife, yellow-

tail, turbot, scamp, gag, coney and many
others; but the favorite breakfast fish

is the grunt, and no Key Wester is happy
unless he begins the day with fried

grunts.

Late in the afternoon it was the cus-

tom of the people to repair to the fish

wharf and select such fish as they re-

quired for the next day. The fish were
taken from the wells, killed and dressed,

and several strung on a strip of palm
leaf and sold for ten cents, grunts being
always included. All other provisions,

such as meat, poultry, vegetables and
fruit were brought from the mainland, as

nothing of the kind was grown on the
rocky soil. These products were invaria-

bly sold at auction every morning.

During the Chicago World’s Fair a
gentleman and his wife and daughter,
whom I had known in Key West, visited

the great exposition. The daughter had
never before been away from her island

home, having been educated at the con-

vent in Key West. On one of the nights
set apart for an illumination and a pyro-
technic display I took them to the tower
of the Fisheries Building to get a com-
prehensive view of the magnificent spec-
tacle. The Court of Honor was illumi-

nated in a gorgeous galaxy of color, the
electric fountains spouted jets and
streams of water tinted with all the pris-

matic colors, the eaves of all the great
buildings of the White City were outlined
with thousands of electric lights, while
the battlements and towers were ablaze
with flaming torches, and far out on Lake
Michigan was an unsurpassed exhibition

When you send

for a Joe Welsh
Leader remem-
ber you get a true

Scotch Product,

made by Wm.
Robertson, Glasgow, Scotland.

Japanese imitations “go to pieces”—the

Joe Welsh never.

No Fish too Large
For Fresh or Salt Water

Hurry—Get a sample before you go fishing.

3 ft. 25c—6 ft. 50c—9 ft. 75c. Add 50c

evil Darning Needle.

JOE WELSH
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

Exclusive Agent
Jnited States and Canada

BOOK OF THE

Small Mouthed Bass
By Prof. W. J. Loudon

Inch For Inch, Pound For Pound
The Gamest Fish That Swims

Every Angler Should Secure
A Copy of this Great Book

Based on many years observation and
study of both small and large mouthed
bass. This work describes in full detail

the life and hahits of this ever game fish.

It tells where, when and how to catch
them. The bait and tackle to be used

—

as well as how to keep and cook them.

Cloth Bound, price $1.00. Delivered any-

where in the United States or Canada.

A Special Free Gift—Subscribe now for

Forest and Stream at the regular yearly

rate of $2.00 and we’ll mail you a copy
of Professor Loudon’s Small Mouthed Bass,

without any additional cost.

FOREST & STREAM
9 East 40th St., New York City, N. Y.

Time’s here

fvzit Boo*
BUCK T A I

L

after the fightin* ones
In going after the “big ones” — the gamey fightin’ fellows that
“strike” with a drive and dash, which nearly unseats you •— go
with tackle that has a reputation for getting the "big ones.” Go
equipped with

SOUTH BEND
QUALITY TACKLE

To get the genuine thrill and keen joy which bait-casting gives, your equip-
ment should include the new South Bend Level- Winding Anti-Back-Lash Reel.

This is the reel, which makes every cast perfect—which needs no thumbing—
which automatically winds your line even and level upon reeling in. It’s the
reel for beginners; experienced anglers highly recommend it, while for women
anglers, it is the most practical reel made.

The Surf-Oreno—shown here, comes in regular sizes 3% inches and Midget size
2% inches. It is a surface minnow which rides high in the water— it’s spin-
ners creating a swirling and churning motion, most alluring to the ''big" game-
fish. Made in 13 colors.

The Weedless Spinner Back-tail can be used in the thickest of weeds, docks or
lily pads. Is a most effective lure, especially when used with pork rind.

The Fuzzy Body Buck-tail Spinner is a rough body fly used in casting for
gamey small mouths.

Get “The Days of Real Sport“—FREE
‘‘The Days of Real Sport" illustrated by Briggs the cartoonist, gives proven and valuable angl-
ing hints. Shows in color our complete line of hundreds of baits and lures. A postal brings it

All live sporting goods dealers sell South Bend Tackle. Demand it in golden-rod
yellow boxes bearing the below trade-mark.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.
10292 Hijgfh St. South Bend. Ind.

and get a Blue [
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Real
Home-Cooking

!

A REAL home cooked meal in the great
outdoors, cooked on a stove that op-
erates just like your stove at home, yet

more compact than a suitcase and takes up
less room.

The AUTO KAMP KOOK KIT is the best
little vacation pal you ever had. Always
ready, always on the job. It burns gasoline,
regulates like a big stove. Heats the tent
quickly on a cold day. No more mussing or
fussing with smoky camp fires. No more
hunting for dry wood. Eat when and where
"ou want to—and a REAL home-cooked meal.

Prices, $7.50 to $40.00

If your dealer does not yet carry
them write for illustrated folder

Prentiss Wabers Stove Co.

4 Spring St., Grand Rapids, Wisconsin

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy to handle, nc leaks or repairs; check as baggage, carry byhand; safe for family: all sizes; non-sinkable; stronger than tood'used by U S. and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize at

Motors
0

Catalog
LoUls World ’

3 Fairs. We fit our boats for Outboard

King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 428 Harrison St„ Kalamazoo. Mich.

Lake and

Stream Game
Fishing

A Practical Book on the Popular Freshwater Game Fish, the Tackle Necessary and
How to Use It

By DIXIE CARROLL
Editor of "The National Sportsman” andFishmg Ed,tor Of “The Chicago Herald,”
President of The American Anglers' League"

Net $2.00.
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«
them - Simi)le eSmethods of bait and fly casting. The reason foreach piece of tackle and how to use it.

for yoor copy now or BETTER YET sendS4.00 for a two years’ subscription to Forest andStream and we II mail a copy of this book FREE

FOREST & STREAM
(Book Dept.)

9 East 40th Street NEW YORK CITY

CANOES
ROWBOATS

OUTBOARD MOTORS
,

BOATS FOR OUTBOARD MOTORS

MOTOR BOATS, 16 to 24 ft.

long, with or without engine.
For lakes, rivers, shallow water
and weeds.

The saving effected this year is greater
than ever before.

CATALOG FREE—ORDER BY MAIL

THOMPSON BROS. BOAT MFG. CO,
1521 Ellis Ave., PESHTIGO, WIS.

of fire-works, rockets, sea-devils and set
pieces, the effect of which was heightened
by the reflection on the surface of the
water. As I glanced at the young lady
she was staring open-eyed and open-
mouthed in wonder and amazement at
the unequalled sight.

Hilda, I said, “how does'this com-
pare with Key West?”
“Oh its simply glorious,” she ex-

claimed, “it is the nearest to Heaven of
anything I have ever dreamed of; and if
I only had some fried grunts for break-
fast I would be supremely and superla-
tively happy!”

WITHOUT doubt the finest salt
water fishing in the world is to
be found between Biscayne Bay

and Key West in Hawk Channel, be-
tween the keys and the outlying reefs
and in the passes and inlets between the
various keys from Big Angel-fish creek
to Bahia Honda. Trolling in Hawk
Channel for king-fish, mackerel, bonito
and amber-jack is good sport with a fair
sailing breeze, but is not to be compared
with rod fishing in the passes and creeks,
and even this is not to be mentioned on
the same day unless the fishes sought are
the bonefish and ladyfish. These in-
comparable game-fishes are cosmopolitan,
inhabiting the warm seas of both con-
tinents.

At first sight they resemble each other
in their long, spindle-shape bodies and
bright silvery appearance, and are often
confounded on this account. However,
they are readily distinguished by the
shape of their mouths, that of the lady-
fish being small and slightly underneath
with an overhanding pig-like snout,
while the lips or jaws of the bonefish
are terminal, that is, they meet in front
like most fishes. They belong to differ-
ent families though both are allied to the
herring tribe. The feeding grounds of
both fishes are on the grassy flats and
sandy shoals inside of the keys, at high
tide. Small fish, as anchovies, sea-craw-
fish or fiddler crabs are the best baits
for bonefish, and ladyfish as well, though
the latter, having a smaller mouth, beach
fleas or the meat of the beautiful little
pompano shell are perhaps better. The
two fish when hooked bound into the air
at once, and with a whirling motion, at
times like a revolving wheel. They keep ,

up the fight, beneath the water, on the
surface and in the air, until completely
exhausted. We took a seven-foot tarpon
at Indian River Inlet, and a jewfish at
Jupiter Light weighing 340 pounds, but
neither gave as much real angling sport
as the tarpon’s little brother the bonefish,
or her grace the ladyfish, though their
weights did not exceed ten pounds.

_

We sailed across Florida Bay, some
sixty miles, from Key West to Cape
Sable, and northward up the Gulf coast
to Cedar Key. We stopped a day or two
at Tampa, which was then a small town
with no railroad, and with but a few
feet of water in the harbor, cargoes be-
ing lightered on barges from Gadsden
Point, some ten miles below. St. Peters-
burg, at the foot of the bay, had but four
houses at that time, whereas there are
now said to be a thousand hotels and
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boarding-houses. Cedar Key was a

thriving town, the entrepot of the Gulf

Coast. There were several cedar mills

in operation, where the rafts of red cedar

logs were converted into lead-pencil

stocks and penholders. There was a rail-

road connecting the town with Fernan-
dina on the east coast, over which the

pencil stocks were shipped to the north-

ern factories to be filled with graphite.

AT last, on the morning of the tenth

day of May, 1882, I bade good-bye

to the Rambler, the gallant little

ship that had carried us safely around
the peninsula of Florida, and stepping

aboard a train on the Transit Railroad

was soon, rattling over the keys to the

mainland, leaving behind the broad bay,

the white sails, the skimming gulls, and
the mangroves. As we were whirled
into the pine woods and hummocks I

caught the last, the grand and glorious

view of the boundless blue Gulf, sleeping

and shimmering in the bright sunlight.

WILDERNESS
DWELLERS

(continued from page 390)

But Charlie had counted well. He had
managed to steer her where the bank
was steep. And I leaped out of the

canoe, scrambled up the bank, just in

time to head her off. Then for a few
minutes began a struggle, humorous
enough, but with its thrill none the less.

The calf had vanished with a "baa”
and a flourish of heels. The cow was
straining with back legs in the lake, and
front legs slipping on the mud, plowing
up the bank in a valiant effort to get into

the forest above. As I headed her off

those mule ears went back and her teeth

showed in a snarling grin. But she shied

a wee bit and that gave the little touch

needed. Waving the camera I “shooed”
at her. But on she came. Without stop-

ping to count results I picked out a place

to jump in case she came on, and then
reaching forth my free hand I pushed
her by the soft snout right down the

bank and into the lake again.

Of course it needed not much of a push.

She was sliding that way anyhow, but

with a whoop and a push I sent her slith-

ering down and into the water. Then
Charlie picked me up in the canoe, and
the chase began anew.

But this time we had her, for the water
was deeper for us and not deep enough
for her. We came alongside, and took a

whole roll of photos. We talked to her,

we let her go easy through the mud and
water, till at last with a farewell wave
of the hand we watched her strike hard
bottom, heave up in a huge shower of

water, and disappear in the dense forest

of firs that here grows down to the very
edge of the lake. Then landing, we
smoked a calumet of peace, picked up a

huge bear trap Charlie had down there,

and took the camp trail, to run right into

a flock of grouse, and jump a couple of

deer within fifty yards of the home camp
door.

(TO EE CONTINUED)

JOIN THE ARMY OF SUCCESSFUL ANGLERS
BY USING A

MARTIN AUTOMATIC FISHING REEL
THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED SPORTSMEN ATTEST TO THE SATIS-
FYING RESULTS ATTAINED BY USING THE MARTIN AUTOMATIC

Guaranteed Perfect and Practical
No cranking—made in four sizes: “G” line capacity No. 2

—

75 ft. No. 2—90 ft. No. 3—150 ft. No. 4—225 ft.

LEFT HAND REELS MADE TO ORDER
Send for Catalogue

MARTIN AUTOMATIC FISHING REEL CO.
Mohawk New York

WEISS Alpine Binoculars
So powerful they bring the object within apparently

one-eighth of the actual distance. Invaluable for hunters,
yachtsmen, tourists, foresters, range-finders, mounted
police, cattlemen, army officers.

“The Telephone of Sight”
WEISS ALPINE BINOCULARS have the following features of

superiority: Larger Field of View; Greater Illumination, a great
advantage in hunting in timber or in looking into brush at dusk or
dawn; Greater Magnifying Power in proportion to size; Increased
Stereoscopic Effect, adding to the relief of far-distant objects;
Portability.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

WEISS INSTRUMENT C0.»S,
A
S!.ru

s
r».

Sticng, light, compact, Copper-
alloyed, aium.num frame, cast in one
piece. Fine sole-lealher case with
tach pair.

Type used by U. S. Signal Corp.

Big Game
Hunters
Before making that trip to the

far northwest for Moose, Caribou,

Sheep. Mountain Goats or Bear,

consider whom you will have mount
your invaluable trophies.

Our catalog showing prize specimens

re-created true to life will impress

you with what a lifetime devoted to

taxidermy can attain.

FIELD GUIDE &
BIG GAME BOOK FREE

Contains records of North American Big

Game. Its 32 pages, richly illustrated,

will charm and convince you. Shows
beautiful Game Heads and Rugs for sale

to decorate realistically your home, den

or office. Write us today.

JONAS BROS., AND FURRIERS

1019 Broadway DENVER, COLO.
Branch: Livingston, Mont. t . _ «

' • .0* -V
\

Captain Hardy’s

% Indestructible

Gun Case
In building this per-
fect gun case, Capt.
Hardy combined his

expert gun
knowledge
with his years
of experience
inmanufacturing
the finest cowboy
saddles made.

Gun case is hand made
—every stitch—from
finest California Sad-
dle Leather, hermeti-
cally sealed to highest
grade trunkboard
frame. It is hand
tailored and not only
fits your gun but pro-
tects It. Stands 200 lbs.

pressure Without crushing.

Enclose stamp for descriptive
circular and prices.

CAPT. A. H. HARDY
P. O. Box 1384, Denver, Colo.

Here's the Book You Want!
This is the one book you need if you are going camping or like to read of camp life.

Written by experts, ‘‘The Camper’s Own Book” treats the camping subject in a thorough and practical

manner.
NOTE THIS LIST OF CONTENTS:

The Benefits of Recreation. The Camp-Fire. “Horse Sense” In The Woods. Comfort in Camp. Outfits (Sugges-

tions for Hunting Outfits). Gr\jb-Lists. Canoes and Canoeing. Animal Packing. What to Do If L°sf- The
Black Bass and Its Ways. About Fly Fishing for Brook Trout. Pointers for Anglers. The Rifle in the Woods.

PRICE DELIVERED
{

£0VER 5

j%
C
0

ENTS

Forest & Stream, (E°£) 9 E. 40th St., New York City
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GRANLIDEN HOTEL
LAKE SUNAPEE, N. H.

under new management catering to a discriminating

clientele

GOLF TENNIS BOATING CANOEING
BATHING FISHING MOTORING DANCING

COTTAGES FOR RENT, Booklet sent on request

NEW YORK OFFICE

Hotel San Rafael, 65-69 W. 45th Street, near 5th Avenue

J. THOMAS RUSSELL, Proprietor

Also Hotel Russell, Saratoga Springs, New York

Spend Your Vacation

’way Up

In the Maine Woods
’

Easily and comfortably acces-

sible Through sleeping-cars.

Amid scenes of wondrous splen-

dor every form of wild-life

sport may be enj yed

FISHING
the like not known in any other

section of the country

Hunting—Camping
Canoeing—Hiking

Allagash River Canoe Trips

Thru Unbroken Forest
20 to 200 Miles

Under the care of licensed

guides ,
mountain side and

streams explored and fished

in perfect safety and comfort.

Send 10 cents for a copy of “In

the Maine Woods.’’ Articles, il-

lustrations and colored section-

al maps showing fishing waters,

distances and how to take the

many trips available.

It gives routes, locations of

hotels and camps and their rates

and information about guides.

Address Vacation Bureau

Department

;

Hudson River
by Daylight

THE Hudson River trip is one

of the great natural wonders

of America. You will enjoy it

particularly well because of the

excellent Day Line service. Com-
fort and charm surround you on

the wide cool decks of luxurious

steamers.

Attractive one-day outings New
York to Poughkeepsie, Newburgh,
West Point, and Bear Mountain.

All through rail tickets between New
York and Albany accepted and there-

fore exceptionally convenient for long-

distance travelers.

Steamers run until Oct. 24th.
Service daily includingSunday.

Bangor, Me.

Hudson River Day Line
Desbrosses St.Pier New York.

ADIRONDACK
Fisherman, hunter, or pleasure-seeker, we are ready
for you at Sunset Inn, on the largest lake in the

Mountains. Here game abounds and nature reigns

supreme. Small camps; fireplace; lounging room and
all improvements. Rate, $16.00 per week and up.

BEEBE Be ASHTON
Cranberry Lake New York

YOKE POND CAMP
A Camp in the Big Game Region. Moose and
Deer, 12 Accessible Trout Ponds. Buckboards
and Teams for Canoe and Baggage Transporta-
tion Furnished at Reasonable Rates.

For further particulars, address

CHAS. BERRY
KATAHDIN IRON WORKS, MAINE

CANOEING DOWN
THE NEMEKAGON

(continued from page 365)

from the right, Regan Brook, which we
thought might contain trout but found
none, and we prepared dinner upon its

banks beneath two beautiful hemlock
trees. Not a great ways below our noon-
tide camp we came to a highway bridge
and, upon investigating, found the town
of Earl, about half a mile to the left.

We also found some more ice-cream and
laid in a few needed supplies.

It took us considerably less than an
hour from the Earl bridge to the railway
bridge which spans the river north of

Trego. Leaving our canoe we walked
down the track to the town where we ex-

pected and received mail. Learning that
all was well at home, we soon were back
on the river and searching for a camp
site. Always the finding of a suitable

camping spot was a difficult matter; and
long and loud were our discussions over
the merits and demerits of any given lo-

cation. We went into camp perhaps some
two miles below Trego, on lowland upon
the left bank. It was not a pleasant
camp, but after supper we caught two
wall-eyes and one small-mouth without
much trouble. We were where such fish

were numerous and from that day for-

ward had but to cast a few times in order
to provide a meal, and trout were to be
taken from almost every confluent.

It never is the part of wisdom to camp
on lowland, and that night was no ex-

ception to the rule. Long before day-

light the chill and damp had penetrated

even two heavy blankets and we shivered

in misery; therefore it fell out that we
lingered in bed long after sun-up, making
up lost sleep. While we were preparing
breakfast—and we took time to cook a

good substantial meal to overcome the

memory of a bad night, flap-jacks and
bacon, not to mention the good rich cof-

fee—we made a solemn resolution, one

that we observed thereafter, always to

camp on high ground even if the doing so

entailed much trouble and effort. It is

better far to climb a high bluff, packing
the whole outfit, than to camp close to the

water on damp ground.

Not a great ways below our camp

—

about one hour from Trego—we ran into

Big Bull Rapids, a stretch of water we
had been warned against; but found
them merely delightful, a good depth of

water and few submerged rocks. Here
and there black-faced rascals loomed
above the surface, the water snarling

about them ominously, but we only

laughed in their faces. Below Big Bull,

rapid followed rapid constantly; we were
either in the dead water just above or

running through all the time. None of

the rapids were bad, though one had to

keep a weather eye out for submerged
rocks; there were plenty of them. That
stretch of water should offer good fly-

fishing for small-mouth; we saw them
swirling everywhere close in shore, ap-

parently taking insects that fell in from
the leaning grass. And any one at all

acquainted with the ways of the small-

mouth knows that the water was ideal

for fly-fishing
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HOTEL MARSEILLES
Broadway at 103d Street, New York

SUBWAY EXPRESS STATION

“A Hotel of Distinctiveness and Refinement”

Delightfully Located Between Riverside Drive

and Central Park

Ten Minutes by Subway to 42nd Street and

Twenty Minutes to Wall Street

Delightful Dining Room and Grill

A LA CARTE AND TABLE D’HOTE SERVICE

Reservations Now Being Made

M. P. Murtha, Manager

A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all

kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent,
Reid Newfoundland Company, St. John’s, New F'oundland

NEWFOUNDLAND

Shortly after leaving Big*Bull Rapids,

one of those incidents occurred which

makes wilderness canoeing different from

every other form of recreation. Sweep-

ing around a sharp bend, at the foot of

an eight foot bank, we beheld a deer,

his horns in the velvet, feeding on the

lily leaves which grew in abundance

along the marge of the river. He was
standing back to us and so was unaware

of our approach. Fascinated, we
watched him. He would plunge his head

deep into the water and pull it out, a

bunch of the lily leaves and stems, drip-

ping with water, hanging from his mouth.

After throwing his head to the right and

left, on the alert for enemies, he would

munch his mouthful greedily, for all the

world like an overgrown domestic sheep.

We were within fifteen feet of the animal

when George thought of the camera, but

the click of its latch was enough to send

the animal scrambling up the bank and

away. He was not frightened. I doubt

if he saw us. Yet the metallic sound was
unusual and he did not even wait to dis-

cover its source. There was not a sound

as he disappeared in the thick hazel

brush; simply, he was and then was not.

S
OME three hours from Trego, as we
were traveling with the current, we
discovered a little stream entering at

the left, and being thirsty we sampled
its water, finding it cold and refreshing.

We both thought of the same thing,

trout. Pulling the canoe up upon the

shore, we assembled our rods, dug a few
angle worms and set out through the

brush. The creek was small and covered

with thick alders, a hard combination to

negotiate, but every lover of little creeks

knows that it is a combination that

spells fish. We were back in an hour
with thirteen trout, my largest weighing
half a pound. Although but eleven

o’clock we built a fire and cooked our din-

ner. There is a splendid camp-site at the

mouth of the stream on a level shelf,

shaded with oak, some thirty feet above
the water. The canoeist will recognize
the place because there is a high bluff be-

yond the creek capped with two magnifi-
cent hemlock trees dwarfing anything in

the immediate locality.

The day had turned exceedingly hot
and sultry, so we lingered in the shade
after loading the canoe, loath to embark

;

but admonished by the massing thunder-
heads that unless we wished to paddle in

the rain we had best seek a camp-site,
we pushed off. We might have camped
where we were, an ideal spot, but we
wished to push a few more miles behind
us before camping.
High sand bluffs, or “cut banks,” al-

ternated with lowlands, the former offer-

ing fine nesting places for numerous mud
turtles, and we were continually disturb-
ing them in their ovulation. The ungain-
ly batrachians must indeed be sharp eyed,
for, though they were at the very top of
a hundred and fifty foot bank, at our ap-
pearance upon the river they would let

go all, and slide, roll and tumble incon-
tinently into the water. The thing was
ludicrous in the extreme.'7'* Though we
tried again and again we were never able
to beat the animal to the water. Once
we discovered where a bear had visited a

SUREGETUM CAMPS
CONNECTICUT LAKES

NORTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE
PITTSBURG, N. H.

VARNEY BROS., Reg. Guides SEASON 1920
SUREGEITUM CAMPS will open May 1, 1920, for the
Fishing Season. Those who have been there need no
written word to call them again. They know that the
peeled log cabins are warm, neat, cosy and comfortable;
that the grub is everything that farm, forest and market
can make it. They have slept in the spring beds and
sat before the stone fireplace. In company with the
Varney brothers they have hunted and fished the silent

places and spent nights in the outlaying lean-tos. They
know that for good hunting, plenty of fish and game,
good cooking, wholesome food and a good time, SURE-
GETTJM IS THE IDEAL PLACE.

Other information on request

FISHING MAY 1 HUNTING OCT. 15
Make arrangements with

VARNEY BROTHERS Pittsburg, N. H.

ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY

Near ASBURY PARK’S
FISHING PIER

THE HOUSE OF COMFORT
Capacity, 350. Hot and cold water, with local and
long distance telephone in every room. Electric
elevator. Rates, American plan, $6.00 up per day;
$35.00 weekly.

EWELL & CRAWFORD
OCEAN HOTEL ASBURY PARK, N. J.

COLD SPRING CAMPS
FOREST AND AVERILL LAKES

Big Slimmer Fishing
ONLY MAINE CAMPS IN VERMONT

Twentieth Season

VACATION RESORT FOR ALL
Come to the Green Mountains

Trout, Salmon, Lakers, Aureolas, Bass, Pickerel

Boating, Bathing, Tramping
Five lakes, miles of streams and trails, main
camp, twelve cabins. Open fires. A table we are
proud of. Good old guides if desired. Famous
mineral springs. Accessible to Boston and New
York by rail or motor. Reliable references near
you; 75 miles from White Mountains; 20 miles
from Colebrook, N. H. No mosquitoes nor black
flies. Garage. May lkt to Oct. 15th.

H. A. Quimby, Mgr. Averill, Vt.

BEAUTIFUL MINNESOTA
LAKES SHORE TRACTS

Your choice
159 acres or 124 acres where finest fish-

ing and largest game are found, $550.00.

Many other bargains almost 'as attractive.

Subject to prior sale. Lots, also ten acre
tracts and larger very reasonable.

Describe your plans fully, state how much
you care to invest, our variety is so large
there is almost sure to be just what you
want.

Farmer, Lake Shore Specialist.
529 Metropolitan Life, Minneapolis, Minn.

“On Deep Sea, Where Fishermen’s Dreams Come True’’

Block Island, Rhode Island
C. C. BALL, Proprietor
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SPORTMEN’S RESORTS EAST AND WEST
Sportsmen planning for rest or recreation will find it worth while to write to the following

hotels and camps for rates and reservations.

MAINE
P. 0. Address. Hotel or Camp.

Rates
Capacity Day Week

Eustis, Me The Sargent 50
Katahdin Iron Works, Me. .Yoke Pond Camps 15
Kennebunk Beach, Me New Bass Rock 75
Kokadjo, Me Kokadjo Inn 100

NEW YORK
Bonaparte, N. Y The New Hermitage 150

Darts, N. Y Dart’s Camp 150
De Bruce, N. Y The De Bruce Inn 75

Easthampton, L. I., N. Y. ..Osborne House 45
Long View, Ham. Co., N. Y.Long View Cottages 60

Long Lake, Ham. Co., N. Y.Plumley’s Camp 20

Mt. Marion, N. Y Mt. Marion House
Patchogue, L. I., N. Y Roe’s Hotel
Quogue, L. I., N. Y Post House
Shelter Island, L. I., N. Y.Oxford House ....

NEW JERSEY
Asbury Park, N. J
Belmar, N. j
Point Pleasant, N. J....
Point Pleasant, N. J. . .

.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Antrim, N. H. . Greystone Lodge .

Bethlehem, N. H The Alpine
Sunapee Lake, N. H Granliden Hotel ..

CONNECTICUT
Litchfield, Conn Phelps Tavern ...

COLORADO
Glenwosd Springs, Col The Williams ....

MICHIGAN
Bellaire, Mich North Lakes Resort
Gladstone, Mich Maywood Resort .

Michigamme, Mich Camp Kechuwa ...

Witch Lake, Mich Hunters’ Rest ....

WISCONSIN
Burlington, Wis Oak Park Resort .

Cable, Wis Eagle Knob Lodge

MONTANA
Red Lodge, Mont Senia Camps ....

Ocean Hotel .

New Windsor
The Carrollton
The Leighton

25
100
100
100

350
150
200
.250

125
80

250

100

50

35
150
240
40

150
35

35

$5.00
3.00
2.50
2.50

5.00

up
5.00
6.00

up

4.00
up
4.00

up
3.00

<3.00

4.00
4.00

8.00

4.00

3.00

5.00
2.00

2.00

2.50
4.00

4.00

$30.00
21.00
12.00
15.00

30.00
up

30.00
28.00
up

35.00

25.00
up

23.00
up

18.00
35.00
40.00
16.00

35.00
20.00

21.00
21.00
48.00

25.00

30.00
10.00
25.00
10.50

10.00
25.00

25.00

Yessir—the BEST fishing in Michigan
Sounds big and it is. There’s a number of

streams running into the lake that abound
with speckled trout, perch, bass and pickerel.

Excellent Iswlimming, "ca.noeing and eats!

Well, drop us a postal and we’ll send you
the interesting booklet about
NORTH LAKES RESORT, Bellaire, Mich.

Wm. 0. & D. C. Maltby

Lake Bonaparte
in the Adirondack Mountains, New York

Good Fishing and Hunting
BEAUTIFUL SCENERY

THE NEW HERMITAGE
David Scanlin, Proprietor

COME TO PLUMLEY’S CAMP
For

BASS, PIKEAND PICKEREL
Rates by the Day, $4.00

By the Week, $23 up

FRANK PLUMLEY
Long Lake, Hamilton County, New York

NORTHERN ONTARIO
• Wabi-Kon Camp

1 imagami Ontario, Canada
The unspoiled country—A Camp with every comfort in the
heart of the Canadian North Woods—1500 lakes. Won-
derful fishing. Guides, Boats, Canoes and Launches for
hire. Bathing, Tramping. One night from Toronto. Ex-
cellent table. Rates $18 and $20 per week, $3.50 per day.
Write for Booklet. MISS E. ORR. Timagami P. 0.,
Ont.

number of npsts, his broad feet making
exaggerated tracks in the sand; that we
were close behind him, the yolks of fresh-
broken eggs clearly indicated. We never
succeeded in opening a nest with suffi-

ciently fresh eggs for cooking, and I am
free to confess that I had little ambition
to dine upon them, whatever may have
been my companion’s wishes. We both
talked about them as an article of food.
By three o’clock the western sky was

inky black with storm clouds and the rat-
tle of thunder almost continuous, still the
storm delayed and we kept on. There
was something attractive about playing
hide and. seek with Jove. We passed
many a good camp-spot, which was not
the part of wisdom, for we were liable at

almost any moment to be driven in-shore
in order to escape wet jackets. At last

about four o’clock a scud of big drops
swept across the water and we swung in

to the right where a high bank, crowned
with jack pine, lifted up and up until the

tree tops seemed to penetrate the lower-
ing sky. Fortunately we found a level

spot, half way to the top, but well above
the water, where some one had camped
before us, thoughtfully leaving their tent-

pegs behind them. Quickly th6 little tent

was up, bedding and fire-wood gathered,

and as still the storm delayed, I started

a great fire of dry oak logs of which
there was an abundant supply scattered

about, for I had in mind that difficult job,

starting a fire when all the woods are
saturated. At last came the rain, with
as dark a sky and terrific thunder as

frightened Caliban. We lay in the tent

while the drops beat a continuous roll

upon the stretched “silk.” Glad were we
for a waterproof roof, for there is no
great sport in getting wet when it can
be avoided. (Why should one rough it

when he can smooth it?) We lay there

in silence, scarcely uttering a word, list-

ening to the roar of the elements. Such
hours do a man’s soul good.

By seven o’clock the storm had passed
and the end of a beautiful rainbow
showed above the river, painting its danc-

ing surface with a wonderous radiance,

and it was easy to believe that a pot of

gold lay concealed out there. Though
all the woods were saturated, reeking
with moisture, down underneath my pile

of logs the fire still smouldered and it was
easy to fan it into a warming flame.

Supper was prepared leisurely, for we
had the long evening twilight before us.

A can of corned beef was opened and its

contents wrapped in a clean cloth and
tossed into the kettle of potatoes, so we
had a boiled dinner second to none with-

out any trouble. The cloth simply kept
the meat from disintegrating, boiling

away. It is always the part of wisdom to

carry a few cans of food on such a trip;

it not only adds variety to the menu, but
the canoeist is insured against a supper-
less camp should the worst come to worst*

We passed a very comfortable night
in spite of the chill which usually follows

a midsummer thunderstorm, thanks to our
heavy blankets and to our having set up
the tent before the ground was saturated.

There apparently was no wind, but the

pines kept up a gentle whisper which we
found highly satisfactory.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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A nominal charge of ten

cents per word will carry

classified messages to our

army of readers on farms

in the towns and cities,

and at the end of blazed

trails.

AUTO ACCESSORIES

“INSYDE” TIRES—INNER ARMOR EOR
automobile tires; prevent punctures and blowouts;

double tire mileage; liberal profits; details free.

American Accessories Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,

Dept. 81.

FOR SALE

FOR SAXE.—ONE “NINETEEN” ONE TON
Ford truck with complete camping body, uphols-

tered, side bed seats, wide cab for three, all

weatherproof, standing room top. cord pneumatic

-tires, shock absorbers. Take you anywhere, made
one fine trip. Owner has two, will

>

sell one for

SI, 100 f.o.b. shipping point. Couldn’t replace, to-

day for twice the money. Lloyd Penick, Chariton

National Bank, Chariton, Iowa.

GOOD SALMON GRILT AND TROUT FISH-
ing privilege with clubhouse and garage. In good
.game country on Little Southwest Mivmichi. Ap-
ply to Robert J. McPherson, Newcastle, N. B.,

-Canada.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION

OLD-TIME AND MODERN FIREARMS
bought, sold and exchanged. Kentucky flintlock

rifles, old-time pistols, revolvers, guns, swords,

powder horns, etc. Lists free. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison Ave., New York City.

MISCELLANEOUS

$6.00 DOWN; $6.00 MONTHLY; SIX ACRE
fruit, poultry; fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
3100.00: hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North
(Fifth, Kansas City, Kansas.

DECOYS—CALLERS; PURE BRED. NO
limit. Wild Mallard, young, $4.00 pair; year-

lings, $5.00 pair. English callers, young. $8.50
pair; yearlings, $10.00 pair. Duck Book, 25c.

(Ferrets for sale. E. Breman Co., Danville, Illinois.

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ting for newspapers, magazines. Experience un-
necessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 529,
St. Louis, Missouri.

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.
Hoxie, Plymouth, Massachusetts.

PEARLS, BAROQUES, SLUGS; BOUGHT,
sold and exchanged, loose or mounted. L. V.
Mapes, Indiana Harbor, Indiana.

SHAWNEE OKLAHOMA CENTER OF A
great farming country. Write for free agricul-
tural booklet. Board of Commerce, Shawnee,
Oklahoma.

NOTICE SPORTSMEN

SALMON FISHING AND SHOOTING. TO
let, at Anticosti Island, Gulf of St. Lawrence,
several rivers with right of shooting for the sea-

son 1920. Rent from $1,000 to $15,000, according

to importance of rivers. Dwelling houses, guides

and boats in each river. Sailing ports: Quebec &
Gaspe. Apply to A. Gagnon, Chief Guard, c/o
Anticosti Agency, 29 St. Peter St., Quebec, Can-
ada.

PHOTO SUPPLIES

MAIL US 20c WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and six velvet prints. Or send six

negatives any size and 20c for six prints. Or
send 40c for one 8 x 10 mounted enlargement.
Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke Photo Finishing
Co., 220 Bell Ave., Roanoke, Va.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

CAMP FOR SALE.—A VERY PRETTY
camp in Orange County. John E. DuBois, Farm
Agent, Middletown, New York.

TAXIDERMY

SPLENDID DEER AND GAME HEADS,
mounted fish, birds, fur rugs and animals for sale.

Artistic work. Moderate prices. List. Send us
your trophies for mounting, satisfaction guaran-
teed. M. J. Hofmann, Taxidermist, 989 Gates
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

DOGS

In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some
disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not

to be transferred until the dog has been

received and found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALES

FOR SALE—TWO-YEAR-OLD AIREDALE,
Crofton Conscript, Grand Daughter of Fintern
Desire. Also High Class Puppies. Prices right.

C. T. Wilson, R. No. 7, Canton, Ills.

LIONHEART AIREDALES—AT STUD, LION-
heart, Wyoming Royal, A. K. C. and U. K. C.
registered, and bred in the purple. Has treed
more big game alone than any airedale offered at

stud in America and is the leader of one of the
best packs in the west. Retrieves from land or
water. Endorsed by four well known big game
guides and hunters, including Ned Frost. Stud
fee $25.00, we pay expressage one way on all

bitches booked in advance. Write for certified

list of big game treed and killed by this dog alone
and with the pack, pedigree, and description. We
have pedigreed puppies for sale for every purpose,
companions and guardians for children, stock
dogs, watch dogs, hunters and show prospects.
Write for puppy list and signed testimonials from
all over America. Lionheart Kennels, Box 1412,
Anaconda, Montana.

ST. VRAIN AIREDALES, MOUNTAIN
raised (altitude 8,500 ft.); from hunters and
show stock. The West’s best. Imported Moun-
tain Lad. Fee $25.00. St. Vrain Kennels, Lyons,
Colorado.

COLLIES

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont, Monticello, Iowa.

DOGS WANTED TO BOARD

THOROUGHBRED PIGEONS, SPANIELS,
fox terriers. Dogs boarded. “National,” 7115
Halsted, Chicago, Ills.

DOGS WANTED
WANTED.—BIRD DOGS TO TRAIN, ALSO

broken setters and rabbit hounds for sale. O. K.
Kennels, Marydel, Md.
WANTED—TEN DOGS TO BOARD; CAN

also take five shooting dogs to train. H. H.
McGovney, Washington, C. H. OHio.

GUN DOGS

BROKEN POINTERS, PEDIGREED AND
not; also non-pedigreed setters, rabbit and fur
hounds. H. H. McGovney, Washington C. H.,
Ohio.

FOR SALE.—REGISTERED LITTER, EXTRA
fine English pointer puppies, bred from best shoot-
ing stock—males, $15; females, $12. J. M. Drumm,
Mercersburg, Pa.

HUNTING DOGS—RABBIT HOUNDS, FOX
hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, squirrel, bear, deer
dogs, setter!, pointers, farm, pet dogs. Browns
Kennels, York, Pennsylvania.

LITTER OF CHOICE SETTER PUPPIES, BY
Ch. Phil’s Speed Ben, out of Lorna Doone. Nuff
ced! Blacksmith, East Woodstock, Connecticut.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, American Fox Hounds, Lion, Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, 19(J stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Kentucky.

NOTICE TO CUSTOMERS—OWING TO THE
scarcity of No. 1 stock in hounds and bird dogs,
will ask my customers to buy now and get the
best. Okaw Vallay- Kennels, Lock art & St.

Pierre, Vandalia, 111.

THE BLUE GRASS FARM KENNELS OF
Berry, Ky., offer for sale setters and pointers, fox
and cat hounds, wolf and deer hounds, coon and
opossum hounds, varmint and rabbit hounds, bear
and lion hounds, also airedale terriers. All dogs
shipped on trial, purchaser alone to judge the
quality. Satisfaction guaranteed or money re-

funded. Sixty-eight page, highly illustrated, in-

teresting and instructive catalogue for 10c in
stamps or coin.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, TOWER HILL,
111. offers fox, wag, coyotte and rabbit hounds
that will get their share of tne race in any com-
pany; coon, skunk and oppossum hounds that
will make good; also puppies and young stock.
Broken dogs sold on trial.

MISCELLANEOUS
TWO MALE POINTER PUPS FOR SALE.

Reasonable price. Bred from fine hunters.
Doriot, 194 Hillcrest Avenue, Woodridge, New
Jersey.

BEAGLES, SETTERS AND POINTERS. BOTH
grown stock and puppies. Photos, 4c. stamps.
Stanford Kennels, Bangall, New York.

DR. HEITZ’S RELIABLE REMEDY FOR
mange, eczema, dandruff, loss of hair and all skin
troubles; 8 oz. bottle, $1.00, post paid. St. Louis
Beagle Kennels, St. Louis, Missouri.

FOR SALE—NINE IRISH SETTER PUP-
pies, two dogs, by Mike McKnight—Luttrell’s

Patsey Melone, whelped April 5th; all dark red
and of the best in Irish Setters. Dogs, $25.00;
females, $20.00. All papers sent day puppies are
shipped. P. R. Luttrell, Alluwe, Oklahoma.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.

Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur,
Illinois.

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-
lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

WANTED—AIREDALES, HOUNDS. MASTIFS
and Newfoundlands, puppies and grown stock.
We buy whole litters of puppies. Write full par-
ticulars and lowest price. If you wish to breed,
board or buy a dog send stamp for our price

list. Buckeye Boarding Kennels, Box M. La
Rue, Ohio.
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MOSQUITOES
Gnats and Black Flies
are sure enough joy killers to the

man who loves the Big Outdoors.
In camp, on stream or lake, your
very best friend is a tube of

“Allagash” Fly Dope
Something neiv, something different

and decidedly efficient in keeping
these pests away from you. Made
by a Chemist and Sportsman who
knows what you want. Comes to

you in a large tube, easy to carry,
clean and economical, a sure joy
package. Get busy nozv, you will

soon be packing your duffle.

Postpaid in U. S. A. 50 cents per tube

—

or 2 tubes in a neat carton for a dollar.

Canada add 15 cents per tube.

THE SPORTSMAN’S SUPPLY CO.
Mail Dep’t. Westfield, Mass.

Aki on^TC. upr*
duality-ill
REDUCE TIRE COST 65ic

5000 Mile Guarantee
Akron Quality Tires are made to meet
the increasing demand for recon-
structed tires which are indispensable
to the maintenance of the auto indus-
try. Their gTeat economy is your per-
sonal advantage. To insure properly
built and carefully selected goods
always order Akron Quality Tires.
Shipped direct from factory to you.

One tube given with each tire

30x3 $ 7.50 34x4 $11.85
30x3 :4 „ 8.00 34x4:1 13.55

13.90
14.50
15.45
16.50

32x3,'2 fA 9.70 35x4;4

_

31x4.__ 10.90 36x4!4
32x4 11.20 35x5
33x4 11.50 37x5 _
Reliner Free With Every Tire
State whether straight side or clincher
desired. Send $2 deposit for each tire
ordered, balance C. O. D. subject to
examination. If you send full amount
withorder, deduct* per cent discount.

AKRON RUBBER CO.
Robey and Roosevelt

Dept. 200 CHICAGO, ILL,

“Some” price, but a Greener
gun is a gilt edged investment
even at this figure. It repre-

sents the highest development
of the Sporting Firearm perfect-

ly balanced, beautifully decor-

ated — double- barreled Ham-
merless Ejector—Single Trigger,

barrels bored to Greener stand-

ard, the highest pattern and
most regular grouping obtain-

able.

Every detail is keenly criticized

by experts in gun construction
—the result is a symphony in

outline—an object d’art, tile

PERFECT GUN—a lifetime’s

delight to the Sportsman and
an heirloom of increasing worth
to coming generations.

It is fitted in a real English
Leather case lined] with rich

piled Velvet, complete with
heavily plated and ebony im-

plements, delivered duty paid.

Of course we make guns of

other grades, and will send cat-

alogue No. 43 and Fine Gun
booklet on request.

W. W. GREENER
Gun and Riflemaker

St. Mary’s Row
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

29 Pallmall - LONDON, S. W.

THE SMALL-MOUTHED BASS
By W. J. LOUDON

Tells the story of this ever game fish—it tells

you how and where it can be caught. In ad-
dition to describing its haunts and habits.

Price, $1.0(X

With a Year’s Subscription to

Forest and Stream at the
Regular $2.00 Yearly Rate*FREE

FOREST & STREAM
9 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

TEN-A-SEE FARM KENNELS
The Home of U. R. FISHEL’S
NOTED POINTERS

THE WORLD’S BEST BIRD DOGS
Offer high class shooting dogs, brood bitches and
choice puppies. In Studs I offer the World’s best

bird dog Sires. Every dog is as represented and

satisfaction guaranteed. Write me your wants,

please. Am in a position to board or train your

dog in the best manner possible. Please write for

terms and information.
TEN-A-SEE FARM KENNELS
W. E. LUCAS, Educator
S. BARTON. LASATER, Prop.

Box I65C PARIS, TENNESSEE

FRANK H. ADDYMAN
Bench Show Expert

I attend all shows and handle all breeds

SPORTING DOGS A SPECIALTY
Dogs conditioned and prepared for exhibition.

All breeds at stud and for sale.

WATLAND KENNELS, new
S
york

FDR CAI F Coon, opossum, skunk and squir-
OHLt re j dogs; fox, cat and rabbit

hounds. Trained dogs sent on trial, you to be
the judge. Catalog free. Mt. Yonah Farm Ken-
nels, Cleveland, Georgia.

FISH WITH
Jimmy Jordan
Eastport, Annapolis, Md.

Care of L. Earle Strange

Always a few Airedales, Puppies and Grown Stock
of America's Best Blood that we are “proud to own
and not ashamed to sell.” Prices reasonable and
correspondence a pleasure. Generally a good brood
matron or two.

SoDak Kennels
Tyndall, So. Dak.

CHAMBERLESS GUNS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 397)

ing and jamming, all of which would
tend to mutilate the pellets, destroy their

rotundity, possibly lead to the fusing of

some, which would mean balling, a de-

crease in the propulsive force exerted

upon the load and increased recoil.

These remarkable weapons of Dr.
Heath’s are all twelve bores, but it is said

that still more remarkable results have
followed the application of this principle

of boring to twenty gauge guns and that

the chamberless twenty shoots most sweet-

ly and uniformly and kills at remark-
able distances. The fact that this prin-

ciple has developed better results in the

20 than in the 12 may be accounted for

in two ways; one, because barrel borers

have for many years devoted more time
to 12 gauges than to either larger or

smaller sizes and naturally as a result

of many experiments have hit upon all

the niceties of chamber sizes and cones

both in length and diameter. In the

smaller gauges comparatively few barrel

borers have had lengthy experience and
the smaller diameter and the longer body
of the 20 gauge shot charges introduce

a new element of friction that cannot he
solved by 12 gauge experiments.

There is a popular opinion that 20
gauges shoot more closely than 12 gauges
simply because they are of smaller diame-
ter. This is a great mistake, for as a

matter of fact the 20 gauges are inclined

to throw wider patterns simply because
the greater congestion of shot in the bar-

rel develops higher breech pressures and
more friction which in turn defaces,

breaks up and fuses more pellets propor-

tionately than the 12. It is, therefore,

easy to understand why the removal of

the cone and the enlargement of the en-

tire tube would reduce this friction. In

estimating the shooting of these chamber-
less guns it should also be borne in mind
that a chamberless 12 comes pretty close

to being a 10 gauge, while a chamberless
20 is practically our present 16.

ALASKA BROWN
BEAR PROTECTION

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 362)

Oklahoma, Cache; Comanche County
Wild Life Protective Assoc., Frank
Rush, Forest Supervisor: “I feel that

these animals should be given all the

protection possible for the reason that

traffic in their hides will soon mean
extermination.”

Oregon, Talent; Talent Rod and Gun
Club, Harry N. Gleim, Pres, (former) :

“I feel safe in saying that the former
members of the disbanded rod and gun
club would not approve the commer-
cialization of the Alaska brown bear.”

Pennsylvania, Altoona; Blair County
Game, Fish and Forestry Assoc., Harry
A. McGraw, Chairman : “If big brown
bear of Alaska is in danger you will

find our voice raised for him.”

Pennsylvania, Altoona; Blair County
Game, Fish and Forestry Assoc., Paul

Kreuzpointner, Sec.: “Passed resolu-

tions opposing the sale of any parts
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of the brown bear )f Alaska and the

North Pacific Coast, and a resolution

asking Sec. of Agriculture to issue such

regulations as may be necessary for

the protection of these bears.”

Tennessee, Chattanooga ;
Tennessee Trap-

shooters’ Assoc., P. B. Plummer, Sec.,

has had no opportunity to put the

question before the Association, but be-

lieves it would be opposed to removing

protection from these bears.

Texas, El Paso; El Paso Game Protec-

tive Assoc., Alves Dixon, Sec.: “Our
Association is heartily in favor of ade-

quate protection. I hope for success

in the retention of adequate protection

for the great brown bear.”

Vermont, Middlebury; Addison County

Fish and Game League, Fred C. Smith,

President: “Believe in preservation of

all game; no species should be wiped

out for commercial purposes.”

Wisconsin, Tomah; Tomah Gun Club, W.
H. Schultz, Sec., would like to see

bears protected.

Wisconsin, Oshkosh; Bayou Shooting

Club, R. A. Hollister, Sec., strongly

opposed to the removal of any existing

protection tending toward the preser-

vation of game.
Wisconsin, Weyauwega; Waupaca Coun-

ty Fish and Game Protective Assoc.,

D. C. Hayward, President, believes his

Association * in favor of protecting

bears. “The idea of commercializing

game is all wrong.”
Washington, Ronald; Ronald-Beekman
Rod and Gun Club, A. R. Norris, Sec.:

“You have our hearty approval and

support in any action taken to protect

these bears.”

Washington, Hoquiam; Hoquiam Rod and

Gun Club, F. W. Mathias, Sec.: “Mo-
tion regularly moved and seconded that

Hoquiam Rod and Gun Club go on

record as favoring the protection of

the Alaska brown bear, and that it be

unlawful to sell Alaska brown bear

skins.”

Wyoming, Cody; Wyoming Game Pro-

tective Assoc., I. H. Larom, Sec.: “Any
thing that we can do to aid in pre-

venting the Alaskan bear from being

commercialized will be done.”

FIELD TRAINING OF
THE PUPPY

(continued from page 371)

grouse and woodcock in thick cover and

we want to impress on our minds the

fact that no dog is a good grouse dog

that cannot be hunted an entire day if

necessary without one command from the

human voice.

Nothing so startles grouse nor causes

them to flush wild more quickly than the

human voice and so we emphatically state

that any dog that needs constant caution-

ing remarks or has to be scolded or yelled

at to be kept within control is worth a

sixpence as a grouse dog. We claim that

the perfect grouse dog should be careful

in his approach, sure in his location of

the game, able to trail by either foot or

body scent a running bird, and last but
not least should never range beyond con-

trol of a Whistle, which should turn him

These are the rats dug out and killed by a Vibert Airedale Terrier in less than two hours

Airedale Terriers
"The One Man Dog”
An Airedale Terrier is the Dog
Supreme for Companionship, for
Watch Dog purposes, and Sur-
passes Every Other Dog on Earth
as a Companion for Children. The
all round dog of the times for city

or country, a Useful Canine Citizen.
We offer country bred, farm raised
puppies from registered thorough-
bred stock; a full grown male, and
a full grown female already served
by a registered stud.

“TheDogThat Thinks”
Finest ALL ROUND hunter on
earth, BAR NONE. Unsurpassed
for coon, skunk, opossum, better

for rabbits than rabbit hound, best
retriever, land, water. Will point,

fine on quail, pheasant, partridge.

Used extensively on deer, cougar,
mountain lion, bear, endorsed by
ROOSEVELT and Rainey. An
“honest” dog. We have best hunt-
ing stock on earth, puppies, grown
dogs.

PROMPT SHIPMENT SAFE DELIVERY SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
This is the Home of the World Famous International Champion Kootenai Chinook the
Only American Bred International Champion Airedale in the World and a splendid
Hunter of Big Game. At Stud. Fee $25.

We have a litter sired by the above stud ready for shipment RIGHT NOW.
Illustrated Booklet and Price Liston Request

Box 60A, WESTON, NEW JERSEY, Phone Bound Brook 397
LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AIREDALE TERRIER KENNEL IN THE WHOLE WORLD

PALISADE
KENNELS
POLICE DOGS

One does not buy a dog every day— that s why

one should carefully consider the dog one buys.

MERRICK ROAD, rosedale, long island

P. O. Springfield Garden, L. I., Box 70 Phone, Laurelton 2138
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MORE THAN
WORTH THEIR
WEIGHT IN

FRESH, LEAN
BEEF
A nutshell and true summing-up of the nutrient value of
SPRATT’S Dog Foods. Weight for weight, there’s in them
twice as much nourishment and energy and stamina-giving
properties as in a juicy steak—and in a form every dog can
assimilate. Every one of

CDD ATPQ D0G CAKES andor IVA110 PUPPY BISCUITS
represents the accumulated experience of sixty years devoted to the production
of the perfect dog food. Wholesome, tasty, and “baked as only Spratt’s
know how,” they’re good.

SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Dents Condition Pills
A marvelous ionic lor doss that are aa out oi sons, run down, thin and untiinfty,
with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing to
equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating diseases. You will notice
the difference after a few doses.

t.
by THE dent medicine company NeW

Toronto!
C
Canada

A practical treatise on dogs and their training (60 pages fully illustrated), mailed for
10c. to all customers.

00RANG AIREDALES

Oorang Airedales are a true sporting strain and
have no equal as water-dogs, retrievers and hunters

of all kinds of game. They are trailers, tree-barkers

and stayers. They will climb a tree or go to earth

and fight anything from a rat to a bear. Their

faithful and untiring watchfulness makes them the

best of protectors for camp, home or estate. Their

superior intelligence makes them the most desirable

pals for ladies or gentlemen and loyal playmates for

children. They are the ideal dogs for farm and
ranch, being careful and efficient drivers of cattle,

hogs and sheep. We have for sale at all times

proven stock and farm dogs; trained hunters on lion,

bear, wolf, bob-cat, coon, opossum, skunk, mink and
rabbit; trained retrievers on ducks, geese and water-
fowl; police and watch dogs: automobile dogs and
companions; stud-dogs, brood -matrons and puppy
stock from the bluest Airedale blood in America

;

Fox-hounds, Coon-hounds and Big Game-hounds

;

also dog foods, dog medicines and kennel supplies of

all kinds. Illustrated and interesting booklet mailed
for 10c, stamps or coin.

OORANG KENNELS
The Largest Breeders oi Airedale Terriers in the World

Dept. H, LA RUE, OHIO

ENGLISH SETTERS

and POINTERS
A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel.29-M

Is This Worth the Price?
Stop your dog breaking shot and wing.
Teach him what whoa! means. No long
trailing rope or spike collar. Our field

dog control is not cruel. Can be carried

in pocket and attached instantly to dog’s

collar. Dog can’t bolt. Fast dogs can be
worked in close and young ones field

broken in a week. Works automatically
•—principal South American Bolas. Sent
postpaid with full directions for $2 . Testi-
monials and booklet, Making a Meat Dog
sent on request.

MAPLE ROAD KENNELS
NEW PRESTON, CONN.

instantly and by motion or whistle of the
mouth be hunted day in and day out. On
woodcock the human voice does not play
an important part as these birds are not
easily flushed, but our young- dog- should
be made to quarter and cover his territory
very carefully as every little outlying cor-
ner of a woodcock cover is a possible rest-

ing place for one of these long-billed tim-
ber doodles.

I

N teaching the dog to cover or quarter
his ground first blow one short whistle
to attract attention then make motion

of the hand in direction you wish dog to
go—turning and walking in that direc-
tion yourself—should the dog attempt to
come in walk toward him, at same time
motioning him to go on. It will be found
very satisfactory in many ways if the
dog can be counted on to obey a motion
of the hand and too much time cannot be
spent on this very desirable bit of his edu-
cation. Do not talk to the dog, caution-
ing him to be “careful” at every sign of
his making game. This will only result
in a pottering dog and liable to make
a false pointing performance, something
that of all things is to be dreaded. Some
one has said that “many a bird has been
killed to a flush but never one over a
false point”—so that we really should
rather have our puppy get up too close
and flush occasionally, as this he will
overcome, but we have no use for the over
cautious, false pointing trailer.

When the puppy points, get up to him
as quickly as possible, so that if he starts
when the bird flushes you can stop him
in his tracks—if necessary snap a cord
in his collar and hold him. Do not let him
go again until his excitement has some-
what abated, as there may be other birds
lying close in and we do not want him
to flush or chase in any instance.
Many trainers use a long trailing cord

in breaking a puppy, so that at all times
he is under corltrol and can be stopped by
stepping on the cord or corrected by a
jerk. This cord has its advantages and
its disadvantages and we believe it is not
necessary nor does it make a bold-going,
snappy performer. Our system relies

on the absolute obedience we exact
from our pupil, and this we presume has
been thoroughly taught in the lessons
which have gone before his debut in the
field. We have had a dog that would turn
instantly at a short whistle, just as if he
was on the end of a string, and when this

can be done he can be made to change his
course, quarter his ground and stop in
his tracks at any time.

THERE are several little accomplish-
ments which if thoroughly learned
by the puppy will prove of value

later on when the season opens.
Do not allow the dog to hunt in circles*

continually coming in to the gun. Do not
allow the dog to run in the road ahead
of you at any time. Either have him hunt,
the cover at the roadside or come to heel.

Never allow the dog to go over a fence
or stone wall in advance of the gun.
Never allow the dog to chase cripples.

Never fail to punish for shot or wing
breaking, and finally never allow any one
to hunt with or give commands to the
dog but yourself.





For it’s always fair weather
when good fellows get together on the banks of

a rushing trout stream, and Swift’s Premium
Bacon starts to sizzle in the frying pan.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.

Swift’s Premium Bacon
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DEEP FISHING IN HOT WEATHER
THE SUCCESSFUL ANGLER FOR BASS, LAKE TROUT AND DEEP WATER
FISH SHOULD HAVE AN INTIMATE KNOWLEDGE OF THE LAKE’S TOPOGRAPHY

BY ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN

THERE is a knack to the art of deep
fishing—a knack combined with a

knowledge of the bottom of the lake

you are fishing, which embraces a knowl-

edge of the movement of the fishes,

where they keep themselves, where are

the spring-holes, if any, and where are

the sandbars—all of which amounts to

a great deal if you are to have success

catching fish in the summer. I make
these statements for the reason that

there is no branch of the fishing pastime

so misunderstood, or so wrongly gone

about as deep fishing. You will find men
with a thorough knowledge of inshore

fishing but with an utter lack of knowl-

edge about fishing, say, 20 or 30 feet

to 100 feet down in the water. There
are men who will keep right on fishing

in the shore waters when, to the careful

observer, it is known that the fish have
moved out into the deep water at least

during the hot hours of the day, of course

to return in the cooler end of the after-

noon, twilight and dark. But the in-

shore man will keep on casting in the

blazing sun and has no

success—at which he won-
ders. To have reasonable

success at fishing for the

basses and other fish in

the hot days of July and
August, therefore, one

must know that a great

number of the fishes for-

sake the inshore waters

during the heat of the

day. When the weather is

hot and you wish to fish in-

shore do so from daybreak
to about seven or eight in

the morning. After that

the fish that choose to stay

inshore retire under the

pads and the others swim
out to the deep holes and
the sandbars.

David Starr Jordan has
stated that the true angler

is the man who knows the

life and habits of the fishes

that he angles for. He should also have
stated that the true angler should know
the waters he fishes, the locations of deep
holes in lakes, and the reefs and sandbars;
for knowing these he has success in his

fishing in a most desirable measure. One
famous angler for trout did most of his

fishing along one mile of stream. He
caught all the trout he had need for,

and he knew every nook and cranny of

that stream, where the big ones lay under
over-hanging banks, the runs, the pools

and the drifts. Anyone can duplicate

that man’s experience. Mainly it is

necessary to be patient.

DURING the months of July, August
and September (or at least the first

two weeks of September) the fish-

ing off of the sandbars should be at its

best. Not all lakes have sandbars run-
ning through them, and likewise it may
be said that not all lakes are spring-fed

from the bottom—but many are. Just
how valuable these sandbars are may be

gathered from this instance among

many I know of: In Upper Bottle Lake,
in the Mantrap Region of Minnesota, is

a sandbar with deep water all around it.

To the best of my knowledge it is not

more than one hundred feet in length

though around it over one hundred good-
sized muscallonge have been captured.

I can state a great number of other in-

stances like the above.

It is hard to tell about a lake, without
studying it, whether it has sandbars or

not. Generally you locate such places by
one man rowing the boat and another
looking down in the water for tell-tale

weeds growing up. Thus you may be

quite a distance from shore with very
deep water all around you when suddenly
the long stringy weeds will be seen in

the water. As a rule that is an invari-

able sign of a bar or a raised bottom.

At once begin sounding for the bar with
a piece of lead on the end of a line. Lo-
cate the deep water off of it, where you
are to fish and the bar itself. You can
tell when your lead lies on the bottom
by the sudden limpness of the line.

Often sandbars of the

kind I have described are

located by investigating

fishermen but are as often

lost. Therefore, it is wise

to line out this bar by
marks on land. Thus a

dead tree on one shore

will line up with a rock or

house on another shore,

and with another on the

other shores. By rowing
in keeping with these

marks you are able to hit

the right spot almost
every time. 'I have known
some lakes where I could

row so accurately as to

never miss the bar. Once
you have a bar located,

you can fish there for

years, but, if possible, do

not overfish it. The less it

is fished by numbers of

people the better, of course.Equipped for a day’s sport with the lake trout
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These sandbars are also good for fishing

in the winter-time, for you are almost
certain to find fish along the bars then
too. Merely line up with your marks
on shore and you will strike the place.

Many lakes are spring-fed from the

bottom. Such lakes are, of course, ideal

for the small-mouth bass and that they
are found in such lakes in great numbers
around these places is well known. They
keep themselves from one to twenty feet

from the bottom and you will find both

the large-mouth basses and the small-

mouths together, besides other fishes tak-

ing advantage of the cool water. How
deep must you go down for them at these

places, will be asked. Often as deep as

one hundred and fifty feet, but some-
times no more than seventy-five feet,

everything de-

pending upon cir-

cumstances, and
the lay of the

lake’s bottom. It

may be difficult to

find the spring-

holes but once
they are found
the place can be
spotted in much
the same manner
as I have stated

concerning the lo-

cating of sand-
bars—by lining it

up with marks or

trees on shore.

The hotter the
weather the more
certain you are of

catches around
the spring - holes.

Any time of the
day from eight in

the morning to

three in the af-

ternoon you will

find them there. It may be twelve, noon,

with the sun fairly making you dizzy but
by getting your bait to the cool places,

one hundred feet down, near the bottom if

need be, you will be catching them one
after another as fast as you can pull up.

You may think this an exaggeration but
it has been well proved to be the truth as

any wise deep-fisher will state. When
fishing off of a sandbar, or in the deep

holes, and you do not wish to troll (the

method being still-fishing), you hook on
the minnow right back of the dorsal fin,

but in such a manner that the spine is

not touched. The minnow then swims
around and is eagerly seized by the bass.

But at this point I want to state that

there is a time when to set the hook in

the jaw of the fish and a time when you
should not pull, or jerk the line. The
average fisherman, upon feeling that a

bass way down in those deep places has
seized the lure, will instantly jerk the

line and the result will be exactly noth-

ing. He is at once disgusted and mar-
vels that the hook did not sink in when
the fish actually had the minnow in its

mouth, but he must take into considera-

tion that the bass often seizes the min-
now by the forward part of the body and
not the back part. Thus, if a jerk is made
on the line to set the hook when the bass

first seizes the minnow it will pull the

minnow out of the mouth of the fish be-

fore the hooked-in portion of the minnow
may have come in contact with the bass’

jaw. When a bass strikes do not get im-

patient; let him run with the lure in his

mouth. He may run fifteen or twenty
feet when he will abruptly stop. After
that stop he will be mouthing the lure.

After a minute or so the hook can be

set for then all of the minnow should be

in the mouth, though not swallowed.
Also remember, therefore, to let the bass
run with the lure after he has seized it.

After the first stop, let him mouth it and
then set the hook. The result should be

a sure catch. Also remember to have
your hooks needle-sharp and of good
quality so you can depend upon them.

The reward of the angler who knows where to fish

T HERE are two ways of fishing deep
down in the holes in the lake during
the hot days of summer. The first

method is still-fishing, in which the min-
now is fastened alive to the hook just

back of the dorsal fin. It should be let

down the required length and then al-

lowed to swim around with the hook till

it is seized by a fish. To successfully fish

in this manner it is best to know the

depth and to fish a certain distance from
the bottom. Very few anglers can be
persuaded to go down deep for fish,

strange as it may seem. All would like

to fish a certain distance from the top

of the water and anything over thirty

feet down they deem useless. We will

presume that the hole is one hundred feet

deep, do you think that you will have
success by merely letting the line down
fifty feet? You will not. Your fish will

range from one to fifteen feet from the

bottom and to get in range with them
you must strike that level. To get the

distance right let down a line with a

piece of lead on it; when the lead lies on
the bottom there will be a noticeable

slack to the line. At the point where
the line comes out of the water tie on a

piece of white thread—grocery string is

all right. Now pull up the line and
measure out a like length on your fishing

line, tying a bit of string to the line at

the point which indicates the depth. If

you wish to fish one foot from the bottom
pull the line up so that the water sur-

face will be one foot from the string tied

on the line. If two feet pull up so that
the water surface will be two feet from
the tied place, and so forth. This is an
unfailing method for deep fishing.

Where a live lure is necessary for

bass and lake trout there is nothing to

equal large minnows. These may be ob-

tained in two and one half to three and
one half inch lengths. Red-fins, chubs
and the shiners with their unexcelled

glitter are tempting lures for these fishes

and it is an epicurean in scales indeed

that will pass up such a delectable mor-
sel navigating around his home quarters.

These may be ob-

tained where they
occur in the lakes

by building a fire

on the sandy
shore at night.

This light will

draw in the min-

now schools,
when, after a

half hour, or an
hour (for good
measure), a net

is run around the

light - showered
area and all the

minnows you will

need for many
weeks of fishing

will be obtained.

Minnows that

are captured for

use in the hot
weather of sum-
mer should be
kept in water
that is frequently

changed, and
pail it is a goodwhen in a minnow

idea to have a piece of ice in the water
which keeps the minnows lively. Some
minnow pails are provided with means
for admitting air to the water. A bicy-

cle pump can be used for pumping air

into the water. Used now and then as

an aerator it is a satisfactory means
toward a desired end.

Aside from the still-fishing method we
have the trolling method to consider, and
because this is a tempting subject with
many satisfactory ways and means con-

nected with it I am tempted to go more
into detail than is offered by a few trifling

paragraphs. One of our most common
trolling lures is, of course, the spoon-
hook of which there are many types and
styles. The success of the trolling spoon
lies in the fact that it is taken by the
fish to be a minnow or a minnow disabled

and struggling in the water. The more
a spoon glitters the more sure it is to at-

tract fish. It is for this reason that
spoons having flutings or ridges along
their sides are more attractive; the ridg-

ing on the spoon makes it possible to con-

cenlrate the light and send it forth with
a greater penetration than will an ordi-

nary un-ridged spoon. I am firmly of

the belief that nine-tenths of the trolling

done on our waters annually is with the
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spoon merely under the water, a matter
of one to three feet, and, of course, in

trolling inshore waters this is all right.

But for deep trolling when the fish arc
running deep the spoon must be gotten

down. In the case of the basses, the

wall-eyed pike and the lake trout when
they are in deep water, to get the spoon
down close to the bottom is an act of

wisdom. Then, too, there is the matter

of spoon size—and in mentioning this

spoon size it should be remembered that

it is just as well for one of the above-

mentioned fishes as the other. For mus-
callonge, pickerel and pike fishing, when
I use a casting rod I prefer the Number
5 size of spoon, but for deep trolling the

spoon must be of a larger size, the idea

being that the larger the spoon the more
light it will throw. A Number 8 and
often a Number 12 are about right for

very deep work. A nickle-plated spoon

sheds a most desirable glitter, and I have
used the white-enamelled spoons with

deadly accuracy in many lake depths.

1

HAVE mentioned in the above the

average every-day spoon, but there is

another spoon that is excellent for all

deep water fishes such as the basses, the

wall-eyed pike and the lake trout. I re-

fer to the wobbling or darting spoons

which any well-supplied angling estab-

lishment should have in stock. Instead

of revolving on a shaft one way, as do

the ordinary spoons, the wobbling and
darting spoons have an eccentric motion
darting now this way now that. It

should be remembered that some of the

earliest spoons belong in this class, in

fact, the first spoon made was no less

than a darter. Buell (who invented the

spoonhook) happened to be out fishing one

day and, while in his boat, dropped a thin

bladed tea-spoon overboard. As it whirled

toward the bottom he saw a large lake

trout seize it. That at once gave him an
idea, so he filed off the handle of a spoon
close to the bowl, drilled a hole there and
put in a ring with a swivel to it. To the

other end of the bowl of the spoon he
soldered on a single hook. He connected
his line to the swivel and in his trolling

thereafter had such singular success that

a vast business, remaining to this day,

was founded. Many of the darting
spoons of today are like the Buell spoon,
such as the Old Lobb, the Onondaga re-

volver and darter, the Oneida revolver
and darter, the Canandaigua lake trout

spoon (an old-time favorite), and many
other types of like spoons made in all

sorts of materials from pearl to copper.
Mosi of the above never were patented,
and, so far as I know, all spoon manufac-
turers have had their fling at making
them. However, as a rule, the old-time
names are applied to them, for lack

of better ones perhaps.

No doubt the success of the wobbling
or darting spoon is its erratic motion.
Ferhaps the fish believe it to be a dis-

abled minnow frantically trying to make
headway in the water, when, on the im-
pulse of the moment (impelled by a de-
sire to obtain a hasty meal) the preying
fish descends upon it, open-jawed. In
all events the darting spoons should' not
be left out of your fishing equipment.

I

LLUSTRATION (A) will show you how
to troll when deep fishing for any of

the deep-run fishes. The way to go about
it is as follows: To the end of a line

suitable in strength to the fish you are

after attach what is known as a dipsy

sinker, the pear-shaped sinker shown in

the drawing. It should weigh not under

eight ounces, as that weight of sinker is

needed when you troll in the great

depths. To prevent twisting or kinking

of the line attach the sinker to a swivel.

It is well to use swivels at all intersecting

points to prevent kinking.

Four feet up on the line from the

sinker is attached the branch line shown

in the drawing. It should be three or
even four feet in length. It is attached
to the main line by a swivel and the
hook to the line should be swiveled in.

This to prevent the minnow from turn-
ing. In the illustration is shown but one
branch line, with a suitable-sized minnow
attached. But it should be understood
that it is possible to attach more branch

©

lines to this main line, say one or two
more, each one being three or four feet

above the other line and as long as the

firs branch line. Thus you have three

points of attraction, where, with but one
branch line and lure you have but one
center of attraction—in other words,
three lures are easier seen in the water
than one. It is possible to have one

branch line baited with a glittering

shiner, and the two branch lines above it

having spoons, although it should be re-

membered that the trolling speed when
operating this rig is not great. Now as

to trolling: Let this line with its eight

ource dipsy sinker down into the depths,

aiming to get it down close to, if not

actually scraping the bottom. Louis
Rht-ad, the well-known angling writer,

prefers to have this sinker just barely

dragging on the bottom. However, I am
free to state that if you should want
to have the sinker drag on the bottom it

is best to have the lowest branch line

a matter of five or six feet up on the line

instead of three or four feet. The rea-

son for this is quite obvious. As your
line goes down start to row the boat.

Know your depth* by having previously

tested it out as I have stated. When
you come to the place on your line

indicated by the tied-in string then un-

reel no more line but hold it there and
troll from that point. Remember then
that the line is either at a steep angle

when trolling or very nearly up and
down. When trolling, the branch lines

will straighten out, being more or less

horizontal in the water. If you wish to

fish along a certain stretch, instead of

pulling up the line, when you get at the

end of the run, simply keep on trolling

but make a wide circle and then come
back over the same locality. Don’t be

afraid to go back and forth over a strip

of choice water many times, and try

many depths from near the bottom to up
to twenty feet from the bottom.

N OW as to hooking on the minnow for

this work. In the illustration (B)

is seen a gang hook attached to a

copper wire. When putting on the dead,

or preserved, minnow work it into the

flesh of the side and insert it forward
until it comes out at the mouth. Then
the gang will lie close to the flesh, and
the copper wire, coming out at the min-

now’s mouth, is bent in a loop, and here

the line is tied on. When wishing to put

on another minnow simply straighten the

bend in the wire and run it through an-

othei minnow as shown. The average

fisherman would merely use a single

hook, hooking it in at the fish’s mouth,

with none in back of the minnow. Many
fish would thus be lost, but with a hook

in back the short-biters are captured.

In the illustration (C) is shown another

method of having both a front hook and
back hook in one. A wire, you will note,

attaches the two hooks. Both are wound
on with waxed-silk thread, and to bind

it still firmer file nicks on both wire and
hook-shank, though not so deep as to

cause a possible breakage at any point.

The process of deep fishing that I have
explained is just as good for the large-

mouth bass as for the lake trout and the

wall-eyed pike. What applies herein

to one applies to the other. You can,

therefore, follow this method of fishing

and the same lures for any species.

It is not necessary that the minnows
you use in this method of trolling should

be alive. The only time you use live min-
nows is when still-fishing. Minnows al-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 479)
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GUNNING DAYS ON TURKEY CREEK
REMINISCENCES OF SHOOTING QUAIL AND PRAIRIE-CHICKEN ON THE PRAIRIES

OF EASTERN KANSAS IN THE GOOD OLD DAYS WHEN BIRDS WERE PLENTIFUL

ABOUT forty years ago a portion of

the prairie lying southeast of the

town of McPherson, Kansas, some
ten miles out, was of somewhat rougher
mould than the ordinary. Through this,

in a southwesterly direction, ran a deep

cut or gash in the soil that was filled or

overflowing with water in the spring

rains, and dry in summer, excepting at

rare intervals where there was a deeper

hole or reservoir. This was known as

Turkey Creek. On its banks were here
and there a solitary wind-distorted cot-

tonwood and at very rare intervals small

groves of the same. The creek proper,

in the dry season, was merely a narrow
ravine, but in the rainy season, when it

overflowed its banks, it was in many
places a quarter of a mile wide. This
expanse was dotted with wild plum thick-

ets, and the intervals covered by coarse
grass that was usually cut and stacked
by the ranchers for winter stock fodder.

Some of our rancher friends had told us
that ducks were plentiful in the holes

along this creek, and we decided to give

it a try out.

It was a beautiful crisp November
morning and we were off to an early
start. As we breathed in the pure ozone
laden air, it was as exhilarating as wine.
How restful and refreshing it was to

realize that we were so many hundreds
of miles away from business cares and
ail their corroding anxieties, as free for
the time being as the air we breathed,
and we gave ourselves up to the full en-
joyment of the day.

Some five miles out from town we came
to a cluster of four or five small build-

ings; this was the remains of King City.

Some years before this, a great rivalry
had existed between King City and Mc-
Pherson as to which should be the Coun-
ty Seat, both places being of about the

same size. An election was held to settle

the question and McPherson won out.

Then the King Cityites loaded their

houses on wagons and moved en masse
to McPherson, and the rude foundations
of the moved buildings were still plainly

to be seen.

Along the roadway were many large
corn fields and as we drove along a large
“pack” of chickens took flight from the
roadside, and sailing over the prairie

alighted in one of these corn fields. The
wagon was stopped and we were soon
after them, but they were wild and would
not lie, and we only bagged a pair. In
due time we arrived at the creek, where
a rude wooden bridge spanned the dry
water course. Here Aleck, our driver,

left us and drove back to King City, to

return for us at sun down. At the bridge
we held a council of war. The country
was, of course, strange to us and we
knew not in which direction to hunt to

get the best results. To the north the

BY WIDGEON

land looked higher and rougher, while

south of us the creek wound its crooked

way through comparatively level land

to a grove of cottonwoods in the far dis-

tance, so we took the southern route;

Andy on one side of the creek, Uncle

Billy and I on the other. There were a

few scattering cottonwoods just south of

the bridge and Andy started a little in

advance of us. Suddenly we saw him
crouch low and crawl up to the last cot-

tonwood tree. Here he brought his gun
slowly to his shoulder, and aiming down
in the bed of the creek, fired one barrel;

At the end of a perfect day

then he clambered down out of sight.

When he re-appeared he had three green-

winged teal in his hand. This little flock

had been in a little puddle of water in

the creek, and he had bagged them all at

the one shot. These were all the ducks
killed that day, and all we saw except
passing flocks at a distance.

AFTER leaving the cottonwoods, as

Andy neared one of the wild plum
thickets that dotted the swale on

either side of the creek, a large covey of

quail took wing, taking him completely
by surprise, and he only dropped one.

As he followed 'them up he saw them run
into another clump of plums. The grass
fairly boiled with them, and in his ex-

citement he forgot himself and blazed

away at them on the ground, expecting to

kill at least a dozen, and getting one lone

bird. He then called to me, and I crossed

the creek and we followed them up and
then began the greatest quail shooting I

have ever known. The whole creek bot-

tom seemed to be alive with them; they

burst from every plum thicket until we
were driving them before us in swarms
like English sparrows. Sometimes over a

hundred would rise at once. Now we had
come prepared for ducks, and the small-

est shot Andy had was fours. Uncle

Billy and I had a few shells loaded with

sevens for chickens, but the balance was
fours also. Uncle Billy was a poor quail

shot, and he could not stand the walking

because a cut foot was troubling him, so

he gave me his fine shot shells and Andy
and I started in to make as good a show-

ing as we could under very adverse con-

ditions. We waited a few moments to

allow Andy to steady down a little, then

started in. As we came up to the next

clump of plum bushes, away went a covey

with a roar of wings, and we each

dropped a pair. This gave us more con-

fidence and we followed them up. Stead-

ily driving them before us towards the

grove of cottonwoods we had seen in the

distance from the bridge. About this

time Uncle Billy came to a large hay
stack on his side of the creek, and called

across that he would stop there and wait

for us to come back.

Leisurely we followed up the quail. The
shooting was almost continuous. The
sun shone brightly and as we were be-

low the prairie level, the breeze could

not reach us and we were soon perspir-

ing freely. Almost every plum thicket

gave us a shot and soon my number
sevens were gone. I presume it was
about two miles from the bridge to the

cottonwood grove, and the number of

quail we flushed in that distance was as-

tonishing. Shooting quail with number
four shot is a different proposition from
shooting them with number eights and
we missed a great many, but the bag
steadily grew and we were having won-
derful sport. As we neared the grove
we saw a large ranch house to the west
of it, with a windmill and fine out-build-

ings, and with osage orange hedges on

the section lines. As we drew nearer,

steadily shooting, a man on a fine grey
horse came cantering our way. He drew
up beside us and said: “Howdy, stran-

gers, shootin’ quail?” We told him “yes.”

“WaT now,” he said, “I’d ruther you
wouldn’t; you see we think a whole lot

of these quail. They’re sure death to

the chinch bugs, and we try to keep ’em

around. See these osage hedges? Wa’l
the tumble weeds lodge on both sides of

’em, and when the snow comes it leaves

a tunnel all along the hedge, and the

quail stay thar, and so we keep ’em

through the winter, so jist don’t shoot

any more. Chickens, now, or rabbits, or

ducks, why shoot all you kin.” So that

accounted for the great abundance of

quail we had seen.

He looked like a typical Kansan, as he
sat on his horse beside us, long and lean,

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 462 )
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PRESERVATION OF INLAND MARSHES
IT IS HIGHLY IMPORTANT THAT OUR MIGRATORY WILD -FOWL SHOULD HAVE
PLACES WHERE THEY CAN STOP TO REST AND FEED AND REAR THEIR YOUNG

By E. W. NELSON

DURING the last annual meeting of

the International Association of

Fish and Game Commissioners, as

well as at the game conservation meeting

recently held under the auspices of the

American Game Protective Association,

in New York City, great interest was
manifested in the statements showing the

urgent need of conserving water areas

in order to maintain our supply of migra-

tory game birds, and thus perpetuate

wild-fowl hunting in the United States.

Reports received during the last few
months by the Biological Survey from all

parts of the country agree that the

alarming decrease of migratory wild-

fowl which preceded the Treaty and the

Act of Congress for the protection of

migratory birds has changed to a marked
increase. This successful outcome of a

great conservation measure has become
apparent even more promptly than was
anticipated by its friends. Thus the

first important step toward insuring the

perpetuation of our wild-fowl and of

wild-fowl hunting has been achieved.

Another step of almost equally vi-

tal importance, if we are to hold

what we have gained, remains to

be taken. This consists in the conserva-

tion and perpetuation of a sufficient num-
ber of small inland lakes as well as in-

land and coastal swamp and marsh areas,

to provide our wild-fowl places for feed-

ing and resting and rearing their voung.

It is absolutely necessary that during

their migrations and in winter these

birds have the necessary places in which
to live. There is no question that for a

long period in the future vast areas of

swamp lands in Alaska and northern

Canada will furnish abundant breeding

places for innumerable wild-fowl. Re-
garding the maintenance of available

winter haunts of these birds, there is

at the present time a distinct uncertain-

ty, and the situation is rapidly becoming
more and more adverse.

The mistaken idea is prevalent that

the drainage of almost any area is a

benefit to the community. Under proper

conditions “water farming” of many
lakes and ponds and of swamp or marsh
areas will yield a distinctly larger return

than would the same area drained and
used for aariculture. Under intelligent

management these areas will yield abun-
dant and varied returns to the commun-
ity, as indicated in the following brief

summary of their productiveness:

(1)

Production of food and game fishes

(2)

Wild-fowl, shot for sport and food.

(3) Furs, from such fur-bearers as

the muskrats, skunks, and rac-

coons which frequent their borders.

(4) A natural ice supply.

(5) A definite and invaluable help in

maintaining the underground wa-
ter level in various parts of the

State, and in helping to hold back
the run-off of rainfall to prevent

excessive erosion.

(6) Opportunities for healthful and
interesting recreation for the citi-

zens of the State.

(7) Where such water areas are in-

cluded in State parks or reserva-

tions they lend themselves admira-
bly to educational uses, and help

interest the people of the State in

out-of-door life and in the natural

resources of the State in the form
of plant and animal life.

I believe that a careful survey of the

water and marsh areas in any State by
men properly versed in the plant and ani-

mal products, as well as of the agricul-

tural capacities of the areas in question,

will result in the great majority of cases

in definitely determining the superior

value to the State of such water areas

in their natural conditions as against the

value of the lands which would be left

after they had been drained. Further-
more, the existence of these areas in the

State adds greatly to the varied char-

acter of the region where located and
thus renders them more generally at-

tractive as places of residence for the

citizens.

The Biological Survey is deeply in-

terested in the proper conservation of

water areas, since the rapidly increasing
drainage of lakes and marshes through-
out the country indicates that, unless

an effort is made to conserve a consid-

erable number of the best of these for

the future, our wild-fowl resorts and
feeding places will be practically elimi-

nated from most of the States, and with
the elimination of such areas there will

disappear opportunities for wild-fowl

hunting, and there will be a loss of other

products and benefits provided by such

water areas.

In connection with the administration

of the Migratory-Bird Treaty Act, the

Biological Survey is advocating the es-

tablishment throughout the country of

Federal and State bird preserves. This

is to be accomplished through co-opera-

tion with the State fish and game com-
missions. Throughout the country such

water areas should be strictly guarded
as breeding preserves, thereby resulting

in largely augmenting the available sup-

ply of birds. A certain proportion of

such areas should be maintained through-

out the year as sanctuaries where no
shooting should be permitted, but the

majority of them should be made public

shooting-grounds during the open season.

This would in no way interfere with the

use of these areas as nesting places for

wild-fowl during the breeding season.

By these means the public would have
the same opportunities of shooting

migratory wild-fowl as are now enjoyed

by the owners of private preserves, thus

equalizing conditions.

It is extremely gratifying to know that

in some of the more progressive States

efforts are being made to save water
areas from further unreasonable de-

struction. The Conservation Commisr
sion of Iowa is already working out

plans to this effect under a State law
which will permit the saving of the de-

sirable water areas from ill-considered

drainage. Under the law of Minnesota
recent decisions of the State courts have
safeguarded water areas from drainage,

on the ground of their value to the pub-

lic in their natural state. Some other

States are working along similar lines,

but no general policy has yet been
agreed upon.

The results of recent investigations

show that wild-fowl fly across country
in all directions from their main con-

gregating places, thus showing that hun-
ters should take a keen interest in the

proposed conservation of water areas in

all other States as well as in their own
Once a general policy is established for

the maintenance of water areas suitable

for wild-fowl resorts, sportsmen may feel

assured that a goodly amount of wBd-
fowl hunting will be possible for a long

period in the future. Such a result, how-
ever, will not come without earnest ef-

fort on the part of sportsmen working
with State fish and game commissions.
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BEACH FISHERMEN IN THE MAKING
HOW THREE YOUNGSTERS WERE INITIATED IN THE ART AND CRAFT OF
SALT WATER FISHING ON A TRIP TO THE SAND DUNES OF NEW JERSEY

Ey A. F. WESTERVELT

F
OR some time three young friends of

mine had begged me to take them on
a sand dune trip. They had had

some experience in wood’s camping but
were now anixous to try a beach camp
although I had advised them that sand
camping among the flies and “skeeters,”

away from fresh water was rather a tough
proposition. However, I had promised
the boys a week-end trip to old ocean
where, I told them, they would either be

converted to real beach fishermen or they
would never again have a desire to eat

sanded grub.

Our outfit, of course, was the first

question to be considered but all details

were finally worked out to the satisfac-

tion of us all.

Two of the boys would each carry small

shelter tents, such as are used in the

army, and I decided upon a little five

pound tent; this though light, would be

big enough for the other boy and me.
For this trip, very light tents had to

be selected, as our entire equipment was
to be carried by pack; they had to be

strong enough, too, to withstand the

gales that sweep along the Jersey shores

and they needed to be waterproof to keep

out the downpour of the occasional thun-

der storms.

As to the fishing rigs to be taken, the

boys were somewhat amazed; no little

fifty yard reels, such as they were accus-

tomed to, for this trip, but big, husky ones

carrying about 900 feet of linen line that

would stand, at least, a 24 pound pull

and each was
equipped with a

little lever that

would throw the

gears out of mesh
and make the spool

free in casting. The
rods were strange

to the boys, too; no

five or six foot ar-

ticles but giants,

nine feet over all,

with agate guides

as big as dimes.

Six foot tips and
butts of 28 inches

seemed to them
like regular bean-

poles, but when I

tried to show them,
in the back lot, how
to heave a 4-ounce

sinker a couple of

hundred feet the

boys could see why
such a man-sized
outfit was required.

Some queer can-

vas buckets, too, I

brought out that
night. “What are

those feed bags
for?” said Bill;

Fishing on the beach

“are we going to pack by horses?” “No,
son,” said I, “we are going to tote our
own loads.”

Much mystified, the boys said nothing
more, as they had found out that much
questioning often brought forth evasive
replies. “Well,” said I, finally, “I’ll tell

you. These are water buckets; you see

they collapse like a pancake, so as to pack
easily and after they are opened up, will

carry water. We have to take these buck-
ets as drinking water is not found on
the beach

;
we will have to get it at some

Life Saving Station and carry it with us

to the place where we make our camp.

How the boys laughed at the bait I had
brought home wrapped in a newspaper.
Opened up, it revealed a lot of slimy ob-
jects with big staring eyes and long feel-

ers. “What are those?” asked Tom.
“Well,” said I, “these are squid or
cuttle fish. I got them down in the Ital-

ian quarter of the city at a fish stand
and, if you will come over after supper,
you can help me prepare them.” The
boys were keen for this, of course, and
could hardly wait for their meals to be
bolted as they were naturally curious to

find out how this repulsive looking mess
could be fixed up into bait.

They didn’t eat much I am sure—too

excited.

The bundle of squid was opened in the
sink in the kitchen and, taking one up,
I cut off the head, laying it aside with
the remark, “Here is something, that for
a channel bait can’t be beaten!” Next I

slit Mr. Squid open and lo and behold, a
nice triangle of thin flesh holding just
the one bone Mr. Squid possessed down
the middle; I drew out the bone and
peeled off the reddish-brown skin and the
meat was ready to be cut into baits. The
boys did this with an old knife and
shears, making each piece about an inch
wide and three inches long.

When all the squid had been so pre-

pared I took a friction top can and put
in a layer of squid pieces, then a layer of

salt, then another layer of squid and an-
other layer of salt and so on, until the
can was full. “Fine!” said I; “that will

be more than
enough for us.”

Our packs were
now to be made up.
The things to be
needed last, of
course, were placed
at the bottom and
so on, in order, to
the top. Warm
woolen underclothes
were put in, as a
continued soaking
in salt water was
to be expected

;

bathing suits, tents

and blankets,
sweaters for even-
ings, extra pairs of

wool stockings and
sneakers. Tackle,
axe, cook kits, lan-
tern, knife, fork
and spoons, camera
and films, small
toilet and medicine
kits followed in

their places. Light
rubber capes or
ponchos, too, were
packed in.

It was some little

job to pack all ourWith packs slung and rods in hand we were ready to start
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A few more boards and our camp will be complete

belongings properly, but, like everything

else, it came to a finish so with a final

running over the list for possible forgot-

ten articles, the excited boys bade me
good night and I sought my bed.

THE morning dawned clear and bright

and, after I had eaten a hearty

breakfast the boys came over, so,

with packs slung and rods in hand, we all

oiled abroad the N. J. Central train, and

early in the afternoon arrived at our des-

tination, Seaside Park.

“We’ll first go up to the store for the

grub,” said I to the impatient fellows,

“then take a tramp, for about two miles

down the beach, where we’ll go into

camp.”
The grub memorandum contained quite

a formidable list, pancake flour, butter,

eggs, bacon, coffee, salt, prunes, potatoes,

matches, crackers, canned beans, canned

soup, nut meats and canned peaches and

pears for dessert.

“If we had to lug all this outfit,” said

I, “we would not take so many heavy

things, but I wrote to a friend here who
will drive down through the brush road

back of the dunes and he will take this

heavy stuff to the Life Saving Station.

We’ll breeze down the beach; it will be

easy walking as the tide is low and the

sand will be hard.”

The purchase of our grub was but a

matter of a few minutes, in fact, we had

it all in a pile outside by the time my
friend arrived with the jitney. We
packed it hurriedly and again we were

off down the board-walk along the ocean’s

front to its end and to where the sand

lay before us. The walk delighted the

boys, as none of them was familiar with

such an unfrequented beach. Now and

then a flock of “teeters” would buzz along,

an occasional gull with his querulous cry,
v

a crow, and other wild birds. To the

left rolled the mighty surges of the ocean,

on the right arose the dunes, covered with

moss, salt-grass and bayberry bushes and,

in between, lay the flat beach stretching

away and disappearing into the haze of

the distant point.

When we reached the Life Saving Sta-

tion we found that our stuff had arrived

in good shape, so after a chat with the

Guards and a good drink from the kitchen

pump, we filled our water buckets,

shouldered our packs and plowed down
the beach for another hundred yards to

a spot where I knew was located a fine

“hole”.

“What do you mean by a ‘hole’? All

I see is water,” said Bill. “Well,” said

I, “you will soon be able to tell, by the

look of the water, what the formation

of the bottom is. A ‘hole’, or deep spot

is here and that is just what we want;

you see particles of shell-fish and all sorts

of feed wash into these deep spots and

the fish follow after them. That’s why
it’s good fishing here.”

“Well, now for the tents, boys; I’ll

see if I can’t find some boards, to make
a table and some seats; Tom, you rustle

some stakes for our tent and you two
put up your little dog tents,” said I. “It’s

well to get a shelter up as soon as pos-

sible as a storm sometimes comes up in

a jiffy and it’s well to be prepared.”

The tents being small, and requiring

but few stakes, went up in a hurry but

soon the youngsters dropped a hint now
and then, that a little lunch would not

be sneezed at. For cooking, each boy
had carried his scout kit, while I had
brought my own outfit. This gave each

of the fellows a fry-pan, cup, pail and

dish and, of course, a knife, fork and

spoon. My kit contained in addition to

these articles a little folding wire grate.

“Now, let’s see, we don’t want to spend

a lot of time over our meal because in

My big channel bass

about a half an hour the tide will be
just right for one of you boys to snake
out a weakfish or a croaker. Guess
we’ll just have cocoa, cornbread and but-

ler, jam, and some pork and beans—

I

think that ought to hold us for a while.

If we hadn’t had a long tiresome trip,

we’d just have a handful of uncooked
prunes and a few crackers—maybe a few
nuts and raisins too—there is lots of

nourishment in that.”

A stick driven slapty-wise into the
sand, cajled a dingle stick, -was used to

suspend a pail of cocoa over the fire.

On the little grate soon simmered a pan
of pork and beans and in the two fry-
pans of my kit (clamped together to

form a baker) was a dough that was
fast rising into corn-bread. “Turn it out,

it’s done now,” yelled a famished young-
ster, and shortly after the first rush

—

no bread, no beans, no cocoa in sight

—

nothing but the empties.

The pots and pans were hastily but
thoroughly scoured with sand and sea
water until clean, then turned upside
down on the table that I had made out
of a couple of boxes and planks picked
up on the beach. Even before putting
up tents it is well to construct some
sort of a table or rack in order to keep
things out of the sand. Anything laid

down on the beach disappears in the sand
like magic, the slightest breath of air will

bury an article as if snow had drifted

over it. This is the one big rule in

sand camping: Don’t lay anything down
on the sand!

1

PUT the rods together, fixed the reels

solidly in place and then rigged the
hook ends. This was interesting to

the boys who had never before seen a surf
rig. I attached a three-way swivel to

the line, to another arm of the swivel I

fixed a four ounce pyramid sinker by a
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 464 )
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A UNITSYSTEM PERMANENT CAMP
EVERY PART OF THE OUTFIT CONTRIBUTES SOMETHING TOWARD STAYING UP
EVERY OTHER PART AND NO UNSYMMETRICAL STRESSES ARE APT TO DEVELOP
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WITH summer here many who have
never lived out-of-doors before,

and all those who have done so,

will be considering ways and means for
the probable record season of 1920.

Are you going to camp? If so, what
sort of equipment is best adapted to the
number of persons and their tastes; to

the locality; to the length of time; your
activities, etc.? These questions and
others must be an-

swered.

If it is possible

to remain afield a

month or more; if

the family or a

number of friends

can be persuaded to

remain in camp,
while you drive out

each evening or

week-end ;
if the

crowd prefers some
degree of comfort

to a prolonged per-

iod of roughing it,

then the following

lines may have
some direct or in-

direct pertinence

in your case.

The camp de-

scribed below is

the result of some
four years’ evolution,

been developed to its

it has been used another fqjir sum-

mers with little further change. Hence

it is no longer in the experimental stage.

The detailed description is given, not

with any thought of finality, or of im-

posing these specifications upon the

credulous. On the contrary it is hoped

and expected that the scheme will appeal

rather to the experienced than to the

tyro—that it will fall upon the most fer-

tile soil in the minds of those who can

modify it to meet their own requirements

and facilities.

Even though the plan as a whole

should not be applicable to your case,

some of the details are new and may be

useful.

Let us leave to the professional or

semi-professional camper the technical

phraseology of camps, and, as an ama-
teur speaking to amateurs outline in

some detail the construction of this one.

Three tents are employed. All are

made to face a common center, so that

by the use of a large fly overlapping

them a common central living-room is

added.

The two larger tents (Fig. 1, AAAA
and BBBB) are 9%' x 12', and spaced

14 feet apart. The third, CCCC, which
is the kitchen, is 7' x 7'; and its front is

in direct line with the side walls of the

others, forming thus the third side of

a quadrangle. All are of the three-foot

present state,

By W. R. ALLEN

wall type, each having a single door.

They are of ten-ounce white duck, which
has been found sufficiently heavy to live

up under the most trying weather. In
fact for several seasons they were used
without flies. Now the larger tents are
equipped with flies of 12-ounce material.

On the whole it will be wiser to employ
them from the first, though while the
outfit is new they may be dispensed with
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Fig. 1.—Ground-plan of camp.

AAAA and BBBB, sleeping-

tents; CCCC, Cook-tent; DDDD,
living-room.

Dimensions: bh, 38'; bd and (h,

12'; df, 14'; eg, 16'; jl, 14'; vi„

7'; ek, 4%'.

Dotted lines are overhead ropes.

1, dining-table; 2, washstand;

3, kitchen-cabinet of packing box-

es; 4, oil-stove; 5, camping-box as

cupboard; 6, same as linen-chest;

i, half-floor; 8, beds; 9, trunks;

10, large trunk as dressing-table;

11, rack for clothing; 12, half-

front of mosquito netting; 13,

window.

readily, especially if care is taken to

keep the roof free of debris, and to keep
all objects inside the tent from coming
into contact with the canvas. Of course

such precautions should be lived up to,

even when flies are used. Only in case

of urgent economy will it be well to

omit the flies. The central fly (Fig. 1,

DDDD) so overlaps the kitchen that an
individual fly has never bee -

, found
necessary for it.

The fly of the living-room is also of

12-ounce duck, and had been built for a

14' x 16' tent. Thus, spanning a 14-foot

space, it overlaps tents A and B one foot

each, tent C more, and receives support
from all three. Furthermore six 6%'
spiked poles are used to hold it up. One
of these stands at each corner and is in-

clined considerably, so as to allow the

corners to dip sufficiently for drainage.

Another pole, standing erect, holds up
the front in the middle (Fig. 1, j) while

the sixth is placed

in the center, upon
the table. This
raises the center

considerably. The
door is at j, where
its elevation of 6%'
is sufficient. The
fly is held in place

by extra long guys
from each of the

B corners, and from
the center of each
side. In Figure 1

^ they are shown at
1 ac, gi, a n d In

(which pass length-

g wise over the ridg-

es of the tents and
are pegged down
beyond) and Dt
and Ds (which are
staked down be-
tween the tents).

In front, however, Dq, Dr and ju are not
pegged. This would interfere with
ingress and egress. They are lashed
instead to the rope op, which is passed
between the trunks of convenient trees.

In lieu of ridge-poles for this fly

stout ropes are used. One such, def,

loops over the spikes of tents A and B and
over the spike of the center-pole at e. The
other line loops over the spike in the pole

k, at the door of the cook-tent, engages
the center-pole at e, pole j, and is lashed
to the cable op. Broken lines in Fig. 1

represent overhead ropes which support
the central fly. Thus it is seen that on
the front the ground is free of ropes and
stakes. • The camp site is chosen with re-

lation to trees which may be used with
this end in view. It is important while
pitching camp to true up the lines ai and
jn and to have the tent poles perpendicu-
lar, with their bases resting on these
lines. Thus every part of the outfit con-
tributes something toward staying up
every other part, and no unsymmetrical
stresses develop. Never have I experi-

enced any difficulty in this respect, nor
due to weather, simply through having
taken this initial precaution.

It is well to provide a supply of rope
not only sufficient to carry out your plan,,

but also to meet unlooked-for contin-

gencies. This is of importance directly

proportional to your distance from a

hardware-store. The same may be said

of your supply of stout cotton cord andi
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thread; M" and %" rope are utilized.

In this camp the standardized pegs
customarily supplied with tents have
been used, except at the ends, where
larger ones were improvised. It is pos-

sible to employ horizontal poles at the

eaves of the tents and eliminate the

space-consuming use of pegs.

A set of 3% -foot lengths of bamboo

—

from fish poles—are used as braces un-
der the eaves. One is placed at each
seam, lashed at the top to the fly with
stout cord. A short line is passed from
here downward to the guy of the tent
itself. These braces have the double
advantage of holding the tent wall at

the desired height, and of supporting the
fly a few inches away from the tent
roof when stretched by humidity. Thus
the maximum of space is maintained
within the tent; and leakage through the
fly upon the tent is guarded against. As
seen in Fig. 3 the dry tent and fly are
in contact, but when stretched by dew
or rain they draw apart. The bamboo
is of the right weight and length for
convenience in packing or storagr.

TO enjoy life in camp most thorough-
ly you must reduce the insect in-

festation to a minimum, particu-
larly in case of the mosquito and house-
fly. Camp-life is sometimes notoriously
intolerable on this account, particularly
to children too young to put up any self-

defense. Like Achilles campers are oft-

times confronted with the alternative of
shutting themselves up in their tents, or
of carrying on against the Trojans.
(There are verbal epithets bitterer than
Trojan often applied to these insects.)

The type of camp herein described
comes nearer eliminating such pests than
any other with which I am familiar,
simply by means of its screened-in living-

room. It is essentially out of doors

—

to a much greater extent than within a
tent. The writer has found it comfort-
able in all kinds of weather, and few
insects gain entrance. With the aid of
a swatter these few may be readily eli-

minated.

The mosquito-netting used is of a me-
dium-fine grade. The loosely-woven,
highly-starched, cheaper grades would
answer in keeping out flies, but not
against mosquitoes. Furthermore, it

would scarcely outlast a season. This
camp has some netting that has weath-
ered four summers and is still service-

able. Bobinet is the most durable of

such materials, but is expensive out of all

reasonable proportion to the rest of
the equipment. It is suited only to

camps de luxe, and I am describing one
of moderate cost.

The mosquito netting is readily sewed
to the canvas with darning needle and
very coarse thread. It should be fas-

tened both to the fly above and to the

front margins of all three tents (Fig. 3).

Thus if the corners have not been over-

looked, insects are able to gain entrance
only when the door is open. The strips

of netting must be cut ofv ample width
to allow for the seams, to allow for slack,

which will be taken up when it rains, and
to allow for shrinkage of the material
itself. On breaking camp the netting

Fig. 2 . A view of the camp from the front

need be loosened from the tents only,

and may be left attached to the fly of

the living-room.

As a ground-strip, easily replaced from
year to year due to decay, I have used
coarse cheese-cloth. This is anchored
beneath a pole or wooden strip, against
which earth is banked up. Usually the

ground is trenched slightly to carry off

rain-water from the roof, as it follows

the mosquito-netting down from the

eaves. Rain-water may also be caused
to follow a rope passed from the lowest

point in the eaves out a little from per-

pendicular at the bottom.

The entrance is a slit in the mosquito-
netting, preferably bound with tape.

One side is attached permanently to the

pole at j (Fig. 1). The movable side

—

the “leaf” of the door—is bound to a

stout cord weighted at the bottom. When
swung so as to overlap the pole this

closes the aperture very effectually.

The sleeping rooms are equipped with
half-fronts of mosquito-netting, whose
free margin is bound with canvas tape,

shotted at the bottom (Fig. 1, 12). It

swings readily into place, gives further

security against insects, and permits the

tent to be opened for additional ventila-

tion day or night. The other half of the

front may be more or less permanently
closed. The reflection of light from
white mosquito-netting is such that con-

siderable privacy is afforded the occu-
pants of the camp, while the illumina-
tion is from without. At the same time
there is no difficulty whatever in seeing
through the material in the opposite

direction.

The ends of the sleeping-tents (Fig,

1, b and h, and Fig. 3) are kept open at
the bottom and also provided with net.

In case camp is made upon a dry, well-

drained spot I have never found it neces-
sary to peg the bottoms of the walls
down closely to the ground. A little air-

space all around aids in keeping the
canvas dry, adds to its life, and furthers
ventilation. Mosquitoes tend to follow
moist earth or vegetation. The ground
about the tents may be kept drier by dig-
ging a shallow trench beneath the eaves.
Grass, shrubs, tree branches and fallen

leaves should be cleaned off scrupulously
immediately around the tents. When
mosquitoes traveling in the grass or

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 456)

Fig. 3 . The end of the sleeping tent is kept open at the bottom
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A likely place for bass A reflector baker in action Floating logs on the St. Croix

CANOEING DOWN THE NEMEKAGON
THE SECOND PART OF A NARRATIVE DEPICTING THE EXPERIENCES OF TWO
ENTHUSIASTIC FISHERMEN-VOYAGERS ON ONE OF WISCONSIN’S FAMOUS STREAMS

W E were up be-times in the morn-
ing, for it was Saturday, and we
wanted to find a good camp for

over Sunday. Our breakfast, of hot

mu.sh, toast and coffee, was quickly dis-

posed of, and we were on the river while

yet the thick mists hung lower over the

surface of the water. It was chilly out

in the shrouding mists but we knew that

such a thick vapor rising from the sur-

face of the river betokened a hot day to

come. Shortly after leaving our camp,
we ran into a long, shallow rapid and
because of the vapor were unable to select

the best route, experiencing considerable

trouble before we made our way into

deep water. Bass were rising every-

where along the shore, indicating that

the river was little fished. Come to

think of it, we did not see a single fisher-

man from Hayward to the St. Croix.

We were not disappointed in our ex-

pectations of a hot day and by eleven

o’clock were glad to turn in to a high

bank upon the left for dinner. There

was a boxed-in spring at the foot of the

bank with pure running water, but no

immediate sign of habitation. Paren-

thetically: from that time on there- was
no lack of good drinking water, for a

spring could be found at the foot of al-

most every high bank; a hole scooped in

the sand would soon fill with deliciously

cold water. While I fried bacon and pre-

pared the potatoes, George played with

a bass at the foot of the bank, and

though he had him on several times, was
compelled to come to dinner fishless, much
to his chagrin. The fish would take the

plug gingerly, as though he had been

there before, without hooking himself.

Naturally I thought that I could hook

him but upon an attempt did not even

get a rise, much to George’s satisfaction,

I imagine. We did not hurry dinner, in-

deed we seldom hurried, for we were out

for a good time, but were back on the

river at one o’clock. We agreed that the

first ideal camp-site would be our Sun-

day home, and examined every elevation

with that thought in mind.

Shortly after dinner we passed a com-

pany of workmen busy constructing an

By 0. W. SMITH

iron bridge, at the left hand end of which
v/e found a big spring. Our inevitable

question regarding a trout stream elicited

iittle information, save that there were
several back in the country. Glad to

leave our uncommunicative acquaintances,

we pushed off. Gradually, almost imper-
ceptibly, the stream had widened out,

losing some of its current; now islands

began to appear and it was an open ques-

tion as to which side to take. There
were plenty of fish, wall-eyes and bass.

A few casts brought in a pair of pound
wall-eyes, enough for supper. I saw one
large bass rise close under a marshy
bank, so large in fact that we went back
and cast for some rods faithfully but to

no purpose. I shall always have a mental
photograph of that fish as he hung there

in the bright sunlight for the briefest

fraction of a second, gleaming, radiant,

his body set in a gentle curve; there is

no question in my mind but that he would
have weighed at least four pounds, per-

haps more; I doubt if he were a small-

mouth, his color was too light.

At about three o’clock we passed quite

a large island, the largest thus far, and
some moments later swung out into an
enlarged river, for at the right the Toto-

patic tumbled in its rapid flood. About a

quarter of a mile below the mouth of the

latter river we came to a level bank
upon the left some eight feet above the

Nemekagon, well sheltered with oak
trees; to the right, still lower down, was
a well preserved log cabin—one could

never miss it. It was an ideal camp-
site, and we pulled our canoe up with

alacrity. We found indisputable evi-

dence of former occupancy in numerous
tins and empty bottles, though how the

spot could be reached save by river is

something of an enigma; still the em-
bers of many fires indicated that it was
a frequented place. Soon the sounds of

our axes broke the deep silence, and in

a jiffy the tent was up, bedding provided
and supper well under way. Take it

from me—consider this in parenthesis

if you wish—there are no better fresh

water fish of pan size than small wall-

eyes and no fancy dressing is needed.

AFTER supper we assembled our rods,

and with a light line and careful
selection of lures, set out up the To-

ropatic for an evening’s sport. We found
the stream so swift that it needed both
out paddles to force the canoe against
the current, but one man could of course
guide it down again. That evening was
one of the most wonderful that I ever

put in with short rod and multiplying
reel. Rises and strikes were numerous;
pike, or as I prefer to call them in order
to save confusion, wall-eyes, and bass
were numerous. We agreed that any-
thing under five pounds in weight was to

be liberated as we desired a large fish

to bake for Sunday dinner. Once I

hooked a bass that I think would have
filled the bill but he got off just as
George was about to slip the landing-net
under him. Finally I took a 23-inch
wall-eye and he was voted large enough;
however, we fished until dusk, liberating

numberless fish after playing them to

exhaustion and giving them every chance
to escape.

Hurrying camp-ward in the rapidly
gathering night, we were both surprised
and not a little frightened, to have a
deer plunge into the water upon our
right, and with great bounds, which sent
the water splashing in every direction,

leap for the opposite shore. As soon as
the animal reached deep water it was
of course compelled to swim, which it did
in a distance-eliminating manner. The
current helping us, we were all but upon
the beast before it gained its objective,

in fact we could have caught up with
it had we so desired, but a memory of

Martin’s experience trying to hold a deer
by the tail, as told by W. H. H. Murray
in “Adventures in the Wilderness”, pre-

vented my undertaking the feat or even
suggesting it to George. The unusual-
ness of the incident was highly gratify-

ing and gave us subject for numberless
conversations.

We had planned to sleep late the next
morning—Sunday—but the tent was so

pitched that the morning sun sneaked
under the oak branches and b^hed the

silk with glory, turning the interior into
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a furnace. Disgusted, we were out at

6:30. As we had all the time there was,
we began the day right by having pan-
cakes for breakfast. I initiated George
into the mystery of flopping cakes in the

air, -without which accomplishment no

one is deserving of the name OUTER.
The day was hot and sultry, because of

that and because it was Sunday, the bass

persisted in jumping close in under our
bank; great big fellows, for, as George
said, at times it sounded as though “a
log had fallen into the water.” We pre-

served our souls in patience, telling each
other that we wouldn’t do a thing to

those fish early Monday.
By noon thunderheads were rolling up

in the west, great big yeasty fellows

worth going far to see. Thunder-
shower after thunder-shower circled to

the south, growling ominously, but we
only laughed at Thor and his threats.

The baker was set up and the pike,

properly stuffed with a special dressing,

placed on the dripping pan. (Makes me
hungry even at this distant day just to

think of it.) George’s part was to sup-

ply me, the cook, with dry oak branches
cut to a proper length. Busy over the

baker, for the successful baking of a

fish in a reflector requires care, I had
not noticed that George’s axe was silent,

so I was brought up “all standing”, as

it were, when he called from back of

camp, “Bring that first aid kit over here,

will you?”
I found my companion sitting with his

right foot in his lap, for he had sunk
the bit of his axe deep into the upper
part of the instep. I was frightened,

for I have seen many a man laid up with
less severe-appearing axe wounds. I

saw the end of our trip right there, and
I wondered if, with my broken ribs, I

could get my companion out alone. The
only map we had gave Danbury as the

next town, where the Soo Line crosses,

some thirty-five miles distant, with sev-

eral rapids intervening. I doubted. My
imagination was busy while I unstrapped
the precious first-aid kit. Mentally I

thanked my lucky stars for my smatter-
ing of first-aid knowledge, gained
through a Scout Mastership. Boiling

some water, I prepared a strong anti-

septic solution, and telling George to

say anything he had a mind to, turned
it in the cut. Then I drew the sides to-

gether, binding firmly with surgeon’s
piaster, for I did not have the nerve to

attempt stitching, and bandaged up the

foot. Warning him that to stand up
might be to produce a hemorrhage that
I could not manage, I returned to my
cooking. Let me add, lest I forget it,

that my bungling attempt at surgery
was a success, and aside from the inevi-

table soreness and difficuty of getting

about, my companion experienced little

difficulty and no evil after-effects. The
first doctor we found reported the foot

0. K. and my ribs knitting all right.

In spite of our accident, the dinner
was a success, a meal long to be remem-
bered and tasted of in retrospect. The
afternoon passed comfortably enough
with conversation and reading, for I had
a vest-pocket “Tempest”, which lends it-

self admirably to outdoor study. A thun-
der-shower at three o’clock added variety

to the day, but soon passed and the sun
came out and dried the vegetation be-

fore night. On the whole it was a very
satisfactory and comfortable day.

Monday we were a-stir at dawn and
ap the Totopatic after the big bass, but
failed to secure a rise. Back at camp,
we caught a couple of pike while break-
fast was cooking, so our dinner was
ready when we shoved off at eight.

There was a very bad rapid; that is,

shallow and swift, half a mile below
camp, and I was glad George was in

the stern of the canoe. I could not help

thinking what might have been my por-

tion, had he been stretched out disabled,

and I think I was sufficiently thankful.

Islands increased in number and size.

At eleven o’clock we slid under a large
iron bridge and landed to reconnoiter.

George crossed the bridge south, while
I travelled north. George had the best

luck, for he found a little store not far
from the bridge, its proprietor being the

inevitable “old settler” with an abundant
store of information. We were already
in the St. Croix, had been for four miles,

“as the crow flies”, and had passed two
good trout streams just below the mouth
of the Nemekagon—“within half a mile”
—one upon either side of the river. We
were informed that the one coming in

near “Moore Farm” contained plenty of

brook trout. The canoeist will recognize

Moore Farm, a cleared sandy expanse
upon the north bank of the St. Croix
not far below the mouth of the Neme-
kagon; the rotten remains of several

ancient lumber camps mark the spot and
speak of an industry that is all but past.

Indeed Moore Farm, so our “oldest in-

habitant” informed us, was an historic

spot dating back “before the war”.
There is an old “tote road” running up
to the headwaters of the trout stream
from the Farm,, but of that I may not
speak from personal experience. There
is a very good stream entering the St.

Croix about half a mile below Hay
Bridge, or Hay Town Bridge as it is

called, easily reached by the highway;
indeed, Perkins’ Brook can be reached
at a number of spots from the highway.
Just above the bridge, Hay Creek, a
still better stream, enters; it can be

reached by following the highway north
a mile and a half and turning to the
east; or by traveling north two and a

half miles, and east a mile and a half

—

the latter would give the ambitious
angler a long day’s hard fishing. It is

bait fishing for the most part, though
the fly enthusiast will find places where
he can dangle and tangle his lures.

There is a good camping spot under a
big elm tree just below the bridge. Sup-
plies can be secured from the Oldest
Settler’s store.

We discussed long and earnestly as to

what we should do—both desired to fish

for trout, but my side still bothered me
more than I cared to confess, and I was
morally certain that George had no busi-

ness scrambling along a trout stream
with that foot of his; so we had lunch,

rested and mourned our inability to do as

we desired, promised each other that
some day we would take that portion of

the trip over again, climbed aboard and
shoved the canoe into the stream in quest
of “State Line Rapids”, one-half hour
below Hay Bridge.

L
ET me break the narrative here long
enough to say that the man seeking
the best possible bass fishing can-

not do better than ship his canoe to

Gordon, on the Soo Railway, fishing

down the upper St. Croix. Take my
word for it, until you have had the ex-

perience for yourself, there is wonderful
bass fishing, either for the fuzzy wuzzy
lures or the short rod, and good trout

fishing in the numerous confluents, only

you will be apt to pass the creeks un-

recognized unless you are more than or-

dinarily sharp-eyed. Take a week from
Gordon to St. Croix Falls, say, or bet-

ter two weeks, that will give you ample
time for fishing and both State Line and
Crooked River Rapids to run, not to

mention the swift water of the St. Croix.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 471)
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F
ROM 1882 to i88o I made a number
of little journeys to various fishing

localities. One was made to Goge-
bic Lake and Eagle Waters in northern
Wisconsin. The chief incentive for this

trip was owing to a report that a new
species of black bass, known as “razor-

back”, existed in Gogebic Lake; and also

to determine whether the true masca-
longe inhabited Eagle Waters, which
was a matter of some contention. Goge-
bic Lake had just been made more ac-

cessible by the completion of a railroad

running within five miles, and a hotel

and cottages had been erected to accom-
modate the throng of tourists and ang-
lers who had been attracted by the unu-
sual abundance of black bass said to in-

habit its waters. I found that this ru-

mor had not been exaggerated, but the

black bass was in a fair way to be ex-

terminated by the handline and trolling

spoon in the hands of summer tourists

and fish-hogs, masquerading under the

name of sportsmen, but who were taking
the name of angler in vain.

I found the lake to be a fine body of

water, some fifteen miles in length, but
of no great width, its shape resembling,

somewhat, a human leg. The inlet, at

its head, was Slate river, and its outlet,

Ontanogon river, both good trout

streams. The head of the lake, being

rocky and gravelly, was the feeding

ground of small-mouth bass, while the

large-mouth resorted to the “toe”, which
was more weedy. The “heel” of the lake,

while not a “No
Man’s Land”, or a

“Tom T i d 1 e r ’ s

Ground”, was used

by both species in

common, in about
equal numbers, and
on this account fur-

nished a means for

a practical demon-
stration to deter-

mine the compara
tive gameness of

the two species

;

and it was there
t

proven and decided

a number of times

that the angler
could not tell, by
betting or guessing,

whether the bass at

the end of his line

was a small-mouth
or a large-mouth
until it was
brought to the

landing-net. And
It was also shown
that the previous
opinion entertained

by the honest ang-
ler in regard to the

matter was mostly

SIXTEENTH PAPER

due to prejudice or hearsay, and not to

practical experimental demonstration.
I took a large number of the so-called

“razor-back” bass of different sizes, and
they proved to be all small-mouth bass
infected with a small tapeworm, but not
the same species that affects mankind.
The characteristic sharp ridge of the
back was due to the shrinkage of the
dorsal muscles owing to lack of nutri-

tion, the food of the fish being mostly
assimilated by the parasites which har-
bored in its intestines and abdominal
cavity. But for the absence of plump-
ness, the infected fish was not unwhole-
some as food after it had been properly
dressed and cleaned.

DURING that visit to northern Wis-
consin I found that the mascalonge
was common to many of its lakes,

and I was fortunate to take one in Big
St. Germain lake that weighed forty-five

pounds. Its head, which filled a six-

quart tin bucket, I took to Milwaukee to

be mounted by a taxidermist. It is now
at the Federal Hatchery at Bozeman,
Montana.
One day, before leaving Gogebic lake,

my companion and I were sitting on the

porch of our cottage admiring the sunset
and waiting for supper. A boat con-

taining two ladies was nearing the

wharf, one standing up in the stern, and
as the boat struck the steps of the wharf
she was thrown backward and headlong
into the water. Hearing her scream,

the rower turned just in time to grab

her by the ankle. Running swiftly

toward them I shouted: “Let her go;

you’ll drown her; the water is but three

feet deep!” I succeeded in getting the

lady out and on to the steps of the

wharf. After she had recovered from
her fright I assisted her to the hotel.

She was a lady from Milwaukee, whom
I happened to know, and was sister to

the wife of the proprietor of the hotel,

who was the other occupant of the boat.

The stairway to the upper floor of the

hotel ascended from the veranda, and as

the lady reached the upper floor there

was a scream and I saw a blaze of fire

at the head of the stairs. Rushing up

I found that the lady, in her confused

state of mind, had knocked a lamp from

its bracket, and a lake of fire was

spreading rapidly toward a portiere in

the doorway opposite. Just at this junc-

ture a chamber maid came running with

a pail of water. As she approached I

warned her not to throw it on the fire

as it would make matters worse. I then

opened the nearest door, snatched the

clothes from the bed, and just as I did

so discovered that the bed was occupied*

but whether by a male or female I did

not wait to determine. I soon smothered

the fire, but did not dare to return the

bed clothing to the room. The next

morning I bid the lady good-bye, saying

that after going through fire and water

for her I could not tell what might hap-

pen next, and that I thought it best to

leave at once. She
promised to return

my handkerchiefs

that I had lent her

to wipe the water
from her face and
neck, but as she

never did so, I pre-

sume she kept them
as souvenirs of a

chapter of disas-

ters, in which she

was the center.

The “C. O.” in Arkansas. Off for a bear hunt

I

HAD received a

cordial invita-

tion from Dr.

Baxter, then Sur-

geon-General of the

U. S. Army, to visit

his lodge on the

Restigouche river

in New Brunswick,
for a week’s salmon
fishing. My friend,

Dr. W. W. Dawson,
a prominent sur-

geon of Cincinnati,

and at the time the

President of the

American Medical
Association, being
very desirous to go
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with me, it was so arranged. We spent
a week or two at the lodge, and also

fished some pools farther up the river

and on a tributary that was leased by
Mr. Dean Sage, of Albany, New York,
and the author of a magnificent book
on salmon fishing. While there I met
the chief engineer of the Dominion of

Canada, who prevailed on us to forego
our contemplated trip to the Nipigon,
and fish the Batiscan river, which was
then made available by the completion of

the Quebec and Lake St. John Railway
to that stream, which he said was swift,

with many rapids, and advised us to take
with us two Gaspe canoes and canoemen.
We decided, however, to take but one,

and at Quebec we procured a light bass-

wood canoe, of birch-bark model. We
found that the river was deep and very
swift, and that it was impossible to pole

a canoe up the rapids, consequently
everything had to be portaged around
them. As there were a number of these
formidable rapids our progress was slow,

but the fishing was incomparable, the
trout running up to five or six pounds,
and so plentiful that we soon tired of the

sport. We had carried around half a
dozen rapids of tumultuous and roaring-

water, surging amid great black rocks,

and circling around them in every direc-

tion. It was the best, even if dangerous,
canoeing I had seen except in the Rock-
ies or Alps. So I resolved to try running
them even at the protest of the Gaspe
boatmen.

Accordingly, the Gaspe canoe was load-

ed with our camp equipment and lowered
over the rapids by long ropes, which we
had been advised to take with us. Dr.

Dawson had taken his negro carriage
driver with him as valet and cook. When
I was prepared to start down the first

rapids “Jim” wanted to go with me. I

was loath to take him, as he was utterly

unconscious of the danger, but finally at

his earnest entreaties I consented. I

warned him to sit flat on the bottom of

the canoe, to grasp the gunnels, and not
to move, or I would brain him with the

paddle. We went through all right, but
when we reached the smooth water be-

low I felt the canoe quiver and vibrate

from the trembling of Jim, whose eyes,

as one of the Gaspe men said, “stuck out

like pot-feet.” The others were waiting
for us, and the doctor sung out: “Jim,
get out of that canoe and come ashore!”

“Yes, sir; I wants to,” answered Jim.
“I don’t want to take a dead nigger back
to Cincinnati,” continued the doctor, and
Jim got out, and was very glad to do so.

I discovered that each rapids encount-
ered was more perilous and threatening
than the last one. I began to think that
I would be obliged to give up the attempt,
but pride and vain conceit in my prowess
as a conoeist compelled me to go on.

Never before did I realize the jeopardy
and treachery of white water. There
were half a dozen or more channels surg-
ing and circling amid the dangerous
rocks, with scarcely a straight stretch of

water equal to the length of the canoe,

and none much wider. The water raced
with the speed of wild horses, foaming
and dashing and churning against the
rocky barriers that hindered its mad
rush to mingle its waters with the sea.

Then I came to the last rapids and
congratulated myself that I was getting

along so well. I was sitting far back
in the stern so that the bow might be
lifted out of the water in order that the

canoe might respond more readily to the

paddle in avoiding the rocks. On ap-
proaching a particularly short and dan-
gerous turn I put the blade of the paddle
hard down and deep, so as to throw the
bow around quickly, but unfortunately
the blade caught in a cleft of bed rock
and the paddle was forcibly snatched
from my hands. I had taken the precau-
tion to place an extra paddle in the bow
of the canoe in case of just such an
emergency.
There was now but one thing to do,

however risky it might prove. I threw
myself bodily into the bow, where my
weight caused what had been the stern

to rise out of the water, and turning on
the weighed end, as on a pivot, the two
ends of the canoe were reversed, just be-

fore it broached to, and I was again in

the stern ready for action. I succeeded
in getting through safely, more by good
luck, but as I flattered myself by a little

good management, too. On reaching the
smooth water below the rapids I discov-

ered my lost paddle floating alongside.

MY friend and companion, Judge
Nicholas Longworth, an eminent
jurist and a thorough sportsman,

of Cincinnati, Ohio, built a comfortable
river steam yacht, the “C. O.,” a little

stern-wheel steamboat, something over a
hundred feet in length, and well equipped
and fully furnished with every conven-
ience for its purpose. The engine-room
was aft as the cabin with twelve berths
was forward. It was the custom of the
judge and a coterie of fellow sportsmen,
during the fall season, to go to Reelfoot
Lake, in Tennessee, and the bayous and
streams of Missouri, Arkansas and Mis-

sissippi for wild geese and ducks, as well
as for black bass fishing.

It was during one of these excursions
that late one October afternoon the “C.
O.” tied up for the night at Buffalo
Bayou, in Missouri. I went ashore to
look around. Back of a log cabin was a
small field of com in the shock. Back of
this was a canebrake stretching away,
probably for miles. Just outside of the
corn field were two large trees, a pin-oak
and a pecan, both of which were occupied
by a number of squirrels busily feeding,
and too much engaged to pay much atten-
tion to me. The two trees mentioned
seemed to be the only nut trees in sight.
On a tree in the edge of the canebrake
was a small platform well concealed by
the foliage, which was suggestive of wild
turkeys.

The next morning I arose at daybreak,
and taking a Winchester 22 caliber rifle

and a box of cartridges, I was soon seat-
ed on a log midway between the oak
and pecan, about twenty-five yards from
either tree. The squirrels were already
ahead of me and busy biting the hulls
from the pecans and the cups from the
acorns. Others were continuously com-
ing, leaping from tree to tree across the
canebrake, eager for their breakfast. I

remained perfectly still for ten minutes,
and then began picking off the little ro-
dents, first from one tree and then from
the other.

When an hour had elapsed some hogs
came out of the canebrake, attracted by
the shooting, and began eating my squir-
rels. Driving them away I began loop-
ing the heads of the squirrels on my
game straps, and counted thirty; mostly
gray, but a few fox squirrels and two
black ones, melanitic varieties of both
the fox and gray species. During the
shooting I had not moved from the log.

It was altogether too easy, reminding me
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 468)
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FOX HOUNDS AND A NOTABLE HUNT
BIRD DOG AND BEAGLE FANCIERS ARE USUALLY YOUNG MEN BUT THE FOX HUNTER
GENERALLY REACHES THE LATE THIRTIES BEFORE BECOMING A FOX HOUND ENTHUSIAST

By F. S. STREEVER

1

HAVE several fox hound men friends
to whom I listen when I must and
talk to when I can for as long as we

have strength to endure; some of them
write me letters too and they are always
interesting and refreshing in their views
on hounds and men.

Bird hunters, beagle men, fishermen
and trap shooters are often young men,
but the fox hunter, who has usually been
one and sometimes all the foregoing,

generally reaches the late thirties be-

fore becoming a fox-hound enthusiast.

It is a sort of inner circle where none
save sportsmen of ripened judgment
sit and very likely they are a little

self-sufficient. Once in a while the sur-

mise that someone will sell me a better

hound than I own comes true; just often

enough so that the “trying out” of a

new hound is looked forward to with

anticipation.

And so, when on a certain February
day, a big rugged Pennsylvania hound
was uncrated and taken into the house
to become better acquainted, he was
looked over pretty carefully.

He had the look of a hard driver and
his body had several old scars and wire

cuts. Looking at his eyes in a darkened
corner there seemed to be a crackle in

one pupil such as is sometimes caused

by a hound ramming into objects head
on in a desperate

race. Also he was
very homesick.

(‘A LD boy,”

said I,

“you’ll never do.

If I was out of

hounds, maybe,
but you’ve taken
things pretty
hard and it’ll be
quite a while
before you are
over your home-
sickness. You
are going to

be in pretty stiff

company with
those young
devils in the ken-
nel and you will

have to prove
that you are much
better than you
look to stay
here with them.”

A DAY or so later a driving blizzard

covered fields and buried fences
beneath great drifts. Father

hooked Dan, the old bay horse, to our
“fox hunting bobsleigh” and we started
to try out our new dog whom we will

call Sport for want of a better name.
Reuben, father and I were the directors

of the hunt. Guns, lunches, snow shoes
lay in the sleigh box and in the dog
houses on board the sleigh were Sport,
the old veteran referred to, Stutz, a
two-year-old hound of fair speed and a
hard worker, and Wash, then twenty
months old.

Just as we slid out of town we met an
acquaintance coming in from the coun-
try. “Hey,” said he, “I saw a big fox
in the field the other side of Vibbards
Corners just now.”
That was pretty good news and we

warmed the old horse up a little, crowd-
ing him through the drifts which were
still soft enough to be rather hard sled-

ding for the faithful animal.
Sure ’nough when we arrived at the

crossing mentioned there was a big dog-
fox’s track headed north toward Court
House Hill.

I was given twenty minutes to get
over on the east stone pile while Reuben
took Sport out to wait until time was up
and the boss drove on around to the west

so as to guard the crossing at that point.

It was rather heavy going on snow
shoes and I was thoroughly warmed up
when I reached the stone pile.

People who stand waiting to begin a
hunt seldom underestimate the time and
I knew all that Reuben allowed would be
needed, but there was a hitch somewhere.
It seemed that Sport didn’t care for fresh
fox tracks in the snow. Possibly this
track wasn’t of the fox our friend had
seen, so Reuben hailed the boss and got
him back and they took Stutz out to test
the track. He tore off over the white fields
to find the other end of the trail, every
now and then plunging in out of sight in
a soft spot in the snow and then lobbing
on again, but making good headway.

Sport, after a moment’s indecision, de-
cided to go along with Stutz and it was
in that order I saw them when they
went over Court House Hill. Stutz was
talking pretty loudly but the veteran
wasn’t interested much and in five min-
utes after they had disappeared, back
came a big dog-fox right in their tracks
and turned westward toward the cross-
ing father was to watch, but of course
he hadn’t quite got there yet.

Then back came the hounds, Sport
talking now in great shouts and the snow
flying as Stutz tried to keep his end up

and make more
noise than Sport.

Away went the
procession for Hop
City, leaving a
trail of snow wal-
lows behind the
hounds while Mr.
Fox gaily sailed
over the drifts
at great speed
without breaking
through them.

I trudged over
and father put on
his snowshoes and
after tying Dan to
a fence post we
went up on the
ridge and imme-
diately we heard
Stutz; apparently
he was coming
back. We had bare-
ly time to separate
before a big red
fox came out of

Tango (left). No. 2200 A F B S B, Vol. IV, and Champion Wash (right).
No. 277564, Vol. vyyvji A K C
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Three months old fox hound puppies by Champion Wash and Tango. The second dog
from the left is Loma, winner of Brunswick Derby Trials. Owned by F. S. Streever

the stone wall gap in front of us and
split the distance so neatly that he was
a doubtful shot for either.

Since he was headed back toward Reu-
ben we let him go and Stutz went plung-
ing after and out of sight with his

hearty hup ! hup ! ! hup ! ! ! to let every-
one know he was on his job.

THERE was little time to speculate
about the veteran Sport before we
heard him also, coming from the

west, but he seemed to be on a hard
wind-swept ridge a little beyond us and
the footing being better he was tearing
along like a house afire.

I had barely time to move to cover his

line before his fox, a small pale one,

came down the fence line south of me but
a little too far for effective shooting.

She was turning her head in a fright-

ened way every few seconds to look back
as she scurried along. Now two foxes
are too many to let pass in the same
quarter hour and allowing an “inch to

the rod,” I sent four charges of B. B.

after her. She was hard hit but went
on down into the orchard and after mak-
ing a few loops and curlicues lay up on
the stone wall to rest.

When Sport came along I attempted to

help him across the loop and to the fox

but that was poor judgment on my part
for he gave me a frightened look and
leaving the trail fled off south.

It seemed best to give her a half hour
and then try to creep up on her, so I

sat down to wait and about twenty min-
utes later Stutz could be heard with his

fox off to the south and when he turned

to go over the knoll Sport’s voice joined'

his and they went out of hearing.

Then Reuben appeared driving the old

horse up the road beyond the orchard

and I shouted to stop him so that we
could set Wash after Mrs. Fox, but
she heard my commotion and sliding off

the wall streaked north over Court
House Hill apparently as good as ever.

A new snow-shoe path was plugged out
and soon Wash was tearing north after

the fugitive. How that pup did go! I

hooked the snowshoes hard but when the

hill was topped Wash’s voice was fading
in the distance near the timber.

F
OLLOWING on I met him on the

next cross-road a half hour later,

headed back, well satisfied with him-
self but exactly what he was pleased

about will always remain a mystery, for

it was nearly dark when I gave up fol-

lowing his trail and turning to the road
again found that the boss and Reuben
had guessed my whereabouts and had the

rig waiting. Stutz and Sport had been
captured and I had Wash on a chain

so we decided to call it a day and there-

fore headed for the village.

The seat of the sleigh felt very good
indeed and I slid the snowshoes in the

sleigh-box without regrets.

All day long there had been a little

breeze blowing, so that all tracks were
soon filled and when we crossed a sharp
cut fox trail close to the village it seemed
plain that Mr. Fox had crossed not long
ahead of us.

Of course it was late but we had sel-

dom seen a track so close to the village

and all being in favor we put our trio

on and away they went with consider-

able enthusiasm, straight for the village

and in the little pine grove the terrific

racket of full cry arose.

We were right among the houses on
the outskirts and where Reynard would
run was a conundrum which we guessed
wrong as usual.

Perhaps it wasn’t premeditation which
caused him to slip through a hog-tight

five-foot fence of wire, but little it

helped as Wash went over the top spread
out like an aeroplane and the other two
ran round and lunged after.

Over in the road our old horse was
struggling with the sleigh overturned in

a drift, but no one looked at him long,

for up in a meadow Wash had the fox
dodging around three big haystacks and
was tight at his tail.

Mr. Fox gained a temporary advantage
here and left the haystacks to try the

thicket, but having forgotten the rear
end of the procession found himself in

fresh difficulties and was obliged to take

to the highway.
In this order the whole procession dis-

appeared with its accompanying racket

but it suddenly hushed in a suspicious

manner a few minutes later. Cutting
diagonally to investigate I arrived at an
approximation of the last location and
found a labyrinth of dog tracks which
led through a school yard and seemed to

end around a little farm house across the

road but encircling the house with two
or three careful rounds failed to show
a fox track leading out and most of the

dog tracks seemed to be near the side

por'ch, but an open woodshed door near
it offered me a potent suggestion.

Stopping a moment to listen I heard a

sound as of claws and a gentle movement
inside and immediately shut the shed
door and rapped loudly at the side door
of the house. No answer. A coal fire

gleamed cheerily in the grate in the

room but apparently the house was de-

serted so I made another tour and com-
ing quietly back past the side door sur-

prised a little girl peeping out in a

frightened way, but on finding herself

observed she came to the door and I

asked her if she had seen any hounds
around the house. “Y-Yes,” she said

breathlessly, “they chased s-something
onto the porch and it ran into the wood-
shed and the back room door was open
and they ran right in there.”

“Where is it now?” I asked.

She said the animal ran out again and
the hounds had gone too. I asked her if

they kept a cat or dog and when she
said they did not, I told her to keep the
woodshed door closed a little while and
then as I was acquainted with the next
door neighbor I brought him back wi ,h

me so that the youngster wouldn’t be
too badly frightened and shortly after-

ward the boss and Reuben arrived as re-

inforcements.

B
Y this time it was dark but being
supplied with lanterns we started
a thorough search of the woodshed

but it proved a disheartening job. A big
coal bin offered refuge beneath its floor

and there were perhaps two cords of

wood in the wood pile.

The old kitchen was only a foot above
the ground without a cellar beneath but
there was a splendid retreat offered be-

tween this floor and the ground and
overhead was a loft with the junk ac-

cumulation of years.

From the wood ceiling-joists hung a
few brooder coops, some rakes, hoes,

shovels, an old cord bedstead, a couple
of dilapidated chairs, an old scythe; in

short it was a typical farm woodshed.
We searched everything thoroughly

and then brought in Wash and Sport
but they were not able to help us.

Just then I heard the boss’ muffled

voice saying triumphantly “Here he is.”

|

CONTINUED CN PAGE 480 )
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MEMOIRS OF A BASS FISHERMAN
SOME METHODS OF TAKING THE DOUGHTY WARRIOR OF OUR LAKES AND STREAMS
WHICH HAVE BEEN EVOLVED THROUGH MANY YEARS OF PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE

By the author of “ TROUT LORE ”

B
LACK bass were the first fish for

which I angled away back in boy-

hood days, and while in later years
I have specialized on trout, so to speak,

still I have retained a warm place in my
heart for the doughty warrior of boy-
hood days, fishing- for him at every op-

portunity, employing all the orthodox
methods as well as some that may be re-

garded as slightly heterodox. (In my
fishing, as in my theology, I like to blaze

my own trail.) Some day I plan to in-

corporate my bass findings into a volume
to be called “Bass Lore”; till then I must
content myself with spilling a little

knowledge now and then through the out-

door press.

As the reader will infer from my title,

I have carried on a long flirtation with
the bass, conducted in various waters
and under diverse conditions, not simply
with a desire to take fish, but also to add
to my store of bass lore. In boyhood my
fishing was done with a long cane pole

and heavy twisted cotton line, to which
was attached a somewhat large hook
adorned ordinarily with one of two live

baits,—minnow or frog. Let me say in

passing that that outfit had several

things to commend it: the hook was so

large that small fish were seldom taken,
and when hooked Bronze-back was given
a chance to make his get-away. I was
still a boy when a chance copy of a fish-

ing tackle catalog fell into my hands and
I added reel-bands and a twenty-five cent

brass reel to my cane pole, much to the
amusement of my bare-footed compan-
ions

;
but I played my fish from the reel,

experiencing new delight and satisfac-

tion, catching more fish too. (Paren-
thetically: I seemed to have been born
with what I am pleased to call “fish

sense”; I have always known instinctive-

ly where to cast and how.)
I well remember the first jointed “pole”

I owned, it had four four-foot joints, for

I earnestly believed that a long pole was
an absolute necessity. At last, after sev-
eral years of casting and experimenta-
tion came a day when that pole was cut
down to a six-foot-six rod, and the boy,

man grown, had arrived at the real scien-

tific angling stage. For long years I

clung to that six-foot rod, even after
all my companions had turned to the
shorter tool, but now I employ the five-

foot-six caster for practically all bass
fishing, save when live bait firhing where
I can do so, then I turn to that dear old

six-footer with delight. However, there
is no real necessity for other tool than

Hung up on the back cast

the five-foot-six rod; with it I can, but
shucks! What’s the use? Every angler
acquainted with the modern short rod
knows its possibilities, casting power and
sweet action, while there is no use trying
to convince those too prejudiced to even
try a well made five-foot-six split-bamboo
or steel rod.

It is a far cry from that brass reel

mentioned a moment ago as my first

winch, to the modern quadruple which
finds a secure resting place on the up-
per side of my casting rod. Today there
is a casting reel for every variety of

angling. Now I have investigated those
fancy winches, tried them out at length,

but for me, forever give me the regula-
tion reel with only the level winding de-
vice added. I desire to thumb my own
reel, even as I prefer to thump my own
typewriter and aim my own rifle. As to

the free-spool feature, well, I am old-

fashioned I guess: save for show work,
when fishing for fish, give me the ancient
gear. I do not want the reader to imag-
ine for one instant that I am decrying
the newer reels for I am not, most de-

cidedly not, they are fine, well worth
every cent they cost, for the men who
enjoy them, I don’t, that’s all. Perhaps
I am a reactionary, whatever that is,

but at any rate I am a wee bit old-fash-
ioned in the matter of selecting winches.

WHEN it comes to lures, I employ
three plugs, of the surface, sur-
face-underwater, and underwater

types, particular names of which need not
enter here because not of utmost value.
What’s in a name, anyway? While I

have my favorite in each type, so has
the other fellow, and what is right for
him is right for him, though not neces-
sarily for me. If he does not go on the
war path after my scalp I will leave his
hair where nature intended it. So I

upon occasion use live bait even as I did
in boyhood days. Bless you, there are
days and waters when and where no kind
of bait in the heavens above, the earth
beneath, or in the waters under the earth,
equals a small meadow frog. By the
same token, when the basses, large-
mouths especially, seek the deeps of the
lake as they do in hot weather, there is

nothing so fair and attractive in their
eyes as a live shiner-minnow swimming
about in the depths. The angler who
will not gratify their desires is a “wee
bit superstitious”, to borrow Walton’s
well-remembered phrase regarding
another matter. And why not, pray?
Why all this pother about bait or arti-
ficial lures? To my mind it is utterly
beside the question. And lastly, more
and more I am coming to the use of arti-
ficial flies, which requires another sort of
rod of course; but I do not consider my-
self one whit more a sportsman when
employing the feathers than when using
plugs or live bait.

But I must say there is more pleasure
in playing a small-mouth on a light fly-

rod—I consider five ounces light—than
when battling the same fish with short
rod and multiplying reel. Recently I saw
a bass rise close in shore, his verdigris
side gleaming in the rays of the sun, a
fish of such proportions that I held my
breath and my heart skipped a couple
of beats. (You know the feeling.) I

had my casting rod in my hand, and as
the canoe swept by the spot I sent the
lure splashing right where experience
said it would do the most good but with
no result. The river was rapid but
nevertheless I painfully made my way
back upstream again and waited for fif-

teen minutes for the water to quiet, keep-
ing a jealous eye out for other fisher-
men. Then with my fly-rod in hand, a
willow fly at the end of the leader, I

eased the canoe down as best I could;
but the stream was rapid as I have al-

ready remarked, and the light craft
bounded along “like a streak of greased
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Choosing the lure that will surely get him

lightning.” There was just time for one
cast but it was enough. Hardly had my
fly kissed the water before that fish had
it—there was no wet-fly business about
it—and the battle was on. Anyone who
has tried to manage a canoe in a swift,

rock-strewn stream, while fighting a
three-pound bass—he weighed three and
a quarter—knows the sort of proposition

I was up against.

Now that fish was not taking plugs
nor yet live bait though in an excess of

rage or curiosity he might have made
a shy at either: it was insects he wanted
and an insect he didn’t want he got. By
the way, for the bass of the streams of

the upper Mississippi Valley there is no
better all day fly than that same willow.

There are others that are good, but none
so good

;
however, I will not quarrel with

you if you prefer the professor or jock

scott. The point I wish to make is, he
who confines himself to one single best

fly, or method of fishing, is missing some
of the best things in angling. When you
start the conversation with, “I never fish

with anything but—” I immediately have
business across the street or go to some
other church.

I

N the matter of fly-fishing for bass I

have had better success in flowing

„ water, not necessarily swift water
eut water with a decided current. If

there is current enough to suck the fly

down around a rock, in under the bank,
or close up against a snag, I get action,

instant action. Now it may be that the

pulling of the current gives a life-like-

ness to the feathers though I am in-

clined to believe that ordinarily the fly

is pulled just beneath the surface, and
the bass likes his flies well drowned.

That is not saying that the absolute dry-

fly will not attract bass. Some years

ago I sent Forest and Stream a story

concerning dry-fly fishing for bass on a

lake which was one of the first if not

the first contribution upon the subject.

I have found the dry-fly more effective

on dead water than upon swift flowing

streams. And in dry-fly fishing for bass

the smaller flies are more effective. By

the way, there is no reason under the

sun for the great, flamboyant flies one

sometimes sees employed for bass. Might
just about as well copy a humming bird.

Of course the bass will strike at those

ungainly creations—bless his combative
heart he will strike at anything—but

those great ungainly creations rob ang-
ling of all nicety and poetry; further-

( CONTINUED ON PAGE 461 )

THE MUCH PRIZED CHANNEL BASS
ONCE THE STRIKE OF THIS MARINE NOMAD IS SIGNALLED UP TGE LINE
TO THE WAITING ANGLER IT IS NEVER MISTAKEN FOR ANOTHER TOKEN

By LEONARD HULIT, Associate Editor of Forest and Stream

I

N order to get as lucidly as possible be-

fore the mind of the reader the many
interesting habits of this fish it be-

comes necessary to quote liberally from
the writings of several students and close

observers of fish life, as well as to make
use of personal data covering many years

of research.

Primarily, the term “red drum,” which
has so long designated this superb game
fish, should be forever discarded in a

qualifying sense, and the more appropri-

ate term “channel bass” be universally

adopted.

Many years since that eminent author-

ity on coast fishes, G. Brown Goode,

wrote that this fish was badly in need of

and should have a strictly characteristic

name of its own, and suggested that the

name, which is now coming into general

use, north and south alike, be adopted.

In gathering data for local consump-
tion, newspaper scribes are prone to take

as bona-fide the statements as given out

by net fishermen relating to the move-

ments and habits of certain varieties of

fishes, when, as a matter of fact the

only knowledge they may possess on the

matter was what Uncle “Jeb” or “Silas”

so and so told them many years before,

having never given an hour’s endeavor to

the unravelling of any one of a thousand
perplexing questions which annually
arise pertaining to fish and their habits

or life histories.

I would not infer that these same men
are dishonest in the main; they tell the

story as they see it, superficially, or as

it is handed down in legendary manner
from one generation to another. Oc-
casionally, however, a real humorist
appears on the scene, and the informa-
tion that the scribe receives and passes

on to his journal for publication is sim-

ply startling.

Several years ago one of the best and
most persistent striped bass fishermen

that ever visited our coast was annoyed
and badgered by a representative of one
of New York’s largest dailies for a com-

plete story of his method and success in

taking that much prized fish. He, ac-

cordingly, took the guileless reporter into

his confidence and wove and spun a tale

of truly “Munchausen” character as to

how, in a frail canoe, he pursued and
captured the mightiest of these fish in in-

land lakes where no other mortal knew of

their being, and with lures entirely of his

own conception, meanwhile pledging the

writer to the utmost secrecy as to the lo-

cation of these wondrous lakes and the

prizes they contained. The story wTas

actually printed as given, and was
copied in many papers of the time until

the whole subject became a ribald joke

among the knowing ones. It is perhaps
needless to state that he wrote no more
fish stories.

The above digression is by way of

emphasis in detailing the proneness of

the public to imbibe the wildest stories

regarding fish life, and frequently the

more improbable the tale the greater the

readiness for its undisputed acceptance.
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THE nomenclature of our salt water
fishes is in many cases most be-

wildering. Perhaps there are no
other subjects to which, within a limited

latitude, so many names are given and ac-

cepted for individuals. The specific term
“red drum” has been ’applied to this fish

for so long a time that it is doubtful if

it will ever be changed by the net and
o*her market fishermen of the states of

its more northern range, while as we
proceed southward the names “red bass,”

“red fish,” “reef bass,” “branded drum,”
“beardless drum,” etc., are in vogue
much to the perplexity of people of dif-

ferent localities. But I have found the

name “channel bass” to be very accept-

able to the anglers of many of the south-

ern coast states, and also the name is in

general favor among the market men
who formerly termed them “red fish,”

and let it go at that.

That this fish belongs to the family of

“drums” must be conceded, as do also the

weakfish, kingfish, croakers and many
familiar varieties. That it differs, how-
ever, from the real red drum of the At-

lantic coast in many important details is

scarcely to be denied. The contour of

body is essentially different. There is-

an entire absence of chin barbels with the

channel bass while with the red drum
it is a very distinguishing feature. The
ever-present spot or spots on or near the

tail is another characteristic, as well as

the general build which indicates vigor

and speed in the water as against the ro-

tund and sluggish fish which bears the

same name. The feeding habits are dif-

ferent in many particulars. The channel

bass, according to southern observers,

feed at times most voraciously on smaller

fish. They will also at times take the

trolling bluefish squid. A glance at the

two subjects when mounted side by side

would be conclusive without more argu-

ment on the matter.

That the habits of the channel bass

have changed in some degree must be evi-

dent. if we give dose attention to the

writers of some thirty years ago; Dr.

Goode, in his ad-

mirable works on

our coast fishes,

says the channel
bass are very
abundant along the

Florida coast as

well as the Caro-
linas, and even up
to the Chesapeake,
but north of the

latter point he was
unable to get a

record of any fish

taken, which state-

ment seems to be

sustained by both
Stearns and Jor-

dan, who, in their

day, were eminent
in research work on coast fishes, and
much of our knowledge to-day of the
ocean tribes is the result of their pains-

taking work.
Be the latter statement as it may re-

garding their time, certain it is that in

latter years their northern migration has
been greatly extended. The same fish

are annually quite plentiful as far north

as Barnegat Inlet where their movements
in any considerable numbers seem to

terminate, although they have been taken

as far along as Elberon, N. J. One au-

tumn recently some twenty-five or more
were taken ranging in weight from 15 to

30 pounds. During its youth this fish

would never be recognized by the inex-

perienced. It is of pure silvery white-

ness without a semblance of the bronze
coloring of the mature subject, and but
for the ever-present spot on the tail

might well be taken for a different spe-

cies of marine life. It is one of the most
important food fishes of the south, and
ranges all along the Gulf Coast and
through the Caribbean, and is well known
at Panama. It is, however, as an angler's

prize that it reaches its zenith. Not more
than twenty years ago its. merits as a

marine pugilist were but little known.
When taken it was usually on a cum-
brous hand-line of the sash-cord vari-

ety. The poor captive was unceremo-
niously dragged to beach or boat by sheer

force, and promptly rapped over the head
with some convenient bludgeon, and the

carcass set adrift on the restless tide, a

mute martyr to man’s stupidity. But
the eternal evolution of things has
changed all this. It is no longer regard-
ed as a cumbersome thing to be avoided

by the fisherman or the dealer in his stall

in the northern markets. Instead the

most immaculate tackle is employed,
while hotel bills and railroad fares are

disregarded when the quest is promising.

F
ROM early June until well into Octo-

ber, if the weather be propitious,

thousands of surf anglers visit the

New Jersey coast, and from Cape May to

Barnegat Inlet withstand the privations

incident to many points, as well as the

merciless onslaughts of mosquitos, which,
to paraphase a line in Gray’s Elegy:
“Teach the rustic moralist to die.”

When channel bass are ripe the sting

of the mosquito, as well as the sting of

the high cost of transportation and pro-

The Channel Bass (Sciaenops ocellatus)

vender, is tossed aside as unworthy of

consideration, and all points considered
favorable for the taking of the bronze
beauties are occupied at all hours, both
day and night. Cape May, Sea Isle City,

Corson’s Inlet, Brigantine Shoals, New
Inlet, Surf City, Ships Bottom, Harvey’s
Cedars and Barnesrat. Citv. as well as

what is known as North Point of Beach,
directly across the inlet from Barnegat
City

;
are all noted places for the taking

of this marine nomad, and at any of the

places named it is not a question of this

species or nothing, for generally at the

proper stage of the tide bluefish, weak-
fish, croakers and other varieties may
confidently be looked for to fill in the

interim of waits.

In channel bass fishing, tides do not
appear to play as important a part as

with many varieties of fish. High water,
mid-tides and again at lowest ebb they
frequently let their presence be known,
and wise is the angler who persistently

follows the sport irrespective of tidal

conditions. If choice is to be made in re-

lation to tides it should favor the ebb and
when the water is disturbed and choppy.
The tackle should be the regulation

surf outfit, same in all particulars as is

used for striped bass, the reel 2-0 in size

ef the best quality, which will easily hold

600 feet of 12 or 15 thread regular line.

Some prefer a 3-0 reel holding 900 feet

of 12 thread line. To the latter there
is no objection; it works well, but 600
feet of line will land the fish if well

handled, and the original outfit costs

much less. The rod should be hand-made,
and of either greenheart or split bam-
boo, with a twenty-four or twenty-six
inch butt, with a single-piece tip, agate
mounted throughout.
A rod should always be balanced as to

length by the user, as a rod which is un-
duly long cannot, without infinite prac-

tice, be made a real ’ companion in cast-

ing. While a rod too short is always a

snare, and cannot give the resiliency nec-

essary to good casting. A leather rod-

belt worn around the waist, with a pocket
into which to rest the butt, is essential

and should never be omitted from the

equipment, as it takes the weight from
the arms while at rest, and when a fish

is hooked and being fought it gives a
leverage to be obtained in no other man-
ner. The hook should be hand-forged
O’Shaughnessy of the highest quality, as

this fish has won-
drous |c rushing
power in its jaws
and can easily snap
a badly - tempered
hook, so the best is

the cheapest and
surest; 7-0 or 8-0

is the proper size,

and, should be loop-

snelled with the

best procurable gut
and four stranded.

There is quite a

tendency in later

years to use a sec-

tion of piano wire
and the ringed
O’S h aughnessy
hook prevents the

stout molars of the fish from grinding off

the gut. This, ordinarily, is quite unnec-
essary, as it is rare, indeed, that the fish

cuts away a properly snelled hook, be-

sides the flexible nature of the gut gives
greater freedom of action to the bait

while it is going through in the water.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 460)
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THE PROTECTION OF THE GRAYLING
A PAPER THAT HAS RECENTLY COME TO LIGHT ON WHAT MUST BE DONE
TO PREVENT THE ANNIHILATION OF THIS EXCELLENT FOOD AND GAME FISH

By L. D. NORRIS

I

WAS indebted to Mr. Fitzhugh’s gen-
erous courtesy and coaching for my
first experimental knowledge of the

haunts and habits, in the sunny ripples

and cool shadows of the Au Sable, of this

aristocrat of game fish, Michigan’s gray-
ling; and some generous indignation we
exchanged over its annual slaughter and
rapid disappearance, doubtless led to his

request that I should say on paper that

which was so freely uttered over sundry
glasses of whiskey-sour, taken, to be
sure, as a medicinal corrective to a two
weeks’ exclusive diet of grayling and
bacon, served in the green shadow of the
Au Sable cedar by that master of the set-

ting-pole and “Jewell” of a woods-cook,
“Len,” the guide, philosopher and friend.

A middle-aged man’s first love is apt
to be violent—which may account for

the opinions that follow. Of all the fresh
water game fish, the grayling is, as cent-

uries ago the French found him in Lake
Leman, “un chevalier,” just as certainly

as the chub is “un villain.”

His is no new family. Before the days
of the “Gentle Isaak” under the name
of umbra (ombre) he passed like a
shadow or a ghost out of sight in the
clear and cold streams of Switzerland
and la belle France. Much quaint learn-

ing and fanciful discourse have been had
anent him. That he fed on gold and
grains of it were found on his belly; that
he loves the water Thyme (hence thymal-
lus) and smells of it, a habit that he
keeps up in the Au Sable, as I have dis-

covered leaves of white cedar in his

breakfast, albeit he might have risen to

and taken it, thinking it something more
nutritious.

Aldrovandus says, “they are made by
their Mother Nature of such exact shape
and pleasant colors, purposely to invite

us to a joy and contentedness in feasting
with her,” and that they are very “me-
dicinable.” Gesner notes “that the fat of

a grayling, being set with honey, a day
or two in the sun in a little glass, is very
excellent against redness or swathiness,
or anything that breeds in the eyes.”

St. Ambrose, of Milan, who kept the
church fast days, calls him the “Flower
Fish,” and was so far in love with him
that he would not let him pass without
the honor of a long discourse. Old
Isaak, who tells this of the saint, adds,

“but I must,” yet he tarries long enough
with him to leave to us, as he wrote it,

more than two centuries ago, an accurate
description of Michigan’s grayling as I

found him in the year of “Boss” govern-
ment, 1877.

“The biggest of them does not exceed
eighteen inches, is very game-some at
the fly and bites not often at the min-
now; is much simpler than the trout and
therefore bolder, for he will rise twenty
times if you miss him, and yet rise again.
He is taken with a fly of red feathers (I

June 2, 1920.

N going through my files recent-

ly, 1 came across five bound
-pamphlets and found that these

were the printed proceedings of the

Michigan Sportsman’s Association

for five consecutive years, begin-
• ning with 1878.

What a flood of light was thrown
upon the game and fish situation

of those days, and the prophecies of
what the ultimate result would be

if something was not done to stop
the slaughter.

The grayling has been a subject

of several most excellent magazine
articles recently, and my eye catch-
ing this article entitled: “The
Michigan Grayling: What must be
done to prevent the annihilation of
this excellent food and game fish.”—I am sending it to Forest and
Stream. It is a paper by the late
L. D. Norris, of Grand Rapids,
written under the date of Feb. 5th,

1878, and will bring to the minds
of the old-time anglers pleasant
memories, I am sure. Mr. Fitz-
hugh referred to was Daniel Fitz-
hugh, the accredited discoverer of
the grayling, and “Len Jewell,” in-
separable from all of the writings
of the early days of the Michigan
Grayling. I saw him on the Au
Sable once with Uncle Thad Nor-
ris. That was fifty years ago this
summer. [W. B. Mershon.]

found he hankered after the ‘grass wid-
ow’ most), an outlandish bird, and a fly
like a great or small moth. He lurks
close all winter, but is pleasant and jolly
after mid April, and in May and the hot
months. He is of fine shape and his
flesh is white; his teeth, those little ones
that he hath, are in the throat, and yet
he has so tender a mouth that he is often-
er lost after an angler has hooked him
than any other fish.”

That he has so tender a mouth and is

so often lost after he is struck is one of
his chief merits to the true disciple of the
quaint old “semster.” And then, too,

like the blue-blooded Princes of Europe,
he has no end of learned names—cuss
names “Len” calls them—as O’Connell
put to route the Billingsgate fish-wife
with the epithets rhomboidal and tetra-
gonal.

Linnaeus, Cuvier, Heckel, Kner, Rich-
ardson, Agassiz, Milner and Cope have
all baptised his tribe, or some family of
it, with Latin words of learned length
and thundering sound. Yet he is just as
sweet a “Flower Fish” under his Es-
kimo disguise of “Hewlook Powak” or
the voyageur’s “Poison bleu” as the
Coregonus and Thymallus of the savants.

H IS American history seems to be

this : Dr. Richardson first took him,

17 V2 inches long, in 1820 in Winter
River, opposite Fort Enterprise, finding

him only in the clear water, delighting

only in the most rapid part of the stream,
and requiring as much skill in landing as

a trout of six times his weight. In 1859
he was thought not to be found south of

the 62nd parallel, but it is now made to

appear that before that he had been
killed by British army officers in the wa-
ters of Hudson’s Bay, while thirty years

ago he was speared by fishermen at the

mouth of the Au Sable, but was not known
as a game fish, nor classed. In 1865 Mr.
Fitzhugh sent a specimen to the Academy
of Natural Science at Philadelphia, and
Cope christened him Thymallus tricolor,

which is now his ruling Michigan name;
though I like best the one Agassiz gives

him, Thyvexillifer—Thyme-smelling ban-

ner-carrier. It alone fitly designates that

magnificent dorsal of twenty-three rays,

of blackish-gray, blotched with white,

crossed by Berlin blue spots, and edged

with light lake, which he spreads and
waves and fights with, as he comes broad-

side to your fish-well, under the gentle

leading of an eight-ounce rod (mine, by
the way, was a much heavier one—for

leading—as well my wrist, weak from
long disuse, doth yet remember)

.

In 1867 Spencer, of the U. S. A., found
and described him in Montana. He is in

the Yukon, Alaska. The genial Genio C.

Scott first hears of him in '68, and learns,

which is true, that he is the swiftest fresh

water fish that swims. While Hallock, of

the Forest and Stream, knows more of

him than any other of the tide (the t

almost slipped into an h) bound fisher-

men of the Atlantic Coast.

His only habitat, for the average
sportsmen, is north of Thunder Bay and
in Michigan, and he can only be found in

great numbers in the middle and lower

Au Sable and the upper half of the Man-
istee. He stops with his family on the

spawning beds in winter, leaving numer-
ous eggs which hatch in about two weeks,

in April.

I know of but one attempt to cultivate

him. April 30th, ’74, Seth Green was on

the Au Sable for spawn, but was too late

and got but little. He found the water to

be about 40° Fahrenheit and the air 20°.

His calendar of what did hatch is as fol-

lows :

“Eggs arrived May 5th; 1st eggs

hatched May 8th; all hatched May 11th;

first began to rise and eat May 12th;

all swimming May 15th. Though Mr.
Green thought they would not live in

the same streams with trout, and that

trout would eat them, our Fish Com-
mission in their report of December,

1874, say they have kept sixteen gray-

ling, from six to fourteen inches, at

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 458)
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MID-SUMMER SIGNS
IT seems as though we had but just ceased to

grumble about the late spring with its excessive
rains and lack of sun, and now mid-summer is upon
us and signals of approaching autumn are in view.
The hay fields, but yesterday thick standing and

green, now shorn, lie brown under the torrid sun.
Where then a deer or an elk might have lain hidden,
now a robin can be seen a hundred yards away.
Over much of the land the tall yellow grain which
bent and billowed before the summer breezes has
fallen and is being hauled to the thresher. The
streamers of the well-grown corn rustle with a creak-
ing sound as the wind steals over the weed-clean field
and stirs the pale green leaves.
The birds hatched in spring and early summer

are abroad taking their first lessons of life. Robins
and chippies and song sparrows and other familiar
friends have more than doubled in numbers

; the
crows are more noisy than ever and from each com-
pany of the black rascals encountered is heard the
call for food of the ever hungry young. In swamp
or woodland the mother grouse practises her suc-
cessful arts to lure away from her tender brood man
or dog that unexpectedly approaches them; while
in the open lots the quail—more simple but not less
earnest—show equal anxiety about their tiny young.
The deep dark green of mature frondage has over-

spread woodland and swamp, and the leafy curtain
hides all beyond. Where in winter one could see for
fifty yards through gray stems and branches, now
the vision is limited to arm’s length.

So the season has marched along. Yet now appear
signs more tangible and more sure. Swallows are
roosting on the telegraph wires, sure evidence of
approaching departure for the south. Blackbirds
are gathering in flocks and resorting to the wet
meadows where wild rice and other plants will soon
mature their seeds. The crowns of the few chestnut
trees that still remain are whitened with feathery
blooms, forerunners of the bristling burrs, which
with the coming of the first sharp frosts will send

down showers of glossy nuts for the behoof of squir-

rels and partridges and happy children.

Ever since the end of last winter all things have
been growing. Now comes the season of ripening,

to end in maturity, to be followed by the season of
rest, and so the annual cycle repeats itself.

SPORTSMAN AS SOLDIER
f~\ NE of many good reasons for the protection and^ increase of our game is the value to the possible

soldier of an ability to use firearms. One who has
carried a gun from boyhood has learned how to
handle it and how to hit the mark at which he shoots.

Besides this, year after year the outdoor man goes
through a training in self-dependence,—acquires a
readiness in ‘case of emergency—which 'adds enor-
mously to his efficiency in the field. A large propor-
tion of our greatest and best 'soldiers have been
sportsmen. The subject is brought up again by an
allusion made by the French Minister 'Of War to the
excellence of the sportsman as a soldier in the fight-

ing line.

The average sportsman has learned how to handle
his own body—to make his muscles coordinate. This
is as important to the soldier as skill with firearms,

and is something that indoor men do not always
learn. The Minister of War recommends that men
and officers in the French Army undergo the physical
education which comes from the “discipline of the
playing field.” Besides ordinary gymnastics and
setting-up exercises, the men will be encouraged to

take part in general outdoor athletic sports, as foot-

ball, boxing, cross country running, racing, and
jumping. Undoubtedly the men will take to all these
sports with interest and will benefit by them physi-
cally and morally as well.

The shooting and hunting field which we have
here in America offers the best of all schools for

outdoor training. As time goes on and population
increases, the actual area of this field is contracting,

because the wild game is crowded out by human be-

ings. It is important that this process of crowding
out should be so regulated that there will still remain
enough game to encourage our young men to go
abroad with the gun and to learn the outdoor lessons

that their fathers practised. That intelligent effort

will accomplish this increase of game is shown by the
fine example set by the great State of Pennsylvania
during the last few years.

Game 'commissions in every state ought to study
what Pennsylvania has done, and adapt Pennsylva-
nia’s idea to their own situations. Thus they will

be able to preserve for our whole country that school

of the out of doors, which is so valuable an aid to

preserving the healthy mind in the healthy body,
and which in the future, as in the past, may protect

the liberties of our country.

IF WE ALL TRIED AS HARD
A LOCAL game protector who has performed good

service in Canada is Jack Miner of Essex
County, Ontario. Many years ago he began his

work by protecting the wildfowl which visited a pond
on his farm and he did this so effectively that before
many years the pond, during the spring and fall

migration, had become a great resort for Canada
geese. Through his influence with the residents of

his neighborhood, the surrounding territory was
formed into a local wild life refuge, with very grati-

fying results.

In a recent number of the Canadian Forestry
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Journal, a periodical which is doing good work not
only in forestry but in game protection as well, Jack
Miner says: “At the present moment there are at
least two hundred and fifty beautiful white swans
and thousands of wild geese and ducks resting within
three miles of where we are now sitting; all con-
tented and resting under the sand bar along the
north shore of Lake Erie where twenty years ago it

was hardly safe for a sandpiper to alight. On the
Kingsville Game Reservation, bobwhite, the farmer’s
most loyal and beneficial friend, can be heard plainly
in increased numbers. Better education and a pub-
lic sentiment, brought about by the Essex County
Wild Life Conservation Association, has made this

wonderful change possible.”

This local sentiment and these local conditions are,

we believe, due almost entirely to the enthusiasm
and the faithful work of Mr. Jack Miner. For his

particular locality he has performed a great public
service.

A like service might be performed by a thousand
men for a thousand other localities in North Amer-
ica. The work of a generation of men devoted to

wild life protection has prepared the public mind
to feel a growing interest in this matter, and never
before have so many people been working at it as
are working at it today. These numbers should con-
tinually increase, and the benefits of protection
should be more constantly taught—by word of

mouth, by letter, and by means of printer’s ink.

It is well to point out now and then the accom-
plishments of a single man—a plain citizen—in this

important field.

OKEFINOKEE SWAMP

Q KEFINOKEE Swamp, “with no counterpart^ anywhere in the world, and containing numer-
ous features of extraordinary interest which call for
permanent national preservation,” according to the
Biological Survey of the United States Department
of Agriculture, is threatened by commercial exploita-

tion which will destroy its primeval conditions and
remove the last of the three great swamps of the
Atlantic seaboard.

Attention to the danger confronting this “greatest
natural wonder” of Georgia is called by a writer of

the Biological Survey, United States Department of
Agriculture, in Natural History (the Journal of the
American Museum of Natural History). He states

however, that the Okefinokee Society, which was or-

ganized in 1918 through local sentiment in Waycross,
Ga., a city near the swamp, is taking steps to pre-
serve the region for posterity. The Okefinokee So-
ciety, which is prepared to undertake the raising of
private funds, plans, after securing the area for a
reservation, to present it to the United States Gov-
ernment in order that it may be administered and
nerpetuated as a national wild-life refuge.
The Okefinokee covers nearly 700 square miles in

the southeastern part of Georgia. “Among the fresh-
water swamps east of the Mississippi,” says the
Biological Survey writer, “it is exceeded in size only
by the Everglades; and in the richness of its his-

torical and literary associations, in the marvelous
beauty and charm of its diversified scenery, and in

its extraordinary interest as a faunal and floral area.

Okefinokee Swamp is unique. It has no counterpart
anywhere in the world.

There are several respects in which the swamp
would make a particularly useful and valuable reser-
vation under Federal or other auspices. It is a

refuge for some exceptionally rare and interesting
forms of animal life. It is an important wintering
ground for large numbers of migratory waterfowl.
It still contains, in spite of extensive lumbering op-
erations, some five hundred square miles of diversi-

fied territory in an absolutely primeval state, offer-

ing to naturalists unsurpassed opportunities for
faunal and ecological studies. Moreover, it has a
distinct esthetic value, the extraordinary beauty of
its scenery making a strong appeal to all lovers of

nature who have been privileged to visit it.”

While the Okefinokee has enjoyed historical and
literary renown for over a century, its biological

features have been systematically investigated by
men of scientific training only within a comparative-
ly few years. These men believe that in the eastern
United States there is no area of equal extent which
affords such exceptional opportunities for the study
of animal life in a primeval environment. With the
rapid destruction of natural conditions over the en-

tire country, it is of the utmost importance from the
standpoint of science that at least a few areas here
and there be preserved in their original state.

RIVERS OF THE NORTH
r\ NLY those who have tracked a boat up one of the^ swift-running rivers of the North, day after

day, imbibing the ceaseless roar of the waters and
steadfastly laboring with titanic effort to overcome
the almost insurmountable obstacles along the shore,

have any real conception of the glory of outdoor life.

It is on such occasions that one comes to know and
to revere the giant forces of nature. Just so long as

a few feet are gained, a few sweepers overcome or a

bad piece of rapids negotiated, just so long will the
light of conquest lure one on to fresh exertions until

the long ascent is accomplished and that soul satisfy-

ing rest at the end assured.
Perhaps it is the wide visions of uncharted moun-

tain ranges that loom gigantic from the mists of

early morn or the far sight of snow patches glisten-

ing in the noonday sun that bring such sweet content
to the weary toiler as he breasts the cold current of

the stream and bends his back to the tug of the line

;

or maybe it is the ever present song of the river that

murmurs all day like a crooning lullaby. Ever at

dawn it falls faintly on the ears of the awakening
voyager and brings with it a sense of the eternal

poise that abides in nature; in the hush of noontime,
when the sun bathes the landscape with effulgent

light and the wilderness people are resting in the

grateful shade of the forests, the gentle lapping of

the water breeds a calm content; but it is at even-
tide that the song of the river speaks to the man who
is resting on its banks with a more potent voice.

Then he catches a note that has been lost to him dur-

ing the restless struggle of the day. It is a note of

immortality, without which all things in nature are
but as dust—the tone of divine assurance that all is

well with the world.
In the fret of every day life it is good to think of

the rivers of the North—those lonely streams that

have been pouring for untold centuries through the

pathless regions of the wilderness and to dwell upon
the majesty of their power. Their sources are in

the glacier-crowned mountain regions and the mighty
flood of water that they bear sweeps on forever.

Those who have breasted their icy current have
caught the contagion of magnetic power that lies in

them and forever after can know only of the strength

that overcomes and of the courage that endures.
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SOME MORE NOTES ON SHORE-BIRDS
WHILE WE SWELTER IN MIDSUMMER HEAT, SHORE-BIRDS FROM THE FAR NORTH
ARE ALREADY£HURRYING?ALONG*OUR SHORES TOWARDS THEIR WINTER GROUNDS

By JOHN T. NICHOLS

XV. The Phalaropes

THE phalaropes are among the most
interesting of shore-birds. There
are three known species. One of

these, the Wilson’s phalarope, is mostly
confined to the interior of North Amer-
ica; the other two, the red and northern
phalaropes, are circumpolar, breeding in

high northern latitudes and migrating
south in winter across the Equator. Con-
trary to the usual rule in birds, female
phalaropes are larger and more brightly
colored than the males, and although, of

course, the female lays the eggs, it is the

male that sits on them. Phalaropes
characteristically swim on the water like

miniature ducks. Except when on their

breeding grounds the red and northern
species occur at sea in flocks, the former
especially being rarely found near the
coast. These pelagic species have broad
flaps on the sides of their toes which aid

them in swimming. Wilson’s and north-
ern phalarope have very slender bills,

whereas the bill of the red is broader
from side to side. The Wilson’s phalar-

ope is the largest of the three, only a
little smaller than the lesser yellowleg;

the other two are scarcely larger than
the smallest sandpipers or “oxeyes”. The
red phalarope has the entire under parts
brownish red in summer, but in winter
all three species are gray above and
white below. There are comparatively
few records for the Wilson’s phalarope
on the Atlantic seaboard. In September,
1918, I had the pleasure of seeing one
on a piece of dead meadow at the south
shore of Long Island. A flock of about
twenty lesser yellowlegs came to my de-

coys and alighted on the meadow. With
them were a few birds of other species

and one in particular I had noticed on
the wing as being much whiter than its

associates. When the flock put down this

proved to be a Wilson’s phalarope, which
swam about in the puddles between the

dead marsh stubble where the other birds

were feeding. Occasionally individuals

of the northern phalarope may be seen

almost any year over these meadows in

southward migration. They come to de-

coys as do other shore-birds, and most
of them are in the streaked plumage of

the young of the year. Floating water-

weed is a favorite place for them to

alight. They walk about over it or swim
across bits of open water indifferently.

On taking wing they utter a chipping

note suggesting somewhat the short

auerulous “kep” note of the sanderling.

The white-rump

XVI. Ringneck and Piping Plover

THE little ringneck, scarcely larger
than an “oxeye”, is one of our com-
monest shore-birds. Besides being

much smaller, it differs notably in color

from the killdeer, in that it has a single

black band across the white under parts.

Its upper parts are almost the exact
color of mud or wet sand on the coast-

wise flats where the bird is abundant
spring and fall.

It also occurs on the marshes and to

a less extent on the beaches, and is occa-

sionally found inland. When sufficiently

numerous it associates in larger or smal-
ler flocks of its own kind. Single birds

travel with the smaller “oxeyes” or with
larger species such as the yellowlegs, be-

ing strong fliers, and apparently able to

keep up with these larger birds without
difficulty. The ringneck’s ordinary note
is a short mellow whistled “tyoo-eep”.

The abundant ringed plover of Europe
differs very little from our ringneck.
The color of the piping plover is very

interesting to compare with that of the
ringneck, being much paler, and match-
ing so well the dry sands of the ocean
beaches where they nest as to render the
bird almost invisible when motionless.

This species is about the size of the ring-

neck with a not dissimilar color pattern,
but the dark ring is imperfect, very sel-

dom meeting in front. It may be found
breeding sparingly along the coast as far
south as Virginia, and in winter gathers
in flocks on the Florida beaches. The
thought of its plaintive piping summer
notes takes me back to the sand dunes
of Cape Cod standing in the dazzling
sunshine. I have known of a single pip-

ing plover coming to decoys set out on
the meadows for migrant shore-birds,

showing to what an extent shore-birds
of different tastes and habits associate

during the migration period, for the bird

has very little affinity for the meadows.
A third species of small plover breeds

along the beaches of our southern coasts,

namely the Wilson’s plover. This has
upper parts intermediate in tone between
those of the others, is a little larger

than either, with a much longer and
larger bill. Its notes with which I am
familiar are chirping in character, quite

different from those of the other two.

XVII. The Solitary Sandpiper

THE solitary sandpiper is intermedi-

ate in size and appearance between
the smaller spotted sandpiper and

the larger yellowleg. It is characteristic

of woodland ponds and streams, seen

singly or two or three together, and in

small flocks of perhaps half a dozen birds

during the southward migration. On
taking wing it has a sharp “peet weet”
note almost identical with some of the

spotted sandpiper’s calls. In the air the

very dark blackish under-surface of its

wings is diagnostic, and birds on the

ground frequently raise the wings over

the back, displaying this mark to advan-
tage. In alighting the solitary sandpiper
generally drops down abruptly, and then

spreads the tail, which at a distance

looks white with a black center. In mi-

gration it may be seen flying over the

meadows less rarely than is sometimes

supposed, but very seldom comes to de-

coys set out for other species. It shares
with the green sandpiper of Europe the
remarkable habit for a shore-bird of lay-

ing its eggs in the abandoned nest of a
robin, grackle or other tree-nesting bird.

In September, 1917, three or four soli-

tary sandpipers frequented the muddy
edge of a small woodland pond near my
home. They moved about rather slug-

gishly on the mud and in the edge of the
water to the depth of their thighs, every
once and a while bobbing the head and
neck, a habit shared by the spotted sand-
piper, both yellowlegs and willet. At
frequent intervals they stopped and
scratched the head with one foot. They
bathed thoroughly, ducking and splash-

ing and sitting in the water soaking, and
at the conclusion of the bath the birds

tripped out on to the mud, raised the

wings once or twice and preened them-
selves thoroughly.

XVIII. Willet

M OST of the shore-birds breed in the

north, some of them even in the

polar regions, but the willet is a

more southern species, whose nesting
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grounds extend over the United States
to Florida and the Gulf coast. Two
races of this bird are recognized, one of

them, which was formerly common as a
breeder on our Atlantic coast, is now
almost exterminated, though willet occur
sparingly now during the southward mi-
gration period along that seaboard as
far north as New England.
They nest in grassy marshes and are

an exceedingly noisy bird on the nesting
grounds. During migration on the At-
lantic seaboard they are usually seen
singly, though at times in flocks of six

or a dozen. They are rather tame and
come to decoys nicely, responding to an
imitation of the call of the black-breast
plover. Their own flight note, a gull-

like “kyuk”, is difficult to imitate. A
less frequent cry is like the whistle of

the greater yellowleg, but pitched lower.

This is one of the largest of our shore-

birds, being between the greater yellow-

leg and the jack curlew in size. Its pre-

dominant colors are pale-gray and white,

the wing very boldly striped with black
and white.

XIX. Upland Plover

THE upland plover is a brownish bird

about as large as a lesser yellowleg,

with shorter bill and legs, and the

outer wing quill barred with white. It

formerly bred over a large part of North
America, south to the United States,

but was esteemed a great delicacy, and
of late has become rare in much of its

range on account of having been too per-

sistently hunted. It frequented open,

grassy plains, was wary and very diffi-

cult to approach on foot, and therefore

sportsmen habitually pursued it in horse-

drawn vehicles, of which it was much less

suspicious, to get within gunshot.

tester

Least S anepjper

Foot Prints

As its name implies, the upland plover
is almost exclusively an upland bird,

though individuals occasionally occur
over the coastwise meadows in migra-
tion. It usually occurs singly or but a
few individuals together. It spends the
winter on the Pampas of South America,
south to Argentina.

XX. Sanderling or Surf Snipe

S
ANDERLING and surf snipe are
equally appropriate names for these
birds, which occur in flocks of vary-

ing size. They skirt the beach just over
the tiers of breakers and feed along the

ocean shore, busily probing the sand as

they go, following the advancing and re-

treating wash of the water. In keeping
with the gray sand and white surf their

colors are paler than those of their rela-

tives.

The sanderling is a small bird, smaller

than the krieker, its antithesis of the

meadows, though decidedly larger than
the oxeyes. In its several varying plum-
ages it may be recognized by the con-

stant, bold black and white striping of

its wing. Its common note is a short,

somewhat querulous “kep”. It breeds in

the far north and after the breeding sea-
son follows the shore-lines south in both
hemispheres. When the meadows are
deeply buried under winter ice the sand-
erling’s hunting ground along the surf-
line is unhampered, and though much
more common in migrations, a few indi-

viduals regularly linger in the latitude

of New York City during the winter.

XXI. The White-rump

THE white-rump is related to the
krieker though smaller. It is only
a trifle larger than the oxeyes in

size, and is seldom differentiated from
them by bay-men. Its upper tail-coverts

are white, and contrasted with the dark
back and tail, form its best field mark
in flight. It may be identified even more
readily by its very characteristic note,

a squeaky, mouse-like “jeet” which the
bird utters on the wing. During the
early part of the southward movement
of shore-birds it is comparatively scarce,

usually seen one or two together or

mixed with flocks of oxeyes. In Sep-
tember when the others are falling off

in numbers it becomes more numerous
forming small or moderate sized flocks

of its own. Like its nearest relatives

the krieker and least oxeye, it frequently
crouches motionless, when startled, to

escape detection, at such times being
very inconspicuous on the mud or grass.

XXII. American Dunlin or Red-
backed Sandpiper

THIS bird is of stocky build, a size

larger than the oxeyes, wifh a long,

slightly decurved bill. It generally
alights on sand or mud flats, or along

(continued on page 478 )

Sanderlings on the ocean beach, near Mastic, Long Island, photographed on September 15th, 1913, by John T. Nichols
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AN EFFICIENT PRINT DRYER
THAT THE AMATEUR PHOTO-
GRAPHER CAN CONSTRUCT

A PRINT dryer that will handle a

few or a great many prints at the

same time, automatically adjusting it-

self to accommodate the number that
happen to be ready for drying, may be
readily constructed by the amateur pho-
tographer. This device will do the work
rapidly and will leave the prints perfect-

ly flat when the moisture has been re-

moved. Best of all it may be made from
simple materials that can be brought to-

gether by anyone. The essentials neces-
sary for constructing this machine will

be a box of half-inch lumber, some
strawboard, blotting paper and muslin,
as well as an electric fan.

On the drawing the complete drying
machine is shown at No. 1. It consists

of a box body mounted on legs to ele-
vate it to the height of the air current
sent from the fan. The size of this
body may be constructed according to
the needs of the photographer, the
larger the box the more prints the dry-
ing machine will handle. If but few
prints are to be dryed at a time the
device will only need a small box for the
body. For the average amateur pho-
tographer who will develop from a dozen
to a hundred prints at one time the box
for the purpose should be twelve inches
square at the ends and twenty-four inch-
es long. Of course if the size of the
negative from which the prints are made
is a large one that will necessarily make
the size of the body larger. These di-
mensions are for the average size print,
say 4 x 5 or the postcard size camera.
This box for the body of the drying ma-
chine may be made from half-inch lum-
ber to the size desired or perhaps you
can find one ready made at the store

l/f/'E are depending upon the
rr friends and admirers of our

old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of

them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light ” have been

adopted by the United StatesArmy

;

his canoe has been preserved in the

Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen will

contribute to this department their

Hints and Kinks and trail-tested

contrivances.— [Editors.]

that will just fill the purpose. In any
case it should be made from boards that

are planed both sides so that it will not

scratch the wet and soft faces of the

prints should they come in contact with

the sides of the body when the device is

being loaded for taking the moisture

from the prints.

To make a suitable box ready for be-

coming the body to this dryer it should

have a hole, Y, cut in one end. For the

box of the size given, this opening in the

end should be eleven inches wide by ten

inches high. It should be carefully cut

in the end so that the wood is not split

and may be accomplished easily by first

boring with an inch bit at the four cor-

ners, marking out with a pencil, and then

sawing from one hole bored to another

until the whole four sides have been
sawed out. The four legs should be cut

from lumber two inches wide, eight

inches long, and half an inch thick. Se-

cure the legs to the four corners of the

body by means of small screws, each leg

being six inches high below the base of

the box. That is, the legs elevate the

body six inches from the floor to accom-
modate the height of the ordinary fan.

The position of the electric fan in con-

nection with this drying device is

marked, E, on the sketch in Figure one.

On the drawing at No. 1, the side is

shown cut away in order to show clearly

the internal consti’uction of the drying
machine. The part, H, is a half-inch

board eleven inches wide by twenty
inches long and has nailed to one end
the upright panel K. This panel, K, is

eleven inches wide and ten inches high.

When these two boards are in position,

as shown in the drawing, the panel, K,
always covers whatever of the opening,

Y, is not taken up by the pile of drying
prints, blotting paper, and strawboard
located at A. The part H, also acts as

a light weight over the contents of the

box, A, and keeps the drying prints

firmly in place in the dryer. Just how
these two pieces, K, and H, appear is

shown more clearly at the drawing
shown at No. 2. Notice that the up-
right part, K, is nailed in place half an
inch from the end of the horizontal

board H. If it were not for this part of

the dryer the breeze from the fan might
blow the contents of the machine out
of place and spoil its operation, or at
least a part of the air current would
be lost through the opening Y.
The sketch at No. 3 gives a detailed

constructional view of the inside of the
drying apparatus. The opening in the
end is indicated by the dotted lines at

Y, and the direction of the air current
from the fan is shown by the line of

arrows from R, the position of the fan,
to S, where the currents are released
from the rear of the body of the ma-
chine. If there was a hole in the rear
of the dryer similar to the one in the
front the air would pass too rapidly
through the corrugations of the straw-
board to effectively dry the prints. The
position of the panel, K, and its hori-

zontal part, H, is clearly indicated on
this sketch, which gives a side view of

the dryer.

To load this drying device when com-
pleted a number of pieces of straw-
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board should be cut eleven inches wide
by twenty inches long, also several

sheets of heavy blotting paper and mus-
lin cloth cut to the same dimensions. The
first layer to put in the box is a sheet

of the strawboard, Z, on No. 3. Over
this the blotter sheet, X, is located as

shown. Then the prints are placed next
and their position is labeled N, while

over the prints, which have been placed

in the dryer face up, a strip of the mus-
lin cloth, M, is placed. Then another
layer may be placed over the muslin and
the series built up again as described.

This operation is continued until all the
prints are in the dryer. Then the part,

K-H, is located in place on top of the

contents of the body and the electric

fan started directly in front. The cur-

rents of air will pass through the cor-

rugations of the strawboard and quickly

take away the moisture that has been
absorbed from the prints by the blotting

paper. In ten to twenty minutes the

prints will be perfectly dry and when
removed will lie out perfectly flat and
smooth.

F. E. Brimmer, New York.

A SPORT RAFT

A S this is the season for water sports

it may not be out of place to de-

scribe a diving raft that will afford much
pleasure to build and also to use after it

is completed. It is constructed of 2" x
10" cypress planks and measures 6' x 14'.

Four air tanks are used to give it buoy-
ancy. These are made from second-hand
kitchen boilers with all pipe fittings re-

moved and the openings plugged air-

tight. Fasten the boilers to the raft

2Z3

BRACKETS.
"C”

by thin iron straps secured with gal-
vanized iron bolts and screws. The div-

ing board measures 2" x 12" and is 12'

long. The frame to hold it in place is

made of 2 pieces of 2%" x 6" channel
iron (Carnegie C108) and 2 pieces of
3" x 5" angle iron (Carnegie A196), 20"

long and bolted to the board as shown in

cut. Drill 1" holes through all 4 pieces

and run a bolt through them and fasten

securely with washer and nut. Cover
the end of the board with best quality,

standard corrugated rubber matting
nailed on with copper tacks %" long.

Purchase a second-hand coil spring of

good tension and insert it as shown in

cut. The diving board should exert a
slight tension on the spring when it is

down against the bumper. The entire

float should not cost more than $100.00

if care is exercised in purchasing good

~IZM- second-hand material. An anchor and a
hold-fast cleat should be provided at one
end of the raft to hold it in position.
If you wish to change the location of
the float just pull up the anchor and
tow to wherever you wish. The whole

t^Xb E&Sfe'?.

S&ct/o/v A*J3-
iS/rpZj&rfTS F-CSS. p/YOT~~

arrangement will add a great deal to
the pleasure of diving and will be the
center of attraction to all who are fond
of water sports.

P. P. Avery, N. J.
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THE YELLOWSTONE PARK BILL
To the Editor of Forest and -Stream:
I AM opposed to the bill to dam and

ditch the Falls River in the southwest
corner of the Yellowstone National Park,
if the work is to g-o on within the Park;
outside of the Park I do not care.

If these people wish to make a big stor-
age lake in Idaho, they can dam Henry’s
Fork of Snake River and flood an im-
mense tract of country. They are not
obliged to go into the Park to get all
the water they can use and to get it high
enough for all the ground they can culti-
vate. I do not believe that they are
using one-twentieth part of the water,
either of Henry’s Fork, Bechler River,'
or Falls River.

The Falls River basin is a winter refuge
for moose and some other game. In all
the streams mentioned, there used to be
a grass— (?) alga—growing on the bot-
tom and as these streams are mostly fed
by big warm springs that come out from
under the Pitchstone Plateau, they do not
freeze, and the moose live on this grass.
I have seen domestic cattle eating it,

plunging their heads under water to get
it. Here the moose stay in winter, feed-
ing on this grass and on the willows.
There is less snow in this part of the
Park than elsewhere.
Moose winter also on the Upper Yel-

lowstone, feeding on the willows and the
lower branches of the trees. George
Shiras 3rd can tell you about seeing them
and their winter yards. Formerly moose
were quite plentiful on Snake River
around Jackson’s Lake, on up the River,
along Lewis giver, Lewis Lake and Sho-
shone Lake.

The project for damming the Yellow-
stone River at the outlet and raising the
Lake level would flood the Upper Yel-
lowstone Valley for a dozen or fifteen
miles, would cover many islands now
the breeding places for gulls and peli-

cans and would cover all the breeding
grounds of thousands of ducks and geese,
as well as feeding grounds for game. It
would flood also a good bit of the Pelican
Creek country, another breeding place.

If the people of Montana want to
store the waters of the Yelowstone River,
they can build dams at “Yankee Jim”
Canyon, and in the Lower Canyon just
above Livingston. To do this they would
be obliged to buy out the few ranches
they would flood, but why should they
do this when they do not now use one-
tenth of the water of the Yellowstone
River?

I should like to find out who is behind
the effort to push forward this desecra-
tion of the Yellowstone Park. Who is

putting up the money for those reported
schools and such other educational work?

I have been like many other Montana
people who complain of the Park because
it has been handed over in a way to a
private corporation for hotel and trans-
portation purposes. This corporation is
fighting all the little outsiders and trying
to keep them from taking camping
parties into the Park. They call them
sagebrush tourists.” The unpopularity

of these corporations may lead Idaho and
Montana to advocate almost anything
that will hurt the Park and the company.
As managed under Col. John Pitches

the Park made friends; but under some
other superintendents it has made a
great many enemies.
There is plenty of water in the Yellow-

stone River to irrigate all the country
below the Lower Canyon. Besides this
water, there are some large streams com-
ing in from both sides below the Can-
yon. On these streams small dams could
be built that would store millions of gal-
lons of water, more than enough to irri-
gate all the cultivatable land along their
banks; and then there is the tremendous
flow of the Yellowstone going to waste.
The scheme of cutting through the Con-

tinental Divide to send the waters of the
Yellowstone into Heart River and so on
down the Snake, would be like cutting
the Panama Canal through at ocean level
to let the waters of the Pacific in to
raise the tide of the Atlantic. In Snake
River and its branches there is plenty of
water that they will never use. Why
should they talk about such hare-brained
schemes? Let them wait a few hundred
years, or until this water is really needed.
Our country should first pay off some of
its debts and not waste any more money
on such unnecessary projects.

Why is it that so many people—money-
making schemers—are unwilling to see
a few spots in this land where nature
is left alone? They want to grab every-
thing in sight.

For the sake of humanity, let us try
to make the Yellowstone National Park
what it was set aside for, a pleasure
ground for the people for all time. That
means for all the people, and not for any
one class of people. Only in this way
can we enjoy the full benefits that were
conceived by those who had the vision to
establish it.

Billy Hofer, Montana.

FISHING IN MAINE
T° the Editor of Forest and Stream •M Y Partner-in-fishing and I have had a

good trip after “square-tails,” and Iwant you to hear about it We arrived at
the station called Troutdale, on the
• lame Central R. R. at noon. May 8th
ana went across Mosquito Narrows, onLake Moxie, to Troutdale Camps, newly
opened by Mr. C. S. Pierce.
After a fine dinner, which included apound trout at each plate, A1 and I went

i

shm£- Moxie is pre-eminently a trout
lake. There are a few salmon in it, asone of its tributaries, Baker Pond, is full
of them. There was a strong gale blow-
ing straight from the north, which did
not look good, but we were there to fish
So we went out. We used live bait, part
of the time, and Rangeley Spinner loaded
with angle-worms part of the time. We
finally settled on the spinners with worms
I hat afternoon we took four half-pound-
ers and one weighing one lb. and six
ounces. Before we went out we were
shown a trout caught a few days before
weighing five and one-half pounds. While
out on the water in the evening we saw
one weighing three lbs. token by MrFrank Hilton, Chief Fire Warden for that
district. The next day, Friday, the wind
blew as strong as ever. In all the fore-
noon we took one half-pound trout. After
dinner we got Mr. Pierce to take the oars
and pick the fishing places for us. Be-
ginning moderately, we took a pound-and-
a-half fish; then two two-pounders, one
two lbs. and three-quarters, one four lbs.,
and one four lbs. and a quarter. Bear in
mind that these were all genuine native,
square-tailed, spotted trout, full of pluck
and fight, xhe flesh is deep salmon-col-
ored, the flavor is of the best, with no
muddy taste. The two biggest ones were
each twenty inches long, the two and
three-quarter lbs., 18 inches; the one and
one-half to two lbs., about sixteen inches.

Mr. Arthur Briggs, of Winthropi
Maine, was on the train when we went
up co the Lake, and told us of taking
one of five and one-quarter lbs., the previ-
ous Sunday. He also said that the Hatch-
ery people dipped trout nearly every fall
weighing over eight pounds. There is
only one public sporting-camp on the
Lake, and but a few private ones. The
Lake is about nine miles long, lying
north and south, with the inlet at the
south end. Plenty of good fishing in near-
by waters, both streams and ponds. I
can get all the trout I want, right in mid-
summer, at the mouths of the streams.

I have fished there at long intervals for
nearly forty years, and, honestly, I do not
know of a sheet of trout-water I would
rather go to.

Merton H. French, Maine.
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RAIL BIRDS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
DO not know of any birds on the Paci-

fic Coast that are becoming extinct so

fast as the rails. All sorts and condi-

tions of rails from big to little. They

are well protected by both Federal and

State laws but their habits are such that

the laws do not seem to save them. They

skulk in the grass and weeds at low

water, but when flood time comes, it

di’ives them from this shelter; they flush

easily and the general run of shooters

feel like taking a pop at one, law or no

law, then when the bird drops, the shoot-

er often has lost his enthusiasm and does

not stop to pick it up, or if he stops it

is only to throw the rail into the weeds

a bit further out of sight, else where the

tide is running rapidly that it may drift

the faster towards open water where the

gulls will see to it that no telltale evi-

dence is left.

Going along the shore to my duck blind

I have often warned shooters, mostly

Italians and Japs, who, it was self evi-

dent, had not paid the twenty-five dollars

required for an alien license. “Do you

know you are violating the law killing

those rails and shore birds?” I would

ask them, for the small sandpipers or

even a killdeer sitting on her eggs are not

safe from that kind of a gunner. “You

game man? Show your badge,” they

would reply, and when I could not I am
told with a threatening motion of the

alien’s gun, “You better git or I fix you,”

and there is nothing to do but to “git”

for the law-breaker will shoot, as some

of the game deputies have found out to

their cost.

The state is helpless, there are nowhere

enough deputy wardens to patrol the hun-

dreds of miles of bay shore and tulle

marsh, so the foreigners work their own

sweet will, helped by half-grown boys

and irresponsible licensed gunners, on the

rails and the shore birds. There seems

no way of checking them and the birds

are disappearing rapidly.

Their scarcity was shown by a trip

made after duck eggs for the State Game
Farm. The land was an ideal spot, a

low, flooded pasture, just the spot where

there would have been plenty of rail in

game’s more prosperous days. Well, in

all, the party found eleven nests of ducks,

containing eighty-three eggs, most of

which were hatched and all or nearly all

of the mud-hen chicks reached maturity.

Great fighters they were too, afraid of

nothing and as ready to tackle a big

Canada goose, as a bird of their own size.

We also found the grass-woven nest of

a lone pair of sora rail—there should

have been thirty nests—holding fourteen

eggs.

The rail eggs were placed in an incu-

bator with a big batch of quail eggs and

while a large portion hatched, the chicks

were feeble and began to die before the

shell was off their backs.

The bantam hen to whom they were

given did her best, but that was not good

enough. They answered to her cluck,

hunted for worms when she scratched

and adopted her for their mother, but

something was wrong, for on the second

day only five remained alive. These

were active and seemed to be gaining in

strength. The writer was fortunate in

being on hand to take a snap-shot of the

bunch. The movie-man also was tele-

phoned to hurry that he might take a

picture the like of which he would never

have a chance to get again. He did

hurry but arrived too late. The baby

rail were all dead. They dropped off as

suddenly as an old man might with heart

disease, and were dead before anyone

knew they were sick. A like thing hap-

pened later to a hatching of red-head

ducks. There were ten in all and they

acted as lively as if following their nat-

ural mother through the marsh.

Morning saw them healthy and strong,

eating their rations with a good appetite.

Before night every one was dead and to

this day no one knows what killed them;

something missing, perhaps, from their

bill of fare that they needed or too much

of something else that was harmful.

Anyway theiy died, which was discourag-

ing to those who by artificial hatching

are experimenting with home-raising of

wild game.
On the other hand a farmer, when out

Sora rail chicks

on the marsh, tip-winged a canvas back,

caught her, brought her home and turned

her loose in the poultry yard where she

made herself as much at home as if

hatched and raised there. She soon

learned to follow the example of the hens

and scratch for worms, which she did

until her feet became calloused.

The losing out of the rail deprives us

of what should have been a much appre-

ciated game bird, one which when prop-

erly prepared for the table is as good as

the best. King rails compare favorably

with prairie chickens. Some prefer the

sora to jack-snipe.

Some years ago at a certain hunting
resort the king rails were often broiled

with bacon and served at the same meal
as prairie chickens; they were eaten

while the chickens went begging for pat-

ronage as long as any of the rail re-

mained. The sora also, if cooked right,

passed, except as to shape, for jacksnipe,

only perhaps a little more tender, and
for one I am sorry, very sorry, that they

are joining so rapidly the ranks of things

that once were.

The alien shooters will sneak one over

on the law when they can, some because

they don’t know better, others because

they don’t care. The Fish and Game
Commission is aware of the fact but

powerless to prevent it. Game wardens

are doing their best to enforce the law;

the state for years has been trying to

educate the people, but many of them

won’t stand for being educated when edu-

cation interferes with what they term

“sport”. These care nothing about game
being on the decrease, about the danger

of rail and shore-birds becoming extinct.

It is questionable even if such drastic

laws for protection as have recently been

passed in Minnesota and North Dakota

to save the grouse would help the rail

much. Certainly “no open season” is not

helping the rail on the Pacific Coast or

the shore-birds either. Perhaps to do

away with all fines and to have the pun-

ishment a jail sentence only would help.

It might be tried, for nothing can be

worse than the present situation.

E. T. Martin, California.

SACO RIVER CANOE TRIP
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
read the letter by Ernest F. Brown
on “Canoeing on the Saco River” in

the May issue of Forest and Stream.

It was a very interesting description, but

I think he made a few mistakes on the

distances. The way he reckons it, it

would be only fifteen miles from Swan’s

Falls to Lowells Pond; but everyone

around here calls it twenty-eight miles.

One year ago last March, after the

river was clear of ice, my brother Clifford,

another boy and myself took the trip

which they call “going around river,” that

is, going from Swan’s Falls to Lowells

Pond, which is as I said before twenty-

eight miles. The river was quite high

and swift. We did not start until the

middle of the afternoon and we paddled

into the lower end of Lowells Pond just

three hours from the time we left Swan’s

Falls. Two of us paddled all the way
and we carried around the rapids by the

covered bridge below Pleasant Pond. The
ice had not gone out of the pond and we
had to leave our canoe in the woods at

the foot of the pond, and walk home,

which was about three and one-half miles.

A great many people take this trip in

the summer, but they usually make a two

days’ trip of it. It is an excellent trip to

take, as there is only one set of rapids

to go around and it affords beautiful

scenery. The river goes around two
mountains and by paddling up the outlet

of the pond and the length of the pond
you come back to within two and one-half

miles of your starting point.

Harold F. Eastman, Fryeburg, Maine.

WIRE BIRD NESTS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
NOTICED that my house wrens did not

build in one of their old houses this year

but built in a new one. I saw them work-
ing around the old house and thought

everything all right. That was three

weeks ago. One evening this week I took

a step-ladder and took a look at the old

house. The hole or entrance was complete-

ly closed with old twigs and wire, evident-

ly they had tried to clean house but

failed. Then I tried it. I took a strong

wire and made a hook on the end and
went at it, but I had to give it up.
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I found wire and twigs all matted to-
gether. No wonder the wrens gave it up!
The wires were in pieces from one to four
inches, and were old remnants of chicken
wire, and the wood was from a plum tree,
hard and tough. In the future I will
make a door at the back large enough
to clean them out. It was new to me to
know that a bird used old rusty pieces
of chicken wire to build a nest. Perhaps
others will tell me its an old trick.

H. L. Allen,
Prince Bay, N. Y., June 10, ’20.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION
NOTES

IN accord with Article XII of the Con-
•* stitution, notice is hereby given that
the following amendments will be pro-
posed at the next meeting of the Execu-
tive Committee of the American Canoe
Association, to wit:

Article VI, Section 10, on Page 12 of
the 1917 Year-Book by adding after the
word “Association” in the tenth line, the
words “or a copy of the suggested amend-
ment has been mailed to each member to

his last known post office address.”
Article X to be amended by adding

after the word “Organs,” in the fifteenth
line on page thirteen, the words “or a
copy of said application has been mailed
to each member of the Association to his
last known post office address.”
After the word “Publication” in the

eighteenth line, change the “of” to “or.”
And on page fourteen, strike out in the

third line after the word “Notice,” “in
one of the official organs.”
Amend Article XII by adding after

the word “upon” in the fifth line, the
words “or a copy of suggested amend-
ment has been mailed to each member to

his last known post office address.”
After the word “Publication” in the

seventh line, the words “or notice.”
The following amendments will be of-

fered to the By-Laws by striking out the
words “to the official organ for publica-
tion in the next issue” in the thirteenth
line of Chapter 1, Section 1.

Chapter IX to be amended by striking
out “in time for publication” in the
twenty-fourth line.

Chapter XIII to be amended by adding
after the word “organs,” in the fourth
line, the words “or a copy of suggested
amendment has been mailed to each mem-
ber to his last known post office address.”
The Racing Regulations to be amended

in Rule XXVIII after the word “Associa-
tion,” in the fourth line, the words “or
a copy of said proposed amendment has
been mailed to each member to, his last
known post office address.”

Notice is also given that at the next
meeting of the Executive Committee an
amendment will be proposed to Chapter
1, Sections 1, 2 and 3 of the By-Laws
in relation to changing the amount of
dues of the Association from the present
rate to an increased amount, such amount
to be determined upon by the Committee
after a full discussion thereof.
At the present time, owing to the ne-

cessities of the times, the present rate of
dues do not bring in a sufficient revenue
to meet the expenses of the Association,
and it is proposed at the next meeting of

the Executive Committee to consider the
advisability of reconsidering the action
taken at the last meeting of the Execu-
tive Committee and propose an increase
in the dues, not to exceed Five Dollars
per annum.
The language of such an amendment

will be practically the same as at present
appearing in the Year-Book of 1918-19,
with the exception that the amount of the
proposed dues will be included.

Robert J. Wilken.
Payne L. Kretzmer.

A TALE OF TWO WOODCOCK
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

M R. ALEC. CRATER, a prominent
resident of Bound Brook, New Jer-

sey, a real sportsman and game protector,
has two mounted woodcock, that he did
not shoot, but which were killed and pre-
sented to him, in a most unusual manner.

Thirty-six years ago, while working in

a powder mill near Lake Hopatcong, Mr.
Crater, with twelve others, was working

Woodcock killed by explosion

in one building, making the unlucky num-
ber, thirteen. Lucky for some, and un-
lucky for others.

Mr. Crater, with two others, came out
of the building and went down a hill
about fifty feet to a well, where they went
to get a drink of water. Mr. Crater left
his companions at the well, and started
for the building. He reached the door
of the building and was about to enter
when one of his companions called him
back to show him a snake near the well.
Just as Mr. Crater reached the well a
terrible explosion occurred in the building
that he had just left. The main force of
the explosion, traveled in an opposite di-
rection from the well. Mr. Crater was
blown twenty feet. His hat brim was torn
off, the works of his watch were blown
out, and not one spring or wheel was ever
found. The first words he heard when he
came to, were: “Are you dead?” “No,” re-
plied Mr. Crater, “I am alive and kick-
ing.” The three thirsty men, who had
gone to the well, were the only ones left
alive of the unlucky number thirteen.
The ten that were in the building were
blown to atoms. A hole, forty feet across,
and twenty feet deep, appeared where the
building stood. A path was cut through
the forest, as if a cyclone had passed.
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Oak trees, two feet in diameter, were cut
off like pipe stems. Rabbits, groundhogs,
robins and the two woodcock were found
killed by the explosion.
The superintendent of the plant had the

woodcock mounted in New York, and pre-
sented them to Mr. Crater. Among the
relics of the explosion, picked up by Mr.
Crater, was a knee-cap, or patella,
wrapped in a piece of sheet lead, a freak
of the explosion force.

Mr. Crater being an expert mechanic,
presented a small steam engine to the su-
perintendent, which he had made from
two hundred and sixty-four pieces of
metal he had picked up in the woods, rel-
ics of the explosion.

J. B. Pardoe, N. J.

THEN AND NOW
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
TN the June number of the Forest and
1 Stream, Dr. Henshall gives the best
description of the St. Lucie River, when
the East Coast of Florida was a wilder-
ness, that has ever been published.

I had the pleasure of reading that de-
scription to Mr. Otto Stypman, who en-
tered and made the second homestead
filing on land near the said river (on a
part of said homestead is now located
the city of Stuart)

;
but Mr. Stypman did

not locate here until 1883. He was glad
that the early history of the St. Lucie
River had been given such wide circula-
tion, as he found the same conditions-
that Dr. Henshall describes, when he
made his settlement here, and the only
way of travel was -by sail boat on the
St. Lucie and the Indian Rivers.
The St Lucie River, with its two forks,,

drains a basin 20 miles in width by 50-

miles in length, and in times of excessive-
rainfall it carries so much flood water-
that now, since an Inlet has been opened
to the ocean, its dark waters discolor the
ocean water more than a mile from its

mouth
;
then it had to discharge through

the Indian River, at the St. Lucie Inlet
22 miles north, or the Jupiter Inlet 20
miles south, and this high water gave so
strong a current that sailboats could not
go against it, and had to lay by at an-
chor, sometimes for weeks at a time. And
these same conditions existed after every-
period of 3 or 4 days of strong north
winds, which would drive the water of
the Indian River, with its wide, shallow
bays and sounds, for a distance of over-
200 miles down to the St. Lucie River,,
where the Jupiter Narrows, the only out-
let, could not care for the flood water,
which would back up the St. Lucie and
flood the low lands.

In 1883 the mullet was the only ocean
fish that came into the St. Lucie, and its.

sand bars and shallow places were cov-
ered with water plants, on which black-
ducks, mallards, widgeon, pintail and
canvas-back, in the winter season, came
in thousands to feed. (Now we never
see any ducks on the river, but a small
fish-duck, about the size of a blue-bill.)

By the winter of 1891 settlers had lo-

cated about 15 miles south of then Fort
Capron (now Fort Pierce), here and
there on the main land down to the St.

Lucie and up its shores to the Forks, un-
til there were 18 of such settlers growing-
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pine-apples, and as their crops had to

go to market in sail-boats, if wind and

water conditions were unfavorable they

lost their crops for lack of transporta-

tion to market. Having lost the 1891

crop from this cause they determined to

open an inlet of their own, by cutting

through the 200 yards of the Hutchin-

son Island to give the St. Lucie an out-

let to the ocean.

Some $1,500 in cash was raised from
all the settlers and a suction dredge

was hired which cut a 50 foot channel

from the river through the mangroves to

the sand bar ridge at the ocean beach,

and then the settlers anxiously waited

and wished for a high northern gale,

which did not come until the latter part of

January, 1892, and then by agreement

all the settlers gathered at the dredged

canal, and cut a ditch 6 feet wide, with

their shovels, from the ocean to within a

few feet of the canal, and then they

rested and waited for low tide in the

ocean. At low tide they removed the dam
between the canal and their ditch, and
the river water went pouring down into

the ocean, widening and tearing the

banks of the ditch, until at flood tide

there was a channel 50 yards wide con-

necting the river with the ocean, and
which by the next morning had widened

to 200 yards. The rainy season of early

March gave a great rainfall on the basin

of the St. Lucie, and this was accompa-
nied by a succession of northerly gales,

with the result by the first of May, of an
Inlet more than % mile wide through
which the tides ebb and flow; which, in-

let at the present time is about one half

mile in width.

The opening of this Inlet entirely

changed the lower 18 miles of the St.

Lucie River, up either fork, from a

great inland lake filled with bass and
other fresh water fishes, to a salt water
estuary in which all the general varie-

ties of salt water fishes are found; but

the lakes and ponds scattered all over

the Flat Woods region of the main land,

are full of big-mouth bass, bream and
other fresh water fishes, on which to

the regret of all true sportsmen there

is no limit as to the number, or weight
of the catch.

Permit me to hold up td the disgust and
derision of all true lovers of the angle,

one northern man, who claimed to be the

Chief of Police of Terre Haute, Indiana,
who stood by a channel between two
lakes last winter, and caught 100 black

bass, with an artificial minnow, and
boasted about his catch, and then took
his catch of 200 pounds to a fish market
and sold them for 8c. a pound, and I sup-
pose he now is bragging to his northern
friends about his big one-day’s catch, in

Florida.

If Dr. Henshall would now come to old

Fort Capron, now Fort Pierce, and make
a trip in a cabin launch, equipped with a

gasoline engine, he could, by trolling with
a spoon-hook in the Indian River and the
St. Lucie, catch all the kinds of fish he
then caught in the Indian River, but he
would have to go ten miles above the
Fork, up either fork, before he could
catch any black bass in the St. Lucie

River; but what a change the main land

would present to him.

From Fort Capron to the St. Lucie

fine dwellings surrounded by groves of

orange and grape-fruit trees all the way
to the St. Lucie, and up the St. Lucie

to and above the Fork; while on the east

and south of the Fork he would find the

city of Stuart with its five hotels, which,

with every available empty cottage and
furnished room in private residences and
many tents, are in the winter season oc-

cupied by anglers from the north, many
of whom have been coming to Stuart year

after year to devote their winter months
to angling in the St. Lucie, trolling in

power boats, or surf-casting from the

ocean beach, north or south of the St.

Lucie Inlet.

W. F. Rightmire, Florida.

'

Some boy but mostly fish

A GREAT NORTHERN PIKE
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

T HE great northern pike of our large

spring lakes usually live at a depth

where the water is cool and from the mid-

dle of May you find them moving from a

depth of one or two feet of water to an
increased depth of about three feet each

week until the first of August when they
are found in thirty to thirty-five feet of

water. There they lie just barely hidden
in what we call perch grass—waiting for

little fish to come along when they dart
out and catch their dinner. This catch

of my little boy’s is only a sample of the

beauties taken each year. It is great
sport to anchor in about twenty-five feet

of water and with two hundred feet of

enameled line hand cast your minnow sev-

enty-five to a hundred feet toward the
deep, and as the bait approaches the

bottom you carefully take up the
slack and if Mr. Pike has his meal
you will feel him gorging hook and

all. If no fish has struck you bring
the minnow in with little jerks of the

line, and often a pike will follow until

his appetite gets the better of his curiosi-

ty when he will grab, reel about and
start at break neck speed for deep water,
and when this happens it makes you think

you have hooked onto a freight train go-

ing in the opposite direction, and you
want to be mighty quick to throw out
line. After the fish has stopped running
and after allowing sufficient time for him
to swallow the bait you sink the barb
and then the real fun begins.

M. M. Scheid, Wisconsin.

WEIGHT OF FOXES
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

RESPONDING to your request for re-

ports on the weight of red foxes, I

have usually skinned foxes near the traps
with no scales handy, but this spring I

brought in a fat red vixen which weighed
twelve pounds. She contained six young*
not weighed, which probably weighed not
far from a pound.
Some years ago at a village grocery

the proprietor had a very large emascu~
lated cat which he was in the habit of

saying would weigh as much as a fox.

Bets were impending on the subject. Th&
next fox that I caught happened to be a
very large red male. I brought him
in whole and the interest in wagers
was pretty large. Bets ranged from
ten cents to fifty cents, representing the
financial situation of the locality. George
Mansfield bet thirty-five cents, all that
he had and all that he had had for some
time, on the cat. The proprietor, of
course, bet on his cat as a matter of senti-

ment. Everybody “hefted” the cat and
the fox several times before they were
weighed and Ed Curtis said that a dead
animal always weighed more than a live

one. The live one “set kind of light on
the scales.” The fox weighed fourteen
pounds and won only by a trifling margin.
The cat would have won as a rule. Both
of these were Connecticut foxes and both,

unusually large.

Robert T. Morris, New York.

To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

I
HAVE hunted foxes for years and"

have shot a good many ahead of the
hounds. It is the greatest hunting that
I know of. Having weighed a number
of foxes I have found that it takes a
large male to weigh 12% lbs. They
average from 10 to 11 lbs. when full

grown. I shot one once that weighed 14

lbs. and I secured the large price of

$4.50 for the pelt and it was prime fur
too. Last winter it would have brought
$30.00. During last season I shot six

reds and one gray ahead of my dogs and
their skins brought $146.50. My young-
est boy killed an old dog red fox New
Years Day that weighed 13 lbs.

F. L. Atwell, Conn.

TXT'E are anxious to hear from those of
'' our readers who are interested in

hunting dogs as to the best method of

training puppies for field work. There
are so many ideas on this subject that ex-

pressions of opinion from different angles

are always interesting.— [Editor.]
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The Man Above

is BART LEWIS the

American Professional

Trapshooting Champion

He holds, many wonderful

records, the most notable of

which is his score of

200 Straight 200

from the 18-yd. mark, made at

time he won his Championship

title. An Unprecedented and

Unbeatable Professional Trap-

shooting Performance.

Perfect from Primer to Crimp’
Send for Four Aces and a King ”

Mention this Magazine

OVERLOADED SHOTGUNS
THERE IS A CONSTANT TENDENCY NOWADAYS
TO SHOOT TOO HEAVY A CHARGE OF SHOT

By WILLIAM A. BRUETTE

HILE looking over and
analyzing- a series of

tests of various shot-

gun systems of boring
and shell-loading that

have been recently

conducted at the
Forest and Stream
Shooting School at

Tenafly, New Jersey,

and comparing them
with the tests that

were conducted by this

paper nearly forty years ago, one cannot

fail to be impressed by the constant ten-

dency both then and now towards the

overloading of shotguns of all gauges.

It is comparatively easy to understand

how such extremes were reached and

such abnormal loads developed in the

good old days of black powder, for then

everything was conducted on a rule of

thumb basis and one man’s opinion was
quite as good as another’s, for powders
were not thoroughly standardized and
the muzzle loading guns encouraged the

greatest latitude of opinion and en-

abled each man to experiment to his

heart’s content, but today the possibili-

ties of all of the better known powders
are well understood and the boring of

guns has been standardized to a remarka-
ble degree and we have accurate instru-

ments for determining the possibilities

of various combinations of powder and
shot. It, therefore, seems strange indeed

that practical sportsmen who desire to

improve their shooting in the field do

not experiment with the various com-

binations and determine accurately the

load of powder and shot that is particu-

larly adapted to their favorite gun and
their own peculiarities. In fact, the pe-

culiarities of the individual is the most
important unit in the equation and it

is the only one that has not in a way
been standardized. Few men go to the

trouble of determining just which load

will suit them and their particular

gun the best and a great majority of

sportsmen accept blindly the opinions

that were general among the sportsmen
of half a century ago, namely: that the

surest way to increase your efficiency in

the field was to pour a few more shot

into the barrel.

It would be difficult to perpetrate a

greater fallacy. There is a certain as-

certainable balance between powder and
shot gauges and game and distances.

There is another quite as important
ascertainable relationship between the

size and strength and peculiar nervous
organization of individuals and the

weight and proportion of weapons and
all of these things have to be properly
worked out to develop the highest degree

of efficiency, ease and general satisfac-

tion in the field. By this we mean that

the individual should have a gun whose
weight is suitable to his strength and
whose other proportions, as length of

barrel, stock, drop, pitch, etc., are adapt-
able to his physical peculiarities. Next
there is a gauge that will develop its

most effective pattern at the distances

that particular game birds are shot

at and a certain load of powder will de-

velop in a certain weight of shot the

highest velocity and penetration and the

evenest, best distributed pattern.

It is a fast, high velocity, evenly dis-

tributed load of shot, developing its

highest efficiency at assured game killing

distances, and not a black smear of bad-
ly distributed over-weighted load that

gives to the prosecution of sport the

keenest zest. Duck shooting at fifty

yards and upland bird shooting at

twenty-five yards are two distinct forms
of sport. They cannot be satisfactorily

approximated any more than can a man
of medium size and strength stand up
shot after shot under the heavy punish-
ing load that is assimilated by some sea-

soned veteran at the traps.

There is no overlooking the fact that
trapshooting in the days of live birds

and at the present time of clay birds has
had a very marked influence upon the
building of guns, the developing of pow-
ders and the loading of ammunition and
while much of this influence has been for

good, there is no denying that a good
deal of it has been for harm; particu-

larly does this apply to overloading and
a good deal of sloppy sportsmanship,
frequent misses, irregular form, wound-
ed birds and slow second birds can be

attributed to this error.”
,

Trapshooting and field shooting
are two distinct types of gunnery
and the net results and the conclu-

sions of a demonstration at the traps
cannot be applied literally and without
modification to field shooting. The ex-

perienced sportsman, the man who shoots

afield as well as at the traps and ana-
lyzes his work carefully, appreciates

this situation thoroughly and usually

adapts his load and his weapons to the

varied conditions. Unfortunately, how-
ever, there are many sportsmen who fail

to do this.

If we go back to the early days of

pigeon shooting, we find it recorded that
the overloading of weapons was carried

to an extent that resolved many matches
into mere tests of physical endurance.
One of the best known of the old-time

pigeon shooters was Capt. A. H. Bogar-
dus, a world’s champion who defended his

title both here and abroad. The Captain
was a man of unusual physique and
while the load in general use during this

period was 1% ounces in pigeon matches
where there was no limit, he was perfect-

ly capable of standing up under a load

of a couple of ounces of shot for bird

after bird.

Under the more or less fixed and arti-

ficial conditions of trapshooting, there

(continued on page 460)
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The thrill of the strike, the swish of

the line, the whirr of the reel, the myriad

diamonds flashing in the sun as King

Speckle-sides leaps from the pool in futile

fury, the filled creel—Kodak can keep for

you all these and bring them back at will

—at your will.

If it isn’t an Eastman
,
it isn’t a Kodak.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y., TheKodak City
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Save s
Elbow
Grease

The big advantage of Pyramid Solvent
is that it thoroughly cleans the firearm

without wearing out the human arm.

Pyramid Solvent
removes residue of high power smoke-
less and black powders and loosens metal
fouling without the hard work you are

accustomed to. Contains
no harmful chemical and
no moisture.

After Pyramid Solvent, always
use 3-in-One Oil to prevent rust

and to lubricate.

Pyramid Solvent is for 6ale by
most f . rearm dealers. 3 ounces in

a convenient flat can that fits

pocket or shooting kit, 30c per

can. I f you r dealer can’t supply

you, 6cnd35cand we will send

you a can postpaid.

Three-in-one Oil Co.
165 EZG Broadway, New York

ITHACAS.WIN
6 OUT OF 6

Paul Earl just won the South Carolina

Championship with an Ithaca. An Ithaca, has

won the South Carolina championship 5 time6

in 6 years. That's another world’s record for

Ithacas.

Any man can break more -targets with an

Ithaca

CATALOGUE FREE

Singles, S75 oo up. Doubles, $45.00 up.

ITHACA GUN CO., ITHACA, N. Y.

BOX 25

SSgSgPEBS-—

—

B—

Ih KERR gunIung
WEEBTNG OR LEATHER FOR ALL RIFLES

Used by Army, Navy and Marine Corps

AN AID TO ACCURACY
Ask your dealer or write us

MANUFACTURING & SALES CORP.
i 40 CEDAR ST. NEW YORK
l

WILDERNESS DWELLERS
HUNTING BIG GAME WITH A CAMERA IN THE HEART
OF THE NEW BRUNSWICK WILDS— CHAPTER SIX

By DR. THOMAS TRAVIS

T was the first time in

my life that I had
seen a real deer lick.

Of course I had seen

places where perhaps
the geological part of

the lick was there,

even though the deer
had vanished. But up
there in the New
Brunswick Wilds of

the Tobique and Ne-
pisiguit, I saw a deer

lick with as many wild deer and in as
wild a condition as in those dream days
when the white man had not appeared
with his far-shooting thundersticks

;
a

deer lick as it was when all this land
formed the hunting ground of the red
wielder of the stone-tipped arrow.

1 am giving here an absolutely accu-
rate account,—not merely from memory,
but checked up at every step by accurate
counts of the actual number of animals
we met and the way they acted.

Charlie Cremin, the famous New
Brunswick guide, was my pilot. We
started from the log camp on second
Bathurst, or Nepisiguit lake, and pad-
died through the narrows up to the log-

ging camp, long since abandoned, on
First Bathurst lake,—a distance of per-
haps two or three miles. There we
hauled up our canoe, took the carry bas-
ket and camera, and stepped softly into

the trail that runs north for some six

miles, into the heart of the wilderness
to a little swamp hole called Gordon
Pond, so named because a famous Mrs.
Gordon shot her first big moose there.

That trail runs through what was once
a broad sled road for logs. Now it is

overgrown with raspberry and alder,

scrub fir and spruce. It is filled with
spring holes and it is in parts heaped
knee deep with damp and luxurious moss.

Following along the course of the tiny

stream that trickles down through the
valley we came to the first opening in

the forest,—a long, shallow swamp pond
some two hundred yards long by fifty

wide. Here we crept to the reed-covered
edge and watched a pair of moose, a
bull and a young cow, feeding at the

upper end. I set the camera and crept

up to within seventy yards, but that
was much too far for a camera picture,

so Charlie undertook td make his way
around the north end and drive the

moose past the films, while I waited,

seated on the huge skeleton of a bull

moose killed and eaten the year before,

its great bones lying yellow and sugges-
tive in the dense reeds at the forest edge.

How Charlie got through that slough
I never knew; but he did, and came back,

only this I know, I sat half an hour
watching the pair of moose feed and
wallow in the muddy waters, saw them
slowly come my way; watched while
they came to within fifty yards,—but
always in the shadows where the camera
could not see as well as the naked eye.

As they scrambled up the muddy bank
together they made a magnificent photo
to the eye; but the lenses could not
record them. That picture I have only
in my mind’s eye. It was the first pair
cf moose I had seen together and watched
for so long a time at close range.

So we started on up the trail, and ran
smack into a bunch of partridge, that is

to say, ruffed grouse. And they stood
there chuckling and walking and hopping
just like chickens; so tame and fearless

that we came within five yards before
they even thought of getting away. In
fact the old mother sat there for her
photo, posing with almost human man-
nerism on the log around which her brood
was picking its breakfast. We counted

ten of them besides the mother bird.

A deer photographed on a lick in the New Brunswick wilds
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The hunters faithful friend

Ms Indian
Strong, swift, sure-footed, dependable on narrow paths and
on roads deep with mud or sand, the INDIAN is indeed a
worthy companion of the out-of-doors man. Power and
speed are yours for a twist of the wrist. The world-famous
Cradle Spring frame assures a maximum of comfortable riding

over the roughest going. Ease and comfort are carried out in

every detail ofINDIAN construction. The spacious INDIAN
Side Car amply accommodates your dogs and outfit.

What more can you ask to make the pleasure of your out-

of-doors day complete?

See your INDIAN dealer today. Choose from the many
1920 INDIAN Models the one that best suits your own
requirements. And get an immediate demonstration.

A Dollar for every

accepted photo

Motorcycle friends:

Mai! us interesting

snapshots of your
INDIAN hunting

and fishing trips—
zvith a little story of

the picture. A dollar

hill iAH be sent you
at once for every
accepted photo.

Dept 10

Hendee Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Mass.

The Largest Motorcycle Manufacturer in the World
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Make the Vision
Come True

D REAMS of bringing down .big

game are reasonably certain to

come true this vacation if your rifle

is equipped with

LYMAN SIGHTS
The Lyman principle of

rear aperture sighting

makes quick, accurate

shooting easy. Lyman
Combination Rear Sights

and Lyman Receiver Sights

are made for all American
and most foreign rifles. If

your dealer can’t supply
you, give us his name, the

make, model and caliber of

your rifle, and the sights

you want. Write for our
Free Book on sights, shoot-

ing, care of guns, etc.

Lyman Gun Sight

Corporation

110 West Street

No. 1A Combination Middlefield, Conn.
Rear Sight $5.50

PAT.

I

APPLIED'

MADE EM
The Wilbur shotgun peep sight will revolutionize

wing shooting; no excuse for missing; game birds or

clay b rds. Patented and perfected by an old trap

and field shooter. Teaches the art of wing shooting;

will increase the score of the trap shooter; corrects

the faults of old shooters: shows how to lead your
birds; compels proper handling of gun: puts the

shooter down on his gun where he belongs; proves

the correct fitting of your gun.
Made of blued steel, clamps instantly and rigidly

on breech of barrels. Fast enough for use in snap
shooting. Has two openings with center post for

alignment with ordinary sight at end of barrels.

Any object seen by the shooter through this sight

when trigger is pulled, is DEAD — as such object

must be at the time in shot pattern when gun is

discharged. On quartering birds lead is shown ab-
solutely — NO GUESS WORK.
MADE IN i2 and 20-GAUGE ONLY. Not made

for single-barrel or pump guns.
Price, postpaid. $2.50, with full instructions in

the art of wing shooting.
Write for “Treatise Wing Shooting Made Easy.”

WILBUR GUN SIGHT
116 West 39th St, Room 140, New York City, N. Y.

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

1440 E. 63rd St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Further we came to an old beaver dam,
one of the prettiest sites I have ever

seen chosen by these wise folk of the

wilds,—a picture of such artistic beauty

that I took it, even though the beavers

were not at home.
Scarcely had we topped the rise be-

yond the old dam when Charlie touched

me cautiously on the arm and stopped.

There was a young bull standing watch-

ing us from the trail, a three-year-old

according to Charlie’s judgment. And
we tried to stalk it in the open,—for it

saw us both clearly. But when about

fifty yards away, off it went through the

scrub growth and into the forest.

It was there we had another illustra-

tion of the grasshopper legs of the

moose and their use. He went through

that scrub just as a horse would through

tall grasses,—and with scarcely more
noise. Antlers thrown slightly back, so

as not to catch in the branches, legs

lifting and falling with the odd motion

that does not drag hoof or hock, but lifts

like a backhanded goose step, he went
through that heartbreaking growth with

no apparent trouble at all.

THEN we traveled north again.

Charlie was looking for big game,
and so did not see the junco even

as it whipped beneath his feet, but I

stopped, and looking where the tiny gray
mite had risen, found a cosey, moss-cov-

ered nest with five young ones, right in

the trail. Surely bird never had a more
cosey home, for the moss there was lit-

erally two feet thick. But when we
passed that way again, Charlie walked
right to the spot I could not find, and
turning the moss aside disclosed an
empty nest. Something—fox or fowl or

mink—had taken the whole brood of

blind and big-mouthed babies.

On again we wound through that won-
derful forest, picking lmscious raspber-

ries by the wayside, till we neared the

lick. Then began an amazing experi-

ence, at least to me,—for remember, this

was my first vision of an actual deer

lick. We were in a perfect network of

game trails worn sometimes a foot deep

and all centering on the lick. Trees

were antler-scraped, black mould was
packed as closely as a barn yard by the

thousand dainty hoof beats. Bark was
cut and worn from the ruddy roots of

the firs. Deer droppings were every-

where; and in the broader places, as

though they disdained to follow in the

narrow trail, were huge hoofprints of

moose, the dew claw clearly marked,

—

and from time to time the toeing-in

track of a bear.

Stopping some two hundred yards from
the lick, we rested our baggage and axe,

without which Charlie never travelled,

got ready the camera, and then crept

forward with infinite pains, up-wind,

toward a shallow swamp pond with a

rough bank of small stone, sloping im-

perceptibly in parts to the forest and in

others coming right down to the pool

grass-covered and snag-littered.

Then we saw them ,—thirteen deer and
two moose all within one hundred feet

of the camera!
Just turn that over in your mind,

lover of sport; and remember this was
not a preserve, and was not stocked at

all, save by Mother Nature. It was the
natural wilds and every animal there
was a child of that natural wild. Can
you wonder that both my guide and I

lay chests down for half an hour drink-
ing in the scene. From where we were
that August day I counted three big
bucks, two spike horns, four fawns, and
four does all grouped around the edge
of the lick where it came down to the

pool, and around the bend, a three year
moose bull and a small cow.
• We watched the deer mainly, for they
were clear of any brush from our side,

Though they were in the shadow of the
forest. The full grown deer were for
the most part staid and steady, but the

young ones butted and played with great
zest, though in almost perfect silence.

The game of “Butt, butt, who’s got the

butt on” seemed the favorite one. There
was, however, no clashing of horns or

heads as in the case of wild goats and
sheep. It was a rather gentle game
though the nubs on the spike horns may
have tickled a wee bit. Then the younger
ones shoved and capered, but always in

lemarkable silence.

I crept up to within fifty feet. Then
some of the bucks stood at attention,

whistling, while others went on drinking
after an uneasy pause.

Somehow I couldn’t get them in focus
at all. I lifted the camera and aimed by
feeling, from behind the thin screen of

alders. Then I stepped right out in the
open and walked toward them pulling

the trigger and turning the films as I

went, but none of them came out clearly.

Of course, that spoiled the fun. The
deer stood a second or so, petrified in

astonishment; then with a wild, though
still silent scrambling and leaping, away
they went into the forest, leaving me
staring at the scene and wondering if

it had been real.

Then a tremendous splashing made me
spin around,—the panic had just per-

colated to the slower moose, and with
giant heaves and reaches they were
struggling through the morass to dis-

appear into the silent woods after one
or two heavy thumps and smashes.

W E now had the lick to ourselves,

and I went back to Charlie. We
ate our lunch in the deep woods,

then went around the lick to the place

where the deer were standing.

I simply give it for what it is worth;
perhaps what follows is worthless: for I

have never seen any other lick. But
there was only one plaee where the

ground was hard. This was of loam
thickly studded with fist-size stones of

glacial rounding. The rest of the banks

were mud and swamp with, in places,

the forest growing down to the edge.

And the favorite place was the stony

bank, so far as the deer were concerned,

while the muddy place and in the shallow,

brackish water was the favorite place

for the moose. I never saw a deer licking

in the water, that is, standing in the

water, and I never saw a moose licking

on the bank, and we were there four

different times.

Now I proposed investigating. And
this is what I found. There was no

taste of salt in either the water or the

(continued on page 458)
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Leader Repeater

The Winchester Model /«.

Hammerless Repeating Shotgun

HOW WINCHESTER
GIVES YOU PERFECT PATTERN

OVER 400 different gauges adjusted

to micrometer accuracy are used

—

and half as many searching in-

spections and tests made—in manufactur-

ing your Winchester Shotgun, on which

you depend for half of the work of pro-

ducing the Winchester perfect shot pattern.

Every step in the manufacture and load-

ing of each Winchester Shell requires

equally careful attention.

The Winchester perfect shot pattern is

achieved by working to the principle of

accuracy. By holding materials to the

strictest quality standards and keeping

manufacturing tolerances minutely exact,

in making both guns and shells. And above

all, by making Winchester Shotguns and

Shells especially for each other.

And then making sure of the result by

still further tests.

When your ruffed grouse roars up out of

the briers and speeds away among the

pines, he will find no open space to get

through in the Winchester shot pattern

you shoot at him. Winchester testing and

inspection have made sure that the shot

pellets will be evenly distributed without

sacrifice of speed.

The Winchester pattern shown above

was made at 35 yards, using 1 i/
8 ounces of

standard No. 8 shot ; circle 30 inches.

Use a Winchester Model 12 Hammerless
Repeating Shotgun, 12, 16, or 20 gauge.

Or if you prefer, a Model 97 with exposed

hammer, 12 gauge.

And always buy Winchester Shells

—

Leader or Repeater smokeless, New Rival

or Nublack in black powder. We make but

one claim for them—the service they give

you. Of course they are completely water-

proof, correctly made, primed, loaded,

wadded and crimped. Like all Winchester

products, they are balanced in quality.

Buy your gun and shells from your local

hardware or sporting goods dealer. And
write to us any time you wish information.

For Short Ranges

Avoid mutilating your game unneces-

sarily. Winchester Brush Loads give you

the same pattern at 25 yards with a gun of

any bore, from cylinder tc full choke, as a

full choke gives you at W yards with the

standard load. Without loss of velocity,

penetration or uniformity ; due to the su-

perior Winchester patented shot spreader.

WINCHESTER, REPEATING ARMS CO. • • * NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A.
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Captain Hardy’s
Indestructible

Gun Case
In building this per-
fect gun case, Capt.
Hardy combined his

expert gun
knowledge
with his years
of experience
in manufacturing
the finest cowboy
saddles made.

Gun case is hand made
—every stitch—from
finest California Sad-
dle Leather, hermeti-
cally sealed to highest
grade trunkboard
frame. It is hand
tailored and not only
fits your gun but pro-
tects it. Stands 200 lbs.
pressure without crushing.

Enclose stamp for descriptive
circular and prices.

CAPT. A. H. HARDY
P. 0. Box 1384, Denver, Colo.

BlANKCTS

GENUINE

HUDSON’S BAY
" POINT •’

BLANKETS

Point Size

3 60"x72" dble.

3y2 63”x81" dble.

4 72"x9»" dble.

Weight Price
8 lbs. 5 oz. $33.25

10 lbs. 40.00
12 lbs. 48.00

KHAKI—GREY—WHITE
Long Fibred Australian Wool Made in England
Will Shed Water Color Guaranteed Fast

Finest Made for Outing Purposes

ASK YOUR DEALER

““DlPKEGSL
123 SClKC St. B„

TOROWTO.

8 CLIFF STREET, NEW YORK CITY

SbootWS&outMoise
Cut out that unnecessary report

noise. Don’t scare away all the
other game. Use a

MAXIM
SILENCER
PRECE, .22 Cal. $7.0 0

Send 6c in stamps for catalog

and booklet of astonishing

experiences of Silencer users.

The Maxim Silencer Co.

69 Homestead Ave., Hartford,

WILD DUCKS and FISH
-- 'm— w will come in greater num-

jT bers to your waters, if you
"W Jr will create natural surround-

ings for them by planting
TERRELL'S FAMOUS WILD.*

DUCK FOODS such as Wild
Rice, Wild Celery and Sago

Pond Plant. Orders now
booked for fall planting.

Write for booklet.

TERRELL : : Naturalist

OSHKOSH Dept. H-199 WIS.

A UNIT-SYSTEM PERMANENT CAMP
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 429)

weeds, or down near the moist earth or

wet leaves, encounter the clear, dry zone
about the camp they tend to rise. Thus
they rarely find the open space at the

bottom of the tent walls. Observe an
insect which alights upon your canvas.
Nine times out of ten it turns upward
toward the light and not downward
toward a dark opening.

The housefly need not be a problem in

your camp so long as all garbage and
refuse are buried punctiliously at inter-

vals of a week or oftener. The earth
removed in digging each new garbage pit

may be thrown into the last.

THE living-room of this camp is

dining-room as well. The table

was made large enough to seat

eight persons. When used by a small

party, half the table may be and will

be used as a convenient catch-all. The
center-pole of the roof rests upon the

table. It is not only out of the way but
may be provided with hooks or nails for

hanging various handy objects; or as a

support for a lantern, candle, or lamp.
The table (shown in Fig. 1, l)

,

in

this camp is constructed of yellow pine.

Four boards of one-inch stuff, 6' x 9",

form the table top, which is therefore
3' x 6'. Underneath two pieces 5' x 8" x 3"

x 1" run lengthwise in a vertical plane.

Three pieces 2' 8" x 3" x 1" run cross-

wise in a vertical plane. These five

pieces not only stiffen the boards of the

top, but at the four corners give three

surfaces to which each leg is nailed. If

screws are used the table may be knocked
down for packing. The third cross-piece

is at the center where it prevents the

middle boards from sinking beneath the

weight of the canvas upon the center-

pole. The table-legs are of 2" x 2"

pine, dressed. They are made longer

than the desired height of the table.

The height is adjusted according to the

character of the ground by sinking the

legs into the ground a few inches. This

furthermore gives rigidity to the table

and center-pole. The luxury of a white
oilcloth for the table is allowable.

A washstand (Fig. 1, 2), two easy
camp-chairs, several camp-stools with

"backs, and a small mirror hanging upon
a hook in pole / complete the furnishing

of the room.
The kitchen has just sufficient space

for its equipment (Fig. 1, C). The
table, 3, is improvised from packing-

boxes, which underneath serve for pots

and pans; and during winter they are

used for storage. The oil-stove, -4,

stands upon its shipping-crate, beneath

the window, 13. A canvas or oilcloth

hood is readily sewed into the edges of

the window, so as to overhang the stove

and carry away much of the heat and
fumes. A strip of mosquito-netting and
one of canvas guard this opening against

insects and weather respectively. A 40-

inch camping-box of thin slats and wire,

5, does duty as a cupboard. It serves

this purpose very well. The narrow
cracks admit sufficient air, but no vermin
except ants or cockroaches can enter.

These are easily kept out by allowing

the box to come in contact with nothing
except two stakes which are its support.

The bottoms of the stakes may be
wrapped with material which is kept
saturated with kerosene, and the sur-

rounding soil moistened with the same.
Of course the runways of these insects

have been pretty well obliterated by the

above-mentioned removal of all leaves

and debris from about the tents. It

has usually been unnecessary to take

similar steps with the table-legs.

For the sleeping tents floors are desir-

able. These are easily constructed with
2" x 4" supports and 8" or 10" fough
boards, preferably planed on at least

one side. The tent should rest upon the

floor, instead of building the floor within
the tent. The latter may be erected first

and then elevated upon the floor as soon
as ready. Thus your floor not only does
not encroach upon the space of the tent,

but actually adds to it. Fig. 1, tent B,

7, is a type of half floor which has been
used quite satisfactorily for several sea-

sons. The best floor for kitchen and
living-room is clean sand. It will pack
and avoid tracking if sand and hay or

grass are mixed thoroughly, the latter

acting as a binder. However when camp-
ing on sandy soil I have never found it

necessary to give any attention to the

floors in these rooms.
The camping-box mentioned above also

does admirably as a linen-chest, and as

a set (Fig. 1, 6). For hanging clothing

wooden bars with hooks, and supported
by the tent-pole, will do

—

11. Quarter-
inch ropes, passed from end to end of

each tent just beneath the ridge-pole,

bd and fh, are drawn tightly and sup-
ported at several points by stout cotton.

They afford a very convenient line upon
which to hang miscellaneous objects.

The camping-boxes and packing-boxes
readily accommodate all the outfit for
purposes of shipment and storage. A
large second-hand rug trunk, 10, is a
dressing-table in summer, and in winter
exactly contains the canvas. It is mouse-
proof and dry. Both protection and ab-
solute dryness are necessary to the long-

est possible life of the canvas.
Two or three small, superannuated

rugs or straw mats, a flag, and a few
pennants do much toward creating an
atmosphere of comfort. I am aware
that more persons need be cautioned
concerning things that they should leave

at home than concerning things that
should be taken to camp. Yet there is

no reason for stinting on all the com-
forts, in a camp of such permanency.

WHEN you choose the ground upon
which to erect such a cam]) as has
been described, several criteria

should prevail: (1) Ownership. You do
not want to be obliged to move after

everything is nicely established. (2)

Soil. A well-drained, sandy soil is pref-

erable. The surface must not be too

rough nor upon too great a slope. (3)

The supply of drinking-water must not

be too remote, and its sanitary character

should be known. (4) Humidityr No
standing water within several hundred
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feet or more. Mosquitoes may breed

within a few spoonfuls of water in a

fallen leaf. (5) Shelter. The camp
should be within the cover of timber

—

better second growth, and if possible pro-

tected by the contour of the land. Avoid
large trees, river banks, lake shores, and

hill tops. Such places are most pictur-

esque, but also most unsafe. A screen

of undergrowth will afford some shelter

from high winds, but a camp too far in

the woods is likely to be hot. (6) Light.

At some time during the day, best in

early forenoon, the ground and the can-

vas should receive direct sunlight—to

“sweeten” it. (7) Garbage disposal.

An ample bit of ground free of roots

where wastes may be buried.

A camp plannd on the foregoing lines

has both merits and demerits. First let

us enumerate some of its advantages.

There is great flexibility in the plan.

It is adaptable to either two or three

tents; and in case tents are used which
have two doors, even four can be faced

upon a common living-room. Tents of

various types and sizes will fit into the

scheme. There are few families, small

clubs, or Boy Scout troops which could

not be fitted with a suitable equipment
of the sort. Old outfits may be com-
bined, or combined with new. Two or

more families may find it possible to

unite their equipment, then live in the

camp either together or in rotation.

Mixed crowds can be accommodated. A
small family can entertain guests. Par-

ties or picnics can be sheltered under
such a spread of canvas. On rainy

nights I have even had the pleasure of a

camp-fire on the floor near the entrance.

On cold evenings one of the tents is

easily kept warm by the help of an oil-

stove burner.

The expense is low, as compared with

a tent cottage or permanent cottage. The
labor of setting up camp is probably

about equivalent to that of a tent cot-

tage. The whole equipment makes a
good load for a two-horse wagon or for

a light truck.

The unit system permits the use of

any part of the outfit for special pur-

poses. The writer has gone camping
with only one of the 9%' x 12' tents.

On another occasion he used the T. x 7
'

tent for several months in the Andes.

Against the scheme are several slight

inconveniences, such as having a door
upon one side only.

It has been urged that there is danger
of lightning from the near-necessity of

attaching the cable on to trees. If the

camp is placed as mentioned above, how-
ever, in second growth timber, especial-

ly when hills or larger trees are nearby,

there is slight likelihood that lightning

will strike the camp. Even should the

trees be struck, only a small part of the

discharge would follow the ropes and
canvas. And when the precaution con-

cerning the touching of wet canvas is

habitually lived up to, anyone upon the
dry floor within would not be in serious

danger, even if a part of the discharge
were through the tent. Substract from
this the ordinary chance of being struck

by lightning, and you haven’t much of a

margin of danger due to anchoring your
camp to small trees.

Wetproof
The Shell

WHAT'S tlie use of buying shells that soak up

water and swell when you can get Remington
UMC Wetproof shells—waterproofed in body,

crimp and top wad.

Remington shells are proof against ram, fog, salt air.

They cost you no more than the ordinary kind.

jRemingto/i
for Shooting Right

As with many arms and ammunition improve-
ments, Remington is the first to produce a truly

waterproof shell. Your favorite "Nitro Club,

"Arrow and "New Club shells have this de-

Bi—
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T EAVE behind you the complications of
l-* civilization and obtain true rest and
contentment in the heart of nature.

Let your vacation be a profitable one,
renewing mind and body by living the
primal life in the woods and fields.

With ourTENTS
and Camp Equipment

Your personal comfort is assured

Our catalogue is a complete campers’ guide

SEND FOR IT. IT’S FREE.
Ask for Catalogue No. 603.

Geo B Carpe^ter& Co.

Tent Makers for Eighty Years.

430 N. Wells Street CHICAGO, ILL.

GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY
in the heaviest rainstorms. The only reliable
garment for every outdoor requirement.

Compact, Light, Serviceable

IT-FITS-THE-POCKET
FREE catalog of pneumatic goods
for camp, automobile, hospital, office

and home requirements. For Sale
by Sporting Goods Dealers.

METROPOLITAN AIR GOODS CO.
Athol, Mass.

aBBmEwtmm

PRICES

LINEN $|50
( MESH )

ALL SIZES
Extra Sack FREE
KLEAN E-Z
Jock Strap $1.25

Balbriggan $1.25
Linen(Mesh)$1.5
Fine Glove Silk $2.00
Heavy Silk(Mesh)$2.50
At your dealer's or
postpaid on receipt of price
A. R. CHISHOLM CO.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
Suite 1090 1328 Broadway

SIBIBISS£GRBBSHH9flBI

I should not assemble this type of
camping outfit in unforested areas, on
the sea-shore, etc. In a somewhat shelt-

ered situation it requires a minimum of
daily care as to ropes, pegs and canvas.
But where exposed to high winds there
would be more than an ordinary amount
of maladjustment, particularly on ac-
count of the extra fly and mosquito-net-
ting. Various units of this outfit have
been subjected to exposure—to the winds
of untimbered mountains and lake shores,
and to inundation—all with little deterio-
ration. But the camp as a whole is not
suited to roughing. Neither is there or-
dinarily the need of such protection from
insects in exposed locations.

This outfit is not sufficiently mobile to

be used upon an excursion, even when
two or three moves are to be made in the
course of a season. In its entirety it can-
not readily be adapted for the motor-
camping trip. The only claim made for
it is that under the conditions above it

has been a highly satisfactory summer
abode for the score or more persons who
have sojourned for a greater or less

length of time within its shelter.

WILDERNESS
DWELLERS

(CONTINUED from page 454)

soil! This was a great surprise to me,
—for of course I expected to find the
soil and water noticeably salty. It

tasted to me just like any other brackish
water and just like any other soil so
placed. But it was scarcely noticeable.

Whatever salt there was at this place
seemed to come from the urine of the
deer and moose themselves. Doubtless
there might have been decidedly salty

matter there, to the delicate taste of the
animals, but I raise this as a question,

—

to men who know more about deer licks.

Did you find any salt that did not come
from the deer themselves?

For example, I built a blind here, and
we two sat within ten feet of deer coming
to the lick, so near we could see every
tremor of their delicate noses, every
wink of the eye. Once a buck came in

from behind the blind, and stood there

stamping and whistling. We waved our
hats, threw sticks and stones at him. I

shot at him with the sling shot, and we
could not drive him away without get-

ting up a*d chasing him out. But the
deer that came down were in plain day-
light. And they preferred the tiny hoof
pools and stones to the actual water of

the pool. They left their urine there on
the bank, and it was here, where the

urine fell and evaporated, that the lick-

ing was done.

So I naturally concluded that so far

as this lick was concerned the usual no-

tion of a deer lick is wrong. There prob-

ably is some trace of salt in every deer

lick, but most of it is caused by the ani-

mals themselves saving the urine to drop
it there in this one favored spot while

they lick the salt left by evaporation.

Later on I saw a stump near by a

deserted lumber camp, gnawed and bit-

ten into furrows and ridges like one sees

at an old wooden hitching post. The
deer and perhaps moose also had gnawed

that stump for salt thrown out in the
natural slops of the lumber camp.

I would like to take in a bag of
rock salt, lay a trail at these licks and
leave some real salty salt there. It

would be at least an interesting experi-
ment to see what would happen among
tne four-legged folk when the news
spread of such an amazing concentra-
tion of salt. If they come from miles
away for this faint and elusive bit of
salt, one might expect to see there in

the wilds of New Brunswick a veritable
Noah’s Ark as the clans gathered to a
genuine, sure-enough lick of real salt.

THE PROTECTION OF
THE GRAYLING

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 439)

Pokagon for the last nine months with
several hundred trout as a happy family.”

I

T is now but a few years (since ’73)

that these noble fish could be taken in

large quantities at Grayling, a station

on the J. L. & S. R. R., where the fisher-

man first strikes the middle branch of the
Au Sable; now there are none to speak of

nearer than twenty miles by land and
forty miles by river. They mostly abound
within five miles of the confluence of the
north and south branches. I found the
largest I killed—17 inches, and not quite

two ounces to the inch—about a mile up
the south branch. Yet they are here not
out of reach of slaughter, for while I

was on the river in August last, two large
camps, all non-residents and strangers
(in old Roman times the word meant ene-

mies), killed five thousand fish, not going
beyond five miles of the mouth of the

north branch. They salted and carried

away at least half of them. Many were
eaten, more were wasted. For two miles

below from their * camps decaying fish

whitened the stream, and the offal and
fish entrails left unburied in camp taint-

ed the air, as the dead fish poisoned the

water. Now when it is remembered that

a salted grayling is more tasteless and
worthless than so many salted chips, and
that these fish were carried away, not

for food, but only because of a senseless

strife—that one party might outdo the

other and furnish visible evidence that

they had not magnified the magnitude of

their catch, it will readily’ be seen how
unsportsmanlike and wicked is such

wholesale slaughter.

True, every fish they caught cost them
from first to last at least ten cents, but
it was a summer frolic of thoughtless

business men—not sportsmen, to whom
money was no consideration. The rule

on the river, which the guides and polers

try to enforce, is to put back all fish be-

low ten inches, yet in the strife between
five or six boats as to who shall bring

to the fish-pen the greatest number, the

rule is disregarded and they take the

benefit of a doubt—down to six or seven

inches.

While on the river last August I took

quite a number of salmon cf seven, eight

and nine inches, fine, healthy, growing
fish (the plant of our Fish Commission),
and was always careful to put them ten-

derly back. The parties I speak of were
not so careful. Many were killed and
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went into the salt. No stream will long

survive such treatment.

It is—for the State—killing the goose

that lays the golden eggs. Each year, as

the delicate beauty and gameness of this

delicious fish become wider known, brings

a greater number of honest fishermen

from abroad, who come for sport, and not

indiscriminate and senseless slaughter.

These add to the reputation of the State,

leave money in our borders, and advertise

widely our fourteen hundred miles of

water coast and 35,000 square miles of

fish-breeding water.

NOW what is the remedy? It is diffi-

cult to prescribe a proper one. Some
further legislation is needed—great-

er powers ought to be conferred on and

more money put at the disposal of our

Fish Commissioners. In the case of the

parties I refer to, a printed circular giv-

ing rules for fishing the river, issued by
the Commission and put in their hands, I

am sure would have been respected. They
were gentlemen, though thoughtless ones.

These circulars could easily be distrib-

uted. They would certainly be by guides

and polers, for, however well they are

paid, they do not care to destroy in one

year the livelihood of three, and work
from daylight to dark, coming in wet and
weary, if they might avoid it. For those

who cannot be so reached, more stringent

laws should be enacted, with penalties

heavy enough to tempt informers. The
moulding of such legislation is the proper

duty of the Fish Commission.

Our oldest fish laws are comparatively

recent (1865), though antedating by four

years the game laws, proper (1869).

These laws, however, are in some re-

spects discordant and incomplete. They
need codifying, enlarging and amending.
Still the progress has been steady, and
I desire to add here my warmest thanks

to the Fish Commission for the zeal and
efficiency with which they have worked
and husbanded the pittance doled out to

them. One has but to read the legisla-

tion of ’73, ’75 and ’77 to note this steady

progress in a good cause, to which your
association has largely contributed.

More and more attention is being given

to the preservation and culture of fish

by our Sister States. At least eighteen of

them have Fish Commissioners and favor-

ing legislation. And yet not one of them
can approach Michigan in the magnitude
of its undeveloped resources in this re-

gard. Whether the grayling can become
by culture a food fish is yet a problem.

He is, however, the peculiar property of

Michigan waters, and is fast growing into

favor with the best class of our many men
of leisure, who love the rod and fly and
the quiet woods. And let it be remembered
that the friends of trout and grayling

—

and their name is legion—are always
found in the front ranks of those, who
with money and culture and influence and
zeal, are laboring to hold up the hands of

our Fish Commission and educate the

State to a proper appreciation of the

wealth of the waters of our peninsula,

Perfect Shot
Are just as essential to good
shooting as any other feature of

shot shells. The shot used in

Peters Shells are made in a Peters
shot tower by a method which
assures the utmost uniformity.
The shot from a Peters Shell go
straight and true to the mark. It

is readily understood why so
many leading trapshooters prefer
to use Peters Shells. Every feature
of these shells offersa distinct ad-
vantage to the shooter—the
“steel-where-steel-belongs rein-

forced head”, the “Watertite”
Crimp, the sure-fire Primer and
the clean, resilient Wads.

The Peters Cartridge Company
Cincin— cti, San Francisco, New York

WEISS Alpine Binoculars
Strong, light, compact, Copper-

alioyed, aluminum frame, cast in one
piece. Fine sole-leaiher case with
each pair.

Type used by U. S. Signal Corp.

So powerful they bring the object within apparently
one-eighth of the actual distance. Invaluable for hunters,
yachtsmen, tourists, foresters, range-finders, mounted
police, cattlemen, army officers.

“The Telephone of Sight”
WEISS ALPINE BINOCULARS have the following features of

superiority: Larger Field of View; Greater Illumination, a great
advantage in hunting in timber or in looking into brush at dusk or
dawn; Greater Magnifying Power in proportion to size: Increased
Stereoscopic Effect, adding to the relief of far-distant objects;
Portability.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

WEISS INSTRUMENT CO.»SVcV.t“v
s
r..
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In camping is chiefly dependent upon a
good, tight, warm tent—one that you can
hank on year after year.

R. M. C. Tents
Are made right. Carefully tailored and

reinforced at all points of wear and strain
Heavy, reliable materials. Get our low
manufacturers’ prices.

Complete line of campers’ canvas
covers and bags

Write today for booklet and cost list

RICHARDS MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION

S48-52 N. 8th St. Philadelphia

IMPORTED HOSIERY
For Golf, Tennis and Sport Wear
IN ATTRACTIVE DESIGNS FOR

MEN AND WOMEN

Nr* “I AFinestScotchWoolTeimis Socte in white,nUelv^y, gTeen, black, heather and 1 EA
white, with colored clocks, a pair

1C Men’s Finest ScotchWool Golf Hose,^ in green, gray, brown and O CA
heather (without feet $3), a pair

fj(\ 'Women’s Scotch Wool Stockings, in
white, white with colored O AA

clocks, Oxford greenand heather, a pair . • v#vU
Complete line Golf, Tennis and Sport equipment.

Mail Orders gireo prompt attention.

Stewart Sporting Sales Co.
425 FIFTH AVE., at 38th St„N.Y.

gQeOOtlO8OiII089]

J. KANNOFSKY
Practical

Glass Blower

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani-

mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.

Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulls
for furriers and taxidermists.

328 CHURCH ST., Near Canal St. NEW YORK
Please mention ’’Forest and Stream”

Twenty gauge pattern 34 oz. No. 8 shot
at 35 yards

OVERLOADED
SHOTGUNS

(continued from page 450)

is no doubt that there is an advantage
in being able to spray the air with shot,

but trapshooting is not field shooting, the

conditions are all different and no one
realized this more thoroughly than the

redoubtable Captain. He was recognized

as one of the greatest field shots of his

day and had killed thousands of birds for

market in those days of unrestricted

shooting. Here is what he had to say
about loading for the field:

“In loading a gun of ten gauge for

grouse I put into my cartridges four and
a half or five drams of powder and an
ounce of No. 9 shot, in the early part of

the season. Later on I use No. 8 shot,

and still later No. 7. In November and
December, for the shooting of grouse and
duck, I charge with No. 6. Some use

larger shot for ducks, but a charge of

No. 6 from a good gun, well held, will

stop a duck as far off as seventy yards
sometimes. With a strong charge of

powder and shot of moderate size there is

greater penetration, and a better chance

of hitting besides. When I go out ex-

pressly for brant and geese, I load my
cartridges with No. 2; but when out for

general shooting, I have killed many
brant and some geese with No. 6. For
quail-shooting I use No. 8 or No. 9; for

plover. No. 8; for snipe, No. 10.”

Today at the traps the favorite load

is 114 oz. of shot. It is entirely too

heavy for a 12 gauge gun, although a

powerful man whose muscles are well

trained may be able to stand up under a

couple of hundred shots in an afternoon,

the average individual is unable to do

so. He may be game for one or two
afternoons, but the chances are that his

experience at the traps will leave him
with a bruised shoulder and a disturbed

nervous system. We haven’t the re-

motest desire to get into an argument
with any of the aforesaid old veterans

who stick to the big loads at shoot after

shoot. We are perfectly willing to con-

cede that they have proven the back-

bone and the main support of the sport

for many years, but we do believe that

if trapshooting is to attain greater popu-

larity, more consideration will have to be

shown to the other fellow, the man of

less powerful physique and more sensi-

tive nervous system. He never has and

never will be able to stand up under the

nerve-racking loads now in use.

THE MUCH PRIZED
CHANNEL BASS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 438)

THE channel bass is a generous feed-

er and can be taken with a variety
of baits. Shedder crabs are always

good, while at times menhaden bait holds
a special charm. Squid, when properly
cleaned, is a very reliable and economical
bait, and is much used as well as the
large sea clams. No matter what bait

may be used, the portion should be gen-
erous in size and frequently examined to

see that sea spiders and other pests have
not destroyed its appearance. In using
pieces of menhaden it is always well to

wrap the bait to the hook with linen

thread three or four times around hook
and bait, drawing the thread fairly tight;

:his aids in keeping the bait on the hook,

as the flesh of the menhaden is very soft

and oily. When the spot is chosen for

the endeavor, which should be in a deep
cut or basin along the beach, and the
bait placed just where the water is leap-

ing and tumbling after the break over
the bar, for at such a place the quarry
is most apt to be met with, then patience,

that prime necessity of the surf fisher-

man, must be exercised. It may be min-
utes, hours or even days before final re-

ward comes, but when it does there is

no mistaking the token. Rarely does the

channel bass take the bait with a snap
and a rush like the striped bass or blue-

fish. Like a coquette bandying with
hearts this prize fish is coy of baits, and
his first approach is apparently an inves-

tigation as to whether it is entirely to his

liking. Once the touch travels down the

line to the rod-hand it is never mistaken
for another signal. Gently the bait is

picked up, moved a few inches, then al-

lowed to lie quiet for a few seconds as

if the fish was determining or consider-

ing the advisability of continuing the in-

vestigation; then a drawing motion is

felt along the line followed frequently by
a sort of pecking at the desirable morsel.
The man of experience knows that to

strike at this period would be futile and
nervously awaits further action. The
fish apparently satisfied that all is well

starts to swim away with the bait, then
the rod is brought sharply up and the
r.ook firmly set in the tough leathery jaw.

This is the moment of supreme anxiety,

as well as joy, to the man with the rod.

The first thought is: “How well is he
hooked?” The next: “Have I line

enough?” The bronze torpedo goes flash-

ing through the waves and the humming
reel pays off line with lightning-like

speed. Away goes the alarmed fish
;
two,

three, at last five hundred feet of the line

is out, and the bronze back gleaming
through the smother of green water like

burnished copper still is going, but the

man at the rod knows that with each foot

of line now taken the weight is intensified

on the fish and so bides the time when
there will come a perfect balance away out

there between the powers of the fish and
the spring of the rod. At last he has the

satisfaction of seeing his game turn ab-

ruptly to right or left and begin swim-
ming parallel with the beach. There
may be no more than perhaps fifty feet

of line left on the reel but the chances
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cf taking more out now are small, as the

firs
4 rush is the most vicious he will

make, besides he is at a perfect balance

with the weight of dragging line and
backbone of the springy rod. Six hun-
dred feet is not so great a distance when
viewed from certain angles, but the

man who had his first experience with
that amount of line going out from under
his burning thumb at the impulse of a

threshing, gliding channel bass, may well

be excused for estimating the distance

at something over a milo. The battle

may continue under different conditions

for upwards of an hour, the fish in turn

diving and sulking at the bottom,' then

swimming at the surface, threshing at

the restraining line with his tail and re-

sorting to all expedients known to fish-

cunning to extricate the hook from its

hold in the jaw. Many times during the

fight the game will permit itself to be

reeled quite near the shore when the pug-
nacious spirit will assert its rank and
agam go plunging to the first distance

taken. When tired nature can no longer

maintain the stress of the all-compelling

rod, the quarry is beached at last. The
human conqueror, with mingled emo-
tions, may well gloat over as beautiful

and worthy a captive as will ever fall to

the efforts of his rod and reel.

MEMOIRS OF A BASS
FISHERMAN

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 437 )

more, in my experience at least, they are

not so successful. When we can have
beauty and utility combined, why not?

Why not have an eye out for the aesthet-

ic side as well as for the fishful? (An
old professor of rhetoric used to say that

it is unforgivable to close a paragraph
with a question, therefore I won’t.)

The one fact the would-be successful

bass fisherman should bear in mind is

that the biting habits of Bronze-back
vary with the water inhabited. I know
of no fish that can be found in a greater

variety of water, from swift, down-
tumbling streams, to sluggish, herbose,

bayous devoid of current and life. It is

unnecessary to add that the fish of the

former environment is more active and
combative. Fishing for one fish is alto-

gether a different proposition from fish-

ing for the other. The bayou fish is apt

to prefer live bait well down on the bot-

tom, and must be given ample time to

swallow the offering, otherwise he will

not be hooked. I was watching a certain

gentleman bait fishing for bass on one
of the many bayous opening off the

Mississippi River not long ago and at

the first intimation of a nibble he would
give his rod a tremendous jerk—I pre-

sume he called it a strike—sufficient to

break the neck of a bass, always sup-
posing the fish has such a thing, but the

fisherman got no fish. I tried to tell him
he should give those leisurely old bronze
plutocrats plenty of time to gormandize
the frog, but he would not listen. His
method might have been all right had he
been using flies along the marge of some
of the northern rivers hurrying to reach
the Father of Waters.

Infallible
Drove Them Through
“Look here, Jim! See how this

rabbit was hit. The 6’s struck

him in the hams and back and

drove clear through the length

of the body and out of the neck.

This shows you why you make
such good clean kills on those

long range shots. Infallible

drove them through
”

“Your old loads never used to drive

the shot more than half-way through.

That’s why you had so much trouble

losing cripples.’’

“Here’s another point. Hal Johnson
told me that those Infallible shells

we were using today were three

years old but that age makes no dif-

ference in the shooting qualities of

Infallible. Believe me, Old Pard, he

knew what he was talking about. I

wish I had taken his advice long ago,

as Infallible surely does get results.”

HERCULES POWDER CO.
1009 Orange Street

Wilmington Delaware

HERCULES
Smokeless*Shotgun Powders

INFALLIBLE EC,

all lubrication and

polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
Id the New Perfection

Pocket Package

is a matchless combination.
Sportsmen have known it for

years. Dealers sell NYOIL at

15c. and 35c. Send ns the name
of a live one who doesn’t sell

NYOIL with other necessaries

for sportsmen and we will send
you a dandy, handy new can
(screw top and screw tip) con-
taining ZM ounces postpaid

for 35 cents.

WH. F. NTE, New Bedford, Mass.

FOR THESE

SPECIAL OFFER
Send $2.50 for all 3 above
books and get book of 75

Special Plans. ab°rp TF
Garage folder. 'n tk
EXTRA—“Little Bungalows."
40 Plans, $750 to $3,000; 50c.

Money back if not satisfied

BUNGALOW BOOKS
PLAN FUTURE HOMES
NOW WITH ECONOMY

PLANS OF
CALIFORNIA STYLES
— noted for comfort,
beauty and adaptability

to any climate.

“Representative Cal.

Homes"
50 Plans. $3,750 to

$12,000; $1.

“The New Co'onials”
55 Plans. $3,000 to

$20 ,000 ; $1 .

“West Coast Bungalows"
00 Plans. $1,800 to

$4,500: $1.

E.W. STILLWELL & CO., Architects
267 California Building. Los Angeles
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Big Game
Hunters
Before making that trip to the

far northwest for Moose. Caribou,

Sheep. Mountain Goats or Bear,

consider whom you will have mount

your Invaluable trophies.

Our atalog showing prize specimens,

re-created true to life will impress

you with what a lifetime devoted to

'taxidermy can attain.

FIELD GUIDE &
BIG GAME BOOK FREE

Contains records of Xorth American Bin

Game. Its 32 pages, richly Illustrated,

will charm and convince you. felious

beautiful Game Heads and Bugs for sale

to decorate realistically your home, den

or office. Write us today.

JONAS BROS., Ind
d
furrier1

1019 Broadway DENVER, COLO.
Branch: Livingaton, Mont,

ftsh till

live Tired
Then sleep like a log

on a real steel spring

bed—the

SETS' UP WITH OR WITHOUT >4JTO

XI
Bed is large for two, guaranteed sagless, as
comfortable as any house bed. It insures
real rest after a strenuous day. Tent of
army shelter duck, ventilated with screen
windows, is thoroughly water-proof.
Only outfit so compact that a small bundle
on the running board contains bed, tent and
all bedding, yet does not block doors. Only
outfit which sets up either from or inde-
pendent of car. You can leave your camp
intact while using the car. Write us for
dealer’s name and see the Stoll for yourself.
Established Dealers: Write for our unbeat-
able proposition.

The Stoll Manufacturing Co.
3255 Larimer St. Denver, Colo.

DARROW’S STEEL BOATS
Seventeen styles, eighty sizes, up to twenty-four

feet in length, including light, medium and heavy

duty Motorboats, Outboard Motor Specials, Row-

boats, Duckboats, Canoes and our WORLD
FAMOUS SECTIONAL BOATS. Write for Cat-

alogue and prices.

T. H. DARROW STEEL BOAT CO.,

611 Erie Street A.LBTGN'. HIGH.

THE Upper Mississippi has been

called the bass fisherman’s para-

dise, and it certainly does deserve

the appellation, which, if true, exhausts

superlatives with which to describe the

headwaters of the streams entering the

Mississippi. I could sit down now and

draw up a list of streams, running from

A to Izzard, which in my estimation

makes that widening of the Father of

Waters at Wabasha, Minn., known as

Lake Pepin, look mean in comparison.

Of course there is good fishing all along

the river there, but it does not compare

with the headwaters of several conflu-

ents I could mention. I like to cast

over lakes, for I like to fish for bass any-

where, any way, any time, but for pure,

unalloyed quintessence of sport with rod

and reel forever commend me to the

active bass of the upper St. Croix River.

If the readers of this journal want a

week of heavenly sport let them start in

with canoe at Gordon and float down the

St. Croix to, oh say, St. Croix Falls.

That will give them the delightful

Crooked River Rapids as pie after the

feast of fishing. Take my word for it,

it is a great trip. I’ll tell you what I

will do, take the trip, keeping account

of all expenses, and if at its end you

are in the least dissatisfied, send the bill

to me and I will send it to the Kaiser.

GUNNING DAYS ON
TURKEY CREEK

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 424)

clad in corduroy, with a wide brimmed
hat and long, drooping tobacco-stained

mustache. Andy offered him a cigar,

and I tendered my pocket flask, both of

which were accepted. As he handed back

my flask he wiped his mouth with the

back of his hand, and said: “Thet’s good

licker. Whar are you fellers from?”

We told him New Jersey. “Wal,” he

said, “you’re a long ways from home,

and I don’t want to be hard on ye, but

I reckon ye got quail enough anyhow.

So long.” And swinging the grey around

he cantered back the way he had come.

Andy and I looked at each other. Surely

we had enough quail. The shooting had
been so phenomenal that we had been

carried away by the exciting sport, and

had not realized how the bag was grow-

ing. If we killed any more, what would

we do with them? So we ate our lunch,

then crossed the creek and headed back

on Uncle Billy’s side. We still flushed

plenty of quail but shot no more, and

separating, tried to see if we could start

some chickens. Presently I came to

where the spring overflow had spread

out over quite an expanse and left be-

hind a large amount of drift trash. This

had not been mowed for hay by the

ranchers. As I started to walk through

it, away went a rabbit. A few steps

more and away went another; then

another and another. The grass was
alive with them. They were as thick

as meadow mice. I shot one to see if

they were the same as our eastern rab-

bits, and could see no difference. The
number of them was astonishing. They
were very tame and would make just a

few hons then souat and look at us. In

crossing this strip of perhaps two hun-

dred yards, I must have started a dozen

of them. I believe I could have killed

fifty in a short time had I so desired I

question if they had ever been shot at.

Late in the afternoon we reached Uncle
Billy where he sat at his ease in the sun

beside the hay stack. “Well!” he said,

“you fellers have surely had some fun.

Sounded like a Fourth of July celebra-

tion. How many did you get?” We told

him we did not know. We then emptied
our pockets and smoothing out the feath-

ers of the little beauties, laid them in

rows en the grass, and when we counted

them we found we had fifty-nine. I pre-

sume if we had been shooting number
eight shot, we could easily have killed

a hundred in the day’a shooting. I ques-

tion if dogs would have been of any
advantage on that day, on account of

the enormous number of the birds.

A S we sat resting and watching the

sun slowly but surely sink in the

west. Uncle Billy said: “See here

what’s coming!” And from the prairie to

the west came a large bird, which, alight-

ing on the top of a nearby hay stack,

proved to be a prairie chicken. Straight

and silent as a ramrod he stood for a long

time. Said Uncle Billy: “I bet he is a

scout.” Fully ten minutes he stood there,

while we never moved a muscle, then he

took wing and flying across the creek made
his way to a large corn field on the up-

land opposite to us, where he alighted.

Scarcely had he done so when Andy ex-

citedly cried: “Look there!” And from
the direction the lone chicken had come
from, came a great “pack” of fully two
hundred of them. They followed the scout

and dropped in the same cornfield. Andy
and I had taken off our rubber boots to

cool and rest our feet, but they were
now quickly pulled on. Leaving Uncle
Billy to carry the quail and three teal

to the bridge I borrowed a handful of

his shells. Then Andy and I picked up
our guns and made our way across the

creek in the direction the chickens had
gone. From the creek edge to the corn

field lay a newly sown wheat field, the

young spindling grain about two inches

high. You would think a meadow mouse
could be seen fifty yards away, but as we
passed across this bare field, from under
my descending foot, up sprang a chicken

in my very face, and away for the corn

field, though badly rattled. The trusty

gun came instinctively to my shoulder

and at its report the bird fell dead.

“Andy,” I said, “they are surely fine

shooting.-” How that big bird, as large

as a Leghorn pullet, could lie unseen by
either of us on that bare field is one of

the wonders of nature. As we entered

the corn field about fifty yards apart, a

pair of chickens flushed before Andy;
one straight away the other crossing be-

fore me. Now Andy was usually rather
slow, but quick as a wink he cut down
the straight-away, then just as my finger

pressed the trigger on the crossing bird,

“bang” went his second barrel and the

bird dropped like a stone, but too late

for me to hold my fire. “Say, Neil,” he
said, “they are fine shooting ain’t they?”
As silently as possible we stole down the

rows with the sun at our backs. The
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great birds would spring like rockets

from the corn. To us old black-duck

shooters, this was a familiar style of

shooting. They would rise at about

thirty yards, and by holding quickly well

above them, we cut them down one Dy

one until we had eleven of the royal birds

without a miss. Then we could start no
more and turned our steps toward the

bridge rendezvous. As we passed down
the gentle incline across the grain field,

the setting sun made the whole westerly

sky a changing glory of wondrous color.

As we neared the bridge, Andy said:

“Neil, when we tell the boys at home
what we have seen today and the shoot-

ing we have had, they will never believe

it, but fortunately for us we have Uncle

Billy for a witness.”

When we reached the bridge Aleck

was not in evidence. We were very

thirsty so walked up the road a hundred
paces or so to a settler’s shack and asked

for a drink of water. The woman who
came to the door said for us to go to the

well and help ourselves. We did so and
found a well peculiar to us. It was a

bored one with wooden casing about six

inches across. The bucket was of sheet

iron about two feet long with a trip bot-

tom. We lowered this bucket down the

well with a windlass, and when we
brought it up the water looked like the

rinsings of a milk pail, but it was wet.

Just as the sun disappeared we heard
a wagon in the distance; then the harsh
voice of Aleck singing a popular song
of the day, “Shoo Fly, Don’t Bodder Me.”
He was in a very hilarious mood and told

us he had found a moonshiner’s outfit

at King City, and to prove it produced
a quart flask of corn whiskey fresh from
the still, which he insisted on our sam-
pling. To satisfy him, I took about a

teaspoonful of it, but when that liquid

fire went down my throat it made me
gasp for breath. How any man, unless he
be copper liner, could drink that fiery

stuff regularly and live is beyond me.

AS we wended our way homeward the

“Queen of Night” arose in all her

glory. Under her silvery rays the

prairie was bathed in a wonderful light,

a veritable land of enchantment, beauti-

ful to behold. As we drove along, drink-

ing in the effect of the wonderful moon-
light, Alex stopped his horses and said

to me, who sat beside him: “Neil! she

that jack shettin’ thar.” And there be-

side the road sat a huge jack rabbit. He
looked as large as a dog in the moonlight,

and he twiddled his big ears back and
forth in a very funny manner. Hastily

I reached for my gun, then in my pockets

for shells, but just as I closed the gun,

he galloped away and was lost in the

shadows of the prairie.

At last we reached the town and were
soon home again after spending a day,

to be marked with a red letter and laid

away in memory’s treasure box.

Oh! blessed gift of memory, how pre-

cious it is. My beloved companions of

that perfect day have been laid to rest

these many years, but as I write this

down I can close my eyes and see all the

events narrated as vividly as if they had
happened yesterday.

Sheard Gold Bead Front Sight
Guaranteed to show up well in dark timber—will never blur. Shows

the same color on different colored objects. For practically all rifles and
revolvers. $1.65.

MARBLE ARMS & MFC. CO.
526 Delta Avenue,
GLADSTONE, MICH,

UlgllLd

That satisfaction of knowing you will hit
comes with the use of Marble’s Sights. Profes-

sionals and amateurs find their shooting improved by using them.
We also make Safety Pocket and Camp Axes, Hunting Knives, Gun

Rods, Cleaning Implements, large variety of Sights, Waterproof Match Box, Compasses. Fish
Gaff, Auxiliary Cartridges, Recoil Pads, Shell Extractors. Most dealers stock Marble’s
Goods. If you can’t find what you want, order direct. Write for Marble’s Catalog.

Marble’s Flexible Rear Sight
For the hunter who goes after big game, the small game
hunter, or target shooter. There is probably no other

sight as generally known or as highly endorsed. Can’t

be injured by blows or shocks—if struck it gives and
flies back instantly. For practically all American rifles.

Two different discs furnished. State make, model and
caliber. $3.60.

Marble’s Duplex Sight
The only all-purpose sight adapted to

every rifle’s use. %e-in. gold bead for

target practice and game in ordinary
light or on snow— white enamel
bead for game in poor light. Two sights

in one—each perfect. $1.65.

Marble’s Improved Front Sight

Enables shooter to make
accurate shots at any range
without adjusting rear
sight. Object aimed at can
be seen over or under bead.
Choice of Vis or %2-in. ivory
or gold bead. $1 . 10 .

Shot Certain

Marble’s V-M Front Sight

The ideal front sight to use
with Marble's Flexible Rear
Sight. Embodies a principle
new to most shooters, but it

gets results. Face and lining
of aperture made of Pope’s
Island gold—easy to see in any
light and will not blur. $1 .65.

HERE’S A SMASHING GOOD CAMP AXE
This double-bitted camp axe—nicely balanced, is just the right weight for
speedy work in clearing a trail or cutting firewood. It is . great favorite
with forest rangers, guides, etc.—Blades are finely polished and ground
to a keen cutting edge. Guaranteed to be absolutely perfect in quality
and temper and the handle to be strong and true.

Blade, 7%" x 3%"; weight 2*4 lbs.; handle 28"

A leather blade guard adjusted for wearing at the belt completes the
equipment. Axe retails for $2.00.

OTJE SPECIAL OFFER
Send us $4.00 and we will enter your subscription to FOREST AND
STREAM for a full twelve months and in addition will also send you
this double-bitted camp axe and leather blade guard. Address,

FOREST and STREAM
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BEACH FISHERMEN IN THE MAKING
(continued from page 427)

“Some” price, but a Greener
gun is a gilt edged investment
even at this figure. It repre-

sents the highest development
of the Sporting Firearm perfect-

ly balanced, beautifully decor-

ated — double barreled Ham-
merless Ejector—-Single Trigger,

barrels bored to Greener stand-

ard, the highest pattern and
most regular grouping obtain-

able.

Every detail is keenly criticized

by experts in gun construction
—the result is a symphony in

outline—an object d’art, the
PERFECT GUN—a lifetime's

delight to the Sportsman and
an heirloom of increasing worth
to coming generations.

It is fitted in a real English
.Leather case lined] with rich
piled Velvet, complete with
heavily plated and ebony im-
plements, delivered duty paid.

Of course we make guns of
other grades, and will send cat-

alogue No. 43 and Fine Gun
booklet on request.

W. W. GREENER
Gun and Riflemaker

St. Mary’s Row
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

29 Pallmall - LONDON, S. W.

CANOES
ROWBOATS

OUTBOARD MOTORS
BOATS FOR OUTBOARD MOTORS

MOTOR BOATS, 16 to 24 ft.

long, with or without engine.

For lakes, rivers, shallow water

and weeds.

The saving effected this year is greater

than ever before.

CATALOG FREE—ORDER BY MAIL

THOMPSON BROS. BOAT MFG. CO.

1521 Ellis Ave., PESHTIGO, WIS.

six inch piece of line and to the remain-
ing arm I fastened a 6-0 hook. “Now,
boys, bait with squid and up and at ’em,”

said I. “Let me show you how to get

out to that hole.” Swis-s-s-h! out whirled
the sinker and baited hook through the

air. Out—out—out it sailed, dropping
right on the edge of the hole.

The youngsters, one after the other,

then essayed the trick, rod held high,

right arm bent up, the hand near the

shoulder, the thumb pressed down upon
the line on the reel, the left hand also

held high, gripping the lower end of the

butt.

“Now,” said I, “just as you used to

cast apples on a stick. Pull down with
your left hand, at the same moment
thrust and follow through with the right

hand, lifting your thumb from the spool

at the same time and your rod tip will

describe an arc that should send your
bait out to just where you want it.”

“No, Tom, too much to the side; up
straight over the right shoulder—don’t

be a “siae-swiper” whatever you do.”

The boys got the hang of it after a while

and got out in fine style. “Wow,” said

Tom, after a few minutes, “I’ve got

something. 0—Oh say—guess I’ve struck

a submarine.” “Don’t horse it in then,”

said I, “let him run, if it is a weakfish

ins mouth is tender. Oh! That’s a fine

rap on the knuckles; keep your fingers

out of the way of your reel handle when
he rushes. Now he is tiring, take up
the line—faster, he’s running toward you
—now quickly as he comes through the

big breaker. There! you have him, a
fine, big, tide-running weakfish. Great,

now we have our supper assured any-

way.”
Several more weakfish were taken on

that tide, also two or three large fluke

and I had such a savage strike from
some huge creature that my gut leader

was cut through as if by a knife.

“Humph,” said I, “blue fish, I guess;

wait. I’ll change the rig.” This time,

instead of a gut leader I put on a tinned-

wire one but Mr. Blue did not return and
soon all biting slowed up.

All of a sudden I had a gentle strike

—

again a queer pull and I struck back; a

very funny acting fish, thought I, could

hardly budge it; must be fast into a

piece of wreck—no, there he starts out

again. Again I tried to bring him in.

Guess I must have been at the pesky
thing fifteen minutes before I brought
in, to the merriment of the boys, a big

horseshoe crab. No wonder he was hard
to land—I’ll bet the man who invented

the “tank” took him for a model. He
manouvered just like one, flop, push, flop,

push, he went along and every time I’d

pull he’d dig his pushers and the front

edge of his shell into the sand and there

he’d stick. I cut him loose and off he
trundled into the water.

“Better quit now, boys,” said I» after

a while, “it’s getting late and supper
must be started. Tom, you be woodman,
get good, dry, hard wood, not too dried

out and punky though. Ben, take the

empty bucket and hike up to the station

for more water. Bill, clean that weak-

fish. I’m going to plank him on the
board for our supper.”

B
Y the time Ben had returned, we had
accomplished quite a bit. A rack, on
which to hang the water buckets had

been put up, bedding of dry sea grass
had been put into the tents and supper
was ready for the ravenous youngsters.
How good that planked weakfish did taste
and right manfully did they dispose of
tin tremendous feed.

“No sand in our grub tonight,” said I,

“no wind, thank goodness! If it does
get windy we’ll have to build a wind-
break on the side of the fire towards the
wind. You see there are lots of troubles

in sand camping that you don’t find in

the woods. Now while Bill and I clean
dishes you boys unroll the blankets and
fix up for the night; we want to turn in

early, at least you boys do. I’m going to

stay up for a little night fishing. I may
get a striper or channel bass. Never
can tell what may come along—that’s

what I love about sea fishing; its endless
variety and never-the-sameness.”
As we dried the last tin dish the boys’

eyelids were hanging as heavy as their

sinkers, so I drove them under their

blankets, too sleepy to protest. They
had had a strenuous day. So had I, but
now was the best time of all, the beauti-
ful falling of evening at the ocean’s edge.
Not a sound but that made by the

waves, not a light but that of the moon
and stars and the glimmer of some ship’s

light on the horizon. I cast, but where,
I did not know—at night I never know
if I have cast twenty feet or a hundred,
but I cast far enough to get a return at
any rate.

My squid lay out on the bottom some-
where and soon, out there in the dark,
something picked it up and with a sav-

age rush nearly yanked my rod from my
hands. Out, out, toward the deep water,
some mighty thing tore with my bait. I

didn’t dare hold it too hard; I couldn’t, I

simply had to let it go. My line got
down to but a very few turns before I

could take in a foot and then for nearly
an hour or so, it seemed, we had it. I

would gain a few yards only to lose it

—

back and forth, up and down the beach
in the dark we fought. Finally I sensed
a change—I was winning—I took in more
line, lost a little, took in more, then some
more and finally whatever was at the
business-end of my line was brought
through the breakers onto the beach.
Hastily I rushed down and snapped on
my flashlight.

Great Scott! after five years trying,

my big fish at last! I dragged him up
and covered him with seaweed—then I

turned in.

Such sleep we had that night on the
soft, springy sea grass, the salty sea air

in our lungs and Old Ocean’s music in

our ears. Not a mosquito disturbed our
dreams, as our nets were closely drawn.

THE first rays of the sun, as it climbed
up over the ocean’s edge, awakened
the youngsters who piled out in a

hurry to see what I might have landed
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during my night’s fishing. Quietly they

stole about in the cool morning air—
“Hey, what’s this, I wonder,” said one,

pointing to the pile of sea-weed held down
by a board. “Wait a bit, boys, and I’ll

be with you in a minute or two,” I called,

as I was awake by that time.

I crawled out and threw the sea-weed
aside and there, in all its coppery beauty
was my prize—a channel bass of about

40 pounds. Red and glistening from
the damp sea-weed he lay, with the mark
of royalty, a black spot the size of a silver

dollar at the base of his tail. When his

highness had been sufficiently admired
I photographed him and then cut off two
steaks that I slipped into the pan for

breakfast. These fish, while occasionally

coarse, are, to my mind, exceedingly fine

—the steaks especially are good broiled

over the coals.

After a dip into the briny we put
away a breakfast that would have amazed
anyone but a seasoned camper and dur-

ing the cleaning up discussed the possi-

bilities of the day.

Tom and I decided to fish the morn-
ing’s tide that was making in. The
others thought that they would rather
explore a bit, so, equipped with camera
and canteen, they disappeared into the

scrub.

Tom and I heaved our baited hooks into

the briny; the tide was near the flood.

We lay on our backs upon the warm
sand, full of breakfast and at peace with
all the world.

It proved to be a wonderful day, not
too warm as yet, with light fleecy clouds,

through which the sun shone intermit-

tently, casting fantastic shadows on the

water and on the beach. Tom relaxed
more and more and was soon off into a

snooze; a flock of “teeter” snipe settled

at my very feet, a rabbit stole out from
the dunes and looked us over.

“Hey, Tom, wake up; look at the fish

breaking,” I yelled. As far as the eye
could reach the ocean was broken up by
the splashes of an immense school of

blues that was heading in.

Oh, if they would only come near
enough—“Whe-e-e” suddenly went my
reel—so did Tom’s—and in a second we
were fast into a couple of as ruthless

pirates of the deep as ever tore to bits

a school of moss-bunkers.
As we were properly rigged this time,

with wire leaders, we took enough of
these exceedingly game fish to satisfy

us for the time being.

Tom was wild—hadn’t ever taken any-
thing better than pickerel or small sized

bass, and he could hardly be restrained
from hunting up his companions to tell

them. The blues soon passed on up the
coast and, with the exception of a soli-

tary croaker and a couple of pesky “dog-
gies” no more fish came our way.
We lazed back again too full of con-

tent to do aught but “invite our souls”.

What a picture for tired eyes; away in

the distance, the gleaming sails of out-

going vessels, the blue of the ocean be-
neath and the blue of the sky overhead.
More wild things came into view, a flock

of noisy crows disputing vociferously
over a bit of fish; a buzzard landed near
and regarded us suspiciously.

Small shore-birds noisily carried on
their affairs in the bayberry bushes at
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our backs, while every wave left sand
crabs and sand bugs stranded. They
would be seen on the wet sand for an in-

stant, a couple of kicks and a wiggle and
they would bury themselves completely.

Tom tried to catch a few, as they
make good bait for kingfish, but few re-

warded his efforts so, with sore finger

tips he quit rather early in the game.
Lazying thus, the morning- passed quick-

ly and by lunch time two hot, tired, but
happy youngsters returned from their

tramp full of their adventures.

They had walked nearly to the next

station by way of the trail along the bay
side, taken some very fine views, had a

swim about every half mile and had seen

growing holly and all manner of strange

vegetation, even to a patch of cactus.

They had encountered rabbits, two or

three varieties of harmless snakes, the

ever present but seldom seen bobtailed

cat, whose ancestors were probably

washed ashore from some wrecked ship

of long ago, was even glimpsed sneaking

through the scrub.

AFTER lunch Tom and I decided that

we would swim out to the bar for

clams while the other two fussed

around camp—they were somewhat tired

after their long tramp
;
footing it through

sand is tiresome, just like loose snow,

and a few miles of hiking through it

makes one realize that there are a few
muscles in one’s legs that evidently have

not been used for some time.

We donned our bathing suits and swam
out aeross the channel to the bar. The
water was very quiet, almost like a lake,

and the clams were easily located with

our toes. Filling the basket we had
towed out we returned to shore.

We didn’t fool around much in our

bathing suits, that’s sure; Tom’s shoul-

ders were turning to a vivid pink and

while this, in contrast to his bright blue

bathing suit and red head, might be very

artistic, I did not wish him to suffer with

too deep a sunburn.

My old hide didn’t mind the sun, but

even my skin was not proof against the

green headed flies that by now had spot-

ted us. These flies are certainly a pest.

They take out a triangular piece of flesh

at each nip and in a few minutes one

will be streaming with blood. They are

fairly easy to kill, however, as they do

not scare worth a cent—they stick till

swatted.

The large clams we buried in the cool,

damp sand as bait for croakers in the

evening—they are a clam loving fish and

even taste like clam fritters when served

up. The smaller clams I cut up into bits

for a chowder and hung up out of

harm’s way as that was to he the big

noise at supper time. The afternoon was
hot and breathless, so while Bill and

Ben snoozed, Tom and I strolled up the

beach to pay the ‘Cap’n” of the Guards

a visit.

The Captain and some of the Coast

Guard were taking it easy on the steps

of the station—it was deliciously cool

there in the breeze in contrast to the

beach and we sat back in huge enjoy-

ment. The Captain and the boys at the

station are old friends of mine and good

fellows they are all the way through.
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“Oh look at the crabs,” said Tom as

one of the boys came in with a big basket

of those delicious critters on his arm.

Right then and there an exchange was

made to the entire satisfaction of all

parties concerned and “fried soft-shell

crabs” was written on the menu.

We stayed till along toward evening

and, after making arrangements with one

of the boys who had a car to take our

stuff up to the railroad station in the

morning, we leisurely strolled back, by

a short cut through the dunes, to camp.

The boys were nowhere in sight, but

evidehce of some forethought on their

part was discernible. A good stack of

wood had been piled up for a night fire

and a pile of cut lengths was all ready

for the cook.

Much pleased, I began supper prepara-
j

tions

—

I soon had the chowder steaming
j

merrily, the soft-shell crabs and a ‘fillet
j

of fluke” sputtering, while creamed spbds
j

and coffee added their appetizing odors to
j

the atmosphere. I was somewhat worried

lest the boys would tarry too long at

whatever was occupying them but they

hove into sight in a little while around

the bend and were evidently fagged out.

Upon seeing me bent over the fire, how-
ever, they took on speed and were, in a

very few minutes, swarming over that

feed like half starved wolves. I don’t

believe anyone said a word till the last

crumb vanished.

AFTER dinner, and clean up, we dug
up our clams and went down the

beach a ways to a new hole; the

boys were too tired to care very much
whether they fished or not—oh, yes, they

were good sports and did try to keep

awake, but their tramping had tired

them; they were very full of supper and
the fast descending gloom of evening, the

soothing roar of the breakers and the

purr of the receding waves upon the

pebbles shortly proved too much for them.

Their rods soon dropped from their

hands; they leaned against each other

more and more and nodded in slumber.

I sat in huge content, puffing away on

my cherished old briar (ye gods, will they

ever dare to take that away) musing on
this and that and happy to the brim.

Rousing myself at last, I knocked my
pipe against my heel, stuck my rod into

the sand, lugged the boys to their tents

and threw them in like so many duffle

bags. A protesting grunt or two and
they were deep in sleep.

I was soon back at my fishing, but this

night proved uneventful—I caught a few
croakers, a couple of skates and an occa-

sional weak fish, but they were small
and I was tired, too, so I soon gave it

up. I was glad that I had taken that

channel bass, though, the night before.

After another pipe and a drink of

water I dove into my own tent feeling

that the trip had been a huge success.

The youngsters had had a wonderful and
healthy outing anyway and that was
enough; besides I had taken my channel
bass and I was satisfied. I drew my
blanket up and slowly the stars, dimly
seen through my mosquito bar, grew
fainter, more and more distant became
the roar of the breakers and in a minute
or two I was again taking giant bass

—

in my dreams.
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of the trout fishing on the Batiscan
river, where the fish were too plentiful
and too easily lured for real sport. I re-
turned to the boat before breakfast and
was warmly welcomed, inasmuch as we
were out of fresh meat, a ground-hog
case; and of all the different kinds of
fresh meat, wild or tame, a broiled young
squirrel takes the palm and the bjue rib-

bon as well; and speaking by the card,
although young in years, it holds the
age in any company and on any occa-
sion. So it is needless to say that both
dinner and supper were enjoyed with
great gusto by the guests and crew.

THE next summer the judge, a few
anglers and I, boarded the “C. O.”
at Cincinnati and steamed down the

Ohio *to Cairo, and from there the gallant
little yacht bravely plowed up the Father
of Waters to the head of navigation at
St. Paul, after a voyage of fifteen hun-
dred miles. We were well repaid, how-
ever, not only in the fine fishing, but in

the beautiful scenery of the upper Missis-

sippi. As we always tied up for the
night we had the early morning and late

afternoon fishing from Lake Pepin to St.

Paul. At Lake Pepin several fine mas-
calonge, as well as some large pike and
many black bass, both big-mouth and
small-mouth, were taxen.

The mascalonge of Lake Pepin was at
one time supposed to be a different spe-
cies and was named immaculatus, owing
to its pale color. There is but one spe-

cies of mascalonge, whether inhabiting
the St. Lawrence basin, the basin of the
Great Lakes, the Mississippi or Ohio
basins, or Lake Chautauqua in New
York or Conneaut Lake in Pennsylvania,
for, however much they may differ in

coloration, there is no structural differ-

ence. The very young, wherever found,
are always more or less black-spotted,

but as they grow older and larger the
spots begin to fade or spread out, forming
faint dusky markings of several patterns,

and sometimes pale vertical bars or fin-

ger marks; and still later, in very large

specimens, these blotches, bars or other
markings entirely disappear, the fish be-

coming of an almost uniform grayish
color. And these various differences in

color and markings may be found in any
one locality, whether it be in the Great
Lakes, Northern Wisconsin, or the other
places mentioned. There are some slight

geographical variations both in form or

coloration, but otherwise there is no more
structural difference than in the pike,

black bass or trout or of any widely dis-

tributed species.

Our party was about the first, I think,

to enjoy the fine fly-fishing for the small-

mouth bass about the rip-raps and re-

cently built wing-dams of the upper Mis-
sissippi from Lake Pepin to St. Paul, and
which has since become so deservedly

popular.’ Before returning down the

Mississippi we made a trip up the St

Croix to a trout preserve of which Mr.
Rice, then Mayor of St. Paul, was presi-

dent, and to whose courtesy we were in-
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debted for some excellent sport fishing

for brook trout.

On our way up the St. Croix we had
:o contend with numerous floating pine

logs, which were being taken from the

lower end of the most remarkable log-

jam ever known in that section. The
entire length of the Dalles of the St.

Croix river, for thirty miles, was occu-

pied and filled with a mass of great pine

logs, being thirty feet wide and thirty

feet deep. We found several steamboats

and numerous teams of horses engaged

in trying to break the jam by pulling out

logs from the lower end. The logs were
in an inextricable condition, lying at all

angles, and many of them broken like so

many colossal matches.

I

N 1884 I supervised the publication of

my “Camping and Cruising in Flori-

da,” which went through several edi-

tions until the stereotype plates, together

with those of the “Book of the Black

Bass” and “More About the Black Bass”

were destroyed in a fire at Cincinnati.

The following winter Judge Longworth
and I went to Florida. At Cedar

Key we chartered the sloop Jeanette of

five tons, and cruised down the Gulf

Coast, enjoying the varied fishing and
hunting of that section. We finally en-

tered Caloosa Bay and anchored at Pun-
ta Rassa, the jumping-off place, and the

last inhabited place on the Gulf Coast.

There were but three or four houses

and a cattle wharf at Punta Rassa, from
which the cattle from the flat pine woods
of southern Florida were shipped to Key
West and Havana. The houses were
mounted on posts some twenty feet high,

as the flat point was subject to the an-

nual overflow of Caloosahatchee river.

A large building was occupied as a tele-

graph office, the shore end of the Havana
cable being at this point. The office of

the U. S. Signal Service and the post

office were also located in the building,

and it was also the only hotel in that

section, and boasted a billiard table for

the amusement of the guests, mostly ang-

lers and sportsmen. The yacht of U. S.

Senator Matt Quay happened to be in

port, and we were challenged for a game
of billiards that evening. The Senator

had sent a case of champagne ashore,

and for several hours the ivory spheres

soiled merrily until midnight, when the

judge and I went aboard the Jeannette

after a very pleasant evening.

At sunrise we weighed anchor and

sailed up the river to Fort Myers, which

at that time was famous as the best loca-

tion for tarpon fishing. We soon had a

surfeit of the sport, however, and after a

few of its large and beautiful scales

were secured as souvenirs the royal pro-

portions of the silver king, being unfit

for food were thrown to the sharks. Mr.

Thomas A. Edison, and his partner, Mr.
Gilliland, had erected fine winter homes
near Fort Myers, and had also built a

large laboratory for experimental work.

We went up the Caloosahatchee several

times in their steam launch. On these

trips the great wizard, in addition to his

wonderful inventive skill, proved himself

a keen sportsman and a good rifle shot,

especially at alligators, whose skins he

wanted fcr various purposes.

Fort Myers, at that time, was quite a
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may be easily and quickly made at little cost.

We teach you how in one hour.
Also how to catch fish the year round. Send

for particulars right now.
W. E. Clayton Company,

43 IT. Main St., Altoona, Kans.

Colorado Teachers College
HOME OflFers courses of instruc-

^ y, tion by correspondence.&IUDY “The GREELEY PLAN”
known throughout the U. S. helps stu-

dents in absentia.

Ask J. G. CRABBE. President

Greeley. Colorado
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Luring the
mighty Muskie

To challenge the ever-changing fighting tactics—the superior
strength—the frantic rushes of that mighty "king of the waters,”

the Muskie, is the supreme test of all fresh water game-fishing.

It’ is the test which requires—next to the desire for real thrilling

sport—sturdy, well chosen, dependable tackle.

SOUTH BEND
QUALITY TACKLE

Includes Muskie lures dependable in strength,

in kind, and in sizes.

The Muskie Buck-fail Casting Spoon is most successful for casting in and
among weeds. The weedless fly portion is our fuzzy body buck-tail. Spoon
is of proper size mounted on extra long shank which eliminates the. use of

a separate leader.

The Muskie Buck-fail Trolling Spoon, a well proportioned sturdy lure. Spoon
is inches with large treble hook buck-tail attached.

The Musk-Oreno—a wobbling type bait possessing diving, darting, minnow-
like course when reeled. Not in motion it floats. Has a 5 inch removable
piano wire leader. 12 colors.

The Troll- Oreno, a special shaped long body with super-strong hooks and
trimmings. Fot trolling purposes, especially with motor boat. 11 colors.

Send (or our book ‘The Days of Real Sport”—which shows other Muskie. tackle and our com-
plete line oi Quality Tackle. A postal brings it to you FREE.

All liro •porting goods dealers sell South Bend Tackle, ineluding
the famous South Bond Lovol- Winding Anti-Bock-Lath Root.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.
10294 SouthBend. Ind

.

Here’s the Book You Want!
This is the one book you need if you are going camping or like to read of camp life.

Written by experts, “The Camper’s Own Book” treats the camping subject in a thorough and practical

manner.
NOTE THIS LIST OF CONTENTS:

The Benefits of Recreation. The Camp-Fire. “Horse Sense" In The Woods. Comfort in Camp. Outfits (Sugges-
tions for Hunting Outfits). Grub-Lists. Canoes and Canoeing. Animal Packing. What to Do If Lost. The
Black Bass and Its Ways. About Fly Fishing for Brook Trout. Pointers for Anglers. The Rifle in the Woods.

PRICE DELIVERED
{

PAPER C0V|R W CENTS

Forest & Stream, (dS£) 9 E. 40th St., New York City

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy tc handle nc leaks or repairs; check as baggage, carry by

hand: safe for family: all sizes: non-sinkable : stronger than wood;
used by l

T
. S and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize at

Chicago and Sr. Louis World's Fairs. We fit our boats for Outboard
Motors. Catalog.

King Folding Canvas Boat Co.. 428 Harrison St.. Kalamazoo. Mich.

thriving village of some importance. It

was the home of several wealthy cattle-

men whose influence was everywhere ap-
parent. It was somewhat surprising to

find so much conventional style in a place
so remote and isolated. On Sunday we
attended service in the new church edi-

fice, and it was hard to realize that we
were in the wilds of Florida while gazing
upward at the lofty Gothic ceiling, with
its chamfered and oiled rafters, and at

the font and lecturn, and the new cabinet
organ, and at the fair organist in a Gains-
borough hat and bangs.
We sailed down river again to Punta

Rassa, and over to Sanibel Island for

some real fishing, for which it is re-

nowned. The angler can here fairly re-

vel in piscatorial abandon and cover him-
self with piscine glory and fish scales. If

ichthyic variety is the spice of the an-
gler’s life, Sanibel and its sister keys are
the Spice Islands. Sharks, rays and
devil-fish, tarpon and jewfish, redfish,

snappers and groupers, Spanish mackerel
and kingfish mackerel, sea-trout, bonito

and cavalli, lady-fish and sergeant-fish,

sheepshead and drum, a host of smaller
fry as spots, grunts and porgies, and the

ever present and ubiquitous catfish, can
be jerked and yanked and snaked, and
pulled and hauled, until the unfortunate
angler will lament that he was ever born
—under the last but not least of the

signs of the Zodiac.

F
ROM Punta Rassa we sailed direct to

Key West, where we bid Good-bye to

the Jeanette and her crew, and took

passage on the fine little steamship Oli-

vette for Havana. At that time Cuba
was under the Spanish regime. As it

was during the Lenten season the city

was rather dull, but we took especial de-

light in visiting the fish market daily,

inasmuch as the display was particularly

good during Lent. It has been my inva-

riable custom, in any city, at home or

abroad, to visit the fish market. And
of all the fish markets of my little world,

I think that of Havana the best, the most
conveniently arranged, and the most
cleanly and sanitary. The floors were
iron gratings, which with the stalls were
hoisted and thoroughly drenched and del-

uged with water from fire hose after each

market day. The waste water ran di-

rectly into the harbor.

But the harbor itself was another
story, and not a pleasant one. Being a

cul-de-sac with a very narrow entrance,

it was a cess-pool into which the surface

drainage and sewage were deposited with

no chance of the water being replenished

or renewed, for it merely rose and fell

with the tides. By cutting through a

ridge at the far end of the harbor the

tides would have had free ingress and
egress. This was probably done during
the occupation by the Federal troops at

the time of the Spanish war as a sanitary

measure to preserve and improve the

health of the city, especially as a pre-

cautionary measure against yellow fever.

We found Matanzas a more interesting

and a more beautiful city than Havana.
Hiring a volante, one of the old and
characteristic Cuban vehicles, with two
very high wheels and the springs and
shafts formed of one piece of timber, the

postilion riding the mule; we drove out
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to the Caves of Bellemar, the most beau-

tiful in the world. From there we drove

to the top of Montserrat, and were well

repaid by the grand and glorious view of

the wonderful Yumuri valley, stretching

away for miles, as far as the eye could

reach. A panorama of tropical beauty,

the finest in all the world, so far as I

know.
After spending a week or two, enjoying

the delightful climate of Cuba, and visit-

ing the sugar and tobacco plantations, we
returned to Havana. We took passage

on the old side-wheel steamer Whitney

for New Orleans. As the Mississippi

happened to be at a flood stage of unusu-

al height, we sailed over a vast sea of

water from the Delta at its mouth to

New Orleans, taking short cuts across

the bends, over sugar plantations, and

even over the tree tops. From the Cres-

cent City we went to Cincinnati by rail.

CANOEING DOWN
THE NEMEKAGON

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 431)

We found State Line Rapids heavy but
not dangerous because there was plenty

of water
;

one can well imagine that

there would be a different story to tell

in flood time. The afternoon passed un-
eventfully and we bent to our paddles

with a will; being somewhat put to it

to find water enough to float our load,

not that there was not water enough,
but too many sand-bars. As George
said, “There’s water enough in the St.

Croix, only it is spread out over half of

Minnesota.”
At three we ran into Danbury, and

stopped for a few supplies and the more
and more appreciated ice-cream. Our
visit was brief and at five o’clock we
went into camp upon an open bank upon
+he south, or Wisconsin, side of the river

as I should now say. Upon the Minne-
sota side was an Indian’s home and we
asked the privilege of buying some hay,
of which there was an abundance in

bunches along the river bank, and
browse was becoming more and more
scarce close to the river. After supper
the Indian visited us, and to our in-

quiries regarding trout streams, replied

that there were several upon the Minne-
sota side and some upon the Wisconsin,
all hard to find. However, he did say
that we would find a little creek much
visited by his people in days gone by
well down upon the Wisconsin side and
that we would recognize the spot by a
high yellow bank, capped with white pine,

at the head of a large island. We filed

the information away. The night was
cool and with the coming of dusk the
whip-poor-wills gathered to serenade us,

a chorus we found highly satisfactory.

We set out the next morning thinking
of the Indian’s trout stream, finding it

with little difficulty, though without his

explicit directions it would have been im-
possible, as it was inconspicuous and
well hidden with vegetation. It was not
large enough to deserve the name of
creek, though the water was very cold
and refreshing. And it contained trout,

small ones that needed stretching to con-
form to the Wisconsin seven inch limit;

You Take No Risk
Written Guarantee J

With Each Razor

This Shumate “Barber” razor is so good that we dare guarantee it to you J
I for life. Here’s the reason—the blade is made from Tungsten Alloy Steel, which takes a keener g
1 edge than any ordinary steel can—and it holds it. You can use it for years without honing. The S
| secret of this wonderful steel is ours alone, and we guard it jealously.

1 Here’s our unqualified guarantee: Buy a Shumate ‘‘Barber’’ razor and use it—not once, but as long M
1 as you like. If you say after an exacting trial that you don’t like it, we'll exchange it without a word, If

|
To settle the razor question for life, send us $2.00 and the SHUMATE Barber g

Razor will be sent to you post paid.

For those with very strong wiry beards,we recommend our $3.00 SHUMATE j=

Razor, specially ground for this purpose. In remitting, give us your dealers g
name, and a chamois lined, rust-proof case will be included with your razor, g

I Established 1884 SHUMATE RAZOR CO. 863 Chestnut St.. ST. LOUIS. U. S. A. g
lllllllllllllllllllllllllll Capacity 10.000 Razors Daily IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM^^ 3J

RUSSELL’S
NEVER LEAK"
Thebuilt-for-hard-knocks
boot that sportsmen
swear by—soft, easy-fit-

ting and as near water-
proof as a leather boot
can be.

Made to meas-
ure from best

q ualit y
chrome-
tanned
leathers.

Ifyourdealer
doesn’t carry
RUSSELL’S,
write us for
a catalog.

W.C.RUSSELL
MOCCASIN

BOOK OF THE

Small Mouthed Bass
By Prof. W. J. Loudon

Inch For Inch, Pound For Pound
The Gamest Fish That Swims

Every Angler Should Secure
A Copy of this Great Book

Based on many years observation and
study of both small and large mouthed
bass. This work describes in full detail
the life and habits of this ever game fish.

It tells where, when and how to catch
them. The bait and tackle to be used

—

as well as how to keep and cook them.

Cloth Bound, price $1.00. Delivered any-
where in the United States or Canada.

A Special Free Gift—Subscribe now for
Forest and Stream at the regular yearly
rate of $2.00 and we’ll mail you a copy
of Professor Loudon’s Small Mouthed Bass,
without any additional cost.

FOREST & STREAM
9 East 40th St., New York City, N. Y.

Doubles Fun of Outing
Camping, Touring, Yachting,

Cottages, Summer Homes, etc.

The

Little

Hottest F;re

Known for Cocking

il Stove
No other stove like it; none other so convenient,

efficient, useful for all purposes. Makes outdoor
cooking as easy as with city gas. Does not need
level ground; wind or rain cannot affect your fire.

Patent enclosed fuel-saver top utilizes ALL of
the heat, instead of wasting 80% of it up around
sides of kettles. Burns 90% air and 10 ( '

0 oil; one
gallon is equal to 10 in any other stove; lasts 16 to
20 hours burning. Actually boils a quart of water
in three minutes. Closes up compactly for carry-
ing; weight 30 lbs. Foods and utinsils can be
packed in the oven. Solidly constructed, will
last for years.

Price $17.50 f.o.b. factory; guarantee^ exactly
as represented or money refunded.

Little WonderOil Stoves will be handled through
dealers everywhere. But you ought to have one
THIS summer. Send money order or check direct
to factory and stove will be shipped at once with
full directions and guarantee.

Little Wonder Stove Co.
3532 Gable Ave. Detroit, Mich.

COOKS

BROILS

All at the

NO
SOOT

Jas

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

‘Ash the Fish!”

i

. Heddon’s Sons.,
Dowagiac, Mich.

Insist on the GENUINE

HILDEBRANDT
SPINNERS

See them at your dealers

The John J. Hildebrandt Company
Logansport Indiana

FOR SATF* Large h,
.
g

.

h
^ '-rIV >JAI ifi • c ]ass Flemish
Giants, New Zealand Reds. R. R.
^Belgian Hares, Ferrets, Pigeons,
'Blooded Dogs and Puppies, all

breeds; Blooded Hoes Uelerbwk

MOHAWK BABBITRY. Dept. S, INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
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FOR PROFIT OR PLEASURE
There is no fishing lure that will

serve your purpose better than

McMAHON’S TROLLING SPOONS
A perfect imitation of live bait, designed as a result of a thorough
study of fish and fishing methods. Made in a wide range of sizes to
meet all demands.

Salmon, trout, croppie, black bass, pike, pickerel, “muskies” and
even sunfish rise to this lure. Recommended for real sport in any
waters for game fish. Price list on request.

At your marine or sporting goods dealer ,
or write

Pacific Net & Twine Co., 1213-23 Western Ave
,
Seattle, Wash.

or

OREGON MARINE & FISHERIES SUPPLY CO., PORTLAND, OREGON

JOIN THE ARMY OF SUCCESSFUL ANGLERS
BY USING A

MARTIN AUTOMATIC FISHING REEL
THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED SPORTSMEN ATTEST TO THE SATIS-
FYING RESULTS ATTAINED BY USING THE MARTIN AUTOMATIC

Guaranteed Perfect and Practical

No cranking—made in four sizes: “G” line capacity No. 2

—

75 ft. No. 2—90 ft. No. 3—150 ft. No. 4—225 ft.

LEFT HAND REELS MADE TO ORDER
Send fer Catalogue

MARTIN AUTOMATIC FISHING REEL CO.
Mohawk New York

Trout Fly-Fishing in America
By CHARLES ZIBEON SOUTHARD

Illustrations and Colored Plates by H. H. Leonard
ANGLING SPORTSMEN WILL FIND IN THIS BOOK
A Classification of all the species of Trout found in

American waters, which is more complete and more
serviceably arranged than any other in print.

Superbly executed plates in colors illustrating the author’s descriptions
of the more important variations in color and marking of trout.

Reliable hints as to the best equipment, and the handling of the
.
Rod,

the Reel, the Line, the Leader, the Fly, based upon more than twenty-
five years’ study of the habits of trout and the best way of catching
them.

A fair-minded discussion of the merits of the Wet-Fly and Dry-Fly
methods of Fishing.

Lists of flies best suited to certain waters, directions for making one’s

own leaders, and a wealth of miscel’aneous data simply invaluable to

even the most experienced angler.

A Book for Every Angler’s Library PRICE $10.00
Address—Book Department, Forest and Stream

9 East 40th Street, New York City

LAKE AND STREAM GAME FISHING
A Practical Book on the Popular Fresh Water Game Fish, the Tackle Necessary and

How to Use It

By DIXIE CARROLL
Editor of “The National Sportsman’’ and Fishing Editor of “The Chicago Herald," President

of "The American Anglers’ League." Net $2.00.

A book of Fisli ami, Fishing, written in a "pal” to "pal" style from actual fishing experiences. ThJe basses,
muskellonge, pike, pickerel, wall-eyed pike and trout treated :'n a thorough manner as to habits and peculiari-
ties. Baits and, lures that attract game fish, and how to use them. Simple and expert methods of bait and
fly casting. The reason for each piece of tackle and how to use it

Send for your copy now or BETTER YET send $4.00 for a two years’ subscription to Forest and Stream and
we’ll ma I a copy of this book FREE

FOREST AND STREAM (Book Dept.) 9 East 40th St., New York City

though George insisted that he caught
sight of one over a foot long. At any
rate between us we filched eight small
fish from the unwilling water and re-

turned to its mouth for lunch. There
upon the bank of the St. Croix, perfectly
screened from the water, we cooked and
ate our trout to the music of heavy thun-
der in the north. Believing that we were
to be treated to another rain-storm we
did not linger over the tea-cups, but
quickly washed dishes and put out under
the blazing sun.

The river had assumed a Hudson-like
appearance, high bluffs, well wooded,
succeeded by stretches of lowland, some-
times marsh, often heavily covered with
ash, swamp-maple, elm, and timber of
that ilk. Always we were running upon
sand-bars where the water would shoal
to almost nothing, though at the lower
edge it would drop sheer twelve to twenty
feet. It is not a river to fool with.
Needless to say, wall-eyes and northern
pike would be found in the deep water
just off the bars. At almost any hour
of the day we could have wall-eyes just
for the casting, so our larder was always
supplied with that prince of fryers.

Along in the afternoon we ran into
an ancient clammer, dirty and smelly,
busy at his unattractive craft. Later on
we came upon a clammer settlement on
the Minnesota side, the great heaps of
stinking shells being conspicuous adver-
tisement of their business. We passed
them swiftly, like the priest and Levite
of the story, “on the other side”. We
went into camp on the top of a high
bluff on the Minnesota side, many rat-

tling springs at its foot tumbling cold

water into the river. The climb was
somewhat difficult for a cut foot and
broken ribs, but we wanted to get above
the mosquitoes, which we failed in doing,

the night proving hot and close. After
supper a few moments’ work with the
short rod resulted in a pair of fine wall-

eyes and we returned to camp.

W E were up early, for from what
information we had been able to

glean we knew that Kettle River
Rapids were not a great way below and,
like true canoeists we were eager to ad-

venture them. A home-made stern wheel
steamboat lying high and dry on the
Minnesota bank attracted our attention

and we stopped to examine it. Finding
a sign-board tacked to its side with the
emphatic statement: “No Camping
Here!” we scrawled beneath, “Who in

thunder wants to?” and departed. Short-
ly after, coming to a ferry, we paused to

talk with the man in charge. We dis-

covered that there were numerous trout

streams on the Minnesota side, emptying
into the rivers that were continually

uniting with the St. Croix. We were
told that the stream just above the ferry,

Hay Creek, had a good trout stream en-

tering not twenty rods above its mouth.
Our informant also said that the sur-

rounding country was good “bear coun-
try”, that he had secured three during
the previous season. He also warned us
to watch for a large creek about two
miles below the ferry, Bear Creek, on
the Minnesota side, as it marked the be-

ginning of “Kettle River Rapids”, six

miles long. Ever since entering the St.
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Uioix we had heard a great deal about
Kettle River Rapids and their character,

some times they were eight miles long

and dangerous
;
again only five and noth-

ing serious. So we pushed forward.

We found the ferryman’s information

correct, just below the mouth of Bear
Creek we ran into a fierce little rapid,

not dangerous at all, though a canoist

should keep his eyes open lest he run
upon a “round-head”; always there are

plenty of those in the upper St. Croix,

great sharp fellows just beneath the sur-

face. A small saw-mill upon the Wis-
consin bank was busy converting dead-

heads into lumber, and continually we
were running upon crews of men at work
raising the water-logged timbers from
the bottom where they had slept since

*he heyday of the lumber industry. At
times we would find hundreds of logs

with one end just protruding above the

surface, the other being firmly imbedded
in the silt of the bottom. To run into

such a “nest” in the night might easily

prove disastrous, for the swift current
snarled around, and sucked down beneath
them most suggestively.

Quickly leaving the little mill behind
we swung into the next rapid, fierce and
shallow, missing some sharp rocks by
altogether too close a margin for com-
fort. Rapid follow rapid in quick suc-

cession, with only a breathing space be-

tween. Once in a rapid there was no
time for consultation as to the course,

that the steersman had to map out be-

fore entering. As George put it: “Once
in the swift water we do not have to

wait for things to happen; they happen.”
Once we struck and struck hard, hang-
ing on a flat-topped reef in the very cen-

ter of the broad river for some seconds.

Despite our united efforts the canoe
swung around. Had there been an up-

reaching rock, or even an inequality in

the reef, we would have spilt instantly.

Fortunately the boat swung clear and
worked free. It is a reef to beware of

and I have no landmarks in mind to aid

other canoeists to escape it. Later on I

met an old riverman and he said many
a bateau came to grief on that reef in

the day of the rivermen; he had a name
for it which I wish I could remember,
my recollection being that the common
title of his Satanic Majesty played an
important part in its make-up.
Below one of the shoots we discovered

an ancient Indian standing beside a beau-
tifully constructed birch-bark canoe, the

latter being sufficiently rare to cause us

to stop and attempt to enter into con-

versation with the ‘aborigine; but to all

our questions he responded with a head-
shake, either he could not or would not
understand. I am sorry that he refused
to stand for his picture, but he was
camera-shy and we left him.
We ate our mid-day meal on the rocky

point of an island that loomed in the
middle of the river, its wooded surface
being some fifteen or twenty feet above
the water. What an ideal place for a
summer cottage, or for a night camp;
had it been near sunset instead of mid-
day we would have made camp upon its

hospitable shores
;

as it was we only
lingered long enough to eat dinner, then
wp were upon our way once more.
About two o’clork, beholding a fine,

Duxbak HUNTING CLOTHES
Approved as standard by all regular Fall

game seekers.

Like all Duxbak clothes the outfit shown
here—a general favorite— is rain proofed, rein-

forced where clothes wear most. Has features

like ventilating bellows under arms, big game
pockets open at front and rear—and many
others—that sportsmen appreciate.

_ Send for 1120 Free Catalog

Ulica- Duxbak Corporation
10 Hickory St., Utica, N Y.

The London Field
says, “There are
none others so good.’’

—The Joe Welsh

Leaders, made hy
Wm. Robertson,
Glasgow, Scotland

—

are the real Genuine
Tilarand Nova.

Ask forThem
and Get Them
3-6-9-foot Lengths.

Samples hy Mail.
3 ft. 25c; 6 ft. 50c;

9 ft. 75c.

Made in Six Breaking
Strains—a Size for
Every Fish.

Joe Welsh Blue
Devil Darning
Needles Ready for
shipment.

JOE WELSH
Pasadena, California

,
SALE OF

U. S. Army & Navy Goods
For Camp and Summer Outfits

Ask for big Catalog- 123 Today
Army Khaki Shirts

Navy Underwear .

Army Ponchos . .

Army Wool Breeches
Khaki Trousers . .

Army Pup Tents .

Army Mess Plates .

Army Blankets . ,

Army Raincoats . .

and all other articles

camp or outdoor use.

$2.00 ^
.75

1.25
2.50
2.50
3.50
.25

j

5.00
3.50

for

50

50 /
50 /
25 /

SEND 10c FOR ARMY & NAVY
CATALOG -123—AND BUY AT
AUCTION BARGAIN PRICES.

ARMY & NAVY STORE CO.
245 W. 42d St.. New Yerk

L Largest Camp and Military Outfitters

FOREST AND STREAM publishes

many and can supply any of the

world’s outdoor books.

Tackling the Bass

This bonny fighter of lake and
stream again climbs through the
ropes.

Black Bass waters are open every-
where.

Out from some rocky shore, up
from under the lily pad he comes to
test the skill of the angler and his
tackle.

It is our constant aim to encour-
age the Lise of fine fishing tackle. Not
only does it afford greater satisfac-
tion but it will, in the end, prove less
expensive. Aside from this, every
angler has a subtle and genteel pride
in the possession of an outfit which
he knows to be above reproach.

BAIT CASTING RODS—In bamboo and steel,
standard lengths, $10 to $50.

REELS—Level winding and free spool, for
bait casting, $5 to $50.

LINES—From the soft braided to paraffin
casting line, 50 yard lengths, $1 to $2.50.

VLTTGS—We keep plugging along keeping up
with the times in this line. Every conceivable
conceit invented can be found in our stock.
Buck Tail Spinners to Devil Bugs, Pork Rind
devices and Casting Spoons.

BASS FLIES—Every standard variety and
the cork bodied bass bugs made famous by the
Mississippi fishermen.

FLEXIBLE and PHOSPHO-BRONZ casting
traces, Lock Snap swivels.

FOLDING LANDING NETS, short handles for
wading, 30" for canoes, 48" two-piece handle
for general use, equipped with soft cotton or
waterproof nets.

MOSQUITO REPELLENT—“FUMO,” for camp
use, effective and pleasant censer lamp and
material, 75c. Refills, 3 boxes for 35c.

FISHING CLOTHING, boots and shoes, camp-
ing goods of every description.

Write for free general catalogue, books
on Motor Rambling, Men’s and Women’s
Clothing, and for Travelers by Road, Rail
and Sea.

Abercrombie
& Fitch Co*

EZRA H. FITCH. President

Madison Ave. and 45th St., New York

“The Greatest Sporting Goods
Store in the World”
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HOTEL MARSEILLES
Broadway at 103d Street, New York

SUBWAY EXPRESS STATION

“A Hotel of Distinctiveness and Refinement”

Delightfully Located Between Riverside Drive

and Central Park

Ten Minutes by Subway to 42nd Street and

Twenty Minutes to Wall Street

Delightful Dining Room and

A LA CARTE AND TABLE D’HOTE SERVICE

Reservations Now Being Made

M. P. Murtha, Manager

A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler

. Ideal Canoe Trips
The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all
kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent,
Reid Newfoundland Company, St. John’s, New Foundland

Know Your Fish
David Starr Jordan’s “Guide

to the Study of Fishes”
Recognized the world over as a most
comprehensive and authoritative treat-
ment of the subject.

This great work, published in two cloth

bound volumes of more than 600 pages
each, contains hundreds of illustrations and
is invaluable to anyone interested in fish

or fishing.

It describes the different species of fish in a

manner that enables you to identify them. It

cells of their life and habits: how, when and
where different species are caught. . . . How
fish breathe, smell, taste and talk. It treats on
migratory fish, colors of fish, food value of fish,

the mythology of fishes: mermaid, monkfish,
bishop-fish, sea-serpents, &c. Its description of

popular fishes includes trout, flounder, catfish,

perch, bass, swordfish, eel. gayling, blackflsh,

sand-darter, mullet, mackeral, herring, kingfish,

halibut and other species: pond-skippers, cave-
fish, file-fish, trigger-fish, headlight-fish, trunk-
fish and other species of freak fish too numerous
to mention are fully described.

Packed ready for shipment these two volumes
weigh 10 pounds. Price, delivered to any ad-
dress in the United States, $12.00. Canadian
orders subject to extra shipping charge and
custom fee.

FOREST & STREAM
(BOOK DEP’T)

9 EAST 40th ST., N. Y. CITY, N. Y.

SUREGETUM CAMPS
CONNECTICUT LAKES

NORTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE
PITTSBURG, N. H.

VARNEY BROS., Reg. Guides SEASON 1920

SUREGETTUM CAMPS will open May 1, 1920, for the

Fishing Season. Those who have been there need no
written word to call them again. They know that the

peeled log cabins are warm, neat, cosy and comfortable;
that the grub Is everything that farm, forest and market
can make it. They have slept in the spring beds and
sat before the stone fireplace. In company with the

Varney brothers they have hunted and fished the silent

places and spent nights in the outlaying lean-tos. They
know that for good hunting, plenty of fish and game,
good cooking, wholesome food and a good time, SURE-
GETUM IS THE IDEAL PLACE.

Other information on request

FISHING MAY I HUNTING OCT. 15
Make arrangements with

VARNEY BROTHERS Pittsburg, N. H.

ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY

rtf* H ot el /fredoma
AtTenaesseeAye.rust
afFtiieJ&anfwrzJAwi/n
Aeac6/ranfserviceand
appointmentsatmoderate
ratesJkuItafAricA&stvne.
Europeanpfan. Restaurant.

C.W.OWMANV.

Near ASBURY PARK’S

FISHING PIER
THE HOUSE OF COMFORT

Capacity, 350. Hot and cold water, with local and
long distance telephone in every room. Electric

elevator. Rates, American plan, $6.00 up per day;
$35.00 weekly.

EWELL & CRAWFORD
OCEAN HOTEL ASBURY PARK, N. J.

dry and open bank upon the Wisconsin
side, appearing very like an old “roll-

way”, we landed to investigate. There
were the remains of many fires and one
fireplace substantially constructed of

stone. At the upper end of the bank
a little brooklet tumbled into the river.

Stooping to drink, I spied a tiny darting
form, and shouted one word, “Trout!”
Soon our rods were assembled and we
made our way up the little watercourse.
It was hard fishing but in an hour we
returned with sixteen fish that would
pass muster. Though it was early we
determined to make camp, for it was an
ideal spot, open to the sky and breeze,

and softly carpeted with green grass. I,

as chef, laid myself out to prepare a

sumptuous meal, while George busied

himself with setting up the tent and
constructing unusually soft beds of

browse. As to the details of that sup-
per, modesty forbids that I say anything
here, only, a reflecting baker can pro-

duce some wonderfully appetizing dishes.

AFTER supper, while wandering
about the mound or knoll, I picked

up the covers from a pocket map
of Brunette County, Wisconsin, bearing
this address: “The Hudson Publishing

Company, 404 Kasota Bldg., Minneapolis,

Minn.” Parenthetically: Upon our re-

turn I wrote the firm and secured sepa-

rate maps of every county through
which we passed. The maps are not al-

ways correct in every point, but near
enough to be of wonderful help to the

canoe voyager. Had I only possessed

the guides before the trip, but then, I

now know where the map of any county

can be obtained.

It was a terrifically hot night, but with
the bobbinet protected front wide open
we were comfortable and slept well; in-

deed did not awaken until the matin of

the birds aroused us at four, and after a

hurried breakfast, we were on the river

at five, determined to get as much of

the river behind us as possible before

nightfall. Our vacation was drawing to

its close and we were still some distance

from our objective,—Hudson.
Then occurred one of those inexplic-

able happenings. We had dodged under
down trees, through wire fences, between
rocks and over rapids without dipping a

drop of water and in consequence had
grown heady and careless. Just below
our camp an innocent appearing shoot

close inshore invited us to cut a corner,

an invitation we accepted with alacrity.

A wave with a foam crest taunted us,

and, well, just how it happened I do not

know; but we came out of the encounter

half filled with water, satisfied to escape

so easily. The fact of the matter is, we
very nearly went bottom side up. We
beached the canoe to unload and empty
out the water, a new respect born in

us for the poet’s apothegm: “Things are

not what they seem.”
The atmosphere was close and hot be-

fore six o’clock and we stripped and bent

to our work, sending the light craft

along at good speed. Heavy thunder-

heads gathered in the west and we knew
that we were in for a storm. We stopped

at a farm house near the river in search

of fresh cream and information
;

but

the appearance of the room into which
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we looked led us to be satisfied with in-

formation. We were told that we would
find a trout stream entering on the Wis-
consin side at the head of a sand-rock

bluff, opposite a little white house on

the Minnesota bank. By the time we
reached the mouth of the stream it was
raining, so we covered everything -with

our rubber blanket, and left the canoe

while we set out up the stream in search

of trout. It was an ideal stream but we
failed to catch a fish, though we learned

afterward that had we gone farther up
j

we would have been rewarded. Dripping
wet we returned to the waiting boat and
pushed off. The storm passed, the sun
came out and we dried off.

WE were hailed from the Minnesota
side and ran in for a moment at

Pearl Springs Camp, reached, I

believe, from Reedsburg, but we did not

stop even for dinner, though manifestly

the one who hailed us was disappointed.

Our midday lunch was eaten just below

the Northern Pacific railway bridge

where a boulder strewn spit stuck its

finger out into the river and a little

spring brook tumbled in. Almost any-
where along either bank of the St. Croix

we could find a spring. Swinging out

into the river after lunch we faced a
twelve mile stretch in the teeth of a

heavy gale. The waves ran so high that

we were compelled to keep close inshore.

It was a long, tedious pull but at two-

thirty we had it behind us and we stopped
at a ferry for information. To our dis-

may we learned that eight miles below
us was a dam—“Never’s Dam”—and
that we would have no helping current
between the ferry and dam. My courage
oozed out through broken blisters in the

palms of my hands, but inspired by
George’s good natured courage, I bent to

my paddle once more.
That was a fearful pull down through

a wonderfully fishy looking stretch of

water. The bare, stark skeletons of

drowned out trees stood shoulder high
to the right and left. We were almost
afraid to cut corners for fear of getting

hung up in a tree-top. Though the wind
blew a gale and-a-half, it was hot, awful-
ly hot, on the water; had it not been
for the wind perhaps we could not have
endured the heat, but battling against
the waves was anything but pleasant.

At five-fifteen we ran into Never’s Dam,
made a short carry at the left, ran the
swift water below the dam and went into

camp on the Minnesota side. Water was
seeping into the river from the foot of

the bank upon which we camped, and a
hole scooped in the sand soon filled with
sweet, cold water. George secured some
milk at a farm, and cooled in the water,
it tasted like more.
The wind went down with the sun, and

the night shut in, close and smothering.
With our tent open wide we could not
get a breath of air. Despite our utmost
precautions mosquitoes gained entrance
and added to our suffering. It was one
of the most uncomfortable evenings I

ever put in in a tent. At eleven o’clock

a severe thunder-storm broke, accom-
panied with a wind of almost cyclonic

dimension. The tent swayed, cracked
and bellowed; but the stakes held and
it rede out the gale. Then came the

Answer the Call

of the Moose
and bring back the hunter’s
coveted trophy of giant ant-

lers for your den at home,
where you can tell the tale

of the campfire and glorious
days in the Canadian woods.

Hunt Big Game In Ontario

In addition to moose— deer,

caribou and black bear
roam freely throughout the
200,000 square miles of this

Province’s forested area.

Competent guidesand outfits

available at various points.

Write to A. O. SEYMOUR,
General Tourist Agent, Can-
adian Pacific Railway, Montreal,
Canada, for full information.

GRANLIDEN HOTEL
LAKE SUNAPEE, N. H.

under new management catering to a discriminating

clientele

GOLF TENNIS BOATING CANOEING

BATHING FISHING MOTORING DANCING

COTTAGES FOR RENT, Booklet sent on request

NEW YORK OFFICE

Hotel San Rafael, 65-69 W. 45th Street, near 5th Avenue

J. THOMAS RUSSELL, Proprietor

Also Hotel Russell, Saratoga Springs, New York

NORTHERN ONTARIO
• Wabi-Kon Camp

1 imagami Ontario, Canada

Tlie unspoiled country—A Camp with every comfort in the
heart of the Canadian North Woods—1500 lakes. Won-
derful fishing. Guides, Boats, Canoes and Launches for

hire. Bathing, Tramping. One night from Toronto. Ex-
cellent table. Rates $1S and $20 per week, $3.50 per day.
Write for Booklet. MISS E. ORR, Timagami P. 0.,

Ont.

FISH WITH
Jimmy Jordan
Eastport, Annapolis, Md.

Care of L. Earle Strange

COLD SPRING CAMPS
FOREST AND AVERILL LAKES

Aug. & Sept. Fishing
ONLY MAINE CAMPS IN VERMONT

Twentieth Season

VACATION RESORT FOR ALL
Come to the Green Mountains

Trout, Salmon, Lakers, Aureolas, Bass, Pickerel

“Catch them with a Fly”

Boating, Bathing, Tramping
Five lakes. Miles of streams in unbroken forest Main
camp, twelve cabins. Open fires. A table we are proud
of. Boats on all lakes. Good old guides. V mosquitoes

nor black flies. Accessible to New York and Boston by

motor or rail. Reliable references near you. 7.'. miles from

White Mountains. 20 miles from Colebrook. X. H.
Garage May lst-Oct. 15.

‘‘No Hay Fevet—No Asthma”
H. A. QUIMBY, Mgr. Averill, Vt.
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SPORTMEN’S RESORTS EAST AND WEST
Sportsmen planning for rest or recreation will find it worth while to write to the following

hotels and camps for rates and reservations.

MAINE
P. 0. Address. Hotel or Camp. Capacity-

Rates
Day Week

Eustis, Me The Sargent
Katahdin Iron Works, Me. .Yoke Pond Camps ..

Kennebunk Beach, Me New Bass Rock ...
Kokadjo, Me Kokadjo Inn

NEW YORK
Bonaparte, N. Y The New Hermitage

50
15

.150

Darts, N. Y Dart’s Camp 150
De Bruce, N. Y The De Bruce Inn 75

Easthampton, L. I., N. Y... Osborne House 45
Long View, Ham. Co., N. Y.Long View Cottages 50

Long Lake, Ham. Co., N. Y.PIumley’s Camp 20

Mt. Marion, N. Y Mt. Marion House 25
Patchogue, L. I., N. Y Roe’s Hotel ..100
Quogue, L. I., N. Y Post House 100
Shelter Island, L. I., N. Y.Oxford House 100

NEW JERSEY
Asbury Park, N. J Ocean Hotel 350
Belmar, N. j New Windsor 150
Point Pleasant, N. J The Carrollton 200
Point Pleasant, N. J The Leighton 250

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Antrim, N. H Greystone Lodge 125
Bethlehem, N. II The Alpine 80
Sunapee Lake, N. H Granliden Hotel 250

CONNECTICUT
Litchfield, Conn Phelps Tavern 100

COLORADO
Glenwood Springs, Col The Williams 50

MICHIGAN
Bellaire, Mich. North Lakes Resort 35
Gladstone, Mich Maywood Resort 150
Michigamme, Mich Camp Keehuwa 240
Witch Lake, Mich Hunters’ Rest 40

WISCONSIN
Burlington, Wis Oak Park Resort 150
Cable, Wis Eagle Knob Lodge 35

MONTANA
Red Lodge, Mont Senia Camps 35

$5.00
3.00
2.50
2.50

5.00

up
5.00
0.00

up

4.00
up
4.00

up
3.00

6.00

4.00
4.00
8.00

4.00

3.00

5.00
2.00

2.00

2.50
4.00

4.00

$30.00
21.00
12.00
15.00

30.00

up
30.00
28.00
up

35.00
25.00
up

23.00

up
18.00
35.00
40.00
16.00

35.00
20.00

21.00
21.00
48.00

25.00

30.00
10.00
25.00
10.50

10.00
25.00

25.00

Yessir—the BEST fishing in Michigan
Sounds big- and it is. There’s a number of

streams running into the lake that abound
with speckled trout, perch, bass and pickerel.

Excellent swimming, canoeing and eats!

Well, drop us a postal and we’ll send you
the interesting booket about

NORTH LAKES RESORT, Bellaire, Mich.
Wm. 0. & D. C. Maltby

Lake Bonaparte
in the Adirondack Mountains, New York

Good Fishing and Hunting
BEAUTIFUL SCENERY

THE NEW HERMITAGE
David Scanlin, Proprietor

COME TO PLUMLEY’S CAMP
For

BASS, PIKE AND PICKEREL
Rates by the Day, $4.00

By the Week, $23 up

FRANK PLUMLEY
Long Lake, Hamilton County, New York

ARDONIA, N.Y.
If you want the real outdoor life visit this "joy

spot’’ of Ulster County.
FISHING, HIKING AND SUMMER COMFORT
Exceptionally good table; terms $18.00 weekly;

capacity 10.

MRS. E. A. SEYMOUR,
ARDONIA, ULSTER COUNTY, NEW YORK

rain, a deluge, beating down the “silk”
|

upon us with its sheer weight. All in

all it was a memorable night, and we
secured little rest until dawn. Conse-
quently we were late in getting out.

We found the river up, our dug spring
j

swept away, in which we had placed our
cream and butter, but only our day’s
supply. Once more we proved the wis-
dom of the old adage; “It is not wise to

carry all your eggs in one basket.”

On the river at eighty-thirty, we found !

ourselves once more facing a high wind
beneath a burning sun, a combination to

rob canoeing of all romance. Thirteen
miles below was St. Croix Falls, and we
discussed seriously the advisability of

pulling out there. The thought was at-

tractive, and when at last we reached
the beautiful little town and had dis-

cussed the question from all angles over
many dishes of ice-cream, the thermome- '

r.er in the shade reading 103, we came
to the conclusion that the best of the

river was behind us, and packed up.

Leaving the canoe to be shipped by a

drayman, we took stage over to Dresser
Junction, and soon were on a through
Soo train, bound home.

TODAY the trip is but a memory,
but such a memory! I have lived

it over many a time already, fol-

lowing my notes and photographic rec-

ord. When old age comes unbidden upon
me, what a memory to mull over as I

sit in the ingle nook! Wise is he who
stores the library of his mind with many
volumes of such memories. The Neme-
kagon-St. Croix trip is one of the best

and most satisfactory in Wisconsin.

Another easy day would take the voy-

ager to Hudson, and one more to the

mighty Mississippi itself, where the trip

snould end to make it perfect. But that

we were wise in leaving the river when
we did, the thermometer readings for

the following ten days amply proved.

To the reader contemplating a canoe trip -

I can only say, consider well the one I

have just described.

Climbing above the mosquitoes
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A nominal charge of ten

cents per word will carry

classified meisages to our

army of readers on farms,

in the towns and cities,

and at the end of blazed

trails.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION

FOR SAXE.—BRAND NEW COLT AUTO-
matic .22. Also South Bend anti-back lash reel

and Ten-Dollar Isaac Walton rod, used only few
times. F. W. Ashworth, 785 Ferguson Ave.,

Dayton, Ohio.

FOR SALE.—ITHACA SINGLE BARREL
“Trap” gun. Beautifully finished, as new. John
C. Frantz, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

OLD-TIME AND MODERN FIREARMS
bought, sold and exchanged. Kentucky flintlock

rifles, old-time pistols, revolvers, guns, swords,
powder horns, etc. Lists free.

^
Stephen Van

Rensselaer, 805 Madison Ave., New York City.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE.—3 H. P. AEROTHRUST MOTOR
for canoe or rowboat. Driven less than 2 hours.
Price $120.00. R. E. Eriser, 454 Meek Ave.,
Sharon, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS

DECOYS—CALLERS; PURE BRED. NO
limit. Wild Mallard, young, $4.00 pair; year-

lings, $5.00 pair. English callers, young. $8.50

pair; yearlings, $10.00 pair. Duck Book, 25c.

Ferrets for sale. E. Breman Co., Danville, Illinois.

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ting for newspapers, magazines. Experience un-

necessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 529,

St. Louis, Missouri.

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.

Hoxie, Plymouth, Massachusetts.

PEARLS, BAROQUES, SLUGS; BOUGHT,
sold and exchanged, loose o, mounted. L. V.
Mapes, Indiana Harbor, Indiana.

SAXOPHONE BY MAIL.—POPULAR JAZZ
Saxaphone Playing tuaght by mail in 24 lessons.

Course prepared by vaudeville headliner and
soloist. The most sincere individual popular
saxophone course ever offered to the public. Only
limited number of pupils accepted. Endorsed by
all leading authorities. Jack Regan, 166 No.
Mentor Ave., Pasadena, Calif.

TRAPPERS: BROWN’S FOX BOOK WILL
teach you to catch foxes. Best scents and trap-

ping methods. Results guaranteed. Mailed any-
where for $2.00. Ernest A. Brown, Nashua,
N. H.

TWO COONS WANTED, YOUNG ONES PRE-
ferred, suitable for training dogs. Half grown
preferred. State price wanted. Write H. G.
Chase, Hedgesville, R. R. No. 8, W. Va.

WANTED.—TWELVE YOUNG RED FOX
and twelve young gray fox. R. C. Relihan,
Douglas, Ga.

PHOTO SUPPLIES

MAIL US 20c WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and six velvet prints. Or send six

negatives any size and 20c for six prints. Or
send 40c for one 8 x 10 mounted enlargement.
Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke Photo Finishing
Co., 220 Bell Ave., Roanoke, Va.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

$6.00 DOWN; $6.00 MONTHLY; SIX ACRE
fruit, poultry; fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100.00; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North
Fifth, Kansas City, Kansas.

GOOD SALMON GRILT AND TROUT FISH-
ing privilege with clubhouse and garage. Ia good
game country on Little Southwest Mivmichi. Ap-
ply to Robert J. McPherson, Newcastle, N. £.,

Canada.

TAXIDERMY

SPLENDID DEER AND GAME HEADS,
mounted fish, birds,, fur rugs and animals for sale.

Artistic work. Moderate prices. List. Send us
your trophies for mounting, satisfaction guaran-
teed. M. J. Hofmann, Taxidermist, 989 Gates
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

DOGS

In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some

disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not

to be transferred until the dog has been

received and found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALES

LIONHEART AIREDALES—AT STUD, LION-
heart, Wyoming Royal, A. K. C. and U. K. C.
registered, and bred in the purple. Has treed
more big game alone than any airedale offered at

stud in America and is the leader of one of the
best packs in the west. Retrieves from land or
water. Endorsed by four well known big game
guides and hunters, including Ned Frost. Stud
fee $25.00, we pay expressage one way on all

bitches booked in advance. Write for certified

list of big game treed and killed by this dog alone
and with the pack, pedigree, and description. We
have pedigreed puppies for sale for every purpose,
companions and guardians for children, stock
dogs, watch dogs, hunters and show prospects.
Write for puppy list and signed testimonials from
all over America. Lionheart Kennels, Box 1412,
Anaconda, Montana.

COLLIES

COLLIE PUPPY.—RARE BEAUTY; SABLE
with correct white markings; in perfect health;

we will supply certified pedigree; will ship on
receipt of $10 ;

worth $50. Vinecrest Farm, Falls
Church, Va.

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Sliomont, Monticello, Iowa.

DOGS WANTED

WANTED.—BIRD DOGS TO TRAIN, ALSO
broken setters and rabbit hounds for sale.

Kennels, Marydel, Md.
O. K.

FOR SALE

FOX HOUNDS, ALSO BEAGLES, BROKEN
on fox and rabbits, skunk and oppossum dog's;

lots of puppies on hand. State your wants with
stamp. Eckert Bros., Nottingham, Pa.

GUN DOGS

BEAGLES, SETTERS AND POINTERS. BOTH
grown stock and puppies. Photos, 4c. stamps.
Stanford Kennels, Bangall, New York.

DOGS! DOGS! DOGS ALL KINDS. FOX
Terriers, Bulls, Airedales, Collies, Irish Terriers,
etc., male and female pups. I handle more dogs
than any other man in the country. Quick sales

and small profits. Specify the kind of dog you
want. I will positively fill your order. Leo
Smith, 305 Varick Street, Jersey City, New
Jersey.

FOR SALE.—IRISH, ENGLISH, LLEWEL-
lin setter pups and trained dogs, pointers, Irish
water spaniels and Chesapeake Bay retrievers both
in pups and trained dogs. Enclose stamps for
descriptions. Thoroughbred Kennels, Atlantic,
Iowa.

HUNTING DOGS—RABBIT HOUNDS, FOX
hounds, coon, opossum, skunk, squirrel, bear, deer
dogs, setters, pointers, farm, pet dogs. Browns
Kennels, York, Pennsylvania.

NO. 1.—HANDSOME BRACE REGISTERED
three-year-old pointer dogs, crackerjack chicken
and quail dogs, fine retrievers, $400 each, $750.00
the pair. No. 2.—Registered four-year-old pointer
dog, extra good on both chicken and quail, re-

trieves quail, not chicken, $150.00. No. 3.— Brace
Registered three-year-old Lewellin setter dogs.
They are wonders on both quail and chicken, and
fine retrievers, $400 each, $750 the pair. No.
4.—Registered four-year-old chicken and quail
dog, very large and handsome finished except re-

trieving, he is an English setter, and a dandy,
$200. No. 5.—Brace native setter dogs, three-
years old (no pedigree but well bred), good
lookers, fine companions, crackerjack grouse dogs,
fine retrievers, $200 each. No. 6.—Registered
four-year-old Llewellen setter dog, no better grouse
dog living, does not retrieve, $175. No. 7.

—

Brace native pointer dogs, three-year-olds, excel-

lent grouse dogs, and fine retrievers, $175 each.
No. 8.—Large handsome Erase three-year-old,
Registered pointed dogs, ideal companions, at-

tract attention anywhere, impossible to beat them
for grouse or single quail, one a fine retriever,

the other good dead bird finder. The retriever,

$300; the other, $225; $500 the pair. I have 20
other high-class shooting dogs from $150 up.
have no puppies for sale and issue no printed
matter. Tell me what you want. Harmon Sum-
merville, Amite, Louisiana.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, American Fox Hounds, Lion, Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, lit* stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Kentucky.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, TOWER HILL.
111., offers fox, wolf, coyotte, coon, skunk, op-

possum, rabbit, unbroken and puppy hounds for

sale. Broken dogs sold on 10 days’ trial. If

you buy a hound from Dan Humphrey, you buy
from the largest exclusive hound dealers, and are

assured all privileges consistent to sound busi-

ness.

MISCELLANEOUS

DR. HEITZ’S RELIABLE REMEDY FOR
mange, eczema, dandruff, loss of hair and all skin

troubles; 8 oz. bottle, $1.00, post paid. St. Louis
Beagle Kennels, St. Louis, Missouri.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.

Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur,
Illinois.

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-

lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Ilot

Springs, Arkansas.
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'Don’t miss

The
Best

Seller
as shown by special re-

ports to Books of the
Month from 58 book-

sellers in 48 cities of the

United States.

The
Most Popular

Library Book
as shown by lists of “Books

in Demand at Public

Libraries,” published in

The Bookman for

June.

THE
MAN

of

THE
FOREST
By

ZANE GREY
Here is a book for the out-

door months. It has a message

on every page-— of life lived

gloriously in the open, of ad-

venture, of daring, of romance,

of the wonder of forest and

mountain. When the glare of

sun on the water, or on the

roads, drives you into the shade

and quiet, take THE MAN OF
THE FOREST with you and

let Zane Grey, the master writer

of the Western story, transport

you to the cool and glory of

the Arizona mountains, in this

romantic novel of a hidden

Paradise and how a man and

a woman found love together

in the shadow of its circling

mountains and the deeper

shadow of the danger that

lurked behind them.

Illustrated Post 8 vo. Cloth $2.00

Est. 1817

-HARPER & BROTHERS—

J

Log Cabins
and Cottages

(Sixth Edition)

How to Build and
Furnish Them

By WILLIAM S. WICKS

NEW EDITION
NOW READY
PRICE $2.00

Forest and Stream
BOOK DEPT.

9 East 40th St., N. Y. City

TEN-A-SEE FARM KENNELS
The Home of

U. R. Fishe!’s Noted Pointers
THE WORLD’S BEST BIRD DOGS

Offer high class shooting dogs, brood bitches and
choice puppies. In accordance with our plan of
following Mr. Fishel's customs in breeding and ad-
vertising, we are offering in this connection our
summer bargain list. Every dog guaranteed as rep-
resented. Before you buy please write for our
beautiful “Summer Sales List."

Webster Price, Mgr.
W. E. Lucas & E. G. Merritt, Jr., Educators

TEN-A-SEE FARM KENNELS
Address S. Barton Lasater, Prop.,

Box I65C. PARIS, TENNESSEE

FRANK H. ADDYMAN
Bench Show Expert

I attend all shows and handle all breeds
SPORTING DOGS A SPECIALTY

Dogs conditioned and prepared for exhibition.
All breeds at stud and for sale.

WATLAND KENNELS, newtork

THE AMERICAN BRED AIREDALE
Scots Guard

At stud—One of the best dogs out today and a sure
sire. His breeding cannot be faulted. Writefor stud card.

Puppies for Sale

MEYONNE KENNELS
Wm.J. De Lamater, Owner

Hudson, N. Y.

rnp PSI C Coon, opossum, skunk and squir-
run wnLL re j dogs; fox, cat and rabbit

hounds. Trained dogs sent on trial, you to^ be
the judge. Catalog free. Mt. Yonah Farm Ken-
nels, Cleveland, Georgia.

SOME MORE NOTES
ON SHORE-BIRDS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 443)

the edges of pools. Passing north in

spring near the beginning of its breed-

ing season, its belly is more or less black,

its back of a bright fox-red color. Re-
turning in fall, it is the last of its kind
to arrive from the north, and unlike most,

which when with us are in more or less

mixed plumage, it has all its fresh fall

feathers, lead-gray above, white below.

Very occasionally one sees dunlin even
into the winter. These gray-backed birds

are known to bay-men as lead-backs or

winter snipe.

A fair number of this species are pres-

ent on our shores spring and fall, but
they pass through rapidly and may read-

ily be overlooked. They are sluggish and
generally silent on the ground. Their
flight note is recognizable, an emphatic
reedy “chu”, and they show considerable

white in the wing, though not enough to

confuse them with the lighter-colored

sanderling.

The European race of the dunlin,

which has occurred on our coast as an
accidental stray, is the most abundant
sandpiper about the British Isles.

XXIII. Rare Species on Long Island

L
ONG ISLAND, with its strip of

meadows, bay and sand extending
along the south or ocean side, is a

very favorable locality for shore-birds,

and many rare species and stragglers

from foreign lands have been recorded

there.

Among these is the American avocet
from west of the Mississippi River, as

large as a small heron, with upturned
bill, reddish-brown head and neck and
pied black and white upper parts. Then
there is 'the black-necked stilt, a western
and tropical bird, a little smaller and
much more slender with very long neck
and legs, black and white in color. Also
there is the oyster-catcher, not uncom-
mon from Virginia southward, frequent-

ing outer beaches and bars where it

feeds on shellfish. It is a stout bird with
vertically flattened bill, head, neck and
breast black, upper parts pied dark and
white, under parts white.

The two American godwits were prob-
ably more numerous here in early days
than they are at present. The big brown
marbled godwit (sometimes called red

or brown marlin), which nests in the

interior of the country, formerly occurred
in numbers further south on the Atlantic

coast, and has been much reduced over

its breeding range as a whole. It is still

a common migrant on the Pacific coast,

both godwits have the long bill bent up-
ward, the marbled godwit more distinctly

so than the decidedly smaller Hudsonian
godwit or ring-tailed marlin. This lat-

ter bird is a far northern breeder and
winters south to southern South Amer-
ica. A few probably occur on Long
Island almost every southward migra-
tion and at times there are flights when
a number of birds are recorded. Fall

adult, and young birds are gray, the tail

black with a white base. They are long-

er, slenderer-billed birds than the w filet.
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darker gray with less white in the plum-
age. Summer adults have the under
parts reddish, barred with black.

Two interesting large European spe-

cies which have occurred accidentally are

the lapwing and the ruff. The lapvnng
is a large, handsome, crested plover with
irridescent greenish upper parts, black

and white head and tail, large black

breast patch, etc. It is common in Eng-
land where the eggs are esteemed a deli-

cacy and marketed as plovers’ eggs. The
ruff is between the two yellowlegs in

size, stouter built and shorter-legged

than they. It is polygamous, and the

males, which fight among themselves, are

protected by an erectile shield of length-

ened breast feathers. Different indi-

viduals vary in color and are variously

black, black and white, or red-brown.

Females, males in winter, and young lack

the ruff, are gray-brown above (with

some black in the summer female), white
below, throat and breast grayish.

Sandpipers which migrate through the

interior of North America and are rare

on the Atlantic coast, are Baird’s sand-

piper, which has somewhat the size and
appearance of a white-rump but is buffier

and lacks the white rump; and the buff-

breasted sandpiper, a little larger bird

with the under parts pale buffy through-

out lacking definite markings. It has

the inner half of the inner webs of the

primary wing-quills and also the lower

under wing coverts finely marked with

black.

Of accidental occurrence is the old-

world curlew sandpiper, related to the

dunlin. Summer birds have the under
parts reddish-brown, the gray fall and
winter birds may be distinguished from
similarly plumaged dunlins by the fact

that their middle upper tail coverts are

not plain-colored as are those of that

species.

DEEP FISHING IN HOT
WEATHER

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 423)

lov>ed to die in some shallow water may
be preserved, ready for use at any time,

by pickling them in a ten per cent, solu-

tion of formalin.

For deep trolling there are to be had on

the market, lines that are made of many
exceedingly fine copper or brass wires

braided. These lines sink of themselves

without the need of a weight, but the

trouble is that the line is at such a steep

angle that the lure rides in the water
with head up and tail well down. The
good point scored for the method I have
detailed (that of the branch lines) is

that the lures ride in the water at a level.

PROMPT SHIPMENT SAFE DELIVERY SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
This is the Home of the World Famous International Champion Kootenai Chinook theOnly American Bred International Champion Airedale in the World and a splendidHunter of Big Game. At Stud. Fee $25.

We have a litter sired by the above stud ready for shipment RIGHT NOW.
Illustrated Booklet and Price Liston Request

VIBERT KENNELS
LARGEST EX^UISrv^'AlKuML^TERR^^^CENNE^^lj’THE'VafoLE^WOSul

Airedale
“The One Man Dog”
An Airedale Terrier is the Dog
Supreme for Companionship, for
Watch Dog purposes, and Sur-
passes Every Other Dog on Earth
as a Companion for Children. The
all round dog of the times for city
or country, a Useful Canine Citizen.
We offer country bred, farm raised
puppies from registered thorough-
bred stock; a full grown male, and
a full grown female already served
by a registered stud.

Terriers
“TheDogThat Thinks”
Finest ALL ROUND hunter on
earth, BAR NONE. Unsurpassed
for coon, skunk, opossum, better
for rabbits than rabbit hound, best
retriever, land, water. Will point,
fine on quail, pheasant, partridge.
Used extensively bn deer, cougar,
mountain lion, bear, endorsed by
ROOSEVELT and Rainey. An
‘‘honest” dog. We have best hunt-
ing stock on earth, puppies, grown
dogs.

PALISADE
KENNELS
POLICE DOGS

One does not buy a dog every day— that’s why

one should carefully consider the dog one buys.

MERRICK ROAD, rosedale, long island

P. O. Springfield Garden, L. I., Box 70 Phone, Laurelton 2138
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The Alertness

Perfect Health

Alertness, energy, high spirits—all the best of doggy qualities—are devel-
oped and fostered by rigid adherence to the principle of “A perfect dog diet for
a dog constitution.” A perfect dog diet is a staple one of SPRATT’S MEAT
FIBRINE DOG CAKES varied occasionally by feeds of

“SPRATT’S RODNIM”
A granulated Dog Food of great merit containing a large percentage of

Meat.

Write for sample and send 2c stamp for catalogue “Dog Culture.”

SPRATT’S PATENT (AMERICA) LIMITED
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

marveious ionic for doss that are ail oui or sons, run down, thin and unthrifty,

with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing to

equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating diseases. You will notice

:e difference after a few doses.

mLiTf?y
8
c'nt,

by THE DENT MEDICINE COMPANY New»o?cwaL°S'‘
A practical treatise on dogs and their training (60 pages fully illustrated), mailed for

10c. to all custumer*

OORANG AIREDALES

Oorang Airedales are a true sporting strain and

have no equal as water-dogs, retrievers and hunters

of all kinds of game. They are trailers, tree-barkers

and stayers. They will climb a tree or go to earth

and fight anything from a rat to a bear. Their

faithful and untiring watchfulness makes them the

best of protectors for camp, home or estate.
.

Th
^
ir

superior intelligence makes them the most desirable

pals for ladies or gentlemen and loyal playmates for

children. They are the ideal dogs for farm and
ranch, being careful and efficient drivers of cattle,

hogs and sheep. We have for sale at all times

proven stock and farm dogs ; trained hunters on lion,

bear, wolf, bob-cat, coon, opossum, skunk, mink and

rabbit; trained retrievers on ducks, geese and water-

fowl; police and watch dogs: automobile dogs and
companions; stud-dogs, brood-macrons and puppy
stock from the bluest Airedale blood in America;
Fox-hounds. Coon-hounds and Big Game-hounds;
also dog foods, dog medicines and kennel supplies of

all kinds. Illustrated and interesting booklet mailed

for 10c, stamps or coin.

OORANG KENNELS
The Largest breeders of Airedale Terriers in the World

Dept. H, LA RUE, OHIO

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS
A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel.29-M

Is This Worth the Price?
Stop your dog breaking shot and wing.
Teach him what whoa! means. No long
trailing rope or spike collar. Our field

dog control is not cruel. Can be carried

in pocket and attached instantly to dog’s

collar. Dog can’t bolt. Fast dogs can be
worked in close and young ones field

broken in a week. Works automatically
•—principal South American Bolas. Sent
postpaid with full directions for $2. Testi-
monials and booklet, Making a Meat Dog
sent on request.

MAPLE ROAD KENNELS
NEW PRESTON, CONN.

FOX HOUNDS AND A
NOTABLE HUNT

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 435 )

Sure enough in between the studding,
half way up the side and behind an. old

headboard of the cord bedstead was the
fox, clinging fast to the clapboards.

The boss wasted no time but aimed a
mighty swipe with the long handled
shovel with which he had been conduct-
ing his investigations and then Wash
rushed for the fox. One lantern went
out and the other tipped over. A hen-
coop fell off the rafters. The boss was
very liberal with his shovel swings and
down came rakes, hoes and chairs and
a part of the wood pile.

The fox and Wash were not at all

delicate and ran over all of us any time
they found it handy, keeping the ava-
lanche of furniture moving in the dark-
ness which was as of the Pit. The noise
we didn’t notice at the time but all the
neighbors heard it.

Finally everything loose having fallen

down, Wash got the fox cornered in the
coal bin. The boss righted the fallen

lantern and with his trusty shovel wal-
loped Wash and the fox impartially until

the fox, being weaker, succumbed.
Then we took an inventory. We had

the fox and Wash seemed in fair shape,
but the veteran Sport refused to share
in our crime.

I had lost one of my woolen mittens
but we recovered that from the dead
fox’s clenched jaws though how he got
it will always be a mystery.

WE hung up what we could and re-

stored order, also tendered the

house owner, who had meantime
returned, some money to repair damage
and departed for home.

Undoubtedly the veteran would have
shown us better work if we had given

him a few more trials and had helped

him to find himself, but we shipped him
home to his indignant owner after

another race, principally because of his

age and battered eyeball.

Stutz’s promising career was cut short

by a train less than a year later.

Wash’s career was no doubt influenced

by the happenings of that day and when
he had overhauled another fox or two

he became convinced that if he didn’t

putter and fool round too much he might

catch a fox.

Doubtless he had some such notion in

his head when he won, a year and a half

later, the A. K. C. field championship for

fox hounds at the Barre trials and in-

cidentally the All-age stake, the Speed

and Driving cup, the Endurance cup, the

Hitchcock Championship cup for highest

general average and the Pope Memorial

cup for combined speed and trailing.

Several of his promising youngsters

are now crowding their old man on his

races and a fox has a busy time ahead

of him when the family get their noses

headed his way.
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. . . and at famous ocean playgrounds

zAfact:
Fatima is steadily the largest-selling cigarette at all

of these (and other) fashionable resorts:

Atlantic City

The New Ambassador

The Breakers

The Marlborough-Blenheim

The Travmore

Long Beach
The Nassau

Narragansett Pier

The Casino

Palm Beach
The Breakers

— and even at the exclusive Newport Casino,

Fatima’s sales are equalled by those of only one

other cigarette— an exceptionally high-priced brand.
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For a real reason—

Just enough Turkish

Expensive, straight Turkish

cigarettes contain too much Turkish

tor st^adysmoking. They are over-

rich and helvy. And manyTurkish
Blends contain too little Turkish.

They* are disappointing in taste.

Fatima, on the other hand, contains

“just enough Turkish” just enough

to please the taste without raising

any question of “how many.”

FATIMA
A Sensible Cigarette
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THE iGAME RANGES OF KLAPPAN
SOUTH OF THE STIKINE RIVER IN BRITISH COLUMBIA THERE LIES A HUNTING GROUND
FOR SPORTSMEN WHERE GAME TRAILS LEAD INTO A REGION OF PRIMITIVE GRANDEUR

THE hunting grounds of Cassiar,

known locally as Klappan, lie east-

wardly from Telegraph Creek and

south of the Stikine River, in British

Columbia. The distance from Telegraph

Creek to the point where the trail crosses

the Klappan River is seventy-two miles.

The entire region is composed of rugged

mountains over which range the Stone

sheep, mountain, goat, moose, caribou,

grizzly and black bear. Caribou are more
plentiful beyond the Klappan so it is bet-

ter to cross that river to hunt them. The
other varieties of game named may also

be found in abundance beyond the cross-

ing. Hunters who pitch their camps on

either side and in the vicinity of the

Klappan River make what is known as

the Klappan hunt.

In 1917 I hunted Fannin sheep in the

Nahlin-Nakina region north of Telegraph

Creek and killed two rams. It is said

that the Stone sheep also range in that

region. I killed a ram there that was
classified as such by the local authorities,

but I do not think that it is a true Stone

sheep and it was to secure specimens of

that species that I returned to Cassiar

in 1918.

I also desired to closely observe the

game, especially the caribou, and look

over the lay of the land. The trip took

me beyond Cold Fish Lake, almost to the

upper Stikine River, and about one hun-
dred and forty miles from Telegraph
Creek, so I went beyond the Klappan
game ranges.

My companion was Ralph Y. Struble,

Esq., of Ohio. He secured unusually
good trophies of which he may well be
proud. His best caribou is one of the

finest ever taken out of Cassiar. The
beam is exceptionally large, the skull

and antlers weighing thirty-five pounds.
Our outfit consisted of Indians of the

Tahltan tribe and a pack train. It was
of the usual sort sent out with hunters
from Telegraph Creek and as good as

the average from that outfitting point.

With such outfits one should not spend
his spare time about the kitchen; in an

By HENRY BANNON

Indian camp, a strong eye often makes a

weak stomach.
We crossed the Stikine on August

twenty-fourth and arrived at our first

hunting grounds on the last day of that
month. The trail is lined with willow
brush and each day there was some rain.

A light rain on a brushy trail is as good
a test of waterproof apparel as a wet
snow.
The trail wound through groves of

pine, spruce and quaking aspen, and at

intervals there were glimpses of snow
clad mountains. The previous winter
had been the coldest ever known in Cas-
siar and the snows the deepest. The
soil is very shallow over the boulders

so the trees are not firmly rooted, and

Searching for rams

the weight of the snow caused many
trees to bend across the trail and up-
rooted others that fell on it. This made
it necessary for the guides to chop out
much down timber ahead of us.

The salmon do not come up from the
sea into the streams along the Klappan
trail as they do north of Telegraph
Creek, but trout may be caught in many
of the streams and lakes, affording a
change of fare for those who care for
fish and excellent sport for the angler.

L
EAVING Telegraph Creek, at an
elevation of 540 feet, the trail stead-

ily ascends to an elevation of about
2750 feet. It then runs with the shore

line of Buckley Lake. This lake is at an
elevation of about 2900 feet, is about
six miles long and a mile and a half

in width. In October it is a favorite

stopping place for the wild swan. South-
east of the trail there is a range of vol-

canic hills from which it is said the

basalt and lava originated that are found
about the Stikine and its tributaries. Be-
yond the lake the trail leads through ex-

tensive lava beds.

In places the muskegs were so deep
that the pack horses mired helplessly

and it would then become necessary to

remove the packs to enable the horses to

get to firmer ground.
My saddle horse, Coyote, had the least

trail sense of any horse I have ever seen
in a mountain pack train. “He step too

high”, was the Indian’s description of

the cause of his troubles. At one soft

place, that even the pack horses had
crossed without mishap, he sank in a

little and then began to plunge. Down
went Coyote, and as he rolled over on
his side I rolled off. As we went down
something cracked. I knew that nothing
had cracked about me for I had struck
a specially prepared soft spot, but I

feared that the stock of my favorite

rifle had broken at the grip, but my
fears did not come true. The worst sel-

dom happens. With some effort we got
the horse to firm ground where every-
thing was found to be intact. There-
after I dismounted at every suspicious

bog and led across.

For many miles few living things were
seen; some goats on the cliffs, three or

four swallows flying south, two flickers,

half a dozen spruce grouse, a couple of
hawks, a robin or so, and some ducks
constituted the extent of objects of na-
tural history seen from the trail. Occa-
sionally a nest of yellow-jackets made
its presence known and ad’ded quite a

little animation to the movements of the

Contents Copyrighted, 1920, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
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Where earth and sky meet on a wonder plain of beauty

horses, and caused the Indians to cut

many capers not comporting- with their

usual dignity. The yellow-jacket is the

tabasco sauce of life on the trail.

Before we reached the Klappan River

other hunting parties with whom we
traveled had left the main trail by vari-

ous side trails and our party, alone,

crossed the Klappan a short distance

northeast of Ehallueh Lake. The pla-

teau just west of the Klappan crossing

has an elevation of about 4000 feet but

there is a sharp descent to the crossing

which is at an elevation of 2700 feet.

In crossing the Klappan the packs and
men were ferried over in a boat and
the horses swam across.

Approaching our first hunting camp
at timber line there was a marked change
in all things. Here were the tracks of

moose, caribou and grizzly bear. An oc-

casional goat was seen on the cliffs and
a herd of caribou feeding on the moun-
tain side. The clouds cleared away,
there was a decided drop in the tem-
perature and fair weather seemed to have
come to abide a while.

From the Indians I gathered the latest

stories about the game. Eight goats were
killed in the spring by a snow slide on

Ball Creek, a tributary of the Iskut

River. There is no doubt that snow
slides in the north country cause a loss

of much wild animal life and indeed

they often cause the loss of human life.

A man who is unusually observant and
who has lived in these mountains for

more than twenty years, gives an inter-

esting statement of the cause of the snow
slides. Since to know the cause is to be

fore-warned it is well to learn it. Briefly

stated, a snow slide is caused by the

shifting of new snow upon settled snow.

To illustrate: a fall of three feet of

snow will settle down, or pack under the

pressure of its own weight, to about a

foot or sixteen inches. If a fall of light

snow two or three feet in depth comes
on top of this settled, or packed snow, the

new snow will shift and slide upon the

packed snow in steep places. It may
start with a small shift but such a shift

withdraws the support necessary to sus-

tain the snow above it and so on until

an extensive slide is the final result.

When the conditions are right for snow
slides the experienced winter hunter and
trapper is very careful as to where he
goes in the mountains.
Some moose perished during the win-

ter in a most unusual" manner. For shel-

ter from a severe storm they took refuge
at the head of a precipitous canyon. The
snow drifted in high behind them, there-

by cutting off their way out. Without
food, starvation so weakened them that
they succumbed to the cold.

I

N Cassair the mountain ram is the first

game sought by the hunting parties.

The reason for this is that those ani-

mals frequent the high altitudes and
places difficult of access and it is de-

sirable to secure them before rough
weather sets in.

While we were eating breakfast on the
morning of the opening of the season we
saw goat, caribou and a small sheep.

This looked as though we would secure
game, but a hard hunt from early in the

morning until late at night brought no
result but we had an interesting time.

The mountains in which we spent the
day are excellent for caribou but there

were no sheep. Bull caribou were stand-

ing on the many snow banks, but their

antlers were still in the velvet. All had
their heads hung low as though the

weight of the antlers bore the head to

the earth. Some times they moved about
slowly, and occasionally they would roll

on the snow.

The theory of the Indian is that the

caribou stands on the ice and snow to

keep cool ;
that as the bull caribou is very

fat in September this condition causes

his body to be very hot and he seeks the

ice and snow to cool himself.

Others believe that the caribou seeks

the ice and snow to avoid the black flies

and other insect pests. Such pests are
not so plentiful over the ice as over the
grass. I have seen caribou, while feed-

ing along, shake their heads vigorously

and frequently for the apparent purpose
of ridding themselves of insects. And it

is for that purpose that they roll on the

snow and run from one snow bank to

another.

There may be something, though, in

the theory of the Indian. An incident
coming under my observation would
seem to justify it. One afternoon, when
the thermometer registered 80°, and the
sun was unusually bright, I was crossing
an extensive bank of snow. On the snow
the air was cool and comfortable, but as
I came close to the line of slide rock
bordering the snow it seemed as if, in an
instant, I had stepped into a current of
heated air. The change was so sudden
it was startling. The slide rock had been
warmed by the sun and gave off heat, but
of course this could not be the case with
the snow. So a caribou may go to the.

snow at mid-day to cool himself as well

as to avoid his tormentors.

We saw two coyotes loping off so far

in the distance that they) appeared sha-

dowy. In the evening a black wolf sat
on his haunches at sky line, and a small
bull caribou trotted up to within twenty-
five yards of us, took a good look, shook
his antlers and then made away at his
most stylish gait.

It was interesting to observe the dif-

ference in the tracks made by the horse
and the caribou in the wet mosses. The
hoofs of the horse would sink deep ami

Route of the Klappan Hunt
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Photographed by E. Mallinckrodt, Jr.

A young Stone ram high among the ramparts of the lonely Klappan

the hoofs of the caribou, so well adapted
to travel over the soft, deep moss and wet
places, would scarcely make a dent.

There being no prospect for rams in

this locality we moved on, arriving at

the next camp about noon. The In-

dians, chagrined at their failure of the

day before, scattered out over the moun-
tains to locate game.

The Indian can travel much faster

than the ordinary white man, indeed, he
walks faster than does the horse and as

steadily. When three or four of them set

out in different directions to investigate

a game range the work will be well done.

They returned late in the evening with
the report that they had found nothing.

I

T was necessary to move camp again
and this time we came over an un-

usually difficult trail. The muskegs
were frequent so the horses mired many
times and the guides were kept busy
chopping out the brush. The softness

of the muskegs was attributed to the

unprecedented deep snow of the winter
which left an excessive quantity of water
in the soil. The guides felt a way
through the muskegs by pushing their

axe handles through the mud
;
if the han-

dle did not show a tendency, upon slight

pressure, to drop out of sight the trail

was pronounced to be reasonably safe.

We have all been told that when in

Rome we should do as the 'Romans do,

but when hunting in Cassair we cannot

do as the Indians of Cassair do; they

travel all day, up the mountains and
down and never seem weary. Regardless

of the cold, they wade deep in icy streams.

With only moccasins for footwear, they

climb over sharp, jagged rocks and along

knife edges that seem possible only for

the mountain goat.

As a hunter the Indian has no superior,

but as a shot he is quite inferior. His

success in hunting is the result of his

ability to creep so close to game that

to miss the quarry would be about as

difficult as to hit it. The moccasin, that

symbol of silence, enables him to creep

close to any wild animal. The white man,
who has not made it a practice, cannot
wear moccasins. The game sight of the

Indian is very £harp, and to it the hunt-

er in Cassiar owes much of his success.

As the Indian obtains his food and
clothing by hunting, it is only natural

that he should be more adept at that art

than at anything else. The ordinary

white man is likewise more adept at the

occupation that furnishes his living.

While moving to the new location we
saw goat, caribou and moose. The goat
was travelling along a mountain side as

fast as a goat can. He was just above
timber line and gave the appearance of

being alarmed, but he continued his

course as far as we could see and was
evidently seeking a new location.

The mountain goats of Cassiar do not

range as high in the mountains as do the

goats of Montana and Idaho. We re-

peatedly saw their tracks down in the

trails of the pack trains. The reason
for this is that the Indian seldom hunts
them, as he can make no use of their

hides; they have no value and the horns
are no longer made into spoons and small
implements, as was done many years ago.

The flesh, especially of the old ones, is’

very tough and strong in flavor; the In-

dians call it “poison meat.” In Cassiar
it is a very simple matter to kill a goat.

Although they are poor trophies, they
are one of our most interesting animals.

(continued of page 513 )
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THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER MIXING BOX
A CRUISE THROUGH THE BLACK RIVER BOTTOMS OF WISCONSIN REVEALS SOME
SECRETS IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF A NOVEL AND EFFICIENT THREE-BOARD CANOE

By JULE MARSHALL

I

T was a business trip to Chicago all

right enough, but I’ll bet it wasn’t
more than a matter of minutes before

I was moored hard and fast along side

of my new friend Charlie’s desk listening

to his description of the Upper Missis-

sippi Valley and the new type of canoe
that I had never seen or heard of. I

knew, too, before he even broached the

subject that we were going up there

together, for his old stamping grounds
were calling us with a voice that no out-

door men could resist. Nor did we try

to resist it. Rather we enlisted our
chief of the six day week to come and
play with us and grabbed off the first

nearby holiday that was combined with
a Sunday.
We were all set when the time came

around. It was a 600-mile journey for

Charlie and Harry, and some 1,300 miles

for me. But that is the way of the West
-—miles mean nothing. With our rail-

road trip behind us, we found ourselves

at La Crosse, Wisconsin, that beautiful

little town nestled in the Mississippi bot-

toms. We raised headquarters’ flag over

the La Crosse Hotel and lost no time get-

ting into our good old outdoor clothes.

Down in the lobby, I got a thrill as I was
introduced to a grand old character, an
Indian fighter of long ago, who had
ranged the prairies with Custer. I had
to tear an attentive ear away from this

living history as Charlie was waving a

provision list in my face and Harry drag-
ging me toward our throbbing motor
pointed northward. With the grub bag
filled, we were away with a rush to a

cache on the Black River.

That panorama as we rode along the

Wisconsin Ridge was a living moving pic-

ture that one could

never forget. Riv-

ers, lakes, islands,

woods, hills, nearby
green blending to a

far-away blue
;

all

those things that

we love so much
and do not go to

nearly enough were
spread before us.

And part of the

picture was Char-

lie’s face. He was
like a child let loose

in his very own
paradise. La Crosse

had been his boy-

hood home and
every foot of the

valley is known to

him. Charlie was
our guide and mas-
ter thereafter and
it was well that he

was for I defy any
one to go into those

bottoms and come

out at a definite point on scheduled time.

It wasn’t long before Charlie was say-

ing “Howdy” to old man Lytle and ask-

ing questions about the canoes and out-

fits. Down the trail to the edge of the

Black River he led us to the shed where
we found the outfits just as Charlie had
left them years ago. After brushing
away a few cobwebs, we laid the para-

phernalia out on the grass where we
sorted the duffle that we ' were to take

from the lot. Here were the Three Board
Canoes or “Mixing Boxes” that I had
come so far to see. And mighty fine little

crafts they are, too, fit for any canoeing

waters in the country. Forest and
Stream is glad to present the simple

plans for this boat and particularly pass
them along to those who wish to build

one of them at home.

THE canoes were placed under water
for a matter of ten minutes so that

the joints might swell. Very little

of this was required, however, as we had
but a few tiny leaks for the first half

hour, and none afterwards.

We’re off. Charlie and Harry taking

the lead in one canoe and I following

closely in another with most of the duffie.

Down the Black River for a mile and
then turning west into the rushing cur-

rent of Hammond Chute. Turning and
winding with the course of the stream,

fooling wicked cross rifts, hauling over

fallen trees and crashing into branch
baths we went until about noontime when
some one shouted, “All ashore who are

willing to eat.” There was no one there

to judge which canoe beached first. We
had no more than landed before mosqui-
toes began to arrive from both coasts to

hold a convention on Harry. Charlie

saw his plight and built a smudge fire

which kept both of my companions busy
while I cooked our food and prepared
table on a big fallen tree. Charlie sat

down to rest and then a terrible thing
happened. He discovered that he had left

HIS PIPE home. Imagine an old woods-
man leaving his pipe home. Things were
so black for awhile that even the mos-
quitoes broke camp and fled. Harry and
I reminded Charlie often enough about
his hard luck during the rest of the trip.

It certainly must have been a brutal

cruise for him thereafter.

Dinner over and
the canoes packed
we were off again
down Hammond
Chute to the “Dad-
dy of Waters.” We
were sleigh riding

on a fast current
and made the ten

miles in about two
hours. The Missis-

sippi was as flat as

glass when we came
down on it and the
reflection o f the

Minnesota B 1 u ff s

were perfectly mir-
rored on the water
in front of us.

Right here I want
to make a broad
statement, one that

I find verified by
the best fly casters

of today, that these
waters afford the
best black bass fish-

ing in the country.Here were the three-board canoes that I had come so far to see
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The Government has constructed a series

of wing dams in order to straighten out

the course of the river channel. These
wing dams occur in groups of from five

to eight and are always on the wide-bend

of the stream proper. They are made of

willow sticks and trap rock dumped
rather than built with any care. When
the water is down to a stage so that these

dams are a few feet out of water is the

best time for fishing. This stage is gen-

eral throughout summer and fall. It is

on the down stream side and near the

outer ends of the dams that Mr. Bass
lurks, awaiting his prey. Here the water
is swift. The casting is done from a boat
and the boatman must be as clever at

handling his craft as the caster is with
his rod for when Mr. Bass is hooked the

boat must head for the open water with-

liad seen since leaving the Mississippi.

And this camp site was made to order

so we pitched to spend the night. Sup-
per was over before dark and the camp
fire had usurped the cook fire site. Here
we toasted our shins and aired our stories

of other travels in the Great Outdoors
until one by one we crawled into our
sleeping bags for a much needed rest.

O UR next day’s run was a fine, long,

fast current ride down the Broken
Gun through a number of lakes and

ponds which led back into the Black River

and finally into the Mississippi above La
Crosse. This country is so wild and beau-
tiful that it can hardly be described. The
ponds are very rich in wild rice growth,
and for this reason form one of the chief

duck-breeding grounds in the west. Wis-

one of these canoes to put into my fleet

and I hope that others will join me. It

is the purpose of this article to have this

craft replace the atrocious and unsafe
home-made canvas canoe. The Three
Board Canoe is to be made at home. No
one would ever think of giving it to a
professional canoe builder primarily be-

cause of its simplicity in construction.

Certainly it does not compare with the
fine lines of its manufactured sister but
it will surely answer many of her pur-
poses. It seems to be particularly well

fitted for the country in which I found it.

The “Mixing Box” as it is known on
the Mississippi is made principally of

three clear white pine boards, a bottom
and two sides. In general the boards
may be said to be flat except that they
follow the shear and rocker lines to a

Biw

TKe three Boat'd. Canoe (Mixing Box)

out wasting a second. Then the fight is

on. When Mississippi bass mgn up to

fight there is no limit to the number of
rounds. It is to a finish.

We weren’t fishing this trip, just cruis-

ing but right there while we slipped over
the tops of wing dams and bass flirted

with the bows of our canoes, our plans
for a fishing trip were all sealed up.

We slipped down the Great River admir-
ing the wonderful cliffs that reared sheer
up some seven hundred feet from the

water’s edge to the table lands above.
Our plans were to explore the bottoms be-

tween the Mississippi and the Black
Rivers so we turned off to the right en-

tering Gibbs Chute, which led into the
Broken Gun and a myriad of lakes. It

was in this wilderness that Charlie’s

guiding powers stood in well for he led

us to the only possible camp site that we

consin has just passed a law that forty-

five ducks per day per person shall be the

limit and that no blinds can be used, all

of which may give some idea of the hunt-
ing there in season.

On the second leg of our cruise, Charlie
had elected to paddle the freight which
left Harry and I to double up. Toward
the end, Harry began to lag a bit and
turned to fishing for pickerel, much to the

disgust of our friend Charlie. “Snakes”
he called them and paddled far ahead of

us so that he could not even see us fish-

ing. My, but how a fly caster does hate
a pickerel. I am afraid Charlie hurried
us a little to the finish of our cruise

through trying to keep ahead. At any
rate he gave me a little more time to

sketch and take measurements from the

Three Board Canoes.
I am now making preparations to build

nicety. The bottom board is rockered

fore and aft, just enough so that the ca-

noe will heed every deft stroke of the

paddle. The sides are flared to varying
degrees, its general lines conforming to

those of the ordinary canoe. Its one “stiff

rib” in the center and the two decks are

all the lateral strengthening materials

that the boat possesses, and all that are

necessary.

THE materials used in the “Mixing
Box” are: Bottom board, white pine,

15' x 20" x (Note: If a board
of this width cannot be found, two 10"

boards will have to be dowled and glued

up. Finish this construction with a half

round oak strip for a keelson.) The sides

are white pine boards, 16'-6" x 12" x
Decks are of %" white pine, length to

(continued on page 512)



WITH DOCTOR HENSHALL IN CUBA
IN 1886, WHILE ENROUTE TO SPAIN, THE FAMOUS ANGLER VISITS HAVANA AND WIT-
NESSES THE EXPLOITS OF MAZZANTINI, THE BEST KNOWN BULL FIGHTER OF HIS DAY

SEVENTEENTH PAPER

M Y friend and shipmate, Judge
Nicholas Longworth, of Cincin-
nati, had a sloop yacht built at a

shipyard on the Detroit river, which
proved to be one of the fastest among
the racing craft on the Great Lakes, and
is worthy of mention here in connection
with one of the most remarkable races
ever sailed on Lake Erie. The Minx
was built somewhat on the lines of the
international cup winner Puritan, so far
as could be done with a light-draft cen-
terboard boat. She was 72 feet water-
line and carried an immense mainsail.
During a canoe regatta at Ballast

Island, near Put-in-Bay, the schooner
Wasp was in attendance. Her owner,
Commodore of the Cleveland Yacht Club,
refused all overtures for a race with the
Minx, saying she was not fit. During
the following winter, however, the Wasp
was thoroughly refitted, her masts re-

stepped and a new suit of sails pro-
vided. In the following season she won
some races at the interlake regattas,
and later arrived at Put-in-Bay eager
for a race with the Minx.
At the conference to settle the terms

of the race, Longworth waived his right

to time allowance, notwithstanding that
the Wasp was fully fifty feet longer than
the Minx. And, moreover, as the Wasp
was not provided with extra sails, her
owner insisted that the race be sailed

under cruising rig, regardless of the

fact that the Wasp carried double the

amount of canvas as the Minx. I in-

sisted that we be allowed the use of

balloon-jib and spinaker, but Longworth
waived that right also, saying that if

he could not beat

the Wasp boat for

boat, he did not

care to beat her
at all.

The course was
to be from Put-in-

Bay around Mid-
dle Island and re-

turn, about ten

miles. On the
morning for the
race the wind was
easterly and
blowing half a
gale, so that it

was necessary to

take a double reef
in the mainsail of
the Minx, inas-

much as the run
to Middle Island
would be with the wind dead aft.

The vessels crossed the starting line

almost abreast. The Wasp, with foresail,

mainsail and topsails, wing-and-wing,
walked away like a thing of life, while
the Minx, with idly flapping headsails
and reefed mainsail, yawed and fol-

lowed like a bird with a broken wing.

But as she could beat to windward sev-

eral points nearer than the best of them,
we relied on the run home when close-

hauled.

As the Wasp passed from sight be-

hind Middle Island she was five min-
utes ahead of the Minx—a good long
lead. When we reached Middle Island
the Wasp was already headed for home,
and had made her second tack to wind-
ward. As the Minx shot out from be-

hind the island on the port tack, the
Wasp crossed her bow on the starboard
tack with a good slant to windward.
For some time we crossed and recrossed
on opposite tacks, the Wasp still to

windward, but with the Minx gaining
steadily.

When the Minx was making the last

port tack before turning on the star-

board tack for the final run home, we
decided to make as long a leg as pos-
sible, in order that we might catch the

Wasp when also on the starboard tack.

To do this it was necessary to run the
risk of sailing through the stakes of sev-

eral dismantled pound-nets. The result

was just as we had planned, for as we
came about on the starboard tack, paral-

lel with the Wasp, we were to the wind-
ward of her. We knew then that victory

perched on our peak, and so it proved,
for we crossed the finishing line a minute
ahead of the Wasp, or to be exact, fifty-

nine seconds.

S
KIPPER LONGWORTH and I hav-
ing decided to go abroad, and having
discussed the matter from various

angles, we finally decided to forego the

i
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Malolo—a flying fish of Hawaii

usual lines of European travel from
New York, and to take the southern
route from Cuba to Spain, as more likely

to insure pleasant weather in winter.
Accordingly we took passage on the

Manhattan for Havana and left New
York in December, 1886, in a violent

snow blizzard. In a day or two, however,

we encountered balmy breezes and pleas-
ant weather under the genial influence
of the Gulf Stream. In order to avoid
the three-mile northerly current of
the Gulf Stream, steamers bound for
Havana and Gulf ports sailed close in-

shore, within hailing distance, along the
southeast coast of Florida, the water
being quite deep and free from rocks.
As we passed Jupiter and Lake Worth

I was reminded of former days when,
with the wind off shore, I paddled out
from the inlets in my canvas canoe to
intercept passing steamers in quest of
newspapers and magazines. As I could
keep along pretty well for a short dis-

tance, the passengers crowded to the
rail to wonder at such a cockle-shell rac-
ing along so far below them. But the
little Curlew was perfectly safe, and
was so buoyant that she rode the bil-

lows like an eider duck.
We arrived in Havana during the

Christmas holidays and found the city
quite gay and much more enjoyable than
during a former visit in the Lenten sea-
son. Among other attractions and
amusements was Mazzantini, the most
famous bull-fighter of his day. He was
announced to give ten exhibitions at the
Plaza de Toros, or Bull-Ring, for which
he was to receive an honorarium of
forty thousand dollars! We attended
his benefit on Christmas Day, when he
was to kill six bulls especially bred for
the purpose in Spain.
The bull-ring was a large amphithea-

tre with rows of seats and stalls entire-

ly surrounding it. Double price was
charged for the seats in the shade. A

high fence or bar-
rier separated the
seats from the
arena. The section

reserved for la-

dies was crowded
with senoras and
senoritas dressed
as for the opera.
The fluttering of

their gayly deco-

rated fans might
have been likened

to a swarm of

butterflies flitting

among the or-

chids of a tropical

garden. The show
began with the
grand entree of

the entire com-
pany, announced

by heralds. First came the espadas,
then the matadors, toreadors, and
banderilleros, marching on foot, and
dressed in silk knee breeches and stock-
ings, embroidered jackets and dancing
pumps, surmounted by the characteris-
tic toque. The picadors brought up the
rear, mounted on horses, dressed like

'V
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caballeros in jacket and trousers and

sombrero. The long, wide trousers were

to cover the iron boots worn to protect

their legs from the horns of the bull.

The procession proceeded to the box

of the president or patron of the func-

tion, where Mazzantini recited in glow-

ing terms the brave work to follow,

whereupon the president delivered to

him the key of the bull pens. The pro-

cession then retired and the gate was
closed, but soon swung open to admit

half a dozen matadors and toreadors.

Then the gate was again opened and a

small bull rushed into the arena, his

eyes glaring and gleaming with hate as

he surveyed the immense audience. Then

he rushed madly at the group in the

ring, and compelled, one after the other,

to leap over the barrier, some barely

escaping his horns as they struck the

wooden fence with a resounding blow.

A MOUNTED picador now slowly en-

tered, carrying a long lance or pike.

The poor, lean crowbait of a horse

was completely blindfolded. The now
thoroughly enraged bull rushed at the

horse, goring him repeatedly, his blood

and entrails, flowing and protruding from

the wounds; the picadhr meanwhile

prodding the bull with his pike, the

blood streaming down its sides. The
poor horse whinnying and whining and

screaming with terror, as it tramped on

its entrails dragging on the ground. Oh,

the pity of it; Then the horse and rider

were forced against the barrier, and

with a violent lunge the bull impaled the

horse and raised up both man and beast

on his horns several inches from the

ground, thus exhibiting the immense

strength of his neck. Vainly trying to

escape, the horse managed to reach the

center of the ring, when with another

rush the bull sent both horse and man
to the ground, both completely at his

mercy. As the bull drew back a pace

or two for the final onslaught, Mazzan-

tini toled the bull away with his red

mantle, the senoras meanwhile applaud-

ing the bull with shouts of “Viva la

toro!” and rapping their fans on the

railing. Mazzantini continued to play

with the bull, toling him about with his

red muleta, until the wretched picador

could be removed from the arena; but

the poor horse, mercifully, was dead.

Then came the act of the banderilleros.

Standing on tip toe, with a baderilla in

each hand, and without the protection

of the red muleta, he challenged the bull,

who rushed at him with lowered head

and expectant horns well forward, but

just at the ri#it moment the man leaped

nimbly aside as the bull passed under

his arm, and the two banderillas were

thrust deep into the shoulders of the

tricked animal. This was repeated sev-

eral times until the bull was adorned

with several pairs of the beribboned

V barbs, while the blood streamed down

his shoulders.

The bull now being worked up to the

desired state of fury and frenzy, Maz-

zantini stepped into the center of the

ring, and flaunting his red mantle, the

maddened bull rushed at it, but quickly

holding it to one side the disappointed

bull passed under the man’s arm, and

turning quickly, pawed the earth, and

renewed the attack. This was repeated

a number of times, until the enraged

animal was fairly foaming at the mouth.

Then came the last scene in the bloody

drama. With a long, sharp sword in one

hand and the mantle in the other, Maz-

zantini waited for the final onslaught

of his antagonist who, meanwhile, was

pawing the ground and shaking his head

from side to side in baffled rage and

viciousness. Mazzantini continued to

taunt and defy the bull, who now
spurned the ground as he leaped and

lunged at his adversary and blindly at-

tacked the hateful red gage. As he did

so Mazantini curved his body slightly,

and as the bull swept by, with a well-

directed and skillful thrust the sharp

sword passed beneath the shoulder blade

and collar bone, up to the hilt, pene-

trating and piercing the heart and lungs.

The bull dropped to his knees, the hot

blood spurting from his nostrils. Then

drawing his stout dagger the victor

plunged it into the bull’s neck, severing

the spinal cord, when with a convulsive

shudder the worsted animal fell over

on his side, dead.

Again the gates swung open, and. amid

shouting and loud cracking of whips, a

team of three horses abreast, gaily ca-

parisoned and decorated with flags and

streamers galloped around the arena,

and after being harnessed to the horns

of the vanquished bull galloped out

again amid the huzzahs and plaudits of

the excited audience, and the bloody

drama was ended.

A circus from the United States was

exhibiting in the city, and it seemed

very odd to us to hear the old familiar

Chestnuts of the sawdust ring, which age

cannot wither nor custom stale, re-pro-

duced in fairly good Spanish by the

clowns and ringmaster. In addition to

a number of very good acts there was a

burlesque bull-fight in which all of the

usual features were parodied. The

picadors were mounted on, or rather en-

closed in, “basket-horses”, a stage imi-

tation of mettled steeds, which were sus-

pended by straps from their shoulders,

and their legs hidden by a valance.

The skin of a bull, or cow perhaps,

was operated by two men, one in the

front legs, the other behind. The pica-

dors cavorted about the ring on their

prancing steeds, with long slender bam-

boo reeds for lances which bent double

when prodded against the sides of the

bull. Then, when the maddened bull

chased a picador, both horse and rider

climbed up the center-pole, closely fol-

lowed by the pursuing bull for a few

feet. The whole affair was ludicrous

and much enjoyed by the American and

Cuban portion of the audience, though

the Spanish quota rather resented it at

first, deeming it a reflection on their

national sport, but soon thought better

of it and accepted it in a spirit of con-

cession and good humor.

WE left Havana during the first

week in January, 1887, on the

fine steamer Ciudad de Cadiz

(City of Cadiz), which was afterward

transformed into a cruiser during the

Spanish-American war. We ran down

to Porto Rico and anchored for a day

or two in the beautiful harbor of San

Juan. I went ashore the next day,

which happened to be Epiphany Sunday,

and witnessed a novel and very inter-

esting display, the procession of the

Magi and shepherds from a church on

top of the hill to one in the lower part

of the town. The Three Wise Men were

represented by three boys, two white and

one colored, mounted on donkeys, attired

in royal robes, with gilt crowns on their

heads and carrying gilt vessels in their

hands as gifts for the Babe in the

Manger at Bethlehem. They were fol-

lowed by several hundred girls and boys,

white and colored, on foot, representing

shepherds and shepherdesses, and daint-

ily attired as those seen on old Dresden

china, and carrying gilded crooks orna-

mented with wreaths and ribbons.

The day being very hot I stepped into

a cafeteria and ordered a big lemonade,

some dulces and a dish of fig bananas,

the most delicious and delectable of all

(continued on page 523)
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A MANUAL OF WILD FOWL SHOOTING
PART EIGHT OF A SERIES OF ARTICLES DESCRIBING THE TRAITS, CHARACTERISTICS
AND METHODS OF HUNTING OUR WATERFOWL — RIVER DUCK SHOOTING

By FREDERICK A WILLITS

I

N the preceding chapters we have re-

viewed the swans, the geese, the sea-

ducks and the mergansers. Our at-

tention now turns to the ducks remain-
ing, known as the river-ducks.

There are in the check-list of the
American Ornithological Union fourteen
river-ducks: The mallard, dusky duck,
Florida dusky duck, mottled duck, pin-

tail duck, widgeon, European widgeon,
blue-winged teal, green-winged teal, cin-

namon teal, European teal, wood duck,
gadwall and shoveler. The Florida
dusky duck and the mottled duck are
very similar to the common dusky or
black duck and all three birds may be
considered one and the same from the
sportsman’s point of view. The Euro-
pean widgeon and the European teal,

the latter similar to our green-winged
teal, are birds from the old world which
occasionally visit our shores. To the
above list may be added one or two other

species, but which appear in this coun-
try so seldom as to be of no importance
to the American sportsman.
Much that has been said about sea-

duck shooting and the habits of those

fowl in the chapter on that subject, ap-

pearing in the November, 1919, issue of

Forest and Stream, applies to the
river-ducks as well. In addition there

are certain traits of the river-ducks and
methods of hunting them which may be
considered as especially applying to

these birds.

The river-ducks are the fresh water,

shoal water ducks or dabblers. As we
have discovered, however, the terms sea-

ducks and river-ducks, used by ornithol-

ogists, are somewhat misleading, since

many of the species of sea-ducks are not

only found along the sea-coast but on the

inland lakes, rivers and marshes as well,

while some of the river-ducks are shot

on the salt water in company with their

Live decoys

sea-loving relatives. However, some of

the members of both families live more
closely in accord with their class-name

and seldom frequent the other’s habitat.

Unlike the sea-ducks, which prefer

deep water and dive long distances under

it in search for their food, the river-

ducks do not dive, except sometimes as a

means of escape when wounded, but take

their food on the surface or just below

the surface in shallow waters by tipping

up like the common barn yard ducks.

ALTHOUGH tremendously swift of

flight, the sea-ducks are adapted
primarily for diving and for swim-

ming both on the surface and below.

Their feet and webs are very large

and the legs placed far back on the

body, which facilitates these actions,

but their progression on land is ac-

cordingly difficult. On the other hand,

the legs of the river-ducks are placed

more centrally and the feet are smaller,

which results in their being well adapted
to walking, although rather less efficient

in swimming and much less so in diving.

The wings of the river-ducks are larger

than those of the sea-ducks.

The one qualification of th° sca-ducks

while in flight seems to be speed. They
are usually found on large bodies of

open water and, there having plenty of

room on all sides, their one aim is to get
to wherever they are going in the short-

est possible time. They may alight on
the particular place they headed for or
they may go many yards farther before
they are able to check their speed and
settle on the water.

The river-ducks are skilled in flying

through the woods and alighting accu-
rately in the small pond holes in the
timber or on the small spaces of open
water in the dense marshes. Many of

the river-ducks can fly swiftly through
dense woods, dodging the branches with
the skill of the ruffed grouse.

The feathers of the river-ducks are
lighter and they are not so well pro-
tected against winter storms and ex-

tremely cold weather as the sea-ducks,
so the dabblers are generally well on
their way toward warmer climes when
the hardier sea-fowl are still enjoying
the icy waters and chilling winds of

northern feeding grounds.

When wounded, the sea-ducks often
escape by diving and swimming long dis-

tances under water. The river-ducks
when wounded seldom dive, but resort to

skulking and hiding in the reeds, and
since they are most often shot in the
marshes or on waters well grown over
with plants and grasses, they usually
have opportunity to practise this means
of escape, at which they are proficient.

It is most remarkable how clever

these ducks are at hiding, and the

sportsman will often pass by a wounded
one without seeing it, although the bird

may be lying motionless and flat upon
the surface of the water among the

grasses but a few feet from the boat.

It therefore is most important for the

sportsman to mark well the falling duck
and to proceed as quickly as possible to

the spot where it was last seen, and
there to search very carefully among the

rushes. If one of these ducks, wounded,
reaches the main marsh or tall reeds it

stands an excellent chance of never be-

ing found unless, of course, a good duck-
ing dog accompanies the shooter.

V.Tien hunting without the services of
- dog, I have shot down and lost a con-

siderable number of river-ducks which,
wounded, had succeeded in skulking off

to the thick rushes before I could reach
them and where, once ini the friendly

cover, all trace of them vanished.

I

T may be imagined from the preced-

ing that a dog can generally be used

to good advantage, while on some
grounds their services are not to be dis-

pensed with. There are several species

of dogs used as retrievers in this sport.

Perhaps the best is the hardy water-
spaniel. This jolly and ever willing littleFeeding ground and natural habitat of the river ducks
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dog has a heavy coat which protects it

well from the cold waters and chill of

late fall ducking days. It is also a
powerful swimmer and has an excellent

nose for finding a hiding duck in the
thickest rushes. These dogs are most in-

telligent and, since they have an inherent
love for the sport, they usually require
but little training. The Chesapeake
Bay dog, another excellent water dog, is

often used, as are also setters which have
been broken to duck hunting and re-

trieving. When the shooting is done
from a blind, the dog is trained to lie

motionless by the side of the hunter un-
til ordered to retrieve. At the shot and
upon receiving the command to “fetch,”
the faithful retriever springs forward,
swimming rapidly through the water or
floundering through the thick rushes,
and soon returns bearing the winged
duck in his mouth, which he drops at the
feet of his master with a very evident
air of thorough satisfaction.

The river-ducks are shot over decoys
from blinds on the shore and in some
places from batteries anchored out on
the open water, although the batteries
are used more often for the sea-ducks
and, as I have observed, their use in
most places is now prohibited. Point or
flight shooting is another method em-
ployed in capturing the river-ducks as
well as the sea-ducks. Sculling, and
jumping ducks are also favorite methods.

THE shooting of river-ducks over de-
coys is much the same as shooting
sea-ducks over decoys, which was de-

scribed in the preceding chapter on sea-
duck shooting. The start is made at the
same early hour before dawn so that the
hunter may be on the shooting ground
and concealed by sunrise. The decoys are
put out in the same manner and the
bliqds, constructed in various ways, are
often the same. The blinds are of
course, located at points advantageous
to the taking of the river-ducks, and
these positions may be poor ones from
which to shoot sea-ducks, should the lat-

ter fowl be found in the same region.
On a lake frequented by both the sea-

ducks and river-ducks the former will
very often be found using certain sec-
tions where there is deep water or where
the food or other conditions are to their
liking, while the latter fowl are seeking
the shallow, grassy or marshy sections.
However, in some localities both the sea-
ducks and river-ducks may be shot from
the same blind.

The amount of success attending the
sportsman largely depends upon the
amount of close observation he devotes
to the hunting ground in question.
Ducks act differently on different

grounds. The habits of the fowl when
found in one locality are not necessarily
the habits of a bird, even of the same
species, frequenting another locality.

Therefore, it is most important for the
sportsman to study the ways of the ducks
on his particular shooting ground. This
knowledge can be gained best, if not only,

by experience.

The actions of the ducks should be
closely observed and remembered before
as well as during the shooting season.
It should be noted on what particular

i

Toll from the feathered clan

sections of the lake or marsh the oucks
are feeding, where they are accustomed
to spending the early and late hours,

and to where they resort during the mid-
dle of the day. They may be seen fly-

ing into the lake or marsh from a cer-

tain direction, day after day, and flying

out by the same or perhaps a different

route. The places where the favorite

foods are most abundant should be

noted. Then, too, ducks often change
their habits to a more or less degree as

the season advances. Sections of a
marsh in high favor during the early fall

may be discarded for other places as the

rougher and colder weather comes on.

All this should be carefully taken into

consideration and the blind and decoys

placed accordingly. Much shooting may
also cause the ducks to change their

feeding grounds or the lines taken in

flight, and the observant sportsman will

not remain in a blind at a given place

merely because there was good shooting

to be had there on some other day.

Of course, if the sportsman is to be

accompanied by a guide or local hunter
who is perfectly familiar with the

grounds and the actions of the ducks

thereon, it is unnecessary for him to

know these finer but all important de-

tails of the sport. But in any case it

is well for him to know the whys and
wherefores. Much of the interest and
pleasure of the day afield is to be gained
from this knowledge and the satisfaction

of feeling that the duck in the bag is

the result, not only of his accurate aim,

but of his own decision as to where the

decoys and blind should be placed.

THE natural habitat of the river-

ducks are the great marshes of the

interior where the wild rice and the

fresh-water reeds and rushes grow.

Here the sportsman often shoots from,

a permanent blind constructed of reeds

fastened to upright wooden frames
which inclose a space large enough to

conceal the shooter, and located at the

edge of some reed or rice bed, where the

ground is solid, or some other point of

vantage. If the sportsman is moving
about and shooting from different posi-

tions each day, a temporary blind is

built of the reeds and rushes only, since

it is unnecessary to construct it to with-

stand the winds and storms as in the

case of a blind which is to be used often.

A light draft ducking boat, painted

brown to harmonize with the dead rush-

es, is often used for a blind. The boat

is pushed in among the tall reeds and

the deck covered with cut reeds to fur-

ther conceal it.

The decoys, painted to represent the

most common varieties of ducks, are put

out in the water lane in front of the

blind, some in the open water, others in

the short grasses near at hand. Much
skill can be used in placing the decoys

so that they resemble a flock of live

birds. After closely observing flocks of

live birds on the water, the sportsman

will soon come to know how to put out

the wooden decoys.

There is excellent shooting to be had
on many of the lakes and rivers, espe-

cially in the marshy areas and where
small, marshy islands dot the open

water. Here the blinds are erected on

the shore or on the little islands. When
shooting on the mud flats or sand bars

in the rivers, a water-tight metal or

wooden box large enough to hold one
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or more shooters is used for a blind.

The box is sunk to its rim in the mud or

sand and the shooter seats himself in-

side, well hidden from incoming ducks.

The decoys are put in the water nearby.-

As I have observed, the shooting from
sink-boxes on the sand-bars or mud flats

is now prohibited in many places. On
the grounds of some of the shooting

clubs blinds are built on the open water
by driving young trees or bushes into

the muddy bottom to form an enclosure

which will hold a boat. One end of the

enclosure has a brush door to permit the

entrance of the boat from which the

sportsman shoots. Such blinds are pro-

hibited in some states since they tend

to drive the ducks from the feeding

grounds and makes them timid and wary.

Some of the varieties of river-ducks
are shot with the sea-ducks on the salt

water bays and sounds along the coasts.

The black-duck, the mallard and the

widgeon, as well as other river-ducks,

are shot on salt water from the same
blind and over the same flock of decoys

as are the sea-fowl; but nowhere on salt

water are the dabbling ducks as plenti-

ful as they are on the fresh water.
Live decoys are often used when

shooting the river-ducks, as they like-

wise are in sea-duck hunting. Mallards
and black ducks are the two varieties

almost always used since they are the

most common ducks, the most easily do-

mesticated and breed best in captivity,

as well as having the loudest quack
when calling the wild birds in. •

The callers, as the live decoys are

termed, are often procured by getting

the eggs of the wild birds kept in cap-

tivity and hatching them under hens.

The callers are also wild birds which
have been captured after being slightly

wounded and which have recovered.

They soon become very tame.

The live decoys are, of course, the

water by a weight and cord attached to

the leg. They will notice a flock of wfld
birds at a great distance, often long
before the hunter sees them, and will

lure the flock within range by calling.

Their moving about, tipping up to feed
under water and the occasional flapping
of their wings as they stand upright also

attracts the wild birds which are flying

about in search of a feeding ground.
Often a few callers are used with a flock

of wooden decoys, but whether few or

many, the live birds are always worth
the expense and care attached to their

possession. Many duck shooters who
reside near the shooting grounds keep
live decoys, and large numbers of the

birds are usually maintained at the duck-

ing clubs throughout the United States.

AS I have observed in the preced-

ing chapter on sea-duck shooting,

it is of the greatest importance
for the sportsman to remain absolutely

motionless in the blind while the ducks
are approaching. Should the hunter’s

concealment be only partial when he first

sees the approaching flock he should un-
der no condition attempt to better it;

instead, he should remain absolutely still.

The fact that the ducks are headed for

the decoys indicates that they have not

seen the shooter, but if he lowers his

head or in any way moves to better his

concealment, he will be discovered at

once. Motion is what attracts the duck’s

eye, as it does the human eye, and, there-

fore, by remaining motionless, even

though only partially concealed, the

sportsman stands a much less chance of

being seen than he would should he move
in the effort to hide more completely.

When the ducks are well in over the

decoys, and not before, is the time for the

sportsman to shoot. In this day when
game is fast disappearing, it is well not

to shoot at the center of the flock where
the birds are grouped closely in the

a single bird flying apart from the rest
and, having killed or missed it with the
first shot, pick out another for the sec-

ond barrel. In this manner two birds
will be killed with the two shots, or if a
pair of ducks are flying close together
both may be bagged with the first shot,

and a third with the second shot. Four
birds should be the limit sought, and
gained by shooting at two pairs of birds
apart from the body of the flock.

Surely this procedure is proof of the
better grade of sportsmanship. The
true sportsman trys to kill the bird
aimed at instantly—“clean”, the gunners
say. Dead birds are easily recovered,
the wounded often escape. In shooting
into the thick of the flock many birds
besides those killed will receive a part of
the charge and, wounded, get away to
die later, a waste to man and nature.

THE first shot is often an easy one
since the ducks are flying slowly
preparatory to alighting among the

decoys. The second shot is, however, far
different. At the report of the gun, the
ducks spring high into the air and in a
few seconds are under full headway and
out of range. The gun, therefore, must
be aimed far in advance of the birds
going off to the right or left, and well
over those flying straight up.

The shooting of river-ducks from a
battery is the same as the method used
for the sea-ducks which has previously
been described.

River-ducks are also shot from points
or passes as they fly from one feeding
ground to another, in the same manner
as the sea-ducks are taken. Decoys are
seldom used. The fowl have certain
well-defined lines of flight and the
sportsman’s blind must be under one of
these. The blind is constructed of the
surrounding cover and located in the
marsh, or perhaps on some high field or
by the edge of a woods—wherever the
point of best advantage may be.

The sportsman should closely observe
what the ducks are doing in a given lo-

cality. After he has discovered the
course taken by the ducks and knows
just when to expect the flight, he pro-
ceeds to a chosen place and there con-

ceals himself in his blind, well in ad-

vance of the hour when the ducks are
expected to pass.

The lines of flight are not always the
same. The wind, the weather, or much
shooting may cause the ducks to change
their course, and the observant sports-

man will change the location of his blind

accordingly so as to be within range.
Point or flight shooting calls for much

skill with the gun since the shots are
usually at long range and the ducks al-

ways under full headway when they
pass, often high in the air. Most of the

river-ducks fly with great rapidity and
when shooting on a pass the gun must
be aimed and kept swinging well ahead
of the bird to insure a kill. It requires

much practice to correctly estimate the

speed and distance of a passing duck.

The sportsman unaccustomed to this

long range shooting at a swiftly moving
target will use many shells before he can
bring himself to “lead” the bird a suffi-

A lull in the flight of ducks affords an opportunity to look around
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TIME AND TIDE FOR SURF-FISHING
A HANDY REFERENCE TABLE FOR THE SALT WATER ANGLER WHO WOULD

TAKE THE MORE IMPORTANT FISHES ALONG THE NEW JERSEY COAST

By LEONARD HULIT, Associate Editor of Forest and Stream

I

N considering a table or schedule for

salt water fishing it is well to bear in

mind that no matter how carefully it

may be compiled there is frequently

much divergence in fishing conditions

under given dates.

While warm currents and favorable

winds may prevail one year and angling

conditions be ideal, a succeeding season

may produce conditions so entirely dif-

ferent at a corresponding period that

the unthoughtful may characterize the

author as careless or without knowledge

of his subject. The best, therefore, that

may be done is to generalize and com-

pile a schedule based on a general aver-

age of many years of observation.

Anomalous as it may appear, a south

current, that is, a current flowing from

south to north along the middle Atlantic

states from the Virginia capes north-

ward, invariably produces extremely low

temperature in the water; usually so low

that few if any of our coast-line fishes

will remain in it. And while such cur-

rents remain the fisherman could better

devote his time to other pursuits. Of

course it is generally known that fish

are cold-blooded creatures and would not

at first thought be regarded as particu-

larly sensitive to such conditions, still it

is a well recognized fact that all varie-

ties delight in trading in the warmer

waters and are only to be taken freely

when such conditions prevail.

Even the hardy striped bass will not

remain in the icy currents and disappear

promptly when they set in. However,

after several days of adverse conditions

a northern current strikes in which is

usually induced by a blow from the north-

east and the waters again become warm

and good fishing may confidently be

looked for promptly. Neither is it cer-

tain that what proves a most killing bait

at one tide will be as successful on the

next. It is always advisable when pos-

sible to have two or more varieties of

bait at hand so that when one does not

seem to be desired another may work

wonders.
The information given here is meant

to govern surf-fishing and it should be

remembered that dark, cloudy days are

more favorable during all stages of the

tide. In order that a better understand-

ing may be had, various names are given

to each subject as they prevail in differ-

ent localities:

STRIPED BASS
Greenhead. Rockfish, Squidhound. Sea-

son—June 1st to November 15th. Habi-

The surf-fisherman

tat—all coast waters particularly near

inlets. Tide—last of ebb and on to full

flood. Time—very early morning and

from evening on to midnight. Bait—
early in the season bloodworm, later,

shedder-crab, skimmer clam, menhaden.

In the autumn, mullet and the metal

squid trolled rapidly over the feeding

grounds are very successful. The squid

or ink-fish is at times an attractive bait.

Out where the big fellows lurk

CHANNEL BASS
Red fish—misnomer, Red Drum. Sea-

son—June 15th to Oct. 1st. Not abun-

dant north of Barnegat Inlet. Habitat

—all deep cuts along beach. Tide—all

of ebb and early flood. Time—any hour

day or night. Bait—menhaden, shedder-

crabs, clams and the squid or ink-fish.

BLUEFISH
Has but one general name and is eas-

ily identified. Season—June 20th to

Nov. 1st. Tide—is but little affected by

tides, a most pronounced rover and is

liable to appear at any stage in pursuit

of its prey. Bait—mullet, menhaden
and different kinds of cut-up fish. The
metal squid cast out and reeled in rap-

idly is the most successful lure.

WEAKFISH
Squeteague, Squit. Season—June 1st

to Nov. 1st. Tide—half ebb to half flood.

Time—early evening and all night.

Habitat—all deep cuts along beach, cast-

ing well out. Bait—shedder-crabs, mul-

let and squid.

KINGFISH
Barb, Sea-mink, Black mullet, Surf

whiting. Season—June 1st to Oct 1st.

Habitat—around edges of deep cuts and

sand bars. Tide—last of ebb and early

flood. Bait—bloodworms, shedder-crabs

and sand worms. Time—evening.

CROAKER
Exclusive name. Season—July 1st to

Oct. 15th. Tide—ebb. Time—night al-

most entirely; rarely bites well during

bright sunlight. Bait—shedder-crabs,

squid and bits of fish. Habitat—sand

flats and shallow places.

PLAICE
Splaice, Fluke, Brail, Summer floun-

der. Season—May 15th to Nov. 1st.

Tide—flood to half ebb. Bait—crab,

mullet, sand-eels and minnows. Time—
daylight exclusively. Habitat—deep

cuts along beach.

NEW ENGLAND WHITING
Winter-weakfish, Frostfish. Time—

night exclusively. Tide—not affected by

tides. Season—November 1st to May 1st.

Bait—spearing and sand-eels as well as

bits of fish. Usually taken from piers

and like structures on the beach. Can
also be taken on small metal squids.

THE above comprises a list of fish

which the angler may hope to take

from the beach by casting in the

surf. Of course some others may be

taken but it is so rare that it is not con-

sidered of moment to place the matter

here. This being as a ready reference.
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THE COMING OF AUTUMN
'THE tide of the seasons is at its flood and in a few
1 weeks it will be ebbing, barely perceptible at first,

growing stronger as the days pass, until, in winter,
all nature will reach its lowest ebb. Meanwhile we
are in the midst of a season of plenty, and the boun-
tiful harvest provided by nature with man’s assist-

ance is being garnered and stored against the needs
of the cold season, even as the squirrels hoard their
stores of nuts and fruits. It is a time when it is

good to live.

It is meet, then, that presently the workers may
lay aside their cares and go forth into the woods and
fields of the sportsman’s world, on the borderland of
which they are now hovering, with eager hopes cen-
tered on the immediate future. September is here,
with its glorious days, its cool nights, the foliage
showing the effects of the heated term and taking on
those faint tints which, as the days pass, will deepen
into the medley of colors the gunner loves best. The
harvest is over, the fields are clear of grain, and
the work of the dogs can be watched with fond eyes.
Along the shore the surf breaks with a lisp and mur-
mur that, increasing day by day, tells the watcher
in the blinds of more exciting sport to come. In the
woods the squirrel and the grouse, sleek and plump,
are scurrying about intent on their small affairs, and
the dew lies heavy at early morning when the pur-
ple haze and the balmy breezes call incessantly to
all outdoor people and will not be denied.
On salt water and on the larger bodies of fresh

water the angler is gathering the best that the year
has to offer, and here the angler’s and the shooter’s
seasons overlap, so that one may choose between the
two or take his measure of both, at his option.

WILLIAM DUTCHER
J70R present day knowledge, appreciation and con-

servation of wild life in America, we have per-
haps to thank William Dutcher more than any other.
He was intimately connected with the American

Ornithologists Union from its beginning, and its

treasurer for years. The latter part of his active

life was devoted to building up the National Associa-

tion of Audubon Societies. Working through this

organization his influence was the most potent single

factor in this country towards proper protection of

wild birds and animals. A break in health put a

sudden stop to his labors, and for several years the

work of the Audubon Societies has gone forward
under his lieutenants. Able and devoted as these

have been, however, it is doubtful if any single in-

dividual has recently contributed so much to the

success of the Audubon movement as has the general
knowledge that Mr. Dutcher, up to the time of his

death in the beginning of July, was still President
of the National Association and keenly interested in

its activities, though no longer able to direct them.
As an ornithologist Dutcher’s name is closely as-

sociated with Long Island. For years he made the

coast birds the subject of especial investigation

—

the gulls and diving birds of the long surf-bound
ocean stretches, snipe, plover, herons and rail of the
miles of sheltering salt marsh, and wild-fowl which
still gather on the Island’s bays in large numbers.
He enlisted the interest of sportsmen, lighthouse-
keepers, and other ornithologists who aided him in

acquiring an unrivalled series of observations upon
both land and water birds, which have been of great
service to all his successors.

We regret that those days lie back beyond our
personal memory, which serves only to recall his de-

sire to pass on to others the light which he had won.
A letter received twenty years ago lies before us,

wherein observations made on certain Long Island
birds are explained from Dutcher’s fuller knowledge.
The thrill of first reading comes back vividly. We
have kept it as marking a turning point in our mas-
tery of a previously difficult subject.

William Dutcher’s life combined great ability as
a naturalist and unsparing toil for any cause he be-
lieved in, with a genius for achieving cooperation.

DANGER TO THE NATIONAL PARKS
THE passage in its present form of the Federal
1 Water Power Bill threatens the national park
system of the United States, and is a further warn-
ing to the public that unless it wakes up to existing

conditions it will presently find itself deprived of

its rights in the national parks.
The Federal Power Bill gives power to a Commis-

sion to grant licenses for taking water and water
power from any public lands of the United States,

and for the erection anywhere of the plants required
for irrigation and power works. The Bill specifies

that national parks and national monuments are
public lands, so that if the Water Power Commission
grants the licenses, power plants may be built all

over the national parks and, as was said some months
ago by one who was writing about the Smith Bill,

this “will tend to use the Yellowstone Park (and all

other parks) as a sort of factory where are to be
manufactured various things which may be sold for
money.”
The men who wish to make money out of these

public reservations are distinctly on the job. They
do not sit around waiting for someone else to push
their bills and to protect their interests; they feel

quite sure that no one is likely to do this so well as
themselves—who hope to profit by the situation.

It will be interesting to see whether the people of
the United States care so little for their national
parks as not to be willing to take the trouble to pro-
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test against giving them up to the local interests that

wish to make money from them. They should not so

yield them, and we do not believe that they will. Y et

the people who wish to acquire this power are wide

awake and are working hard.
.

We have the greatest confidence m the ultimate

common sense of the plain American people—

a

sleeping giant not easily aroused, but when aroused,

irresistible. Yet even a giant, if he is too careless,

if he sleeps too long, may be robbed of his power.

Already efforts are being made m California to se-

cure water power within the Sequoia National Park,

and within the area proposed for the Roose\elt Na-

tional Park. Local people wish to secure the water

in the Falls River district, to seize the Yellowstone

Lake to obtain power rights in Cataract Canyon,

Grand Canyon National Park, and in other places.

Whether or not they can get these depends on the

people of the United States, who are free to express

themselves in the public press and later through

their representatives in Congress. What will they

have to say about it? .

If we are to save the parks, the first thing to be

done is to see that they, the National Parks and Mob-

uments, are excepted from the provisions of the r ed-

eral Water Power Bill. This will require legislation,

and legislation will take time. The danger is immi-

nent. . „
“The Philistines be upon thee Samson.

SLAUGHTER OF EAGLES IN ALASKA

IN January, 1919, through the columns of Bird-

1 Lore, the Audubon Association first advised the

public of the nefarious bounty law in Alaska, which

provides for the payment of 50 cents for every

American Eagle killed in that territory. In the

May-June issue of the same year there appeared an

account of its efforts to secure, at the last session

of the Alaska Legislature, the repeal of this law.

The articles attracted the attention of many who

in turn have voiced their opposition to the idea of

Alaska seeking to exterminate these noble birds.

The Association has put in motion certain move-

ments which may, before long, result in the repeal

of this law. In the meantime the slaughter of

Eagles goes merrily on at the rate of 200 a month.

The following extract from a letter, dated April

22 1920, and written by the Secretary of the Alaska

Fish and Game Club, to Mr. T. Gilbert Pearson, Sec-

retary of the Audubon Association, brings up to

date the available information regarding the

slaughter of these birds

:

“It is advised that the Territorial records show

that since last reporting to you as of date December

6 1918, bounty has been paid upon 3,256 Eagles or

a total of 8,356 since the passage of the act and its

taking effect. A vast difference is noted in the num-

ber of Eagles in southeastern and western Alaska

and it is a safe prediction that if the slaughter con-

tinues for a few years longer the species will become

practically extinct in this country. The number upon

which bounty has been paid does not cover all which

have been destroyed, for it is agreed by hunters that

many a bird which has been shot is not recoveied.

Various estimates have been made as to the propor-

tion of those brought in for bounty to those de-

stroyed, ranging from 25 to 50 per cent. It is be-

lieved that out of every four shot, three are reported

for bounty, the other is either lost in the woods or

is seriously wounded and subsequently dies.”

The National Association of Audubon Societies,

1974 Broadway, New York City, is collecting reso-

lutions from various organizations to file with the

Legislature of Alaska on this subject, and all sports-

man’s clubs and associations are invited to co-

operate by writing to tee above address.

STERN NATURE
jWIOST of us, untrained to observe, think of Nature
fVl as a kindly mother. We see how the wild

things are fed, how they are taught to live their

lives, and so to preserve them. All about us we be-

hold the lavishness with which untouched Nature

supplies the needs of plant and animal life. As we

personify Nature we attribute to her the tender

love that the animal mother feels for her offspring

and her impulse to give them protection when they

most need it.
. . ..

The figure that we use is charming, yet it is lar

from true—a mere product of our sentiment.

Nature is stern, uncompromising and relentless
\

her rule is a rule of law ;
about her there is none of

the gentleness, the tenderness, the yielding of the

animal mother, untiring in her efforts to care for

her children. If the laws that Nature has laid down

are transgressed, suffering and often destruction

will follow. Some of these rules are known, very

many are unknown, but whether the transgression

be intentional or unwitting, the punishment follows.

Often to our unintelligent judgment the punishment

appears wholly causeless, wholly unnecessary. Yet

it is as certain—and to our eyes as cruel—as when

the little child strays on the railroad track just in

front of the onrushing train and is ground to death.

Along the northern border of its range the Vir-

ginia quail may flourish for years, rearing its large

broods, wintering in the swamps, coming out in

spring with but little loss to still further increase m
numbers. At last comes a winter of hard cold, of

deep snows, and some night toward the end of the

winter a heavy snow storm buries all the broods of

quail over a wide district, and the weather turning

warm and then freezing, a hard crust is formed, im-

prisoning them, so that they cannot escape.

In late May or early June, after song birds have

come and mated and built their nests and are hatch-

ing their young, a furious storm of wind and driving

rain may overturn ten thousand nests and hurl eggs

and young to the ground to die of cold.

On the islands of the Gulf of Mexico where un-

counted thousands of sea birds yearly rear uncount-

ed thousands of young, there often come in the breed-

ing season terrible storms, raising tumultuous seas,

which at last sweep over the low islands where the

birds have built their nests, chilling the eggs and

drowning the young birds—destroying the increase

for a year.

We see these things happen constantly, but we
do not know why they happen. Yet seeing them we
are able to look a little below the surface, and to

realize something of our ignorance of the immutable

laws that govern the processes of life that are con-

stantly going on about us.

Civilized man—disturber of the balance of nature

and destroyer of every wild thing which he can turn

to his own advantage—is only now beginning to

learn something of the inter-relations of wild life

and the agriculture on which he depends. So far

as in him lies, he should endeavor to mitigate the

harshness of nature toward many of the useful birds

and animals, whose old time refuges he himself has

destroyed. He should do what he can to protect

these little children of the wild from their natural

enemies and from the hostilities of climate.
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AN AFTERNOON ON THE SEAHORSE
DOWN TO THE SEA IN THE LITTLE WELL -BOAT THAT KEEPS THE
NEW YORK AQUARIUM SUPPLIED WITH RARE DENIZENS OF THE DEEP

By JOHN T. NICHOLS.

THE “Seahorse” is the new fishing

boat which brings in living speci-

mens from salt waters adjacent to

New York City for exhibition at the New
York Aquarium situated in Battery Park.

On a hot July mid-day recently, word
came over the telephone to the office of

the Department of Ichthyology of the

Natural History Museum that the “Sea-

horse” was going down the bay and would
start in about an hour, so as to go out

with the turning tide. One last glance

at the bottles of pickled fishes on the

table, some from Africa, some from Peru,

waiting their turn to be measured and
have their fin-rays counted, the ceremony
of a few last motions over the mingled

profusion of unanswered correspondence

and half-completed manuscripts on the

desk, and the writer was off. Already

the breath of sea air came to him as he

crossed Battery Park, waking memories

of dazzling tropic beaches and rocky

high-latitude headlands north and south

of “The Line”. A mixture of smoke and

haze was blowing from the southwest,

obscuring the shipping-troubled waters

of lower Manhattan, where at the sum-

mit of the overshadowing buildings a

flag stood straight out, its tail whipping

into the air.

The Seahorse proved to be a small

craft, with jib and
mainsail to help

out her engine with

favoring wind. She

has comfortable

a c c o m m odations

for the complement
of four men which
now made up her

crew. Her waist

is walled off as a

“well”, communi-
cating with the

outside by rows of

inch holes bored

through her bot-

tom. Every time

she rolls water is

forced in and out

of the holes, keep-

ing the water in-

side sweet for the

cargo of living fish

on the trips back

up the bay.

Passing through
the Narrows, we
stood across the

Lower Bay for

Sandy Hook. Small

Courfesy, American Museum of Natural History

Lafayettes (Leiostomus

)

dark birds now appeared flying about
singly just over the surface of the
water. Now and then three or four
were gathered into a little company,
fluttering and dancing about something
good to eat they had discovered, but they
did not alight. These are Mother Carey’s
Chickens, which come to rest so seldom
that, according to sailors’ legend, they
carry their eggs under their wings.
Those Mother Carey’s Chickens found off

New York in mid-summer are great trav-

ellers, having come all the way from
grounds far south of the Equator, where
they nest in the long daylight prevailing
there while winter rules the north.

The point of the Hook was our objec-

tive. Here we came to anchor and the

seine was loaded into the stern of our
flat-bottomed tender. Though the breeze
was abating somewhat, going down with
the sun, the ebb-tide, flowing against it

made the water choppy, and the youngest
member of the party loosened the fasten-
ings of his sea-boots, in case there should
be occasion for swimming on the trip to

the beach. Close in-shore a fish-hawk
was marking time in the air, facing the
wind, waiting for his supper to come
swimming by.

For the remainder of the afternoon the
Director of the Aquarium and his three
assistants labored with the seine. The
moment we had it ashore with its flop-

ping freight, the fish had to be placed in

containers, lifted into the tender, and it

was row for the Seahorse and transfer
them to her well before they perished
from lack of oxygen. There were many
fluke taken, the big-mouthed summer
flounder which lies always with its left

side uppermost. There were large Lafay-
ettes, said to invade New York waters
from the south every seventh year, but
which statistics show have been present
every few years in the past without ap-
parent rpgard for the mystic number
seven. And there were quantities of that
salt-water creature known as puffer,
swell-fish or blowfish, with hard nipper-

like teeth suggest-
ing the beak of a
bird in its little

round mouth, and
the peculiar power
of inflating its
body with air until

twice life size, and
round as a balloon.

All these were very
desirable for the
New York Aquar-
ium to acquire just
at this time, as
many would be
needed to send in

return for a ship-

m e n t of fresh-

water fishes soon
to arrive from the
Detroit Aquarium.
A dozen or so kinds
of fishes came to

light but, for the

naturalist perhaps
the most interest-

ing of all was a

little northern
barracuda a couple
of inches long,The sturdy little “Seahorse” of the New York Aquarium



swept in by chance in the seine, through
the meshes of which it could have
passed readily enough. It had a skinny

flap on the end of its long lower jaw,

and keeled scales at the base of its

tail fin, like a miniature crevally. Very
young fishes sometimes are peculiarly dif-

ferent from their elders, or for that mat-

ter from any of their relatives or proba-

ble ancestors.
,

J
‘

1

AS the breeze died to a zephyr and
the sun dipped to the horizon, we
were glad enough to climb back

aboard ship, lying near where “Resolute”

and “Shamrock” were to swing at their

moorings a week later. It gave us much
pleasure to admire the scientific way in

which the learned Director fried the suc-

culent Leiostomus xanthurus, some speci-

mens of which had refused to survive

brief discomforts entailed by a trip from

net to well of the “Seahorse”, and

stretched between blankets to listen to

the song of an occasional belated mos-

quito trail off into oblivion, and dream

of wondrous fishes to be encountered in

next morning’s visit to the fish-traps,

among the myriads of silvery menhaden
piled waist deep about the fishermen.

NOTES ON THE SNAPPER
.

ON June 7th, 1919, some men in my
employ said that a big turtle, “his

head as big as two fists, came out

of the lake and made a hole up there

about 9 o’clock in the morning, and laid

eggs in it.”

They showed me the hole; it was sixty

yards from the water up in a dry, open

hayfield. The soil was gravelly sand.

The hole was 2*4 by 3*4 inches across

the entrance and 6 inches deep. At the

widest part it was 4*4 inches across and

rounded; that is, it was bottle shaped.

The topmost eggs were three inches be-

low the surface. There were 23 eggs.

Each egg was 25 mm. in diameter, per-

fectly round, of a dull creamy pink. They
were in three layers and tightly packed

in sand. How do the little ones get out

when they hatch?
Next day I saw a ten-pound snapper

scratching on some loose earth about 40

yards from the lake. I suspected that

it was a laying female, so chopped her

head off and later dissected her. I found

inside 39 eggs ready for laying, each egg

being 28 mm. in diameter. Also a large

mass of ovae as big as No. 6 shot, evi-

dently the eggs for next season; they

numbered apparently hundreds.

I left the body of the turtle where the

hens could pick at it, though it was three

days old, the weather warm. The result

was an epidemic of ptomaine poisoning

which resulted in the death of three hens

and the temporary illness of a dozen.

A similar experience some years ago

robbed me of five wood ducks, my whole

stock. Ernest Thompson Seton.

SNAPPING TURTLE EGGS

I

N the July number of Forest and
Stream, 1920, is an article on page 379

referring to Snapping Turtle’s eggs.

Please let me tell you about these. In

May last year along about the first, a

Photograph by E. T. Seton.

Snapper nest and eggs June 7, 1919

large Snapping Turtle laid 23 eggs in

Mr. Bickford’s garden right on the edge
of a meadow brook. They were screened

over and watched through the summer
and in September, along in the middle of

the month, I dug them up and put them
in a dish of dirt and in a few days they

began to hatch. All the eggs were good
but one; about three days completed the

hatching. I wintered the young turtles

and just the other day I let them go.

Geo. L. Noyes, Norway, Me.

LADYFISH, BONEFISH OR
TEN-POUNDER

By Dr. James A. Henshall

THERE are two fishes, allied to the

herrings, and belonging to different

families, that co-exist on the sandy
shores of all warm seas of the three con-

tinents. They have received a number
of vernacular names in various localities,

but to the ichthyologist they are Albula
vulpes and Elops saurus.

Albula vulpes was first described by
Marcgrave in his “History of Brazil”,

1648, as Unbarana, from Brazil. Later

it was described by Catesby in his “His-

tory of the Carolinas”, 1737, as Albula

Bahamensis, from the Bahamas, and
known locally as “Bone-fish.”

Elops saurus was first described and
named by Linnaeus, in 1766, from speci-

mens sent to him from South Carolina by
Dr. Garden. Captain William Dampier,

an early hydrographer, explorer and buc-

caneer, in his “Voyage Round the World”,

1697, mentioned it as “Ten-pounder”, and

“Bony-fish”, from the Bahamas.
Jordan & Evermann in “Fishes of

North and Middle America”, 1896, enu-

merate the following vernacular names
for Albula vulpes: Lady-fish; Bone-fish;

Macabi; Sanducha; Banana-fish. Dr. G.

Brown Goode, in “American Fishes”,

1888, says of Albula vulpes, “With us it

is usually called Ladyfish, in the Ber-

mudas, Bonefish and Grubber.”

Jordan & Evermann, in the work just

quoted, give the following vernacular

names for Elops saurus: Ten-pounder;

John Mariggle; Bony-fish; Big-eyed Her-

ring; Metajuelo Real; Chiro; Lisa Fran-

cesa.

From the foregoing account it appears

that, while the scientific nomenclature of

the two fishes concerned is clearly and

well-established, there is much confusion

regarding their common names, or at

least to those inhabiting the Atlantic or

Gulf of Mexico. On the score of priority,

however, it is evident that the name
“Bone-fish” was first applied to Albula

vulpes from the Bahamas by Catesby. It

(continued on page 519)

Courtesy of American Museum of Natural History.

Blowfish inflated with air to twice its natural size.
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THE RIG FOR LAKE TROUT
By F._E. BRIMMER

THERE is a good deal of supposed
secrecy about the fine art of woo-
ing the lake trout to the boatside

that is just plain Medieeval superstition.
It is something to brag about when you
get a little six or eight pounder to eat
out of your hand and when the grand-
daddy comes to compliment your skill

with his presence it is something to tell

your great-grandchildren about and let

leak out to the newspapers as well.

About the first thing to consider when
you land in good lake trout country is

what to do for a bait box.
My idea of a bait box is one that I

got up after several seasons of trying
wooden boxes made-over and is one that
I have found to be satisfactory. It keeps
the live bait happy and active during the
period lasting from their capture to the
time I use them for baiting the hook or
the buoy. And this is quite an extensive
period as anyone will know who has
tried living in the Adirondacks. There
it rains every day and night, or rather
two, three or four times every day and
night, and you are lucky if you see the
sun. Even in August it may rain for
a week at a time in certain seasons.
Adirondack weather is springtime all

spring, summer and fall—unless the
weather man slips a cog and lets the
sun shine for a few days. So while you
are waiting for a decent kind of a day
to get out before daylight and watch the
sun come up over toward the Hudson,
you need a bait box that is a good one.

I

N the photograph at No. 1, and on the
sketch at No. 2, is a bait box that does
me good service. It is four feet long by

two feet square at the ends and is divid-
ed into two equal compartments by the
partition, H, on the drawing. There is

no wooden bottom on this box with holes
bored through it, which is a poor means
of admitting the water and keeping it

fresh when the suckers are thicker than
spatter in your bait box. The best floor

is a wire netting, W, and such a screen
made from galvanized wire is the best.
The mesh should be about one-fourth of
an inch, although larger would do no
harm up to a limit of half an inch.

The door, K, does not cover the entire
top of the bait box but only just half of
it. A cover that exposes the entire top of
the box is the reason for some of the
best minnows jumping to freedom when
the door is opened for taking out enough
for bait. While a cover that half opens
the entire top does not permit of this.

I/ffE f
ire depending upon the

rr friends and admirers of our
old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his
name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of
them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light ” have been
adopted by the United StatesArmy

;

his canoe has been preserved in the
Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen will
contribute to this department their
Hints and Kinks and trail-tested
contrivances.— [Editors.

]

The rear half of each compartment is

dark and hither the captives speed when
the door is opened instead of summer-
saulting over the end to the deep sea. The
best way to take minnows from the box
is with your landing net and not with
the bait pail or hands. The net will not
frighten the minnows and you have noth-
ing hard for them to bump into with
fright, not. is water lifted oqt. In one
compartment I place the minnows, as they
come from the trap, that are just the size

1 like for putting on the hook; while in
the other half of the bait box are kept
the big, little, and indifferent breeds that
are useful for buoy baiting mainly.

To anchor the bait box to the dock I

never depend on staples or nails of any
kind that a storm or high waves in the
night may break out and overturn or
break my box to pieces. Instead a rope,
R, is run through a half-inch hole and
knotted on the inside—the rope being
half inch also. Of course some good lock
must be put on the cover and I prefer a
pad-lock that fits the key I carry on my
key ring. Then you’re sure of live bait
when you need it.

THE thing I enjoy about trout fishing
at the lake is getting ready. You
can always have a good lot of sport

and day dreams without number when
you are doing this part. While the con-
quest is many times bitter and disap-
pointing and the empty hands that you
turn open to the camp cook tremble with
disgrace, nevertheless the getting ready
is always good sport and half the game.
There are the buoys to put out first, or
maybe you have to try a little trolling
just to take the edge off your over-tense
nerves, and maybe you try still-fishing
with a live minnow without any buoy
too. Then you steady down and get
busy with laying plans for the season’s
campaign. At No. 4, on the illustrations
is a diagram of a pair of buoys that
have helped to catch a good many lake
trout. The first thing is to learn your
lake. This you do from observation, ex-
perimentation, or inside information.
Take an old oar or a post seen aim-

lessly resting beside the dock, or a piece
of stray board floating on the water and
anchor it, as at N, on No. 4, with a wire,
K, or maybe a rope, attached to the
stone, Y, near the good fishing ground.
Maybe a hundred yards along the chan-
nel you place another buoy anchored by
the rope or wire, R, to the rock X. Then
you are ready to bait the buoys. The
water ought to be from twenty to fifty
feet deep in some places, where you lo-
cate the buoys, depending on your lake.
To bait up the buoys you do what the

gentleman in the photograph at No. 3,
is doing—you chop up some suckers

!

These are taken from the bait box and
placed by means of the landing net in
the bait pail. You had better take your
tools of surgery down the shore for a
few hundred yards and find some old
log where the women and children don’t
visit. This is a good place also to dress
your catches—if you should ever happen
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to have such a burden on your hands.

Take a wiggling minnow from the pail

with the left hand, grasp him firmly and
•with decision by the middle, then with

a sudden blow strike off his head a la

guillotine. After that keep on chopping

until the body is a series of chunks from
half to one full inch long. This will

make the buoy bait. Repeat the opera-

tion twenty-five or fifty times and you
will have a nice pile of bait. A heavy
butcher knife is just the thing or a small

hatchet or chopper, to get the suckers

chopped into bits and ready.

Then the freshly cut bait-fish bits are

taken to the buoys and sprinkled on the

floor of the lake at E. Not too many or

too few but just enough to attract Mr.
L. T. to come over and enjoy dinner with

you. Needless to say you deceive him
a bit by letting down a piece of sucker

camouflaged around a neat barbed hook
—and then if you are lucky he comes to

Dinner with you. The Dinner needs a

capital D because it will be that kind

of a meal when you land his majesty on
the dining table. A buoy should be bait-

ed about every other day with fresh bits

of sucker meat. The stick, N, forming
the floating buoy will be mighty handy to

anchor the boat to—unless the wind
comes up and blows your craft, hook, line,

sinker and all upon the shore. A buoy

ought to be baited three or four days
before beginning to fish, but if you can’t

wait, why go at it the minute the bait

is down. Do not allow the baited hook
to rest on the bottom, but keep it two
or three feet high and handy for the fish.

I

LIKE a short casting pole, like the

one in the picture at No. 3, for fish-

ing in deep water ar.d a canoe-boat,
' or a canoe, suits me best with the short

rod. Of course advice on rods is like

caution on the subject of matrimony to

a youngster, but that won’t hinder me
from telling what I like best. And for

a reel I like the big windlass affair that

allows you to carry all the line you can

buy at the store if you want to do that.

You ought to have three hundred feet

if the lakes are like the ones I know
about. Not that you will ever use that

much but have enough so that you may
cut off pieces now and then or break a

line here and there and still have some-
thing to use toward the end of the trip.

Probably it would be idle for me to

advise anything about the make of the

goods to use as the fun of fishing is in

the fact that every man can carry just

the tackle that he pleases. If we all

wanted the same thing it wouldn’t do.

MAYBE the feat of fishing at the

buoy is a little tame and unevent-
ful and so you decide to go troll-

ing. Now the lake trout hides pretty

deep in the lake he loves and you have
got to get down to him unless it is

early in the spring when he is hungry
and will come right up to the surface

and beg. A trolling rig that will get

down where he is, is shown in the
diagram at No. 6. From the boat, V,
the line extends far down and behind
to the heavy sinker, A. This big hen’s-

egg of a sinker will follow along on the

bottom of the lake and keep your lures

down low for him. You can get it or

make it and its weight should be two
or three pounds. This for very deep
water, possibly ten ounces to a pound
and a half for more shallow places.

Between the boat and the sinker come
three short lines, X, Y, and Z. These
are attached by three-way swivels. The
lower line is five or six feet long and
three feet off the bottom. The next one
eight or ten feet long and four feet,

more or less, above the lower line is at

Y, while a third line twelve feet long
is swiveled four feet higher. Thus you
have three chances of hitting the right

level at which the particular trout is

resting. He is pretty lazy so give him
his medicine as close to his mouth as

possible. Each of the three short lines

have a swivel, like at M, between the
main line and the bait, B. Also a swivel,

D, is best between the large sinker and
the first short line.

You must take some kind of a bait

trap, like the one in the photograph at

No. 5, to the battlefield with you. Bait
it up with bread crusts and sink it near
the mouth ot the inlet or in r deep pool

along the mouth of the stream that

empties into -tne lake. Some kind of a

landing net will be necessary—at least

for taking the minnows out of the bait

box if for no other purpose. And then
you might want to ease a big one into

the boat and last resting place with your
net too—you can’t tell. Or you may like

to use a gaff hook. Any way to win!

Like most other kinds of lake fishing

you have got to be a philosopher when
after lake trout. There is a good deal

that comes along in between the few big

events that you will need to fill in with
philosophy. But its all in the game and
the outdoor invigoration, the hardened
muscles, the play, the nerve rest, the
joy of the thing, the contrast to your
desk back in the city—all those and more
are elements that go into the* fishing

game. Of course you want your fish,

every live man does, but don’t take

them all—leave a few for seed.



CONCERNING DUCK DECOYS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

HOW many shooters give much atten-

tion to the choice and placing of their

decoys? Nowadays, with ducks and
geese as shy and careful as they are,

decoys are essential and as an essential

they should have much thought.

A study of the habits of birds will re-

veal many things which explain why
certain ducks decoy better than others.

Black ducks are notoriously wary, but
often they swing into decoys which, to

the amateur, look crude and poor. Why
is it? Blue-bills, both greater and lesser,

usually decoy easily; yet the reverse is

often the case. From several years’ ob-

servation it seems to me that the main
trouble is in the choice or placing of the

decoys.

The average wooden decoy which is

put on the market is well formed, but
too brightly painted. The paint when
wet shines and glistens. No one ever

saw a duck that shone. The best way
to overcome this defect is to allow the

decoys to weather a little before putting

them out. Buy them some time before

the season opens and allow them to

weather for a fortnight or so. This

produces the required dullness without
injury to the wood. Another point to be

considered is the position of the birds.

Buy your decoys so that you get some
in a sleeping position, some with their

heads turned, some with them erect. No
flock of ducks floats with all the heads
erect unless suspicious. This is just the

a.ttitude you do not want to have. The
decoys in front of your blind should look

quiet and unafraid, as if there was no
human being for miles around. With a

mixed flock like this you will have bet-

ter success.

In pond shooting there is usually a
mixed variety of birds flying. Black
ducks, mallards, blue-bills or red-heads,

with occasionally other species, will be
around. Do not let a situation like this

cause you to mix your different kinds of

decoys heterogeneously. If you watch
flying birds carefully you will see that

black ducks, for instance, will not alight

with blue-bills. They may alight some
distance away and swim up to them, but

they will not alight with them. Mal-
lards will mix with black ducks, but not

with red-heads or blue-bills. Canvas
backs like to stay alone as do teal. A
sheldrake will mix with anything. So,

when setting out decoys, put the blue-

bills in a little flock by themselves apart
from the mallards and black ducks which
can be mixed at will.

Take pains to make your set-out as

natural as possible. Have some birds

feeding close to shore as sheldrakes are

so commonly seen doing;. The divers,

like blue-bills, should be farther out than

the mallards who are shallow feeders.
Many birds, like teal, should be off to

one side as they would be in life. With
such a setting birds are far more likely

to decoy than if you had flung out your
flocks any old way, seeing only that the
anchors did not get tangled up.

Live birds should be kept on the beach
as much as possible. In the water they
are silent, realizing that they are tied

down. A few stools are necessary, but
those on the beach will go to the water
and look far more natural cliifibing in

and out than those floating plainly tied

to the end of a string.

Naturalness should be the keynote of

your set. Unhampered ducks and life-

like decoys will do much towards making
the season a successful one. A half-

dozen more birds than usual should re-

pay anyone for taking the extra pains
to make his set look natural.

Wynant D. Hubbard, Mass.

FROM AN OLD READER
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

DO you know I felt the other day just

as if I had met some old time dear
friend when visiting a neighbor I hap-
pened to run onto an old copy of Forest
and Stream? Furthermore I at once
appropriated that copy and it lies before
me now and I have journeyed over every
line, ads and all, and as I read of gun
and dog 'and fishing reel, the years fell

away and I was again in fancy amid
the scenes of days that are gone, days
which for me cannot come back again

—

but—I have something which cannot be
taken from me, sweet memories. And
now while old Father Time in his pass-

ing has in a way laid his hand upon me
and marked off 60 years of my allotted

time and just touched my hair with a
trace of grey—yet he is powerless to

chill with his touch the springs of youth-
ful waters in my heart where I really

live. I am and ever have been a nature
lover and such never really grow old.

The reaper in due time certainly will

gather them to the harvest but in spirit

they are still young. Many, many years

ago, I was a constant reader of your
good paper. My newsdealer always had
my copy reserved and I have read of the

happy days with gun and dog in many
fields. I have hunted every game,
fur and hair and feather from coast to

coast, north and south of our country
and a little bit outside—and my 60 years
have not dimmed my sight for rifle or
six-shooter or shotgun—but a hurt to
my spine keeps me from walking much
so my hunting is limited—but now I do
not want to tire you so will just say I

want the good old Forest and Stream
sent to me. I am now in the kind of
country dear to the heart of a nature
lover, 100 miles from a R. R. and where
the hand of man has scarcely made a
mark on the face of nature. I am lo-

cated on the Apache Trail in the Fouti
Indian reserve, the wildest and most
beautiful spot on earth to me, and I will
be glad to give my brother sportsmen
who are interested in this country what-
ever information they would like to
know concerning it.

E. M. Saunders, Payson, Arizona.

WEIGHT OF FOXES
/To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

A PROPOS of your invitation to sub-
mit facts and figures as to the

weight of red foxes, permit me to say
that no two animals are quite so de-
ceptive in appearance as the coyote and
red fox. Both are “leggy” animals with
rather elongated bodies covered with a
wealth of guard hairs and fur greatly
tending to exaggerate their size. The
English have two expressions that are
aptly applied to horses, viz: “fine drawn”
and “cherry ripe”. The thoroughbred in
good condition and ready for the track is

“fine drawn” as opposed to “cherry
ripe”, which would indicate that the ani-
mal had been fattening on succulent
grasses. The coyote and the fox cer-
tainly fall in the former category.

I have just been petting a coyote pup
seven weeks old. He is a playful little

rascal and is as active as an acrobat.
At first glance you would think him of
fair size, but not so. He is all sinew
and muscle, and his bones -are small.
Like the fox, Nature has endowed Tiim
with the attributes of speed. I have
watched the coyote move over holt and
hill. His ordinary gait is an easy,
graceful, shadow-like one, but like the
fox he can flatten out and move like the
wind. Both animals are speedy, and
have stamina enabling them to move
over tremendous areas under cover of
darkness. Both are nocturnal hunters
and range wide. Occasionally they move
by day, but it is their custom to bed
down after a night of marauding.
Back at my native heath in the foot-

hills of the Blue Ridge in Virginia, I

once shot a red fox. I mention the mat-
ter with extreme compunction. Why?
Because that section is peopled by the

progeny of cock-fighting and hard-riding
squires. They all subscribe to the doc-
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trine of Oliver Wendell Holmes that

“there is something about the outside

of a horse that pleases the inside of a

man.” There they ride to the hounds

five months of the year, and had it been

known that I shot a red fox I would

have been ostracised, outlawed and pos-

sibly decapitated. The fact remains

however, that I did bowl over Mr. Vul-

pes fulvus with a charge of No. 6 shot

belched forth from a full-choked gun at

something in excess of fifty paces.

I was attempting to walk up game
not far from my old home in Fauquier^

County, Virginia, and had traversed a

broad stretch of rolling pasture land,

and then had threaded my way cautious-

ly through two thickets, but the elusive

game, if there, had given me the slip.

In half disgust I decided to try my hand

at squirrels and accordingly put on my
seven-league boots and made strides for

the mountain.
Hardly had I gotten well into the

wooded area when I heard hounds giving

tongue, perhaps half a mile away. I

stopped stock still, thinking the quarry

might come my way. I had tarried only

a few moments when sure enough I spied

Mr. Fox moving along velvet shod, and

with accustomed stealth, on the oppo-

site side of a ravine about fifty paces

distant. Quickly bringing my gun to

shoulder I gave him the charge of No. 6

shot. At the crack of the gun he sat

on his haunches, but quickly regained his

feet and bounded over the hill. Leisurely

strolling in that direction until I had

crossed the crest of the divide I saw

four hounds mouthing the dead animal.

Foxy Grandpa drove the fox hounds off

and claimed the fox. This occurred late

in October and the fox was in full pelage.

He was an aged robber of hen-roosts

and looked to be of unusual size, but

weighed just a trifle over 12 pounds.

A homesick Southerner who had taken

up his residence in New York once said

to me, “I don’t like the fried chicken they

have up here. It is aeroplane chicken,

all frame and no meat.” That, Mr. Edi-

tor, may be very aptly applied to the fox.

Wildfowl Will, So. Dakota.

Bay, where they are considered of un-

rivalled excellence among duck shooters.

These dogs are the descendents of a

dog and bitch, the former red, the latter

black, which were obtained by Mr. Law,

of Baltimore, from an English vessel

bound from Newfoundland to Pool, in

England. They were stated to be a pair

of pups procured for the owner of the

vessel of the most approved Newfound-

land breed of different families and were

obtained by the sailors from the English

captain as a matter of favor. Their

progeny retains the original color, par-

ticularly the red line of the dog and all

the excellence of the breed.

The points by which they may be

known are the long-pointed head, small,

smooth ears, medium height, compact

shape, muscular short limbs, wavy, long

coat of glossy black or red, not curled,

and the wonderful activity, strength and

even speed for which the race is famous.

When they are of the pure breed they re-

quire little breaking and no severity.

Their gratitude, love, indefatigable desire

to please, cannot be surpassed by that

stunted junipers, struggling up here and

there.

The general effect was of a tawny
ground splashed with greens, and browns,

and whites
;
the whole set in a dark green

frame of spruce forest, picked out here

and there with vivid flashes of scarlet

and orange where occasional hardwood

trees flaunted their autumn bravery.

There were moose tracks in plenty;

winding paths trodden by many hoofs,

and mud-holes, and wallowing pits, where

the great beasts evidently were used to

disport themselves in summer time.

My friend decided to call his moose on

the higher ground by the stream—appar-

ently a fashionable watering-place. I

chose to try my luck further down on the

verge of the swamp, where two junipers

fought for a living with the morass.

As we took up our stations the shades

of evening were gathering in. The sun

had dropped behind the spruce trees and

these were gradually changing from

green to black. Occasional shafts of gold

shot through the spear-like tops, while

the sky above ran riot in crimson and

Sir Thomas Gratton-Esmond and his trophy

THE CHESAPEAKE BAY DOG
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

A N article in the July number of

Forest and Stream on the origin

of the Chesapeake Bay dog was inter-

esting. A description of the dog and

his breeding was written by Frank For-

ester and published in 1856, from which

I quote the following:

. “This dog is a pure Spaniel of the

largest existing species. He is perhaps

the most powerful, enduring and daunt-

less of all dogs. Certainly and beyond

all doubt he is the most sagacious, the

most faithful, the most easily taught and

the most retentive of what he has learned

of all varieties of his race. They are in

their purest shape jet black or dingy red.

Any intermixture of white beyond a

straight frill on the breast is indicative

of Labrador blood. This breed obtains

its great excellence on the Eastern Shore

of Maryland, through Patapsco Neck on

the Gunpowder and up the Chesapeake

of any living being, brute or human,
and their fidelity, attachment, truth and

devotion alone of any I have ever seen

or proved, defies time and change, is un-

altered by unkindness and survives even

the grave.”

I trust this will be of interest to your

readers. E. A. Vickroy, Ohio.

A MOOSE CALLING EXPERfENCE
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

LAST season I was the guest of a

friend—a great shikari—a man of

many hunts and of many experiences.

He was my host at a charming camp in

New Brunswick, well-known to us of old,

and endeared by many memories. We
were hunting moose and the scene of our

adventure was a flat, about a mile long,

one end of which was fairly solid ground,

with a little stream running through it

and dotted with straggling birches. The
land fell away to a bog, dotted with

patches of alder scrub, until it merged
in a swamp covered with high reeds and

orange and green and blue; one of those

indescribable Canadian sunsets that ever

fascinate in their changing glory and

never stale in their infinite variety.

The plaintive, quivering melody of my
friend’s birchen horn rising and falling

and dying away in the labyrinth of the

inscrutable woods, recalled me to the

business in hand, and I began calling.

We called, alternately at intervals and

by and by an answer came back from
the southeast, and a little later another

answer came from the southwest.

Things began to feel exciting. I

called again, and again both answers
came. Two bull-moose were evidently

on the way. Their answers sounded
nearer and nearer and the crashing of

the branches, as they forced their dif-

ferent ways through the underwood, be-

gan to be plainly audible.

Both bulls were trying to locate the

position of the imaginary cow I repre-

sented. The bull from the southwest
was further off than the bull from the

southeast. Then I changed my call;
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they were too near for the long bellow,

and I drew them on with short grunts.
All this time it was growing steadily

darker; the forest all round was inky
black. The swamp was a grey expanse
With whirling vapors, eddying up towards
the early stars. Now and then either
bull would seem, by the sounds of his

march, to be losing his direction and my
croakings would take longer to draw him
back, but still they came, crashing
'through the forest and snorting. I was
facing south; every nerve a’tingle! At
last, to my left, a dark form glided out
Into the fog from the forest edge: how
far off I could not guess nor indeed did

it matter. I could feel my carbine in

my hands but it was much too dark to

aim. So pointing at a venture towards
the gliding shadow I pressed the trig-

ger. A vivid flash! An echoing report!

The shadow vanished in the mist and
the reeds swallowed him up. That was
all I saw of moose No. 1.

And then a surprising thing hap-
pened. I imagined that I had made noise
'enough, with a sufficient display of fire-

works, to frighten off any self-respect-

ing moose within miles, but the echoes

of my fusillade had hardly died away
when I realized that moose No. 2 was
still coming strong.

There was a crash and a splash be-
hind me, and another dark form moved
out into the flat. I could just discern
him as he stood for a second, and then
moved towards the spot where my host
was stationed; but quickly changing his

mind, he turned and moved with many
splashes and much swishing of reeds to-

wards me. As he passed between me
and the spruce trees I fired. He glided
on and I fired again. He stopped this

time so I fired again and he rolled over
on his back, struggled up on his fore-

legs, and rolled over and lay quiet.

I left my standing place between the
junipers, and tried to reach him, but
it was too dark, and the swamp too deep,
so I abandoned the attempt for the time
being and waded and scrambled up the
valley to the dryer ground where my
host was stationed. He had followed the
developments of my adventure with in-

terest and had heard something of the
initial stages, but of the end he knew
nothing, being too far off. He did not
even know what I had been shooting at,

and was amazed when I told him that I

had shot at two separate moose. He
told me that I had made a magnificent
pyrotechnic display with the flashes of
my rifle against the darkness and he
imagined that it was all in honor of
moose No. 1. He was amazed when I

told him of what had happened.
It was, in my experience, a unique per-

formance. I have called two moose to-

gether on other occasions, and have shot
at one of them, but never before have I

called two moose together and shot at
them both.

But our experiences of that memora-
ble October evening were not yet con-
cluded. Before going back to the camp
my host gave a final call and immediate-
ly there came an answering crash in the
birch thicket to the north of us. We
waited breathlessly and soon another
black shadow glided out on to the flat,

and moved towards us. This shadow,
presently resolved itself into two forms,
one behind the other. To make sure of

their sex my friend turned a little elec-

tric torch on them when they were quite

close, and two pretty cows stood before

(continued oi page 518)

OPEN SEASONS FOR GAME IN 1920
A SYNOPSIS OF THE LAWS REGULATING THE TAKING OF GAME
TABULATED IN HANDY FORM FOR THE BENEFIT OF SPORTSMEN

[Compiled by Georoe A. Lawyer, Chief U. S. Game Warden, and Frank L Earnshaw, Assistant, Interstate Commerce in Game]
THE OPEN SEASONS.HERE t SHOWN ARR INCLUSIVE OF BOTH DATES. When the season is closed for a fixed period the date terminating) the closed season is given.
The seasons in certain counties of North Carolina may be had on application to the Secretary, Audubon Society, Raleigh, N. C. Local exceptions in Idaho, Tennessee* Virginia, and Washington will be

published in “Game Laws for 1920.” 6

The term rabbit includes “hare”; quail, the bird known as “partridge” in the South- grouse includes Canada grouse, sharp-tailed grouse, ruffed grouse (known as “partridge” in the North and “pheasant”
in the South), and all other members of the family except prairie chickens, ptarmigan, and sage hens; introduced pheasant is restricted to the Old World pheasants. *

PERSONS ARE ADVISED to secure from State game commissioners full text of game laws in States where hunting is contemplated, as provisions of mmor importance are omitted from *v»in poster.
“Game Laws for 1020,” and a directory of game officials may be had free on application to the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D. 0.

e

** Under the regulations for the protection of migratory birds the season is closed on band-tailed pigeons, swans, wood ducks, eider ducks, auks, auklets, bitterns, cranes, fulmars, gannet,
grebes, guillemots, (mils, herons, jaegers, loons, murres, petrels, puffins, shearwaters, terns, and all shorebirds (except woodcock, Wilson snipe or jacksnipe, black-bellied and golden plovers’
and yellowlegs) in the United States and Canada. Owing to damage to rice crops xn the South the Secretary of Agriculture has ordered that bobolinks, commonly known as reedbirds or rice
birds, mav be killed by shooting, between half an hour before sunrise and sunset of any day from September 1 to October 30, inclusive, in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland
and the District of Columbia, and from August 16 to November 15, inclusive, in Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. Reedbirds so killed sliall not be sold, shipped
(or sale, or wantonly wasted or destroyed, but may be used for food by the persons killing them or transported to hospitals and charitable institutions for use as food.

o ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS AND EXCEPTIONS
Alaska.

—

Moose (male), caribou, sheep, north Lat. 62°, Aug. 1-Dec. 10.

Caribou on Kenai Peninsula, and sheep on Kenai Peninsula east of Long.

150°, 1921. Killing of females and young of mountain sheep and deer,

and mountain goat kids and fawns of caribou south of Arctic Circle, pro^

hibited. Goat, in southeastern Alaska, east of Long. 141°, and on Kenai

Peninsula, Sept. 1-Oct. 31. Large brown bear, south Lat. 62°, Oct. 1-

Juiy 1; north, unprotected. Deer on Duke, Gravina, Kodiak, Kruzof,

Long, San Juan, Suemez, Zarembo, Hawkins, Hinchinbrook,' and Mon-
tague Islands, 192L

Arizona.

—

Bobwkite quail, no open season; mourning dove, Sept. 1-Dec. 15;

tohxic-wings, July 15-Dec. 3L
Arkansas.

—

Gobblers, additional open season, Mar. 1-May 1.

California.

—

Deer (male, except cpike buck), in Districts 2 and 3, Aug. 1—

Sept. 14; in District 4, Aug. 15-^Sept. 15; in Districts 1, 1$, 4$, 23, 24, 25,

ana 26, Aug. 15-Oct. 14. Mountain
,
valley, and desert quail, in Districts

4 and 4$, Oct. 16-Dec. 31. Mountain quail, in Districts 1, 23, 24, 25, and

26, Sept. 1-Nov. 30. Bobwhite quail, in State, no open season. Sage hen,

in District 4, no open season. For counties in each game district Bee
' ‘Game Laws, 1920.”

Connecticut.

—

Deer owner of agricultural lands, member of family, or em-

ployee, may kill with shotgun on own lands deer destroying fruit trees

or growing crops, but such killing must be reported to commissioners

within 12 noure. Coot (mud hen), gallinules, Oct. 1-Dec. 31.

Delaware.

—

Dove, Newcastle County, no open season.

District of Columbia.—Hunting permitted only on marshes of Eastern

Branch, north of Anacostia badge, and on Virginia shore of Potomac.

Florida.

—

Squirrels in Escambia County, Oct. 15-Mar. 1; in Holmes and
Walton Counties, Oct. 20-Mar. 1. English pheasant in Escambia County,

no open season. Hunting prohibited on Pine Island.

Georgia.

—

Fox squirrel, unprotected.

Idaho.

—

Du
,
mountain goat, in Adams, Blaine, Boise, Bonneville, Butte,

Caribou, Clark, Custer, Elmore, Franklin, Gooding, Idaho, Jefferson,

Lemhi, Lincoln, Madison, Power, Teton, Valley, ana Washington Coun-
ties, Sept. 16-Nov. 30; in game preserves and rest of State, no open season.

Elk, in Bingham, Bonneville, Fremont, and Teton Counties, Sept. 16-

Nov. 30; in Clearwater and Idaho Counties, Oct. 1-Nov. 15; in rest of

State, no open season. (See “Game Laws, 1920, ” for local laws on upland

game birds.)

Indiana-—Coot, gallinules, Sept. 16-Dec. 20.

Kansas.—Fox squirrel, Sept. 1-Dec. 31; other squirrels, no open season.

I^mlwiftTigL.—Deer south of Vernon, Rapides, Avoyelles, and Concordia

Parishes and Mississippi State line, Oct. 1-Jan. 20 (deer season fixed by
commission). Turkey gobblers, Nov. 15-Mar. 15.

Maine.

—

Deer, Nov. 1-Nov. 30, and ruffed grouse^partridgc, woodcock, Oct. 1-

Oct. 31, in Androscoggin, Cumberland, Kennebec, Knox, Lincoln,

Sagadahoc, Waldo, and York Counties. Commission may make local

"egulations on deer. (See also “Game Laws, 1920. ")
—^fersacbusetta .—Hare or white rabbit, in Barnstable, Dukes, Nantucket,

and Norfolk Counties, 1923; European hares, in Berkshire County, unpro-

tected. Quail, in Dukes, Essex, Hampden, Middlesex, and Nantucket,
July 1, 1922. Pheasants, division of fisheries and game may open season.

Mchigan.

—

Deer In Antrim, Arenac, Bay, Charlevoix, Cheboygan, Clare,

Crawford, Emmet, Gladwin, Grand Traverse, Huron, Kalkaska, Lake,

Manistee, Mason, Midland, Missaukee, Newaygo, Oceana, Ogemaw.
Osceola, Oscoda, Otsego, Roscommon, Sanilac, Tuscola, and Wexford
Counties, 1923. Rabbit, north of Township 20 North, Oct. 1-Mar. 1;

south of Township 21 North, Nov. 1-Mar. 1. Ruffed grouse, in Upper
Peninsula. Oct, 1-Oct 31; in Lower Peninsula, Nov. 1-Nov. 30.

Minnesota.

—

Ruffed grouse, Oct. 15-Nov. 30; white-breasted or sharp-tailed

grouse
, Sept. 16, 1922. Plovers, no open season.

Montana.

—

Deer, in Custer, Dawson, Richland, Rosebud, and Yellowstone
Counties, Oct. 1, 1922; deer, grouse, prairie chicken . sage hen, in Roosevelt,

Sheridan, and Valley Counties, 1921. Elk, in Carbon, Madison, Park,
Stillwater, Sweet Grass, and parts of Beaverhead and Gallatin Counties,

Oct. 15-Dec. 24; in Fergus, Mineral, Wheatland, Ravalli, and parts of

Granite, Lewis and Clark, and Powell Counties, Oct. 15-Oct. 24: and in

Flathead, Lincoln, Teton, and parts of Granite and Missoula Counties,
Oct. 15-Nov. 30; in rest of State, no open season. Coot and gallinules,

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.

Nebraska.

—

Plovers, no open season.
Nevada.— Valley quail and pheasant, seasons fixed by county commissioners,

who may also close or shorten dove season.

New Hampshire.

—

Deer, in Coos County, Oct. 15-Dec. 15; in Carroll (except
town of Moultonborough) and Grafton, Nov. 1-Dec. 15; in rest of State,

Nov. 15-Dec. 15.

New York.—Commission may shorten open season on game. Deer (male),
in Adirondack^ Oct. 15-Nov. 15; id Delaware, Orange, Rensselaer,
Sullivan, and Ulster Counties, Nov. 1-Nov. 15; on own land in Dutchess
County, Nov. 1-Nov. 15. Shotgun only may bo used in Dutchess and
Rensselaer Counties.

Long Island.— Varying hare, Oct. 1-Mar. 1. Cottontail rabbit, Oct. 1-31
and Jan. 1-Mar. 1.

North Carolina.—For local laws, apply to Secretary, Audubon Society,
Raleigh, N. C. Migratory birds, county season date controls when it

opens the season later or closes it earlier than the Federal Regulations.

North Dakota.

—

While-breasted and sharp-tailed grouse. Sept. 16-Oct. 16;

ruffed grouse, in Bottineau, Cavalier, Pembina, ana Roulette Counties
only, Get. 1-Gct. 10.

_
Coot, gallinules, Sept. 16-Dec. 31.

Oklahoma.

—

Beat in Blaine, Caddo, Comancne, Kiowa, and Major Counties,

no open season; rest of State, unprotected.
Oregon.

—

East of Cascades: Deer (male), in Union and Wallowa Counties,
Sept. 10-Nov. 10. Quail, in Klamath County, Oct. 1-Oct. 10. Prairie

chicken, in Sherman and Wasco Counties, Oct. 1-Oct. 15. Chinese
pheasant, in Baker, Grant, Malheur, Umatilla, and Union Counties,
Oct. 3-Oct. 10, and in Hood River and Wasco Counties, Oct. 25-Nov. 1.

Sage hen, in District, July 15-Aug. 31. Grouse, in Union and Wallowa
Counties, Aug. 1-Nov. 10.

West of Cascades: Quail, in Coos, Curry, Jackson, and Josephine Counties
only, Oct. 1-Oct. 31. Grouse, in Jackson County, Oct. 1-Oct. 10; sooty

or olue grouse, in Douglas County, Sept. 1-Sept. 30. Chinese pheasant
(male), in Jackson County. Oct. 1-Oct. 10; in Cooe, Curry, and Josephine
Counties, no open season; balance of District, Oct. 1-Oct. 31. Waterfowl,
coot, Wilson mine, black-bellied and golden plovers, yellowlegs, Oct. 1-
Dec. 31, and rails, Sept. 16-Nov. 30, in Clatsop, Columbia, .Multnomah,
and Tillamook Counties.

Pennsylvania.

—

Coot, gallinules, Sept. 16-Nov. 30.

Tennessee.

—

Deer, in Bledsoe, Cumberland, Grundy, Marion, Sequatchie,
and Van Buren Counties, Nov. 1-Dec. 10; in rest of State, unprotected.
Gobblers, also Apr. 1-25. (See “Game Laws, 1920, ” for local seasons.)

Utah.

—

Deer, nonresident not permitted to hunt deer. Waterfowl, in Kane,
San Juan, and Washington Counties, Oct. 1-Jan. 15.

Virginia.

—

Deer, in Amelia and Nottoway, Nov. 1-Dec. 31; in Chesterfield,
Mecklenburg, Prince George, and Suny Counties, Oct. 1-Jan. 1; in Bath
and Highland, Nov. 1, 1921; in Alleghany, Bland, Botetourt, Craig,
Franklin

, Giles, Montgomery, Patrick, Pulaski, Rockbridge, Rocking-
ham, Russell, and Wythe, 1921. Elk, protected in national forest areas.
Quail, grouscj wild turkey, west of Blue Ridge, Nov. 1-Dec. 31. (For other
local exceptions, see “Gamp Lawa, 1920.")

Washington.—For local seasons and exceptions, see “Game Laws, 1920.
M

West Virginia.

—

Coot, gallinules. Sept. 16-Dec. 31..

Langlade, Shawano, Oconto, and all counties north thereof (except
Marathon), Nov. 21-Nov. 30; in Marathon and rest of State, no open
season. Squirrels

,
in Dodge, Kenosha, Milwaukee, Ozaukee, Racine,

Washington, and Waukesha, no open season. Ducks, coot, gallinules.
Sept. 16-Dec. 10; geese and brant, Sept. 16-Dec. 20.

Wyoming^—Elk, in Lincoln, Park, and Fremont (except between Roaring
Fork Creek and Big Sandy River on west slope of Wind River Mountains
in Bridger National Forest, and north of Big Wind River and south of
Sweetwater River, no open season), Oct. 1-Nov. 30; in rest of State, no
open season. Sheep (mature male), in Lincoln, Park, and Fremont
Counties only, Oct. 15-Nov. 15.

British Columbia.—Open seasons on big game and upland game fixed
annually by Order-in-Council, which may be obtained from Secretary
Game Conservation Board, Vancouver, B. C. Waterfowl, rails, Wilson
snipe, black-breasted and golden plovers, yellowlegs, in Northern and
Eastern Districts, Sept. 4-Dec. 19, and in Western District, north of
51st parallel, Sept. lF-Dec. 26; goose, brant. Western District, south 51st

S
araflel, Nov. 13-Feb.28. Other migratorygamebirds, south of 61st parallel
'ct. 16-Jan. 31.

*

Northern District includes Atlin Electoral District, and north of main
line of Grand Trunk Pacific Railway and east summit Cascades.

Eastern District, east summit Cascades and south Grand Trunk Pacific
Railway.

Western District, west summit Cascades and south Atlin Electoral
District.

New Brunswick.

—

Deer, on Grand Manan and Campobello Islands, no open
season.

r

Northwest Territories.—Additional season on caribou and sheep, Aug. I-
Oct. 1. Female caribou, mountain sheep,, or mountain goat with young
at foot, and their young at foot, no open season. Governor General in
Council may, by regulation, alter seasons.

Nova Scotia.—Big game, on Cape Breton Island, no open season. Caribou
(male), in Inverness and Victoria Counties only. Rabbit, on Cape Breton
Island, Dec. 1-Feb. 28.

Ontario.—Deer, south of Canadian Government Railway, Nov. 5-Nov. 20-
north of railway, Oct. 1-Nov. 30. Moose, reindeer caribou (males), south
of Canadian Pacific Railroad, from Mattawa to Port Arthur, Get. 5-Nov 20-
north of railroad, Oct. 1-Nov. 30. Hares, also Dec. 23-Jan. 2.

* ’

Quebec.

—

Deer, bull moose, in Pontiac and Temiscaming, Sept. 19-Dec. 3L

Saskatchewan.

—

Deer, moose (males only), caribou, north of Township 34
Nov. 15-Dec. 14; south of Township 35, no open season.

Newfoundland.

—

Caribou, also Aug. 1-Sept. 30. Geese, unprotected.

Lower California.—(Northern District): Seasons subject to modification' by
Governor. *
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Alabama
Alaska ®

Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia®
Florida a

Georgia *...

Idaho t°-.-
Illinois

Indiana

—

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky..
Louisiana .

.

Maine a

Maryland...

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada.
New Hampshire..
New Jersey

New Mexico
New York ®

Long Island..
North Carolina ®.,

North Dakota. ...

Ohio
Oklahoma

0r
.
8son{wfflt.’‘V!

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island . .

.

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee f®
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia

West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

BIQ GAME

Nov. 1-Jan. 1 rf .

.

Aug. 15-Oct. 31 rf

Oct. 1-Nov. 1 rf .

Nov. 10-Jan. 15 rf

Aug. 1-Sept 14 rf

<

Oct. 1-Oct. 4 rf . •

(°)

Nov. 20-Mar. 1.

.

Oct. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 16-Nov. 30

'

June 23, 1925
No open season.

.

No open season..
Mar. 24,1925
Nov. 15, 1925....
Sept. 15-Jan. 5®.
Oct. 1-Nov. 30 a.

Junel, 1922

Dec. 6-Dec. 11...
Nov 10-Nov. 30
Nov. 15-Dec. 5..
Nov. 15-Mar. 1 rf

Nov. 1-Dec. 31 rf .

Oct. 1-Nov. 30 ® .

.

No open season. .

.

Oct. 15-Noy. 15..
Oct. 15-Dec. 15o.
Dec. 16-Dec. 25 rf

Oct. 20-Nov. 5rf .

Oct.15-Nov.15 rf o

No open season...
Local laws
Nov. 10, 1921
No open season...
Feb. 24. 1922
Sept 1-Oct. 31 rf a

Sept 1-Oct. 31 rf

Dec. 1-Dec. 15 rf

No open season .

.

Sept. 1-Jan. 1 rf

Nov. 1-Nov. 30.

Nov. 1-Dec. 10 o
.

Nov. 1-Dec. 31 rf .

Oct. 15-Oct. 25 rf

Dec. 6-Dec. 11...
Oct. 1-Feb. 1

Oct. 1-Nov. 15 f..
Oct 1-Nov. If...
No open season.

Nov.21-Nov.30 .

Nov. 1-Nov. 30 rf .

Aug. 20-Dec. 31 rf

No open e<

Nov. 21-Nov. 30 rf

No open season..
No open season..

Nov. 15-Dec. 5rf

No open season...

No open season..

No open season..

No open s

UPLAND GAME

Oct. 8-Dec. 14 1- .

.

Nov. 15-Dec. 31.
Nov. 1-Feb. 1...

Nov. 1-Jan. 31...
Apr. 1-Jan. 10...

Nov. 15-Dec. 31..

Oct. 20-Jan. 31®.
Oct. 1-Mar. 1«.,
Oct. 15-Mar. 1J.

Nov. 15-Jan. 1 . .

.

Oct. 1-Mar. 15....

Oct. 1-Dec. 31...
Oct. 15-Jan. 16 f.

Nov. 1-Feb. 1...

May 15-Jan. i5.

.

Sept. 1-Dec. 31 $

Oct. 8-Nov. 23.

.

Sept. 15-Nov. 1.

Nov. 1-Feb. 1. .

.

Nov. 20-Mar. 1®.

Oct. 1-Feb. 28 1 0

July 1-Dec. 1

Aug. 1-Dec. 1

Sept. 1-Jan. 1
Sept. 1-Jan. 1 J®.
July 1-Dec. 15

—

Oct. 1-Mar. 1

Oct. 1-Oct. 31 f -

Nov. 10-Jan. 1

Oct. 20-Nov. 20 .

.

Oct. 15—Oct.31 *.

Oct. 15-Mar. 1 1 . •

June 1-Dec. 31...

Oct. 1-Nov. 30...

Oct. 20-Nov. 51
Oct. 1-Nov. 15

1

Nov. 1-Dec. 31.

.

Local laws

Sept. 15-Oct. 20..

No open season...
Sept. 1-Oct. 31 J..

Oct. 20-Nov. 30..
Nov. 1-Dec. 31. ..

Oct. 1-Mar. 15....

junei-Dec. 31

Sept. 15-Nov. 30.
Aug. 15-Feb.lf..
No open season..,
No open season...
Sept. 15-Nov. 30.
Oct. 15-Jan. 1®...

Nov. 1-Mar. 1

Oct 15-Dec. 31 J <

Nov. 20-Feb. 1.

.

Nov. 15-Jan. 31 1 <

Oct. 1, 1924
Oct. 8-Nov. 23..
Nov. 15-Dec. 31..
No open Beason. .

,

Nov. 20-Mar. 1..

Nov. 20-Feb. 28.
Nov. 1-Nov. 15 t
Nov. 10-Dec. 10.
Nov. 10-Dec. 20.
Nov. 1, 1922
Dec. 1-Dec. 10..
Nov. 15-Jan. 1...

Nov. 15-Feb. 15.
No open season...
Nov. 10-Jan. 1...

Oct. 20-Nov. 20o.

Oct. 15, 1921
Oct. 15-Nov. 30..

Nov. 1-Mar. 1
Nov. 10-Dec. 31..

No open season. ..

No open season. .

.

Sept. 1, 1922 1°..
Oct. 1-Nov. 30...
Nov. 10-Dec. 15..

Nov. 1-Dec. 31 J..
Oct 1,1925
Nov. 1-Dec. 31...
Local laws
No open'season . .

.

No open season...
Dec. 1-Dec. 31. ..

No open season®.
No open season ®.

Nov. 25-Mar. 1...
No open season...
Nov. 15-Dec. 31 1-

Dec. 1-Jan. 31....
No open season...

Sept. 15-Nov. 30.
Nov. 1-Feb. 1<»...

No open season f.
Oct. 1-Oct. 15 f.

.

Nov. 1-Nov. 30...
No open season...
1925

Nov. 15-Dec. 15..
Sept. 1-Mar. 1..
No open season.
Jan. 1, 1922....
Sept. 15-Oct. 14..
Sept. 15-Oct 1. ..

Oct. 8-Nov. 23..
Nov. 15-Dec. 31.
No open season..
Nov. 20-Dec. 19.

No open season. .

.

Aug. 15-Sept. 30 t
No open season. .

.

Nov. 10-Dec. 20..
Nov. 1-Dec. 15...
No open season
Nov. 15-Jan. 1.

Dec. 31, 1921..
Oct. 1-Nov. 30 ..

Nov. 10-Jan. 1

Oct. 20-Nov. 20..
Oct. 1-Oct. 31 ..

Oct. 15-Nov. 30..

No open season. .

.

Sept. 15-Sept. 30 ®

Oct. 15-Nov. 15..

Nov. 10-Dec. 15..

No open season...
Oct. 15-Nov. 15..
Nov. 1-Dec. 31...
Local laws
Sept 16-Oct 16 1°
Nov. 15-Nov. 25

Aug. 15-Oct. 31 ®.

Oct. 1-Oct. 3lo..
Oct. 20-Nov. 30..
Nov. 1-Dec. 31...

No open season . .

.

Sept. 16-Oct. 15..
No open season...
No open season...
No open season...
Sept 15, 1921
Nov. 1-Feb. lo...

Sept. 1-Nov. 15 ft
Oct. 1-Oct. 15....
Oct. 15-Nov. I

Oct 1,1921...
1923

PrutaiK Chicken

• •! Nov. 15-Dec. 15.

Jan. 1, 1922....

Sept. 15-Oct 1..

No open season.

.

No openseason t.

Oct. 20-Oct. 31.

.

Oct. 15-Nov. 1..
Sept. 1, 1922....
No open season..

Dec. 31, 1921. ..

No open season.

.

1921
Sept. 16, 1922...

No open season. .

.

Sept 15-Sept. 30

«

Oct 15-Nov. 15..
Oct. 1-Jan. 15

Nov. 15-Dec. 15..

No open season...

Sept. 16-Oct. 16.

No open season..
No open season ®

No open season..

Sept. 15-Oct. 15.

No open season..
No open season..

No open season f.
No open season...

No open season.

.

Jan. 1, 1922
No open season.

.

Sept. 1, 1924....
Oct. 8-Nov. 23..
No open season.

.

Nov. 20-Dec. 19°

No open season...
No open season t
Oct. 1-Oct. 5 rf .

.

No open season. .

.

Oct. 1, 1922....
No open season.
Nov. 15,1924...
Dec. 31, 1921...
No open season. .

.

Nov. 10-Jan. lrf..

No open season ®

.

1921

Oct. 15-Nov. 30.

No open season. .

.

No open season. .

.

No open season. .

.

„
(0)

No open season. .

.

Nov.l0-Dec.l5rff

No open season...
OcUl, 6. IJ rf

Nov. 1-Dec. 31 rf

No open season...
Nov. 15-Nov. 25 rf

No open season . .

.

No open season ®.

Oct. 1-Oct. 31 rf®.
Oct. 20-Nov. 30..
Nov. 1-Dec. 31...

Ho open season...
No open season...
No open season...
No open season...

Sept 15, 1932

No open Beason f.
Oct. 1-Oct. 15 ft-
No open season..
No open season...
1925

Dec. 1-Apr. 1 <t

.

Oct. 1-Nov. 1. .

.

Nov. 10-Jan. 15 rf<

No open season.

.

No open season..

Nov. 20-Feb. 28 rf

Juno 23, 1925
No open season..
Nov. 1-Dec. 15..

Nov. 10-jan. 1....

No open season. .

.

Nor. lCtDec. i5..

Oct. 20-Nov. 6....

No open season..
No open season..
No open Beason..
Nov. 15-Nov. 30.

Nov. 25-Mar. 1.

.

Nov. 15-Dec. 31t®
Mar. 1-Apr. 30 3 .

Nov. 1-Feb. la..
No epen season..
No open season .

.

No open season..

Alberta
British Columbia *<*...

Manitoba
New Brunswick
Northwest Territories ®.

Nova Scotia
Ontario
Prince Edward Island.

.

Quebec
Saskatchewan
Yukon

Nov. 1-Dec. 14 rf .

Dec. .ft, . 10 rf .

Sept. 15-Nov. 30 ®

Sept. 1-Apr. lrf®.
Oct. 16-Oct. 31 rf®
Nov. 5-Nov. 20 ®

.

Nov. 1-Dec. 14 3 .

Dec. 1-Sec.10rf .

Sept 15-Nov. 30 3
Sept. 1-Apr. l<f ®.

Oct. 1-Nov. 15 rf®
Oct. 1-Nov. 30 rf®

(°)

Sept 15, 1927..

Aug. 1-Mar. 1 3 ..

Sept.20-Dec.31rf'
Nov.15-Dec.14rf'
Aug. 1-Mar. 1 rf .

Dec. 1-Jan. 31 ®.

Oct. 15-Nov. 15 a

Nov. 1-Feb. 1...
Oct. 15-Jan. 31..

Nov. 1-Nov. 15... Nov. 1-Nov. 15.

.

Oct. 15-Oct. 31...

Oct. 15-Oct. 22...
1921
Sept. 1-Jan. 1....
Oct 21,1922
Oct. 15-Nov. 15.

.

No open season. ..

Sept. 1-Dec. 14...
No open season...
Sept. 1-Mar. 15...

Oct. 15-Oct. 31..

Oct. 15-Oct. 22.

.

Sept. 1-Jan. 1 . .

.

Oct. 15-Nov.*15."

Oct 1, 1925...
(°)

Sept 15, 1927..

Nov. 1-Nov. 15..

Oct. 15-Oct. **1 .

.

Sept. 1-Mar. 15.

.

No open season... Sept. 20-Jan. 1.. Sept. 20-Jan. I

.

64 Lower California (Northern District)®. Oct. 1-Fob. 15 Oct. 1-Feb. 15.

OTHER GAME
(Season closed In States not mentioned)

BIG GAME GAME BIRDS

Antelope Ptabmioan

Manitoba
Lower Calif. (N.).

Dec. 1-Dec. 10. rf

Oct. 1-Feb. 15.

Alaska
Washington
Alberta

Sept. 1-Mar. 1.

Oct. 1-Oct. 15.®

Oct. 15-Oct. 31.

Oct. 1-Oct. 20.

Sept. 1-Jan. 1.

Nov. 1-Jan. 31.

Sept. 1-Mar. 15.

Sept. 20-Jan. 1.

Bear

(Unprotected in other States)

Manitoba
Northwest Ter. .

.

Quebec
Yukon
Newfoundland ..

Alabama
Alaska
Arkansas

Nov. 1-Mar. 1.

Oct. 1-July 1.®

Nov. 10-Jan. 15.

Oct. 15-Mar. 1.

Nov. 1-Feb. 1.

Nov. 15-Mar. 1.

No open season.®
Oct. 15-Dec. 15.

Oct. 1-Mar. 15.

Sept. 1-May‘l.
Nov. 10-Dec. 1.

Aug. 20-June 30.

Rezddird**

Louisiana
Mississippi

Oklahoma
Pennsylvania . .

.

South Carolina. .

.

Washington
Wisconsin
Quebec

Delaware
Diet. Columbia..
Florida
Georgia
Maryland
New Jersey
North Carolina...
Pennsylvania . .

.

South Carolina. .

.

Virginia

Sept. 1-Oct. 30.

Sept. 1-Oct. 30.

Aug. 16-Nov. 15.

Aug. 16-Nov. 15.

Sept. 1-Oct. 30.

Sept. 1-Oct. 30.

Aug. 16-Nov. 15.

Sept. 1-Oct. 30.

Aug. 16-Nov. 16.

Aug. 16-Nov. 15.Caribou

!

Alaska Aug. 20-Dec. 31.®

Nov. 1-Dec. 14.

Dec. 1-Dec. 10. rf

Dec. 1-Apr. 1.®

Sept 16-Oct. 15 rf®
Oct. 1-Nov. 30 rf®.

Sept. 20-Dec. 31.

Nov. 15-Dec. 14.®

Aug. 1-Mar. l.rf

Oct. 21-Jan. 31.®

Saoe Hen

Br. Columbia*. .

.

Manitoba
Northwest Ter. .

.

Nova Scotia
Ontario
Quebec
Saskatchewan . .

.

1
Yukon
Newfoundland ..

California

Colorado
Idaho
Nebraska
Nevada
Oregon
Montana
Wyoming

Aug. 15-Sept. 30.®

Aug. 15-Sept. 1.

Aug. 15.-Sept 30.

Oct. 15-Nov. 15.

July 15-Sept. 1.

No open season.®
Sept. 15-Sept. 30.®

Aug. 15-Sept. 1.

Elk DAYS EXCEPTED

Idaho
Montana
Virginia
Wyoming
Manitoba

Sept. 16-Nov. 30.®

Oct. 15-Dec. 24.®

Dec. 15-Dec. 31.®

Oct. 1-Nov. 30.®

Dec. 1-Dec. 10. rf

All hunting prohibited on—

Sundays.—In all States and Prov-

inces east of the 105th meridian,

except Illinois, Louisiana, Michi-

gan,Texas,Wisconsin, and Quebec.

Mondays.—For waterfowl locally in

Maryland and North Carolina.

Tuesdays.—For waterfowl on the

Susquehanna Flats and certain

rivers i* Maryland.

Other days.—For waterfowl locally

in Maryland, Virginia, and North

Goat

Alaska
Idaho
Washington
Alberta

, Br. Columbia*. .

.

Northwest Ter...
Yukon

Sept. 1-Oct. 31.®

Sept. 16-Nov. 30.®

Oct. 1-Nov. 1.®

Sept. 1-Oct. 31.

Sept. 1-Apr. 1.

Aug. 1-Mar. l.rf

Sheep
Carolina.

Election day.— n Allegany, Bald*

harles. Frederick,

unties, Maryland.

ow is on the
ew Jersey, Dela-

and Maryland.

1

Alaska
Wyoming
Alberta
Br. Columbia*...
Northwest Ter. .

.

Yukon

Aug. 20-Dec. 31.®

No open season.®
Sept. 1-Oct. 31. rf

Dec. 1-Apr. 1.®

Aug. 1-Mar. l.rf

more, Cecil, C
and Harford Co

Days when se

ground.— In

ware, Virginia,

Alabama..
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut....
Delaware
Dist. Columbia®
Florida®

Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

Massachusetts...,
Michigan. .:

Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire.
New Jersey

New Mexico. . ..

New York
Long Island.

North Carolina®.
North Dakota. ..

Ohio
Oklahoma

vreS0Q\West....
Pennsylvania. .

.

Rhode Island. ..

South Carolina. .

.

South Dakota
Tennessee.
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia

it.

,Weat
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming.

MIGRATORY GAME BIRDS**
(The seasons here shown are the times when migratory game birds may bo hunted without violating either Federal regulations or State laws)

Docks, Geese,
Brant, Coot,
Gallinoles

Nov. 1-Jan. 31 .

.

Sept. 1-Dec. 15.

.

Oct. 16-Jan. 31..
Nov. 1-Jan. 31..
Oct. 16-Jan. 31..

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Oct. 1-Jan. 15®...
Oct. 16-Jan. 31..

Nov. 1-Jan. 31.

.

Nov. 20-Jan. 31.

Nov. 1-Jan. 31.

.

Sept. 16-Jlec. 31.

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31 ®

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Nov. 1-Jan. 31. ..

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Nov. 1-Jan. 31.

.

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Nov. 1-Jan. 31. ..

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Nov. 30 ®

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Oct. 16-Jan. 31..

Oct 16-Jan. 31. ..

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Oct. 16-Jan. 31...
Nov. 1-Jan. 31. ..

Sept. 16-Dec. 1 <

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.

Oct. 16-Jan. 31...
Oct. 1-Dec. 31...
Oct. 16-Jan. 15®

.

Sept. 16-Dec. 31®.

Oct. 1-Jan. 15....

Nov. 1-Jan. 31 . .

.

Sept. 16-Dec. 31..

Nov. 1-Jan. 31. ..

Oct. 16-Jan. 31...
Oct. 1-Dec. 31®..
Sept. 16-Dec. 31..

Nov. 1-Jan. 31. ..

Sept. 16-Dec. 31
Oct. 1-Jan. 15
Oct. 1-Dec. 31 ®.

Sept. 16-Dec. 10

«

Sept. 16-Dec. 16.

Alberta Sept.
Br. Columbia ®... Sept.
Manitoba .... Sept.
New Brunswick.. Sept.
Northwest Ter Sept.
Nova Scotia

,

Sept.
Ontario Sept.
Pr. Edward Isl. . . Sept.
Quebec Sept.
Saskatchewan....; Sept.

Yukon Sept.

1-Dec. 14.

.

4-Dec. 19 .

.

15-Nov. 30.

15-Dec. 31,

1-Dec. 14.,

15-Dec. 31.
1-Dec. 14..
1-Dec. 14..
1-J >ec. 14 .

,

15- Dec. 31.

1-Dec. 14.

.

63 Newfoundland. .. -Sept. 20-Jan. 1 ®.

Black-bellied
and Golden
Plovers, and
Yellowleos

Nov. 1-Jan. 31...

Sept. 1-Dec. 15.

.

Oct. 15-Dec. 15..
Sept. 1-Dec. 15 .

.

No open season...

Sept. 16-Dec. 31-
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Aug. 16-Nov.- 30-
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Nov. 20-Jan. 31 .

.

Nov. 20-Jan. 31.

.

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 20.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Nov. 1-Jan. 31. ^ .

Aug. 16-Nov. 30..

Aug. 16-Nov. 30-

Aug. 16-Nov. SO..

Sept. 16-Dec. 15.

Sept. 16-Dec. 31 ®

Nov. 1-Jan. 31. ..

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31®
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Aug. 16-Nov. 30..

Aug. 16-Nov. 30-

Sept. 1-Dec. 15.

.

Aug. 16-Nov. 30-
Aug. 16-Nov. 30-
Sept. 1-Dec. 15.

.

Sept. 16-Oct. 16-
Sept. 16-Dec. 31-
Sept. 1-Dec. 15.

.

Oct. 1-Dec. 31...
Oct. 16-Jan. 15®.
Sept. 16-Nov. 30.
Aug. 16-Nov. 30-

Sept. 1-Dec. 15.

.

Sept. 16-Oct. 15-
Sept. 1-Dec. 15.

.

Oct. 16-Dec. 15..
No open season...

Sept. 16-Nov. 30.

Aug. 16-Nov. 30-
Oct. 1-Dcc. 15. ..

Oct. 1-Dec. 15...
Sept. 16-Dec. 14-
Sept. 16-Dec. 20 .

Sept. 16-Dec. 16-

Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

.

Sept. 4-Dec. 19..
Sept. 15-Nov. 30.
Aug. 15-Nov. 30-
Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

.

Aug. 15-Nov. 30-
Sept. 1-Dec. 14 .

.

Aug. 15-Nov. 30-
Sept. 1-Dec. 14 .

.

Sept. 15-Dec. 31-
Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

.

Sept. 20-Jan. 1...

Nov. 1-Jan. 31.

.

Sept. 1-Dec. 15.

.

Oct. 16-Jan. 31-
Nov. 1-Jan. 31.

.

Oct. 16-Jan. 31-
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.

Oct. 1-Nov. 30 .

.

Oct. 16-Jan. 31-
Nov. 1-Jan. 31 .

.

Nov. 20-Jan. 31.

Nov. 1-Jan. 31.

.

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.

Sept. 16-Dec. 20.

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Nov. 1-Jan. 31. ..

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.

Nov. 1-Jan. 31...

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31

.

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Nov. 1-Jan. 31. ..

Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Sept. 16-Dec. 31.
Oct. 16-Jan. 31...

Oct. 16-Jan. 31...
Sept. 16-Dcc. 31.
Oct. 16-Jan. 31...

Nov. 1-Jan. 31 . . .

Sept. 16-Oct. 16..

Sept. 16-Dec. 31..

Oct. 16-Jan. 31...

Oct. 1-Dec. 31. .

.

Oct. 16-Jan. 15®.
Sept. 16-Nov. 30.
Oct. 1-Nov. 30 . .

.

Nov. 1-Jan. 31. ..

Sept. 16-Dec. 31..

Nov. 1-Jan. 31. ..

Oct. 16-Jan. 31.

.

No open season...

Sept. 16-Nov. 30.

Nov. 1-Jau. 31...
Oct. 1-Dec. 15...
Oct. 1-Dec. 15...
Oct. 15-Dec. 14.

.

Snpt. 16-Dec. 20..

Sept. 16-Dec. 16..

Sept. 1-Dec. 14 .

.

Sept. 4-Dec. 19.

.

Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

Sept. 15-Nov. 30.
Sept. 1-Dec. 14.-.

Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

.

Sept. 15-Nov. 30.
Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

.

Sept. 15-Dec. 31.

Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

.

Sept. 20-Jan. 1..

Oct. 1-Feb. 15.

.

Nov. 1-Dec. 31...

Nov. 1-Dec. 31...

Oct. 8-Nov. 23..
Nov. 15-Dec. 31.
Nov. 1-Dec. 31..
Nov. 1-Dec. 31..

Nov. 1-Dec. 31...

Nov. 10, 1923...
Oct. 1-Nov. 30..
Oct. 1-Nov. 30..
Oct. 1-Nov. 30..
Nov. 15-Nov. 30.
No open season..
Oct. 1-Nov. 30 ®.

Nov. 10-Dec. 31.

Oct. 20-Nov. 20..

Oct. 1-Nov. 25...
Oct. 1-Nov. 30. .

.

Nov. 1-Dec. 31...

Nov. 10-Nov. 30.

No open s<

Oct. 1-Nov. 30...
Oct. 1-Nov. 30...
Nov. 1-Dec. 31...

Oct. 1-Oct. 16...
Oct. 1-Nov. 30...
Nov. 1-Dec. 31...

Nov. 1-Dec. 31..
Oct. 1-Nov. 30..
No open season..

No open season..

Oct. 1-Nov. 30..

No open season..

Sept. 15-Nov. 30.
Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

Sept. 15-Nov. 30.
Oct. 15-Nov. 14.,
Sept. 15-Nov. 30.
Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

Oct. 15-Nov. 30.
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

No open season..
Sept. 10-Nov. 30.

Sept. 12-Nov. 30.
Sept. 1-Nov. 1 . .

,

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

,

Nov. 20-Nov. 30.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

8ept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30 .

.

Sept 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Nov. 1-Jan. 31. .

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 1 . .

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 16-Nov. 30.
Sept. 16-Nov. 30.
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 15-Nov. 30.
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov, 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Nov. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Oct. 1-Nov. 30 . .

.

Oct. 16-Nov. 30®.
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 16-Nov. 30.
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Oct. 16-Nov. 30..
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

No open season...

Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 16-Nov. 30.
Oct. 1-Nov. 30...
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 16-Nov. 30.
Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

.

Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

.

Sept. 4-Dec. 19.

.

Sept. 15-Nov. 30.
Sept. 15-Dec. 31..

Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

.

Sept. 15-Dec. 31..

Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

.

Sept. 1-Dec. 14 .

.

Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

.

Sept. 15-Dec. 31..

Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

.

Oct. 1-Feb. 15...

Oct. 16-Jan. 31 ..

Sept. 1-Dec. 15 1

'

Sept. 1-Dec. 15.

Sept. 1-Oct. 31..

Sept. 1 only. . .

.

No open season..
Nov. 15-Dec. 15 ®

No open season..

Nov. 20-Jan. 31.

Nov. 20-Jan. 31.
Sept. 1-Sept. 30.

Sept. 1-Sept. 30.

No open season..

No open season..

No open season..

Sept. 1-Dec. 15.

Oct. 16-Jan. 31

.

No open season..

Sept. 1-Dec. 15.

No open season..

No open season..
Sept. 16-Oct. 1 .

Oct. 16-Jan. 31

.

No open season..

No open season..
No open season..
Sept. 1-Dec. 15®.
No open season..

No open season..

Sept. 1-Dec. 15.

No open season..

No open season..
Oct. 16-Jau. 31 .

No open season..
No open season..

Sept. 1-Dec. 15.

,

Sept. 1-Oct. 31-
Sept. 1-Oct. 31-
No open season..

No open season ..

Oct. 16-Jan. 31-
No open season..

Sept. 1-Dec. 15 f.
Sept. 1-Dec. 15.

.

Sept. 1-Sept. 30.

No open season. .

Sept. 1-Dec. 15.

.

No open season ..

No open season..

No open season—
No open season..

No open season

-

Sept. 15, 1927...

No open season..

Oct. 1-Feb. 15.

.

»JLaws of 1920 not received. t Local exceptions. 1 Certain species.
rf Males only.
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WILDERNESS DWELLERS
[HUNTING BIG GAME WITH A CAMERA IN THE HEART
OF THE NEW BRUNSWICK WILDS-CHAPTER SEVEN

By DR. THOMAS TRAVIS

YOUR T™
Will be very materially

safeguarded against dis-

appointment if the loops

of your shooting

vest contain

dt&Em
Patented Steel -Locked

“Field” Shells

This famous brand of

Shotgun Ammunition
can now be had at a ma-
jority of stores where

Sportsmen’s supplies of

the better grade are sold.^

But, if your dealer doesn't

handle it, write us and

we will see what can

be done.

“Perfect from Primer to Crimp”
Send for “ Four Aces and a King”

Mention this Magazine

HE Northern Lights

were burning in ma-
gic arch over the
mountains and forest

as we drew near the
run again. Above the
tinkle o f wavelets
came a splashing
sound; there was
something in the run.

But the run was no
easy place to navigate
in the dark, and there

were four of us in one canoe. Yet we
made the attempt although we could not
hear a hundred feet away as the curves
of the run deflected the sound. We
stuck on a shallow and as the poles came
out to push off I turned on the search-
light and tried to locate the game. This
time we were in a position favorable to

our quarry, and there was a huge com-
motion in the alders that lined the run,
a smashing of dry branches, and a fleet-

ing glimpse of a moose disappearing up
the lumber road in the glare of the light.

Then we pushed free and entered the
second lake. Still haunted by the mem-
ory of the big moose we had just flashed,

my mind was in a turmoil, but as the
lovely streamers of the Northern Lights
flashed and grew and waned over the fir

clad mountains, forming a fairy arch
in the star-sown sky, the silence of the

night descended on us again.

From time to time we could hear the

far-away leap of a trout feeding on the

moths that floated through the beam of

the searchlight, the flutter of bats and
night birds near by. But as we reached
well into the center of the pond these

died down, and again we were in silence.

Then we heard the moose sound again.

There was no mistaking it. The surge
of waters as the massive head plunged
down, the tinkle of ripples, silence, then
the surging snort as the head came up
and he blew the water from his nostrils,

then the drip, drip of droplets from snout
and ear and hide. So we stole silently

on once more, with nerves tense and mus-
cles stretched to the task before us.

And again the silence was shattered
with nerve-thrilling suddeness right
under our prow; a subdued, grating qua-
a-ak that made us tingle. We had run
into a flock of sleeping ducks, their heads
tucked under wings, floating thus far out
in the lake to avoid the stealthy leap of

fox from shore, but now flapping away
into the night,—flappers aroused from
their rosy dreams by a ghost boat filled

with huge ghostly enemies.
But the moose ahead of us took abso-

lutely no notice of the interruption. We
could still hear the distant splash and
surge and tinkle. So, silently we glided

on and on till at last the signal came
to throw on the light. Again it was a

big cow moose, and as the search light

struck her, up came the ears, her long

neck stretched from the wavelets, and
her eyes twinkling like stars the while

she quested for our scent with her long,

mobile nose.

So comical she appeared there, Moose
Venus rising from her bath, that we could

not help laughing at her. But she took

matters seriously and calmly. There
was no flurry of panic, just an interested

examination as though she said, “Hello!

Now what in the world is this? There
sure are some funny things happening
tonight.”

Then while I held her with the light,

we set the camera and touched off the

flash. That is to say we went through
the motions, but the flashlight paper had
become damp in the wreathing mists of

the run, and only a futile sputter re-

warded us. Also, Mrs. Moose started

for home and dry land.

Then began a midnight race the like

of which I have never seen before or

since. We urged the mate to put new
paper on, and the guides fairly lifted



Beautiful “Lake Parlin” for Sale
Midway Between Moosehead Lake and the Rangeleys

(Mt. Coburn from Lake Parlin)

Beneath Mt. Coburn, in the Heart of the Maine Woods

A SPORTSMAN’S ESTATE
APPROXIMATELY 250 ACRES

Located on the Portland-Quebec Highway; 18 hours by Bar Harbor-Kineo Short-Line Express from
New York; at Lake Parlin, Somerset County, Me.; 12 miles from Jackman Station; C. P. R. R. Two
hundred and fifty acres, more or less; complete and self-sufficient establishment; comprising Residence,

15 bedrooms; Garage; Stables; Laundry; Greenhouse; Poultry Plants; Deer House and Run; Mush-
room House; Electric Light, Acetylene Gas and Water Plants; Barns; Sheepfold; Boat House; Refrig-

eration Plant
;
Smithy, Employees’ Dormitory, etc.,etc.—20 Buildings

; 80 Acres of farm land under cul-

tivation; Vegetable and Flower Gardens; Lawns, Bowling Green, etc. Woodland Park in course of
improvement. A fifteen year development. In perfect order—ready for immediate occupancy.

An ideal home for club or sportsman in the boundary mountains of Maine. A delta of beauty

and sport—formed by the well developed farm and enhanced by the unrivalled delight of the famous

Lake Parlin. The particular charm of this Estate is its provision of perfect comfort in the heart of

the sportsman’s wildwoods. Splendid hunting and fishing; big game, trout, grouse, etc., etc. Dom-
inates a 15 mile radius of over 50 lakes and ponds,—moose range, deer, bear and big game trails.

The ceinter of a wealth of the proverbial Maine lakes, both such as hold the treasure of 5-pounders,

like Lake Parlin, and such wherein the smaller speckled beauties strike, two to a cast.—In short,

a sportsman’s paradise,—Could not be duplicated for double the price.

For a sportsman’s family, no more ideal Maine residence could be created ;—the individual buyer of

means will find excellent provision for sport and fireside.—The generous proportions of this estate will

sustain a sizable club membership, which the usual-priced shares will easily finance as a sportsman’s club.

Apply to Your Own Broker or Address
“LAKE PARLIN ESTATE”—Post Office, Station E, Brooklyn, N. Y. Price $126,000. Inspection

by Appointment. See your Automobile Blue Book.

(Mt. Parlin, Deer Island and Lake; 1910 Photo; From Mt. Quithcarte; View of Acreage and Estate)

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.

t
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HE’S CHARGING—STOP HIM!

H ERE he comes—six hundred pounds of wounded, raving, fighting

grizzly! Wicked, pointed head stretched out—evil little pig eyes

glaring hate—long yellow tusks snapping in bloody foam—high shoul-

ders rocking with effort as they drive the ten-inch hooked chisels of

claws ripping through the moss—smash through the witch-hopples—

here he comes

!

Easy does it—take your time! The little .250-3000 Savage rises

easily, smoothly, into line. Squeezing the pistol-grip-face frozen against

the stock—seeing both sights—following that slavering chin with the

bead—holding your breath and shutting down steadily with your

trigger-finger. Bang

!

Fingers racing, before the echo of the shot you’re reloaded and

ready again. But he’s down. Crumpled end over end in his stride.

That vicious little .67 grain pointed bullet, traveling 3,000 feet per

second, smashed through his jaw, shivered his neck vertebra to splin-

ters, and splashed them through his lungs. Never knew what struck

him—dead when he hit the ground!

Only seven pounds of rifle—the .250-3000 Savage. Six shots—in

two seconds, if you need them that fast—and each of them with a

gilt-edge target accuracy that will hit an 800 yard military bullseye,

and punch enough to slam through half-inch steel boiler-plate at a

hundred yards. Now supplied in both Lever and Bolt action, with

checked extra-full pistol-grip and forearm and corrugated steel shot-

gun butt-plate and trigger. See either one at your dealer’s—he can

supply them or write Dept. I-x for complete description.

SakageArms Corporation
SHARON, PA. UTICA, N. V. CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Executive and Export Offices: 50 Church St., N. Y. C.

Owners and Operators of

J. STEVENS ARMS COMPANY
Chicopee Falls, Mass.

.250-3000 Savage Rifle, take down model.

22-inch tapered round barrel with integral

sight base. Checked extra-full pistol grip

and forearm, check trigger. Corrugated

steel shotgun buttplate. Commercial silver

bead front and flat-topped windgauge sport-

ing rear sights. Weight about 7 lbs.

that heavy canoe out of the water. Wild
excitement seized us and drove us thrill-

ing to the chase.

We managed to turn her to some ex-

tent, so the race ran diagonally toward
a headland. We dug at the paddles, the
mate made frantic efforts to replace the
wet paper; and all of us worked like

madmen in the dark.

Now I found that a moose in clear

water can swim faster than one man can
paddle, but not so fast as two men, pro-
vided the canoe is unloaded. But here
we had four in the canoe, and only two
paddlers. They were handicapped to the
extent of a three-hundred pound load, yet
they gained for a time, and that moose,
shining m the beams of the searchlight,

did some glorious swimming. Her power-
ful muscles bulged, her long ears strained

till they were stiff as a jackrabbit’s at
attention. The water fairly boiled in her
wake. We were right on her. Every
hair and bristle clear cut. I could reach
out and touch her with the camera. I

could even see the bubbles rise from her
powerful strokes as she surged forward.
Camera levelled, we raced on, madly call-

ing for the flash. But it was not to be.

The moose made hard bottom at the end
of the headland, then with a mighty surge
and splash she leaped the barrier of

deadwood and low alder,—to disappear in

the silent black grottoes of the forest.

THAT moose never made the slightest

grunt or bellow or squeal. She raced
in silence, and she made no outcry

even after she had landed. Whatever
troubles she thought she had, she bore _
in silence, thus showing up another in-

teresting thing,—these big game folk are

as individual in their action as human
beings,—almost. It does not follow that

because one does a certain thing, the

others will do it.

And of this we had another interesting

sample right away.
Turning the light inboard, we fixed the

gear and made ready once more. Then
we headed through the runway at the up-

per end of the lake and into First Bath-
urst. As we rounded the head of the run
we heard the moose noise, but this time

right along the shore.

Slowly we crept up in the silence of

midnight. This moose was walking in

the shallows, and on hard bottom, for we
could hear the rattle of hoofs on the cob-

bles. Thus we crept on till the signal

came for the searchlight. Then a curious

scene was revealed,—a young bull with
nubbin horns in velvet was nuzzling the

shallow water and raising his head from
time to time, to watch 'us.

He heard us, that was plain. Yet no
scent had come to him. And when the

glaring light fell on him we could see the

shine of his eyes and his every motion.

Not in the least disturbed, he watched us

as we drifted up wind toward him. We
reached twenty-five feet, then twenty feet

and still he stpod there gazing nonchal-

antly at the light.

Again we tried the flash and again a

futile sputter rewarded us. The night

mists had dampened them all, or perhaps
the spray from the paddles during the

race had wet them. At any rate the

photos were “non plus.” So we started to

f>lay with the moose. We felt that fifteen

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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If it isn't

an Eastman,

it isn 7 a

Kodak .

Make your KODAK Story

Keep on every negative the date and title; make your Kodak story

not merely a picture story but also a record story; a story that will take

you back to the year, the month, the very spot— will bring those outing

days freshly before you even when time has played sad tricks with memory.

Making the autographic record is the work of but a moment— and
autographic film costs you no more than the other kind.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y., The Kodak City

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify yen.



The Larger the Game—
the greater the responsibility of

the rifle

The uncertain habits of game add to tlie zest of

hunting—but uncertainty in your rifle and ammu-
nition can spoil the best of hunting trips.

For over a hundred years the name Remington on a

rifle has meant accuracy, dependability and true

craftsmanship. How much more hunting enjoyment

there is m an arm of this kind

!

gemjnttpn,

for Shooting Right

For instance, take the Remington Model 14 High Power Slide

Action rifle. The slide action principle enables the hunter to
operate his rifle faster than any other hand-operated action

and helps him to catch his aim quickly after each shot. This
rifle comes chambered for .25, .30, .32 and .35 Remington high

power smokeless cartridges. Solid breech, hammerless, take-

down. Holds six shots.

The Remington Model 8 Autoloading rifle comes in the same
calibers as the Model 14 hut holds five cartridges—one shot

for each pull of the trigger—positive and rapid action.

Either of these rifles may he used for the largest game found on
the North American Continent. Both are used by big game
hunters who are unusually critical of the kind of arm they
select. No one cares to take chances when hunting big game.

Any one of the Remington dealers in your town will be glad

to show you either of these fine high power models. The
Remington Red Ball Sign on a store indicates “ Sportsmen’s

Headquarters " where shooters find the satisfaction that goes

with service cheerfully rendered.

Send for Model 14 and Model 8 Folders

The Remington Arms Union Metallic Cartridge Company, Inc.

Largest Manufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in the AiVorld

^Voolworth Building New York Cityr

feet was our limit to a young bull at
midnight. So we backed away while he
tood watching us. Then I said to Charlie
Cremin, “Drift up to where he can smell
us.” Came a wild transformation that
sent a thrill through us all. No sooner
did that bull get our scent than all his in-

difference vanished. He fairly exploded
into activity, while we backed off.

There was a clear bit of rubble beach
for about fifty feet where he stood with
his back to the dense forest. Like a big
gun shell he went across that clear space,
the gravel flying from his hoofs. Then I

threw the searchlight on the forest edge
just where he was about to plunge in.

With a mighty heave he stopped dead
in his tracks, rearing on his haunches
with the effort,—then wheeling as on a
pivot, he plunged back across the beach
for the opposite end, only to find the
light under his nose again as he was
about to leap for the forest shelter.

This we repeated a dozen times till the
beach was plowed up by his furious ef-

forts, as he zig-zagged back and forth.

But soon we saw another thing, he was
heading each time more and more toward
us, and the water so shallow here that
the paddle blades hit bottom at every
stroke. If he happened to come our way
there would be something different from
a joke. And evidently Charlie Cremin
thought the same thing at the same time,

for he shouted hoarsely, “For God’s sake
Doctor turn that light away! You have
him blinded. If he comes our way he’ll

go through this canoe like the Devil
through a matchbox.” AND I TURNED
OUT THE LIGHT.

I turned it out instantly and without
argument, though with a bit of appre-
hension. I fully agreed with- Charlie

as to results, and I had no desire to get

smashed in the lake at that time of the

night. Also I had proved all I wanted
to prove abundantly. For the bull leaped

at once clear of the beach, and with one
smashing crash disappeared in the forest.

Nor could we hear him two minutes
after his going. So magically can these

great clumsy beasts go through these

heart-breaking thickets.

It was now the darkness just before

the summer dawn, so we turned the

canoe toward home and blankets and a

cosey fire. For even in mid-August up
here on Nepisiguit the nights are cold.

And we had been packed in strained

positions all night.

AS we went back through the run a

couple of deer were feeding, their

ruddy skins showing up in the flare

of the searchlight. Trout also were
dimpling the surface where the beams
fell. Whisps of mist rose, weaving in the

glow, and above the silent, fir-clad forest

the Aurora Borealis shone, shone as I

have rarely seen it. Now an arch of

pulsing rose, sending out streamers of

opal-green and topaz-yellow. Again the

magic arch was broken as though the

invisible moose of the night had galloped

along it, flinging it into massed chunks
of subdued glory. Almost might one

think at times, when the whole northern

sky burned and glowed, that heaven was
appearing through the night sky of the

poles, the glory light of ancient sagas.

As we silently drifted homeward, it

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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Marbles
OUTING SPECIALTIES

for Every Hour in the Open

YOU can place utmost re-

liance on every Marble’s article.

There is no better outing equipment
made than Marble’s Safety Pocket
and Camp Axes, Hunting and Fish

Knives, Gun Sights, Cleaning Imple-
ments, Fish Gaff, Compasses.

Marble’s Gun Sights for big or small game,
or target shooting—for every gun and every
gun owner. They will improve your shooting,

on the range or in the woods and field.

fe %
IBS

Sheard
Gold Bead
Front Sight

Marble’s Flexible
Rear Sight

Known wherever guns are

fired. Universal favorite
with both professional and
amateur—a perfect rear s ight.

Stem is not
rigid, held by a

strong spring
in base—won’t

break when struck.

Spring permits sight to

give and instantly brings it

back to correct shooting posi-

tion. Two discs furnished,
$3.60.

Jointed Rifle Rod
When screwed together it’s solid as a

one-piece rod—can’t wobble, bend or

break. Easily carried—can be packed
in small space. Three brass sections;

two steel joints; steel swivel at end.

Brass or steel—26, 30 and 34 in. long.

State caliber and length wanted, $ 1 .10.

II

Anti-Rust Ropes
Saturated with oil, they prevent bar-

rel rusting or becoming pitted. One
oiling lasts a year. For shotguns or

rifles, 55c; revolvers, 25c. Give gauge
or caliber wanted.

a iijju m —i iiiw—i h
~ ?

- ..v'k’Xij' vjs,.. —

•

Shows up fine in dark timber, will

not blur in bright light. Sight

blade is concave and oblique

shaped, to reflect rays forward
and to center of gold bead.

For all rifles, revolv’s, $ 1 .65.

I
Marble’s Stand'

ard Front

Sight

Vierf/s

or Vs",

ivory or gold, $ 1 .10.

steel win

Field Cleaner
Cleaner is same as Marble’s
Rifle Cleaner. Loop can be put
over some projection, weight
dropped thru gun and held in

one hand, move gun back and forth. Saves much time and labor in cleaning
bad spots. Can be attached to any rifle rod. State caliber, 85c.

Same construction as Field Cleaner. For all

shotguns. State gauge wanted, $1 .10 .

Shot Gun Cleaner
Thoroly cleans without injuring finest

gun—removes all lead, rust, powder
residue. Softest brass gauze washers on

-may be attached to any standard rod. State gauge, 85c.

Shot Gun Pull Thru

Rifle Cleaner ^ame construction as shot gun cleaner—state caliber,

55c.

it

Marble’s V-M
Front Sight

i
The ideal front

sight to use
with Marble’s

Fexible Rear Sight. Em-
bodies a principle new to

most shooters, but gets

results. Face and lining

of Pope’s Island Gold

—

easy to see in any light,

will not blur, $1.65.

Nitro-Solvent Oil
This wonderful oil will keep sportsmen’s equip-
ment free from rust. It quickly dissolves the resi-

due of all powders. A perfect lubricant—the best

oil you can buy. 2-ounce bottle, 25c; 6-ounce
can, 55c—by mail 10c extra. Sample free.

Most dealer’s have Marble’s Equip-
ment—if you can’t find what you want
order by mail. Marble’s Catalog con-
tains a fund of valuable information

—

ask for a copy.

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO., Ave., Gladstone ,Mich.
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That’s
Bunching
Them

Only with a thoroughly clean barrel

can you put the shots where you
want them—the cleanliness that is

assured by using

Pyramid Solvent
Dissolves residue of high power
smokeless and black powders easily,

quickly. Loosens metal fouling. Re-
duces use of brass brush. Contains
no destructive chemical and no mois-
ture. After using
Pyramid Solvent, use

3-in-One Oilto prevent
rust and to lubricate.

Pyramid Solvent Is for sale by
most firearm dealers, 3 ounces

in a convenient flat can that

fits pocket or shooting kit, 30c

per can. If your dealer can’t

supply you, send 35c and we
will send you a can postpaid.

Three-in-One Oil Co.
165 EZP Bdwy., New York.

C21

8

No. 38 With
Windgauge. $7.00

No. 21 Without
Windgauge, $5.50

Two Bully Hunting Sights

Used by shooters who prefer the rear sight

on the receiver rather than on the tang.

For Marlin 1S93-95; Winchester 1886-92-95;

No. 38 only for Remington Model 14.

Disc for No. 38, 50c extra.

LYMAN SIGHTS

No. 6—$2.00 Lyman Gun Sight Corn.
Remington Model ^

8, $2.50 HO West St., Middlefield, Conn.

Just the sights for quick, ac-

curate shooting. The Lyman
Rear Aperture Principle cen-

ters the eye on the front sight,

at the same time giving a clear

view of the game. Use a

Lyman Ivory or Gold Bead
Front Sight with your Lyman
Rear Sight; the Lyman Bead
shows up distinctly against

bounding game in any light

Complete your equipment by re-

placing the factory .sight with

a No. 6 Lyman Combination

Folding Leaf Sight. At your

dealer’s, or give us your make,

model and caliber. Ask us for

the Lyman Book on Sights.

No. 26—$1.00

ITHACA
.WINS

Eastern Canada]
Championship
For the 5th time Sam

Vance Ivon the Eastern
Canada Championship,
the Governor General’s

Cup and the big handi-

cap. Canada's greatest

shot selected to represent

her in the Olympic Games
overseas shoots an Ithaca

because

Any man can break more
targets with an Ithaca

CATALOGUE FREE

Singles, $75.00 up
Doubles, $45.00 up

ITHACA GUN CO.
i, N. Y.

Box 25

“Some” price, but a Greener

gun is a gilt edged investment

even at this figure. It repre-

sents the highest development
of the Sporting Firearm perfect-

ly balanced, beautifully decor-

ated — double barreled Ham-
merless Ejector—Single Trigger,

barrels bored to Greener stand-

ard, the highest pattern and
most regular grouping obtain-

able.

Every detail is keenly criticized

by experts in gun construction

—the result is a symphony in

outline—an object d’art, the

PERFECT GUN—a lifetime’s

delight to the Sportsman and
an heirloom of increasing worth

to coming generations.

It is fitted in a real English

Leather case lined with rich

piled Velvet, complete with
heavily plated and ebony im-
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seemed as if the ages had rolled back-

ward and time turned again; till we
were back in the old stone age, and these

moose, cousins of the mighty Irish elk

now extinct, but in the dream world of

the past living again, ghosts of the past
when men first experimented with fire.

And with the Northern Lights shining
like the curtains of God’s tabernacles,

with the constellations burning till we
floated in a world of waters star-roofed

and star-paved, where the loon lay asleep

and the duck brood dreamed, we came
eampward,—rested and ready for the
next night when we were to have the
battle royal with a Huge Bull Moose ac-

tually at arms length in the midnight.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER
MIXING BOX

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 489)

suit individual taste. The stem posts,

stiff rib and knees, thwarts under decks,

outwale beading and inwale coaming are
of hardwood, preferably of oak. The
posts, knees and rib can be cut from a OF

x 12" x 2" oak plank. All of the hard-
ware should be of brass so as to prevent
rot. Iron will rust in spite of paint and
will eat away the strength of the wood.
The most important point in the con-

struction comes in the bevelling of the

outside edges of the bottom board. This
board will have to be drawn to scale ac-

cording to the dimensions of your boat
and later transcribed to both the inside

and outside of the bottom board, taking
the measurement every six inches. In
this way your saw and plane will be guid-

ed correctly. Care at this point will give a
nice joint between this edge and the side

planks, and will prevent a leaky boat.

The rocker bottom is shaped by means of

a temporary joice holding the center of

the bottom board down, the joice being
propped from the ceiling. Then block up
the ends to the required height. Give
the bow a trifle more rise than the stern.

The shape of the stiff rib will determine
the flare of the sides as well as the gen-

eral lines of your canoe, so the stiff rib

is set together with the stems before the

sides are applied. When laying the sides,

be sure that your plank is evenly bal-

anced, then apply to the stiff rib first and
work toward the ends, doing all of your
trimming and finishing after the whole
side is in place. Following the finishing

of the sides, you will place your thwarts
which will serve both as a foundation for

your decks and a further bracing of the

side boards. Your decks, coaming and
beading complete the construction. This

is matter of laying first and trimming
afterward, taking particular care so as

to make all joints and seams as tight as

possible with a view to a ship-shape job.

Finally the paint, which should be of good
grade marine quality, put on over a wood
filler. Most of the “Mixing Boxes” are

equipped with a “bang iron” made from
a flat piece of brass, which is neatly pat-

terned and laid over both stems on the

outside. These are fastened down with

small brass screws. A hole is drilled

through the top of each bang iron for a

“painter.” The finished weight is about

65 pounds and its capacity about 500.
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THE GAME RANGES
OF KLAPPAN

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 487)

THE second day’s hunt was full of in-

terest and excitement. From six in

the morning until eight-thirty at

night we traveled through the mountains

in search of the Stone ram.

We saw twenty-five or thirty ewes and

some young rams, but no old ones. A
very prominent fact, requiring some com-

ment, was the lack of lambs with the

ewes, as we saw but one of them.

Wolves and coyotes destroy the young

of the mountain sheep. The coyote is the

greater destroyer of the two because

there are so many more of them, but we

found the remains of a fully matured

ram that had probably been killed by a

wolf. Likewise the fact that many cari-

bou cows are without calves has recently

become quite noticeable. The same de-

stroying agencies are held responsible as

in the case of the sheep. I believe that

the wolf hangs about the bands of the

sheep and herds of caribou as he former-

ly followed the buffalo, but, of course, not

to the same extent.

From my limited observation I cannot

say whether these predatory animals are

destroying sheep and caribou faster than

they are reproduced, but it may be that,

unless they were thus destroyed, they

would soon increase to the extent that

their food supply would be insufficient to

maintain them. It is a matter that calls

for careful observation by the Canadian

government.

We saw many moose beds and game
trails extending in every direction. There

were the sheep paths among the peaks,

the caribou trails over the broad level

mountains and the trails of the moose in

the valleys.

It is very difficult to see the Stone

sheep at any considerable distance. Espe-

cially is this so when they are lying

down, as they are of an iron grey color,

sometimes almost black and their color

matches with the black lichens on the

grey rocks and the black sands at the

base of the peaks. At a distance of six

hundred yards the naked eye cannot see

them unless they are on the sky line, and

through eight power binoculars they ap-

pear very small at that distance, but the

Indian is quick at picking them out from
among the rocks.

In the morning we had seen four or

five billies on a cliff in a canyon and on

the way home in the afternoon Struble

decided to get two of them. When we
returned to the place where we saw them
in the morning they were still on the

cliff. Alongside the cliff there was a

steep glacier, so Struble and his guide

went to the top of the canyon opposite

them. My guide went to the top and I

went up the bottom of the canyon to a

point beneath them. As the canyon was
a blind one we had those goats well sur-

rounded. The plan was to drive them
over to the side of the canyon where
Struble was located. To accomplish this

my guide let out a howl that sounded like

a pack of wolves. This put the goats

to flight and away they went, but of

course contrary to our plan. They ran
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to the glacier instead of towards Struble.

There two were killed by some excellent

shooting and coasted to the bottom.
One large goat remained on the cliff

but as soon as the shots were fired he be-

gan to climb for the top. That any ani-

mal could ascend such a sheer precipice

would seem impossible, but the goat ac-

complished it with a wonderful exhibi-

tion of mountain climbing. From my
position at ~the bottom of the cliff I

watched him closely, and with great in-

terest. It was far more interesting and
exciting than to have shot at him.
Every once in a while he would stop,

turn around and look down at me with
that seriously-inquisitive and comical ex-

pression, so peculiar to goats, as though
he considered me to be the disturber of

the peace of goatland. Then he would
renew the ascent, occasionally displacing
large rocks that came crashing down to

the bottom. The billy goat is the acro-

batic comedian of big game.
Two or three times I distinctly saw

this goat climb on his knees. In places

the cliff was so steep that he could not
have ascended at all unless he had made
use of his knees instead of his fore

hoofs. It appeared to be necessary to

keep his center of gravity so he would
not fall over backwards. Just before
going over the top of the cliff he turned
and looked down upon me with a stare

of disdain and reproach.

U NABLE to find rams at this loca-

tion, camp was moved to the head
of Eagle Nest Creek, and from this

camp we hunted a mountain range over-

looking Cold Fish Lake. The day was
to be a long one, so we left camp early.

Soon we passed five young caribou bulls

at a lick and several willow and rock
ptarmigan were flushed, also a lynx came
within the view of the binoculars.

Recent tracks of sheep were passed
but no sheep were seen until towards
evening, then, from a summit, we saw
four large rams about three miles dis-

tant in a range bordering the valley of

the Spatsizi River. This range lies in

a northeasterly direction from the head
of Eagle Nest Creek and consists of the

snowy mountains at the head of a valley

that extends eastwardly from the source

of that creek.

It was too late to go after those rams,
as they were in a region of very steep

mountains, almost every one of which
was covered with ice and snow, but there

were green pastures, here and there, that

must have been inviting to them.

Many caribou trails led up the side of

the mountain. Travel along the summit
was easy but lower down the bush was
exasperating m its resistance to tired

man. There were many fossil shells scat-

tered over the top of the mountain. After
my return I sent one of them to Mr.
George Otis Smith, Director of the Geo-

logical Survey, who advises that it is a
marine shell of a large species of Pecten,

related to the modern edible scallop.

“This fragment,” writes Mr. Smith, “is

enough to show that marine waters cov-

ered the area where it was found before

the mountains that are now there were
uplifted. All of the mountains of West-
ern America are comparatively modern.
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geologically speaking, and it is not un-

common to find marine sediments con-

taining fossils at high altitudes in them.”

The view from the' summit made im-

pressions that will last for life. Pinna-

cles covered with snow extended as far

as the eye could reach
;

a lake, about

which there was no sign of a living

thing, lay tranquil in the embrace of the

mountains and glaciers clung in every

mountain notch, making a perfect pic-

ture of desolation.

The third day’s hunt yielded no game,

only a prospect of the range of the big

rams we were hunting, so the next morn-

ing we started bright and early for their

habitat. The Indians had located a pass

by which it could be reached, but the

pass was formed by slide rock on the

one hand and a glacier on the other. Of

course we Cook the slide rock and as-

cended slowly and with great care. When
part of the way up we saw a band of

ewes with a few lambs on the mountain

back of us.

At the summit four Stone rams were

seen about half way up the mountain

to our right. Their location was such

that to approach them from above, al-

ways desirable, was exceedingly difficult,

as we would have been within their sight

for several hundred yards.

Hardly had we started down the moun-
tain, to approach from below, than a

strong wind developed up the mountain,

so we had to choose between those na-

tural guardians of game, scent and sight,

and we elected to take the hazard of

their sight.

Back to the summit we went, but, while

we were on our way, the rams moved
down a bit to a point about a hundred
yards below a vertical ledge of rock.

This ledge afforded concealment for us,

so the new location of the rams was a

good one for the stalk and we crept down
the mountain, well out of both sight and
scent. The end of the ledge was to be

the place from which we would fire.

We examined the rams carefully and
were satisfied that they were reasonably

good specimens, though nothing unusual

This settled their fate and in a short

time Struble and I killed the four. Be-

fore firing we agreed upon the ramj
each should kill and they turned out to

be what we had expected, as two had a

length of horn of thirty-five inches and
two of thirty-seven and thirty-seven and
a quarter inches, respectively.

I confess to some poor shooting due,

in the main, to the fact that I am not a
good shot, but also because the small

aperture of the receiver sight was the

one in position and I could not see clear-

ly through it. The poor shooting necessi-

tated a run to save a cripple that had
gone out of sight beyond a ledge. This
run took me across some slide rock just

above a very steep snow bank. These
mountain snow banks are warmed in

summer by the sun and the surface soft-

ened, while at night they are frozen
hard. The snow thus becomes packed
into ice by thawing and freezing, as well

as by the pressure of its own weight.
The snow banks are either smooth on
the surface, or just beneath it, and are
really solid ice, that only in appearance
resemble snow. I stormed. fired and
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killed the ram, but the slide rock slipped

under my feet just as I shot, and I went

down with it on the snow.

There was a rocky gulch at the base

of the snow bank, and, as my speed down
the snow was increasing every moment,

the situation became alarming, especially

as the large wing calks in the heels of

my shoes did not afford any resistance.

I suddenly recalled the reason for an

old Western hunter’s objection to a rub-

ber butt plate on a rifle stock. One with

a steel butt plate, he said, could be thrust

into the snow, ice and slide rock and a

fall of the hunter often prevented. A
rubber butt plate, if thus used, may break

and will not cut in as a steel one.

Fortunately my rifle had a steel butt

plate, and I thrust the lower end of the

stock down into the snow with all my
strength. It cut in far enough to check

my fall, and at the second thrust stopped

me. I remained there until an Indian cut

foot-holds in the snow with his axe that

enabled me to return to a place of safety.

Thrusting the muzzle of the rifle into the

ice would have been a more effective way
of arresting my fall, and it may seem

strange that I did not think of that, but

the salutary habit of avoiding the com-

mission of any act that might obstruct

the muzzle of a gun barrel with dirt,

snow or similar substances is so firmly

fixed in my mind that using a rifle barrel

as an alpenstock did not occur to me.

I

T would have been far better sport to

have killed one ram each from those

four and then spent a fdw days in

trying to secure a better one, but our

head-guide was such an old pessimist, and

had been so doubtful of his ability to

locate any rams at all, that we decided

to get them while we could. And we
were not unmindful of the fact that, even

where mountain sheep are plentiful, the

ranges where the big rams may be found

are within a small compass. A hunter,

who is not familiar with the localities

which they are accustomed to use, is at

a great disadvantage. For that reason

guides are a great help, even where sheep

are fairly plentiful, but neither of our

guides knew anything about that range

as a hunting ground for rams, as their

knowledge of it was limited to hunting

ground-hogs at the lower levels.

After removing the heads and capes

from the rams, and cutting out such meat

as could be carried back to the horses,

we went up on the mountain to rest a bit.

Now that we had killed our legal limit

many rams were seen. One had an es-

pecially fine head. In all we saw eigh-

teen rams that day, as we seemed to have

struck their range, and I regretted hav-

ing killed two at one time, for it deprived

me of the sport of another stalk and the

opportunity for a better head.

Four rams lay hot over five hundred

yards from us while we skinned our rams

and four more crossed the sky line at

about the same distance. Just as we were

about to quit our resting place a young

ram, probably five years old, came across

the mountain side directly towards us.

The wind and the ram’s curiosity were in

our favor, and he approached to within

fifty feet. At times he raised his head

and looked at us ;
then lowered to feed.
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Finally we drove him away so that we

might see his action while running. He
bounded off with that jump so peculiar

to the big horn, the fore legs being so

bent at the knees that they seemed to

touch the body while the hoofs of the

hind legs were on the ground.

In returning down the mountain we
used unusual care in the slide rock, for

the hot sun heats these shifting rocks

and, when heated, they are more easily

set in motion than when cold.

THE age of a large mountain ram is

from nine to twelve years. Not

many live a longer life. The bad

condition of the teeth is quite marked,

especially in the older animals. This is

due to the fact that the mountain sheep

feeds upon short, fine, scattering grasses

growing on beds of very hard particles

of rock. In nipping the grass these par-

ticles come in contact with the teeth and

are often taken into the mouth with the

grass, with the result that the rocks wear

the teeth away rapidly. Allen, in his

monograph on the American bison,* gives

the same explanation for the difference

in the teeth of the plains buffalo and

those of the valley of the Ohio. I have

no doubt but that the same cause that

wore away the teeth of the plains buffalo

wears away the teeth of the sheep.

In hunting the mountain sheep the

hunter should bear in mind that, -under

ordinary circumstances, he will have

ample time to take a deliberate aim. If

the game can neither see nor scent the

hunter, it may not move should the first

shot miss, or it may start directly to-

wards the hunter. It is difficult for the

ram to locate the place of danger from

the report of the rifle alone. He does not

run fast at first, but if the misses come
often he soon makes off at good speed.

It is the same with stalking them, for, if

lying down during the middle of the day,

the chances are that they will remain
there for some time. When feeding they

feed slowly, so in both stalking and

shooting the hunter should be deliberate.

The Indians showed thorough familiar-

ity in caring for the scalps. They were
properly fleshed and salted, and when
hung out to dry they were hung high

enough to make them safe from the

horses. The salt on hides attracts horses

and to get it they may chew the hide,

thereby spoiling it.

These rams were the typical Stone

sheep. The pelage was very black, with

a scattering of dark grey. About the

head and neck the grey predominated,

but upon the other parts the black pre-

dominated. The sheep that I saw south

of the Stikine, including rams and ewes,

were much darker than those I saw in the

Nahlin-Nakina region. The lightest grey
sheep that I saw on the Klappan hunt
was much darker than the darkest sheep

that I saw at Nahlin-Nakina. The men-
tal picture one gets of the color of the

sheep south of the Stikine is that they
are black with grey markings about the

head, neck, belly and legs. The mental
picture of those at Nahlin-Nakina is that

*The American Bisons, Living and Ex-
tinct, by J. A. Allen, page 458 of reprint

in Ninth Report U. S. Geological Survey.
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dawn; Greater Magnifying Power in proportion to size; Increased
Stereoscopic Effect, adding to the relief of far-distant objects;
Portability.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

WEISS INSTRUMENT C0. DrrAx%%^
In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify yen.
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Hitting

Vacation

Trail

Across the green valleys of Vaca-
tionland, with their blue lakes and
skies of deeper blue.

Along the sands where the snipe
are piping and the bass are breaking
the mirror surface of the stream

—

Oho! It’s to get away from the

monotonous streets and the ugly walls

—to sleep in a tent under the spread-
ing branches of giant trees

!

For it’s the noon-time of Summer.
The outdoor experts of Abercrombie
& Fitch are ready to send you on your
way.

Tents which are the world’s standards

—

every point considered and every emer-
gency provided for.

Motor and canoe camp outfits.

Sleeping bags, cots, blankets and bed-
ding rolls—cook kits—luncheon kits

—

knives, camp axes and lanterns.

“Rufstuff” clothes for camping, for both
men and women—inexpensive and service-
able.

Fishing tackle for fresh water or ocean
fishing.

Shotguns for the seasoned sportsman or
the casual hunter—the medium-priced gun
or the finest made.

Largest assortment of sporting rifles in
existence.

Ammunition—specially recommended
loads—cartridge bags, belts and gun cases.

Snipe decoys, duck decoys and decoys
for troublesome crows.

Write for free general catalogue,
books on Motor Rambling, Men's
and Women’s Clothing, and for
Travelers by Road, Rail and Sea.

Abercrombie
& Fitch Co*

EZRA H. FITCH, President

Madison Ave. and 45th St.

New York

“The Greatest Sporting Goods
Store in the World”

For seven months

The biggest
selling novel
in Atnerica—

ZANE
GRE Y’S

THE MAN
OF THE
FOREST

More than a mill-

ion readers have
thrilled to this ro-

mance of the Ari-

zona mountains.
Wherever books are

sold

—

Illus., $2.00.

fm HARPER & BROTHERS

ShootVWihouiNoisc
Cut out that unnecessary report

noise. Don’t scare away all the

other game. Use a

MAXIM
SILENCER
PRBCE, .22 Cal. $7.00

Send 6c in stamps tor catalog

and booklet of astonishing

experiences of Silencer users. L

The Maxim Silencer

69 Homestead Ave., Hartford, Ct.

3

A SIX MONTHS’ SUBSCRIPTION to

THE BOYS' MAGAZINE for only 50c!

By accepting this remarkable low price offer you save

70 cents over the news stand price as our price Per Copy

is 20 cents.

THE BOY'S MAGAZINE is the finest boys’ periodical

in America. Each issue contains from 15 to 22 thrilling

short stories, from 3 to 4 splendid serial stories, besides

a wealth of special departments devoted to Electricity,

Mechanics, Wireless. Popular Science, Athletics and Physi-

cal Training, Editorials, Stamp and Coin Collecting, Re-

view of New Boys’ Books, Debating, Outdoor Sports, Ama-
teur Photography, Talks with Parents, Boys Who Are

Winning Business Success, etc., etc. Besides all this we
are now publishing, in each issue, a large number of

illustrated jokes drawn by the best professional comic

artists in America.

Send only 50 cents today (send stamps if more con-

venient) and we’ll enter your subscription at once.

Tou are not taking the slightest chance as we will

refund y.ur money immediately should you not be more
than pleased with The Boys’ Magazine. Our firm is in-

corporated for $200,000.00 under the laws of the State of

Pennsylvania. Every banker and publisher in America
will tell you we are Absolutely Reliable.

So send along your subscription and if THE BOYS’
MAGAZINE doesn’t far exceed your expectations We’ll

refund your money promptly and without question.

Address THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO., Inc.

5038 MAIN ST., SMETHPORT, PA.

TUF ROYS' MAGAZINE is ON SALE at ALL NEWS STANDS 20c a COPY

they are of a very light grey color, or

almost white.

The question of the species of these

sheep is of interest to those who care for

such things. I have had no experience

whatever with the white sheep known as

the Dali, but from information obtained

from others there must be more or less

grey in their color, and, if this is the fact,

there are, in so far as color is considered,

but two species of sheep in the far north,

namely the Dali and the Stone.

The number of these sheep now in the
various museums of this country is ample
to definitely settle the question. The his-

tory, habits and ranges of the various

species of mountain sheep in North
America is sufficient in interest and im-
portance to justify a monograph as com-
plete as Mr. J. A. Allen prepared upon
the bisons. The mountain sheep is food
for the trapper, prospector and miner in

the mountains of the north just as the

buffalo was food for the frontiersman,

wagon-train driver and settler on the

plains. Many sportsmen have expressed
the hope that Mr. Charles Sheldon be
identified with such a monograph. He
is well qualified for the task.

A MOOSE-CALLING
EXPERIENCE

(CONTINUED from page 504)

us as if turned into stone. Their four
eyes flashing with the aqua marine spark
so noticeable in moose eyes. It was only

when we shut off the light and told them
in a friendly way to go home and mind
their business that they finally turned
tail and left us. By this time it was
late—we were both tired and very cold,

so we made for our camp and warmth
and supper. And when later on, thawed
and dried and refreshed, we looked out

to take stock of the night, and forecast

the morrow’s weather, the Northern
Lights streamed across the sky as if to

welcome the advent of another spirit

moose to the Happy Hunting Grounds.

The next morning we had no difficulty

in locating the moose I had shot and he

proved to have a good pair of antlers.

Thomas Gratton-Esmond, Bart.

AN INTERESTING
BOOK ON FISHES

A GUIDE to the New York Aquar-
ium by Charles’Haskins Townsend,
published by the New York

Zoological Society, has recently come
from the press. It comprises 170 pages

and is attractively gotten up and illus-

trated with 160 excellent photographs

of different varieties of fish, showing
them in their natural habitats. The
subject matter deals with some 350 spe-

cies and is written in a very engaging
style with full attention given to accur-

acy. It forms a concise and handy
manual for those who are interested in

the study of fish life and may be had
by addressing the Director, New York
Aquarium, Battery Park, New ’’'York

City. Price 50 cents.



LADYFISH, B0NEF1SH
OR TEN POUNDER

(continued from page 499)

is also evident that the name “Ten-
pounder” for Elops saurus was the first

to be applied to that fish from the Ba-
hamas by Dampier. These names, then,

according to the law of priority, rightly

belong to the fishes named. The term
“Bony-fish” which was early applied to

both species under consideration can very

well be eliminated and justly discarded.

The name “Ladyfish”, which has gained

considerable currency for Albula vulpes,

was apparently first applied to the fish

along the Atlantic coast, but was not

used by the market fishermen of Key
West or Nassau. The name Ladyfish

must evidently be relegated to synonymy.
During the winters of 1878, 1881, 1886

and 1889, when collecting fishes in Flor-

ida, it was my custom to go out with the

Conch and Bahaman market fishermen to

the fishing grounds, as many valuable

specimens, not used for food, could be
obtained in this way. The usual name
applied by these fishermen, black and
white, to Albula vulpes was “Bonefish”,

while “Bony-fish” and “Ten-pounder”
were restricted to Elops saurus. The
former was esteemed a good food-fish,

while the latter was considered worthless.

The significance of “Bonefish” or “Bony-
fish” as applied to either fish is not very
apparent, though the Ten-pounder has a
bone in the floor of its mouth like its big

brother, the tarpon.

In my “Bass, Pike, Perch and Others”,

1903, and “Favorite Fish and Fishing,”

1902, I endeavored to straighten the
tangle by discarding both Bonefish and
Bony-fish, and in deference to such au-
thorities as Jordan, Evermann, Gilbert

and Goode, I adopted their name “Lady-
fish” for Albula vulpes, and in conformity
with the law of priority I retained the
name “Ten-pounder” for Elops saurus.

However, this attempt to establish a uni-

form and permanent nomenclature proved
futile, inasmuch as the great influx of

northern anglers and tourists, during the
last ten years, to the fishing resorts along
the keys and Gulf coast of Florida, has
furnished a more satisfactory solution.

These anglers, coached by their guides,

have substituted Bonefish for Ladyfish.

In these circumstances, and in accord-

ance with modern usage, and in confor-

mity with established custom, it becomes
inevitable and proper to restore the name
Bonefish for Albula vulpes, and to retain

the name Ten-pounder for Elops saurus.
It is a consummation devoutly to be
wished that these names may continue to

be used in this way world without end.

Ten-pounder (Elops saurus)

THE BRILLIANT
SEARCH LIGHT

For

Hunting
Trapping

Fishing, etc.

The only lamp designed for this purpose.
Shines 300 to 600 feet, burns carbide at a cost

of about Yi of 1 cent an hour. Several styles

from $10.00 to $12.00. Single or Double Lens.

Illustrated catalog mailed free on request. Sold by
Hardware and Sporting Goods Dealers and cl.rect

BRILLIANT SEARCH LIGHT MFG. CO., 529 So. Dearborn, Dept. 9, CHICAGO, ILL.

Double Lens
Showing Hing:

JOIN THE ARMY OF SUCCESSFUL ANGLERS
BY USING A

MARTIN AUTOMATIC FISHING REEL
THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED SPORTSMEN ATTEST TO THE SATIS-
FYING RESULTS ATTAINED BY USING THE MARTIN AUTOMATIC

Guaranteed Perfect and Practical

No cranking—made in four sizes: “G” line capacity No. 2-

75 ft. No. 2—90 ft. No. 3—150 ft. No. 4—225 ft.

LEFT HAND REELS MADE TO ORDER
Send for Catalogue

MARTIN AUTOMATIC FISHING REEL CO.
Mohawk New York

Big Game
Hunters ^ '

Before malting that trip to the

far northwest for Moose, Caribou, gj
Sheep. Mountain Goats or Bear. 'Vffi
consider whom you wilt have mount

your invaluable trophies.

Our catalog showing prize specimens- 14.
re-created true to ltfo will impress Vfi
you with what a lifetime devoted to SB
taxidermy can attain.

FIELD GUIDE & ‘T'OTT'C' 'w
BIG GAME BOOK IT ALL V

Contains records of North American Big 1

Game. Its 32 pages, richly illustrated, t

will charm and convince you. Shows
beautiful Game Heads and Rugs for sale

to decorate realistically your home, den

or office, Write us today.

JONAS BROS., AND FURRIERS

1019 Broadway DENVER, COLO.
Branch: Livingston, Mont

•

RAZOR -SHARP HOOKS HOOK AND LAND ’EM
The sharpening stone deluxe for the Angler, Hunter

. Outdoorsman

The
ITOOK-HONE
Hones your hooks, razor sharp.

in a jiffy, increasing your catch 100%. It will also

put a razor edge on the old fish knife (that’s always

dull), hand axe, etc. An all-around sharpening

stone. Made of carborundum, lasts for years.

Perfection H.H., 4 inches long. 75c.: Junior. 3%
inches, 50c. : nifty leather case. 35c. Ask your dealer

first. Interesting circular sent tree on request.

THE COLUMBUS SPECIALTY CO., Depl. M, Columbus, 0.

GET MORE MILEAGE
With Strong, Double -Tread Tires!

Guaranteed for 5000 Miles
Strong Double-Tread Reconstruct-

ed Tires are made by our skilled

mechanics, of double the amount of
fabric (from choice material), and
are built to give more than the guar-
anteed mileage and service which
our customers very often receive.

RELINER FREE
Tubes Guaranteed Fresh Stock

Tires Tubes Size Tires Tubes
$5 BO $1.60 34x4 -S8.75 $2.60
0.60 1.75 34x4><... 10.00 3.00
6.75 1.85 35x4K... 11.00 3.15
7.00 2.00 36x4)4.. 11.50 3.40
K 00 2.25 35x5 12.60 3.50

8 2,5 2.40 36x5 12.75 3.65

8.60 2.50 37x5 12.75 3.7533x4..

Send $2.00 deposit for each tire ordered,
balance C. O. D. Tires shipped subject tc

your examination. State whether S. S. oi

Cl, plain or non-skid is desired. All sami
price. By sending full amount of ordei
you can save 6 per cent—our special cash
with-order discount.

STRONG TIRE AND RUBBER GO.
3019 Michiean Ave. Dent. 298 Chicaeo. Ill,

JOE WELSH
a LEADERS a

CAST DfRFECTLY

Take a

JOE WELSH
DARNING NEEDLE
with you—when

you go!

The best anglers all

’round the world use
Joe Welsh Leaders
because they are gen-
uine.

FOR FRESH AND
SALT WATER

Made in Six Breaking
Strains; A Size for

Every Fish.

3-ft. Samples 25c;
6-ft., 50c;
9-ft., 75c.

Go After Trout and
Bass Now.

Transparent, Tough,
Strong, Durable:

They Never Break.

JOE WELSH
Pasadena« California

In Writing to Advertisers meyition Forest and Stream. It will Identify you.
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And now
for Fall Fishing!

And now for the crisp, snappy days of Septembei—the best an-

gling days of the year—when there's a Fall nip in the air, and a cool

zest in the waters. It's the ideal condition—the time when the big

bronze-backs and mighty muskies are the ''f ightingesL”

SOUTH BEND
QUALITYTACKLE

Includes hundreds ofproven and successful lures

for Fall game-fishing.

The famous Bass-Oreno—known as the “greatest fish getting bait made.” Wob-
bler type for casting or trolling. Has a wonderful erratic action. 12 colors.

The Musk-Orcno—especially designed for muskie and large pike. Combination

under water and surface type. Has a zig-zaging, darting, diving action. 11 colors.

Muskie Buck-tail Casting Spoon—successful in casting in and among weeds. Has

weedless buck-tail fly. Spoon is mounted on extra long shank. /

South Bend Reels The Anfi-Back-Lash Reel and the Level-Winding Anti-Back-

Lash Reel. Both these reels guaranteed not to back-lash, snarl or tangle. Make
every cast perfect.

f|
Send a postal for the “Days of Real Sport.

Illustrated by Briggs the cartoonist. Gives proven and valuable bait casting instruction and an.

gling hints. Shows in color our complete line. It's FREE. A postal brings it.

All live sporting goods dealers sell South Bend Tackle. Demand it in

golden- rod yellow boxes bearing the below trade mark.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO

'fyt&S SjZaajoL

Made to your measure,

payable after received

Perfect fit, fine goods and tailoring,

$20 saving, allguaranteed or no pay.
Free- Every man wanting to
and save money should write
our beautiful free book of
id correct fashions , explain-
Write letter or postal,!

ne your samples’ * and get
rything by return mail free. Important

I

to every’man. Write today sure.

Park Tailoring Company
Dept 218 Chicago, ILL

FOR SALE : C

L a r g -- hi
-
gh

t • c iass Flemish

l
Giants, New Zealand Reds. R. R.

Hares, Ferrets, Pigeons,
JBFIjJ^KS^Blcoded Dogs and Puppies, all

breeds; Blooded Hogs. 10c for book

MOHAWK RABBITRY. Dept. S, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Landing nets, hoop nets, seines, hammocks, etc.,

may be easily and quickly made at little cost.

We teach you how in one hour.
Also how to catch fish the year round. Send

for particulars right now.
W. E. Clayton Company,

43 N. Main St,, Altoona, Kans.

A MANUAL OF WILD-
FOWL SHOOTING

(CONTINUED from page 494)

cient distance. It may be necessary to

shoot at a point several yards in ad-
vance of a duck in full flight and passing
at long range, and even with this “lead”,

the gun should be kept swinging stead-
ily ahead at the moment the trigger is

pulled. Very few ducks are lost by lead-

ing them too much, many are missed by
shooting behind them.

Before we leave the subject of blinds,

let me warn against the building of too

large a blind. The blind should be con-
structed and placed so as to be as small
and inconspicuous as possible. Only
enough rushes or bushes, or whatever
material employed, necessary to hide the
hunter or hunters should be used. A
blind which is large and noticeable will

surely scare the ducks and is, therefore,

as bad as, or worse, than none at all.

The material used in building the blind

should be used sparingly but effectively.

If the blind is properly placed and con-

structed, only a small amount of ma-
ler.al will be found really necessary to

thoroughly conceal the sportsman—and
such a blind is hardly noticeable in the
surrounding cover.

WHEN concealing the decks of a
ducking boat used as a blind, the

cut rushes or grasses should be
sparingly spread over the decks—thus
hiding the outlines of the boat and yet

not making a bulky, unnatural-looking
heap.

Sometimes the sportsman, in his de-

sire to hide, builds a great mound of

rushes or bushes for a blind, but which
in itself is all sufficient to scare the

ducks away. I have seen such blinds

—

seen them from a long way off, and it

is safe to conclude the ducks could see

them from as far,—looming up on the

flat marsh or shore, a fine advertisement
to the hunter’s presence. It is needless

to say that the occupant of such a blind

knew little of duck hunting.

When brush blinds are built on the

feeding grounds, out on the open water,

they are, of course, most conspicuous
and at first suspicious-looking to the

ducks. They should, therefore, be built

as long a time as possible in advance
of the day when the shooting is to be
done, so that the ducks may become ac-

customed to them. The shooting from
these blinds is often done on only two
or three days, or less, during a week,

so as to provide rest days when/^he
ducks are not disturbed. Constant
shooting at the same blind day after day
will often cause the ducks to leave the

best of feeding grounds.

Sculling for ducks is an interesting

method for the sportsman who prefers

pursuit to ambush. A small, light-draft

ducking boat is used, the decks of which
are covered with rushes to conceal it

and the hunter within from the sharp

eyes of the ducks. The shooter, propel-

ling the boat by working a bent oar

through a greased hole in the stern,

slowly proceeds over the water, and with

the use of much care is often able to

get within range of a flock swin*ming

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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about. The ducks should be shot in the

air after they have taken to flight at the

approach of the boat. No sportsman
deserving of the name would shoot a

duck on the water, unless it was a

wounded bird, nor shoot in company with

any one else doing so.

Jumping ducks, as it is termed, is a

favorite method of taking the river-

ducks. In many of the fresh water
marshes there is sufficient water to per-

mit a light-draft boat to move about

among the tall rushes and wild rice.

The sportsman takes his position in the

bow and is pushed rapidly along by a

punter who propels the boat with a long

pole. Many of the ducks feeding on the

grounds arise within range.

In this form of sport, much depends
on the punter. He should know how to

handle the boat, to send it swiftly

through the reeds and steady it for the

shot. He should be able to mark closely

the dead and wounded ducks. He should,

of course, be thoroughly familiar with
the marshes and know where the boat

can go, as well as where and when the

ducks are most plentiful. Such men are

to be found on many of the shooting

grounds, where their services are in

great demand during the hunting season.

A sportsman who is familiar with the

marsh and the handling of the boat may
go forth alone to jump the ducks. In
this case he must be quick in changing
the pole for the gun as the game flushes.

I have spent some most enjoyable days in

the marshes both with a punter and
without one, but, I believe, I have en-

joyed more the days when I have done
my own pushing and shooting—cruising

alone through the tall, rustling reeds or

down the clear water lanes between the

beds of brown rice stalks.

The river-ducks are often taken by
the sportsman who walks quietly along
the banks of the rivers, sloughs or small
streams and shoots the ducks as they
take alarm and arise from the water.

The 12-gauge is the proper gun for

river-duck shooting, although the heavier
10-gauge may be used to advantage when
shooting these birds on a pass, where
the shots are usually at long range.
The shot used is generally smaller than

that used for the sea-fowl since the dab-
bling ducks, having lighter plumage, are
less difficult to kill. Generally speaking,
number 6 shot is the best all-around size.

Number 4 or 5 may be used when there
is a strong wind blowing or when the
shots are at rather long range. On the
other hand, the smaller number 7’s are
amply large when jumping the ducks in

the marshes where the birds arise close

to the boat. The gun should be full

choke bored.

For the 12-gauge, 3 to 3% drams of
smokeless powder are used for general
work, while the load is increased to 3%
drams when long shots are the rule.

Guns smaller than the 12-gauge are
sometimes used for ducking. The full

choke 16-gauge, and even the 20-gauge,
have proven most effective when in the
hands of a good shot. Shooting with
these small guns requires a greater
amount of skill than is necessary with
the larger bores since the number of
pellets contained in the smaller shells
are naturally less and the killing area

in SMean Weather

MASE

On cold Fall Days with their chill

rains and penetrating mists, or in

biting winter winds that nip your
nose and fingers, you can keep warm
and comfortable with a

OUTDOOR SHIRT

the shirt designed especially for out-

door men. It is warm, comfortable,

neat looking, soft to the touch and
tough as iron. Built for action—it

breaks the wind and protects against

the cold.

Ask your Dealer to show you a Windbreaker

HILKER-WIECHERS MFG. CO.
1257 Mound Ave., Racine, Wis.

Cj

WARNING:
"Every Genuine Signal
•Shirt has this Trade
Aiahk below the collar

band.
Without this Trade
Mark it isn't a Signal.

At Our New Store

GENUINE
Mannlicher-Schoenauer Rifles
. .

*£0?EL 1903 MODEL 1903 MODEL 1905 MODEL 1910
6.5 M.M., .256 Bore 8 M.M., .315 Bore 9 M.M., .355 Bore 9.5 M.M., .374 Bore

All Models $92.50 With Telescope, $150.00

Light weight. One piece

stock and forearm. Bolt

action. Perfect balance.

V L.& D'
INCORPORATED

.New York,

Double set triggers. Five-

cartridge revolving maga-
zine. Checkered half pis-

tol grip.

This shipment, the largest yet to arrive, offers a wide range of selection at
prices that cannot he equalled in America.

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, Inc.
414 Madison Avenue, New York

(Note change of address)
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Double Barrel Shotgun
A fortunate purchase of a limited stock of these fine

guns enables us to offer them at this special price. These
are all brand new Ithaca gn-ins—straight from the factory.

.
Used and endorsed by the world’s greatest Sportsmen.A feature of this fine gun is the quick-action, smooth working lock; also quick,

snappy trigger pull. The barrels are blued steel, choke bored. Positive ejector.
Strong, steel box frame, mottled finish. Crossbite extension rib. Top lever, auto-
matic safety. Full reinforced breech. Stock and forend made of black walnut, hand
checkered. Stock is let into frame to prevent splitting and spreading; has full
P Bnp

’ Order Direct from This Ad
Write- us today before this special cut-price offer is withdrawn. Send name

address and Money Order for only $39.75. We guarantee to refund your money if
tins gun is not exactly as represented or if you can match it anywhere at this low
price. Furnished in 12-gauge, 30 or 32 inch barrels; 20-gauge, 26 or 28 inch
barrels; 16-gauge, 28 or 30 inch barrels; 10-gauge, 32 inch barrels. State gauge and
length of barrel wanted.

We Guarantee
The shooting quali-
ties of every Itha-
ca are fully guar-
anteed. Bolt fas-
tenings never shoot
loose; coil springs
will not break.
Any parts that
prove defective will

be replaced free of

charge if reported
within one year.

SPECIAL OFFER

DAVID STERN COMPANY, G49— 1 027 West Madison Street, Chicago, III.

Value—Service—Satisfaction Since 1885

JUST PUBLISHED—An Important New Book by LOUIS RHEAD

Fisherman’sLuresandGamefishFood
Colored pictures of all creatures fish eat. Lures to imitate them in colors.

Instructions how to make them. How. when, where to use them and get fish.

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS, Fifth Avenue at 48th Street, New York

00RANG AIREDALES

Oorang Airedales are a true sporting strain and

have no equal as water-dogs, retrievers and hunters

of all kinds of game. They are trailers, tree-barkers

and stayers. They will climb a tree or go to earth

and fight anything from a rat to a bear Their

faithful and untiring watchfulness makes them the

best of protectors for camp, home or estate. Their

superior intelligence makes them the most desirable

pals for ladies or gentlemen and loyal playmates for

children. They are the ideal dogs for farm and

ranch, being careful and efficient drivers of cattle,

hogs and sheep. We have for sale at all times

proven stock and farm dogs ; trained hunters on lion

bear, wolf, bob-cat. coon, opossum, skunk, mink and

rabbit; trained retrievers on ducks, geese and water-

fowl; police and watch dogs; automobile dogs and

companions; stud-dogs, brood-matrons and puppy

stock from the bluest Airedale blood in America;

Fox-hounds, Coon-hounds and Big Game-hounds;
also dbg foods, dog medicines and kennel supplies or

all kinds. Illustrated and interesting booklet mailed

for 10c, stamps or coin.

OORANG KENNELS
The Largest Breeders of Airedale Terriers in the World

Dept. H, LA RUE, OHIO

WlGGLER

c _ 85^
pendfor
Circular of other Lures cmd Pork
Rind Strips ‘AL.FOSS *

yz on Vs Oz.
WITH BUCKTAI

L

1712 COLUMBUS RD. CLEVELAND-

’ Sets up either with -

or without car. Provides a real .

steel spring:, 6agless bed and I

waterproof tent. „ ,
I

The Stoll Mfg- Co. 3255 Larimer St. Denver. CojOrJ

ENGLISH SETTERS
and POINTERS
A nice lot of good strong,

healthy, farm raised puppies

of the best of breeding

GEO. W. LOVELL
Middleboro, Mass.

Tel 21-M

TEN-A-SEE FARM KENNELS
The Home of

U. R. Fishers Noted Pointers
THE WORLD'S BEST BIRD DOGS

Offer high class shooting dogs, brood bitches and
choice puppies. In accordance with our plan of
following Mr. Fishers customs In breeding and ad-
vertising, we are offering in this connection our
summer bargain list. Every dog guaranteed as rep-
resented. Before you buy please write for our
beautiful “Summer Sales List."

Webster Price, Mgr.
W. E. Lucas & E. G. Merritt, Jr., Educators

TEN-A-SEE FARM KENNELS
Address S. Barton Lasater, Prop.,

Box 1 65C. PARIS, TENNESSEE

Army Auction Bargains*
Tents $4.25 up C. Vf. revolvers $2.65 up
Saddles 4.65 up Army Haversack* .15 up
Uniforms 2.50 up Knapsacks .75 up

:Teamha-ness31.50 Army Gun slings .30 up
' Spring.Rem. cal. 30 single shot rifle for model
1906 cartridges, S7.77 Ball cart. $3.50 per 100

' 1 5 acres Army Goods. Large illustrated cyclo-
’ pedia reference catalog— 400 pages— issue
1920, mailed 50 cents. New Circular lO cents

FRANCIS BflNNERMAN SONS, 501 Broadway. Hew York

SUREGETUM CAMPS
Connecticut Lakes—Northern New Hampshire

The peeled, log cabins are warm, neat, cozy and com-
fortable; spring beds and open fireplaces. Good
hunting, plenty of fish and game. Good cooking,
wholesome food and a good time. SUREGETUM IS
THE IDEAL PLACE.

Hunting begins October 15th.

VARNEY BROTHERS Pittsburgh, N. H.

accordingly reduced. As I have observed,

when these small guns are used on ducks
by the average shooter, there is always
the chance of only wounding the bird

which then, unfortunately, often escapes,

to say nothing of the number of shots

which miss their mark altogether.

Therefore, the small gauge gun should

be confined to the good marksman and
one who is familiar with its use. In such
hands the strong-shooting little 16- or

20-gauge will account for a goodly num-
ber of ducks during a day.

T,pE family of river-ducks contains

"’’our finest wild ducks, or at least

a greater number of fine birds than
does the sea-duck family. The canvas-

back, a sea-duck, is a splendid bird both
before the gun and on the table, and
there are a few other excellent birds in

this group. However, the best of them
sometimes have a sedgy or fishy flavor,

due to their feeding on fish or the sedgy
plants of the salt waters, while some
other members of the family are always
undesirable for food.

All the river-ducks are excellent for

the table, especially so when found on
fresh water, and afford magnificent

sport as well.

The mallard, one of our largest and
finest table-ducks, heads the list. Others
of equal value follow. Then v;o come
to the teal, the smallest of our wild ducks,

whose flesh is tender, juicy and delicious

in flavor, and whose tremendous speed

in flight together with its small size

renders it one of the most difficult marks
in feathers."

The wild ducks having the finest plum-
age are also included among the fresh-

water fowl. The mallard and pin-tail

are both very handsome, as are the teal,

the widgeon and the shoveler, while the

gorgeous wood-duck is easily the most
beautiful duck in the world.

There are many places both on the

coast and in the interior where splendid

sport may still be had with the river-

ducks. Many of the varieties still come
in goodly numbers to the bays and
sounds of the Atlantic Coast, while on
the Pacific and Gulf Coasts and in sec-

tions of the interior they are far more
plentiful.

Our water-fowl are probably nowhere
so abundaflt as they are in the Missis-

sippi Valley and along the coast of the

Gulf of Mexico. According to the Bio-

logical Survey, seventy-five per cent of

the migratory wild-fowl of the United

States and Canada spend the winter

about the delta of the Mississippi River

and in the great marshes along the

shores of the long coast line of Louisi-

ana. Here, I believe, there are some
350,000 acres of marsh lands set aside

as refuges, where all hunting is pro-

hibited and where the ducks, swans,

geese and brant, and many others of our

aquatic birds, both game and non-game,
gather each winter in countless thou-

sands to rest and feed in safety. There
are also other preserves at different

places throughout the country. As may
well be imagined, the over-flow from
these refuges furnish excellent hunting
in the adjoining regions.

In this day of rapidly vanishing game,
of ever increasing numbers of hunters,
of furling grounds and wild places ever
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narrowing before the advance of cultiva-

tion, these reserves are our only promise

of an abundance of bird life for the fu-

ture. Such refuges are worthy monu-
ments to American sportsmen and bird

lovers through whose splendid efforts

they have been formed.

The wild life which plays so vital a
part in nature’s wonderful workings,

which has ever been a thing of beauty

and undying interest, which has given

us such healthful recreation, such thrill-

ing sport, such fine food, is the rightful

heritage of future generation's.

With care and moderation and an eye

to the future, we can enjoy our sport to

the fullest with no fear of destroying

our future game supply. Our game is a

treasure, something of infinite value, to

be saved and guarded, not wasted. To
kill in moderation and to save is the rule

we should be glad to observe.

Our game supply has been sadly de-

pleted. Many places that but a few
years ago afforded magnificent sport,

offer little or none today. Only a few
places remain where our wild life may
still be found in anything like its for-

mer abundance. Some species have gone,

never to return; some others are peril-

ously nearing extinction.

However, it is not too late to mend
in the case of our game remaining; we
have already done much toward that

mending. Excellent game laws which
are ever being more willingly observed,

as well as more strictly enforced, are

doing wonders. With the making of re-

serves where all shooting is prohibited,

the stopping of spring shooting during
the mating season, the stopping of shoot-

ing at night, the end of the sale of game,
our wild birds and animals will have a
better chance. The future holds fair

promise if we but act wisely.

(In the following chapters the differ-

ent varieties of river-ducks will be con-

sidered.)

WITH DOCTOR
HENSHALL IN CUBA

(continued from page 491)

the banana species. The well-known
Honduras banana with yellow skin is an
excellent fruit, very wholesome and nu-
tricious. The large plantain of Cuba
and Porto Rico, which turns red when
ripe, and sometimes known as horse

banana, is used exclusively as a vege-

table when green, and fried banana is

something to swear by.

In the early morning, in Havana and
San Juan, droves of donkeys may be
seen coming into town with deck loads

of green plantains, only their noses, tails

and feet being visible.

A dwarf banana, the Cavendish, is

cultivated in Florida, and is much su-

perior to the ordinary banana of com-
merce in flavor. The date banana of

Cuba is still smaller and still more de-

licious, while the smaller, almost round,
banana of Porto Rico exceeds them all

for lusciousness. The banana is the old-

est and most perfect fruit on the globe,

and has been cultivated for thousands of

years, so long in fact that it is seedless,

the plant being propagated by off-shoots

&
hJ.

It. I

Big Game Along the
Canadian Pacific Railway
This trans-continental “trail” taps wonderful big- game country be-

tween Nova Scotia and British Columbia. Here is the catalogue

—

what is your inclination?

NOVA SCOTIA—Moose, caribou, deer, bear.

NEW BRUNSWICK—Moose, deer, bear.

QUEBEC—Moose, caribou, deer, bear.

ONTARIO—Moose, caribou, reindeer, deer, bear.

MANITOBA—Moose, caribou, reindeer, deer.
1

SASKATCHEWAN—Moose, caribou, deer.

ALBERTA—Mountain sheep, mountain goat, moose, cari-

bou, deer.

BRITISH COLUMBIA—Mountain sheep, mountain goat,

moose, caribou, deer, bear, mountain lion.

Write to A. O. SEYMOUR, General Tourist Agent,
Canadian Pacific Railway, Montreal, Canada,
for literature and full information.

d).

NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe- Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all
kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent,
Reid Newfoundland Company, St. John’s, New Foundland

SPORTSMEN’S RESORTS
East and West. Sportsmen planning for rest or rec-

reation will find it worth while to write to the fol-

lowing hotels and camps for rates and reservations.

P. 0. Address. Hotel or Camp. Capacity Day Week
Katahdin Iron Works, Me..Yoke Pond Camps 15 3.00 21.00
Bonaparte, N. Y The New Hermitage 150 5.00 30.00

Darts, N. Y Dart’s Camp 150 5.00 30.00

De Bruce, N. Y The De Bruce Inn 75 6.00 28.00

Easthampton, L. I., N. Y. ..Osborne House 45 35.00

Long View, Ham. Co., N. Y.Long View Cottages 50 4.00 25.00

Long Lake, Ham. Co., N. Y.Plumley’s Camp 20 4.00 23.00
Mt. Marion, N. Y Mt. Marion House 25 3.00 18.00

Glenwood Springs, Col The Williams 50 3.00
Bellaire, Mich North Lakes Resort 35 5.00 30.00
Cable, Wis Eagle Knob Lodge 35 4.00 25.00
Red Lodge, Mont Senia Camps 35 4.00 25.00

COLD SPRING CAMPS
FOREST AND AVERILL LAKES

Catch them with a Fly

Trout and Salmon
August and all September

ONLY MAINE CAMPS IN VERMONT
Twentieth Season

VACATION RESORT FOR ALL
Come to the Green Mountains

Trout, Salmon, Lakers, Aureolas, Bass, Pickerel

“Catch them with a Fly"

Boating, Bathing, Tramping
Five lakes. Miles of streams in unbroken forest. Main
camp, twelve cabins. Open fires. A table we are proud
of. Boats on all lakes. Good old guides. No mosquitoes
nor black flies. Accessible to New York and Boston by
motor or rail. Reliable references near you. 75 miles from
Wlvte Mountains. 20 miles from Colebrook, N. H.
Garage. Open until October 15.

No Hay Fever—No Asthma
H. A. QU1MBY, Mgr. Averill, Vt.

NORTHERN ONTARIO
® Wabi-Kon Camp

I imagami Ontario^ Canada

The unspoiled country—A Camp with every comfort in the
heart of the C'anadiaii North Woods—1500 lakes. Won-
derful fishing. Guides, Boats, Canoes and Launches for

hire. Bathing, Tramping. One night from Toronto. Ex-
cellent table. Rates $18 and $20 per week, $3.50 per day.
Write for Booklet MISS E. ORR, Tmagami P. 0.,

Northern Ontario, Canada.

TENTS
and

for

SPORTS-

Protection and wear are what
you want in tent and waterproof
covering.

These qualities you will find in.

United States Tent products. The
material and workmanship that go
into these goods have won the ap-
proval of thousands of sportsmen.

Large scale production assures you of

wide choice and right prices. Ask for our
latest catalog.

United States Tent & Awning Co.

229 No. Desplaines St., Chicago, U. S. A.
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“ thonWeather

for the Sportsman
Built on comfortable lines with all the
sportsman conveniences. Resist wind,
cold and moisture. Made of the genuine
North Country wool which has made
Patrick Cloth famous.
There is no other cloth just like Patrick
Cloth. It is as distinctive to America as
are friezes to Ireland, cheviots to Scot-
land and tweeds to England. It is made of
the thick, long-fiber North Country wool
from "sheep that thrive in the snow."
Manufactured exclusively in Patrick
woolen mills and made up into garments
in Patrick factories. Patrick controls ev-
ery manufacturing process, from raw wool
to finished garments.
Look for the Patrick Label. If your
dealer does not carry the line we will
refer you to one who does.

PATRICK-DULUTHWOOLEN MILLS
Sole Manufacturers of Both

Cloth and Garments

1 Ave. K
Duluth, HRL'/u

)
Send

Minnesota •

j for

/ 1920-21

v-'w-- Style
f- !-*f® y Book

4Pure Northern U/ool^^romSheep that thrive in f/ipSttoal

M aine Duck
Hunting Boot

Lightest wading boot made.
Comes almost to waist and when
rolled will go in coat pocket.

Very best gum rubber,
same as used in our Maine
Hunting Shoe. All widths
A to EE and sizes 3 to 12.

Arched inner - soles and
repair outfit. Guaranteed
not to break.

Price, Men’s $9.00;
Ladies’ $8.50, deliv-
ered free. Send for
circular, guarantee tag
and sample of rubber.

L. L. BEAN
FREEPORT, MAINE

Real
Home-Cooking

Outdoors
No more fussing and mussing
with smoky camp fires. No
more hunting for dry wood.
Every meal an event to look
forward to. You eat when and
where you want to, when you
own an

AUTO-KAMP
KOOK-KIT

It is as compact as a suit case.

When closed it takes up less

room. All equipment is packed
inside. It burns gasoline—the
same grade you use in your
ear. You can really appreciate
the joy of eating outdoors
when you own an Auto-Kamp-
Kook-Kit. See your dealer or
send now for complete details.

PRENTISS-WABERS
STOVE CO.

4 Spring Street Grand Rapids, Wis.

Two burner model completely
equipped as shown

$15.00

or sprouts from the root. It is not im-
probable that the forbidden fruit of the
Garden of Eden was not the apple but
the banana, and the Tree of Knowledge
of Good and Evil may have been a
banana plant inasmuch as it grows to a
height of twenty feet or more in tropical
countries; this might also be inferred
from its botanical name Musa sapientum.
In the old New England Primer we read
that “In Adam’s Fall We Sinned All.”
And many an unlucky son of Adam has
since fallen by means of a banana skin!
On the day we left Porto Rico the

Governor General of the Island with his
staff of officers and their ladies came
aboard, he having been recalled to Spain.
Among the General’s effects we saw an
iron box which seemed quite heavy. One
of his staff informed me that it contained
three hundred thousand dollars which
the General had accumulated during his
incumbency of six months. Expressing
some surprise at this he explained by
saying that the General was a great
financier. The last stroke of his finan-
cial genius was related to me with evi-
dent pride.

It seemed that before the departure
of the General one of his duties was to
pay the troops. Up to that time a Mexi-
can silver dollar was worth but sixty
cents in Porto Rico. So with his finan-
cial eye fixed on the main chance the
General, during his tenure of office, had
corralled enough Mexican silver dollars
to pay the troops. He then issued a de-
cree fixing the par value of the Mexican
silver dollar at one hundred cents. Thus
by this brilliant manipulation of the
money market he realized a profit of
forty per cent. Once, in Havana, an
acquaintance, a Captain in the Mexican
navy, having recruited a crew of forty
men, was compelled to pay two dollars

1

each to have their passports vised be-
cause the steamer sailed on a holiday,

'

whereas the legal fee, which I had paid
the day before, was but forty cents. I

knew an American dentist in Havana
who was compelled to pay an annual
license fee of five hundred dollars, where-
as the Spanish dentists paid less than a
tenth of that sum. But these trifling
peccadillos of the Spanish regime seem

,

insignificant when compared with the
greed, extortion and robbery practised at
the present day in our own country.

WE were seventeen days in crossing

,

from Havana to Cadiz. The ship
could have made it in half the

time, but there being no opposition and
being subsidized by the Government at

'

twenty thousand dollars per trip for car-
rying the mail there was no hurry, and
the universal custom of manana (to-
morrow) prevailed. But as we too were
in no hurry, and had become somewhat
infected with manana, we enjoyed every
minute of the voyage. We found the
ladies and gentlemen of the General’s
suite very agreeable and pleasant, both
on the ship and afterward in various
parts of Spain, where we were delight-
fully entertained in their own homes.
At night we foregathered with the

others in the social saloon where with
mirth and music, cards and other games,
the evenings passed most delightfully.
Some of the ladies were excellent pian-
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Trunin KiAKiEiEnr

A nominal charge of ten cents per word,

will carry classified messages to our

army of readers on farms, in the towns
and cities, and at the end of blazed
trails.

ARMS AND AMMUNITION

OLD-TIME AND MODERN FIREARMS
bought, sold and exchanged. Kentucky flintlock

rifles, old-time pistols, revolvers, guns, swords,

powder horns, etc. Lists free. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison Ave., New York City .

FISH FOR STOCKING

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.

Floxie, Plymouth, Massachusetts.

LARGE MOUTH BASS WANTED FOR
stocking purposes. State size and price. Charles

M. Lea. Devon, Pennsylvania.

FOR SALE

FERRETS FOR SALE—LARGE OR SMALL,
either sex. W. A. Peck, New London, Ohio.

FOR SALE.—3 H. P. AEROTHRUST MOTOR
for canoe or rowboat. Driven less than 2 hours.

Price $120.00. R. E. Eriser, 454 Meek Ave.,

Sharon, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS

DECOYS—CALLERS; PURE BRED. NO
limit. Wild Mallard, young, $4.00 pair; year-

lings, $5.00 pair. English callers, young. $8.50

pair; yearlings, $10.00 pair. Duck Book, 25c.

Ferrets for sale. E. Bretnan Co., Danville, Illinois.

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ting for newspapers, magazines. Experience un-
necessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 529,

St. Louis, Missouri.

PEARLS, BAROQUES, SLUGS; BOUGHT,
sold and exchanged, loose or mounted. L. V.
Mapes, Indiana Plarbor, Indiana.

POPULAR SAXOPHONE PLAYING TAUGHT
by time-saving charts. My charts and personally

written lessons enable you to play the latest pop-

ular pieces within four lessons. Nothing like them.

You learn in one quarter of the usual time, at

one-quarter the cost. All popular pieces furnished

free, with lessons. This saxophone correspondence
course is endorsed by all leading authorities.

Write today without cost for particulars. Jack
Regan Studios, Dept. F, 166 No. Mentor Ave.,

Pasadena, California.

REGISTERED BLACK FOXES, BRED ON
the Mountain Ranch of America; 90 pups this

year; two litters of seven; five sixes. Beat all

competitors at world’s first fox show, Boston,
1919. Also registered milch goats, trout. Borestone
Mountain Fox Ranch, Onawa, Maine. Address
75 Kenwood St., Brookline, Massachusetts.

WANTED—RUSHTON CEDAR CANOE, NESS-
muk or Bucktail model. Wallace Spink, An-
thony, Rhode Island.

PHOTO SUPPLIES
1

MAIL US 20c WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and six velvet prints. Or send six
negatives any size and 20c for six prints. Or
send 40c for one 8 x 10 mounted enlargement.
Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke Photo Finishing
Co.. 220 Bell Ave., Roanoke, Va.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN'

$6.00 DOWN; $6.00 MONTHLY; SIX ACRE
fruit, poultry; fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100.00;^ hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North
Fifth, Kansas City, Kansas.

FOR SALE—COLES ISLAND. GOOD STOCK
farm and hunting resort. Well stocked with quail.
A. B. Cannon, Ridgeland, South Carolina.

FOR SALE—ON ACCOUNT OF DEATH IN
family, will sell at a bargain island of 110 acres
at $150 an acre, in one of the beautiful lakes of
northern Minnesota, near head waters of the
Mississippi; lake 5 miles long, 3 miles wide, island
in center; about 1 mile from shore, 12 miles
from railroad; altitude 1,400 feet; sportsman’s
paradise, deer, bear, otter, mink in vicinity, with
lake full of pike, bass, trout, pickerel; ducks of
all kinds swarm in the fall; will sell to club or
individual; an ideal hotel site. Address Pauline
Ilallowell, Abington, Montgomery County, Penn-
sylvania.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

GOOD SALMON GRILT AND TROUT FISH-
ing privilege with clubhouse and garage. In good
game country on Little Southwest Mivmichi. Ap-
ply to Robert J. McPherson, Newcastle, N. B.,

Canada.

TAXIDERMY

WANTED.—EXPERIENCED TAXIDERMIST.
Also young man for general work, skinning speci-

mens, etc. State experience. M. J. Hofmann,
989 Gates Ave., Brooklyn, New York.

DOGS
In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some
disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not
to be transferred until the dog has been
received and found to be satisfactory,

l

AIREDALES

LIONHEART AIREDALES—AT STUD, LION-
heart, Wyoming Royal, A. K. C. and U. K. C.
registered, and bred in the purple. Has treed
more big game alone than any airedale offered at

stud in America and is the leader of one of the
best packs in the west. Retrieves from land or
water. Endorsed by four well known big game
guides and hunters, including Ned Frost. Stud
fee $25.00, we pay expressage one way on all

bitches booked in advance. Write for certified

list of big game treed and killed by this dog alone
and with the pack, pedigree, and description. We
have pedigreed puppies for sale for every purpose,
companions and guardians for children, stock
dogs, watch dogs, hunters and show prospects.
Write for puppy list and signed testimonials from
all over America. Lionheart Kennels, Box 1412,
Anaconda, Montana.

COLLIES

WHITE COLLIES BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont, Monticello, Iowa.

GUN DOGS

BEAGLE, RABBIT HOUNDS, FOXHOUNDS,
coon, oppossum, skunk, squirrel dogs, setters,

pointers, bear, deer, wolf hounds. Circulars, 10c.

Browns Kennels, York, Pennsylvania.

FOR SALE.—IRISH, ENGLISH, LLEWEL-
lyn setter pups and trained dogs, pointers, Irish
water spaniels and Chesapeake Bay retrievers both
in pups and trained dogs. Enclose stamps for
descriptions. Thoroughbred Kennels, Atlantic,
Iowa.

FOX, COON, SKUNK AND RABBIT HOUNDS.
Buy your dog now and know him when the sea-
son opens. Also puppies and started dogs. 10c
for photos of hounds. II. C. Lytle, Fredericks-
burg, Ohio.

HOUNDS. FREE TRIAL. PHOTOS, TESTI-
monials. Write. Kaskaskia Kennels, Herrick,
Illinois.

NO. 1.—HANDSOME BRACE REGISTERED
three-year-old pointer dogs, crackerjack chicken
and quail dogs, fine retrievers, $400 each, $750.00
the pair. No. 2.—Registered four-year-old pointer
dog, extra good on both chicken and quail, re-

trieves quail, not chicken, $150.00. No. 3.—Brace
Registered three-ycar-old Llewellyn setter dogs.
They are wonders on both quail and chicken, and
fine retrievers, $400 each, $750 the pair. No.
4.—Registered four-year-old chicken and quail
dog, very large and handsome finished except re-

trieving, he is an English setter, and a dandy,
$200. No. 5.—Brace native setter dogs, three-
vears old (no pedigree but well bred), good
lookers, fine companions, crackerjack grouse dogs,
fine retrievers, $200 each. No. 6.—Registered
four-year-old Llewellyn setter dog, no better grouse
dog living, does not retrieve, $175. No. 7.-

—

Brace native pointer dogs, three-year-olds, excel-
lent grouse dogs, and fine retrievers, $175 each.
No. 8.—Large handsome Brace three-year-old.
Registered pointer dogs, ideal companions, at-

tract attention anywhere, impossible to beat them
for grouse or single quail, one a fine retriever,
the other good dead bird finder. The retriever,

$300; the other, $225; $500 the pair. I have 20
other high-class shooting dogs from $150 up,
have no puppies for sale and issue no printed
matter. Tell me what you want. Harmon Som-
merville, Amite, Louisiana.

GUN DOGS

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH W»LF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, American Fox Hounds, Lion, Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, 19$ stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Kentucky.

RABBIT, BEAGLE, FOX, COON, SKUNK,
opossum hounds; pet and farm dogs; swine. Cata-
logue, 4c. stamps. Kiefer’s Kennels, Lancaster,
Pennsylvania.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS TOWER HILL,
Illinois, offers fox, wolf, coyotte, coon, skunk,
opossum and rabbit hounds on ten days’ trial;

also young dogs and puppies. Write us about
our crackerjack rabbit hounds.

MISCELLANEOUS

DR. HEITZ’S RELIABLE REMEDY FOR
mange, eczema, dandruff, loss of hair and all skin
troubles; 8 oz. bottle, $1.00, post paid. St. Louis
Beagle Kennels, St Louis, Missouri.

GREYHOUND PUPPIES—BEAUTIES. FROM
registered stock and numbering many champions
among ancestors. Spring Brook Farm, Littleton,
Massachusetts

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample free.
Address Desk F, Hounds and Hunting, Decatur,
Illinois.

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-
lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

WANTED—A1 CHESAPEAKE BAY DOG.—
Preferably about one year old. Mail full particu-
lars and price first letter, to J. L. Booth, 521 1st
St., So., Virginia, Minnesota.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

WILD DUCK ATTRACTION
SOW POND PLANT AND MUSK GRASS

seed. Now ready for planting. These plants
not only attract and feed wild ducks, but also
give feed and cover to fish and the young. Fish-
ing is found in spots where they grow. Booklet
free. Clyde Terrell, Dept. 201, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

FERRETS FOR SALE—LARGE OR SMALL
lots, write for prices. W. H. Campbell, R. 2, New
London, Ohio.

FOR SALE—3,000 ACRES OF TIMBERLAND,
suitable for orchards, pasture grounds, game pre-
serve, health resort and gentleman’s estate. Pic-
turesquely situated near Potomac River. Owner
is willing to take part payment by an interest in
a syndicate of right kind of people. Address
W. C. Cronemeyer, Berkeley Springs, West Vir-
ginia.

FOR SALE—LITTER OF REGISTERED
airedales, bred from hunting parents, with lots of
pep. Males $15; females $10. For particulars
write F. Watkins, Readstown, Wisconsin.

GUARANTEED GERMINABLE WILD RICE
seed for fall sowing. Write Robert Campbell,
Keene, Ontario.

I un om.iL re ] dogs; iox, cat
bounds. Trained dogs sent on trial, you to be
the judge. Catalog free. Mt. Yonah Farm Ken-
nels, Cleveland, Georgia.

FRANK H. ADDYMAN
Bench Show Expert

I attend all shows and handle all breeds
SPORTING DOGS A SPECIALTY

Dogs conditioned and prepared for exhibition.
All breeds at stud and for sale.

WATLAND KENNELS, new
S
york

THE AMERICAN BRED AIREDALE
Scots Guard

At stud—One of the best dogs out today and a sure

sire. His breeding cannot be faulted. WriteJor stud card

Puppies for Sale

MEYONNE KENNELS
Wm. J. De Lamater. Owner

Hudson, N. Y.

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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CElieso are the rats dug out and hilled by a Vibeit Airedale Terrier in less than two hours

Airedale
"The One Man Dog”
An Airedale Terrier is the Dog
Supreme for Companionship, for
Watch Dog purposes, and Sur-
passes Every Other Dog on Earth
as a Companion for Children. The
all round dog of the times for city
or country, a Useful Canine Citizen.
We offer country bred, farm raised
puppies from registered thorough-
bred stock; a full grown male, and
a full grown female already served
by a registered stud.

Terriers
“TheDogThat Thinks”
Finest ALL ROUND hunter on
earth, BAR NONE. Unsurpassed
for coon, skunk, opossum, better
for rabbits than rabbit hound, best
retriever, land, water. Will point,

fine on quail, pheasant, partridge.
Used extensively on deer, cougar,
mountain lion, bear, endorsed by
ROOSEVELT and Rainey. An
“honest” dog. We have best hunt-
ing stock on earth, puppies, grown
dogs.

ists, and one or two possessed well-cul-

tivated voices. My companion, Judge
Longworth, having a remarkable mem-
ory, could recite many of the entire

poems of Tennyson, Sir Walter Scott,

Tom Moore, Longfellow and others, and
the company never tired of Locksley
Hall, Lady of the Lake, the Wreck of

the Hesperus, Horatius at the Bridge,
Marmion and others. I did my bit of

legerdemain and comic songs with imi-

tations and together we rendered some
of Stephen Collins Foster’s matchless
melodies, in which, to our surprise, some
of the company joined.

The sea was comparatively smooth
and the weather bright and balmy with
moderate breezes. We seemed to have
the road to ourselves as we seldom sight-

ed a vessel of any kind, so that some
nights the port and starboard lights

were not displayed. We were accom-
panied daily by schools of flying-fishes

which were disturbed by the prow of the
ship as it cut through the water. They
sailed along with us, being pursued,
meanwhile, by crested dolphins. I had
unusual opportunities for observing the

so-called “flying” of these fish with the
help of an opera-glass, and viewing them
through the port-hole of my cabin. There
were several species, none of them, how-
ever, exceeding a foot in length.

The tail of the fish, being forked, its

action was not unlike that of the propel-
ler-screw of a vessel, but in reality was
more like that of the blade of a sculling

oar. The necessary force and momen-
tum for the flight of the fish were exerted
by the tail just before the fish left the
water, when with an initial velocity of
considerable force it shot upward into

the air, and at the same instant the
long wing-like pectoral fins were spread,
and the fish soared and sailed two or
three feet above the surface of the water
in a way that would remind one, at this

day, of the flight of a miniature mono-
plane airship. Its speed was as great
as that of the ship, and its flight was
sustained for a distance as great as

three times its length, or a quarter of

a mile. At times its tail was dipped
into the crest of a wave, and by its rapid
motion its flight was renewed and accel-

erated. During the flight there was no
perceptible movement of the pectoral or
ventral fins; they were held stiff and
motionless. The pectoral fins when at

rest are very long, reaching from the
shoulders almost to the tail.

In the warm seas of the world, ever

restless and flitting like sea-birds, are
more than fifty, or to be exact, nearly a
hundred species of flying-fishes. Most
of them are small and interesting, but
not to be compared with those of our
own coasts. Those that I have seen in

the Mediterranean and Black seas were
about half the size of those of the At-
lantic and Pacific, and their flight was
comparatively short. The California
flying-fish is used as bait for the tuna,

spearfish and other large fishes about
Santa Catalina and other islands off the

coast of southern California. The
Malolo, a flying-fish of Hawaii, like

most of the fishes of the coral reefs, is

the most beautiful of all in its ornate

tunic of silver trimmed with yellow, pink
and blue.

PROMPT SHIPMENT SAFE DELIVERY SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
This is the Home of the World Famous International Champion Kootenai Chinook the
Only American Bred International Champion Airedale in the World and a cplendid
Hunter of Big Game. At Stud. Fee $2E>.

We have a litter sired by the above stud ready for shipment RIGHT NOW*
Illustrated Booklet and Price List on Request

Box 60A, WESTON, NEW JERSEY, Phone Bound Brook 397
LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AIREDALE TERRIER KENNEL IN THE WHOLE WORLD

PALISADE
KENNELS
POLICE DOGS

One does not buy a dog every day— that’s why

one should carefully consider the dog one buys.

MERRICK ROAD, rosedale, long island

P. O. Springfield Garden, L. I., Box 70 Phone, Laurelton 2138

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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Binoculars
GenuineBausch &Lomb

1,000 left with U. S. Gov’t when war ended.
That's why these Victory Binoculars are now
offered at $15 less than the regular standard
price. These are all brand new binoculars

—

direct from factory.
Genuine Bausch & Bomb Victory Stereo-Prism

Binoculars—6 power—found to be the best, most
exact and easiest on the eyes by U. S. Army and
Navy—25 millimeter objective—three special ad-
justments make it suitable for any eyes.

Regular $50 Victory Binoculars

Our Price While Stock $*££"
Lasts Only - - -

Field of vision at 1,000 yards, 30 yards wide.

Furnished complete with Solid Leather Case,

strap for Binoculars and strap for case. The
finest Binocular made in America—only one-half

the size and weight, of former type. Backed by
Bausch & Lomb guarantee.

Send Your Order NOW
Write today before this great bargain is with-

drawn. Send name, address and P. O. or

Money Order for only $35. (We pay war tax.)

We guarantee to refund your money if these

Binoculars are not exactly as represented or if

you can match them elsewhere for less than
$50. Address

DAVID STERN COMPANY
Value—Service—Satisfaction—Since 1 885
B-49— 1027 West Madison St., Chicago, III.

FISHING TACKLE

fowl attractions are

F WILD CELERY
|

and

WILD RICE
Wild celery is hunted diligently by
open water ducks, tate canvas hacks,
redheads, etc,, while black ducks, mal-
lards, teal and pintails all love wild
rice.

To he assured of a supply of seeds
of these valuable duck foods place
your order immediately for Septem-
ber delivery.

Pond plants and musk grass seeds
ready for planting now. They make
both food and fish cover.

Booklet free.

CLYDE TERRELL
Dept. 200 OSHKOSH, WIS.

DARROW’S
Steel Duck Boat
Flat Bottom, Flaring Side design.

Built in five sizes. Quality of Mate-
rial and Workmanship Guaranteed.
The lightest, steadiest, easiest run-

ning Duckboat on the market. Prices

reasonable. Shipments prompt. Send
for free catalog showing Duckboats,
Sectional Boats, Motor Boats, etc.

Deal Direct With the Manufacturer
Our name on a rod or reel
symbolizes the highest achieve-
ment of this highly developed art.

Making Tackle since 1S67 is a
recommendation in itself. Our
reputation was made long ago
and we maintain it by building
and selling honest goods. We
never sacrifice qualify to make a
low price, neither do we ever use
quality as an excuse for a high
price.

Send 4 Cents Postage for Catalog 106

Edward vom Hofe & Company
112 Fulton Street New York City

“Striped Bass” “Bluefish”

On Famous Mauasquan Beach

During the Months of
Sept, and October, 1920

Accomodations for Eight to Ten Sportsmen

Who appreciate “Good Sport,” Clean Beds
and Gentlemen’s Quarters as that term
is understood, and at small expense.
Half hour from Barnegat Bay for Snipe
Shooting or Inside Fishing.

Address

LEONARD HULIT, Asbury Park, N. J.

F. H. Darrow Steel Boat Co.

2 Clinton Street

ALBION, MICH.

j-ARMY&NAVY-
Equipment Co.

37 West 125th St., New York
Specials for this month only.

0. D. Army Blankets, 5 lbs., 60x80,
new goods only $6.90

XT. S. Army Steel Helmets 1.10

XT. S. Army Aluminum Canteen.... 3.10
TJ. S. Army Aluminum Mess Kit... .85

XJ. S. Army Shoes, Herman’s 8.00
Officers Raincoats 10.50

Send six cents for our big Catalog
No. 24, offering hundreds of useful
articles.

The FCDD adjustableK.LKK GUN SLING
WEBBING OR LEATHER FOR ALL RIFLES
Used by Army, Navy and Marine Corps

AN AID TO ACCURACY
Ask your dealer or write us

MANUFACTURING & SALES CORP.
40 CEDAR ST. NEW YORK

Let Us Tan Your Hide.
And let us do your head mounting, rug, robe,

coat, and glove making. You never lose any-

thing and generally gain by dealing direct with
headquarters.
We tan deer skins with hair on for rugs, or

trophies, or dress them into buckskin glove

leather. Bear, dog, calf, cow, horse or any
other kind of hide or skin tanned with the hair

or fur on, and finished soft, light, odorless, and
made up into rugs, gloves, caps, men's and
women’s garments when so ordered.

Get our illustrated catalog which gives prices

of tanning, taxidermy and head mounting. Also
prices of fur goods and big mounted game head3
we sell.

THE CROSBY FRISIAN FUR COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y.

GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY
In the heaviest rainstorms. The only reliable

garment tor every outdoor requirement.
Compact, Light, Serviceable

IT-FITS-THE-POCKET
FREE catalog of pneumatic goods
for camp, automobile, hospital, office

and home requirements. For Sale

I by Sporting Goods Dealers.

I METROPOLITAN AIR GOODS CO.
Athol, Mass.

J. KANNOFSKY
Practical

Glass Blower

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani-
mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.

Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulls
for furriers and taxidermists.

328 CHURCH ST., Near Canal St NEW YORK
Please mention "Forest and Stream"

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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WINCHESTER
1QTO

Leader and

Repeater Shells The Perfect Pattern

2SES

The Winchester Model 12

Hammerless Repeating Shotgun

GET WHAT YOU HIT
WITH THE PERFECT PATTERN

THE underlying reason for

Winchester popularity
among duck shooters is the

Winchester perfect shot pattern, with
which they can regularly, bring
down their birds neatly killed,

close to the blind.

As a practical shotgun user, it

will occur to you that there must
be a special reason for this Win-
chester accomplishment. There is.

Every step in Winchester gun
boring and chambering is taken
with one purpose always upper-
most. The same with every detail

of Winchester shot making, shell

making, priming, loading, wad-
ding and crimping. This one pur-
pose is to insure every user of

Winchester Shotguns and Shells

uniform spread of his shot pattern,
together with quick combustion
and high velocity.

The Winchester perfect pattern
is achieved through uniformity,

through great care in maintaining
perfect balance throughout all de-

tails of gun and shell making.

The pattern shown above was
made at 35 yards, with Vyf ounces

of standard No. 5 shot; 30-inch

circle; mallard duck drawn actual

size. It was shot with a Winchester
Model 12 Repeating Shotgun of

standard grade, and an ordinary

Winchester Repeater Shell.

Shoot a Winchester Model 12

Hammerless Repeating Shotgun.
Or if you prefer, a Model 97 with
outside hammer.

Be sure you get Winchester
Shells—Leader or Repeater smoke-
less, Nublack or New Rival, black

powder. Like all Winchester prod-
ucts, they are balanced in quality.

Of course they are completely water-

proof, properly made, primed,
loaded, wadded and crimped. The
only claim we make for them is

the service you get from them.

Go to your local hardware or

sporting goods store for your gun
and shells. And if at any time you
wish information about them, or

on any shooting subject—we in-

vite you to write us.

WINCHESTER, REPEATING ARMS CO. NEW HAVEN, CONN., U. S. A*
In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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Eveiy ^ime ih&i guide

opened his mouth^
he said somediind

THREE DAYS from town.
* * *

THREE CHANGES of trains.
* * *

INCLUDING A ride.
* * *

ON A dinky little.
* * *

NARROW GAUGE line.
* * *

THEN FORTY miles more.
* * *

I N A flivver.
* * *

TILL THE country road.
* * *

PETERED OUT and stopped.
* * *

THEN BY canoe.
* * *

THROUGH wooded streams.
* * *

TILL FINALLY at the lake.
* * *

I MET my guide.
* * *

AND WE made camp.
* * *

THE GUIDE was native born.
* * *

A CHILD of the wilderness.
* * *

WISE IN wood lore.
* * *

AND THE craft of camps.
* * *

BUT ABLE neither.
* * *

TO WRITE nor read.
* * *

BUT WHEN at night.
* * *

BY THE camp fire.

THERE IN the heart.
* * *

OF THE “forest primeval.’
* * *

AND A hundred miles....
FROM HAUNTS of men.

* * *

I GAVE him one.
* * *

OF MY cigarettes.
* * *

HE LIT it, drew deep.
* * *

SMILED AND said.
* * *

“THEY SATISFY."
* * *

“O ATISFY” just fits Chester-
kJ fields. There’s something
in their mild smoothness that
goes right to the spot. Choice
tobaccos, Turkish and Domestic
—a blend that literally can't be
copied—a glassine wrapper for
their extra protection — on
every count, Chesterfields— “satisfy.

CIGARETTES
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HUNTING GRIZZLY WITH THE BOW
THAT THE AGE-OLD IMPLEMENT OF THE CHASE STILL HOLDS ITS PLACE AMONG
MODERN WEAPONS IS CONCLUSIVELY PROVED BY TWO CALIFORNIA SPORTSMEN

THE California Academy of Sciences

has in its museum in Golden Gate
Park some of the finest habitat ani-

mal groups in the world. But the Cali-

fornia grizzly bear is not among them.

He is extinct. It was decided, therefore,

to secure specimens of the Wyoming-
grizzly, the “silver tip,” a species whose
range extended westward to the Sierra

Nevada mountains, and which in size

and general characteristics closely re-

sembles the California great bears.

Permit was obtained from Washing-
ton to take specimens for museum pur-

poses in Yellowstone National Park. We
offered our services as professional bear

slayers with the object of delivering

those specimens to the Academy, inci-

dentally to kill these beasts with the bow
and arrow, and strange to say, our offer

was accepted.

As a sporting proposition, a great

many people will say shooting bear in

Yellowstone Park is rather a tame pas-

time. These people think that bear are

all over the park, playing around the

hotel garbage pile and pillaging camps.

This is true to some extent, but it is

also a fact that there are 3,000 square

miles in the Park. The highest portion

of the Rocky Mountains is also there,

and the time the pelts of the bears are in

best condition is before the park opens

to tourists, when the bears are in the

mountains.

Don’t imagine, however, that because

a bear comes up and eats out of your
hand near a camp he may not take your

arm off if he gets a chance. In fact,

William Wright, whose book on the

grizzly is the best authority we have,

states that these same bear that fre-

quent the hotel dumps, when beyond the

confines of civilization, are just as wary
and just as dangerous as any bear in

Alaska, or any other wild area.

During the past few years no less

than four people have been badly mauled
or killed by Grizzlies in Yellowstone Park.
One man was seized while asleep and
dragged out of his tent, being bitten

By DR. SAXTON POPE

through the arm and in the chest. At
another time, a bear entered the tent of

Ned Frost, the famous Yellowstone
guide, and attacked a sleeping man.
Frost, hearing his cry, sat up in bed
and hurled his pillow at the bear, which
immediately turned upon him, seized him
by the thighs and dragged him from the

tent. The bear carried Frost fifty yards
or more, shaking him so violently from
side to side, that he was thrown entirely

out of his sleeping bag. While the bear
still worried the bag, Frost escaped in

a thicket of jack pines. Although his

thighs were badly bitten and the flesh

torn, he managed to climb a tree, while
friends came to his rescue, driving off

an enormous grizzly.

Jack Walsh, a teamster, sleeping under
his freight wagon at Cold Springs, was
attacked by a large grizzly. His arm

Saxton Pope and Arthur Young

was practically bitten off at the shoulder
and his abdomen was ripped open. Walsh
died of blood poison a few days later.

The question may be asked, “Well, if

you have to shoot a grizzly bear, why
worry him with a bow and arrow; why
not take a gun and shoot him like a

man?” Most people can only picture

to themselves the little willow bow they
used to shoot when children, and they
imagine that if any animal were acci-

dentally hit with an arrow his death
might possibly result from nervous pros-

tration and insomnia, but hardly from
any damage done by the arrow.

In a way, killing a grizzly with a bow
is an experiment in anthropology, to

learn exactly what can be done with this

primitive old weapon. Secondly, it is a

much more sportsmanlike thing to use
a bow to kill any animal than a gun.

Every big game hunter will tell you
that there is no danger and very little

excitement in killing a bear at a hun-
dred or two hundred yards with a mod-
ern high power rifle.

F
OR some years back, Arthur Young
and I have hunted with the bow and
arrow. We have killed ground squir-

rels, quail, duck, rabbits, skunks,- wild

cats, mountain lions, deer and black bear,

with this noble old weapon. We have found
it more humane to shoot an animal with
an arrow than with a gun; he never gets

away when wounded severely. It is a

fairer contest of strength and cunning
when one pits his own nerve and vigor
against that of his quarry. The bow as

a game weapon makes for fair sport,

careful hunting and stands on its past

record for honorable service.

Our bows we make ourselves of Ore-
gon yew. They are 5 feet 8 inches long
and pull about 75 pounds. Our arrows
are birch dowels, % of an inch in diame-
ter, a cloth yard long, or 28 inches,

feathered with the pinions of the turkey
and tipped with tempered steel broad
heads. The extreme range of such a
bow is about three hundred yards, but
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our hunting range is from twenty to one
hundred yards. It takes a great deal of
practice to attain any proficiency in
shooting the bow, but it is worth while.
You must earn your right to hunt.
Having obtained the services of Ned

Frost, of Cody, Wyoming, as our guide,

a man who knows the grizzly thoroughly
and has killed over three hundred him-
self, we landed in Yellowstone late in

May while the snow was still deep on
the ground. The Canadian jay and the
woodchuck seemed to be the only animal
life left in the Park, the winter having-

been the worst in thirty years. Con-
trary to all past experiences, there were
no bear around the camps. Our hunt
started near the Canyon; the Sour Creek
region, Sulphur Mountain, Alum Creek,

all good bear grounds in the past, were
explored. There were but few tracks
in evidencg, mostly those of black bear.

At the end of three or four
days, we located with a glass

five grizzlies at the head of

Alum Creek, a sow, three

large two-year-olds and an old

male. But they were too far
off and it was too late in the

day to attempt getting them.

Arthur Young and I were
armed only with our trusty
bows, a dozen arrows apiece,

and hunting knives. In camp,
of course, we had a second
bow and a box of twelve dozen
broad heads, the finest collec-

tion of archery tackle since

the battle of Crecy. Ned
Frost carried his modern de-

stroyer, a 35 automatic ride.

This was to be used only in

case of emergencies. We knew
that the bow could not stop
the mad rush of a bear. This
embarrassing position of be-
ing charged by a grizzly had
entered fully into our consid-
erations. We knew we could
kill him because he is only
flesh and blood anyway, and
the arrow can slay any beast
that lives. But what he does'

between the time he is hit an !

the time he dies of hemorrhage
opens up a wide field for con-

jecture and deliberation.

Perhaps you doubt whether an arrow
can pierce the thick hide of a bear, and
it does seem strange that a missile whose
velocity is only one hundred and fifty

feet a second, and whose weight is only
an ounce and a quarter, can possibly do
what a bullet often fails in doing. We
have found that with a blunt arrow we
can shoot through an inch pine board,
and with steel arrow heads three inches
long by one and a quarter wide, sharp-
ened like daggers, we can shoot feathers
and all clean through any animal in

America.
Broadly speaking, a bullet kills by

shock, an arrow by hemorrhage. The
bullet shatters bone, tears out large
areas of tissue, destroys the brain and
nerve centers and breaks down the ani-
mal’s power of motion. Hemorrhage is

a secondary phenomenon and a bullet
often passes over large blood vessels
without enough injury to cause bleeding.

An arrow cannot crash into the heavy
brain pan of a large animal. It cannot
fracture large bones, although it has no
difficulty in severing ribs. Any place it

enters it cuts like a knife. It opens up
every artery and vein that lies in its

way; the hemorrhage is tremendous. A
bullet mangles the tissue, leaving a bad-
ly damaged but clotted area. The arrow
wound is clean and its incision liberates
few tissue juices to cause a clot; tech-
nically speaking, it liberates little

thrombo kynase, or clotting ferment.
The ability of the modern hunter to

break down his quarry has led him to
abandon other methods of defence, when
attacked. The aborigine used stealth,
the ambush, the protected position, the
spear, and fire, to frustrate the beasts’
counter attack. We considered all this,

but decided that for the sake of safety
we would sacrifice our sporting honor

and resort to the gun when the tables
were turned.

Frost was told, however, that such an
exigency must be considered a failure in
our eyes. We hoped to get one or two
bears clean and compromise on the rest.

THE next time we saw our grizzlies
on Alum Creek we made out at a
distance of three miles a large fe-

male with three half grown cubs, large
two-year-olds. They were digging roots on
a half uncovered side hill. The morning
was early, the wind was right, and we
decided to attack immediately. Frost
led off at a fast pace; we stuck close to
his heels, bow and quiver at our sides.
Down the river banks, through the

swales, up the ravines, deep into the
timber, a long way round we circled.
At last we emerged on a sheltered point
a quarter of a mile down wind from our
bear. There they were, feeding slowly

up the valley, working toward the snow
line for a forenoon rest.

We rested. Young and I put the fin-
ishing touches on the edge of our arrow
heads with a file. I took off my socks
and dried them in the sun. The bear
went leisurely up on a snow bank and
lay down near the crest of the hill. We
could approach them with the wind in
our favor, and shoot over the ridge not
more than fifty yards away from them.
Ned gave the order to advance—Indian
file—and we crept upon our first grizzly.

W ELL, what does one think of when
he goes out to shoot his first big
bear? For months he plans and

dreams and fits himself for the test, and
now it is at hand. Can you hit him?
What will he do? He may charge, then
what next? Do you feel excited, or have
you that intellectual detachment so es-

sential for success? As for
me, I felt happy and confident.

Perhaps Young was think-
ing of camp hot cakes. I do
not know. Soon we reached
the top of the hill. Right over
the top were four fine bears.
Ned took out his green silk

pocket handkerchief and float-

ed it, to test the direction of
the wind. Yes, everything
was 0. K. We drew three
good arrows apiece from our
quivers, and nocked one on the
string. All ready, crouch low
and advance without a sound.
Now we stop, stick the two
extra arrows in the ground,
take off our hats and rise up.
There they are, four inter-
mingled hearth rugs on the
snow, not twenty-five yards
distant from us.

I pick out the far one be-
cause he looks good to me,
and glancing out of the corner
of my eye signal to Young to
shoot. We draw our powerful
bows to the full arc and let

two deadly arrows fly. My
bear rears up, an arrow plant-
ed deep in his shoulder. There
is a roar like dinner-time in a
menagerie. Quickly I nock
another arrow. The beasts are

milling- around together, biting, pawing,
mad with pain and surprise.

I single out my boy pinioned with an
arrow. e has thrown himself on his
mother in his rage. I shoot and miss
him clean,—too much action. I nock
again. One large bear stands out in
the circling, roaring bunch. She is bit-
ing, cuffing, rearing on her hind legs,
the blood runs from her mouth and nos-
trils in frothy streams. Young’s arrow
is deep in her chest. I drive a shaft into
her, below her foreleg.

The confusion and bellowing increase,
and as I draw a fourth arrow from mv
quiver, I glance up in time to see the
old female’s hair rise on her back; she
steadies herself in her wild hurtling and
glares straight at us for the first time.
“Now,” I say to myself, “she will charge.”
And she does. Quick as thought she
bounds towards us. Then a gun goes
off at my elbow. The bear is literally

The monarch of the mountains slain with one arrow
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The female grizzly that charged. Note how the arrows went clean through her

knocked head over heels backward and
falls over and over, in backward somer-

saults down the steep snow bank. There
she gathers herself and attempts to

charge again, but her right fore leg

fails her. Like a flash two arrows fly

at her and disappear through her

heaving sides. She wilts, and as we
draw to shoot again, she sprawls upon
the ground, a convulsed, quivering mass
of fur and muscle. She is dead.

THE two-year-olds had dispersed at

the boom of the gun. We saw one

making off at a gallop three hun-
dred yards away. The snow bank be-

fore us was vacant.

We went down to view the remains.

Young had three arrows in the old bear,

—one deep in her neck, the point emerg-

ing back of the shoulder. He shot that

as she charged. His first shot struck

anterior to the shoulder and entered her

chest, cutting her left lung from top to

bottom. His third arrow pierced her

thorax through and through and lay on

the ground with only the feathers in the

wound.

My first arrow cut her below the dia-

phragm, penetrating through the stom-
ach and liver, severing her gall ducts

and portal vein; my second arrow had
passed completely through her abdomen
and lay on the ground beside her. It

had cut her intestines in a dozen places

and opened large branches of the mesen-
teric artery.

The bullet from Frost's rifle had en-

tered at the right shoulder, fractured
the right humerus, blown a hole an inch

in diameter through the chest wall,

opened up a jagged hole in the trachea
and dissipated its energy in the lung.

No wound of exit was found, the soft

nose copper-jacketed bullet having ap-

parently gone to pieces after striking
the bone.

Anatomically speaking, it did the nec-

essary thing, knocked the bear down and
crippled her, but it was not an immedi-
ately mortal wound. We had her killed,

but she didn’t know it. She certainly

would have been right on us in another
two seconds. The outcome of this hypo-
thetical encounter I leave to those with
vivid imaginations. We hereby express
our gratitude to Ned Frost.

Now we had to rush off and get the
camera and the rest of the boys. We
had my brother, G. D. Pope and Judge
Hulbert of Detroit along with us to see

the sport and to give dignity to the
party. Inadvertently they had gone in

other fields in quest of bear.

Ned tramped off across bogs, streams

Conquered by the bow

and hills, and within an hour we all got
together to view the wreckage. The
skinning and autopsy having been com-
pleted, we looked around for our other
bear. There was his trail, with here and
there a blood spot, and there was our
little friend huddled up on the hill side,

my arrow nestled to his breast.

One broken arrow, with its head deep
in the thorax, pulmonary artery wounds,
and a dead bear. He had traveled about
two hundred yards. Half grown as he
was he would have made an ugly antago-
nist for any man.

His mother was a fine, mature lady of
the old school, showing by her teeth and
other lineaments her age and respecta-
bility. In autumn she would have
weighed four or five hundred pounds.
We weighed her in instalments and
found her to register three hundred and
five pounds. The juvenile ursus weighed
one hundred and thirty-five. So we
measured them, gathered their bones for
the museum, shouldered their hides and
turned homeward.
That night Ned Frost said: “Boys,

when you proposed shooting grizzly with
the bow I thought it a fine sporting
proposition, but I had my doubts about
the success. Now I know that you can
shoot through and kill the biggest grizzly
in Wyoming.”

OUR instructions on leaving Cali-

fornia had been to secure a large
male ,—Ursus Horribilis-Imperator,

—a good representative female and two
or three cubs. The female we had
shot filled the requirements, but the two-
year-old was at the high school age, and
was hardly cute enough to be admired.

So we set out to get some of this

year’s vintage in small bear. Ordinarily,

there is no difficulty in coming in con-
tact with bear in Yellowstone; in fact,
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We saw that he used certain fixed run-
ways in going up and down canyons.
Then Frost gave us some parting advice,

left us his 35 automatic, and went home.

THEN the elk began to pour back
into the Park; singly, in couples,

in droves, they returned lean and
scraggy. A few began to drop their

calves. Then we began to see bear signs.

The grizzly follow the elk, and after they

come out of hibernation and get their

fill of green grass, they naturally take

to elk calves. Occasionally, they include

the mother on the menu.
We also began following the elk. We

watched at bait. We sat up nights and
days at a time, seeing only a few un-

favorable specimens, and these were as

wild and wary as deer. We found the

mosquitoes more deadly than bear. We
tracked big worthy old boys round in

circles, and had various frustrated en-

counters with she bears and cubs.

They say that the Indians avoided

Yellowstone, thinking it a land of evil

spirits. In our wanderings, however,

we picked up on Steamboat Point a beau-

tiful red chert arrow head, undoubtedly

The female grizzly sprawled out on the hillside.

WE soon found plenty of bear signs,

and the bear found us. We be-

gan to lay plans to ambush the

enemy. In the meantime, they captured
our supply trains, getting everything
that was not enclosed in tin.

The moon was nearly full. We built

a blind on the up-hill side of a steep

bear trail, some forty yards off. With
fallen trees and a rocky eminence be-

tween us and the trail, we utilized a

natural point of vantage. Here we pro-

posed to stand our ground.

So we watched early and late. The
first night bear passed us, dim shadows
shuffling by. We distinguished an old

female and three yellow cubs, but did not

deem her suitable for our purpose. And
then the big fellow came along.

Our first view of him was from a dis-

tant, trail at dusk. He strode down the
mountain side like an impetuous mon-
arch,—magnificent! As large as a horse
and having that grand, supple sti-ength

given to no other predatory animal. He
was dark brown, with just a suggestion
of rust and silver on his coat.

The next night we heard him pass.

He was chasing a large black bear and
treed him back in the timber a couple
of hundred yards. Such growls and
roars one seldom hears. As he ran, the

big fellow made a noise like an elephant,

his claws clattered on the rocks, and the
ground shook beneath us. We shifted

the automatic into a more handy posi-

tion, and filed a fresh meat cutting edge
on our arrows. It is humiliating to ad-

mit we had the automatic along, but ex-

periments are sometimes costly.

Next night we decided to get one of

the little cubs if we could. The old sow
came along. I was detailed to pot the

infant. Choosing the one that nearly
(continued on page 565)

Ned Frost, Dr. Pope and Arthur Young with the trophies of their first encounter

it is more common to try to keep them
from eating at the same table with the
family, but not a single bear, black,

brown, or silver-tipped, called upon us.

We traveled all over that beautiful
Park, from Mammoth to the Lake. We
hunted over every well known bear dis-

trict, Tower Falls, Mt. Washburn, Dun-
raven Pass, (under 25 feet of snow),
Antelope Creek, Specimen Ridge, Buffalo
Pens, Steamboat Point, Cub Creek, Pel-

ican Meadows, and kept the rangers
busy looking out for bear. From eight

to fifteen hours a day we hunted. We
raked the side hills and valleys with our
glasses. But bear were as scarce as

hens’ teeth. We saw some few tracks,

but nothing compared with those seen

in other years.

We began to have a sneaking idea that
the bear had all been killed off. We
knew they had been a pest to campers,
wrecking automobiles and chasing visi-

tors up trees. We suspected the Park
authorities of quiet extermination.

shot by an Indian at an elk years be-

fore Columbus burst in upon these good
people. In Hayden Valley we found an
obsidian spear head,—another sign that
the Indian knew good hunting grounds.
But no Indian was ever half so anx-

ious to meet grizzly as we were. Our
party began to disintegrate. My brother
and the judge had to return to Detroit.

A week or so later Ned Frost and the

cook had to go back to Cody. Before
they left us, however, they packed Young
and me with our bows and arrows, bed
rolls, a tarp and a couple of boxes of

grub upon the head of Cascade Creek.

We had received word from the rang-
ers that there was an old bear traveling

between Tower Falls and the Canyon,
killing elk around Dunraven Pass. Frost,

Young and I scouted over this area and
found his tracks—eleven inches long.
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HOW THE LITTLE GREEN WING DIED
CONCERNING AN EPISODE WHICH HAPPENED IN THE FALL OF 1870 WHILE SHOOT-
ING ON BARNEGAT BAY NEAR THE FAMOUS WILD-FOWLER’S RESORT OF ORTLEY

By WIDGEON

M Y Uncle William had no children,

and lived in rural comfort with
Aunt Eliza on his fine farm which

he had leased, thereby giving him plenty
of leisure time. He had numerous
nephews, but I seemed to have been the
favorite one for two reasons : I was very
independent, never asked him for favors,
and I loved the rod and gun, of which he,

too, was very fond. So there grew up a

“comradie” between the old man and the
boy that endured until death parted them.
Many a happy day we spent together and
many were the large bags of game and
strings of fish we brought home from our
outings. Like many childless men he was
at times harsh, eccentric and erratic, and
very excitable, but he had a heart of gold.

He was as much interested in my youth-
ful successes as if I had been his own son,

and sad, indeed, for me was the day when
I laid Uncle William away for his long
sleep.

Uncle’s farm and my father’s joined,

and almost every evening of his life he
would walk down the path between, and
stooping his giant form to enter the door-

way, would sit for an hour or so and then
go home again. One evening he said:

“Henry, I feel like going to Ortley. Can
you spare Neil for a couple of weeks?”
Father smilingly looked at me and said:

“Why I guess so.” So we arranged to

start next morning.

Then all was a bustle of preparation.

Dear mother brought out my warmer un-
derwear and shootings togs, while I, from
my closet, brought forth my proudest pos-

session, the genuine Joe Manton fowling
piece, my indulgent father had bought for

me that summer. As I took the gun from
its case, I gloated over it like a young
mother over her first babe. Carefully I

wiped the burnished barrels, that then
looked so symmetrical and beautifully

proportioned, and still looks graceful, in

comparison with the hammerless guns of

today. Proudly I admired the gold inlaid

work of the breech and the beautiful en-

graving of the locks, then carefully placed

it in the case again. Next I brought out

my little keg of F F G Hazard Powder,
my canvas bag of Number four shot, the

box of Ely’s double waterproof caps, then,

with the wad cutter, I carefully punched a

number of leather wads, placed the clean-

ing rod and nipple wrench, with a couple

of extra nipples, in the gun case and all

was ready.

Uncle William dearly loved a good

horse, a trotter preferred, and always
had one or two of that class in his stable,

so next morning with a proud stepping

bay hitched to the stout buggy we were
off. The journey of forty miles was un-
eventful, and near sunset we arrived at

our destination, to be warmly welcomed
by Michael and the whole Ortley family.

Widgeon with a good day’s bag

I

T was early in November of the year

1870. There had been several heavy
storms in October which had strewn

the beach with flotsam of the sea
;

a

schooner loaded with cord wood had come
on shore nearly opposite the house (we
had passed her dismasted hulk high and
dry on the beach on our way down) and
her deck load had been scattered along

the beach for miles. This had made a

good season’s “wracking” for Mike, and
he had a rank of some fifty cords of fine

pine wood, and a number of large square

sticks of splendid yellow pine timber that

would be worth a fabulous price today.

He had a number of other things, among
which were barrels of rosin and a case

of fine china table ware, but little broken.

Bill Miller, who had been helping Mike on

“sheers,” had a fine rank of cord wood
also. Few people know that agriculture

has been successfully practised on Squan
beach, but such is the case, and Jacob
Ortley was the farmer who did it. By
patient labor he had grubbed and cleared

some four acres of bayberry scrub north
of the house, and had placed it under cul-

tivation. In dry seasons he grew good
crops; in wet ones he failed, but the past
summer had been a dry one and his crops
were phenomenal. He had grown a bum-
per crop of that queen of all white pota-

toes, the “Peachblow,” and his sweet pota-

to crop was equally good. He also had
a fine yield of corn, beets, onions and cab-
bage, so taking it all together things were
unusually prosperous at Ortley.

As we sat in a half circle in front of
the fire that night, Uncle William had the
post of honor at the “Ingle Nook,” then

came Bill Miller and Mike, both smoking
“shorts,” then the writer of this sketch,
with Ed and Charlie Miller, while Jacob
sat by the dim lamp at the table, study-
ing his book as usual. Bill Miller told
us there were lots of ducks and geese in
the bay, and he thought we would have
“good shootin’ if the weather came right.”
Presently Uncle said: “Come Neil, lets go
to bed.” So up the steep, winding stair
we climbed to the big square room above,
where I have slept so many nights on
like occasions.

A FTER a very early breakfast next
morning, we were away to West
Point, but the shooting was poor,

the wind very light from the west, with
all the signs of a storm brewing, and
when we awoke on the following morning
we found it storming from the southeast.

It was raining too hard for Uncle Wil-
liam to go out, and I fumed and fretted

all the forenoon watching the moving
fowl from the windows, but after dinner
I could stand it no longer, so putting on
my oilers and taking the little Manton
(which Uncle said I would ruin in the

rain), I started for West Point on foot,

where we had left the boats the night be-

fore. As I neared the point I saw there

were vast quantities of ducks feeding in

Nigger House Cove, away into where
Lavellete now stands (there were no
houses there then)

,
some of them quite

ne'ar the meadow bank, and presently

over the fringe of marsh elders on the

point, I could see a large flock, within

easy range from the shore. Getting down
on my hands and knees, I crawled slowly

over the wet meadow in the rain, care-

fully keeping the muzzle of my gun out

of the water. When I finally gained the

fringe of elders, and cautiously peeped

through, I saw it was a very large num-
ber of birds, nearly all “smees” and wid-

geons, strung out in a long thin line along

the shore, industriously feeding on the

succulent duck grass. I lay a long time

in the beating storm trying to get a big

shot, but they were scattered so thinly

it was impossible, so finally I picked out

the thickest place I could find, and, aim-

ing carefully, let them have it. Up
sprang the ducks with a great roar of

wings, each one for himself, and singling

out a beautiful drake smee, I brought him
down with my second barrel; then out I

went into the water to gather the fallen

ducks. The channel comes quite close to

the shore at the point, and two cripples

made for it, with me in swift pursuit.

One I overtook, but the other just escaped

me I waded in until the water nearly

ran in the tops of my boots, and struck

at it with my gun barrels, but it evaded

me by just a few short inches. Then I

gathered up the dead and found I had
nine. I then went to my boat and putting

out a few decoys, sat down. Soon a fine
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drake mallard decoyed beautifully and

sTo? nft
ded wthe score

’ and 80 they came
>lOt attei shot, m quick succession. I hada rubber cap with me to keep over mygun locks, but the rain beat steadily

down, and soon one barrel snapped; a fewmore shots and the other barrel snapped
also, and there I sat in the rain, with a
useless gun, and the ducks decoying- like
e Dickens.

.

I watched them awhile, but Iwas getting- wet and uncomfortable so
I pushed my sneak box from the bank,
picked up my decoys, and started for the
house with fifteen splendid ducks, and I
had not been away over an hour. When

reached the house Uncle, who had
been watching from the window, was
highly pleased at my success. As I tookmy cleaning rod from my gun case, Bill

»
s

“ wi.

“

w
?
at alv°“ soin- *° d°.AeiL Why, draw the loads off my

gun, I replied. “Don’t do that,” said
he, hand her here, I’ll fix her so you
can shoot her off.” Taking the gun he
held it near the roaring fire a few min-
utes until he had dried off the locks,
then he reached up on the mantle piece
to the match box, selecting two straight
grained matches, and with his pen knife
he carefully whittled them to a slender
point. Then, inserting them into the
nipple openings, he hammered them in
firmly, cut them off smoothly, and hand-
ed me the gun, saying: “There, put on
your caps, take her outside and let her
go.” I had watched him with many mis-
givings, believing he had played a joke
on me, but I did as he bade me and went
outside. “Hold her up,” said Capt. Bill.
I did so, and bang! bang! each barrel
went clean as a whistle. I had learned
a new wrinkle that I made use of many
times thereafter. And now came a labor
of love, the little Manton, a fourteen
bore, was wiped dry, carefully oiled in
all its parts, rubbed with a flannel cloth
till it glistened in the firelight, then
placed in the corner with the other guns,
after which I sat at my ease before the
fire with the comfortable feeling of a
day well spent. After supper, Mike, at
mj request, prepared a fire in the great
fiieplace of carefully selected wreck
timber that had been joined together
with copper bolts and highly impreg-
nated with verdigris, and I sat and
watched, with great enjoyment, the great
sheets of flame go rushing up the chim-
ney in all the changing colors of the
rainbow. This has always been a source
of great pleasure to me and I have often
selected the timber myself, always
cnoosing the sticks with the greatest
number of bolt holes.

A S we sat before the fire the rain
beat steadily against the windows
and the talk naturally turned to

storms and wrecks. I spoke of the col-
ossal wooden figure of a Scotch High-
lander in kilt and tartan I had seen in
Uncle Jakey Herbert’s barn that sum-
mer, and Mike spoke up and said:
“That’s the figger head off of the Duke
of Argyle, a big bark that went ashore
just this side of Billy Shaddickls (Chad-
wick’s) in a snow storm late one after-
noon in February about twenty years
ago. She struck on the outer bar and

thera was sich a sea runnin’ that we
couldn’t git out to her that night. There
was no life savers then, only us fisher-
men with our fishin’ boats. In the
mornin’ the sea had gone down a little,
so we went off to her, but it was very
cold and the sea rough. When we got
out to her she was listed over towards
the shore, an’ the crew all lashed in the
rig-gin, fifteen of ’em. Arter a hard
struggle, in which we nearly capsized,
we got alongside under her lee. The
sea had been breakin’ over her all night
and the hull and rig-gin’ was covered
with ice. Arter several trials me and
Josey Clayton got in the riggin’ and cut
’em loose, and lowered ’em down in the
boat. They was all cased in ice, poor
fellers, and all dead but the captain.
He was a man seventy years old, and
how he lived through all that exposure
while his husky young crew all froze to

death, was alius a mystery to me. We
brought the bodies ashore, and give ’em
decent burial, but I tell ye it was a sad
sight, and one I’ll never fergit if I live

a thousand years. The big bark broke

Pulling them down

up the next day, and when the figger
head came ashore, Uncle Jakey took it

home with him.”

N EXT morning it was drizzling a
little with prospects of a westerly
clear up, and Mike gave me a tip.

“You let Uncle William go to West
Point and you go to Muskrat Creek;
tnere s a lot of black ducks feedin’ there
and if it comes on to blow hard you’ll
git em. So, following his advice, I
rowed up the creek and pulled my box' on
the bank facing the northwest. Just at
the place where the creek narrows down
I threw out a half dozen decoys and
awaited developments. Gradually the
drizzle ceased, a few cold puffs of air,
and then the wind changed to the west
and began to blow. I laid low in my
boat and suddenly I heard the whistle
of wings behind me; then over my head,
close enough to reach up and touch with
my gun, came a black duck, facing the

'

wind. He flew on over the decoys and
just as he put down his feet to alight
I killed him. And so they came at long
intervals, all through the day, mostly
singles and pairs, decoying beautifully,
and when night came I had not fired
many shots but I had a string of fifteen,
nearly all black ducks.
From where I lay I faced West Point.

There was a fringe of marsh elders

around the entire shore in those days,
but no reeds, excepting one small bunch
directly behind Uncle’s blind, (the en
ti^e shore line is covered with a dense
growth of reeds at this writing), so T

had a fine view of all his shooting. From
time to time I would see the ducks set
their wings and go to his decoys, then
see the white puffs of smoke, see the
ducks fall, and presently hear the faint
report of his gun. Immediately behind
Uncle s blind a narrow strip of meadow
had been mowed which ended in a point
at the bunch of reeds spoken of. In the
afternoon at high water the heavy wind
forced the tide on the meadows for a
short time and covered this mown spot
about six inches deep, making it look
like a pond. As the wind increased in
force it made the waves run high in the
bay and many of the ducks sought
smoother water. They would fly in over
West Point to Crab Pond, sail around
there for a while, then back again in
the wind, to alight in the smooth water
of the mown strip. Here was a golden
opportunity. Soon I saw Uncle rise in
his sneak box and take a look around;
then he took a half dozen decoys, placed
them in the lee of the reed bunch, fixing
himself a rude blind in the reeds, and
then I witnessed some fine duck shoot-
ing. The birds would come in low over
the meadow and work up to his decoys.
I could see the ducks drop, then the flocks
flare up and go whirling back before the
wind, then they would work back to
windward again, repeating this over and
over, as the wind now was blowing a
gale. The ducks came to Uncle as fast
as he could load and shoot. He did not
take time to pick up the dead ones, but
attended strictly to his “knitting”. As
he stood up to load his gun I could see
his tall form bend to the blast, sometimes
pushing him ahead a step or two. This
continued about an hour; at the end of
that time the tide had dropped off, leav-
ing the meadow bare again. Then
Uncle, having enjoyed such shooting as
seldom falls to any duck shooter’s lot.

picked up his dead ducks and found
eighteen, all smees. Mv string of black
ducks looked very small beside bis that
night, for be had twenty-five all told,

and he crowed quite a lot.

THE wind blew itself out that night
and next morning brought a light
southwester. About the middle of

the forenoon, as we sat in our boats on
West Point, a single drake smee came
in and, passing high over us, flew in
towards Crab Pond and circling lit on
the meadow. After waiting a short time
I left the blind and walked out after
him. Uncle directed me by waving his
hand to the right or left; presently he
waved his hand up and down, which
meant I had reached the spot where we
had marked the drake down, but no duck
was to be seen. Then I dropped my
handkerchief on the grass and began to

circle the spot. Finally Uncle could
stand it no longer and came stalking out
in a bad humor and “bawled” me out
because I could not start the bird. “You
walk out that way about ten yards,” he

(continued on page 560)
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DOCTOR HENSHALL VISITS SPAIN
IN 1887 THE CHAMPION OF THE BLACK BASS LAID ASIDE HIS FISHING ROD AND JOUR-
NEYED TO FAR FAMED GRANADA WHERE SOME INTERESTING SIGHTS WERE RECORDED

C
ADIZ is probably the oldest city in

Europe. It is built on a peninsula
that juts out from the mainland, or

rather from an island, and is entirely

enclosed with a stone wall which rises

from the sea on all sides. As we ap-

proached the city on a clear, lovely morn-
ing during the last week in January,
in 1887, it presented a remarkably
bright appearance with its shining gran-

ite walls and ramparts, and its tall white
houses crowned with terraces and over-

hanging turrets. The isthmus connect-

ing the city with the island is very nar-

row, and between the island and the

mainland is a beautiful bay and a fine

harbor with safe anchorage. A singular

and prominent feature on the island was
a group of immense pyramids of salt,

glittering and shining in the morning
sun. We learned afterward that the salt

is produced by natural evaporation in

narrow channels and trenches.

We were glad to step ashore after our
long passage, and went at once to our
hotel. While dressing for breakfast my
curiosity was aroused by a loud voice in

the street, and looking out of the win-
dow I saw on an opposite corner the

stand of a vender of fruits, cakes and
dulces who was pacing to and fro in

front of his stand crying “Integridad!

Integridad!” in a loud and rasping voice.

Passing school children occasionally

made small purchases. Presently I heard
a violent altercation, and looking out saw
a man upbraiding and accusing the ven-

der of giving short change to a boy who
was weeping bitterly, and holding an

orange in his hand. When the matter
had been satisfactorily settled, the man
resumed his walk and continued to an-

nounce his integrity and honesty. The
aggrieved boy, watching his chance slyly

snatched an orange from the stand and
rapidly disappeared around the corner,

notwithstanding that the vender still

continued to cry “integridad!”

The houses of Cadiz are very tall and
the streets very narrow, but well-paved

and clean. Among the few public build-

ings was a grand and imposing cathe-

dral with some fine statues and a few
good pictures, especially the altar piece,

by Murillo, the renowned Spanish paint-

er. Among the parks, Alameda square

is the most popular resort of the citi-

zens, especially when there is music.

There were several theatres; at the larg-

est an excellent company was producing
Italian grand opera. During our stay

of a week in Cadiz there was a different

opera each night, with a different prima
donna and tenor for each one. We were
present on four evenings and heard La
Favorita, II Trovitore, La Traviata and
Ria’oletto, all of which were well-rend-

ered, all the singers being good and the

chorus full and strong. On our
,
ship

there was an opera singer and his wife

EIGHTEENTH PAPER

in the second cabin who sat on the deck

all day playing lotta. Much to our sur-

prise this artist appeared as the tenor

in Rigoletto, and seemed to be a great

favorite. Although the company was an
unusually large one, and the singers un-

usually fine, the price of admittance was
only about fifty cents! Think of it! The
secret of this, however, was that the com-
pany was endowed by the Government.

There was a fine, shady promenade or

the walls of the city, which was frequent-

ed every afternoon by the fair sex and
their attendant squires. It was a daily

reminder of the Easter parade on Fifth

Avenue in New York and Michigan Ave-.

nue in Chicago. The ladies of Cadiz as

well as a majority of the women of An-
dalusia, are the handsomest in Europe.
The doubter has only to visit the prome-
nade on the walls on any pleasant after-

noon to be convinced.

W E left Cadiz and the sea behind us

as we took the train for Seville,

about a hundred miles eastward,
in the heart of Andalusia, the most
charming portion of Spain. After tra-

veling about an hour, or fifteen miles, we
stopped for a few minutes at Xeres, or

Jer’es. The English corrupted this name
into Sherries, and finally to Sherry, the

name of the wine that made Xeres fam-
ous. The making of sherry wine is

the chief industry of the city, and Xerea
has the same connection with sherry that

Bordeaux has with claret or Rheims with
champagne. The wine is made from
white grapes, the vineyards covering a

valley of some ten miles in extent, lying

between the Gaudalquiver and Guada-
lette rivers.

There are many shades and grades of

sherry wine, the prices, at that time,

ranging from a dollar per bottle to

twenty cents a gallon! The population of

Xeres was something more than sixty

thousand, considerably less than that of

Cadiz. We saw several flocks of wild

geese flying northward, and a flock of

storks flying along the river. As soon

as the train stopped most of the passen-

gers made a break for the wine shops

and quickly returned with a bottle or

two of the famous wine. As the station

master rang his hand-bell as a signal

for starting the train a belated indi-

vidual, who had halted to take a good
swig from his bottle, tripped as he ran

and the bottle was smashed on a stone,

and the disembodied spirits soaked into

the ground that gave them birth!

The journey from Xeres to Seville,

about eighty miles by rail, was rather in-

teresting; vineyards and olive orchards

interspersed with barren hills and rocky

slopes, but nowhere could be seen leafy

woods or sequestered vales. Seville, the

capital of Andalusia, is a walled city

situated on a wide plain on the banks of

the Guadalquiver, and has a population
of more than 150,000. It is celebrated,
as Byron says, for women and oranges,
both being alike bitter and sweet. Many
years ago, before the advent of oranges
from Florida and California, most of our
oranges came from Seville. The climate
is delightful, even in winter, much like

that of Cairo, Egypt. It is said that
there is hardly a day in the year when
the sun does not shine. The streets are
very narrow, with scarcely room for one
vehicle to pass another.

Seville is the most desirable residence
city in Spain. The houses are tall and
well built, with balconies at the windows.
The grill work of the light iron doors and
gates is both artistic and beautiful.

Morals, however, are at a rather low
ebb. It is said that it is a reproach for
a married woman not to possess a cor-

tijo, or gallant, or a senorita not to have
several lovers. Perhaps the lovely cli-

mate is responsible for this by animat-
ing the ladies with its voluptuous soft-

ness. They seem to care for nothing but
bull-fights, the theatre, dancing and
cards. The principal promenade is along
the Guadalquiver river. It is charac-
terized by charming walks and drives

amid beautiful gardens of plants and
flowers. The walks are shaded with
bowers and ornamental trees, and here
the beauty and fashion of the city as-

semble to do their flirting and courting,

and with every breath inhale the fra-

grance of roses and orange blossoms.

The most remarkable and interesting

public building is the Alcazar, the resi-

dence of former Moorish and Christian
Kings. It is a fine specimen of Moslem
architecture. There are numerous arch-

es opening into the grand patio. In this

court, in the palmy days of the Moorish
regime, one hundred virgins were an-

nually introduced as wives for the reign-

ing monarch. Toward the end of the

year, however, he married them off to his

officers to make room for the next crop.

THE cathedral of Seville is one of the

largest and most magnificent in

Spain. It has nine entrances and five

naves, hundreds of columns and graceful

pillars, and probably a hundred painted

windows. It contains forty chapels, each

containing a world of wealth. There are

numerous excellent pictures by Murillo

and other masters. Adjoining the cathe-

dral is the campanile,, or bell-tower,

called Giralda, about three hundred feet

high, with the renowned weather-cock on

top. Madison Square Garden’s tower

in New York is fashioned like it. An
interesting sight is Pilate’s House, sup-

posed to be a facsimile of the house of

Pontius Pilate in Jerusalem. The patio

has a number of beautiful pillars and
arches of Saracen architecture. On the

stairway of the second story, in a small
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window is a representation of the cock
that crew when Peter denied his Master.
The government of Spain has a mo-

nopoly of the tobacco business, and not
far from the Alcazar is a very large
factory, more like a palace in appearance,
where more than five thousand dark-eyed
girls are employed in making cigars and
cigarettes. Although they are quite

adept, their nimble fingers scarcely keep
pace with their tongues. Over the main
entrance to the factory is the recumbent
figure of a colossal angel with a trumpet
to his lips. There is a saying in Seville

that when a virtuous girl passes the por-

tal for the first time the angel blows a

loud blast on his trumpet, but so far it

seems altogether likely that the angel

Gabriel will sound his trumpet first! If

it was still the custom, as formerly, to

furnish a hundred virgins as wives for

the reigning monarch, it is exceedingly

questionable if any part of the quota

could be furnished from this factory.

THE city of Cordova is about eighty

miles eastward of Seville by rail, and
is beautifully situated on the banks

of the Guadalquiver, where an old Roman
bridge crosses the river. Under the

shadow of this bridge, one day, while

watching a boy fishing, I happened to see

a fine fish nibbling the mossy growth on

the stones of the abutment. I bargained
with the boy for the use of his outfit for

a few minutes, and baiting the hook with
a fat worm I soon inveigled the unfortu-

nate victim to swallow it. It was a soft-

finned fish, nearly a foot in length, and
put up a good fight, requiring some
care to land it with the rule tackle. Pay-
ing the lad for the use of it I gave him
the fish also, much to his surprise.

A little latter I came across him in the

centre of a group of envious boys, to

whom he was relating the old, old story of

his capture of the fish, giving the details

of hooking, playing and landing the prize,

suiting the action to the word and the

word to the action, to the wonder and ad-

miration of his audience. I then realized

how very small the world really is, after

all, when a fellow-feeling makes the whole
world kin, and how all anglers, great and
small, are as prone to deceit as sparks to

fly upward, and are imbued with the same
spirit of piscatorial prevarication.

In its best days Cordova was the cap-

ital of the Moors in Spain, and is said to

have possessed two hundred mosques and
a population of a million souls; but its

glory departed with the dim receding
centuries of time, and it now has but fifty

thousand all told, dons, donnas, senors,

senoras and senoritas. It is rather a

gloomy town, with streets narrow and not

too clean. There are but few notable

buildings. The Bishop’s Palace is sadly

out of repair and not at all pleasing. The
once splendid palace of the Moorish kings

was, centuries ago, converted into a stable

for the breeding of the famous Andalu-
sian horses.

But there is one great redeeming fea-

ture in the Moorish mosque, the most
magnificent Mohammedan structure in

Europe, and the most remarkable in

Spain. It has several hundred pillars and
columns, dividing it into longitudinal and
transverse aisles, numbering twenty or

more. The pillars are highly polished, of

many varieties of stone, including jasper,

porphyry, verd-antique and other mar-
bles, all of which were brought from the

Orient. At one side is the Moorish Sanc-

tury in which the Koran was kept. It is

octagonal in shape and is ornamented in

the most gorgeous manner by carved

traceries and arabesques. Its dome, some
fifteen feet in diameter, is in the shape of

a scalloped-shell, and is carved from a

single block of white marble. All of the

designs and carvings are also of white

marble, and not of the usual stucco.

Half a dozen centuries ago this superb

Moorish temple was converted into a

Christian Cathedral by building a wooden
altar and choir stalls near its center, and
though the carvings of the altar and stalls

are exquisite, it does not seem to be, in

an artistic sense, an adequate compensa-
tion. Passing to the rear of the altar one
day after mass had been celebrated, our
attention was attracted by an unusual
noise, and upon closer investigation we
discovered two altar boys, in red vest-

ments, engaged in a rough and tumble
fight, biting, scratching and pummeling
each other as they rolled on the floor!

Our guide, Manuel, declared that the ca-

thedral boys were the worst in the city.

As we emerged from the mosque we ob-

served, on two converging streets, a pro-

cession of theological students on one,

and a batallion of soldiers marching to

the blare of trumpets on the other.

“There,” said Manuel, “is the curse of

Spain; priests and soldiers!” Manuel,
who was rather an old man, told us that

some fifty years before he had gone to

the United States with some Andalusian
horses, and was employed for several

years as a stable boy at the old Union
Race Course on Long Island, and at one
time was a groom to the famous racer

Fashion. His constant regret was that

he had not remained in America.
The traffic in the food and fuel supply

of Cordova, as in all other towns in Anda-
lusia, is carried on by means of mules and
donkeys. During the early morning
hours they are driven into town by mule-

teers and venders, the panniers filled

with such vegetables and fruits as are

in season, as antichokes, beans, lettuce

and lentils, and oranges, lemons, citrons,

etc. The milk supply is furnished by
flocks of goats, which are driven to dif-

ferent neighborhoods, where the milk is

delivered into pitchers of various shapes

and sizes, fresh and warm from the ud-

ders of the goats Meanwhile the house-

wives regale each other with the latest

gossip of the neighborhood, while they

wait, and not always, I fear, tinctured

with the milk of human kindness. Their

merry laughter harmonizes well with the

silvery tinkle of the bells of the goats.

The goats seemed to us to be of a bet-

ter breed and larger than those seen in

other towns, probably due to the fact

that formerly Cordova was renowned for

the manufacture of leather made from
goat skins and known as cordovan. Fuel

is very scarce in every part of Andalusia

owing to the lack of forests or timbered

sections. Small bunches of twigs, or

little fagots of dried sprouts, or for those

who could afford it, charcoal, are hawked
and peddled about the streets. The role

of perambulating panaderias, or travel-

ing bakeshops, is performed also by
mules, their panniers being filled with
bread, rolls, cakes and other farinaceous

products fresh from the ovens.

THE journey from Cordova to Gran-
ada, like that from Seville to Cor-

dova, is through a region entirely

destitute of trees. The bare rocky hills

and naked arid slopes have been denuded
of arboreal growth for many centuries,

probably beginning in the tenth century

with the occupation of the Moors, and
continuing forever afterward. This is

not surprising, for in our own country,

with scarcely two centuries of civiliza-

tion, we are already feeling the effect of

(continued on page 563 )

The Fish Pond in the Alhambra, Granada, Spain
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THE MALLARD-OUR FAMILIAR DUCK
PART NINE OF A SERIES OF ARTICLES DESCRIBING THE TRAITS,
CHARACTERISTICS AND METHODS OF HUNTING OUR WATER -FOWL

THE mallard is immediately identified

when we say he is the green-head
duck of the barn-yard. The latter

is descended from the wild bird. The
wild bird is, however, far more beautiful

for the colors of his plumage are bright-

er and he is alert and graceful on land,

on water and in the air—far different

from his relative whose domestication
has dulled both his wits and his feathers
and who through much feeding and little

exercise possesses but little of the trim
outline and powers of flight of his an-
cestors.

The mallard is the most important spe-

cies of wil^-fowl we have, since it is by
far the most plentiful, the most widely
distributed and the best known. It is

one of our finest and largest ducks and
also one of the handsomest.

Male: Head and neck glossy green,
narrow white collar; breast rich chest-

nut; under parts grayish white with fine

waved lines of black; back dark grayish
brown, shading to black on lower back;
wings slate brown; speculum or wing-
mirrow purple, bordered with black and
white bars; tail coverts black; tail gray-
ish white; bill greenish yellow; legs and
feet orange red. Length twenty-two to

twenty-three inches. Female: Dusky
brown with buff markings; speculum
like male. Size, bill, legs and feet same
as male.

Speaking of table qualities, I should
say the mallard was the best wild duck
in the world if I did not fear contradict-

ing myself sooner or later when sum-
ming up the merits of some other fine

fowli All the fresh-water ducks are,

however, excellent for the table and af-

ford sport magnificent. The flesh of the

mallard which has fattened on wild-rice

or acorns is so delicious that it does not
seem possible it could be excelled by any
other duck, yet the little blue-wing teal

or the wood duck is so fine that one
often wonders if the mallard can possibly

be any better. So, like the epicure who
describes first one duck and then another
as the finest food, we are in danger of

saying many are the best.

Perhaps it would be well to describe

the mallard as the best all-around duck,

the staple, as it were, and consider the

blue-wing as something special, just a

trifle better if that were possible than
the best. In attempted fairness to all

deserving, I would choose the mallard,

the blue-wing teal and the wood duck to

share equal honors for first place. The
canvas-back, red-head, widgeon and one

or two others would be in close second

place, and this because, although they

are often as fine table birds as those of

the first award, they are not always so,

whereas the mallards, blue-wings and
wood ducks are . invariably excellent.

The mallard is distributed throughout
the northern portions of both hemi-
spheres and seems to have entirely

By FREDERICK A. W1LLITS

escaped the ornithological variety mak-
ers. There are, therefore, no sub-species.

The mallard, however, has shown some-
times an ambition all its own to create

new species by an occasional intimacy
with other ducks, which have resulted in

some hybrid fowl of most surprising ap-

pearance and which have been a source
of bewilderment to the ornithologists. I

have seen live birds with the body plum-
age of the black-duck and the green head
of the mallard, and a mounted bird with
a mallard’s head and the long tail of the

pin-tail duck. Other hybrids have been
reported.

When the sportsman goes to the fresh-

water marshes to shoot ducks they are

usually mallards, the other varieties be-

ing often accessories in a day’s shooting.

Mallard drake

THE favorite places for mallards are
the shallow, grass-grown ponds in

the vast wild-rice marshes. They
also resort to low timbered sections along
the rivers where the woods have been
flooded. Oak woods hold particular at-

traction for them since they are very
fond of acorns. Then, too, they are often

found with the sea-ducks on the bays
and sounds along the coasts and are shot

on the stubble fields of the west, to which
they resort to feed on the grain.

Mallards are usually very shy and
wary. They fly swiftly and test the skill

of the marksman although, because of

their large size, they are not as difficult

marks as the little teal.

The mallard is hunted in the various
manners described in the preceding chap-
ter on river-duck shooting. The most
familiar method of shooting them is over
decoys.

Very early in the morning, before
dawn, the sportsman goes to the place
where the shooting is to be done. At his

approach the ducks which have been
feeding in the pond during the night take
alarm and fly out. The experienced hun-
ter will not shoot at them then, even
though the most tempting shot is offered.

He knows that the ducks can reason well

and that if they are shot at as they de-

part, they will be less apt to come back.

After all the ducks have flown away
without being alarmed unnecessarily, the
decoys are placed in the water and the
blind quickly made, or perhaps the blind

is already built, as is usually the case on
the club preserves. Often the decoys are
live mallards which have been tamed and
trained to call the wild birds in.

As the light of the coming day spreads
in the east, the mallards, under the im-
pression, no doubt, that their alarm was
false, return singly or in pairs and often

in good sized flocks. The birds, eager
to feed in their chosen pond, see in the

well made decoys a flock of their kin that

have preceded them and are busily feed-

ing, or perhaps they are enticed by the

live decoys which are swimming about
and quacking in a most friendly manner.

Sometimes the wild birds fly straight
into the decoys, but usually they circle

the pond several times to make sure that
no hidden danger awaits them in the

nearby rushes. Then, if their suspicions

are alayed, they lower and come sailing

into the decoys. That is the moment
which thrills the lover of wild-fowling.

The gun springs to shoulder and quickly

picks out a green-head hovering in mid-
air, or perhaps two birds which are close

together. With the sportsman’s first

move and with the report of the gun, the

frightened mallards spring straight up
in the air with incredible swiftness. The
gun must be held well above the tower-

ing birds in order to insure a hit with
the second barrel. A moment later and
the surviving ducks are out of range,

racing down wind. The old duck shooter

wades out in the water to pick up the

dead birds, or sends his faithful spaniel

to retrieve them. The tyro stands with
smoking gun and open mouth and a look

of astonishment upon his face as he
watches the forms of the retreating fowl
grow rapidly smaller, and wonders how
he ever came to miss all those big birds

right over his decoys.

What scenes of wondrous beauty
await the sportsman who goes to shoot

the mallards, and other ducks as well.

The splendid panorama which attends

the change from star-lit night to broad
light of day, and seen best in the marsh-
es, is first to greet him.

At the first pale streaks of dawn
spread in the eastern sky, the marshland,
silent and mysterious, is slowly revealed.

The nearby rice stalks rise phantom-like

to view, darkly silhoutted against the

sky, and the water shows with the sheen

of silver between its borders of black

rushes. A string of ducks fly swiftly

across the dim gray light. Later, as the

sun rises, the vast expanse of marsh,
stretching out on all sides, seemingly

boundless, appears in all its infinitely

tender shades of green, brown, yellow and
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red. The breeze freshens and whispers
through the tall reeds, swaying them in

waves and ripples. Countless fragrant
odors of grasses and late marsh flowers
are in the air. The long, narrow water-
lanes wind through the beds of yellow
rice and dimly reflect upon their dancing-
surface the fleecy clouds sailing over-
head. The sun shines brightly but the
air holds the crispness and vigor of

early fall.

A red-wing blackbird sends his song
out over the marsh as he sways on the
tip of a reed and from the thickly mat-
ted rice beds comes the chatter of the
rails. A big gray marsh hawk skims the
rushes on motionless wings. From se-

cluded and unseen pond holes comes the
nasal quack of mallards and black ducks.
There are many ducks flying about and
dropping at intervals into the spaces of
open water. A band of little teal flash

by with tremendous speed. With a rush
of wings a flock of big mallards swing
to the decoys, their emerald heads gleam-
ing in the sunlight.

The vast armies of rice stalks swing
in line and bow low their heads as the
wind stiffens. A bank of clouds obscure
the sun, casting a shadow over the marsh
and softening its many colors; the air
grows colder, heralding the approach of

winter.

And so the pictures change one by one,

always charming, ever new, sometimes
simple, often sublime,—pictures which
the pen is helpless to describe.

THE mallards come well to the de-

coys and offer splendid marks.
However, when they have been much

shot at they become exceedingly shy and
upon approaching the decoys will search
the rushes with their sharp eyes and will

detect at once the slightest movement on

the part of the hunter in his blind, when
they will swing rapidly off without com-
ing within range. Decoys unnaturally
placed, or set out on the water on the

wrong side of a point of marsh, or a

conspicuously built blind will be all suffi-

cient to turn them from the hunter’s gun.
Of the wooden decoys, those painted to

represent their own species are, of course,

the most attractive to the mallards al-

though these ducks will often come very
nicely to other decoys, especially black

duck decoys. Live mallard decoys or

callers, as they are termed, are the best

of all and flocks of them are generally

maintained on the club preserves or

wherever the wild birds are sufficiently

abundant to warrant their keep.

When traveling from one feeding

ground to another, mallards often fly

very high in the air and always fly swift-

ly. Point- or pass-shooting at these birds

is, therefore, difficult, much more so than
when shooting over decoys.

When jumping the mallards by push-

ing through the marsh in a boat, the

sportsman will also find the shots diffi-

cult. Although the ducks often arise

close to the boat, offering shots at short

range, they spring straight up from the

rushes with surprising swiftness until

they have reached a good height, when
they fly off. Many shots are, therefore,

missed by shooting under the birds.

The mallards are adepts at hiding in

the rushes when wounded and a dog,

usually the spaniel, trained to retrieving,

is not to be dispensed with on many
grounds. As I have observed before, all

the river- or fresh-water ducks resort

to skulking and hiding in the rushes

when wounded, since they do not dive

as do the sea-ducks, and the sportsman
who is unattended by a good retriever

will fail to find many of his crippled

birds in the thick cover.

The gun for mallard shooting is the

12-gauge, full choke bored, and the best

all-around size of shot is number 6. Num-
ber 4 or 5 shot may be used when the

shooting is at long range, as in pass- or

point-shooting, but for shooting over de-

coys or jumping the ducks in the marsh-
es, number 6 will be large enough and a

better spread of shot will be obtained

with the smaller pellets. I have shot

ducks with number 8 shot when hunting
rail birds in the marshes, but I would
not recommend this size for general use.

Chilled shot should be used since its

velocity and penetration is superior to

that of soft or drop shot.

U PON a most enjoyable visit last fall

to the Blooming Grove Club in

Pennsylvania, I found the mem-
bers shooting number 2 and number 4

shot at the mallards, and after watching
the mallard shoot and also participating

in it, I saw the wisdom in the use of so

large sizes of shot. The shots offered

were at extremely high flying birds, as

they came over the top of a wood en
route to their feeding pond, and passed
over the shooters who were concealed in

blinds in a clearing down in the hollow.

Many mallards were killed but I am sat-

isfied that few of those high flying birds

would have been bagged had much small-
er shot been used. This shooting at

ducks which had been raised in captivity

and then liberated and which were regu-
larly baited with corn so as to insure
their flight to the pond at the proper
times, did not hold much interest for me.
It seemed like rather tame sport, to say
the least, after hunting wild mallards

—

shooting them over decoys on the bay,

shooting them on their natural fly-ways
and jumping them in the marshes where
no clubs held sway. But the actual

shooting was difficult enough, I will ad-

mit, and the stage was set to make it

so, hence the blinds in the hollow and

the wooded hill over which the ducks
would fly, maintaining their elevation as

they passed over the shooters.

The mallards are still very abundant
at many places throughout the interior

and on the coasts. The great Kankakee
marshes of Illinois and Indiana, the tule

marshes of California and the low-lands

about the Great Lakes are famous for

the mallard shooting. The birds are also

plentiful on many of the ponds of Minne-
sota, Wisconsin and the Dakotas, and in

the swamps of the Southern States. In

no place, however, are they as plentiful

as in former years.

The majority of mallards, like the
other water-fowl, go far into the North
to nest, but many remain within the
United States. Many have been found
raising their young in the Dakotas 'and
in New York as well as elsewhere. Since
spring shooting has been prohibited, the
number of ducks of all species remain-
ing within our borders to nest is increas-

ing each year. The establishment of

refuges comprising sections of marshland
where all shooting is prohibited will also

encourage them to nest without going
further north, and will be the means of

preserving the race and furnishing sport
and food for all times to come. The
state of Vermont has recently established
a wild-fowl sanctuary including over one
thousand acres of marsh and upland bor-
dering on Lake Champlain where the
ducks, geese and shore birds may find

rest and food, undisturbed by guns.
Other states already have such places
for their game. In a recent bulletin of

t;.c American Game Protective Associa-
tion, 1 read an account which is well
worth quoting here:—“Through the gen-
erosity of Mr. F. F. Nicola, of Pittsburg,
Pa., the State of Maryland has recently
established a game refuge of 1,500 acres
on Meadow and Negro Mountains in

Garrett County. This refuge is about
twelve miles from the town of Oakland.
Large timber was removed from the land
about fifteen years ago, and the second
growth has come forward fast, and fully

three-quarters of the refuge is timbered.
The soil being fertile, excellent cover
and forage are available.

Maryland plans to follow the Pennsyl-
vania system of placing a single strand
of wire around the land allotted to the
State by Mr. Nicola to show the boun-
dary of the refuge. A warden will be
appointed to look after the property, and
posters put up at frequent intervals to

warn trespassers. The property already
harbors deer, pheasant and wild turkey.
During the migration water-fowl fre-

quent the streams. In addition to the
native game already present, Maryland
will stock this property from time to

time, and the entire vicinity around the
refuge will benefit from the overflow.

Mr. Nicola has made a wonderful do-

nation to the sportsmen of Maryland,
and we hope that his generosity will

prove an impetus to other philanthropic
sportsmen who are financially able to

make similar contributions.”

It is such splendid action by states and
individuals that will receive the undy-
ing praise of all outdoor-loving men.
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THE KING OF OUR INLAND WATERS
THE VIGOROUS AND PUGNACIOUS CHARACTER OF THE MUSKELLUNGE IS SUCH THAT IT

PROSPERS AND BECOMES PLENTIFUL IN STREAMS NEAR THICKLY POPULATED COMMUNITIES

By BEN C. ROBINSON

W EST of the waters that flow into

the eastern seaboard there is a
wide country of deep rivers and

crystal lakes, shaded by the maple and
the basswood and fanned by the winds
that are freshly fragrant of the western
sunflower and the wheat fields. The land

of the mid-west, drained by the Father
of Waters, is also the land of a host of

anglers who are doing a great share of

the scientific fishing of today. It contains

some of the most up-to-date casting

clubs, angling fraternities and all around
devotees of the sport piscatorial the coun-

try can boast of. In the waters of this

section are many of the specimens which

have come to make the sport of angling

what it is, but there is one in particular

in this region which holds a place second

to none—the muskellunge. It is the king

of the region and here holds forth in

numbers and sizes which serve to satisfy

the requirements of the most exacting.

In that wide area west of the Alle-

gheny Mountains the muskellunge has

achieved a fame that will last as long as

men take to the streams and the lakes

with rod and reel. He is the fish para-

mount of the mid-west today and tomor-

row and for all time to come. Men are

fishing today and taking a delight in the

sport that hertofore has not been relish-

able to them.

Muskellunge are down there in those

rivers and lakes, and they are just as

keen for trouble as

anywhere else in

this little old fish-

ing country of

ours. I have been1

so fortunate as to

get tied up with

some of them in

the Central States

—and what is bet-

ter yet, I have
landed my share of

the pugnacious and
game old battlers

of the lily pads and
the boulder drifts

that seem to dream
so quietly under
the summer sun

and the frost of

the early autumn.

TH E muskel-

lunge of the

Ohio Drain-

age is, generally

speaking, the same

fish as we are in the habit of angling
for in the lakes and streams of the

north woods. So far as size and mark-
ings are concerned, the characteristics in

the types are the same, the habits are

also similar—in fact, if there is any dif-

ference, it is so slight that it is not wor-
thy of remark. And the most remarkable
phase of all is the fact that the muskie
of this section is each year increasing in

numbers. Streams that were only men-
tionable because of an occasional speci-

men having been taken from them a few
years ago are now considered to be good
territory for the fish. The vigorous and
pugnacious character of the fish makes it

one that prospers and waxes plentiful in

streams of a thickly populated commu-
nity. Even with all the factory and mine
conditions that are found to exist in

those parts where this fish is mostly
found, it continues to not only hold its

own but to actually increase in numbers.
The small per cent, of acid and polution

which in so many cases proves fatal to

the bass, perch and the trout will have
little or no bad effect on the muskellunge.

It is a fish of wonderful vitality and
well fitted for streams inside the circles

of civilization.

In looking over some old files not long

ago I was arrested by a sentence by a

well-known authority upon such matters,

which dealt with the fish of the Ohio
Valley. He said there were a few of the

species, Esox nobilor, scattered about but
he had, after an exhaustive attempt, only

managed to procure one head. Well, this

man was right. At the time of his article

there was, as I have previously stated,

no great amount of muskellunge in the

section. I have at last come to firmly

believe, regardless of the popular opinion

to the contrary, that the fish is not of

foreign egress, but it was not so preva-

lent as it is today and no doubt had one,

not acquainted with the localities which
they frequent, attempted to procure a

specimen he would have assumed no little

task. But even so I am led to believe

that had this author of whom I speak
been more thoroughly acquainted with

the section he would have had no trouble

in landing one, had he taken the time

and the proper tackle, and had gone out

where the old gentlemen stay.

In an article by another writer I came
across a note dealing with the same fish.

This man mentioned the kinds of tackle

used in taking the fish and the customary
procedure that was in vogue among the lo-

cal anglers who fished for the muskellunge.

It was rather humorous to imagine the

modern angler of the Ohio-Drainage Basin

taking his fish in the manner described

by him. The days of the hickory pole,

the hand line and the trolling system are

pretty well gone. The muskellunge is not

angled for in that manner any longer!

He is taken, as all game and worthy fish

should be taken, on

light tackle, com-
paratively speak-

ing, and by the

most up-to-date

angling methods.

It is no unusual
occurrence to find

men in the section

I am dealing with

who can show a

record of three or

more large muskel-

lunge in one day.

Fish of record-

breaking size and
weight are regis-

tered every season

;

weights ranging
from fifteen to for-

ty popnds are not

at all unusual. 1

personally know of

one muskie that is

yet to be taken
from his home in

the deep waterOne day’s catch of muskellunge from an Ohio stream
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that after due and sad consideration by
a host of reliable—if there are such in
existence—old-timers which will bounce
the scales at seventy-five pounds. Fish
of twenty and twenty-five pounds are
taken each season in the streams and in
good numbers, while fifteen pounders are
commonly caught.

T HE methods of taking the Ohio
Drainage muskellunge are about the
same as those in vogue in the north

woods. The casting rod and the plug
have the best of the argument, though the
majority of the anglers I find on the
streams are equipped with the short rod
and a box of lurid colored divers, wig-
glers, etc. Some are partial to a boat,
trolling with one or more rods from the
stern, all equipped with spoon bait, spin-
ner or plug. The trolling is undoubtedly
the less laborious method of taking the
game old warrior. Have a light, square-
ended boat, equipped with one set of oars
handled by one who knows the under-
water conditions of the stream where the
fishing is to be done.

When trolling for the muskellunge with
the artificial spoon or plug alone not
more than two rods should be used at one
time. I have found that for two men,
with each one “spelling” the other at the
labor end of the game, two rods is about
all that the man in the stem can well
handle and do it right. Along the edges
of weedly strips and at the outside rim
of a bed of lily pads, close to submerged
or partly submerged log drifts, along the
shores where a heavy current cuts sud-
denly into a gravel or bouldery bank, and
through eddies are the best places to

swing a troll for the purpose of attract-
ing old man muskie to come forth and
do battle.

It requires considerable practice for
one to become proficient at the trick of
placing a trolling boat where the fish are

located, and to do it in a manner that
will bring the best results. I have found
that the muskellunge is not a fish that
is extremely shy and wary of some ex-

traordinary disturbance of the water. I

have known large fish to swim about in

the close vicinity of a canoe from which
people were diving, and many a time have
I had them come to the surface along side

of my boat when I had been carelessly

splashing against a current. I am some-
times led to believe that they really are

attracted by any unusual disturbance of

this kind, and come to allay their curios-

C. J. Meredith and his 28% lb. muskie.

ity. But in trolling it is preferable to

handle the boat in as neat and silent a
manner as possible. A deep, smooth
stroke of the oars is best, lifting the
blades carefully and then easily lowering
them again to the current.

In trolling down the current of a
stream it should be borne in mind that
the speed of the boat will necessarily be
greater than when trolling against the
current. Aim to keep the lure above the
bottom at all times unless the Bottom is

known to be smooth, and of fine gravel.

In that case and should it happen to be
in a deep eddy where the fish are probably
feeding or lurking from the sun, let the

lure work directly on the bottom. But
in all places where brush, weeds and
underwater boulders and snags are ex-

pected it is better to keep the lure only a

short distance under the surface. The
depth of the troll is regulated by the

speed of the boat; a fast-moving boat
means a shallow troll and a slow boat the

reverse. In mid-summer the water is, as

a rule, clear of floating trash and trolling

is much easier than in the late fall

months when the surface and the current

are filled with floating leaves and grasses

which will tangle in the hooks and cause

all sorts of trouble. Keep the trolls

swinging around those places where the
fish are most expected. It is not neces-

sary to keep the attention in trolling upon
anything other than the trolls. Manage
to sweep a lure as close in to a weedy
shore as possible, for there is where the

old man muskie is lurking with his ugly
head protruding, on the wait for some
victim to swim along, close in to an old

tree or stump that happens to lean over

the current, at the edge of a clump of lily

pads, all such places are where he makes
his home and from which he will dart

forth and tackle the spinner, spoon hook
or brightly colored plug.

(continued on page 564 )

*

TALES THE RIVER TOLD TO MATT
THE TENTH INSTALMENT OF A SERIES OF STORIES DEPICTING THE SIM-
PLE JOY OF FISHING AS EXEMPLIFIED THROUGH THE EYES OF YOUTH

By LEONARD HULIT, Associate Editor of Forest and Stream

C
ATCHING crabs was a new experi-
ence for Matt and he revelled in

the sport. He was here, there and
everywhere. They were the hard crabs,
the swift swimmers, and it required quick
work to gather them in the net. “These
will do for boiling and the soft ones we
will fry,” said Mr. Adams; “what we
want are the shedders for bait.” “What’s
them?” asked the lad quickly. “They
are the same as the soft ones, but they
have not yet cast their shells. It is the
only way in which a crab can grow,”
continued Mr. Adams, “when they are
freed from the hard shells, and it is one
of the many queer affairs of nature that
when they are in that condition they
make the very best of bait for any fish

whether salt or fresh water.”
In a pocket of water formed by some

sunken drift wood which had been

washed down stream by some freshet of
previous years were to be seen several
crabs clinging to the seaweed and sides
of the wood and they were very slow in

their movements when disturbed. “These
are ‘shedders,’ as we call them, and they
have hidden here as best they could until

they have released themselves from their

old shells. Every fish that swims hunts
for them when they are soft, so that the
crabs get away up in the headwaters and
hide among wreckage and grass to es-

cape their enemies. You will see these
are easily taken,” said Mr. Adams, and
he dipped the net down and under one
which he raised to the surface without
any effort to escape and he tested it by
pressing his finger against the underside
of the crab at its extreme end, when the
shell gave way as easily as an egg shell,

and breaking the end of the nipper claws

off it was rendered harmless. Matt, al-

though living within twenty miles of the

seashore, had seen but few crabs and
knew nothing of their nature beyond that

they were dangerous to the fingers and
that they were good to eat. Mr. Wood-
hull was but little better informed and
was equally interested. While the catch-

ing went on they were cared for as Mr.
Adams suggested, and they were pleased

when he told them there was much to be

told in relation to crabs and their ways
of life. What surprised the boy the most
was the speed with which the hard crabs

went through the water and he studied

them thoughtfully. While Mr. Adams
seemed pretty well versed in relation to

fresh water fish of most kinds, he seemed
to have full knowledge of the natural

history of everything in and about salt

water and he greatly interested the boy-
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W HEN Mr. Adams said they had suf-

ficient for their present needs,

Matt sat down on the side of the

boat and was buried in thought; his eyes

wandering from point to point. “Gosh,”

he exclaimed in his usual manner when
in great earnestness, “I knew the water
was runnin’ down this way,” pointing to-

ward the beach, “not more’n a half hour
ago, an’ now it’s runnin’ back this way.
I’ve been wonderin’ if my head was
wrong; ’sides, the water’s deeper here’n

it was an’ the sand ridge over there is

mos’ covered up, an’ it was bare when
we first came down.”
“The tide has turned and is now run-

ning in from the sea,” said Mr. Adams;
“it is never completely still.” To the

boy the action of the tides was a mys-
tery. While he might have heard of such

a thing, it had meant nothing to him
until confronted with the phenomena.
The sun being intensely hot, the two men
decided it would be better to row back

to camp and rest in the shade until the

afternoon, when fishing would be more
comfortable. As they came to the camp
the boy’s eyes were fastened on the bank
opposite, and he sat musing for a long

while without comment. Presently he

said: “Seems t’ough things or me is

loony; when we went away the’ was no

roots showin’ over there an’ now they

are all bare, an’ the water’s low some-

how.” Mr. Adams led the boy to a com-

fortable seat and gave him in detail

much information on the working of the

tides, saying that during each twenty-

four hours there were two complete flood

and ebb tides and of the great benefit

they were to all animal life and how
they prevented stagnation of the waters,

as well as carrying down to the sea much
effete matter which would contaminate

the banks along all rivers. The moon’s

influence on the waters was a hard sub-

ject for the boy’s mind to grasp, and he

sat, as was his wont, burying his toe in

the ground, his earnest grey eyes fast-

ened on the face of his instructor, drink-

ing in the knowledge which in after years

proved of such value to him. “There’s

somethin’ I’d like to know more,” he said

;

“how is it that the water runs up and

down in the bay, but alius runs one way
here in the river?” The boy’s question

was a most natural one and has been

asked by many older people. “It doesn’t,”

said Mr. Adams; “it runs both ways and

at the same time.” He then paused as

he made the above puzzling statement,

well knowing it would confuse the lad,

and he waited to hear what remark he

would make on the subject, and it was
not long in coming. Matt’s eyes were
fastened on a chipmunk which had run
out on an old log on the opposite bank,

where it sat chattering its complaint over

the intrusion on its domain by the visi-

tors. Its jaws were greatly distended by
what was doubtless a quantity of seeds

which it was hiding for winter consump-
tion. “Looks like he had the mumps,” said

the boy. Here was a subject with which
he was familiar and the little animal’s

method of carrying and storing its stock

of winter provender was to him nothing

new. Then reverting to the tide story

he said, a little petulantly: “Shucks,

might’s well say that stone,” which he

had just shied across the stream, “goes
an’ comes back at the same time.” Mr.
Adams was much amused, as he had ex-
pected some such comment. He then
said: “The water has risen more than
two inches on the old roots over there
while we have been sitting here, and in

a little while they will be completely cov-
ered. As I said, the water is now run-
ning up from the sea into the bay and
from there up here, so now the water at
this point is running up stream.” Matt
made no reply but arose and picking up
a piece of light bark threw it out on the
water, saying as he did so: “If she don’t
go down stream I’ll eat her;” then, as if

setting all matters at rest, he added, “you
can see ’thout tellin’ she don’t come back
none.” Mr. Woodhull was highly amused
at the way Mr. Adams had the lad
puzzled, but said nothing at that time.

< 6 T S the water any higher on the roots

[
now?” Mr. Adams asked, after sev-

eral more minutes of waiting.
“Course it’s higher,” was the answer,
“but that ain’t tellin’ me nothin’ nout
how it runs up stream when all you’ve
got to do is look an’ see her go down.”
Both men laughed and Mr. Adams, walk-
ing back to the tent, soon returned with
a small bottle into which he proceeded
to drop small pebbles until, on testing it

in the water, it would barely float. He
then took one of Matt’s fishing po’es, and
placing the neck of the bottle in the small
fork left on the small end to prevent the
line from slipping off plunged the bottle

to the bottom of the pool, saying as he
shook the pole to loosen the bottle : “Look
now where it comes up.” To Matt’s
amazement a moment later he saw it

come to the surface several feet up-
stream from where it was thrown in.

He said never a word for several min-
utes, but sat digging his toe into the
bank in a most industrious manner, then
straightening himself up asked pointed-

ly: “What in tarnation made that bottle
go upstream ’till she come to the top 'nen
stop, an’ go down?”

Mr. Adams, feeling it was time to en-
lighten the boy, said kindly: “My lad,
this stream is like so many things in life

;

we cannot tell by looking at the surface
what is taking place beneath to surprise
or deceive us. All tides everywhere work
from the bottom. Naturally the bottom
here is a little higher than it is in the
bay or the water would not run down
at any time. The tremendous pressure
of the tide in the sea, as I said before,
forces the water into the bay, then, as it

rises on up here, salt water, being denser
or heavier than fresh water stays at the
bottom, and as the tide rises floats the
fresh water to the top, which, having a
natural fall, continues running down but
only at the very top or just as much as

it is above the level of the water in the
bay. So you see, as I first said, the
water at such places as this actually runs
both ways at once and usually makes
ideal places for fishing, as fish gather
around to partake of the food which is

usually to be met with.” Before the tale

was finished the look on Matt’s face indi-

cated that his mind had grasped the

situation in an intelligent manner and
his only remark was: “Oh!”

M R. WOODHULL busied himself with
gathering material for a fire while
the others attended to the crabs;

the hard ones being packed in a box and
covered with wet grass to wait for sup-

per time, while the shedders were treated

in much the same manner, being packed
in one of the lockers of the boat. The
boy watched with great interest the pro-

cess of dressing the soft crabs, which
were to be used for their dinner. Mr.
Adams then explained many things re-

lating to their habits and importance as

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 568 )

The house where Matt lived with Aunt Mary is still standing today
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HUN 1 iNG DAYS
'T’O all true sportsmen there comes at this season
1 of the year a keen longing to go afield. Some-
thing stirs within them—some dim memory of olden
days when with dog and gun they wandered through
the autumn fields revives the age-old passion for tne
hunt. With eager eyes they search for signs of the
ripening year, for well they know that not until the
first sharp frost has cleared away the murk of sum-
mer’s heat will their world be ready.
The duck hunter has made his plans for the open-

ing day when on marsh or bay the early light will

find him on some favorite point while the silken rus-
tle of wild-fowl wings is borne down to him on the
wind that presages the dawn, and the upland shooter
has arranged with mind aglow the very last detail of
some prospective trip that will make his days on
stubble field or cover a time of sure delight.

But the big game hunter is already away in quest
of high adventure. He is even now on his chosen
hunting grounds. Each morn finds him braving the
thinning mist as he climbs with sure foot and steady
nerve into the realms of the big horn or goat. The
whistle of the marmot among the wind-swept rocks
finds an answering note in his heart. In the bottom
lands among the cottonwoods and quaking aspens
the moose hunter is breathing again the scent of

damp places and listening to the gurgle of soft water.
For these favored ones the lowlands are painted in

colors of beauty while high on the sheep ranges
patches of scarlet bunch grass are turning ever a
deeper crimson as the cool nights and sun-lit days
sweep over them with the sure touch of a master
artist. Each day at eventide their camp fires dot
the great lone land with little spots of cheer. For
them the sights and sounds of the wilderness are one
with their every thought and action.

To the toiler in the city who may not tread these
well-loved paths this year there comes a melancholy
sense of deep regret. The keen longing will not be
danied, but let him take heart in the thought that
Nature is lavish with her opportunities and rich in

store of happy days to come. If he cannot jour-
ney this year to the land of heart’s desire, another
season will find it waiting for him. The wilderness
will hold her treasures. Duck hosts which now are
drifting down our shores will swing backward at the
end of winter, and, rearing their young in the lone
marshes of the north, will once again move down-
ward as the summer wanes with ranks increased.
Upland birds will scatter far and wide, but next
year will gather in their favorite covers—wild sheep
will breedand new rams with wider spread of horns
will some day greet the hunter on the high slopes
that lead upward to the land of clearer vision.

THE DISAPPEARING FUR BEARERS
r
T’ PIE constantly growing fashion of wearing furs
A winter and summer calls ever for more furs,

and the demand exceeds the supply. The higher
prices paid by fur buyers stimulate trappers to

greater exertion; the fur bearers are followed up
more and more relentlessly and are disappearing.
Many men can remember when they used to receive
50 cents for a red fox skin

;
now we are told such a

skin brings $30. Muskrats once worth 6 cents were
recently quoted at $5.20 each. As a result of these
prices, marshes which two or three years ago yielded
a thousand muskrat skins, for a winter’s trapping,
are now reported to have fallen to 500 or even 400
skins. This has been caused by over-trapping—by
trapping too long and too late, which tends to kill off

the breeding females and to destroy the young they
are carrying. It pretty well parallels the old spring
shooting.
The lessened number of our fur bearers gives

much anxiety to wild life protectors and to com-
mercial people alike, and it is possible that the time
is near when the fur trade as a whole will be calling

on the protectors to come over and help them. Some
states have laws regulating the capture of certain

species of fur bearing animals—fixing seasons when
they may or may not be taken—and such laws should
be passed by all the States and Provinces of North
America. Yet to enact such laws is not enough;
they must be enforced and to enforce laws against
the wandering trapper is not easy.

One or two Provinces of Canada have framed
regulations which strike the right note by trying to

control the market. They provide for the enforce-

ment of the law by inspecting and marking skins

that are prime, and by forbidding the sale of un-
marked skins.

Thus the Province of Quebec has taken over the

control of its fur trade. Fur traders must take out
licenses and report monthly all furs bought. The
Government imposes a small royalty on all skins be-

fore they can be stamped, and no unstamped skin

may be sold or shipped out of the Province on penalty
of confiscation and fine. No inspector will stamp a

skin which is obviously taken out of season. Con-
fiscation and fine are the penalty for shipping skins

from one point to another, unless the contents of

the package are plainly marked on the outside. All

this tends to discourage the poacher, who cannot
market his illegally taken fur.

It is evident that a Province will find it difficult

to enforce this law unless adjacent Provinces and
States have similar laws. There are frequent at-

tempts—sometimes successful—to evade the Quebec
law bv sendiner unstamped furs into the Province of

New Brunswick or the State of New York, and then
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shipping them back into Quebec as if they had been
taken outside that Province. As a rule, however,
the officials of Ontario or New Brunswick, or New
York, when they learn of a shipment of unstamped
furs from Quebec, seize the fur and return it to the
Quebec officials—praiseworthy comity.
The growing scarcity of fur bearers is causing

concern to scientific and game protective associa-
tions, and not a few men are giving the subject seri-

ous consideration. The question is one of economics,
not of sentiment, and it is to be looked at from the
standpoint of common sense. Here is a wild crop
which should be so harvested that we may secure
from it the best possible returns without unduly
reducing the future yield. Since the crop is of very
great value, it deserves careful handling.

KILL CLEAN OR MISS CLEAN
I N the discussions of the shooting that is possible
1 with shotguns smaller than twelve-bore, one thing
is noticeable : Very little is said about making the
conditions less favorable to the shooter.
The twelve-bore gun is the result of vast experi-

ence in the world’s shooting grounds, but it has well-
known limitations. Chief among these are the
weight and bulk of gun and ammunition. The
smaller bores are made somewhat lighter and less

bulky, and a material reduction in both bulk and
weight of ammunition has been attained, all witliin

the bounds of safety.

So far owners of these guns are content, but with
this reduction too many of them also wish to retain
the effectiveness of the twelve-bore. They insist that
the small gun must kill all they shoot at, and are not
satisfied to kill clean or miss clean, which should be
the motto of every modern sportsman and is the
motto of all those who shoot for recreation and sport
and not for numbers.

In other branches of sport the trend of sentiment
is in the direction of the most accurate and durable
implements obtainable. The angler’s tackle is fined

down and half his pleasure is found in learning its

possibilities and in exercising the best skill he can
muster to offset its lack of mere strength. The big
game hunter no longer burdens himself with a great
weight of rifle and ammunition, and is chiefly con-
cerned with a desire to either kill his game cleanly

or let it escape with a whole skin. If the trophy of

which he is proud be a bear skin, the fewer the bullet

holes, the higher he values it.

In the bird hunters who are content with fight

bags this sentiment is equally strong, and they shoot
small-bore guns with great satisfaction because of

the merits enumerated above, and are also interested
in exercising the greater skill required to attain
these modest bags. With them it is more pleasant to

recall one shot that required their best efforts than
to think of great numbers of birds secured with
heavy guns and stiff loads.

We like to believe that an ever-increasing number
of thoughtful upland bird shooters are inspired with
this praise-worthy desire to take for their share the

finest specimens, not the greatest numbers, and to

confine their shooting to reasonable ranges, refrain-

ing from long shots that tend to cripple rather than
to kill. In this the small-bores are a success, and are
to be heartily approved.
Too manv persons, however, who are otherwise

pleased with the sixteen and twenty-bores, try to at-

tain with them results equal to those inherent in the

twelves. In other words, to simplify their equip-
ment, they would burden one horse and a small
wagon with a load for two horses on a heavy vehicle,
and expect to cover as many miles in a given time.

BETTER, NOT MORE LAWS

J7
OR a few years game and fish laws were new and
untried, so that frequent changes were to be ex-

pected, but now the efforts of our legislators may
well be directed toward simplifying existing laws
rather than to adding new and confusing sections
to those we have.
From time to time attempts have been made to se-

cure uniform legislation, but the result in the main
has not been encouraging. Legislators are chiefly
concerned in pleasing local interests and ignore the
fact that only by co-operation can the laws of differ-
ent States be so harmonized that two important ob-
jects may be attained. These are, the conservation
of breeding birds and fish

; and the relief from legal
complications of the law-abiding sportsman of one
State who shoots in another, paying liberally for the
privilege.

We are almost daily asked for opinions on com-
plications that arise through different interpreta-
tions of vaguely worded sections in the game laws of
various States. It is not remarkable that one not
versed in legal terms may often place an erroneous
construction on a clause. Game wardens and sports-
men alike err in this respect, and there is ample
proof that these men err not through intention, but
because they are unfamiliar with untangling legal
knots. In the final analysis there is apparent, there-
fore, a need of laws couched in plain terms and shorn
of all confusing verbiage, so that sportsman, warden,
judge and lawyer, may understand them.

THE FARMER AND THE GAME
'YW'E have been told for these many years that the
vv

life of a farmer was a hard one, that it was.dif-

ficult for him to make both ends meet, and that each
year he was falling a little more behind. If this was
ever true in the past, it is not true now. The aver-
age farmer probably lives as easily and as well as
the man in any other vocation of life—and is far
more independent.

Nevertheless, the farmer wishes to make all that
he can out of his land. He knows that an acre of
ground will produce so much corn, small grain or
vegetables, so many pounds of beef or mutton

;
he

should know that an acre of water will produce so
many pounds of fish. What he does not know is that
an acre of land will produce a certain number of
quail or partridges, and that by having these birds
on the land along with his other crops, the land will

produce more of these other crops. The quail will

lessen the production of weeds on the acres over
which it roams, leaving so much more space for
plants that have an economic value, and will destroy
the insects that devour his growing crops. More
than that, the farmer who has plenty of birds on his

place will find no difficulty in renting the shooting
for a good price, or if he prefers, will have good
shooting for himself and his boys.

Little or nothing can be done to protect the game
without the sympathy and assistance of the farmers,
and until the farmer is genuinely interested in game
protection and can be made to see that by protecting
the game, he and his family are benefited, much of

the talk about game protection is a waste of words.
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THOMAS JEFFERSON—NATURALIST
THE WRITER OF THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE TOOK A KEEN INTEREST IN
NATURAL HISTORY AND WROTE ACCURATELY AND ENTERTAININGLY ON THE SUBJECT

WHILE the entire world knows that
Colonel Roosevelt was an ardent
naturalist, but few are aware

that another President of the United
States, Thomas Jefferson, was also an
enthusiastic student of natural history.

The statesmanship of Jefferson gave us
the Lewis and Clark expedition

;
and that

expedition left us the pioneer record of
the big game of the West. In his letter

of instructions to Captain Lewis, Jeffer-

son wrote that, among the “objects
worthy of notice will be the animals of

the country generally, and especially

those not known to the United States.”

Carrying out these instructions, Cap-
tain Lewis described, with accuracy, the

animals observed by the party, including
several not theretofore known to exist,

or very imperfectly known, such as the
grizzly bear, black-tailed deer, mule deer,

and mountain goat.

In Jefferson’s “Notes on the State of

Virginia” (written in 1781-2), the chap-
ters devoted to the quadrupeds of Amer-
ica and Europe disclose that he was
deeply interested in, and thoroughly in-

formed upon, his subject. A reading of

these chapters affords a complete ex-

planation for the presence, in the jour-

nals of Lewis and Clark, of so much ma-
terial respecting natural history. Jeffer-

son was a lover of nature; Lewis was
his Secretary while he was President,

and was familiar with Jefferson’s keen

interest in the subject. Lewis must have
known that his painstaking research in

natural history would please him.

The early naturalists were at sea upon
the question as to whether the North
American animal, commonly called the

elk, was, in fact, an elk. In attempting

to clear up the confusion existing at that

early day, with reference to the species

of this animal, Jefferson advanced the

opinion that the large deer consisted of

three, if not four, distinct species. He
classified them as the moose, the caribou,

the flat-horned elk, and the round-horned

elk. But he was by no means satisfied

with his classification. He was in doubt

as to the correctness of the name for the

round-horned elk; he writes that, should

this animal, “though possessing so near-

ly the characters of the elk, be found to

be the same with the Cerf d’ Ardennes
or Brandhirtz of Germany, still there will

remain the three species first enumera-

ted.” In separating the moose, caribou,

and flat-horned elk into three species,

he was in error. The moose and flat-

horned elk are the same animal. In view

of the fact that the naturalists of the old

By HENRY BANNON

world, and such a thorough and versatile
man as Thomas Jefferson, incorrectly
spoke of the Cervus canadensis as an elk,

it is not surprising that this term be-
came of such universal application that
efforts to substitute the name of wapiti
have not been commonly successful.

TO illustrate the painstaking care
with which the writer of the Dec-
laration of Independence distin-

guished between the true elk (the moose)
and the wapiti, an extract from his

“Notes” is reproduced:
“I have made an elk with round or

cylindrical horns an animal of America,
and peculiar to it; because I have seen
many of them myself, and more of their
horns; and because I can say from the
best of information, that, in Virginia,
this kind of elk has abounded much, and
still exists in smaller numbers; and I

could never learn that the palmated kind
had been seen here at all. I suppose
this confined to the more northern lati-

tudes.” *

“The descriptions of Theodat, Denys
and La Honton, cited by Mons. de Buffon,
under the article Elan [Danish, Eland,
elk] authorize' the supposition that the
flat-horned elk is found in the northern
parts of America. It has not, however,
extended to our latitudes. On the other
hand, I could never learn that the round-
horned elk has been seen further north
than the Hudson River. This agrees
with the former elk in its general char-
acter, being, like that, when compared
with a deer, very much larger, its ears
longer, broader, and thicker in propor-
tion, its hair much longer, neck and tail

shorter, having a dewlap before the

The giant snipe of South America

breast, caruncula gutturalis Linnaei, a
white spot often, if not always, of a foot
diameter, on the hinder part of the but-
tocks round the tail; its gait a trot, and
attended with a rattling of the hoofs;
but distinguished from that decisively
by its horns, which are not palmated, but
round and pointed. This is the animal
described by Catesby as the Cervus ma-
jor Americanus, the stag of America,
le Cerf de I’Amerique. But it differs
from the Cervus as totally as does the
palmated elk from the dama, [a sub-
genus of Cervus containing the fallow
deer] and in fact seems to stand in the
same relation to the palmated elk as the
red deer does to the fallow. It has
abounded in Virginia, has been seen,
within my knowledge, on the eastern side
of the Blue Ridge since the year 1765,
is now common beyond those mountains,
has been often brought to us and tamed,
and its horns are in the hands of many.
I should designate it as the “Alces
Americanus comibus teretibus.” [The
text in brackets is ours.]

Jefferson was mistaken in classifying
the wapiti as of the genus Alces; it is

unfortunate that Catesby’s reference to
the genus Cervus was not adopted. The
people of their day knew far more of
Jefferson than of Catesby and, quite nat-
urally, accepted Jefferson’s classification.

“Notes on Virginia” had a wide circula-
tion and was in the homes of many of
the pioneers. The cause for the mistake
in naming the great deer of America an
elk, is due to the fact that some early
naturalist classified it as such. The
cause for the widespread adoption of the
improper designation is found in the ex-
tensive circulation of Jefferson’s book,
and his popularity with the people.

READERS of Forest and Stream,
who are interested in natural his-

tory, may derive an evening’s plea-
sure in reading “Notes on the State of
Virginia.” The text discusses the influ-

ence of heat and moisture upon the size

of animals; prehistoric animal life; a
comparison of the weights of the species
of Europe and America. Vigorous issue
is taken with many of the observations
of Buffon. Though birds and insects are
referred to, there is no thorough discus-
sion of them. The honey bee, he says,

is not a native of America, but was
brought from Europe. The following is

an interesting extract:

“The bees have generally extended
themselves into the country, a little in
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advance of the white settlers. The In-

dians therefore call them the white man’s
fly, and consider their approach as indi-

cating the approach of the settlements

of the whites.”

A complete review of Jefferson’s views
upon natural history is impracticable;

those interested will read his book.

To supplement Mr. Bannon’s article we
give two short excerpts from recent mag-
azines, bearing on Jefferson as a natural-

ist.— [Editors.]

OTES on Virginia . . . was the

first comprehensive account of the

topography, natural history and
resources of any North American com-
monwealth, and Goode (a historian of

science) pronounced it “the precursor of

the great library of scientific reports

which have since been issued by the

state and federal governments.”

—

Natu-
ral History—April-May, 1919, p. 408.

J

EFFERSON’S presidency Goode calls

the “most memorable in the history of

American science.” Not only was the

president actively engaged in paleontolog-

ical research, using one of the unfinished

rooms of th^ White House for the stor-

age and display of some 300 specimens

of fossil bones from the famous Big Bear
Lick, but his administration was marked
by the inception of the system of scien-

tific surveys of the public domain and

the organization of the Coast Survey.

Jefferson’s part in originating and sup-

porting the Lewis and Clarke expedition

has been detailed by True. And who
ever originated the idea of a Coast Sur-

vey it is certain that the early organiza-

tion of the survey itself was due to Jef-

ferson.

—

Science—July 9, 1920, p. 27.

THE WORLD’S BIGGEST “JACK
SNIPE”

THROUGHOUT suitable localities in

Paraguay and Brazil one may meet

with a snipe that, in the matter of

size, ranks any other species of the genus

Gallinago, at present known to science.

It was originally described by the nat-

uralist Temminck (p. 658) and named
the Giant Snipe (G.gigantea)

.

There

is a fine specimen of this species in the

collection of mounted birds in the United

States National Museum, at Washing-

ton, and of this I made a negative about

a year ago; a print from it is here re-

produced to illustrate the present brief

description of the bird.

In plumage the bird very closely re-

sembles our own Jack Snipe; and, as a

matter of fact, it has much the appear-

ance of a great, overgrown example of

that well-known game bird. Standing

between nine and ten inches in height,

with a bill proportionately rather longer

than in G.delicata, it certainly is a giant

of a snipe. Although American natural-

ists seem to know but little of the habits

of this elegant representative of its

genus, it is fair to presume that they

are very likely to be more or less the

same as those of other members of the

group to which it belongs.

One can easily imagine that this snipe

must be a fine game bird to hunt,

with its increased size, more powerful
flight, and the much louder note upon
being flushed afield.

R. W. Shufeldt, Washington, D. C.

HERON TRACKS

WHEN one goes down to the creek

in the morning the track of some
large, slender-toed bird may fre-

quently be seen in the soft mud of the

bottom under an inch or more of water.

Foot-print of night heron

This means that a heron has been there.

From the size of the footprint one can

tell what kind of a heron; for the large,

great blue heron, erroneously called

“blue crane”, medium sized black-

crowned night heron or “quawk”, and
small green heron or “poke”, differ con-

siderably in size. These are the three

common northern species.

Whether the long hind toe of a heron

has to do with its habit of perching

in trees or is to give it additional

support on a soft bottom, one can de-

cide for oneself.—J. T. N.

SOUTH AMERICAN NATURE
NOTES

By J. W. Yates, Jr.

I

MUCH has been written about the

piranha or piraya (Serrasalmo
piraya)

.

My knowledge of Ichthy-

ology is limited, but opportunities were
aplenty to experiment with these vora-

cious and blood-thirsty little devils.

At the outset in fishing for them we

attached the baited hook to a leader of

soft, malleable copper wire, possibly 1/64

of an inch in diameter. However incred-

ible it may seem, this wire was several

times cut in twain and to insure success

we used iron wire of like size. In that

way we were successful. Several skulls

were kept at the plantation house and
examination of the teeth showed the ser-

rations to dove-tail, and fit neatly and
closely together. One could plainly see

that the trenchant teeth of this caribe
were made for quick and deep cutting.
The dentition is rather remarkable, the
perfectly formed teeth with their vitre-

ous luster look to be of solid enamel,
translucent above near the cutting edges,
but opaque below in their thicker parts.

The local name is pirai. In fact I had
never heard the name piranha until I

returned to the states.

The following story was related to me
by one of the plantation employees, and
coming from a reliable source I gave it

credence, although I am sure such oc-

currences are rare. A coolie who wished
a drink of creek water leaned over the
gunwale of the launch, while in motion,
and was in the act of dipping a cupful,
when a pirai badly mutilated his index
finger. The man had extended his finger

along the rim of the cup for a firmer
hold, and instead of dipping the water
quickly he immersed the cup and held

it beneath the surface to wash it. The
unfortunate fellow paid dearly for his

efforts to clean the drinking vessel.

It is doubtful if the pirai will attack
any but a wounded animal, but once they
sense blood they rush like so many
hungry demons, literally tearing their

prey to pieces.

II

WE had good sport on the Abary
in the noonday heat “potting”
alligators. A 38 caliber Colt’s re-

volver was used. That was a deadly
weapor, but big, half-grown reptiles

could only be stopped when the soft bul-

let was placed in a vulnerable spot, and
that semed to be just in the rear of the

fore leg. A bullet striking the homy
covering of the back would sometimes
glance off. I soon learned that a shot

well placed behind the fore leg was dead-

ly. It was a doubly difficult one to make,
\>ut if rightly placed the big saurian

would lie on the surface of the water
and shake as with a convulsion. The
river in places was fairly alive with
alligators. In Guiana the alligator is

known as the caiman. I recall that in

one place where the stream broadened
out into a huge bend, forming an elon-

gated sand bar, we counted one hundred
saurians of various sizes basking in the

tropical sun. I might add that we count-

ed one hundred and then tired of the

self-imposed task of counting them. Big
alligators are wary and do not often

venture out except under cover of dark-

ness. The largest one killed during my
stay measured ten feet. The hide was
salted and carefully prepared for tan-

ning, but when the process of tanning

was completed it was hard and inflexible,

of an umber-brown color and decidedly

unsightly.

Ill

AN incident may here be recorded

that was not without its quota of

excitement. One day while on the

river one of the men from the planta-

tion was intent upon landing to explore

the country lying beyond the river’s

brink. At that point the bank rose pos-

sibly eight or ten feet above the surface

of the stream, and was covered with a

(continued on page 576)
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MAKING FIRES
By A. F. Westervelt

O LD Prometheus certainly had noth-

ing on us, so far as the desire to

monkey with fire goes—he started

something with his gift of fire that we
humans have carried on ever since. We
begin to play with matches even as tod-

dling youngsters; we start to build fires

in our backyards just about as soon as

we are able to walk. The desire to create

flame seems to have been born in us, it

must be the handing down of desires

that reposed in the breasts of our savage
forbears, the fire-people of prehistoric

times. Whatever or whoever is responsi-

ble the instinct is there, and so strongly

implanted that repeated warnings or

whippings will hardly keep a youngster
from the fascinating element.

Hut building, too, seems to be one of

the early desires; but for what purpose
was the hut constructed? As I remem-
ber, it was merely an excuse for the fire.

A dreary thing in reality, this shack,

or ramshackle construction, knocked to-

A lazy man’s fire

gether of old boards and pieced out with
tin and canvas as it stood, but, with a

cosy brick or stone fireplace, agleam with
a somewhat smoky fire, this hut became
a place of wondrous possibilities.

What roast potato feasts, what plan-

ning for real camps and outings took

place within the wails of this hut and
yet, what damage often resulted from the

blaze started therein and left to itself

by thoughtless and careless youngsters.

Some of us have grown wise with ex-

perience, some of us, even yet, are care-

less or thoughtless and are, in the hand-
ling of fire, a menace to the community
or territory.

So much damage has been done, in

spite of the wide publicity given this

subject by means of the press, lectures

and posted notices that certain States

absolutely prohibit the making of open
fires without a permit from the local

warden. This is a very wise provision

although, if on a short trip, it material-

ly lessens the period of enjoyment, if one

has to take time to hunt for the warden.

FT/'F are depending upon the
rr friends and admirers of our

old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of

them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light ” have been

adopted by the United States Army

;

his canoe has been preserved in the

Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen will

contribute to this department their

Hints and Kinks and trail-tested

continuances.— [Editors.]

Some other way of preparing a hot

meal, besides that of the open fire, must
be arranged and here a portable stove

of some kind comes into its own, but, as

this stove proposition is a big chapter
in itself, we will not touch upon it in this

article, very much in detail.

As the hunting season approaches and
the clear, frosty air sets the blood ting-

ling, to the woods and hills will flock hun-
dreds of sportsmen, the knowing and the

unknowing, the careful and the heedless.

Again will feather and fur fall at the

report of the gun and again, alas, will

acres of timber fall before the wind-
driven blaze. Again will the careless or

ignorant hunter flip his burning cigar

or cigarette-end into the brush and again
will many a tenderfoot break camp and
leave the coals of his night’s fire still

glowing, to be later blown into flame by
the wind with the resultant destruction

of miles of forest. This is the season
that makes trouble for the forest ranger,
as, heedless of ordinary precautions, of

law, of common sense, the amateur camp-
er literally blazes his way in the woods.

For those who select the sea beaches
for camping, there is not this danger to

be feared—a fire may be left to burn it-

self out, as there is not very much dan-
ger of its spreading unless it is built

too near the dried grass and mosses of

the dunes. Even at that, it is much
better to spill water over the coals be-

fore leaving your camp.

F
OR a woods fire, there are a few
little suggestions that may not come
amiss for the benefit of those who

may not be really seasoned trampers. Be-
fore one starts any kind of a fire, it is

well to have a clear, unburnable space
upon which to kindle it. See that it is

not built against anything that will hold

living coals, such as a rotten log or

stump. It is very hard to put this out;

the fire may seem to be extinguished yet

the inner part of the log or stump may
contain a spark that may later burst into

flame. It is not necessary to build a fire

a mile high for a cook fire, nor one so

large for any purpose that it may leap
into the branches of nearby bushes.

If the location you have chosen for
your camp needs drying, build a large
fire of brush until the ground is dried
out, rake the ashes away, clear away
stones or roots, smooth over, and pitch
your tent; if your fire has to be made
on ice or snow, first make a platform of
logs or poles or you.r fire will soon melt
the ice or snow and it will settle down
into the slush and go out.

When finished with your fire, put it

out—well out, not only for the sake of

safety but it is the law; the best way is

to use water and a whole lot of it.

The beginner seems to feel, as a gen-
eral thing, that a fire is a fire no matter
for what purpose it is kindled—not so,

there are all kinds of fires, cook fires,

signal fires, fires for heating, fires around
which the party may wish to congregate
at night, to relax and to yarn over the

day’s happenings, and smudge fires for

the insect pests.

As there are many kinds of cook fires
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so there are many ways of cooking; an
experienced camper can get along very
comfortably with a surprisingly small

fire and with very few cooking utensils

—

a couple of pails and two frying pans
will be about enough for him.

For this fire use hard woods that will

burn down into hot glowing coals, such

as hickory, ash, oak, and locust; avoid

the spruces which, though they make a

quick fire, are soon burned up, and do

not use woods that give tall, hot flames

such as the long leaf yellow pine.

THE “Dingle stick” method of sus-

pension is possibly the most simple.

The dingle stick is merely a pole

driven slantwise into the ground, or it

may rest in a crotch, the lower end held

down with a rock, the upper end over the

fire. The pail may be hung by a wire

pot hook but I prefer a light brass chain

such as is used in window sashes; the

chain I equip with hoops in each end

for adjusting the length. You may make
a pot hook of a branch cut from the

nearest tree with a notch in the lower

end for your pail handle or you may
make a pot hook from a stick with a nail

in each end.

Here is another simple cooking ar-

rangement: select two green logs, flatten

them on top a little and set them just

so far apart that they will support your

cooking utensils; lay them a little wider

at one end for the fry pans—a little

closer together at the other end for the

smaller utensils. Dig out the earth a

little between them and build your fire

in this trench. Let the wood burn down
to glowing coals, you won’t need a high

flame, and if you have a reflector baker,

set it up facing the fire.

If you have the means of carrying a

little extra weight, two irons, or fire-

dogs, may take the place of these logs.

If for a small fire they do not weigh very

much or take up very much room. These

fire-dogs are merely two iron rods the

ends bent at right angles and pointed

to stick into the ground over the fire.

A good arrangement is to have the

ends fastened to the long bar by a screw

and nut, the legs may then be folded in,

out of the way in packing.

As I have mentioned fry pans two or

three times, let me add a little warning
to the new chef. It seems to me, that

in nearly every movie or picture illus-

trating camp cookery, the fry pan is over

emphasized. Don’t they ever eat any-

thing but bacon and eggs? Never I am
sure, in the movies. Now you just try

a steady diet from that same fry pan
and your trip will be spoiled, so will

your digestion. Get away from too much
fried stuff, use as much boiled or broiled

food as you can—it’s usually more ap-

peasing anyway; try planking your game
or fish, make plenty of stews or “Mulli-

gan”; it’s easy.

During a heavy rain there should be

some way of heating food in the tent;

it is not a good thing to go to bed with-

out something warm in your stomach. A

Iron fire dogs and fry pan

little outfit using solidified alcohol is good
to have along—then you may easily make
a cup of soup or chocolate and on a cold,

raw night just before retiring, this is a

real life saver and will warm you up.

If you are not packing light, one or

the various forms of tent stoves is the

thing for the tent; it is usually made
without a bottom and is to set on a flat

stone or on the ground; some are made
to fold up flat—the pipe is constructed

of sheet iron and telescopes into two
foot lengths and weighs, with the stove

from 10 to 20 lbs. The usual sheet iron

stove may be fed with short lengths

which burn down to a bed of live coals,

making it ideal for cooking. Fed at night
with small logs, which will burn slowly

upon the coals until morning and give out

a steady heat all night long, it will be

ready for its job at breakfast time.

J

UST a word right here about your
matches; a single match may. some-
times stand between the traveller and

death; it is important therefore that

A clay oven

you should, at all times, carry upon
your person some matches to be used
only in an emergency. These matches,

it need not be said, must be kept abso-

lutely dry; they must be in some sort

of a case that will float should they be
dropped overboard too. They may be
carried in a tightly corked bottle but the

risk of breaking the glass seems to me
to make this a poor method; a hard rub-

ber case with a screw top is fine, or

an empty shot gun shell tightly corked

is a good makeshift. I generally take
several cards of the usual cigar store

matches made up into a flat package
wrapped with oilskin and carried pinned
into a pocket of my flannel shirt.

A fire may be started even if you do
find yourself without a match; rub some
gunpowder into a rag, stuff it into a shell

from which you have drawn the shot.

Fire it off into a heap of light inflamma-
ble material—dry leaves and fine shav-
ings or shredded dry bark.

Your hunting knife and a flinty stone
may be used to strike a spark into tinder
-^tinder, of course, you vmst have for the
flint and steel method so its well to

always carry a bit of tinder stowed away

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 570)
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NOTES ON WOODCOCK SHOOTING
To the Editor of Forest and Stream;

WOODCOCK shooting in the thick

covers of early October is a real

sport for real men. To get even a fair

bag the sportsman must be alive and on
the job every minute. Your gun should
not weigh over seven pounds, although
a lighter one would be better. Twenty-
six inch barrels are plenty long enough,
but if they measure twenty-two inches

they would not be too short. Have both
barrels true cylinder bore and use a light

load of No. 10 shot.

The use of your eyes and feet are very
important. Your eyes must be kept re-

lentlessly on the job looking for a bird to

rise;*they must not be used to see where
to place your feet. You must be guided

in walking by feeling with your feet, just

as if you were walking in the dark. Go
slowly and keep your eyes just ahead of

your dog and follow him continuously,

for a bird may flush any minute.

Of course, your dog should stop on

-every bird, but many times, for one rea-

,son or another, a bird will flush and un-

less your eyes are “there” you will never

.even see him.

When your dog points, g;ive your eyes

.a wide range, for many times the bird

will jump up to one side of where the

dog thinks he is.

Carry your gun low down at the posi-

tion of ready. Keep your head erect and

don’t duck it when going through brush,

as the very minute you do a bird may

spring up. Avoid the brush by bending

the knees or by the use of a hand, but

keep your eyes forever free and ready to

sight the bird.

When the bird jumps start your gun to

your shoulder, but concentrate on getting

a clear vision of the bird. Don’t try to

see your gun
;
keep your eyes glued to the

bird and shoot your gun off the minute it

hits your shoulder. Don’t be too quick in

raising the gun
;
use a one, two, three

time if possible, that is, counting one

as the bird jumps, twTo as you raise your

gun and let the gun hit the shoulder at

count three and immediately be fired.

Shoot whether you see the bird clearly

or not. Don’t think of following or re-

sighting your gun. Your eyes being

glued to the bird will guide your arms

and hands unconsciously, so that the gun

will be pointed right when it hits the

shoulder.

When hunting with a friend always let

one man be the guide and the other follow

behind him, just far enough to avoid the

whip of the brush. By so doing you will

get away from the uncertainty which

arises when you each want to go in a

different direction. When you get where

the sign is warm, or when the dog is

pointing, determine who is to have the
first shot and let the one chosen step out
in front and do the leading until the bird
is put up. In the meantime, let the other
hunter be ready for a second bird, which
often jumps at the same time.

Should you think that you shot a wood-
cock and fail to find him on the ground
don’t give up until you have searched in

the branches of the trees and brushes
nearby. I have seen many birds lodge in

such places where the foliage is heavy.
In marking wopdcock down, remember
that many times they make a complete
circle before alighting, so don’t give up
looking for a flushed bird until you have
circled the cover a couple of times.

Flight woodcock are here today and
gone tomorrow, so when the first flight

starts you can expect them to come along
any night from then on.

Don’t go too strongly on the way the
weather looks where you are; its how it

is where the birds come from that counts.

Woodcock are found on so many totally

different kinds of ground that it pays to

look them all over and find out what kind

they are using, whether swamps, birch

thickets, cut-offs, second growth thick-

ets, cow pastures, apple orchards, cedar

thickets, along old roads, etc. They may
frequent a place one year and never

touch it the next.

Malcolm S. Mackay, New Jersey.

WHY THE ALASKAN BALD EAGLE
WAS OUTLAWED

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

1
NOTICED an editorial in your Sep-

tember issue in which there was some
discussion on the Alaskan Bald Eagle

situation. It has occurred to me that

you might like to know why this law
was passed. I will, therefore, quote be-

low the answer I received to this specific

question when I wrote to the Secretary

of the Alaska Fish and Game Club. His

letter on this point reads as follows:

“So far as I havtj been able to ascer-

tain, no specific information or statistics

were presented to the legislature as a

basis for the passage of the bill, the basis

for its enactment being upon statements

by observers that in their belief the dep-

redations of this bird were seriously af-

fecting the salmon supply in the small

streams, that they also killed a great

many fawns of deer, and young forest
and shore birds, as well as ducks, geese,
etc.”

You will note that snap judgment was
taken on the Eagle as a result of loose
and unscientific statements. You may
remember that two years ago an effort
was made by several of the Southern
States to get the United States Food Ad-
ministration to destroy all the Brown
Pelicans in the Gulf. How ill-founded
was this complaint against the Brown
Pelican you also know. Such complaints,
with no more basis than this, are con-
stantly made against some birds. Every-
body knows that Eagles eat fish, but the
Lord certainly made enough fish for us
and the American Eagle. Furthermore,
the salmon largely taken by the Eagles
in Alaska are the dead and dying fish

that float down the river after the spawn-
ing season.

T. Gilbert Pearson,
Secretary National Association of Au-

dubon Societies.

DEEP-ROOTED INSTINCT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
TN December last I was strolling up the
-1 station platform of the Northern Paci-
fic at Logan, Montana, when I observed,
just a few paces distant, a young collie

dog with a smooth, silky coat. He was
smart-looking and bright-eyed, so I

whistled to him and he jauntily trotted
up abreast of me to be petted. I stopped
for a few seconds to stroke him and then
continued sauntering up the platform.
The dog followed me. As I slowed down
my pace somewhat, I noticed a man clad
in heavy winter garments standing near
the window of the telegraph office. The
dog left me and trotted up to him. With
true doggish politeness he began sniffing
the man’s wearing apparel. The instant
he did so he sprang back, bristled up
and began snarling and barking vocifer-
ously. He was greatly excited and was
a typical picture of combined anger and
fear. Never had I beheld such strange
antics in a pet animal, so I said to the
fellow: “He seems to be friendly, but in

the name of heavens what causes him to

act in that manner?” The man replied

in a droll way: “I know. I’ve got wolf
blood on my pants and he smells it.”

’Twas true. I could see that his trou-

sers were bespattered with blood and the

moment the dog got the scent he recoiled,

realizing it was that of an arch-enemy.

Wasn’t that a good example of deep-

roOted instinct? And that, too, in an
animal that had been pampered and pet-

ted and whose nature had at least been
partially changed by intense domestica-

tion.

J. W. Y., Jr., Minneapolis,' Minn.



Beautiful “Lake Parlin” for Sale
Midway Between Moosehead Lake and the Rangeleys

(Mt. Coburn from Lake Parlin)

(Mt. Parlin, Deer Island and Lake; 1910 Photo; From Mt. Quithcarte; View of Acreage and Estate)
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Beneath Mt. Coburn, in the Heart of the Maine Woods

A SPORTSMAN’S ESTATE
APPROXIMATELY 250 ACRES

Located on the Portland-Quebec Highway; 18 hours by Bar Harbor-Kineo Short-Line Express from
New York; at Lake Parlin, Somerset County, Me.; 12 miles from Jackman Station; C. P. R. R. Two
hundred and fifty acres, more or less

;
complete and self-sufficient establishment

;
comprising Residence,

15 bedrooms; Garage; Stables; Laundry; Greenhouse; Poultry Plants; Deer House and Run; Mush-
room House

;
Electric Light, Acetylene Gas and Water Plants

;
Barns

;
Sheepfold

;
Boat House

;
Refrig-

eration Plant
;
Smithy, Employees’ Dormitory, etc., etc.—20 Buildings

; 80 Acres of farm land under cul-

tivation; Vegetable and Flower Gardens; Lawns, Bowling Green, etc. Woodland Park in course of
improvement. A fifteen year development. In perfect order—ready for immediate occupancy.

An ideal home for club or sportsman in the boundarj^ mountains of Maine. A delta of beauty

and sport—formed by the well developed farm and enhanced by the unrivalled delight of the famous

Lake Parlin. The particular charm of this Estate is its provision of perfect comfort in the heart of

the sportsman’s wildwoods. Splendid hunting and fishing; big game, trout, grouse, etc., etc. Dom-
inates a 15 mile radius of over 50 lakes and ponds,—moose range, deer, bear and big game trails.

The center of a wealth of the proverbial Maine lakes, both such as hold the treasure of 5-pounders,

like Lake Parlin, and such wherein the smaller speckled beauties strike, two to a cast.—In short,

a sportsman’s paradise,—Could not be duplicated for double the price.

Lor a sportsman’s family, no more ideal Maine residence could be created;—the individual buyer of

means will find excellent provision for sport and fireside.—The generous proportions of this estate will

sustain a sizable club membership, which the usual-priced shares will easily finance as a sportsman’s club.

Apply to Your Own Broker or Address

“LAKE PARLIN ESTATE”—Post Office, Station E, Brooklyn, N. Y. Price $126,000.
by Appointment. See your Automobile Blue Book.

Inspection
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AND WHAT’S THE RESULT?

When the gun is pointed
right the result is always
a satisfactory one with

those who use

PATENTED
STEEL-LOCKED

SHELLS
Here is Shotgun Ammuniiion
in which the presence of Qu^ity
is so conspicuously evident that

confidence (so essential to effective

shooting) is inspired at a single

glance.

The Hot-Flash Primer, the

Equal Pressure system of Load-
ing, the High Grade Wadding
( long hair felt), the peculiar

Crimp and the Patented features

of Construction are the factors

of efficiency which produce the

smash that makes the clean kills

for which these shells are famous

“Perfect from Primer to Crimp”
Send for Four Aces and a King”

Mention this Magazine

In Writing

WILDERNESS DWELLERS
HUNTING BIG GAME WITH A CAMERA IN THE HEART
OF THE NEW BRUNSWICK WILDS-CHAPTER EIGHT

By DR. THOMAS TRAVIS

E were eagerly prepar-

ing' for a brand-new
experiment, flashlight-

ing moose at midnight
where the Northern
Lights glow. Not
soon shall I forget the

scene as we started.

The moon made a big

silver D low in the

west, giving just
enough light for us to

see the dark outlines

of the forest-clad mountains, for we did

not dare start until we thought the moon
would have set by the time we reached
the grounds,—or rather the hunting
waters, as even the faintest glow gives

enough light to reveal a canoe to these

keen-eyed denizens of the wilds.

We were on Nepisiguit lakes, a chain
of great, shallow ponds in the heart of

New Brunswick, and it was close onto

midnight of August 19th, 1919. Not a

breath of wind was stirring, though there

was a slight ‘‘draw’' from the water. In

the prow of the canoe was the man with
the camera. Next to him was his mate,
running the flashlight, and behind her

was Fred Waters, the guide, with Char-
lie Cremin, the master guide, at the

steering paddle. The canoe crept from
the landing as silently as a shadow, crept

along the edge of the silent forest with
every one of us tensely listening for

the splash of feeding game.
As we drifted along I listened in vain

for even the drip of the paddles; those

two guides were doing masterly work
there in the dark. Then the silent signal

came, a hand-jar on the side of the ca-

noe, and we sat tense. Right near us we
could hear something feeding. Slowly
the head of the canoe drifted around til!

we 'were pointing at the sound; then we
began to move toward it, creeping, creep-

ing till we were within fifty feet when

the signal for the headlight came, and
I lifted the flare. There m the ccne of
light stood a full-grown buck feeding at
the lake edge; his head came up and his
eyes shone in the beam of light. He
lifted his dainty feet and stood like a
statue gazing at us,—then went on quiet-
ly feeding. In fact he showed no con-
cern after the light fell on him, and,
though we talked in low tones which he
.must have heard, he made no move to go
off until we drifted where he caught the
scent. Then with one leap he disap-
peared in the dark caves of the forest,

and I shut off the light.

Again we were floating in a magic
world. The moon was just rimming the
edge of the fir-clad mountains with a
faint glow of silver light. The lake was
as smooth as glass, and every constella-

tion of the sky was mirrored perfectly
beneath us. It seemed as if we were
floating between two worlds, whose floors

were paved with the burning diamonds
of the stars.

Even when the headlight was turned
on the forest edge to investigate some
sound, the sense of unreality, positive

fairyland, was still there. Every short
blade of the fir and spruce foliage took
on a frosty glow under the beam of light,

and the spaces between the close-packed
trees ghve the impression of underwater
grottoes hung with Christmas greens.

Scores of moths drifted through the

beam, all intent on their life game.
From time to time the silence was start-

lingly broken by some metallic-winged
bettle humming by like a tiny bombing-
plane through the mysterious sky.

A S we passed through the narrows into

Third Bathurst Lake the moon sank
behind the mountains, and the

world about us was dark, save for the

starglow, and we were on our real hunt-

ing grounds where adventure awaited.

I saw her not only with my eyes, but with my ears and nose and nerves
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“Kodak Literature ”

For the Amateur Who Wants to

Know the Why of What He Does.

Abolt. Lenses

The better you know your lens, the

better prepared you are for picture-

making. This booklet, containing

numerous illustrations and diagrams,

will give you information you ought to

have regarding the various kinds of

lenses used in photography. It offers

you as well, in non-technical language,

an insight into elementary photographic

optics. Free.

Lantern Slides

Deals with the making and coloring

of lantern slides. Free on application.

Kodakery

A little magazine for amateur photo-

graphers— written mostly for the be-

ginner but containing much of value to

the advanced worker and always techni-

cally right. Free for one year to every

new purchaser of a Kodak, Brownie,

Premo or Graflex. (The necessary

subscription blank is contained in the

instruction book that accompanies each

camera.) To all others sixty cents per

year.

Llementary Photographic Chemistry

The chemistry of photography, with a

description of the preparation and pro-

perties of the chemicals used, is pre-

sented in a clear fashion; and the in-

formation contained between its covers

is invaluable to the serious amateur.

80 pages. Free.

How to Make Good Pictures

A practical book for the amateur that

covers in a simple understandable way
every phase of photography that he is

likely to be interested in. 170 pages.

Price 40 cents at your dealers.

Promide Enlarging with a Kodak

An understandable pamphlet that tells

how to improvise an enlarging outfit

with any focusing camera that has a

removable back. Free.

The Photography of Colored Objects

describes, in simple language, the prin-

ciples and practice of orthochromatic

and panchromatic photography. 50c.

postpaid.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y., The Kodak City
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THE unusually good
results that shoot-

ers have with Peters
Shells are due not a little

to the perfect Pattern.

Uniform, highly polished

shot; elastic wads made of

thoroughly cleaned cattle

hair; and a carefully de-

signed c r im p—a 1
1

pro-

duced within our own
factory contribute to the

better pattern which
Peters Shells give.

There are many other

good features—“steel
where steel belongs,” the

sure-fire primer and so on.

Peters Shells are better.

• •
• •

• •

• •

• •
• • #

.

• •

* ##

• 9

• • O

• •

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY
New York CINCINNATI San Francisco

35c
Postpaid

all lubrication and

polishing around the

house, in the tool shed

or afield with gun or rod.

NYOIL
Id (he New Perfection

Pocket Package

is a matchless combination.
Sportsmen have known it for

jearB. Dealers sell NYOIL at

15c. and 35c. Seird na the name
of a live one who doesn’t sell

NYOIL with other necessaries

for sportsmen and we will send

you a dandy, handy new can

(screw top and screw tip) con-

taining 8^ ounces postpaid

for 35 cents. r

WM. F. NTE, New Bedford. Mass.

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

1440 E. 63rd St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Nor did we have long to wait. With-
in five minutes the slight hand-jar came,
and the prow of the canoe slowly drifted

toward the northern side of the lake.

Then I heard the “feeding sound” of the
moose, the splurge of a huge head sub-

merged, the snort as the beast came up
and blew the water from its nostrils,

—

the trickle and drip as the drops fell

from ear and hide in the dead silence of

the night. So still was the world that

these came to us from half a mile away.
Then we moved in silence and darkness
toward it, moved with every muscle tense

and every nerve strung high.

Suddenly a flash ran from my scalp

to spine. A wild scream, then another,

and another; rolling baritone screams in-

termingly with a struggling, spluttering,

splashing of water,—for all the world as

though some panther or lion had leaped

on a woman, and was tearing her throat

out while she screamed and strangled in

the shoal water. So startling, so unex-
pected and so sudden it was that even
the guides jumped as I could well feel

by the jar of the canoe. Then Charlie

Cremin grunted out the word, “Loon.”
Far off on the other edge of the lake

some feeding beast had almost stepped

on a sleeping loon,—and she certainly let

him know it. Even when the crash of

his terrified departure had died away,
Mrs. Loon still sent her blood-curdling

scream after him to speed his departure

and warn the world that she intended to

have a nap undisturbed.

“Of course,” thought I, “that ends our

moose.” But it did not. Evidently the

moose knew what a loon was, or else it

happened to have its head under water
when that scream shattered the night. At
any rate, as the echoes died down we could

hear the surge and splash, the snort and
tinkle of dripping water from the other

edge of the lake. So we drifted on in

the dark, silently as a shadow. In fact,

we were so thoroughly a part of the night

that bats fluttered within a few inches

of us before they noted what we were.

An owl dropped out of the immensities

only to gyrate madly in a quick get-away
as he almost landed on us. But these

were only silent interruptions.

So we came at last very near the sound

;

in fact, so near we could sense the ripples

even in the darkness where the moose
was feeding. Then came the signal to

turn on the light . . . and the

HUGE HEAD OF A FOUR-EYED
MOOSE LAY THERE ON THE
WATER, BLINKING AT US FIFTEEN
FEET AWAY! !

Charlie was dead behind us, hence his

whisper, “Can you see it?”

Could I see it? Why I never saw any-

thing so plainly and fully in all my life!

I saw it not only with my eyes, but with
my ears and nose, and nerves.

“Can you take a picture?” grunted
Charlie.

“I certainly can. I’m all ready. Touch
off the flashlight.”

N OW as I said before, we were ama-
teurs, and our fixings were really

humorously primitive. We had a

big carriage headlight with a flap for a

searchlight. Next time I go I shall have
an acetylene or electric lamp. We had
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From one of the world’s

greatest sportsmen

ay,

and here's the reason—my Fox

A. K. Fox Gun Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Gentlemen:

The double-barreled shotgun has come, and
I really think it is the most beautiful gun I have

ever seen. I am exceedingly proud of it. I am
almost ashamed to take it to Africa and expose

it to the rough usage it will receive. But now
that I have it I could not possibly make up my
mind to leave it behind. I am greatly obliged

to you, and I am extremely proud that I am to

have such a beautiful bit of American work-
manship with me.

Sincerely yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

WHEN the day’s shooting is over, when each incident

is recounted by the cheerful blaze of the open fire,

while a savory aroma from the steaming pot tempts
sharpened appetites with its promise of a feast surpassing the

city’s best

—

Then your gun naturally becomes the center of interest and
discussion. Through its help you succeeded in getting the

biggest bag of the day; it is the dependable companion of

yesterday’s, today’s, tomorrow’s sport.

If your gun is a Fox, its place in your esteem is secure, your
faith in it not to be shaken. It is a trustworthy friend. And,
of course, you feel a certain pride in possessing “The Finest Gun
in the World”—pride that is justified by Fox performance,

Fox appearance, Fox quality and the sincere admiration of

your comrades.

Let us send you a copy of that useful little brochure on
“How to Choose a Gun.” It will help you to avoid disappoint-

ment in your choice.

A. H. FOX GUN COMPANY
4674 N. 1 8th Street.

PHILADELPHIA
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ThisWon’t Hurt

Infallible
“Now don’t get excited Jim.
Just take your rime about lash-

ing them out. Remember tlaat

those shells are loaded with
Hercules Infallible. That
powder is really waterproof.

“Don’t worry about getting a

little water on shells that are

loaded with Infallible!”

HERCULES

INFALLIBLE*™EC
HERCULES POWDER CO.

1009 Orange Street

Wilmington Delaware

SMITH GUNS
“ The Gun That Speaks For Itself”

has much to say as the autumn days come on.

It will answer your desire for real pleasure in

the real out of doors. It has made its message
understood during a third of a century—each

year in a more distinct tone—each year with

the increasing emphasis of perfection.

The Smith has balance, poise, a well rounded perfection of mechanism
and pattern and range that affords outstanding Smith Distinction.

Your dealer has a Smith Gun that will speak impressively in your hands. With
Hunter One Trigger it’s the complete gun.

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY, Inc.
31-51 HUBBARD STREET FULTON, N. Y.

MCDONALD & LINFOETH, 739 Call Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.

Pacific Coast Representatives

THE SPOETING GOODS AGENCIES, 33 St. Nicholas St., Montreal
Representatives for Eastern Canada

what now I know were futile little black

squares of flashlight paper, the dealer in

which had warned us, and the directions

also warned us not to use more than one
at a time. We had a barrel head nailed

to a stick, and our paper pinned to the
whitened barrel head. We had a cleft

stick with a thin piece of birch bark
which had to be lighted by a match, and
this in turn touched to the flashlight

paper held aloft by my mate.
Well, we went through all that in the

dark. My mate scratched the match, as

I held the camera open and aimed from
the prow. Then she touched the paper
and it went off with a sound like a cough
in a cistern.

At the flash and noise that moose let

out one snort that almost sent the water
spattering in my face, then started for

shore. But in that flash I saw something
that puzzled me. There were two moose
heads close together, and neither of them
had horns.

And the commotion was certainly

amazing, in that silent midnight. It

sounded like the launching of a battleship

to my tense nerves, but it died down as

the moose settled to the long swim for

shore. Then I heard something that set

me thinking again; a tiny squealing

baby-like squeaking wail. At every

stroke of her swimming feet this cry

came. And I said to myself, “Well, I

should think that huge moose would make
a different noise than that.”

We followed in the canoe and we heard
them land, with a huge splashing commo-
tion. We heard when they struck the

forest, crashing through the dense tan-

gle. Then for fully a minute there was
dead silence, but only for a few minutes
at most. Then the silence of the forest

midnight was shattered by the resonant,

coughing bellow of the great cow. It

rolled over the world about us, it rever-

berated through the grottoes of the dark

forest; it echoed back from the silent

mountains. . . We could mark her

progress by it. . . COUGH—Crash;

COUGH—Crash; with almost monoto-

nous regularity as she fled through the

forest directly toward the North Pole.

Then it dawned on me—the long head

and the huge disturbance, the puny
squeaking wail when we were on top of

them,—and then, this silence—shattering,

bellowing cough. The two moose were a

cow and calf. And when I had turned on

the light the calf was trying to get on

her mother’s back.

The mother had swam out or waded out

to her feeding ground, leaving the calf

in the edge of the forest, and as babies

will, this one got tired of waiting while

the mother browsed on the succulent lilly

pads. The baby had swam out to get

her supper of warm mother-milk. And
she was asking her mother to come on

shore and feed her.

We happened along just when the baby

was trying for a ride to shore. When I

had turned on the light I was in line,

and saw two heads behind each other.

It was two pair of startled, twinkling

eyes that I had glimpsed in the beam of

the searchlight, and also, the mother had

swam in silence absolute. It was the

frightened wail of the baby I kad heard

as they swam for shore.
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The sturdy INDIAN rides smoothly, evenly at

any speed you wish—and you’ll enjoy sensing

the power behind its engine, controlling it with
the utmost ease.

WHERE automobile, bicycle and wagon
fail, the INDIAN succeeds. Over forest

paths, right through those densely wooded
stretches that lead to your favorite stand—there

the INDIAN will speedily carry you in perfect

comfort.

And the INDIAN’S finely equipped side-car

affords comfortable space for your companion
and all the outfit for a day’s good sport.

The INDIAN adds to the joy of outdoor life—and
it solves the puzzling problem of “getting there”

and getting back. See your INDIAN dealer today
—let him explain *he INDIAN’S many superior

and exclusive features.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept, io, Springfield, Mass.

The Largest Motorcycle Manufacturer in the World

Motocycle
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Bigger

than Weather'

Outing Garments of

North Country Wool
Keep you warm and comfortable in
wind, cold or damp weather. Care-
fully tailored with all sportsmen's
conveniences. Exactly suited to the
needs of hunters, trappers, fisher-

men and campers.

There is no other cloth like Patrick
Cloth. It is as distinctive to Amer-
ica as are freizesto Ireland, cheviots
to Scotland and tweeds to England.
It is made of the thick, long-fibre

North Country wool from “sheep
that thrive in the snow.”
Manufactured exclusively in Patrick
woolen mills and made up into garments
in Patrick factories. Patrick controls
every manufacturing process, from raw
wool to finished garments.

Look for the Patrick label. If your
dealer does not handle Patrick Pure
Wool Products we will direct you to

one who does.

Send for 1920-21 Style Book showing Pat-
rick-Duluth fabrics in colors.

Patrick-Duluth Woolen Mills
Sole Manufacturers of both Cloth

and Garments

GENUINE

HUDSON S BAY
" POINT ”

BLANKETS
Made in England of Australian Wool

KHAKI—GREY—WHITE—BLUE—SCARLET

HUSEAlOfaVAUTY

Will Shed Water
Finest Made for

Point Size
3 60"x72" dble.

3 Vz 63"x81" dble.
4 72"x90" dble.

Color Guaranteed Fast
Outing Purposes

Weight Price
8 lbs. 5 oz. $33.25

10 lbs. 40.00
12 lbs. 48.00

ASK YOUR DEALER
<xheTiPllfF/Io.Mm.M. JUuLEi^ \Ajkiteo
4 CLIFF ST., NEW YORK CITY

Him!
H E had almost made the timber edge

—but the quick, accurate bead I

drew with my Lyman Sights beat him
to it.

Make quick, sure shooting

easy. No. 1A Combination

Rear Sight shows the front

sight close up in a large cir-

cle and centers your eye on

the front sight and game.

Has two sizes of aperture

which are built into the sight;

cannot be lost. Can be

changed from one to the

other with a ' flip of the

finger.

Lyman Hunting Front
Sight No. 4 has pro-

tected ivory bead that

shows distinctly in any
light.

At your dealer’s, or write us
your make, model and caliber,

and ask for booklet.

The Lyman Gun Sight
Corporation

110 West St., Midd'.efield, Conn.
No. 4, $1.50

WILD RICE! WILD CELERY!

Brings the Wild Ducks in Flocks

NOW is the time to plant Wild Rice
and Wild Celery. They thrive in shal-

low fresh water lakes, streams and
marshes.

Ducks travel hundreds of
miles to find these favorite
foods. Practically all varie-
ties of ducks like Wild Rice
as it gives them both food
and cover; Wild Celery is the
favorite food of open water
ducks such as canvas hacks,
red heads, etc. Bring the
ducks to you instead of go-
ing after them.

Order Terrell’s germ-
inable seed for your
waters now for imme-
diate shipment. Ex-
pert planting advice
with each order.

CLYDE B. TERRELL
Dept. H. 202

OSHKOSH, WIS.

Army Auction Bargains
Tents $4.25 up
Saddles 6 50 up

Uniforms 2.50 up

Hess Pas, .25 op

C. W. revolvers $2.65 up

Army Haversacks .15 up
Knapsacks .75 up
Army 6un slings .30 up

' Spring.Rem. cal. 30 single shot rifle for model
190« cartridges, »7.77 Ball cart. *3.SO per 100

• 1 6 acres Army Goods. Large illustrated cyclo-

pedia reference catalog— 400 pages- e issue

1,20. mailed 50 cents. Now Circular lO cents

FRANCIS BANNERMAN SONS. 501 Broadway, Hew York

Then the old lady had stopped and
thought things over. Then it was she had
come to the conclusion that something was
radically wrong. In fact, it was plain,

—

so plain you could follow her slow moose-
thinking. She had decided that she had
had one “put over on her,” and she de-

termined, woman-like, to tell the world.
And she did tell it. That appalling,

rumbling, coughing bellow pealed and
echoed through the forest. Then she
crashed along for a space. Then she
stopped again and voiced her grievance,

—

so alternately bawling and running, with
her little baby beside here, she went off

north, where we could hear her for half
an hour bellowing and crashing, till faint-

ly and even more faintly the sound came.
At last it died away in the distance
and we were left once more in the night
and silence, floating between the floors of

two worlds, star-decked, diamond studded,

mysterious.

S
O we drifted in silence toward our
next experiment with the moose, and
as we drifted, lo, on the northern rim

of the mountains, the magic arc was
formed, blowing and fading, flashing into

startling brilliancy, then burning like

moonbeams through a giant opal. The
magic arc of the North dawned above the

wilderness as we set our gear anew,
pulled ourselves together once more, and
turned the silent prow of the canoe again

into the second lake opposite camp, and
there came to us through the narrows,
suggestive sounds, and the sweet scent

of the damp balsams. It was now two
o’clock in the morning, and we were just

getting into the game.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

HOW THE LITTLE
GREEN-WING DIED

(continued from page 538 )

ordered. I had taken but a step or two,

when bang! bang! went his gun. I

turned in horror, thinking he had shot

himself, but it seemed that I had no
sooner turned my back than the duck
sprang from the grass at Uncle’s feet,

where it had been lying like a quail, and
had taken him so completely by surprise

that he had missed it clean with both

barrels. Now, Uncle William stood six

feet six inches in his stockings and when
he got mad clear through there was a
lo+- of it. For a' moment he could not

give utterance to his thoughts, then the

“damn” burst, and he gave vent to such

a flow of lurid language that it nearly

set the meadow grass on fire. Stepping

high, as he always did when very angry,
he stamped back to the blind, while I

meekly brought up the rear. Here he
reloaded his gun and sat in silence, but
there was a strong smell of brimstone ,

in

the air around the blind for hours after.

ABOUT an hour after the drake
smee episode I took a walk around
the north shore, to the north en-

trance to Crab Pond; here some years
before a great storm had brought a
“draw” through from the sea, making
a large bar that had nearly closed the
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Elmer Richards
Famous

“Winter King”
Solid Chrome Tan Leather

16-Inch
Men’s HighCutShoe

DOWN
Send only $1.00 and we will send you this
splendid shoe bargain on approval. If entirely sat-

isfied you have six months to pay balance. You
can’t imagine what this shoe is until you see it and
feel what wonderful quality is in every inch of the
leather. You don’t run the slightest risk. If you
aren’t more than delighted, return the shoes and
your dollar will be refunded immediately. Don’t
wait. The stock is limited. Order now.

ChromeTan Solid LeatherThroughout
16 inches tall. Every inch selected, softest, pliable,
tough, storm-proof, solid, dark chrome tan leather. The best
wearing leather in the world and at the same time is pliable
and easy on the feet. Full oak tanned, double soles. Solid
leather heels. Bellows tongue, same superb quality tan
leather. Full vamp runs all the way under toe cap. Leather
counters. Leather insoles. Back seams reinforced. Two
straps and buckles. Positively the best shoe in the world
for work or hunting.

Sizes 6 to 11. Order by No. F-4. Be sure to give
yoursize. $1.00 cash, $2.35 monthly. Total$14S5.

6 Months toPay
Learn to buy the Elmer Richards way as thousands of well
satisfied men are doing. Six full months to pay in low monthly sums
so small you will never notice them. No charge for credit— not one
cent discount for cash. These shoes are a big special bargain. Don’t
miss this chance. Send for a pair on approval now.

Order Now
Don’t be too late. The stock is limited. Send the cou-
pon now with adollar bill, or a $1.00 P. O. order. You take no risk.
Money back instantly if you ask for it. Send the coupon now.

I Elmer Richards Co.
Dept. 1347 W. 35th St, Chicago

B I enclose $1.00. Please
send Men's 16-inch High
Cut Shoe, No. F-4. Size
If I am not satisfied when I receive these shoes,

I
I can return them and get payment back with
charges. Otherwise, I will pay advertised terms,

J
$1.00 with coupon, $2.35 monthly — price $14.95.

State..

Richards Co.
Dept. 1347 W. 35th St., Chicago

Every

inch

solid,

high

grade,

chrome
tan

leather.
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The big- advantage of Pyramid Solvent
is that it thoroughly cleans the firearm
without wearing out the human arm.

Save s
Elbow
Grease

Pyramid Solvent
removes residue of high-power smoke-
less and black powders and loosens metal
fouling without the hard work you are

accustomed to. Contains
no harmful chemical and
no moisture.

After Pyramid Solvent, always
use 3-in-One Oil to prevent ru6t

and to lubricate.

Pyramid Solvent is for sale by-

most firearm dealers, 3 ounces in

a convenient flat can that fits

pocket or shooting: kit, 30c per
can. If your dealer can’t supply
you, 6end35cand we will send
you a can postpaid.

Three-in-one Oil Co
165 EZG Broadway, New York

C£17

RUSSELL’S
‘NEVER LEAK"
Thebuilt-for-hard-knocks
boot that sportsmen
swear by—soft, easy-fit-

ting and as near water-
proof as a leather boot
can be.

Made to meas-
i from best

q u al it y
ch rome-
tanned
1 eathers.

Ifyour dealer
doesn’t carry
RUSSELL’S,
wute us for
a catalog,

W.C.RUSSELL
MOCCASIN

CO.

612 Wisconsin St.

ure

ITHACA
WINS

This is F. B. Hillis

who won over Ken-
tucky’s best. Mr.

Hillis will tell you he

can kill more birds or

break more targets with

an Ithaca.

Our free Catalogue will

tell you why.

Double guns for game
£45.00 up.

Single barrel trap guns

$75.00 up. _

ITHACA GUN CO.
Ithaca, N. Y.

Box 25

The Wilbur shotgun peep sight will revolutionize
wing shotting; no excuse for missing; game birds or
clay Itirei6. Patented and perfeoted by an old trap
and field shooter. Teochei the art of wing shooting;
will increase the score of the trap shooter: corrects
the faults of old shooters: shows how to lead your
birds: compels proper handling of gun: puts the
shooter down on his gun where he belongs; proves
the correct fitting of your gun.
Made of blued steel, clamps instantly and rigidly

on breech of barrels. Fast enough for use in snap
shooting. Has two openings with center post for
alignment with ordinary sight at end of barrels.
Any object seen by the shooter through this sight

when trigger is pulled, is DEAD — as such object
must be at the time in shot pattern when gun is

discharged. On quartering birds lead is shown ab-
solutely — NO GHFSS WORK.
MADE IN 12 and 20-GAUGE ONLY. Not made

for single-barrel or pump guns.
Price, postpaid, $2.50, with full instructions In

the art of wing shooting.
Write for “Treatise Wing Shooting Made Easy.”

PAT.

WILBUR GUN SIGHT
116 West 39th St.. Room 140, New York City. N. Y.

ShcotWL&outNoise
Cut out that unnecessary report

noise. Don’t scare away all the

other game. Use a

MAXIM
SILENCER
PRSCE, .22 Cal. $7.00

Send 6c in stamps for catalog

and booklet of astonishing
experiences of Silencer users.

The Maxim Silencer Ce.

69 Homestead Ave., Hartford,

Ih KERR gunIung
WEBBING OR LEATHER FOR ALL RIFLES
Used by Army, Navy and Marine Corps

AN AID TO ACCURACY
Ask your dealer or write us

MANUFACTURING It SALES CORP.
40 CEDAR ST. NEW YORK

inlet. This bar was bare, excepting for

a thin fringe of rushes on the south side.

As I looked things over, I saw three

black ducks, sitting on the bar near
these rushes, preening themselves, and
I immediately laid plans to get them.
Wading the mouth of the inlet I crawled
on my stomach fully one hundred and
fifty yards across the sand bar until I

was within range behind the rushes,

then I cautiously peeped through. The
ducks were sitting about three feet

apart and I could not get two in line,

so I lay and waited for them to move
and line up better. I could have killed

one sitting and one on the wing, but I

was greedy and wanted them all. After
a time they seemed to sense danger, and
holding up their heads looked all around.
Then they waddled! down off the bar and
began to swim away, keeping just about
the same distance apart. I waited until

they were almost out of range, then hur-
riedly shot at one on the water, and
missed, and “scratched” one down with
a broken wing with the other barrel

when they rose and it gave me a hard
chase before I captured it. As I walked
back across the meadow to the point, I

pulled out my watch to see the time and
found it had stopped. This watch was
an open-faced gold one, willed to me by
my grandfather, and I prized it highly.

It developed later that I had squeezed

it in crawling across the bar, breaking
several of the jewels. After Uncle and
I had eaten our lunch, his grouch gradu-
ally disappeared and he became good
natured again. About three o'clock in

the afternoon we saw a flock of small

ducks coming from Stooling Point. They
proved to be nine green-winged teal.

They decoyed nicely and bunching up
well we killed five of them. The remain-
ing four passed behind us, toward Crab
Pond, where one that had been hard hit,

dropped on the meadow; the remaining
three then turned back to us and just

as we had reloaded came over the de-

coys again and we dropped them all. As
I waded out to pick them up I found one

beautiful little drake was winged, and he
started flapping off on the water, but as

it was only half knee deep I could wade
faster than he could go, so he stopped,

and when I was within perhaps ten

paces of him he dove and swam off at

right angles. The water was very clear

and I could see his every move. Pres-

ently he stopped again, and I waited for

him to come up, but as he did not, I

waded nearer until I could see him plain-

ly. He was stretched out full length

and I could not understand what kept

him under. Out of curiosity I waited,

and Uncle called to know what was the

matter. Fully five minutes I stood there,

then waded over to him, and rolling up
my sleeve, thrust my hand down in the

water, and it took quite a twitch to

bring him away. I found him to be as

dead as a stone, and a stout stem of

duck grass, clenched tightly in his bill,

told me what had kept him down. The
brave little fellow had preferred death

to capture and had committed suicide.

While this was a surprising incident to

me at the time I have since heard of

similar cases which have been reported

by other hunters.
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DOCTOR HENSHALL
VISITS SPAIN

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 540)

the enormous waste of our timbered
lands. The landscape through which we
traveled was wholly without interest, ex-
cept an occasional castle on a rocky
mountain or a hamlet on a hillside. As
a natural consequence of the paucity of
woods and groves, birds were seldom seen
except a vulture, eagle or bustard.

Arriving at Granada we put up at the
Washington Irving Hotel, named! in hon-
or of the author of those fascinating vol-
umes, Granada, Alhambra and Columbus.
In the yard of the hotel we saw some
red-legged partridges in willow cages,
which we were given to understand were
used as decoys by sportsmen in shooting
those game-birds. Within easy shooting
distance of a convenient blind the decoys
are staked out to lure and invite their un-
suspecting fellows to a cruel and igno-
minious slaughter by so-called sportsmen.
Granada is situated on the banks of the

River Darro, on one of the loveliest
plains in the world, at the foot of the Si-
erra Nevada Mountains, whose summits
are perpetually covered with snow. Dur-
ing the dominion of the Moors Granada
was one of the largest and most import-
ant cities of Andalusia, and at the pres-
ent day is still one of the most populous.
The center of its commercial activities is

the old Vivirrambla, once the scene of
Moorist jousts and tourneys, and the ad-
joining wide street, the old bazaar, still

retains the small shops and booths, a re-
minder of its Oriental ancestry. The
Alameda, on the edge of town, is a fine
shady park and promenade, the favorite
resort of the populace. Most of the
streets are narrow, crooked and badly
paved, but the gushing fountains, lofty
domes, minarets and steeples seen from a
distance form a charming view that pro-
claims its Moorish origin.

The Cathedral is massive but gloomy,
and contains some notable paintings. Its
interior seemed rather flimsy and gaudy,
but the dome is lofty and grand in white
and gold. We were rather more inter-
ested in the fish market, with its odd and
curious display of the finny tribe. We
observed that the ladies of Granada were
handsome and elegant, but like all the
daughters of Andalusia were much given
to coquetry and flirting, and devoted to
the love of balls and routs, the theatre
and bull-fights.

On one of the hills beyond the town is

the Gypsy quarter, where the Spanish
Gypsies live in caves, dug-outs and huts,
not unlike the cliff-dwellers of Arizona.
A deep ravine separates this hill from
the one occupied by the wonderful fort-
ress known as the Alhambra, which is,

of course, the principal feature of Gran-
ada. But as Washington Irving, who
once resided within its walls, has devoted
an entire volume to its history, descrip-
tion and wonders, not much can be ex-
pected from my feeble pen.
The marvelous Alhambra is situated on

a commanding hill overlooking the town,
and is approached by a sloping walk
shaded by elms, cypresses and pepper
trees, whose roots are nourished by a

ticular in selecting your rifle is just as

as shooting? accurately. The big game
rifle you use must measure up to its ]oh in something

more than size, as every sportsman knows.

Developing improvements m firearms and ammunition—
some of the most important in this field— has given

Remington a position m the minds of critical sportsmen

which has been honestly earned.

Remingtoti
for Shooting Right

You can find a Remington big game rifle in slide

action or autoloading model to suit your taste.

Both are chambered for .25, .30, .32 and .35

Remington high power smokeless cartridges.

Tbe slide action principle of the Model 14 enables

the hunter to operate his rifle faster than any
other hand-operated action and helps him to catch

his aim quickly after each shot. The action of the

Model 8 autoloading model is positive and rapid

—

one shot for each pull of the trigger. No. 14

holds six shots; No. 8 holds five.

Ask your nearest Remington dealer to show you
these models. A Red Ball Sign on the store in-

dicates " Sportsmen s Headquarters. There are

over 88,000 Remington dealers in this country.

Send For General Catmleg

The RemingtonArms Union Metallic Cartridge Co., Inc.

Largest Manufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in the World

Woolworth Building New York City

“OEING pai

important

A Remington

—

measures up to its jot
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The Shirt They Choose
For Fall or Winter hunting—on chill,

moist days or days when winds are

biting cold— for work or pleasure—
outdoor men invariably choose the

for its warmth and comfort. It breaks the
wind, keeps out the cold. It is neat fitting,

yet allows utmost freedom of action. It is soft

to the touch and wears like iron.

Ask your dealer to show you a Windbreaker

MAOE

WARNING:
Every Genuine Signal
Shirt has this Trade
Makk below the collar

band.
Without this Trade
Mark it isn't a Signal.

HILKER -W1ECHERS MFG. CO.
1257 Mound Ave., Racine, Wis.

A SIX MONTHS’ SUBSCRIPTION to

THE BOVS’ MAGAZINE for only 50c!

By accepting this remarkable low price offer you save

70 cents over the news stand price as our price Per Copy
is 20 cents.

THE BOY’S MAGAZINE is the finest boys' periodical

in America. Each issue contains from 15 to 22 thrilling

short, stories, from 3 to 4 splendid serial stories, besides

a wealth of special departments devoted to Eflectricity,

Mechanics, Wireless, Popular Science, Athletics and Physi-
cal Training, Editorials, Stamp and Coin Collecting, Re-
view of New Boys’ Books, Debating, Outdoor Sports, Ama-
teur Photography, Talks with Parents, Boys Who Are
Winning Business Success, etc., etc. Besides all this we
are now publishing, in each issue, a large number of

illustrated jokes drawn by the best professional comic
artists in America.

Send only 50 cents today (send stamps if more con-
venient) and we'll enter your subscription at once.

You are not taking the slightest chance as we will

refund your money immediately should you not be more
than pleased with The Boys’ Magazine. Our firm is in-

corporated for $200,000.00 under the laws of the State of
Pennsylvania. Every banker and publisher in. America
will tell you we are Absolutely Reliable.

So send along your subscription and if THE BOYS'
MAGAZINE doesn't far exceed your expectations we'll

refund your money promptly and without question.

Address THE SCOTT F.REDFIELD CO., Inc.

5038 MAIN ST., SMETHPORT, PA.

THE BOYS’ MAGAZINE ii ON SALE at ALL NEWS STANDS 20c a COPY

Samuel Merrill’s
THE MOOSE BOOK
Covers the entire field of the splendid
sport of moose-hunting. The hunter,

scientist, general reader—even the

camp cook will find a section where
the subject is treated from his view-
point.

“No sportsman’s library can be complete
without it. It is almost a moose encyclopedia,
so complete is it.”—Outdoor Life.

New Edition. Superbly * illustrated .

Net} $6.00, postage extra.

E. P. DUTTON & CO., 681 5th Ave., N. Y.

WlGGLER
55 ^

Send for

Circular of other Lures cmd Pork
Rind Strips *AL.FOSS -

1712 COLUMBUS RD. • CLEVELAND 1

cool, gurgling brook whose limpid waters
are brought from the snow-clad slopes of
the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Enclosed
within the walls of the fortress are nu-
merous patios, towers, battlements and
palatial dwellings and gardens. Its
fountains, pools, cisterns and basins are
supplied with cool and refreshing water
conveyed through Moorish aqueducts
from the snowy mountains.

T HE Palace of the Alhambra is divid-
ed into a number of halls and courts
connected by arches, as the Hall of

Lions, Hall of Justice, Hall of the Two
Sisters, Court of the Fish Pond, etc.

Irving, the most graceful writer of pure
English, says of the Hall of Lions:

“In the center stands the fountain fa-

mous in song and story. The alabaster
basins still shed their diamond drops;
the twelve lions which support them, and
give the court its name, still cast forth
crystal streams as in the days of Boab-
dil. When one looks upon the fairy

traces of the peristyles, and the appar-
ently fragile fret work of the walls, it is

difficult to believe that so much has sur-

vived the wear and tear of centuries.

. . It is almost sufficient to excuse the

popular tradition, that the whole is pro-

tected by a magic charm.”
The Hall of Lions is a large patio with

considerably more than a hundred pillars

of white marble of airy lightness. In
the center are the alabaster basins, just

described. The floor is cut into channels
for the running water. On the walls

about the fountain are numerous inscrip-

tions in the Arabic, which signify in part
that it is a mansion exceeding in beauty
all other mansions, and its garden con-

tains wonders to be found nowhere else;

its fountain of pearl with its showers
glistening through the air in prismatic

bubbles which fall within a circle of sil-

very froth, and flow amid other jewels,

exceeding the marble itself in whiteness

and transparency!

The Court of the Fish Pond, like the

Hall of Lions, is oblong. In its center

is the great marble pool more than a hun-

dred feet long and half as wide, sur-

rounded with hedges of myrtle and roses.

The water, about five feet in depth, was
as clear as crystal, and many goldfish

were disporting themselves in the manner
of the former sultanas and ladies of the

harem. The floors are paved with white

(continued on page 576 )

THE KING OF OUR
INLAND WATERS

(continued from page 544 )

T ROLLING lures are as difficult to

dope out as the predictions on to-

morrow’s weather. The lure that is

the winner today and that brings in the

best fish of a season might not be at all

successful for any other day in the sea-

son. The truth of the matter is that the

muskie is the most eccentric fish that

swims. Any angler
,
will at once agree

with me ;upon this subject I believe.

There is little doubt but that the muskel-

lunge takes the artificial lure in nine out
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of ten cases merely from curiosity, pug-
nacity or pure unadulterated viciousness

!

In the matter of live or natural bait I

believe that the fish takes the lure in a
different attitude, but with the artificial I

can not discover any plausible or material
reason for his taking it with any idea of
food. In view of this fact I have come to

choose my muskellunge lures to suit the
oddities of the fish. For all around work
in trolling I have settled upon the large
size of spinners and spoon hook, unbaited.
These lures are heavy and attractive in

the extreme with their polished blade pro-
pellors and feathered hooks. For dark-
colored days and water that is slightly off

color I rather like a silver spoon or spin-

ner, but for very bright days and clear

water, with a reflected bottom light from
gravel or light-colored underwater depos-
its, I choose only the copper spoons and
blades.

Casting from the shore or from a boat
is highly in favor among the majority of

those who fish for the large fish. More
territory can be covered, and it can be
done in a more thorough manner than by
trolling. The depth of the lure beneath
the surface means a great deal at times,

and by casting, the depth of the bait is at

all times subject to the angler’s control,

therefore I believe that, generally speak-
ing, it is the best method for the man who
cares to fish a pool or a certain stretch of

weedy shore thoroughly. The same lures

that are used for trolling, work equally

well in casting. A long, record-breaking
cast is not essential for success with a

casting rod for muskellunge. Some of

the hardest battles I have ever fought
and the best fish I have had the good
fortune to bring to gaff were mainly
taken from the shore and from short casts

of thirty-five and fifty feet length. The
main idea is to place the bait where the

fish is most likely to be waiting. It is

not absolutely essential that the lure

should fall just before the muskie’s jaws,

but try to get it in the immediate locality

of your fish where it will be attractive

and noticeable. I have known large mus-
kies to rush a bait and hook themselves

that were several rods away from where
they were waiting for food, but this is

another proof of their eccentric and pug-
nacious character which has caused the

fish to become known throughout this vast

section, west of the mountains of our
eastern part of the country, as the King
of the Inland Waters.

HUNTING GRIZZLY
WITH THE BOW

(continued from page 536 )

resembled our previous specimen, I let

fly a broad head and struck the little

fellow in the ribs. Without a sound the

whole flock of bears disappeared. Then
we heard a plaintive bawl; we saw the

little fellow fall against an obstructing

log and lie still. His mother came back
several times, gazed at him sadly, then
softly disappeared.

Daybreak came. We picked up our
little two-year-old,—one hundred and
twenty pounds,—deprived him of his

Make Each
Shot Certain

That satisfaction of knowing you will hit
\V comes with the use of Marble’s Sights. Profes-

LA. sionals and amateurs find their shooting improved by using them.
P We also make Safety Pocket and Camp Axes, Hunting Knives. Gun
\ Rods. Cleaning Implements, large variety of Sights, Waterproof Match Box, Compasses, Fish
' Gaff, Auxiliary Cartridges, Recoil Pads, Shell Extractors. Most dealers stock Marble’s

Goods. If you can’t find what you want, order direct. Write for Marble’s Catalog.

Marble’s Flexible Rear Sight
^8||

M
For the hunter who goes after big game, the small game jjfcl
hunter, or target shooter. There is probably no other A\0)
sight as generally known or as highly endorsed. Can’t
be injured by blows or shocks—if struck it gives and \ figggl rtr

^ flies back instantly. For practically all American rifles. \ \ MO ||j
Two different discs furnished. State make, model and \
caliber. $3.60. 'y' JlNSL^AXif

Marble’s Duplex Sight
wKIMK The only all-purpose sight adapted to

every rifle’s use. hc-in. gold bead for

target practice and game in ordinary
light or on snow—54-in. white enamel

S'. MpJafcSag* bead for game in poor light. Two sights

in one—each perfect. $1.65.

Marble’s Improved Front Sight

Enables shooter to make
accurate shots at any range
without adjusting rear f
sight. Object aimed at can / V

‘ be seen over or under bead.
Choice of Ms or fe-in. ivory
or gold bead. $1 .10.

Marble’s V-M Front Sight

The ideal front sight to use
with Marble's Flexible Rear
Sight. Embodies a principle HiiMl
new to most shooters, but it

gets results. Face and lining
of aperture made of Pope’s
Island gold—easy to see in any
light and will not blur. $1 .65.

Sheard Gold Bead Front Sight
Guaranteed to show up well in dark timber—will never blur. Shows

the same color on different colored objects. For practically all rifles and
revolvers. $1.65.

MARBLE ARMS MFC. CO.
52S Delta Avenue,
GLADSTONE, MICH,

HERE’S A SMASHING GOOD CAMP AXE
This double-bitted camp axe—nicely balanced, is just the right weight for
speedy work in clearing a trail or cutting firewood. It is a great favorite
with forest rangers, guides, etc.—Blades are finely polished and ground
to a keen cutting edge. Guaranteed to be absolutely perfect in quality
and temper and the handle to be strong and true.

Blade, 7%" x 3%"; weight 2Yz lbs.
;

handle 28"

A leather blade guard adjusted for wearing at the belt completes the
equipment. Axe retails for $2.00.

OTTP. SPECIAL OFFER
Send us $4.00 and we will enter your subscription to FOREST AND
STREAM for a full twelve months and in addition will also send you
this double-bitted camp axe and leather blade guard. Address,

FOREST and STREAM 9
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PAR KROGER”

JIFFY LINKS
They Snap Together

YY7HERE do your shirts wear out first? At the cuff edges
vv

probably. The cuff edges soil first and most, and launder-

ing quickly wears them out.

Jeffy Links Separable Cuff Buttons practically double the life of a shirt.

They make it easy to turn back the cuffs and keep them clean. Made in two
pieces that snap together, and apart. Buttons will not fall out when un-

snapped. Hold cuffs smoothly when fastened. Made in many beautiful

patterns; at various prices.

Specify “Jiffy Links" to your haberdasher or jeweler. Made by a house
famous fifty years for the superiority of its products.

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS, INC. PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

MAKERS OF PARKROGERS ABSOLUTELY ONE-PIECE COLLAR BUTTONS

Town& Country
Leather Coats

No weight, plenty
of “give,” weath-
er-resisting and
warmth retain-

ing. Just the

coat for the
sportsman and
outdoor worker.
Town &. Country
Coats are leather

lined, have leather

sleeves and a box
plait in back. The
patented Knit-Nek
never sags and the

knitted wristlets provide extra warmth and
leave your hands clear for action.

The Universal Qarment for Out o’ doors

GUITERMAN BROS.
SAINT PAUL, U.S. A.

Originators and manufacturers of wind-proof and
cold-resisting clothing.

At all leading stores.

Write for Style Booklet G 39

REAL HARRIS, LEWIS,AND
SHETLAND HOMESPUNS

DIRECT FROM THE MAKERS
The Aristocrat of Tweed for Sporting Wear.

ratterns and Prices on Application.

S. A. NEWALL & SONS igfSO
London Office, 643 Belfast Chambers, Regent St W.
State shade desired and if for Gent’s or Ladies’ Wear.

Jet the hairdo with the hide

, FUR DRESSING CO.
655 WEST AVE.

fRpCHESTER N.X.

Indian Moccasins
Both Lace or Slipper

ivlade of Genuine Moose Hide
Men’s Sizes, 6 to 11, at $5.00
Ladies* or Boys’ Sizes,

2 to 6 at $3.75.

Sent prepaid on
receipt of price.

Money refunded if

not satisfactory.
We make the finest Buckskin Hunting

Shirts in America. Carry in stock the larg-

est assortment of Snow Shoes ill the country.
Also hand-made Genuine Buckskin and Horse-
hide Gloves and Mittens. Our Wisconsin
Cruising Shoes have no superior as a hunting
shoe. Send for Free Catalog today.

Metz & Schloerb,SS*
|‘ Sets up either with -

or without car. Provides a real
stoel spring, sagless bed and
waterproof tent.

The Stoll Mfg Co. 32f»5 Lar»mer St. Denver. Colo. 1

coat, long bones and skull, and performed
the autopsy. The arrow had cut a rib,

gone through his left lung, shaved a
piece off the left ventricle of the heart,

severed the coronary artery and imbed-
ded itself in the sternum. His chest was
full of blood. We packed him home and
had delicious bear steaks for supper.

NEXT diay it rained all day, and eve-

ning came clear and fresh with the

fragrance of the ground and woods.
The moon was full and beautiful, so we
went to the blind early.

One morning, before this, we had
crossed the trail of a fine female and
three cubs. She winded us; the cubs
squeaked and the solicitous mother
whirled about, rose up on her tiptoes,

and advanced in our direction. We held

still as death while she looked, sniffed

and growled, and then reluctantly went
off, turning back from time to time. She
was wonderful,—so imperious and
strong, eager to fight for her own. We
heaved a sigh of relief as she would
have been a most dangerous animal to

encounter.

This night she came; dim shadows,
soft velvet foot-falls, and there she was.

family and all. I whispered to Young,
“Get the cubs.” We waited till they

were 40 yards off, then drove the arrows
at them. There was a squeal, a jumble
of dark figures, a roar from the mother,

and they all came tumbling toward us.

Just then the big fellow appeared on

the scene. We had five bears in sight.

Turning her head from side to side, try-

ing to find her point of danger, half sus-

pecting the big bear, our dame came
toward us. I whispered to Young,
“Shoot the big fellow.” At the same
time I drew to the head and drove an
arrow at the oncoming female. A dull

soft thud; I saw her rear; she yelled

with rage; the yell turned to a groan;

she staggered sidewise twenty yards and
fell on her side; rose again breathing-

hard, and slowly sank down. She was
dead in less than twenty seconds.

The cubs had run up hill past us. One
came back and sat up at his mother’s

head a moment, then disappeared in the

dark forever.

All this time the big male was up
stage, ramping back and forth with

mixed emotions. Young shot three ar-

rows at him; I let fly two; then off he

packed. We missed him! We missed

him! And only fifty or sixty yards. It

is true he was in deep shadow, but we
should have landed! He was as big as

a house!

We were deep in despondency. We wait-

ed an hour or two but the bear procession

had passed, so we got out of our blind

and started skinning the female. She

was a beautiful bear, weighing about 500

pounds, and no fat. Her coat was like

that of her lord and master, dark brown,

a little curly and rusted, here and there

the silver shining through.

My arrow had cut a rib or two, pene-

trated her lung and entered the right

ventricle of the heart. The hole in the

thick heart wall would admit two fingers.

Her thorax was occupied by one huge

blood clot.

We finished skinning at daybreak,
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then went off in search of the cubs. We
found one under a log a hundred yards
distant. An arrow was lodged in his

head and he had breathed his last. Look
as we would, we could not find the other.

Young’s arrow was missing, so we as-

sumed that only a skin wound had been
inflicted and the little fellow would re-

cover.

Just for curiosity and to pick up our
arrows, we went over the ground where
the monster passed. One arrow was
gone. That gave us hope, so we journeyed
on. There was blood! We trailed him.

There were spatters of blood, as if

sprayed on the dewy grass. Here was a

pool of blood, and more pools, clots!

Then began the tracking. He had wan-
dered in and out of the little clumps of

jack pines. We followed, cautiously,

peering under the limbs, watching piles

of fallen timber, as he had wandered
round in circles.

1 Then we picked up the anterior half

of Young’s arrow, deep stained with wet
blood. More pools of blood! Then we
picked up the feathered end of the ar-

row. It had been drawn out by his

teeth. Now the bleeding stopped, with

only an occasional spatter.

The trail then entered the open for-

est, where we could track him only as he

crossed the fallen logs, and left his

bloody smear. Here he had dug shallow

holes in the earth and lain down. Four
of these were close together. He must
have been badly hurt!

Then his trail disappeared. We went
over every inch of the hard ground. We
circled; we went back; we went in big

circles; we cross-cut every trail that left

the country. We searched up and down
the creek, but he was gone! For five I

hours we hunted in vain.

WE sat down, ate a little food, took

a nap, and woke up to discuss the

problem. He must be near. It is im-

possible for a bear to live that has lost

so much blood. We viewed the last wal-

low he made. There it was in the soft

loam beneath a big fir. No tracks left

the area. He must have gone down in

the ground, or straight up in the air.

We looked once more along the rim
rock. There was a patch of blood! Be-

low was a trodden trail. We clambered
down, and there he lay, great hulk that

he was, on a rock straddled across a

tree! He was as dead as Caesar, cold

and stiff ! His rugged coat was matted
i

with blood. Well back in his chest the

arrow wound showed clear. I measured
him ;—twenty-six inches of bear had
been pierced through and through One
arrow killed him. He was tremendous.

His great wide head, his worn and glis-

tening teeth, his massive arms, his vast,

ponderous feet and long curved claws,

—

all were there. He was a wonderful
beast. It seemed incredible. I thumped

-Young on the scapula. “My boy! I con-

gratulate you!”

We started to skin our quarry. It

was a stupendous job, as he weighed one

thousand pounds and was on a steep i

canyon side, with no bottom. But by
means of ropes and braces, by flashlight,

acetylene lamp, candle and fire light, by
|

using up all our knives and by assiduous
j

I
F you're the foxy outdoorer, there’s always a jar of Beech-

Nut Peanut Butter in your kit.

Do you know anything handier to eat, or anything you're

gladder to get, after a long hike, or a morning of swift sport

than Beech-Nut Peanut Butter spread on crackers or bread?

That rich roasted-peanut flavor goes to the spot—you bet

!

Take a tip from the experienced sportsman and slip some
biscuits and a jar of Beech-Nut Peanut Butter in your kit

whenever you start out. Get it from your grocer or outfitter.

BEECH-NUT PACKING COMPANY, Canajoharie, N. Y.
“Foods of Finest Flavor’’

Beechnut Peanut Butter

WEISS Alpine Binoculars
So powerful they bring the object within apparently

one-eighth of the actual distance. Invaluable for hunters,
yachtsmen, tourists, foresters, range-finders, mounted
police, cattlemen, army officers.

“The Telephone of Sight”
WEISS ALPINE BINOCULARS have the following features of

superiority: Larger Field of View: Greater Illumination, a creat
advantage in hunting in timber or in looking into brush at dusk or
dawn; Greater Magnifying Power in proportion to size; increased
Stereoscopic Effect, adding to the relief of far-distant objects;
Portability.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

WEISS INSTRUMENT CO.oSi.'sSVMt

Strong, light, compact, Copper-
alloyed, aluminum frame, cast in one
niece. Fine sole-leather case with
each pair.

Type used by U. S. Signal Corp.
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Know
Your
Birds

AMERICAN

GAME BIRDS
Water Birds— Game Birds

—Upland and Shore Birds

—In Colors

By CHESTER A. REED

Is a book written especially for sports-

men as a concise guide to the identifica-

tion of water birds, game upland and
shore birds.

One hundred and sixty species of birds

are faithfully depicted by the colored

pictures, and the text gives considerable

idea of their habits and tells where they

are to be found at different seasons of

the year.

These illustrations are reproduced from water-color painting by the author, whose
books on birds and flowers have had the largest sale of any ever published in this

country. They are made by the best known process by one of the very first

engraving houses in the country and the whole typography is such as is rarely

seen in any book.

The cover is a very attractive and unique one, with set-in pictures.

PRICE 50 CENTS DELIVERED ANYWHERE

NEARLY

160
BIRD

PICTURES
IN

NATURAL
COLORS

NEEDED BY
EVERY

SPORTSMAN

FREE
WITH FOUR MONTHS’ SUBSCRIPTION TO FOREST

AND STREAM AT REGULAR RATE OF
$1.00 FOR FOUR ISSUES

FOREST AND STREAM (Book Dept.)
9 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

D ID you ever lay in a sink box on

an early November morning
when ducks were coming in flocks?

If not, don’t let this fall pass without

having a day like the above picture. Book
your date early. Write W. S. Bailey,

Perryville, Cecil Co., Md.

I
SALE OF

U. S. Army & Navy Goods
For Camp and Summer Outfits

Ask for big Catalog* 123 Today
Army Khaki Shirts . $2.00
Navy Underwear . . .75
Army Ponchos ... 1.25
Army Wool Breeches . 2.50
Khaki Trousers ... 2.50
Army Pup Tents . . 3.50
Army Mess Plates . . .25
Army Blankets. . 5.00
^rmy Raincoats. . 3.50
~ud all other articles for
camp or outdoor use.

SEND 10c FOR ARMY & NAVY
CATALOG- 123—AND BUY AT
AUCTION BARGAIN PRICES.
ARMY &. NAVY STORE CO.
245 W. 42d St.. New York

k Largest Camp and Military Outfitters
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0
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DARROW’S
Steel Duck Boat
Flat Bottom, Flaring Side design.

Built in five sizes. Quality of Mate-
rial and Workmanship Guaranteed.
The lightest, steadiest, easiest run-

ning Duckboat on the market. Prices

reasonable. Shipments prompt. Send
for free catalog showing Duckboats,
Sectional Boats, Motor Boats, etc.

F. H. Darrow Steel Boat Co.

2 Clinton Street

ALBION, MICH.

MAINE ARCHED INNER-SOLE
Takes away that flatfooted feeling so as to

make your Hunting Rubbers and Moccasins feel
the same as your everyday shoes. Every hunter
should wear them on long tramps.
Very best leather with all-wool felt back. Be-

tween felt and leather is an adjustable steel

arch. Price $1.10 postpaid. Send for Circular.

X. X. BEAN, Mfr. Freeport, Maine

industry for nine straight hours we fin-

ished him, after a fashion.
In the middle of the night we stopped

long enough to broil some grizzly cub
steaks and open up a can of beans. We
literally hacked the hide off that brute,
and to decapitate him, dissect out his
feet, shave off and clean his leg bones
was a Herculean task.

At last another day came. We gath-
ered our trophies together and staggered
somehow to a trail; packed our camp
stuff, hired a machine to get us out of
Yellowstone, and sallied forth dripping
with salt brine and bear grease, dead for
sleep. We were weary almost to intoxica-
tion, but the possessors of the two finest

bears in Wyoming.
We left our hides with a ranger to

flesh and re-salt, and so the day ended.

Now, as I write this on the train
speeding back to California, it all seems
very tame and sweet, but as the cigar-
ette ads. say: “It satisfies.”

As for the gun, we forgot all about it,

until the time we shipped it back to
Frost. Not a shot fired!

The California Academy of Sciences
will have a handsome representative
group of Ursus horribilis imperator
We have the extremely gratifying feel-

ing that we have killed five of the finest

grizzly bear in Wyoming,—killed them
fair and clean with the bow and arrow.

TALES THE RIVER
TOLD TO MATT

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 545)

food. The gills were carefully removed
and cracker dust, which had been pre-
pared by rolling crackers on a board,
sprinkled very liberally over the crab.
“Never under any circumstance cook a
crab that has died before being dressed,
as it, in some manner, frequently gen-
erates a poisonous gas in a very short
while after dying, and many cases of
serious illness, and even death, have been
caused through lack of such precaution,”
said Mr. Adams.

Mr. Woodhull had a good fire going
and prepared a liberal supply of smok-
ing hot lard in a frying pan into which
the crabs were laid. Matt had an ob-
servant eye for the whole proceeding,
and as they were laid out smoking hot
and golden brown on the plate, he said:
“I do’n know if I’ll like ’em or not; they
look jest like crackin’ big spiders.” “If
it was a brave man who first negotiated
a raw oyster, then he who first betook
of a fried soft crab was a hero,” re-

marked Mr. Woodhull.
“Now don’t hurt the feelings of your

cook,” said Mr. Adams with a laugh.
Sprinkling one liberally with salt and
adding a dash of mustard, he laid it on
the boy’s plate, saying: “After you’ve
eaten one there won’t be enough in the

bay to keep you supplied.” Matt broke
off one of the legs and tasted of it rather
gingerly, neither of the men making any
comment as he continued eating until the
crab had entirely disappeared, then he
passed his plate for another one, simply
remarking: “They’re jest bully.”? After
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the meal Matt was assigned the duty of

dish washer, at which he was no novice,

his aunt having given him full instruc-

tions in the past and having seen to it

that it was well done.

“There is but little use in fishing until

the tide is just about high,” said Mr.
Adams; “from then on to low water is

the best time; shrimp and other fish food

which pass up with the tide drop back
as the water recedes and it is then that

fish usually bite best in places like this.”

rE men lit their pipes and stretched

themselves prone beneath a giant

oak which stood near the camp,

while Matt strolled down to the water’s

edge and made the same experiment with

the bottle and found the water still “run-

nin’ up stream,” as he said. He sat down
on the bank and began tossing small

pebbles into the water, buried deeply in

thought with the ever-active toe digging

into the sod. Here was a new world

opening up to his vision; although only

a few miles from his home, it was a reve-

lation to him, as he had never before

seen salt water. He had eaten crabs and
found them delicious and their habits

had been revealed to him by his older

companions. All that they had told him,

so far as he had had opportunity to test

out for himself, proved true, so why
should not all of the many things which
he had heard about and which seemed im-

possible to him be accepted ? His very soul

was beginning to hunger for the broader
things of life, to see and know for him-

self the mysteries wrapped up in the

bosom of the great salt waters. Here
he was at the junction of the salt and
fresh and had been promised fishing

which he had never partaken of and
knew not how to do. He was to become
acquainted with the kinds of fish which
thrived in either salt or fresh water, and
he was in a transport of delight at the

prospect. As he sat there, a large crab

came finning itself along at the surface

of the water as is its custom when all

is quiet. Here was a distinctly salt

water creature enjoying itself in what
was surely at best no more than slightly

brackish water, and he watched it with

interest as it gave him a good oppor-

tunity to observe its method of locomo-

tion. Its large claws were folded close

to its body and it used only the two

swivel-jointed paddles at the back to

propel itself along and it seemed to move
sideways, as is true of that species. He
knew from his experience with them in

the morning that they can swim with
great swiftness when alarmed. Suddenly
he sat bolt upright and his gaze was
fastened on a moving object on the bank
about fifty yards upstream from where
he was seated. For a full minute he

watched it, then he cautiously flattened

himself on the ground and began worm-
ing his way toward a bunch of laurels

near where the men lay. As he gained

the cover he picked up a bit of light

wood and tossed it so it would fall on

Mr. Adams, who looked around quickly

when the missile struck him and saw the

lad making the most earnest gestures for

him to come to him, at the same time

holding his fingers to his lips in token

of silence. Mr. Adams crept to him, well

knowing that something out of the ordi-

Double Lens

THE ONLY LAMP
OF ITS KIND
The Carbide

Brilliant Search Light
for

Showing Hinge Hunting, Trapping, Camping, Etc.

Sold throughout the world for 18 years.

Shines 300 to 600 feet. Single or Double Lens
with darkening door. Four styles, $10.00 to

$12.00. Sold by Hardware and Sporting
Goods Dealers.

If your dealer cannot supply you we will
ship on receipt of price, postage paid.

Catalog free on request.

BRILLIANT SEARCH LIGHT MFG. CO., 529 So. Dearborn St., Dept. 9, Chicago, III.

Big Game
Hunters
Consider whom you will have

mount your invaluable trophies. M
We are specialists in game heads,

life-sized animals and fur rugs. Wjk,

Our catalog showing prize specimens

re-created true to life will impress

you with what a lifetime devoted to W®
taxidermy can attain. wh

FIELD GUIDE & 'C,'D|7|7 lj
BIG GAME BOOK T fV£iJU ||

Contains records of North American Big 1
Game. Its 32 pages, richly illustrated,
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will charm and convince you. Shows \

beautiful Game Heads and Rugs for sale

to decorate realistically your home, den
or office. Write us today.
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1019 Broadway DENVER, COLO,
Branch: Livingston, Mont.

TENTS
and

for

SPORTS-

Protection and wear are what
you want in tent and waterproof
covering.

These qualities you will find in

United States Tent products. The
material and workmanship that go
into these goods have won the ap-
proval of thousands of sportsmen.

Large scale production assures you of
wide choice and right prices. Ask for our
latest catalog.

United States Tent & Awning Co.

229 No. Desplaines St., Chicago, U. S. A.

Let Us Tan Your Hide.
And let us do your head mounting, rug, robe,

coat, and glove making. You never lose any-
thing and generally gain by dealing direct with
headquarters.
We tan deer skins with hair on for rugs, or

trophies, or dress them into buckskin glove

leather. Bear, dog, calf, cow, horse or any
other kind of hide or skin tanned with the hair

or fur on, and finished soft, light, odorless, and
made up into rugs, gloves, caps, men's and
women's garments when so ordered.
Get our illustrated catalog which gives prices

of tanning, taxidermy and head mounting. Also
prices of fur goods and big mounted game heads
we sell.

THE CROSBY FRISIAN FUR COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y.

GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY
in the heaviest rainstorms. The only
garment for every outdoor requirement.

Compact. Light. Serviceable

IT-FITS-THE-POCKET
FREE catalog of pneumatic goods
for camp, automobile, hospital, office

and home requirements. For Sale
by Sporting Goods Dealers.

METROPOLITAN AIR GOODS CO.
Athol, Mass.

reliable
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JO'IN THE ARMY OF SUCCESSFUL ANGLERS
BY USING A

MARTIN AUTOMATIC FISHING REEL
THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED SPORTSMEN ATTEST TO THE SATIS-
FYING RESULTS ATTAINED BY USING THE MARTIN AUTOMATIC

Guaranteed Perfect and Practical

No cranking—made in four sizes: “G” line capacity No. 2—
75 ft. No. 2—90 ft. No. 3—150 ft. No. 4—225 ft.

LEFT HAND REELS MADE TO ORDER
Send for Catalogue

MARTIN AUTOMATIC FISHING REEL CO.
Mohawk New York

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy to handle, nc leaks or repairs; check as baggage, carry by
hand; safe for family; all sizes; non-sinkable ; stronger than wood;
used by U. S. and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize at
Chicago and St. Louis World's Fairs. We fit our boats for Outboard
Motors. Catalog.

King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 428 Harrison St.. Kalamazoo. Mich.

MyNew
Blue

Devil

Darning

Needle!
hie Kno)va.

It's a Dry Fly—Trout and Bass Jump at It
You have known the Joe Welsh Leader for years
—now make the acquaintance of the “Blue
Devil."

Joe Welsh Leader in 6 breaking strains—

a

3-ft, length by mail, 25c.; 6-ft. length, 50c.;
9 -ft. for 75c.

A “Blue Devil" and 3-ft Leader, 75c.

JOE WELSH
Pasadena, California

Distributor for

U. S. and CANADA

Catch

Fish Enjoy the thrill and excitement
which bait-casting angling gives,
by casting for ’em with the

South Bend Reel
which entirely eliminates back-lashes,
snarles and tangles. Our book “The
Days of Real Sport" tells tried and
proven casting methods. Shows com-
plete South Bend Tackle line. A
postal brings it FREE.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.
10298 High St. South Bend, Ind.

Don’t buy fish nets

—

You can knit them your-
self at small cost It’s

dead easy. Complete II-

1 u s t rated Instructions,
Shuttle, Mesh Blocks,
Valuable Fishing Hints,
for $1.25 postpaid. Fur-
ther particulars if de-
sired.

W. E. CLAYTON
43 No. Main Street

Altoona, Kansas

Heddon
Bait Casting Reels

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

‘AsK the Fish!”
Jas. Heddon’s Sons,

Dowagiac, Mich.

Finest Salt Water Fishing
Channel Bass, Trout, Mackerel and Tarpon in

abundance. Ideal accommodations. Ex-
pert guides. The best fishing season

is now. Write for folder.

ROLSTON HOTEL
Coden, Alabama. J. E. Rolston, Prop.

nary was transpiring somewhere near.
“What’s up?” he whispered when near
enough to be heard. “I do’know what
it is,” whispered back the boy, “somethin’
bout as big as a small dog an’ grey an’
black an’ a big bushy tail. It’s workin’
over along the other bank as if lookin’

for something.” The lad was highly ex-
cited and he crept forward with great
caution toward the bank of the stream,
but in a direction toward where he had
seen the animal, the man following close-

ly and both screened by the bushes. As
they reached the bank Matt peered cau-
tiously out and for several minutes looked
anxiously around, when he suddenly
ducked his head and pointed across the
stream without a word. Mr. Adams
crawled to his side and saw the object of
the boy’s interest. “That’s a coon,” he
whispered, “I never before saw one
prowling around at this time of the day;
he’s hungry and looking for frogs or
something.” The boy looked the ques-
tions he would like to ask, but remained
silent. They were not more than twenty
yards from the raccoon, which, entirely

unaware that its most deadly and dread-
ed enemy was near, was peering keenly
under the bank and along the water.
Then it braced itself quickly and plunged
into the water and simultaneously with
the splash a large crab went into the air

and well out on the bank. The coon

turned and swam to the bank, and after

shaking the water from its fur it walked,
oi* rather ambled to where the crab lay.

The lad noticed the peculiar gait of the
little animal, whispering: “He walks
jest like a pacin’ hoss trots.”

(to be continued)

MAKING
FIRES

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 551)

in your ditty bag. Get some dry birch

or cedar bark and shred it up between
two stones. Mix this up with some
scorched rags and dry powdered wood or
punk. Strike a spark into a little pile

of this and breathe upon it very gently

so as not to blow it away—a live coal

will form in the tinder which you then
place into a wad of dry shredded bark.

Add some slivers of wood and other in-

flammable material and blow into flame.

Your watch crystal, provided there is

sunlight, may be used as a burning glass

to start the tinder into flame.

The bow and drill method may be used
also, if no other way seems practical. Cut
a hickory bow about two feet long and
fit it loosely with a thong—use a shoe

string or leather .strip. The drill may be
cedar and the fire block too—the wood
needs te be dry of course. For a palm
piece or pressure block for the upper
end of the drill to revolve in, cut a piece

of any hard wood.
Pass the thong once around the drill

stick; make a notch in the fire block for

the drill to operate in, fit the pressure
block on the top of the drill stick and
you are ready to drill. Draw the bo\V

back and forth and press down, not too

hard, on the pressure block. Continuing
•this drawing back and forth, a fine paw*
der will be ground out by the revolving
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lower end of the drill stick; this will

soon begin to smoke and presently a

spark will appear in the powder thus

formed. Breathe into it gently and when
well alive dump it into your tinder and
blow into flame.

It’s a good stunt to keep a little light

wood for kindling in the tent; lacking

this dry wood in rainy weather, you may
start a fire with dry wood knocked from
the inside of a stump, log, or dead tree.

If your kindling is hard to light, a little

kerosene comes in very handy; there are

also some highly inflammable cubes about

the size of a piece of lump sugar thaf

may be purchased in most sporting goods

stores, that will assist greatly, if your

wood is damp.
Another little trick, if your small wood

does not catch fire easily, is to make a lot

of “Xmas trees”—take a quantity of light

wood slivers and cut into each, as if to

make shavings; do not cut the shavings

off altogether, however, leave the ends

attached to the stock, so that the shav-

ings stick out from the main stem like

the branches of a tree. Make a whole

lot—stand them up against a stick and

light; they will catch fire readily and
make a big blaze for the larger wood.

F
OR the cooking fire it is best to make
a rather small fire with intense heat,

with as little flame and smoke as

possible; for a fire to heat the tent, a

large fire is needed with much flame and

lots of glowing logs and coals. For your

fire to heat the tent at night, some sort

of reflector should be placed back of the

blaze to direct the heat rays into the

open front of your tent so that you will

not lose the warmth by radiation.

Drive down two hard stakes of red

oak, red maple or some other nearly un-

burnable green wood, leaning slightly

backwards and build a reflector of green

logs, piled one upon the other, leaning

against the two uprights. Place two
logs for andirons and build your fire of

birch, hickory or oak on them at night.

When burned down to coals place on

two or three more logs which should be

replenished, from time to time, during

the night.

The Indian fire or lazy man’s fire may
be found sufficient for a brilliant night

fire around which you may gather to

swap yarns’- This fire is made of “squaw
wood”—dead saplings, or large branches
dragged to the camp and placed in a

circle, the ends pointing towards the cen-

ter, like the spokes of a wheel. As the

ends are consumed, the fire may be re-

plenished by simply! shoving the logs in

towards the center.

If you are fortunate enough to be near
a deposit of clay a good oven may easily

be constructed by plastering over a keg,

laid upon its side, a mixture of water
and clay, a couple of inches thick. Make
an opening near the closed end for a
chimney. Fill up the keg with wood and
burn till the keg is consumed and the

clay is baked hard.

If no keg is available, make a form of

logs and sticks and spread a layer of

clay over it as you did over the keg. Fire

the wood as before. To use as an oven
make a good fire inside and when the

wood has burned down, rake out the

NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game f
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all
kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon,
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent,
Reid Newfoundland Company, St. John’s, New Foundland

ON THE BEACH AND
THE BOARDWALK

When you want to rest,

refresh body and spirit

—

Atlantic City! Laughter,

gayety, life—along the world-

famous Beach and Boardwalk.

Eight miles of Boardwalk, lined

withathousandshopsandamuse-
ments; and eight miles of frolic

in the rolling surf. Or you
may go yachting, fishing or play

golf—with the most interesting

of companions.

Then sit back and repose on the

broad deck porch of Chalfonte.

Relax mind and muscles. Be
soothed by sight and sound of

the sea, refreshed by its tonic

fragrance. Chalfonte is hospi-

table, quiet, home-
like. Its guests re-

turn year after year

and like it more.

Once to Chalfonte,

always to Chalfonte.

American Plan
Always Open

THE LEEDS
COMPANY

WILD FOWL SHOOTING
An exclusive club desires a few additional members. Lo-
cated in the Back Bay District of Virginia, an over night

ride from New York.

Wonderful Canvas Back, Red Head, and Common Duck
shooting. Also finest Wild Geese shooting in America.

Club has fine Point Shooting, several Batteries, Live
Duck and Geese Decoys, and up-to-date motor boats.

Address J. R. B., White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia.

ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY
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C.W.CARMANY.

“Striped Bass” “Bluefish”

On Famous Manasqaan Beach

During the Months of
Sept, and October, 1920

Accomodations for Eight to Ten Sportsmen

Who appreciate “Good Sport,” Clean Beds

and Gentlemen’s Quarters as that term

is understood, and at small expense.

Half hour from Barnegat Bay for Snipe

Shooting or Inside Fishing.

Address

LEONARD HULIT, Asbury Park, N. J.
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Two Burner Model Open

Two Burner Model Closed

There’s nothing quite so nice

as the

Auto- Kamp-Kook-Kit
Think ofthe joy ofhaving hot meals
rain or shine. No smoky, smudgy
camp fire to bother with. No hunt-

ing for dry wood. Auto-Kamp-
Kook-Kit burns gasoline— gives a

steady heat even in a 30-mile wind.

Comes with or without cooking
utensils. Equipped with patent

pressure gauge pump and funnel.

Can be had in one or two burner
models or four-party suitcase outfit.

Prices from $7.50 to $40.00

See your dealer or write us for complete
details

Prentiss -Wabers Stove Company
4 Spring Street Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin

Cr ampin

J. KANNOFSKY
Practical

Glass Blower

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds, ani-
mals and manufacturing purposes a specialty.

Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulls
for furriers and taxidermists.

328 CHURCH ST., Near Canal St. NEW YORK
Please mention “Forest and Stream”

FOR SAIF* Large high
r'-'IS. . class Flemish
Giants, New Zealand Reds, R. R.
Belgian Hares, Ferrets, Pigeons,
Blooded Dogs and Puppies, all

breeds; Blooded Hogs, lilt for book

MOHAWK RABBITRY. Dept. S, INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

HUNTING CLOTHES
and CAMP OUTFITS
Hunting and camping out-

fits complete. Hunting
coats, shooting vests, caps,

ponchos, rubber hoots,

sweaters, camp outfits,

etc., at remarkable prices.

Send six cents for
our big catalog No.

offering hun-
dreds of useful ar-

ticles.

Heavy khaki color
duck, corduroy
collar. thoroughly

waterproof.

37 West 125th Street, New York City

FOR SALE-
Coon, opossum, skunk and squir-

rel dogs; fox, cat and rabbit

hounds. Trained dogs sent on trial, you to be
the judge. Catalog free. Mt. Yonah Farm Ken-
nels, Cleveland, Georgia.

coals, place bread, biscuits, or game with-

in and cover up the front end. If you
have not the time nor the inclination to

make an oven in this way, dig out an oven
in the clayey soil of the bank, about
waist high if possible; make a hole down
from the top to the end of the oven for
a smoke outlet; this will work well.

TRY to make a study of the proper
woods that should be used for the
different kinds of fires. For cook-

ing under your pots and pans, in gener-
ral, use hickory, blackjack oak, maple
‘(hard) and w’hite oak. Flying parti-

cles of popping embers are dangerous,
so avoid cedar, soft pine, hemlock, chest-

nut, spruce and balsams. For the sup-

porting logs and stakes you may use such
woods as red mapl^, red oak, hornbeam,
green pitch pine, sour gum, green balsam
or black ash. For heating the tent with
a big fire, you have birch, hickory, hard
maple, white oak and blackjack.

You will not find many woods to choose
from if camping on the beach, as your
fuel will be mostly dried-out driftwood.

Short lengths of yellow pine logs are

occasionally found stranded on the beach,

however, and these serve admirably to

build the cook fire between. Nice square

blocks of peat, cut no doubt from some
distant meadow during ditching opera-

tions, are also found washed ashore, now
and then, and make excellent substitutes

for side logs.

In beach cookery many difficulties are
encountered that do not exist xn the

woods; not the least of these is wind.
The slightest breath of air will send sand
into everything; it is good therefore to

have well fitting covers for all of your
pots and pans. If it blows hard, build a
board fence or wind break on the wind-
ward side of the fire. These shields are
often found ready-made on the beach

—

doors, shelves, chest covers, or table tops
that have washed ashore. Last year I

used a wind break, worth I am sure, a
hundred dollars—provided one could take
it home—a beautiful solid mahogany
chest-top I think it was. Nearly three

inches thick, inlaid and beautifully

carved. What an inspiration to a novelist.

If no logs are to be found, the little

wire grates that come with folding legs,

a dingle stick, or forked uprights with a

crossbar will be the thing. It is not

necessary to break your back leaning

over your fire—dig a nice square hole

about two feet deep to stand in, or you
may sit on its edge when you are “spoil-

ing grub.” Watch the ones who know
how, the old has-beens, the sour-doughs

—

you will pick up many a wrinkle and
labor-saving device

; no use going through
hardships yourself, profit by the ex-

periences of others.

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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THE:’MI^IKIKIE¥
A nominal charge of ten cents per word will carry classified messages to our army
of readers on farms, in the towns and cities, and at the end of blazed trails.

ASMS AND AMMUNITION

OLD-TIME AND MODERN FIREARMS
bought, sold and exchanged. Kentucky flintlock

rifles, old-time pistols, revolvers, guns, swords,
powder horns, etc. Lists free. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison Ave., New York City.

ONE 22 HI POWER SAVAGE RIFLE, PRAC-
tically new. One 351 Cal Winchester Automatic
rifle, 2 clips and a buckskin case. One 22 Hi
Power cartridge belt. All for $60. A bargain.

Apply, Robert Spears, Burlington, Wyo.

THREE NEW PARKER SHOTGUNS—H. B.
Prindle, 101 Park avenue, New York City, N. Y.

MAKE YOUR GUNS LOOK LIKE NEW—

I

have the formula like the leading gun factories

use for putting the blue finish on guns, rifles

and revolvers. No special tools needed. Formula
will be sent to any address for one dollar. E. J.

Simon, D-l, Dane, Wis.

FISH FOR STOCKING

FISH FOR STOCKING—BROOK TROUT FOR
stocking purposes. Eyed eggs in season. N. F.

Hoxie, Plymouth, Massachusetts.

FISH AND GAME ATTRACTIONS

DECOYS—CALLERS; PURE BRED. NO
limit. Wild Mallard, young, $4.00 pair; year-

lings, $5.00 pair. English callers, young. $8.50

pair; yearlings, $10.00 pair. Duck Book, 25c.

Ferrets for sale. E. Breman Co., Danville, Illinois.

LIVE DECOY FOR SALE—ANOTHER FLOCK
of genuine English call ducks (trained decoys),
are very tame and easy to handle, small. Famous
for their continual calling. Our ducks have been
used for nearly a quarter of a century with
greatest success. Would advise ordering early to

. save disappointment. Also wood ducks, pintails,

and Canada geese (decoys), etc. Address Wallace
Evans’ Game Farm, St. Charles, 111.

SPORTSMEN—TRY THE VETERAN GUIDE.
No charge if not satisfied. Moose, deer and black
bear in abundance. Finest trout fishing in the

world. For particulars write W. C. Ryer, D. C.

M., Upper Clyde River, Shelburne County, Nova
Scotia.

WILD MALLARD CALLERS — MY LIVE
wild mallard callers are hardy and husky and are
shipped in a handy carrying case at no extra
cost for the case. The price is $2.50 each in

September; $2.75 in October; $3.00 in November.
Clyde B. Terrell, Dept. FI-203, Oshkosh, Wis.

FOR SALE

FERRETS FOR SALE—LARGE OR SMALL,
either sex. W. A. Peck, New London, Ohio.

FERRETS FOR SALE—LARGE OR SMALL
lots, write for prices. W. H. Campbell, R. 2, New
London, Ohio.

FOR SALE—BROWN AND WHITE FERRETS.
Write for prices. Harry Chandler, New London,
Ohio, R. D. 5.

GINSENG $10; GOLDENSEAL, $6 PER LB.
Easily grown. 200 seeds of each for Fall planting
with instructions post paid, only $1. Earl
Twitchell, West Milan, N. II.

GUARANTEED GERMINABLE WILD RICE
seed for fall sowing. Write Robert Campbell,
Keene, Ontario.

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ting for newspapers, magazines. Experience un-
necessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 529,
St. Louis, Missouri.

NEWTON BOLT ACTION RIFLE, CALIBER
30 900.06, for sale. Bought in anticipation of
hunt that did not materialize. Has never been
shot. D. P. Dickie, 250 West 104th street, New
York City, N. Y.

PEARLS, BAROQUES, SLUGS; BOUGHT,
sold and exchanged, loose or mounted. L, V.
Mapes, Indiana Harbor, Indiana.

TRAPPERS—BROWN’S FOX BOOK WILL
teach you to catch foxes. Best scents and trap-
ping methods. Results guaranteed. Price $2.
Ernest A. Brown, Nashua, N. H.

PHOTO SUPPLIES

MAIL US 20c WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and six velvet prints. Or send six

negatives any size and 20c for six prints. Or
send 40c for one 8 x 10 mounted enlargement.
Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke Photo Finishing
Co., 220 Bell Ave., Roanoke, Va.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

$6.00 DOWN; $6.00 MONTHLY; SIX ACRE
fruit, poultry; fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100.00; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North
Fifth, Kansas City, Kansas.

FOR SALE—COLES ISLAND. GOOD STOCK
farm and hunting resort. Well stocked with quail.

A. B. Cannon
,
Ridgeland, South Carolina.

TAXIDERMY

SCIENTIFIC TAXIDERMY. — SPECIMENS
and trophies beautifully mounted. Our work true

to nature in every detail. Standard museum
methods. Moderate prices. C. F. Carter, Taxi-
dermist, Good Ground, Long Island, N. Y.

WANTED—EXPERIENCED TAXIDERMIST
Also young man for general work, skinning speci

mens, etc. State experience. M. J. Hofmann
989 Gates Ave., Brooklyn, New York.

DOGS
In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some
disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not
to be transferred until the dog has been
received and found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALES

LIONHEART AIRESDALES — THE ALL-
round dogs, are sold oi) a dead open and shut
guarantee of satisfaction. Although we do less

advertising than any kennel of like size, we re-

ceive inquiries from all over America and many
foreign countries, for Lionheart Airedales: have
saitsfied customers in 36 different States and four
provinces of Canada. As hunters of all furred
game, retrievers of waterfowl, stock dogs, watch
dogs and companions for children, they have no
superiors. Write for signed testimonials and list

of puppies for sale. Lionheart Kennels, Box 1412,
Anaconda, Montana.

LIONHEART WATER WIZARD—A DEAD
game 60 pounder of the best of breeding, a duck
dog that the water never gets too cold for, also
finds, flushes and retrieves grouse and chicken.
Three years old, first $55 takes him. Lionheart
Kennels, Box 1412, Anaconda, Mont. Wires given
preference.

ST. VRAIN AIREDALES, MOUNTAIN
raised (altitude 8,500 ft.), from big game hunters
and show stock. Th eWest’s best imported Nor-
manton Lad. Fee $20,000. St. Vrain Kennels,
Lyons, Colorado (Star Line.)

COLLIES

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont, Monticello, Iowa.

GUN DOGS

BEAGLES BROKEN AND PARTLY BROKEN
and puppies. W. F. Klinedines, Seven Valleys,
Pa.

BEAGLE, RABBIT HOUNDS, FOXHOUNDS,
coon, oppossum, skunk, squirrel dogs, setters,
pointers, bear, deer, wolf hounds. Circulars, 10c.
Browns Kennels, York, Pennsylvania.

BRACE REGISTERED POINTER DOGS TWO
and one-half years old, ideal quail and grouse
dogs and fine retrievers, $250 each. Registered
three-year-old Llewellen setter dog as good a
quail and grouse dog as any man owns, fine re
triever, $300. Pointer dog and bitch, 2]/2 years
old, not related, no better quail dogs, fine re-

trievers, $300 each. Llewellen setter bitch doing
fine work on quail right now, $200. Ten hand-
some pointed puppies with all registration papers,
either sex, $50 each, and twenty other high quail
and grouse dogs in the hands of professional
handlers, they run in price from $150 to $400.
Tell me what you want, don’t ask what I have.
I aleo have ten broken brood bitches under four
years of age, price $200 each. Harmon Sommer-
ville, Amite, La.

GUN DOGS

FOR SALE—IRISH, ENGLISH. LLEWEL-
lyn setter pups and trained dogs, pointers, Irish

water spaniels and Chesapeake Bay retrievers both
in pups and trained dogs. Enclose stamps for

descriptions. Thoroughbred Kennels, Atlantic,

Iowa.

FOX, COON, SKUNK AND RABBIT HOUNDS.
Buy your dog now and know him when the sea-

son opens. Also puppies and started dogs. 10c
for photos of hounds. H. C. Lytle, Fredericks-
burg, Ohio.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian Wolf
hounds, American Fox Hounds, Lion, Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, 13<! stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Kentucky.

RABBIT, BEAGLE, FOX, COON, SKUNK,
opossum hounds; pet and farm dogs; swine. Cata-
logue, 4c. stamps. Kiefer’s Kennels, Lancaster,
Pennsylvania.

THREE HANDSOME REGISTERED PARTLY
broken setter bitches at One Hundred Dollars
apiece. They point and need experience only.
Two seven months old, Fifty Dollars; and some
younger at Forty Dollars. On approval. Miss
Marion du Pont, Montpelier Station. Virginia.

HOUNDS

FOR SALE, COON AND OPPOSSUM HOUNDS,
skunk and rabbit hounds. Thoroughly trained,
sent on trial. Fry’a Kennels, Finger, Tenn.

HOUNDS. FREE TRIAL. PHOTOS, TESTI-
monials. Write. Kaskaskia Kennels, Herrick,
Illinois.

NELLIE M. III. A. K. C., NO. 247624—14
inches—black, white, tan; five years, $75. Teddy,
debonair pedigree, fifteen inches, three years,
will drive till he drops, $60. Queen, one year,

12^2 inches, same blood, as Teddy, not broken,
$35. Teddy and Queen eligible A. K. C. All
rabbit. One rabbit hound, three years, a corker;
no pedigree, $25. One thoroughly trained fox
hound; will drive nothing else, $75. Dogs shipped
C. O. D. Express. Ten days’ trial. D. F'.

Houran, Keene, N. H.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, TOWER HILL,
III., offers fox, wolf, coyotte, coon, skunk, op-
possum and rabbit hounds on ten days’ trial.

Also dogs beginning to trail, and puppies. Our
crackerjack rabbit hounds are the kind that
pleases. Try one of our pride cooners if you are
looking for something above the average.

MISCELLANEOUS

DR. HEITZ’S RELIABLE REMEDY FOR
mange, eczema, dandruff, loss of hair and all skin
troubles; 8 oz. bottle, $1.00, post paid. St. Louis
Beagle Kennels, St Louis, Missouri.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample 15 cents,
$1.50 per year. Address Desk F, Hounds and
Hunting, Decatur, Illinois.

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; write for particu-
lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

BOG COLLAR RABB PLATES
Dog’s name, your name and address on a handsome

Nickel Name Plate or Collar tag in Gold Letters. 35c,
postpaid, or 3 for Sl.OO. Rivets included. State width

Write plainly. T. B. SULLIVAN. Dept. S.
100 Abbott Avenue Fitchburg, Mass.

Our business is built on
Honesty !

We have dealt honecliy with trappers for
forty-eight successful veers. Throughout
North America our shippers look to us for
reliable grading and fair methods.

You can be sure of the same square-deal
in shipping to Summerfield.

We Charge No Commission
Get our market reports, shipping tags, etc.

SIMON SUMMERFIELD & CO St. UumJIo
312 N. Main St. Dept

Large Handlers of Wool and Hides

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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TRAINING THE PUPPY
A LETTER FROM ONE OF OUR CORRESPONDENTS REVEALS
SOME PRACTICAL, COMMON-SENSE IDEAS ON THE SUBJECT

By DR. FRANK T. WOODBURY

THE
MAN
OF THE
FOREST

By Zane Grey
has a message on every page
of life lived gloriously in the

open, of adventure, of daring,
of romance, of the wonder of
forest and mountain. More
than a million readers have
thrilled to this romance of the

Arizona mountains—this novel
of a hidden paradise and how
a man and woman found love
together in the shadow of the
encircling mountains and in the
deeper shadow of the danger
that lurked behind them. Illus-

trated. $2.00.

THE PEDDLER
By Henry C. Rowland

Another delightful and really

mysterious mystery story cen-

tering around that gang of in-

ternational crooks of which
Chu-Chu La Tondeur was the

founder. It is an intriguing

tale of this band’s operations
in a rich American colony.

$1 -75 .

ALL-WOOL
MORRISON
By Holman Day

A high - speed, twenty - hour
cross-section of American life.

This story of a young mayor’s
fight to save several millions

for his state—at the risk of the

love of the one woman—makes
a novel humorous, and human,
and true. (Frontispiece. $190.)

CALIBAN
By W. L . George

is the story of “Bulmer”—

a

man with a genius for success,

with the power to control the

destiny of a nation, but who
was unable to regulate his own.
And it was love which taught
him his weakness. $2.00.

THE THREAD
OF FLAME
By Basil King

is the story of a modern Enoch
Arden who, having “come back
from the dead,” finds his wife

strangely insistent that they

bridge their years of separation

with silence. A searching
novel. Illustrated. $2.00.

m'v HARPER & BROTHERSK

MULTI - BENEDICT
once said: “I have
had five wives and no
two of them were
alike.” The writer

has had more than
five times five dogs
and his experience

leads him to believe

that almost the same
could be truthfully

said of the five and
twenty or more dogs.

I do not recall one who didn’t have
some good traits or many who didn’t

have something to be desired in addition-

al “high school” training. Many times

I have regretted that I could not more
fully make a dog understand me and then
I have taken off my hat and apologized

for not having brains or instinct enough
to understand what he was doing or for

doubting his accuracy. I thank a kind
destiny that didn’t make me a good dog
with a “mut” owner or trainer.

My own excuse for rearing and train-

ing bird dogs for my own use is that I

enjoy the sport from every angle, treat

my dogs well and do the best I know how
for them. I believe that at least nine dogs
in every ten (I am speaking only of bird

dogs) are spoiled by poor handling, and I

also believe that nine in every ten could

have been made satisfactory shooting

companions if intelligently handled from
pu'ppyhood. If there are no two wives

alike and no two dogs alike neither are

there two owners and trainers exactly

alike. The older you grow and the more
experience you have, the more you real-

ize how little you really know, and how
much less you knew when you thought
you knew a whole lot more than you know
you know now. This can only be attained

by experience.

Your puppy needs almost as much care

and protection as your child. It is quite

as important to foresee, forestall, or

avoid bad habits and accidents as to teach

proper action in the field. I believe that

many promising pups have been found to

be gun-shy who would have deported

themselves very differently if they had
been properly guarded during their first

Fourth of July. I know of a beautiful

pointer, a little brother of one of the

finest bird dogs in Massachusetts, who
was utterly ruined by children with tor-

pedoes and crackers. Perhaps he could

have been broken of his gun-shyness but

his owner was so disgusted at finding him
gun-shy that he discarded him. Another
puppy was so frightened by railroad tor-

pedoes during shipment that a gun shot
sent him cowering to the rear, doubtless
remembering that long, tiresome ride in a
stuffy little box.

Then there are hundreds of little things
to be avoided as well as taught, and no
two dogs can be handled exactly alike.

One dog may require considerable severity,

another must be handled with silk gloves.

One requires teaching, restriction and cor-

rection. Another needs very little teaching
and no punishing. The greatest thing I

have ever learned in breaking bird dogs
is to adapt myself to the dog. For exam-
ple, I have a female pointer who knew our
game from egg to pocket. At about seven
years her ear drums were injured by a
youngster who shot so close to her head
that I thought he had killed her. She
was soon stone deaf. Now the whole pro-

cedure had to be revised. I could no
longer be “baso” in the field; words and
whistles were useless. Her vision was
not good and an occasional wave of the
hand was the only possible interference
on my part. She was slow and very care-

ful, quartered her ground over carefully,

and kept in sight of me. When she
found game she pointed and waited. If

by any chance I did not see and come
to her she returned to the last place where
she had seen me and came up on my
track. Then she led away and I pussy-
footed behind. If I fell too far behind
she waited. When she made her final

point the birds were almost under her
nose and the shots were all easy straight-

aways; doubles were frequent and easy.

There were no words, whistles dr racing
through the bushes to alarm the game,
consequently they were not frightened and
lay close. I never found game so easily,

nor so plentiful, never wasted so little

time in reaching them, never had such
good shots nor killed so many birds with
so few misses as with that old, deaf dog.

After a while it filtered through my
thick skull that she was quite as anxious
to find birds as I was. Also that her deaf
and dumb brute-instinct was a blamed
sight more successful than my superior
human intellect.

After that I would drag her by force

and Ford to what I considered a likely

locality and let her find the birds if there
were any. Which reminds me that she used
to find birds in spots where my superior

intelligence told me there were none,

but she, not knowing there should be none
there at that time of the day would creep

right in and find them. I learned many
lessons from her and since then have let

my dogs find the birds. They are more
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successful than I am. I once had an
•“incorrigible.” No one could manage him.

He was all right while he was in sight,

but if he got beyond restraint he would

hunt off by himself unmindful of call or

whistle. Several good handlers said that

the only way to keep him under control

would be to tie or kill him. Not wishing

to do either I traded him to a dealer who
sent him out West where he promptly

made good, when worked in large fields

by men riding. He had been born on the

wrong part of the map.
A little pointer, a dead ringer for Mary

Montrose, after a little yard breaking,

behaved so well in the woods that I was
worried because I could not see anything

to do to her. After watching her half an

hour in the woods one of the best known
trainers in New England said : “Why, you

don’t need to do anything to her. She is

self broke. Just kill a few birds over her.

Don’t let her retrieve till next year and

you will have a wonderful dog.” Alas!

An autopsy six months later showed fila-

ria sanguinis—blood worms—and I was
looking for a new dog. And here is the

gist of this letter:

No two dogs are exactly alike and no

two owners, particularly amateurs. It is

said that a man has to build three houses

before he can get one to suit himself. It

is much the same with dog-breaking. The
amateur reads a few books and tries to

teach his dog what he has learned, then

he takes the dog out on game and the

dog teaches him a few things. Study

your dog and let him teach you some of

the things you never dreamed of. As far

as possible adapt yourself to his style of

hunting. Try to understand him. He
knows by instinct a whole lot more than

you can realize or imagine but he can’t

tell you, so you must watch him and

learn his ways and how to interpret them.

Truly the novice who starts out to

“break” a puppy has more to learn than

the dog has. The owner has everything

to learn while the dog shows by instinct

a whole lot that his master doesn’t know
and never will know. And if he did know,

he would not know how to teach it to him.

Many of the best traits in many of my
dogs have been self acquired or in-

stinctive.

Teach your dog the few things you

know; study and adapt yourself to him.

If you can learn from him as readily as

he does from you you will probably get

along all right and be mutually enjoyable

shooting companions.

After you have instructed the novice

how to teach his dog—for the love of a

good dog—keep on and instruct him how
to be taught by the dog and how to deport

himself so that the good and promising

puppy won’t be so confused and discour-

aged and ashamed of his owner that he

will conclude that “all birds are hens and

must be avoided.”

‘ Many sportsmen spend much time in

“breaking” their dogs (I detest that

word “breaking”)
,
but mighty little in

studying the dog and training themselves.

The more dogs you teach the more you
learn yourself of kindness, forbearance

and good companionship. Show the

youngsters how to handle themselves as

well as their dogs and you will do them
both a wonderful service.

Airedale Terriers
“The One Man Dog”
An Airedale Terrier is the Dog
Supreme for Companionship, for

Watch Dog purposes, and Sur-
passes Every Other Dog on Earth
as a Companion for Children. The
all round dog of the times for city

or country, a Useful Canine Citizen.

We offer country bred, farm raised
puppies from registered thorough-
bred stock; a full grown male, and
a full grown female already served
by a registered stud.

“TheDogThat Thinks”
Finest ALL ROUND hunter on
earth, BAR NONE. Unsurpassed
for coon, skunk, opossum, better

for rabbits than rabbit hound, best
retriever, land, water. Will point,

fine on quail, pheasant, partridge.

Used extensively on deer, cougar,
mountain lion, bear, endorsed by
ROOSEVELT and Rainey. An
“honest” dog. We have best hunt-
ing stock on earth, puppies, grown
dogs.

PROMPT SHIPMENT SAFE DELIVERY SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
This is the Home of the World Famous International Champion Kootenai Chinook the
Only American Bred International Champion Airedale in the World and a splendid
Hunter of Big Game. At Stud. Fee $25.

We have a litter sired by the above stud ready for shipment RIGHT NOW.
Illustrated Booklet and Price Liston Request

Box 60A, WESTON, NEW JERSEY, Phone Bound Brook 397
LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AIREDALE TERRIER KENNEL IN THE WHOLE WORLD

The Alertness

of

Perfect Health

Alertness, energy, high spirits—all the best of doggy qualities—are devel-

oped and fostered by rigid adherence to the principle of “A perfect dog diet for

a dog constitution.” A perfect dog diet is a staple one of SPRATT’S MEAT
FIBRINE DOG CAKES varied occasionally by feeds of

“SPRATT’S RODNIM”
A granulated Dog Food of great merit containing a large percentage of Meat.

Write for sample and send 2c stamp for catalogue “Dog Culture.”

SPRATT’S PATENT (AMERICA) LIMITED
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

{Dhese are the rats dug out and killed by a Vibert Airedale Terrier in less than two hours

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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Condition Pills
A marvelous ionic for dorrs that are all out of sorts, run down, nun and unuin

with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing w
eaua l them for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating diseases. You will notice

t lie difference after a few doses.
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practical treatise on dogs and their training (60 pages fully illustrated), mailed fur

10c. to all customers.

Ten-A-See Farm Kennels
The Home of

U. R. FISH EL’S NOTED POINTERS
“The World’s Best Bird Bogs”

Breed, rear and train Pointers exclusively.

Our two hundred highclass shooting dogs,

brood bitches and puppies are the very
best and will please the most exacting.
You will want one this fall, of course,

so order NOW and not be disappointed as
the demand for good dogs is greater than
the supply. Every dog is guaranteed—try

him and if not perfectly satisfactory re-

turn him and your money will be re-

funded. No other kennel makes such a
liberal guarantee. We know our dogs are
the best and are not afraid to put them
to the test. You will eventually buy one
of our pointers—Why not now? Write
your wants, please.

Webster Price, Manager; W, E. Lucas,
E. G. Merritt, Jr,, and assistants, edu-
cators. Address:

TEN-A-SEE FARM KENNELS
S. BARTON LASATER, Prop.

Box 165C PARIS, TENNESSEE

Sportsmen: English Beagles
Large-size beagles, rabbit hounds, fox hounds,
coon, skunk and opossum hounds, bird dogs, pet
and farm dogs, swine, pheasants, rabbits, pigeons,
mice, etc. We offer 100 varieties; all stock
shipped on 10-days’ approval: satisfaction guar-
anteed or money refunded. Circulars 10c.

VIOLET HILL KENNELS, York, Pa.

Is This Worth the Price?
Stop your dog breaking shot and wing.
Teach him what whoa! means. No long

trailing rope or spike collar. Our field

dog control is not cruel. Can be carried

in pocket and attached instantly to dog’s

collar. Dog can’t bolt. Fast dogs can be
worked in close and young ones field

broken in a week. Works automatically
—principal South American Bolas. Sent
postpaid until full directions for $2. Testi-
monials and booklet, Making a Meat Dog
sent on request.

MAPLE ROAD KENNELS
NEW PRESTON, CONN.

English Setters, Pointers
and

Wire Haired Fox Terriers

Puppies and grown dogs
of the best of breedingFOR SALE
Good dogs at stud

GEO. W. LOVELL
MIDDLEBORO, MASS.

Tel. 29-M

AX,
Made to your me&Bure, payable after
received, with the clear understanding

that if the fit is not
perfect or if you
are not satisfied in
every way, if you

are not convinced
you have received
«fine

f
high grade,

stylish, perfect •

fitting tailored
suit made to
yo ur meas-
ures and have
saved $15.00
to $20.00, you
are not un-
der the
slightest ob-
ligation to
keep it.

Don’t hesi-
tate or feel
timid, sim-
ply send the
suit back, no
cost to you.
You are not
oat one
penny. Any

money you may have paid ua is refunded at once.

Samnlas Frefl Any man young or old in-
terested in saving money, wbo

wants to dress welland not feel extravagant, is invi-
ted to write ua for our free book of samples and fash-
ions explaining everything. Please write letter or
postal today, just say “Send me your samples’* and
get our whole proposition by return mail. Try St—
costa you nothing—justa postal, get the free samples
and prices anyway. You will learn something import-
ant about dressing well and saving money.

Park Tailoring Company0
Dent 218 Chicago, ILL.

"let the hair
go with the hide "

BIG GAME
MOUNTED

Leopard, deer, any foreign or

domestic, wild animal heads

mounted — the skin or hide

tanned in natural state, and made

into rugs, caps, gloves, men’s or

women’s garments.

TAXIDERMY
AND FUR TANNING

SPECIALISTS

Our illustrated catalog tells how
to prepare skins for shipping and

shows prices on head mounting,

taxidermy, fur tanning and styles

of garments.

ROCHESTER
FUR DRESSING
COMPANY
655-665 West Ave.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

DOCTOR HENShAul
VISITS SPAIN

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 564)

marble, and at each end of the patio are
light peristyles supporting galleries of
Moorish architecture; and over the
arches and on the walls are ciphers and
Arabic characters in bold relief, perhaps
selections from love poems of the Mos-
lems and texts from the Koran. Beyond
the roof can be seen the lofty Tower of
the Seven Stories. These towers con-

tained the dwellings of the royal house
hold and their retainers.

The Hall of the Ambassadors is a very
large apartment with a high ceiling or-

namented in red, blue and gold. Its

walls of stucco are decorated in the usual
Morisco fashion, while the arches are
adorned with stalacites of filigree and
frostwork.

The Hall of the Two Sisters is so

named by the prosaic from two immense
blocks of marble in the floor, but a more
pleasing and poetical version of the name
is that it was built as a memorial for
two sisters, renowned Moorish beauties of

the royal harem. The walls and ceiling

of the room are ornamented with ex-

quisite arabesques and other decorations.

The apartment occupied by Washing-
ton Irving during his sojourn in the Al-

hambra overlooked a garden filled with
orange, pomegranite and fig trees, in

whose grateful shade he indulged in

Oriental luxury for many months. And
when at last he started on his homeward
journey, over the rough and sterile slopes

of the snowy mountains, and turned for

a last fond view of the glorious Alhambra,
he doubtless recalled to mind the depar-
ture of the unlucky Boabdil, the last of

the Moorish kings, who from a spur of

the same snowy range, wept as he looked
for the last time on his once loved king-
dom of fragrant memory. This hill still

retains the name signifying “The Last
Sigh of the Moor.”

SOUTH AMERICAN
NATURE NOTES

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 549)

rank growth of luxuriant vegetation
through which a wayfarer must needs
cut his way with a machete. At one
place, however, alligators had made a

path about two feet wide. Such paths,
although having a matted growth of in-

terlacing vegetation on either side, are
like the buffalo trails of old, “beaten as

barren as brass.” Rowing up to this

point the man, landed, and armed with
a double-barrelled shotgun scrambled up
the bank. Not many paces distant he
espied a large alligator coming towards
him with mouth wide open. His position

was indeed a perplexing one, and not

without an element of danger. There
was only one avenue of escape. Should
he beat a hasty retreat or fire at the

ugly beast? He decided to do the latter,

and with the muzzle of his gun almost in

the saurian’s mouth, he emptied both bar-

rels. It stopped the alligator, but the

man took to the boat and did no more
exploring that day.
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Smokeless and
Black Powders

Waterproof

Money-Back Shot-Shells
Any time you’ve a fault to find, just take back the

unused part of the box. Your dealer will refund for the

whole box. He knows we’ll refund in full to him.

BLACK SHELLS
Smokeless and Black Powders

We make this unlimited money-back guarantee

because we know that The Black Shells will please

you.

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY
111 Broadway, New York
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WHITETAIL DEER IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
AN INTIMATE STUDY OF THE HABITS OF THIS FAMOUS GAME ANIMAL BASED
ON THE OBSERVATIONS OF A LOCAL HUNTER IN THE COUNTY OF^HILLSBORO

By W. C. BARNABY

I

N considering the size and general ap-

pearance of deer, his hoofs, horns, etc.,

one is apt to class him in a general

sort of way with cattle, but from my
own experience, I advise that when it

comes to hunting deer, one forget cow
and remember rabbit, for in his habits

and actions the deer is just a sort of

glorified rabbit.

The deer we shall look for in New
Hampshire is a sort of mouse-colored
fellow. He really isn’t that color either,

after you get him and look closely at

him, but when you first see him getting

under way or tearing past, he looks

mouse color, at least to me, and the color

blends well with that of small brush,
the dead lower limbs of pine trees, the
deep shadows of forest, and most any-
thing else the deer may be using for a

background at the time. In the spring-
time, he sheds his horns and his coat and
is bright red for the summer season, but
by the time you get ready to hang him
up in your shed, he has his war color

on again.

The under part of his tail is white,

and when he runs it sticks up and looks

white to the man behind. If you don’t

watch yourself, you’ll pick out this fine

obtrusive white for your target, and shoot
over his back as he tips down with his

forefeet on the ground and the white of

bis tail four feet above the most vital

places. They told me that the deer whips
down his tail hiding the white when hit,

but mine don’t, though I have seen one
lower it when gathering himself to jump
a bush or fence, and actually wave it

from side to side as he tipped with the
vital parts below it.

Mr. Deer is fairly regular in his hab-
its. In the morning early, how early I

am not prepared to say, but very early,

probably about as the first grayness
shows in the east, he arises from his

downy (?) bed and fares forth for
breakfast. If the locality where ne
ranges sounds and smells perfectly safe
and secure to him, he may lie on
a little hillock or under a hemlock in the

swamp where he ate his supper, but if

there is any uneasiness in his subcon-

sciousness, and if he isn’t too tired, he
will climb a hill after supper and take

his rest somewhere on the hill, probably

not on the top, but somewhere on the

hillside with the breeze coming over the

top to bring scents to his nostrils and
sounds to his ears, and with a fairly

clear view for his eyes into the valley or

along the slope below. Stormy weather
usually finds him doing his sleeping un-

der an evergreen tree, usually a hemlock,

but sometimes pines with thick tops, and
always with a clear view to leeward.

1

Testing the wind

U PON arising in the morning, he pro-

ceeds immediately to the matter of

breakfast, or on bare ground, a

drink may come first. He feeds, or at

least meanders around and does some
feeding, until the locality where he may
be gets garish from the light of day,

when he turns in for another snooze, or

just lies down to chew his cud and rumi-
nate. In cloudy weather, he stays up
longer, lying down about 9 or 10 A. M.
For this siesta, he chooses an entirely

different location. Very seldom does he
lie twice in the same spot, except after

long intervals. If the weather is rather
cold and the skies clear, his day bed will

be in a place sheltered from the wind

and in the full light of the sun. If he
feels confidence in his surroundings, this
place is very apt to be right in his feed-
ing ground, on the sunny side of a little

knoll and near the crown of it. The
prevailing wind being northwest in the
hunting season and the morning sun be-
ing in the southeast, his bed is usually
on the southeast side of something.
He does not favor the lee side of large

rocks or uprooted trees, or anything that
does not permit the breeze with its tell-

tale odors to seep through. He prefers
the leeward side of pines that grow
branches close to the ground, or thick
clumps of tall laurel or other dense
brush, and these on the southeast slope
of a hill in the A. M., and the south side
in the P. M., and if he is uneasy, he
likes the hill rather sizeable with quite
a stretch of country always under his
immediate cognizance, though he him-
self is always screened from distant
view in any direction while lying down,
and from the windward side whether ly-

ing down, standing, or running straight
away. If one approaches him directly
from the windward, he is gone before
one knows anything about it, and like-
wise if one approaches on his track,
no matter from which direction.

A real foxy deer will put a fish-hook
in his track before lying down so that
one must pass not only in his view but
also to windward of him in approaching
via his track. An apparently indefinite
zig-zag course will sometimes bring one
near enough to see the first jump, but
it must be skilfully executed and the
deer not too nervous; this method takes
much time and is usually barren of defi-

nite results. In a flank approach, one
sometimes gets near enough to see a flash
of tail or hear a thump of hoofs, but
usually the deer just sneaks away from
his bed, using his windward screen as
a cover. If his nest seems secure to

him and it is not about time for him to

move anyway, he will stick pretty tight
no matter what approaches, so long as
it is not following directly on his track.

Contents Copyrighted, 1920, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
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A man from Townsend, Massachusetts,

was hunting on West Hill with his wife.

The ground was bare. They followed a

woods road through Giles Swamp and on

the edge of West Hill where there was
a good view clear to the Townsend-
Brookline road, they stopped and talked

for quite a while. Right beside them was a

thick patch of laurel, a hundred feet or

so across. A big buck was lying in this

patch. The hour was about 9 A. M.,

and the day was sunny. Finally, the

buck, who no doubt had been peering at

them through the brush all the time,

lost his nerve and rose up and leaped

for cover, and the man shot him.

Another time, on the north end of

West Hill near Aaron’s Spring, on a

cloudy day, Will Copeland came up the

woods road and stopped to listen for his

dogs which were trailing a fox. After
standing there for some time, he noticed

tracks in the snow crossing a little way
ahead and went forward to look at them.

He saw they were deer tracks and
straightened up and looked to see where
they led, when two deer jumped up in

a thick patch of laurel a few yards away
and ran. This was about the middle of

the forenoon.

One morning I followed the tracks of

two deer up the road that leads from
O. D.’s orchard to the stone quarry. The
tracks left the road and ran up into the

laurel on the sunny side hill where the

deer were lying down. They stuck until

I left the road on their tracks when
they departed suddenly. I didn’t see

them but heard a slight noise. From
these aforementioned circumstances and
others I know of, I gather that a deer
has considerable faith in thick laurel as

cover, and also that he has some idea

that a man sometimes follows a road.

O NCE, I fol-

lowed a deer

track from
the swamp in

back of Betly’s

up over the hill

to the slope
towards Brooks

Rockwood’s pas-

ture. It was a

cool, sunny morn-
ing and as the

deer had fed in

the swamp, I

knew that he was
looking for his

siesta. The
ground was most-

ly bare and the

tracking slow.
When I came to

the sunward
slope, I advanced
very cautiously,

and looking far Very carefully I

ahead, made out

a patch of thick brush that had all

the ear marks of a head board for a

deer’s bed. There were a number of

hemlocks on the slope, but on all the

limbs were well up from the ground. Un-
der the hemlocks there was still some
hard snow which had softened from the

sun and showed traces plainly. Very
carefully I swung a big circle about the

brush patch at a safe distance, looking

around to make my circle always on the

best tracking ground, and finally de-

cided that my deer had gone in and had
not come out of that brush patch, and
that he must still be there. It looked

like a dubious proposition to try and get

him alone, so I cut for Aunt Belle’s and
doughnuts and assistance. Doughnuts
there were in profusion, but no assist-

ance, so I came back alone in the after-

noon, circled again and found the deer

still “in”, and planned as best I could.

Keeping pretty well to leeward and al-

ways with something between me and
him, I crept right to the edge of the

brush patch, and then I was too near

for I couldn’t see anything. If I got

far enough to see over the brush, I was
out of gunshot, so I started to creep in.

Interlocking shrubs barred my way, and
as I separated them, pushing one with

my gun, and holding another to one side

with my hand, and stepping high over

still another, the deer jumped and I saw
his white tail wave twice above the brush
and then he was gone straight away and
I could not even glimpse him through
the brush. This brush patch was only

about 75 feet across.

In bright, sunny weather, the deer

lies in the sunlight until it is gone from
the place in which he happens to be, then
he gets up, stretches himself, and be-

gins to think about supper. He does not

travel far and avoids the open until it

becomes quite dusky. If he is in a swamp,
he will feed around in the brush, but if

up on a high hill, he will just stand
around under the trees waiting for the

light to die. In New Hampshire in De-
cember, he arises about 3 P. M., and if

the cover along the w^ay is good, and
shady, may be at a feeding place a mile

or so away by 4:30 in the afternoon.

THE extent of a deer’s normal range,

that is, the territory he usually

covers and in which he makes his

home when undisturbed, varies with the

age of the deer. The two little deer I

shot in the vicinity of Little Potanipus
Hill lived right there all the time, their

range extending from the swamps and
meadows between Betly’s and the Pierce

Place, to Brooks Rockwood’s pasture
and Averill’s meadows. Their mother
stayed there with them for the most part,

but if disturbed would leave immediate-
ly and be gone for a day or two. The
little fellows if chased out, swung a little

curve up on to Big Potanipus Hill (back
of Cleveland Place) and then right back
again, and if left on Big Potanipus at

night, would be back on old ground by
morning. This area which you might
call their home was, roughly, about two
miles on a side, and if you call their

range five square miles, you wouldn’t
miss it much. That is, of course, ideal

home country for a deer and embraces
everything required—the cut-offs and
swamps, the aj pie trees, hills and water.

O NE year, there were in that ter-

ritory, besides the little deer, five

others of larger size, two of them
being yearlings. These five ranged to-

gether and their range covered that

of the small deer and besides extended

to the Frost Place, Coal Kiln Brook
basin, including Brook’s Pond, across

the head of Perley’s Pond, up the

State line to Perley’s pasture, and down
into Dave Rockwood’s pasture, though
they stayed for the greater part of the

time in the small deer’s range and the

Frost Place and Brook’s Pond, but when
disturbed, Dave Rockwood’s pasture

suited them as well.

Another year, a drove, including a

small one or two, ranged from the Pierce

Place across Brook’s Pond basin and
through by Duck and Green Ponds to

Stickney’s pasture and Beckonert’s

meadows on the Townsend Brookline

road, the larger ones crossing West Hill

to Uncle Steve’s

place and rang-
ing the Coal Kiln
Brook, with an
occasional trip to

Willis Ball’s or-

chard. The whole
territory ranged
by these larger

deer was about
twenty - five
square miles, and
I think this may
be taken as the

average range of

the average deer,

provided, of
course, that area

embraces all his

requirements.

The stag, that

is the old boy
with a footprint

like a yearling

heifer’s, and
horns like a brush
heap, wrinkles on

his neck you could lay your finger in-

to, a wild red look in his eyes and no
love in his heart, is an outlaw like a

rogue elephant, and a wanderer on the
face of the earth. His range is the wide,
wide world, and wherever he may be, he
wishes to be somewhere else. No deer
dope you may figure applies to him; he
is a law unto himself. The Rockwood-

swung a big circle about the brush patch at a safe distance
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Western deer live in a more open country than the Eastern whitetail. Snow causes
them likewise to feed away from cover.

Elliot Triumvirate followed one’s track

all the way from Hollis around by North
Brookline to Mason before starting him,

and we followed him from there nigh

into Wilton the next day without start-

ing him. All respectable deer were yard-

ed at the time. He went through a yard

in Mason, and when he went in, the

others went out in all directions. The
men who followed him before, into Hollis

from the east, followed him through an-

other yard where likewise the other

deer scattered. I’d like to shoot one of

those big fellows; Rufe Wells got one,

and it weighed four or five hundred; but
the fellow with limited time at his dis-

posal had best stick to deer if he wants
venison, and leave the stags alone.

Most hunters have the notion that the

deer depends mostly upon his fine sense

of smell to warn him of approaching dan-

ger, but that is not so; he depends as

much upon his sense of hearing and of

sight, and they are every bit as fine as

his sense of smell, and don't ever forget

that he knows how and when to use each

of them. When under way and going
full tilt, he will go into the wind if he
can, and when so going will smash
through the thickest kind of brush for

cover, trusting to his nose alone. If not
practicable to go into the wind, he will

keep it on one flank and a good view on
the other; I have seen no exception to

this. When moving more slowly, even at

a lope, he makes almost no noise himself,

but frequently stops to listen if pursued.

THE food of the deer is not a very
choice assortment. During the

hunting season, if obtainable, the

low blackberry that grows in the shade
under the pines and over the old brush
piles, under the shadow of the sprouts on
cut-off lands and in the swamps, seems to

be the prime favorite dish. I have fol-

lowed deer trails many times leading

from patch to patch of this, and found
the vines pulled and disarranged from
his feeding. When there is but little

snow, the deer will still feed on this, dig-

ging down into the snow for it. Once
he- gets a hold of a vine, he can pull

quite a bit of it out at one time. When
snow is deep, I have known deer when
being chased and quite scared, in chanc-
ing across a bare spot on a sheltered,

sunny hillside where the blackberry
under small pines had not been very
heavily covered by snow and that had
been thawed off, to grab a vine or two
in passing, and have never known one to

bother to eat anything else, except an
apple, when in flight. The paunch of
each deer I have examined, and they
were all shot while the blackberry vine
was available, has contained that vine, or
rather, the leaf from that vine. This
blackberry should not be confused with
the sandy hillside variety that grows the
large luscious berry sometimes called the
“dew berry”; the vine the deer likes has
almost no berry at all, and that which it

has seldom matures, and the vine is fur-

ther marked by the embryonic develop-

ment of its thorns, and the fact that

the thorns stay on and do not dry up all

winter in the localities I have visited.

As a delicacy, a sweet apple possesses

an almost irresistible attraction for a

deer, and he will travel long distances

and risk his hide again and again just

to get a few mouthfuls of sweet apples.

Ir. all his feedings, he is a conserver and
never if it can be avoided, cleans up all

the available supply in any one locality.

So with the apples; if there are several

trees, he will visit a number of them, eat

ari apple or two under each, and shove

off. If there is only one tree, he eats

only a few’ apples that may be lying

about on the ground. He doesn’t seem to

care for many, but what few he wants,

he wants mighty badly, and he will paw7

down through a foot or twTo of snow to

get them.
When his favorite blackberry is not

available, his principal food consists of

buds from the tips of shoots, including

the ash, maple, birch, oak and sometimes
sumach. These he finds in greatest num-
bers, and in most tender and succulent

condition, in cut-offs and swamps, so his

feeding range remains in about the same
territory whatever conditions, varying
only to include the apple trees, w7hen the

apple dessert is in season.

In sections where it abounds, as in

Mason, a certain special of ground hem-
lock or dwarf cedar finds much favor
with his deership when snow is deep, and
his feeding range then takes in most of

them in the vicinity and he gets a

mouthful from each, even digging
down for those buried in the snow.
These have a rather strong odor, even to

a mortal, and I have seen where a deer
turned at right angles, went straight to

a buried bush of this kind, about twenty
yards away, dug down and ate a mouth-
ful or two. and then went back and con-
tinued on his original route. This dwarf
cedar or ground hemlock looks more like

a cedar than it does a hemlock, and
grows to about the height of a man; the

size preferred by the deer is about two
or three feet high. This must not be
confused with the juniper which fans
out all over the ground and bears the

purple berries. I have seen deer tracks

lead to and from juniper, but could never
detect where one ate any of it; it may
be that one eats a berry or so for the

kidneys as a wrench eats the extract
thereof called “gin.”

When snow is very deep, the dwarf
oak whose leaves do not drop, but wither
and remain on the tree, furnish food
which the deer does not disdain. There
is a little patch of them on Little Po-
tanipus Hill, where the deer yarded once
upon a time, and another on Perley’s

Flats, between his board yard and Duck
Pond, and is fed on extensively when
snow is deep. I am of the opinion that
the deer turns to this leaf when other
food is heavily encrusted in sleet and
ice, but am not sure of that.

I

N order to shoot a deer, the first thing,

of course, is to find him. This is

purely a track proposition. That is,

he makes tracks and you make tracks,

and you make your tracks lead to where
his tracks are, and the success of the
game—from your point of view—de-

pends upon the proper synchronising of

the track-making so that you are making
tracks about where he is making tracks
at about the time he is making them.
See? The rules are easy, but the inside

stuff is harder. This is the way it works
out. In the wee sma’ hours before the

peep of day, you spring lightly from
your warm and comfortable bed, dress
hastily to the tune of chattering teeth,

souse your head into ice water, gobble
your breakfast, grab your gun and your
lunch and beat it for the vicinity of deer-

feeding grounds. These you flank look-

ing for tracks. The very best way to tell

a fresh track is to go over the ground
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the day before, and if the track is there
today and was not there yesterday,
it is fairly fresh. When this is im-
practicable, as when you were in New
York yesterday and are in New Hamp-
shire hunting today, study the track very
carefully and bear in mind that it is not
the condition of the track alone, but its

condition when considered in the light of

circumstances. For instance, in extreme-
ly cold weather, a track may be full of

frost, a regular network of it, a few min-
utes after the deer steps out of it. A
track on crust where the deer breaks
through where the sun hits it and does
not in the shade, was made when the
sun had softened the crust. Conversely,

a crust that has been caused by sun-
melting will at

night hold better

in the open than
under the trees,

and just the oppo-

site on sunny days.

A new track on

snow always looks

more clear cut and
cleaner than an old

one. Also, the snow
kicked up looks

fresher. Snow fleas

will sometimes hop
into tracks as soon

as they are made,
and they make
them look old ; shoo

them out before ex-

amining or they

may fool you. The
loose snow kicked

out by the deer

may be a better

guide than the

track itself, which
may be deep and
so shaded and pro-

tected. Loose snow
and lumps kicked

out will congeal
and stick to the snow underneath in time,

the period depending on the weather. In

extremely cold weather without much
wind, and which has remained unchanged
for days, the age of a track is most diffi-

cult to determine. This seldom occurs,

however ; if we -look back carefully, there

is usually some meteorological condition

in the near past that would affect a track

one way or another at the time.

Bare ground tracking is slow, but nor

at all impossible. The freshness of a

track is then determined by frost and
moisture. A bare ground track that is

full of frost is old, especially if cobwebs
are also present. In fallen leaves, unless

the weather has been unusually dry, it

is damp under the leaves, and even if

the deer kicks none over (which he will)

the pressure in most places leaves a

damp spot just where his foot was. Also,

when he steps into a soft spot, the mud
in his tracks for a few steps thereafter

will remain damp for a considerable

time, and the amount of dampness re-

maining is a good guide to the' time that

has elapsed since the deer passed.

The key to bare ground-tracking is the

size of the foot prints and their position

relative to each other, i. e., their distance

apart. The running track is easy to fol-

low almost anywhere; it is when he
starts to walk that the trouble begins.

Suppose the track leads along clear cut,

and then is not clear thereafter, do not

step ahead looking for it and track the

ground all up yourself; stop at the last

cle-.^' foot-print and with the distance

between that and the last one preceding
as a radius (measured with the eye), ex-

amine carefully a semi-circle described

to the front for the slightest trace of

what might be a track, and when found,

using the same radius and that new spot

as a center, proceed as before. In this

way the track can be traced through very
hard country, the idea being that many
things make marks on the ground, but

marks the same distance apart as the

deer steps and continuing in proper se-

ries, are probably the tracks of the deer.

With good tracking ground ahead, one

should not bother to track through hard
country; the last plain track should be

plainly marked so that it may be picked

up later if necessary, and a semi-circle

swung ahead to find the track on good

ground. After one becomes accustomed

to the habits of deer, it is often possible

to look ahead a long way and surmise
almost exactly where the deer will travel.

John Haverfield can do this with almost

never a mistake, and almost anyone can

pick out numerous places where the deer

will not go. Where tracks are numerous
on bad ground, a semi-circle through
good ground somewhat ahead—ground so

good that the track may be plainly seen

—is the only solution, and sometimes a

full circle all around is necessary.

In determining the size of a deer from
the tracks, three factors must be taken
into consideration, the size and the depth
of the track and the length of stride.

Some small deer have large feet and
some have long legs, and it is difficult

to judge the weight of a deer by the

depth of his track, but by taking all

three into consideration, one can usually

arrive at a fair estimate. The sex is

easier to determine, the hoof of the buck
being much more sharply pointed and
straighter on the side than the doe’s.

A deer is a rubber-necked sort of

fellow in more ways than one. In looking
about or feeding, he moves his feet as

seldom as possible, preferring to reach
about by twisting and turning and
stretching his neck. He will run straight

away from you, stop and look straight
back, and then run again, and as you
follow his track you cannot tell where
he stopped, the tracks look the same
right along. Also he will walk behind a

clump of bushes or' a tree trunk, peer
around first one side and then the other,

without moving a

foot, and his track

will look just as

though he had
walked straight

past without stop-

ping. If you should

see where he has
stopped behind a

bush or other cov-

er, and peered
through at some-
thing, and made
several tracks, that

is where he has
stamped his feet in

defiance of some-
thing he fears. He
often does this

when being fol-

lowed, and when
you see the place,

you can be sure he
is not far away
and that his mood
is defiant; a deer
in a panic does not
do this. In mak-
ing a sneaking get-

away, he will walk
in line behind a

tree, and his track approaching and de-
parting from that tree will look exactly
as though he had walked straight through
it. He uses the tree as both screen and
background.

VERY early in the morning or late

in the afternoon is the most favor-
able time for the deer hunter.

Manifestly, the very worst time in which
to get a deer is when he has nothing to

think of but taking care of himself.
Early in the morning when he is feeding
is a very good time, but after a day’s
chase he is much hungrier and tired be-
sides, and his mentality is not what it

was in the morning. He then has many
things on his mind, and, if the chase has
been properly conducted, he is more de-

fiant and not nearly so easy to throw into

a panic.

When first jumped, any deer’s first

idea is to get away from you, and his

next*, to travel so that he will not run
into another enemy. His first dash will

be almost straight away from you, after
which he will head up into the wind.
There are many minor variations of this

but the end of a day’s chase practically

(continued on page 612)

Venison comprises the staple diet of the trapper
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TO LURE THE CUNNING WILD FOWL
HOW TO CHOOSE AND ARRANGE YOUR SET OF DECOYS SO

THEY WILL NOT EXCITE THE SUSPICION OF INCOMING FLOCKS

By EDWARD T. MARTIN

I

N his book, “American Wild Fowl

Shooting,” written nearly fifty years

ago, Joseph W. Long says: “One of

the most important requisites to success-

ful wild fowl shooting is a suitable flock

of decoys.”

Quite true, Mr. Long, and as it was in

those good old days of plenty of game,

so it is now, only I believe that a caller

properly used is even more important

than decoys, and of the two, I had rather

be without the wooden ducks than the

call, particularly in marsh shooting.

“Decoys,” Long goes on to say, “are

made in a multitude of ways, and of

several different materials. The princi-

pal objects to be attained, however, are

naturalness and a proper shape to en-

able them to ride -in an erect position

during the heavy blows they are exposed

to. This last is often overlooked in the

desire to make the decoys as light as

possible and of such shape as to take

least room in transportation.”

A light decoy, one made of cedar, and

hollow, will jump about in a gale, lie

sideways and toss about in a most un-

ducklike manner, besides dragging its

anchor, or else requiring a particularly

heavy weight to hold it in position, es-

pecially if the bottom is sandy and

smooth.
On several occasions when shooting at

the mouth of the San Jacinto river,

where everything is sand, a heavy wind

would pick up the lighter of my decoys,

carrying them away as if they had brok-

en loose and lost their weights, while the

heavier decoys remained about where

they had been put, close to the blind.

This didn’t matter so very much, but

for the trouble of picking them up, be-

cause the “cans” and the bluebills, flying

against the wind, would follow up the

line, looking for live birds and, in the

end, would reach the blind, or, if by

chance some lit, a note or two on the

caller and a shot fired with the gun held

low so the ducks could not see it, would

start them going again, with the result

that they would come to the blind as the

others had done.

The dead birds had to be gathered

about as fast as they fell, and by grab-

bing a few of the drifting decoys every

time I went out, the labor was lessened;

still it would have been better had they

remained where put and behaved them-

selves.

MANY attempts have been made to

invent a decoy that will fill all

requirements, of some other ma-

terial than wood. None have succeeded.

Rubber has been freely used as a sub-

stitute, the decoys being inflated through

a tube, as is a football. These bob around

in a scandalous manner, crack, leak both

air and water, and, after one or two

campaigns, become little better than

scare-crows. Let a chance shot strike

one and it will pop like an exploding

toy balloon; and if wild-fowl work to

them at all after the newness has worn

off, they will be drawn by curiosity—a-

desire to find out what those strange

appearing things really are.

A Boston firm put on the market a

decoy, the body made of tin and set on a

wooden float. They were beautifully

painted and, in a gun store window,

looked like the real thing, but on the

water would shimmer and shine, besides

showing up like a flock of peacocks. Let

one intercept part of the shot intended

for a low-flying duck and it at once be-

came a nutmeg grater.

A mid-west genius invented a decoy

that would flap its wings, stand on its

tail and try to quack. Another patented

a wire frame set on a wooden base, to

hold—in a seaway—ducks that had been

killed; but none of them were as good

as the old-style wooden decoys that, the

more one banged them around, the bet-

ter they liked it.

No solid decoy will roll too much if

properly weighted; a rubber, or a hollow

cedar one, nearly always will if there

is any sea on.

Ducks, unless constantly shot at, will

work to almost anything except those old

rubber things after they are shopworn;

to round lumps of mud left by receding

water; to the cork floats of a net; to

little blocks of wood ;
to mudhens—to

anything that, by a stretch of imagina-

tion resembles a duck; but when educa-

ted, or not in decoying humor, it is hard

to draw them into the finest layout that

was ever set for their undoing, and this

can only be done by the best of calling.

They will even shy from live decoys, and

from their own kind, skinned and stuffed

at an expense of several dollars per bird.

They know danger is there and keep

away.
I have found that teal will work read-

ily to plover decoys; prairie chickens to

ordinary wooden decoys; swans to a

white shirt set on a bush ;
wild geese to

ducks; any kind of wild bird to any other

kind. Their idea seems to be: “If it’s

good enough for them, it’s good enough

for me; if it’s safe for them, I’ll chance

it ” Of course, though, the decoys must

be set in a natural manner, and in a

place where the birds like to go.

O NCE, when shooting over plover de-

coys on a mud point, I killed more

teal than plover. Again, late in

the fall, when prairie chickens were

lighting on barns, trees and fences, I

had them work to a few mallard decoys

set on top of a haystack, and, later, to

a flock of decoys set on a snow-bank on

the sheltered side of a cornfield. Quail

also swerved out of their course on sev-

eral occasions to pass over a large flock

of wooden ducks I had set in a little

round pond near a stubble field. The

more numerous the decoys, the more

readily their own sort and other varieties

will come to them.

Most of us have seen a flock of “cans”

(continued on page 609 )

Drawn by Wilmot Townsend. , - a . ,

A bunch of ducks swing in to the decoys with wings set and feet spread to break the force of flight
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DAYS WITH THE FLORIDA QUAIL
NATURE HAS PROVIDED FOR THE BOB WHITE OF THE PENINSULAR STATE A
WARM, EQUABLE CLIMATE, PLENTY (OF RANGE AND [AN 'ABUNDANCE OF FOOD

I

F the quail hunter was to have a
country arranged precisely as he
would wish it, he could make but few

improvements on Florida. The country
is mostly open and easily accessible.

He can g’o in a wagon almost anywhere,
and there is always food for his horses

and water for his dogs, besides plenty
of fuel should he wish to boil coffee or

prepare a meal. Nature intended Flor-
ida for a paradise for the beautiful bob-
white and has provided him with a warm,
pleasant climate, plenty of range and
cover and an abundance of food. Grass
and weed seed abound and the bloom of

the palmetto offers palatable food. Then
there are berries and millions of bugs
and insects, and with no cold weather
and only the hawks, foxes and snakes to

bother them, no wonder they thrive and
increase in such incredible numbers.
Where the saw palmettoes are thick

and cover the ground in a dense tangle
the hunting of course is hard, both for
men and dogs, and it is often impossible
to get through them with horse and
wagon. Some danger is also attached,
for one is liable to run across a rattle-

snake or even step on it before aware
of its presence. Many a good dog has
lost its life in just such a place. High
leather leggings are needed, both as de-

fense against poisonous snakes and
against the sharp, knife-like edges of the
palmetto leaves which will soon ruin the
best and strongest suit of hunting
clothes. Dogs soon tire out in such
places and are often so badly scratched
and cut up as to be of no use for hunting
for days at a time.

The wild cactus
also grows in thick

places and its

thorns make ugly,

painful wounds in

the dog’s feet.

There is a spe-

cies of quail pecu-

liar to Texas and
the Florida penin-

sula. It does not

differ greatly from
the Northern bob-

white save that it

is smaller and
darker. Climate is

said to be respon-

sible for this, but
as one finds the old

familiar Northern
type flourishing

alongside of it, I

am inclined to

think causes other

than mere climatic

conditions must be
responsible for
this slight differ-

ence in their char-

acteristics.

By C. A. V.

THE favorite way of quail hunting
here is to take a horse and light

wagon and drive back into the open

pine woods, or flat woods as it is locally

called. Here you can drive along in the

shade of the tall pines, inhale the pure,

invigorating air and let your dogs work
around on both sides of the wagon. When
they locate a covey you have only to alight

from the wagon, unrein your horse so as

to let him eat grass, while you proceed

to diminish the quail population. The
shooting will be in the open, with no
branches or bushes to obscure your aim,

and you will have few excuses for not

killing a fair bag of birds.

Distance is deceiving, and although

the country is open, you will have some
trouble in finding your birds unless you
have a good retriever. One great draw-
back to quail shooting here is the trouble

one has ter keep the game from spoiling.

The warm weather and the quality of

their food—palmetto berries especially

—

is responsible for this and the birds

should be drawn soon after being shot.

If you are out for the day a little bag
of salt is not a bad thing to have along.

Sprinkle a little over the cleaned birds

and they will keep much better.

During a wet season much of this back
country is flooded with water and the
birds are forced on the sand ridges.

These ridges are often covered with
bushes and low-branched spruce pine,

and the shooting is more difficult than
in the flat woods, but the sport is not
diminished in the least. At these flood

times there is some fine snipe shooting

also, for they sometimes congregate here

in countless thousands. As you go
splashing along through the water you
will hear an almost continual “Scape,

scape” as the little birds get up around
you. Shooting snipe is an art by itself.

Just when you think you are holding your
gun at the right spot and pull the trigger

your bird will duck, dive or fly sidewise

and your charge of shot will only punc-
ture the thin air. We have had some
tall fun with those birds in past winters

and have enjoyed some fine eating, too,

at their expense.

A few years ago a party of four of

us drove back into the country for a

day’s sport. We found quail plentiful

and enjoyed some fine shooting at both
quail and snipe. One of the party stayed

with the wagon and cleaned game and
followed along after the balance of us.

Once while I was at the wagon I heard
several sandhill cranes calling from a
nearby sawgrass pond. They soon dis-

covered the wagon, and rising, flew di-

rectly toward me. I was in an open
prairie at the time and had no chance at

concealment, but trusting to luck I

squatted down in the grass and waited.
On they came until almost within range,

then seeing me they turned off, uttering

their harsh and far-reaching cries all

the while. Fortunately, the other two
hunters were near a clump of palmettoes,

and hearing the cranes coming, concealed
themselves therein. When the birds were
in easy range the men arose and watched
them swing away in hurried flight. These
cranes though numerous are very wary

and exceedingly
hard to approach.
They are much
sought after by
bird-lovers.

O NE quail hunt
I had a few
winters ago I

remember both for

its discomforts and
its pleasures. My
father, brother and
myself set forth

one rather gloomy
afternoon for a

long sand ridge
seven miles back
from the settle-

ments. Our orig-

inal intention was
to hunt deer, but

c i r c u m stances

turned it into a

quail hunt instead.

We reached the
site of one of our
former camps and
spread our tarpau-
lin over the wagon,
thus shielding our
bedding, provisions,We would drive out to the open pine woods in a ngnt wagon.
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etc., from the dew and rain, both of

which were over-plentiful during this

hunt. Tethering out our horses that

they might graze, we set forth to shoot a

few quail for supper. Moving down the

ridge we found the birds plentiful, and

becoming engrossed with the sport, we

kept on in spite of the fact that darkness

was coming on apace, and we were by

this time scattered as badly as the birds

and quite a distance from camp. Sud-

denly a shower came up Florida fashion,

with scarcely any warning, and by the

time I arrived at camp I was pretty well

soaked and it was dark. After caring

for the horses I built a roaring fire and

prepared supper, then changed clothes

and fired my gun at intervals to direct

the others to camp. They finally came in

and we gathered together under the shel-

ter we had erected and ate supper, after

which we spread our blankets and lay

down, talking and enjoying the warm,

cheerful camp-fire until sleep overtook us.

Bright and early next morning we
were up, had breakfast eaten and were

ready to start out. It might be well to

state here that one of our party partook

of nothing in the way of eatables except

fried quail and in no small quantities

either. When he took sick later on in

the morning he blamed it on my cooking.

We hunted hard until almost noon and

found a few old deer signs, but nothing

fresh, whereupon it was proposed to fin-

ish the day with a quail hunt and break

camp in the evening.

All readily assented and we were soon

playing havoc among the little brown
birds. They were on that ridge in count-

less numbers and we enjoyed fine sport

during the afternoon. We had well-filled

game bags when we arrived in camp late

in the evening. I cleaned them all and

hung them upon one of the poles which

supported the tarpaulin. While absent

from camp another shower came up and

all the accumulated ashes and soot ran

down over those quail, completely ruining

them for table use, for no amount of

washing would take off the black or

eradicate the taste of pine wood soot.

There was no other alternative than to

throw the entire bunch away.

We had intended to break camp at once,

but once more the rains descended and

the floods came. Water covered the

woods everywhere. Everything in camp
was wet. Father had a splitting head-

ache and we were all weary. However,

when the rain ceased we started home-

ward with water half way up to the hubs

of the wagon most of the way. We ran

into a camp of Seminole Indians and

found them all gloriously drunk. Jack-

o’-lanterns danced about through the

woods in all directions. The night was
very dark and I do not think there were

very many logs or stumps in those woods
that the wagon wheels missed. We were

bumped and jolted unmercifully, and tak-

ing all in all I believe it was the most
miserable, longest short ride I ever ex-

perienced.

ON another occasion the same party,

plus one more, drove back to a fine

country on the same ridge, but

much further south and near what is

locally called the Red Bear cypress

swamp. We enjoyed fine quail shooting

on the way and reached our destination

early in the evening—it is evening in

Florida after 12 M. The site of this

camp was a very pretty one. Giant cy-

press trees, loaded with streaming Span-

ish moss, loomed up on one side and on

the other a forest of scattered, stunted

yellow pine stretched away for some dis-

tance, when it gave way to low, wet,

treeless savannahs and marshes, inter-

spersed here and there with ponds where

the waterlilies, flags and sawgrass

seemed to struggle for supremacy.

During this trip we saw sights seldom

seen outside a zoological garden. At the

head of Sebastian River great flocks of

gannets arose from the cypress trees and

whirled about in the air above us in a

dense mass. Various species of cranes

flew along, uttering their harsh, grating

cries. The hundreds of curlews, egrets

and other water birds stood about on

cypress knees and fallen trees or flapped

noisily away through the thick bushes.

A pair of eagles screamed at us from

their nest in a tall pine nearby and a

couple of sandhill cranes flew along just

out of range.

We spent that night pleasantly, dis-

cussing hunting lore and the wonders

of the Peninsula State until sleep over-

came us. Next morning we scattered

out for the hunt. Quail were calling and

all nature seemed astir. I had gone only

a short distance when crash! crash!

something went through the palmettoes

off to one side, and I looked up in time

to see a deer disappear in the under-

growth.
I soon fell in with two of the party.

(continued on page 617)
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THE WILD AND WARY BLACK DUCK
IN GUNNING FOR THIS SPECIES OF WILD-FOWL THE ENTIRE ABSENCE OF MOTION
ON THE PART OF THE HUNTER IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN CONCEALMENT

MALE : Cheeks, throat and neck buff,

streaked with narrow, dark brown
lines; top of head dark brown;

back brownish black, feathers bordered
with light brown; wings brownish black,

white beneath; wing mirror purple,
sometimes reflecting green; under parts
brown, feathers outlined with buff; tail

coverts brownish black; tail brownish
black above, gray beneath; bill greenish
black or yellowish green; legs and feet

orange red or dull yellow. Length about
twenty-two inches. Female same as male.
The dusky duck or black duck, often

called black mallard in the west, the
canard noir of Louisiana, is closely al-

lied to the mallard. The habits of the
two birds are very much the same and
the quack of one might easily be mis-
taken for the quack of the other. The
quack of both is the quack of the barn-
yard green-head. The flight of the black
duck is rapid, like that of the mallard,
and the quickly repeated wing beats are
the same.
The dusky duck is found throughout

eastern North America from Labrador
to Florida and west to the Mississippi
Valley. In Florida it is replaced by a
similar bird, known to the ornithologists,
as the Florida dusky duck and in Louisi-
ana and eastern Texas by the mottled-
duck. All three birds are so alike in

appearance and habits as to be one and
the same to the sportsman.
Although the dusky duck is classed as

a river- or fresh-water duck, it is com-
mon on the brackish bays and sounds
along the Atlantic Coast, where it is shot
from the same blind as the sea-ducks.
They are somewhat nocturnal in their
habits, often doing most of their feed-
ing at night. They are exceedingly shy
and wary and when persistently hunted,
frequently spend the days on the ocean,
returning to their favorite lakes and to
the pond holes in the salt water marshes
and meadows under cover of darkness.

I do not think there is a duck which
is more wild and wary than an old, ex-
perienced black duck. When coming to
the decoys, they will circle the counter-
feits time after time out of range, while
their keen eyes watch the wooden birds
closely and search the point of marsh
for possible dangers. The slightest
movement on the part of the sportsman
at such times will at once put an end to

all chances of getting a shot at that par-
ticular flock. I have seen a flock of
black ducks notice the decoys when still

a long ways off and start flying toward
them, but when almost within range, see

something wrong with the decoys or de"-

tect the sportsman hidden in the rushes
and promptly swing off without coming
nearer.

I am convinced by my experience that
the entire absence of motion in the shoot-

er is more important than perfect con-

By FREDERICK A. W1LLITS

cealment. I have several times been but
partially concealed, not expecting any
ducks for the moment, when a flock has
suddenly put in an appearance, and by
my remaining in whatever position hap-
pened to be mine at the time and keep-

ing absolutely motionless, the ducks have
failed to see me. Of course my clothing

harmonized with the surrounding cover.

At other times I have been perfectly

concealed in a cleverly made blind and
have permitted a flock of black ducks,

Mr. Willits with black duck

or other ducks, to alight among the de-

coys without shooting at them, just to

see what they would do. After observ-
ing them and when ready to put them
up for the shot, I have made the slight-

est movement of one hand behind the
screen of rushes, when, on the instant,

the birds have sprung into the air, as
though they had been setting on com-
pressed springs which had suddenly been
released.

When shooting in company with other
duck hunters, I have seen black ducks
which were flying in wide circles about
the blind, preparatory to coming to the
decoys, frightened off by one man turn-
ing his head in order to see the birds
when they were passing behind him. A
sportsman thoroughly acquainted with
wild ducks will not attempt to keep the
birds in view as they are flying in back
of him; instead he will keep his head
motionless, only seeing the circling birds
when they are passing in front of him,
until they have either come into the de-
coys or flown off in a manner which in-

dicates they will not return right away.

When black ducks do come to the de-

coys, they present as fine targets and as

pretty a picture, to my mind, as any
ducks. They fly in rapidly against the

wind, then down go the brakes, their

widely spread tails, and standing on end

in the air, so to speak, they hang there

for a moment, wings flapping, red legs

dangling. They are large, handsome
birds and the rich, dark plumage of their

bodies contrasts strikingly with the white
linings of their wings. At the report of

the gun, up they go, quacking loudly,

and in an instant are out of range.

B
EFORE it was unlawful to do so, i

used to shoot the black ducks at

night on Barnegat Bay as they

came into the pond holes of the meadow
islands to feed.

At sundown the bayman and I would
return to his warm and roomy house-

boat, our headquarters, which was an-

chored close up to the bank in a cove

of a large meadow island, far out in the

middle of the bay. After partaking of

an excellent supper, served steaming hot
and the more enjoyable because of the

hours we had spent in the cold and wind
of some shooting point, we would again
take up guns and shells and go out on
the adjoining meadows.
The island was dotted with pond holes,

some large, some small, and the bayman
knew the ones at which we would be

most likely to get shots. Separating, we
would each go to a hole and conceal our-

selves in the tall, rank grass, or per-

haps in some low bushes, close by the
water’s edge. There we sat silently,

waiting, watching and listening as the

darkness grew thick about us.

Suddenly, above the sighing of the

wind, would come a faint, soft, rustling

sound from far off in the air toward the

sea. The sound would grow rapidly
louder. Then the half whistling, half

swishing of a powerful feathered body
rushing through space overhead would
tell that a black duck was passing above
us, flying very high—far too high for

us to get even a glimpse of his form in

the darkness. Then the sound of fan-
ning wings would die away. Many ducks
would so pass near or over us without
our being able to see them.
Then a duck would come in from the'

sea and as he drew nearer the loud sound
of his wings would tell me that he was
flying low and would pass close .at hand.
Suddenly I would catch the dim, shadowy
outline of a dark body rushing through
the black overhead and visible for but
a moment. Trusting to luck rather than
aiming, I would throw the gun to shoul-

der and swinging well ahead of the duck,
fire. Occasionally a bird fell to my shot,

far more often they flew swiftly on.

Often the black ducks came in quick
succession over our heads and the shoot-
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ing was rapid, but many shells were

wasted in the dark. A stream of flame

would shoot up into the night as the

bayman fired and the roar of his gun
would echo loudly over the bay. Even he

missed many shots. Occasionally a duck

coming at high speed would splash into

the water in front of one of us, but

they too were exceedingly hard to hit

and at our first move they were in the

air again and out of sight.

From distant pond holes on the island

we could hear the nasal quack—quack

—

quack of many ducks, and hear them
splashing in the water. If it happened

to be a moonlight night we had better

shots as the ducks passed in silhouette

before the silver orb, but at best the

shooting was extremely difficult.

Night shooting is now prohibited by

law, as it most decidedly should be. It

is certainly unfair to disturb ducks at

night, especially so when the birds re-

sort to spending the hours of daylight

far out on the open water because of the

shooting on their feeding grounds during

the day, and when, therefore, they have

only the night in which to obtain their

food. The temptation, however, is great

to shoot at black ducks after dark, when
they leave the meadows and shooting

points at daybreak and do not return

until after sun-down. But night shoot-

ing is the quickest way to drive black

ducks from a favorite feeding ground,

in fact, when practised steadily it will

cause them to leave whole sections. The
knowledge of this should be all sufficient

to keep anyone from shooting these birds

at night or from wishing to do so.

L
IVE black ducks are often used for

decoys. As I have observed, they

and the mallards are the varieties

almost always used, since they are the

most common ducks and do best in cap-

tivity. Wild black ducks come well to

live mallard decoys and the mallards

come equally well to the black ducks.

I used to keep three live decoys or

callers at my summer home on the New
Jersey Coast. I procured the ducks, a

hen mallard and a pair of black ducks,

from a farmer who had raised them from

eggs of the wild birds. They made ex-

cellent decoys and lured many wild ducks

within range of my gun by quacking.

When gunning with them, I used to

anchor the black ducks out in the water

just in front of my blind, and tie the

hen mallard in the tall rushes or grass

on shore where she could not see the

other birds. The mallard, missing the

other ducks with whom she was always

in close company, would quack to them
at frequent intervals, and they would

answer her. In this way the birds kept

up a conversation in duck language

which proved most seductive to passing

wild ducks.

When at home, the birds were quite a

source of amusement. They were very

tame and, although free to go wherever

they liked during the day, they never

strayed far from their own grounds. At
night I shut them up in a pen. During
the day they walked about the lawn or

rested in the shade of a tree. Their

wings were clipped so they could not fly.

Fresh water marsh, the real home of the black duck

They were very friendly with me but

they were especially attached to the col-

ored chef, since he fed them more often

than I did. He and the ducks were boon

companions and he thought quite as much
of them as they did of him.

They knew well the regular feeding

hours and never failed to be at the back

door on time to receive their cracked

corn, lettuce, celery tops and other food.

If the chef, busy with other duties, kept

them waiting for a few minutes, they

would clamber up the kitchen steps, flap-

ping their wings, and waddle up and

down the porch trying to get sight of

him through the windows or door, and

quacking lustily the while. When he

opened the door they would waddle into

the kitchen, one behind the other, bow-

ing and quacking in a most amusing

manner. When he went out upon the

lawn they followed at his heels like dogs.

When he had a special bit of food for

them he would call,
—“Come you ducks,

come you ducks,” and the ducks would

come on the run, flapping their wings

and quacking for all they were worth.

THE dusky ducks breed in the United

States as well as in Canada. Many
of them nest in New Jersey, New

York and Maine and the number doing

so is increasing each year since spring

shooting has been stopped.

I have shot the dusky ducks over de-

coys on the bay and in the fresh water

marshes, have taken them on the lakes

in the forests of Maine and in the cy-

press swamps of Florida. I have jumped
them from a boat in the wild rice, shot

them on passes and at night. I have

always keenly enjoyed their pursuit.

Black duck frequent the brackish bays along our coasts
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THE WIZARD OF THE WETLANDS
AS CHANGEABLE AS THE WEATHER AND AS FICKLE AS FORTUNE
THE JACKSNIPE AFFORDS THE PERSISTENT HUNTER SOME RARE SPORT

J
ACKSNIPE hunting, as every shooter

will tell you, is hard work, for there
are few game birds whose haunts are

so inaccessible as those of the jacksnipe.

His home is the marsh, and marshes are
not usually the easiest of going. There
is no waiting for them to come to the
decoys, while sitting in a blind, as in the
case of ducks. Each’ bird means wal-
lowing through the mire, a hasty shot at

the most erratic of targets, and, if the
aim be true, more wallowing to where
the bird has fallen, and so on to the
end of the day’s sport. After some
leagues of such going, and, especially if

one has banged away many times into

the unoffending air, fruitlessly, he feels

tempted to swear a little at a bird which
has so few of the characteristics of a
real gentleman as to live in a swamp,
and, by alighting again and again a
few score paces away, to compel the
hunter to flounder after him. And yet,

with such unfaltering enthusiasm is the
snipe hunter endowed, that, though he
returns at night with empty shell-pock-

ets, and game pockets in much the same
condition, he will come back on the mor-
row, and on as many more morrows as
circumstances permit. Of such material
were Frank Forester, Dr. Lewis, and T.
B. Abbott made, men who have lauded
jacksnipe hunting as the very acme of
strenuous sport. But, I set out to tell

of a day that I lately spent with the
jacksnipe; a day that, here in the arid
West, comes all too seldom.

Whenever I think of jacksnipe there

looms before me the picture of a marsh,
that lies to the right of the river, some
ten miles below the town which it gives

me pleasure to call home. It contains

a myriad of springs, which, seeping from
a ridge of low hills, form along the base
a marsh, about a mile in length and a
half mile in width. The waters gather
together in some places and form little

rivulets that meander slowly to the river,

and along which watercress, cattails,

and other semi-aquatic plants grow in

profusion. Naturally it is the hardest
kind of hard traveling for one on shoot-

ing bent, and an ideal place for jacksnipe.
They find in this place of mud and water
all they need to fill their days with a

contentment that seems unwarranted.

By BRYAN L. WHITEHEAD

THE dawn of one November day, of

the present year, found the “Dea-

con” and me hunting for ducks

along the river. The Deacon is not a real

deacon, nor even a near-deacon, but it

is a nickname which has stuck to him
since our high school days. He has been

my shooting companion for many a year,

and is one of those rare beings who can

travel from dawn until dark, with no

slackening of pace and no complaint, no

matter how rough the traveling or how
scarce the game.

About eight inches of snow had fallen

the day previously, and, though the

clouds had cleared away, it was with

high hopes of a good bag of game that

we had set out that morning. We had
hunted for an hour after sun-up, with

no success, when my attention was at-

tracted by a bird that looked suspiciously

like a jacksnipe that dropped down on

the other side of the river.

“Deac,” said I, “do you know what a

jacksnipe is?”

“That I do,” said he.

“Well, one just lit on the other side

of the river; shall we gather him in?”

The deacon assented, and we bent our
steps toward a bridge, a quarter of a

mile behind us, crossed the river, and
in a short time had arrived at the place

where I had marked down the bird.

Below us lay the swamp, or marsh, an
enchanting picture, covered with snow,
and the cattails bowed down with its

weight. To the left of us was the river,

fringed with cottonwood trees and wil-

lows, gaunt and leafless, each freighted

with snow, that ever and anon slipped off

with a soft “plup” to the drifts beiow.
Together we advanced a score of yards,

and we were sinking with every step to

our knees. Luckily, both of us wore
waders, for we were encompassed by a
semi-liquid mass of ooze that to shanks
even as case-hardened as ours felt colder

than the snow itself. A few steps fur-
ther on and a dim, small shape took to

the air with a wild flirt of wings, and
with a rasping cry of “scaipe, scaipe,”

like a file scratching a piece of metal,
it careened above the cattails. Two
guns barked as one, but the jacksnipe
sped on, still uttering his joyful squeak,
as if to apprise the countryside of his

prowess in escaping our deadly missiles.

“Deacon,” I chided mildly, “how could
you?”
“How could I what?” he retorted

swiftly.

“Why, miss him, of course,” said I.

“Didn’t you shoot?” he asked.

“I heard only one report,” I assever-
ated truthfully, “and that was yours.”
The Deacon looked at me with suspi-

cion, and when, a moment later, he
caught me in the act of throwing away
the smoking shell, he upbraided me most
vehemently for casting all the blame for
the bird’s escape upon him. Two other
birds, alarmed by our voices, flushed

wildly, but one turned and flew back
toward us, about thirty-five yards high.
“Take him,” said the Deacon, “I want
to see how it is done.” Nothing loath,

I raised the gun. I remember what a
perfect target he presented as he sailed

across the peaceful expanse of sky, his
long bill, held sidewise, limned with per-
fect clearness against the blue sky above.
With rather a pang I thought how soon
that small bit of life was to be extin-

guished, those beating pinions stilled for-

ever,—and then I pulled the trigger. At
that precise instant the bird changed his
course and, no whit abashed by the leaden
pellets that passed so closely in front of
him, dropped plummet like and alighted
as softly as a puffball behind us. A well

directed ball of snow caused him to again
take wing. I blazed away with the first

barrel, and was rewarded by seeing the
snow fly two feet beneath him; and at
the report of the second barrel several
cattails in the general direction of his
flight wilted down. The jacksnipe,
though, rightly judging that the country
would soon be too warm for his comfort,
kept on going, and disappeared beyond
the trees that lined the bank of the river.

The Deacon, a short distance away,
had watched the whole proceeding with
undisguised pleasure, and with great
aplomb and deadly precision, cut down
two birds that a moment later flushed.

Keeping abreast, and about thirty yards
apart, we worked our laborious way
toward the upper end of the marsh. As
we progressed, birds flushed oftener.
Now, a single would call forth a salute
from one or both of our guns. Again, a
pair or more were a-wing at once, while

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 618 )

There are few game birds whose haunts afe so inaccessible as those of the jacksnipe.
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HYBRIDS FROM PIKE AND PICKEREL
THE OVERLAPPING SPAWNING TIME AND SPAWNING BEHAVIOR OF
THESE TWO SPECIES PERMIT THE POSSIBILITY OF A NATURAL CROSS

By 0. W. SMITH

E
VERY angler who has given any
thought to the matter cannot have
failed to be impressed with the

great likeness between the pickerel and
pike; for, as has been pointed out in

these pages, were it not for the squama-
tion of the cheek and gillcover, not al-

ways could the. observer be sure of the

identity of a given specimen. This be-

ing true, the possibility of a cross, or

hybrid, has undoubtedly suggested itself

to the thoughtful angler. It is a matter
of record that supposed crosses have
been discovered in nature, fish showing
in one or more characters, a condition

intermediate between the pikes and pick-

erels. Of course when those specimens
have been taken, the question has arisen

as to whether or not such fish are mere
“sports”, a mutation, or the actual re-

sult of cross-fertilization. Undoubtedly
few crosses, comparatively speaking, oc-

cur in nature, for nature is more careful

in such things than is man.
There would seem to be no good rea-

sons why cross-fertilization might not
quite frequently occur between the pick-

erels and pikes, unless nature has en-

dowed them with a great and insur-

mountable antipathy for each other, for

structurally and in habits they are es-

sentially alike. At the time of spawn-
ing, a ripe female, companioned by one
or more males, swims about erratically

over the shallows or inundated marshes.
Eggs and milt are ejected from time to

time, here and there, each ejection being
accorripanied with violent tail-lashings

and body contortions, effectually distrib-

uting both milt and eggs over a consid-

erable area. Now, as pike and pickerel

spawn at practically the same time, in-

deed spawning pickerel have been ob-

served crossing the path of spawning
pike more than once; suppose this cross-

ing should take place at the proper mo-
ment, it is inconceivable but that some
of the eggs from both species would be
impregnated by the milt from the other
species. Would such accidently impreg-
nated eggs “hatch” and develop into fish?

It was to answer the question satisfac-

torily that Mr. G. C. Embody, of Cor-
nell University, conducted a careful and
lengthy series of experiments, reported
in The Journal of Heredity for October,
1918. I quote from his article:

“On March 30, 1917, the eggs from a
30.5 cm. pickerel having typical charac-
ters were artificially pressed into a
moistened pan and covered with milt
from a male pike likewise typical of its

Adult pike, adult pickerel and young pike

species. The reciprocal cross was not
attempted. About 70 per cent of these
eggs developed normally, and those not
preserved for future study, hatched in

from six to ten days. A few of the
young were reared in an aquarium to

lengths varying from 3.8 cm. to 6.4 cm.,
after which they were transferred to a
small newly made artificial pond of stag-
nant water. When six months old three
specimens were captured and gave
lengths of 15.2, 13.8, and 9.1 cm., re-

spectively.”

Adult pike, adult pickerel and hybrid

THIS is of utmost interest, for it

proves that the cross fertilization

is possible, at least artificially.

Furthermore, in the artificially pro-

duced hybrids, the scaling of the gill-

cover is extended down on the portion

joining the cheek, as never occurs in

true pike. (Study the illustration taken
from The Journal of Heredity.) In

other words, the squamation of the hy-
brid partakes both of the nature of the

pike and pickerel. The : 'pposed wild

hybrids have exactly the i rre squama-
tion. Therefore, it seems a rost safe
to conclude that if the anglei should be
so fortunate as to take a fish with the

peculiar scalation given in the illustra-

tions, he would be justified in concluding
that he- had a hybrid pickerel. It

would be exceedingly interesting to know
if the hybrid would reproduce, a matter
I deem exceedingly doubtful, for the

chances are it would prove a “mule”, in-

fertile. A friend of mine who is a trout

breeder, has carefully selected albino

trout, strong and vigorous fish, hoping
to reproduce them, but he insists that

they are infertile, a matter which I

am inclined to doubt.

In coloration the hybrid, which is of

course an immature fish, resembles the

immature pike much more closely than

it does the immature pickerel; the diag-

onal light bars with dark areas between
them being very distinct in the first

two, and totally lacking in the last, the

markings being those of the “chain pick-

erel”. If these markings are constant,

the fisherman should have little difficulty

in differentiating between the pike min-

now and the pickerel minnow, though he

might easily be confused if given a pike

and hybrid. The author, upon whose
findings I am basing this paper, holds

that the chances are in favor of the ma-
ture hybrid resembling quite closely the

mature pike, the resemblance being so

striking in the immature specimens.

One examining the illustrations accom-

panying this article cannot help being

impressed with the similarity of the

head of the artificially produced hybrid

with that of our well-known wall-eye,

mis-called “wall-eyed pike”. I have

shown the picture referred to to several

anglers and all have asserted that it

was a “wall-eye, certainly.” Of course

it may be the fault of the photographer,

the head undoubtedly having been placed

much nearer the camera than was that

of the adult pickerel.

(continued on page 610)
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DOCTOR HENSHALL IN ALGERIA
FROM GRANADA THE CITY OF MATCHLESS BEAUTY, THE FAMOUS AMERICAN
ANGLER CONTINUES HIS JOURNEY AMID OTHER SCENES OF MOORISH SPLENDOR

AFTER taking the early morning-

train at Granada on our way to

Malaga, we passed under and

through the peaks and spurs of the

mountains by a dozen or more tunnels,

until at last we emerged into the bright

sunlight, disclosing one of the loveliest

and most beautiful sub-tropical valleys

in the whole world. The contrast be-

tween this charming scene and the ster-

ile, rocky and treeless hills and slopes

encountered in our journey from Cadiz

to Granada was almost as pronounced as

the difference between night and day.

The valley seemed a never-ending pan-

orama of verdure-clad hill and vale,

clothed with tall date-palms, groves of

orange, lemon, lime, pomegranite, citron

and fig trees, while the gentle slopes

were crowned with olive orchards and
vineyards. Little brooks and rivulets

went circling around the sty)rt bends,

w indering through groves of itiyrtle and
eglantine, and whispering and gurgling
in their gladness as they mingled with
the larger streams.

These streams were often spanned by
old stone bridges, while on the banks
would occasionally be seen the pictur-

esque ruin of an old Moorish mill, with
graceful creepers clinging to the gray
stone walls. Then we would catch a

glimpse of a crumbling castle on a hill-

top, with vines running riot over towers

and turrets. Along the winding roads
and over the bridges little flocks of goats
wandered along, cropping the grass or

nibbling the dog-roses, but without halt-

ing their pace or lingering along the

roadside.

Sleek mules ambled along with tink-

ling bells, and gay saddlecloths with red
trappings and tassels, while mounted
muleteers sat sidewise, attired in short
jackets and bell-shaped trousers and
high-peaked sombreros, under which gay
bandanas were wound about their heads.
Ever and anon they sang snatches of

ballads about love or adventure in loud
and monotonous voices ending in long-

drawn out cadences. The mules seemed
to keep step to the rhythm of the melody
and to wag their long ears in apprecia-
tion of the sentiment, while the jingling

of their bells seemed a fitting and pleas-

ing accompaniment. Groups of women
were often seen engaged in washing
clothes at the brookside, or working in

the vineyards, who were charming even
in coarse, but gay and well-fitting ap-
parel, as they gossiped and flirted with
the passing muleteers.
The women of Andalusia inherit their

beautiful dark eyes and raven hair, and
the men their swarthy complexions, from
their Moorish ancestry. In this respect
they are entirely different from the in-

habitants of northern Spain. In like

manner the Spanish sailors of some of

the wrecked vessels of the Spanish Ar-
mada have left their impress on many
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of the people of Galway, on the west
coast of Ireland. They exhibit not only
the dark hair, black eyes and swarthy
features of their Spanish forebears, but
their names also bear witness to the
same influence, for such patronymics and
binomialas as Patrick Gomez, Michael
Diaz or Terrence Gonzales are not un-
common among the inhabitants of Gal-
way and vicinity. These Spanish-Irish
are among the most intelligent and en-

terprising people of Ireland. Many are
engaged in the fisheries, and the sturdy,
hardy fishermen of Galway are noted for

their honesty and happy natures and
fearlessness.

One great charm of Andalusia is that
being out of the way of general travel
the people have preserved their native
customs, manners and costumes, and
have not been influenced very much by
those of the outside world. To this for-
tunate state of affairs they owe much
of their sunny nature, happiness and
racial distinction.

MALAGA is one of the most impor-
tant and populous cities of Spain,

and the chief seaport of Andalusia.
It is very favorably situated and pos-

sesses a delightful climate, much like

that of southern Florida, and is quite a
favorite resort for invalids afflicted with
pulmonary troubles. Its population is

largely composed of foreigners, mostly
English, many of whom represent Eng-
lish commercial houses engaged in the
wine and fruit trade. Considerable ex-

port trade is also carried on with the

United States in Malaga with sherry
wines, grapes, oranges, dates and figs.

An unexpected but very pleasant fea-

ture of our sojourn in Malaga was
Colonel Daniel Boone’s Great American
Circus, a most remarkable and wonder-
ful organization. With a company of
less than half a dozen performers it was
able to present all of the varied attrac-

tions of an old-time one-ring circus. The
four versatile and protean artistes were
interchangeable as acrobats, equestrians,

equilibrists, jugglers and clowns, to say
nothing of their musical abilities with
either brass or string instruments.
Very naturally we became acquainted

with the redoubtable Colonel, and were
given the entree and freedom of the
dressing-room, where we helped by add-
ing our voices to the refrains of the

clown’s songs, such as “Shoo Fly”, “Villi-

kins and Dinah”, “Rah da Boob da Ay”
and others in vogue at that time. We
also cheered and hurrahed vociferously
during the finish, wind-up and culmina-
tion of the female equestrian’s bare-
back act. In the fifty-foot ring the old

horse, for it was literally and virtually

a one-horse circus, galloped around with
a slow, easy swing, but owing to the
small ring he seemed to be going at a
break-neck pace, especially when the
ring-master, clowns and attendants ran
rapidly in the opposite direction with
wild cheers and huzzahs. It was a very
ingenious ruse and very effective. Pre-
viously we had helped to hook-up the
“young man” in stiff and spangled skirts,

and assisted in adjusting his blonde wig
and curls and flowing tresses. We also
had donned clown dominos and masks
and held the banners and papered hoops
for the fair equestrienne to leap over and
through, and felt proud that we were
enabled to do some service for our dis-

tinguished countrymen.

We admired greatly the old horse, and
he was a handsome animal, in his ver-

satile repertoire.
,

He did the high-

stepping knee-action in the menage act

of the “fair” equestrienne. He did the

usual tricks, waltzing and curvetting and
leaping of hurdles at command of the

Colonel as ringmaster, and also did many
stunts that we had witnessed before in

Bartholomew’s Equine Curriculum. The
Colonel was certainly an adept at horse
training. He was also the strong man,
the man with the iron jaw and equili-

brist, juggling small objects and cannon
balls, balancing a peacock feather on his

nose or a plow on his chin. The several

performers did all of the usual acts of

the sawdust arena, such as acrobatic

posturing, vaulting, somersaulting and
flip-flapping, the revolving globes, flying

rings, trapeze, slack wire, etc., and by
clever changes of costume, mustaches
and wigs, gave the full repertoire of,

“20—count ’em—20”, performers

!

On the day we left for Algiers the

entire aggregation of talent was at the
P. & 0. steamer to see us off. The
Colonel and his troupe had really en-

joyed our brief visit, for it was but sel-

dom that such an opportunity occurred
when they could talk of matters con-

cerning the States. It had been equally
pleasant for us in recalling reminiscences
of our boyhood days, back home.

THE next day, as we were nearing
Morocco, we were sitting on deck
conversing with two English fellow

passengers, apparently a bridal couple,

who had been speaking of their pleasant

stay in Malaga. As we aproached the

forbidding, sterile and rocky African
coast, with the Atlas mountains in the

background, the gentlemen remarked:
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Hall of Lions in the Alhambra, Granada, Spain

“The contrast between the north and

south shores of the Mediterranean is

really extr’ordin’ry ;
that about Malaga

is not so had, but this shore seems to be

more rocky.”

“Yes,” assented Longworth, “this is

Morocco!”

Unaware of the pun he said, “You
Americans pronounce some of your

words so differently; I said more rocky,

but you said mo’ rocky; d’ye see?”

“Oh, yes,” rejoined the Judge, “some-

times we drop into the lingo of the

southern negro who always says mo’ for

more, and which reminds me of an inci-

dent that has some bearing on the mat-

ter. Once, down in Kentucky, a negro

family was at breakfast, when one of

the children said: ‘Please, Mammy, I

wants some ’lasses.’ The mother, who
had been a house servant, was trying to

bring up her brood with proper table

manners. She said : ‘Amos, how many
times have I tol’ yo’ to say molasses and

not ’lasses?’ Pretty soon Amos said:

‘Please, Mammy, I wants some mo.’ ‘Mo’

what, Amos?’ ‘Mo’ lasses, Mammy.’

”

Without a smile our friend said, “How
silly, he should have said more treacle.”

“Skipper,” I interjected, “what’s the

use?”

Our attention was now directed to the

rattling of the chain cable as the anchor

was being lowered. We had stopped in

front of a Spanish prison in Morocco,

and some convicts were taken ashore in

the long boat.

Nearby a felucca was anchored, with

fishing nets drying on her spars, from

which some fishermen put off in a boat

with a supply of fish for the steamer.

As they were taken aboard I recognized

representatives of a number of families,

and among others more familiar were

some Florida favorites, the ladyfish or

bonefish. A sHallow basket was filled

with squids and sea-urchins, which are

considered real delicacies. The sea-

urchin is cracked open, and with a little

salt and pepper is eaten raw like an

oyster on the half shell. The flat fishes

or flounders were well represented.

Everything taken in the nets of these

fishermen is utilized for food; nothing

is wasted or thrown away.

It is a matter of wonder that the un-

gainly flat fishes, numbering nearly five

hundred species, from the giant halibut

of three hundred pounds to the little sand

dab of a few ounces, have become dis-

persed and distributed to the uttermost

parts of the globe, and are to be found

on the sandy beaches of every sea from

the polar regions to the equator. The
wonder is increased when the queer shape

of its awkward and ungainly body is

considered, together with its wiggling,

wobbling manner of locomotion, owing to

its inadequate equipment for swimming,
and with no propelling power to speak

of in its small, round or square tail.

Yet the fact remains that it is a cos-

mopolite and one of the best food fishes,

and is bountifully supplied to the in-

habitants of every clime. When the

scales of one of the smaller species are

removed, the encircling border of fins

clipped off, and the head and tail like-

wise removed, it becomes at once a de-

licious filet all ready for the frying pan.

When a young flatfish begins life it

starts out with the best intentions in the

world. It swims in an upright manner,
in the usual way of most fishes, and with
an eye on either side of its head. But
finding its food abundant and easy to

get, it becomes lazy and listless and in-

clined to rest between meals by lying on
its side on the warm sand, until finally,

like all bad habits, it becomes confirmed
and a second nature. Its under side

becomes pale and colorless, while the
upper side, being exposed to the light,

becomes of a dark hue, simulating the
color of the sand, and this mimicry in-

sures safety from its enemies, except
the hook of the angler, the heavily-leaded
seine or the dredge. In the meantime
the under eye, not satisfied with this

order of things, begins to work its way
around the head until finally it takes its

place beside the other eye, on the same
side of the head, and the fish may now
be said to see double.

THE next day we stopped for a few
hours at Oran, in Algeria. Taking
advantage of the delay, we went

ashore to stretch our legs by walking
about the city, which we found rather
attractive, the old part being Moorish
with a mosque, and the other or new
part being French with a cathedral, in

addition to several fine public buildings.

We partook of a good luncheon and a cup
of fragrant French coffee at a cafe, and
on stepping outside I saw a well-filled

garbage barrel with some empty snail

shells that were new to me on the top.

The shells were translucent and very
beautifully marked. Putting a few in

my handkerchief, a couple of boys nearby
were much amused at my raid on the

garbage barrel, and began to laugh and
jeer. I gave each one a sou or two, when
they at once began to forage in other

garbage barrels, and brought me a pint

or more which I gracefully accepted, and

afterward threw away, except those first

gathered. The French are very fond of

this mollusk.

The city of Algiers is situated on a

steep and high hillside, which arising

from the sea extends upward for several

hundred feet, and is crowned at the

summit by an old Moorish fortress. The
lower part of the city is French and
modern, mostly, and is occupied along

the water front by docks, forts, govern-

ment buildings and promenades. The
tall buildings and steeples of the city

proper, together with the mosques and
minarets of the Moorish quarter, all of

a dazzling whiteness, formed a charming
and beautiful picture as we entered the

roadstead. We found the streets of the

new, or French lower town, wide and spa-

cious, which with the magnificent boule-

vard and terrace, were more elegant and
handsome than those of most European
cities.

The streets were thronged with a gay
and motley crowd; French soldiers in bag-

gy red Zouave trousers, blue jackets and
jaunty red caps set rakishly on their

heads; well-dressed women in Parisian

toilettes, and Moorish women, veiled and
attired in silken or cotton flowing gar-

ments; and swarthy Moors and Arabs in

turban or red fez and loose gowns, pre-

sented a lively and picturesque scene.

The upper, or Moorish town, is very

steep, with very narrow streets, which
are really only a succession of stone

steps with intermediate landings.

The winter climate of Algiers is usu-

ally mild and delightful, and is a favor-

able resort for invalids, especially those

afflicted with throat or lung troubles.

During our brief stay, however, the

weather turned suddenly quite cool with

an icy blast from the mountains sweep-

ing through the streets, which caused the

people to put on wraps and shawls, while

the shivering Moors and Arabs, with

bare feet and legs, wrapped their heads

(continued on page 615)
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NOVEMBER

S
ELDOM are the marshes, the meadows and the
woodlands so beautiful as at the present time.

The red maples of the swamps are aflame with color
that is accentuated by the dark green of the scrub
pine and the shading of that color through oak and
birch and beech and pussy willow; the now bright
purple of the iron-weed flower of every roadside,
the yellow and brown of the goldenrod and the
brown-eyed susan, those homely flowers whose place
in the hearts of all outdoor people is forever fixed.
Here and there an ivy-festooned snag blazes with
color in the rays of the setting sun, and a single
purpling leaf picked out in the mass of green of the
gum tree marks the effect of chill nights and heavy
frosts.

For a while there was a dearth of birds in places
where they were numerous in midsummer, but of a
sudden there came a great host of robins at night-
fall and the marsh was enlivened with the cries of
blackbirds seeking resting places. With the approach
of another dawn they resumed their flight south-
ward and more birds from the north took their places
as the afternoon shadows grew long. Like seasoned
campers, these migrants make an early stop for the
night and are away in the bracing air of the dawn
of a new day.
A season of unrest among the feathered tribe, the

present is also a season of great activity for the
men and women smitten with the hunting fever.
While the anglers and the summer outers are home-
ward bound, the tide of travel to the game regions
is growing stronger. The best season of the year,
in the hunters’ estimation, is at hand.

LET’S GET TOGETHER
'THE weak spot in all attempts to secure better pro-
1 tection of natural things is the entire lack of
organization among outdoor people. A large share
of the public is interested in outdoor life—in the
sports practised in the open air, in nature and its
study—the way of the bird in th„e air, of the beast

on the earth, of the plant as it turns toward the
light. Too often this interest goes no further than
the consideration of their own enjoyment. They
do not regard the general good nor do they think of
the needs in such matters of their children or their
children’s children.
Yet an ever-increasing number of people is com-

ing to feel that we of the United States, who possess
such undeveloped resources, should stop trying to
exploit them all at once and for our own immediate
benefit, and should consider also the future and the
needs of those who are to come after us.
Many of those who feel this are Avorking hard to

carry out their ideas. Legislatures are asked to
pass better laws for protection of forests, streams,
fish and game, to authorize replanting regions
stripped of timber, to prevent stream pollution and
to protect stream headjs. Yet, of all this work much
is being done unintelligently and to little purpose.
The reason is obvious. Outdoor people, nature
lovers and conservationists are working without es-
tablished organization or definite plan, and without
knowledge of Ayhat is being done by others interested
in the same thing. The conservation idea has taken
hold of the public mind, but is only vaguely under-
stood and has a different meaning in different
localities.

If all the people who desire the same thing could
get together, thresh out their ideas, decide on a defi-
nite course, and then act together, the work in which
they are so deeply interested would move forward
much faster. In the physical sense they cannot get
together, for they are scattered over the whole coun-
try—a few here and a few there. What they might
do with profit is to endeavor to win over to their
own way of thinking their neighbors and associates,
and then to take up in Forest and Stream the ques-
tions that interest them, discuss them there, and by
means of such discussion learn what other people
are doing, what the different sections of the country
need, and finally what action will be most effective
to secure results.

Efforts to influence legislation, even by a large
number of people, rarely accomplish much, unless
these men work together. The political party that
has the best organization wins the most victories
Those who love outdoor life and who believe that
outdoor things should constantly be better safe-
guarded, will not secure this end until they recog-
nize that a wider public sentiment must be aroused
and that this feeling must have organized expression
if it is to carry weight. All over the land the neigh-
bors and friends of the enthusiastic conservationists
must be convinced that the public good demands the
better protection of our natural resources, water
soil, forests and life.

LOOK BEFORE YOU SHOOT
I N the Adirondacks the deer hunting season opened

October 15th, and a number of hunters have gone
there to take advantage of the presumed tameness
of the deer for the first few days. Many deer will
no doubt be killed, but it will not take them long to
become aware of the fact that the season has opened.

,

. killing of the deer is likely to come also
the killing of some of the hunters. This is a natural
result of the ambition of persons wholly without
hunting experience to use modern rifles in the woods.
In the excitement of striving to kill a deer such per-
sons are likely to fire at some ipoving object which
they suppose to be a deer, but which may be a man.
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In the United States the number of people each year

shot in mistake for game probably exceeds all the

whites killed by dangerous game in Africa. The
warnings that he has read and the lessons taught by
the experience of others seem all to be forgotten by
the inexperienced hunter in the excitement caused

by the sight of some moving object which he sup-

poses to be the hoped-for game.
In the woods there is only one safe rule—never

to fire at anything unless the hunter sees distinctly

and certainly what it is that he aims at. The man
who through his own carelessness and impetuosity
kills or wounds a fellow-man must carry around
with him for his whole life a burden of shame and
regret that he has assumed solely through his own
heedlessness.

Let the young hunter remember that the best

hunters are the most patient ones, and that there
is usually plenty of time to learn just what it is that
is moving in the distance. Let him remember, too,

that the rifles of today carry a long distance, and
that in the older States the woods are likely to con-

tain many hunters. This advice should be heeded
in all the States east and north where the woods
are full of deer hunters.

CONCERNING BIRD PERIODICALS
r1OREST AND STREAM is taking a keen interest
F in the present situation as regards bird maga-
zines—periodicals devoted to the study of birds

and responding to the many-sided, wide-spread
popular interest in one of Nature’s most pleasing

phenomena. We have two leading magazines which
are covering this field, The Auk, the more technical,

and Bird-Lore, the more popular. Ornithology in

America has broadened so rapidly, however, that

the sea of interest is breaking on a middle-ground
between the two. Will a third magazine eventually

rise into being there?
Its literature, wherein science and art are blended,

and of which periodicals form a not inconsiderable

part, is the voice of a nation. The voice of America
must ring loud and true, and in response to this

need a great amount and variety of material is being
published at the present day. It is unfortunate,

therefore, that in these days the mechanics of pub-
lication is particularly hampered. Of course here

as elsewhere quality outweighs quantity. There is

still room for the best, and the best should not be
crowded by doubtful material of any sort. Dupli-

cate ~, also, wastes precious space. There are as

many points of view as there are magazine covers,

and the successful claim of each for support may
well depend on developing those fields which do not
jostle its neighbors. No easier method of meeting
competition has been devised than to avoid it.

We recommend to the pilots of our two old friends,

Bird-Lore and The Auk, that they make haste to

divide and work the new opportunities, lest each find

itself confronted by a less agreeable neighbor. To
those desirous of voyaging the seas of ornithology

we recommend that they book passage with them,
rather than with some less-tried and perhaps less-

sea-worthy craft.

GAME LAWS FOR 1920

’"THE total number of game laws enacted in 1920
* probably will not exceed 60. which is about nor-

mal for “even” years, when only a few States hold

legislative sessions. In the laws enacted further
progress was made along the line of harmonizing
State legislation with the migratory bird treaty act.

The most important changes affecting big game
were in New York and Quebec. New York re-

enacted the buck law and limited the hunter to one
buck a season. The deer season was also modified
in several localities. In Quebec the season was
shortened 19 days on deer and bull moose, except in

four counties, and 50 days on caribou.
Legislation of far-reaching importance looking to

the preservation of quail and other upland game
birds included an act of Congress, approved Decem-
ber 18, 1919, prohibiting the sale of upland game
birds in the District of Columbia and an act in

Maryland prohibiting the sale of quail, ruffed grouse,
introduced pheasant and wild turkey in that State.

For the convenient use of sportsmen and others
the Biological Survey of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture has compiled information re-

sulting from game legislation, and this has been
published as Farmers’ Bulletin 1138. This contains
a summary of Federal, State and Provincial game
laws for 1920; a summary of laws relating to sea-

sons, licenses, limits, sale and export; disposition of

game raised in captivity; the text of the Lacey Act
regulating interstate commerce in game, and of the
tariff act prohibiting importation of plumage; the
law protecting birds and their eggs on Federal bird
reservations; the regulation regarding hunting on
national forests; the treaty for the protection of
migratory birds; the migratory bird treaty act and
the Federal and Canadian regulations.

BIG GAME OF THE NORTHWEST

NORTHWESTERN Canada and portions of Alaska
still contain great numbers of large game, but

in some localities this has already become very
scarce. This is almost the last spot in America
where big game is abundant ;

there remain only the

arctic regions.

It is evident that in a new country lacking trans-

portation facilities and invaded by great numbers
of civilized men, who must depend in large measure
on the country for subsistence, the larger native

fauna will soon disappear. In this northern region,

travelers, trappers and prospectors subsist very
largely on the game and fish that they take.

There has been enormous waste by the white game
killers, and if the waste by the Indians has been less,

it is only because the Indians are fewer in number.
In some localities the continued and reckless killing

of game for the mining camps has resulted in the
almost complete disappearance of such game. Be-
sides this there are not a few people who go into

the country in search of fine game heads, and who
kill with the usual selfish recklessness. They have
been known after a day’s hunting to leave to spoil

on a hillside enough meat to supply a prospector
with provisions for a whole winter.

The chief game animal in much of that country
is the moose, which is so abundant that from a good
lookout high up on the mountains, moose can be
seen almost any fine day by the aid of field glasses.

In certain portions of the country west of the Mack-
enzie River, caribou are still seen in great herds
at the proper season of the year, but these herds
appear to be growing constantly smaller.

Mountain sheep are yet abundant in many places,

and owing to their habits of life are perhaps in less

immediate danger of extermination than the moose
or caribou.

It is obvious that as the settlement of this northern
country proceeds, the game must disappear. It is

only by the establishment of game refuges in these
regions that it can be saved from extermination.
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THE BONGO-WARIEST OF ANTELOPES
LIVING IN THE DENSE EQUATORIAL FORESTS OF AFRICA THIS LITTLE-
KNOWN ANIMAL HAS CONSISTENTLY AVOIDED THE PURSUIT OF HUNTERS

By MAJOR C. H. ST1GAND

THE continent of Africa is geographi-

cally like that of South America

—

a South America seen through the

looking glass with Brazil on the west
and Ecuador on the east. In this re-

versed South America the Amazon bears

a close resemblance to the Congo river,

in its latitude^ the width of its basin, its

innumerable tributaries and the luxuriant

growth of its forests.

Let us now imagine that the Orinoco

is the Niger river, that Pernambuco is

Loanda and that some point on the coast

of Ecuador, say Guayaquil, is Mombasa
of East Africa. If we draw a line from
Guayaquil to the mouth of the Orinoco
and from Guayaquil to Pernambuco we
get a large triangle with its apex on the

east coast—remembering always that

our map is reversed—and its base on
the west coast. In this triangle is situ-

ated the greater part of the Amazon
basin and its equatorial forests.

The similar triangle in Africa—with
its apex at Mombasa and its base on the

west coast—gives a fair idea of the size

and extent of the equatorial forests of

that continent, so far as straight lines

can define anything so irregular as the

edge of a forest. There is, it is true, no
forest actually at Mombasa, but there

are isolated patches round Kilimanjaro,
Kenia and elsewhere, whilst the forest

gradually gets broader and more con-

tinuous as it proceeds from apex to base

of this triangle.

These equatorial forests are of a

denseness inconceivable to anyone who
has only known the woods of other parts

of the continent, woods with insufficient

foliage to give shade and protection from
the vertical rays of the sun. In the

forest no ray, .or spot, of sunlight reach-

es its floor—it is composed of great tim-

ber trees whose trunks are festooned

with lianas and whose branches bear,

besides their own foliage, clusters of

creepers, orchids and other parasites.

Under the large trees grow masses of

undergrowth, covering and concealing

fallen trees in every stage of rot and
decomposition. On the floor of the forest

lies a carpet of broken twigs and branch-
es, fungi, shoots and other short plants,

such as nettles, which must depend en-

tirely on reflected light for the forma-
tion of their chlorophyl.

The impenetrable heart of such forests

has concealed some of the last of the

larger beasts to remain undiscovered,

such as the okapi, the giant hog and the

bongo; whilst it is also the habitat of

other little-known animals—the chim-

panzee, gorilla and the scaly manis.

In spite of the profusion of vegetation

these forests do not harbor a great

quantity of these, its special denizens,

but there are numbers of Colobus

(guereza ) and Cercopithecus monkeys,
whilst one hears the raucous voices of

many fruit-eating birds—hombills and
parrots with large beaks and bright

plumage.
Of other inhabitants there are ele-

phants, leopards, bushbuck, bushpig and
the miniature dik dik antelopes, but all

these are found rather on the outskirts

than in the heart of the forest.

N OW that the scene has been de-

scribed I will try to take my reader

for a hunt after that most wary of

antelopes, the bongo. The natives have
made a long, narrow clearing stretching

a mile, or more, into the forest and then
left it—a mass of felled trees—for the

vegetation to dry up. Next year they
will return and, with characteristic pro-

digality, burn the great logs and dried

vegetation. Meanwhile the place is de-

serted and will form a good starting

point. We follow the path the natives

have made and pitch our camp at the

top end of the clearing; on three sides

is the forest, on the fourth the narrow
clearing connecting us with civilization.

Near our camp a small stream de-

bouches and after fixing up camp we
follow it into the forest. On each side

of the stream is a narrow belt thickly

grown with leafy plants about a foot

high; one is a nettle and another closely

resembles it but is stingless. Both these

are eaten by the bongo. After proceed-

ing a few hundred yards the banks of

the stream become choked with under-
growth so, deferring further exploration

until the following day, we cross the

stream and return by the other bank.

Before going very far we see a num-
ber of hoofmarks, about the size and
shape of domestic cattle tracks, in the

soft mud, alongside the stream. There
is one thing that distinguishes them from
almost anything but eland spoor and
that is that the forepart is much deeper
impressed than the hind; the animal
walks forward on its toes. The maker
of the tracks is the bongo and it has
been on several occasions at night to

drink at the stream and eat the nettle-

like plants. Close to where the tracks

plunge into the dense forest stands an-

other kind of nettle—a giant nettle ten

feet in height with a sting which is

said to make even an elephant sorry.

NOW a few hints as to hunting the

bongo. It grazes and drinks at

night, the males often keeping sepa-

rate from the females. In the day they
join up and lie down to rest in small
family parties. With its great ears, the
size of saucers, it can hear you blunder-
ing and cracking your way through the
forest from afar whilst, if the breeze is

unfavorable to you, it will scent you from
still farther. Once disturbed it will elear

out of the neighborhood, so, if you find

a fresh track, it behooves you to follow
it with infinite precaution, however slow
your progress. If you take all day to

cover a few hundred yards and do not
disturb the animal it will remain for
another day. Never shoot at anything
else until you have given up trying for
bongo and carry your rifle yourself.
Take only one tracker and walk in front
of him; if you are unable to work eut
the track let him put you right and then
place yourself in front again.

Some of these hints may seem super-
fluous but I once read an account by a
well-known sportsman of the hard luck
he experienced in not getting a bongo.
By his own account he used to fire at
everything he saw and complains on one
occasion that when he wanted his rifle

to shoot at a Colobus his gunbearer had
let three other men get between him and
his master. This party of at least five

must have made some noise pushing
through the forest and, unless all the
natives were of different tribes, ignor-
ant of each other’s languages, there must
have been some chatter too.

So, rather than run the ris*. dis-
turbing the animal, we return to camp.
Long before nightfall the air has be-
come chilly, for although near the equa-
tor we are at an altitude of 7000 ft., and
we are glad to make a big fire from the
juniper logs lying around. To warm the
tent a hole is dug in the floor and filled

with glowing embers. At dusk a cease-
less trilling commences from the forest.
This is caused by Hyraxes or tree coneys.
If we are far enough west, we may hear
the cry of the chimpanzee, Oh! Oh! Oh!
during the night.

In the morning we revisit the stream
and find that the bongo has been there
during the night to drink. We now have
the whole day before us in which to traek

him to the spot chosen for his midday
rest. We follow the spoor into the dense

forest, wriggling and crawling through
the undergrowth and festoons of creep-

ers and clambering over the fallea 1mm.
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Every branch pushed out of the way is

carefully replaced by hand, so as to

avoid rustling, and every step we tread

toe first in the bongo’s own track, so as

to tread only on twigs which have al-

ready been cracked by its heavy tread.

During this performance one will be sur-

prised to find how unsuited the human
form is for proceeding through the for-

est; head, shoulders, elbows, ears, and
rifle stock become repeatedly entangled

in the undergrowth whilst the feet re-

semble nothing so much as a pair of

grapnels, hooking into every creeper.

Suddenly one hears a distant sound
like the roll of a toy drum—it approaches
rapidly, passes overhead with a swish-
ing of boughs, and recedes into the dis-

tant fastnesses of the forest. It is the

croaking of a party of Colobus travelling

from one part of the forest to another
by hurling themselves from tree top to

tree top.

WE proceed on our way wondering
more and more how such a big
animal as the bongo could have

left such a small opening in its wake.
The secret of this is that it makes its

whole body into the shape of a wedge

—

laying its horns straight along its back,

crouching its body and stretching its

head well forward and close to the

ground. Its nose resembles the point of

the wedge; it is slipped through the

creepers and they are gradually forced

apart and glide along the hofns and off

the back, falling back again into their

place after the animal has passed.

The base of the horns of an old animal
become considerably worn from the con-

stant friction whilst the back of the

ears are often rubbed bare of hair. The
tips of the horns sometimes rub two
small bare patches on the back.

The bongo prefers to crouch under, or

through an obstacle rather than go over
it and this great beast will pass beneath
a branch only 18 or 20 inches from the

ground which the small bushbuck would
think nothing of jumping.
Now let us imagine that we have been

lucky, the wind has kept right and we
have made no noise to betray our pres-

ence. Better still a light shower has
commenced and the patter on the leaves

drowns any slight rustle. Suddenly
there is a crash in front of us and we
glimpse and hurriedly fire at something
red, flashing through the undergrowth.
There is the sound from close at hand
of a big body falling whilst another body
goes crashing away into the forest.

We make our way forward and see

lying on its side an animal like a gigan-

tic bushbuck, nearly as big as an eland.

The female like the eland and unlike

the bushbuck, has horns, shaped some-
what like those of the former but also

bearing a resemblance to the situtunga.

The horns of the male are very massive,

especially at the base. The young and
females are of a handsome reddish-

brown, like the bushbuck, with about

thirteen bright white stripes. The na-

tives say that some of these stripee dis-

appear with age, which is quite possi-

ble. The male is of a darker ground
color. The horns of both sexes have
white, ivory-like, tips like the kudu’s.

THIS animal was first known ob the

West Coast—later an East African
variety was discovered in the for-

ests of the escarpments in British East
Africa, the first skins being brought in

by native hunters of a tribe called Ogieg,
who hunt them with dogs.

Its food, besides the plants already
mentioned, consists largely of bark, root3,

the pith of decayed trees and a plant

like an enormous primrose. Its fond-
ness for pith from rotten trees is re-

markable. Sometimes such a tree is en-

countered with tracks of all ages lead-

ing to and from it whilst the trunk will

have been gnawed to the height of eight
feet, a he ght to reach which the animal
must sta d on its hind legs, putting its

fore feet against the trunk. Small trees

are uprooted by digging and levering up
the roots with the horns; the roots are

then eaten and the bark stripped off.

Charred wood is sometimes eaten in

small quantities, presumably for the salt

taste, whilst red earth is pawed up and
eaten for the same reason. Most ante-

lope obtain salt earth by breaking pieces

off a termite’s nest or an overhanging
bank. Little shallow basins from which
the earth has been pawed up are con-
stantly met with in the forest and are
peculiar to the habits of the bongo.

Photographed by Herbert Lang, of the American Museum of Natural History, Congo Expedition.

The bongo resembles a gigantic bushbuck and is nearly as large as an eland
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MALLARD DECOYS
By Aldo Leopold

I

HAVE just completed a set of home-
made mallard decoys that look good
enough to shoot. In fact, they look

so “sassy” th '.t I am going to pass on
the how and the why of the n to other

sportsmen.
These are hollow built-up p e decoys.

They weigh 2^4 pounds—the same as a

mallard. The bodies are built extra wide,

and the heads have an extra wide, long
bill shaped with an extra “scoop”, and
extra thick cheeks. It is my opinion that

in these respects a caricature of an ac-

tual mallard pulls in the big red-legged

drakes just a little better than a perfect

imitation of an actual mallard would do
it. Moreover, this pattern calls for two
degrees of inclination of the heads, and
each head is set on the body at a differ-

ent horizontal angle—in other words, no
two heads have the same posture. This
is the biggest single advantage to be

gained from home-made decoys. In my

T/f/'E are depending upon the
rr friends and admirers of our

old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man kneiv the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of

them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light ” have been

adopted by the United StatesArmy

;

his canoe has been preserved in Idle

Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen will

contribute to this department their

Hints and Kinks and trail-tested

contnvances .

—

[Editors.]

HOW are they made? First of all go to

your lumber dealer and tell him you
want him to select for you some 8-

inch boards, % inch and 1 inch thick, plus

a 2 x 4, and that you want the lightest,

decoys—realize what a difference there

is between ordinary finishing lumber,

pulled at random off the racks, and the

choicest finish of the same species. Get
the best. You will gain in the end. I

used selected western yellow pine sap-

wood for my set. White pine would
probably be better, where available.

Next draw your patterns on stiff

paper, cut them out, and trace off the
body boards on your lumber. The dia-

gram below will give an idea of the ex-

terior shapes, with exact maximum di-

mensions; also the shape and location of

the hollows. Draw a centre line on each
pattern and each board. This will help
when the time comes to put the boards
together.

Next saw up into sections and go to

work with a good sharp keyhole saw.
A keyhole saw is much faster than chis-

elling for the exterior lines and faster
than boring for the hollows. Dip your
keyhole into a can of water when it gets
hot and then wipe dry. You will be sur-

opinion, the monotonous uniformity of

posture of ordinary decoys sometimes

drives away ducks that might otherwise

come ip, as uniformity of posture is as-

sumed by ducks when they are scared.

softest, driest stuff to be had for love or

money. Give him a week to select your

lumber if by so doing you can get any-

thing lighter, softer, or drier. Few
people—until they have made a set of

prised to see how fast it cubs the wood.

Now get a box of inch screws, some
waterproof casein glue (or white lead if

not available)
,
and a pair of hand clamps

and build up your bodies. The diagram
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shows how far each piece is set back

from the front of the bottom piece, and
the centre lines will help you build

straight. Start, of course, by gluing

and screwing No. 4 to No. 5, then add 3

to 4, then 2 to 3, then 1 to 2. Counter-

sink the screws % inch; not more, or

you will “meet” them with your chisel

in the exterior modelling. Use from 4

to 8 screws to each joint, drawing the

vicinity of each screwhole tight with the

hand clamp before inserting the screw.

Your bodies are now ready to go on the

rack to dry.

NOW for the heads. Outline the

whole set on both sides of the 2x4,
using your small square freely to

keep them opposite. Then bore a bunch

of holes of various sizes to facilitate the

vertical profiling, and go to work with

a wide chisel, a woodrasp, and a rat-tail

file, and work your profiles complete, ex-

cept for just enough wood to hold the

set together. Then bore %-inch holes

for your neck-dowels before sawing the

heads apart. Next comes the modelling

of the individual heads. Advice is use-

less here. It is simply a case of a sharp

knife, a tame duck for a model, and the

will to succeed. Leave the cheeks the

full thickness of the 2x4 and make your

bill a full inch wide.

Your bodies are now dry and ready

for modelling. The requisites are a good

vise, a wide, sharp chisel, and two rasps,

one coarse and one fine. Here also a live

model would be a great help. Tilt your

tails at various angles, to give still fur-

ther variety of posture to your flock.

With practice, a body can be modelled

out and sand-papered in an hour. Leave
a little extra wood around the neck joint

for remodelling after the heads are on.

Now bore your dowel holes through
the bodies. Use the head, which has

been already bored, as a guide to keep

your bit vertical. Glue up your dowels

(first sand-papering both tips to insure

against sticking)
, also glue up your neck

joint, put on the heads tight, not for-

getting to give each head a slightly dif-

ferent angle. Put away to dry.

NOW comes the finish. Trim off the

protruding dowels, and trim the

neck joint so that the descending

curves flow smoothly from the head to

the body. Countersink a small screw

eye at the front of each bottom board

for tying on the strings and weights.

Carve your initials on each bottom board,

or, still better, do this before the bot-

toms are put on. Presto; your decoys

are complete, except for painting and
glass eyes, but these seem little, little

bits of jobs as you wade out of your chip

pile to carry a sample of your new flock

to be inspected by your wife.

If you have wrought carefully and
thoughtfully, you now have a set of stool

that any sportsman, especially yourself,

should be proud of. And surely those

big mallards next fall will appreciate

the fact that your decoys are no common
hand-me-down blocks, but real ducks
whose society they should enjoy.

DUFFLE CABINET FOR CAMP
OR DEN

By F. E. BRIMMER

ABOUT any camp or den there are

many articles that might better be
placed conveniently in some kind of

a shelter purposely made for their ac-

commodation. Generally, at camp the

fishing tackle is kept in one box, the am-
munition for the target rifle in another
place, the hiking shoes in a corner, the

camera and supplies on a shelf, and so

on. This causes endless confusion when
you are in a hurry for some article that

seems nowhere to be found. It also clut-

ters up the camp, and the same is true of

the den. To make this difficulty disap-

pear there is nothing better than a duffle

chest or cabinet of some kind. A cabinet

is much better than a chest because you
will want to hang some of your clothes

up, and this cannot be done in a chest,

where each article will have to be laid

in place, but with the cabinet you may
piace hooks conveniently inside the struc-

ture and so have a first-rate place to hang
your hiking suit, tennis clothing, and
other articles of wearing apparel.

Of course, you may build a duffle cabi-

net of any size that seems to be best suit-

ed for the purpose you intend to use it.

A good size is one that is three feet wide
at the top, five feet high, and sixteen

inches deep. For this purpose you should

buy some pine lumber, not the hard pine,

but the northern pine that is soft and
easily worked up. For the purpose you
will need to get boards that are sixteen

inches in width. If it is impossible to get

boards quite so wide then take them four-

teen inches or even twelve. The width
of the boards will determine the depth
of the cabinet and the sixteen inch

should be used. Since the soft pine tree

grows to a large size it ought not to be
hard to get lumber sixteen inches wide
from the mill or dealer. You will need
only thirty feet of lumber of this width
and if possible get boards of ten foot

lengths. Three ten foot boards will make
a first-class duffle cabinet. Of course
the back of the structure may be made
from old lumber of almost any kind.

Boxes may be torn down for making the

back of the cabinet. In case you desire

to make a very nice looking job, one that

will stand a good varnish stain when
completed, then use oak lumber. How-
ever, this is rather expensive. If the

cabinet is for utility only, then you may
be able to build it from old boxes that
you can get at the store. The lumber
should be at least half an inch thick,

about three-fourths being best, and the

inch lumber none too thick.

AT No. 1, on the illustration is shown
a front view of a duffle cabinet.
The top, K, is thirty-six inches

long by sixteen inches wide. The side
pieces, two in number, and shown best
on No. 4. at H, are each sixty inches
long by sixteen inches wide. The two
front boards, N-N, are each sixty inches
long by six inches wide. As soon as
these parts have been carefully sawed,
being sure to use a square to mark out
the boards before sawing, you may be-
gin to nail the cabinet together. Use
medium size finishing nails for this pur-
pose and set them with a nail set. Be-
gin by nailing the two side pieces, H, to

(continued on page 610)
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THE EXTINCT AU SABLE
GRAYLING

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

T HE publication in Forest and
Stream of the article by the late L.

D Norris on the Michigan grayling is

like the unearthing of an extinct fossil

creature. For 15 years I have owned a
summer home on the Au Sable near the
mouth of the South Branch, and I never
saw a grayling. Every old guide and
fisherman is full of tales about them,
their beauty, their great numbers, their

lovable qualities. My father-in-law, Mr.
Charles D. Joslyn, has told me of two
men in the seventies killing 2,000 gray-
ling in one week on the Au Sable. But
no one has seen a specimen of this fish

in that wonderful stream in a good many
years. In the early days there were no
brook trout in the Au Sable. They were
planted there, and in a few years there
were myriads of them. Then there were
no more small grayling seen, and the

large ones were caught out of the river.

By 1893 the brook trout were so thick in

the Au Sable that when a Chicago man
offered 10 cents each for live brook trout
for the World’s Fair, a man named
Knight, as he himself has told me, used
to fish with five flies on a leader, and not
bother to retrieve single fish at all, but
only double and triple drags and he sent
5 000 live brook trout to Chicago. For
>tars there wras an eight-inch limit on
trout, and at that the catches were large.

Then the rainbow trout was intro-

duced, and later the German brown. For
the last few years there has been a
hatchery at Grayling. Now the brookers
are scarce. During the war the powder
factories polluted the water with chemi-
cals at Grayling. The business of mak-
ing a living for many people has prohibit-

ed any fishing for me for some years.
Like Abraham Lincoln’s ginger-cake, I

don’t suppose there is anyone who likes

it so well and who gets so little. But
my wife and children spend every sum-
mer on the Au Sable, and my wife, who
is one of the best fly-fishermen in Michi-
gan, writes me that she gets about ten
German browns and rainbows for every
brooker she puts into the crate. So the
cycle of fish life revolves, and so one
guest crowds out another.

Doubtless God might have made a bet-

ter home for game fish than the Au
Sable, but doubtless God never did.

Spring-fed, clear as the River of Life
itself, never rising or falling much, the
river is ideal, and the fish need only to

be half protected, to remain a joy to

our children’s children; and as has been
repeatedly proven, the water can be
quickly restocked.

The trees that line the banks fall in
and form natural hiding places. For

years there was a summer cottager just
above me who was a perfect curse to the
river, for he spent his time clearing out
the logs and brush along the edges, so
that he could cast without getting his
fly caught in the bushes. He wanted the
river to look like a canal. I bought three
miles of riparian land to keep him from
trespassing, but he vandalized just the
same. Now he comes no more, for which
praise God from whom all blessings flow.

Give the river a chance, and it will take
care of itself. Crawford county, in

which there are 50 miles of the Au Sable,
is very sparsely settled. Innumerable
creeks make splendid nurseries for the
little fish. Thousands of canoeists run
the river from Grayling down every sum-
mer, but they do not get many fish per
man. The casting is too difficult among
the branches that overhang the stream.
The rainbows and German browns grow
to be as big and domineering as a re-
form governor. But the days of the good
little brooker, about nine or ten inches
long, are pretty nearly done for, and the
last man who ever saw a grayling there
will, in a few years, be as dead as the
elk that used to roam those sand-hills,
or as the little gray fish with the big
dorsal that first gave the river its fa-
mous reputation.

Fred Irland, Washington, D. C.

TWO-HEADED SNAKE
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

A FEW days ago I met on the streets
a friend of mine, Mr. Burton, and

he said: “I have something at my house
that will interest you.” This “some-
thing” was a two-headed snake.
The facts are as follows: Burton was

up at Pender Island, some twenty miles
north of here, on one of his many field

trips, to study and observe. He met a
lady there who said she had a two-head-
ed snake. Burton went at once and ex-
amined it and found it had only been
killed a very short time. The lady had
caught it alive and consulted with a male
acquaintanec as to the best disposal of
the snake. This fellow foolishly told her
to kill it and put it in preserving fluid,

which she did.

The snake is about seven inches in
length and the two heads are of the same
size and perfect in every way. Burton
states that when he examined it first, the

heads had quite an inclination outwards,
and separate necks distinctly visible.
Later, after being in the preserving fluid
(which was some crude stuff at first)

the necks had contracted and the heads
were lying side by side, and the whole
snake was very soft and flabby, and very
difficult to handle at all.

Burton says that when he found the
snake had been caught alive and then
killed he nearly cried. Think of what
great interest the live snake would have
been, to have observed its manner of feed-
ing, progression and general behaviour.

I thought the incident would be of in-

terest to you and to hear from some read-
er who is learned on snakes concerning it.

The snake is the common garter snake.
I may add that Mr. Burton spends a

large part of his time in the open ob-
serving and studying animal nature, and
is a particularly well-trained and accu-
rate observer. He is an authority on
British Columbia birds and has a very
valuable collection of eggs.

J. H. McIlree, Victoria, B. C.

MURDER OF BLACK BASS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:QN Sunday, August 22, 1920, Mr. E. J,
N-' Howard and the writer went to Can-
ton, Missouri, rented a fisherman’s boat
and rowed to the dike on the Illinois side,
arriving there at 8:00 o’clock of as per-
fect a bass morning as ever dawned; just
enough air to ruffle the surface; just
enough “snap” in the air to put fight in
the bass. The dike was constructed of
rock and willows to deflect the current
into the main channel and extends from
the Illinois side to an island in the cen-
ter. It is very popular with sportsme*
within a radius of fifty miles, and has
been the one sure place for miles upon
miles of river where one could feel rea-
sonably sure of getting the beloved fight-
ing fish.

The water pouring over the dike at the
breaks was just the right depth. We
fished almost continuously all day, over
every inch of water using a wide variety
of lures, with both fly and casting rods
and landed one bass.
At ten in the morning Mr. Howard

found where an enormous quantity of
dead gars had been dumped on the sand.
Their eyes indicated that they had been
placed there early in the morning. He
suggested that in view of the fact that
although the day and water were so
perfect, yet the bass did not strike, that
some one had been in there with a tram-
mel net, dumping the gars on the sand.
When we returned the boat to the fisher-

man he toldrns we could buy some black
bass from the local fish company and led
the way to their cleaning and storage
shed where we saw one large ice box
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which contained, judging from the fish

on top, and from the fisherman’s state-

ment, nothing but black bass.

The proprietor of the place stated that

there were 500 pounds of them.

Mr. Howard remained after I left and

was shown three barrels full, in addition

to the box.

When we entered the place we sup-

posed that the fishermen had a few bass

that they had caught individually and

were willing to sell. After seeing the

wholesale slaughter of bass the place

seemed to groan “murder” so only one

of us purchased bass. Later when
cleaned we found “shiner” minnows,

which make the dike and surrounding

water their habitat.

Mr. Howard was informed that the

bass were taken in trammel nets; that

the laws of Missouri permitted taking

them in that manner and selling them
within the state.

Missouri charged a $3.00 non-resident

fishing license this year, the money, so

widely advertised, to be used to protect

and propagate game fish within the state.

The writer procured such license in

April.

If the Missouri law permits wholesale

slaughter of game fish, then the laws

should be remedied; if it is against the

law, then the fishermen should be prose-

cuted. In this Connection I wish to state

that Mr. Howard and myself are willing

to take oath to the above facts or appear
in court (where I suppose the fine, if

assessed, would be so nominal that the

one box would pay it and costs.)

Knowing your love of fair play we are

taking this matter up with you, trusting

that you will find a way to help change
things.

Joe Caldwell, Illinois.

DUCK SHOOTING WITH A CAMERA
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

WHILE driving across the sand hills

of northern Nebraska one morning
in early August, I missed the traveled

road and ran into an impassible swamp.
After considerable effort whipsawing the

car back and forth I at last backed on to

terra firma and proceeded to turn
around. Glancing across the tops of the

tall grass that bordered a small lake a

hundred yards away I noticed a bunch
of ducks lighting upon the surface.

Standing in my car I was able to see the

shore water and to my astonishment dis-

covered that it was literally black with
large birds. Two or three took flight and
I recognized them as mallards. I imme-
diately knew that they were young birds,

evidently hatched and reared in the

larger lakes a little farther north and
were driven down by the cold wind and
rain the night before.

Here was my opportunity that I had
long hoped for. Donning my waders and
loading my kodak, I sneaked through
the grassy cover until within a few yards
of the water. Quickly rising into view I

took aim and shot. Never before had I

bagged so many with one load. The Ne-
braska limit is twenty-five birds but I

exceeded that limit many times. But
still I was unsatisfied. Down at the other
end of the lake the great flock circled

and bunched. I gave them load number
two. This time I got them all. Around
they swung, not to be' scared from their

new swimming place by a strange being

with a noiseless fowling piece. The
leaders cupped their wings and down I

sank from view. When directly over-

head down they dropped into the water.

This time I could only get a few in range
but to an old hunter, who for many years

in late September and early October, had
from the blind in dawn or twilight

brought down a brace at the crack, crack

of his trusty old double, it was the best

shot of the three.

For forty falls and many springs (be-

fore the law prohibited spring shooting)

I have hunted water-fowl in Nebraska.
It is needless to say that during that

period there have been many hours of

real sport. But after all I can truth-

Mr. Booker and^Large-mouth Bass

fully say that this bloodless bag brought
more true satisfaction than any full bag
of toothsome birds I ever lugged into

camp.
G. H. Nichols, Nebraska.

BASS AND NORTH EAST WIND
To the Editor of FOREST AND STREAM;

ALL lovers of fishing, whether old vet-

erans or novices, have ofttimes

heard the old saying that “wind north-

east, no fishin’ today,” but it seems that

fishing and fish have changed as well as
almost everything else in this age.

One cloudy Saturday afternoon during
last May, when a strong northeast wind
was blowing, my old friend, S. S. Good-
hand, and I were sitting on a box in

front of one of the stores in our little

village, Sudlersville, Maryland, debating
whether we should go fishing or not. At
last we decided to go and were soon at

Unicorn Mill Pond, about five miles from
our home.
As it was then three o’clock in the

afternoon and it looked like rain, we
were naturally in a hurry, but my friend
was the best man with the oars in Queen
Anne County, and he soon had us headed
to the wind and up pond. Our tackle was
soon assembled, we began to cast and
shortly I had a strike and a bass landed.
We lured several from the brush strewn
shore and then, pushing out near the
middle of the pond where a small bunch
of pads was flipping up and down, I

made a cast and—bang! I thought I

had struck a log or stump, but at last my
line began to move towards the boat. At
about 15 yards from us something went
in the air and we knew at a glance he
was the Daddy of them all.

I kept him coming, and after some ex-
citing sport I led him up to the side of
our boat, and reached over and lifted him
in without aid of gaff or net. He was
one of the largest that was ever caught
in that pond, weighing 7 lbs. 2 ounces,
and measuring in length 24% inches,
with a girth at the belly of 16% inches.
I had him photographed and then sent
him to Philadelphia where he was on ex-
hibition. On many occasions during the
past three years I have fished on east
winds and had big catches, so it would
seem that bass bite the bait, not the
wind.

Harry O. Booker, Maryland.

CROWS AND A CAT
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
IT ARLY one morning as I was leaving
F-* my home for work, I heard some
crows in the timber of a grove in the
rear of my place. I saw the crows flying
toward the stub of a tree which had been
broken off about thirty feet from the
ground. They would dart toward the
stub and then fly away to a limb nearby
on which they would perch and caw in
an angry voice.

There was something dark and shady
hanging to the side of the tree but, at a
distance I could not distinguish what it

might be. As I approached nearer I

was able to recognize the dark object,
which was our neighbor’s cat Tabby.
Poor Tabby was hanging to the side

of the tree stub for dear life by the claws
of all of his feet spread out, with his
eyes shut and never making a move. He
would neither go up higher nor go down
the stub to safety amongst the under-
brush where he could easily have eluded
the crows.

Stopping behind some brush, where I

could not be seen by the crows I leisure-
ly watched their performance for a few
moments. A crow would fly past Tabby
and strike him with his wing or attempt
to peck him with his bill. There seemed
to be a leader amongst the flock as each
crow seemed to take his turn attacking
Tabby while the others would sit on their
perch and criticize the movements of the
attacking crow.
But Tabby would not be knocked off.

He just hung on the tighter.

After watching their game for a few

(continued on page 608)
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WITH "WT
A new shooting joy

comes to the man who
never before used

Patented Steel -Locked

“Field” Shells

Once a shooter begins

the use of this modem,
superior shotgun ammu-
nition he sticks and be-

comes a booster.

Here is the one make of

shell that works well in all

makes and types of guns.

The patented steel con-

struction and the peculiar

qualities of the crimp
eliminate the balk.

“Perfect from Primer to Crimp”
Send for “Four Aces and a King”

Mention this Magazine

WILDERNESS DWELLERS
HUNTING BIG GAME WITH A CAMERA IN THE HEART
OF THE NEW BRUNSWICK WILDS—CHAPTER TEN

By DR. THOMAS TRAVIS

URING the day we
went out locating.

For we were after a

big bull whose tracks

we had seen. Deer
were plentiful. Every
trail was pockmarked
with their hoof-

prints, and scarcely

an hour of the whole

trip but we could

see several of them
feeding at the edge

of the lake, or crossing some open space.

Just off Armstrong brook, in First

Bathurst lake, we saw three deer close

up, and watched them as they went gal-

loping off in the shallow water at the

edge of the lake. Scarcely had they dis-

appeared when out stepped a big bull

moose and stood watching us from the

shore. We got several photos at long

range before he turned and disappeared

in the forest.

Everywhere the bulls seemed far more
alert and shy than the cows. For ex-

ample, right near where the big bull had
stepped into the forest we came across

a cow, and my mate handled the camera.

Slowly the guide, Fred Waters, put her

near and nearer till we were almost on
her. Every moment we expected her to

jump and go. But she stood there lazily

watching us over her shoulder, while we
drifted steadily nearer.

When we were within twenty feet she

deliberately made her toilet, gazing at us

the while, till a grin spread over mate’s

face and she signalled to go ahead. And
go ahead we did, the while she took pic-

tures and wound on new films. We went
ahead till we were within five feet in

broad daylight and in the open. We
went till we were three feet, and then,

with another grin Fred bumped right

into her with the prow of the canoe. On
the film recording this fact can be seen

the cow on a run, splashing the shallow

water in wavelets, and the dim prow of

the canoe at her heels.

But the big bulls were different. We
sighted them from afar,—easy rifle

range of course, but too long for a good
film. We saw their great tracks, with
the rounded toes clean cut, and the great
dew-claws clearly marked. We saw them
step from the trail like weird shadows as

we rounded a bend. But not a single

close-up could we get. And in all that

trip we never got nearer than a hundred
feet of any bull moose except by sur-

prise or by stalking and cutting them
off in the lake.

AT dusk we prepared our gear for

the night attack, watching a mink
the while as it tugged at a trout

I had nailed to the logs of the landing.

This time we figured to make no mis-

takes. We experimented with the paper,

and we nailed not one but four sheets

to the barrel head. Also we selected long
strips of fine birchbark and soaked them
in oil. We prepared a box handy for

the spare sheets, and a platform for the

camera. For something told us that this

night was to be our night to howl. And
it was.

To bed we went, to sleep till two in the

morning, when the moon would have set.

Then with the lamp polished till it shone,

with everything in readiness and all pre-

pared that could be prepared, we drifted

out from our wharf into the midnight
and silence of the lake, headed down
stream and through the narrows to the

lake where we had shot the four-eyed

cow.

Again the spell of the night came over

us. Once more the mysterious Northern
Lights burned above the silent crags of

the great divide. Again the invisible

moose of the wilderness rode the mystic
arc, shattering its glory-light to great
opals as if moon-sheen shone on hidden
gems. As we cast the light where some

Instantly he swerved and made for the shore.
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There’s game for your Kodak, as well as game for your

gun—and it’s all a part of the lure of the wild.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y., The Kodak City
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Captain T. K. Lee, U. S. R.
Picket Revolver

Champion of U. S.

“Aims as eaijyl
os pointing
yaw finger.’’

Captain Lee’s Winning Target

Shoots as Straight

as it Points

Y OU know that the Savage ten-shot automatic aims as

easily as pointing your finger. The shape of its handle

—often imitated, but never equalled—does that. Here is

the absolute, world-beating proof that the Savage shoots as

straight as it points.

Captain T. K. Lee, U. S. R., has won the Pocket Revolver
Championship of the United States with the .380 Savage
Automatic, Model 1917.

This is the first time in the history of the United States Re-
volver Association that any automatic pistol has beaten the

revolver. It is the' greatest target victory that any automatic

pistol has ever won.

It proves that the longer barrel and the locked breech give

the Savage not only higher velocity and greater power than

any other pistol can get with the same ammunition, but also

much greater accuracy.

A miniature reproduction of Captain Lee’s championship group

is here shown. Standard American Target— twenty yards— five

5-shot strings, each in a 20-second time limit—score 213.

Remember that the Savage is the Champion Pocket Gun.

.32 calibre, 3^4 in. barrel, 19 ounces, 11 shots $25.00

.380 calibre, 4H in. barrel, 22 ounces, 10 shots, $26.00

See it at your dealer’s, or write Dept. I-i for description. If your
dealer cannot supply it, we will ship one prepaid on receipt of

money-order for price.

&®vgeArms Corporation
SHARON, PA. UTICA, N. Y. CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Executive and Export Offices, 50 Church Street, New York City

Owners and Operators of

J. Stevens Arms Company, Chicopee Falls, Hass.

movement on the forest edge warmed us
of game, the fir grottoes and spruae blades

"shone with frosty sheen, and as w» cast

the lights higher, bearded moaa knng
over the fairy scene where doe* vtood
till we came nigh, then bounded away
almost at arm’s length when they aaaght
our scent.

Again we were afloat on Third Wepisi-
guit Lake, hovering between fcwa *kies,

the one above us, where the star-filled

heaven hung low over the sleeping for-

est; the one below, where reflected ta the

tiniest star visible, the milky way shone
and the glowing arch of the Aurora
made fairy lights along its jewelled arc.

Scarce ten minutes passed beieace the

signal for game came,—a slight jar of

the canoe. Then the prow turned slowly,

silently toward the north. We were
headed into whatever breeze those was,

but as yet no sound of the gaat® bad
reached my dull ears.

Charlie knew, however, and set the

course just right; so right that «s I sat

there alert and tense, not the slightest

drip or sound came from the two paddles
behind me. Only the faint purr of the

light in the search came, just the faint

hiss of wick burning in oil. For the rest

the world was as silent as the grave.

Then I heard it; the familiar Barge
and splash of a great head going wader
water, the ripple and the splash *s it

came up again, the snort as water was
blown from the nostrils, and the tinkle of

droplets dripping from ear and nose,

only this time it seemed to ma there

was more of the tinkle of tiny drops.

Though I did not sense the significance

of this till later.

Not a word was spoken by any af us

till we were within twenty-five foot of

the feeding beast. Then the sigmal for

light came and I turned on the fiare.

THERE IN THE BLAZING BEAM
WAS THE HEAD OF A HUGE BULL,
—his eyes shining, his ears stiffened, his

nose questing for our scent even as his

lily pad food was clinched in hk wabile
jaws, the huge antlers in velvet leaking

like an inverted bed filled with legs and
spindles, the faint mist wreathing from
the water in spirals,—a veritable phan-
tom sprung suddenly from tha *iknt
night.

Immediately we were tense with ex-

citement, yet we moved with orderly pre-

cision. Kneeling in the extreme and of

the prow I set the camera. Behind we,
mate struck fire and lit the hirahkark
match.
“Are you ready?” she whispered.
“Ready.”
And the flare went off with a "P©UF”

and a blinding flash.

Then things began to happen. Excit-

edly I called for another flashlight, for

the huge moose was standing there as

though smitten with paralysis. But
only for a second. Then with a resannd-

ing, whistling snort that sent the eehoes

reverberating over the lake and forest,

the magnificent beast came right at the

canoe.

NOW there were four of us m the

canoe; from bow to stern we aat

thus: myself, my mate, Fred Wat-
ers and Charlie Cremin at the steerhig

paddle. Without panic and in gaad awder
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The lock mechanism of the Fox Gun
is the simplest and strongest known.
The hammer strikes the primer direct,

eliminating the Uiual delicate, trouble-

some firing pin. Made heavier where
the greatest strain comes—unbreakable.

of gunning!”

WHEN November brings the lure of the open

—

when you can hear the call of migrant ducks

above the city’s din

—

Do you gratify that age-old instinct to go a-hunting?

Or do you stifle it and deny yourself the pleasure and

benefit of a few wholesome days in the open—days of

relaxation in which care has no place, nights of genuine

rest under the stars? Probably you have been on the point

of going several times—-then make your start this year.

Only three working parts

— the simplest gun made

The mainspring is made of the finest

pian~ wire, carefully tempered and
testei ** permanently guaranteed
against

The sear is made of special drop-

forged steeL It will withstand long,

hard service, always giving uniform
results. All parts are guaranteed

;

should a defect be found at any time,

replacement will be made gratis.

Much of the enjoyment and success of your trip will

depend upon your gun. It must be hard-hitting, smooth

in action, dependable, a gun to justify your pride and

others’ admiration, and above all it must be perfectly

suited to you individually. Fox Guns combine every

desirable feature with the very best of materials and

workmanship-
—
“The Finest Gun in the World.” To

help you in your choice, ask for our little booklet on
“How to Choose a Gun.”

A. H. FOX GUN COMPANY
4674 N. 18th St

PHILADELPHIA
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AIR RIFLES

One Down!

ONE shot from the B. S. A. Air Rifle—and
Bre’r Rabbit waits for you to put him
into the game sack. The greatest small-

game rifle on the market, amply powerful up
to 50 yards, as accurate as the finest of .22

calibre “powder’’ rifles, but safe to use in settled

districts.

The B. S. A. air rifle—not an airgun—is made
by the largest firearms factory in England with

the same care used in making the British

service rifle. It has a specially rifled heavy
steel barrel and shoots a special bullet, not a

BB shot. Accurate sights permitting of fine

changes for wind and elevation, little noise,

no powder, no smoke, no messy cleaning

after shooting the rifle.

Used by thousands of members of air-rifle

clubs in England for target practice.

The .177 bore for home target practice, the

.220 bore for all around shooting. Various

models, stock lengths, and weights. Descrip-

tive booklet at your dealers or

A. GUNS, Limited Birmingham, England

Sole Agents for U. S. A.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT CO.
5-7-9 Union Square, New York

Here’s the Book You Want!
This is the one book you need if you are going camping or like to read of camp life.

Written by experts, “The Camper’s Own Book” treats the camping subject in a thorough and practical

manner.
NOTE THIS LIST OF CONTENTS:

The Benefits of Recreation. The Camp-Fire. “Horse Sense” In The Woods. Comfort in Camp. Outfits

tions for Hunting Outfits). Grtib-Lists. Canoes and Canoeing. Animal Packing. What to Do IT Lost. Tne

Black Bass and Its Ways. About Fly Fishing for Brook Trout. Pointers for Anglers. The Rifle in the Woods.

PRICE DELIVERED PAPER COVER 50 CENTS

Forest & Stream, (J££) 9 E. 40th St., New York City

he began to back away,—there was no
time to turn the canoe. And I had the

searchlight full on the marvellous head.

Indeed it fascinated me as it came on
with nose extended, teeth bared, antlers

upheaving and eyes flashing fire. This
was no cow, and evidently he was going
to fight.

Then came the mixup.
“Get another flashlight in,” I squealed

to mate. For of all things I ever want-
ed in my life I wanted a. photo of that

gallant beast coming head on for us.

“Get another flashlight in,” I squealed.

“I’m trying as fast as I can,” mate
answered.
But from the other end of the boat

came low, insistent grunts,—“Turn the

light off him; turn the light off.”

Still I knelt hypnotized, holding the

searchlight at arms length with its beam
blazing full on the head rushing at us. l

And while we worked frantically he
came right on like a battleship. Not a

swerve, nor a turn. Right at us he came
till I reached out with the lantern among
his prongs, pushing with all my might
to fend him off. Right at us till Fred
Waters stood up behind my mate and
shoved with his paddle also in the thicket

of horns crowning that magnificent head.

Still it did not percolate. I had the

fixed idea that if I could only hold him
out of the canoe till mate put in another

flashlight I could get that splendid photo.

And as I pushed, both Fred and Charlie

were saying, insistently, “Turn the light

off him! Turn the light off him!”
In fact, only faintly did I really hear

what they were saying. It was only

when Charlie, backing away with might
and main, fairly hissed in intensity,

“Doctor, for God’s sake turn the light

off him, he’s blinded. He isn’t attacking.

He’s blinded by the light. Turn it off!”

Then it came to me, and reluctantly I

stopped pushing at the towering horns
and turned the light away.

Instantly he swerved; instantly and in

silence he put for the shore. Not a

sound out of him as we turned in bub-
bling wake, the while calling for another
flash. Not a sound as we drew near for

a time,—only the great head with its

regal crown of horns swung ahead of us
as I turned the searchlight on him once
more. By this time he was headed away
from us, and he kept on till he struck

the shoal water; till he sent it heaving
in great waves from his broad chest;

till he sent mud and water splattering

head high as he leaped for the bank;
till he hit the tree fringe like a fourteen-

inch shell and in the circle of light fall-

ing on the forest grottoes and turning
them to green-tinted, frosted, fairy

fronds, in the glow that turned the mid-
night woods to a tunnel of shining light,

we saw him hurdling the fallen timber,

wading through scrub and riding down
saplings,—till he disappeared, and left

us sitting theVe, still tingling with ex-

citement, and devoutly hoping that the

flash had been a success.

Then I remembered the smaller sights

and sounds; the tinkle of dripping water
so increased, was the water dripping
from his velvet-covered antlers. And I

put that down in my brain. Next time

I shall know, even in the dark, the dif-

ference between cow sound and bull.
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A holiday in INDIAN company is a holi-

day from start to finish. An INDIAN will

make the journey out to country club or

wayside inn an exhilarating jaunt, and
it will top off the day with the pleas-

antest home-coming you could imagine.

WhynotchooseaPowerplusandSide-
car? It will let youshare your pleasure
with a friend worth while. Any
Indian dealer will be glad to show
youwhy this outfit is the finest piece of

comradeship machinery in the world.

ent 10

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO., Springfield, Mass.

The Largest Motorcycle Manufacturer in the World

Motocgde
For Sale byDealers Everywhere
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The First Day
of the Season with

Infallible
‘Tell it to us, old boy, for

you know just as well as we,

that this is the first day of

the season. Do your part in

starting the rabbit, and we’ll

do ours with Infallible.”

HERCULES
Snc&Eiscs MitfgSss j'twas'B

INFALLIBLE-*EC

HERCULES POWDER;CO.

1009 Orange Street

Wilmington Delaware

Also the “attack”. Heaven knows it

was realistic enough, there in the middle
of a northern lake at two in the dark
morning, with only the frail ribs of a
canvass canoe between him and ns. It

was certainly real enough as an attack,
—hadn’t I felt the mighty push of him
as he strove to beat us down with his

terrible hoofs? Hadn’t I held him off by
main strength with the lantern in his
horns? Hadn’t Fred Waters pushed him
back with the paddle? Yes,—bat it

wasn’t an attack after all,—it was only
a “strategic retreat”.

WHAT Charlie Cremin said was
true. The flare of the searchlight
was in his eyes, as he came on

with mane bristling and teeth bared.
But he did not see us and he did not
smell us. He was making straight for
where he was headed and we just hap-
pened to be in the way. It was like

that young bull we had played with on
the beach, like all the rest, deer and
cows too,—the magic of the searchlight
hypnotized them all. They looked only
at the light. And I fancy it seemed like

some huge moon risen miraculously out
of the night. At any rate, there was no
doubt about the moose being blinded, for
the instant the light was turned away
and he saw us, away he went too.

So with a picture in our minds, etched
deep by the fairy wonder and magic of
the night, we stole homeward again, too
fagged for further prowling. Only the
silence of the wilderness came to us like

a soothing hand; only the star-sheen
where we floated between two skies

brought grateful peace, while afar, over
the fir-fringed mountains of Nepisiguit
the mystic lights of Aurora Borealis
burned like liquid fire through veiled

gems, as we drew up our canoe, and then
we silently faded away to warm blankets
and pleasant dreams.

LETTERS, QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

(continued from page 588)

moments, I stepped out from my con-

cealment behind the brush and being
sighted by the crows, they flew away.
When I went nearer the stub and called

to Tabby, he opened his eyes and looked
around for his enemies, but not seeing
them he glanced at me with a friendly

meow and scurried down the stub and
into the brush and for home as fast as he
possibly could.

F. J. Forbing, Washington.

Some members of the OLYMPIC team shoot
ing for the United States used the

OLD RELIABLE PARKER GUN
Whv ? Because—It is a Gun of KNOWN WORTH and DURABILITY proved
by the TEST OF TIME!

Send for Catalogue and Free Booklet about 20 Bore Guns

PARKER BROS., Gu^M^kers Meriden, Conn., U. S. A.
New York Salesrooms, 25 Murray St.

A. W. du BRAY, Pacific Coast Agent, P. O. Box 102, SAN FRANCISCO

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

WILL y$>u kindly publish the follow-

ing proposed amendments to the

Racing Regulations of the American
Canoe Association:

Rule 1, Sec. 4. Second paragraph to

read “not over two-thirds of the allowed
sail area of Sailing Canoes shall be car-

ried by one mast.

Rule IV, Sec. 5. War Cannes—to be
amended as desired.

Rule VII, Sec. 6. Juniors. After the

words “Division Meet” add “of the A.

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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C. A. or any other recognized Canoe As-

sociation”.

Rule XII, Sec. 1. Resolution of the

Racing Board, Oct. 25th, 1919, amended
to permit Sailing Canoes to enter the

Record without restrictions.

Rule XII, Sec. 2. After the word
“Race”, take out the words “shall be

contested first, and”; and insert them
after the words “The Record Paddling

Race”.
Rule XIV, Sec. ,1. Take out the words

“asking are you ready? On receiving

no answer he shall”, and in place of the

word “say” insert “saying”. After the

words “Finish line” in second paragraph
add the words “which shall be definite

marks between which the contestants

must finish”. Revise Sec. 6 or leave it

out entirely.

Rule XVI. Revise to provide for more
definite rights and restrictions of canoes
about to start a race.

Rule XXIV, Sec. 1. At the end of the

Section add the words “But should a
canoe unintentionally foul a mark, it

may reinstate itself by rounding the

mark again, keeping clear of all other

competitors.”

Rule XXV, Sec. 5. After the words
“against his adversary” add the words
“above the belt”.

George P. Douglass,
Chairman Racing Board, A. C. A.

TO LURE THE
CUNNING WILD-FOWL

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 585)

swing over a bunch of puddle ducks

—

yes, and even light among mudhens. So
why should they not come to decoys of

any kind? Of course in any sort of wild-

fowl shooting, some white decoys are de-

sirable, for they set off the flock and at-

tract attention, but they are not as nec-
essary—particularly in these days of

small limit bags—as many writers try
to make out. All required is that the
shooter should have enough.
How many are enough? Now, a hun-

dred—possibly seventy-five—will answer.
In the old days, when there were ducks
everywhere and those flying always came
to the largest body of birds, I was never
satisfied with less than 175.

If it is so that those killed can be
set up and used as decoys, it is better to

add them to the flock. In deep water,
good results are often obtained by tying
a dead duck at the end of ten or fifteen

feet of line, back up, breast down, to an
anchored decoy, head on and letting it

float. At a short distance, one placed in

this manner has every appearance of a
duck feeding; but a change of wind or
tide will get the decoys into a fine tangle.

The weather, though, must be cool, for
on a hot day—such as often comes in

the South during the winter—a duck left

floating breast down will turn green and
spoil in a few hours.

I once lost twenty cans in this man-
ner, which made the experiment rather
a costly one.

When shooting bay ducks the blind
should always be to windward of the de-

coys, and the reverse in pond-hole and
marsh shooting. The deep-water varie-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 620)

The “ Water -tite” Crimp

Peters Shells are
"
Water-bite

"

.

The perfect crimp and eider-

s've method of treating the

shell casing enable the sports-

man to continue his shooting

no matter how thoroly he axuy

get “soaked” or “ducked.*
This waterproofing is ako
largely responsible for the ex-

cellent keeping qualities of

Peters Shells. Other Peters

features, which also contribote

to the delight of the sports-

men, are the “steel where steel

belongs” reinforcement in die

head; the sure-fire primer; the

clean, resilient wads; and the

(P) made shot.

The Peters Cartridge Company
New York CINCINNATI San Francisco

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

1440 E. 63rd St. Brooklyn, N. Y.
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“The Gun That Speaks For Itself
”

Winner of the Grand
American Handicap
1919-1920. SMITH GUNS

has much to say these autumn days. It will

answer your desire for real pleasure in the real
out of doors. It has made its message under-
stood during a third of a century—each year in

a more distinct tone—each year with the in-

creasing emphasis of perfection.

The Smith has balance, poise, a well rounded perfection of mechanism
and pattern and range that affords outstanding Smith Distinction.

Your dealer has a Smith Gun that will speak impressively in your hands. With
Hunter One Trigger it’s the complete gun.

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY, Inc.
31-51 HUBBARD STREET FULTON, N. Y.

MCDONALD & LINFORTH, 739 Call Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
Pacific Coast Representatives

THE SPORTING GOODS AGENCIES, 33 St. Nicholas St., Montreal
Representatives for Eastern Canada

No. 54 Lyman

Windgauge

. Receiver Sight

forSAVAGE 1920
.250/3000 Caliber

GREATLY increases the accuracy *of this

powerful new hunting rifle. Very close

and quick adjustments for windage and ele-

vation. Famous Lyman built-in Turn-down
Peep, which cannot be lost, gives two sizes

of aperture. Price $S.O0. \\ ith Disc, $8.50.

Tap and drill 75c. Full directions for

mounting with each sight. Send for com-

plete descriptive booklet.

For use with the No. 54 we recommend our

Carbine Front Sights Nos. 26, 24 or 32,

Ivory or Gold Bead; or you can use the

factory front sight if you prefer.

Improve your aim. For every pur-
pose and every gun. At your
dealer's, or send us make, model
and caliber of your rifle.

Lyman Gun Sight Corp.
110 West St. Middlefield, Conn. No. 26. $1.10

WING PAT.

i

APPLIED*

SHOOTING

HADE EASY
WILBUR SHOTGUN PEEP SIGHT,
deadly addition to the modem shotgun. Makes good
shots of poor ones. Fast enough for snap shooting,

ducks, or at traps. Automatically shows how to

lead correctly

—

No More Guess Work. Made of

blued steel, clamps rigidly on breech of gun barrels.

12, 16. 20, 2S gauges. Double guns only. Postpaid,

$2.50 including booklet '*Wing Shooting Made Easy."
Booklet alone sent on receipt of ten cents. Teaches
the art of wing shooting.

WILBUR GUN SIGHT
116 West 39th St.. P.O.Box 185, Times Square, New York

ITHACA
WINS
Woman’s

Toots Randall of the
vaudeville shooting
team “The Randalls
won the Woman’s
Grand American Han-
dicap in 1919 and
again in 1920. Mrs.
Harry Harrison fin-

ished second this year.
Both shoot Ithacas.

Catalogue Free

Double guns for game
$45.00 up.

Single barrel trap guns
$75.00 up.

Ithaca Gan Co.

Ithaca, N. Y.

Box 25

ShoofWLfhoutNoise
' Cut out that unnecessary report

noise. Don't scare away all the other

game. Use the new Model 1920

MAXIM
SILENCER
PRICE, .22 Cal. $7.00

Send 6c in stamps for catalog

and booklet of astonishing

experiences of Silencer users.

The Maxim Silencer

69 Homestead Ave., Hartford,

Jh KERR cunIling
WEBBING OR LEATHER FOR ALL RIFLES
Used by Army, Navy ayid Marine Corps

AN AID TO ACCURACY
Ask your dealer or write us

MANUFACTURING & SALES CORP.
40 CEDAR ST. NEW YORK

HYBRIDS FROM
PIKE AND PICKEREL

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 591)

The author concludes his article with
the following Summary of Findings:
“The overlapping spawning time and

the spawning behavior of the pike

(Esox lucius) and the pickerel (Esox
reticulatus ) are such as to permit of the

possibility of a natural cross.

The eggs of the pickerel may be arti-

ficially impregnated with the milt of the

pike and may develop into healthy hy-

biyds.

Artificially produced hybrids and sup-

posed natural hybrids are identical in

scalation of the opercula, showing a con-

dition intermediate between typical pick-

erel and pike.

Typical adult pike and supposed nat-

ural hybrids are identical in color pat-

tern.

Juvenile pike and the artificial hybrid
are identical in color pattern.

Thus there is a probability that ma-
ture artificial hybrids will resemble in

color pattern the supposed natural hy-
brids.

These facts seem to favor the assump-
tion that pike and pickerel occasionally

cross.”

DUFFLE CABINET
FOR CAMP OR DEN

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 599)

the ends of the top K. Note that the

side pieces do not quite come to the ends
of the top, being two inches from the

end. This makes a projecting ledge of

two inches on each side of the cabinet

and greatly improves its appearance over
nailing the sides flush with the ends of

the top board. Now nail in place the

two front sticks, N, using a square to

hold the sides at right angles with the

top when nailing on the front boards so

that your cabinet will stand up straight

with its sides perfectly vertical.

The door-sill, D, is shown in detail at

No. 2, being a stick thirty-two inches

long by two inches wide. How it ap-
pears in place is shown at D, Number 1.

To fit it nicely in place at the base of

the doorway you will need to cut away
each corner of the door-sill, D, No. 2,

so that its inner edge is only twenty
inches in length. This will allow it to

be slipped into place and nailed twelve
inches from the base of the cabinet. Back
of the sill the floor is located, being held

at the same level as the sill by means of

cleats nailed to the inside of the side

pieces. The shelf, R, is thirty-seven

inches above the floor and held in place

by small cleats nailed on the inside of

the end pieces. For convenience this

shelf may be made to hold two small

drawers, shown on the photograph at

No. 5, and on the drawing at No. 4, as

Z; each being six inches square. This
leaves a space of eight inches as a shelf

between the two small drawers. To hold

the drawers in place two partitions, E,

are nailed as shown on No. 1. The hori-

zontal board, M, is twenty inches long

by four inches wide and should next be

nailed in place against the supports, E.

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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1 3 hardly to be expected that your
shells will never get wet. The ordinary

kind soak and swell when they are wet,

and then they will not work freely

through your gun.

Remington UMC has overcome this handicap. A
new process makes all Remington shells “Wet-
proof, an exclusive advantage which now applies

to all of our shells, “Arrow, “Nitro Cluh and

“New Club.”

THE next consideration is the door.

The space left for this is forty-four

inches high by twenty inches wide.

You may put a glass in the door or not,

just as you choose. It will be easier and
more cheaply done if the cabinet is built

with no glass in the door. Simply cut

boards to the size of the opening, using

inside cleats to hold them together, and
then hinge the door in place. In case

the glass door is constructed you will

need to make a door-frame and then fit

the glass into it. This frame should

be made with two upright pieces that are

forty-four inches long by four inches

wide. The top and bottom sticks on the

door-frame are each twelve inches long

by six inches wide. The door-frame
should best be secured together by a

dowel joint at each corner. The dowel
joint is clearly shown for the amateur
builder at No. 3. The corners of the

pieces are secured together by boring
half inch holes into each stick properly

and then inserting wooden pins, T, in

place. Use hot glue to put the joints

together and hold the corners somewhere
on a flat surface while the glue is set-

ting. Be sure to get the pins well cov-

ered with hot glue.

At No. 4, the end view of the duffle

cabinet is shown. The small drawers
are at Z, the open door, Y, the door-

sill, D, and the large drawer, X. This
large drawer is twenty inches long by
ten inches deep and conveniently fits be-

neath the door-sill and floor. This
drawer should rest on a shelf built for

it at S, on No. 1. This shelf is located

one inch from the base of the cabinet

and is practically a second floor. Allow
the front piece of each of the three
drawers to project half an inch below
the bottom board on the drawer and
you will need no other handle for open-
ing the drawer. You can readily see

that handles on the small drawers would
be in the way when the door was shut
and handles on the large drawer will

not appear as well as when the front
of the drawer is left plain.

At No. 5, a photograph of a duffle

cabinet for a summer camp is shown un-
der actual construction. Note that the
drawers are in place and each pulled
out a bit to give you the correct idea of
their appearance and the manner of
making them. The door is also hung in

the door-way, two small brass hinges
being used for this purpose, one six

inches from the top and the other ten
inches from the bottom of the door-
frame. The back of the duffle cabinet
is made from any lumber convenient,
and if matched material so much the
better.

When completed the cabinet may be
given its finish of varnish and stain. It

will make a better looking job to cover
the nail heads with putty before putting
the varnish on. Use some kind of a filler

if there is a grain to your wood and
then apply the varnish or stain as de-
sired. A light oak stain makes a very
good looking cabinet. Two or three
coats will make a fine appearing job.
You will now have a place where odds

and ends of a sportsman’s equipment can
be placed well out of harm’® way and
where you can view them with satisfac-
tion.

In Writina to Advertisers mention Fnvaet t* ..Jit

There are 88,000 Remington dealers—
Sportsmans Headquarters— where Rem-
ington Wetproof Shells can he obtained

without extra cost. No need nowadays to

take chances—Remington UMC Wetproof
makes you sure of your Shells.

rite for "VFetfiroof Folder
”

THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC
CARTRIDGE CO.. Inc.

Largest Manufacturer, of Firearms and Ammunition in the World

WOOLWORTH BUILDING NEW YORK CITY
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THE
MAN
OF THE
FOREST

By Zane Grey
has a message on every page
of life lived gloriously in the

open, of adventure, of daring,

of romance, of the wonder of

forest and mountain. More
than a million readers have

• thrilled to this romance of the

Arizona mountains—this novel

of a hidden paradise and how
a man and woman found love

together in the shadow of the

encircling mountains and in the

deeper shadow of the danger
that lurked behind them. Illus-

trated. $2.00.

THE PEDDLER
By Homy C. Rowland

Another delightful and really

mysterious mystery story cen-

tering around that gang of in-

ternational crooks of which
Chu-Chu le Tondeur was the

founder. It is an intriguing

tale of this band’s operations

in a rich American colony.

$175-

ALL-WOOL
MORRISON
By Mohnan Day

A high - speed, twenty - hour
cross-section of American life.

This story of a young mayor’s

fight to save several millions

for his state—at the risk of the

love of the one woman—makes
a novel humorous, and human,
and true. Frontispiece. $1.90.

CALIBAN
By W. L. George

is the story of “Bulmer”—

a

man with a genius for success,

with the power to control the

destiny of a nation, but who
was unable to regulate his own.
And it was love which taught
him his weakness. $2.00.

A SIX MONTHS’ SUBSCRIPTION to

THE BOYS’ MAGAZINE for only 50c!

By accepting this remarkable low price offer you save
70 cents over the news stand price as our price Per Copy
is 20 cents.

THE BOY’S MAGAZINE is the finest boys' periodical
in America. Each issue contains from 15 to 22 thrilling

short, stories, from 3 to 4 splendid serial stories, besides
a wealth of special departments devoted to Electricity,

Mechanics, Wireless, Popular Science, Athletics and Physi-
cal Training, Editorials, Stamp and Coin Collecting, Re-
view of New Boys' Books, Debating, Outdoor Sports, Ama-
teur Photography, Talks with Parents, Boys Who Are
Winning Business Success, etc., etc. Besides all this we
are now* publishing, in each issue, a large number of

illustrated jokes drawn by the best professional comic
artists in America.

Send only 50 cents today (send stamps if more con-
venient) and we'll enter your subscription at once.

You are not taking the slightest chance as we will

refund your money immediately should you not be more
than pleased with The Boys’ Magazine. Our firm is in-
corporated for $200,000.00 under the laws of the State of
Pennsylvania. Every banker and publisher in America
will tell you we are Absolutely Reliable.

So send along your subscription and if THE BOYS’
MAGAZINE doesn’t far exceed your expectations we'll
refund your money promptly and without question.

AddressTHE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO., Inc.,

5038 MAIN ST.. SMETHPORT, PA.

THE BOYS' MAGAZINE it ON SALE it ALL NEWS STANDS lOe a COPY

OUTDOOR BOOKS
MANUAL OF TAXIDERMY. By C. J. Maynard,
and Chester A. Reed. Detailed instructions for
collecting, skinning and mounting birds, ani-
mals, fish, reptiles, and insects, and for tan-
ning skins, rugwork, preparing backgrounds,
etc. Illustrated by drawings and photographs of
mounted specimens. $1.50 net.

THE TRAPPER’S GUIDE. A manual of instruc-
tions for capturing all kinds of fur-bearing ani-
mals, and curing their skins; with observations
on the fur trade, hints on life in the woods,
narratives of trapping and hunting excursions.
By S. Newhouse and other trappers and sports-
men. This is the best book on trapping ever
written. It gives full descriptions of all the
animals which the American trailer is likely

to meet with, tells how they live, how to trap
them and how to care for and cure their pelts.

No man who is interested in trapping animals,
whether it be muskrats or bears, should be
without this complete manual of instruction.
Ninth edition. Cloth. Illustrated. Price $1.00.

FOREST & STREAM (Book Dept.)

9 East 40th Street, New York City, N Y.

Samuel Merrill’s
THE MOOSE BOOK
Covers the entire field of the splendid
sport of moose-hunting. The hunter,

scientist, general reader—even the

camp cook will find a section where
the subject is treated from his view-
point. Revised to date.

“No sportsman’s library can be complete
without it. It is almost a moose encyclopedia,
so complete is it.”—Outdoor Life.

New revised Edition . Superbly illustrated.

Net, $6.00, postage extra.

E. P. DUTTON & CO., 681 5th Ave., N. Y.

WHITETAIL DEER IN

NEW HAMPSHIRE
(continued from page 584)

always finds the deer to the windward
of the starting place.

The method we use in New Hampshire
seems to work out all right, the failures

being due to faulty application and not

to the method itself; one of our principal

faults is missing the deer when we shoot

at him. We believe three men to be the

ideal team. They work together, one
man following the track and the others

flanking ahead, one on each side, or

otherwise. Normally neither flanker

should go closer than 100 yards to the

line the deer would take were he to travel

in a straight line, and should endeavor to

be at a stand ahead about that distance

from said line when the trailer comes
ahead on the track and jumps the deer.

This gives each man a fine margin of

safety for himself, and chances for a shot

are even better than if each tried to post

himself straight ahead, for a deer does

not travel in a straight line. Each
flanker as he goes ahead, hunts deer all

the while, all the way, on the plan that

if the deer has wandered much to one
side, one of them may jump him and get

a shot, and if he has not, they will not
jump him but will be waiting for him
ahead when the trailer jumps him. The
trailer should be instructed as to how
long a start to give the flankers before he
starts ahead. This will vary with con-

ditions, but should be from fifteen to

thirty minutes. Too thorough and care-

ful hunting on the flanks is to be con-

demned as the chances are that the deer

is not there, and the main chance is the

only one to take in this game. When the

flank country is not “deer” country, of

course, no hunting there is necessary.

To keep the team in touch, we once
tried whistles, but they were a failure,

being not loud enough. The flanker on
the windward side must swing wide to

avoid jumping the deer himself, and he
quite often gets to where he cannot hear
the trailer’s whistle at all, and this

causes a great deal of bother, especially

if the deer decides he is not being fol-

lowed and does a fish-hook looking for a
bed or something, and gets jumped head-
ed the wrong way; then the flanker a
half mile ahead to the windward can
hear only a pretty loud noise from the
trailer who is probably another half mile
away before he decides to call the flank-

ers back. It is irritating to stand and
stand and then give up and go back and
take up the track and follow it through
a sw?mp or two, and finally find that he
could have gotten into a fine position by
traveling half the distance. To assist the
flankers and keep them advised of the
deer’s movements, the trailer uses a horn
and sound-signals to them the direction

the tracks are leading and what the deer
is doing, such as running, loping, walk-
ing, feeding, lying down, etc. This, besides
assisting the flankers, lends great inter-

est to their end of the game by stimulat-

ing their imaginations. The trailer must
at all times keep in mind the probable
position of the flankers, and allow them
to swing around when necessary. When
he considers it advisable, he calls them in

THE VANITY GIRL
By Qvmtpton Mackenzie

Retains the subtle, ironic com-
edy of “Poor Relations,” yet

strikes into an even deeper
problem than “Sylvia Scarlet.”

The man born to the purple

proves a bounder^it is his

pretty butterfly wife from the

stage world who makes high
sacrifice to noblesse oblige.

$2 .00 .

HARPER & BROTHERS1817 York

5 GOOD $t
MAGAZINES 1

Our Price

$1.00
for all five

American Woman, (mo) lYr."

Good Stories, (monthly) 1 Yr.

Gentlewoman, (monthly) 1 Yr.

Household, (monthly) ..lYr.

Farm & Home (monthly) 1 Yr..

ORDER BY CLUB NUMBER 52

A Dollar Bill will do—We take the risk
Send all orders to

WHITLOCK & SUMMERHAYS
25 North Dearborn Street, Chicago
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for consultation, or either of the others

may do this by swinging into the track

and signalling. It is customary to re-

lieve the trailer frequently, to prevent

him from getting the obsession that were

he a flanker, the deer would have been

venison long ago.

When the leader signals assembly near

noontime, he swings into the track,

chooses a site and builds a fire while the

others are coming in. This is usually

done just after the deer has been jumped,

as that gives the deer a chance to get

over his panic while lunch is being eaten.

The assembly is nearly always made on

the deer’s track, as the flankers always

want to see and study it. If one of the

flankers strikes the track running at

nearly right angles to what it was, he

calls the others in right away to make
a fresh start. In assembling on a flank

call, the other flanker and the trailer so

conduct their movements that they may
be sure that the track is the same and

not ene made by another deer.

THE first day Bill Copeland hunted

with us, we found a good morning’s

track leading into a swamp ;
couldn’t

be a better layout. Corey took the trail-

ing end, gave Bill the leeward edge of the

swamp to travel to near the windward
side, and I took the other side. Bill and

I started. Corey waited twenty minutes

and then followed the trail. He jumped
the deer in the swamp and took him out

right through where Bill should have
been standing. Bill had found a nice

fresh track leading out of the swamp
about half way round, followed it about

half a mile over a hill to the edge of an-

other Bwamp, and sat down to wait for

us to up. By the time that he woke
up t® the fact that there was more than

one deer is New Hampshire, Corey and
I were «ver a hill a mile away and we
didn’t see Bill until almost night. After

listesiag and waiting and blowing his

horn ns some, Bill circled his

swamp, which was small, and found that

the «teer was still in it. Then he went
looking S®r us. In the meantime, Bill’s

side «f ear route was the only feasible

one, ntkie being on the windward side

most ef the time. About the only chance

1 had was for Bill to scare that deer in

to me, and that proved to be a pretty

siim *feasee that day. Had Bill called

us immediately he found the flank tracK,

Corey and I should have filtered through
the iiramp, closing right in on that first

deer, and, Fad we missed him, the other

offered an even better chance. In any
event, we should have kept our team
working together.

When first jumped, the deer will usu-

ally ran but a short way, less than half

a mile, and will then resume feeding or

lie down, but after about the third time,

he realizes that he is being followed and
he does a good run, a mile or so, in an
effort t® shake off his pursuers, and he
scrutinizes the country he has passed

pretty thoroughly before he again feels

at ease and goes about his business.

Each time he is jumped after that, he
make® a run of about the same length

until he begins to feel tired or hungry
or contemptuous of his pursuers, when
each run becomes shorter than the one
before, until, if he has been chased all

GUNS
GUNS

GREAT GUNS!
GUNS
GUNSPordey

Boss

GUNS Woodward

GUNS Mannlicher

GUNS Winchester

GUNS Martini-Francotte

GUNS ItW SHELLS
GUNS Smith

SHELLS“
Lang

Churchill GUNS
Greener GUNS
RemingtonGUNS

Parker GUNS
F“ GUNS

Savage GUNS.

UK
CORPORATED

.New YoRKi

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, Inc.
414 MADISON AVE* NEW YORK

HERE’S A SMASHING GOOD CAMP AXE
This double-bitted camp axe—nicely balanced, is just the right weight for
speedy work in clearing a trail or cutting firewood. It is a great favorite
with forest rangers, guides, etc.—Blades are finely polished and ground
to a keen cutting edge. Guaranteed to be absolutely perfect ia quality
and temper and the handle to be strong and true.

Blade, 7%" x 3%"; weight 2% lbs.; handle 28"

A leather blade guard adjusted for wearing at the belt completes the
equipment. Axe retails for $2.00.

OTTF. SPECIAL OFFEB
Send us $4.00 and we will enter your subscription to FOREST AND
STREAM for a full twelve months and in addition will also send you
this double-bitted camp axe and leather blade guard. Address,

FOREST and STREAM

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN
is a monthly magazine, crammed full of
Hunting, Fishing, Camping and Trapping
stories and pictures, valuable information about
guns, rifles, revolvers, fishing tackle, camp
outfits, best places to go for fish and game,
changes in fish and game law's, and a thousand
and one helpful hints for sportsmen. National
Sportsman tells you what to do when lost in
the woods, how to cook your grub, how to build
camps and blinds, how to train your hunting
dog, how to preserve your trophies, how to
start a grun club, how to build a rifle range.
No book or set of books you can buy will

give you the amount of up-to-date information
about life in the open that you can get from
a year's subscription to the National Sports-
man. Special information furnished to sub-
scribers at all times, Free of Charge.

The 8 beautiful outdoor sport pictures, shown above,
are produced on heavy art paper, size 9x12. in strik-
ingly attractive colors, from original oil paintings by
well-known artists. They make appropriate and pleasing
decorations for the den, camp or clubroom of any man
who likes to hunt or fish.

epCAIAI ACCCD On receipt of $1.00 we willorcoiHL urrcn send you national
SPORTSMAN magazine for a whole year. 12 bic is-

sues, together with the set of 8 pictures described
above. Pin a dollar bill to attached coupon and mail
it right now at our risk. Your money back if not
satisfied.

r
ORDER BLANK ---

i National Sportsman Magazine.
», 220 Columbus Ave., Boston. Mass.

J
Enclosed find $1.00 for a year's subscription \m the Na-

i tional Sportsman, and the set of eight outdoor pictures.

I Name
J
Address

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify yon.
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WEISS Alpine Binoculars
Strong, light, compact. Copper-

alloyed, aluminum frame, cast in one
piece. Fine sole-leather case with

eae* nair

So powerful they bring the object within apparently

one-eighth of the actual distance. Invaluable for hunters,

yachtsmen, tourists, foresters, range-finders, mounted
police, cattlemen, army officers.

“The Telephone of Sight’’
WEISS ALPINE BINOCULARS have the following features of

superiority : Larger Field of View; Greater Illumination, a great

advantage in hunting in timber or in looking into brush at dusk or

dawn; Greater Magnifying Power in proportion to size; Increased

Stereoscopic Effect, adding to the relief of far-distant objects;

Portability.
WRITE FOR CATALOG

Type used by U., S. Signal Lorp. WEISS INSTRUMENT CO.
1730 Arapahoe Street

Denver. Colo., U. S. A.

That’s
Bunching
Them

Only with a thoroughly clean barrel

can you put the shots where you
want them—the cleanliness that is

assured by using

Pyramid Solvent
Dissolves residue of high power
smokeless and black powders easily,

quickly. Loosens metal fouling. Re-
duces use of brass brush. Contains

no destructive chemical and no mois-

ture. After using
Pyramid Solvent, use

3-in-One Oilto prevent

rust and to lubricate.

Pyramid Solvent is for sale by
most firearm dealers, 3 ounces

in a convenient flat can that

fits pocket or shooting kit, 30c

per can. If your dealer can’t

supply you, send 35c and we
will 6end you a can postpaid.

Three-in-One Oil Co.
165 EZMBdwy., New York.

Akron"T*
aualityAllCS
REDUCE TIRE COST hS/c

5000 Mile Guarantee
Akron Quality Tires are made to meet
the increasing demand for recon-
structed tires which are indispensable
to the maintenance of the auto indus-
try. Their gTeat economy is your per-
sonal a 1vantage. To insure properly
built and carefully selected goods
always order Akron Quality Tires.
Shipped direct from factory to you.

On^Tube given with each tire

30x3 $ 7.50 34x4 $11.85
30x3 8.60 34x4' f— 13.55

32x3# 9.70 35x4#_ 13.90
31x4 _ °_ 10.90 36x4#_ 14.50

32x4 11.20 35x5 15.45

33x4 11.50 37x5 16.50

Reliner Free With Every Tire
State whether straight side or clincher
desired. Send $2 deposit for each tire

ordered, balance C. O. D. subject to
examination. If you send full amount
with order, deduct fi per cent discount,

AKRON RUBBER CO.
Robey and Roosevelt

Dept- 200 CHICAGO, ILL.

Made to your measure, payable after
received,with the clear understanding

that If the fit la not perfect

k or if you are nofceatisfied in

every way, if you are not
convinced you have received
a fine, high grade, stylish,
perfect-fitting tailored suit

Kmade toyourmeasuresand
. have saved$15 to $20, you

]
are not under the slight-

I
est obligation to keep it.

Don’t hesitate or
I feel timid, simply
send the suit back, no
cost to yon. You ore not
out one penny. Any

|
money yonmay havepaid

1 us is refunded at once.

All Wool$oe00SUITS
,

Sample* FREE
Any man young or old who wants to dress well

and save money should write for our free hook of

samples and fashions explaining ©veijthing. irlease

write letter or postal today, jnst say Send mo your
samples” and get our whole proposition by return

maiL Try it—costs you nothing—just a postal, get the
free samplesand prices anyway. You will learn some-
thing important about dressing well and saving money.

PARK TAILORING COMPANY
Dept 218 Chicago. ILL.

GENUINE

HUDSON’S BAY
" POINT **

BLANKETS
1S3gL*

Made in England of Australian Wool ,

KHAKI—GREY—WHITE—BLUE—SCARLET
Will Sbed Water Color Guaranteed Fast

Finest Made for Outing Purposes

Point Size Weight
3 60"x72" dble. 8 lbs. 5 oz.

3# 63"x81" dble. 10 lbs.

4 72"x90" dble. 12 lbs.

ASK YOUR DEALER

“D.PIKEG®,
4 CLIFF ST., NEW YORK CITY

FIX THAT PUNCTURE
IN ONE MINUTE

r

That puncture can be i n a rubber or leather
1

boot or 9hoe, a canvas boat, a hot water bag, or any ar-
ticle of rubber—and in less than a minute you can have it

,

fixed up snug and tight, absolutely water-proof with
“ “ “ “ EZY-QUICK

^ REPAIRERS
j* No cement used. Cannot come off. Cannot hurt the I

foot. The two plates are concave. Lower plate ha9 a|
5$^ threaded pivot, which projects thru hole in upper plate J

t
and the two are held tightly together by a flush nut.

j

Metal key, furnished with each Repairer, is U9ed
t

to tighten up the plates. 3 sizes: % inch diamet-
er, 10c; 1 inch, 15c; 1x1% inch, 20c.

Catalog of Marble's Specialties
for Sportsmen free upon

request.

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.

526 Delta Aie. Gladstone, Mich.
^

* Sets up either with - _

or without car. Provides a feal I

steel spring, sagless bed and I

waterproof tent. _ I

The Stoll Mfg Co. 3255 Larimer St. Denver. Colo. J

uay, Toward evening he will run but a
few jumps at a time, usually, and put in

his time ducking and dodging about in

thick cover, keeping in contact with his

pursuers by scent, sight or hearing all

the time. When he does this, one man
has but a mighty poor chance of shoot-

ing him unless he deliberately walks
away and leaves him and returns another
way. Three men should have no diffi-

culty, however, and the Rockwood-Elliot
Triumvirate, I think, never fail at this

stage. They, by reason of their fine

knowledge of the country, keep together
on the trail and send out flankers only
when approaching a certain kind of ter-

rain when they feel sure from the deer’s

mood as evinced by his trail, that he is

going to lie down or stop to feed. We,
through our ignorance of the land and
otherwise, must look out more often and
be content with more failures.

The sound-signal medium is a difficulty

at present unsolved. Horns can be heard
at a great distance, but they are some-
what cumbersome to carry and it re-

quires quite some practice to become pro-
ficient. I think there is some advantage
in having all sound the same.

WHEN there is a crust that does not
hold the deer and the snow is deep
enough so that the crust catches

him above the hoof, he dislikes to run and
does not travel so far. He dodges about
more, however, and the noise the hunters
make in breaking through the crust,

helps him to avoid them. When there is

a crust caused by the sun melting the

snow, there is almost none under the

evergreen trees and the deer will travel

most of the time right in the pines and
hemlocks, making sharp detours to avoid

taking in the more open country. Like-

wise, when the sun is very bright and
the snow glary, he favors the pines and
deep woods. When the snow is very deep,

he runs faster and farther than on good
going, apparently feeling the handicap
and lacking faith in his reduced speed.

After a heavy storm when the trees are

heavily laden with snow or ice and the

sun comes out and the snow or ice begins
to slip and fall with more or less clatter

and crash, it makes the deer nervous ana
he will stay out of the woods.
When a storm of any severity comes

along, the deer yard, all those within a
reasonable distance get together for

mutual protection in some locality best
suited to sustain life. Immediately after

a storm, the yard may be hut thirty feet

in diameter.' As time progresses, they
wear it larger by milling around and
reaching for food and jumping out and
into it. It takes pretty deep snow to keep
deer yarded long, though they will yard
temporarily for almost any storm. Most
yards I have seen were sheltered from
the wind, and on the banks of a stream,

and included in their area a quantity of

high-standing deer food of one kind or

another, and heavy topped evergreen
trees. An exception to this that I noted
was in the case of a storm which turned
to sleet. The deer yarded in a place

such as i^ described above but when it

began to sleet, they left this place and
went directly to the top of a hill and
yarded again in thick scrub oak where
there was no water or overhead shelter
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DOCTOR HENSHALL
IN ALGERIA

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 593)

and shoulders in gunny sacks and bur-

lap, or anything handy. The invalids at

the hotels paraded the corridors envel-

oped in blankets in their efforts to keep

warm. The only fires available were
braziers of charcoal placed under tables-

with covers reaching to the floor, under
which the tourists thrust their feet.

One evening the guests of our hotel

assembled in the parlor to witness a per-

formance of magic, mystery and legerde-

main. The room was so crowded that but

a small space was left at one end for the

“professor,” who proved to be a pretty

little French woman. Longworth and I

sat in front, scarcely six feet from the

fair wizard. She was encroached upon
on either side by the audience in a

similar manner, but she stipulated, only,

that no one should get behind her. The
seance was quite a success, and a com-
plete surprise to us. We had seen the

renowned Houdin at Paris, whose efforts,

however, paled before those of our own
Herman, Heller and Kellar, but this little

French lady was second to none of them
in tricks of real slight-of-hand, which
after all are the only ones that proclaim
and demonstrate real genius.

Our fair professor, with no enabling
apparatus or devices, no electric or me-
chanical effects, and no confederates,

with nothing but her pretty and shapely

hands and nimble fingers, and with a few
packs of cards, some coins and other sim-

ple articles, proceeded to perform some
of the best slight-of-hand tricks we had
ever seen. One of the best consisted in

her shuffling a pack of cards before her
face, an as she manipulated them rapid-

ly, in plain sight of the audience, they

suddenly appeared but half the size, and
later, still smaller, until finally they dis-

appeared altogether, to the wonder and
surprise of the assembly. The explana-

tion of this, and all of the tricks of her

repertoire, depended on the fact that the

motions of her hands were quicker than
the eyes of her audience.

Once in Cincinnati, after a perform-
ance by Professor Heller, he was given

an informal reception by a few friends

at the Queen City Club. Heller was a

good musician, and performed well on the

violin, piano and organ; so after supper
he played a concerto on the violin and a

rhapsody on the piano. Then by request

he performed a few slight-of-hand tricks,

which he concluded by taking the violin,

and after playing a short time with great
expression and much swaying of his body,

he suddenly ceased with a grand flourish,

and “voila”—as our little French lady
always exclaimed at the conclusion of a

trick—the violin had disappeared and
only the bow remained in the professor’s

right hand. As the group continued to

gaze at the flourishing of the bow, he
stooped down and removed the violin

from between his knees, where he had
skillfully placed it unseen by any one.

A DAY or two before we left Algiers

for Marseilles there had been a se-

vere storm on the Mediterranean,
and, while the wind had subsided, there
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was still a heavy sea running. When
within fifty miles of the French coast we
encountered a water-logged felucca en-

tirely stripped of spars and canvas.

Three men and a dog were aboard who
made frantic appeals for help, especially

the dog, who barked incessantly. A life

boat was lowered from the steamer and

a crew sent to fetch them aboard, but

they refused to leave the derelict and de-

manded to be towed to port. They de-

clared they would remain and go down
with the worthless craft, as it was all

they possessed in the world. A large

hawser was then made fast to the hulk

and it was towed for an hour or two,

when the cable parted. Again the boat

was sent to fetch them abroad, but still

refusing a larger hawser was used, but

this also broke under the strain in half

an hour. A third time the boat was de-

spatched to bring them abroad, but still

refusing they were left to the mercy of

the sea, which, however, subsided con-

siderably, and they were nearer shore.

P
ASSING through the narrow entrance

we were soon safely anchored in the

magnificent harbor of Marseilles, the

most important seaport of the Mediterra-

nean, and for that matter in Europe, and

the city one of the most populous; the

population, however, is very much mixed,

of every race and color and condition.

There were many good hotels and fine pub-

lic buildings and churches, but there being-

no especial attraction we stayed but a day

or two. One evening we visited a music

hall, or chantant, and witnessed a very

fair performance, and once more heard

“Shoo Fly” and “Rah de Boom da ay l”

which seemed to be very popular. One

of the selections of the orchestra was

“Dixie,” so we felt very much at home.

The next day we went to Nice in the

mid-carnival season and found every-

thing gay and lively. Being the most

popular winter resort for the royalty

and nobility of Europe, the hotels were

very much crowded, though with the luck

of Americans, we found good quarters at

a hotel kept by two brothers from Milan,

and both good, all-’round sportsmen.

Nice has a fine public garden and a mag-

nificent boulevard along the sea called

the English Promenade, which was

thronged every afternoon with the fine

carriages of the titled visitors; luckily

there were no automobiles at that time.

The elite, that is, the democratic pedes-

trians of every clime, plodded along on

sturdy legs and enjoyed the gay scene

just as well.

On the morrow there was to be the usu-

al annual carnival, “Battle of Flowers.”

For this event the entire sea front of the

Promenade was furnished with newly-

erected, temporary booths, with gay and

festive decorations. On the morning of

the great function the booths were filled

with well-dressed ladies and gentlemen

and masses of flowers. When the beauti-

fully decorated carriages appeared, then-

occupants were pelted with roses, lilies

and many other floral missiles until the

vehicles and guests were fairly buried in

the welter of bloom. But apart from the

fun and jollity of the occasion we agreed

that the floral parades of Portland and

Los Angeles were really finer. At night
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\ve hired masks and dominos and attend-

ed the carnival ball, which surpassed in

brilliancy and general effect anything we

had ever witnessed.

The spacious Casino was fairly ablaze

with lights and gorgeous in banners,

streamers and heraldic decorations. The

gay throng represented characters of

every nation under the sun, ancient and

modern, real and fanciful. There was

a recrudescence of the deities of ancient

Egypt and India, a re-incarnation of

mvthological gods and goddesses, Grecian

heroes and demi-gods, Roman warriors

and gladiators, knights, crusaders, dames

and ladyes faire of high degree, fairies,

sprites, imps and devils, while those of

modern days were more numerously rep-

resented by soldiers, sailors, punchinellos,

harlequins, clowns, flower girls, milk-

maids and peasant girls. While most of

the characters were well-sustained and

properly dressed, some of the fairies and

Egyptian and Nautch dancing girls were

so deficient in the matter of raiment that

I doubt if Eve, in a fig leaf or two, would

have attracted much more attention, or

have caused any unfavorable comment.

It was a remarkable scene, a mad, gay

and festive rout, and it was gray dawn

when the last of the revellers departed.

At leading dealers.
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ideal protection against wind
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DAYS WITH THE
FLORIDA QUAIL

(continued from page 587)

They had a covey of quail scattered and

the dogs were working fine. We got up

quail by singles and doubles and ex-

pended nearly all the ammunition we had

along. I think I killed more quail that

day than I ever did in one day before.

I came very near stepping on a coral

snake, too, that day. These snakes are

curiously marked with bands of red, yel-

low and black and are said to be very

poisonous, but I never knew of one at-

tempting to bite anyone. One often runs

across snakes when hunting in this coun-

try, mostly the gopher, blacksnake and

moccasin and once in a while a rattler.

The moccasin is perhaps the most lazy

of all, will hardly get out of your way
and can scarcely be provoked into strik-

ing. I have seen a hunter step directly

on ene without its attempting to strike.

Not so with the rattler, however. He is

not so docile, and if you have a crippled

bird flop into the palmettoes or into the

hole of a gopher turtle it will be well to

investigate thoroughly before reaching

in after it. It is needless to take un-

necessary chances.

I

HAVE said that if this country was
made expressly for the quail hunter

there could j>e few improvements
wished for so far as the topography was
concerned, but this does not apply to the

great ridge of yellow sand which begins

in Brevard county and extends south

through the counties of St. Lucie, Palm
Beach and Dale. This ridge is a pe-

culiar formation and on it most of the

pineapples of the east coast are grown.

In its wild state it is thickly covered with

scrub-oak and hickory, dotted here and
there with clumps of spruce-pine and
the entire growth often covered with a
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“Good
Hunting”!

The old jungle salutation goes
from us to you.

“Good hunting, little brother !’’

The game awaits in its forest

rendezvous—October is caking
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Specially recommended loads, de-
coys, guncases, game calls, shooting
jackets—literally everything that the
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mass of vines which form an almost im-
pentrable jungle. This ridge is fairly
alive with quail but owing to the condi-
tions named one can kill but few. Father
and I have secured several good bags on
this ridge. I remember one shot taken
at a quail here just at dusk. The quail
got up and zigzagged through the scrub
in a bewildering manner. I took a shot
at it and by a lucky chance brought it

down. I was further surprised when
going to pick it up I found three birds
instead of one.

THE WIZARD OF
THE WETLANDS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 590)

we, often knee-deep in the soft ooze or
astride a quaking hummock, would
sometimes drop a pair of birds with com-
mendable precision, or would miss en-
tirely with both barrels.

O NE reads in articles by authorities
on jacksnipe shooting that the
proper time to fire is after the

bird has completed his gyratory motions,
and is going straight away, or, at least,
is pursuing an even course. Another au-
thority will advocate smothering him the
instant he appears, and before he begins
his customary dodging tactics. I am go-
ing to disagree, however, with both ad-
vocates. I think the knack of shooting
jacksnipe, as with other game birds, is

in pointing straight at them, and that
success lies not so much in strict ad-
herence to any one rule, as in the impar-
tial observance of all, and that when
in doubt as to which way the bird is

going to dodge, don’t hesitate but shoot

—

for the bird may change his mind.
Noon, noted by the faint, far away

blowing of whistles in town, borne on the
frosty air, came and found us very weary,
very hungry, and noticeably lightened in
our shell-pockets. We called a halt to
rest on the one convenient spot, a nearby
hillside which the sun had to some ex-
tent cleared of snow, and to partake of
lunch and the spring water that trickled,
crystal-clear, at our feet.

About half the marsh yet remained
unexplored, which we vowed to work
with better success than had attended
our earlier efforts. Behind us the ground
was marked with heavy wallowings that
looked as though made by pachyderms,
but many a glistening but empty cart-
ridge gave mute, though eloquent, testi-
mony of human presence there before us.
During the afternoon we missed many

birds, killed some, and enjoyed the sport
as only those can who have stumbled
upon the unique opportunity of a marsh
populated with jacksnipe. About an
hour of daylight yet remained as 1

brought down the last two birds with
my last two shells—two that I had luck-
ily discovered in a seldom used pocket of
my hunting coat. Each of us had killed
twenty birds, the limit allowed by law.
There were still plenty of birds left, but
we were law-abiding sportsmen, and not
a consuming love for shooting, nor the
promise of riches hereafter could have
lured us through that morass again. For
we were as tired as a brace of tramps,
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and as dirty and disreputable in appear-

ance as mud and slime could make us.

“Deacon,” I muttered, as I surveyed

the hobo-looking personage beside me,

“you better go home and wash up.”

“That’s just where I am going right

now,” he retorted, “and you better let

out another sled-length in those long legs

of yours, for I am going to hit a fast

clip.”

So, we set out for home, where awaited

us food and drink, hot and comforting

—

those twin ministers to weary man, and
the repose, doubly welcome and refresh-

ing, that follows a hunting jaunt as ar-

duous as it was successful.

So closes the account of one November
day when that prince of game birds, the

jacksnipe, lured us from the delights of

duck shooting. Would that he made the

prairie marshes more often his home,
and his stay a longer one. Changeable
as the weather, fickle as fortune, and as

fanciful in his flight as in his habits, he
yet retains many of the prime charac-

teristics of a real game bird. And that

he should be a succulent morsel, when
properly cooked, goes without saying,

for it would be unthinkable that a bird

who possesses so many admirable quali-

ties while living, should prove a delin-

quent in the last office which he can ren-

der to man.
To him I doff my hat, gallant, hand-

some, lovable little game bird, the Wiz-
ard of the Wetlands.

THE CALL OF THE SURF

HOWEVER much civilization has en-
croached upon its shores, the ocean
still remains a reservoir of un-

tamed nature, offering limitless possi-

bilities of high adventure to the angler.

There was need of a book calling atten-

tion to the charm and possibilities of

surf-fishing, now happily filled by “The
Call of the Surf”, written by Van Camp-
en Heilner and Frank Stick, with verses

by Philip A. La Vie, three devotees of

this kind of fishing. The narrative, which
deals mainly with fishing on the New
Jersey Coast, has atmosphere and local

color.

It is to be regretted that there are a

number of slight errors in the book of

a kind to escape the professional proof
reader (such as technical names of fish

misspelled)
,
probably indication that it

was rushed through the press too rapidly

for proper attention by the authors. This

is unfortunate in a volume that rings

so true and aims to be authoritative, and
will doubtless be rectified in later editions.

“The Call of the Surf” is full of hu-
man interest, appreciation of natural

beauties, and sound philosophy; the last

two perhaps a fisherman’s greatest con-

tribution to the world at large. Well
named and well written, it reads as easily

as to watch the changing breakers, the

rote of the sea running through it like

a golden thread.

hmnhmp**

Sparkling eyes and color of health;

mind cleared, body refreshed—
Atlantic City in Winter. Just the

tempering breath of the Gulf Stream,

invigorating tang of the sea, and

clear sunshine.

A canter on the beach, 18 holes of

golf, or a pleasant stroll, far as you
like, along the world-famous Board-

walk, lined with a thousand fascin-

ating shops and amusements. Then
relaxation and rest at— Chalfonte.

Hospitable, quiet, home-like. Its

guests, interesting, cultivated people,

return year after year; for once to

Chalfonte, always to Chalfonte.

THE LEEDS COMPANY
American

Plan

k Always^ Open'

Isillll

ON THE BEACH AND THE BOARDWALK

NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angler
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company’s system is exceedingly rich in all
kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their Salmon
and Trout fishing, also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in New-
foundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can
be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information, together with illustrated
Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

Reid Newfoundland Company,
F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent,

St. John’s, New Foundland

Go To

‘The Dogs”!
HUNT—CAMP
FISH-EAT

DAVID M. NEWELL
LEESBURG, FLORIDA

FOREST AND STREAM publishes

ma'ny and can supply any of the

world’s outdoor books.

PUBLIC SALE
You know Uncle Sam boys only best

S
uality— -yoo do likewise. We offer you
iis first quality merchandise at auction

Blanket,
(Olive Drab reclaimed) . . $ 5.60

U. S. Array Wool Blankets

111 w ITH (Olive Drab new)
,

• ; • • J-j?0
I • 1

~ !£ U. S. Army O. D. Wool Shirts . 6.60

ftVillil U. S. Army Trench Coats
' a H (Sheep Lined) . . . • .

U. S. Army Leather Dress Shoes
_

8.00
. U. S. Army Socks (heavy wool) pair .6'i

U. S. Army Socks (light wool-pair .35

U. S. Army O. D. Wool Breeches
(reclaimed) • •

Army and Navy Knit Glovea
- — (heavy wool) pair <0

||1 BH Army ana Navy Underwear
(heavy wool) Karmen t . . «.oO

and 6000 other articles for fall and
_ _ _ _ winter wear.

•

TAlllV SEND 10c FOR ARMY AND NAVY
I I I I CATALOG 123

lVlVBl ARMY & NAVY STORE CO.
245 W. 42nd St.. New York

Largest Camp and Military Outfitters

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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You Take No Risk
Written Guaranteb

With Each Razor =
This Shumate “Barber” razor is so good that we dare guarantee it to you M

} for life. Here’s the reason—the blade is made from Tungsten Alloy Steel, which takes a keener
||

I edge than any ordinary steel can—and it holds it. You can use it for years without honing. The
|g

| secret of this wonderful steel is ours alone, and we guard it jealously. g
Here’s our unqualified guarantee: Buy a Shumate “Barber” razor and use it—not once, but as long g

: as you like. If you say after an exacting trial that you don’t like it, we ll exchange it without a word, g
. To settle the razor question for life, send us $2.50 and the SHUMATE Barber g
!

<p i DU Razor will be sent to you post paid. g
For those with very strong wiry beards, we recommend our $4.00 SHUMATE g

Razor, specially ground for this purpose. In remitting, give us your dealers |
name, and a chamois lined, rust-proof case will be included with your razor, g

\ Established 1884 SHUMATE RAZOR CO. 881 Chestnut St., ST. LOUIS. U . S. A. g
[llllllllllllllllllllllllll! Capacity 10.000 Razors Daily llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllll!llllll!lllll

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MAN-
AGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., RE-

GUIRED BY THE ACT OF CON-
GRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912

of Forest and Stream, published monthly at New
York, N. Y., for October 1, 1920.

State of New York l

County of New York] ss - :

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the

State and county aforesaid, personally appeared

.1. T. Wood, who, having been duly sworn accord-

ing to law, deposes and says that he is the Busi-

ness Manager of the FOREST AND STREAM
and that the following is, to the best of his

knowledge and belief, a true statement of the

ownership, management (and if a daily paper,

the circulation! ,
etc., of the aforesaid publication

for the date shown in the above caption, required

by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in sec-

tion 443. Postal Laws and Regulations, printed

on the reverse of this form, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-

lisher, editor, managing editor, and business man-
agers are:

Publisher, Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,

9 East 40th St., N. Y. City.

Editor, William Bruette, 9 East 40th St., N. Y.

City.

Managing Editor, William Bruette, 9 East 40th

St., N. Y. City.

Business Manager, J. T. Wood, 9 East 40th St.,

N. Y. City.

2. That the owners are: (Give names and ad-

dresses of individual owners, or, if a corporation,

give its name and the names and addresses of

stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or

more of the total amount of stock.) Forest and
Stream Publishing Co., 9 East 40th St., New
York, N. Y.; William Bruette. 9 East 40th St.,

New York, N. Y.; C. A. Reed, 9 East 40th St.,

New York, N. Y.; H. C. Mallory, 9 East 40th St ,

New York, N. Y. ; Norwood Johnson, Pittsburgh.

Pa.: George Bird Grinnell, 238 E. 15th St., New
York, N. Y. ; Jay Hall. Pinehurst, N. C. ;

Charles

MacGordon, Michigan City, Miss.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees and
other security holders owning or holding 1 per

cent or more of total amount of bonds, mort-

gages, or other securities are: (If there are none,

so state.) None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving

the names of the owners, stockholders and secur-

ity holders, if any, contain not only the list ot

stockholders and security holders as they appear
upon the books of the company, but also, in cases

where the stockholder or security holder appears

upon the books of the company as trustee or in

any other fiduciary relation, the name of the per-

son or corporation for whom such trustee is act-

ing, is given; also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant’s full knowl-
edge and belief as to the circumstances and con-
ditions under which stockholders and security

holders who do not appear upon the books of the

company as trustees, hold stock and securities in

a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner;
and this affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation has any
interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds,
or other securities than as so stated by him.

J. T. WOOD, Business Manager.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 24th

day of September. 1920.

[Seal] JEANNE VOLLENHOVEN.
(My commission p'Wres March 30, 1521.)

SSQt

IMPORTED HOSIERY
For Golf, Tennis and Sport Wear
IN ATTRACTIVE DESIGNS FOR

MEN AND WOMEN

No. IS

XI- 1 A FinestScotchWoolTennis Socles in white, V
jrrav, green, black, heather and | CA S

white, with colored clocks, a pair M
NTr* *1 Ei Men’s Finest ScotchWool Golf Hose, JR
1^1 in green, gray, brown and O CA w
heather (without feet |3), a pair Q

Women’s Scotch Wool Stockings, in
jgHO* white, white with colored O AA JBL

clocks, Oxford green and heather, a pair . • H
Complete line Golf, Tennis and Sport equipment,

Mail Orders given prompt attention.

Stewart Sporting Sales Co.
425 FIFTH AVE., at 38th St., N. Y.

GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY
in the heaviest rainstorms. The only reliable

garment for every outdoor requirement.
Compact, Light. Serviceable

IT-FITS-THE-POCKET
FREE catalog of pneumatic goods
for camp, automobile, hospital, office

and home requirements.. For Sale
by Sporting Goods Dealers.

METROPOLITAN AIR GOODS CO,
Athol, Mass.

TO LURE THE
CUNNING WILD FOWL

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 609)

ties almost always circle and come to

decoys against the wind. Puddle ducks
come any old way; and decoys should be
set so as to get them wind-bound when
they try to make a quick get-away. It

is surprising how quickly one of them
will get out of gun-shot range when fav-
ored by the wind, and how slowly when
held back by it.

A harness ring—iron, four inches in

diameter—with one or two bars of lead

twisted around it, makes a good anchor,
for the reason that in picking up, it

can be easily placed over the head of a -
decoy and will prevent the anchor lines

from tangling. One or more decoys
should have a staple driven into the low-
er part of the breasts, with a long line

running through it; on one end a heavy
anchor, the other extending to the blind.

By this means the decoy can be made to

swim and dive. In a calm day, also, it

will put life into the whole flock. This
is a great help because it is not natural
for a big bunch of ducks to sit still,

heads erect, none swimming, none diving,

none feeding; and passing flocks notice

it—particularly the wise ones who have
been under fire many times before, and
there are veterans in almost every flock

—but this diving decoy fools them all

and often spells the difference between
success and failure. Like everything
else, it is all in knowing the game.

AS an illustration, I recall an impor-
tant match I won by head work
and the use of diving decoys. The

local shooters in those old days were
jealous of newcomers, and those hunting
on this Illinois lake were no exception
to the rule. They forced me into a match
with their best man—not that it took

so very much forcing. I was quite sure
I could out-gun and out-shoot him, but
knew he could beat me calling, besides

being better acquainted with the lay of

the land—two important items.

It was agreed that a duck.was a duck;
all to count alike. He went to the marsh
after teal or mallard; I, to a pocket
where for a week I had been watching
a lot of blackheads—ring-bills—feeding.

The day was unpleasantly warm and
still. “You don’t think them ducks will

work a day like this, do you?” a friend

of the local man who accompanied me in

the interest of fair play remarked. They
didn’t—at least, not in the marsh—but
two diving decoys fooled the ring-bills.

They liked that pocket and came back
to it regardless of calm and sunshine,

with the result that the local gunner
wasn’t anywhere when we counted up
at night. He wasn’t satisfied, but said

it was worth being beaten to learn that

trick with swimming and diving decoys.

Some hunters string ten or a dozen
decoys on a long line with a heavy anchor.

These often drift together and tie them-
selves into all sorts of impossible knots.

I believe each decoy should have its own
individual anchor.

When picking up decoys, the easiest

and quickest way is for the shooter to

(continued on page 624)
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MiiiM! mins mimmmr ifi c E
A nominal charge of ten cents per word will carry classified messages to our army
of readers on farms, in the towns and cities, and at the end of blazed trails.

ARMS AND AMMUNITION

BRAND NEW NEWTON .30 GOVERNMENT
rifle; owner unable to use; price, $60. Address,
Box 161, Yale Club, New York City.

FOR SALE—THREE-BARREL HAMMERLESS
gun, 12 ga. shot, 32-40 rifle, 28 inch, 7/2 pounds;
A1 condition and a dandy price, $80. T. \V. Van
Kleek, 348 Orchard Lake, Pontiac, Mich.

351 CAL. WINCHESTER AUTOMATIC RIFLE
only shot ten times; like new; 85 cartridge, canvas
case, $45.00. $5.00 with order, pay balance
after examination. E. B. Meeks, Biloxi, Missis-

sippi.

OLD-TIME AND MODERN FIREARM3
bought, sold and exchanged. Kentucky flintlock

rifles, old-time pistols, revolvers, guns, swords,
powder horns, etc. Lists free. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison Ave., New York City.

WANTED—REMINGTON AUTOMATIC SHOT
gun, also 250-3000 Savage rifle. Both must be in

good condition. P. O. Box 222, Lake Wales, Fla.

FOR SALE

FERRETS FOR SALE—LARGE OR SMALL,
either sex. W. A. Peck, New London, Ohio.

FERRETS FOR SALE—LARGE OR SMALL
lots, write for prices. W. H. Campbell, R. 2, New
London, Ohio.

FOR SALE—BROWN AND WHITE FERRETS.
Write fdr prices. Harry Chandler, New London,
Ohio, R. D. 5.

FOR SALE OR TRADE—1920 READING
Standard motorcycle with 1920 sidecar, fully

equipped, run 1,800 miles; also Stevens repeating

rifle, 22 cal., good condition. Ralph Y. Saylor,

R. No. 5, Pottstown, Pennsylvania.

REGISTERED BLACK FOXES, BRED ON
the Mountain Ranch of America; 90 pups this

year; two litters of seven; five sixes. Beat all

competitors at world’s first fox show, Boston,

1919. Also registered milch goats, trout. Borestone

Mountain Fox Ranch, Onawa, Maine. Address
75 Kenwood St., Brookline, Massachusetts.

GAME ATTRACTIONS

LIVE DECOY FOR SALE—ANOTHER FLOCK
•f genuine English call ducks (trained decoys),

are very tame and easy to handle, small. Famous
for their continual calling. Our ducks have been
used for nearly a quarter of a century with

greatest success. Would advise ordering early to

save disappointment. Also wood ducks, pintails,

and Canada geese (decoys), etc. Address Wallace
Evans’ Game Farm, St. Charles, 111.

WILD DUCK ATTRACTIONS

WILD RICE, WILD CELERY AND OTHER
cover and food producing plants attract ducks from
hundreds of miles. Seed ready for fall planting.

The flock that stop in the spring will stop again

next fall and will bring their youngsters and others

along. Literature free. Clyde Terrell, Dept.

H207. Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

MISCELLANEOUS

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ting for newspapers, magazines. Experience un-
necessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 529,

St. Louis, Missouri. •

FOR SALE—BUILD YOUR OWN CANOE.
Sailing canoe, 17 ft. x 40 in., plans, $7.00; Bailable

paddling canoe, 17 ft. x 33)4 inches, plans, $4.00.

Stems, moulds and metal fittings drawn full size.

Designs conform to A. C. A. classifications. H.
Froling, Arlington. New Jersey.

FLY DICTIONARY. EVERY ANGLER NEEDS
it. Describes 500 flies. 25c postpaid. S. Will-

mar th, Roosevelt, N. Y.

DR. HEITZ’S RELIABLE REMEDY FOR
mange, eczema, dandruff, loss of hair and all skin

troubles: 8 oz. bottle. $1.00, post paid. St. Louis

Beagle Kennels, St Louis, Missouri.

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample 15 cents,

51.50 per year. Address Desk F, Hounds and
Hunting, Decatur, Illinois.

MANGE, ECZEMA, EAR CANKER GOITRE,
sore eyes cured or no charge; wTite for particu-

lars. Eczema Remedy Company, Dept. F., Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

MISCELLANEOUS

PEARLS, BAROQUES, SLUGS; BOUGHT,
sold and exchanged, loose or mounted. L. V.
Mapes, Indiana Harbor, Indiana.

SHOOT GEESE AND DUCKS ON CURRI-
tuck Sound, where they are plentiful. Good ac-

commodations, but make your arrangements now
as we only take a limited number. Lloyd O’Neal,
Sea Gull, North Carolina.

SPORTSMEN—TRY THE VETERAN GUIDE.
No charge if not satisfied. Moose, deer and black
bear in abundance. Finest trout fishing in the

world. For particulars write W. C. Ryer, D. C.

M., Upper Clyde River, Shelburne County, Nova
Scotia.

TRAPPERS’ POISON—GOES’ LIQUID POI-
son capsules kills animals on spot. Goes’ luring
bait attracts them. Fifteenth season in market.
Free circulars when this paper is mentioned. Ed-
mund Goes, Station C, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

PHOTO SUPPLIES

MAIL US 20c WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOR
development and six velvet prints. Or send six

negatives any size and 20c for six prints. Or
send 40c for one 8 x 10 mounted enlargement.
Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke Photo Finishing
Co., 220 Bell Ave., Roanoke, Va.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

$6.00 DOWN; $6.00 MONTHLY; SIX ACRE
fruit, poultry; fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100.00; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North
Fifth, Kansas City, Kansas.

FOR SALE—COLES ISLAND. GOOD STOCK
farm and hunting resort. Well stocked with quail.

A. B. Cannon, Ridgeland, South Carolina.

NOTICE TO SPORTSMEN

SALMON FISHING AND SHOOTING.—TO
let, at Anticosti Island, Gulf of St. Lawrence,
several rivers, with right of shooting, for the sea-

son 1920. Rent from $1,000 to $15,000, accord-
ing to importance of rivers. Dwelling houses,
guides and boats in each river. Sailing ports;

Quebec and Gaspe. Apply to Anticosti Agency,
29 St. Peter St., Quebec.

TAXIDERMY

JOHN D. RAKE, MONROE, NEW YORK.
Professional taxidermist. Specimens beautifully
mounted.

“WIGGINS” FOR GAME HEADS.—YOU PULL
the trigger—we’ll do the rest. General taxidermy,
Antwerp, New York.

WANTED

WANTED—POSITION AS MANAGER OF
gunning shore. Thirty years’ experience in all

modes of gunning. Best references. Capt. Chas.

B. Moore, 701 Washington St., Havre de Grace,
Maryland.

WANTED TO CORRESPOND WITH SOME
well educated old person that would like to spend
winter at St. Marks Lighthouse. Address J. Y.

Gresham, St. Marks, Florida.

DOGS
In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some
disinterested third person or with, this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not
to be transferred until the dog has been
.received and found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALES

LIONHEART AIRESDALES — THE ALL-
round dogs, are sold on a dead open and shut
guarantee of satisfaction. Although we do less

advertising than any kennel of like size, we re-

ceive inquiries from all over America and many
foreign countries, for Lionheart Airedales: have
saitsfied customers in 36 different States and four
provinces of Canada. As hunters of all furred
game, retrievers of waterfowl, stock dogs, watch
dogs and companions for children, they have no
superiors. Write for signed testimonials and list

of puppies for sale. Lionheart Kennels, Box 1412,
Anaconda, Montana.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS

SPORTSMEN! A CHESAPEAKE WILL RE-
trieve anything it can carry. We have a few
choice puppies ready to start this fall. All papers.
Rogue Valley Chesapeake Kennels, Box lt52,
Medford, Oregon.

COLLIES

WHITE COLLIES. BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin for sale.

The Shomont, Monticello, Iowa.

GUN DOGS

BAILEY BROTHERS KENNELS,
BETHEL, CONN.

We have several broken English setters and
pointers, some yard broken and a litter of hand-
some registered setter puppies out of the best
hunting stock. Let us know your wants, we can
please you. Best of reference.

BEAGLES—50 BROKEN PUPPIES; TRIAL.
M. Baublitz, Seven Valleys, Pennsylvania.

BEAGLE, RABBIT HOUNDS, EOXHOUNDS,
coon, oppossum, skunk, squirrel dogs, setter,
pointers, bear, deer, wolf hounds. Circulars, lie.
Browns Kennels, York, Pennsylvania.

COON, MINK, SKUNK, OPOSSUM AND
squirrel dogs. Arkansas coon hounds a specialty.
Money back guarantee. Catalog ten cents. \Y. P.
Burrow, Kensett, Arkansas.

FOR SALE—TRAINED AND UNTRAINED
beagles and rabbit hounds; also pups. Harold
Evans, Moores Hill, Indiana.

FOX, COON, SKUNK AND RABBIT HOUNBS.
Buy your dog now and know him when the sea-
son opens. Also puppies and started, dogs. 10c
for photos of hounds. H. C. Lytle, Fredericks-
burg, Ohio.

HANDSOME LITTER ENGLISH SETTERS
by Ch. Phil’s Speed Ben, ex granddaughter of
Marse Ben. Photos. $75.00 and $50.00. William
H. Donovan, Weymouth, Massachusetts.

HIGH CLASS THOROUGHLY TRAINED
shooting dogs; ages from two to four years. Know-
ing their class, speed, range and endurance, I

guarantee every dog sold to “stack up” with the
best. J. D. Erwin, Humboldt, Tennessee.

KENTUCKY’S PRIDE KENNELS OF FAL-
mouth, Ky., offers for sale first class fox hounds,
coon, oppossum, skunk, varmint and rabbit hounds.
All dogs shipped on trial. Purchaser to judge
quality; satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Russian W#lf
hounds, American Fox Hounds, Lion, Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs; fifty page highly
illustrated catalogue, 10^ stamps. Rookwood Ken-
nels, Lexington, Kentucky.

RABBIT, BEAGLE, FOX, COON, SKUHK,
opossum hounds; pet and farm dogs; swine. Cata-
logue, 4c. stamp’s. Kiefer’s Kennels, Lancaster,
Pennsylvania.

THREE HANDSOME REGISTERED PARTLY
broken setter bitches at One Hundred Dollars
apiece. They point and need experience •nAf.
Two seven months old. Fifty Dollars; and some
younger at Forty Dollars. On approval. Miss
Marion du Pont, Montpelier Station, Virginia.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS, TOWER HILL,
Illinois, offers fox, wolf and coyotte hounds that

will get their share of the race in any company.
Our crackerjack rabbit hounds are only seventeen
dollars and fifty cents, and they always make good.
Humphrey’s Pride Cooners are the kind that prove
good and deliver the game: also young dogs and
puppies. All broken dogs sold on ten days* trial.

Price list for the asking.

FOR SALE

WORLD FAMOUS “PAGE” WIRE FENCE
for sale at great sacrifice. 8S" high, 25 cross bars.

Extra heavy, never been used. Any quantity up
to 10,000 feet. Good for cattle, game preserves,
estates and farms, sheep, hogs and numerous other
uses. Edward W. Browning, 110 West 40th Street,

New York, X. Y.

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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THE IDEAL

KENNEL RECORD
PRICE $2.00

Built on the modern loose leaf system
—handsomely bound in black seal. Com-
pact enough to be carried in the vest
pocket and filled with carefully pre-
pared blanks that enable the owner to
immediately register pedigrees and
record stud visits, whelps, sales, win-
nings, and all minor transactions. Size
6^4 x 3 inches.

Covers will last a lifetime.

Blanks can be removed or renewed at
will.

FREE—SEND $4.00 for one year’s sub-
scription and we will deliver copy of this

Ideal Kennel Record free of additional
cost to any address in the United States
or Canada.

FOREST & STREAM
(BOOK DEPT.)

9 East 49th Street, New York City

Do not compare these pants with ordinary garments
at this price. P'oneer Corduroy Pants are made of
excellent quality "Merrimack” drab corduroy, cut full
in seat, thigh and knee. Pockets of strongest ma-
terials and cut extra deep. Seat reinforced with
strong taping.
All seams rip-proof. Material will positively not
crack or split. As near being cast iron as a woven
fabric can. Wear these pants ten days; if not found
as represented, full purchase price fefunded. Give
waist and length measurements when ordering.
Send money order or cash by registered mail, or will
send C. O. D., postage prepaid, subject to your ex-
amination.
Positively the #est value ever offered in corduroy
pants at this special price.

PIONEER TRADING CO.
396 Broadway ' Dept. 14 New York City

We Prepay Postage

HIGH GRADE CORDUROY PANTS

ACTUAL VALUE $6.50
SPECIAL PRICE $5.19

UNION MADE

FOR SATF* Large highr KJ IN. DALE, . cla5s Flemish
Giants, New Zealand Reds. R. R.
Belgian Hares, Ferrets, Pigeons,
Blooded Dogs and Puppies, all

breeds; Blooded Hogs. tfciorbMk

MOHAWK RABSXTRY, Djpl. S, INDIftNAPOUS, IND.

TRAINING THE PUPPY
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

SEEING your request in the last issue
of Forest and Stream on the sub-

ject of training the hunting dog, I will

give you my experience, which has ex-
tended over a period of nearly fifty

years. I have bred and trained setters

since 1871.

My method of training is, first, to get
the puppy’s confidence and affection. I

do this by feeding him myself and let-

ting no one else feed or handle him dur-
ing the time he is under training. After
I have gained the confidence and affec-

tion of the pup, I take him into a room
by himself so that I can have his entire
attention, let him get thoroughly familiar
with the room and his surroundings,
play with him for a day or two by throw-
ing him a ball and letting him play with
it; give him something to eat and then
return him to his kennel for the rest
of the day.

The pup now knows the room and is

familiar with his surroundings. After
playing with him for a while, I call him
to me and gently but firmly press him to
the floor and hold him down until he
ceases to struggle, using the words:
“down, charge”. As soon as he becomes’
quiet and holds his position without the
restraint of my hand, I keep him down
for a while and then use the words:
“high up”; let him play around the
room, feed him and return him to his

kennel. I do this each day until he will

“down” and “high up” at the word of
command.
The next step is to teach him to head

his food. I place the food before him,
get a firm hold on his collar and tell

him to “head”, and hold him until he
will stand steady, then release my hold

and tell him to “high on” and let him
eat it. I repeat this until I can make
him stand by using the word “head”.
He has now learned to “down, charge”,

“high up”, “head”, “high on” at the
word of command. I now place his food
before him, tell him to “down, charge”,
“high up”, “head” and “high on”. I go
through with this each time he is fed
until I am convinced he has learned his

lesson thoroughly and will not forget
what he has been taught.

In this way I have trained dogs by
using the whistle instead of the voice

and have seldom had to give them a word
of command.

Teaching the pup to retrieve is the

most difficult part of his training. Some
dogs are natural born retrievers and re-

quire very little training, while others

require the patience of Job; some will

bring a glove or anything you order them
to fetch, but will often refuse to bring
in a dead bird. One of the best retriev-

ers I have ever owned refused to bring
the first two or three dead birds, al-

though she would bring anything she

was told to bring, even to her own pups.
' Most puppies will play with a ball and

bring it to you, but as soon as they be-
come tired of playing with it will refuse
to do so. Now this is where the patience
and endurance of the trainer comes in,

for if he is over harsh and attempts to
punisli the pup, the chances are he will
frighten him and never make a retriever
of him.

Watch the pup closely while he is play-
ing with the ball, and as. soon as he
shows the least sign of becoming tired,

stop his lessons for the day; go over his
lesson each day until you can make him
bring the ball to you.

I have forced some dogs to retrieve
and find they always make the best re-
trievers

;
but, a dog must be of high cour-

age that will stand forced handling.
Even then it requires a great deal of
patience and judgment on the part of
the trainer to keep from breaking his
spirit and cowering him.

If you have your pup thoroughly yard-
broken before starting him in the field,

and especially if he is well bred and
shows a lot of bird sense, you will n-ot

have much trouble breaking him in the
field; all that it will be required of you
will be patience and firmness and gentle
treatment.

Geo. H. Rose, Virginia.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

I
NOTICE in your September issue a
description of the Chesapeake Bay dog

that I cannot help taking exception to.

The true Chesapeake of the present day
is not a long-coated dog but an otter
coat; short, dense under coat with the
outer or guard coat composed of longer
and stiffer hair. There are three types
as regarding coat that may be seen, first,

the short otter coat dog; second, the
long, curly coat, and third, the long,
straight coat. Occasionally a specimen
is seen that has a very thick, short,
dense coat, slightly curly and without
the outer guard coat. This is the hand-
somest coat ever seen on a dog, abso-
lutely waterproof. It resembles the fur
of the musk-rat. Such a dog is owned
by J. M. Welch of the Welch’s Island
Game Reserve at Rock Island, 111.

As to color, I have never seen a pure-
bred that was black

-

or red. They will,

when crossed with an Irish Setter or Irish
Water Spaniel, throw nearly all black
pups, but the pure-bred dog is never a
black or red. The prevailing colors seen
among pure-bred stock are the dead grass
and from a light to a dark brown, with
occasionally one mixed with the above.
The light brown and the dead grass are
the most popular on account of their
excellent blending qualities in any cover.

As to the excellence of the breed on
the Eastern Shore, there are more good
Chesapeakes owned and bred in the Da-
kotas, Iowa, and Minnesota than all the
rest of the United States combined. I

very much doubt if you could obtain a
really first class Chesapeake stud in the

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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These axe the rats dug out and killed by a Vibert Airedale Terrier in less than two houi3

East, unless it has come from the stock

bred in the above named states.

The origin of the dog is really not
known. Some stick to the English Otter

Hound and Labrador Retriever cross;

ethers hold to the Newfoundland theory.

One thing is certain—there is a great

resemblance between the Labrador and
the Chesapeake.

Below are the points of a Chesapeake
as adopted by the American Chesapeake
Club:
Weight—Males, 65 to 75 pounds.

Females, 55 to 65 pounds.

Height—Males, 23 to 26 inches.

Females, 21 to 24 inches.

Coat—The coat should be thick and
short, nowhere over one and one-half

inches long, with a dense, fine, wooly un-
der coat. Hair on face and legs should
be short and straight, with a tendency
to wave on the shoulders, neck, back and
loins only. The curly coat, or a tendency
to curl, is not permissible.

,

Color—Should be as near dead grass
as possible, varying from a tan to a
faded brown. The dark brown or liver

color not permissible; a white spot on
breast or toes allowed.

GENERAL DISQUALIFICATIONS
Dark brown, black or liver colored.

White on any part of the body except
.breast, belly or spots on feet.

Feathering on tail or legs over one
and three-quarter inches long.

Dew claws, over-shot, under-shot or

any deformity.
Curly coat or tendency to curl all over.
This article is not written in a spirit

of criticism and I trust that Mr. Vickroy
of Ohio, over whose signature the Sep-
tember article appeared, will consider it

in the spirit that it is given. As a
staunch lover and breeder of the Chesa-
peake I don’t want any man to think
that a pure-bred Chesapeake was ever
black or red.

Mr. Vickroy’s description of their sa-

gacity, love, etc., is very conservative,

as they are without a doubt the greatest
dog bred today. The above statement
will probably get me into a big argu-
ment; if it does I will have plenty of

belp, for there are thousands of sports-

men who will yield to no one in their

love and admiration for a Chesapeake.
A. L. Beverly, Iowa.

Lady
BORN APRIL 25th, 1913
died march 9th, 1920

Energetic, intelligent and faithful in
the performance of duty, obedient to her
master, true to her friends, courteous
to strangers, tender to childhood.

Airedale
“The One Man Dog”
An Airedale Terrier is the Dog
Supreme for Companionship, for
Watch Dog purposes, and Sur-
passes Every Other Dog on Earth
as a Companion for Children. The
all round dog of the times for city
or country, a Useful Canine Citizen.
We offer country bred, farm raised
puppies from registered thorough-
bred stock; a full grown male, and
a full grown female already served
by a registered stud.

Terriers
“TheDogThat Thinks”
Finest ALL ROUND hunter on
earth, BAR NONE. Unsurpassed
for coon, skunk, opossum, better
for rabbits than rabbit hound, best
retriever, land, water. Will point,
fine on quail, pheasant, partridge.
Used extensively on deer, cougar,
mountain lion, bear, endorsed by
ROOSEVELT and Rainey. An
“honest” dog. We have best hunt-
ing stock on earth, puppies, grown
dogs.

PROMPT SHIPMENT SAFE DELIVERY SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Thisisthe Home of the World Famous International Champion Kootenai Chinook the
Only American Bred International Champion Airedale in the World and a splendid
Hunter of Big Game. At Stud. Fee $25.

We have a litter sired by the above stud ready for shipment RIGHT NOW.
Illustrated Booklet and Price Liston Request

Box 60A, WESTON, NEW JERSEY, Phone Bound Brook 397LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AIREDALE TERRIER KENNEL IN THE WHOLE WORLD

The Alertness

of

Perfect Health
- dp*.

Alertness, energy, high spirits—all the best of doggy qualities—are devel-
oped and fostered by rigid adherence to the principle of “A perfect dog diet for
a dog constitution.” A perfect dog diet is a staple one of SPRATT’S MEAT
FIBRINE DOG CAKES varied occasionally by feeds of

“SPRATT’S RODNIM”
A granulated Dog Food of great merit containing a large percentage of Meat.
Write for sample and send 2C stamp for catalogue “Dog Culture.”

SPRATT’S PATENT (AMERICA) LIMITED
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
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Condition Pills
A marveluus ionic for do;<s that are all out of sons, run down, unn and uniunuy,
with liarsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing to

equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating diseases. You will notice

the difference after a few doses,

THE DENT MEDICINE COMPANY ^eW
Toronto^,

e
canada

A practical treatise on dogs and their training (60 pages fully illustrated), mailed for

10c. to all customers

Ten-A-See Farm Kennels
The Home of

U. R. FISHEL’S NOTED POINTERS
“The World’s Best Bird Dogs"

Breed, rear and train Pointers exclusively.
Our two hundred highclass shooting dogs,
hrood bitches and puppies are the very
best and will please the most exacting.
You will want one this fall, of course,

so order NOW and not he disappointed as
the demand for good dogs is greater than
the supply. Every dog is guaranteed—try

him and if not perfectly satisfactory re-

turn him and your money will be re-

funded. No other kennel makes such a
liberal guarantee. We know our dogs are
the best and are not afraid to put them
to the test. You will eventually buy one
of our pointers—Why not now? Write
your wants, please.

Webster Price, Manager; W. E. Lucas,
E. G. Merritt, Jr., and assistants, edu-
cators. Address:

TEN-A-SEE FARM KENNELS
S. BARTON LASATER, Prop.

Box 165C PARIS. TENNESSEE

Sportsmen: English Beagles
Large-size beagles, rabbit hounds, fox hounds,
coon, skunk and opossum hounds, bird dogs, pet

and farm dogs, swine, pheasants, rabbits, pigeons,

mice, etc. We offer 100 varieties; all stock

shipped on 10-days’ approval; satisfaction guar-

anteed or money refunded. Circulars 10c.

VIOLET HILL KENNELS, York, Pa.

vance. Save more than $3 on this amazing,
direct-to-wearer bargain offer! These splen-
did shirts just the thing for work, business and
sport. Only a limited stock at this profit*
smashing sale price. Send today.

Broadcloth Flannel Shirts
$gooValue—Two 0nly$4£§
Splendidly made of fine quality Supertex Broadcloth
Gray Flannel. Firmly double-stitched throughout. Two
large pockets with flaps. High,grade buttons. Soft
torn-down collar with full fashioned points. You will be de-
lighted with the fine durable material and dressy appear-
ance. Your money back If you are not convinced thoy
are tne greatest value offered anywhere.
Not a Penny in advance. Just send your name,
address and neckband size for two of these wonderful Gray
Flannel Shirts. Pay only $4.68 on arrival, our smashing low
price during this Sale only. Your satisfaction absolutely
guaranteed. Be sure to state neckband size. Write

„ OAUID STRONG COMPANY
Dept^S-411 ‘Same Management Since 1885” Chicago

English Setters, Pointers
and

Wire Haired Fox Terriers

Puppies and grown dogs
of the best of breedingFOR SALE
Good dogs at stud

GEO. W. LOVELL
MIDDLEBORO, MASS.

Tel. 29-M

Is This Worth the Price?
Stop your dog breaking shot and wing.
Teach him what whoa! means. No long
trailing rope or spike collar. Our field

dog control is not cruel. Can be carried

in pocket and attached instantly to dog’s

collar. Dog can’t bolt. Fast dogs can be
worked in close and young ones field

broken in a week. Works automatically
—principal South American Bolas. Sent
postpaid with full directions for $2 . Testi-
monials and booklet, Making a Meat Dog
sent on request.

MAPLE ROAD KENNELS
NEW PRESTON, CONN.

DOG COLLAR NAME PLATES

100 Abbott Avenue Fitchburg, Mass.

l MADE FOR
.

T U.S. GOVERNMENT

*12 FULL LENGTH

HIP BOOTS
GUARANTEED FIRST QUALITY
Theie $12.00 Goodyear
U. S. Army Hip J£ubl»er
Hoots were left by cancellation
of government orders. Every
boot bears official stamp of the
U. S. Gov’t Inspector. Send now
before it is too late. Why not

save money by ordering 2 or
3 pairs? JVOW 031 JLY
$5.85 a pair. Pay on ar-
rival. You risk noth-

SEND NO MONEY ‘"offr
1

turn your money at once.
Knee Rubber Boots $4.75 Rubber Boot Socks, 45c
Show this wonderful Offer to your friends.

Write, or mail coupon, as you prefer.

EAST BOSTON MAIL ORDER HOUSE
44 Armory Bldg;., Ea9t Boston, Mass.

Send U. S. Gov’t. Hip Rubber Boots, C. O. D.
My money back if not satisfied.

Size Name
Address.

TO LURE THE
CUNNING WILD-FOWL

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 620)

kneel in the bow of his skiff with a short
paddle, and work against the wind, pil-

ing the decoys behind him as fast as
gathered. To work down wind, or to try
to handle the boat with oars, except in

extreme cases when it is blowing very
hard, is to invite a lot of trouble.

In setting out, one or two tollers should
be placed sixty or eighty yards from the
blind; then each ten yards marked by a

stake or special decoy, so as to know ex-

actly where you are at. Fifty, forty,

thirty, twenty yards—none closer. This
isn’t so much help to an experienced
shooter as to a novice who has not yet
acquired the knack of judging distances
accurately. It is not much trouble. A
ball of stout cord with the distances
marked on „it, and a few special decoys,
or stakes, if the water is shallow, is all

that is needed. The more the decoys are
scattered, the better they will show up
at a distance, care being taken to keep
the great body of them between the
twenty and the forty-yard marks.
When the ducks begin to work, don’t

be afraid they are going to bite you;
they won’t. Let them come. Remembei;.
unless you have the distances marked,
they are farther away than they seem.

F
OR marsh shooting, live decoys are
very good, but a lot of bother, and
only a few can be taken along; also,

I believe wooden decoys with a caller

are just as good.

If live decoys are used, a buckskin
harness should be made for each, with
a swivel attached to the lower part for

the anchor line. They should not be
worked too hard, and must be given
plenty of opportunity to rest and dry out.

If ducks fail to work to a good layout,

investigate; something is wrong, either

with the blind or the decoys; the latter

may be badly set, or else constant shoot-

ing has burned the place out. If this

last is the case, move. If not, and there

are birds in the country, wait. It’s no
use trying to force things by sending a
boat to make the ducks fly; such work
will do more harm than good. I know,
for I have tried it many times.

In conclusion; Be patient. Don’t do a
lot of needless moving around. Be a

close observer of winds and tides. If in

a duck country, remember also that the

ducks will move sometime during the

day. Keep working your caller; then
when they do begin to fly, they will come
for it and your waiting will be rewarded.
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Money-Back Cartridges
The N. R. A., the all-around, high-speed, 22-calibre Long Rifle

Lesmok cartridge, is accurate at 25 yards or at 250. In a recent

official test, it developed an extreme range of 1400 yards.

The purchase price of this or any other U. S. Ammunition is re-

funded to you if you are not satisfied, on return of unused shells or

cartridges.

Our unlimited money-back guarantee is based upon certain knowl-

edge that U. S. Ammunition is accurate and uniform.

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY
111 Broadway, New York

General Selling Agents: National Lead Company, Boston, Buffalo, Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis,

Cincinnati, San hranciseo; United Lead Company, New York, Philadelphia; National Lead and Oil

Company, Pittsburgh; James Robertson Lead Co., Baltimore; Hingston-Smith Arms Co., Winnipeg;
John Hallam, Ltd., Toronto.
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CARIBOU AND MOOSE IN KLAPPAN
CONTINUING THE STORY OF A HUNTER’S WANDERINGS IN THE WILDER-
NESS [OF |THE CASSIAR DISTRICT IN NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA

I

N the September (1920) number of

Forest and Stream, I wrote of the

mountain goats and Stone sheep that

frequent the Klappan game ranges

south of the Stikine River. In color

these sheep are different from any
mountain sheep found in North Amer-
ica. Since writing that article I have
read Demidoff’s interesting and beauti-

ful book, “A Shooting Trip to Kam-
chatka.” In this book a species of sheep

is described which appears to be much
like the Stone sheep. Examine your

map of the world and you will see that

the peninsula of Kamchatka is across

the Bering Sea from Alaska. A series

of islands, of which the Aleutians are

the main group, extend between Kam-
chatka and the Alaskan Peninsula.

Demidoff hunted the species of mountain
sheep of Kamchatka known as the Ovis

nivicola. His book contains photographs
of the horns and pelt of the animal;

also photographs of two mounted speci-

mens of a ram and ewe. As I am
neither a naturalist nor a zoologist, any
comparison I might make of the Ovis
nivicola and the Ovis stonei would lack

authority. Nevertheless, I was much
impressed with the similarity of the two
species. The shape of the horns seems
identical ; and the color of the pelts, as

nearly as can be known from the illus-

trations, is much the same. The Ovis

nivicola appears to be darker than the

Stone sheep, though, apparently not

much darker than one that I killed on

the Klappan hunt, which was pro-

nounced by my outfitter (Frank Gall-

breath) to be the darkest that he had
ever seen. It is possible that the Ovis
stonei and the Ovis nivicola were orig-

inally the same, and that the North
American species is lighter in color as

the result of interbreeding with the Dali

sheep. It would be well to know
whether in fact these sheep have such

similar marked characteristics as would
warrant the conclusion that the Stone
sheep came from the Kamchatka stock.

Some one who knows more about it than

By HENRY BANNON

I will have to settle that. It is an in-

teresting study of geologly, geography
and animal life.

OF equal interest with the sheep and
goats of Cassiar are the caribou

and the moose. After we finished

the sheep hunt, described in the previ-

ous number of Forest and Stream, the

camp was moved to the base of Caribou
Mountain. This name, however, means

Ptarmigan in fall plumage

nothing to the geographer for there are

as many Caribou Mountains in Cassiar

as there are Elk Creeks in Wyoming.
This particular Caribou Mountain is

not composed of peaks, but is ia broad,

rolling highland, about thirty miles in

length, lying northwest of Cold Fish
Lake. The Stikine River runs along its

northern slopes. Its lower sides are

covered with green timber and quaking
aspen; beyond the line of this timber
there is a belt of high willow and the

Betula glandulosa, a dwarf form of

birch called “buck brush” by the In-

dians; above the birch grow stunted
willows and toward the summit grow .

the grasses and lichen-like mosses upon
which caribou delight to feed. Moose
range in the green timber and willow
at the base and along the lower side of

the mountain, and the caribou frequent
the summit. The older bull caribou
were still either high up among the
surrounding peaks, standing upon the

snow and ice, or down in the green tim-

ber. The velvet on their antlers was
only beginning to be shed.

The first day’s hunt was convincing
that the season was still early for the
large bulls. Many cows, young bulls

and yearlings were seen. There were
very few calves. Thirty-eight caribou
were once in sight on the sky line. We
rode into a herd of eight that trotted

about us within easy range. Occasion-
ally they would make graceful leaps. The
rutting season does not begin until after

the middle of September and, as the
larger bulls were not with the bands
it was evident that they were all still

on the high places, or back in the green
timber. I would prefer to hunt them
in the high places, where they are iso-

lated, but the difficulties of packing in

and out of such regions are too great.

We saw two moose at timber line and,

as the antlers of one of them seemed
good, we stalked them. On our way a

coyote trotted ahead of us within shoot-

ing distance, but we were not hunting
them. The moose lay down and, witii

the wind in our favor, we crept to with-

in fifty yards of the smaller one. His
antlers were decidedly inferior, so we
wanted a look at the other fellow. As
he was not in sight we made a little

rustle in the grass to disturb the smaller
bull and cause him to get up. When two
moose are togther any action upon the

part of one of them, showing that he
has taken alarm, is an alarm to the

other moose. Soon both were on their

feet. Their antlers were very small and
poorly formed. The guide and I lay

Contents Copyrighted, 1920, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
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quiet for some time watching them as
they walked away and looked back
towards our location. They failed to

make us out. For practice I aimed the
rifle first at one and then at the other.

I have always believed that such prac-
tice tends to make a hunter steady. We
saw two more coyotes the same day
and the remains of a yearling caribou
and a larger one that were probably
killed by wolves.

After returning to camp it was de-
cided to move farther in on Caribou
Mountain, as the distance from camp to

the hunting grounds was too great. In

making this move we again saw many
caribou. Our n~w camp was on the

northern slope of

the mountain
just south of

where the Pit-

man, or Ketatsit

River flows into

the Stikine. In

the evening cari-

bou were visible

in every direc-

tion and one of

the guides saw
two moose about a

mile from camp.

After supper
the wrangler
saw a coyote
among the horses

and he and
S t r u b 1 e went
after him. This
coyote had
caught some
small animal,
and was tossing

it in the air and
catching it in

the manner of a

playful dog toss-

ing a bone. So
interested was
the coyote in

tormenting his victim that the hunters
stalked to within easy range and killed

the coyote. This was good work for
within a year one coyote will destroy as

much game as all the Cassiar big game
hunters.

As soon as the coyote was killed the

animal that had been in its clutches

took refuge under a rock and uttered

peculiar cries. The next day the In-

dians dug out from beneath the rock a

badly used up ground-hog, though still

alive. One eye had been put out and
it was severely cut about the body.

I

N Cassiar one never knows what the

hunt may bring forth. The ground
was frozen and the air crisp as I went

out for caribou and I had a fine morn-
ing among them. The larger bulls were
coming into the open ranges from the

timber and high places. Many separate

herds were scattered here and there,

taking their last nip of browse before

lying down. Seventy-two were in sight

at one time. The smaller bulls were
cleaning the velvet from their antlers.

I spent considerable time in watching
the process. One cleaned his “sun-

shade” prong first and, after a bit, the

other prongs and the beam. This was
done by rubbing them upon heavy willow
brush. Considerable blood flowed from
the cleaning process. Their bloody
heads and antlers, and the shreds of

black velvet clinging to the tips, gave
them a distressed appearance. After
caribou clean their antlers they rub
them on the green timber to color them.
Some are colored black and others red.

The Indians say that those colored black

have been rubbed on balsam, and those
red have been rubbed on hemlock. Some,
in the pride of their new possessions,

were trying out the strength of their

antlers in friendly rivalry with one an-

other. None of the antlers were suffi-

our plans. A wide circuit was made
and we crept through the green timber,

taking advantage of the moose trails

wherever possible. At every step we
guarded against breaking a twig or per-

mitting the clothing to rub the brush;
for a moose is exceedingly wary and his

senses of hearing and smelling acute.

Just as we reached the willows an-

other moose jumped from his bed and
made off. We were certain this would
give the alarm to the moose we were
stalking and it is surprising that it did

not. When within about two hundred
yards the antlers came into view, but
the shoulder was still invisible. We
crept on very slowly, parting the brush

with care, until

within one hun-
dred yards of

the moose. Still

we could see only

the antlers. Then
the Indian gave
a sharp whistle

and the startled

moose sprang
into view. I

fired and he
reeled as if about
to fall. We
thought we had
him, but he
made off.

N'

The pack train getting ready for the trail

ciently attractive, either in size or

points, to tempt me to kill the animal.

While eating lunch the guide discov-

ered the antlers of a moose just above

the willow brush. The binoculars dis-

closed that the animal was feeding. He
was on a willow flat, far below us, and
the flat was surrounded by green tim-

ber. His location was such that a stalk

would be exceedingly difficult and this

made the attempt one of much interest.

The brush on the willow flat was
above the shoulders of the moose. The
green timber was dense. It took the

greatest of care to stalk noiselessly.

On account of the dense brush we were
under the necessity of getting quite close

to the moose before we could see him.

It is an easy matter for a hunter on a

mountain side to see big game on a flat

below, though the flat be covered with
brush eight or ten feet high. But get-

ting sight of the game when the hunter
is on the same level with it, and also

in the brush, is very difficult. The
brush requires a quick shot. Such was
the problem.

We decided upon the direction of our

stalk, but after we had commenced it a

change in the wind caused a change in

OW came
the track-

ing of the

wounded moose
by the Indian
through the wil-

low flat and into

the green timber.

His tracking was
perfect. He noted

every drop of

blood, every
freshly broken
stick, the broken

bark on logs rubbed by legs too weak to

clear them, and the fresh tracks. Often,

when the surface had left no sign, he
circled until the trail of the wounded
moose was struck again. With ease he
distinguished the tracks of this moose
when they became mingled with ethers.

Every moment of this pursuit was one
of intense excitement and full of inter-

est. There was not an instant that we
did not expect to view the moose.

I encouraged the Indian, as I cannot
bear to leave a cripple to be dragged
down by wolves, or suffer a lingering

death. After a trail of at least a mile,

during which we found that the moose
had often circled in order to get our
scent, and once lain down, we found him
lying in a wallow. He had gone there

to cool himself. Driven out of the wal-

low, that we might have a dry place to

dress him, his suffering was quickly

ended. It developed that the first shot

was in the shoulder, but too high. Had
the bullet been a light one, the animal

would probably have escaped a cripple.

I use a two hundred and fifty grain bul-

let because it is sure.

The moose was only a fair Cassiar

specimen. The spread of the antlers
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was forty-eight and one-half inches, the

palms measured thirty-three by thirteen

inches, and there were twenty-six points.

The spread of the antlers of a moose is

often controlled by the form of their

growth. If the palms are flat the spread

is greater than if they are curved; and
if the beam is long the spread is greater

than if it is short. Unlike those killed

during the rut, this moose, was in per-

fect condtion. He was very fat and his

body clean. There was no such odor

about him as is carried by the rutting

moose, and his flesh was wholesome and
tender.

Hunting the moose under such circum-

stances is a different sort of sport than
killing them when they are emboldened
by the rut, constantly on the move, and
ready to fearlessly approach toward any
noise that might come from a rival or

a mate. The dimension of ithe antlers is

not the measure of the sport. Return-
ing to camp, through caribou land, we
again saw them feeding on every side.

AS the big bull caribou, seemed to be

still farther distant from Cold

Fish Lake, another move was
made of the camp in order to save time

in traveling to and from the hunting
grounds. While moving camp the cari-

bou cows were again seen in abundance.

It was difficult to tell which aroused
their curiosity more, ithe pack train

or the little camp dog. The dog had
never seen caribou before, and at the

first sight of them he bounded in pur-

suit. But as soon as he saw their horns
brandishing at him, he turned tail and
ran as fast as a little dog can. After
he became aware that the caribou would
run from him he chased them far and
wide. It was a beautiful sight to see

these agile caribou, trotting or galloping

at full speed, or bounding high over

some rock or gulch.

Occasionally we would run across a

flock of rock ptarmigan. At this season

their plumage is white, except the back
and head, which are of a grey stone

color; the color of the rocks. I followed

a flock of these birds for quite a dis-

tance ; for they ran but a few feet ahead
of me. It was interesting to watch the

method used by the flock for conceal-

ment and escape. One by one they would
slip aside and crouch down alongside a

rock to my right or left. The bird’s

back so blended in color with the rock

that detection was quite difficult. There
the bird would remain perfectly quiet

while I passed by. After following the

flock for about a hundred yards or so,

only half the number that originally

started were ahead of me. The others

had been passed, unobserved, as they

hid alongside their rock refuges. This

impressed me as being a most interest-

ing example of cryptic mimicry.

I

HUNTED among the caribou for two
days. They seemed to have no fear of

man until they got his scent. They
were in every direction. But, of course,

only the cows, calves, and small bulls

were out in the open. The scarcity of

calves with the cows was always notice-

able. Finally we went over to some
high places near the green timber where

Meat cached by Indians

we saw a cow moose and calf were
browsing. After watching around for a

short time we saw three large caribou

bulls cross the sky line and feed rapidly

toward us. As soon as they cleared the

sky line and had started down the slope

the Indian and I started after them.

They had lain down on a snow bank and
we crept towards them, taking advan-
tage of tufts of grass and the low wil-

low. We hunted bare-headed, because a

hat would have shown too high above
the grass. These bulls were large and
the antlers well balanced. Soon they got

up and began to feed; but it was some
time before I could get a shot, because
one of the three kept in line with the'

one wanted. Finally the path was clear.

The bullet struck the shoulder, but a

little low, and was not a fatal shot. The
wounded animal moved toward us very
slowly. At the report of the rifle the

other caribou looked up, but in a few
seconds resumed feeding as if nothing
unusual had happened. A wounded or

unwounded elk or moose, under similar

conditions, would have exerted all its en-

ergy to run away and either animal
would have run very rapidly. But not

so the caribou. Though wery tenacious

of life, and hard to kill, they do not seek

safety in immediate and swift flight as

do other game animals. A second shot

killed the caribou. Then we arose from
behind our shelter in the soft tufts of

grass and the other caribou ran away.
I paced the distance of the shot to be

one hundred and ninety yards. The ant-

lers were symmetrical, having a spread
of forty and one-half inches; length,

forty-eight inches, and there were thir-

ty-seven points.

While one may openly approach to
young bulls and cow caribou, this can-
not be done with the old bulls, except
during the rutting season. Then they
will come directly to the hunter as soon
as they see him, evidently for the pur-
pose of keeping off meddlers.
The best time to hunt caribou or

moose in Cassiar for trophy heads is

from September twentieth to the thir-

tieth. The larger bulls are then roving
about in the open. At Caribou Moun-
tain the caribou may be then seen on the
summits by the hundreds. Below timber
ine of the same mountain, the moose are
traveling in every direction.

It may be interesting to record that
in 1892 Warburton Pike wrote with ref-

erence to the Cassiar moose:
“Where did all these moose come

from? And how far will they extend
their wanderings towards the west?
Quite recently there were none between
Dease Lake and Telegraph Creek; now
moose are killed every year close to

Telegraph Creek; and there are even
reports of tracks having been seen as

far down as the Little Canon of the Sti-

kine.”*

At present moose are abundant be-

tween the Clearwater River and Little

Canyon on the Stikine. In 1918 I saw
moose tracks at Big Glacier, about sev-

enty miles west of Little Canyon. So it

is evident that their wanderings are still

westward.

WITH the killing of this caribou my
Klappan hunt came to an end. As
I had no desire to kill another, or

any goats, my hunting license was far

from “shot out.” Only sixteen days had
elapsed since the hunting season opened.

During that time I had hunted eight

days, the camp was moved six times, and
I remained in camp two days; once on

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 660)

’Through the Subarctic Forest, p. 90.

Camp in the Klappan game range
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UNDER STRINGING GOOSE FLOCKS
NOW ENTER THE DAYS OF PURE EXHILARATION WHEN THE
HUNTER IS RESPONSIVE TO A HOST OF FRESH SENSATIONS

By ARMOUR BARBOUR

WE were bound for Shinnecock
Bay. Hedged about with clust-

ei’ed gun cases and baggage, we
sat impatiently puffing our pipes.

Trainmen shouted, doors banged, our
express jerked into motion and roared
away into blackness. From the tunnel,

we burst out into soiled daylight

streaked with reeking factory smudge.
Dingy streets flashed by to vanish and
changing country showed increasing-

evidence that another goose trip was
an immediate reality. Huddled clumps
of houses whirled past at lengthening
intervals. Withered remnants of su-

burban gardens gave place to fields,

brown with dead stubble. Rusty corn-

shocks leaned amid serried clumps of

black, weedy hills. Occasional glimpses

of dull, leaden water showed through
the skeleton trees; and, now and then,

arms of the sea stretched their border-

ing sedge back through the lowlands.

Wintry light faded slowly from the

flying landscape, and frost lace traced

across the streaking darkness behind

our car windows. We edged away from
their chill radiations while we measured
the flight of miles by the rythmic crash

of wheels on rail joints and switch

frogs. Gradually, through open ventil-

ators, crept the salt breath of the sea,

fragrant and clean off the marsh.
Finally the brake-shoes screamed shrilly

as our train slid into Quoque and we
stumbled down the car steps.

Fine powdery snow sifted down be-

yond the station canopy rattling like

sand when it struck the frozen earth.

After the hot smoker, the sudden cold

stung bitterly as we bundled into the

black interior of a hack. Several ema-
ciated mail bags tumbled around our

feet and the driver goaded his animal

into motion. Wheels squealed on dry

snow and clattering hoofs shattered the

silence as we jolted away into the dark-

ness. After a reflective consideration

of the gun-cases, our charioteer in-

quired if we were “goin’ goosin’.” Ap-
parently gratified when we confirmed

his deductive effort, he added, “Ought
to be a flight tomorrow. Wind’s drawed
up easterly and weather’s moderatin’.”

Our frozen hopes thawed suddenly. We
fired batteries of eager questions. The
shooting had only been fair. Rafts of

ducks were in the bay but few geese

were flying. We chatted until the vil-

lage lights twinkled like low hung stars.

The vehicle ground to a halt. “Here
ye are. Good shootin’.” He left us

standing in the night wondering how
cold one would feel if the weather was
not “moderatin’.”

A yellow rectangle of light glowed

close and we passed under its lintel into

the welcome of Captain Jackson’s cheery

home. Hearty greetings rang over

warm hand grips. Oar host’s twinkling

eyes sparkled responsive to our spread-

ing grins. He settled himself again be-

fore the glowing stove and remembered
the seven geese we had killed a year
before. The whole atmosphere of that
generous home soothed the hunger in

our breasts. A life lived, in the clean

outdoors has endowed it with the spirit

of the wild world. Snapshots of former
kills clustered on the walls. Our roving

eyes discovered the Captain’s, great ten

gauge shining from its niche beside a

walnut case full of stuffed marsh-birds.

Jackson’s son, Howard, had been bat-

tery shooting that day, therefore Ted
and I made a visit to the out-kitchen.

Our glimpse of those plump broadbills

and the rufous sheen of a single red-

head gleaming bright among eight

darker birds excited vivid hopes for the

Luck in odd numbers

morning. “We’ll see geese tomorrow,”
promised Jackson, as we parted for the
night, “this cold snap is breaking up
and they are bound to move.”

AT three-thirty, Ted hauled me out
of my warm nest into frigid dark-
ness. No sounds broke the dense

stillness except Ted’s grunts when he
swathed his tender epidermis in some
cold garment. All that saved my skin

from taking away a permanent set of

goose-pimples was the prompt applica-

tion of a piping hot breakfast. Wrapped
in cocoons of heavy clothing, we crossed

the threshold and night closed about us

like a curtain. Frosty breath stiffened

my nostrils. Under a starless, ebony
sky, we stumbled blindly forward, fol-

lowing a dim, twinkling lantern ahead.

Its rays set gigantic shadows whirling
about our feet until we reached the

launch. The light snow was no longer

falling though hard crystals crunched
under our bootheels as we found places

on the slippery deck. Howard made
fast the decoy boat and we moved away
over the still water, glinting faintly lu-

minous. The intense quiet of a sleeping

world surrounded us, broken only by
swishing ripples and the tinkle of needle
ice breaking at the bow. A dog barked
dully afar off, and, occasionally, came a
muffled “runk” of objection from nar-
row goose crates. After the shock of
that first plunge, we sensed a different

quality in the cold. Damp, heavy air

stirred out of the southeast.

We slipped through darkness for
about half an hour and the clustered
shore-lights dimmed behind us. Sud-
denly, the engine shut off, our launch
checked and swung around its anchor
line. When the skiff glided away under
the impulse of Jackson’s shoving oar, it

vanished in obscurity. A splashed drop
upon my cheek stung like fire. I

strained my eyes uselessly into an im-
palpable light which seemed to radiate
from the water. Then, the darkness
ahead concentrated into patchy clusters

and we had reached our point. As. Ted
and I rose to wade ashore, sudden beat-

ing wings sounded close,—flapping off

into silence. We jumped as though
stabbed from behind. “Ducks visiting

my decoys,” laughed Jackson,”—left my
wood stool set out last night.” The
ripples cut by their hurried exit circled

back to our feet. We waded to the bar,

—that same dry bar of cherished mem-
ory a year before. Among the sedge,

our boots shivered thin glass-ice clust-

ered like frills around each stalk. We
stowed ourselves into the boxes and
waited for coming light while Howard
and his father released the live birds.

The oncoming sun glowed first on
cloud-wrack hanging over the east and
objects became more visible. Our lib-

erated decoys grew distinct as they
moved about, dashing icy water over
their impervious backs with quick flings

cf the neck. Just as shore lines dis-

solved out of the grayness across the

bay, Howard pushed away to tend us
from the launch. Jackson drove his last

goose-stake and came, swinging his

arms lustily, to blow life into his. wet
fingers as he sat in his box between us.

A S I lay back, watching the leaden

clouds drift over towards the

northwest, minutes began to

stretch long. Suddenly, three ducks

winged overhead, silhouetted clear. The
birds were moving at last! Jackson
cocked one eye aloft. “Blackies,” he

said, “too high though, won’t see us.”

Then, after watching a moment, “they’ll

give some one else a shot though,

watch!” The ducks were circling to

another point, some distance away.
Twice they bent over those invisible

decoys. Suddenly, one tumbled when
two gun flashes slit the brown sedge be-

low. Two flared up. Another flash

showed its vanishing smoke. A second

duck whirled dcwn, wing broken. We
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watched one survivor circling away in

wild flight while three booming rever-

berations sounded in our ears. The sin-

gle was headed towards us. Swiftly his

black shape grew large as quick wing-

strokes sped him onward. “Shoot him
Bob,” Ted whispered. I flung up my
gun and missed clean. The duck veered,

climbing with wild wings. Ted shot

and the bird tumbled fluttering. It

struck and bounced flapping away over

the water. I swung on its fleeing shape

which collapsed when Ted and I fired

together. I splashed out in the shallow

waves. “Better hurry or it’ll sink,”

chuckled Jackson, “it must be right full

of lead by now.”
As I stood, for a moment, holding

that dusky-brown feathered body, the

Captain’s low voiced call sent me splat-

tering back to my blind. In I fell black

duck and all. “Keep down! Geese

coming up the bay!” Through the

thatch, I saw three distant shapes which

moved low over the water. Feverishly,

I thrust fresh shells into my gun while

I prayed they had not seen me. Stead-

ily the geese came on until they showed

clear against the sky as they rose over

the background of hills. Jackson called

and his decoys answered. Faint on the

cold air, we heard an echo—“Honk-

ahonk—a-honk.” They were coming.

Then my heart beat madly as whirring

wings passed close overhead. Out of

the corner of my eye I saw two black

ducks swing over our decoys. “Let ’em

be!” breathed Jackson. They hovered

on arched wings an instant and settled

into the water. The pair swam together

and craned their necks while they eyed

our strange decoys. My tense muscles

twitched excitedly like quivering fiddle-

strings, as I tore my attention away.

The geese loomed large now and were

winging slowly towards us. Four hun-

dred yards—three hundred, each second

stretched interminably. I saw the lead-

ers’ feet stretch down as they set

their wings. Suddenly our call-ducks

quacked in fright. Into the midst of

the geese two wild birds bounced from

the water, quacking fear. The geese

flapped, banking up a long gun shot

away. “Shoot!” yelled Jackson. I held

my gun on one and fired. The bird

wavered. My teeth clenched and I shot

him down with my second barrel. As I

looked, another fell kicking when Ted’s

gun cracked. The furthest goose reared

swiftly off before the wind. Jackson hit

it twice with long, ineffectual shots.

Several gray feathers floated softly

down. While I gathered the two dead

birds, I heard the Captain damning
those ducks whole-souledly. They must

have been hatched under some particu-

larly lucky star.

As the breeze freshened, we huddled

lower in our boxes watching moving
specks over the distant bay. Frost

crystals blown off the thatch-grass

burned upon my cheek, and cold sting

began to creep in my veins. Toward the

north, flocks of broadbill were tending

across deep water. In swift swarms
they winnowed over the leaden waves,

vanishing instantly when they pitched

down to alight. Beyond the beach, an

occasional flock drifted like a smudge

. .

V
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Live geese decoys. Just as cold as it looks

against the sky. Once we tightened

when six pintails flew over, high up,

but they swept on.

ABOUT ten o’clock, the Captain’s

outstretched arm pointed into the

northern sky. “Big flock of geese

over Ponquogue Light House, flying

high.” Finally, I made out the thin line

drawn against gray cloud streaks. Like

a thread hung across the heavens they

showed, slowly growing more distinct.

The line dissolved into tiny bird-shapes,

sweeping on indomitable wings. Our
decoys called in vain and that flock

faded into a trace on the clouds.

As I watched them vanish over the

ocean behind us, I saw a cluster of

atom's melt out of the sky, growing into

dark dots sweeping inland. Quickly the

dots grew in bo tiny silhouettes driven

by quick-cutting wings. “More black-

duck,” whispered Jackson, “give it to

’em, if they cut over; they won’t stool.”

Staring through the thatch, I saw the

leaders bent to cross our island. As we
rose, they veered, passing the decoys

like bullets. Swinging well ahead, I

tumbled the leader into a ricochetting

splash. A second bird flashed over my
sights. My hasty snap shot missed.

Ted fared no better and we gathered

only two.

For perhaps an hour, the sky was

empty. Against the further shore,

streaks of white fluff rippled as the

gale whipped rollers across the bay.

The wind hummed through the sedge in

a steady drone. Then geese began to

move again. Two flocks passed beyond

the beach to vanish into the horizon.

With each flock, a wave of hope surged

against the ache of my stinging feet.

As we lay numbed into silence, three

shelldrake crossed from behind and

flashed out of gunshot before we could

stir. Our frozen interest thawed in-

stantly. The choppy water was setting

other birds into flight. Two flocks and
one pair of shelldrake ran the gauntlet

of our fire with annoying success. Aid-

ed by the wind, their speed was terrific.

In apparent defiance of the laws of

equilibrium, their long heads and necks

stretched ahead of their motive power

as though the flickering wings were los-

ing a race with their rocketing bodies.

Jackson’s advice was hard to follow.

“Hold on his bill, get going with him
and touch her off.” However, we each

stopped one.

ABOUT noon, we had finished lunch

and I lay watching the wind rend

my pipe smoke to shreds as it left

my lips. Then, suddenly, from behind

us, came the ringing honk of geese.

The Captain writhed around and cried:

“Two swinging right for us. Keep
down!” Our decoys began to call. Quick

heartbeats banished cold as I slid low

in my box. Scarcely breathing, I stared

up at a sliding vista of dappled clouds.

(continued on page 661 )

In the blind waiting for geese to swing into the decoys
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DOCTOR HENSHALL ON THE RIVIERA
WHICH RECORDS THE OBSERVATIONS OF THE FAMOUS ANGLER WHILE
VISITING SCENES OF HISTORIC INTEREST ALONG THE MEDITERRANEAN

TWENTIETH PAPER

THAT portion of the Riviera extend-
ing from Nice to Genoa, upward
of a hundred miles, is unexcelled

in the whole world for its scenic beau-
ty. The Maritime Alps loom up in the
background, with an occasional spur
jutting out into the sea. Along its en-
tire extent, including Nice, Monaco,
Mentone and San Remo, are numerous
villas, hotels and health resorts em-
bowered in groves of orange, lemon,
pomegranate and date palm, which
with elaborate and ornamental land-
scape effects form a sub-tropical pano-
rama of exceeding beauty and never-
ending delight.

The Comiche, or cornice road, ex-
tends the entire distance, skirting the
sea on one side and fronting the villas,
terraces and parterres on the other.
Once in a while it passes through a
tunnel in a narrow mountain spur, and
is protected on the sea front by low
stone walls. It was kept in fine condi-
tion and furnished an admirable drive-
way for the elaboi'ate equipage of the
titled visitor and a smooth speedway
for the humble bicyclist, who, as they
wheeled along inhaled the salt tang
of the sea air on one hand, and the
fragrance of fruit and flower on the
other. At the present day, however, it

is doubtless given over to automobiles,
and the pure and scented air is now
redolent with the vile fumes of gasoline
and petrol.

The principal feature of Monaco is

the world-famous gambling resort of
Monte Carlo. Its hotels, theatres and
Casino, with its magnificent terraces,
gardens and promenades present a
scene of enchanting loveliness that
seems hardly real, but more like a
painted scene in a theatre. Its Casino
is filled day and night with men and
women, old and young, tetting sums of

money, large or small, at rouge et noir
(red and black) or roulette. Crowded
about the tables could be seen the grave
and decrepit, the gay and thoughtless,
of every degree and condition, royalty
rubbing elbows with the parvenu, the
ingenue with the passe, all eagerly and
intently watching the progress of the
game.
Rouge et noir is a very fascinating

but simple game, much more so than
its predecessor, faro, once the most
popular game in Europe. The meanest
intellect can play it as successfully as
the most intelligent, as it is all a mat-
ter of chance or luck, notwithstanding
that one may purchase for a franc one
of the many scientific systems in print-
ed form, guaranteed and warranted to
break the bank at Monte Carlo. The
game is played on an oblong, oval table
covered with a green cloth, and is di-
vided into four equal parts, the center
of each being marked with the figure of
a diamond, alternately colored red or
black. The “chips” are gold sovereigns
and Napoleons, which are placed on the
red or black diamonds. When the
dealer, or tailleur, deals a spade or club
the black wins, and if a diamond or
heart is dealt the red wins. At the
roulette tables the bets are made with
five franc pieces. The revolving wheel
has thirty-eight holes, numbered and
painted either red or black. A small
ivory ball is spun in an opposite direc-
tion to the revolving wheel; if it drops
into a red hole the red bet wins and
vice versa. Most of the bets, however,
are made on the numbers.
The most attractive feature at Monte

Carlo to Longworth and me was the
trap shooting at live birds, which took
place on a beautiful terrace overlook-
ing the sea, and just below the Casino.
Some of the best and most noted shots

The Casino at Monte Carlo on the Riviera

of Europe were present and took part
in the sport, which was well-contested,
and the prizes were high. The best
shots were French and Italian, and not
English as we expected, though the lat-
ter were not well represented. There
was one American, and to our selfish

delight he beat them all.

NEXT to Marseilles Genoa is the
largest and most important sea-
port and commercial city on the

Mediterranean. It is a city of great
antiquity, and is delightfully situated.
It presents a grand- and imposing ap-
pearance from the sea front, and ex-
tends upward to the slopes of the Apen-
nines. Its style of architecture is mag-
nificent. When viewed from the sea it

is very picturesque in its tall, white
buildings and steeples, amid terraced
gardens, and groves of orange, lemon
and pomegranate trees which rise grad-
ually until the bare hills are reached,
crowned with frowning fortresses.
There are many fine public buildings

and educational institutions, a good
museum and a large library. There is

a grand, old cathedral of the twelfth
century, St. Lorenzo, and another is S f

.

Ambrogio, which contains some re-

nowned paintings by Guido Reni and
Rubens.
The Genoese are efficient and indus-

trious. The women are rather slight,

but well-proportioned, with dark hair
and eyes and expressive features.
Most of them wear long, flowing white
veils, fastened to their hair by -orna-

mental pins or combs, which fall grace-
fully about the head and shoulders, and
through the filmy folds their bright
eyes and smiling lips peer bewitchingly.
The principal park or promenade is the
Corso, where old and young, grave and
gay, do their visiting and courting.

Genoa, being the birthplace of Chris-
topher Columbus, there is a fine monu-
ment erected to his memory, and- to
commemorate his exploits and discov-
eries, though the city is entitled to no
credit for any aid or encouragment
offered him during his life. Young
Christopher was imbued with the spirit
of wanderlust quite early in life as he
went to sea at the age of fourteen
years. The love of quest and adventure
by sea was born in his flesh and bred
in his bones, and continued to compel
and encourage him to renewed effort
and endeavor, not only during his life,

but after death, inasmuch as the isaid

bones were destined and fated to con-
tinue their voyages even after his brave
spirit was at rest.

His bones were exhumed from their
place of burial in Valladolid, Spain,
and re-interred at Seville. Afterward
they were taken over seas to St. Do-
mingo, in the West Indies, but were not
permitted to rest there very long.

Afterward they were sent again by sea
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The Doge’s palace and companile, Venice, Italy

to Havana. My traveling companion
and I were shown their place of deposit,

during a visit to that city, in an old

Spanish cathedral, where they re-

mained until the close of the Spanish-
American war, and in 1899 they made
another voyage to Spain, and were once
again re-interred at Seville, where it is

to be hoped that his peregrinating and
peripatetic osseous system, or what re-

mains of it, may rest in peace until the

sounding of the last trump.

THE next morning after leaving Ge-
noa for Milan I was awakened at

(six o’clock by a violent oscillating

motion, fore and aft, of my bed, which
subsided for a few minutes and then
began more violently than before.

About noon telegrams began to be re-

ceived announcing that a very severe

earthquake had occurred along the Ri-

viera, demolishing many buildings and
accompanied with a great loss of life.

We were fortunate in making our
escape the day before, inasmuch as our
hotel was greatly damaged with the loss

of several lives.

Milan, the Paris of Italy, is finely

situated on the fertile plains of Lom-
bardy. It is a handsome city of quite

modern appearance. It has numerous
elegant public buildings, including sev-

eral libraries, a museum and an observ-

atory. Della Scala theater is the finest

and one of the largest opera houses in

the world. It has isix tiers of boxes and
seats nearly four thousand persons.

Some of the old gates of the city are

still in a good state of preservation and
are quite imposing. There is a very
fine and spacious public park of pleas-

ing appearance; also a really artistic

memorial arch, crowned with a fine

sculpture of a chariot with six gallop-

ing horses. Among other places of in-

terest is a stone, outdoor, amphitheater,

capable of seating thirty thousand per-

sons, which, if it had more space in the

arena, would make an excellent baseball

park, when the Milanese are sufficiently

educated. There are several commem-
orative monuments of great artistic

beauty.

Milan is well provided with many
churches and cathedrals, old and mod-
ern, some of great antiquity, which con-

tain many works of art and paintings

by such old masters as Titian, Rubens,
Paul Veronese and others. Painted on

the wall of the refectory of one of the

old cathedrals is the most celebrated

picture in the world, “The Last Sup-
per,” by Leonardo de Vinci; it is fif-

teen by thirty feet, and is one of the

many wonderful attractions of Milan.

That sublime creation of art, the

Milan Cathedral, with its forest of pin-

nacles, is built entirely of white mar-
ble, and is the finest specimen of Gothic

architecture in Italy. It will not fail to

astonish the beholder with iL extreme
beauty and magnificence. It is wonder-
ful in size and. grandeur. Along its

facade are thousands of statutes, with

many others, and some excellent paint-

ings in the interior. The altar is a

wonderful example of ancient art, its

front being inlaid with gold, silver and
precious stores. The pulpit is unique

in design, being built on several arches,

with the canopy of the rostrum or tri-

bune ceiled in a decorative pattern of

mosaic and gold. Its floor is occupied

by the chair of St. Ambrose, who was
Bishop of Milan in the fourth century.

St. Ambrose is said to have been a most
lovable man, and one universally ad-

mired and respected. He was a great
lover of fishes, and is said to have
preached to them. He was especially

fond of the grayling which he called

“The Flower of Fishes,” owing to its

beautiful appearance, with its body re-

sembling mother of pearl, and its fins

ornate with the delicate tints of the

rose, columbine and hyacinth.

THE Milanese are among the finest

and most intelligent people of

Europe. They are well advanced
in the arts and sciences and the manu-
facture of silks, velvets and. cotton and
woolen textiles. They seem more like

Americans, I think, than any other na-

tion, being of all shades of hair and
complexion, and in dress and manner
are much similar. On the promenades
and in the galleries, from their general

appearance, one might well imagine
oneself in an American city.

During our sojourn in Milan there

occured the first presentation of Verdi’s

new opera “Othello.” Music lovers

were present from all over Europe. We
paid twenty-five dollars for a seat in

the immense Della Scala opera house,

as it was to be a great ovation to the

talented composer. The audience was
composed of the royalty, nobility and
the most intelligent people of Europe.
All were properly and correctly dressed

and without any ostentatious display of

wealth or extreme fashion, such as one
Usually sees on such occasions in Eng-
land, or in the United States.

We were rather disappointed in the

performance, inasmuch as the orches-

tration was decidedly Wagnerian, and

its brazen blare was somewhat rasping,

and occasionally drowned the voice of

the singer. The part of Othello was
represented by a tall, spare, tremulo

tenor with a thin, high-pitched voice,

which seemed to us as rather incongru-

ous in a Moorish warrior. The part

might better have been written for a

barytone voice with a fairly high reg-

ister. But I presume that the parts of

lover and tenor are inseparable.

I

N crossing the plains of Lombardy in

our jorney from Milan to Venice we
noticed many mulberry trees, the

leaves of which are necessary in the

culture of the silkworm, an industry

that is quite an important one in Lom-
bardy, and a great quantity of silk-

worm gut for the use of the angler is

annually exported, in addition to the

silk spun for weaving fabrics of various

kinds. At the railway station in Venice

we and our luggage were transported

in a gondola to the entrance of our hotel.

The “Queen of the Adriatic” is, of

course, unrivaled for beauty and its

unique situation. Being built on sev-

enty islands it is both novel and at-

tractive. The Grand Canal winds

through the city intersected by some
hundred and fifty smaller canals, which
are crossed by three hundred bridges.

The bridges are both narrow and steep,

being intended only for pedestrians,

and being quite high in the center to

allow the passage of the gondolas, the

ascent and descent across them is by
steps and short platforms. Beside the

canals there are numerous streets, or

rather alleys, being but four or five

feet wide, which furnish the approach
to the back entrances of residences and
other buildings, the front entrances be-

ing on the canals. All traffic is carried

on by gondolas, inasmuch as the only

horses in Venice are the four bronze
ones on the pediment of St. Mark’s.

(continued on page 664)
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WINTER SIWASHING IN ALASKA
THE TRUE WOODSMAN CARRIES VERY LITTLE EQUIPMENT WHILE ON
THE TRAIL AND LIVES AS SIMPLY AND NATURALLY AS POSSIBLE

By J. W. STOLLE

HERE are thousands
of Sportsmen in these

United States who
have never really
camped out in their

luxurious lives. There
are a few who are

real, dyed-in-the-wool

woodsmen and these,

when they go a-camp-
ing, scorn such super-

fluities as sleeping

bags, air mattresses

and thermos bottles. Their idea of

camping is to get as far away from so-

called civilization as they can, and to

not only get close to nature but to live

as naturally as possible without dis-

carding comfortable clothing or such ab-

solute necessities. A man can really

rough it in 50 below zero weather with-

out discarding his artificial apparel.

That would be going beyond the line

of diminishing returns.

As a guide in the interior of Maine I

saw much that was useless brought into

the woods on hunting and fishing trips.

Indeed, it was part of my duties to pack

the maddening stuff over the rough
mountain trails on hot, midsummer days.

And often, though not always—thanks

to those true sportsmen who looked up
to their guides as their superiors in the

limitless wild—I have carried, along

with his grub and other equipment, five

or six different fly and bait rods and
three or four rifles for one sportsman!
And these were not short hikes; several

that I recall covered over fifty miles of

torturous trails.

Perhaps it was during these years of

my guidehood, when I often ran into a

proposition that involved the portaging

of so much useless paraphernalia that

my ingrown aversion toward superfluous

camp gear became an ob-

session. Up in Alaska
during the winter of 1916-

1917 I had ample oppor-

tunity to give rein to my
love for the Siwash meth-

od of camping.
My first adventure at

Siwashing in Alaska hap-
pened in a rocky canyon.
In attempting to pole a

three by twelve canvas
scow containing the neces-

sities for a one-night

stand, across to a tiny,

wooded island, I lost pole-

bottom and, as I drifted,

struck a submerged rock.

The result was that I was
catapulted into the icy,

muddy, glacial stream.

After some strenuous ef-

fort I regained the boat

and later the pole and my
hat and after a hard bat-

tle with the headstrong, silt-laden cur-

rent made the same shore from which
I had so lately departed. Darkness was
filling the mighty canyon and I was
very wet and cold. My partner, who
had been an interested spectator of my
mishap, soon joined me and helped to

gather driftwood for a life-saving fire.

October nights in Alaska are chilly, es-

pecially if one’s clothing is saturated
from head to foot with glacial water.

Dry driftwood was extremely scarce,

but we managed to find enough to keep
a fire roaring and crackling far enough
into the night to dry out my ciothes. As
luck would have it, I had along another
change of underwear, and squatting un-

der the shelter of a canvas tarp stretched

over a shedlike frame of crooked poles,

I soon felt quite comfortable.

But here we were, midway up a can-

yon four miles in length, the rocky, per-

pendicular walls of which were nearly

four hundred feet high, convinced of the

futility of trying to get our outfit any
further up the maddening stream; rain-

ing just enough to keep our spirits from
soaring up and out of the dreary, dismal

canyon and utterly at a loss as to the

best way out of our dilemma. Next
morning we discovered, about half a mile

down the canyon, a natural trail that

had been worn out down the side of the

canyon wall. It took fis all day to pack
our outfit from the boat to the woods in

the benchland above. And it was all

bard, brutal work.

Just before the freeze-up my partner

left me. It was fifty-five miles to An-
chorage, the nearest town. I spent the

winter on Moose, Eska, Wolverine and
Little Susitna creeks and I am speaking

the unalloyed truth when I say that a

solitary life on the Alaskan winter

trails is “roughing it” with a vengeance.

And yet, as I look back upon that mem-
orable winter, how I miss those white,
silent trails, crossed here and there with
the telltale tracks of moose, lynx, fox
and mink!

Often I started out from my cabin at
daylight, and with neck-rope and gee-
pole, guided and dragged a sled loaded
with a seven by eight sheet of canvas,
three or four heavy blankets, an axe,

cooking outfit and grub enough to last

three or four days and mushed along the
mysterious trail till darkness called a
halt.

With the first warning of approaching
darkness I would build a fire, put up my
canvas shed, spread the blankets under
the shed on some hastily gathered spruce
boughs spread upon the snow, and after
cutting much wood would squat down
to the pleasure of cooking supper.

After supper I would sit by the fire

for hours and gaze at the cold, scintil-

lating stars or at the greater glory of

the Aurora, and cogitate on the mystery
and grandeur of life.

]

T
HE principle of the struggle for ex-

istence and the apparent survival
of the morally unfit was very for-

cibly impressed upon my mind one frosty,

moonlit night while mushing along with
my sled and outfit to my home camp,
a pole and dirt roofed cabin made of
green cottonwood logs. I was snowshoe-
ing, for the hard packed sled trail had
been filled with a foot of new snow. Sud-
denly the awful silence was broken by
a shrill, piteous squeal. Just ahead,
squarely in the trail I saw what at the
first glance looked to be a wolf. I

stopped and threw a projectile into the
firing chamber of my carbine. The sin-

ister, wolf-like apparition proved to be
a great horned owl in the act of trying

to kidnap a fullgrown
snowshoe rabbit. I emit-
ted a discouraging shout,
and the owl in a rage of

disgust left the lifeless

carcass of the rabbit in

the snow on the moonlit
trail, surrounded by bits

of scattered fur. How un-
just it seemed, there in

the silent cold of the moon-
lit wilderness 1 The rabbit
had done most of the
struggling and the owl
had survived. The rabbit,

an innocent vegetarian,
killed by the owl, who lived

by murdenng just such in-

nocents a? the snowshoe
hare, that harmless, snow-
like symbol of purity.

On a cold January mor-
ning, when my pocket
thermometer insisted that
it was 52 below, I en-Mushing along with my sled and outfit
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countered a big moose track that

crossed my trail where it came out

upon a desolate, wind-swept tundra

about four miles wide. I determined

at once to trail the big fellow and

give him battle, for moose meat is

always welcome north of 63°. Pulling

the sled a short distance off the beaten

trail I filled my pack with the barest

necessities of a three days’ sojourn with

the elements, cached the rest of my out-

lit in a tree and insured it against mo-

lestation by wandering wolverines by

placing three large steel traps at the

base of the tree.

Equipped with my gun, an axe, a can-

vas tarp and three blankets, a hunting

knife, a little tea, oatmeal and bacon,

two small tin pails and a frying pan, I

struck off on the track. It was cold

—

the fringe of my parka hood was white

with my crystalized breath and I had a

hard time to keep my feet from going

on a strike. The snow was barely three

feet and the bull seemed to have had

little difficulty in wallowing through it.

On I went, now picking my way easily

through the spruce and white birch, now
fighting my way through a maddening

tangle of alders and willows where the

chase led across a swale or brook. The

moose seemed to be going cross country

without stopping to feed, but I hoped to

get a shot at him next day. Owing to

the short days in winter, an Alaskan

musher does not heed the noon time call

to lunch, but swallows his hunger and

makes the most of the daylight. I did

not, therefore, stop for lunch, but mushed

along industriously till twilight. Then I

had to hustle for some fire-wood and

supper.

When the mercury is two inches be-

low zero the solitary musher who must

camp in the open on the snow, chops

wood with a great zest. It means sc

much to him to have a cheerful, glowing

fire, and it is an emphatic nuisance to

be compelled from sheer want to get up

at all hours of the night to cut more

wood. After the fire, the next considera-

tion is the canvas shed. This is easily

constructed by fastening a cross pole to

two trees about eight feet apart. If

I could find a branch at a suitable

height upon which to rest the ends of

the cross-pole I would make a seam at

the desired height by driving the bit

of my axe as deeply as possible into the

tree parallel with the grain. Into this

opening I would drive a dry, wooden

wedge to act as a crotch to receive the

pole. Dry wood wedges are the best be-

cause the wedges made of frozen green

wood, by virtue of their glassiness bound

out of the opening as fast as you can

drive them in. Four or five straight

poles about ten feet long are next laid

from the cross pole to the snow. This

forms the skeleton of the shed. The

canvas tarp is thrown over the frame,

stretched and the edges firmly weighted

down and banked with snow. A thick

carpet of fragrant spruce boughs spread

on the snow under the shed, and it is

ready to receive the blankets. With the

fire crackling and glowing and the heat

reflected from the roof of the shed to

the blankets, how comfortable you feel

Crossing a glacier stream in Alaska

as you watch the tea pail for the first

signs of boiling, and feast your olfactory

nerves on the savory odor of sizzling

bacon and the hot oatmeal gruel! For
genuine enjoyment that leaves no regrets,

can you beat it on Broadway? I guess

not, nor anywhere else.

1 learned a new trick in fire building

from an Alaskan sourdough; new, I

mean, to me. It is called the self-feeding

fire, and is constructed along these lines:

Just before retiring build up a compact

wall of green back-logs. Then, having

replenished the fire, take six or eight

good-sized sticks about five feet long and

lay them across the fire from the back

wall to the ground in front of the fire.

As the logs burn in two, they automatic-

ally fall down and feed the fire.

AT daylight the next morning I again

took the trail, and when twilight

drove me to cutting wood again, I

was still hungry for moose meat. That

night it snowed and I awoke to find a

soft downy blanket eight inches thick

over my thin canvas roof. The fire still

glowed, and I soon had breakfast. The

snow was still falling when I again took

the now almost obliterated trail of the

moose. By noon it was impossible to

follow the track any further so I sadly

though sensibly retraced my tracks to

the scene of my bivouac the night before.

Here I found that I could still follow

my old snowshoe tracks and after thank-

ing the elements for shutting off the

snow, retired under the same shed that

had housed me the night before. My
grub was reduced to a negligible quan-

tity of oatmeal when, at the end of five

days I returned to the cache to find a

large lynx caught in two traps. He ap-

parently did not think that one would

hold him, so he got into both.

THOSE who have known Alaska, who
have lived in her remote places,

can never again think of the days

spent amid such vast stretches of wilder-

ness without having a keen desire to go

back and know once more the freedom

that such places afford. Many a time,

while closely pressed in a crowded city

I have paused and let the wonder vision

sweep over me as I recall the glorious

days and quiet nights I have spent on

the silent trails of the Northland.

Looking at an outcropping of coal along the trail
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A MOOSE HUNT IN NOVA SCOTIA
THE RECORD OF A TRIP IN THE NORTH WOODS WHICH TELLS IN DETAIL
WHAT A PROSPECTIVE HUNTER IN THAT REGION WOULD LIKE TO KNOW

THE hunt of which I am going to
write took place in Yarmouth
County, Nova Scotia. After a

journey of twenty-five miles from
Yarmouth, the principal southern port
of the Province of Nova Scotia, I ar-
rived in Kemptville, a small village

which nestles cosily among rolling hills

and meadows, and rests along the banks
of the Tusket River. An additional
jaunt of seven miles—partly in a horse-
drawn vehicle and partly on foot-
brought me to Oak Hill Camp, where
Mr. Edward F. Walton, my host, has
located his main camp in the midst of
a series of forests, lakes and streams

—

stocked with the gamest trout that any
disciple of Isaak Walton ever desired to

lure to destruction with the aid of

Brown Betty or Silver Doctor. Mr.
Walton is a famous all round sports-
man, guide and gold-miner in Southern
Nova Scotia, and withal a genial, charm-
ing comrade, both at home and in the
beautiful forest lands of his native
heath.

After lunch, September 16th, Thurs-
day, Robert Crowell and I packed our
kit and took the boat for our hunting
ground—over the ridge on the northeast
side of Second Lake, only about two
miles from our main camp. We made
camp about 4 P.. M., put up our tent,

looked over
the ground and
had supper
about 6.15. The
sky was over-

cast and the

weather* warm
—the night
pitch dark. We
turned in

about 6.30 and
arose at sun-

r i s e — and
started at once

for the hunt-

ing ground. An
opening one-

quarter mile in

diameter, part-

ly covered with

brush and ald-

ers, surround-

ed by a thick

forest, lay just

before our

tent. Robert
Crowell, m y

guide, gave the

call of the cow
moose several

times and after

a few1 moments
we heard a

loud rustling

in a bunch of

alders a few
feet easterly of

us. The morn-

By G. TARLETON GOLDTHWAITE

ing was slightly misty and warm

—

the wind was from the northwest.
We were ready for Mr. Moose—if he
should show his Jove-like front. We
waited quietly, expecting him to break
through the alders about 30 feet away,
but he evidently became suspicious and
backed quietly off. Perhaps he heard
the click of the rifle as I cocked it. It

seems to be the habit of the bull moose,
who is very suspicious, when to your
windward, if he hears the call of the
cow, to locate the sound as near as pos-
sible and then work around to leeward
in order to get the scent. This moose
was evidently a bull and was just a little

east of us. If we had been standing
a little south of the alders or even north
of them, we probably would have gotten a
shot at him, although in the latter case
he probably would have gotten our scent
and escaped. Our position was a good
one for any moose coming from the
north, which was the most likely direc-

tion to look for him. As it was we ac-

cepted the chance and he made off be-
fore we could see him. Bob kept calling

until about 10.30 or 11.30 A. M. The
day was warm and clear. After lunch-
ing at the edge of the lake we returned
to our camp about 4.30, and about 5
P. M. renewed the hunt. The moose, in

the early morning and the cool of the

evening, are moving about feeding, but

in the heat of the day they select some

cool spot in the depths of the forest to

rest. Taking a half hour for supper, we
returned to the hunting ground and

there remained until 9.30 P. M. It was
a fine, clear, quiet evening. The sun

set in a profusion of color, purple, pink

and turquoise. A crescent moon came
out about 7 and gave its faint light to

guide our movements.

THE next day we were up at six and

hunted until ten. After breakfast-

ing we returned to Oak Hill Cabin,

our main camp, where we had dinner,

and returned to our camp, arriving there

about 3 P. M. We then took down the

tent, packed our kit and moved over to

a better site about one-half mile away,

on the edge of an opening. Here the

outlook was wider and not so enclosed

by bushes. We heard shooting several

miles off, from another party of sports-

men with Mr. Walton—but evidently

they did not get their moose, because

they did not return to the central camp.

For this time of the year it was hot,

the thermometer being 80 degrees. We
returned to our post at 4.30 P. M. and

with the exception of 20 minutes for din-

ner, we remained there until 9.30 P. M.

At frequent intervals Bob would
sound the

weird call of

the cow moose
for its mate.

It was a

quiet moon-
light night,

with a few
clouds which
a t intervals

would hide the

moon in dark-

ness. After
giving several

calls, we heard
a bull moose
answer to the

north of us,

but he would
not make him-
self visible. He
probably was
the same one
whose tracks
we saw behind
the bushes in

front of our
first c a m o
which we
found the pre-
vious morning.
We waited two
hours, but fin-

ally, hearing
nothing fur-
ther, called it

(continued on
PAGE 657)The critical moment after many days of preparation
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SOME METHODS OF WEIGHT CASTING
INTERESTING NOTES ON THE VARIOUS MEANS OF THROWING A LINE AS

PRACTISED BY FISHERMAN THROUGHOUT MANY COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD

I

N piscatorial language “casting” is the

expression used to designate the act

of throwing at a distance a “lure,” fre-

quently in combination with a weight at-

tached to a line; the term “weight-cast-

ing” was selected for this article to col-

lectively designate the casting of one or

more objects of sufficient density and

mass to effectively overcome the resist-

ance of the air. Weight-casting is there-

fore to be distinguished from fly-casting,

in which the cast object is too light to

effectively resist the counter-pressure of

the air during casts.

In weight-casting there may be distin-

guished “bait-casting,” in which the bait

only—mostly less than one ounce in

weight—is delivered, and in “weight-

casting proper” in which, in addition to

the bait, a weight, the sinker—as a rule

not less and frequently more than three

ounces in weight—ds utilized.

Where accuracy is important and fre-

quent retrieving necessary, as in bait-

casting, the delivery of the tackle is pref-

erably accomplished by means of a rod

and a reel. But in general, weight-casting

may be executed by various methods.

O NE. By so-called heaving; in this

method the inner-end of the line (the

tail-end) is tied to a stationary or loose

object or to the body of the operator

(mostly around the waist)
,
or simply

held in the hand ; the properly coiled line

either rests on the ground or is held in

the hand and several feet of the tackle-

end of the line (hereinafter conveniently

called the linehead), with the object or

objects to be cast suitably attached there-

to are mainpulated with increasing speed

in circular motions around the head or

sideways to the body until sufficient ve-

locity for “heaving” has been gathered.

This method is in use in all countries of

the world, both inland and along the sea-

shores. The average distance heaved is

150 feet, but experienced casters heave

considerably farther.

TWO. In another method practised in

the swampy districts of the Siberian

Tundras bat-like implements are utilized.

The simplest form comprises a flat,

jhngated board (Fig. 1), provided at one

-ittd with a handle (2), and at the other

end with a transverse bridge (3) ;
the

material is coniferous wood. A more
elaborate form made of resilient wood re-

sembling ash, often treated with hot fish-

jil (Figs. 2 and 3), comprises a cross-

sectionally round body (4), provided with

BY JULIUS PRELEUTHNER

a handle (5) at one end and a spoon

(6) at the other end. It greatly resem-

bles a golfstick. The casting-tools are 30

to 36 inches long. For the purpose of

casting the tail-end of the line is suitably

anchored to the ground; the line lies

coiled on the ground several yards in

front of the operator; the baited hooks

and an additional sinker are placed be-

hind the bridge or in the spoon ;
the cast-

ing-tool is then manipulated with both

hands similar to a golfstick. ,. The bat-

tik' caster is easier to be operated than

Ihe spoon from which the centrifugal

fox ce tends to prematurely throw the

tackle. But if the trick is once mastered,

'Ha 2

5
3-

greater distances, averaging 200 feet,

may be cast with the spoon.

The invention of these casting imple-

ments is obviously the result of the dif-

ficulties which the natives encounter

when fishing. Tundras are relatively

shallow reaches of water, densely grown

IT©. 3

4
1
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IN Section on the.
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wit! reeds, particularly near the shore;

the use of boats and nets is prohibitive;

for not only is the advance with boats

very slow and in certain localities even
impossible, but fish, congregating in the

approached locality, quickly seek other

quarters at the unavoidable commotion
caused by boats and nets. Fishing from
shore must be therefore resorted to.

However, the swampy nature of the shore

i’onders the approach to deeper water im-

possible; frequent patches of quicksand

compel the fisherman to remain on dry

soil; casting is an imperative conse-

quence; heaving is out of the question on

account of the reeds which also grow on

shore, so the described method seems to

be the only solution.

T HREE. Peasant boys along the Dan-

ube and its tributaries have long ago

become aware of the peculiar habits of

certain fish to strike at a lure which sud-

denly hits the water. These youngsters

enjoy shooting the lure by means of rub-

ier slingshots, using, instead of the flat

leather-pad, a cone or cup of metal or

leather with a bottom or loop in the back

to be able to manipulate this casting-gun

without bruising the bait. Frequently,

out not generally, green rods cut from
poplars, willows or hazelbushes are util-

ized. The rods are vertically pushed into

the ground and immediately after the

lure is shot the slingshot—usually at-

tached to the body—is dropped and the

rod grasped. Aim is taken at a point in

front and beyond the suspected hiding

place of the anticipated prey, but by a

slight motion of the wrist the lure is

s+opped in its flight and deftly delivered

just at the desired point.

FOUR. Another method is practised all

over the world where bamboo may be

bought or cut from the plant. The poles

used have an average length of 16 to 18

feet; frequently they are shorter and oc-

casionally longer up to 25 feet; in certain

districts of Japan, Korea and China poles

up to 50 feet are sometimes used. Up to

14 feet length the poles may be manip-

ulated with one hand, but the longer poles

r< quire both hands. The tail-end of the
1 ne is tied to the tip of the pole and
usually several feet of the line ax-e wound
thereupon in order to be able to adjust

the line to conditions. The line-head is,

as a rule, from 1 to 3 feet shorter than

the pole, but when the cast is made from
an eminence the line may be even longer

than the pole. To execute a cast the pole

is at first held vertically and the line-

head held in one hand. The pole is then

lowered in the direction of the casting

aim and the now released line-head

swings pendulum-like fox-wax’d; when the

lackle tends to strike the water sux-face

the tip of the pole is elevated, to be low-

ered again at the delivery of the lure.

The distance cast is about 1 and l
/$ of

the length of the pole, but distances up to

1 and % of the length of the pole may be
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negotiated. Although, however, the dis-

tance of the cast is rather small, great
accuracy may be attained with surprising

ease after a little practice.

Casts with the aforementioned rigging
m.'.y be also executed by oscillating the
line-head several times back and forth,

and by delivering the bait at a forward
oscillation.

F IVE. In a somewhat modified method
the tail-end of the line is attached to

the butt-end of the pole, and the line-

head, which is longer than the pole, is

drawn through a guide attached to the

tip of the pole. Preparatory to a cast

the line-head is suitably shortened by be-

ing pulled in through the previously men-
tioned guide, the line being held in one
hand. Oscillatory motions are then im-
parted to the line-head, and at the end
of a forward oscillation when an ade-

quate amplitude has been gathered the

line is released and the lure delivered.

The length of the casts may be 2 and %
times longer than the pole.

S
IX. In certain parts of China, lines of

a length of 100 feet, and occasion-

ally longer ones, are cast by means of

poles 10 to 20 feet long. No reels are

used. The pole and the line are stretched

out in one straight line under 90 degrees

to the shore, the butt-end of the pole

being near the water edge, and as

far as possible from the shore. The
sinker, weighing approximately half a
pound, attached to the end of the line,

is placed upon a rock or board, and the

ground cleared from all obstructions to

prevent fouling of the line. The pole is

then carefully lifted and held over the

shoulder similar to a surf-casting rod.

With a powerful sweep the sinker and
the tackle are then taken up, flying over

the head of the operator and hitting the

water with a great splash.

An American bait-caster, of course,

would not be very enthused over the com-
motion. His Chinese brother angler,

on the other hand, would be astonished on
noticing the other’s disappointment at his

casting. But, it will be understood, the

yellow fisherman is not a sportsman per
se; he is not out for fun, he is out for

fish, and he prefers a ten-pounder to a

sixpounder, not for the four pounds addi-

tional fight, but for so much more meat.
Therefore he has not one or three, hooks
on his line, but twelve to fifteen; and
therefore he unties the cast-line from
his pole and ties thereon a second line

which he delivers in a similar way some
twenty-five yards farther, and so on un-
til he has thirty or more lines in the

water. Usually he has an assistant who
attends to the stretching of the lines.

And when all lines are cast both patrol

the shore testing here and there whether
a fish has been caught.

SEVEN. Higher spirit in sportsman-
ship has actuated Austrian peasant

boys who innovated the following rigging

wh ;ch permits long casts: Stiff bamboo
poles from which 6 to 8 feet of the slen-

der tips have been capped are in use;

the favored length is 16 feet, although
longer poles may be occasionally ob-

served. The line, which is nearly three

times as long as the pole, is drawn
through a tip guide and the tail-end is

tied to the pole immediately below the

guide, which is, as a rule, improvised by
a roller shade ring, flexibly or stationarily

mounted, at an angle of 90 degrees to the

axk of the pole. Thus a loop may be

formed near the guide. A cord tied with
the lower end to the butt is flexibly con-

nected with the aforementioned loop by
means of a sliding ring upon the line.

When the line is paid out as far as pos-

sible the cord is stretched and the loop

is only two to three inches long. Before

a cast is performed the rod is placed up-
right upon the ground and by manipu-
lating the cord the line-head may be ad-
justed to a suitable length. The tackle

is then delivered in a manner similar to

that specified under paragraph 4, the mo-
mentum of the lure and sinker drawing
the reserve part of the line through the

guide.

Heavy tackle-ends with sinkers weigh-
ing up to 12 ounces are of advantage, and
longer casts may be made in proportion
to the length of the pole. When fishing

for Esox lucius, our Northern pike, which
is common in Europe, attaining there

large dimensions, live fish-bait weighing
8 to 10 ounces, without a sinker, consti-

tutes the tackle weight. For bottom
fishing metal sinkers are utilized. When
the lure is light the casting weight is

made from wood, usually studded with
nails, so it will just float. It is then
either tied to the line-end or mounted
as a sliding float, with a stop on the line

several feet above the lure.

EIGHT. In a modification of this rig

the cord is substituted by a silk or

cotton-covered rubber, 6 to 8 feet in

length, tied with one end to the pole,

about 3 to 4 feet above the butt-end.

While this kind of tackle does not offer

advantages, compared with the former
method, it has great flexibility and allows

one to play the fish. It therefore re-

places a reel to some extent.

NINE. In another modification the

cord, tied to the butt-end, reaches
omy to the middle of the rod where it is

slidably attached to the loop previously

referred to. The tail-end of the line

which forms the loop is made of rubber.

Since the length of the loop is about
half the length of the rod, the total

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 660)

TALES THE RIVER TOLD TO MATT
THE ELEVENTH INSTALMENT OF A SERIES OF STORIES DEPICTING THE SIM-

PLE JOY OF FISHING AS EXEMPLIFIED THROUGH THE EYES OF YOUTH

By LEONARD HUL1T, Associate Editor of Forest and Stream

I

T was the first time that Matt had ever

seen a raccoon and he was nervous

with excitement. As it approached

the crab on the bank both Mr. Adams
and the boy could see from where they

sat the battle attitude of the latter as

with its cruel claws extended it awaited

the attack of the ’coon which kept slow-

ly circling itsi intended dinner.* S*o

quickly had the stroke in the water

been made that neither Matt nor Mr.

Adams saw whether the crab had been

thrown by the jaws of the animal or

by a swift stroke of its paw. One thing,

however, was certain: it was well aware
of the punishing quality of those ex-

tended nippers as was evidenced by the

precaution which it exhibited. Here
was being enacted one of the many daily

tragedies of nature: the crab battling

for its life and the ’coon using its cun-

ning to secure a comfortable meal. So
it has been from the beginning and so

it must end; each subject working out
its own destiny in accordance with the

immutable laws of the universe which
to our eyes appear in many instances as

comedy, but through the lifting of a

very thin veil tragedy is disclosed. Both
man and boy sat in perfect silence

watching the movements of the combat-
ants. Though there was a vast differ-

ence in the size of the parties to the

fray, the ’coon apparently well knew
that those nippers were capable of in-

flicting severe wounds, and it was wary.
Suddenly it sprang forward and seized

one of the claws in its teeth at the same
instant giving a violent shake of its

head which broke the claw loose from
the body of the crab and it went spin-

ning several feet away. The rest of

the proceedings were simple. With but
one claw the crab’s defense was weak
and it was soon rendered helpless when
the ’coon returning to the bank reclined
at leisure and proceeded to devour its

prey biting through the hard shell and
then grinding all to a pulp. It soon
finished its repast and went down to the
water’s edge as if seeking more proven-
der. “Git your gun an’ le’s see what he
looks like close by,” said the boy, still

much excited. “No,” returned Mr.
Adams, “while they are good eating in

the winter season they are not of much
account now and the fur is poor; be-

sides they are likely to have young at

this period of the year which need their

care. They are not a destructive ani-

mal, living mostly on frogs, fish and
such things and keep close to streams.
If caught when young they are easily
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tamed and make interesting, although
mischievous pets, and when full grown,
like this one, they make a hard battle,

as many a dog, unused to their ways,
has learned to its sorrow.”

Seeing nothing more to its liking in

the way of food, the animal went its

way out through the swamp entirely

unaware that it had furnished a lesson

in natural history to a very observant
boy who later in life became a most
ardent hunter and trapper of its kin.

WHEN they returned to the camp
they found Mr. Woodhull sleep-

ing soundly, extracting from
the wood’s atmosphere rejuvenation
with each breath; his appearance and
actions denoting the fact without ques-

tion. “The tide has started down and
we will get ready for fishing,” said

Mr. Adams, as he peered along the bank.

“That ’coon took up some of our time
and we should be at it now.” Matt
quickly put the poles in the boat while

his companion was getting his more
elaborate tackle ready and was stand-

ing observing the sleeping Woodhull
when the spirit of mischief, which was
ever dominant, prompted him to break
a long spray of rush which was growing
near at hand and he began tickling the

sleeping man’s ear. “Skeeter?” he
asked under his breath as the man
sleepily brushed his hand at the imag-
inary pest; then a moment later quite

a vigorous slap followed at which Matt
grinned and orought his hand down on
his knee emphasizing his merriment.
“Gosh,” he said, “I wish’t for a minute
he was Ned Southard. See that bum’le
bee? Well, if it was him I’d have my
hat over the bee in jig time ’nen I’d fix

his wings so’ he could’nt fly an’ with a

stick I’d put it right where his pants is

good an’ tight an’ ’nen I’d squeeze the

bee a little an’ be ready to run like

blazes when he let out his e-e-yow,” and
Matt indulged in a yell which made the

woods ring while Mr. Woodhull came
to a bolt upright position. “Who’s
murdered?” asked Mr. Woodhull, rub-

bing his eyes and looking at Mr. Adams
who was laughing heartily. “Nobody’s
murdered,” siaid Matt drolly, “he on’y

got stung with a bum’le bee an’ jest

yowled as mos’ anybody’d do.” Mr.
Woodhull asked no more questions but
walked to the boat with the others who
were still in a much amused humor.
Matt steadied the boat down stream
with the oars to where it wias deemed
best to make a trial at fishing. We can

only guess what we may get here,” said

Mr. Adams. “We are as likely to get

salt-water fish as fresh-water, and so

we will use medium size hooks and
trust to luck for the beginning.” The
two watched v/ith much interest -as Mr.
Adams cleaned a shedder crab. He first

removed the large claws
;
then he tapped

with the handle of his fish knife the

under shell which broke readily and he

removed the pieces with his thumb nail,

after which he turned the crab over

and cracked the upper shell which came
away in two large pieces; the whole
crab being peeled as readily and smooth-

ly as a hard boiled egg. He then cut

it in small pieces, following the grain

of the sections running lengthways .on

the crab, leaving a section of the skin

on each piece as it helps the bait to

cling to the hook. “I think we should

fish close to the bottom,” said Mr.
Adams, “as in such places it usually

gives better results.” Matt had selected

rather light poles for the occasion. A1-*

though he was entirely ignorant of what
class of fish would be met with, he had
to take that chance. Both he and Mr.
Woodhull were shown how to put the

crab-bait on a hook; running the hook
through from the flesh side out through
the skin. For quite a while none of the

party had any strikes and the boy was
getting a little restless. Then he real-

ized that something was at his bait, as

it began moving away with his line and
he brought the pole up sharply and felt

that his fish was hooked. It began
struggling in the water and ran directly

under the boat. He was anxious to see

what manner of fish he was connected

with and played it rather vigorously,

but was cautioned not to be in such a

Matt steadied the boat downstream

hurry by Mr. Adams. He at last

brought it to the surface and was cha-

grinned to find it was a very large eel.

But Mr. Adams gave a cry of delight

and reached the landing net under the
squirming quarry, saying as he did
so: “You may catch many fine fish

around here but none choicer than the
one you have just landed. That is a
silver eel and is one of the finest of

known sea-foods.” Matt’s attention was
drawn to the fact that its back was -a

bright steel color, shading down through
silver to pure white on its under side.

Its head was broad in comparison with
others he had caught in different places.

“We will shake hands on that prize,”

said his companion, “and if we can get

another we will all have a meal a king
might envy. As a matter of fact, they
are entirely too good for most kings I

ever heard of; they are best suited to

fishermen and other honest folks. You
will find a vast difference in the flavor

of these salt-wiater fellows compared
with the fresh-water kind you have been
accustomed to.” Mr. Woodhull had a
strike and he drew to the surface a
small fish which darted away, showing
a bright silvery side as it did so.

“Debby,” said Mr. Adams, “their

mouths are very small and they are
hard to hook. They are a fine pan
fish and worthy of time spent fishing

for them. They are looked upon as

being strictly a salt-water fish and yet
they are, as we now know, here in the
fresh water. There is much to be
learned in relation to this very subject.

For a small and rather unimportant
fish, commercially speaking, they have
a great many names by which they are
known in different places—Debby, Spot,

Lafayette, Goody and many others.

They all mean the same fish and it does
seem a pity that there has not long
since been some way established where-
by the one name would mean the same
fish wherever found. If we find they
are about here in numbers we can put
on small hooks and have sport with
them. If we could see the bottom here
we would see shrimps all about us.

These fish lie in wait for them as the
tide moves them about. The shrimps,
too, doubtle^ move about with the tide,

feeding on their selection of food, which
in turn is feeding on—“Gee, amighty
gosh!” whooped Matt, “did’ya ever see

a strike like that?” His pole tip went
under the water and his line went hiss-

ing down stream until with a snap it

flew into the air minus the hook. “That
was a large one,” said Mr. Adams,
“either a weakfish or bass. You held

him too hard; you should have given
him the spring of the pole and swung
him around.” The boy sat saucer-eyed,
gazing into the water too much amazed
at the suddenness and vigor of the
strike to utter a word. At last he
found expression. “Turn him around?
Might’s well try to turn a yerlin calf

around with that line tied to his tail,

an’ him a jumpin’. I’ll never git an-
other strike like that, never.”

MR. ADAMS had his bait taken off

several times by fish too small to

be taken by the hook he was using
and having a reel he was casting away
from the boat further than Mr. Wood-
hull and Matt could reach with their

simpler rigs. Mr. Woodhull had taken
another eel, a good second to the one
Matt had and Mr. Adams was gloating

over the prospect of what he called a

royal supper. He had put a large piece

of the crab on his hook and was per-

mitting it to float down stream. By
raising it to the surface and then re-

leasing the reel he would allow it to

settle and almost reach the bottom,
meanwhile working down stream at

each lowering of the rod tip. He had
worked it down perhaps fifty feet when
with a jerk his bamboo rod went double
and the reel set up a complaining
screech as the line paid swiftly out. Mr.
Adams kept a taut line and a cool head
while both his companions became ex-

cited, the boy particularly so as he was
anxious to see a large salt-water fish

landed. Presently there was a splash

at the surface and as a spray of water
went into the air the line went slack.

“I’ve lost him,” said Mr. Adams regret-

fully “the hook was too small I guess.”
“Shucks,” said the lad, “that’s two big

ones lost. Mab’e you didn’t turn him
enough,” and he giggled. Mr. Adams
took the hint and reminded him that

he didn’t lose his hook any how. Mr.
Woodhull hooked and boated a fish of

(continued on page 667)
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HARDING’S STAND ON NATIONAL PARKS

T HE preservation of the national playgrounds
with their natural beauties and wonders is ot

concern to all of us. The final decision of what
shall be done about them will rest with Federal
officials and legislators. Those interested in these
national playgrounds very naturally wish to know
something as to the attitude held toward them by
the President-elect. Inquiry on this point was re-

cently made of Senator Harding, whose assistance
in passing the bill establishing the Mt. McKinley
Park has not been forgotten. He expressed him-
self as in favor of a policy which will guard the
integrity of our national parks, protecting these
playgrounds for the purposes for which they were
reserved. He has also, in response to inquiries by
the National Association of Audubon Societies, de-

clared himself in favor of protecting our bird res-

ervations, and it is high time that this point be
taken up, since efforts—in two or three cases suc-
cessful—have been made to destroy these.

To this country the bird reservations have far
more than a sentimental value. They are economi-
cally important because they constitute refuges
that in many cases are breeding places for birds
which, sooner or later and at one time or another,
are useful to man, whether by destroying nox-
ious animal and vegetable life or dead matter that
may become harmful. Incidentally, of course, the
birds which inhabit these reservations are beauti-
ful to look at, and perform also a useful function,
tempting many people abroad to the wholesome
outdoor life of the field sportsman.

It is most gratifying to know Senator Harding’s
sound views on a subject which is constantly be-
coming more and more important to the country
at large.

DESTROYING OUR PROPERTY
A MERICANS are notoriously the most wasteful^ of people, and within the past few years their
wastefulness has been multiplied by many times.
Some of this carelessness for the future must end
before very long, if the hard times which are pre-

dicted actually come to pass. A resource of great
importance, constantly being wasted and whose
value our heedlessness is reducing year by year,

is the potential product of the waters—of our shores
and streams and lakes.

In the days of the first settlement of the country
its fisheries were of great importance, for on them
the early settlers depended in large part for their

food. In all the rivers there, were shad, salmon,
trout, eels, and many other fish, and at certain sea-

sons of the year these not only fed the people who
lived near the banks of the streams where the fish

were taken, but supplied also many others who
came from a distance to procure a supply of fish,

which they dried or salted and took away for use

during the winter.
Civilization—like life—cannot exist without

water; the sea, the lakes, the streams and the

marshes touch every aspect of human life. Much
has been said and written and many laws have been
enacted about the care of water for drinking and
for domestic purposes, but little thought has been
given to protecting the life—the animals and plants

—which lives in and is supported by these waters.
Yet directly and indirectly these animals and plants
perform important functions for man. Some of

the life furnishes him food—the fish, some of the
reptiles, and the shell-fish—and for various pur-
poses he uses the birds and the mammals that fre-

quent the waters. The plants furnish food for

fishes, birds and mammals, and the shrubs and trees

that grow along the shores protect different forms
of animal life.

Here in America we use our streams as sewers
to carry away the waste of manufactories and of

cities, and this use is incompatible with the con-
tinuance of the useful life of the waters.

Besides this, every man is anxious to secure for
himself as quickly as possible all that the water
produces, and the fish are caught without the slight-

est regard for the continuation of the species. As
a result of these courses the shad and the salmon
are greatly reduced in all Atlantic streams—or are
absent from them; and the salmon on the Pacific,

from Alaska to Oregon, have been so depleted in

numbers that but few reach the upper waters of
the streams to reproduce their kind. Even the
breeding stations of the Fish Commission cannot
secure enough eggs for artificial hatching.

In some of our more important streams the fish

have been absolutely barred from reaching their
spawning ground by the erection of dams without
fishways, and these impassible walls put an end
to reproduction and in a few years exterminate in

that stream fish which were once abundant.
Forest and Stream has called public attention

to the matter of stream pollution and dams without
fishways for many years, yet very little is done
about it that is intelligent or effective. One won-
ders how much longer the work of destruction

must go on and how long it will be before the people
of the United States -shall apply to the product of
their streams the keen business sense with which
they are usually credited.

We should not continue to destroy our property.

GOOD WORK IN IOWA

A FINE area, about fourteen hundred acres in

extent, near Kesaukua, Iowa, was set aside

and dedicated as a preserve and park by the Iowa
Game Commission, October 27, 1920. The Iowa
Commission is to be warmly congratulated on its-
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useful accomplishment and we hope and believe

that this is only a beginning of what it is to do.

The public park idea has for a long time been

growing in Iowa and citizens have given land and

the State has given money to inaugurate a system

of State parks and lake improvements. Most ex-

cellent work has thus been set on foot and as it

is carried on and the movement acquires more mo-
mentum, it will certainly be demonstrated that

this work is for the benefit of all the people of

Iowa and that it will bring into the State returns

far in excess of expenditures. We look forward

to a time when the movement will extend from

Kesaukua, down in the southeastern part of the

State, north and west until the whole surface of

this fertile and great State shall be dotted with

similar parks and preserves.

PEARSON HEADS AUDUBON ASSOCIATION

A T the Annual Meeting of the National Associa-

tion of Audubon Societies in October, Mr. T.

Gilbert Pearson was elected President of the Asso-

ciation to take the place of the late William

Dutcher.
During all the years that have passed since Mr.

Dutcher was stricken with the illness which in-

capacitated him for active work, the affairs of the

Association have been chiefly in the hands of Mr.

Pearson, whose energy, industry and good judg-

ment have made the Association constantly strong-

er, enabled it to do better work, and added to its

resources. For the past year the income of the

Association was over a hundred and fifty thousand

dollars, of which a large share has been expended

for the protection of useful birds and will be re-

turned to the country in added measure in the in-

crease of agricultural crops and the lessened ef-

fort required to produce them.

By the fine efforts that he has put forth in con-

nection with this bird protective work, Mr. Pear-

son has fairly won his spurs. His efficiency and

success were long recognized by Mr. Dutcher, the

President of the Association from its -beginning,

and he had been selected by Mr. Dutcher as his

natural and proper successor in this honorable and

important office.

Mr. Pearson is a young man who no doubt has

many years of usefulness before him; and if we
may judge the future by the past, the'se years will

produce valuable results in behalf of wild life

protection—results that twenty years ago would

not have been thought possible.

BEARS AND ARROWS

A CORRESPONDENT, who read with interest

Dr. Saxton Pope’s recent account of the killing

of grizzly bears with arrows in the Yellowstone

Park, has written us commenting on the article,

and concludes his letter by the following questions

:

1.

How did California secure the privilege of

killing specimens in Yellowstone Park?

2.

Does every state in the Union have a museum
of natural history, big or small, publicly supported

or otherwise ?

3.

How many grizzly bears are there in the

Yellowstone Park?

4.

If California took five grizzly bears out of

Yellowstone Park, and the other forty-seven states

took five bears apiece (totalling two hundred and

fortv specimens in all), how many bears would be

left? ^ ,
.

The tone of our correspondent’s comment clearly

shows that he does not approve of the article in

question, chiefly, it seems, on the ground that it

deals with the killing of animals. Yet Forest and
Stream, which for nearly fifty years has been
printed in the interest of outdoor sports and the
study of natural history, has had to do with the
capture and killing of living animals from its first

issue. These are incidents of the outdoor life that
Forest and Stream stands for, and are the in-

ducements to that outdoor life. Perhaps such in-

cidents are deplorable, yet they are minor matters
when compared with the advantage to human be-

ings of a life in the open and the study of natural
things, which are a pai;t of field sports. The taking
of life—whether of a fish, a bird, a deer or a grizzly

bear—is not in itself praiseworthy; it is even
something to be avoided and there are not a few
men today who prefer to devote their time and
effort to the observation of wild things rather than
to killing them. Such a preference, however, comes
to people whose experience is large, and many of

the younger generation would not pursue sport un-
less there were some hope of a concrete reward for
their efforts, whether that reward be a creel of

fish, a bag of birds, a ram’s head or a bear’s hide.

All this is merely to indicate that there are dif-

fering points of view about these matters. Each
reader is entitled to his viewpoint.
Some of our best and most successful hunters in

recent years have devoted their energies largely

to collecting specimens for scientific institutions

which, in many cases, have no equipment either of
money or of men to use in securing these greatly
needed specimens, often requiring the undertaking
of long journeys and the expenditure of consider-
able sums of money. Hunters who are doing this

work are performing valuable service for science

and so for humanity, and their work is worthy of

high praise. If an animal is to be killed—provid-
ing always that the killing is done in a sportsman-
like manner—it makes little difference whether the
killing is done with bullet, arrow or lance.

Now for the answers to the questions

:

1. California secured the privilege no doubt by
application to the National Park Service, the
bureau which has control of the national parks.

2. Probably every state in the Union has a natu-
ral history museum of some sort, large or small.

The museum for which these Yellowstone bears
were killed is, we understand, a private institution.

A great museum, which supplies the needs of a
large population, might well require, for exhibi-

tion or study purposes, a series of grizzly bears,

adults of both sexes and young; and these bears
dead and preserved are more useful to man than
if alive and running among the mountains.

3. There has been, we suspect, no census taken
of the grizzly bears in the Yellowstone Park, but
as they are protected there and are thus without
enemies, there are too many of them, we think.

They have become so tame that they destroy not a
little property and on one or two occasions have
killed men and several times have iniured people.

This is sometimes the fault of the visitors, and in

such cases the bears are merely fool killers; still

there are too many bears there.

4. If the two hundred and forty bears referred
to were taken from the park, we think there would
be plenty left. Since these bears are seldom killed,

the onlv check on their increase is disease and old

acre. We are inclined to think that the Yellowstone
Park could well enough snare one bear for every
fourteen square miles of its area.
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FURTHER SOUTH AMERICAN NOTES
CONTINUING THE WILDLIFE OBSERVATIONS OF A NATURE LOVER WHILE
TRAVELING THROUGH LITTLE KNOWN PARTS OF THE SOUTHERN CONTINENT

O UR journey from Georgetown to

the Abary bridge was made by rail.

The trip up the river from the

latter place to the plantation house was
through a veritable wonderland of na-

ture. Surely life is at its fullest in the

tropics. The thickets and wooded lands

bordering the stream teemed with ani-

mal life, while the never-ending beauty
of the tropical vegetation always at-

tracted the eye. Creeping vines and
lace-like clinging moss formed festoons

of rare beauty, and occasionally on a

background of emerald green one would
see an orchid blossoming in pristine

beauty. Parrots and toucans with their

bright and variegated plumage were
winging their way overhead, while count-

less hundreds of egrets, ibises and flamin-

goes were feeding or indolently preening

themselves on the broad, inundated

savannahs.

V

DURING one of. our river trips we
had a good view of the shy capy-
bara, called by the natives, “water-

haas”. This giant rodent must have
been fully four feet in length, which
measurement, by the way, is given as its

maximum size. As the launch drew
near the animal took a head-long plunge
down the bank, and in a moment was
out of sight. They are expert divers.

The capybara (Hydrochaerus capybara)

is an aquatic animal, having partially

webbed feet, a stumpy or rudimentary
tail and wears a coat of stiff, bristle-like

dark brown hair. They invariably fre-

quent the margins of lakes and rivers

_ and feed on succulent water-plants, but

where planters cultivate adjacent terri-

tory they, at times, do great damage.

VI

ONCE after a violent storm at Tiger
Island we had a visitation of

myriads of small beetles, called

“hard backs”. They are not noxious in-

sects, but they appeared in such num-
bers as to seriously inconvenience us dur-

ing the dinner hour. Our cover was
spread on the porch of the plantation

house and the insects quickly began to

menace our meal. It was hardly appe-

tizing to gaze upon a dozen or more
beetles struggling in one’s soup. Just

at the moment when our perplexity was
at its height, a big land toad came to

our rescue. He resembled the toad of

northern latitudes in all but size. Our
dinner party suddenly broke up, and all

gathered about to watch his epicurean

feats. We looked on in utter amaze-

By J. W. YATES, Jr.

ment, and finally decided it was plainly a

case of over-eating. His capacity was
unbelievable. Surely there would be a

dead toad, but not so. Never once dur-
ing the hour we watched him did he
cease to stuff beetles into his insatiable

maw. Any “hardback” that ventured
within reach of his rubber-like, viscid-

tipped tongue quickly found a way into

his paunch. He hopped away only when
the insects had departed for other realms,

and there was a shortage of food.

VII

F
OR a while on Tiger Island we had
a jabiru or a “negro cop” in cap-

tivity. This big bird stood fully five

feet and was a majestic looking member
of the feathered family. A shot at long

range winged him and he was finally

caught after an exciting chase across the

savannah. He was a solemn-looking

specimen, though, and never friendly.

At a near approach he would begin to

snap his big bill until it finally rattled.

This was a note of warning to keep

aloof. If one ventured nearer still he

would begin to flap his wings in an effort

to release himself and would finally

sprawl out helpless. ’Tis an interesting

sight to see one of these shy birds take

wing. Although surrounded by countless

numbers of other birds on the broad

savannahs their immense size and tow-

ering proportions make them peculiar-
ly conspicuous. At the slightest alarm
they spread their wings, take a few
strides, and then with vigorous flapping
get under way. The “take off” is seem-
ingly laborious, but once in the oceans
of the upper air they are strong of

wing and can easily hold their own.

RUFFED GROUSE TRACKS

W ALKING through the September
woodland I chanced upon the

tracks of a bird in the dust of

the road. The breadth of spread be-

tween the toes said grouse and as I

paused to examine them more closely,

two or three of these birds flushed from
the roadside undergrowth and flew fur-

ther into the woods, confirming the

dictum.

Two or three months later the feet

of the same bird would have made a

different track, for in winter the ruffed

grouse wears snow-shoes. That is, it

has a fringe of slender, horny points

extending along the sides of the toes,

which gives it support when walking on
soft snow.

The grouse is sharply contrasted

with the Dob-white in its fitness to meet
the rigors of a winter climate. Al-

though our southern birds are a

browner race, the species, as a whole,

extends northward into the much
severer winter climate of Canada. One
does not hear of ruffed grouse being

winter-killed, as is so often the case

with bob-white, notably in certain locali-

ties during the severe winter of 1919-20.

The bob-white is pre-eminenitly a

southern bird extending northward only

to southwestern Maine; and whereas
the grouse (under the name of pheas-

ant) is confined to mountainous locali-

ties in the southern States, bob-white
extend over Florida, though the Florida

race is smaller and darker. It is pos-

sible that the frequency with which bob-

white succumb to the winter in this lati-

tude, has something to do with the face

that when northern covers have been
stocked in the past, birds for that pur-

pose have almost always been brought
from further south. It seems not un-
likely that these southern birds, mixed
with the native strain near the northern
limit in the range of the species, have
weakened the resistance of our local

birds to the most severe winters. It

would be interesting to have a discus-

sion of this matter by Forest and
Stream readers. J. T. N.
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CONCERNING VENOMOUS
SNAKES

I

N the Mississippi River bottom coun-

try in North Mississippi, the writer

during thirty-six years of constant
residence, has observed but four varie-

ties of venomous snakes, to wit, the tim-

ber rattle-snake, the cotton-mouth moc-
casin, the water moccasin and copper-

head. Only a single specimen of the

last named has been seen, about three

feet long. This copperhead had an ex-

cellent opportunity to strike the observer

and with considerable provocation, as

my foot probably came in contact with

him when by a quick movement the

snake assumed a “striking attitude”

within a foot of me, but refrained from
striking. The rattle-snake has become
very scarce, though once very prevalent,

as his chosen habitat was the well-

drained cane ridges which have mostly

been cleared and put in cultivation.

The other two, water moccasin and
cotton-mouth, are still to be found in

low swampy regions, in lakes and bay-

ous; and of these I wish particularly to

speak. There is a decided difference in

the appearanec of the two snakes. The
cotton-mouth has a habit of opening his

mouth, apparently to exhibit its white-

ness, which is a very conspicuous feat-

ure. His color is darker and more uni-

form than that of the water moccasin,

and his skin smoother. The water moc-
casin has a rusty and rather rough look-

ing skin, with dull color and shades of

variation. He attains a greater maxi-
mum size than the cotton-mouth snake,

according "to my observations. Though
both venomous, neither of these is dan-

gerous to human life.

In the first place, their fangs are

relatively short, as they live on frogs,

fish and other aquatic dwellers that ap-

parently do not require long fangs for

their capture. But mainly, they have
manifested no disposition to bite human
beings. The writer has deliberately ex-

perimented with numerous specimens of

both of these varieties, and especially

the water-moccasin, some large ones,

and one in particular that was about
six feet long and monstrous in appear-

ance. These experiments consisted in

dragging the snakes with a stick, teas-

ing and provoking them to strike, and
never in a single instance succeeding in

doing so. The snakes would swell up,

look angry, and appear to be ready to

strike, but never striking
;
and finally

have generally been shoved aside with
my foot and told to go their ways. I

must mention this exception, however,
thait if subjected to actual pain by
pressing hard on the back of the snake
with a stick, he would instinctively

clutch the stick with his fangs, exert-

ing the neck muscles very much as cats

make a muscular effort when forcing
their claws into the bark of a tree.

The only interest that attaches to

these observations is^ that they are
directly at variance with general belief

concerning the pugnacity and danger-
ous character of the reptiles, which be-

lief, so far as this region is concerned,
is wholly fallacious. By water-moccasin
the common water snake (Natrix

)

is

not meant. This is the “water mocca-

Courtesy of the American Museum of Natural History.

True Albacore (Germo alalunga)

sin” of popular fancy, is non-venomous,
and is pugnacious when cornered; and
figures in many “dangerous” adven-
tures and “narrow escapes.” Natrix is

much in evidence in the springtime
when the low grounds are overflowed.
It then climbs into the overhanging
bushes and branches of trees. A skiff

passing underneath occasionally shakes
a snake off the bushes into the boat,

which invariably produces a panic
among the occupants, who generally
prefer to “take water” rather than face
the terrible reptile in the same boat.

Coahoma.

THE TRUE OR LONG-FINNED
ALBACORE

By J. T. NICHOLS

VARIOUS large off-shore members
of the mackerel family furnish ex-
citing ocean fishing to rod and line

anglers jnder the name tuna, albacore
or bonito. These fishes usually have
very wide world ranges, the same vari-

eties being likely to occur in warm seas
of any ocean. Some of them are not
well known to scientists on account of
their inaccessibility and their large

size which prevents their being readily
cared for in museum collections of
fishes, and the variability of individuals
within a given species. Another factor

False Albacore (Gymnosarda

which adds to the confusion is the care-

less way in which their popular names
are used in various parts of the

country.

The name albacore should rightly be

restricted to two or three kinds which
have a very long pectoral or breast fin.

A photograph of a true albacore ( Ger-
mo alalunga ) , taken on the Pacific coast,

is published herewith. The tuna, which
is the same as the tunny, being by far

the largest species, up to 1,500 pounds
weight, sometimes goes erroneously by
the name albacore. Attention has been
called to the fact that on the New Jersey
coast an entirely different fish, Gymno-
sarda alleterata, which is common there

in September, is firmly entrenched be-

hind the name albacore. This species is

really most closely related to the oceanic

or off-shore bonito, one of the thickest

bodied of the big mackerels, with dark
lengthwise stripes along the lower part
of the sides. Unfortunately, it has n:>

good common name; that of little tunny
is in rather general use in the litera-

ture. If albacore it must be, let it be
known as false albacore.

ANOTHER WILSON’S PHALAROPE
ON LONG ISLAND

MR. WILLIAM S. DANA, of Mastic,

has called our attention to an-
other Wilson’s phalarope which

was killed at Moriches Bay, Long
Island, N. Y., in a flock of yellowlegs.

August 23, 1920. He secured the bird
and sent it to us for examinatiop in the
flesh, so that the record might be cor-
roborated. It was in the gray plumage.
Though very rare, this species appears
to be of more than casual occurrence on
Long Island in southward migration.

In the August number of Forest
and Stream (page 442) there is men-
tion of a Long Island Wilson’s Phala
rope (1918), in a flock of Yellowlegs.
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MUSKRAT TRAPPING
By F. E. Brimmer.

WHEN Adam named all the ani-

mals he must have only gotten a

good look at the tail of the one
he called the muskrat. Fact is that he
is not a rat at all and his musk is hard-
ly noticeable. The name muskrat has
been in such disfavor in the fur trade,

as far as the finished product is con-

cerned, that this fur has seldom come
from the dresser and appeared made
up under its true name. Nobody liked

the idea of wearing a rat pelt and musk
suggested something disagreeable.

However, within the last few years the

muskrat has steadily grown in favor

until today he is the most popular fur-

bearer.

Since the muskrat lives in water so

much his pelt is one of the best. Only

the beaver stays more under and in

water than the muskrat and indeed

there is not much difference. Hence
it has been discovered that the humble
’rat carries a pelt that may be used in

place of more costly and less numerous
skins. So this furbearer has paraded
on the market as near seal, sable, river

mink, fur beaver and a great many
others, as well las by his own name of

late. For this reason there is a bigger

demand evey year for muskrat skins.

A pelt that brought me fifteen cents

when I began trapping will fetch three

dollars into my pocket this winter.

You may want to go after those

muskrats this winter that have lived

over in the big marsh, or maybe along

the brook or in the river bank. Even if

you do not see the familiar house of the

muskrat you must not believe that he

does not still live there. Of late years

the ’rats have found that trappers can

locate them too easily when they build

houses and so they have taken to living

in dens bored in the banks with en-

trances under water. At least that is

the way it appears for in places where
fifteen years ago there were always

many of these houses, there are none

today. Many trappers pass right by,

but I have watched in the summer and
seen the busy muskrats taking bedding

into their homes under the banks, gath-

ering wild onions to store for winter,

and clearing out their water runs. So

I know they have adopted a new method
of living, due to twentieth century con-

ditions of traps and trappers.

If you cannot see houses in places

where you think there may be muskrats

you should not infer at once that they

are not there. Look over the muddy

T/f/'E are depending upon the
rr friends and admirers of our
old correspondent Nessmuk to make
this department worthy of his

name. No man knew the woods
better than Nessmuk or wrote of

them with quainter charm. Many
of his practical ideas on camping
and “ going light ” have been
adopted by the United StatesArmy

;

his canoe has been preserved in the

Smithsonian Institution; and we
hope that all good woodsmen will

contribute to this department their

Hints and Kinks and trail-tested

contrivances .

—

[Editors.]

places well and if you can see a track
like that I have sketched on the draw-
ing below the picture of the muskrat,
you may be sure that ’rats are present.

You will also find places where they
have washed and eaten their wild onions
and other food. Also be sure to look

for paths and droppings. If you find

this evidence of muskrats be sure to

put your traps there this winter.

Never trap right near the entrance
to the homes of the muskrat, no matter

whether a house or hole in the bank.
Remember that you should not try to

catch all the animals or molest their
homes, for this will only (result in
frightening the furbearers and cause
them to move to another section. I

have seen whole colonies of them driven
from one section and migrate to another
and safer home site. In this the
muskrat is like the beaver, and indee^
these two fur-bearing animals resemble
each other greatly.

USE a steel trap that is a full size

larger than the trap companies
recommend for muskrats in order

to be sure to grip the leg high up. Or
else buy a trap that is made especially

for ’rats with a double high grip. Stake
the trap always where the animals can
get to deep water, for they will then
drown quickly and thus mercifully put
their troubles to an end. Use a slide

pole or long wire to enable the captives

to reach deep water from land sets.

Water sets will almost always enable
deep water to be readily reached.

Set your traps in well beaten muskrat
paths or on logs where their tracks

show they enter and leave the water.

Such a trap needs no bait, although

some scent bait sprinkled about will

help. Once you have caught one musk-
rat the slight scent he leaves will be

sure to call another and so the trap
should be replaced. Muskrats have
slides when they want to enter the

water quickly and two or three traps
should be set at the base of such places.

A good set is to find a floating plank
and on it set three or four traps, secur-

ing each to the underside by a staple.

Cover the traps with grass and' leaves

that you find near and drop some sweet
apple parings between the traps. Such
a floating trap device has brought the
writer as many as three pelts in a single

night. In case this type tends to drift

to shallow water it should be anchored.
Never take all the animals from one

place, even if you can, for you must
remember future years and leave a few
for seed. If every last trapper would
do this there would never be the lack
of good money for the amateur trapper.

Skin the muskrat by the cased method
and do not save the tail. Stretch the
skin in the shape shown by the drawing
with the skin side out. The stretcher
should be eighteen inches long by eight
inches wide. Keep the pelts on stretch-

ers a week and hang them where it is

dry and warm. Never put salt or alum
on a skin for it injures it, and no fur
buyer will give you so much as when
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dried without anything having been put
on the pelt. Never turn the skin to

ship it, but send it with the skin side

out. Every buyer will offer you a little

better price for it in this way if it has
been carefully skinned and no fat or

flesh left on the pelt.

HOW TO MAKE “JERKY”
By J. H. Sheldon

I

N these days of the growing scarcity

of wild life there is one phase of the
preservation of game animals which

to the writer’s knowledge has been
somewhat overlooked. Preserve the life

of the creature as well as possible but
when it has been taken the next im-
portant step is to preserve the meat or
to make it possible to use every edible

part of the animal.

There is perhaps not a sportsman but
who is acquainted with the term jerky,

though I doubt if more than a few know
how to prepare it, especially so as to

make it palatable for the home table.

Thousands of deer are killed every
season and thousands of pounds of their

carcasses are left in the woods to ap-

pease the appetities of the carnivorous
element or to rot, as the case may be.

Usually the head is taken as a trophy,

and a part of the animal is consumed
in camp, perhaps one hind quarter and
the tenderloins

;
the rest is left for

want of an available means of preserv-

ing it until cold storage is reached.

In most instances the game is found
too far from a shipping point to make
it convenient to bring home the entire

carcass in a fresh state, hence the de-

sirability of curing the excess meat in

camp to eat at leisure during the winter
months. To have venison out of season
is a rare and unusual dish and a little

time spent in camp will provide many
enjoyable dinners at home. A baked
jerky pot pie in January (when the law
keeps our rifles at home) is a most sat-

isfying and delicious treat; helps out on
the H. C. L. and breaks the monotony
of the tiring domestic varieties.

Jerky is made in a number of ways.
Some tribes of Indians cut the meat in

strips and hang it from poles to dry in

the sun; a method that serves the pur-‘

pose of the semi-civilized but as can be

judged, not the most sanitary. It is

subject to flies and other unwholesome
elements of the air.

The Apaches smoke it over a smolder-

ing fire, and I have seen quantities of

venison hanging over cedar poles cur

ing in this manner. Some mountaineers
sprinkle the strips with pepper to keep
the flies from attacking the meat while

in its fresh state, then hang it from the

cross beams of their cabins, but like the

crude method of the Utes, cleanliness

is in ia measure disregarded, while a

t

the same time the pepper makes it too

much of a Mexican dish to suit the

tastes of the more fastidious.

As a result of the foregoing and
some other unsatisfactory methods of

making jerky, which I have witnessed

and practised, the following recipe is

the most practical (and satisfactory one

I have learned of
;
gained by observance

of the Apaches’ better way of curing

meat in the wilderness:

THE construction of a green wood
frame, as per diagram given, can
be erected in a few minutes with-

out nails or other hardware if neither

is at hand. A spool of nickled wire is

not essential, but makes the job easy

and swift. The meat is cut in strips, av-

eraging about eight inches long and one-

inch thick; each piece is first rolled in

a pan of salt—not rubbed in, but just

sufficiently so as to cover the surface

lightly. Place each piece of meat in a

bucket or other convenient receptacle as

salted; by the time the last piece is

treated in this manner, a brine has
formed with the contents so that each

and every piece of meat is entirely fly-

proof, as well as cured to the first de-

gree of the process. A fire having been
started under the frame so as to pro-

duce a generous bed of coals covering

the entire space within the frame is now
ready to turn the fresh meat into jerky.

String the meat on the wires (cut to

fit the frame) and stretch across tight.

When the meat has thus been placed
the last procedure is to place a few green
limbs of aspens or other deciduous trees

on the hot coals. This will produce the

required heat and smoke and if proper-

ly cared for will not permit the blaze to

mount higher than about 12 inches,

which should be retained for about ten

hours, according to atmospheric condi-

tions. The cured meat can then be put

into canvas bags or other convenient
retainers.

DIVING DUCK DECOY

I

N the November number of Forest
and Stream, Mr. Martin rightly said

in his excellent article entitled “To
Lure the Cunning Wild-fowl” that ducks
can very often be brought to stool by
the life-like movements of one or two
decoys. He suggests that a decoy be
manipulated by a string in such a man-
ner that it will appear to be swimming
or diving. I would like to offer a sug-
gestion as to the method of rigging the

string: Attach one end of it to the
neck of the decoy and run it through a

pulley fastened about mid-way on the

rope which leads from the body of the
decoy to the anchor weight. By pulling

Diving decoy duck

on the other end of the string the head
of the decoy will naturally bob down in

the water in very life-like imitation of

diving.

On calm days when there is no wind
to ruffle the water and cause the decoys

to bob around, this method of impart-
ing life to one or two of them will often

be the means of luring ducks within

gunshot when otherwise they would
swing by without giving the set of de-

coys a passing glance.

At best, duck reasoning is very hard
to understand. Every hunter has known
days when it seemed that all the subtle

arts of deception known to the wild-

fowler would find no favor with the

quarry and other days when the slight-

est trick would bring a flock right up
within easy range. Bayman.
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FROM ARIZONA
To the Editor of Forest and Stream :

E ACH month when the good old

paper comes I say: “Well, I will

send a few lines for the boys to look

at from an oldtimer.” But the days
and the weeks slip by and nothing is

done. You know these old wom-out
fellows like myself can talk big about
what they have done, or what they are
going to do, and usually it all ends in

talk. Now I am sorta’ driven to the

wall and must write in self-defence as it

were. You see, that little squib you put
in the September issue flushed a bunch
of inquiries from all over the brush;
every mail brings me some of them and
I am going to be game and answer
them all if the typewriter will only
hold out. One thing' is sure: if I had
something I wanted to sell badly I

would only have to tell Forest and
Stream and you can call it a safe bet

I would find a buyer. If there is any
question that can be asked about a

country which I have not been asked
in these letters I don't know what it

could be. One good-hearted brother in

Pennsylvania showed that he had the

heart of a true sportsman in his breast

and wrote me a mighty nice letter re-

garding my crippled condition; he is a

doctor by profession, but the brother-

hood of man is uppermost in his make-
nip. It is certainly one of the greatest

pleasures in life to know that after all

if we only look at the right side of

things we will find hearts warm and
kind.

Now I am going to try to give all the

sportsmen who are interested in this

wild country some idea of what we
have here: First as to the game, you
can find anything you want, either for

rifle or splatter gun; bear, dear, wild

turkey, and a little farther north of

here, elk, panther, coyote and other

fur, furnishing lots of trapping; rabbit,

•quail by the thousand, squirrel, etc.;

trout in the streams, and in the great

Roosevelt Lake, bass that will give you

a good fight to land.

Many of the writers have asked

about the farming lands. This is not

what you would call a farming coun-

try; we are in a mountainous country,

but, nevertheless, there are some good

farms in the valleys. There is some-

thing in the climate and soil that gives

the fruits, vegetables and grain the

•finest of flavor and snap. I lived

twelve years in California but the

fruit and other stuff grown on these

Arizona hills are far ahead of the Cali-

fornia products in snap and flavor.

Com grows and makes a good crop

by the natural rainfall, and makes the

finest flavored meal you ever tasted.

Cattle, however, are the chief indus-

try with us; the winters are mild and
no stock is winter-fed here.

The climate is such that the camper
can live under the trees week after

week and enjoy every moment; no
skeeters to keep him awake, and no
fleas to chase up and down his anatomy.
For the man who likes to dig among

the rocks this is a place of promise;

we have some good mines already work-
ing, and the hills have not been half

prospected. Arizona is a wonderful
copper State. There is also a good

showing of gold, silver and other ores.

The facts of the situation are just

this: Arizona is a state of wonderful
resources and there is plenty of room
for men of snap and grit. There is a

welcome awaiting such men. If I were
in my prime, with youth and strength

to back me I would take advantage of

some of the opportunities offered here,

but my race is too nearly run. I am
too far down the western slope to bur-

den myself with the cares of much busi-

ness, but I love this wild, unsettled

country where I can be “near to Na-
ture’s heart.” Here is where I expect

to see the final and last crimson sun-

set, after a somewhat strenuous life.

It is good to be here at eventime instead

of in the roar and rush of the heartless

city. After the toil of the day is done

I fill my good old pipe, take my chair

out under the big oak tree in my yard
and sit and listen to the mocking bird

in the tree top as he sings out the song
of happiness God puts in his little

heart. Across the valley I see the

gleam of the Indian campfire and hear
the weird songs. Over the eastern

mountain the moon in all her beauty
is slowly rising. The stars come out

one by one and I fall to wondering
what scenes they have looked upon in

their rounds. I feel at peace with all

mankind, and only wish that others

could be just as contented with their

lot as I am with mine. The moon
climbs higher and higher, the glow of

the Indian camp fire grows dim, the
song of the birl dies away to a sleepy

note, my pipe is out, and the day is

done. One step more has been taken
on the long, long journey.

Do you know I devour everything
in your good old paper every month,

but I certainly do not miss a word of
Dr. Henshall’s yarns; his trips in the
south in particular, as I have hunted
much myself in that territory. I would
be happy if I could pole a boat around
in a cypress swamp once more. Best
wishes to all good sportsmen.

E. M. Saunders, Arizona.

WHY DID HE DO IT?
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

THE above question was asked me
in a letter by Pete Engeln, an old

time fishing pal of mine in the Fox
River country in Wisconsin.
A few weeks ago Pete was fishing in

Lake Defiance, not far from Woodstock,
Illinois, and among other things caught
a four-pound big-lnouth bass, with a
full sized lily pad packed away in its

stomach.
Pete said: “The fish were crazy for

frogs, but didn’t seem hungry for any-
thing else. Curious to find out if they
had a liking for any other food, I held
a post mortem on this big fellow; cut
him open and explored his interior.
The result was that if he hadn’t struck
so fiercely at my frog I might have
thought him a vegetarian, for all

doubled up and neatly put away in his
stomach was this lily pad. Now the
question is: Did he take it from choice,
because he was fond of greens, or by
accident, striking at a frog or a rail

bird and only getting the pad on which
it rested?”

For myself I don’t know. Fish, also
birds, have queer tastes at times. Once
I caught a rock cod with its stomach
full of asparagus—canned goods, for it

was in the fall, evidently the dumpings
from some steamer crossing the bay

—

and I have heard of all sorts of queer
things being found in the stomachs of
sharks, but personally I have never
found anything more serious than a
bottle cork in one and a lead sinker in

another. Also, I have sden a fish, pre-
sumably a pickerel, strike at a rail

running over the lily pads. Once, at
least, aiming straight and getting his
bird, more often missing but always
tearing the pad badly. A large trout
will often take a chance at a water-
robin and sometimes win out, although
those birds that feed along the moun-
tain streams are pretty wise them-
selves. Once a mammoth pickerel cut
a bass from a stringer hanging over
the side of my boat and took it away
as if it belonged, to him. Again, this

time when fishing in salt water, a black
cod weighing eight pounds set his teeth

so firmly in a half pounder hooked in

the regular way, and held on so tightly

that it was possible to get him along-
side the boat and into a landing net.
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Even then he didn’t want to let go his

hold. Bay fishermen are not inclined

to look upon such a thing as an unu-
sual occurrence.

The teeth of this eight-pound cod

were set in the smaller fish a couple of

inches below the hook that held it and
the big fellow must have imagined the

little one was swimming away and not

wishing to lose his dinner, held fast,

but the story about the bass and the

lily pad beats me. Yet I am sure it

happened exactly as Pete says it did.

Edward T. Martin, California.

OF INTEREST TO TRAPPERS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

A S you are aware, we have not

placed any advertising copy with
you this season encouraging trapping
or soliciting inquiries from prospective

trappers. It is not because we do not

believe in advertising, but because un-
der present conditions it is not advis-

able to encourage trapping.

It would be better for the entire in-

dustry (and in this we include the farm
paper as well as the trapper) if no
fresh furs came to market at all this

season.

The fur dealers of the country still

have on hand the bulk of last year’s

catch, which they are ready and willing

to sell at a considerable loss.

One of the principal reasons why the

dealer is carrying such an enormous
stock is due to the fact that the manu-
facturing end of the business has had
a strike since last May. Ten thousand
men have been out, and a great many
of them are still out. This has resulted
in the fur dealer’s being compelled to

carry the furs all during the manu-
facturing season, and he still has them
on hand with a new raw fur season
coming on.

With financial conditions as they are
he is not able to borrow more money
at the bank with which to carry present
stocks and buy the new crop of furs,
no matter how cheap they might be.

So that you can readily understand
that new furs coming to market will
not find a ready sale, unless at greatly
reduced prices. This will mean a tre-
mendous disappointment to the trapper
and fur shipper unless he is aware of
the market conditions before he traps
and sells.

We believe that it is your desire and
intention to inform your readers as to
the truth about conditions in the fur
market, as well as other affairs, and
such being the case the better thing
to do is to advise your readers that the
price of furs will be low and not to
trap until conditions improve.
As soon as the stress of the present

situation is relieved and conditions get
back to normal the business will soon
right itself from trapper to retailer,
and every one of course will be willing
and glad to advertise for fur shipments
and carry on business as usual. But
the thing to do now is to help the busi-
ness to get back to that condition.

Funsten Bros. & Co.
International Fur Exchange,

St. Louis, Mo.

FEEDING A BLACK BEAR
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

LAST summer, while at Lake Louise,

Alberta, I was told several times by
different people that the place was in-

fested with wild bears. For a num-
ber of days I sauntered through the

woods in search of the furry black

bruins without result. One evening,

however, I had not gone five hundred
yards when all at once I saw a large,

glossy black bear emerge from the

woods. I backed up cautiously, facing

him, until I found the hotel garbage
dump behind me. There Mr. Bruin,

who had been following me curiously,

diverted his attention to the empty jam
tins lying around the dump. I left

him there and sped to the kitchen of

the hotel and obtained a handful of

French rolls and a half a tin of jam.
Thus armed I returned to my new ac-

quaintance, whom I afterward named
“Pete”. He was sitting on the sunny
side of an old ruined shack calmly

putting has paw in a sticky tin, draw-
ing it out and licking it off with every
appearance of supreme enjoyment. He
took no notice of me, though I ap-
proached within fifteen feet of him. I

called him and he arose and shuffled

close to me, a sly look in his small eyes.
The French rolls and jam were tend-
ered and eagerly taken from my hand.
When this feed was completed Pete sat
down with his tins, looking behind him
occasionally to see if any more sweet-
bearing humans were coming. I then
returned to the hotel to bring my
friends to visit my new acquaintance,
but on our arrival at the dump we
found Pete had returned to the wilds.
However, he was not gone for good.
Every day after that I went to meet
him. Upon the call of “Pete” being
sent into the woods he would come out
to see if I had anything for him. On
the 23d of August I was sitting on a
log throwing pieces of bread to- a squir-
rel when I heard voices behind me. It
was a man with a camera accompany-
ing one of the guests at the hotel. I

told them my mission there and offered

to go into the woods and bring my
friend out. It was not long before
Pete and I came back. He posed beau-
tifully for his picture, not at all wor-
ried by the presence of strangers. We
took several snaps of him and after

receiving his meal he went into the

woods again. He associates with any-
one now and accepts sweetmeats from
tourists in a well bred manner, but he
has been utterly ruined as a rustler

for his own living. He is glossy, sleek

and fat and he has not turned over
a dozen logs in a hungry search for

grubs and mice since I first met him.

There is no longer any need. Now
that winter is here and the hotel guests
have departed, I suppose Pete has re-

turned to the wilds and holed up for

the winter. No doubt he will return

in the spring, ready and anxious to

renew his very satisfactory relations

with humans, as he now probably fig-

ures it is easier to pose for photographs

and be fed than to hunt his own grub.
George Price, British Columbia.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:
'T’HE following amendments to the

constitution and by-laws of the
American Canoe Association were pre-
sented for discussion at the Execu-
tive Committee meeting on October 30,
1920, held at Syracuse, N. Y., and
it was moved that the amendments
herewith proposed or such modification
thereof as may seem acceptable to the
committee, be submitted to a mail vote
as soon as practicable after fourteen
days from the date of this publication.

Article IV of the Constitution.

—

Amend by adding a new section

:

Section 3.—Junior Membership.—Any
boy or girl, between the ages of 12 and
18 years, who, if over 18, would be eligi-
ble for active or associate membership,
may become Junior Members of the As-
sociation, application to be made and

(continued on page 671)

Rolls and jam were tendered and eagerly taken from the hand
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WILDERNESS DWELLERS
HUNTING BIG GAME WITH A CAMERA IN THE HEART
OF THE NEW BRUNSWICK WILDS—CHAPTER ELEVEN

By DR. THOMAS TRAVIS

Upland, Lowland,

BigWoods or Rockies

Lay your case before us

—

whether it is a single article

to be added to your outfit, or

your entire hunting trip to be
planned.

The world’s finest guns and
recommended loads for quail or

grouse, duck or shore birds,

moose or grizzly.

Shooting suits for both men and
women, for upland and lowland,
with boots and hosiery, shirts and
hats to complete the smart and
comfortable costume.

Sturdier clothes for the Big
Woods, of proven forestry fabrics.

Waders and heavy jackets for
the duck blind—blankets for the
shack—storm coats and sporting
sweaters.

Luncheon kits, sandwich cases,

Thermos bottles and food jars,

hunting knives, packs, compasses

—

every possible item for every class

of hunting.

Unlimited assortment of Sporting
novelties and necessities, for Christ-
mas gifts.

Special Christmas booklet mailed
on request.

Write for new Booklets
Shozving Men’s and Women’s

Spring Autumn Clothes

dbercrombie
& Fitch Co*

EZRA H. FITCH, President

Madison Avenue and
45th Street, NewYork

“The Greatest Sporting
Goods Store in the World”

T was a lovely Au-
gust day when we
started down the

Nepisiguit River in

New Brunswick. In
the first canoe in

the following order
were myself land

Charlie Cremin, the

famous guide; in

the second canoe
were the mate and
my little daughter

of ten, with Fred Waters, one of the

best wood guides I have ever met. We
were looking for big game, any kind,

so long as we could creep up near
enough for photographs, or to surprise

them as we rounded a bend.

Trout were leaping,—and I may say
here that never have I seen such brook
trout as this stream harbors;—they
are huge, with a blush of fascinating-

red along the side of them, and a

chunky, stocky muscularity that makes
them famous fighters. Three pound
ones are common, four land five pound-
ers not rare, and from time to time a
giant of seven or eight pounds leaps

for the fly. We have photographs of

these trout and shall never forget the
thrill of them. But we were looking
for big game.
On the way down we cruised into

Big Bogen, but the superb moose place
was empty, save for a few black duck
and shelldrake that flew off on whist-
ling wings or dove as we drew near.

So we turned down into the stream
again toward the spring and quiet

wood-spot called Seven'ty-five.

On the way we saw seven different

deer, does and spikehorns; also five of

the big blue herons,—that seemed to be
nesting there in some backwater, for

they rose and circled back as we passed.

From time to time something jumped
and crashed back of the alders, but left

us no clear vision of what it was, moose
or caribou, or deer,—for there are a
few caribou here.

Once or twice a fine buck deer jumped
in graceful leaps clear across the

stream, but the action was too quick for

a focus and shot with the lens, so we
lunched, and then came back to the

deserted lumber camp about half-way to

Seventy-five.

Then we took to the canoes again.

Before we reached Big Bogen we had
put up four more deer. But just at

the entrance of the Bogen we saw a big

moose calf crossing the river. He went
too fast for us, however, so we missed

a shot at him with the lens. It was
just as we rounded into the lake from
the narrows above the Bogen that we
saw our real game,—a fine cow moose
in the third lake, right in the trail of

blinding light from the sun, and right

with the wind blowing from her to us.

So we got ready for the stalk.

The other canoe was far behind us,—

•

but we trusted to Fred Waters to see

us as soon as he rounded the bend, and
not to spoil the game. At any rate,

we -stole along the northern bank,
creeping silently ahead, holding fast,

and “freezing” whenever the head of
the feeding moose rose from the water.
Thus we came within two hundred
yards of the feeding game and much
nearer the shore than she was.
Then up went her head, with neck

stretched and long ears rigid; she
looked like a living capital Y as she
quested us for our scent and strained
her eyes and ears to find out what we
were.
We “froze”; not a muscle, not a pad-

dle moving,-—but Mrs. Moose had made
up her mind she didn’t like us. Turn-
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Among the Christmas Gifts

For the boy or girl in high school—-the No. 1 Kodak
Junior. There’s always room for it in the pocket, and the

Kodak story of the school days is one that not only gives

fun in the making but in its album form becomes a permanent
delight to the whole family. The price of the No. 1 Auto-

graphic Kodak Junior is $16.67, including the excise war tax.

For the little folks—a No. 0 Brownie. These little cameras have
good lenses and shutters and finders, and use the same film and
make the same size pictures as the Vest Pocket Kodak. You will

be astonished by the good work they do; you will be even more
astonished at the intelligent way in which a youngster of seven or

eight will go about picture-making with a No. 0 Brownie. The
price, including war tax, is $2.86.-

For the grown-ups or the nearly grown-ups, a Kodak
for pictures of the post card size, 2>V\ x 5^2 inches. It is

familiarly known to hundreds of thousands of enthusiasts

as the “3£”. It makes the largest picture available in

“pocket photography’’. The 3T will really go into the

side pocket of almost any coat. Frankly, however, it is

more conveniently carried in an overcoat pocket—or

slung over the shoulder in a case. Excise war tax and
all, the Junior model, with a fine Rapid Rectilinear lens,

sells at $24.64—and with the Kodak Anastigmat /. 7.

7

lens, at $30.62. There are. other more expensive models
—all have the Kodak simplicity—and they all make
good pictures.

A gift for the one who already has a larger Kodak—the Vest

Pocket. You don’t carry a Vest Pocket Kodak—you wear it, like

a watch. It is always ready to picture the unexpected and the

unusuai. The price, including the excise war tax, is $9.49.

This page gives only a hint of the Kodak and Brownie line—there are Brownies for pictures of

every size that Kodaks make, and there are Kodaks with high speed shutters and rapid lenses—there

are folding Brownies as well as box Brownies—but they all have one common characteristic—they
make good pictures. And all Kodaks (except Stereo and Panoram) and all folding Brownies have
something else in common—they are Autographic, and when used with Autographic film provide
for thednstant titling of every negative at the time it is made. And the Autographic costs no more
than other film.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester, N.Y., The Kodak City.

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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e Call of the Great Outdoors

is the Call for a COLT

THE allurement of the woods at all times

of the year is almost irresistible to the man
who loves the great outdoors.

And naturally, he packs with him when ever he

goes as part of his camp equipment a COLT.

His preference may vary as to whether it is

an Automatic or a Revolver but those who
have experience never argue on one thing

—

that is, that the arm must be a COLT.

This world-famous accuracy and dependable

safety have earned for it among sportsmen the

world over, a reputation which establishes it

as the best that money can buy.

For all your hunting trips take a COLT. It will add

great pleasure and protection for your trip. Your
dealer will be glad to obtain for you, if he has not

already got it, the exact model you prefer.

COLT’S PATENT FIRE ARMS MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

Manufacturers ol

Colt's Revolvers Colt’s Antomatic Pistols

Colt's ''Browning) Automatic Machine Guns Celt's (Browning) Automatic Machine Rifles

ing slowly, for all the world as a mule
would, she made for the shore.
“Now,” said Charlie, “pull, pull!”
The little canoe leaped forward, and

the mad race started; on our part to
cut her off from shore,—on hers to get
to the shelter of the forest that came
down to the water’s edge.
The water foamed behind her. Those

powerful legs of hers with their
bunched muscles were heaving in

mighty strokes. The bubbles leaped
hissing under her lips as she churned
her way; one could mark her wake by a
broad streak of white water filled with
bursting bubbles.

For the first few yards, too, she held
her own. Then we began to creep up,
nearer and nearer. There was no mud
or waterplant to hinder either of us,

so the race was clear. For my part,
I simply put all my weight and strength
in the paddle, leaving it to Charlie to

steer the course,—which he did with
that careless and scarcely perceptible
flip at the end of each stroke.

I could feel my lungs swelling with
the strain, and hear Charlie’s breath
coming in puffs. But we were slowly
gaining. While just ahead of us that
powerful body clove the waters, neck
stretched out, ears leaning forward
tensely, legs stretching and swirling
back with the regularity of an engine.

One thing I saw even as we were
madly racing: she still held in her
mouth the long vivid green strip of lily

stem which she was eating when we
disturbed her. And that, with her pen-
dulous nose and mobile lips, her little

twinkling eyes and erect ears, gave even
to this massive creature, a sort of trig,

devil-may-care attitude. It had the ef-

fect of a feather stuck cockily in a girl’s

hat; it struck one, too, like a cigar or

cigarette cocked in the corner of a

man’s mouth. She was running, swim-
ming with amazing strength; every
nerve and muscle in her magnificent

body was tense with electric energy.

Turning with a strikingly dignified

tilt of her head she made a leap that

carried her half way clear, then settled

to a new pace that simply walked away
from us, while the water curled from
her haunches as it swirls from a power-
ful boat at sudden speed ahead.

But Charlie saved the day,—he was
like a hawk following game, and seemed
to have sensed the leap before it was
made, for the canoe shot forward and
headed her off once more. We were
right on top of her when she gave up
the race for shore, and in answer to

Charlie’s charge ‘at her snout, turned
lakeward. We had won the race, and
definitely cut her off.

Not a grunt came from her, however;
with the same dignified swerve of her
huge head sho turned toward deep water
and put on speed. But we had her safe,

well out in the lake,—and now with the

breath puffing from her distended nos-

trils and her bunched muscles trembling

a little with weariness,—she gave up.

I photographed her in all sorts of po-

sitions, with all apertures, and times

and focus, to be deadly sure of having
a good picture. And two of those pho-

tos came out so clear that one ean see
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The lock mechanism of the Fox Gun
is the simplest and strongest known.
The hammer strikes the primer direct,

eliminating the usual delicate, trouble-

some firing pin. Made heavier where
the greatest strain comes—unbreakable.

The mainspring is made of the finest

piano wire, carefully tempered and
tested. It is permanently guaranteed
against breakage.

The sear is made of special dro
forged steel. It will withstand Ion
hard service, always giving unifoi
results. All parts are guarantee
should a defect be found at any tirr

replacement will be made gratis.

Only three working parts

— the simplest gun made

‘Certainly can’t blame
you for being proud
of this gun, Bob.”

A. H. FOX GUN COMPANY
4674 North 1 8th Street,

PHILADELPHIA

THE crisp tang of autumn, brown fields, sleek

pointers trembling with eagerness, the thrill of

a flushed covey, the sharp report awakening
wide echoes, the triumph of a successful shot

—

The thread of memory—and anticipation—is inter-

woven with the look and feel of “The Finest Gun
in the World”—your Fox. And respect for your

judgment is deepened when friends examine your

choice.

No wonder the sportsman has a strong feeling of

affection for his Fox— a tie, a bond, something
closer and deeper than he feels for most of his other

possessions; for he knows that it is a true friend,

the companion of many days of wholesome pleasure.

Make certain that you get the fullest measure of

satisfaction, the keenest possible enjoyment from
your shooting this year—see that your gun is a Fox.

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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He Can’t Dodge This!

BY his cunning he may escape
your traps. But once get him

in the circle of a Lyman Bear Sight,

and he’s yours.

No. ia
$5.50

Rear Sights in both tang
and receiver styles to

fit all American and
moist. foreign rifies-

Front Sights with Ly-
man Ivory or Gold
Beads; also Combina-
tion Hunting and Tar-
get Sights and Special
Target Sights. At your
dealer’s, or give us your
make, model and cali-

ber.

Write for Free Booklet
Shows, describes and gives
prices most popular of the
Lyman* S : ghts for every
purpose and every gun.

Lyman Gun Sight Corp.
110 West St.,

Middlefield, Conn.

812 FULL LENGTH

HIP BOOTS
GUARANTEED FIRST QUALITY
These $13.00 Goodyear
U. S. Army Hip l&iil>l>er
Hoots were left by cancellation
of government orders. Every
boot bears otflcial stamp of the
U.S. Gov’t Inspector. Send now
before it is too late. Why not

save money by ordering 2 or
8 pairs? XOW OK JL,Y
$5.85 a pair. Pay on ar-
rival. You risk noth-
ing. If you are not per-
' •’ * J ,we will re-SEND NO MONEY ,i iviuai turn your money at once,

tnee Robber Boots $4.75 Bubber Boot Socks, 4oc
show this wonderful Offer to your friends.

Write, or mail coupon, as you prefer.

EAST BOSTON MAIL OKDEK HOUSE
44 Armory Bldg., East Boston, Mass.

Send U. S. Gov’t. Hip Bubber Boots, C. O. D.
My money back if not satisfied.

Size Name
Address.

.

ARMY&NAVYGOODS
HUNTING CLOTHES
Wonderful bargains in
Army blankets, shoes,

sox, shirts, underwear,
raincoats, leggings, etc.

Hunting and camping out-
fits complete.

Send six cents for
cur big catalogue
No. 24 offering
hundreds of useful
articles.

Heavy Khaki Duck,
Corduroy Collar

Hunting: Coat. Large,
roomy pockets.

I
37 West 125th Street; New York

For Immediate Sale

in England

Unique private collection of BIG
GAME TROPHIES and other na-
tural history specimens, consisting of
exceptionally line bison head

;
five

Stone’s sheep, two fine wapiti and one
smaller wapiti

;
two British Columbia

Moose; three New Brunswick moose;
two British Columbia caribou, one of

40 points; two New Brunswick cari-

bou; five Rocky Mountain goats,

three pronghorn
; two grizzly and one

black bear, all mounted standing;
lynx; two tarpon on panels under
glass, 120 and 70 lbs., respectively;

glass case containing beaver, mink,
musquash, and marten with natural

surroundings
;

glass case containing
silver, cross and red fox on snow

;

case containing U. S. A. porcupine
barking stump of tree

;
seven other

cases containing bald- headed eagle,

three pairs grouse, night heron and
some British birds

;
rosewood cabinet

of over 70 pair British birds’ eggs;

case of badgers grubbing out wasp’s

nest.

Nearly all were mounted by Rowland
Ward of London, England, regardless

of expense and overhauled by them
a year ago and pronounced free from
moth.

For particulars and photos apply to

T. D. LEONARD, 29 Liberty St.,

New York City.

H.P. BRIDGES

Wild turkey,
CALL

/\ CALL- MUNSfX
' C/ >

* PAT. APPLIED FOR 3>

61
«%

%
Best imitation of a wild turkey
call in existence. Can be car-
ried in vest pocket. Very easy to operate
by slight blowing of the breath.

Address! H. P. BRIDGES
MUNSEY BUILDING • • BALTIMORE. MD.

«^SENT BY RETURN MAIL UPON RECEIPT OF $29^

LIGHT

COMPACT

BURNS
GASOLINE

FOLDS UP

rf LIKE/!

SUITCASE

Prentiss-Wabers StoveCompany
X
4SPRING STREET

WisconsinRapids, WiscoAsirci

every hair, see the lily strand in her
mouth, the moose flies bunched in clus-

ters on her mane and snout.

We had been so absorbed in the race
that only now did we think of the other
canoe, and seeing it far down the lake,

signalled for it to come up.

I
T was while we were holding the

moose in the lake till the others came
up for a photo, that Charlie turned

to me and said, “Did you know that

a man once rode a moose here?”
“No,” I grunted, absent mindedly.
“Sure he did,—it was Mr. X

,
of

New York.”

“Well, what happened?”
“By Criminy,” grinned Charlie, “the

moose turned on him and rode him
down.”
“Was he hurt badly?”
“Wasn’t hurt at all. The old moose

just went over him and soused him like

a battleship running over a rowboat.
And at that, he bobbed up all right.

Lucky the water was deep, like it is

here.”

Somehow it began to take hold of

me, this idea of Charlie’s. I took off

my hat. I packed my camera snugly up
in the turn of the prow. I emptied my
pockets, and took off my wrist watch.

“What are you going to do?” said

Charlie with a grin; “take a swim?”
“I’m going to ride that moose, Char-

lie.” Then I reached over the canoe side

to grip her bristling mane.
“For heaven’s sake wait a minute

then,” said Charlie with a twinkle in

his voice. “You don’t want to get on
her yet. Wait till she has lost a little

more pep.”

We waited, and by this time the other

canoe came up. My wife and little girl

both with their cameras set, Fred
Waters steering so thait we had the

moose between the two canoes. Then I

handed the camera over to my mate for

safety, told them to both carefully

measure the focus.

“What for?”

“I’m going to try riding that moose,

and I want you td, be ready with the

camera.”
In a moment they were ready and

once more I reached over. But again
Charlie stopped me as the moose lunged
half out of water. “Talk to her; just

put your hand on her. Don’t jump right

on her back or she’ll bust things wide
open. Take it easy, talk to her.”

So I talked quietly, told her every-

thing was all right. Told her I was
going to take a little joy ride.

Then I patted her heaving sides till

she no longer jumped or lunged. At
last Charlie said, “All right.”

Leaning over I gripped a handful of

the bristling mane and jumped careful-

ly from the canoe onto her back.

For one dizzy instant she sat up in

the water churning and pulling till I

thought she would roll over on me.
Then she forged ahead. But I could

feel her laboring terribly. She reached
back time and time again with her long
snout as if to bite me.

All of us got the idea at the same
time, but Charlie worded it: “Doctor,

she’ll drown. The water’s too deep and
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INTERESTING AND VALUABLE

BOOKS FOR THE ANGLER

LAKE & STREAM
GAME FISHING

By Dixie Carroll, author of

“Goin’ Fishin’ ” and “Fishing

Tackle and Kits.”

A practical book on popular

fresh water game fish, the tackle

necessary and how to use it, writ-

ten in a Pal-to-Pal style from
actual fishing experiences.

Many illustrations from photographs. Col-

ored cover jacket. Large 12mo. Silk Cloth.

Net $3.00.
Three-fourths Turkey Morocco. Net $10.00.

FISHING TACKLE
AND KITS

By Dixie Carroll, author of

“Lake and Stream Game Fish-

ing” and “Goin’ Fishin’.”

Essentially a Practical Book.

How, when and where to fish,

and the right kind of tackle for

all angles of fishing for the fresh

water game fishes.

Many illustrations from photographs. Col-

ored cover jacket. Large 12mo. Silk Cloth.

Net $3.00.
Three-fourths Turkey Morocco. Net $10.00.

STREAMCRAFT: AN
ANGLING MANUAL
By Eh\ Geo. Parker Holden.

This deals with the selection, care

and rigging of the rod
;
the art of

casting; trout habits; lures and

their use, including stream

entomology.

10 full-page colored illustrations showing
Flies in tlieir natural colors, and numerous
black and whites. Colored cover jacket.

16mo. Silk Cloth, Net $2.50.

Three-fourths Turkey Morocco. Net $10.00.

BOOK OF THE BLACK
BASS& MORE ABOUT
THE BLACK BASS
By James A. Henshall, M.D.

This is a complete treatise on

Bass, containing not only advice

as to the methods of angling, but

also a scientific history of the

species. The greatest book of

its kind published.

140 -illustrations . Handsome 3 colored

cover jacket. 12mo. Silk Cloth. Net $3.00.

Three-fo'iirths Turkey Morocco. Net $10.00.

BASS PIKE PERCH AND
OTHER GAME FISHES

OF AMERICA
By James A. Henshall, M.D..

author of “Book of the Black

Bass.”

The most comprehensive book

on American Game Fishes pub-

lished. Describes in detail ninety

species and varieties of game
fish.

Many illustrations and frontispiece and

cover Jacket in color. Large 12mo. Silk

Cloth. Net $3.00.

Three-fourths Turkey Morocco. Net $10.00.

GAME FISHES OF
THE WORLD

Dr. Charles Frederick Holder,

LL.D. This volume is designed

to provide a well illustrated con-

densed account of the game
fishes of the world.

Over 100 illustrations. Handsomely bound.

Large 8vo. Net $3.00.

Three-fourths Turkey Morocco. Net $10.00.

THE COMPLETE
ANGLER

By Izaak Walton

This “Fishermen’s Encyclo-

paedia of Happiness” bids fair

to become the standard exquisite

edition of Walton’s great

Classic.

1G full-page illustrations in color by Janies

H. Thorpe. Handsomely bound. Large

ito. Cloth. Net $3.50.

Three-fourths Turkey Morocco. Net $15.00.

Prices subject to change without
notice.

Send for complete illustrated
catalog, FREE.

For Sale at all Book Stores or

STEWART & KIDD CO.
PUBLISHERS

Cincinnati Ohio

SPECIAL HOLIDAY OFFER OFFREE BOOK
To those ordering any three or more of the above mentioned

books a copy of INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION IN RIFLE
PRACTICE with a Chapter on Revolver Shooting by Col. A. J.

MacNab, Jr., U. S. A., elaborately illustrated, will be GIVEN
ABSOLUTELY FREE.

This is the most practical, clear and concise work on Rifle and

Revolver Shooting published.

STEWART & KIDD CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

Please send me your special Holiday offer FREE Copy of Individual Instruc-

tion in Rifle Practice; also copies of i 2

3 for which I enclose

NAME ADDRESS
This coupon, if forwarded through your local dealer, will he honored.

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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“The Gun That Speaks For Itself

”

Winner of the Grand
American Handicap
1919-1920. SMITH GUNS

has much to say these autumn days. It will
answer your desire for real pleasure in the real
out of doors. It has made its message under-
stood during a third of a century—each year in

a more distinct tone—each year with the in-

creasing emphasis of perfection,

The Smith has balance, poise, a well rounded perfection of mechanism
and pattern and range that affords outstanding Smith Distinction.

Your dealer has a Smith Gun that will speak impressively in your hands. With
Hunter One Trigger it’s the complete gun.

THE HUNTER ARMS COMPANY, Inc.
31-51 HUBBARD STREET FULTON, N. Y.

MCDONALD & LINFORTH, 739 Call Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
Pacific Coast Representatives

THE SPORTING GOODS AGENCIES, 33 St. Nicholas St., Montreal
Representatives for Eastern Canada

NAVY

BUYS

ITHACAS

The U. S. Navy buys
100 Ithaca double
barrel shot guns at a
time for Navy Men
to use when on shore
leave the world over.

An Ithaca won the

Championship of the

U . S. Navy three years
ecession. Uncle
buys the best.

,

Catalogue Free

Double guns for game
S45.00 up.

Single barrel trap guns
$75.00 up.

Ithaca Gun Co.

Ithaca, N. Y.

Box 25

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL

1440 E. 63rd St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

WEISS
Alpine Binoculars

Write for special offer

Weiss
Instrument Co.
1733 Arapahoe St.

Denver, Colo.

PAT.

(APPLIED

FOR.

MADE IAS
WILBUR SHOTGUN PEEP SIGHT,
deadly addition to the modern shotgun. Makes good
shots of poor ones. Fast enough for snap shooting,

ducks, or at traps. Automatically shows how to

lead correctly

—

No More Guess Work. Made of

blued steel, clamps rigidly on breech of gun barrels.

12, 16, 20. 2s gauges. Double guns only. Postpaid,

$2.50 including booklet “Wing Shooting Made
Easy." Booklet alone sent on receipt of ten cents.

Teaches the art of wing shooting.

WILBUR GUN SIGHT
116 West 39th SI., P.O.Box 185, Times Square, New York

Shoo£WiihoutNoise
Cut out that unnecessary report

noise. Don’t scare away allthe other

game. Use the new Model 1920

MAXIM
SILENCER
PRICE, .22 Cal. $7.00

Send 6c in stamps for catalog

and booklet of astonishing

i of Silencer users.

GENUINE

HUDSON’S BAY
• POINT *

BLANKETS
. JP

THE SEAL OF (H'AlITV

Made In England of Australian Wool
KHAKI—GREY—WHITE—BLUE-SCARLET
Will Shed Water Color Guaranteed Fast

Finest Made for Outing Purposes

Point Size Weight
3 60"x72" dble. 8 lbs. 5 oz.

3'A 63"x81" dble. 10 lbs.

4 _
72"x90" dble. 12 lbs.

ASK YOUR DEALER

THE'D.PfKEG®„
4 CLIFF ST., NEW YORK CITY

REAL HARRIS, LEWIS,AND
SHETLAND HOMESPUNS

DIRECT FROM THE MAKERS
The Aristocrat of Tweed for Sporting Wear.

Patterns and Prices on Application.

London Office. 643 Belfast Chambers, Regent St. W.
State shade desired and if for Gent’s or Ladies’ Wear

she can’t carry you. We should have
waited till her hoofs could just touch
hard bottom.”

“Well," I grinned, “I’m sorry for Mrs.
Moose, but I don’t see how I’m going to

let go now either.”

But as I saw her struggle, I took a
chance, and slipping off her back, still

clinging fo a handful of her mane, I

warn alongside, just between the power-
ful front and hind legs. So for a couple
of minutes we went on, both canoes
right at hand to help if needed.
“Now," said Charlie, “she’s touching-

hard bottom; you can get on again.”
I made a desperate attempt to get on

her back again, but with my trousers
ballooned out with water, and my boots
on, I couldn’t seem to jump. So I began
to scramble and climb up her back legs.

I made only the beginning. Then I

elt those massive haunches bunch under
ne, I felt those powerful legs tighten-
ing, and with one kick that felt like a
ton of steel spring uncoiling, I was
lifted almost clear of the water, and
sent rolling backward.

So far as I was concerned, that ended
|the ride. The others told me she rose

and fairly leaped forward when she was
free of me. They told me she went
hundering in a pother of foam through
the shallows, cleared the beach with one
mighty bound, and went crashing
through the woods like a drunken giant.

I didn’t see that part of it. For when
I got on an even keel again, and spat
the water from my mouth, and shook it

from my face,—Charlie’s, canoe was
within a yard or so, and I grasped it.

Even then I couldn’t get aboard,—so

we went along till the water shoaled and
T could climb awkwardly m.
As we stepped ashore, Charlie came

at me with his hat, “Wait a minute, you
ought to see your back. It’s all covered
with moose-flies.”

“Your’s is too,” I said as I glimpsed
his broad shoulders. There, covering
both of us like swarming bees, were
thick deposits of moose-flies, gray, green,
hanging on in stillness. Not even as we
batted them with a felt hat and slew
them shamelessly did they fly away. I

had noticed them clinging in thick
bunches to the mane of the moose as she
swam. I had seen them lying in patches
on her long nose as she turned her face
sideways to us. Deciding that she was
no longer to furnish them a refuge they
had transferred themselves to us -while

we struggled there in the lake. And
never having been forced to dodge the

slap of human hat, or tail of almost
tailless moose they sat tight.

Five minutes later I was in a change
of dry clothes and ready for the wel-
come dinner call.

That night was formed a club called

“The Moose Riders of the Nepisiguit.”
There are about six men known to have
fulfilled the conditions, namely, to ride

a wild moose in the presence of relia-

ble witnesses. Some day I would like to

meet the other five, and compare notes,

—for of all the queer thrills that I got
in the wilds of New Brunswick, this rid-

ing of the moose brought the most in-

teresting of reactions, a real joy of con-

tact with the wilds.

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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A MOOSE HUNT
IN NOVA SCOTIA

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 638

a day and turned into our sleeping bags.

The next morning we rose about sun-

rise. There were delicate pink and gold

shades in the east, as we hurriedly

dressed and prepared our breakfast. It

was an exhilarating, frosty September
morning. After a breakfast of coffee

and eggs, which tasted very differently

from a similar repast in town, we start-

ed on a still hunt after our bull of the

night before. The wind was from the

north and therefore Bob reasoned that

he would be in the woods to the north-

west of us, or work gradually around
us to where he would get our scent

somewhere to leeward. After strolling

for some time in the bushes, we found
what looked like his tracks, showing
that our theory was correct, that he had
made off to thick cover somewhere west

of our tent. We saw numerous other

fresh tracks of moose and heard the

drumming of several partridges. Rabbit

tracks, chipmunk and squirrel of the

small red species were numerous.

My guide, Bob Crowell, is about six

feet, spare, lean and rangy, very strong,

and tough as a hickory knot—a thor-

ough woodsman. With his brown shirt,

moccasins or larrigan shoes, he looked

not unike one of Cooper’s heroes. After
an early supper Bob began calling, and
after calling several times a bull moose
answered from woods over to north of

us, but kept under cover. At no time
did he show himself, although he an-

swered several times. Shortly after-

wards we heard the bull answer around
to the east of our tent, back in the woods,
and it sounded as if he were very close

to the tent. After this there was a long
pause and we heard nothing, save per-

haps the gloomy, weird cry of an owl.

Just as Bob blew out the candle and we
drew the blankets over us, he said: “If

that moose keeps this up long enough
we’ll get him.”

O N the fourth morning of our hunt
we breakfasted a bit late and hav-
ing laid the rifle down for a mo-

ment I was sitting down, talking with
my guide, who was intently watching
some object, when suddenly he cried:

“There he is!” I jumped up, seized the

rifle and said: “Where?” Bob said:

“There,” pointing to a small fir tree

about 120 yards to the northwest of our
tent. At first I could not make out the

bull, which all this time was traveling

for the edge of the woods about 400
yards off, as fast as his long legs could

carry him. Trying to draw a bead on
him, I found myself entangled in some
bushes. Clearing myself I stepped to

the left, raised my rifle and took as good
a sight as I could with the 50-yard sight

and fired just as Bob Crowell gave him
a call, which lured the bull to pause and
to look back over his left shoulder, think-

ing it might be a cow calling him after

all. Like Lot’s wife, his curiosity was
the cause of his destruction. He had
then traversed a space of at least 300

Gun-Cleaning Time!
Tins is about tbe time wben tbe sportsman, wbo cares

for bis firearms as be should, sees to it tbat bis

shotguns, rifles and pocket arms receive a thorough

cleaning.

Cleaning and oiling lengthens the life of a gun. But
the kind of oil and grease used will determine the

thoroughness of the job.

Three Remington products are available for putting firearms

in good condition: Rem Oil, Remington Paravaseline and
Remington Rust Remover.

Remington.
TRADE MARK

Rem Oil is a powder solvent, lubricant and rust preventive all in one
solution. One of the ingredients of Rem Oil dissolves the residue of

burnt powder (particularly smokeless powder) which adheres like glue

to the inside of the gun barrel after shooting.

Remington Paravaseline, when spread thinly in the bore and over the

outside metal parts of a gun, protects it against rust. Remington Rust
Remover will remove rust from the rifling or the exterior parts of an arm.

Ask your nearest Remington dealer for any one or all of these products.

There are over 90,000 dealers who handle Remington products through-
out this country—at your service for good shooting.

Send for general catalog

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, Inc.
W’oolworth Building, New York City

Successor to

The Remington Arms Union Metallic Cartridge Company, Inc.
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Know
Your
Birds

AMERICAN

GAME BIRDS
Water Birds— Game Birds

—Upland and Shore Birds

—In Colors

By CHESTER A. REED

Is a book written especially for sports-

men as a concise guide to the identifica-

tion of water birds, game upland and
shore birds.

One hundred and sixty species of birds

are faithfully depicted by the colored

pictures, and the text gives considerable

idea of their habits and tells where they

are to be found at different seasons of

the year.

These illustrations are reproduced from water-color painting by the author, whose
books on birds and flowers have had the largest sale of any ever published in this

country. They are made by the best known process by one of the very first

engraving houses in the country and the whole typography is such as is rarely

seen in any book.
The cover is a very attractive and unique one, with set-in pictures.

NEARLY

160
BIRD

PICTURES
IN

NATURAL
COLORS

NEEDED BY
EVERY

SPORTSMAN

PRICE 50 CENTS DELIVERED ANYWHERE

FREE
WITH FOUR MONTHS’ SUBSCRIPTION TO FOREST

AND STREAM AT REGULAR RATE OF
$1.00 FOR FOUR ISSUES

FOREST AND STREAM (Book Dept.)
9 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

azine

Start Your
Boy on the

Road to True

Man
Help him to get started right by giving him

THE BOYS’ MAGAZINE.
Send only 25 cents today for a three months’

subscription. By accepting this remarkable
low price offer you save 35 cents over the news-
stand price as the price per copy is 20 cents.

This is the formative period of your boy’s

life. What he will amount to in after years de-

pends largely on what he is reading now. You
want him to be wide-awake, progressive—for-
ward-looking—to develop ideas and initiative

and to learn to make his own way in the world.

You can make him no better gift than a sub-
scription to THE BOYS’ MAGAZINE. This
great periodical will give him entertainment,
instruction and the inspiration to accomplish
big things.
Your boy must keep abreast of the times.

What he reads has much to do with what he
THINKS and DOES. Guard him against trashy,
sensational and misleading stories. Give him
the kind of reading which entertains, yet in-

spires and instructs. THE BOYS’ MAGAZINE
will develop your boy’s initiative, foster right
THINKING and right DOING, and make him a
manly, moral and courageous boy.
Besides a wealth of splendid stories and special arti-

cles each issue contains departments devoted to Elec-
tricity, Mechanics,Wireless, Popular Science, Athletics

and Physical Training, Editorials, Stamp and Coin Col-
lecting, Moving Picture Plays and Players, Amateur
Photography, Cartooning, Outdoor Sports, Illustrated

Jokes, etc., etc.

Send only 25 cents, today, for a three months’ sub-
scription. We will refund your money promptly and
without question if you are not more than pleased
with THE BOYS’ MAGAZINE. (Remit in stamps if

more convenient) Address

THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO., Inc.

5143 Main Street Smethport, Pa.

(THE BOYS’ MAGAZINE is on sale at all newsstands,
20 cents a copy.)

“The Real Stuff"

SPORTING RIFLES
and

RIFLE SHOOTING
By John Caswell

Late Major, Ordnance Bept., U. S. R., A E. F.

The most practical work on rifle shoot-
ing in relation to big game hunting ever
published. A complete manual on rifle

shooting in all its phases; how to choose
the right rifle for any use; how to select

ammunition; how to determine the effect

of light, wind and weather on the flight

of a bullet; how to aim for the vital part
of all big game animals, and hundreds of
other important points. The author is a
famous big game hunter and instructor in

range shooting. Nearly 100 illustrations.

R. J. Cunninghame, noted sportsman and
leader of many big game expeditions,
says of this book : “The sanest bit of lit-

erature on rifles in relation to game that

I have yet encountered ... an erudite,
practical, sound, common-sense work.”

At all Booksellers, $5.00 net

This is an Appleton Book
D. APPLETON & CO. NEW YORK

WOODCRAFT. By Nessmuk. No better or
more delightful book for the help and guidance
of those who go into the wild for sport or rec-

reation was ever written. No one ever knew
the woods better than Nessmuk or succeeded
in putting so much valuable information into

the same compass. Camp equipment, camp
making, the personal kit, camp fires, shelters,

bedding, fishing, cooking, and a thousand and
one kindred topics are considered. Beyond this

the book has a quaint charm all its own. Cloth,

illustrated, 160 pages. $2.00.

yards, according to the judgment of my
guide, Crowell, when I fired, after tak-
ing deliberate aim, following my first

shot with three others in rapid succes-

sion as Mr. Moose disappeared in the
edge of the woods which surrounded the
clearing. As he turned to look back he
changed his direction a little towards
the west, leading in a diagonal line to

the edge of thick cover. When he fell

it was some 400 yards from our tent,

just where the pine, birch and maple
began to grow thick and make it

impossible to see very far. Here was
where we found him a few moments
later. As we approached the spot, I

confessed to a feeling of doubt as to the
sureness of my aim. Bob—with a quiz-

zical expression—said: “What would you
say if I told you you’d got him?” I re-

plied laughingly: “I would say you were
lying sure!”

But sure enough there he lay about
twenty feet from us. A fair head, but
his antlers were not so good as they
might have been. He weighed probably
about 700 or 800 pounds. Bob dressed
and skinned him nicely, leaving his four
quarters on a temporarily prepared
stand arranged by six poles, two fastened
upright in the earth, supporting a third,

and a fourth resting on the branches be-

tween two trees—with two poles laid on
those at right angles. Crowell, who is

an expert woodsman, and is thoroughly
versed in the habits of all the wild ani-

mals to be found in Nova Scotia, is con-

vinced that this moose was probably the

same one that answered our call on the
second night of the hunt. At first he
was afraid to come out in the open, yet

was loath to leave the locality until he
had convinced himself of the true source

of the continued calling. His curiosity

finally got the better of his discretion,

and after working around our tent from
north to east and then to south, as was
shown by his answering calls, showed
himself the fourth morning of the hunt
—directly north of our tent. If our
theory is correct, this moose had traveled

a complete circle before he determined
to put his fortune to the test. All of

which goes to show the wisdom of Mr.
Walton’s parting injunction: “Don’t
give up hope until you leave the hunt-

ing ground.”

AFTER dressing and skinning the

moose, Bob cut the head off at the

neck, leaving the cape or skin at-

tached to the head, removing the neck

joint, then with an axe splitting the

spine, separating the trunk in two
parts and cutting each of these

parts into two other parts at about

the third rib. We then placed these

four quarters upon the temporary stand,

to remain until they could be removed
to Kemptville. All this was half a day’s

work. At 12 we knocked off and had
dinner. Then we decided to return to

Oak Hill Cabin, our main camp. After
dinner Bob decided to walk to Kempt-
ville to get a man to help him bring
out the moose to our main camp, and to

order an ox team to bring the moose to

Kemptville, where we had to show the

head and four feet to the authorities

and report the shooting, according to the

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify yon.
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law of Nova Scotia. On our way to

camp we noticed flies had burrowed
into the moose flesh while damp and
there laid their eggs, which can be done
only' when the flesh is wet or damp and
the weather is warm. These eggs then
hatch by millions into maggots, which
quickly spoil the flesh. Bob cut out a

big piece of flesh into which these flies

had burrowed deeply, laying their eggs.

Salt was put on the neck where some
eggs had been laid. The ravens dis-

posed of the entrails.
' Returning to the main camp we had

supper and Bob started for Kempt-
ville, seven miles off, at 6.15. He was
so strong and active that he thought
nothing of a 14-mile jaunt of an eve-
ning. We brought the head and skin to
camp, and several slices of a hind-quar-
ter with us. With the aid of Bob’s
brother, we brought the four quarters
of moose to the edge of Second Lake,
and then placed them in a boat, rowed
with them to camp, where we placed
two in the ice house for canning. The
remaining two quarters we had hauled
out of camp by an ox team to the main
road and from there carried to Kempt-
ville by horse and wagon.
The main camp, or Oak Hill Camp,

as it is called, consists of a small cot-

tage surrounded by a low veranda, on
the summit of a hill overlooking a wide
expanse of forest, lakes and streams,
stocked with trout, duck, partridges,
moose and deer. Adjacent to this cen-
tral camp are various log cabins, one,
in particular, a sportsman’s paradise,
with large open fireplace and compart-
ments for four persons. The neigh-
boring forests consist of pine, hack-
matack or tamarack, birch of several
varieties, maple, spruce, ash, oak, juni-
per, balsam and hemlock.

A SPORTSMAN’S WANDERINGS

J
G. MILLAIS, author of The Life

#
of F. C. Selous, has recently com-
piled in book form some scatter-

ed observations on men and hunts
which have been brought out by Hough-
ton, ‘Mifflin Company under the title of
A Sportsman’s Wanderings. Price $5.00.
Upon reading this interesting book

one cannot help regretting that the au-
thor did not dwell more fully on his
African journeys. He dismisses in a
few words what must have been one of
the greatest experiences of his life.

No man could have gone into the great
game fields of South Africa during the
latter part of the last century and not
have been singularly impressed with
the extraordinary variety and multi-
tude of wildlife that existed in that
country at that period. Of course, the
adventures of that first trip to Africa
have been recorded to some extent in

his earlier book, “A Breath from the
Veldt,” but we feel that he should have
devoted at least a chapter of his auto-
biography to such an important event
in his life.

Also he gives scant attention toi the
many journeys he made to Newfound-
land in quest of the Caribou, and his

Alaska hunts are not even mentioned.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 672'

For “Dad”

and the

Boys

S
OMETHING y o u
would never think

of ! An inexpensive

gift giving year ’round
comfort to the man who
gets it—the Parkroger
Collar Button Gift Box.
containing four of the
famous

"PAR KROGER.”

ABSOLUTELY ONE-PIECE
COLLAR BUTTONS

•

The man who receives this gift doesn't miss trains hunting collar bottons, or

find himself suddenly without one. He has a button always at hand.
Remember these are the famous PARKROGER ABSOLUTELY ONE-PIECE
Collar Buttons. Made of a single piece of metal, gold plated on both sides.

Base can’t wear loose and come off as with other buttons. PARKROGER
Buttons can’t stain or poison the skin.

The Gift Box sells for $1.90 at all jewelry and men’s furnishings stores.

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS, INC.
Providence, Rhode, Island

Makers of the famous JIFFY LI'\KS Separable Cuff Buttons

in*

Xmas Furs A*
A rich fur rug for the home,
a life-like game head for hi_

den, a fine fur garment for the

lady—these are superb gifts and'
sensible too because of solid value.

Game Heads, Rugs, Garments

Game heads include the great West-

ern and foreign wild beasts, rugs of

bear, wolf, leopard, etc. Ladies'

and men's fur coats, scarfs, muffs,

fur rugs, etc., made to order from

your own skins.

Beautiful Fur Catalog FREE
Its 16 pages, richly illustrated, tell ex-

actly what you want to know about styles

of furs, cost of tanning and dressing,

cost of making various furs, rugs. etc.

Send for tills catalog today. It’s FREE

JONAS BROS.,
1019 Broadway DENVER, COLO.

Branch: Livingston, Mont•

TAXIDERMISTS
AND FURRIERS

Mrs. or Mr. Sportsman:

Your den, home or office

should have a “Dixon Qual-

ity” correctly mounted game
head. I have supplied the

mounted specimens for some

of the finest dens in the United

States. My work and speci-

mens are known in every

State of the United .States. I

stand behind my goods by

shipping my specimens pre-

paid anywhere in the United

States on approval. There is

not a penny of expense to you

unless you accept after exami-

nation. It will surely pay you

to trade with me. Reference:

Editor of Forest and Stream.

EDWIN DIXON
Canada’s Leading Taxidermist

Unionville, Ontario, Can.
In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify yon.
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KNICKERBOCKER FISHING TACKLE KIT
Carries a

Complete Tackle Outfit

BROWN COWHIDE LEATHER

ALUMINUM TRAYS

JO'IN THE ARMY OF SUCCESSFUL ANGLERS
BY USING A

MARTIN AUTOMATIC FISHING REEL
THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED SPORTSMEN ATTEST TO THE SATIS-
FYING RESULTS ATTAINED IiY USING THE MARTIN AUTOMATIC

Guaranteed Perfect and Practical

No cranking—made in four sizes: “G” line capacity No. 1—
75 ft. No. 2—90 ft. No. 3—150 ft. No. 4—225 ft. -

LEFT HAND REELS MADE TO ORDER
Send for Catalogue

MARTIN AUTOMATIC FISHING REEL CO.
Mohawk New York

A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING
EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE

Ask your dealer or address:

KNICKERBOCKER CASE CO., Mfrs., 226 N. Clinton St., CHICAGO

GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY
in the heaviest rainstorms. The only reliable

garment for every outdoor requirement.
Compact, Light, Serviceable

IT-FITS-THE-POCKET
FREE catalog of pneumatic goods
for camp, automobile, hospital, office

and home requirements. For Sale
by Sporting Goods Dealers.

METROPOLITAN AIR GOODS CO.
Athol, Mass.

Finest SaltWater Fishing
Red Fish or Channel Bass, Trout and other

varieties. Best Duck shooting.
Mallards, Red Heads and Black

Duck. Expert guides, good
Accommodations.

ROLSTON HOTEL
Coden, Alabama. J. E. Rolston, Prop.

The Days
"
'Sport

Game-fish anglers!—Get this

book “The Days of Real Sport, *’

trated by Briggs, the car-

toonist.

Tells a real, red-blooded fish-

ing story. Tells tried and
proven methods of catching
fight in' game-fish. What baits

and reels to use—how to land
'em. Should be in every
sportsmen's library. Send a
postal—it's FREE.

I ,

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.
_ 10202 High Street

S 1 1_ . i| Lcrd Ind.

98 . . ..

Weed!ess

H,eddon
Bait Casting Reels

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows
c
A.sK the Fish!”

Jas. Heddon’s Sons^
Dowagiac, Mich.

Wigguer

c _ #1.°P
pend for

Circular of other Lures cmd Pork
Rind Strips *A.L.^FOSS *

1712 COLUMBUS RD. CLEVELAND-

|‘ Sets up either with

-

or without car. Provides a real
steel spring-, 6agrlesa bed and
waterproof tent. _ ,

The^Stoll Mfg- Co. 3255 Larimer St. Denver .
Cojo.

SOME METHODS OF
WEIGHT CASTING

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 640)

length of the rubber consequently equal-

ling the length of the pole, the line may
be lengthened due to the resiliency of the

rubber loop by the length of the pole, as-

suming that rubber may be stretched to

double its normal length.

r
T’’ EN. Rubber is also utilized in a mod-
i’ ideation of the rigging described

under paragraph 5. The tail-end of the
line is rubber extending from a point sev-

eral feet above the butt-end to several

inches outside the tip-guide.

The line goes through a ring which is

placed at the tip of the pole. The end of

the line is fastened to a piece of silk-

covered rubber, which is about three feet

long. The bottom end of the rubber cord

is lashed to the middle of the pole. Thus,

when a strain is put on the line the rub-

ber cord stretches out quite a distance.

ELEVEN. A method resembling surf-

casting is practised by shore-fisher-

men along the seacoast in France, Por-
tugal, Spain and on islands ih the Medi-
terranean. No reels are used. The
poles, mostly saplings with a natural
fork at the tip are 8 to 10 feet long.

The line, which is anchored to a heavy
object, lies coiled upon the ground. The
tackle-end is heavy, occasionally up to

nearly one pound. Several feet of it are

hung over the fork; the pole is manipu-
lated like a regular surfcasting-rod. Dur-
ing the “sweep” the line is held in one
hand to be released at the end of the

forward sweep.

Casts average 200 feet but frequently

longer casts are made. In fact, were it

not for the clumsy poles, the cast dis-

tances should be longer than those which
may be made with the regular surfeast-

ir.g-rods, due to the absence of any fric-

tional retardation.

While all the aforementioned methods
have their merits the sportsman resorts

nearly exclusively to the use of rod and
reel to deliver his tackle. He shuns the

primitive manner of casting rather out

of pity than contempt. And if he be a
true angler it is certain that he would
like to send to his brother anglers, less

favored in the possession of the most
perfect tackle, fishing outfits that would
make them forget at times the misery of

every day life.

CARIBOU AND MOOSE
IN KLAPPAN

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 631)

account of rain. Of course this does not
take into account the eight days spent in

traveling from Telegraph Creek to the

hunting grounds.

I recorded the temperature each
morning and evening about seven

o’clock. Between August twenty-fifth

and September sixteenth it ranged, at

that hour in the morning, from 26° to

53°. The average was 35°. At evening
it was much warmer and mid-day hot.

The events of interest upon the return
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were tew. Shortly after leaving the

Klappan crossing a large grey wolf ran
across our trail about twenty-five yards

ahead of us. There was no opportunity

for a shot. He ran with a slow, loping

gait, and occasionally leaped high in the

willow brush to enable him to see ahead.

On the nineteenth there were showers

and the first snow. On the twenty-first

the mercury registered 16° in the morn-
ing, but it soon turned warm and a

steady, cold, drenching rain set in. We
traveled on until evening. Pitching

camp was disagreeable. A stove in the

tent makes a dry camp; and we had the

stove.

There is a fascination in a big game
hunt in the mountains that I can feel

but cannot describe. This fascination is

woven about majestic mountains, fast

waters, limpid lakes, bright skies and
the tints of the alpenglows. But the

lure of it all is the crafty ways of the

wary wild beasts roaming about in their

native haunts.

UNDER STRINGING
GOOSE FLOCKS

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 633)

Seconds dragged endlessly as the tame
geese gabbled excitedly. Then, start-

lingly close, those incomers answered.
Black, outstretched necks and the quiv-

ering pinions of broad wings loomed
overhead. Directly over me two geese

soared in, with black feet dropped down
under gray bodies. “I’ll take the lead-

er!” shouted Ted. At his cry, those

great wings beat suddenly climbing.

His gun crashed. I heard the shot

strike. The leader’s snake-like neck fell

limp. Flat on my back, I threw up my
gun. As I pulled, the recoil jambed my
shoulder hard on the box floor. My
goose collapsed in mid air, tumbling
almost upon me. It struck alongside,

showering me with spatter.

I sat up, rubbing my shoulder, and
gazed transfixed. Three hundred yards
away, five Canadas were rearing helter-

skelter, away from our fusillade. Noise-

lessly, they had been decoying while we
watched behind. They were gone,

driven into fading dots by fear-impulsed

wings. Captain Jackson called upon his

Red Gods to witness that we should

have had all five. But Ted and I re-

fused to grieve over any possibility

when we each had about nine pounds
of web-footed certainly by the leg.

While Jackson changed some decoys,

which, for some cryptic reason, “warn’t
right,” we shook icicles out of our cir-

culation. The temperature was higher,

but the wind swept tirelessly and sur-

charged with shivery dampne'ss off the

sea. As we squandered hundreds of

yards of energy upon a ten foot sand
strip, we heard him cry, “Look at that,

will you!” I heard the wheu-wheu of

duck wings and eight broadbill flashed

over like feathered projectiles. In-

stinctively we crouched and splashed

uselessly back to our blind, almost on
all fours. Nothing stirred when we
were settled again. There always was
a certain fatality connected with leav-

ing a point.

MARBLES
leaning Implement*

KeepYour Gun Piqht

The clean gun is a sure gun—one
that will last for years. Marble’s
Cleaning Implements are need-

ed by every gun owner—the best

insurance against destruction by rust and
he can buy. Most dealers have

Marble’s Equipment—if you can’t get what you
want, order direct. Send for the Marble’s catalog.

Marble’s Line also includes Safety Pocket and Camp Axes, Clean-

ing Rods, Hunting Knives, Gun Sights, Waterproof Match Box, Com-
passes, Fish Gaff, Auxiliary Cartridges, Shell Extractors and Recoil Pads.

corrosion

Rifle Cleaner
Thoroly cleans without injuring the finest rifle and removes all lead, rust or powder
residue. Made of sections of softest brass gauze washers, on a spirally bent spring

tempered steel wire—may be attached to any standard rod. 55c. Statecaliber wanted.

Anti-

Rust

Ropes
When saturated with oil they prevent rusting or pitting—perfect

protection for any gun. One oiling lasts for years. For shotguns or
rifles, 55c; for revolvers, 25c. State gauge or caliber wanted.

Jointed Rifle Rod
The best general purpose rod, for it can be packed in a small space

and when screwed together it’s as solid as a one-piece
rod—can’t wobble, bend or break. Three brass sec-

tions, with two steel joints, steel swivel at its end.
May be had in brass or steel, 26, 30 and 34 inches

long, $1 .10 . Give calibre and length desired.

Nitro Solvent Oil
This wonderful oil will keep sportsmen’s equipment
free from rust—it quickly dissolves the residue of all

powders. A perfect lubricant. 2-oz. bottle, 25c;
6-oz. can, 55c. By mail, 10c extra. Sample free.

Shot Gun Cleaner
Same construction as rifle cleaner. Guaranteed not to

injure bore. Exceedingly durable. Will keep your gun
clean and prolong its life. 85c. State gauge wanted.

314

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO., 526 Delta Ave. Gladstone, Mich.

8

J. KANNOFSKY
Practical

Glass Blower

and manufacturer of artificial eyes for birds,

animals and manufacturing: purposes a specialty.

Send for prices. All kinds of heads and skulls

for furriers and taxidermists.

328 CHURCH ST., Near Canal St, NEW YORK
Please mention “Foreat and Stream*’

Indian Moccasins
Both Lace or Slipper

Made of Genuine Moose Hide
Men’s Sizes, 6 to 11, at $5.00
Ladies’ or Boys’ Sizes,

2 to 6 at $3.75.

Sent prepaid on
receipt, of orice.

Money refunded if

not satisfactory.

We make the finest Buckskin Hunting
Shirts in America. Carry in stock the larg-

est assortment of Snow Shoes in the country.
Also hand-made Genuine Buckskin and Horse-
hide Gloves and Mittens. Our Wisconsin
Cruising Shoes have no superior as a bunting
shoe. Send for Free Catalog today.

Metz & Schloerb.
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Log Cabins

and Cottages
(Sixth Edition)

How to Build and

Furnish Them
By

WILLIAM S. WICKS

The most popular book on the

subject ever written. Full ex-

planations how to build cabins

of all sizes with directions and
numerous illustrations. Every-
thing from a shack to the most
pretentious Adirondack struc-

ture, is included.

Pictures and plans of fire-

places
; how to build chim-

neys; rustic stairways, etc.

PRICE $2.00

NEW EDITION
NOW READY

Forest and Stream
BOOK DEPT.

9 East 40th St., N. Y. City

I had long since given up trying to

keep my feet warm. But now, even my
thoughts seemed on the point of freez-

ing solid. I tried auto-suggestion and
recalled all the hot things I have ever
met—and some I have not. A few ideas
were partially saved.

Then came fresh excitement to set the
internal furnaces aglow. Four distant
reports rumbled across the bay. “Look
yonder, someone’s putting up those
broadbill,” and Jackson pointed toward
the north. A mist rose over the water,
thickening into a smoke-like cloud.

Rolling up wind it came, rising and
pitching down in low-flung streamers;
a raft of ducks flying up channel.
Trailing wisps eddied behind as though
torn by the wind. Quickly individual

duck forms grew distinct as they
winged nearer. We watched with
nerves a-tingle to the duck-shooter’s

most wonderful spectacle. Following
each channel winding, those birds swept
on, and the whisper of air on a multi-
tude of wings vibrated in our ears. Ap-
parently a jumbled chads, of white-
banded bodies, their ranks shuttled in

and out with miraculous avoidance of
collision. Heedless of Jackson’s thrilling

calls, they were passing. A trailing

bunch headed toward us, then curved
away. Scarcely breathing, we watched
stringing birds speeding after the main
flock. A single bent over to cross us.

Seven others fell away following. Ted’s
gun crashed. One flying shape crumpled
into an arching fall. I snapped two
crossing birds. One tumbled headlong.
The second whirled down, wing-tipped.

I twisted to fire again, and missed wild-

ly. Five birds had splashed down, yet
two dived to vanish utterly.

“Stay down!” came a sharp whisper.
Another trailing flock swept by. I lay

back, breathing hard, watching the bay
with excited eyes. No birds showed
against my horizon. Astonishment
surged in my breast whejn Jackson
cried, “Shoot!” I sat up, staring. Over
the decoys on my right, two blackducks
hung stiff-winged. Ted killed one clean.

As the second towered up, I pulled. The
trigger clicked discouragement. My gun
was empty! Ted fired again and
missed. The duck fell away and the

captain shot it down beyond the stool.

It kicked a moment, revived suddenly,

and flopped when Jackson’s second bar-

rel roared. I reloaded my gun in disgust.

“Have your safety on?” queried Jack-

son with a chuckle; while Ted began to

bubble with his idea of malicious sar-

casm. I hurled an empty shell at them
and lay back fuming.

DAY was waning and the bay grew
quiet again. We drank our last

hot coffee, a transitory bulwark
against the frosty wind. As I drummed
my heels, seeking to stir life into my
numbed toes, I saw another goose flock

outlined against some far off, dull

clouds. That faint line grew less swift-

ly than the others which had passed.

Imperceptibly its course changed and

swung over the bay. The long-drawn

rank of winging birds pitched into roll-

ing flight. The rhythm of their wing-

strokes broke as they began to lower.

“They’ll come down!” an excited note
sounded in Jackson’s voice.

The geese swung off to leeward fol-

lowing the great gander and the trail-

ing younger birds dropped lower and
undulated out of formation. Our de-
coys awoke and gabbled until their
hoarse chatter echoed across the bay.
Once, three fell out towards our decoys.
I felt my tense muscles twitch. The
flock called them back. After tracing'
one great circle about our island, the
leaders’ wings stiffened. I saw their
feet unfold. They pitched down to the
water with a splash, four hundred
yards away. I squirmed to get a better
view through the thatch. “Keep down,
they’ll swim in,” ordered Jackson.
The twelve Canadas showed distinct-

ly, heads erect and they swam slowly
while they examined their new sur-
roundings,. Then one neck writhed,
skittering water over its back. An-
other fluttered, setting its wings more
to its taste. They began to feed.
Lashing gusts were forgotten now as
we lay like mummies. Then a. dark
spot showed in the distance. At last,

Howard was at work circling far
around to leeward. Finally he began
to push back and forth, gradually
working in. The wary birds sensed
his approach and swam towards us.

They stopped feeding and bunched as
they paddled slowly. Our tension grew
while the open water shortened. Stiff

necked now, they turned their heads,

eying the boat and our decoys with fur-

tive interrogation. My legs developed
sudden cramps. My lungs seemed
about to burst with stifled breath; and
my heart thumped my ribs with horri-

ble din. The twelve were startlingly

close. I saw gray breast feathers ruf-

fle in a wind puff. The leaders reached
our chattering decoys. Then" one
snake-like head writhed swiftly from
side to side. “Shoot!” gasped Jack-
son. We bounced erect and the geese
burst up with crashing wings. His
gun boomed. Two tumbled as his shot

raked them. My vision was a blur of

feathered bodies. One climbed up
shrieking through open bill. Exulta-

tion waved over me when my1 shot

struck it into a limp fall. Two flew

escaping on my left. I swung and
their 'outstretched bodies 'aligned for

one precious instant as I fired. The
first pitched into a smother of flying

water. The other slanted 'suddenly,

beaten askew by one shattered wing.

That goose crashed into the waves. It

bobbed instantly upright and scuttled

away. Blindly I jambed shells into

my gun and dropped it into a welter

of spray. I whirled and s'aw six sur-

vivors fleeing into the east. As we
watched, one lagged and labored in the

ruck. Hopefully we followed with our

eyes but its brave heart buoyed its

stricken body which faded into a

dwindling speck.

“There goes mine,” said Ted sadly,

“I shot my first an instant after some
one killed it.” He shook his head

mournfully as we went out to gather

our six birds. Over the water echoed

Howard’s shouts from where Toils boat

(continued on page 664 )
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PHOTOGRAPHING WILD TURKEYS
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

DURING the adventure years of

early life, when I was frequently

allowed to accompany an expert wild

turkey hunter on his numerous trips

throughout the old south country, I

grew up to believe that the wild turkey

gobbler was the shrewdest and most
wary bird that ever flew.

In later years, however, after a good

deal of practical hunting experience of

my own, I have definitely come to the

conclusion that, aside from his native

timidity and extremely wild instincts

—which resemble the ruffed grouse

—

the Tom turkey is frequently and eas-

ily outwitted by an experienced hunter.

Once I went into the old Mississippi

valley cypress swamps, at a period

yvhen the back water from the Miss-

issippi River inundation was well up
through the swamps, and stalked and

bagged three fine wild turkey gobblers

on three successive hunts. The second

turkey was badly crippled with BB
shot, but flew for two hundred yards

over the back water. I was very care-

ful to mark the spot where my fine

Tom seemed to have come down, re-

moved my rubber hunting boots, threw

off my hunting coat, leaned the gun
up against a tree, and waded in water
above my armpits in order to drag out

and bag the eighteen pound gobbler.

1 1 daresay that some turkey hunters

would contend that I would never have

made the bag if the turkey had been

an old timer; but on the very next

turkey hunt, about ten days later, 1

stalked, walked up and shot a real old

grandfather wild Tom—judging from
his beard which seemed to extend al-

most down to his feet. Also the old

Tom had large, thick scales on his legs,

with fairly long and stubby spurs,

hence I imagined he was quite old

enough to be shrewd and elusive. How-
ever, the fact was that I just happened
to run upon him when he was very

busily engaged in picking some fat

grubs from an old cypress log. The
old chap seemed to be very hungry for

his breakfast, and was not aware of

the soft-footed approach of danger, un-

til I had gotten him well within range

of a hard hitting, full choked gun. He
made desperate efforts to repair his

careless mistake by a hurried rise for

flight, but he flopped down ignomi-

nously on the very edge of the back
water. So I came to the fixed conclu-

sion that wild Tern’s reputed shrewd-

ness comes very largely from instinct.

If a ruffed grouse hears an unnatural

noise—maybe at a two hundred yard
range—just as likely as not the old bird

will flush for a wild flight. Actually

I have seen them flush wild from in

front of my setter, who was trying to

hold a long point, and fly so straight

for my face that I have had to dodge
in order to let the bird pass, so I think

the ruffed grouse has a temperament
somewhat like that of the wild turkey.

At a later period, while on a winter
visit to the old Southern-home country,

I chanced to come in contact with an
expert wild turkey hunter who had ex-

changed his trusty shot gun for a good

Photographed by Edward R. Wilbur.

Wild turkey

camera and he had succeeded in pho-

tographing the life-size wild turkeys,

in many of their graceful native poses.

He had learned well the habits of

the very wild birds. The first phase
of his undertaking was to find the range
of a nice flock of turkeys; then to thor-

oughly and carefully bait them until

they were accustomed to come to the

same wild spot each day. The second

phase of the game was to build a very
natural-looking blind, with trails of

tempting grain leading on either side,

just within the range of his camera.
Then, accompanied by a real expert

turkey caller, he caught the turkeys at

the late afternoon feeding time. I re-

call one picture he took entitled, “Lis-

tening to the Call.” The handsome,
glossy Tom stood almost perfectly

erect, with the neck stretched to full

length, intently listening. One could

almost imagine hearing the old gob-

bler’s quick, short notes of “put—put

—

put”. There was a later pose of pos-

sibly the same love-sick feathered Ro-
meo as he was all ruffled up in a vain,

red-headed strutting position, and he
named that picture “Coming to, Call.”

The old hunter who took these pic-

tures had probably gotten tired of wit-

nessing a handsome Tom turkey un-
gracefully kicking his last strokes in

the final death struggle and had be-

come more humane in his advancing
years. He very readily turned his wide
experience of wild turkey hunting into

the more difficult work of photograph-
ing them.
An old friend of the South country

recently wrote me that a lai’ge lumber
company purchased extensive timber
rights in the cypress swamp where
this hunter made his pictures and be-

gan erecting a saw mill. The wild tur-

keys stood not upon the order of their

going and had suddenly taken them-
selves off to parts unknown. v

It is con-

tended by hunters with wide knowledge
of the wild turkey habits that they will

not remain in a forest where any kind
of unnatural noises can be heard.
Robert H. McNair. M.D.. Missouri.

Let Us Tan Your Hide.
And let us do your head mounting, rug, robe,

coat, and glove making. You never lose any-

thing and generally gain by dealing direct with

headquarters.
We tan deer skins with hair on for rugs, or

trophies, or dress them into buckskin glove

leather. Bear. dog. calf. cow. horse or any

other kind of hide or skin tanned with the hair

or fur on, and finished soft, light, odorless, and
made up into rugs, gloves, caps, men’s and
women's garments when so ordered.

Get our illustrated catalog which gives prices

of tanning, taxidermy and head mounting. Also

prices of fur goods and big mounted game heads
we sell.

THE CROSBY FRISIAN FUR COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y.

\
Write for our Trappers*
Gu Ide—absolutely Free,

k As different from other
V Trappers’ Guides as an

Aeroplane is from a Stage
Coach. Seven Books in

one. Partial list of contents:
Memorandum Book, weather chart, calen-

dar, grume laws of each 6tato. pointers on
trapping, footprints of fur-bcarinar animals, science of
trapping, medical department. 85 different recipes for
various diseases, first aid to the injured: showing horr
you can get your trappers’ supplies at manufacturer's
price3 or less. Wo pay postage. Write us for a FREE
Trappers' Guide today. Also price list ofraw fera free.

Established 1871.

WEIL BROS. & CO., INC.
**The Old Square Deal House**

112 Well Sleek, FORT WAYKE, END. Il.tA.

"let the hair
go with the hide

'

BIG GAME
MOUNTED

Leopard, deer, any foreign or

domestic, wild animal heads

mounted — the skin or hide

tanned in natural state, and made

into rugs, caps, gloves, men’s or

women’s garments.

TAXIDERMY
AND FUR TANNING

SPECIALISTS

Our illustrated catalog tells how

to prepare skins for shipping and

show-s prices on head mounting,

taxidermy, fur tanning and styles

of garments.

ROCHESTER
FUR DRESSING
COMPANY
6$ $-66$ Wot Ave.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Why not give Him something He wants?

A Rifle
From a Francotte
Folding 22 Skele-
ton Stock Rifle at

To a Mannlicher
Schoenauer Feath-
er-weight Rifle at

592.50. A Rod

A Gun
From a Single 410
Gauge Francotte
Bird Gun at $20 ,

To a Finest Qual-
ity Purdey, Boss, or

Churchill, up to al-

most any price.

From a Bristol Steel Bait Rod at $ 7 .

To a Thomas Special Fly Rod at $48 .

VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD, Inc.

414 Madison Ave., New York
Between 48th and 49th Streets

Semi Cord Tires
8000 MILE SERVICE

66% SAVING-FREE TUBES
Most modern and lasting of reconstructed tires. Semi Cords are reinforced with

Standard Cord tops as shown in picture. Their tough cross strands of cord,

woven into and under a heavy, perfectly cured rubber tread, give the greatest

wearing quality of any other grade of tires. These are sold by us only and our

usual mileage guarantee given. As an extra inducement to try them we include

one new Standard Make tnbe free with every tire* Buy now at

these low prices. Written guarantee with each tire.

30x3 $ 7.50 32x4 $12.20

30x3'A 9.10 33x4..

32x3M.~S.S.only.„. 10.20 34x4
31x4 - 11.90 32x4J4_
30x3 in Fabric only 33x4 J4..

12.50
12.85

_______ 13.40
13.95

34x4 >4 $14.55
14.90

36x4)4 15.50
16.45

37x5 ...... 17.50

full amount sent with order, deduct 5%.

SEMI CORD TIRE CO. 27 A Roosevelt & Robey St., Chicago, 111.

RUSSELL'S
“NEVER LEAK'
Thebuilt-for-hard-knocks
boot that sportsmen
swear by—soft, easy-fit-

ting and as near water-
proof as a leather boot
can be.

Made to meas-
ure from best

q u al it y
ch rota e -

tanned
1 eathers.

Ifyourdealer
doesn’t carry
RUSSELL’S,
w.iite us for
a catalog.

W.C.RUSSELL
MOCCASIN

Save s
Elbow
Grease

The big advantage of Pyramid Solvent

is that it thoroughly cleans the firearm

without wearing out the human arm.

Pyramid Solvent
removes residue of high-power smoke-
less and black powders and loosens metal

fouling without the hard work you are

accustomed to. Contains

no harmful chemical and
no moisture.

After Pyramid Solvent, always
use 3-n-Onc Oil to prevent rust

and to lubricate.

Pyramid Solvent is for sale by
most f rearm dealers, 3 ounces in

a convenient flat can that fits

pocket or shooting kit, 30c per

can. If your dealer can’t supply

you, send 35 c and we will send

you a can postpaid.

Three-in-one Oil Co.
If5 f ZG Broadway, New York

rested after that long pull. Finally he
pushed over to sit with us a while for
our day was almost done.

THE sun was sinking and with ic

the wind. Rifts torn in the clout!

blanket showed clear patches of

blue. For a moment, the sun burst
through above the western hills and
tinted the bay with sudden brilliance.

Then the curtain shut down again.
Dying gusts rattled the dry sedge and
danced away in a wake of rough water.
High up, three ducks swept over, com-
ing in from the distant ocean. We
watched them drowsily; even our
covetousness was dulled by long expo-
sure.

Just as Captain Jackson decided to

gather his decoys, our last shot came.
Howard showed us three incoming

i specks. They decoyed beautifully,

ilaning down in a sweeping circle. Over
the edge of my box, showed one ex-

I

tended dusky shape followed by two
thickset, lighter forms. “Blackduck
and two redheads,” muttered Howard.
On they came, and the flash of two
fiery chestnut heads confirmed his

words. At the outer decoys, the black-

duck took warning from some furtive

instinct and turned away. The pair set

their wings, then banked up to follow.

“Now!” came a cry, and one gun
cracked on my right. Nothing dropped!
As I rose, the three winged madly
climbing skyward. One redhead tum-
bled off my sights when another gun
crashed. Hastily, I snapped at the

other and missed. Two reports rang
and it crumpled down. I fired my last

despairing shot at the escaping black-

duck; but it flickered away, tail turned
and full speed ahead. Sadly I watched
it fade into distance and broke my gun.

Then my eyes fell on five great, feath-

ered bodies stretched at my feet. Mis-

chance could not spoil the hallowed

memory of that day.

Level rays of the setting sun launched

across the bay and painted the clouds

into rosy billows picked out with laven-

der shadows. Its crimson disc sank
behind the purple hills. A beam
winked from the lighthouse and marked
that day’s close with watchful eye. We
slipped away into gathering shadows
and the fading glory of a winter sunset

DOCTOR HENSHALL
ON THE RIVIERA

(continued from page 635)

The largest and most famous bridge

is the Rialto over the Grand Canal. It

is quite steep, and like other bridges

the ascent and descent in crossing is by
means of steps. It is built of stone, and
on either side of the passageway there

are small stores or booths. It has a

span of nearly a hundred feet, and com-

mands a fine view, either way, of the

beautiful palaces and exquisite edifices

along the canal. The bridge itself is

rather commonplace and hardly merits

the somewhat extravagant enconiums
sometimes expressed concerning it.

The industries of Venice are quite

diversified. Venitian glass and Veni-
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tian lace have long been famous, and
its gold and silver jewelry and filigree

work, artificial pearls and Byzantine

mosaics are well known. Venice is re-

nowned as the home of the “Aldine

Press,” where in the fifteen century old

Aldo Manuzio issued his splendid edi-

tions of the classics, which are now so

coveted by collectors. Fine printing is

still done in the city. The style of types

now known as “italic” originated with

Manuzio.
We were much interested in the many

fine churches, libraries, museums, pal-

aces and public buildings of the beau-

tiful city. One of the centers of inter-

est is the Piazza San Marco, or plaza

of St. Mark. This is surrounded by the

cathedral, the Campanile, and numer-
ous shops. At one side, on the water
front, are the two monolith columns
surmounted by the Lion of St. Mark
and St. Theodore. Leading out of the

plaza is an arcade with a large clock

over the entrance, having a dial with
twenty-four hours. Two figures about

lifesize strike the hours on a bell, with

hammers, from one to twenty-four.

There are thousands of pigeons in Ven-
ice, which, owing to the legacy of a be-

nevolent lady of note, are regularly fed

on the plaza of St. Mark, to the delight

and amusement of the public, but espe-

cially of visitors and tourists.

Among the notable buildings that

must be mentioned is the famous Doge’s

Palace, connected with a prison across

the canal by the “Bridge of Sighs.”

The Venitians have been much misrep-

resented concerning their morals and
manners. They are fond of music,

dancing and other (amusements, but

they display good taste in dress, and
are orderly and respectful in manner
and deportment, even those of the lower

classes.

In a small paved square surrounded

by tall tenement houses there was a well

of pretty fair drinking water, which
was in good request during the day.

In the late afternoon, however, it

seemed to be the custom of the women
of the neighborhood to assemble with

jars, vases and pitchers of various sizes,

and while filling the vessels to exchange

the current gossip of the quarter, which,

to judge from the accompanying merri-

ment and hilarity, was highly appre-

ciated and enjoyed. The capacity of

the water vessels ranged from the five-

gallon jar to a pint cup, from which

it was very evident that the presence

of some of the group was not occasioned

by the need of water so much as the love

of a little chat, scandalous or otherwise.

Remarking on this supposition to my
companion, and calling his attention to

a small cup in the hand of a pretty

young matron, he said that it was not

a cup she held but a Venitian blind!

F
ROM Venice we took a P. & 0.

steamer for a three days’ voyage

to Alexandria, Egypt. There were
nearly three hundred passengers aboard,

mostly English, who were en route to

Egypt, India, China and Australia;

many of them were returning from a

visit to Old England. Before the end

of the trip we became quite chummy
In Writing

NATIONAL SPORTSMAN
is a monthly magazine, crammed full of
Hunting, Fishing, Camping and Trapping
stories and pictures, valuable information about
guns, rifles, revolvers, fishing tackle, camp
outfits, best places to go for fish and game,
changes in fish and game laws,' and a thousand
and one helpful hints for sportsmen. National
Sportsman tells you what to do when lost in
the woods, how to cook your grub, how to build
camps and blinds, how to train your hunting
dog, how to preserve your trophies, how to
start a gun club, how to build a rifle range.
No book or set of books you can buy will

give you the amount of up-to-date information
about life in the open that you can get from
a year’s subscription to the National Sports-
man. Special information furnished to sub-
scribers at all times, Free of Charge.

The 8 beautiful outdoor sport pictures, shown above,
are produced oil heavy art paper, size 9x12, in sTii;-
ingly attractive colors, from original oil paintings by
well-known artists. They make appropriate and phasing
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SPORTSMAN magazine for a whole year, 12 big is-

sues. together with the set of S pictures described
above. Pin a dollar bill to attached coupon and mail
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satisfied.
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i National Sportsman Magazine.
• 220 Columbus Ave.. Boston. Mass.

|
"Enclosed find $1.00 for a year's to the Na-

i tional Sportsman, and the set of eight outdoor p tu
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To know the HOW, WHEN and WHERE of This Sport Supreme
;
whether it he hunting

fox, mink, coon, possum or any other animal that challenges the sportsman’s skill, you
should read “NIGHT HUNTING,” by J. E. Williams.

SINGLE COPY, PRICE $1.00, DELIVERED TO ANY
ADDRESS IN THE UNITED STATES OR CANADA

_ 0

OUR SPECIAL OFFER—Subscribe now for Forest and Stream at the regular yearly rate of

$3.00, and we’ll send you a copy of this cloth bound book FREE OF ADDITIONAL EXPENSE.

FOREST & STREAM, \“T“T

NIGHT HUNTING SPORT SUPREME

NIGHT HUNTING for Sport or Profit

is Indeed the SPORT OF SPORTS
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with some of them and found them
sportsmen in its best sense, as most
Englismen usually are.

We were favored by having smooth
seas and balmy, moonlit nights during
the voyage. On the first night there
were numerous, segregated groups about
the decks, each enjoying itself in its

own fashion by conversation, story-tell-

ing, etc. An English Bishop was the
center of a large group of admirers, near
us, and as the conversation drifted to

the subject of customs duties and the
ways of evading them, the good Bishop
was prevailed on to say something in

regard to the matter. It is a matter of

fact that many people who are strictly

honest in ordinary affairs of life, do not
scruple to avoid the payment of customs
duties whenever they can do so. And
the good Bishop was tempted to say
something that was not wholly within
the sanction of the cloth. To his atten-

tive listeners he said:

“I had a friend who was traveling in

Italy, where tney are very strict in re-

gard to tobacco, the government having
a monopoly of the manufacture and
sale of it. My friend, who was a
smoker, had some tobacco in his bag,
and thinking to avoid the payment of

duty on it, he handed the revenue official

a piece of money, which, I suppose was
not large enough to meet the fellow’s

idea, and the scoundrel reported him,

and it gave my friend serious trouble!”

The responses to this from his audience

were: “Contemptible!” “My word!”
“Just fancy!” “Extrord’nary !” etc.

On the next evening a group of con-

genial ladies and gentlemen occupied a

corner of the deck, and being musically

inclined, and with the help of a guitar,

mandolin and banjo, they sang many of

the popular songs of the day, from light

opera and the music halls, and then fol-

lowed the inevitable and incomparable
Old Folks at Home and Old Kentucky
Home, which were being sung the world

over. But the best song of the evening

was one by a London “bagman,” or

commercial traveler, who was pos-

sessed of a magnificent barytone voice,

and as he sang with great feeling and
correctness

:

“Kathleen Mavourneen, the gray dawn
is breaking,

The ’orn of the ’unter is ’erd on the ’ills”

we failed to notice the ellipsis of the

H’s in consideration of his fine voice

and the beauty of the song.

Then one of our quondam friends

said: “Now let’s have Marching
Through Georgia, and our American
friends will sing the verses, and we’ll

all come in strong on the chorus!” But
with shame and mortification we con-

fessed that we knew- only the refrain.

Then the bagman sang it through, every

verse, and sang it well. I made what
amends I could by borrowing the banjo

and giving them some real old planta-

tion melodies, which they seemed to like.

AS we approached Alexandria th

first object to meet our gaze was
the famous Pompey’s Pillar, a red

granite column about a hundred feet

in height. Soon there loomed up numer-

ous windmifis with immense revolving
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Become a Charter Member of New Sportsmens Club

A group of sportsmen having acquired an option to purchase 480 acres

of fine timber and brush land in Orange County, New York, will be

interested in hearing from a few sportsmen who would consider joining an
exclusive sportsmen’s club of limited membership.

Property offers bear, deer and partridge hunting, with one mile of trout

stream and pickerel lake.

Address for particulars:

F. L. BARLOW, 11 Sussex St., Port Jervis, N. Y.

IMPORTED HOSIERY |
For Golf, Tennis and Sport Wear
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> Stewart Sporting Sales Co. s

I
425 FIFTH AVE., at 38th St., N. Y. 0
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PUBLIC SALE
You know Uncle Sam boys only best

Quality—you do likewise. We offer you
this first quality merchandise at auction

bargain prices.
U. S. Army Wool Blankets _

(Olive Drab reclaimed) . • § o.oU

U. S. Army Wool Blankets

» i V iih (Olive Drab new i * /-“X
J ” 1 MB U. S. Army O. D. Wool Shirts . 5.50

firi »

m

ill MM U. S. Army Trench Coats
1 K ™ ® (Sheep Lined) . . . • • • Tjj.OO

U. S. Army Leather Dress Shoes
_

8.00

. U. S. Army Socks (heavy wool) pair .50

U. S. Army Socks (light wool) pair .35

U. S. Army O. D. Wool Breeches
(reclaimed) . • • • • •

Army and Navy Knit Gloves
_ __ (heavy wool) pair

via wM flH Army and Navy Underwear
' m m

m

(heavy wool) garment • - i ,J)U

and 5000 other articles for fall and
winter wear. „ ,

I

" T i 1 k 1H SEND 10c FOR ARMY AND NAVY
| 1 I VVl CATALOG 123

1113 k S ARMY & NAVY STORE CO.
- I'i'P 1 245 W. 42nd St,, New York

Largest Camp and Military Outfitters

Game Preserve
Should be glad to get in touch with one or

half dozen gentlemen interested in securing
private game preserve and hunting lodge of

nbout 4000 acres—tide water region of South
Carolina—something very exceptional.

“HUNTER”, Lock Box 3857, Station D
Philadelphia, Pa.

WARNER'STM*

“THE
PISTOL

That
Shoots and Hits

the Mark’’
Before buying ask your
dealer about the $18
Warner 44 Infallible .' 4

Get tbe beat and save
at least^ 833 «GS es $S

Get a Warner *'

*

Infallible'* Automatic and teach the
women how to plug: the bull's eye. Target shooting is

intense, exciting 6port Excellent training for nerves and
eyes. Teaches self-reliance, confidence and familiarity

with weapons. What a Shooter Says Your 'Infallible'

Automatic Pistol is all that you claim and more. I put
seven shots in bull’s eye one inch in diameter at distance

of twenty-five feet with the pistol. The accuracy of
this arm is unsurpassed by any regardless of price.”

C. S. Hoffman, 157 Oakwood Avenue, Orange , N. J.

FREE LESSON OFFER
An authority has prepared for
us, a set of six lessons on the
Art of Pistol Markmanship.
These lessons are of marvelous
value in the use and care of a
Warner” Infallible”Automatic.
Write today for illustrated cir-

cular and terms of Free Lesson
Offer.

KIRTLAND BROTHERS & CO., INC.
96 Chambers St. ( Dept. S-F ) New York

OUTDOOR BOOKS
By WARREN H. MILLER

For Seven Years Editor of FIELD & STREAM
CAMP CRAFT. For Beginners $1.50
CAMPING OUT. For Veterans 2.00
RIFLES AND SHOTGUNS. Big Game and Wing

Shooting 2.50
THE AMERICAN HUNTING DOG. The Only Up-

to-Date Dog Book 2.50
CANOEING, SAILING AND MOTOR BOATING . 2.50
THE BOYS’ BOOK OF HUNTING AND FISHING.

For Your Kid 2.00
AIREDALE. SETTER AND HOUND. A Practical

Training Handbook 1.00
THE OUTDOOR MAN’3 HANDBOOK. Facts, Tables

and Game Laws 1.50
THE RING-NECKED GRIZZLY. Big-Game Hunt-

ing in the Rockies 1.50
MEDICINE MAN IN THE WOODS. A Pocket Camp

Doctor - 25

WARREN H. MILLER, Interlaken, N. J.

BEAUTIFUL SOUTH CAROLINA PLANTATION
River frontage. Highly improved. Ideal home. Finest
quail shooting. Millions of ducks. Bass fishing un-
surpassed; also doves, woodcock, jacksnipe, squirrels,

turkey and deer. Twelve hundred acres. Price forty

thousand dollars'. F. Maybank Scurry, Columbia, S. C.

WILD RICE BRINGS DUCKS
n hundreds of miles around. Myg-^rmin.
4 seed can be planted now where waters
not frozen. Get rnv literature.

CLYDE TERRELL
Dept. H208 Oshkosh, Wis.

1
-era H

J
FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light., easy to handle, no leaks or repairs; check as baggage,
carry by hand; safe for family; all sizes; non-sinkable; stronger
than wood; used by U. S. and Foreitm Governments. Awarded
First Prize at Chicago and St. Louis World's Fairs. We fit our
boats for Outboard Motors. Catalog.
King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 428 Harricon St., Kalamazoo, Mich.
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sails or arms. Then the tallest build-

ings began to appear, silhouetted

against the blue sky line of the horizon.

The whole country about and beyond

the city seemed level and flat.

Ancient Alexandria reached its great-

est splendor during the regime of Cleo-

patra, the last of the Ptolemies, when
it was the emporium of the world, and

next to Rome it was the most magnifi-

cent city of antiquity, besides being the

chief center of learning and literature.

The present city of Alexandria, in its

newest portion, resembles very much
other cities of continental Europe, and

is anything but oriental in appearance,

with its spacio. streets and modern

buildings. The old native portion is but

an aggregation of huts and hovels and

muddy streets and lanes, with a few

mosques. The population is very much
mixed. In addition to the native Arabs

and Egyptians there are represented

people from every part of the Levant,

in addition to those from continental

Europe and other countries.

The shops display most of the articles

of merchandise to be seen in European

cities, and, while the bazaars are more
picturesque and their wares more at-

tractive, the booths are by no means
neat or remarkable for cleanliness. A
few camels and many donkeys, in addi-

tion to cabs and carriages, throng the

streets. In the center of the European

quarter is the Square of the Consuls,

surrounded by the better class of resi-

dences, hotels, banks and churches.

There are also other squares and parks

with fountains and gardens, where

bands play in the evenings. There was
a large music hall where a fine female

orchestra from Vienna could be heard

and enjoyed.

TALES THE RIVER
TOLD TO MATT

(CONTINUED from page 641)

perhaps a half pound in weight and
handed it to Mr. Adams for classifica-

tion. “It’s a sand porgy,” he said.

“They run well up into salt-water

streams. They are the immature mem-
bers of a very prolific fish known to

deep sea fishermen as porgy or scup.

They apparently run up in such

streams as much to escape their enemies

as to secure food. They are an excel-

lent pan fish and will take almost any

bait but must be fished for at the bot-

tom, using a small hook.”

The afternoon was well along to its

close when Mr. Adams said he thought

it was well to call it a d'ay and quit as

they had plenty of fish for their use.

“We can try it very early in the morn-

ing if we wish as there is no better

time than just as the day is breaking

for most any kind of fish.” “I’d sure

like to know what took our baits a

hootin’ so,” said Matt. “Seems ’ough

we’d ought’a got one of ’em anyhow.

Gosh! Look a ’there what’s cornin’?”

He pointed almost overhead to a large

crane lumbering along in its peculiar

flight, its long legs projecting far out

behind, making altogether a rather

wierd picture. “I never seen’ nothin’

WHERE TO GO SOUTH
The management of The Fairview Park Club begs to announce tha L the

House will open for the Winter season on the 15th of November.

A most cordial welcome is extended to its friends and patrons to again visit

this delightful place and to accept the privileges of the club and the oppor-

tunities for Sport and pleasure it offers.

To those who have not yet been fortunate enough to spend a vacation here,

it would earnestly request that they do not fail to investigate before deciding

to go elsewhere.

To the Sportsman the Club offers all that could be desired, and it has the

facilities to make a stay here a thoroughly enjoyable time.

The Club has about 40,000 acres of shooting land, and this year the quail

hunting promises to be better than ever.

Ladies are particularly welcome, and every effort is made on the part of

management to take care of their entertainment.

For full particulars address the manager.

B. E. CARTWRIGHT
Trinity P. O.

Fairview Park Club

NORTH CAROLINA

NEWFOUNDLAND A Country of Fish and Game
A Paradise for the Camper and Angle:
Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the System of the Newfoundland Government Railway Commission is

exceedingly rich in all kinds of Fish and Game. All along the route of the Railway are streams
famous for their Salmon and Trout fishing, also Caribou barfens. Americans who have been fishing

and hunting in Newfoundland say there is no other country in the world in which so good fishing

and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfoundland. Information., together with
illustrated Booklet and Folder, cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agent,
Newfoundland Government Railway Commission St. John’s, Newfoundland

SKI!
for FUN

and HEALTH
No winter sport is

more keenly enjoyed
Fascinating, invigor-
a t i n g, inexpensive.
Learn on

NORTHLAND SKIS
Swift, smooth-running skis expertly made of
best edge-grained ash and pine. Send for free
illustrated booklet full of interesting infor-
mation about skiing.

NORTHLAND SKI MFG. CO.,
Ellis and Hampden Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

Go To

"The Dogs”!
HUNT—CAMP
FISH—EAT

DAVID M. NEWELL
LEESBURG, FLORIDA

Subscribe for Forest and Stream
$3.00 a year.

iMiutsf
ORTH CAROLINA

Mid - Winter Handicap

Target Tournament
January 17th to 22nd, 1921

$13,000 in Money and Trophies

Weekly trap-shooting tournaments start
Nov. 30th. Events for professional and
amateur—Legget Ideal Traps.
Dogs: Annual Field Trial, Jan. 25th to
28th, for money and trophies.

Golf, Tennis, Horseback Riding, Rac-
ing, Driving, Motoring, Airplaning.

CAROLINA HOTEL Now Open
Special Rates up to February

Holly Inn and Berkshire open in January
For Information: General Office, Pinehnrst.N.C.

THE SMALL-MOUTHED BASS
By W. J. LOUDON

Tells the story of this ever game fish— it tells

you how and where it can be raught. In ad-

dition to describing its haunts and habits.

Price, $2.00..

With a two Year’s Subscription

to Forest and Stream at the
Regular two year rate of $5.00.

FOREST &
9 East 40th Street,

STREAM
New York, N. Y.
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WILD
ANIMALS

OF
NORTH AMERICA

By
Chester A. Reed

9 East 40th Street,

This splendid guide of North American wild animals is

of invaluable assistance to the hunter, naturalist, or stu-

dent of wild life.

The book consists of more than 250 pages. It covers

in a complete and concise manner the life and habits of

150 animals embracing the species of which the meat is

used for food; fur bearing animals; hoofed animals,

flesh eaters; gnawing animals; insect eaters; winged

animals; pouched animals; toothless animals and sea

animals.

62 of the species are illustrated in full color pages re-

producing in natural colors original paintings by the

well known animal artist. Harry F. Harvey. Book re-

tails at $1.00.

Special Offer:

By subscribing now to FOREST AND STREAM at the yearly

rate of $3.00, you can obtain a copy of the above book without

additional cost. No extra charge for Canadian orders. Address

FOREST AND STREAM
New York City
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LAKE AND STREAM GAME FISHING

AN IDEAL HOLIDAY GIFT

A Practical Book on the Popular Fresh Water Game Fish, the Tackle Necessary and

How to TJse It

By DIXIE CARROLL

Editor of "The National Sportsman” and Fishing Editor of "The Chicago Herald," President

of “The American Anglers' League." Net $3.00.

A book of Fish and Fishing, written in a "pal” to "pal” style from actual fishing

muskellonge, pike, pickerel, wall-eyed pike and trout treated in a thorough manner as to habits and I«cuHan

ties. Baits and lures that attract game fish, and how to use them. Simp.e and expert methods

fly casting. The reason for each piece of tackle and how to use it

Send for your copy now or BETTER YET send $6.00 for a two years’ subscription to Forest and Stream and

we’ll ma'l a copy of this book FREE

FOREST AND STREAM (Book Dept.) 9 East 40th St., New York City

like that afore.” As it uttered its

piercing cry, “a-r-r-r-k,” Matt dodged.

The bird was barely above the tree tops

and the boat, being sheltered by the

bushes, it had not seen the party until

dii’ectly over their heads when it made
a clumsy attempt at haste, uttering its

startled cry which in turn had upset

Matt’s mental equilibrium. “Looks like

he carries crutches with him,” he said,

watching in wonder the long legs.

Again the men laughed at the boy’s

remark as well as his quaint manner of

asking questions and making comment.

That is what is known as a “blue

heron,” said Mr. Woodhull. “The long

legs we see are really stilts for wading
in deep water when looking for fish

and other food. A full grown one will

measure six feet from its feet to the tip

of its bill and yet it will not weigh

more than a good size chicken. They
are nothing but bones and feathers and

are to be found at the headwaters of

all such streams as this. They lead a

singularly lonely life and, while they

are frequently seen in pairs, the young

are never seen around these parts. They
are harmless and never interfere with

anything.” “ ’Cept to scare somebody

to death mos,”’ broke in Matt. “Gosh,

if I’d a been alone I’d a went overboard

when he come that close and squawked.

Don’t seem to be no sense in anythin’

bein’ so ugly an’ good for nothin’.” Mr.

Woodhull had raised his pole slightly

and was all attention. He had felt a tug

at his bait and soon threw into the boat

a fish of a most peculiar build. “That’s

a catty,” said Matt, as the fish was
still in the air but when it landed at his

feet he changed to: “What’s that

thing?” It was in shape something

like a catfish, but yellow on the bell#

and dark brown on the back with great

freckle-like spots. It was nearly all

head and ugly in the extreme. Mr.

Woodhull was as much at sea regard-

ing the name of the fish he caught as

was the boy and sat studying it won-

deringly. “Keep your hands away from
it,” said Mr. Adams, who was enjoying

the perplexity of the two. “No need o’

tellin’ me that,” said the hoy. “I’d hate

to touch it with a stick even. Gee!

Ain’t we seein’ things to-day, ’ough?

Birds ’ith stilts an’ then a fish I s’pose

it calls -itself, ugrlier’n sin.”

(to be continued.)
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ARMS AND AMMUNITION

OLD-TIME AND MODERN FIREARMS
bought, sold and exchanged. Kentucky flintlock

rides, old-time pistols, revolvers, guns, swords,
powder horns, etc. Lists free. Stephen Van
Rensselaer, 805 Madison Ave., New York City.

FOR SALE

FERRETS FOR SALE—LARGE OR SMALL,
either sex. W. A. Peck, New London, Ohio.

FOR SALE—MOOSE, ELK, ROCKY MOUN-
tain sheep and deer heads, correctly prepared for

mounting, also scalps to use in mounting the

horns you now have. Sets of horns, elk tusks,

etc., all at trade. One price to all. Delivery
guaranteed. Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist, Union-
ville, Ontario.

' SILVER, BLACK, CROSS AND RED FOXEZ
for immediate delivery. Pedigreed stock. En-
close stamp for particulars. Todd & Moore, Box
384, St. Stephen, N. E.

MISCELLANEOUS ,

EARN $25 WEEKLY, SPARE TIME, WRIT-
ting for newspapers, magazines. Experience un-
necessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 529.

St. Louis, Missouri.

NOTICE, TRAPPERS! DOUBLE YOUR
profits by getting by method of removing skunk,
woodchuck, coon, coyotes, etc., from dens with-
out the use of traps, -digging or tedious smok-
ing. Full particulars, $1.00. Frank Fitzherbert,
81 Roseville Avenue, Newark, N. J.

PEARLS, BAROQUES, SLUGS; BOUGHT.
sold and exchanged, loose or mounted. L. Y.
Mapes, Indiana Harbor, Indiana.

PLANS FOR POULTRY HOUSES. ALL
syles. 150 illustrations. Also copy of “The Full
Egg Basket.” These will surely please—send
25c. Inland Poultry Journal, Dept. 83, Indian-
apolis, Indiana.

SHOOT GEESE AND DUCKS ON CURRI-
tuck Sound, where they are plentiful. Good ac-

commodations, but make your arrangements now
as we only take a limited number. Lloyd O’Neal,
Sea Gull, North Carolina .

PHOTO SUPPLIES

FILM PACK DEVELOPED AND 12 PRINTS
furnished, 35c. Quick service. Phil Lundsteu,
Cape Cottage, Maine.

MAIL US 20c WITH ANY SIZE FILM FOP
development and six velvet prints. Or send six

negatives any size and 20c for six prints. Or
send 40c for one 8 x 10 mounted enlargement.
Prompt, perfect service. Roanok Photo Finihing
Co., 220 Bell Ave.. Roanoke, Virginia.

REAL ESTATE FOR SPORTSMEN

$6.00 DOWN; $6.00 MONTHLY; SIX ACRE
fruit, poultry; fur farm; river front; Ozarks;
$100.00; hunting, fishing, trapping. 1973 North
Fifth, Kansas City, Kansas.

BEAUTIFUL SOUTH CAROLINA PLANTA-
tion. Riven frontage. Highly improved. Ideal
home. Finest quail shooting. Millions of ducks.
Bass fishing unsurpassed, also doves, woodcock,
jacksnipe, squirrel, deer and turkey. 1200 acres.

Price $40,000. F. Maybank Scurry, Columbia,
South Carolina.

FOR SALE—ABSARAKA PARK RANCH,
located 15 miles southwest of Sheridan, Wyom-
ing, at mouth of Big Goose Creek Canon. Mid-
way between Eaton’s and Horton’s ranches.
Ideal location for resort ofl hotel. Scenery tire

best. Contains all the rock formations of the

Big Horn Mountains. Purest water possible.

Two miles of trout stream open the entire year.

One hundred twenty-five (125) acres irrigated

land, fine pasture all seasons. Joins U. S.

Forest Reserve for 2 J
/i miles. One 8-room cot-

tage; one 6-room cottage; log cabin 40 x 16;
one barn 60 x 30; tool house; chicken house;
ice house and sheds. Water works system. Two
good orchards. Wild fruit in abundance. 1.280

acres, price $40.00 per acre. Address, E. Gil-

lette, Sheridan, Wyoming.

A nominal charge of ten

cents per word will carry

classified messages to our

army of readers on farms,

in the towns and cities,

and at the end of blazed

trails.

SITUATION WANTED

ADVERTISER IS DESIROUS OF SECURING
position as game keeper. Can furnish 'best of
references. Address William Roland, High
Bridge, N. J.

TAXIDERMY

LARGE, NEWLY MOUNTED WINTER-
killed Elk heads, Rocky Mountain Sheep heads,
Mule and White Tail Deer heads. All fresh
heads recently - mounted in my studio by the

best methods of true-to-life taxidermy. Express
prepaid on approval anywhere in the United
States. Edwin Dixon, Canada’s Leading Taxi
dermist, Main Street, Unionviille, Ontario.

TWO LARGE, NEWLY MOUNTED WIN-
ter killed moose heads for sale. True to wild
nature. Mounted by the best known methods of

t ’.xidermy by the best experts in this work in

Canada. Express prepaid on approval anywhere
in the United States. Edwin Dixon, Canada’s
Leading Taxidermist, Unionville, Ontario.

“WIGGINS” EOR GAME HEADS.—YOU
pull the trigger—we’ll do the rest. General taxi-

dermy, Antwerp, New York.

YOU CAN TAN YOUR OWN FURS AND
skins. You can make mounted heads, lined rugs
and robes. Anyone can do this profitable work
with my Tanning Formulas and up-to-date time
and labor saving methods at small expense. Com-
plete formulas, etc., only $3 postpaid, duty free,

Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist, Unionville, Ontario.

WILD DUCK ATTRACTIONS

WERE YOU * SATISFIED WITH THE
flight of ducks this season? Did the birds swoop
in by the hundreds, flock after flock? If not,

perhaps you did not offer inducements for them.
Plant Wild Rice, Wild Celery and other plants

that give them food and cover. Write Clyde
Terrell, Dept. H-209, Oshkosh, Wis.

DOGS
In transactions between strangers, the

purchase price in the form of a draft,

money order or certified check payable to

the seller should be deposited with some
disinterested third person or with this of-

fice with the understanding that it is not
to be transferred until the dog has been
received and found to be satisfactory.

AIREDALES

LIONHEART AIREDALES — THE ALL-
round dogs, are sold on a dead open and shut
guarantee of satisfaction. Although we do less

advertising than any kennel of like size, we re-

ceive inquiries from all over America and many
foreign countries, for Lionheart Airedales; have
satisfied customers in 36 different States and four
provinces of Canada. As hunters of all furred
game, retrievers of waterfowl, stock dogs, watch
dogs and companions for children, they have no
superiors. Write for signed testimonials and list

of puppies for sale. Lionheart Kennels, Box
1412, Anaconda, Montana.

BULL DOGS

FOR SALE.—ENGLISH PIT BULL PUPS.
Write R. H. Stanton, Spirit Lake, Iowa.

COLLIES

WHITE COLLIES, BEAUTIFUL, INTELLI-
gent, refined and useful; pairs not a kin f-.r .sale.

The Shomont. Monticello. Iowa.

GUN DOGS

BEAGLE, RABBIT HOUNDS, FOXHOUNDS,
coon, oppossum, skunk, squirrel dogs, setters,
pointers, bear, deer, wolf hounds. Circulars, 10c.
Browns Kennels, York, Pennsylvania.

BEAGLES—50 BROKEN PUPPIES; TRIAL.
M. Baublitz, Seven Valleys, Pennsylvania.

FOR SALE.—TWO NICE FEMALE ENG-
lish Beagles, 6 months old; color, tan heads;
white, dark and tan body markings. 15 in. dog;
when matured. Price each $15.00. C. C. Jiu-

genzer, Kankaker, Ills.

FOR SALE.—FOX AND RAEEIT HOUNDS,
airedales. Stamp if convenient. Stissmg Stock
Farm, Pine Plains, N. Y.

FOX, COON, SKUNK AND RABBIT
hounds. Buy your deg now and know him when
the season opens. Also puppies an I started
dogs. ]0c for photos of hounds. II. C. Lytle,
Fredericksburg, Ohio.

NORWEGIAN BEAR DOGS—IRISH WOLF
Hounds, English Bloodhounds, Rus.-ian Wolt
Hounds, American Fox Hounds. Lion, Cat, Deer,
Wolf, Coon and Varmint Dogs: fifty-page high-
ly illustrated catalogue, 10c stamps. R rckwood
Kennels, Lexington, Kentucky.

RABBIT, BEAGLE, FOX, COON, SKUNK,
opossum hounds; pet and farm dogs; swine.
Catalogue, 4c. stamps. Kiefer's Kennels, Lan-
caster, Pennsylvania.

REGISTERED BRACE, THREE-YEAR-OLD,
pointer dogs. Fast, wide and snappy; first-class

quail dogs and fine retrievers, $350 each. Regis-
tered pointer dog, three year sold, with medium
speed and range; extra good bird finder, (a real

meat dog) and a fine retriever, $250. Regis-

tered Llewellen setter dog and bitch not related.

Crackerjack shooting dogs, fine retrievers. The
dog, $350; the bitch, $250. Registered pointe:

puppies, five months old, either sex, $50 each.

Also twenty other high-class pointers and set-

ters; both dogs and bitches, being shot over on
quail daily, priced from $150 to $500 each. Some
broken bitches in whelp. No catalogue. N -

printed matter. Write exactly what you want.
ITsrmon Sommerville, Amite, I. a.

WESTMINSTER KENNELS. TOWER HIL7

.

Illinois, offers fex, wolf and coyote bound
that will get their share of the race in ary
company. Humphrey’s Pride Cooners arc the

kind that settles all your fur dog troubles. When
it comes to rabbit dogs, we are the founders of

the Crackerjack Rabbit hound: also choice young
hounds and puppies. Get our price list, it s

free! We don’t sell them

—

we sell bonn-iV

MISCELLANEOUS

HOUNDS AND HUNTING — MONTHLY
Magazine featuring the hound. Sample 15 cents,

$1.50 per year. Address Desk F, Hounds and
Hunting, Decatur, Illinois.

MODERN BREAKING. By William A. Bruette.

Probably the most practical treatise that has

ever been published on the training of setters

and pointers, and their work in the field. Everv
phase of the subject has been carefully covered

and the important lessons are illustrated by
photographs from life. It is a book well cal-

culated to enable the amateur to become a suc-

cessful trainer and handler. There are chap-

ters on The Art of Training. Setters vs. Point

ers. Selection of Puppies. Naming D igs. X •

menclature. Training Implement, Know Tin-

self, First Lessons, Yard Breaking. 1’ intjr. r

Instinct, Backing, Ranging. Retrieving. Oil t

Shyness, Faults and Vices, Conditioning.

Dont’s. Illustrated by reproductions of Osthau
paintings. Cartridge hoard cover, $2.00.

Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 9 E. 40t!t St..

New Yrnrk C’tv

WANTED TO TRAIN

VI ANTED.—BIRD DOGS TO TRAIN. ALSO
broken setters and r- bbit hounds for sale. O. K.

Kennels, M-«-vd?1. Md.

In Writing to Advertisers mention Forest and Stream. It will identify you.
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YOUR FAVORITE

GAME FISH IN

NATURAL COLORS
A remarkable series of game fishes

reproduced in their natural colors

from the work of the famous fish

artist, A. D. Turner.

^ We have been exceedingly fortu-

nate in procuring a limited number
of wonderfully colored reproductions

of what is truly the most magnificent

collection of fish pictures ever paint-

ed, and, while they last, we offer the

individual subjects, delivered to any
part of the United States, at $3 each.

Here is the chance of a lifetime to

obtain an accurate and authoritative

reproduction of your favorite fish.

Each picture is an exact copy of the

painting itself. The size of each
subject is in excess of 17x27 inches.

They are mounted on gilt bordered
art board, ready for framing and are

well worth $10 each. The special

price at which they are available has
been made $3. This includes all de-

livery charges.

Do not miss this opportunity to

obtain a wonderful colored reproduc-
tion of best known game fishes. The
supply is limited, so fill out the at-

tached blank and order at once.

ORDER BLANK
INDICATE BY CHECK MARK
THE SUBJECTS REQUIRED.

Mail this coupon, together with $3 for
each picture. Subjects are obtainable on
special art paper and delivered in mail-
ing tubes at $2.50 each.

List of subjects available

SMALL-MOUTHED BASS
MOUNTAIN GRAYLING
YELLOW PERCH
PICKEREL
PERCH PIKE
COLUMBIA SALMON
LANDLOCKED SALMON
BROOK TROUT
BROWN TROUT
LAKE TROUT
RAINBOW TROUT
SUNAPEE TROUT

FOREST & STREAM (Art. Dept.)
9 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Enclosed find $ to cover
colored reproductions of game fish as

checked above.

Name

Address

MAIL ORDER TO

FOREST & STREAM (DEPT.)
9 EAST 40th ST. N. Y. CITY

TRAINING A PUPPY TO RETRIEVE
To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

MUCH has been said about the train-

ing of bird dog puppies, though in

all the articles I have read, I have
found very little subject matter on
teaching them how to retrieve.

This should be the first step toward
the training of a puppy whether it is

a pointer or a setter. The country is

full of “so-called” bird dogs and their

owners claim them to be good in every
respect, but upon being questioned

about their retrieving qualities, you see

them make numerous excuses. In my
mind retrieving is an essential part of

any bird dog’s career and I do not hesi-

tate to say that I would not consider

my dog worth while unless he retrieved.

Let me say here that I have seen dogs,

though, that I do not believe anyone
could teach the art of retrieving. Most
of these dogs were not handled cor-

rectly while puppies; some were too

timid, others stubborn and still others

just refused to yield.

First of all, obtain the puppy while
it is at an early age and name him at

once. A puppy in good health is usu-
ally very playful and that is just what
the owner wants who intends to teach
him to retrieve. I have seen a number
of different methods used and all with
a fair amount of success; but with a
device of my own, I have had most ex-

cellent results. It may be that some-
one else will claim this scheme, but I

never heard of it, and it is entirely

original on my part: After your puppy
begins to play with you, get a soft rub-

ber ball and roll it in front of him for

a few feet. Most likely' he will follow

it but probably he will not take it.

Coax him and call him by name so that

he will understand when you speak to

him. Do not become impatient and
commence abusing the puppy, for you
will not find one in a hundred that will

retrieve the ball to begin with. Occa-
sionally he will take it in his mouth and
then drop it. Be patient—talk kindly

to him, telling him all the time to bring
the ball. Maybe after a week or two
of hard practice, persuading and plead-

ing, your puppy will reward you by
bringing the ball nearly to you and
then dropping it. Continue this and
bear in mind to call the pup by name.
If he is a high class dog, he will soon

understand what you mean and once

he yields to retrieving the ball, he will

be equally as anxious to bring you the

ball as you are to have him do so.

But wait, your puppy isn’t trained

yet; he is only a beginner. Get a larg-

er ball—a tennis ball is preferable. I

have used this size with wonderful suc-

cess. The change in the ball will some-
times make a slight difference but not

often. Use this ball exactly as you
did the former and after he brings it

to you perfectly, then you are ready
for the next step.

Procure a quail and remove the skin

in one piece and sew the skin about
your tennis ball. You may ask: “Why
not use the whole bird and save so

much trouble?” There are several ob-

jections to this. Your puppy might
chew the bird until it would be unfit

for eating purposes; he might run un-
der the house with it and cause you
to lose several good minutes chasing
him; he might eat it, but the main ob-

jection is that we do not want to carry
our puppy along too fast; it’s better

to teach him step by step. Besides, the

quail or grouse, whichever it may be,

would not last long before it would de-

cay and our ball with the skin around
it will last indefinitely.

Throw the camouflaged ball in the

former manner and if he hesitates, call

him by name; telUhim to go and get it.

Continue coaxing him and if he has one
part of the blood that a hunting dog
should have, he will soon become an
expert in this fine.

As soon as ho becomes old enough,
carry him into the fields with you. Of
course, bear it in mind that the other

trainng is to begin now but as I am
dealing exclusively in retrieving in this

article, I shall not touch upon that line.

Now is the time to experiment with real

game. When you commence shooting
birds over him, never pick one up. Watch
where the bird falls and in case the

pup does not locate it, walk in that

direction. As soon as he picks up the

bird tell him to bring it to you. Pat
him and let him know that you are well

pleased with his efforts; throw the

dead bird out and send him after it and
continue this several times. Teach him
what the expression “dead” or “dead
bird” means. Some hunters object to

this, so it is just a matter of prefer-

ence. A dog doesn’t always see a bird

fall, so this is one of the many ways

Retrieving at the age of 5 months
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of making him find it. It will not take

him a great while to understand what
you mean by “dead bird” and he will

search diligently for the quail. Always
have patience and give your pup the

benefit of the doubt.

The picture below is one taken of my
dog, Hera Jane, retrieving at the age

of five months. Not only was she re-

trieving perfectly but she was pointing

and holding her birds equally as well.

She is a genius and is the most wonder-

ful bit of dog flesh I ever owned. I

attribute her success to her unusual

brain qualities and her almost human
intelligence. Jenks Ross, Texas.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 649)

acted upon in the same manner as pro-

vided in the by-laws for active and as-

sociate members. If so elected, they

may, if in good standing, upon reaching

the age of 18 years, become active or

associate members respectively by pay-

ing the annual dues of their class.

Art. XII.—Amendments—Insert after

the words “official organs of the A. C.

A.”—or a copy thereof mailed to mem-
bers in good standing

—

Chapter 1., Section 1, of the By-Laws.
Amend by adding a new paragraph at

the end of the section, viz.

:

Applications for junior membership
shall be made in the same manner and
substantially the same form as is re-

quired for active membership, and
junior members shall be proposed, en-

dorsed and elected in the same manner
as is prescribed for active and associate

members respectively; the 'application

of a boy shall be accompanied by the

sum of two ($2) dollars, one dollar as

entrance fee and one dollar as dues in

advance for the current year, and that

of a girl by fifty (50c) cents, as dues

(no entrance fee) in advance.

Chapter 1, Section 2.—Amend second

paragraph to read

:

Associate members shall pay to the

treasurer with their application, fifty

cents as membership fee and one dollar

as annual dues, in advance, and there-

after annual dues of one ($1) dollar, in

advance, on January^lst of each year.

And amend same section by adding a

third paragraph, viz.:

Junior members shall be subject to

all of the provisions of the first para-

graph of this section except that the

membership fee and dues for a boy and

the dues for a girl shall be as stated

in the last paragraph of Section 1 of

this chapter. They shall pay to the

treasurer as annual dues, in advance,

on January 1st of each year, viz.: a

boy, one ($1) dollar; a girl, fifty cents.

Chapter I, Section 3.—Amend to read:

Life Membership.—An active member
in good standing may commute his an-

nual dues for life by paying to the

treasurer the sum of forty ($40) dol-

lars. An associate member may com-

mute her dues for life by paying to the

treasurer fifteen dollars ($15.)

Chapter XIII.—Amendments.—Insert

after the words “official organs”—or a

copy thereof mailed to members in good

standing. Sam B. Burnham. Sec.

Airedale
“The One Man Dog”
An Airedale Terrier is the Dog
Supreme for Companionship, for

Watch Dog purposes, and Sur-
passes Every Other Dog on Earth
as a Companion for Children. The
all round dog of the times for city

or country, a Useful Canine Citizen.

We offer country bred, farm raised
puppies from registered thorough-
bred stock; a full grown male, and
a full grown female already served
by a registered stud.

Terriers
“TheDogThat Thinks”
Finest ALL ROUND hunter on
earth, BAR NONE. Unsurpassed
for coon, skunk, opossum, better

for rabbits than rabbit hound, best
retriever, land, water. Will point,

fine on quail, pheasant, partridge.

Used extensively on deer, cougar,
mountain lion, bear, endorsed by
ROOSEVELT and Rainey. An
“honest” dog. We have best hunt-
ing stock on earth, puppies, grown
dogs.

PROMPT SHIPMENT SAFE DELIVERY SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
This is the Home of the World Famous International Champion Kootenai Chinook the
Only American Bred International Champion Airedale in the World and a splendid
Hunter of Big Game. At Stud. Fee $25.

We have a litter sired by the above stud ready for shipment RIGHT NOW.
Illustrated Booklet and Price Liston Request

Box 60A, WESTON, NEW JERSEY, Phone Bound Brook 397
LARGEST EXCLUSfVE AIREDALE TERRIER KENNEL IN THE WHOLE WORLD

The Alertness

of

Perfect Health
*

'Wb
Alertness, energy, high spirits—all the best of doggy qualities—are de-

veloped and fostered by rigid adherence to the principle of “A perfect dog
diet for a dog constitution.” A perfect dog diet is a staple one of SPRATT’S
MEAT FIBRINE DOG CAKES varied occasionally by feeds c

r

“SPRATT’S RODNIM”
A granulated Dog Food of great merit containing a large percentage of

^

Meat.

Write for sample and send 2c stamp for catalogue “Dog Culture.”

SPRATT’S PATENT (AMERICA) LIMITED
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
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Dent’s

Condition

Pills

A marvelous tonic for dogs that

are out of sorts, run down, thin

and unthrifty, with harsh star-

ing coat, materated eyes and
high colored urine. There is

nothing to equal them for dis-

temper, mange, eczema and
debilitating diseases. You will

notice the difference after a

few doses.

At druggists or by mail, fifty cents.

The Dent Medicine Company
Newburgh, New York Toronto, Canada

A practical treatise on dogs and
their training (60 pages full}- illus-

trated), mailed for ioc. to all cus-

tomers.

00RANG AIREDALES
The 20th Century
All-round Dogs

»>orang Airedales are a true sporting strain and
have no equal as water-dogs, retrievers and hunters
of all kinds of game. They are trailers, tree-barkers
and stayers. They will climb a tree or go to earth
and fight anything from a rat to a bear. Their
faithful and untiring watchfulness makes them the
best of protectors for camp, home or estate. Their
superior intelligence makes them the most desirable
pals for ladies or gentlemen and loyal playmates for
children. They are the ideal dogs for farm and
ranch, being careful and efficient drivers of cattle,

hogs and sheep. We have for sale at all times
proven stock and farm dogs: trained hunters on lion,

bear. wolf, bob-cat. coon, opossum, skunk, mink and
rabbit: trained retrievers on ducks, geese and water-
fowl: police and watch dogs: automobile dogs and
companions: stud-dogs, brood-matrons and puppy
stock from the bluest Airedale blood in America

:

Fox-hojinds. Coon-hounds and Big Game-hounds:
also dog foods, dog medicines and kennel supplies of
all kinds. Illustrated and interesting booklet mailed
for 10c. stamps or coin.

OORANG KENNELS
The Largest Breeders of Airedale Terriers in the World

Dept. H, LA RUE, OHIO

FOR SATF» Large highcVIA UrALiEi FI,’ class Flemish
Giants, New Zealand Reds. R. R.
Belgian Hares, Ferrets, Pigeons.
Blooded Dogs and Puppies, all

breeds: Blooded Hops. lOe for book

MOHAWK RABBITRY, Depl. S, INDIANAPOLIS, IND

Ten-A-See Farm Kennels
The Home of

U. R. FISHEL’S NOTED POINTERS
“The World’s Best Bird Dogs"

Breed, rear and train Pointers exclusively.
Our two hundred highclass shooting dogs,
brood bitches and puppies are the very
best and will please the most exacting.
You will want one this fall, of course,
so order NOW and not he disappointed as
the demand for good dogs is greater than
the supply. Every dog is guaranteed—try
him and if not perfectly satisfactory re-

turn him and your money will he re-
funded. No other kennel makes such a
liberal guarantee. We know our dogs are
the best and are not afraid to put them
to the test. You will eventually buy one
of our pointers—Why not now?

Write for Sales Book.

Webster Price, Manager; W. E. Lucas,
E. G. Merritt, Jr., and assistants, edu-
cators. Address:

TEN-A-SEE FARM KENNELS
S. BARTON LASATER, Prop.

Box 165C PARIS, TENNESSEE

Is This Worth the Price?
Stop your dog breaking shot and wing.
Teach him what whoa! means. No long
trailing rope or spike collar. Our field

dog control is not cruel. Can be carried
in pocket and attached instantly to dog’s
collar. Dog can’t bolt. Fast dogs can he
worked in close and young ones field

broken in a week. Works automatically
—principal South American Bolas. Sent
postpaid with full directions for $2. Testi-
monials and booklet, Makinq a Meat Doq
sent on request.

MAPLE ROAD KENNELS
NEW PRESTON, CONN.

English Setters, Pointers

Wire Haired Fox Terriers

Puppies and grown dogs
of the best of breedingFOR SALE
Good dogs at stud

GEO. W. LOVELL
MIDDLEBORO, MASS.

Tel. 29-M

Sportsmen: English Beagles
I arge-size beagles, rabbit hounds, fox hound 1

,

coon, skunk and opossum hounds, bird dogs, pet

and farm dogs, swine, pheasants, rabbits, pigeons,
mice, etc. We offer 100 varieties; all stock
shipped on 10-days’ approval; satisfaction guar-
anteed or money refunded. Circulars 10c.

VIOLET HILL KENNELS, York, Pa.

e. DOG COLLAR NAME PLATES
t.xl Dog's name, your name and address on a handsorm
Hf ) Name Plate or Collar tag, 35c, postpaid, or 3 to-

Sl.OO. Rivets included. State width of collar. Writ,
plainly. T. B. SULLIVAN, Dept. S.

100 Abbott Avenue Fitchburg, Mass.

A SPORTSMAN’S WANDERINGS
(continued from page 659)

Surely he must have had experiences
in that wonderland of sport that would
have been worth recording.

The most interesting part of the
book from the viewpoint of the big
game hunter is the chapter on Arthur
Neumann, in which many valuable
sidelights are thrown on the life of that
intrepid elephant hunter. The chapter
entitled “All Sorts and Conditions of

Men,” gives some pleasant anecdotes of

many famous men including the late

Colonel Roosevelt.

Another chapter narrates in a very
entertaining way his adventures while
on secret missions for his counti*y dur-
ing the late war.

Millais had a large and close ac-

quaintance with many prominent Eng-
lish sportsmen who have now passed
over and his interest in sport led him
into many game fields throughout the

unfrequented places of the earth.

His book makes a valuable addition

to any sportsman’s library.

SPORTING RIFLES AND RIFLE
SHOOTING

S
ELDOM have we been able to recom-
mend to the general sporting pub-
lic and to big game hunters in par-

ticular a book which contains so much
practical advice and accurate informa-
tion as Col. John Caswell’s “Sporting
Rifles and Rifle Shooting”, recently pub-
lished by D. Appleton & Company.
Price $4.00.

Most of the books we have read on
this subject contain such a mass of

technical material as to be of little use

to the sportsman who wants to know
just what gun to use on the particular

game he is going to hunt.

Caswell not only treats the subjects

of trajectory, velocity, windage, etc. in

a manner that can be easily understood
by the novice but he has covered the

entire subject of rifle shooting in a way
that holds the attention of the reader.

His vast experiences in the game fields

of the world have brought to his writ-

ing the sure touch of authority. He
knows his subject from the standpoint

of one who has tested many theories

and found out the strength and the

weakness of them all.

One of the most interesting chapters

deals with stalking and cover and he
agrees with such men as Roosevelt, Sir

F. T. Jackson, Cunninghame, Selous

and Akeley, “that the employment of

the long range, small-bore rifle to save

the trouble of stalking is about the

surest evidence that such a man has no

place in the great outdoors.”

Perhaps Caswell’s greatest contribu-

tion to the subject of big game shooting

occurs in the chapter which tells the

hunter where to hold on different spe-

cies of game animals so as to insure a

fatal shot.

He has appended numerous photo-

graphs of dangerous game on which he

has marked the vital spots to aim at.

This chart in itself makes the book of

exceptional value to the sportsman.
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